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ON THE MATERIALS FOR ENGLISH HISTORY.

The lapse of ages renders even'tliing obsolete
;
and new liistories of old events, in the progress of

human affairs, become absolutely necessaiy. It would be a great mistake to suppose that the

narratives of those who were contemporary with the facts they relate must necessarily be the best

that could be written, and to be preferred for ever. Bacon, Milton, and other great authorities,

are opposed to this ; and, without going back to GUdas Brittannicus, to Nemoius, or the venerable

Bede, and without insisting on the impossibility of rendering the works of the learned monks,

from the year A.D. 493 downwards, as originally written, available to the English reader of the

nineteenth century, it is obvious, to every reflecting mind, that contemporaiy writers are not

invariably to be relied upon. If they can gain access to the actors in the scenes they describe,,

they cannot always guard against being imposed upon by dissimulation ; and their owti predilections

often render it impossible for them to be impartial. ]\Iany circumstances may disquahfy them

from furnisliing such a i-elation as ought to satisfy posterity. The author of
"
Paradise Lost

"
has

assured us that "Wise men, and of best abihty, have forborne to Avrite the acts of their own days."

By the arrangement here to be adopted, as will be subsequently explained, it must be seen, that

everj' precaution is intended to be used to avoid justifying the bitter remark of Gibbon, that
" The

voice of liistory is Uttle more than the organ of hatred or flatteiy."

It is in the nature of things that many political transactions of moment should be but

imperfectly explained to that generation wliose wellare they most immediately affect. They,

indeed, are acutely felt ; but the springs of action are concealed. The march of time slowly

unveils what was long merely suspected, or wholly unknown. Within the last century, vast

additions have been made to our historical treasures, of which no industn,'-, no talent, could

enable former annalists to possess themselves. It is not to detract from the merit of those who

have gone before to say that their labours are incomplete, because particular interests withheld

from them matters since revealed by death or accident ;

" Annorum series et fuga temporum."

In the present compilation, the celebrated historj' of Hume is followed to the Revolution of

1688. His active, inquiring spirit, was well employed in arranging that most important chapter of

the
stor)' of manldnd, and his high character was a guarantee for the honesty of liis design.

But, when he had completed his task, these qualifications could not immediately unite in his

favour those who had to sit in judgment on the work, or even gain for the author moderate praise
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their way to the cabinet of their sovereign, there to stand upon a footing of equality with

the proudest aristocracy of the land." To follow the career of these eminent persons cannot fail

to delight the friends of true constitutional principles. It is among the bright spots of our system,
'

that, in the words of the statesman just named,
"
a political creed, which assigns to a certain

combination of great famiUes a right to dictate to the sovereign, and to influence the people,"

cannot always prevail, to the exclusion
" from the management of public affairs all who are not

illustrious from birth, or powerful from hereditary opulence."

Strict impartiality, to which all pretend, will here be evinced, by enabling th e reader, as far

as possible, from public documents and other unquestionable vouchers, to form an unbiassed judgment
for himself, on the characters of statesmen, and the objects and effects of their measures. No effort

vfill be made to gain the favour of one class, by mortifying the pride and wounding the feelings of

another. The spirit of a priest, slavishly bound to maintain the privileges of his order, at the

expence of his fellow-men, will not be indulged ;
nor will that of the anarchist, envious of all the

distinctions which the necessities of society have created, seek to excite general indignation against
"
the powers that be." A simple, unaffected narrative, resting on vouchers of undoubted

authenticity, and stores of information become recently accessible, will be submitted. Our object,

an honest one, may be fearlessly avowed, and will be resolutely pursued. It is not sordidly to curry

favour with the great, nor artfully to inflame the humble
; it is not to defend the unhallowed and

insatiate claims of a favoured body, and to preach tame acquiescence in wrong ; nor is it to goad

mad violence to rebel against order and religion : the aim here constantly kept in view, will be

to give, in intelligible language, correct representations of the past, which may sen^e as lessons for

the future : like the pilgrims of honest John Bunyan, at Vanity Fair,
" we seek the truth."

It is almost superfluous to add, that a brilhant additional feature will be furnished by the

wars in India. There, where lighteous vengeance has requited monstrous perfidy, and the reckless

foes of tranquillity have been made to pay the penalty of discord, it was most fitting that the sword

of justice should flash with terrifjing lustre on the guilty. Enormous crime, on an unprecedented

scale, rendered a solemn example necessar\", and fearful slaughter the duty of humanity.

" "When by just vengeance guilty mortals perish,

The gods behold the sacrifice with pleasure."

But our reason, and the better feelings of our nature, exult to find in the flush of \ic(ory a lofty-

minded moderation displayed, to astonish posterity by combining everything that could exalt the

achievements of valour, and give Great Britain, affluent of matchless triumphs in the field before,

all that remained to swell this mighty empire's imperishable fame.

il
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THE

HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

CHAPTER I.

THE BRITONS. ROMANS. SAXONS. THE HEPTARCHY. THE KINGDOM OF KENT.
OF NORTHUMBERLAND. OF EAST ANGLIA. OF MERCIA. OF ESSEX.

OF SUSSEX. OF WESSEX.
THE BRITOXS. A. C. 55

THE BRITONS.
The curiosity entertained by all civilized

nations, of inquiring into the exploits and
adventures of their ancestors, commonly

!!i.lories ofexcites a regret that the history of remote
Z"

^
;ages should always be so much involved in

I^'
""

obscurity, uncertainty, and contradiction.

Ingenious men, possessed of leisure, are

apt to push their researches beyond the

period in which literary monuments are

framed or preserved ; without reflecting
that the histoiy of past events is immedi-

ately lost or disfigured when intrusted to

memory and oral tradition, and that the

adventures of barbarous nations could afford

little or no entertainment to men born in a
more cultivated age. The convulsions of a

civilized state usually compose the most
instructive and most interesting part of its

liistory : but the sudden, violent, and un-

biS^aJ'P'"^P^^d revolutions, incident to barbarians,
are so much guided by caprice, and ter-

minate so often in cruelty, that they dis-

gust us by the uniformity of their appear-

lons

tompara-

tively nnin

teretting.

* Of these "
tales and traditions

" much has lately
been written, but very little produced that deserves
more than the languid commendation given to plau-
sible conjecture. Matter of great seeming pith has

engaged the attention of the reader, but all depend-
B

Historybest
studied

the Inn.

guage, cus-

toms, and
manners uf
nations.

ance ; and it is rather fortunate for letters

that they are buried in silence and oblivion.

The only certain means, by which nations

can indulge their curiosity in researches

concerning their remote origin, is to consider

the language, manners, and customs, of

their ancestors, and to compare them with

those of the neighbouring nations. Neg
lecting all traditions, or tales, concerning
the more early histoiy of Britain,* we shall

only consider the state of the inhabitants

as it appeared to the Romans on their in

vasion of this countiy : we shall briefly

run over the events which attended the

conquest made by that empire, as belonging
more to Roman than British story : we
shall hasten through the obscure and un-

interesting period of Saxon annals
; and

shall reserve a more full narration for those

times when the truth is both so well ascer-

tained and so complete as to promise enter-

tainment and instruction.

All ancient writers agree in representing
the first inhabitants of Britain as a tribe ofi,ribe™/th»

the Gauls or Celtse, who peopled that *^'"^^-

Britain as it

was found

Ijy the Eo>.

mans.

Its first in-

ing on the often repeated words,
"
probably

" and "
per-

haps;" and the -writers have been forced in candour to

admit, that the materials on which reliance could be

placed, were too scanty to afford more than mere

glimpses of the state of Britain in ancient times."—Ed.
5
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THE BKITONS. HISTORY OF ENGLAND. A. C. 58,

They- lan-

guage, gov-
ernment,
and super-

stition, but

slightly va-
ried.

Tillage and

agriculture
of the anci-

ent Britons.

island from the neighbouring continent.*

Their language was the same, their man-

ners, their government, their superstition ;

varied only by those small differences which

time, or a communication with the border-

ing nations, must necessarily introduce.

The inhabitants of Gaul had acquired, from

a commerce with their southern neighbours,
some refinement in the arts, which gradu-

ally diffused themselves northwards, and

spread but a very faint light over this is-

land. The Greek and Roman navigators
or merchants (for there were scarcely any
other travellers in those ages) brought back
the most shocking accounts of the ferocity
of the people ; which they magnified, as

usual, in order to excite the admii-ation of

their countrymen. Tlie south-east parts,

however, of Britain had already, before the

age of Ccesar, made the first and most

requisite step towards a civil settlement ;

and the Britons, by tillage and agriculture,t
had there increased to a great multitude.

The other inhabitants of the island still

maintained themselves by pasture ; they
were clothed vdih skins of beasts

; they
dwelt in huts, which they reared in the

forests and marshes, with which the country
was covered ; they shifted easily their habi-

tation, when actuated either by the hopes
of plunder or the fear of an enemy ;

the

convenience of feeding their cattle was even

a sufficient motive for removing their seats
;

and as they were ignorant of aU the refine-

* This subject has been much discussed since Hume
\vrote without leading to any striking result. The
conclusion generally come to is that England, at a very
remote period, became peopled by considerable emi-

grations from various parts of the adjacent conti-

nent. Germany, no doubt, was among the contri-

butors. Verstegan says :
" To begin, the Saxons,

the ancestors of our noble English nation, came and
took possession of Lhoegria, the best part of Britain,
and left unto it the name of England."—Ed.

•f Agriculture must have flourished at an early period
in England. When the Emperor Julian was re-

building the ruined cities of Gaul,
" Six hundred

large barks, framed in the forest of the Ardennes,
made several voyages to the coast of Britain

;
and

returning from thence, laden with corn, sailed up the

Rhine, and distributed their cargoes to the several

towns and fortresses along the banks of the river."

Gibbon adds the following note :

" We may credit Julian himself, (Oral. ad. S. P. Q.
Atheniensem, p. 280.) who gives a very particular
account of the translation. Zosimus adds two hun-
dred vessels more, (1. iii. p. 145.) If we compute the

6

ments of life, their wants and their posses-
sions were equally scanty and limited.

The Britons were divided into many small

nations or tribes
; and, being a military

people, whose sole property was their arms,
and their cattle, it was impossible, after

they had acquired a relish of liberty, for

their princes or chieftains to establish any
despotic authority over them. Their go-
vernments, though monarchical, were free,

as well as those of the Celtic nations
; and

the common people seem to have enjoyed
more Uberty among them than anions; the

nations of Gaul, from whom they were
descended. Each state was divided into

factions
;

it was agitated with animosity
against neighbouring states : and, while the

arts of peace were yet unknown, wars were
the chief occupation, and formed the chief

object of ambition among the people.
The religion of the Britons was one of

the most considerable parts of their govern-
ment

;
and the Druids, who were their

priests, possessed great authority among
them. Besides directing all religious du-

ties, they presided over the education of

youth ; they enjoyed an immunity from
wars and taxes

; they possessed both the

civil and criminal jurisdiction; they decided
all controversies among states as well as

among private persons ;
and whoever refused

to submit to their decree was exposed to

excommunication
; he was forbidden access

to the sacrifices or public worship ; and

six hundred corn ships of Julian at only seventy tons

each, they were capable of exporting 120,000 quarters,

(See Arbuthnot's Weights and measures, p. 237.)
and the country which could bear so large an expor-
tation, must already have attained an imjjroved state

of agriculture."
— Decline and fall of the Roman Em-

pire, vol. ii. p. 430.

This exportation of com from Britain is reported
to have taken place about the j'ear A.D. 35&. After

the Roman conquest, it produced corn in such abun-

dance, that Camden tells, on the authority of Alfredus

Rhivallensis,
" Britain was accounted one of the

fairest and most glorious plumes in the triumphant
diadem of the Roman Empire, while it was a pro-
vince under the same ; and was truly called by Charles

the Great ' The store-house and granary of the whole
western world."

Richard of Cirencester, speaking of the greater
civilization of the ancient inhabitants of the southern

part of Britain, describes those beyond as distin-

guished from them by raising no corn, and subsisting
on milk, fruit, and flesh."—Frumenla nonferebant, sed

lacte, fructu, et came, vivebant, lib. i. cap. iii.—Ed.

Govern
ments fr

but mona
chical.

The Dnii
were theii

priests ai

Judges



HIE ROMAXS. HISTORY OF ENGLAND. A.C. 56.

Bomiin
taerifices

made br
the Druids.

Their wor-

ship abol-

ished by the

Romans.

jliis company was universally shunned, as

profane ; he was refused the protection of

law
;
and death itself hecame an acceptable

relief from misery. Thus the bands of go-

vernment, which were naturally loose among
that rude and turbulent people, were corro-

borated by the terrors of their superstition.
No species of superstition was ever more

terrible than that of the Druids. Besides

the severe penalties, which it was in the

power of the ecclesiastics to inflict in this

world, they inculcated the eternal trans-

migration of souls
; and thereby extended

their authority as far as the fears of their

timorous votaries. They practised their

rites in dark groves or other secret recesses :

and, in order to throw a greater mystery
over their religion, they communicated their

doctrines only to the initiated, and strictly

forbad the committing of them to writing,
lest they should be exposed to the profane,

^'ulgar. Human sacrifices were practised.
The spoils of war were often devoted to

their dixnnities
;
and they punished with the

severest tortures whoever dai'ed to secrete

any part of the consecrated offering. These

treasures they kept in woods and forests,

secured by no other guard than the terrors

of their reUgion.* No idolatrous worship
ever attained such an ascendant over man-
kind as that of the ancient Gauls and Bri-

tons. The Romans were at last obliged to

abolish it by penal statutes
;

a ^^olence

which had never, in any other instance, been

practised by those tolerating conquerors.

* Those terrors were certainly formidable. From the

history of the Druids in the " Ancient Universal

History,"
" Fosbroke's Encyclopaedia of Antiquities,"

"Mona Antiqua," and many works of great learning
and research, the Druids owed their importance mainly
to the horrors associated with their superstitions.
Mr. Richard Thomson, in his "

Illustrations of the

History of Great Britain," has given an animated sum-

mary of their usages. The Druidesses seem to have
been perfect furies. When the Romans under Sueto-
nius Paulinus reached Anglesey, the residence of the

Arch Druid, they were appalled at the spectacle which
there presented itself. Attired in funereal habits, with

dishevelled hair, the Druidesses passed wildly up and
down the British ranks, invoking the most awful curses

on the invaders. Nor was this all; when captives were

made, they furiously rushed upon che helpless foe, cut

them down, and having carried them to a cistern at

which a priestess or officiating female of superior im-

portance stood, plunged a long, knife into each of the

victims. The bodies were then opened, and the future

studied firom the quivering entrails.— En.

THE ROMANS.

A. c. 55.—A. D. 448.

The Britons had long remained rude but

independent, when Caesar, Iiaving overrun
Gaul, first cast his eye on their island. He
was not alliu-cd by its riches or i-enown

;

but, being ambitious of carrnng the Ro-
man arms into a new world, he took

advantage of a short interval in his Gaulic
wars to invade Britain. After some resist-

ance,t he landed, as is supposed, at Deal
;

and, having obtained several advanta'.;cs
over the Britons, and obliged them to pro-
mise hostages for their future obedience, he
was constrained, by the approach of winter,
to withdraw his forces into Gaul. The
Britons, relieved from the terror of his

arms, neglected their engagements : and
that haughty conqueror resolved to chastise

them for this breach of treaty. He landed
in the next summer with a greater force

;

and, though he found a more regular resist-

ance from the Britons, who had united
under Cassivelaunus, I one of their petty

princes, discomfited them in everj' action.

He passed the Thames in the face of the

enemy; took and burned the capital ol

Cassivelaunus
; established his allv Mandu-

bratius in the sovereignty of the Trinoban-
tes

; and, having obliged" tiie inhabitants tc

make him new submissions, returned into

Gaul, and left the authority of the Romans
more nominal than real in this island.

f From Caesar's account of the progress of the

expedition, it is clear that he met with a more sys-
tematic and determined, resistance than any barbarian

nation could be expected to oppose to Roman disci-

pline. The Britons were not in the rude and lielpless
state in which many nations have been found in mo-
dern times. AVhen, before he came himself, Caesar

sent his ambassador, Comius, to make them acquainted
with his design, Comius was seized, and put in irons.

To use violence in such a case certainly did not prove
any great advance in civilization, but their putting him
in fetters, shews that his captors had some knowledge
of the mechanical arts.—Ed.

J Cassivelaunus, or Cassibelanus, was a British

prince or chief, whose capital
" was situated amidst

woods and marshes ;

"
a town being then, among t!ie

Britons, according to Caesar,
"
nothing more than a

thick wood, fortified with a ditch and a rampart to

serve as a place of retreat against the incursions of

their enemies," It is believed to have stood near the

site of St. Alban's—Ed.

Cicsarlanaa
at Deal,

.\upust 20,

A.C. S.i.

He with-

draws, but
returns to

I)unish bad
faith.

Cips.ir re

turns to

GauL



THE ROMANS HISTORY OF ENGLAND. A.C. 52

R( mnn
policy.

Ciili^ila
menaces
Bi-iumi.

Clnndina
visits it.

Ostorius

Scapula
defeats

Caractaciis.

The civil wars which prepared the way
for the establishment of monarchy in Rome,
saved the Britons from that yoke which

was ready to be imposed upon them. Au-

gustus, the successor of Caesar, content

with the victory obtained over the liberties

of his own country, recommended it to his

successors never to enlarge the territories

of the Romans. Tiberius, jealous of the

fame which might be acquired by his gene-

rals, made this adNace of Augustus a pre-
tence for his inactivity. The mad sallies of

Caligula, in which he menaced Britain with

an invasion, served only to expose himself

and the empire to ridicule. And the Bri-

tons had now, during almost a century,

enjoyed their Uberty unmolested
;
when the

Romans, in the reign of Claudius, began to

think seriously of reducing them under

their dominion. They sent over an army
under Plautias, an able general, who made
a considerable progress in subduing the

inhabitants. Claudius liimself, made a

journey into Britain, and received the sub-

mission of several British states
;
the Cantii,

Atrebates, Regni, and Trinobantes ; who
inhabited the south-east parts of the is-

land, and whom their possessions rendered

wilHng to purchase peace at the expense of

liberty. The other Britons, under the com-
mand of Caractacus,* still resisted, and the

Romans made little progress against them,
till Ostorius Scapula was sent over to

command their armies. This general ad-

vanced the Roman conquests over the

Britons
; pierced into the country of the

Silures, a warlike nation, who inhabited the

banks of the Severn
;

defeated Caractacus

in a great battle
;
took him prisoner, and

sent him to Rome
;
where his magnanimous

behaviour procured him better treatment

than those conquerors usually bestowed on

captive princes.

Notwithstanding these misfortunes the

Britons were not subdued ; and this island

* Caractacus was the king of the Silures, famed as

the bravest and most powerfid of the British tribes.

They inhabited the parts now called Herefordshire,

Radnorshire, Brecknocksliire, Monmouthshire, and

Glamorganshire, and were in alliance Math the Ordo-

\ices, who inhabited Montgomeryshire, Merioneth-

shire, Caernarvonshire, Flintshire, and Denbighshire ;

and in their country it was, that Caractacus, after a

severe struggle,wascrushedbythe Roman power.
—Ed. I

was regarded by the ambitious Romans as

a field in which military honour might still

be acquired. Under the reign of Nero,
Suetonius Paulinus was invested with the

command, and prepared to signahze his

name by victories over those barbarians.

Finding that the island of Mona, now An
glesea, was the chief seat of the Druids,
he resolved to attack it. The Britons en

deavoured to obstruct his landing on this

sacred island, both by the force of their

arms and the terrors of their religion. The
women and priests were intermingled with

the soldiers tqjon the shore
; and, run

ning about with flaming torches in their

hands, and tossing their dishevelled hair,

they struck greater terror into the aston

ished Romans, by their howUngs, cries, and

execrations, than the real danger from the

armed forces was able to inspire. But

Suetonius, exhorting his troops to despise
the menaces of a superstition which they

despised, impelled them to the attack
;

drove the Britons oft" the field
;
burned the

Druids in the same fires which those priests
had prepared for their captive enemies

;

destroyed all the consecrated groves and
altars ; and, having thus triumphed over

the rehgion of the Britons, he thought his

future progress would be easy ; but was

disappointed in his expectations. The Bri

tons, taking advantage of his absence, were
all in arms ; and, headed by Boadicea,

queen of the Iceni, who had been treated

in the most ignominious manner by the

Roman tribunes, had alreadj' attacked with

success several settlements of their insult

ing conquerors.t Suetonius hastened to the

protection of London, which was already a

flourishing Roman colony ;
but he found,

on his arrival, that is was necessary to

abandon that place to the merciless fury of

the enemy. London was reduced to ashes
;

such of the inhabitants as remained in it

were cruelly massacred
; the Romans and

f The -ivrongs of Boadicea were great in the ex-

treme. According to the ancient chroniclers, she drew

upon herself the vengeance of the Romans by resent-

ing the wanton and unheard of cruelties which they

perpetrated. For this, she, the mdow of Prasatugus,

king of the Iceni, was ordered to be publicly whipped,
and her daughters were given up to the rude violence

of the soldiers.—Ed.

w
Suetonius
Pauiiiius

sent to

Britain by
Nero.

The Dniic

oppose hill

Suetonin^

burns t

on thtii
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HE KOMANS. HISTORY OF ENGLAND. AD. 117.

..Ills

oil

tepeoe-
i'6s Cale-

all stran<rers, to the number of seventy

thousand, were ever}' where put to the

Isword without distinction ; and the Britons,

jby renderins; the war thus bloody, seemed

'determined to cut off all hope of peace with

the enemy. But this cruelty was revens^ed

by Suetonius in a great and decisive battle,

where eighty thousand of the Britons are

said to have perished ;
and Boadicca, her-

self, rather than fall into the haiids of the

enraged %"ictor. put an end to her own hfe

by poison. Xero soon after recalled Sue-

tonius from a government, where, by suf-

fering and inflicting so many severities, he

was judged improper for composing the

angry and alarmed minds of the inhabi-

tants. Al'ter some inter\"al Cerealis received

the command from ^'espasian, and by his

braver)' propagated the terror of the Ro-
man arms. Julius Frontinus succeeded

Cereahs both in authority- and in reputation.
But the general, who tinally estabUshed the

dominion of the Romans in tliis island, was

Julius Agricola, who governed it in the

reigns of \espasian, Titus, and Domitian,

and distinguished himself in that scene of

action.*

This great commander formed a regular

plan for subduing Britain, and rendering
the acquisition useful to the conquerors.
He carried his \"ictorious arms northw^ds ;

defeated the Britons in even,- encounter ;

pierced the forests and mountains of Cale-

donia ; reduced every state to subjection
in the southern parts of the island ;

and
chased all the men of fiercer and more in-

tractable spirits, who deemed war and death

itself less intolerable than ser\-itude. He
even defeated them in a decisive action,

which they fought under Galgacus tlieir

: leader
; and, haA-ins fixed a chain of <rarri-

sons between the friths of Clyde and Forth,
he thereby cut oft' the ruder and more barren

parts of the island, and secured the Roman
pro\ince from the incursions of the barba-

|rou5
inhabitants.

During these militan,* enterprises he neg-

jlected not the arts of peace. He intro-

duced laws among the Britons taught

I

I

* Julius Agricola came to Britain A.D. 78. The
! Romans had previously sustained considerable re-

verses, but in the course of six years he vindicated
the fame of their arms, crushed the last spark of Bri-

VOL.I. C

The Britons

acquiesce in

them to desire the conveniences of lite ;

reconciled them to the Roman language
and manners ; instructed them in letters and

science ; and employed ever)- expedient to

render those chains, which he had forged,
both easy and agreeable to them. The in-

habitants haA"ing experienced how unequal
their own force was to resist that of the Ro-

mans, acquiesced in the dominion of their

masters, and were gradually incorporated|theK!i^'
as a part of that mighty empire.

This was the last dm-able conquest made

by the Romans : and Britain, once subdued,

gave no further inquietude to the \actor.

Caledonia alone, defended by its barren

mountains, and by the contempt which

the Romans entertained for it, sometimes

infested the more cultivated parts of the

island bv the incursions of its inhabitants

The better to secure the frontiers of the

empire, Adrian, who visited this island, jA^'J^^^

built a rampart between the river Tyne and '^^

the frith of Solway. LoUius Urbicus,

under Antoninus Pius, erected one in the

place where Agricola had formerly estab-

lished liis ganisons. Severus, who made
an expedition into Britain, and carried his

arms to the most northern extremity of it,

added new fortifications to the wall of

Adrian. During the reigns of all the Ro-

man emperors, such a profound tranquillity

prevailed in Britain, that httle mention
isjthetlmeof

made of the affairs of that island by any
historian.

But the Roman empire was approaching
towards its final dissolution. Italy, and

the centre of the empire, removed, during

many a^es, from all concern in the wars,

had entirely lost the militar)- spirit, and

were peopled by an enenated race, equally

disposed to submit to foreign yoke, or to

the tATannv of their own rulers. The em

perors found themselves obliged to recruit

their legions from the frontier provinces,

where the genius of war, though languish-

ing, was not totally extinct : and these

mercenary- forces, careless of laws and

civil institutions, established a militar)-

government, no less dangerous to the sove-

Britain

tranquil in

(he time of

the Roman
Emperors.

Approach-
ing dissolu-

tion of the

empire.

tish liberty, and gained for himself, by introducing

civilization, the gratitude of the people he had sub-

dued. The jealous envy of Domitian recalled him,

A.D. 84.—Ed.
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reign than the people. The farther pro-

gress of the same disorders introduced the

bordering barbarians into the service of the

Romans : and those tierce nations, bavins;

now added discipline to their native bravery,
could no longer be restrained by the impo-
tent policy of the emperors, who were

accustomed to employ' one in the destruc-

tion of the others. In the reign of Arca-

dius and Honorius, they assailed at once

all the frontiers of the Roman empire ;

and, having first satiated their avidity by
plunder, began to think of fixing a settle-

ment in the wasted provinces. The more
distant barbarians, who occupied the de-

serted habitations of the former, advanced

in their acquisitions, and pressed with their

incumbent weight the Eoman state, already

unequal to the load which it sustained.

Instead of arming the people in their own
defence, the emperors recalled all the dis-

tant legions, in whom alone they could

repose confidence ; and collected the whole

military force for the defence of the capital
and centre of the empire. The ancient

point of honour, never to contract the

limits of the empire, could no longer be

attended to in this desperate extremity.*
Britain by its situation was removed

from the fury of these barbarous incur-

sions ; and, being also a remote province,
not much valued by the Romans, the le-

gions which defended it were carried over

to the protection of Italy and Gaul. But
that province, though secured by the sea

against the inroads of the greater tribes of

* "
Notwithstanding the great estimation the Ro-

mans a long time made of this island, j-et,
at last, after

five hundred years they had kept it in subjection, they

voluntarily left it, the charge of keeping it being

greater than the benefit ;
for to keep it in subjection

they maintained no fewer than four score thousand

soldiers in pay."
—Sir Richard Baker.

f According to Gibbon, the Scots and Picts were

distingtushed as the men who lived on the hills, and

toose who dwelt on the plains. As the latter culti-

vated tlie earth, they were requited by their wandering

neighbours with the nickname of cruitnich, or wheal

eateis. With like courtesy the Picts called the wan-
derers of the mountains, Scots, which in the Celtic

tongue is equivalent to vagrants.
—Decline and Fall of

the Roman Empire, iii. 312.—Ed.

X Hume, declining to
" enter into a detail on so un-

interesting a subject,
'

for reasons which he exphiins
in a long note, gives it as his opinion, that " Britain

either was originally peopled, or was subdued by the
|

10

barbarians, found enemies on its trondcrs,

who took advantage of its present defence

less situation. The Picts and Scots,t who
dwelt in the northern parts beyond tli

wall of Antoninus, made incursions upon
their peaceable and effeminate neighbours.
The Picts seem to have been a tribe of the

native British race, who, having been chased

into the northern parts by the conquests ol

Asiricola, had there interminailed with the

ancient inhabitants. The Scots were de-

rived from the same Celtic origin ;
haci

first been established in Ireland ; had mi-

grated to the north-west coasts of this is-

land
; and had long been accustomed to

infest the Roman pro\ince by piracy and

rapine. I These tribes, finding their more

opulent neighbours exposed to invasion,

soon broke over the Roman wall, no longer
defended by the Roman arms ; and, though
a contemptible enemy in themselves, met
with no resistance from the unwarlike in-

habitants. The Britons, accustomed to

have recourse to the emperors for defence

as well as government, made supphcations
to Rome

;
and one legion was sent over for

their protection. This force was an over-

match for the barbarians ; repelled their

invasion
;

routed them in every engage-
ment ;

and having chased them into their

ancient limits, returned in triumph to the

defence of the southern provinces of the

empire. § Their retreat brought on a new
invasion of the enemy. The Britons made

again an application to Rome, and again
obtained the assistance of a legion, which

The
Britons at-

tacked by
the Picts

and Scats.

They aro

incapal''
re^siitaii

migration of inhabitants from Gaid, and Ireland from

Britain." On the writers he quotes in favour of this

position, he o^vns little reUance can be placed ; but

perthiently adds,
"
Happily, the frivolousness of the

question corresponds to the weakness of the autho

rities." From the language of the two countries,

he holds it clear, that '• the Highlanders and the Irish

are the same people," and that there is positive evi-

dence " the former, in the third or fourth centirry

sprang from the latter."—Ed.

§ Lanquette in his "
Epitome of Chronicles," de

scribes the application of the Britons to the Roman;
for assistance to have been promptly assented to,

" and

a capitaTOe sent, with a legione of knightes ;
who

within a few dales chased theyr enemies out of the

lande : and teaching them to make a walle of turvcr

and stakes from the water of Humbre to the Scottish

sea (wlierewith their enemies might bee kept backa

out of the lande) toke leave of the Britaines and

departed."

The Ro-

mans come

to tlieir

assislari

d
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in.lUv

he Britnns

lin de-

proved effectual for their relict". But the

koinans, reduced to extremities at lioine,

ini'oruied the Britons that they must no

longer look to them for succour
; exhorted

them to arm in tlieir own defence ; and

urged that, as tliey were now their own
masters, it became them to protect by their

valour that independence which their an-

cient lords had conferred upon them. That

chey might leave the island with a better

^race, the Romans assisted them in erectins;

anew the wall of Severus, which was built

entirely of stone, and which the Britons

!iad not at that time artificers skilful enough
to repair:* and, having done this last good
office to the inhabitants, they bid a final

idieu to Britain about the year 448, after

beins; masters of the more considerable

part oi it

jenturies.

during the course of near four

THE BRITONS.

he Tlcti

The abject Britons regarded this present of

liberty as fatal to them
;
and were in no

condition to put in practice the pnident
counsel given by the Romans. Unaccus-
tomed both to the perils of war and to the

cares of civil government, they found them-
selves incapable of forming or executing

any measures for resisting the incursions of

the barbarians. Gratian also and Constan-

tine, two Romans, who had a little before as-

sumed the purple in Britain, had carried over

to the continent the flower of the British

youth ; and, having perished in their un-

successfid attempts on the imperial throne,
had despoiled the island of those who, in

this desperate extremity, were best able to

defend it. The Picts and Scots, finding
that the Romans had finally relinquished
Britain, regarded the wdiole as their prey,

„ and attacked the northern wall with redou-
luir

[)ie(i forces. The Britons, already subdued

I by their o^mi fears, found the ramparts but

*
According to Lanquette it was after a second ap-

plication, A.D. 429. and the Scots and Picts had again
been repelled, that the Romans " made a walle of stone
of the thicknesse of viii foote, and in hcyght xii foote.

Wiiche th\iig whan they had doen, comforti,-ng the

Urltaines and admonishing them hereafter to trust to

the)T o^\ne manhode and strengthe, they returned

agajTie to Rome.''—Ed.

"Tlie,

t.TOjtns of
the Bri-

lous."

a weak defence ; and, deserting their station,

left the country entirely open to the barba-
rous enemy. 'J^he invaders carried devas-

tation and ruin along with them. The

unhappy Britons had a third time recourse TheBrUon»

to Rome, which had declared its resolution 'Sn^r''
for ever to abandon them. yEtius, the

patrician, sustained, at that time, by his

valour and magnanimity, the totte:

ruins of the empire, and revived for a mo-
ment, among the degenerate Romans, the

spirit, as well as discipline of their ances-

tors. The British ambassadors carried to

him the letter of their countrymen, which
was inscribed the

' The Groans of the

Britons.' The tenor of the epistle was
suitable to its superscription.

' The bar-

barians,' say they,
' on the one hand

chase us into the sea
; the sea, on the other,

throws us back upon the barbarians ; and

we have only the hard choice left us of

perishing by the sword or by the waves.

But ^tius, pressed by the arms of Attila

had no leisure to attend to the complaints
of allies, whom generosity alone could

induce him to assist. The Britons, thus

rejected, deserted their habitations ; aban

doned tillage ; and, flpng for ])rotection to

the forests and mountains, suffered equally
from hunger and from the enemy. The
barbarians themselves began to feel the

pressures of famine in a country whic'li they
had ravaged ; and, being harrassed by the

dispersed Britons, who had not dared to

resist them in a body, retreated with their

spoils i t'o their own country.f
The Britons returned to their usual occu-

pations ;
and the favourable seasons, which

succeeded, made them soon forget their

past miseries. The monkish historians

complain of the luxury of the Britcns

during this period ;
and ascribe to that vice,

not to their cowardice or improvident coun-

sels, all their subsequent calamities.

In the enjoyment of the present interval

The Ro-
11111115: afford

no aid.

The barlm-

riaiis retire.

f On the refusal of ^tius to aid them the Britons

were forced
" to sende ambassade to Aldrocnus, kynge

of little Uritaync, to desyrc ayde and comforte." This

they obtained on condition that when victorious, his

brother Constantine should be their king ;
which ac-

cordingly took place, and he is said to have reigned
ten years.

" with such manhode and policie that he

kept it (Britain) in quyctnes and from daungier oi

strange enemies.
"—Epitome of Chroniries.— 1-A).

1 1

I-ritons in a

state of

peace.
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of peace, they made no provision for resist-

ing the enemy ; who, invited by their former

timid behaviour, soon threatened them with

a new invasion. We are not exactly in-

formed what species of civil government
the Romans had left among the Britons ;

but it appears probable that the great men
in the different districts assumed a kind of

regal, thougli precarious, authority ;
and

lived in a great measure independent of each

other. To this disunion of counsels were

also added the disputes of theology : and

the disciples of Pelagius, who was himself

a native of Britain, having increased to a

great multitude, gave .alarm to the clergy,
who seem to have been more intent on sup-

pressing them than on opposing the pubUc
enemy. Labouring under these domestic

evils, and menaced with a foreign invasion,

the Britons attended only to the suggestions
of their present fears ; and, following the

counsels of Vortigern, prince of Dumno-
nium (who, though stained with every \dce,

possessed the chief authority among them) ,

they sent into Germany a deputation to

invite over the Saxons for their protection.

THE SAXONS-

449—585.

Of all barbarous nations, the Germans
seem to have been the most distinguished
both by their manners and political institu-

tions, and to have carried to the highest

pitch the \'irtues of valour and love of

hberty. Kingly government, even when
established among the Germans (for it was
not universal), possessed a very limited

authority ; and, though the sovereign was

usually chosen from among the royal family,
he was directed in every measure by the

common consent of the nation over whom
he presided. When any important affairs

were transacted all the warriors met in

arms ;
the men of greatest authority em-

ployed persuasion to engage their consent ;

the people expressed their approbation by
rattling their armour, or their dissent by
murmurs ;

there was no necessity for a nice

scrutiny of votes among a multitude, who
were usually carried with a sti'ong current

to one side or the other
; and the measure,

thus suddenlv chosen by general agreement,
12

Their

prince go-
verned by
e.Kaniple.

was prosecuted with vigour. Even in war
the princes governed more by example than

by authority : but in peace the civil union
was in a great measure dissolved

;
and the

inferior leaders administered justice after

an independent manner, each in his parti
cular district. The warriors of each tribe

attached themselves to their leader with the

most devoted constancy. They attended

him as his ornament in peace, as his defence

in war, as his council in the administration

of justice. To die for the honour of their

band was their chief ambition : to survive

its disgrace, or the death of their leader,

was infamous. They even carried into the

field their women and children, who adopted
all the martial sentiments of the men.

The leaders and their military compa-
nions were maintained by the labour oi

their slaves, or by that of the weaker and

less warlike part of the community whom
they defended. The contributions which

they levied went not beyond a bare subsist-

ence
;
and the honours, acquired by a supe-

rior rank, were the only reward of their

superior dangers and fatigues. All the re

fined arts of life were unknown among the

Germans
; tillage itself was almost wholly

neglected ; they even seem to have been

anxious to prevent any improvements of

that nature.

The Saxons had been for some time re

siarded as one of the most warlike tribes of

this fierce people, and had become- the

terror of the neighbouring nations. They
had diffused themselves from the northern

parts of Germany and the Cimbrian Cher-

sonesus, and had taken possession of all

the sea coast from the mouth of the Rhine

to Jutland
;
whence they had long infested

by their piracies all the eastern and south-

ern parts of Britain, and the northern of

Gaul. In order to oppose their inroads,

the Romans had established an officer,

whom they called
' Count of the Saxon

shore :

'

and, as the naval arts can flourish

among a civihzed people alone, they seem

to have been more successful in repelling

the Saxons than any of the other barba-

rians by whom they were invaded. The
dissolution of the Roman power invited

them to renew their inroads : and it was an

acceptable circumstance that the deputie

To survive

bis fall in

battle was

infamy.

Refinement

among the

Germans
unknown
and unde-

sired.

The Saxoa
one of the

fiercest and

most power
ful tribes.
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THE S.\XONS. HlSTOirr OF ENGLAND. AD. 4.>0.

; hers,

iiaini
I ,

....
saxous. and nobilitv

lof the Britons appera-ed among them, and

[prompted them to vmdcrtake an enterprise,

I
to which they were of themselves sulh-

jciently inclined.

izist
I

Ilengist and Horsa, two brothers, pos-

vutat|Sessed great credit among the Saxons, and

were much' celebrated both for their valour

They were reputed, as most
of the Saxon princes, to be spnmg from

Woden, who was worshipped as a god

among those nations, and said to be his

great grandsons ; a circumstance which
added much to their authority. We shall

not attempt to trace any higher the origin
of those princes. The dark industrj^ of

antiquaries, led by imaginary analogies of

names, or by uncertain traditions, would in

vain attempt to pierce into that deep obs-

curity which covers the remote history of

those nations.

These brothers, obser\dng the other pro-
\inces of Germany to be occupied by a

warUke and necessitous people, and the

rich provinces of Gaul already overrun by
other German tribes, found it easy to per-
suade their countrymen to embrace the sole

enterprise which promised a favourable op-

portunity of displaying their valour and

gratifying their avidity. They embarked
their troops in three vessels

; and, about

the year 449 or 450, carried over sixteen

himdred men, who landed in the isle of

Thanet, and immediately marched to the

defence of the Britons against the northern

invaders. The Scots and Picts were unable

to resist the valour of these auxiharies
; and

the Britons, applauding their own wisdom in

calling over the Saxons, hoped thenceforth

to enjoy peace and security under the power-
ful protection of that warlike people.

But Hengist and Horsa, percei\dng with

what facility they might subdue the Britons,
were determined to conquer for their own

They brins
overji-xtL-eii
'

ndreii

The Scots

and Picls

ire repelled.

* The immediate cau.^e of Vortigern's deposition
Hiime has omitted to recite, which the old writers

have preserved. It is important, as ilUistrative of the

stem morality of the ancient Britons. Rowena,
whose marriage with Vortigern he mentions, is

represented to have been " a maiden of wonderful

beauty and pleasantness, but a miscreant and pagan.
For her sake the king repudiated his lawful wife, by
the which he had received three sons, for which deed
wel nere all the Brifaiaes forsake him." After this,

from the passion he had for his new wife, the Saxons
were so largely encouraged, that tlie Britons felt much

VOI,. 1. D

grandeur, not for the defence of their allies.

They sent intelliu;ence to Saxony of the

fertility and riches of Britain
;
and repre-

sented as certain the subjection of a people
so long disused to arms. The vices and

pusillanimity of Vortigern, the iJiitish lea-

der, were a new ground of hope ; and the

Saxons in Germany soon reinforced lien-

gist and Horsa with five thousand men,
who came over in seventeen vessels. The
Britons now began to entertain apprehen-
sions of their allies, whose numbers they
found continually augmentinsr ; but thouirht

ot no remedy, except a passive submission
and connivance. This weak expedient soon
failed them. The Saxons sought a quarrel,
formed an alliance with the Picts and Scots,
and proceeded to open hostility against the

Britons.

The Britons, roused to indignation against
their treacherous auxiliaiies, took arms

;

and, having deposed Vortigern, they put
themselves under the command of his son,

Vortimer.* They fought many^ battles with

their enemies
; and, though the victories

in these actions be disputed between the

British and Saxon annalists, the progress
made by the Saxons proves that the advan

tage was commonly on their side. In one

battle, however, fought at Eglesford, now
Ailsford ; Horsa, the Saxon general, was

slain, and left the sole command over his

countryTnen in the hands of Hengist. This

active general, continually reinforced by
fresh numbers from Germany, carried de

vastation into the most remote corners of

Britain
; and, being chiefly anxious to

spread the terror of his arms, he spared
neither age, nor sex, nor condition, wher-

ever he marched with his victorious forces.

The private and public edifices of the Bri-

tons were reduced to ashes ; the priests

were slaughtered on the altars by those

Hengist
and llors-T

invite over
their coun-

trymen.

Tlie Saxons
I

Uprcss the
1

I'.ritons and

jniii the

IMcts and
Scots.

Vortigern

deposed by
tlie Britons .

liis son

Vortimer

The Saxon
,'oneral,

Horsa, is

slain.

Ilengist un-

sparingly
att;icks the

liriti>h.

aggrieved. They subsequently,
"
considerying the

dayly repayre of the Saxones unto this realme, shewed
to thejT king the ieorpardie that myht thereof ensue,

and advertised him to avoyd tlio daunger, and expell
them out of the realme. But all was in vaine. For

Vortigern, by reason of his wife, bore such favour

towards the Saxones, that he would in no wyse here

the counsaylo of his subiects. Wherefore they with,

one will and mynd deprived him of his royall dignitie.
and ordcyncd to their kyng his eldest son, Vortimer.

when Vortigern had reigned xvi yeres."
—

Lanquette.
—Ed.
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The ppr^^e-
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idolatrous ravagers ;
the bishops and nobi-

hty shared the fate of the vulgar ;
the peo-

ple flj'ing to the mountains and deserts,

were intercepted and butchered in heaps ;

sotae were glad to accept of life and servi-

tude under their victors
; others, deserting

their native country, took shelter in the

province of Armorica ; where, being cha-

ritably received, they settled in great num-
bers, and gave the country the name of

Brittany.
The British writers assign one cause

which facilitated the entrance of the Saxons
into this island

;
the love with which Vor-

tigern was at first seized for Rovena, the

daughter of Hengist, and which that artful

warrior made use of to blind the eyes of

the imprudent monarch.* The same his-

torians add that \'ortimer died
; and that

Vortigern, being restored to the throne, ac-

cepted of a banquet from Hengist at Stone-

henge, where three hundred of his nobility
were treacherously slaughtered, and himself

detained captive. But these stories seem
to have been invented by the Welsh au-

thors, in order to palliate the weak resist-

ance made at first by their countiymen,
and to account for the rapid progress and

licentious devastations of the Saxons.

After the death of Vortimer, Ambrosius,
a Briton, though of Roman descent, was
invested with the command over his coun-

trymen ;
and endeavoured, not without

success, to unite them in their resistance

against the Saxons. Those contests in-

creased the animosity between the two

nations, and roused the miUtaiy spirit of

the ancient inhabitants. Hengist, notwith-

standing their opposition, still maintained

his ground in Britain
; and, in order to

divide the forces of the natives, he called

over a new tribe of Saxons, under the com-
mand of his brother Octa, and of Ebissa,

the son of Octa : and he settled them in

Northumberland. He himself remained in

the southern parts of the island, and laid

the foundation of the kingdom of Kent,

comprehending the county of that name.

*
Hengist is stated to have obtained from Vorti-

Igcrn as much ground as he covild enclose with a hull's

|hide. He, of course, cut the hide into thongs, and
Ithus contrived to describe a spacious circle, within

'which he built a strong place of defence, which was
14

Middlesex, Essex, and part of Surrey. He
fixed his royal seat at Canterbury, where
he governed about forty years ; and he died

in or near the year 488, leaving his new

acquired dominions to his posterity.
The success of Hengist excited the avi-

dity of the other northern Germans
; and

under different leaders, they flocked over

in multitudes to this island. These con-

querors were chiefly composed of three

tribes
;

the Saxons, Angles, and Jutes
;

who all passed under the common appella-

tion, sometimes of Saxons, sometimes of

Angles : and, speaking the same language,
and being governed by the same insti-

tutions, they were naturally led to unite

against the ancient inhabitants. The re-

sistance became every day more feeble :

and their calamities admitted of few inter-

vals, till they were driven into Cornwall
and Wales, and received protection from
the remote situation or inaccessible moun-
tains of those countries.

The first Saxon state, after that of Kent,
which was established in Britain, was the

kingdom of South Saxony. In the year
477, ySlla, a Saxon chief, brought over an

army from Germany ; and, landing on the

southern coast, proceeded to take posses-
sion of the neighbouring territorj'. The
Britons, now armed, were not expelled, till

defeated in many battles by their warlike

invaders. The most memorable action,

mentioned by historians, is that of Mea-
credes-Burn

; where, though the Saxons
seem to have obtained the \-ictoiy, they
suft'ered so considerable a loss, as somewhat
retarded the progress of their conquests.
But yElla, reinforced by fresh numbers of

his countrymen, again took the field against
the Britons ; and laid seige to Andred-

Ceaster, which was defended by the gar-
rison and inhabitants with desperate valour.

The Saxons, enraged by this resistance, and

by the fatigues and dangers which they had

sustained, redoubled their eftbrts against!
the place ; and, when masters of it, put all

their enemies to the sword. This decisive

De.ith of

Hengist.

The Britons

fly from the

Saxons to

Cornwall
and Wales.

The King-
dom of

South Sax-

ony formed

in Britain.

A massacre

of the Bri-

lish by
.'K11.-1, a

'

Saxon
chief.

called Thong Castle. Hengist then invited Vortigern
to a fe; st, at which the latter became enamoured of

the vSaxon's daughter, or niece, as .';ome state her to

have been, who soon became his wife.—En.
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advantage secured the contnusts of yElIa,

who assuinefl the name of king;, and ex-

tended his dominion over Sussex and a

Jle was stojiped in

east by the king;dom
the west by another

had taken possession

m'eat part of Surrey,
his progress to the

of Kent ; in that to
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of that territory.

These Saxons, from the situation of the

country in which they settled, were called

the West Saxons
;
and landed, in the year

49"), under the command of Cerdic, and of

his son Kenric. The Britons were, by past

experience, so much on their guard, and so

well prepared to receive the enemy, that

they gave battle to Cei'dic the very day of

his landing ; and, though vanquished, still

defended for some time their liberties.

None of the other tribes of Saxons met
with such vigorous resistance, or exerted

such valour and perseverance in pushing
their conquests. Cerdic was even obliged
to call for the assistance of his countiymen
from the kingdoms of Kent and Sussex, as

well as from Germany ;
and he was thence

joined by a fresh army under the command
of Porte, and of his sons Bleda andMegla.
Strengthened b^' these succours, he fought,
in the year 508, a desperate battle with the

Britons, connuanded by Nazan-Leod, who
was victorious in the beginning of the ac-

tion, and routed the wing in which Cerdic

himself commanded
;
but Kenric, who had

prevailed in the other wing, brought timely
assistance to his father, and restored the bat-

tle, which ended in a complete victoiy gained

by the Saxons. Nazan-Leod perished, with

five thousand of his army ;
but left the

Britons more weakened than discouraged

by his death. The war continued, though
* That Arthur lived, and was a brave and important

personage in his day, there is no reason to doubt-

Why such extravagant stories, as tliose of the art of

Merlin ha^g taken his father Uther to the bed of
the Lady Igrcn, wife to the Duke of Comw all, in the

likeness of that noble
;
and of Arthur having single-

handed slain on one occasion eight hundred Saxons,
it is not easy to determine. The concurring reports
of various contemporai-)' authors, Llyarc, llcrzin. and
Taliesin. may be n; med; and the mention made of him
in the Welsh Triads shew him to have been no fictions

hero, but a British prince, who in the sixth century
strove, and in some instances successful!)', against the

Saxons. He is said to have died A.D. -5 t2.
" In the

time of king Henry II.," says Baker,
" The bones cf

king Arthur and his wife Guynevour were foimd in

the success was commonly on tlie side of

the Saxons
; whose short swords, and dose

manner of fightinu;, gave them great advan-

tage over the missile WTapons of the Briton^

Cerdic was not wanting to his good for-

tune
; and, in order to extend his conquests,

be laid siege to Mount Badon or Banes-

downe, near Bath, whither the most obsti-

nate of the discomfited Britons had retired.

The southern Britons in this extremity ap-
plied for assistance to Arthur, prince of the

Silures, whose heroic valour now sustained
the declining fate of his country. This is

that Arthur so much celebiated in the songs
of Thaliessin and the other British bards
and whose military achievements have been
blended with so many fables, as even to

give occasion for entertaining a doubt of

his real existence. But poets, have com

monly some foundation for their wildest

exa";2:eration;c
* Certain it is that the siege

of Badon was raised by the Britons in the

year 520
;
and the Saxons were there dis

comfited in a great battle. Tliis nu'sfortune

stopped the progress of Cerdic, but was not

sufiicient to wrest from him the conquests
which he had already made. He and his

son Kenric, who succeeded him, established

the kingdom of the West Saxons, or of

Wessex, over the counties of Hants, Dorset,

Wilts, Berks, and the Isle of Wight ; and
left their new acquired dominions to their

posterity. Cerdic died in 534, Kenric in

560.

Wliile the Baxons made this progress,
their countrymen were not less activ'e in

other quarters. In the year 527 a great
tribe of adventurers, under several leaders,

landed on the east coast of Britain
; and

after lighting many battles, of which history

I'l-nlii" ex-
tends his

coiiqilej>tJI.

Kinij
.\rthur

o[n)0!ji'S tho

Saxons,

Cerdic lose*

a buttle.

the vale of Avelan, under an hollow oak, fifleen foot

under ground ;
the hair of the said Guynevour being

then whole and of fresh colour ; but as soon as it was

touched it fell into powder, as Fabian rclateth."' Lan-

quette sensibly remarks,
" Of this Arthur be written

many tliinges in the englyshe croniclc of small cre-

dence, and farre discordant from other ^^Tyters." He
adds,

" But yet all ap^ee that he was a noble and vic-

torious prince in all his deeds : and they testify that

he fought xii notable battayles against the Saxoncs,
and was ahvaie victour."— '•

By confounding the Ar-

thur of history with that of mythology, the chroniclers

of tlie middle ages have committed an enormous ana-

chronism ;
and thus have blended the real facts of the

former with the allegorical attributes of the other."

—Rees. — Kd.
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has preserved no particular account, they
established three new kingdoms in this is-

land. Utia assumed the title of king of

the East Angles in -575
;

Crida that of

Mercia in 58.5
;
and Erkenwin that of East

Saxony or Essex nearly about the same

time, but the year is uncertain. This latter

kingdom was dismembered from that of

Kent
;
and comprehended Essex, Middle-

sex, and part of Hertfordshire. That of

the East Angles, the counties of Cambridge,
Suffolk, and Norfolk. Mercia was extended

over all the middle counties, from the banks
of the Severn to the frontiers of these two

kingdoms.
The Saxons, soon after the landing of

Hengist, had been planted in Northumber-
land

; but, as they met with an obstinate

resistance, and made but small progress
in subduing the inhabitants, their affairs

were in so unsettled a condition that none
of their princes for a long time assumed
the appellation of king. At last, in 547,

Ida, a Saxon prince of great valour, who
claimed a descent, as did all the other princes
of that nation, from Woden, brought over

a reinforcement from Germany, and enabled

the Northumbrians to cany on their con-

qu3sts. He entirely subdued the county
now called Northumberland, the bishopric
of Durham, as well as some of the south-

east counties of Scotland
;
and he assumed

the crown under the title of king of Ber-

uicia. Nearly about the same time ^Ua,
another Saxon prince, having conquered
Lancashire and the greater part of York-

shire, received the appellation of king of

D'ieri. These two kingdoms were united

in the person of Ethilfrid, grandson of Ida,

who married Acca, the daughter of ^lla
;

and, expelling her brother Edwin, estab-

lished one of the most powerful of the

Saxon kingdoms by the title of Northum-
berland. How far his dominions extended

into the country now called Scotland is un-

certain : but it cannot be doubted that all

the lowlands, especially the east coast of

that country, were peopled in a great mea-
sure from Germany. The language spoken
in those countries, which is purely Saxon, is

a stronger proof of this event than can be

opposed by the imperfect annals obtruded

on us by the Scottish historians.
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Thus was established, after a violent con-

test of near a hundi-ed and fifty years, the

Heptarchy, or seven Saxon kingdoms, in

Britain ;
and the whole southern part of

the island, except Wales and Cornwall, had

totally changed its inhabitants, language,

customs, and political institutions. The

Britons, under the Roman dominion, had
made such advances towards arts and civil

manners, that they had built twenty-eight
considerable cities within their province,
besides a great number of ^allages and

countrj^ seats : but the tierce conquerors

by whom they were now subdued, threw

every thing back into ancient barbarity ;

and those few natives, who were not either

massacred or expelled their habitations, were

reduced to the most abject slavery. None of

the other northern conquerors, the Franks,

Goths, Vandals, or Burgundians, though

they overran the southern provinces of

the empire like a mighty torrent, made
such devastations in the conquered terri-

tories, or were inflamed into so violent an

animosity against the ancient inhabitants.

As the Saxons came over at inten^als in

separate bodies, the Britons, however at

first unwarlike, were tempted to make re

sistance
;
and hostilities being thereby pro-

longed, proved more destructive to both

parties, especially to the vanquished. The
first invaders from Germany, instead of ex

eluding other adventurers, who must share

with them the spoils of the ancient inhabi

tants, were obliged to sohcit fresh suppUes
from their own country ;

and a total exter-

mination of the Britons became the sole

expedient for providing a settlement and

subsistence to the new planters.
So long as the contest was maintained

with the natives the several Saxon princes

preserved a union of counsels and interests ;

but, after the Britons were shut up in the

barren counties of Cornwall and Wales, and

gave no further disturbance to the conquer-

ors, the band of alliance was in a great
measure dissolved among the princes of the

Heptarchy. Though one prince seems still

to have been allowed, or to have assumed,
an ascendant over the whole, his authority
was extremely limited ;

and each state acted

Civilization

thrown
back.

The extir-

pation of

the Briton

deemed ne

cessary.

A prince
withlimitt
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as if it had been independent. Wars, there-

fore, and rcv(^lutions, and dissensions, were
unavoidable

; and these events 0U2:ht now
to become the objects of our attention.

But, added to tlie
difficulty of carrvin;j on

at once the history of seven inde})cndent

kingdoms, there is great discouragement to

a writer, arising from the uncertainty, at

least barrenness of the accounts transmitted
to us. The monks, who were the onlv an-
nalists during those ages, lived remote from

„f public afiairs ; considered the civil trans-

hi'-lactions as entirely subordinate to the ec-

clesiastical
; and, besides partaking of the

ignorance and barbarity which were then

universal, were strongly infected with cre-

dulity, with the love of wonder, and A\-ith a

propensity to imposture. The histoiy of
that period abounds in names, but is ex-

tremely barren of events. ]\Iilton scruples
not to declare that the skirmishes of kites
or crows as much merited a particular
narrative as the confused transactions and
battles of the Saxon Heptarchy. We shall

give a succinct account of the successions
of kings, and of the more remarkable
revolutions in each particular kingdom ;

beginning with that of Kent, which was the
first estabhshed.

THE KIXGDO:\I OF KEST.

Escus succeeded his father Hengist in the

kingdom of Kent ; but seems not to have

possessed the militarj- genius of that con-

queror. All the Saxons, who sought either

the fame of valour or new estabiishments

by arms, flocked to the standard of ^EUa,
king of Sussex, who was carrving on suc-
cessful war against the Britons, and lading
the foundations of a new kingdom. Escus
was content to possess the kingdom of Kent,
which he left in 512 to his son Octa

;
in

whose time the East Saxons established
their monarchy, and dismembered the pro-
\-inces of Essex and Middlesex from Kent.
His death, after a reign of twentv-two years,

Hormenric
lii.i .^on, and
Ethclbfrt
li.'t ^raitd-
5un, Ibllow

*
Supporting himself on the authority of the vene-

rahle Bede, Camden says :

" This warlike, ^-ictorious.
stiff, stowt, and ^^gorous nation, (the Saxons) after it

had as it were taken roote heere about one hundred
and sixtie veares, and spread his branches farre and
wide, being mellowed and mollified by the mildenes

VOL. I. E

nt lirst un-
turtuiiate.

made room for his son Hermenric in 534 ;

who performed nothing memorable during
a reign of thirty-two years, except asso-

ciating with him his son Ethelbert in the

government, that he might secure the suc-
cession in his family, and prevent such re-

volutions as are incident to a turbulent and
barbarous monarchv.

Ethelbert revived the reputation of his

race ; but in his first attempt to aggrandize
his country, and distinguish his own name,
was unsuccessful. He was twice discomfited lKt'!'-"'"t

in battle by Ceaulin, king of Wessex, and
'

obliged to yield the supei-iority in the Hep-
tarchy to that ambitious monarch ; who
preser\'^ed no moderation in his \'ictory, and

by reducing the kingdom of Sussex to sub-

jection, excited jealousy in all the other

princes. An association was formed against
him

; and Ethelbert, intrusted with the com-
mand of the allies, gave him battle, and
obtained a decisive victon^ Ceaulin died '^y<^"'>',='"''

soon alter ; and Ethelbert succeeded as well ""
to his ascendant among the Saxon states as

^"'"''"'

to his other ambitious projects. He re-

duced all the princes, except the king of

Northumberland, to a strict dependance
upon him

; and even estabhshed himself by
force on the throne of IMercia, the most
extensive of the Saxon kingdoms. Appre-
hensive, however, of a dangerous league
against him, like that by which he himself
had been enabled to overthrow Ceaulin, he
had the prudence to resign the kingdom of

IMercia to Webba, the rightful heir, the son of

Crida, who had first founded that monarchy.
But, governed still by ambition more than

by justice, he gave Webba possession of

the crown on such conditions as rendered
him little better than a tributaiy prince

But the most memorable event which

distinguished the reign of this great prince
was the introduction of the Christian reh

gion among the English Saxons.* The
superstition of the Germans, particularly
that of the Saxons, was of the grossest and
most barljarous kind, and Wodenf, whom

Ktlielbcrt

-Mereia to

Wcbba.

of the soyle and sweete aire, was prepared, in ful-

nes of time, for the first spiritual blessing of God,
I mean our regeneration in Christ, and our ingraft-
ing into his mysticaU bodie by holy baptisme."

t The Saxons had many idols,
"
yet," says Vcrste-

gan,
" Scaven among the rest they especially appro-
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the}' deemed the ancestor of all their princes,
was regarded as the god of war, and by a

natural consequence became their supreme

deity. They believed that, if they obtained

tlie fa^"our of this divinity by their valour

(for they made less account of the other vir-

tues), tliey should he admitted alter their

death into his hall
;
and reposing on couches,

satiate themselves with ale from the skulls cf

their enemies whom they had slain in battle.

Incited by this idea of paradise, they des-

pised the dangers of war, and increased their

native ferocity against the vanquished bj'

their religious prejudices. We know little

of the other theological tenets of the Sax-

ons : we only learn that they were poly-
theists

;
that they worshipped the sun and

moon
;
that they adored the god of thunder,

under the name of Thor ;* that they had

images in their temples ; that they practised

sacrifices, and believed firmly in spells and
enchantments.

The constant hostilities which the Saxons

maintained against the Britons would natu-

rally indispose them for receiving the

Christian faith, when preached to them by
such inveterate enemies

;
and perhaps the

Britons, as is objected to them by Gildas

and Bede, were not over fond of commu-

nicating to their cruel invaders the doctrine

of eternal life and salvation. But, as a

civilized people, however subdued by arms,
still maintain a sensible superiority over

barbarous and ignorant nations, all the other

northern conquerors of Europe had been

already induced to embrace the Christian

faith
; and it was impossible but the Saxons,

informed of this event, must have regarded,
with some degree of veneration, a doctrine

which had acquired the ascendant over all

their brethren. However limited in their

views, they could not but have perceived a

degree of cultivation in the southern coun-

tries beyond what they themselves possessed,
and it was natural for them to jield to that

superior knowledge, as well as zeal, by which
the inhabitants of the Christian kingdoms
were even at that time distinguished.

priated vnto the seaven days of the week." That each

:)rdinai-ily received honours on one day more than on
the rest. Woden was the deity of the fourth day of the
week

; from his name Wednesday is derived. He had
been a victorious wanior. Prisoners taken in battle

1»

But these causes might long have failed

of producing any considerabte effect, had

not a favourable incident prepared the

means of introducing Christianity into Kent.

Ethelbert, in his father's lifetime, had mar-

ried Bertha, the only daughter of Caribert,

King of Paris, one of the descendants of

Clo^^s, the conqueror of Gaul : but, before

he was admitted to this alliance, he was

obliged to stipulate that the princess should

enjoy the free exercise of her religion ;
a

concession not difficult to be obtained from

the idolatrous Saxons. Bertha brought over

a French bishop to the court of Canterbuiy ;

and had been very assiduous in her devo-

tional exercises, had supported the credit

of her faith by an irreproachable conduct,

and had employed eveiy art of insinuation

and address to reconcile her husband to her

rehgious principles. Her popularity in the

court, and her influence over Ethelbert,

had so well paved the way for the reception
of the Christian doctrine, that Gregory,
surnamed the Great, then Roman pontiff,

began to entertain hopes of eftecting a

project, which he himself, before he mounted
the papal throne, had once embraced, of

converting the British Saxons.

It happened that this prelate, at that time

in a private station, had observed in the

market place of Rome some Saxon youth

exposed to sale, whom the Roman mer-

chants, in their trading voyages to Britain,

had bought of their mercenary parents.
Struck with the beauty of their fair complex-
ions and blooming countenances, Gregon,'
asked to what countiy they belonged ; and,

being told they were Angles, he replied that

they ought more properly to be denominated

angels : it were a pity that the prince of

darkness should enjoy so fair a prey, and

that so beautiful a frontispiece should cover

a mind destitute of internal grace and

righteousness. Inquiring farther concern-

ing the name of their proAance, he was

informed that it was Deiri, a district of

Northumberland. ' Deiri !

'

replied he,
'

that is good
'

They are called to the mercy

were sacrificed at the altar of Woden to induce the

departed chief to give his votaries new triumphs.
—Ed.

* The name of this idol is perjjetuated in Thurs-

day, which was the day on which his worshippers
tendered him their homage.— V,n.
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of God from his anther (de ira). But what
is the name of the Uinc; of that province?'
He was told it was .Ella or Alia.

'

Alleluia !

'

cried he,
' We must endeavour that the

praises of God be sung in their countiy.'
Moved by these allusions, which appeared
to him so happy, he determined to under-

take, liimself, a mission into Britain
; and,

having obtained the pope's approbation, he

prepared for that perilous journey. But
his popularity at home was so great, that

the Romans, unwilling to expose him to

such dangers, opposed his design ; and he

was obliged, for the present, to lay aside all

farther thoughts of executing that pious

purpose.
The controversy between the pagans and

the Christians was not entirely cooled in that

age ;
and no pontiiF, before Gregory, had

ever carried to greater excess an intem-

perate zeal against the former religion. He
had waged war with all the precious monu-
ments of the ancients, and even with their

writings ; which, as appears from the strain

of his own wit, as well as from the style of

his compositions, he had not taste or genius
sufficient to comprehend. Ambitious to

distinguish his pontiticate by the conversion

of the British Saxons, he pitched on Augus-
tine, a Roman monk, and sent him with

forty associates to preach the gospel in this

island. These missionaries, territied with

the dangers which might attend their pro-

posing a new doctrine to so fierce a people,
of whose language they were ignorant,

stopped some
^
time in France ; and sent

back Augustine to lay the hazards and dif-

jticulties
before the pope, and crave liis per-

mission to desist from the undertakins;.

;But Gregoiy exhorted them to persevere
in their purpose ; advised them to choose

some interpreters from among the Franks,
who still spoke the same language with the

Saxons
;

and recommended them to the

good offices of queen Brunehaut, who had
at tliis time usurped the sovereign power
m France. This princess, though stained

with every vice of treachery and cruelty,
either possessed or pretended great zeal

for the cause
;

and Gregorj' acknowledged
I

|.

— —
^^

—
I

* "
Elle faisait passer en angleterre les missionaires

lenvoyes par Gregoire le Grand, et le pontife lui

that to her friendly assistance was, in a

great measure, owing the success of that

undertaking.*

Augustine, on his arrival in Kent, in the

year 597, foimd the danger much less than

he had apprehended. Etbelbert, already
well disposed towards the Christian faith,

assigned him a habitation in the Isle ol

Thanet ; and soon after admitted him to a

conference. Apprehensive, however, lest

spells or enchantments might be employed
against him by priests, who brought an un-

known worshi]5 from a distant country, he

had the precaution to receive them in the

open air, where he believed the force of

their magic would be more easily dissipated.
Here Augustine, by means of his interpre-

ters, dehvered to him the tenets of the

Christian faitb
;
and promised him eternal

joys above, and a kingdom in heaven with-

out end, if he would be persuaded to receive

that salutary doctrine.
" Your words and

promises," replied Etbelbert, "are fair; but

because they are new and uncertain, I can-

not entirely jield to them, and relinquish
the principles which I and my ancestors

have so long maintained. You are wel-

come, however, to remain here m peace ;

and I will supply you with all necessaries,

and permit you to deliver your doctrine to

mjr subjects."

Augustine, seeing now a prospect of

success, proceeded with redoubled zeal to

preach the gospel to the Kentish Saxons.

He attracted their attention by the austerity
of his manners, by the severe penances to

which he subjected liimself, by the absti-

nence and seli' denial wliich he practised :

and, having excited their wonder by a course

of life which appeared so contrary to nature,

he procured more easily their belief of mi-

racles, which it was pretended he wrought
for their conversion. Numbers of the Kent-

ish men were baptised ;
and the king him-

self was persuaded to submit to that rite

of Christianitv. His example had great in-

fluence with his subjects ; but he employed
no force to bring them over to the new doc-

trine. Augustine assumed the appearance
of the greatest lenity : he told Etbelbert

."^t. Aiiiiiis-

tiiie aiTives

ill Kent.

He confers

with Etbel-

bert.

Re 13 per-
mitted to

preach the

gospel.

The king
becomes a

Christian.

ecrivait qu apres Dieu, etait a elle que 1'Angleterre i

etait redevable de sa conversion."—Burette. I
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that the service of Christ must be entirely

voluntary, and that no violence ought ever

to be used.*

The intelligence received of these spiri-

tual conquests afforded great joy to the

Romans
;
who now exulted as much in

those peaceful trophies as their ancestors

had ever done in their most splendid victo-

ries. Gregory wrote a letter to Ethelbert
;

in which, after informing him that the end
of the world was approaching, he exhorted

him to display his zeal in the conversion

of his subjects, to exert rigour against the

worship of idols, and to build up the good
work of holiness by every expedient of

exhortation, terror, blandishment, or cor-

rection. The pontiff answered some ques-
tions which the missionarj^ had put. Be-
sides other queries, which it is not material

here to relate, Augustine asked '

^Mlether

cousin-germans might be allowed to marry?'

Gregory answered that that liberty had
indeed been formerly granted by the Roman
law

; but that experience had shewn that

no issue could ever come from such mar-

riages : and he therefore prohibited them.

Augustine asked ' Whether a woman preg-
nant might be baptized ?

'

Gregory an-

swered that he saw no objection.
' How

soon after the birth the child might receive

baptism?' It was answered, 'Immediately,
if necessary.' 'How soon a husband might
have commerce with his wife ai'ter her

delivery ?
' ' Not till she had given suck

to her child
;

'

a practice to which Gregory
exhorts all women. ' How soon a man
might enter the church, or receive the sa-

crament, after having had connnerce with

liis wife ?
'

It was replied that, unless he
had approached her without desire, merely
for the sake of propagating his species, he
was not without sin : but in all cases it was

requisite for him, before he entered the

church, or communicated, to purge himself

by prayer and ablution
;
and he ought not,

even after using these precautions, to parti-

cipate immediately in the sacred duties. On

* Ethelbert, according to the old historians, be-

came most zealous in the cause of Christianity, and his

pious labours effected the conversion of Sebert, King of

the East Angles. This monarch has the credit of

founding the cathedral church of St. Paul, and West-
[minster Abbey. St. Augustine, to whom King Ethel-
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the whole, it appears that Gregory and his

missionary were better calculated than men
of more refined understandings for making
a progress with the ignorant and barbarous

Saxons.

The more to faciUtate the reception of

Christianity, Gregory enjoined Augustine
to remove the idols from the heathen altars,

but not to destroy the altars themselves
;

because the people, he said, would be allured

to frequent the Christian worship when

they found it celebrated in a place which

they were accustomed to revere. And, as

the pagans practised sacrifices, and feasted

with the priests on their offerings, he also

exhorted the missionary' to persuade them,
on Christian festivals, to kill their cattle in

the neighbourhood of the church, and to

indulge themselves in those cheerful enter

tainments to which theyhad been habituated

These pohtical compliances shew that he was
not unacquainted with the arts of govern

ing mankind. Augustine was consecrated

archbishop of Canterbuiy ;
was endowed

by Gregoiy with authority over all the

British churches ; and received the pall,

a badge of ecclesiastical honour, from Rome
Gregory also ad^'^sed him not to be too

much elated with his gift of working mira
cles

; and, as Augustine, proud with the

success of his mission, seemed to think

himself entitled to extend his authority over

the bishops of Gaul, the pope informed him
that they lay entirely without the bounds
of his jurisdiction.
The marriage of Ethelbert with Bertha,

and much more liis embracing Christianity,

begat a connexion of his subjects with the

French, Itahans, and other nations on the

continent ;
and tended to reclaim them

from their gross ignorance and barbarity,
in which all the Saxon tribes had been
hitherto involved. Ethelbert enacted,
with the consent of the states of his

kingdom, a body of laws ; the first writtenlxhe nrst

laws promulgated by any of the northernlj™."""

conquei'ors : and his reign was in every re-'

Siibslitulei

fur sacii-

lices.

Augustine
made AkH-

bisliop of

Canterburv

bert had given his palace at Canterbury, made that'

the cathedral of the see. He was beheved to have

brought from Rome some reliques of no common
value

; parts of Aaron's rod, and Christ's seamless
coat being among them.—Ed.
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spect glorious to himself, and beneficial to

his people. He governed the kingdom of

Kent fifty years ; and, dying in (ilG, left

the succession to his son Eadbald. This

prince, seduced by a passion for his mother-

in-law, deserted for some time the Christian

faith, which permitted not incestuous

marriages.* His whole pcoj)le immediately
returned with him to idolatiy. Laurentius,
the successor of Augustine, found the

Christian worship wliolly abandoned ; and
was prepared to return to France, in order

to escape the mortification of preaching the

gospel without fruit to the infidels. ]\IeUi-

tus and Justus, who had been consecrated

bishops of London and Rochester, had

already departed the kingdom ;
when Lau-

rentius, before he should entirely abandon
his dignity, made one efibrt to reclaim the

lung. He appeared before that prince ;

and, throwing ofi' his vestments, shewed his

body all torn with bruises and stripes, which
he had received. Eadbald, wondering that

any man should have dared to treat in that

mamaer a person of his rank, was told by
Laurentius that he had received this chas-

tisement from St. Peter, the prince of the

apostles ;
who had appeared to liim in a

\-ision, and, severely repro\"ing him for his

intention to desert his charge, had inflicted

on him these ^'isible marks of his displeasure.
Whether Eadbald was strack -nith the mira-

cle, or influenced by some other motive, he
divorced himself from liis mother-in-law,
and returned to the profession of Christ-

ianity. His whole people returned with

him. Eadbald reached not the fame or

authority of his father, and died in 640,
after a reign of twenty-five years ; leaving
two sons, Erminfrid and Ercombert.

Ercombert, though the younger son by
Emma, a French princess, found means to

mount the throne. He is celebrated bv

vn

* The fickle-minded conduct of these apostates
may not unreasonably be ascribed to the discord
which prevailed in the church of Rome. AVhen the

new converts saw those who claimed to exercise the
most sacred functions in the church engaged in a
virulent contest for objects dear only to worldly pride,

they ceased to appreciate the advantages of Christ-

ianity. John, the patriarch of Constantinople, wished
to be styled the Universal Bishop. Gregory sternly
resi.sted such pretensions, and denounced him, as

hiving first brought the e.xample of anti-chxist into the

L. I. F

Bede for two exploits ; for establishing tlie

fast of Lent in his kingdom, and for utterly

extirpating idolatry. He reigned twenty-
four years ; and left the crown to Egbert
his son, who reigned nine years. Thi.«

prince is renowned for his encouragement
of learning ; but infamous for putting to

death his two cousin-gerraans, sons ot

Erminfrid his uncle. The ecclesiastical

writers praise him for his bestowing on his

sister Domnona some lands in the Isle ol

Thanet, where she founded a monastery.
The bloody precaution of Egbert could

not fix the crown on the head of his son

Edric. Lothaire, brother of the deceased

prince, took possession of the kingdom ;

and, in order to secure the power in his

family, he associated with him Richard his

son in the administration of the government.
Edric, the dispossessed prince, had recourse

to Edilwach, king of Sussex, for assistance
;

and, being supported by that prince, fought
a battle with his uncle, who was defeated

and slain. Richard fled into Germany ;

and afterwards died in Lucca, a city of

Tuscany. William of Malmesbury ascribes

Lothaire's bad fortune to two crimes
;

his

concurrence in the murder of his cousins,

and his contempt for reliques.

Lothaire reigned ele^'en years, Edric his

successor only two. Upon the death of

the latter, which happened in G86, Widred
his brother obtained possession of the

crown : but, as the succession had been of

late so much disjointed by revolutions and

usurpations, faction bagan to prevail among
the nobiHty ; which invited Cedwalla, king
of Wessex, with his brother Mollo, to attack

the kingdom. These invaders committed

great devastations in Kent ;
but the death of

Mollo, who was slain in a skirniish, gave a

short breathing time to that kingdom.
AYidred restored the affairs of Kent ; and

Mis succps'
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bert e.xtir-

patea iilol-

atrv.

Egbcrtmur.
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church, by claiming the title of universal bishop, to

the derogation of all others. It was urged that the

council of Carthage, which sat in the year A.D. 419.

where two hundred and seventeen bisho])s were

present, had decreed that none should be called the

chief bishop, but only the bishop of the chief see

This, however, did not prevent the quarrel from being

prosecuted with great rancour, any more than it did the

popes subsequently raised to the chair from calling]

themselves the head of the universal church, Clirist'si

•vicar on earth, &c.—Ed. I
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after a reign of thirty-two years, left the

crown to his posterity. Eadbert, Ethel-

bert, and Alric, his descendants, succes-

sively mounted the throne. After the death

of the last, which liappened in 794, the

royal family of Kent was extinguished ;
and

every factious leader, who could entertain

hopes of ascending the throne, threw the

state into confusion. Egbert, who first

succeeded, reigned but two years ; Cuthred,
brother to the king of Mercia, six years ;

Baldred, an illegitimate branch of the royal

family, eighteen ; and, after a troublesome

and precarious reign, he was, in the year
823, expelled by Egbert, king of Wessex,
who dissolved the Saxon Heptarchy, and
united the several kingdoms under his

dominion.

THE KINGDOM OF NORTHUMBER-
LAND.

Adelfrid, king of Bernicia, having mar-
ried Acca, the daughter of ^lla, king of

Dei'ii, and expelled her infant brother

Edwin, had united all the counties north of

theHumberinto one monarchy, andacquired
a great ascendant in the Heptarchy. He
also spread the terror of the Saxon arms to

the neighbouring people ; and, by his vic-

tories over the Scots and Picts, as well as

Welsh, extended on all sides the bounds of

liis dominions. Having laid siege to Ches-

ter, the Britons marched out with all their

forces to engage liim
;
and they were atten-

ded by a body of twelve hundred and fifty

monks from the monasteiy of Bangor, who
stood at a small distance from the field of

battle, in order to encourage the combatants

by their presence and exhortations. Adel-

frid, inquiring the purpose of this unusual

appearance, was told that these priests had
come to pray against him. ' Then are they
as much our enemies,' said he,

'

as those

who intend to fight against us.' And he

immediately sent a detachment, who fell

upon them, and did such execution, that

only fifty escaped with their hves. The
Britons, astonished at this event, received

a total defeat. Chester was obliged to sur-

render
;
and Adeli'rid, pursuing his victory,

made himself master of Bangor, and entirely
demolished the monasteiy ; a building so

extensive, that there was a mile's distance

from one gate of it to another
;
and it con-

tained two thousand one hundred monks,
who are said to have been there maintained

by their own labour.

Notwithstanding Adelfrid's success in

war, he lived in inquietude on account of

young Edwin, whom he had unjustly dis-

possessed of the crown of De'iri. This

prince, now grown to man's estate, wander-
ed from place to place in continual danger
from the attempts of Adelfrid

;
and received

at last protection in the court of Redwald,

king of the East Angles ;
where his engaging

and gallant deportment procured him gene-
ral esteem and ati'ection. Redwald, how-

ever, was strongly solicited by the king of

Northumberland to kill or deliver up his

guest : rich presents were promised him if

he would comply, and war denounced

against him in case of his refusal. After

rejecting several messages of this kind, his

generosity began to yield to the motives of

interest ; and he retained the last ambassa-
dor till he should come to a resolution in a

case of such importance. Edwin, informed

of his friend's perplexity, was yet deter-

mined, at all hazards, to I'emain in East

Anglia ;
and thought that, if the protection

of that court failed him, it were better to

die than prolong a life so much exposed to

the persecutions of his powerful rival.

This confidence in Redwald's honour and

friendship, with his other accompUshments,
engaged the queen on his side

; and she

effectually represented to her husband the

infamy of delivering up to certain destruc-

tion their royal guest, who had fled to them
for protection against his cruel and jealous
enemies. Redwald, embracing moi'e gene-
rous resolutions, thought it safest to prevent
Adelfrid before that prince was aware ol

his intention, and to attack him while he
was yet unprepared for defence. He
marched suddenly with an army into the

kingdom of Northumberland, and fought a

battle with Adelfrid ; in which that monarch
was defeated and killed, after avenging
himself by the death of Regner, son of

Redwald. His own sons, Eanirid, Oswald,
and Oswy, yet infants, were earned into

Scotland ; and Edwin obtained pcssession
of the crown of NorthumberlaLd.
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Edwin was the greatest prince of the

Heptarchy in that age ;
and distin;;uished

iiimself, hoth by his influence over the

other kingdoms, and by the strict execution

of justice in his own dominions. He re-

claimed his subjects from the Hcentious life

to winch they had been accustomed ;
and

it was a common saying that, during his

reign, a woman or child might openly carry

every where a purse of gold without any

danger of \nolence or robbery. There is a

remarkable instance transmitted to us of

the affection born him by his servants.

Cuichelme, king of Wessex, was his enemy;
but, finding himself unable to maintain

open war against so gallant and powerful a

prince, he determined to use treachery

against him, and he emploj-ed one Eumer
for that criminal purpose. The assassin,

having obtained admittance by pretending
to deUver a message from Cuichelme, drew

his dagger, and rushed upon the king.

Lilla, an officer of his army, seeing his

master's danger, and having no other

means of defence, interposed his own body
between the king and Burner's dagger ;

which was pu.shed with such \-iolence that,

after piercing Lilla, it even wounded Edwin :

but, before the assassin could renew his blow,

he was dispatched by the king's attendants.

The East Angles conspired against Red-

wald, their king; and, ha^ang put him to

death, they offered their crown to Edwin,
of whose valour and capacity they had had

experience while he resided among them.

But Edwin, from a sense of gratitude to-

wards his benefactor, obliged them to sub-

mit to Earpwold, the son of Redwald
;
and

that prince preserA^ed his authority, though
on a precarious footing, under the protec-
tion of the Northumbrian monarch.

Edwin, after his accession to the crown,
married Ethelburga, the daughter of Ethel-

bert, king of Kent. This princess, emu-

lating the glorj"^ of her mother Bertha, who
had been the instrument for converting her

husband and his people to Christianity,
carried Paullinus, a learned bishop, along
with her

; and, besides stipulating a tolera-

tion for the exercise of her own religion,

which was readily granted her, she used

ever)' reason to persuade the king to em-
brace it. Edwin, after a serious and Ions;

inquiry, declared in favour of theChristian

religion. The people soon after imitated

his example. Besides the authority and
influence of the king, they were moved by
another striking example. Coifi, the high

priest, being converted after a public con

ference with Paullinus, led the way in

destroying the images which he had so long

worshipped, and was forward in making
this atonement for his past idolatrj'.

This able prince perished, with his son

Osfrid, in a great battle which he fought

against Penda, king of Mercia, and Csed-

walla, king of the Britons. That event,

in the forty-eighth year of Edwin's age and
seventeenth of his reign, diAaded the mon-

archy of Northumberland, which that

prince had united in his person. Eanfrid,

the son of Adelfrid, returned, with his

brothers Oswald and Osway, from Scot-

land, and took possession of Bernicia, his

paternal kingdom. Osric, Edwin's cousin

german, established himself in Deiri, the

inheritance of his family ;
but to which

the sons of Edwin had a preferable title.

Eanfrid, the elder surviraig son, fled to

Penda, by whom he was treacherously slain.

The younger son, Vuscfnea, with Ytii, the

grandson of Edwin by Osfrid, sought pro
tectionin Kent; and, not finding themselves

in safety there, retired into France to king

Dagobert, where they died.

Osric, king of Deiri, and Eanfrid of

Bernicia, returned to paganism, and the

whole people seem to have returned with

them ;
since Paullinus, who was the first

archbishop of York, and who had converted

them, thought proper to retire with Ethel-

burga, the queen dowager, into Kent

Both these Northumbrian kings perished
soon after ;

the first in battle against Cied

walla the Briton, the second by the trea

chery of that prince. Oswald, the brother

of Eanfrid, of the race of Bernicia, united

again the kingdom of Northumberland in

the year 634, and restored the Christian

rehgion in his dominions. He gained a

bloody and well disputed battle against

Cffidwalla; the last vigorous eftbrt which

the Britons made against the Saxons.

Oswald is much celebrated for his sanctity

and charity by the monkish historians

and thev pretend that his reliques wrought
23
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miracles, particularly the curing of a sick

horse, which had approached the place of

his interment.*

He died in battle against Penda, king of

Mercia, and was succeeded by his brother

Osway ;
who established himself in the

government of the whole Northumbrian

kingdom by putting to death Oswin, the

son of Osric, the last king of the race of

De'iri. His son Egfrid succeeded him
;

who perished in battle against the Picts,

without leaving any children, because

Adelthrid, his wife, refused to ^aolate her

vow of chastity. Alfred, his natural bro-

ther, acquired possession of the kingdom,
which he governed for nineteen years ; and
he left it to Osred his son, a boy of eight

years of age. This prince, after a reign of

eleven years, was murdered by Kenred his

kinsman
; who, after enjoying the crown

only a j^ear, perished by a like fate. Osric,
and after him Cel^\^ilph the son of Kenred,
next mounted the throne ; which the latter

relinquished in the year 738, in favour of

Eadbert his cousin german ; who, imitating
his predecessor, abdicated the crown, and
retired into a monastery. Oswolf, son of

Eadbert, was slain in a sedition a year
after his accession to the crown

; and

Mollo, who was not of the royal family,
seized the crown. He perished by the

treacheiy of Ailred, a prince of the blood ;

and Ailred, having succeeded in his design

upon the throne, was soon after expelled

by his subjects. Ethelred, his successor,

the son of JVloUo, underwent a like fate.

Celwold, the next king, the brother of

Ailred, was deposed and slain by the peo-

ple ; and his place was filled by Osred his

nephew ; who, after a short reign of a year,
made way for Ethelbert, another son of

Mollo, whose death was equally tragical
with that of almost all his predecessors.
After Ethelbert's death an universal an-

archy prevailed in Northumberland
;
and

eventually the people were well prepared
for subjection to a foreign yoke ;

which

*
Cclwulph, or Cednulph, as he is sometimes called,

" after eight years reign, left his royal robes, and put
on the habit of a monk, in the isle of Lindesfarne, or

Holy Island. Unto this king the venerable Bede. a

Saxon and a priest in the monastery of Peter and
24

Egbert, king of Wessex, finally imposed
upon them.

THE KINGDOM OF EAST ANGLIA.
The history of this kingdom contains

nothing memorable, except the conversion
of Earpwold, the fourth king, and

grandson of Ufia, the tbunder of the mon-

archy. The authority of Edwin, king of

Northumberland, on whom that prince en-

tirely depended, engaged him to take this

step : but soon after his wife, who was an

idolatress, brought him back to her religion ;

and he was found unable to resist those al-

lurements which had seduced the wisest of

mankind. After his death, which was
violent, like that of most of the Saxon

princes that did not early retire into mon-
asteries, Sigebert, liis successor and half

brother, who had been educated in France,
restored Christianity, and introduced learn-

ing among the East Angles. Some pretend
that he founded the university of Cam-
bridge, or rather some schools in that place.
It is almost impossible, and quite needless,
to be more particular in relating the trans-

actions of the East Angles. What instruc-

tion or entertainment can it give the reader

to hear along bead-roll of barbarous names;

Egric, Annas, Ethelbert, Ethelwald, Aldulf,

Elfwold, Beorne^ Ethelred, Ethelbert
; who

successively murdered, expelled or inherited

from, each other, and obscurely filled the

throne of that kingdom ? Ethelbert, the last

of these princes, was treacherously mur-
dered by OfFa, king of Mercia, in the year
792 ; and his state was thenceforth united

with that of OfFa, as we shall relate pre-

sently.

THE KINGDOM OF MERCIA.

Mercia, the largest kingdom of the Hept-
archy, comprehended all the middle counties

of England ; and, as its frontiers extended
to those of all the other six kingdoms as

Paul, at Werimouth, near to Durham, dedicated hi^

work of the English History, which he continued

from the first entrance of the Saxons into this island

to the year 751, containing, after his own account.;
283 years."

—Sir Richard Baker.—Ed.
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well as to Walles, it received its name from

that circumstance. Wcbba, the son of

Crida, founder of the monarchy, beini;;

placed on the throne by Ethelbert. king of

Kent, ijoverned his paternal dominions by
a precarious authority; and, after his death,

Ceorl his kinsman was, by the influence of

the Kentish monarch, jircferred to his son

Penda, whose turbulent character appeared

dangerous to that prhice. Penda was fifty

years of age before he mounted the throne
;

and his temerity and restless disposition

were found nowise abated by time, ex-

perience, or redection. He engaged in

continual hostilities ; and, by his injustice

and violence, rendered himself equally
odious to his own subjects and to strangers.

Sigebert, Ederic, and Annas, three kings of

East Anglia, perished successively in battle

asrainst him : as did also Edwin and Os-o
that

At
had

last

wald, the two greatest prmces

ireigned over Northumberland.
ItAngna Oswy, brother to Oswald, having defeated

and slain him in a decisive battle, freed thel;tlitUiii.

-I-

world from this sanguinary tyrant. Peada

his son mounted the throne of Mercia in

655, and lived under the protection of

Oswy, whose daughter he had espoused.
This princess was educated in the Christian

faith, and she employed her influence with

success in converting her husband and his

subjects to that religion. Thus the fair

sex have had the merit of introducing the

Christian doctrine into all the most con-
^i>'- siderable kingdoms of the Saxon Heptarchy.

Peada died a violent death. His son Wolf-

here succeeded to the government : and,

after having reduced to dependance the

kingdoms of Essex and East Anglia, he left

the crown to his brother Ethelred ; who,

though a lover of peace, shewed himself

not unfit for miHtarj' enterprises. Besides

making a successful expedition into Kent,
he repulsed Egfrid, king of Northumber-

land, who had invaded his dominions ;
and

he slew in battle Elfwin, the brother of that

prince. Desirous, however, of composing
all animosities with Egfrid, he paid him a

sum of monev as a compensation for the

loss of his brother. After a prosperous
reign of thirty years he resigned the crown
to Kendred, son of AVolfhere, and retired

into the monasteiy of Bardney. Kendred
' OL. I. 6

returned the present of the crown to Ceol-

red, the son of Ethelred ;
and making a

pilgrimage to Rome, })assed his life there in

penance and devotion. The place of Ceol-

red was svip))lied bv Ethelbald, great-grand-

nephew to Penda by Alwy his brother
;
and

this prince, being slain in a mutiny, was
succeeded by Off'a, who was a degree more
remote from Penda by Eawa another

brother.

This prince, who mounted the throne in

755, had some great qualities, and was suc-

cessful in his warliice enterprises against

Lothaire, king of Kent, and Kenwulph,
king of Wessex. He defeated the former

in a bloody battle at Otford upon the Da-!

rent, and reduced his kingdom to a state of

dependance. He gained a victoiT over the

latter at Bensington in Oxfordshire ; and,

conquering that county, together witli that

of Glocester, annexed both to his dominions.

But all these successes were stained by his

treacherous murder of Ethelbert, king of

the East Angles, and his violent seizing of

that kingdom. This young prince, who is

said to have possessed great merit, had

paid his addresses to Elfrida, the daughter
of Offa ;

and was invited, with all his reti-

nue, to Hereford, in order to solenmize the

nuptials. Amidst the joy and festivity of

I

these entertainments he was seized by Ofta,

I
and secretly beheaded : and, though Elfrida,

who abhorred her father's treacheiy, had

time to give warning to the East Anglian

nobility, who escaped into their own coun-

try, Ofta, hav-ing extinguished the royal

familv, succeeded in his design of subduing
that kingdom. The perfidious prince, de-

sirous of re-estabhshing his character in

the world, paid great court to the clerg}',

and practised all the monkish devotion

so much esteemed in that superstitious

age. He gave the tenth of his goods to

the church ;
and made a pilgrimage to

Rome, where his great riches could not

fail of procuring him the papal absolution.

The better to ingratiate himself with the

sovereign pontiff, he engaged to pay him a

yearly donation for the support of an En-

glish college at Rome ; and, in order to

raise the sum, he imposed a tax of a penny
on each house possessed of thirty pence a
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levied on all England, was commonly deno-

minated Peter's pence ; and, though con-

ferred at first as a gift,
was afterwards

claimed as a tribute by the Roman pontiff.

Carrying his hypocrisy still farther, Offa,

feigning to be directed by a vision from

heaven, discovered at Verulara the reliques

of St. Alban the martjT, and endowed a mag-
nificent monasteiy in that place. ]Moved

by all these acts of piety, Malmesbury, one

of the best of the old EngUsh historians,

declares himself at a loss to determine

whether the merits or crimes of this prince

preponderated. Offa died, after a reign of

tliirty-nine years, in 794.

This prince was become so considerable

in the Heptarchy, that the emperor Charle-

masrne entered into an alliance and friend-

ship with him. That Emperor being a

great lover of learning and learned men,

Ofia, at his desire, sent him over Alcuin,

a clergj^man much celebrated for his know-

je ; who received great honours from

Charlemagne, and even became his precep-
tor. The chief reason why he had at first

desired the company of Alcuin, was that

he might oppose his learning to the heresy
of Felix, bishop of Urgil in Catalonia

;
who

maintained that Jesus Christ, considered

in his human nature, could more properly
be denominated the adoptive than the natu-

ral Son of God. This heresy was condemned
in the council of Francfort, held in 794,

and consisting of three hundred bishops.
Such were the questions which were agitated
in that age, and which employed the atten-

tion not only of cloistered scholars, but of

the wisest and greatest princes.

Egfrith succeeded to his father Offa, but

survived him only five months
;
when he

made way for Kenulph, a descendant of

the royal family. This prince w^aged war

against Kent
; and, taking Egbert the king

prisoner, he cut off his hands and put out

his eyes ; leaving Cuthred, his own brother,

in possession of the crown of that kingdom.

Kenulph was killed in an insurrection of the

East Anglians, whose crown his predecessor
Offa had usurped. He left his son Kenelm
a minor ;

who was murdered the same

year by liis sister Quendrade, who had en-

tertained the ambitious \iews of assuming

I
the government. But she was supplanted

26

by her uncle Ceolulf
; who, two years after,

was dethroned bv Beornuif. The reiirn of

this usurper, who was not of the royal

family, was short and unfortunate : he was
defeated by the West Saxons, and kiUed by
his own subjects, the East Angles. Ludi-

can, his successor, underwent the same fate
;

and Wiglaff, who mounted this unstable

throne, and found everything in the utmost

confusion, could not withstand the fortune

of Egbert, who united all the Saxon kind-

doms into one great monarchy.

THE KINGDOM OF ESSEX.

This kingdom made no sireat fie:ure in

the Heptarchy ;
and the history of it is

very imperfect. Sleda succeeded to his

father Erkinwnn, the founder of the monar-

chy ;
and made way for h's son Sebert

;

who, being nephew to Ethtlbert, king of

Kent, was persuaded by that prince to em-
brace the Christian faith. His sons and

conjunct successors, Sexted and Seward,

relapsed into idolatry, and were soon after

slain in a battle against the West Saxons.

To shew the rude manner of Uvins; in that

age, Bede tells us that these two kings ex-

pressed great desire to eat the white bread

distributed by Mellitus, the bishop, at the

communion : but, on his refusing them
unless they would submit to be baptized,

they expelled him their dominions. The
names of the other princes, who reigned

successively in Essex, are Sigebert the little,

Sigebert the good, who restored Christianity,

Swithelm, Sigheri, Offa. This last prince,

ha\dng made a vow of chastity, not^vith-

standing his marriage with Keneswdtha, a

Mercian princess, daughter to Penda, went
in pilgrimage to Rome, and shut himself up
during the rest of his life in a cloister.

Selred, his successor, reigned thirty-eight

yeai's ;
and was the last of the royal line :

the failure of which threw the kingdom
into great confusion, and reduced it to

dependance under Mercia. Switherd first

acquired the crowTi by the concession

of the Mercian princes ;
and his death

made way for Sigeric, who ended his

Ufa in a pilgrimage to Rome. His suc-

cessor Sigered, submitted to the victorious

arms of Egbert.
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THE KINGDOM OF SUSSEX.

The historv of this kingdom, the smallest

ill the Heptarchy, is still more imperfect
tl.vin that of Essex. ^Ua, the founder of

the monarchy, left the crown to his son

Cissa, who is chiefly remarkable lor his

long reign of seventy-six years. During
his time the South Saxons fell almost into

a total dependance on the kingdom of

Wessex ; and we scarcely know the names

of the princes who were possessed of this

titular sovereignty. Adi'lwalch, the last of

them, was subdued in battle by Ceadwalla,

king of Wessex, and was slain in the action,

leanng two infant sons ; who, falling into

the hand of the conqueror, were murdered

by him. The abbot of Retford opposed
the order for this execution ;

but could

only prevail on Ceadwalla to suspend it till

they should be baptized. Bercthun and

Audhun, two noblemen of character, resist-

ed some time the violence of the West
Saxons ;

but their opposition served only
to prolong the miseries of their country ;

and the subduing of this kingdom was the

first step which the West Saxons made to-

wards acquii'ing the sole monarchy of

England.

THE KINGDOM OF WESSEX.

The kingdom of Wessex, which finally

swallowed up all the other Saxon states,

met with great resistance on its first estab-

hshment : and the Britons, who were now
inured to arms, pelded not tamely their

possessions to those invaders. Cerdic, the

founder of the monarchy, and his son Ken-

ric, fought many successful and some un-

successful battles against the natives ; and
the martial spirit, common to all the Saxons,

was, by means of these hostilities, carried

to the greatest height among this tribe.

Ceaulin, who was the son and successor of

Kenric, and who began his reign in 560,
was still more ambitious and enterprising
than his predecessors ; and, by waging con-

tinual war against the Britons, he added a

. hia great part of the counties of Devon and

""";. Somerset to his other dominions. Carried
'< the

-iutoii along by the tide of success, he invaded the

;other Saxon states In his neiirhbourhood ;

and, becoming terrible to all, he provoked
a general confederacy against him. Tiiis

alliance proved successl'ul under the conduct
of Ethelbert, king of Kent

;
and Ceaulin,

who had lost the aflections of his own sub-

jects by his violent disposition, and had
now fallen into contempt from his misfor

tunes, was expelled the tlu'one, and died in

exile and mi.sery. Cuichelme and Cuthwin
his sons, governed jointly the kingdom, till

the expulsion of the latter in ,'i91, and the
death of the former in 5!)3, made way for

Cealric
; to whom succeeded Ceobald in

593 ; by whose death, which happened in

611, Kynegils, inherited the crown. This

prince embraced Christianitv through the

persuasion of Oswald, king of Northumber-

land, who had married his daughter, and
who had attained a great ascendant in the

Heptarchy. Kenwalch next succeeded to

the monarchy ; and, dying in 672, left the

succession so much disputed, that Sexburga
his widow, a woman of spirit, kept posses
sion of the government till her death, which

happened two years after. Escwin then

peaceably acquired the crown
; and, after a

short reign of two years, made way for

Kentwin, who governed nine j'ears. Ceod

walla, his successor, mounted not the throne

without opposition ;
but proved a great

prince, according to the ideas of those times
;

that is, he was enterprising, warlike, and
successful. He entirely subdued the king-
dom of Sussex, and annexed it to his own
dominions. He made inroads into Kent

;

but met with resistance from Widred the

king, wiio proved successful against Mollo,
brothei- to Ceodw-alla, and slew him in a

skirmish. Ceodwalla at last, tired with

wars and bloodshed, was seized with a fit of

devotion ;
bestowed several endowments on

the church ; and made a pilgrimage to

Rome, where he received baptism, and died

in 689. Ina, his successor, inherited the

military virtues of Ceodwalla ; and added

to them the more valuable ones of justice,

policy, and })rudence. He made war upon
the Britons in Somerset

; and, having

finally subdued that pro^ince, he treated

the vanquished with a humanity hitherto

unknown to the Saxon conquerors. He
allowed the proprietors to retain possession
of their lands. encouraged and
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alliances .between them and his ancient

subjects, and gave them the privilege of

being governed by the same laws. These

laws he augmented and ascertained
; and,

though he was disturbed by some insurrec-

tions at home, his long reign of thirty-seven

years may be regarded as one of the most

glorious and most prosperous of the Hep-
tarchy. In the decline of his age he made
a pilgrimage to Rome ; and, after his return,

shut himself up in a cloister, where he
died.

Though the kings of Wessex had always
been princes of the blood, descended from

Cerdic, the founder of the monarchy, the

order of succession had been far from ex-

act. Ina, having no children, and lying
much under the influence of Ethelburga
his queen, left by will the succession to

Adelard her brother, his remote kinsman.

Oswald, a prince more nearly allied to the

crown, took arms against Adelard
; but,

he being suppressed, and dying soon after,

the title of Adelard was not any farther

disputed ;
and in the year 74 1 he was suc-

ceeded by his cousin Cudred. The reign
of this prince was distinguished by a great

victory which he obtained, by means of

Edelhun his general, over Ethelbald, king
of Mercia. His death made way for Sige-

bert, his kinsman ;
who governed so ill

that his people rose in an insurrection, and
dethroned him, crowning Cenulph in his

stead. The exiled prince found a refuge
with Duke Cumbran, governor of Hamp-
shire

; who, that he might add new obliga-
tions to Sigebert, gave him many salutary
counsels for his future conduct, accom-

panied with some reprehensions for the

past. But these were so mvich resented

by the ungrateful prince that he conspired

against the life of his protector, and trea-

cherously murdered him. After this in-

famous action he was forsaken by all the

world ; and, sculking about in the wilds

and forests, was at last discovered by a

servant of Cumbran's, who instantly took

revenge upon him for the murder of Iiis

master.

Cenulph, who had obtained the crown
on the expulsion of Sigebert, was fortunate

nitb in many expeditions against the Britons of

Cornwall ; but afterwards lost some repu-

tation by his ill success against Otta, kino;

of Meroia. Kynehard also, brother to the

deposed Sigebert, gave hiin disturbance,

and, though expelled the kingdom, he

hovered on the frontiers, and watched an

opportunity for attacking his rival. The

king had an intrigue with a young woman
who lived at Merton in Surry, whither

having secretly retired, he was on a sudden

environed, in the night time, by Kynehard
and his followers : and, after making a

vigorous resistance, was murdered, with all

his attendants. The nobihty and people ol

the neighbourhood, rising next dav in arms,
took revenge on Kynehard for the slaughter
of their king, and put every one to the

sword who had been engaged in that

criminal enterprise. This event happened
in 784.

Brithric next obtained possession of the

government, though remotely descended
from the royal family ;

but he enjoyed not

that dignity without inquietude. Eoppa,
nephew to king Ina by his brother Ingild
who died before that prince, had begot
Eta, father to Alchmond ; from whom
sprung Egbert, a young man of the most

promising hopes, who gave great jealousy
to Brithric, the reigning prince ; both be-

cause he seemed by his birth better entitled

to the crown, and because he had acquired,
to an eminent degree, the affections of the

people. Egbert, sensible of his danger
from the suspicions of Brithric, secretly
withdrew into France, where he was well

received by Charlemagne. By living in

the court, and serving in the armies, or

that prince, the most able and most ge
nerous that had appeared in Europe during
several ages, he acquired those accomplish-
ments which afterwards enabled him to

make such a shining figure on the throne.

And famiharizing himself to the manners
of the French ; who, as Malmesbury ob-

serves, were eminent both for valour and

civility above aU the western nations, he
learned to polish the rudeness and bar-

barity of the Saxon character.

It was not long ere Egbert had oppor-
tunities of displaying his natural and ac-

quired talents. Britliric, king of Wessex,
had married Eadburga, natural daughter
of Offa, king of Mercia, a profligate woman,
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husband, she often instigated him to desti'ov

sudi of the nobility as were obnoxious to

her; and, where this expedient failed, she

scrupled not being herself active in trai-

torous attempts against tliem. She had
mixed a cup of poison for a young noble-

man, who had accjuired her husband's

friendship, and had on that account become
the object of her jealousy ; but unfortu-

nately, the king drank of the fatal cup
vUir along with his favourite, and soon after

expired.* This tragical incident, joined to

her other crimes, rendered Eadburga so

odious that she was obliged to fly into

France
; t whence Egbert was at the same

time recalled, in order to ascend the throne
of his ancestors. He attained that dignity
in the last year of the eighth century.

In the kingdoms of the Heptarchy the

reigning jjrince was continually agitated
with jealousy against all the princes of the

blood whom he still considered as rivals,

and whose death alone could give him en-
tire security. From this fatal cause, together
with the admiration of the monastic hfe,
the royal families had been entirely ex-

tinguished in all the kingdoms except that

ofWessex: and the emulations, suspicions,
and consjjiracies, which had formerly been
confined to the princes of the blood alone,
were now diffused among all the nobility
in the several Saxon states. Egbert was
the sole descendant of those first conquerors
who subdued Britain, and who enhanced
their authority by claiming a pedigree from

Woden, the supreme divinity of their an-
cestors. But that prince, though invited

by this favourable circumstance to make
attempts on the neighbouring Saxons, gave
them for some time no disturbance, and
rather chose to turn his arms against the
Britons in Cornwall, whom he defeated in

several battles. He was recalled from the

conquest of that country by an invasion

U

* " For which deed (the poisoning of her husband)
the nr'.jlee ordained that from thenceforth the kings'
n-ii es sl:ould not be called queens, nor suffered to sit

vv;t:i •1-em in places of s.tate."—Epitome of Chronicles.

t Of Eadburga, we are further told, on reaching
France. Ihe king, struck \vith her dazzling beauty, of-

ferju her the choice of himself or his son in marriage.
vfji. I n

made upon his dominions by Bernulf, king
of Mercia.

'i'he iMe.'xnans, before the accession oi

Egbert, had very nearly attained the ab-

solute sovereignty in the Heptarchy : they
had reduced the East Angles under sub-

jection, and established tributary princes
in the kingdoms of Kent and Essex. Nor-
thumberlaud was involved in anarcbv : and
no state of any consequence remained but
that of W^'essex ; which, mnch inferior in

extent to Mercia, was supported solely by
the great qualities of its sovereign. Egbert
led his army against the invaders : and,

encountering them at EUandum in Wilt-

shire, obtained a complete victor)' ; and, by
the great slaughter which he made of them
in their flight, gave a mortal blow to the

power of the Mercians. Whilst he himself,
in prosecution of his victory, entered their

country on the side of Oxfordshire, and
threatened the heart of their dominions,
he sent an army into Kent, commanded by
Ethehvolph, his eldest son ; and expelling
Baldred, the tributary king, soon made
himself master of that country. The king-
dom of Essex was conquered with equal

facility ;
and the East Angles, from their

hatred to the JMercian government, which
had been established over them by treacherj'
and violence, and probably exercised with

tyranny, immediately rose in arms, and
craved the protection of Egbert. Bernulf,
the Mercian king, who marched ai^ainst

them, was defeated and slain
; and two

years after Ludican, his successor, met with

the same fate. These insurrections and

calamities facilitated the enterprises of Eg-
bert ;

who advanced into the centre of the

Mercian territories, and made easv con-

quests over a dispirited and divided people.
In order to engage them more easily to

submission, he allowed Wiglef, their coun-

tryman, to retain the title of king, while

he himself exercised the real powers of

sovereignty. Tlie anarchy which prevailed

iins reduced
tlielCibitAn.

\C3.
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On her prefering the latter, the monarch was so

shocked at her decision, that she was not allowed to

unite herself with either. Further to punish her

offence, she was confined in a monastery ; and, finding
an opportunity of sinning against the rules of the es

tablishinent, she was expelled and died in miserable

poverty.
—Ed.
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in Northumberland tempted him to carry
still farther his victorious arms : and the

inhabitants, unable to resist his power, and
desirous of possessing some estabHshed
form of government, were fora^ard, on his

first appearance, to send deputies ; who
submitted to his authority, and swore al-

legiance to him as their sovereign. Egbert,

however, still allowed to Northumberland,
as he had done to Mercia and East An2:lia,

the power of electing a king, who paid him

tribute, and was dependent on him.

Thus were united all the kingdoms of

the Heptarchy in one great state, near four

hundred years after the first arrival of the

Saxons in Britain. Egbert's territories

were nearly of the same extent with what
is now properly called England ;

and a

favourable prospect was afforded to the

Anglo Saxons of estabhshing a civilized

monarchy, possessed of tranquiUity within

itself, and secure against foreign invasion.

This great event happened in the year 827.

The Saxons, though they had been so

long settled in the island, seem not as yet
to have been much improved beyond their

German ancestors, either in arts, civility,

knowledge, humanity, justice, or obedience

to the laws. Even Christianity, though it

opened the way to connexions between
them and the more polished states of Eu-

rope, had not been very effectual in banish-

ing their ignorance, or softening their

manners. As they received that doctrine

through the corrupted channels of Rome,
it carried along with it a great mixture of

credulity and superstition, equally destruc-

tive to the understanding and to morals.

The reverence towards saints and reliques
seems to have almost supplanted the adora-

tion of the Supreme Being ; monastic ob-

servances were esteemed more meritorious

than the active virtues ; bounty to the

church atoned for every i-iolence against

society ; and the remorses for cruelty,

murder, treachery, assassination, and "the

more robust vices, were appeased, not by

* These nobles in their retirement had good com-

pany. Nine Saxon monarchs are enumerated by
ancient %vTiters, who had descended from their thrones

to become monies. The commentators on their con-

duct hesitate whether to praise their prudence in

flying from temptation, or to reprove their want of

30

amendment of hfe, but by penances, ser-

vility to the monks, and an abject and

iUiberal devotion. The reverence for the

clergy had been carried to such a h^ght
that, wherever a person appeared in a

sacei'dotal habit, though on the highway,
the people flocked around him

; and, shew-

ing him all marks of profound respect,

received eveiy word he uttered as the most

sacred oracle. Even the militaiy virtues,

so inherent in all the Saxon tribes, began
to be neglected ;

and the nobility, prefer-

ring the security and sloth of the cloister

to the tumults and glory of war, valued

themselves chiefly on endowing monasteries,
of which they assumed the government.*
The several kings, too, being extremely im-

poverished by continual benefactions to the

church, to which the states of their king
doms had weakly assented, could bestow

no rewards on valour or military services,

and retained not even sufficient influence to

support their government.
Another inconvenience, which attended

this coiTupt species of Christianity, was

the superstitious attachment to Rome, and

the gradual subjection of the kingdom to a

foreign jurisdiction. The Britons had

conducted all ecclesiastical government by
their domestic synods and councils : but

the Saxons, receiving their religion from

Roman monks, were taught at the same
time a profound reverence for that see, and

were naturally led to regard it as the capital

of their religion. Pilgrimages to Rome
were represented as the most meritorious

acts of devotion. Not only noblemen and

ladies of rank undertook this tedious jour-

ney ;
but kings themselves, abdicating their

crowns, sought for a secure passport to

heaven at the feet of the Roman pontift".

New reUques, perpetually sent from that

endless mint of supei'stition, and magnifled

by lying miracles invented in convents,

operated on the astonished minds of the mul-

titude. And every prince has attained the

eulogies of the monks, the only historians

Extrava-

.cant reve-

rence for

the clergy

The milits

ry virtui

neglected

courage, for not daring to meet and conquer it.

Besides the tranquillity and luxury which are usually

found in a monastery, it offered a convenient and

gratefid retreat to a prince who was indifferently

prepared to resist a foreign foe, or quell a domestic

faction, however doubtful the benefit to his soul.—Ed.|
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ot' those ages, not In proportion to his

civil and militaPir virtues, but to his devo-

ted attacinuent towards their order, and his

superstitious reverence for Rome.
Ti\e sovereign pontiff, encouraged by

this blindness and submissive disposition of

the people, advanced every day in his

encroachments on the independence of the

English cluH-ches.* Wilfrid, bishop of

LincHsferne, the sole prelate of the North-

umbrian kingdom, increased this subjection
in the eighth century, by his making an

appeal to Rome against the decisions of an

English synod, which had abridged liis

diocese by the erection of some new bishop-
rics. Agatho, the pope, readily embraced
this precedent of an appeal to his court

;

and Wilfrid, though the haughtiest and
most luxurious prelate of his age, having
obtained with the people the character of

sanctity, was thus able to lay the foundation

of this papal pretension.
The great topic, by which Wilfred con-

founded the imaginations of men, was that

St. Peter, to whose custod}' the keys of

heaven were intrusted, would certainlj^ i-e-

fuse admittance to every one, who should
be wanting in respect to his successor.

This conceit, well suited to vulgar concep-
tions, made great impression on the people

during several ages ;
and has not even a t

present lost all influence in the catliolic

countries.t

Had this abject superstition produced
:eneral peace and tranquillity, it had made
some atonement for the ills attending it ;

but, besides the usual avidity of men for

power and riches, frivolous controversies in

theology were engendered by it. The

disputes excited in Britain were of the most
ridiculous kind, and entirely worthy of

those ignorant and barbarous asies. There
were some intricacies, observed by all the

Christian churches, in adjusting the day of

keeping Easter
; which depended on a com-

plicated consideration of the course of the

* The degrading subjection of England to the

pope, it vdV. be seen, at least that portion of
the yoke which was afterwards felt to be most in-

tolerably galling to the nation, was imposed by the

selfishness of an English bishop seeking aid from the

successor of St. Peter. Such a precedent, both here
and at Rome, found through many ages prelates who
were careful to foUow it with frreat exactness.—Ed.

sun and moon : and it hapj)ened .that the

missionaries, wlio had converted the Scots

and Britons, had followed a different calen-

dar from that whicli was observed at Rome
when Augustine converted the Saxons.
The priests also of all tlie Christian chuichcs
were accustomed to shave part of their

head ; but the form given to this tonsiu-e

was different in the former from what was

practised in the latter. The Scots and
Britons pleaded the antiquity of their usa-

ges ;
the Romans, and their disciples the

Saxons, insisted on the imivcrsality of theirs.

That Easter nmst necessarily be kept by a

rule, which comprehended both the day of

the year and age of the moon, was agreed

by all ; that the tonsure of a priest could
not be omitted without the utmost impiety
was a point undisputed : but the Romans
and Saxons called their antagonists schis

matics
;
because they celebrated Easter on

the very day of the full moon in March, if

that day fell on a Sunday, instead of waiting
till the Sunday following ; and because they
shaved the fore part of their head from ear

to ear, instead of making that tonsure on
the crown of the head, and in a circular

form. In order to render their antagonists

odious, they affirmed that once in seven

years they concurred with the Jews in the

time of celebrating that festival : and, that

they might recommend their own I'orm of

tonsure, they maintained that it imitated

symbolically the crown of thorns worn by
Christ in his passion, whereas the other

form was invented by Simon Magus, with-

out any regard to that representation.
These controversies had from the beginning
excited such animosity between the British

and Romish priests, that, instead of concur-

ring in their endeavours to convert the

idolatrous Saxons, they refused all commu-
nion together, and each regarded his oppo-
nent as no better than a pagan. The dispute
lasted more than a century ; and was at

last finished, not by men's discovering the

f The popes themselves greatly relied on the

words of Jesus addressed to his disciples :
" Thou

art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church :

and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it."
" In w'hat chapter or leafe in all the Byble," asks

John Fo.xe,
" doth the Lord command the see of

Peter to be translated from Antioch to Rome.'"—Ed
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folly of it, which wotild have been too great
an effort for human reason to accomplish,
but by the entire prevalence of the Romish
ritual over the Scotch and British. Wilfrid,

bishop of Landisferne, acquired great merit,
both with the court of Rome and with all

the southern Saxons, by expelhng the

quarto-deciman schism, as it was called,

from the Northumbrian kingdom, into

which the neighbourhood of the Scots had

formerly introduced it.

Theodore, archbishop of Canterbury,
called, in the year 680, a .synod at Hatfield,

consisting of all the bishops in Britain
;

where was accepted and ratified the decree

of the Lateran council, summoned by
Martin, against the heresy of the Monothe-
lites. The council and synod maintained,
in opposition to these heretics, that, though
the divine and human nature in Christ made
but one person, yet had they different

inclinations, wills, acts, and sentiments
;

and that the unity of the person implied not

any unity in the consciousness. This

opinion it seems somewhat ditticult to com-

prehend ;
and no one, unacquainted with

the ecclesiastical history of those ages, could

imagine the height of zeal and violence with
which it was then inculcated. The de-

Dccrei? of r ..i t , •! . .

tiie i.Mtcran crcB ot the Laterau council calls the
cuuncii. jMonothelites impious, execrable, wicked,

abominable, and even diabolical
; and curses

and anathematizes them to all eternity.
The Saxons, from the first introduction

of Christianity among them, had admitted
the use of images ;

* and perhaps that reli-

gion, without some of those exterior orna-

ments, had not made so quick a progress

Worship of
^'^'^'^ ^''^^^ idolaters : but they had not paid

images. any species of worship or address to images ;

and this abuse never prevailed among
Christians till it received the sanction of
the second council of Nice.

* One of the most remarkable idols worshipped by
the Saxons, was called Flynt. His province, from
the description given of him by Verstegan, must have
b?en to terrify. He was formed "

lyke the Image of
death and naked .sane only a sheet about him. In
his right hand hee held a torche, or as they termed it,

a fyre-blase. On his head a lion rested his two fore-

feet, standing with the one of his hinder feet -v-jjon

his left shoulder, and with the other in his hand :

which to support, he lifted vp as high as his

shoulder."—Ed.
32
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827—979.

EGBERT ETHELAVOLF ETHELBALD AND
ETHELBERT ETHERED ALFRED THE
GREAT EDWARD THE ELDER- —ATHEL-
STAN EDMUND EDRED EDWY ED-

GAR EDWARD THE MARTYR.

EGBERT.
827—838.

The kingdoms of the heptarchy, though
united by so recent a conquest, seemed to

be firmly cemented in one state under

Egbert ;
and the inhabitants of the several

provinces had lost all desire of revolting
from that monarch. Tbeir language was

nearly the same, their customs, laws and

institutions, civil and religious ; and, as the

race of the ancient kings was totally extinct

in all the subjected states, the people

readily transferred their allegiance to a

prince who seemed to merit it by the

splendour of his victories, the vigour of his

administration, and the superior nobility of

his birth. A union in government opened
to them the agreeable prospect of future

tranquillity ;
and it appeared more probable

that they would henceforth become formi

dable to their neighbours than be exposed
to their inroads. But these flattering views

were soon overcast by the appearance of

the Danes, who, during some centuries,

kept the Anglo Saxons in perpetual in-

quietude, committed the most barbarous

ravages upon them, and at last reduced

them to grievous servitude.

The emperor Charlemagne, though natu-

rally humane, had been induced to exercise

great severities upon the pagan Saxons in

Germany, whom he subdued : and, besides

ravaging their country with fire and sword,
he in cool blood decimated all the inhabit-

ants for their revolts ; and obliged them,

by the most rigorous edicts, to make a

seeming compliance with the Christian

doctrine. That religion, which had easily
made its way among the British Saxons by
insinuation and address, appeared shocking
to their German brethren when imposed
on them by violence

;
and the more gene-
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rous and warlike of these pagans had fled

into Jutland, to escape his persecutions.

Meeting there with a people of similar

manners, they soon stimulated the natives

to concur in enterprises, which both pro-
mised revenge, and ati'orded subsistence to

tliose numerous inhabitants with which the

northern countries were now overburdened.

They invaded the provinces of France,

which were exposed by the degeneracy and

dissensions of Charlemagne's posterity ;

and, being there known under the general
name of Normans, which they received

from their northern situation, they became
the terror of all the maritime and even of

the inland countries. They were also

tempted to visit England ; and, being able,

to make great progress
were not defended by

any naval force, who had relaxed their

mihtary institutions, and who were sunk
into a superstition which had become
odious to the Danes and ancient Saxons,

they made no distinction in their hostilities

between the French and English. Their

first appearance in this island was in the

year 787, when Brithric reigned in Wessex.
A small body of them landed ; and, when
the magistrate of the place questioned them

concerning their enterprise, and summoned
them to appear before the king, they killed

him, and, flying to their ships, escaped.
The next alarm was given to Northumber-
land in the year 794, when a body of these

jjiratcs pillaged a monastery ; but, their

ships being much damaged by a storm, and
their leader slain in a skirmish, they were

at last defeated by the inhabitants, and the

remainder of them put to the sword. Five

years after Egbert had established his

monarchy the Danes landed in the Isle ot

Shepey ; and, having pillaged it, escaped
with impunity. They were not so fortunate

in tiieir next year's enterprise, when they
disembarked from thirty-five ships, and
were encountered by Egbert, at Charmouth
in Dorsetshire. The battle was bloody ;

but, though the Danes lost great numbers,

they maintained the post which they had

taken, and thence made good their retreat

to their ships. Having; learned that they
must expect a %-igorous resistance from this

warlike prince, they entered into an alliance

VOL. I. I

with the Britons of Cornwall
; and, landing

two years after in that country, made an

im-oad witii their confederates into the

county of Devon
;
but were met at Hen-

gesdown by Egbert, and totally defeated.

While England remained in this state of

anxiety, Egbert, unfortunately died, wnu
left the government to his son Ethelwolf.

Tliev are

tdliillv ile-

iVateJ liy

ICgbert, who

ETHELWOLF.

838—857.

This prince had neitlier the abilities nor
the vigour of his father

;
and was better

(jualified for governing a convent than a

kingdom. He began his reign with making
a partition of his dominions, and delivering
over to his eldest son Athelstan the pro-
vinces of Essex, Kent, and Sussex. Danish
invasions prevented all domestic dissension.

A fleet of these ravagers, consisting of thirtv-

three sail, appeared at Southampton ; but

were repulsed by Wolfhere, governor of the

neighbouring country. The same year
iEthelhelm, governor of Dorsetshire, rout-

ed another band which had disembarked at

Portsmouth ; but he obtained the victory
after a furious engagement, and bought it

with his life. Next year the Danes made
several inroads into England ; and fought
battles, or rather skirmishes, in East An-

glia and Lindesey and Kent ; wdiere,

though they were sometimes repulsed and

defeated, they always obtained their end,
of carrying ofi' booty. If tlie militarv force

of the county were assembled (for there

was no time for troops to march from a

distance,) the Danes either were able to re-

pulse them, and to continue their ravages
or they betook themselves to their vessels;

and, setting sail, suddenly invaded some
distant quarter. Everj' part of England
was held in continual alarm

;
and the in

habitants of one county durst not give as-

sistance to those of another, lest their own
families and property should be exposed by
their absence to these barbarous ravagers.
All orders of men were involved in this

calamity ; and the priests and monks were

the chief objects on which the Danish
idolaters exercised their animosity.

These incursions had now become almost

annual ; when the Danes, encouraged by

I
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their successes against France as well as

England, invaded the last in so numerous
a body as seemed to threaten it with uni-

versal subjection. But the English, more

military than the Britons, whom a few cen-

turies before they had treated with like

violence, roused themselves with a vigour

proportioned to the exigency. Ceorle,

governor of Devonshire, fought a battle

with one body of the Danes at Wiganburgh,
and put them to rout with great slaugh-
ter. King Athelstan attacked another at

sea near Sand\vich, sunk nine of their ships,
and put the rest to flight. A body of them,

however, ventured, for the first time, to

take up winter quarters in England ; and,

receiving in the spring a strong reinforce-

ment of their countrymen in three hundred
and fifty vessels, they advanced from the

Isle of Thanet ;
burned the cities of London

and Canterbury ; and having put to flight

Brichtric, who now governed Mercia under

the title of King, they marched into the

heart of Surrey, and laid every place waste

around them. Ethelwolf, impelled by the

urgency of the danger, marched against
them at the head of the West Saxons

; and,

carrying with him his second son Ethelbald,

gave them battle at Okely, and gained a

bloody victory over them. This advantage

procured but a short respite to the English.
The Danes still maintained their settlement

in the Isle of Thanet ; and, being attacked

by Ealher and Huda, governors of Kent
and Surrey, though defeated in the begin-

ning of the action, they Anally repulsed the

assailants, and killed both the governors.

They removed thence to the Isle of Shepey ;

where they took up their winter quarters.
This unsettled state of England hindered

not Ethelwolf from making a pilgrimage to

Rome ; whither he carried his fourth and
favourite son Alfred, then only six years of

age. He passed there a twelvemonth in

exercises of devotion ; and failed not in

that most essential part of devotion, libe-

rality to the church. Besides giving pre-
sents to the more distinguished ecclesiastics,

* Ethelwolf appears to have been struck, though
at an advanced age, with the charms of a youthful

beauty. In due form he espoused her in the ca-

thedral at Rheims. This union, gave great offence

at home. By Ethelbald and those who acted with

34

he made a perpetual grant of three hundred
mancuses a year to that see

;
one third to

support the lamps of St. Peter's, another

those of St. Paul's, a third to the pope
himself In his return home he married

Judith,* daughter of Charles the Bald
;

but on his landing in England he met with

an opposition which he little looked for.

His eldest son Athelstan being dead,

Ethelbald, his second, who had assumed
the government, formed, in concert with

many of the nobles, the project of ex-

cluding his father from a throne which his

weakness and superstition seem to have

rendered him so ill qualified to fill. The

people were divided between the two

princes ; and a bloody civil war, appeared
inevitable

;
when Ethelwolf had the facility

to yield to the greater part of his son's

pretensions. He made with him a parti-

tion of the kingdom ; and, takino; to himself

the eastern part, which was always at that

time esteemed the least considerable, as

well as the most exposed, he delivered over

to Ethelbald the sovereignty of the western.

Immediately alter he summoned the states

of the whole kin<rdom, and conferred a

perpetual and important donation on the

church.

The ecclesiastics, in those days of ig-

norance, made rapid advances in the acqui-
sition of power and grandeur ; and, incul-

cating the most absurd and most interested

doctrines. Not content with the donations

of land made them by the Saxon princes
and nobles, and with temporary oblations

from the devotion of the people, they had

cast a wishful eye on a vast revenue, which

they claimed, as belonging to them by a

sacred and indefeasible title. However lit-

tle versed in the Scriptures, they had been

able to discover that, under the Jewish

law, a tenth of all the produce of land was

conferred on the priesthood ; and, forgetting
what they themselves taught, that the

moral part only of that law was obhgatory
on Christians, they insisted that this dona-

tion conveyed a perpetual property, inherent

him, the manner in which he had lived with Judith,

(dining at the same table) was declared contrary to

the laws andconstitutionofWessex, whohadabohshed
the dignity of queen in the case of Ethelburga.
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by cliN-ine right in those who officiated at

the altar. During some centuries the

whole scope of sermons and homilii's was
directed to this purpose ; and one would

have imagined, from the general tenor of

these discourses, that all the practical parts
of Christianity were comprised in the exact

and faithful ))ayment of tithes to the clergy.

Encouraged by their success in inculcating
these doctrines, they ventured farther than

they were warranted even by the Levitical

law
;
and pretended to draw the tenth of

all industry, merchandise, wages of la-

bourers, and pay of soldiers : nay, some
canonists went so far as to affirm that the

clergy were entitled to the tithe of the pro-
tits made by courtezans in the exercise of

their profession. Though parishes had
been instituted in England by Honorius,

archbishop of Canterbury, near two cen-

turies before, the ecclesiastics had never

yet been able to get possession of the

tithes : they tlierefore seized the present
favourable opportunity of making that ac-

quisition: when a weak, superstitious prince
tilled the throne, and when the people, dis-

couraged by their losses from the Danes,
and terrified with the fear of future inva-

sions, were susceptible of any impression
which bore the appearance of religion.
So meritorious was this concession deemed

by the English, that, trusting entirely to

supernatural assistance, they neglected the

ordinary' means of safety ;
and agreed, even

in the present desperate extremity, that

the revenues of the church should be ex-

empted from all burdens, though imposed
for national defence and security.

ETHELBALD AND ETHELBERT.

857—860—866.

Ethelwolf lived only two years after

making this grant, and by his will he shared

England between his two eldest sons, Ethel-

the west being assignedbald and Ethelbert

to the former, the east to the latter.

Ethclbald was a profligate prince ; and,

marrvinu: Judith his mother-in-law
Ethebald,
the son of

great offence to the people ; but, moved by ^iH^^^'Jii,
mother-iii-the remonstrances of Swithun, bishop of

Winchester, he was ]irevaiicd on to divorce

her.* His reign was short ; and Ethelbert

his brother, succeeding to the government,
behaved himself, during a reign of five

years, in a manner more worthy of his

birtli and station. The kingdom, however,
was still infested by the Danes, who made
an inroad and sacked Winchester ; but

were there defeated. A bodv also of these

pirates, who were quartered in the Isle of

Thanet, having deceived the English by a

treaty, unexpectedly broke into Kent and
committed great outrages.

law.

The Danes
return and
commit new
outraacs.

ETHERED.
866—871.

Ethelbert was succeeded by his brother

Ethered
; who, though he defended himself

with bravery, enjoyed, during his whole

reign, no tranquillity from tiiosc Danish

irruptions. His younger brother Alfred

seconded him in all his enter])rises, and

generously sacrificed to the public good all

re entment which he might entertain on
account of his being excluded by Ethered

from a large patrimony which had been left

him by his father.

The first landing of the Danes in the

reign of Ethered was among the East Angles ;

who, more anxious for their present safety

than for the common interest, entered into

a separate treaty with the enemy, and fur-

nished them with horses, which enabled

them to make an irruption by land into

Northumberland. They seized the city of

York ;
and defended it against Osbricht

and iElla, two Northumbrian princes, who

perished in the assault. Encouraged by
these successes, they ventured, under the

command of Hinguar and Hubba, to leave

Ktliered

succeeds

Iltlielbald.

The Danes
seize ou
York.

* His early death the monks attribute to the
di\-ine WTath, which he had provoked by his inces-

but this was prevented by the rejjular solcmniz ition

of their marriage, and they lived in great magni-
tuous marriage, Judith retired to a convent in

|

ficence and apparent happiness. She will be shewn
Senlis, but was taken thence by Baldwin, grand to have been the ancestress of the present royal
forester of Ardennes. Through the influence of her

| family.
—Ed.

father, Baldwin was threatened with excommunication; i

35
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the sea coast
; and, penetrating into Mercia,

took up their winter quarters at Notting-

ham, where they threatened the kingdom
with a final subjection. The Mercians

appHed to Ethered for succour ; and that

prince, with his brother Ah'red, conducting
a great army to Nottingham, obHged the

enemy to dislodge, and to retreat into

Northumberland. Their restless disposi-

tion, and their avidity for plunder, allowed

them not to remain long in those quarters :

they broke into East Anglia ;
defeated and

took prisoner Edmund, the king of that

country, whom they afterwards murdered
in cool blood

; and, committing the most

barbarous ravages, particularly on the

monasteries, they gave the East Angles
cause to regret the temporary relief which

they had obtained by assisting the common

enemy.
The next station of the Danes was at

Reading, wiience they infested the neigh-

bouring country by their incursions. The

Mercians, desirous of shaking oft" their de-

pendance on Ethered, refused to join him
with their forces

;
and that prince, attended

by Alfred, was obliged to march against the

enemy with the West Saxons alone, his

hereditary subjects. The Danes, being
defeated, shut themselves up in their garri-
son ; but, quickly making thence an irrup-

tion, routed the West Saxons, and obhged
them to raise the siege.

Kthcred
dies.

An action ensued

at Aston in Berkshire, where the English,
in the beginning of the day, were in danger
of a total defeat. Alfred, advancing with

one division of the army, was surrounded
;

and Ethered, who was at that time hearing
mass, refused to march to his assistance

till prayers should be finished. But, as

he afterwards obtained the victory, this

success, not the danger of Alfred, was

ascribed by the monks to the piety of that

monarch. This battle of Aston did not

terminate the war : another battle was a

little after fought at Basing, where the Danes
were more successful

; and, being reinforced

by a new army from their own country,

they became every day more terrible.

Amidst these confusions Ethered died of a

wound
;

and left the inheritance of his

cares, rather than of his grandeur, to Alired,
who was now twentv-two vears of a^e.

36

ALFRED.

871—901.

This prince gave very early marks of those

great virtues and shining talents by which
he saved his country. Ethelwolf his father,
the year after his return with Alfred from

Rome, had again sent the young prince
thither with a numerous retinue

; and, a

report being spread of the king's death,
Leo in. gave Alfred the roj'al unction

;

whether prognosticating his future great-
ness from the appearances of his pregnant
genius, or wlHng to pretend, even in that

age, to the right of conferring kingdoms.
Alfred, on his return, being indulged in all

youthful pleasures, he was much neglected
in his education: and had reached his

twelveth year, totally ignorant of the lowest

elements of literature. His genius was
first roused by the recital of Saxon poems,
in which the queen took delight ; and this

species of erudition, which is sometimes
able to make a considerable progress even

among barbarians, expanded those noble
and elevated sentiments which he had re-

ceived from nature. He soon learned to

read those compositions, and proceeded to

acquire the knowledge of the Latin tongue,
in which he met with authors that better

prompted his heroic spirit and directed his

generous views. Absorbed in these pur-
suits, he regarded his accession rather as

an object of regret than of triumph ; but

being called to the throne in preference
to his brother's children, as well by the

will of his father (a circumstance which
had great authority with the Anglo Saxons)
as by the vows of the whole nation and
the urgency of public affairs, he shook
off his literary indolence, and exerted

himself in the defence of his people. He
had scarcely buried his brother when he
was obHged to take the field, to oppose
the Danes, who had seized Wilton, and
were exercising their usual ravages on the

countries around. He marched against
them with the few troops which he could

assemble, and, gi\ang them battle, gained
at first an advantage ;

but by his pursuing
the victory too far, the superiority of the

enemy's number prevailed, and recovered
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them the day. Their loss, however, was
so consideriible, that, fearing All'red would
receive daily rcinl'orcements, they wore con-

tent to stipulate tor a sale retreat, and

promised to depart. For that purpose they
were conducted to London, and allowed to

take up winter cjuarters there; but they im-

mediately set themselves to the committing
of spoil on the neighbouring country.
Burrhed, king of IMercia, in whose terri-

tories London was situated, made a new

stipulation with them, and engaged them,

by presents, to remove to Lindesey in Lin-

colnshire
;
a country which they had al-

ready reduced to ruin and desolation.

Finding therefore no object for their ra-

pine or violence, they suddenly turned back

upon jMercia, and, fixing their station

at Repton in Derbyshire, laid the whole

country desolate with fire and sword.

Burrhed, despairing of success against an

enemy whom no Ibrce could resist, and no
treaties bind, abandoned his kingdom, and,

flying to Rome, took shelter in a cloister.

He was brother-in-law to Alfred, and the

last who bore the title of king in Mercia.

The West Saxons were now the only re-

maining power in England ; and, though
supported by the vigour and abilities of Al-

fred, they were unable to sustain theetibrts of

those ravagers who from all quarters invaded
them. A new swarm of Danes came over
in the year 875, under three princes ;

Guthrum, Oscital, and Amund. Part of

them, under the command of Haldene
tlieir chieftain, marched into Northumber-
land, where they fixed their quarters; part
ot them to Cambridge, whence they dis-

lodged in the ensuing summer, and seized

Wereham, in the county of Dorset, the

veiy centre of Alfred's dominions. That

prmce so straitened them in these quarters
that they were content to come to a treatv
with him, and stipulated to depart his

country. Alfred, well acquainted with
their usual perfidy, obliged them to swear

upon the holy reliques to the observance
of the treaty : hoping that, if they vio-

lated this oath, tlieir impiety would in-

* Another version of this story malves Alfred to

have entered the service of his own neatherd, who
may be supposed to have known the quality of Ids

,new domestic
; but this does not render more probable
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falliably draw down upon them the ven-

geance of Heaven. The Danes, little ap-

prehensive of the danger, suddenly, without

seeking any pretence, fell upon All'red's

army, and, having put it to rout, marched
westward, and took possession of Exeter.

The ])riuce collected new forces, and fought
in one year eight battles with the enemy,
and reduced them to the utmost extremity.
He hearkened, however, to new proposals
of peace ; and was satisfied to stipulate
with them that they would settle some-
where in England, and not permit the

entrance of more ravagers into the king-
dom. But while he w'as expecting the

execution of this treaty, he heard that

another body had landed, and, having col-

lected all the scattered troops of their

countrjrmen, had surprised Chippenham,
then a considerable town, and were exer-

cising their usual ravages all around them.
This last incident quite broke the spirit

of the Saxons, and reduced them to desjiair.

Finding that, after all the miserable havoc
which they had undergone in their persons
and in their property, a new band, equally

greedy of spoil and slaughter, had disem-

barked, they believed themselves aban-
doned by Heaven to destruction. Some
left their country, and retired into Wales,
or fled beyond sea ; others submitted to

the conquerors, in hopes of appeasing their

fury by a senile obedience. And evei'v

Tliey treu-
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ilefeat
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various di-
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man's attention being now engrossed m
concern for his own preservation, no one
would hearken to the exhortations of the

king, who summoned them to make one
effort more in defence of their prince, their

countiy, and their liberties. Alfred him-
self was obliged to rehnquish the ensigns of

his dignity, to dismiss his servants, and to

seek shelter in the meanest dise:uises from
the pursuit of his enemies. He concealed

himself under a peasant's habit, and lived

some time in the house of a neatherd,*
who had been intrusted with the care of

his cows. There passed here an incident,

which has been recorded by all the liisto-

rians, and w-as long preserved by popular

the scolding he received fi-om the rustic's wife ; unless
we suppose kings were then less frequently visible to

the country people in their vicinity than in modem
times, which is any thing but likelv.—Ed.
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tradition. The wife of the neatherd was

ignorant of the condition of her royal guest ;

and, observing him one day busy by the fire-

side in trimming his bow and arrows, she

desired him to take care of some cakes

which were toasting, while she was em-

ployed elsewhere. But Alfred, whose

thoughts were otherwise engaged, neglected
this injunction ;

and the good woman on

her return, finding her cakes all burned,
rated the king very severely, and upbraided
him that he always seemed very well

pleased to eat her warm cakes, though he

was thus neghgent in toasting them.

By degrees Alfred, as he found the

search of the enemy become more remiss,

collected some of his retainers, and retii'ed

into the centre of a bog, formed by the

stagnating waters of the Thone and Parret,

in Somersetshire. He here found two acres

of firm ground ; and, building a habitation,

rendered himself secure by its fortifications,

and still more by the unknown and inac-

cesible roads which led to it, and by the

forests and morasses with which it was
environed.* This place he called TEtheHn-

gay, or the Isle of Nobles
;
and it now

bears the name of Athelney.f He thence

made frequent and unexpected sallies upon
the Danes. He subsisted himself and his

followers by the plunder which he ac-

quired ;
he procured them consolation by

revenge ; and, from small successes, he

opened their minds to hope that, notwith-

standing his present low condition, more

important victories might at length attend

his valour.

* The old chroniclers speak of him not as hiding
himself in a newly-raised dwelling, but as finding

refuge, with his wife, his family, and some valued

friends, in a castle, which, in Alfred's circumstances,
was justly valued for its surrounding horrors, as

described in the text, and which, moreover, had the

advantage of being only accessible by a narrow pas-

sage, which it was not easy to find.—Ed.

f While here, of course, .Alfred's supplies being
liable to be often intercepte'l, were always very pre-
carious; and sometimes they were reduced to a

very low ebb indeed. William of Malmesbury tells

a story which gives an amusing picture both of the

scanty means of the royal fugitive, and of the cheerful

kindly spirit which he retained in adversity. One
I day a pilgrim approached his castle to solicit alms.

I

The queen, Elsewith, who, from her straitened circum-

stances, was obliged to act the careful housewife, told

I Alfred that "
they had but one small loaf remainn g,

aa

Alfred lay here concealed, but not un-

active, during a twelvemonth
;
when the

news of a prosperous event reached his ears,

and called him to the field. Hubba the

Dane, having spread devastation, fire, and

slaughter over Wales, had landed in Devon-
shire from twenty-three vessels, and laid

siege to the castle of Kinwith ;
a place

situated near the mouth of the small river

Tau. Oddune, earl of Devonshire, with

his followers, had taken shelter there
; and

being ill supphed with provisions, and even

water, he determined, by some vigorous

blow, to prevent the necessity of submitting
to the barbarous enemy. He made a sud-

den sally on the Danes before sunrising ;

and, taking them unprepared, he put them
to rout, pursued them with great slaughter,
killed Hubba himself, and got possession of

the famous Reafen, or enchanted standard,

in which the Danes put great confidence.

It contained the figure of a raven, which

had been inwoven by the three sisters of

Hinguar and Hubba with many magical
incantations

;
and -n-hich, by its different

movements, prognosticated, as the Danes

believed, the good or bad success of any

enterprise.
When Alfred observed this symptom of

successful resistance he left his retreat;

but, before he would urge them to any

attempt, which, if unfortunate, might prove

fatal, he resolved to inspect, himself, the

situation of the enemy. For this purpose
he entered their camp under the disguise

of a harper, and passed unsuspected through

every quarter. He so entertained them
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which was insufficient for themselves, and those who
shared their residence, and who were then gone fish

ing, but with little hope of bringing any thing home."

Pitymg the supplicant's distress, Alfred would not

suffer charity to be controlled by prudence, and accor

dingly replied,
" No matter, give the poor man

half of the loaf. The power that could regale five

thousand people with two fishes and five loaves, can

certainly make half a loaf more than sufficient for us."

The man was relieved
;
and in the gratifying sequel

we are informed, the king's adherents returned, bring-

ing with them an unhoped-for abimdance of fresh pro-

visions. On being thus aided, the pilgrim retreated

or vanished, in a remarkable manner, leaving no trace

behind; but, on the following night, he appeared to

Alfred in a vision, and declared himself to be no other

than St. Cuthbcrt, and then busy in labom-ing to pro-

mote his welfare, and that of his people, which he

charged him not to forget in happier days.
—Ed.
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he met with a welcome reception ; and was
even introduced to the tent of Guthrum

jtheir prince, where he remained some days.
He remarked tlie supine security of the

Danes, their contempt of the Enu:lisli, their

negligence in foraging and plundering, and
their dissolute wastins; of what they gained

hy violence.* Encouraged hy these ap-

pearances, he secretly sent emissaries to the

most considerable of his subjects, and sum-
moned them to a rendezvous, attended by
their followers, at Brixton, on the borders

of Selwood forest. The English, who now
tbund the insolence of the conqueror in-

tolerable, at the appointed day joyfully
resorted to their prince. They received

him with shouts of applause ; and could

[not
satiate their eyes with the sight of this

(beloved monarch, whom they had long re-

garded as dead, and who now called them

jto liberty and to vengeance. He conducted

jtheni to Eddington, where the Danes were

lencamped ; and, taking advantage of his

ij)revious knowledge of the place, he directed

Ihis attack against the most unguarded
quarter. The Danes, surprised to see an

army of English, whom they considered as

totally subdued, and still more astonished

to hear that Alfred was at their head, made
but a faint resistance, notwithstanding their

superiority of number, and were soon put
to flight with great slaughter. The re-

mainder of the routed army, with their

prince, was besieged by Alfred in a fortitied

camp, to which they fled ; but being re-

duced to extremity had recourse to the

clemency of the victor, and offered to sub-

mit on any conditions. The king gave
them their lives

;
and even formed a scheme

lor converting them from mortal enemies

into faithful subjects and confederates.

He knew that the kingdoms of East AngHa
and Northumberland were totally desolated

by the frequent inroads of the Danes
;
and

he now proposed to repeople them, by set-

* "
Taking to him a valiant courage, he enter-

prised to espie the manner of his enemies in this

wTse. He did on him the hahite of a minstrell, and

with his instrument of musjke entered the tentes of

the Danes, and in shewing them pastime and song,
lie espied all the\T slouth and idleness, and hearde

muche of thejT coiinsayle.
—

Lanquette.
—Ed.

tling there Guthrum and his followers.f
He hoped that the new planters would be-

take themselves to industry, and serve him
as a rampart against any future incursions
of their countrymen. But, before he rati

tied these mild conditions with the Danes,
he required that they should give him one

pledge of their submission, and of their

inchnation to incorporate with the English,

by declaring their conversion to Christi-

anity, (iuthrum and his army had no
aversion to the proposal ; and, without
much instruction, or argument, or con-

ference, they were all admitted to baj)tism.
The king answered for Guthrum at the

font, gave him the name of Athelstan, and
received him as his adopted son.

The success of this expedient seemed to

correspond to Alfred's hopes. The greater

part of the Dttnes settled peaceablv in their

new quarters in 880
; some smaller bodies

of the same nation, which were dispersed in

Alercia, were distributed into the live cities

of Derby, Leicester, Stamford, Lincoln, and

Nottingham, and were thence called the

Fif or Five-burghers. The more turbtdent

and unquiet made an expedition into France

under the command of Hastings ; and, ex-

cept by a short incursion of Danes, who
sailed up the Thames and landed at Ful-

ham, but suddenly retreated to their ships
on tinding the countiy in a posture of

defence, Alfred was not for some years
infested by the inroads of those barbarians.

The king employed this intcnal of tran-

quillity in restoring order to the state,

which had been shaken by so manv violent

convulsions ;
in establishing civil and mili-

tary institutions, and in composing the

minds of men to industn,' and justice. He
was, more properly than his grandfather

Egbert, the sole monarch of the English
(for so the Saxons were now universally

called), because the kingdom of Mercia was
at last incorporated in his state, and was

governed by Ethelbert his brother-in-law,
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f The line of demarcation, as prescribed by Alfred,
made the bounds of his kingdom

" stretch to the

river Thames, and thence to the water of Lea, even
unto the head of the same, and thence straight to

Bedford, and finally passing by the river Ouse, end at

Watling Street."—Ed.
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who bore the title of Earl. And though
the Danes, who peopled East Anglia and

Northumberland, were for some time ruled

immediately by their own princes, they all

acknowledged a subordination to Alfred.

He gave the same laws to the Danes and

English, and put them entirely on a like

footing in the administration both of civil

and criminal justice. The fine for the

murder of a Dane was the same with that

for the murder of an Englishman ; the great

symbol of equality in those ages.
The king, after rebuilding the ruined

cities, particularly London, which had been

destroyed by the Danes in the reign of

Ethelwolf, established a regular militia for

the defence of the kingdom. He ordained

that all his people should be armed and

gistered ;
he assigned them a regular

rotation of duty ;
he distributed part into

the castles and fortresses, which he built

at proper places ; he required another part
to take the field on any alarm, and to

assemble at stated places of rendezvous
;

and he left a sufficient number at home,
who were employed in the cultivation of

the land, and who aften\ards took their

turn in mihtarj'' service. The whole king-
dom was like one great garrison ;

and the

Danes could no sooner appear in one place
than a sufficient number was assembled to

oppose them, without leaAang the other

quarters defenceless or disarmed.

Bui Alfred, sensible that the proper
method of opposing an enemy, who made
incursions by sea, was to meet them on

their own element, took care to provide
himseli' with a naval force

; which, though
the most natural defence of an island, had

hitherto been totally neglected by the En-

glish. He increased the shipping of his

kingdom both in number and strength ;

and trained his subjects in the practice,

as well of sailing as of naval action. He
distributed his armed vessels in proper
stations round the island

;
and was sure to

meet the Danish ships either before or after

they had landed their troops, and to pursue
them in all their incursions. Though the

Danes might suddenly, by surprise, disem-

bark on the coast, which was generally
become desolate by their frequent ravages,

they were encountered by the English fleet

40

in their retreat
; and escaped not, as for-

merly, by abandoning their booty, but paid,

by their total destruction, the penalty of

the disorders which they had committed.
In this manner Alfred repelled several

inroads
;

and maintained his kingdom,
during some years, in safety and tranquil-

lity.
A fleet of a hundred and twenty ships

of war was stationed upon the coast
; and,

being provided with warlike engines, as

well as with expert seamen, both Frisians

and English (for Alfred supphed the defects

of his own subjects by engaging able

foreigners in his service,) maintained a

superiority over those smaller bands with

which England had so often been infested.

But at last Hastings, the famous Danish

chief, ha\ang ravaged all the provinces of

France, both along the sea coast and the

Loire and Seine, and being obliged to quit
that country, more by the desolation which
he himself had occasioned than by the re-

sistance of the inhabitants, appeared off

the coast of Kent with, a fleet of three bun
dred and thirty sail. Tlie greater part of

the enemy disembarked in the Rother, and
seized the fort of Apuldore. Hastings
himself, commanding a fleet of eighty sail

entered the Thames
; and, fortitpng Milton

in Kent, began to spread his forces over

the country, and to commit the most de

structive ravages. But Alfred, on the first

alarm, flew to the defence of his people at

the head of a select band of soldiers, whom
he always kept about his person ; and,

gathering to him the armed militia from all

quarters, appeared in the field with a force

superior to the enemy. All straggling par-

ties, whom necessity or love of plunder had

drawn to a distance from their chief en

campment, were cut oft' by the English ;

and these pirates found themselves cooped

up in their foi'tifications, and obHged to

subsist by the plunder which they had

brought from France. Tired of this situa-

tion, the Daijes at Apuldore rose suddenly
from their encampment, with an intention

of marching towards the Thames, and

passing over into Essex : but they escaped
not the vigilance of Alfred, who encountered

them at Farnham
; put them to rout ;

seized all their horses and baggage ;
and

chased the runaways on board their ships.
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which carried them up the Cohie to Mersey
in Essex, where they intrenched themselves.

Hastinpjs, at the same time, and probably by
concert, made a like movement

; and, desert-

ting Milton, took possession of Bamtlete,

near tlie Isle ofCanveyin the same county;
where he hastily threw up fortifications for

his defence against the power of Alfred.

Unfortunately for the English, Guthrum,
prince of the East Anglian Danes, was now
dead ; as was also Guthred, whom the king
had appointed governor of the Northum-
brians

; and those restless tribes, being no

longer restrained by the authority of their

princes, and being encouraged by the ap-

pearance of so great a body of their country-
men, broke into rebellion

; and, yielding to

their inveterate habits of war and depreda-
tion, embarked on board two hundred and

forty vessels, and appeared before Exeter.

Alfred, having left some forces at London
to make head against Hastings and the

other Danes, marched suddenly to the west
;

and, falling on the rebels before they were

aware, pursued them to their ships with

great slaughter. These ravagers, sailing
next to Sussex, began to plunder the

country near Chichester : but the order

which Alfred had every where established

sufficed here, without his presence, for the

defence of the place ;
and the rebels,

meeting with a new repulse, in which many
of them were killed and some of their ships
taken, were obhged to put again to sea.

Meanwhile the Danish invaders in Essex,

having united their force under the com-
mand of Hastings, advanced into the inland

country, and made spoil of all around them
;

but soon had reason to repent of their

temerity. The English army left in London,
assisted by a body of the citizens, attacked

the enemy's intrenchments at Bamflete ;

overpowered the garrison ; and, having done

great execution upon them, carried off the

wife and two sons of Hastings.* Alfred I

generously spared these captives ;
and even

restored them to Hastings, on condition

that he should depart the kingdom.

* It may be doubted whether it was wholly gene-
rosity that moved Alfred on this occasion. Policy
and piety might have influenced him, or all might
have combined to prompt the decision. When the
wife of Hastings, with her children, who had been
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But, though the king had thus honourably
rid himself of this dangerous enemy, he had
not entirely expelled the invaders. The
Danes willingly followed any prosperous
leader who gave them hopes of booty ; but
were not easily induced to relinquish their

enterprise, or submit to return, withoui

plunder, into their native country. Great
numbers of them, after the departure of

Hastings, seized and fortified Shobury at

the mouth of the Thames
; and, having

left a garrison there, marched to Bodding-
ton in the county of Glocester

; where,

being reinforced by some Welsh, thev
threw up intrenchments, and prepared for

their defence. The king here surrounded
them vdih the whole force of his dominions

;

and resolved rather to master his enemies

by famine than assault. They were reduced
to such extremities that, having eaten their

own liorses, and having many of them

perished with hunger, they made a desperate

sally upon the English ; and, though the

greater number fell in the action, a con-

siderable body made their escape. These
roved about for some time, still pursued by
the vigilance of Alfred : they attacked

Leicester with success
; defended themselves

in Hartford ; and then fled to Quatford,
where they were finally subdued. The
small remains of them either dispersed
themselves among their countrymen in

Northumberland and East Anglia, or had
recourse again to the sea, where they exer-

cised piracy, under Sigefert, a Northum-
brian. This freebooter, well acquainted
with Alfred's naval preparations, had framed
vessels of a new construction, hi^:her, and

longer, and swifter, than those of the En-

glish : but the king soon discovered his su-

perior skill, by building vessels still higher,
and longer, and swifter ; and, falling upon
them while they were exercising their ravages
in the west, he took twenty of their ships ;

and, having tried all the prisoners at Win-
chester, hanged them as pirates.

The well timsd severity of this execution,
with the excellent posture of

They are

.surrounded.

together

recently baptized, were sent to the king, he ordered
them to be restored to their natural protector, with
the remark,

"
I make no war on women and infant

Christians."—Ed.
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defence established every where, restored full

tranquillity in England. The East Anglian
and Northumbrian Danes, on the first

appearance of Alfred upon their frontiers,

made anew the most humble submissions

to him
;
and he thought it prudent to take

them under his immediate government,
without establishing over them a viceroy of

their own nation. The Welsh also acknow-

ledged his authority. And this great prince
had now, by prudence, and justice, and

valour, estabhshed his sovereignty over all

the southern parts of the island, from the

English channel to the frontiers of Scotland
;

when he died, in the vigour of his age and
the full strength of his faculties, after a

glorious reign of twenty-nine years and a

half : in which he deservedly attained the

appellation of Alfred the Great, and the

title of Founder of the English monarchy.
The merit of this prince, both in private

and jiubUc life, may with advantage be set

in opposition to that of any monarch or

citizen which the annals of any age can

present to us. He seems indeed to be the

model of that perfect character, which,
under the denomination of a sage or wise

man, philosophers have been fond of deUne-

ating, rather as a fiction of their imagination
than in hopes of ever seeing it really exist-

ing.* He knew how to reconcile the most

enterprising spirit with the coolest mode-
ration

;
the most obstinate perseverance with

the easiest flexibility ; the most severe

justice with the gentlest lenity; the greatest

vigour in commanding with the most per-
fect aflabiUty of deportment ; the highest

capacity and inclination for science with

* It is not to detract from the glory of Alfred to

say that he is believed to owe his fame, and the world
the benefit of his example, to the friendship and wis-

dom of a virtuous churchman. Asserius Menevensis,
or Asser, as he is commonly called, was a native of

St. David's in "Wales, and a Benedictine monk.
Invited to the most intimate association with the

king, with every wish to further his enlarged and
benevolent views, Asser preferred passing half his

time in his monastery. From him, Alfred derived

great assistance in his studies, which he rewarded
with the bishopric of Sherborne, and other valuable

gifts and endowments. Asser evinced his gratitude by
writing the life of his benefactor. Wliile we render
honour to Asser, for giving so noble a direction to the

energies of the monarch,we must applaud the latter, for

[selecting and retaining so admirable a preceptor.
—Ed.
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the most shining talents for action. Hi>

civil and military virtues are almost equally
the objects of our admiration

; excepting

only that the former, being more rare

among princes as well as more useful, seem

chiefly to challenge our applause. Nature

bestowed on him every bodily accomphsh-
ment ; vigour of limbs, dignity of shape
and air, with a pleasing and open counte-

nance.

But we should give but an imperfect idea

of Alfred's merit, were we to confine our

narration to his mihtary exploits, and were

not more particular in our account of his

institutions for the execution of justice, f

and of his zeal for the encouragement of

arts and sciences.

After Alfred had subdued, and had settled

or expelled, the Danes, he found the king,
dom in the most wretched condition

Though the great armies of the Danes were

broken, the country was fuU of straggling

troops of that nation
; who, being accus

tomed to live by plunder, were incapable of

industry ; and who indulged themselves in

committing \iolence, even beyond what
was requisite to supply their necessities

The Enghsh themselves, reduced to the

most extreme indigence by these continued

depredations, had shaken ofl" all bands of

government ; and those who had been

plundered betook themselves to the hke

disorderly life, and joined the robbers m
pillaging their fellow citizens, j These
were the evils for which it was necessary
that Alfred should provide a remedy.

That he might render the execution of

justice strict and regular, he divided all

Nature had

given him

everybodily

advantage.

He favoured

the arts and

sciences.

He founi

England L

a deplorakl
state.

f "All former laws he caused to be surveyed, and
made choice of the best, which he translated into the

English tongue ; as also the Pastoral of St. Gregory ;

the history of Bede
;
and Boethius, his consolation of

Philosophy ; the Psalms of David likewise he began
to translate, but died before he could finish them."—
Baker.—Ed.

\ But a very imperfect idea of the general state of

the country is given by the vague mention of robbers

and pillage. Not only were cattle and other property

objects of depredation, but the Dcines and Enghsh,
reciprocally stole men and women from each other,

and disposed of them as slaves. One of Alfred's laws

prohibits the sale of men, without a proper voucher,

to prove that the vendor had a right so to deal with
them.—Ed.
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England into counties ; these counties he

subdivided into hundreds; and tlie hundreds

into tithin;:;s. Every householder was an-

•Sir"' swerable lor the behaviour of his family
and slaves, and even of his guests, if they
lived above three days in his house. Ten

neighbouring householders were formed into

one corporation ; who, under the name of

a tithing, decennary, or fribourg, were

answerable for each others conduct ; and
over whom one person, called a tithingman,

headbourg, or borsholder, was appointed to

preside. Every man was punisheu as an

outlaw who chd not register hinself in some

tithing : and no man could change his

habitation without a warrant or certificate

S''.^r- from the borsholder of the tithing to which
he formerly belonged.
When any person in any tithing or de-

cennary was guilty of a crime, the borsholder

was summoned to answer for him
; and, if

he were not willing to be surety for his

appearance and his clearing himself, the

criminal was committed, and detained till

his trial. If he tied, either before or after

tinding sureties, the borsholder and decen-

nary became liable to inquirv^, and were

exposed to the penalties of law. Thirty-

;One days were allowed them for produc-

ing the criminal
; and, if the time elapsed

without their being able to find him, the

-itwn ot borsholder, with two other members of the

'^
*^'

decennary, was obliged to appear, and,

together with three chief members of the

three neighbouring decennaries (making
twelve in all,) to swear that his decennary
was free trom all privitv both of the ci'ime

committed and of the escape of the criminal.

If the borsholder could not find such a

number to answer for their innocence, the

decennary was compelled by fine to make
satisfaction to the king, according to the

degree of the oftence. By this institution

ever}' man was obliged to keep a watchful

eye over the conduct of his neighbours ;

and was in a manner surety for the beha-

\'iour of those who were placed under the

division to which he belonged : whence
these decennaries received the name of

frank-pledges.
Such a regular distribution of the people

may not be necessar)- in times when men
are more inured to obedience and justice ;

tigin of

; «nk-pled-

to liberty.

Tho origin

jjn of juries.

the

and it might perhaps be regarded as des-

tructive of liberty and commerce in a

polished state : but it was well calculated

to reduce that fierce and licentious people
under the salutarv restraint of law and

government. Alfred took care to temper, ,.^..

these rigours by other institutions favour- favourable

able to the freedom of the citizens ;
and

nothing could be more popular and liberal

than his plan for the administration of

justice. The borsholder summoned together
his whole decennary to assist him in decid-

ing any lesser difierence, which occurred

anions; the members of this small commu-

nity. In affairs of greater moment, in

ap]ieals from the decennary, or in contro-

versies arising between members of different

decennaries, the cause was brought before

the hundred
;
which consisted of ten decen-

naries, or a hundred families of freemen,

and which was regularly assembled once in

four weeks for the deciding of causes.

Their method of decision deserves to be

noted, as being the origin of juries

institution the best calculated for

preservation of hberty and the administra-

tion of justice that ever was devised by the

wit of man. Twelve freeholders were cho-

sen
; who, having sworn, together with the

hundreder, or presiding magistrate of that

division, to administer impartial justice,

proceeded to the examination of that cause

which was submitted to their jurisdiction.

And, beside these monthly meetings of the

hundred, there was an annual meeting,

appointed for a more general inspection of

the police of the district ;
for the inquin,'

into crimes ;
the correction of abuses in

magistrates ;
and the obliging of every per-

son to shew the decennary in which he was

resistered. The people, in imitation of

their ancestors the ancient Germans, as-

sembled there in arms ;
whence a hundred

was called a wapentake ;
and its court

served both for the support of military

disciphne and for the administration of civil

justice.
The next superior court was the county

court ;
which met twice a year, after

Michaelmas and Easter, and consisted of

the freeholders of the county, who possessed

an equal vote in the decision of causes.

The bishop presided in tliis court, together
43
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with the alderman ;
and the proper object

of the court was the receiving of appeals
from the hundreds and decennaries, and

the deciding of controversies between men
of different hundreds. Formerly the alder-

man possessed both the civil and military

authority ;
but Alfred, sensible that this

conjunction of powers rendered the nobility

dangerous and independent, appointed also

a sheriff in each county, who enjoyed a

co-ordinate authority with the former in

the judicial function. His office also em-

powered him to guard the rights of the

crown in the county, and to le^T the fines

imposed ;
which in that age formed no

contemptible part of the public revenue.

There lay an appeal, in default ofjustice,
from all these courts to the king himself

in council ; and, as the people, sensible of

the equity and great talents of Alfred,

placed their chief confidence in him, he

was soon overwhelmed with appeals from

all parts of England. He wa.s indefatigable
in the dispatch of these causes : but, find-

ing that his time must be entirely engrossed

by this branch of duty, he resolved to

obviate the inconvenience by correcting the

ignorance or corruption of the inferior

magistrates, from which it arose. He took

care to have his nobiUty instructed in let-

ters and the law ;
he chose the earls and

sheriffs from among the men most cele-

brated tor probity and knowledge ; he

punished sevei-ely all malversation in of-

fice ;* and he removed all the earls whom
he found unequal to the trust ; allowing

only some of the more elderly to serve by

deputy, till theu- death should make room
for more worthy successors.

The better to guide the magistrates in

the administration of justice, Alfred framed

a body of laws, which sensed long as the

basis of EngUsh jurisprudence, and is

generally deemed the origin of the Com-
mon Law. He appointed regular' meetings

*
According to some ancient writers no fewer than

forty-four judges w«re punished \^-ith death in one

year of Alfred's reign.
—Ed.

j-

" He, like another Theodosius. collected the vari-

ous customs that he found dispersed in the kingdom,
and reduced and digested them into one uniform sys-
tem or code of laws, in his Soinbec, or liber judi-

cialis."—Sir W. Blacksione.—Ed.
+ ••

Virgins might safely travel any where alone.
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of the states of England twice a vear in

London
;
a city which he himself had re

paired and beautified, and rendered the

capital of the kingdom. The similaritv of

these institutions to the customs of the

ancient Germans, to the practice of the

other northern conquerors, and to the

Saxon laws during the Heptarchy, pre-
vents us from regarding Alfred as the sole

author of this plan of government ; and
leads us rather to think, that, like a wise

man, he contented himself with refonning,

extending, and executing, the institutions

which he found pre\nously estabhshed. t

But, on the whole, such success attended

his legislation, that eveiy tlung bore sud

denly a new face in England. Robberies
and iniquities of all kinds were repressed

by the punishment or reformation of the

criminals
;
and so exact was the general

poHce, that Alfred, it is said, hung up, by
way of bravado, golden bracelets near the

highways ;
and no man dared to touch

them. I Yet, amidst these rigours of jus-

tice, this great prince presented the most
sacred regard to the liberty of his people ;

and it is a memorable sentiment, preserved
in his will, that it was just the English
should for ever remain as free as their

|

own thoughts.
As good morals and knowledge are al-

most inseparable in even,' age, though not

in ever}' individual, the care of Ah'red for

the encouragement of leai'ning among his

subjects was another useful branch of his

legislation, and tended to reclaim the Eng-j
lish from their former dissolute and fero-

cious manners. ^Mien he came to the

throne he found the nation sunk into the'

grossest ignorance and barbarism ; proceed-!

ing from the continued disorders in the]

government, and from the ravages of thei

Danes. The monasteries were destroyed ;

the monks butchered or dispersed ; their

libraries burned
;
and thus the only seats

Nay, saith Ingulphus, if one left his money all night
in the highway, he might come the next morningi
and be sure to find it whole and untouched.''—Sir

John Spelman.
—Ed.

Orderic Vital tells the same thing of Rollo, Duke
of Normandy, contemporary with Alfred, as to the
"

bracelets dor" with the addition, that they re-

mained in that exposed situation two years.
—Ed.
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ted

of erudition in those ages were totally sub-

verted. Alfred himself complains that on

his accession he knew not one person,
south of the Thames, who could so much
as interpret the Latin scn'ice

;
and ven*'

lew in the northern parts who had even

reached that i)itch of erudition. But tliis

prince invited over the most celebrated

scholars from all parts of Europe ;
he

established schools for the instruction of

his people ; he founded, at least repaired,
the university of Oxford, and endowed it

with many pri\-ileges, revenues, and im-

munities ;
he enjoined by law all freehol-

ders, possessed of two hides of land or

more, to send their children to school ;
he

gave perferment both in church and state

to such only as had made some proficiency
in knowledge : and by all these expedients
he had the satisfaction to see a great change
in the face of affairs

;
and in a work of his,

which is still extant, he congratulates hini-

ell' on the progress which learning, un-

der his patronage, had already made in

England.
But the most effectual expedient, em-

ployed by Alired for the encouragement of

learning, was his own example, and the

constant assiduity with which he employed
himself in the pursuits of knowledge. He
usually di\"ided his time into three equal

portions : one was employed in sleep, and
the refection of his body by diet and exer-

cise
; another in the dispatch of business ;

a third in study and devotion
; and, that

he might more exactly measure the hours,
he made use of burning tapers of equal

length, which he fixed in lanterns
;
an ex-

pedient suited to that rude age, when the

geometry of dialling, and the mechanism of

* In the midst of his great pursuits and learned

labours, Alfred did not disdain to study the homely
virtue of economy.

" For a stock of frugality he
made a survey of the kingdom ; and had all the par-
ticulars of his estate registered in a book, which he

kept in his treasurj' at Winchester."—Baker.—Ed.

t It is impossible to contemplate the great activity
of Alfred without astonishment and admiration. His

writings alone, if war and statemanship had been al-

lowed no claim upon his time, would have proved his

industry extraordinary, and that he had a mind capa-
ble of grasping every subject. Not only did he ap-

ply himself to what relates generally to history, law,
and religion, but we find he could almost descend to

,

the fanciful. The Regum fortuiue varies, (the various

VOL. I. M

clocks and watches, were totally unknown.*
And by such a rcs^ular distribution of his

time, though he often laboured under great

bodily infirmities, this martial hero, who

fought in person fiftv-six battles by sea and

land, was able, during a life of no extraor-

dinarj^ length, to acquire more knowledge,
and even to compose more books, than

most studious men, though blessed with

the greatest leisure and application, have, in

more fortunate ages, made the object oi

their uninterrupted industry.!
Sensible that the people, at all times,

especially when their understandings are

obstructed by ignorance and bad education,

are not nmcli susceptible of speculative

instruction, Alfred endeavoured to convey
his morality by apologues, parables, stories,

apophthegms, couched in poetiy : and, be-

sides propagating among his subjects former

compositions of that kind, winch he found

in the Saxon tongue, he exercised his ge-
nius in inventing works of a Uke nature,

as well as in translating from the Greek

the elegant fables of iEsop. He also gave
Saxon translations of Orosius's and Bede's

histories, and of Boethius concerning the

consolation of philosophy. And he deemed
it nowise derogatoiy from his other great
characters of sovereign, legislator, warrior,

and politician, thus to lead the way in the

pursuits of hterature.

Meanwhile this prince was not negligent
in encouraging the vulgar and mechanical

arts
; which have a more sensible, though

not a closer, connexion with the interests

of society. He in\-ited, from all quarters,
industrious foreigners to re-people his coun-

try, which had been desolated by the rava-

ges of the Danes. He introduced and en-

Wrote
bucks.

And trans-

lated .£sup
Bede, and
BoetliiuB.

He encou-

r.-iged the

mechanical
arts.

fortunes of the kings.) and the Dicta Sapientum,

(the sayings of wise men.) though their utility is not

denied, we can hardly refrain from viewing as works

of amusement. His "
Brenary coUected out of the

laws of the Trojans, Greeks, Britons, Saxons, and

Danes, written in the Saxon tongue." was to be seen

in Leland"s time at Christ Church, in Hampshire.
His " Laws of the West Saxons." and his

" Deeds

of the English" are said to be stiU preserved at Cam

bridge. That his books should have been so many is

the more surprising, as, in the ninth century, if there

were a "
royal road" to knowledge, it presented

not half the facilities to assist the king in his literary

pursuits, which are now at the command of the

humblest student.—Ed.
45
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couraged manufactures of all kinds
;
and

no inventor or improver of any ingenious
art did he suffer to go unrewarded. He
prompted men of activity to betake them-
selves to navigation, to push commerce
into the most remote countries, and to ac-

quire riches by propagating industry among
their fellow citizens. He set apart a

seventh portion of liis own revenue for

maintaining a number of workmen, whom
he constantly employed in rebuilding the

ruined cities, castles, palaces, and monas-
teries. Even the elegancies of life were

brought to him from the Mediterranean and
the Indies

;
and his subjects, by seeing

those productions of the peaceful arts, were

taught to respect the virtues of justice and

industry. Both li^ang and dead, Alfred

was regarded as one of the wsest and best

princes that ever adorned the annals of

any nation.

Alfred had, by his wife Ethelwitha,

daughter of a Mercian Earl, three sons and

three daughters. The eldest son, Edmund,
died, without issue, in his father's Hfetime.

The third, Ethehvard, inherited his father's

passion for letters, and lived a private Hfe.

Edward, succeeded to his

power ;
and passes by the appellation of

Edward the Elder, being the tirst of that

name who sat on the EngUsh throne.

EDWARD THE ELDER.

901—925.

This prince, who equalled his father in

military talents, though inferior to him in

and erudition, found, imme-

diately on his accession, a specimen of that

turbulent life to which all princes, and even

all individuals, were exposed, in an age
when men had no aliment for their in-

quietude but wars, insurrections, and depre-
dation. Ethelwald, his cousin-german, son

of king Ethelbert, the elder brother of Al-

fred, insisted on a preferable title ; and,

arming his partisans, took possession of

Winbourne, where he seemed determined

to defend himself to the last extremity, and

to wait the issue of his pretensions. But,
when the king approached with a great

army, Ethelwald, hanng the prospect of

[certain destruction, made his escape, and
46
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tied tirst into Normandy, then into Nor-
thumberland. The Northumbrians de-

clared for him
;
and Ethelwald, having

thus connected his interests with the Danish

tribes, went beyond sea, and, collecting a

body of these freebooters, he excited the

hopes of all those who had been accustomed
to subsist by rapine and violence. The
East Anghan Danes joined his party ; the

Five-burghers, who were seated in the

heart of Mercia, began to put themselves
in motion

; and the Enghsh found that

they were again menaced with those con-

vulsions from which the valour and policy
of Alfred had so lately rescued them. The
rebels, headed by Ethelwald, made an in-

cursion into the counties of Glocester, Ox-
ford, and Wilts

;
and retired with their

booty before the king was able to approach
them. Edward, however, who was de-

termined that his preparations should not
be fniitless, conducted his forces into East

Anglia ; and retahated the injuries which
the inhabitants had committed, by spread-

ing the Uke devastation among them.
Satiated with revenge, and loaded with

booty, he gave orders to retire. The
Kentish men, greedy of more spoil, ven-

tured, contrary to repeated orders, to stay
behind liim, and to take up their quarters
at Bury. This disobedience proved in the

issue fortunate to Edward. The Danes
assaulted the Kentish men

; but met with
so \'igorous a resistance, that, though they
gained the field of battle, they bought that

advantage by the loss of their bravest lea-

ders
; and, among the rest, by that of

Ethelwald, who perished in the action.

The king, freed from the fear of so danger-
ous a competitor, made peace on advan-

tageous terms with the East Angles.
In order to restore England to tran-

quiUity, nought was wanting but the sub-

jection of the Northumbrians; who, as-

sisted by the scattered Danes in Mercia,

continually infested the bowels of the king-
dom. Edward, to divert the force of these

enemies, prepared a fleet to attack them by
sea

; hoping that, when liis ships appeared
on their coast, they must remain at home,
and provide for their defence. But the

Northumbrians were less anxious to secure

their own property than greedy to commit
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spoil on their enemy ; and, concluding that

the chief strcnjjth of the English was
emharkcd on board the fleet, they thought
the opportunity' favourable, and entered

Edward's territories with all their forces.

The king, who was prepared against this

event, attacked them on their return at

Tentenhall in the county of Stafford, put
them to rout, recovered all the booty, and

pursued them with great slaughter into

their own countiy.
All the rest of Edward's reign was a

scene of continued and successful action

against the Northumbrians, the East Angles,
the Five-burghers, and the foreign Danes,
who invaded him from Normandy and

Brittany. Nor was he less pro\'ident in

putting his kingdom in a posture of defence

than vigorous in assaulting the enemy.
He fortified the towns of Chester, Eddes-

bury, Warwick, Cherbun,', Buckingham,
Towcester, Maldon, Huntingdon, and Col-

chester. He fouglit two signal battles at

Temsford and Alaldon. He vanquished
Thurketill, a great Danish chief, and obhged
him to retire with his followers into France.

He subdued the East Angles, and forced

them to swear allegiance to him. He
expelled the two rival princes of Nor-

thumberland, Reginald and Sidroc
;
and

acquired the dominions of that pro\ince.
Several tribes of the Britons were subjected

by him
; and even the Scots, who, during

the reign of Egbert, had, under Kenneth
their king, increased their power by the

final subjection of the Picts, were obhged
to give him marks of submission. In all

these fortunate achievements he was assis-

ted by the activity and prudence of his

sister Ethelfleda, who was widow of Ethel-

bert, earl of IMercia
;

and who, after her

husband's death, retained the government
of that province. This princess, who had
been reduced to extremitv in childbed.

lie dies

iV.D. 925.

Athclstan,

llumgh ille-

.succeeds

Edward.

* Elsward, Edward's eldest legitimate son, survived

his father but a few days.
—Ed.

f The king had a brother named Edwin, who was
accused of being connected with the conspiracy of

Alfred. Belic\-ing liim guilty, Athelstan would not

consent to his beuig publicly executed, but ordered
him to be sent to sea in a vessel without sails or

rudder. The consequence was, he threw himself
overboard in despair, and perished. According to

Brompton and AVilliam of Malmesbury, this event

refused afterwards all commerce -with her

husband ; not from any weak superstition,
as was couunon in that age, but because
she deemed all domestic occupations un-

worthy of her masculine and andiitious

sjiirit. She died before her brother
;

and
Edward tooli uj^on himself the government
of Alercia, whicli before had been entrusted

to the autliority of a governor. The Saxon
chronicle fixes the death of this prince in

925. His kingdom devolved to Athelstan,
his natural son.

ATHELSTAN.

925—941.

The stain in this prince's birth was not, in

those times, deemed so considerable as to

exclude him from the throne : and Athel-

stan obtained the preference to Edward's

younger children ; who, though legitimate,
were of too tender years to rule a nation. *

Some discontents prevailed on his acces

sion
;
and Alfred, a nobleman of considerable

power, was thence encouraged to enter into

a conspiracy against him. Alfred, it is

said, being seized upon strong suspicions,
but without any certain proof, in order to

justify himself, offered to swear to his inno-

cence before the pope ; whose person, it

was supposed, contained such superior

sanctity, that no one could presume to

give a false oath in his presence, and hope
to escape the immediate vengance of Hea-
ven. The king accepted of the condition,

and Alfred was conducted to Rome
; where,

either conscious of his innocence, or neglect-

ing the superstition to which he appealed,
he ventured to make the oath required ofl^'ear^ be-

him before John, who then filled the papal
''°"

''?

chair. But no sooner had he pronounced iie is inno

the fatal words than he fell into comnjlsions,

of which, three days after, he expired, f

The king, as if the guilt of the conspirator

caused the king to experience all the horrors of re-

morse ; and, to expiate it, he submitted to a seven

years' penance, and founded the abbey of Middleton,
in Dorsetshire. Some discredit is thrown on the

story, from his general kindness to his brothers and

sisters. But this, as well as the punishment of the

false accuser of Edwin, which speedily followed, might
have resulted from penitence. The whole story is so

consistent, that it must be regarded as probable
Ed.
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were now fully ascertained, confiscated his

estate, and made a present of it to the

monastery of Malmesbury.*
The dominion of Athelstan was no sooner

established than he endeavoured to give

security to the government, by providing

against the insurrections of the Danes.

He marched into Northumberland ; and,

finding that the inhabitants bore with im-

patience the EngUsh yoke, he thought it

prudent to confer on Sithric, a Danish

nobleman, the title of King, and to give
him his sister Editha in marriage. But
this pohcy proved the source of dangerous

consequences. Sithric died in a twelve-

month after ; and his two sons by a former

marriage, Anlaf and Godfrid, founding

pretensions on their father's elevation,

assumed the sovereignty without waiting
for Athelstan's consent. They were soon

expelled by that monarch ; and the former

took shelter in Ireland, as the latter did in

Scotland ; where he received protection
from Constantine, who then enjoyed the

crown of that kingdom. The Scottish

prince, however, continually solicited, and
even menaced by Athelstan, at last promised
to dehver up his guest; but, secretly detest-

ing this treachery, he gave Godfrid warn-

ing to make his escape ;
and that fugitive,

after subsisting by piracy for some years,
freed the king, by his death, from any
farther anxiety. Athelstan, resenting Con-
stantine's behaviour, entered Scotland with

an army ;
and ravaging the country with

impunity, he reduced the Scots to such dis-

tress, that their king was content to preserve
his crown by making submissions to the

enemy. The EngUsh historians asseit that

Constantine did homage to Athelstan for

his kingdom ;
and they add that the latter

prince, being urged by his courtiers to push
the present favourable opportunity, and en-

tirely subdue Scotland, replied that it was
more glorious to confer than to conquer
kingdoms. The Scotch historians, who

deny the fact, seem more worthy of

belief.

Constantine, whether he owed the re-

* In tlie grant to the monks, Athelstan was care-

ful to insert a statement of the conspiracy against
himself, and of the maimer in which it had been pun-
ished by offended heaven

;
but he granted Christian
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taining of his crown to the moderation of

Athelstan, or to the policy of that prince,

thought the behaviour of the English
monarch more an object of resentment
than of gratitude. He entered into,a con-

federacy with Anlaf, who had collected a

great body of Danish pirates, and with some
Welsh princes, who were terrified at the

growing power of Athelstan : and all these

allies made, by concert, an irruption wnth

a great army into England. Athelstan,

collecting liis forces, met the enemy near

Brunsbury in Northumberland, and de-

feated them in a general engagement.
The victory was chiefly ascribed to the

valour of Turketul, the English chancel-

lor ; for in those turbulent ages no one
was so much occupied in civil employ-
ments as wholly to lay aside the military
character.

There is a circumstance not unworthy
of notice, which historians relate, with re-

gard to the transactions of this war. Anlaf,
on the approach of the English army,
thought that he could not venture too

much to ensure a fortunate event
; and,

employing the artifice formerly practised

by Alfred against the Danes, he entered

the enemy's camp in the habit of a min-

strel. The stratagem was for the present
attended with the like success. He gave
such satisfaction to the soldiers, who flocked

about him, that they introduced him to the

king's tent ; and Anlaf, having played be-

fore that prince and his nobles during their

repast, was dismissed with a handsome re-

ward. His prudence kept him from re-

fusing the present ;
but his pride determined

him, on his departure, to bury it, while he

fancied that he was unespied by all the

world. But a soldier in Athelstan's camp,
who had formerly served under Anlaf, had
been struck with some suspicion on the

first appearance of the minstrel, and was

engaged by curiosity to observe all his

motions. He regarded this last action e

full proof of Anlaf 's disguise; and carried the

intelligence to Athelstan, who blamed him
for not sooner giving him information, that

The king of

the Scots

resents the

conduct of

Athelstan.

Athelstan

defeats him

Anlafenters
the English

camp in dis-

guise.

He is

recognized

burial to the remains of Alfred, which the pope had

ordered to be detained in the English college till the

king's pleasure could be kno^vn.—Ed.
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he might have seized his enemy. But the

soldier told him that, as he had formerly
sworn fealty to Anlaf, he could ue\'er have

pardoned liimself the treachery of betraying
and ruining his ancient master ;

and that

Athelstau himself, after such conduct, would

have had equal reason to distrust his

allegiance. Athelstan, having praised the

generosity of the soldier's principles, re-

Hected on the incident, which he foresaw

might be attended with important conse-

quences. He removed his station in the

camp ; and, as a bishop arrived that even-

ing with a reinforcement of troops (for the

cclesiastics were then no less warlike than

the ci\-il magistrates,) he occupied by his

train that very place which had been left

vacant by the king's removal. The pre-

caution of Athelstan was found prudent ;

for no sooner had darkness fallen than Anlaf

broke into the camp, and, hastening di-

rectly to the place where he had left the

king's tent, put the bishop to death before

he had time to prepare for his defence.

There fell several Danish and Welsh

princes in the action of Brunsburj^ ;
and

Constantine and Anlaf made their escape
with diiKculty, leaving the greater part of

their army on the field of battle. After

this success Athelstan enjoyed his crown
in tranquillity ;* and he is regarded as one

of the ablest and most active of those an-

cient princes. He passed a remarkable

law, (which was calculated for the en-

couragement of commerce, and which it

required some liberality of mind in that

age to have devised) that a merchant, who
had made three long sea voyages on his

own account, should be admitted to the

rank of a thane or gentleman. This prince
died at Glocester in the year 941, after a

reign of sixteen years ;
and was succeeded

by Edmund, his legitimate brother.f

* The emperor Otho, the king of Norway, and

Hugh, king of France, sought his friendship with

rare presents. Among those of the last named mon-
arch were " the sword of Constantine the Great, in

the hilt whereof was one of the nails which fastened

Christ to his cross : he sent him also the spear of

Charles the Great, reputed to be the same that pierced
Christ's side

;
as also part of the cross on which

Christ suffered ; and a piece of the thorny crown put

upon his head."—Baker

I
" Of this king there is one act related, that may
VOL. I. N

EDMUND.
941—946.

Edmund, on his accession, met with dis-

turbance from the restless Northumbrians,
who lay in wait for every oj)portunity of

breaking into rebellion : but, marching sud-

denly into their country, he so overawed
the rebels that they endeavoured to appease
him by the most humble submissions.

To give a surer pledge of their obedience,

they offered to embrace Christianity ;
a re-

ligion which the Enghsh Danes had fre-

(luently professed wdien reduced to difficul-

ties, but shook off as soon as a favourable

opportunity offered. Edmund, trusting lit-

tle to their sincerity, used the precaution
of removing the Five-burghers fi'om the

towns of Mercia, in which they had been al

lowed to settle ; because it was always found

that they took advantage of every commo-
tion, and introduced the rebellious or

foreign Danes into the heart of the kingdom.
He also conquered Cumberland from the

Britons
;
and conferred that territoiy on

Malcolm, king of Scotland, on condition

that he should do him homage for it, and

protect the north from the Danes.

Edmund was young when he came to

the crown ; yet was his reign short as his

death was violent. One day, as he was

solemnizing a festival in the county of

Glocester, he remarked that Leolf, a no-

torious robber, whom he had sentenced

to banishment, had yet the boldness to

enter the hall where he himself dined, and

to sit at table with his attendants. En-

raged at this insolence, he ordered him to

leave the room
; but, on his refusing to

obey, the king, whose temper, naturally

choleric, was inflamed by this insult,

leaped on him himself, and seized him by

Tlie Nor-
tiiumbriiius

again revolt,
and are

subdued.

Cuniber-
anil ii^

pven to the

king of

Scotland.

Leolf, a rob-

ber, insults

the king.

seem ridiculous ; another that may seem miraculous :

for what more ridiculous than that, going to visit the

tomb of St. John of Beverley, and having nothing else

of worth to offer, he offered his knife in devotion to

the saint ? Yet the miraculous is more apparent ;
for

going to encounter the Danes, and praying to God
for good success, he prayed withal that God would

shew some sign of his rightful cause ;
and there-

upon striking with his sword, he struck it an ell deej'

into a hard stone, which stood so cloven a long time

after."—Baker.
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the hair. The ruffian, pushed to extre-

mity, drew his dagger, and gave Edmund
a wound, of which he immediately expired.

This happened in the year 946, and in the

sixth year of the king's reign. Edmund
left male issue, but so young that they
were incapable of governing the kingdom ;

and his brother Edred was promoted to the

throne.

EDRED.
946—955.

The reign of this prince was disturbed by
the Northumbrian Danes

; but, on Edred 's

appearance with an army, they made him
their wonted submissions

;
and the king,

ivins; wasted the country with fire and

sword, obliged them to renew their oaths

of allegiance ;
and retired with his forces.

The obedience of the Danes lasted no

longer than the present terror. Provoked

at the devastations of Edred, and even

reduced by necessity to subsist on plunder,

they broke into a new rebellion, and were

again subdued. But the king now fixed

Enghsh garrisons in their most consider-

able towns
;

and placed over them an

English governor, who might watch all

their motions. He obhged also Malcolm,

King of Scotland, to renew^ his

for the lands which lie held in England.

Edred, though not unwarUke, nor unfit

for active life, lay under the influence of

the lowest superstition, and had blindly
dehvered over his conscience to the gui-
dance of Dunstan, commonly called St.

Dunstan, abbot of Glastenbur\r ;
whom he

advanced to the highest offices, and who

covered, under the appearance of sanctity,
the most \iolent and most insolent ambi-

tion. This churchman imported into Eng-
land a new order of monks, who much

changed the state of ecclesiastical affairs,

and excited, on their first establishment,

the most violent commotions.

From the introduction of Christianity

among the Saxons there had been monas-

homage

Knglish
muuks.

Rules of th(

Beneilic-

tines.

teries in England, and these establishments!
had extremely multiplied by the donr,tions

of the princes and nobles
;
whose super-

stition, derived from their ignorance and

f)recarious life, and increased by remorses

for the crimes into which they were so

frequently betrayed, knew no other expe-
dient for appeasing the Deity than a pro-
fuse liberality towards the ecclesiastics.*' .

But the monks had hitherto been a species condition oi

of secular priests, who lived after the man-
ner of the present canons or prebendaries,
and were both intermingled in some degree
with the world, and endeavoured to render

themselves useful to it. They were em-

ployed in the education of youth ; they
had the disposal of their OT;\m time and

industiy ; they were not .subjected to the

rigid rules of an order
; they had made no

vows of implicit obedience to their supe-
riors

;
and they still retained the choice,

without quitting the convent, either of a

married or a single life. But a mistaken

piety had produced in Italy a new species
of monks, called Benedictines; who, carrj'-

ing farther the plausible principles of mor-

tification, secluded themselves entirely from

the world, renounced all claim to liberty,
and made a merit of the most inviolable

chastity. These practices and principles
were greedily embraced and promoted by
the policy of the court of Rome. The
Roman pontiff, who was making every day
great advances towards an absolute sove-

reignty over the ecclesiastics, perceived
that the celibacy of the clergy alone could

break off entirely their connexion with the

ci\al power ; and, depriving them of eveiy
other object of ambition, engage them to

promote, with unceasing industry, the gran-
deur of their own order. He was sensible

that, so long as the monks were indulged in

marriage, and were permitted to rear fami-

lies, they never could be subjected to strict

disciphne, or reduced to that slaverj' under

their superiors which was requisite to pro
cure to the mandates, issued from Rome,
a ready and zealous obedience. Cehbacy,

They are

approved

by the

court of

Rome.

* In ancient times "
temporal power was mere

|
superior to such a government ; and the cry of the

brute force, intractable ruthanism. The church, on I populace was continually raised, beseeching; it to

the contrary, however imperfect its notions of morals 1 supersede the dominant power."'
— Guhot.—Ed.
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therelore, bcLrau to be extolled, as the in-

dispensable duty ot priests ;
and the pope

uudertooK to make all the clerj,y throuijh-

out the western world renounce at once

the privilejre ot" marriage. A fortunate

policy ; but at the same time an under-

taking the most difficidt of any, since he

had the strongest propensities of human
nature to encounter, and found that the

same connexions with the female sex, which

i^enerallv encourage devotion, were here

unfavourable to the success of his project.

It is no wonder, therefore, that this master-

stroke of art should have met with violent

contradiction, and that the interests of the

liierarchy, and the inclinations of the priests,

being now placed in this singular opposi-

tion, should, notwithstanding the continued

efforts of Rome, have retarded the execu-

tion of that bold scheme during the course

of near three centuries.

As the bishops and parochial clerg}-

lived apart with their families, and were

more connected with the world, the hopes
of success with them were fainter, and the

pretence for making them renounce marri-

age was much less plausible. But the

pope, having cast his eye on the monks as

the basis of his authority, was determined

to reduce them under strict rules of obe-

dience. Under pretence of reforming
abuses, he had already spread over the

southern countries of Europe the severe

laws of the monastic lile, and began to

form attempts towards a like innovation in

England. The favourable opportunity of-

fered (and it was greedily seized), arising
from the weak superstition of Edred and
the impetuous character of Dunstan.

Dunstan was born of noble parents in

the west of England ; and, being educated

under his uncle Aldhelm, then archbishop
of Canterbun-, had betaken himself to the

ecclesiastical life, and had acquired some
character in the court of Ednmnd. He
was, however, represented to that prince as

a man of licentious manners
; and, finding

his fortune blasted by these suspicions, his

ardent ambition prompted him to repau-
his indiscretions, by running into an oppo-
site extreme. He secluded himself entirely
from the world ; he framed a cell so small

that he could neither stand erect in it, nor

He rcfoniis,

and prac-
liscs ^n'.-^t

austerities.

He fancies

liiniSL-lf to

haw. eii-

foxintertHl

the devil.

stretch out his limlis during liis repose ;

and he heie employed himself perpetually
either in devotion or in manual labour. It

is probable that his brain became gradually
crazed by these solitary occu])ations, and

that his head was tilled with chimeras,

which, being believed by himself and his

stupid votaries, procured him the general
character of sanctity among the people.
He fancied that the devil, among the Ire-

quent visits which he paid him, was one

day more earnest tlian usual in his temp
tations : till Dunstan, provoked at his

importunity, seized him by the nose with

a pair of red-hot pincers, as he put his

head into the cell
;
and he held him there

till that malignant spirit made the whole

neighbourhood resound with his bellowings.
This notable exploit was seriously credited

and transmitted to posterity by one who,

considering the age in which he lived, may
pass for a writer of some elegance ;

and it

ensured to Dunstan a reputation wliich no

real piety could have ever procured him

with the people.

Supported by the character obtained in

his retreat, Dunstan appeared again in the

world
;
and gained such an ascendant over

Edred, who had succeeded to the crown,

as made him not only the director of that

prince's conscience, but his counsellor in

the most momentous all'airs of government.
He was placed at the head of the treasur\' ;

and, being thus possessed both of power at

court and of credit with the populace, he

was enabled to attempt with success the

most arduous entei-prises. Finding that

his advancement had been owing to the

opinion of his austerity, he professed him-

self a partisan of the rigid monastic rules
;

and, after introducing that reformation

into the convents of Glastenbury and

Abingdon, he endeavoured to render it

universal in the kingdom.
The minds of men were already wellj

prepared for this innovation. The
praisesj

of an inviolable chastity had been carriedi

to the highest extravagance by some of the
J'^"edTn-'

lirst preachers of Christianity among thejcomrntibie

Saxons ;
the pleasures ol' love had beenlTiiuity.

represented as incompatible with Christian!

perfection ;
and a total abstinence from

all|

commerce with the sex was deemed suchi
61
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a meritorious penance as was sufficient to

atone for the greatest enormities. The

consequence seemed natural, that those at

least who officiated at the altar should be

clear of this pollution ; and, when the doc-

trine of transubstantiation, which was now

[creeping in, was once iuUy established,

the reverence to the real body of Christ in

the eucharist bestowed on this argument
jan additional force and influence. The
monks affected the greatest austerity of

life and manners
; they indulged themselves

'in the highest strains of devotion
; they in-

veighed bitterly against the vices of the

;age ; they were particularly vehement

against the dissolute lives of the secular

clergy, their rivals
; every instance of liber-

tinism in any individual of that order was

represented as a general corruption ; and,

where other topics of defamation were

wanting, their marriage became a sure sub-

ject of invective, and their wives received

the name of concubine, or other more

opprobrious appellation. The secular cler-

gy, on the other hand, who were numerous
and rich, and possessed of the ecclesiastical

dignities, defended themselves with \agour,
md endeavoured to retaliate upon their

ulversaries. The people were thrown into

igitation : and few instances occur of more
violent dissensions, excited by the most
material differences in religion, or rather

the most frivolous
;
since it is a just re-

mark that, the more affinity there is be-

tween theological parties, the greater com-

monly is their animosity.
The progress of themonks, which was be-

come considerable, was somewhat retarded

by the death of Edred, their partisan, who

expired after a reign of nine years. He left

children
;
but as they were infants, his nep-

hew Edwy, son of Edmund, was placed on

the throne.

EDW^.
955—959.

Edwy, at the time of his accession, was
not above sixteen or seventeen years of

age ;
was possessed of the most amiable

figure ; and was even endowed, according
to authentic accounts, with the most pro-

mising virtues. He would have been the

favourite of his people, had he not unhap-

pily engaged in a controversy with the

monks
;
whose rage neither the graces of

the body nor ^drtues of the mind could

mitigate, and who have pursued his memory
with the same unrelenting vengeance which

they exercised against his person. There

was a beautiful princess, called Elgiva, who
made impression on the tender heart oi

Edwy : and, he had ventured, contrary to

the advice of his gravest counsellors and
the remonstrances of the more dignified

ecclesiastics, to espouse her
; though she

was within the degrees of affinity prohibited

by the canon law. As the austerity af-

fected by the monks made them particularly
violent on this occasion, Edwy entertained

a strong prepossession against them ; and

seemed determined not to second their pro

ject of expelling the seculars from all the

convents, and of possessing themselves of

those rich establishments. War was there-

fore declared between the king and the

monks
; and the former soon found reason

to repent his provoking such dangerous
enemies. On the day of his coronation

his nobility were assembled in a great hall,

and were indulging themselves in that riot

and disorder which, from the example of

their German ancestors, had become ha-

bitual to the English ; when Edwy, at-

tracted by softer pleasures, retired into the

queen's apartment, and gave reins to his

fondness towards his wife ; which was only

moderately checked by the presence of her

mother. Dunstan conjectured the reason

of the king's retreat : and, carrying with
' him Odo, archbishop of Canterbury, over

whom he had gained an absolute ascendant,

he burst into the apartment ; upbraided

Edwy with his lasciviousness ; probably
bestowed on the queen the most oppro-
brious epithet that can be applied to her

sex
; and, tearing him from her arms,

pushed him back, in a disgraceful manner,
into the banquet of the nobles.* Edwy,

He marries
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* Some writers tell this story less favourably for

the king, (see note A at the end of the vokime.) That
Dunstan was severe against excesses with the other

sex is beyond dispute. The punishment which he
52

imposed on the successor of Edwy. his great bene-

factor, though very inadequate, proves that in such

matters he affected to be no respecter of persons.
—
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though young, and opposed by the preju-

dices of tlie people, found an opportunity
of taking revenge for the public insult.

He questioned Dunstan concerning the

administration of the treasury during the

reign of his predecessor ; and, when that

minister refused to give any account of

money expended, as he affirmed, by orders

of the late king, accused him of malver-

sation in his office, and banished him the

kingdom. But Dunstan's cabal was not

unactive during his absence. They filled

the public with high panegj'rics on his

sanctity ; they exclaimed against the im-

jjiety of the king and queen ;
and pro-

ceeded to still more outrageous acts of

\aolence. Archbishop Odo sent into the

palace a party of soldiers, who seized the

(jueen ; and, having burned her face with a

red-hot iron, in order to destroy that fatal

beauty which had seduced Edw^, they car

ried her by force into Ireland, there to re

main in perpetual exile. Edwy
it in vain to resist

to his divorce, which was pronounced by
Odo

;
and a catastrophe still more dismal

awaited the unhappy Elgiva. That amiable

jjrincess, being cured of her wounds, and

having even obliterated the scars with which

Odo had hoped to deface her beauty, re-

turned into England, and was flying to

the embraces of the king, whom she still

regarded as her husband, when she fell

into the hands of a party, whom the pri-

mate had sent to intercept her. Nothing
but her death could now give security to

Odo and the monks
;
and the most cruel

death was requisite to satiate their ven-

geance. She was hamstringed ;
and ex-

pired a few days after at Glocester, in the

most acute torments.

Tlie English, blinded with superstition,

instead of being shocked with his inhu-

manity, exclaimed that the misfortunes of

Edwy and his consort w^ere a just judgment
for their dissolute contempt of the ecclesi-

astical statutes. They even proceeded to

rebelhon against their sovereign ; and,

having placed Edgar at their head, the

younger brother of Edwy, a boy of thirteen,

they soon put him in possession of Mercia,

Northumberland, East AngHa ;
and chased

Edwy into the southern counties. That it

VOL. t. o

might not be doubtful at whose instigation
this revolt was undertaken, Dunstan re-

turned into England, and took upon him
the government of Edgar and his party.
He was first installed in the see of Worces-

ter, then in that of London, and, on Odo's

death, and the violent expulsion of Brithelm

his successor, in that of Canterbury ;
of all

which he long kept possession. Odo is

transmitted to us by tlie monks under the

character of a man of piety. Dunstan was
even canonized ; and is one of those nu-

merous saints of the same stamp who dis-

grace the Romish calendar. Meanwhile
the unhappy Edwy was excommunicated,
and pursued with unrelenting vengeance ;

but his death, which happened soon after,

freed his enemies from all farther in-

quietude, and gave Edgar peaceable posses-
sion of the government.*

EDGAR.
959—97;').

This prince soon discovered an excellent

capacity in the administration of affairs
;

and his reign is one of the most fortunate

in the ancient English history. He shewed

no aversion to war ; he made the wisest

preparations against invaders
;
and by this

foresight he was enabled to indulge his in

clination towards peace, and to employ
himself in improving the internal govern
ment of his kingdom. He maintained a

body of disciplined troops, which he quar-
tered in the north, to keep the mutinous

Northumbrians in subjection, and to repel

the inroads of the Scots. He formed a

powerful navy ; and, that he might retain

the seamen in the practice of their duty,
and always present a formidable armament
to his enemies, he stationed three squadrons
off the coast, and ordered them to make,
from time to time, the circuit of his do-

minions. The foreign Danes dared not to

approach ;
the domestic Danes saw inevi-

table destruction to be the consequence of

their tumults and insurrections ; the neigh-

bouring sovereigns, the king of Scotland,

the princes of Wales, of the Isle of Man,
of the Orkneys, and even of Ireland, were

Dunstan
'ctunis.

Edwy diea.

Edgar, by
preparing
for war, se-

cures the

continuance

of peace.

He forms a

navy.

* See note A at the end of the volume.
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reduced to submission. He carried his

superiority to a great height ;
and miglit

have excited an universal combination

against him, had not his power been so

well established as to deprive his enemies

of all hopes of shaking it. It is said that,

residing once at Chester, and having pur-

posed to go by water to the abbey of St.

John the Baptist, he obhged eight of his

tributary princes to row him in a barge

upon the Dee. The English historians are

fond of mentioning the name of Kenneth

III., king of Scots, among the number.

The Scottish historians either deny the fact,

or assert that their king, if ever he ac-

knowledged himself a vassal to Edgar, did

him homage, not for his crown, but for

the dominions which he held in England.
But the chief means by wliich Edgar

maintained his authority, and preserved

public peace, was the papng of court to

Dunstan and the monks, who had acquired
an ascendant over the people. He favoured

their sclieme for dispossessing the secular

canons of all the monasteries ; he bestowed

preferment on none but their partisans; he

allowed Dunstan to resign the see of Wor-
cester into the hands of Oswald, one of his

creatures, and to place Ethelwold, ano-

tlier of them, in that of Winchester
;

he

consulted these prelates in the administra-

tion of all ecclesiastical, and even in that

of many civil, affairs ; and, though the

vigour of his own genius prevented him
from being implicitly guided by them, the

king and the bishops found such advantages
in their mutual agreement, that they always
united their influence in preserving the

peace of the kingdom.
In order to complete the great work of

placing the new order of monks in all the

convents, Edgar summoned a general coun-

cil of the prelates and the heads of the

religious orders. He here inveighed against
the dissolute lives of the secular clergy ; the

smallness of their tonsure, which, it is

probable, maintained no longer any resem-

blance to the crown of thorns
; their neg-

ligence in attending the exercise of their

function ; their mixing -with the laity in

the pleasures of gaming, hunting, dancing,
and singing ;

and their openly living with

concubines, by which it is commonly sup-
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posed he meant their wives. He then

turned himself to Dunstan the primate ;

and, in the name of King Edred, whom he

supposed to look down from heaven with

indignation against all those enormities, he

thus addressed him. '

It is you, Dunstan,

by whose advice I founded monasteries,

built churches, and expended my treasure

in the support of religion and religious

houses. You were my counseller and

assistant in all my schemes
; you were the

director of my conscience ;
to you I was

obedient in all things. When did you call

for supphes which I refused you? Was
my assistance ever wanting to the poor ?

Did I deny support and establishments to

the clergy and the convents ? Did I not

hearken to your instructions, who told me
that these charities were, of all others, the

most grateful to my Maker, and fixed a

perpetual fund for the support of religion ?

And are all our pious endeavours now frus-

trated by the dissolute lives of the priests ?

Not that I throw any blame on you ; you
have reasoned, besought, inculcated, in-

veighed : but it now behoves you to use

sharper and more vigorous remeches ; and,

conjoining your spiritual authority with the

civil power, to purge eflectually the temple
of God from thieves and intruders.' It is

easy to imagine that this harangue had the

desired effect
;
and it was not long before

the monks prevailed, and established their

new discipline in almost all the convents.

We may remark that the declamations

against the secular clergy are, both here

and in all the historians, conveyed in general
terras

;
and it is difficult to believe that the

complaints against their dissolute manners
could be so universally just as is pretended
It is more probable that the monks paid
court to the populace by an affected aus

terity of life
; and, representing the most

innocent liberties taken by the other clergj'
as great and unpardonable enormities, there-

by prepared the way for the increase of

their own power and influence. Edgar,
however, Uke a true politician, concm'red
with the prevaiHng party. He seconded
the policy of the court of Rome in granting
to some monasteries an exemption from

episcopal jurisdiction ; he allowed the con-

vents, even those of royal foundation, to
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usurp tho election of their own abbot
;

and he admitted their t"ori;erie,s
of ancient

charters, by which, from the pretended

grant of former kinirs, they assumed many
prinleges and immunities.

These merits of Edgar have procured
him the hiirhest panegyrics from tlic monks;
and he is transmitted to us, not only under

the character of a consummate statesman

and an active prince, pnuses to which he

seems to have been justly wititled, but

under that of a great saint and a man of

virtue. But his conduct was licentious to

the highest degree, and violated every law,

human and dinne. Yet those very monks,
who, as we are told by Ingulf, a very
ancient historian, had no idea of any moral

or religious merit, except chastit}' and obe-

dience, not only connived at his enormities,

but loaded him with the greatest praises.

History, however, has preserved some in-

stances of his amours ; from which, as

from a specimen, we may form a conjecture
of the rest.

Edgar broke into a convent, carried off

Editha, a nun, by force, and even committed
\aolence on her person. For this act of

sacrilege he was reprimanded by Dunstan
;

and, that he might reconcile himself to

the clmrch, he was obliged not to separate
from his mistress, but to abstain from wear-

ing his crown during seven years, and to

deprive himself so long of that A'ain orna-

ment. A punishment very unequal to that

which had been inflicted on the unfortu-

nate Edwy ; who, for a marriage which in

the strictest sense could only desei^ve the

name of irregular, was expelled his king-
dom, saw liis queen treated with singular

barbarity, was loaded with calumnies, and
has been represented to us under the most
odious colours. Such is the ascendant

which may be attained by hypocrisy and
cabal over mankind !

There was another mistress of Edgar's,
with whom he tirst formed a connexion by
a kind of accident. Passing one day by
Andover, he lodged in the house of a noble-

man
; whose daughter, being endowed with

all the graces of person and behaviour,
inflamed him with the highest desire. As
he had not leisure to employ courtsliip or

address for attaining his purpose, he went

directly to her mother, declared, the vio-

lence of his passion, and desired that the

young lady might be allowed to pass that

very niciht with him. The mother was a

woman of virtue, and determined not to

dishonour her daughter and her family by
compliance ; but, being well acquainted
with the impetuosity of the king's temper,
she thought it would be easier, as well as

safer, to deceive than refuse him. She

feigned therefore submission ; but secretlv

ordered a waiting maid, of no disagreeable

figure, to steal into the king's bed after all

the company should be retired to rest. In

the morning, betbre daybreak, the damsel,

agreeably to the injunctions of her mistress,
oflered to retire

;
but Edgar, whose love

was rather inflamed by enjoyment, refused

his consent, and employed force and entrea-

ties to detain her. Elfleda (for that was
the name of the maid), trusting to her own

charms, and to the love with which she

hoped she had now inspired the king, made

probal)ly but a faint resistance
;
and the

return of light discovered the deceit. He

ex'pressed no displeasure with the old lady
on account of her fraud ;

his love was

transferred to Elfleda
;

she became his

favourite mistress, and maintained her

ascendant over him till his marriage with

Elfrida.

The circumstances of his marriage were

more singular and more criminal. Elfrida

was daughter and heir of Olgar, Earl of

Devonshire ; and, though she had been

educated in the country, and had never

appeared at court, she had fllled all Eng-
land with the reputation of her beauty.

Edgar found his curiosity excited by the

frequent paneg}-ncs which he heard oi

Elfrida
; and, reflecting on her noble birth,

he resolved, if he found her charms answer-

able to their fame, to obtain her on honour-

able tei ms. He conmmnicated his intention

to Earl Athehvold, his favourite ; but used

the precaution, bel'ore he made any advances

to her parents, to order that nobleman, on

some pretence, to pay them a visit, and to

bring him a certain account of the beauty
of their daughter. Athelwold found general

report to have fallen short of the truth ;

and, being actuated by the most vehement

love, determined to sacrifice to this new
55
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passion his fidelity to his master. He re-

turned to Edgar, and told him that the

riches alone, and high quality of Elfrida,

had been the ground of the admiration paid
her ; and that her charms, far from being

anywise extraordinary, would have been

overlooked in a woman of inferior station.

When he had diverted the king from his

purpose, he took an opportunity, after

some interval, of turning again the conver-

sation on Elfrida. He remarked that,

though the parentage and fortune of the

lady had not produced on him, as on

others, any illusion with regard to her

beauty, she would, on the whole, be an

advantageous match for him. If the king,

therefore, gave his approbation, he was

determined to make proposals to the Earl

of Devonshire ; and doubted not to obtain

his, as well as the young lady's consent to

the marriage. Edgar, pleased with an

expedient for establishing his favourite's

fortune, not only exhorted him to execute

his purpose, but forwarded his success by his

recommendations to the parents of Elfrida
;

and Athelwold was soon made happy in

the possession of his mistress. Dreading,
however, the detection of the artifice, he

employed every pretence for detaining
Elfrida in the country, and for keeping her

at a distance from Edgar.
The violent passion of Athelwold had

rendered him blind to consequences. Edgar
was soon informed of the truth

; but, be-

fore he would execute vengeance on Athel-

wold's treachery, he resolved to satisfy

himself with his own eyes of the certainty
and full extent of his guilt. He told him
that he intended to pay him a visit in his

castle, and be introduced to the acquaint-
ance of his new married wife

;
and Athel-

wold, as he could not refuse the honour,

only craved leave to go before him a few

hours, that he might the better prepare

every thing for his reception. He then

* In perpetuating this crime, ^^^illiam of Malmes-

bury makes Edgar luxuriate in blood with the wan-
toimess of a khan or a sultan

;
while the son of the

victim approves the royal butchery with the hateful

meanness of an oriental vizier or slave. Having slain

Athelwold in Harwood Forest, he says, the natural

son of the deceased, happening to arrive at the spot,

gazed on the corpse of his father, when he was exult-
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discovered the whole matter to Elfrida ;

and begged her, if she had any regard either

to her own honour or his life, to conceal

from Edgar, by every circumstance of dress

and behaviour, that fatal beauty which had

betrayed him into so many falsehoods.

Elfrida promised compUance, though no-

thing was farther from her intentions.

She deemed herself little beholden to Athel-

wold for a passion which had deprived her

of a crown ; and, knowing the force of her

own charms, she did not despair even yet
of reaching that dignity. She appeared
before the king with all the advantages
which the richest attire and the most enga-

ging airs could bestow upon her
; and ex

cited at once in his bosom the highest love

towards herself and the most furious desire

of revenge against her husband. He knew

however, how to dissemble these passions ;

and, seducing Athelwold into a wood, on

pretence of hunting, he stabbed him with his

own hand, and soon after publicly espoused
Elfrida.*

Before we conclude our account of thi

reign, we must mention two circumstances

which are remarked by historians. The

reputation of Edgar allured a great number
of foreigners to visit his court

;
and he

gave them encouragement to settle in Eng
land. We are told that they imported all

the vices of their respective countries, and

contributed to corrupt the simple manners
of the natives. But, as this simphcity of

manners, so highlyand often so injudiciously

extolled, did not preserve them from bar-

barity and treachery, the greatest of all

vices, and the most incident to a rude un-

cultivated people, we ought perhaps to deem
their acquaintance with foreigners rather

an advantage.
Another remarkable incident of this reign

was the extirpation of wolves from England.
This advantage was attained by the indus-

trious pohcy of Edgar. He took great pains
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ingly asked by Edgar
" how he liked the game ?

"
to

which the youth replied,
" that whatever pleased his

monarch could not be other than agi-eeable to a loyal

subject." Tliis is sufficiently improbable ;
but more

extravagantly so is the addition, that such wretched

conduct on the part of the offspring of the man he

had assassinated, caused the royal miu-derer to regard
him ever after with warm affection !

—Ed.
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dgardies.

ill hunting and pursuing those ravenous

•animals ; and, when he found that all that

escaped him had taken shelter in the moun-

tains and ibrests of Wales, he changed the

tiihute of money imposed on the Welsh

princes by Atlielstan, his predecessor, into

an annual tribute of three hundred heads

of wolves ;
which produced such diligence

in hunting them that the animal has been

no more seen in this island.*

Edgar died after a reign of sixteen years,

and in the thirty-third of his age. He was

succeeded bv Edward, whom he had by his

first marriage with the daughter of Earl

Ordmer.
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EDWARD THE MARTYR.

975—979.

The succession of this prince, who was

only fifteen years of age at his father's

death, did not take place without much

opposition. Elfrida his step-mother, had

a son, Ethelred, seven years old, whom she

attempted to raise to the throne. She
affirmed that Edgar's marriage with the

mother of Edward was exposed to in-

superable objections ; and, as she had pos-
sessed great credit with her husband, she

had found means to acquire partisans, who
seconded all her pretensions. But Edward
was appointed successor by the will of his

father
;

he was approaching to man's es-

tate, and might soon be able to take into

his own hands the reins of government.
The principal nobility, dreading the im-

perious temper of Elfrida, were averse to

her son's government, which must enlarge
her authority, and probably put her in pos-
session of the regency. Above all, Dun-

stan, whose character of sanctity had given
him the highest credit with the people,
had espoused the cause of Edward, over

whom he had already acquired a great as-

cendant
;
and he w'as determined to execute

the will of Edgar in his favour. To cut off

all opposite pretensions, Dmistan resolutely
anointed and crowned the young prince at

Kingston ;
and the whole kingdom, with-

out farther dispute, submitted to him.

It was of great importance to Dunstan

*
Liulwallas, prince of Wales, paied to him jerely,

in way of tribute, 300 woulffes. By meane whereof,

VOL. I. P

Several sy-
nods called.

and the monks to place on the throne a

king lavourable to their cause. On the

first intelligence of Edgar's, death Alfcre,

duke of Mercia, expelled the new orders of

monks from all the monasteries which lay
within his jurisdiction ; but Elfwdn, duke
of East Anglia, and Brithnot, duke of the

East Saxons, protected them within their

territories, and insisted upon the execution

of the late laws in their favour. In order

to settle this controversy there were sum-
moned several synods, which, according to

the practise of those times, consisted partlv
of ecclesiastical members, partlv of the lav

nobility. The monks were able to prevail
in these assemblies ; though, as it appears,

contrary to the secret wishes of the leading
men in the nation. They had more inven

tion in forging miracles to support their

cause
; or, ha\'ing been so fortunate as to

obtain, by their pretended austerities, the

character of piety, their miracles were

more credited by the populace.
In one synod Dunstan, finding the ma

jority of votes against him, rose up, and
informed the audience that he had that

instant received an immediate revelation

in behalf of the monks. The assembly
w^as so astonished at this intelligence, or

probably so overawed by the populace,
that they proceeded iio farther in their de-

liberations. In another synod a voice

issued from the crucifix, and informed the

members that the establishment of the

monks was founded on the will of Heaven,
and could not be opposed without impiety.
But the miracle performed in the third

synod was still more alarming. The floor

of the hall in which the as.semhly met sunk

of a sudden, and a great number of the

members were either bruised or killed by
the fall. It was remarked that Dunstan

had that day prevented the king from at-

tending the synod, and that the beam on

which his own chair stood was the only one

that did not sink under the weight of the

assembly. But these circumstances were

regarded as the surest proof of the imme
diate interposition of Proxidence in behalf

of those favourities of Heaven.

Edward lived four years after his acces

within iiii yere in England and Wales myght
scantily be found one woulflFe.'"—Languette.

—Ed.
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sion, and there passed nothing memorable

during his reign. His death alone was

3morable and tragical. This young prince
was endowed with the most amiable inno-

cence
; and, as his own intentions were

pure, was incapable of entertaining any

suspicion against others. Though liis step-

mother had opposed his accession, he

always shewed her marks of regard ;
and

even expressed, on all occasions, the most
tender affection towards his brother. He
was hunting one day in Dorsetshire ; and,

being led by the chase near Corfe castle,

where Elfrida resided, he took the op-

portunity of paying her a visit, unattended

by any of his retinue. After he had

mounted his horse he desired some liquor
to be brought him. While he was holding
the cup to his head a servant of Ell'rida

approached him, and gave him a stab be-

hind. The prince, tinding himselfwounded,

put spurs to his horse
; but, becoming I'aint

by loss of blood, he fell from the saddle,

his foot stuck in the stirrup, and he was

dragged along by his unruly horse till he

expired. Being tracked by the blood, his

body was found, and was privately interred

at Wareham, by his servants.

The youth and innocence of this prince,
with his tragical death, begat such com-

passion among the people, that they be-

lieved miracles to be wrought at his tomb;*
and they gave him the appellation of Martyr,

though his murder had no connexion A\ath

any religious principle or opinion. Elfrida

built monasteries, and performed many
penances, in order to atone for her guilt ;

but could never recover the good opinion
of the public, though so easily deluded in

those ignorant ages.

* That miracles were wTought at his grave, was

.seriously affirmed, and also that a sign in the heavens

announced his coming fate.
" After his death God

shewed for him dyvers miracles, ^^'^lerefore he is

numbered among the sainctes and mart)Tes. Before

the death of this Edwarde appeared in this lande a

blesynge sterreof m.-a-Tcllous greatnesse."
—

Lanquette,
Miracles were behoved by the people to occur not

unfrequently. One Flobert. an abbot, ha^•ing died at

this period, it was reported by the monks, his bre-

thren, that when his corpse was about to be interred,

the dead man suddenly raised himself, and declared

that he had already been introduced into heaven by
St. Benedict, and described the goodly appearance
and superb dress of the saint, as well as the beauty
of the nuns who attended him in his glory.

—Ed.
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CHAPTER HI.

979—1066.

ETHELRED SETTLEMENT OF THE NORMANS
EDMUND IRONSIDE CVNUTE HAROLD

BAREFOOT HARDICANUTE EDWARD
THE CONFESSOR HAROLD.

ETHELRED.

979—1016.

The freedom which England had so long

enjoyed, from the depredations of the

Danes, seems to have proceeded partly
from the establishments which that pirati-

cal nation had obtained in the north of

France, and which employed all their su

perfluous hands to maintain them ; partly
from the vigour and warlike spirit of a long
race of English princes, who prevented or

repelled every attempt of the invaders.

But, a new generation of men being now

sprung up in the northern regions, who
could no longer disburden themselves on

Normandv, the English had reason to dread

that the Danes would again visit an island,

to which they were invited both by the

memory of their past successes, and by the

expectation of assistance from their coun-

trymen ; who, though long established in

the kingdom, were not yet thoroughly in-

corporated with the natives, nor had en-

tirely forgotten their inveterate habits of

war and depredation.
The Danes, before they durst attempt

any important enterprise, made an incon-

siderable descent by way of trial
; and

having landed from seven vessels near

Southampton, they ravaged the countr)%
enriched themselves by spoil, and departed.
Six years after they made a like attempt
in the west with like success. The inva-

ders, having now found affairs in a ver)'

different situation from that in which they

formerly appeared, encouraged their coun-

trymen to hope for more considerable ad-

vantages. They landed in Essex under the

command of two leaders ; and, having de-

feated and slain, at Maldon, Brithnot, duke

of that county, who ventured with a small

body to attack them, they spread their

devastations over all the neighbouring
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provinces. In this extremity Ethelred, to

whom historians give the epithet of the

Unready, instead of rousing his people to

defend wnth courage their honour and their

property, hearkened to the advice of Si-

ricius, archbishop of Canterbur\% which
was seconded by many of the degenerate

nobility; and, paying the enemy the sum of

ten thousand pounds, he bribed them to de-

part the kingdom. This shameful expe-
dient was attended iftith the success whic:h

might be expected. The Danes next year

appeared off the eastern coast, in hopes of

subduing a people who defended themselves

by their money, which invited assailants,

instead of their arms, which repelled them.

But the English, sensible of their folly,

had, in the interval, assembled in a great

council, and had determined to collect at

London a fleet able to give battle to the

enemy; though that judicious measure failed

of success, from the treacherj' of Alfric,

duke of Mercia, whose name is infamous

by the calamities which his repeated per-

fidy brought upon liis country. This noble-

man had, in 983, succeeded to his father

Alfere in that extensive command
; but,

being deprived of it two years after, and
banished the kingdom, he was obliged to

employ all his intrigue, and all his power,
to be restored to his countn,' and reinstated

in his authority. Having had experience
of the crecUt and malevolence of his enemies,
he thenceforth trusted for security, not to

his ser\ices, or to the affections of his fel-

low citizens, but to the influence which he

had obtained over his vassals, and to the

pubhc calamities ; which he thought must,
in ever)^ revolution, render his assistance

necessar\^ As the EngHsh had formed
the plan of surrounding and destropng the

Danish fleet in harbour, he privately in-

formed the enemy of their danger ; and,
when they put to sea in consequence, he

deserted to them, with the squadron under
his command, the night before the engage-
ment. Ethelred, enraged at his perfidy,
seized his son Alfgar, and ordered his eyes
to be put out. But such was the power
of Alfric that he again forced himself into

authority ; and, though he had given this

specimen of his character, and received

this grievous provocation, it was found

SwojTi and
OInve in-

vade Eng-
land.

necessary to intrust him anew witli the

government of JNlercia. This conduct of

the court, so barbarous, weak, and impru-
dent, both merited and prognosticated the

most grievous calamities.

The northern invaders, now well ac-

quainted with the defenceless condition of

England, made a powerful descent unck-r

the command of Sweyn king of Denmark,
and Olave king of Norway ; and, sailing

up the Humber, spread on all sides their

destructive ravages. Lindesey was laid

waste ; Banbury destroyed ; and all the

Northumbrians, though mostiv of Danish

descent, were constrained eitlier to join the

invaders or to suffer under their depreda-
tions. A powerful army was assembled to

oppose the Danes, and a general action

ensued : but the English were deserted in

the battle, from the cowardice or treachery
of their three leaders, all of them men of

Danish race ; Frena, Frithegist, and God-
win

; who gave the example of a shameful

flight. Encouraged by this success, the

pirates ventured to attack the centre of the

kingdom ; and, entering the Thames in

ninety-four vessels, laid siege to London,
and threatened it with total destruction.

But the citizens made a bolder defence

than the cowardice of the nobility and

gentn,' gave the invaders reason to appre-
hend ; and the besiegers, after suffering
the greatest hardships, were finally frus-

trated in their attempt. In order to re-

venge themselves, they laid waste Essex,

Sussex, and Hampshire ; and, haA-ing there

procured horses, they were thereby enabled

to spread, through the more inland coun-

ties, the fury of their depredations. In

this extremity Ethelred and his nobles had

recourse to the former expedient ; and,

sending ambassadors to the two northern

kings, they promised them subsistence and

tribute, on condition they would, for the

present, put an end to their ravages, and

soon after depart the kingdom. Sweyn and

Olave agreed to the terms, and peaceably xri,,i,,e

took up their quarters at Southampton, p"''' '"

where the sum of sixteen thousand pounds
was paid to them. Olave even made a jour-

ney to Andover, where Ethelred resided ;

and he received the rite of confirmation

from the English bishops, as well as many
59
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rich presents from the king.* He here

promised that he would never more infest

the English territories
;

and he faithfully

fulfilled the engagement. This prince re-

ceives the appellation of St. Olave from

the church of Rome ;
and he seems to have

been a man of merit and of virtue. Sweyn,

though less scrupulous than Olave, was
constrained to evacuate also the

with all his followers.

This composition brought only a short

interval to the miseries of the English. The
Danish pirates appeared soon after in the

Severn
; and, ha^^ng committed spoil in

Wales as well as in Cornwall and Devon-

shire, they sailed to the south coast, and,

entering the Tamar, completed the devasta-

tion of these two counties. They then

returned to the Bristol channel
; and, pene-

trating into the country by the Avon, spread
themselves over all that neighbourhood, and
carried tire and sword even into Dorsetshire.

They next changed the seat of war
; and,

after ravaging the Isle of Wight, entered

the Thames and Medway, and laid siege to

Rochester
; where they defeated the Kentish

men in a pitched battle. After this victory
the whole pro\ance of Kent was made a

scene of slaughter, fire, and devastation.

The extremity of these miseries forced the

iglisli into counsels for common defence

both by sea and land
;
but the weakness of

the king, the divisions among the nobility,
the treachery of some, the cowardice of

others, the want of concert in all, frustrated

every endeavour. Their fleets and armies

either came too late to attack the enemy,
or were repulsed with dishonour

;
and the

people were thus equally ruined by resist-

ance or by submission. The English,

therefore, had recourse to the same weak

expedient which they had already found so

ineifectual
; they offered the Danes to buy

peace. These ravagers rose continually in

* It is mentioned by ancient writers that Ethelred

stipidated that the Danes should be baptized. In

this he might please himself with the idea that he
was following the precedent set by Alfred. But the

latter monarch prescribed baptism to foes he had van-

quished, not to triumphant robbers, at the moment
when they were exacting tribute. It was a conces-

sion which Sweyn and his followers made with little

difficulty, as they, with the exception of Olave, at-
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their demands
;
and now required the pay

ment of twenty-four thousand pounds, to

which the EngHsh were so mean and im

prudent as to submit. The departure of

the Danes procured them another short

interval of repose ;
which they enjoyed,

without making any effectual preparations
for a more vigorous resistance upon the

next return of the enemy.
Besides receiving this sum, the Danes

were engaged by another motive to depart

They were invited over by their countiy-
men in Normandy, who at this time were

hard pressed by the arms of Robert king
of France, and who found it difficult to de-

fend the settlement which they had made
in that covmtry. It is probable also that

Ethelred, observing the close connexions

thus maintained among all the Danes, was
desirous of forming an aUiance with that

formidable people. For this purpose, being
now a widower, he made his addresses to

Emma, sister to Richard II. duke of Nor-

mandy ;
and he soon succeeded in his

negociation. The princess came over in

the year 1001 to England, and was married

to Ethelred. t

In the end of the ninth and beginning of

the tenth century (when the north, not yet
exhausted by that multitude of people, or

rather nations, which she had successively

emitted, sent forth a new race, not of

conquerors, as before, but of pirates and

ravagers, who infested the countries pos
sessed by her once warlike sons) lived

RoUo, a petty prince or chieftain of Den
mark. He was exposed in his youth to

the jealousy of the king of Denmark, who
attacked his small but independent princi-

pality ;
and who, being foiled in every

assault, had recourse at last to perfidy for

effecting his purpose. He lulled RoUo into

security by an insidious peace ; and, falhng

suddenly upon him, murdered his brother

tached no importance to the ceremony. Sweyn
went tln-ough it more than once, and as often relapsed
into idolatry ;

and one of his officers contemptuously

proclaimed that he had been washed twenty times at

the baptismal fount.—Ed.

f This princess was received with great pomp, and

long rejoicings followed the union, on which, sixty-

five years afterwards, William duke of Normandy
laid claim to the cro\vn of England.—Ed.
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and his bravest officers, and forced liiiii to

fly into Scandinavia. Here many of his

ancient subjects ranged themselves under

his standard, and oftered to follow him in

every enterprise. Rollo, instead of at-

temptins: to recover his paternal dominions,

determined to jnirsue an easier, but more

important, undertaking ;
and to make his

fortune, by pillaging the richer and more

southern coasts of Europe. He collected

a body of troops, composed of Norwegians,

Swedes, Frisians, Danes, and adventurers

of all nations ;
who took delight in notiiing

but war and plunder. His rcjnitation

brought him associates from all quarters ;

and a vision, which he pretended to have

appeared to him in his sleep, and which

prognosticated the greatest successes, proved
a jiowerful incentive with those ignorant
and superstitious people.

*

The first attempt made by Rollo was on

England, near the end of Alfred's reign ;

when that great monarch, having settled

Guthrum and his followers in East Anglia,

and others of those freebooters in Northum-

berland, and having restored peace to his

harassed country, had established the

most excellent niihtar}' as well as civil in-

stitutions among the English. The prudent
Dane, finding that no advantages could be

gained over such a people, governed by
such a prince, soon turned his enterprises

against France ; and, during the reign of

Eudes, an usui^per, and of Charles the

Simple, a weak prince, he committed the

most destractive ravages. The French

were obliged to offer the invaders a settle-

ment in some of those provinces which

they had depopulated.
The reason why the Danes for many

years pursued measures so different from

those which had been embraced by the

Goths, Vandals, Franks, Burgundians,
Lombards, and other northern conquerors,

* The names of warriors who in ancienttimes passed
from country to country, get materially changed in

the course of their joumeyings. This hero in the

Norse, was called Gaungo Rolfe, which here was
translnted into Footman Rolf He was thus called

from being tall of stature, and so heavy that, as no

horse could sustain his weight, he was obliged to

march constantly on foot. He ^•isited England in the

time of Alfred
;
and that prince ha\ing made the dis-

positions p;: 3ptr for the reception of one of his quality,

VOT.. I. Q

was the great difference in the method of

attack which was |)ractised by these several

nations. The latter tribes, living in an

inland country, made incursions by land

upon the Roman empire ; and, when they
entered far into the frontiers, they were

obliged to carry along with them their

wives and families, whom they liad no hopes
of soon revisiting, and who could not other-

wise participate of their plunder. This

circumstance quickly made tiiem think of

forcing a settlement in the provinces which

they had overrun. But the Danes and

Norwegians, invited by their maritime

situation, and obliijed to maintain them-
selves in their uncultivated country by

fishing, had acquired some experience of

navigation ;
and in their military excursions

pursued the method practised against the

Roman empire by the more early Saxons.

Thev made descents in small bodies from

their ships, or rather boats
; and, ravaging

the coasts, returned with the booty to their

families. But, when they increased their

armaments, made incursions into the inland

countries, and found it safe to remain, they
had been accustomed to crowd their ves-

sels with their wives and children ; and

embraced an opportunity of

in the cultivated
,
fields of the

south.

Affairs were in this situation with Rollo

and his followers when Charles proposed to

relinquish to them part of the j)rovince for-

merly called Neustria. After all the terms

were fully settled there appeared only one

circumstance shocking to the haughty Dane.

He was required to do homage to Charles,

and to put himself in that humiliating pos-
ture imposed on vassals by the rites of the

feudal law. He long refused to submit to

this indignity ;
but made a sacrifice of his

pride to his interest, and acknowledged

himself, in form, the vassal of' the French

The Danes'
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Rolf in a dream fancied that he was in France sitting

on a high hill, and looking on a noble river. Acqua--
tic birds were seen enjoying the stream, and feeding
on its banks. This, as we read in Krantz Chronkon

Regnorum Aquilonarium, caused him to make peace
with Alfred, and sail for France, where he established

himself, and called the territory he occupied Nor-

mandy, after himself and followers, northmon, and

here his name softened do^'m into Raoul or KoUo

This is the chief mentioned in a former note.—Ed.
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monarch. Charles gave him his daughter
Gisla in marriage, and made him a dona-

tion of a considerable territory besides that

which he was obliged to surrender. When
the French nobles informed him that, in

return for so generous a present, it was

expected that he should throw himself at

the king's feet, and make suitable acknow-

ledgements, RoUo replied that he would
rather decline the present ;

and it was with

some difficulty they could persuade him to

make that compliment by one of his cap-
tains. The Dane commissioned for this

purpose, full of indignation at the order,

and despising so unwarlike a prince, caught
Charles by the foot

;
and pretending to

carry it to his mouth that he might kiss it,

overthrew him before all his courtiers.

The French found it prudent to overlook

this insult.

Rollo, who was now in the decline of

life, applied liimself to the settlement of

his new acquired territory, wiiich was

thenceforth called Normandy ; and he par-
celled it out among his captains and fol-

lowers. He followed, in tliis partition, the

customs of the feudal law. He treated the

French subjects with mildness and justice ;

he reclaimed his ancient followers from

their ferocious violence ;
he established law

and order ; and died peaceably in a good
old age, and left his dominions to his pos-

terity.

William I. who succeeded him, governed
the duchy twenty-iive years ; and during
that time the Normans were thoroughly

intermingled with the French ; had ac-

quired their language ;
had imitated their

manners ;
and had made such progress

towards cultivation that, on the death of

William, his son Richard, though a minor,
inherited his dominions. Richard, after a

long reign of fifty-four years, was suc-

ceeded by his son, of the same name, in

the year 996 ; which was eighty-five years
after the first establishment of the Nor-
mans in France. This was the duke who

gave his sister Emma in marriage to

* " The land was emptied of all coin, and the

English were brought so low, that they were fain

to till, and ear the ground, while the Danes sate

idle, and eat the fruit of their labours, abusing the

wives and daughters of their hosts where they
62

Ethelred, king of England, and who

thereby formed connexions with a countrv
which his posterity was destined to sub-

due.

The Danes had been established during
a longer period in England than in France

;

and, though the similarity of their original

language to that of the Saxons invited

them to a more early coaHtion with the na-

tives, they had hitherto found so httle

example of ci\ahzed manners among the

English, that they retained all their ancient

ferocity, and valued themselves only on
their military bravery. The recent as well

as more ancient acliievements of their

countrymen tended to support this idea
;

and the Enghsh princes, particularly Athel-

stan and Edgar, had been accustomed to

keep in pay bodies of Danish troops, who
were quartered about the country, and
committed many ^^olences upon the inha-

bitants. These mercenaries had attained

to such a height of luxury, according to

the old Enghsh writers, that they combed
their hair once a day, bathed themselves
once a week, changed their clothes fre-

quently ;
and by all these arts of effemi-

nacy, as well as by their militaiy character,
had rendered themselves so agreeable to

the fair sex, that they debauched the wives

and daughters of the English,* and dis-

honoured many famiUes. But what most

provoked the inhabitants was, that, instead

of defending them against invaders, thev
were ever ready to betray them to the fo

reign Danes. The animosity between the

inhabitants of Enghsh and Danish race had
from these repeated injuries, risen to a

great height ; when Ethelred, from a poHcy
incident to weak princes, embraced the

cruel resolution of massacreing the latter

throughout all his dominions. Secret or-

ders were dispatched to commence the

execution every where on the same dav ;

and the festival of St. Brice, which fell on
a Sunday, the day on which the Danes

usually bathed themselves, was chosen for

that purpose. It is needless to repeat the

The Danes
rttain their

ferocity ;

lay, and yet in every place, for very fear, were
called Lord Danes ;

^

(wliich afterwards became a
word of derision, when one would signify a lazy
lubber."'—Baker.—Ed.
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accounts transmitted concerning the bar-

barity of this massacre : the rage of the

populace, excited by so many injuries,

sanctified by authority, and stimulated by

example, distinguished not between inno-

cence and guilt ; spared neither sex nor

age ; and was not satiated without the tor-

tures as well as death of the unhappy vic-

tims. Even Gunilda, sister to the king of

Denmark, who had married earl Paling,

and had embraced Christianity, was, by the

advice of Edric, earl of Wilts, seized and

condemned to death l)y Ethelred, after

seeing her husband and children butchered

before her face. This iinhai)py princess

foretold, in the agonies of despair, that her

murder would soon be avenged by the total

ruin of the English nation.

Never was prophecy better fulfilled
;

and never did barbarous policy prove more
fatal to the authors. Sweyn and his Danes

appeared off the western coast, and threat-

ened to take full revenge for the slaughter
of their countiymen. Exeter fell first into

their hands, from the negligence or trea-

chery of Earl Hugh, a Norman, who had
been made governor by the interest of

queen Emma. They began to spread their

devastations over the country ;
when the

English, sensible what they must expect,
made an appearance of \'igorous resistance,

But duke Alfric, who was intrusted with

the command, feigning sickness, refused to

lead the army against the Danes, till it was

dispirited, and at last dissipated, by his fa-

tal inisconduct. Alfric soon after died
;

and Edric, a greater traitor than he, who
had married the king's daughter, and had

acquired a total ascendant over him, suc-

ceeded Alfric in the government of Mercia,
and in the command of the English armies.

A great famine added to the other miseries

of the inhabitants. The country, wasted

by the Danes, was reduced to the utmost

desolation; and, in the year 1007, sub-

mitted to the infamy of purchasing a pre-
'

carious peace by the payment of thirty
thousand pounds.
The English endeavoured to employ this

interval in making preparations against the

return of the Danes, which they had reason

soon to expect. A law was made, ordering
the proprietors of eight hides of land to
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prov'de eacli a horseman and a complete
suit of armour

; and those of three hun-
dred and ten hides to equip a ship for the

defence of the coast. When this navy was

assembled, which must have consisted of

near eight hundred vessels, all hopes of its

success were disaiiiioinfcd by the factions,

animosities, and (lisscnsious of the nobility.
Edric had impelled his brother Brightric to

prefer an accusation of treason against
Wolfnorth, governor of Sussex, the father

of the famous earl Godwin
;

and that

nobleman, well acquainted with the malevo-
lence as well as powder of his enemy, found
no means of safety but in deserting with

twTnty ships to the Danes. Brightric pur-
sued him with a fleet of eighty sail

; but,
his ships being shattered in a tenqjcst, and
stranded on the coast, he was suddenly
attacked by Wolfnorth, and all his vessels

were burnt and destroyed. The imbecility
of the king was little capable of repairing
this misfortune

;
the treachery of Edric

frustrated every ])lan for future defence
;

and the English navy was at last scattered

into its several harbours.

It is almost impossible to relate particu

larly all the miseries to which the Enghsh
were thenceforth exposed. We hear of

nothing but the sacking and burning of

towns ; the appearance of the enemy in

every quarter of the kingdom. The

governors of one province refused to

march to the assistance of another
;
and

were at last terrified from assembling their

forces for the defence of their own province.
General councils were summoned

; but

either no resolution was taken, or none was
carried into execution, and the only expe-
dient, in which the English agreed, was the

base and imprudent one of buying a new

peace by the j)ayment of forty-eight thou

sand pounds.
This measure did not even bring them

that short interval of repose which they
had expected from it. The Danes con-

tinued their devastations and hostilities;

levied a new contribution of eight thousand

pounds upon the county of Kent alone
;

murdered the archbishop of Canterbury,
who had refused to countenance this ex-

action : and the English nobility found no

other resource than that of submitting
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every where to the Danish monarch, swear-

ing allegiance to him, and delivering him

hostages for their fidehty. Ethelred, equally
afraid of the violence of the enemy and the

treachery of his own subjects, tied into

Normandy, whither he had sent before him

queen Emma, and her two sons Alfred and
Edward. Richard received his unhappy
guests with a generosity that does honour
to his memory.
The king had not been above six weeks

in Normandy when he heard of the death

of Sweyn, who expired at Gainsborough,
before he had time to establish himself in

his new acquired dominions. The English

prelates and nobility sent over a deputation
to Normandy ; expressing a desire of being

again governed by their native prince ; and

intimating their hopes that he would avoid

all those errors which had been attended

with such misfortunes to himself and to his

people. But the misconduct of Ethelred

was incurable
;
and on his resuming the

government he discovered the same inca-

pacity, indolence, cowardice, and credulity,
which had so often exposed him to the in-

sults of his enemies. His son-in-law Edric,

notwithstanding his repeated treasons, re-

tained such influence at court as to instil

into the king jealousies of Sigefert and

]\'Iorcar, two of the chief nobles of Mercia.

Edric allured them into his house, where
he murdered them

;
Ethelred participated

in the infamy of the action, by confiscating
their estates, emd thrusting into a convent

the widow of Sigefert. She was a woman
of singidar beauty and merit

; and, in a

\asit which was paid her during her con-

finement by Prince Edmond, the king's
eldest son, she inspired him with so violent

an affection that he released her from the

convent, and soon after married her, with-

out the consent of his father.

Meanwhile the English found in Canute,
the son and successor of Sweyn, an enemy
no less terrible than the prince from whom
death had so lately delivered him. He

ravaged the eastern coast with merciless

fury, and put ashore all the English host-

ages at Sandwich, after having cut off their

hands and noses. He was obliged to make
a voyage to Denmark ; but, returning soon

after, he continued his depredations along
64
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the southern coast. He even broke into

the counties of Dorset, Wilts, and Somer-
set ; where an army was assembled against
him under the command of Prince Edmond
and duke Edric. The latter still continued

his perfidious machinations ; and, after en-

deavouring in vain to get the prince into his

power, hefound means to disperse the army;
and he then openly deserted to Canute
wath forty vessels.

Notwithstanding this, Edmond was not

disconcerted ; but, assembling all the force

of England, was in a condition to give bat-

tle to the enemy- The king had had such

frequent appearance of perfidy among his

subjects, that he had lost all confidence in

them. He remained at London, pretend

ing sickness, but really from apprehensions
that they intended to buy their peace by
dehvering him into the hands of his enemies.

The army called aloud for their sovereign
to march at their head

; and, on his refusal,

they were so discouraged that those vast

preparations became ineffectual for the de

fence of the kingdom. Edmond, deprived
of all regular supplies, was obliged to com
mit equal ravages with those which were

practised by the Danes
; and, after making

some fruitless expeditions into the north,
which had submitted entirely to Canute's

power, he retired to London, determined
there to maintain, to the last extremity,
the small remains of EngUsh liberty. He
here found every thing in confusion by the

death of the king, who expired after an un-

happy and inglorious reign of thirty-five

years. He left two sons by his first mar-

riage ; Edmond, who succeeded him, and

Edwy, whom Canute aftenvards murdered.
His two sons by the second marriage, Alfred

and Edward, were immediately, upon Ethel

red's death, conveyed into Normandy by
queen Emma.

EDMOND IRONSIDE.

1016—1017.

This prince, who received the name ofEdmond

Ironside from his hardy valour, possessedlrergM.'

courage and abilities sufficient to have pre-
vented his country from sinking into thosei

calamities, but not to raise it from
that|

abyss of misery into which it had already!
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fallen. Treachery and disaffection had

creeped in ainouL;- the nol)ility and prelates ;

and Edmond tbnnd no hetter expedient, tor

stopping the farther progress of these fatal

evils, than to lead his army instantly into

the field against the common enemy. After

Imeeting with some success at Gillingham,

jhe prepared to decide, in one general en-

Igagement, the fate of his crown ;
and at

jScoerston, in the county of Glocester, he

offered hattle to the enemy, commanded by
ICanute and Rdric. Fortune, in the begin-

|ning of the day, declared for him
;
but Ed-

jric, having cut off the head of one Osmer,

jwhose countenance resembled that of Ed-

Imond, fixed it on a spear, carried it through
the ranks in triumph, and called aloud to

'the English, that it was time to fly ; for.

Ibehold ! the head of their sovereign. And

though Edmond, observing the consterna-

tion of the troops, took off his helmet, and

shewed himself to them, the utmost he

could gain by his activity and valour was to

leave the victory undecided. Edric now
took a surer method to ruin him, by pre-

tending to desert to him
; and, as Edmond

was well acquainted with his power, he was

obhged, notwithstanding the repeated per-

fidy of the man, to give him a considerable

command. A battle soon ensued at As-

sington, in Essex ; where, Edric, flying in

the beginning of the day, occasioned the

total defeat of the Enghsh, followed by a

gi'cat slaughter of the nobility. The inde-

fatigable Edmond, however, had still re-

sources. Assembling a new army at Glo-

cester, he was again in a condition to dis-

pute the field ; when the Danish and English

nobility, equally harassed with those con-

* At Deerhurst, near to the river Severn, another
battel was ready to be fouf^ht, when suddenly a certain

captain stept forth, and, for saving of blood, used great
persuasions, that either they should try the battle by
single combat, or else divide the kingdom bet^nxt
them. Upon this the combat is agreed on; and the

two princes entering into a small island called Alney,
adjoming to the city of Gloucester, in complete ar-

mour, assailed each other ; at first on horseback, and
after on foot : when Canutus having received a dan-

gerous wound, and finding himself overmatched in

strength, desired a compromise, and with a loud voice

uttered these words :

" "What necessity should move
us, most valiant prince, for obtaining of a title, to

endanger our lives ? Were it not better to lay aside

malice, and condescend to a loving agreement ? Let
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vulsions, obliged their kings to come to a

compromise, and to divide the kingdom
between them by treaty.* Canute reserved
to himself the northern division, consisting
of Mercia, East Anglia, and Northumber-
land, which he had entirely subdued

;
the

southern parts were left to Edmund. This

])rince survived the treaty about a month,
lie was nuirdered at Oxford by two of his

chamberlains, accomplices of Edric,f who
thereby made way for the succession of

Canute the Dane to the crown of England.

CANUTE.
1017—1035.

The English, who had been unable to de-

fend their country, under so active and
brave a prince as Edmond, could, after

his death, expect nothing but total subjec
tion from Canute

; who, active and brave

himself, and at the head of a great force,

was ready to take advantage of the minority
of Edwin and Edward, the two sons of Ed-
mond. Before he seized the dominions of

the Enghsh princes, he summoned a general

assembly of the states, in order to fix the

succession of the kingdom. He suborned

some nobles to depose that, in the treaty of

Glocester, it had been verbally agreed either

to name Canute, in case of Edmond's death

successor to his dominions, or tutor to his

children, and that evidence, supported by
the great power of Canute, determined the

states inmiediately to put the Danish mon-
arch in possession of the government.
Canute, jealous of the two princes, sent

them abroad to his ally the king ofSweden
;

whom he desired, as soon as they arrived at

us, therefore, become sworn brothers, and divide the

kingdom between us." This motion was by King
Edmund accepted.

—Baker—P^d.

f But now Duke Edrick hath his last and great
est act of treachery to play, for King Edmund being
retired to a place for nature's necessity, he thrust

from under the draught a sharp spear into his body,
and then cutting offhis head, presented it to Canutus,
\vith these fawning words :

" All hail ! thou sole

monarch now of England, for here behold the head
of thy co-partner, which for thy sake I have adven-

tured to cut off."—Baker. Some writers state the

crime to have been perpetrated by Edrics son, at the

bidding of his traitorous father. Roger de Hoveden
states him to have died a natural death.—Ed.
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his court, to free him by their death from

all farther anxiety. The Swedish monarch
was too generous to comply with the re-

quest ; but, being afraid of drawing on
himself a quarrel v\ath Canute by protect-

ing the young princes, he sent them to

Solomon, king of Hungary, to be educated

in his court. The elder Edwin was after-

wards married to the sister of the king cf

Hungary ; but, the English prince dpng
without issue, Solomon gave his sister-in-

law Agatha, daughter of the emperor Flenry

II., in marriage to Edward the younger
brother ; and she bore him Edgar Atheling,

Margaret, afterwards queen of Scotland,
and Christina, who retired into a convent.

Canute, though he had reached the great

point of his ambition in obtaining posses-
sion of the English crown, was obliged to

make great sacrifices
;
and to gratify the

chief of the nobihty, by besto^ang on them
the most extensive governments and juris-
dictions. He created Thurkill earl or

duke of East Anglia (for these titles were
then nearly of the same import), Yric of

Northumberland, and Edric of Mercia
;
re-

serving only to himself the administration

of Wessex. But, seizing afterwards a fa-

vourable opportunit}^, he expelled Thurldll

and Yric from their governments, and ba-

nished them. He put to death many of the

English nobility, whom he hated on account

of their disloyalty to their native prince.
And even the traitor Edric, ha-\dng had the

assurance to reproach him -^vith his servi-

ces, was condemned to be executed, and
his body to be thrown into the Thames ; a

suitable reward for his multipUed acts of

perfidy and rebellion.*

Canute also found himself obliged to load

the people with heavy taxes, to reward his

Danish follow^ers. He exacted from them
at one time the sum of seventy

- two

* Other writers make it appear that Edric was
doomed to the fate he merited, by the indignation
n-hich Canute felt at the ti-eason from which he pro-
fited. To the flattery of Edric, on making kno^vTl

the death of Edmond, the Dane, we read, gave for

answer :
"
Sej-nge for my love thou haste murdered

thine owne soveraigTie lorde, whom I loued most

intierly : I shall in rewarde thereof, exalt thy head
above all the lordes of Englande." And forth-n-ith com-
manded him to he beheaded, andhisheadto be setupon
a speare on the highest gate of London.—Lanquette.
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thousand pounds ;
besides eleven thousand

pounds which he le\aed on London alone.

He was probably vvnlling, I'rom political

motives, to mulct severely that cit\', on

account of the affection which it had

borne to Edmond, and the resistance which

it had made to the Danish power in two

obstinate sieges. But these rigours were

imputed to necessity ;
and Canute, Hke a

mse prince, was determined that the En-

glish, now deprived of all their dangerous

leaders, should be reconciled to the Danish

yoke by the impartiaUty of his administra-

tion. He sent back to Denmark as many of

his followers as he could safely spare; he res

tored the Saxon customs in a general as

sembly of the states ;
he made no distinc-

tion between Danes and Enghsh in the dis

tribution of justice ;
and he took care, by

a strict execution of law, to protect the

lives and properties of all.

The removal of Edmond's children into

so distant a country as Hungary, was, next

to their death, regarded by Canute as the

greatest security to his government ;
he had

no farther anxiety, except with regard to

Alfred and Edward, who were protected by "^^^J^
by the dnkf

ot'Xor-

mandy.

Edmond's

their uncle Richard, duke of Normandy.
Richard even fitted out a grt it armament,
in order to restore the English princes to

the throne of their ancestors ; and, though
the navy was dispersed by a storm, Canute

saw the danger to which he was exposed
from the enmity of so warlike a people as

the Normans. In order to acquire the

friendship of the duke, he paid his addres-

ses to Queen Emma, sister of that prince ;

and promised that he would leave the

children, whom he should have by that

marriage, in possession of the ciown of

England.! Richard sent over Emma to En-

gland, where she was soon after married to

Canute.! The English, though they dis-

f Emma consented that the succession to the

crown of England should, in her marriage articles,

be settled on the children she might bear to Canute

Her first-bom deeply resented this surrender of their

rights, which were subsequently asserted by Wil-

liam, and, by the course of events, have prevailed

through eight centm-ies.—Ed.

J Emma, for her great beauty, was called
" the

flower," or " the pearl of Normandy." Of her other

merits we have no account. The facility with which

she transfcn-ed her affections to a second lord, the
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approved of her espousing the mortal

enemy of her former husband, were pleased
to find at court a soverei^-n who had al-

ready formed connexions with them. And
thus Canute, besides securing by this mar-

riage the alliance of Normandy, gradually

acquired the confidence of his own sub-

jects. The Norman prince did not long
survive the marriage of Emma ;

and he

left the inheritance of the duchy to his

eldest son of the same name ; who, dying
a year after him without children, was suc-

ceeded by his brother Robert, a man of

valour and abilities.

Canute, having settled his power in

England, made a voyage to Denmark, to

resist the attacks of the king of Sweden
;

and he carried along with him a great body
of the English, under the command of earl

Godwin. This nobleman had here an op-

portunity of performing a serx-ice, by which

he both reconciled the king's mind to the

English nation, and, gaining to himself the

friendship of his sovereign, laid the foun-

dation ot" that immense fortune which he

accjuired to his family. He was station-

ed next the Swedish camp ; and, observ-

ing a favourable opportunity, he attacked

the enemy in the night, drove them from

their trendies, threw them into disorder,

pursued his advantage, and obtained a de-

cisive victoiy over them. Next morning
Canute, seeing the English camp entirely

abandoned, imagined that those disaffected

troops had deserted to the enemy ;
he was

agreeably surprised to find that they were

engaged in pursuit of the discomfited

Swedes. He was so pleased with his suc-

r> cess, that he bestowed his daughter upon
-

*'

Godwin, and treated him ever after with

j,^^
'" entire confidence and regard.

' In another voyage to Denmark, Canute

attacked Nonvay; and, expelling the un-

warhke Olaus, kept possession of his king-
Idom till the death of that prince. He had

now attained the utmost height of grandeur.

Having leisure from wars, he began to cast

his \-iew towards that future existence.

enemy of her first husband, maj- find some excuse in

the worthlessness of Ethelred. Her affection as a

mother, she also withdrew from his children, to bestow

it on her son by Canute. Neglected by their mother.

which it is so natural for the human' mind
whether satiated by prosperity or disgusted
\\-ith adversity, to make the object of its

attention. Unfortunately, the spirit which

prevailed in that age gave a wrong direction

to his devotion
; instead of making com-

pensation to those whom he had injured,
he employed himself entirely in tliose ex-

ercises of piety wluchthe monks rc])rcscntcd
as the most meritorious. He built churches;
he endowed nionasteries

; he enriched the

ecclesiastics ; and he bestowed revenues ibr

the support of chantries at Assington.and
other places, where he appointed prayers
to be said for the souls of those who had
there fallen in battle against him. He even
undertook a pilgrimage to Rome, where he
resided a considerable time. Besides ob-

taining from the pope some privileges for

the English school erected there, he engaged
all the princes, through whose donunions
he was obliged to pass, to desist from those

heavy impositions and tolls which they
were accustomed to exact from the English

pilgrims. By this spirit of devotion, no
less than by his equitable administration,
he gained, in a good measure, the affections

of his subjects.

Canute, the greatest monarch of his

time, sovereign of Denmark and Norway
as well as of England, could not fail of

meeting with adulation from his courtiers
;

a tribute wlfich is liberally paid even to

the meanest and weakest princes. Some
of his flatterers, breaking out one day in

admiration of his grandeur, exclaimed tliat

every thing was possible for him : u])on
which the monarch, it is said, ordered his

chair to be set on the sea shore while the

tide was rising ; and, as the waters

approached, he commanded them to retire,

and to obey the voice of him who was
lord of the ocean. He feigned to sit some
time in ex']:)ectation of their submission

;

but, when the sea still advanced towards

him, and began to wash him with its

billows, he turned to his courtiers, and

remarked to them that every creature in

He makes a

()il,::rimage
tu Kume.

Ethelred's sons, educated in a foreign land, <^ew up
Normans. From this circiunstance important conse-

quences followed.—Ed.
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the universe was feeble and impotent, and

that power resided with one Being alone,

in whose hands were all the elements of

nature
;
who could say to the ocean,

' Thus far shalt thou go, and no farther ;

'

and who could level with his nod the most

towering piles of human pride and ambi-

tion.

The only memorable action which Canute

performed after his return from Rome was

an expedition against Malcolm, king of

Scotland. During the reign of Ethelred a

tax of a shilUng a hide had been imposed
on all the lands of England. It was

commonly called Danegelt ; because the

revenue had been employed either in buy-

ing peace with the Danes, or in making
preparations against the inroads of that

hostile nation. That monarch had required
that the same tax should be paid by Cum-
berland, which was held by the Scots

;
but

Malcolm, a warlike prince, told him that,

as he was always able to repulse the Danes

by his own power, he would neither sub-

mit to buy peace of his enemies, nor pay
others for resisting them. Ethelred, offended

at this reply, which contained a secret

reproach on his own conduct, undertook

an expedition against Cumberland ; but,

though he committed ravages upon the

country, he could never bring Malcolm to

a temper more submissive. Canute sum-
moned the Scottish king to acknowledge
himself a vassal for Cumberland to the

crown of England ; but Malcolm refused,

on pretence that he owed homage to those

princes only who inherited that kingdom
by right of blood. Canute was not of a

temper to bear this insult
;
and the king

of Scotland soon found that the sceptre
was in very different hands from those of

the feeble Ethelred. Upon Canute's ap-

pearing on the frontiers with a formidable

army, Malcolm agreed that his grandson and

heir, Duncan, whom he put in possession
of Cumberland, should make the sub-

missions required, and that the heirs of

Scotland should always acknowledge them-

selves vassals to England for that province.
Canute passed four years in peace after

this enterprise, and he died at Shaftsbury ;

leaving three sons, Sweyn, Harold, and

Hardicanute. Sweyn, whom he had by

his first marriage with All'wen, daughter of

the earl of Hampshire, was crowned in

Norway ; Hardicanute, whom Emma had

borne him, was in possession of Denmark
;

Harold, who was of the same marriagt
with Sweyn, was at that time in England.

HAROLD HAREFOOT.

1035—1039.

Though Canute, in his treaty with Richard

duke of Normandy, had stipulated that

his chilch-en by Emma should succeed to

the crown of England, he had either con

sidered himself as released from that en

gagement by the death of Richard, o:

esteemed it dangerous to leave an unsettled

and newly conquered Idngdom in the hands
of so young a prince as Hardicanute

;
he

therefore appointed, by his toU, Harold
successor to the crown. This prince was
besides present to maintain his claim

;
he

was favoured by all the Danes ; and he got

immediatel}^ possession of his father's trea

sures. Hardicanute had the suffrages of

the EngUsh, who, on account of his being
born among them of Queen Emma, regarded
him as their countryman; he was favoured

by the articles of treaty with the duke of

Normandy ; and, above all, his party was

espoused by earl Godwin, the most powerful
nobleman in the kingdom, especially in the

province of Wessex, the chief seat of the

ancient English. By the interposition of

the nobility a compromise was made : and
it was agreed that Harold should enjoy,

together with London, all the pronnces
north of the Thames, while the possession
of the south should remain to Hardicanute

;

and, till that prince should appear and take

possession of his dominions, Emma fixed

her residence at Winchester, and estabhshed

her authority over her son's share of the

partition.
Meanwhile Robert, duke of Normandy,

died in a pilgrimage to the holy land, and,

being succeeded by a son yet a minor, the

two English princes, Alfred and Edward,
who found no longer any protection in that

country, gladly embraced the opportunity
of paying a visit, with a numerous retinue,!
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splendour at Winchester. But the lace of

artairs soon wore a melancholy aspect.
Earl Godwin iiad been irained by the arts of

Harold, who promised to espouse the daugh-
ter of that nobleman ; and, while the treaty
was yet a secret, these two tyrants laid a

plan for the de-truction of the En^ish

princes. Alfred was im"ited to London by
Harold * with many professions of friend-

ship ; but, when he had reached Guilford,

he was set upon by Godwin's vassals ;

about six hundred of his train were mur-
dered

;
he himself was taken prisoner, his

eyes were put out, and he was conducted

to the monasteiy of Ely, where he died

soon after, f Edward and Emma, apprised
of the late which was awaiting them, fled

beyond sea
;

the former into Normandy,
the latter into Flanders : while Harold,

triumphing in his bloody pohcy, took pos-
session of all the dominions assigned to his

brother.

Tliis is the only memorable action per-

formed, during a reign of four years, by
this prince, who gave so bad a specimen of

his character, and whose bodily accomplish-
ments alone are known to us by his appel-
lation of Harefoot, which he acquired from

his agility in running and walking. He
died on the fourteenth of April 1039, little

regretted, and left the succession open to

his brother Hardicanute.

HARDICANUTE.

1039—1041.

H.A.RDICANUTE, or Cauute the Hardy, that

is, the robust (for he too is chiefly known

by his bodily accomplishments), had de-

termined, before Harold's death, to recover

by arms what he had lost either by his own

* Queen Emma has been accused of the diabolical

act of addressing an invitation to her sons, in order

to betray them to death. The charge may have been
founded on her known indifference to them, after her

second marriage. Her subsequent flight almost dis-

proves it.—Ed.

f Abominable as the course pursued must be

considered, the statement in the text does not do

justice to its atrocity. Earl Godwin, then in favour

with Queen Emma, ha%ing inveigled Alfred, the

younger son, to England, found him attended by a

considerable body of soldiers. These were marched
to Guildford, and there provided for by the earl, with

unsparing liberality, in the different parts of the
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negligence, or by the necessity of his affairs.

On pretence of paying a ^nsit to the queen
dowager in Flanders, he had assembled a

fleet of sixty sail, and was preparing to

make a descent on Enijland, when intelli

gence of his brother's death induced him to

sail immediately to London, where he was

acknowledged king without opposition.
The first act of Hardicauute's government

afforded his subjects a bad prognostic of

his future conduct. He was so enraged id

Harold for depriving him of his share of

the kingdom, and for the cruel treatment
of his brother Ah'red, that he ordered his

body to be dug up, and to be thrown into

the Thames
; and, when it was found by

some fishermen, and buried in London, he
ordered it again to be dug up, and to be
thrown again into the river : but it was
fished up a second time, and then interred

with great secresy. Godwin, equally
servile and insolent, submitted to be his

instrument in that brutal action.

That nobleman perhaps hoped, by dis-

playing this rage against Harold's memoiy,
to justify himself from having had any
participation in his counsels. But prince
Edward, being invited over by the king,

immediately preferred an accusation against
Godwin for the murder of Alfred, and de-

manded justice for that crime. Godwin, to

appease the king, made him a magnificent

present of a galley wnth a gilt stern, rowed

by four score men, who wore each of them a

gold bracelet on his arm, weighing sixteen

ounces, and were armed and clothed in the

most sumptuous manner. Hardicanute,

pleased with the splendour of this spectacle

quickly forgot his brother's murder; and, on
Godwin's swearing that he was innocent of

the crime, he allowed him to be acquitted
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town. During the night, while they slept, the un-

suspecting strangers were seized and bound, and the

next day drawn out, to the number of six hundred,
and handed over to executioners, by whom, with the

exception of every tenth man, they were tortured

and put to death. The unhappy jVJfrcd, hurried to

London, was there meanly insulted by Harold, and
thence sent, wretchedly mounted, with his feet tied

beneath the horse's belly, to the Isle of Ely, where,
after a mock trial, a Danish tribunal sentenced him
to lose his eyes, which were instantly torn from his

head ;
and the prince died in a few days, after suffer-

mg extremity of pain.
—Ed.
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Though Hardicanute had been called

over by the vows of the English, he soon

lost the affections of the nation by his mis-

conduct ; but nothing appeared more
orrievous to them than liis rene^nns: the

imposition of Danegelt, and obliging the

nation to pay a great sum of money to the

fleet which brought him from Denmark.
In Worcester the populace rose, and put
to death two of the collectors. The king
swore ven2;eance against the citv ; and or-

dered three noblemen (Godwin, duke of

Wessex, Siward, duke of Northumberland,
and Leofric, duke of Mercia) to execute

his menaces with the utmost rigour. They
were obUged to set fire to the city, and de-

liver it up to be plundered ;
but they saved

the Uves of the inhabitants, whom they
confined in a small island of the Severn,
called Bever}', till they were able to ap-

pease the king, and obtain the pardon of

the supplicants.
This violent government was of short

duration. Hardicanute died in two years
after his succession, at the nuptials of a

Danish lord. His usual habits of intem-

perance were so well known, that liis sud-

den death gave as little surpiise as it did

sorrow to his subjects.

EDWARD THE CONFESSOR.

1041—1066.

The English, on the death of Hardica-

nute, saw a favourable opportunity for

sliaking off the Danish yoke, under which

they had so long laboured. Sweyn, king
of Norway, the eldest son of Canute, was

absent, and none of that race presented
liimself. Prince Edward was fortunately
at court on liis brother's demise ; and,

though the descendants of Edmond Iron-

side were the true heu's of the Saxon

family, yet their absence appeared a suffi-

cient reason for their exclusion. The
Danes, without concert, without a leader,

astonished at the present incident, and
anxious only for their personal safety, durst

not oppose the united voice of the nation.

But this concurrence of circumstances
in favour of Edward might have failed of

its effect, had his succession been opposed
by Godwin. There were opposite reasons
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which divided men's hopes and fears with

regard to Godwin's conduct. On the one

hand, the credit of that nobleman lay

chiefly in "VYessex, which was almost en

tirely inhabited by English : it was there-

fore presumed that he would second the

wishes of that people in restoring the

Saxon line, and in humbling the Danes ;

from whom he, as well as they, had reason

to dread the most grievous oppressions.
On the other hand, there subsisted a de-

clared animosity between Edward and God-

win, on account of Alfred's murder, of

which the latter had 'publicly been accused

by the prince, and which he might believe

so deep an ofi'ence as could never be sin-

cerely pardoned. But their common
friends here interposed ; and obliged them
to lay aside aU jealousy and rancour, and
concur in restorini^ libertv to their native

country. Godwin only stipulated that

Edward, as a pledge of liis sincere recon-

cihation, should promise to marr}^ his

daughter Editlia ; and, having fortified

himself by this alliance, he summoned a

general council at Gillingham, and prepared
ever\- measure for securing the succession

to Edward. The English were unanimous
in their resolutions

;
the Danes were di-

vided ; any small opposition was brow-

beaten and suppressed ;
and Edward was

crowned king with every demonstration of

duty and affection.

The triumph of the English, upon this

decisive advantage, was at first attended

nath some insult and violence against the

Danes
;
but the king, by mildness, soon

reconciled the latter to his administration,

and the distinction between the two nations

gradually disappeared. The Danes were

interspersed \d\h the English ; they spoke

nearly the same language ; they differed

little in their manners and laws
;
domestic

dissensions in Denmark prevented, for some

years, any powerfid invasion which might
awaken past animosities ; and, as the Nor-

man conquest, soon after, reduced both

nations to equal subjection, there is no

farther mention of any difference between

them. The joy, however, of their present
deliverance made such impression on the

minds of the English, that they instituted

an annual festi\'al for celebrating that great

Animosity
between
Edward
and God-
will.

They are
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Edwarf is
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The Danes
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event ;
and it was observed in some coun-

tries even to the time of Spellman.
The popularity which Edward enjoyed

on his accession was not destroyed by the

rirst act of his administration, his resuming
all the ijrants of his immediate predecessors.
The poverty of the crowTi convinced the

nation that this was become absolutely

necessary ; and, as the loss fell chiefly on

the Danes, who had obtained large grants
from the late kings, the English were rather

pleased to see them reduced to their primi-

.,ni'.n tive poverty. The Iving's severity also to-

^j""''
wards his mother, the cjueen dowager, met

not with very general disapprobation.* He

I

had hitherto lived on indifferent terms with

tliat princess; he accused her of neglecting
him and his brother during their adverse

jfortime ;
he remarked that, as the superior

qualities of Canute, and his better treat-

ment of her, had made her entirely indif-

ferent to the memory of Ethelred, she also

gave the preference to her children of tlie

second bed, and always regarded Hardi-

canute as her favourite. The same reasons

had probably made her unpopular in Eng-
land ; and the nation was not in general

displeased to see her stripped by Edward
of immense treasures which she had amas-

sed. He confined her, during the remainder

of her Ufe, in a monasten,- at Winchester.

The stories of his accusing her of a partici-

pation in her son Alfred's murder, and of a

criminal correspondence with the bishop of

* An opinion prevaOed that the queen dowager
was not only a cold heartless woman, but that licr

conduct was most dissolute. The charge, according to

some wTiters, was most satisfactorily set at rest.

She " was accused of dishonestie of her body with

Alwyne bishop of Winchester, and being led bl3nid-

folded unto tlie place where the glowing hot irons

were laid, went forward with her bare feet, and so

passed over them ; and being gon past them all, and
not knowing whether she were passed them or not,

said,
' O good Lord, when shal I come to the place

of my purgation." And ha\ing her eyes uncovered.

and seeing herself to have passed them, she kneeled

down and gave thanks to God for manifesting her

innocence."— Verstegan.
—Ed.

t Her daughter Guinhelda, wife to
" the Roman

Emperor, Henry the third," was in like manner ac-

cused, and enjoyed a triumph as remarkable as that

of her mother. At first no one appeared in her de-

fence
; but " at last an English Page, a very Boy and

Dwarf, who for the littleness of his stature was jeas-

tingly called Mimecan, adventured to maintain her

mnoeency against a mighty giant-like combatant,

Winchester, and also of her justilSing her
self by treading barefoot, without recei\-ing

any hurt, over nine burning ploiis;hsharcs,
were the inventions of the monkish histo-

rians, and were propagated and believed

from the
.silly wonder of jiostcrity. f

The English flattered themselves that by
the accession of Edward they were delivered

for ever from the dominion of foreigners ;

but they soon found that this evil was not

yet entirely removed. The king had been
educated in Normandy, and had contracted

many intimacies with the natives of that

country, as well as an aflection for their

manners. The court of England was soon
fllled with Normans. The study of the

French tongue became general among the

people ; ; the courtiers affected to imitate

that nation in their dress, equipage, and
entertainments ; even the lawyers employed
a foreign language in their deeds ; but,

above all, the church felt the influence and
dominion of those strangers. Ulf and

William, two Normans, who had formerly
been the king's chaplains, were created

bishops of Dorchester and London. Robert,
a Norman also, was promoted to the see

of Canterbury, and always enjoyed the

highest favour of his master, of which his

abilities rendered him not unworthy. And

though the king's prudence, or his want of

authority, made him confer almost all the

ci\al and military emplojTiients on the

natives, the ecclesiastical preferments fell

who in fight at one blow cutting the sinews of his

adversaries leg, with another he felled him to the

ground, and then with his sword taking his head

ii'om his shoulders, redeemed both the Empcresses life

and honour.'"—Baker.—Ed.

I M. Augustin Thierry gives an amusing picture
of the rage which prevailed for everytliing Norman
He says

"
every suitor, provided he could converse

in Norman French, might reckon with certainty on a

favourable answer. This language banished from the

palace the national tongue, which became an object of

ridicule to the foreign courtiers
;
and every English

man, who endeavoured to please his sovereign, found

himself under the necessity of babbling his flatteries

in this favourite idiom. The men of rank, of ambition,

and of intrigue, studied and spoke it in their castles,

as the only dialect worthy of a personage of birth :

the large Saxon mantle was thrown aside for the short

Norman cloak ;
even the letters of their writing were

changed into the long-shaped Norman characters; and

instead of signing their names at the foot of their

deeds, as before, they suspended them to seals of

wax, in the Norman fashion."—Ed.
71
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Oi'ten to the share of the Normans ; and,

they had secretly a great intiuence on pub-
Kc affairs, and excited the jealousy of the

Enghsli, particularly of earl Godwin.
This powerful nobleman, besides being

duke or earl of Wessex, had the counties

of Kent and Sussex annexed to his govern-
ment. His eldest son Swe^ai possessed the

same authority in the counties of Oxford,

Berks, Glocester, and Hereford
;

and

Harold, his second son, was duke of East

Anglia, and at the same time governor of

Essex. The great authority of this family
was supported by immense possessions and

powerful alliances ;
and the abilities, as

well as ambition, of Godwin himself, con-

tributed to render it still more dangerous.
A prince of greater capacity and \-igour
than Edward would have found it difficult

to support the dignity of the crown under

such circumstances ; and, as the haughty
temper of Godwin made him often forget the

respect due to liis prince, Edward's ani-

mosity against him was grounded on per-
sonal as well as political considerations.

The king, in pursuance of his engagements,
had indeed married Editha, the daughter of

Godwin
;
but this alliance became a fresh

source of enmity between them. Edward's
hatred of the father was translerred to that

princess ; and Editha, though posses-
sed of many amiable accomplishments,
could never acquire the confidence and
affection of her husband. It is even pre-
tended that, during the whole course of her

life, he abstained from all commerce oflove

with her,* and such was the absurd admi-

ration paid to an inviolable chastity during
those ages, that his conduct m this particu-
lar is highly celebrated by the monkish

historians, and greatly contributed to his

acquiring the title of saint and confessor.

The most popular pretence, on which
Godwin could ground his disaffection to

the king and his administration, was the in-

fluence of the Normans in the government ;

Eustace, count of Bologne, ha\ang paid a

\asit to the king, passed by Dover in his

return. One of his train, being refused

* The descriptions handed down to us of Editha
serve but to render the conduct of Saint Edward
more odious and absurd. Celebrated for her beauty,
she was learned, free fi'oin pride, and generous. As
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entrance to a lodging which had been as

signed him, attempted to make his way by
force, and in the contest he wounded the

master of the house. The inhabitants re-

venged this insult by the death of the stran-

ger ; the count and his train took arms,
and murdered the wounded townsman ; a

tumult ensued ; near twenty persons were

Idlled on each side
;

and Eustace, over-

powered by numbers, was obliged to save

his life by flight from the fury of the popu-
lace. He hurried immediately to court,

and complained of the usage he had met
with. The king was highly displeased that

a stranger of such distinction,t whom he
had in\'ited over to his court, should, with-

out any just cause, as he beUeved, have felt

so sensibly the animosity of his people.
He gave orders to Godwin, in whose go-
vernment Dover lay, to punish the inha-

bitants for the crime : but Godwin refused

obedience, and endeavoured to throw the

whole blame of the riot on the count and
his retinue. Edward, touched in so sen-

sible a point, saw the necessity of exerting
the royal authority ;

and he threatened

Godwin, if he persisted in his disobedience,
to make him feel the utmost effects of his

resentment.

The earl, perceiving a rupture to be un

avoidable, and pleased to embark in a cause

where it was likely he should be supported

by his countrj-men, made preparations for

his own defence, or rather for an attack on
Edward. Under pretence of repressing
some disorders on the Welsh frontier, he

secretly assembled a great army ; and was

approaching the king, who resided, without

any miUtary force and without suspicion
at Glocester. Edward apphed for protec-
tion to Siward, Duke of Northumberland,
and Leofric, duke of Mercia, two powerful
noblemen ; w4iose jealousy of Godwin's

greatness, as well as their duty to the

crown, engaged them to defend the king
in this extremity. They hastened to liim

with such of their followers as they could

assemble ; and, finding the danger much

greater than they had at first apprehended,

Eustace

Count of

Boul(>gne,
attacked by
the popu-
lace.

Godwin, or- 1

dered to
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obeys the

command.

the daughter of Earl Godwin, the Monk Ingulphus

regards her as a rose springing from a thorn.—Ed.

f Eustace was the father of the far-famed con-

queror of Jerusalem, Godfrey of Boulogne.
—Ed.
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they issued orders for mustering all the

forces within their respective governments,
and for niarchinir tlieni without delav to

the defence of the king's person and au-

thority. Edward, meanwliile, endeavoured

to gain time by negociation : while God-

win, who thought the king entirelv in his

power, fell into the snare ; and lost the

favourable opportunity of rendering himself

master of the government.
The EngHsh, though they had no high

idea of Edward's vigour and capacity, bore

him great aflcction on account of his

humanity, justice, and piety, as well as the

long race of tlicir native kings from whom
he was descended

; and tliey hastened from

all quarters to defend him. His army was
now so considerable that he ventured to

take the field
; and, marching to London,

he summoned a great council to judge of

the rebellion of God^\"in and his sons.

These noblemen pretended at first that

they were wilhng to stand their trial, pro-
\nded they might receive hostages for their

safety. This proposal bein;; rejected, thev

were obhged to disband the remains of

their forces, and have recourse to flight.

Baldwin, earl of Flanders, gave protection
to Godwin and his three sons, Gurth,

Sweyn, and Tosti ; the latter of w^hom had
married the daughter of that prince ;

Harold and Leofwin, two other of his sons,
took shelter in Ireland. The estates of

the father and sons were confiscated ; their

governments were given to others; queen
Editha was confined in a monastery at

Warewel
;
and the greatness of this family,

once so formidable, seemed now to be

totally supplanted and overthrown.

But Godwin had fixed liis authoritv on
too firm a basis, and he was too stronglv

supported by alliances both foreign and

domestic, not to occasion farther disturb-

ances. The earl of Flanders permitted
him to purchase and hire ships witliin his

harbours ; and Godwin, having manned
them with his followers and with free-

* As Erie Godw-ine sate at the table vdih King
Edward, it happened one of the cuppe bearers to

stumble, and recoucr agaj-ne, so that he did sheade
none of the drynke : whereat Godwine lowgh and
saied :

" Now that one brother hath susteigned that

VOL. I. T

Edward

Godwin
witlidraws,

but r-'tunis

in prtater

sUengtU.

hooters of all nations, put to sea, and

attem])ted to make a descent at Sandwich.

The king had equipped a fleet, nmcli supe-
rior to that of the enemy ;

and the earl

hastily made his retreat into the Flemish pr"p.'ir&i a

harbours. The English court, destitute of
a"!,*'

all vigorous counsels, allowed the seamen
to disband, and the fleet to go to decay ;

while Godwin, expecting this event, kept
his men in readiness for action. He sailed

to the Isle of Wight ;
where he was joined

by Harold, with a squadron whicli that

nobleman had collected in Ireland. He
was now master of the sea

; and, entering

every harbour in the southern coast, he
seized all the ships, and summoned his

followers in those counties, which had so

long been subject to his government, to

assist him in procuring justice to himself,

and his countiy, against the tyranny of

foreigners. Reinforced by great numbers,
he entered the Thames ;

•

and, appearing
before London, threw eveiy thing into

confusion. The king alone seemed resolute

to defend himself to the last extremity ;

but the interposition of the Enghsh nobifity,

many of whom fa\ oured Godwin's preten-

sions, made Edward hearken to terms of

accommodation : and the feigned humility
of the earl, who disclaimed all intentions

of offering \iolence, and desired only a fair

and open trial, paved the way for his more

easy admission. It was stipulated that

he should give hostages for his good
behaviour, and that the primate and all the

foreigners should be banished. By this

treaty the present danger of a civil war

was obviated
;

but the authority of the

ciown was annihilated. Edward, sensible

that he had not power sufficient to secure

Godwin's hostages in England, sent them

over to his kinsman, the young duke of

Normandy.
Godwin's death, which happened soon

after, while he was sitting at table with the

king, prevented him from reducing Edward
to still greater subjection.* He was suc-

He is recon-

ciled to tiio

king.

other." With whiche words the king callj-ing to

mind his brother's death, that was slain by Godwine.

behelde the Erie saiying :
" So should my brother

Alphrede have holpen nee had Godwine ben." God-

wine then fearing the kinges displeasure to be newly
73
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ceeded in the government of Wessex,

Sussex, Kent, and Essex, and in the office

of steward of the household, a place of

great power, by his son Harold
;
who was

actuated by an ambition equal to that of

his father, and was superior to him in

address and in virtue. By a modest de-

meanour he acquired the good-will of

Edward, at least softened that hatred which
the prince had so long borne his family ;

and, gaining every day new partisans by
his bounty and affability, he proceeded in

a more silent, and therefore a more danger-
ous manner, to the increase of his authority.
The king, who had not sufficient vigour

directly to oppose his progress, knew of no
other expedient than that hazardous one of

raising liim a rival in the family of Leofric,

duke of Mercia, whose son Algar was
invested with the government of East

Anglia, which, before the banishment of

Harold, had belonged to the latter noble-

man. But this policy, of balancing oppo-
site parties, required a more steady hand
to manage it than that of Edward

;
and

naturally produced faction, and even civil

broils. Algar was soon after expelled his

government by the intrigues and power of

Harold
; but, being protected by Griffith,

prince of Wales, who had married his

daughter, as w^ell as by the power of his

father, Leofric, he obhged Harold to sub-

rait to an accommodation, and was rein-

stated in the government of East Anglia.
This peace was not of long duration.

Harold, taking advantage of Leofric's death,
which happened soon after, expelled Al<i;ar

anew, and banished him the kingdom :

and, though that nobleman made a fresh

irruption into East Angha with an army of

Norwegians, and overran the country, his

death soon freed Harold from the preten-
sions of so dangerous a rival. Edward,
the eldest son of Algar, was indeed advanced
to the government of Mercia ; but the

balance, which the king desired to estabHsh

between those potent families, was wholly
lost, and the influence of Harold greatly

preponderated.

1 ieath of

Siward.

He had
killed Mac-
beth in

battle.

The death of Siward, duke of Northum-

berland, made the way still more open to

the ambition of that nobleman. Siward

had acquired honour to England by his

successful conduct in the only foreign

enterprise undertaken during the reign ol

Edward. Duncan, king of Scotland, was

a prince of a gentle disposition ;
but pos

sessed not the genius requisite for govern

ing a country so turbulent. Macbeth, a

powerful nobleman, and nearly allied to

the crown, not content with curbing the

king's authorit}'', carried still farther his

pestilent ambition : he put his sovereign to

death ; chased Malcolm Kenmore, his son

and heir, into England ; and usrry ed the

crown. Siward, whose daughter was mar-
ried to Duncan, embraced, by Edward's

orders, the protection of this distressed

family. He marched an army into Scot

land
; and, having defeated and killed

Macbeth in battle, he restored Malcolm to

the throne of his ancestors. This service,

added to his former connexions with the

royal family of Scotland, brought a great
accession to the authority of Siward in the

north ; but, as he had lost his eldest son

Osberne in the action with Macbeth, it

proved in the issue fatal to his family
His second son Walthoef appeared, on his

father's death, too young to be intrusted

^vith the government of Northumberland

and Harold's influence obtained that duke-

dom for his own brother Tosti.

There are two circumstances related of

Siward, which discover his high sense of

honour and his martial disposition. When
intelligence was brought him of his son

Osberne's death he was inconsolable, till he

heard that the wound was received in the

breast, and that he had behaved with great

gallantry in the action. When he found

his own death approaching he ordered

his servants to clothe him in a complete siward di

suit of armour ; and, sitting erect on the moui-.

couch with a spear in his hand, declared

that in that posture, the only one worthy
of a warrior, he would patiently await the

fatal moment.

Harold pro
cures the

duchy of

Northum-
lieiland fo'

his brother

kindled, after many words in excusing himself, saied : had received the breade forthwith he was choked."—
" So mought I safely swallow this morsell of bread, I Epitome of Chronicles.

lis I am giltlesse of the dede." But as soon as he I
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The king, now worn out with cares and

infirmities, felt himseit fur advanced in tlie

decline of life
; and, having no issue, sent

a deputation to Hungary, to invite over his

nejjhew Eihvard, son of his elder brother,

and the only remaining heir of the Saxon
line. That j)riuce came to England with

his children, Edgar, surnamed Atheling,

-Margaret, and Christina ; but his death,

which hapiioned a few days after his arrival,

threw the king into new dilHculties. He
saw that the great power and ambition of

Harold had temjjted him to think of ob-

taining possession of the throne on the first

vacancy, and that Edgar, on account of his

youth, was very unfit to oppose the preten-
sions of so popular and enterprising a rival.

The animosity which he had long borne to

earl Godwin made him averse to the suc-

cession of his son. In this uncertainty he

secretly cast his eye towards his kinsman

Wilham, duke of Normandy, as the only

person whose power, and reputation, and

capacity, could support any destination

which he might make in his favour, to the

exclusion of Harold and his family.
This famous prince was natural son of

Robert, duke of Normandy, by Harlotta,

daughter of a tanner in Falaise ;

* and was

very early established in that grandeur from
wliich liis birth seemed to have set liim at

so great a distance. While he was but
nine years of age his father had resolved to

undertake a pilgrimage to Jerusalem
;

a

fashionable act of devotion, wloich had taken

place of the pilgrimages to Rome. Before

jhis departure he assembled the states of the

duchy, and engaged them to swear alle-

jgiance to his natural son William, whom,
las he had no legitimate issue, he intended,
in case he should die in the pilgrimage, to

;leave successor to liis dominions.

This prince, as he had apprehended, died

in his pilgrimage ; and the minority of his

son was attended with all those disorders

* The father of William was the hero who enjoyed
the name of Robert le Diable. On one occca-sion, re-

turning from the chase, his attention rested on a fair

young female, who was then occupied washing clothes

in a brook. He was induced to make proposals to

to her to become liis mistress. The tanner is said

to have spumed at the offer in the first instance ; but,
on second thoughts, he consulted his brother, a pious
hermit, on the subject, who exhorted him in all things

which were almost unavoidal)le in that situ

ation. The licentious nol)les, freed from

the awe of sovereign authority, broke out

into personal animosities, and made the

whole country a scene of war and devasta-

tion. Roger, count of Toni, and Alain,

count of Brittany, advanced claims to the

dominion of the state; and Henry I., king
of France, thought the opportunity favour-

able for reducing the power of a vassal,

who had originally acquired his settlement

in so violent and invidious a tnanner, and
who had long appeared formidable to his

sovereign. The regency established by
Robert encountered great ditiicultics in

supporting the government under this com-

plication of dangers ; and the young prince,
when he came to maturity, found himself

reduced to a very low condition : but the

great qualities, which he soon chsplayed in

the field and in the cabinet, gave encourage
ment to his friends, and struck a terror

into his enemies. He opposed himself on

all sides against his rebellious subjects, and

against foreign invaders
;
and by his \'alour

and conduct prevailed in every action.

He obliged the French king to grant him

peace ;
he expelled all pretenders to the

sovereignty ; and he reduced his turbulent

barons to submission. The natural severity

of his temper appeared in a rigorous ad-

ministration of justice ; and, having found

the happy effects of this plan of government,
without which the laws in those ages be

came totally impotent, he regarded it as i

fixed maxim, that an inflexible conduct was

the first duty of a sovereign.
The tranquillity which he had estabUshed

had given WiUiam leisure to pay a visit to

the king of England, during liie time of

Godwin's banishment ;
and he was received

in a manner suitable to the great reputation

which he had acquired, and to the obliga-

tions which that prince owed to his family, f

On the return of Godwin, and the expul-

to meet the wishes of llobert. To her and her off-

spring the duke manifested the most affectionate and

enduring attachment.—Ed.

\ ^\^lat he saw in England, if it did not first inspire

him with the wish to become its sovereign, greatly

encouraged his hopes. Thierry writes :
" In riding

through the land, the Didie of Normandy might have

safely persuaded himself that he had not quitted his

own dominions. The captains of the English fleet
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sion of the Norman favourites, Robert,

archbishop of Canterbury, had, before liis

departure, persuaded Edward to think of

adopting WiUiam as his successor
;
a coun-

sel which was favoured by the king's aver-

sion to Godwin, his prepossessions for the

Normans, and his esteem of the duke.

That prelate, therefore, received a commis-
sion to inform William of the king's inten-

tions in his favour
; and he was the first

person that opened the mind of the prince
to entertain those ambitious hopes. But

Edward, irresolute and feeble in his pur-

pose, had, in the mean time, invited his

brother's descendants from Hungary, with

a view of having them recognised heirs to

the crown. The death of his nephew made
him resume his former intentions in favour

of the duke of Normandy ; though his aver-

sion to hazardous enterprises engaged him
to postpone the execution, and even to keep
his purpose secret from all his ministers.

Harold meanwhile proceeded, after a

more open manner, in increasing his popu-

larity, in estabUshing his power, and in

preparing the way for his advancement.
But there was still an obstacle to overcome.

Earl Godwin, when restored to his power
and fortune, had given hostages for his

good behaviour ; and among the rest one

son and grandson, whom Edward, as has

been related, had consigned to the custodv
of the duke of Normandy. Harold,

though not aware of the duke's being his

competitor, was uneasy that such near re-

lations should be detained prisoners in a

foreign country ;
and he was afraid lest

William should, in favour of Edgar, retain

these pledges as a check on the ambition

of any other pretender. He represented,

therefore, to the king his unfeigned sub-

mission to royal authority, and the little

necessity there was, after such a trial of

which received him at Dover were Normans ; they
were Norman soldiers that formed the garrison of the

castle
;
crowds of governors and dignified ministers,

who came to pay their respects, were Normans
;
and

Edward's Norman favourites respectfully ranged
themselves round their feudal chief; so that William

appeared in England almost more a king than Edward
himself."—Ed.

* The king seems very reluctantly to have acqui-
esced in this step.

"
I cannot refuse you my permis-

sion," he said to Harold ;

" hut if you will set out

it must be against my advice ; for ccrtaLa I am that
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his disobedience, to detain any longer those

hostages. By these topics, enforced by his

great power, he extorted the king's con
sent to release them

; and, in order to effect

his purpose, he immediately proceeded,
with a numerous retinue, on his journey
to Normandy.

* A tempest drove him on
the territory of Guy, count of Ponthieu

;

who immediately detained him prisoner,
and demanded an exorbitant sum for his

ransom. Harold found means to convey
intelligence of his situation to the duke of

Normandy ;
and represented that, while he

was proceeding to his court, in execution

of a commission from the king of England,
he had met with this harsh treatment from
the mercenary disposition of the count of

Ponthieu.

WiUiam was immediately sensible of the

importance of the incident. He foresaw

that, if he could once gain Harold, Edward
would meet with no farther obstacle in ex-

ecuting the favourable intentions which he

had entertained in his behaU". He sent,

therefore, a messenger to Guy, in order to

demand the liberty of his prisoner ;
and

that nobleman, not daring to refuse so great
a prince, put Harold into the hands of the

Norman, who conducted him to Rouen.

William received liim vnih everj'^ demon-
stration of friendship ; and, after shemng
himself disposed to comply with his desire

in delivering up the hostages, he took an

opportunity of disclosing to him the great
secret of the will which Edward intended

to make in his favour. He desired the as-

sistance of Harold
; he promised that the

present grandeur of Harold's family, which

supported itself with difficulty under the

jealousy and hatred of Edward, should re-

ceive new increase from a successor who
would be so greatly beholden to him.f

Harold was surprised at this declaration ol

your going to Normandy ^rill cause some misfor-

tune to yom-self and your country. I know duke

William and his crafty spii-it ;
and be assured that he

hates you ; nor wUl he accede to your wishes unless

he shall be satisfied that what you seek wiU tend to

his advantage. To get back the hostages it were

better that you should seud another than go yourself.
"

—
Thierry.

f Thierry gives us a very striking pictrrre of the

manner in which William proceeded to the execution

of his design. His plan was deeply laid, and execu-

ted \^'ith the skill of a master. '• When Edward and

Harold
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ed and
made

pri-
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the duke; but, beinu; sensible that he should

never recover his own liberty, much less

that of his brother and nephew, if he refused

(A^m com- the demand, he feigned a compliance with
i)iiance. Winiam, renounced all hopes of the crown

for himself, and professed his sincere inten-

tion of seconding; the pretensions of the

duke of Normandy. William, besides

offering him one of his daughters in mar-

riage, required him to take an oath that he

would fultil bis promises ; and employed
an artifice well suited to the ignorance and

superstition of the age. He secretly con-

veyed under the altar, on which Harold

agreed to swear, the rehques of some of the

most revered martyrs ; and, when Harold
had taken tlie oath, he shewed him the re-

liques, and admonished him to observe

rehgiously an engagement whicli had been

ratified by so tremendous a sanction.* The

EngUsh nobleman was astonished ; but,

dissembhng his concern, he was dismissed

with all the marks of mutual confidence by
the duke of Normandy.
When Harold found himself at liberty,

his ambition suggested casuistry sufficient

to justify to liim the \aolation of an oath

which had been extorted. He continued

to practise every art of popularity ; to in-

crease the number of his partisans ; to

I lived like t-svin brot^rs,
"

said the duke,
" in the

same tent, he "^3<4^|^ <i promise, that, if ever he be-

came king of EnglSfj he would nominate me heir to

the cro\\Ti. Harol^ he proceeded,
" I should like

well that you would give me your assistance to make
this promise good ; and rest satisfied that, if by your
aid I obtain the kingdom, I shall very readily grant
you all that you demand." Harold, completely taken

by surprise by this unexpected fit of confidence,
could only reply to it by expressions of vague acqui-
escence ; when William artftilly went on :

" Since my
friend is willing to assist me, I must be so bold as to

point out what I require from him. The castle of

Dover must be given up to my soldiers ;
a well must

be suni in it, and its defences must be strengthened ;

and the ties between us must be more strongly drawn

together by your giving the hand of your sister to

one of my principal officers, and by your marrying
my daughter Adela. I shall also expect that you
Nvill leave with me one of the hostages you have

claimed, who will accompany me to England, when I

come to claim the crov\Ti."— Histoire de la Conquttede
I'Angleterre par les Kormands.—Ed.

* The manner in which this was efTected was not a

little singular.
" He (William) caused the bones and

relics of the saints, that were in the neighbourhood,
to be secretly collected, and put into a large hamper
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reconcile the minds of the English to the

idea of his succession
;

to revive their

hatred of the Normans
;
and to deter the

timorous Edward from executing bis inten-

ded destination in favour of William.

Fortune threw two incidents in his way, by
which he was enabled to increase tiie cha-

racter which he had already attained of

virtue and abilities.

The Welsh, though a less formidable

enemy than the Danes, had long been ac-

customed to infest the western borders
; and,

after committing spoil on the low countries,

they usually made a hasty retreat into their

mountains. Griffith, the reigning prince,
had greatly distinguished himself in those

incursions ; and his name had become so

terrible, that Harold found he could do

nothing more acceptable to the public, and
more honourable for himself, than tlie

supressing of so dangerous an enemy. He
formed the plan of an expedition against
Wales ; and, having prepared some light-
armed foot to pursue the natives into their

fastnesses, some cavalry to scour the open

country, and a squadron of ships to attack

the sea coast, he employed at once all these

forces ; prosecuted his advantages with

vigour ; made no intermission in his as-

saults ; and reduced the enemy to such

or hollow vessel, which he covered with a cloth of

gold, and placed in the middle of the hall of council

When the duke had seated himself in his chair of

state, holding in his hand a rich sword, ornamented
with a chaplet of flowers of gold, and having his

barons around, he ordered a missal to be brought, and

placed upon the vessel which contained the relics.

With a loud voice he then spoke :
'

Harold, I here

require thee, in the presence of this august as-

sembly, to confirm by oath the promises which thou
hast made, to assist my attempts to gain the cro^^^l of

England after the death of Edward.' The Saxon,

again talicn by surprise, did not dare to deny his

promise. Approaching the missal with a troubled

air, he placed his right hand upon its leaves, and
swore to fulfil his engagements to the dulce if life

were spared to liim, and God but granted his assis-

tance.
'

May God assist hira,' shouted the assembled

throng ;
and whUe Harold remained on the spot, on

a signal from the duke the sacred book was removed,
the cloth of gold which covered the relics was lifted

and the dry bones and skeletons, which filled the

hamper to the brim, were exposed, upon which, in

utter ignorance of their presence, the son of Godwin
had sworn an oath of tremendous sanctity."

—Histoire

de la Conquite de l'Angleterre par les Nurmands.—Ed.
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distress, that, in order to prevent their

total destruction, they made a sacrifice of

their prince, whose head they cut off and

sent to Harold : and they were content

to receive as their sovereigns two Welsh

noblemen, appointed by Edward to rule

over them. The other incident was no
less honourable to Harold.

Tosti, brother of this nobleman, who
had been created duke of Northumberland,

being of a violent tyrannical temper, had
acted with such cruelty that the inhabitants

chased him from his srovernment. Morcar
and Edwin, two brothers, who possessed

great power in those parts, and who were

grandsons of the great duke Leofric, con-

curred in the insurrection ; and the former,

being elected duke, advanced with an army
to oppose Harold, who was commissioned

by tlie king to reduce and chastise the

Northumbrians. Before the armies came
to action, Morcar, well acquainted with the

generous disposition of the English com-

mander, endeavoured to justify his own
conduct. He represented to Harold that

Tosti had behaved in a manner un-

worthy of the station to which he was

advanced, and no one, not even a brother,

could support such tyranny without par-

ticipating, in some degree, of the infamy

attending it
;

that the Northumbrians,
accustomed to a legal administration, and

regarding it as their birthright, were willing
to submit to the king, but required a

governor who would pay regard to their

rights and privileges ;
and they trusted that

Harold, on reflection, would not defend in

another that violent conduct from which
he himself, in his own government, had

always kept at so great a distance. This

vigorous remonstrance was accompanied
with such a detail of facts, that Harold
found it prudent to abandon his brother's

cause ; and, returning to Edward, he per-
suaded him to pardon the Northumbrians,
and to confirm Morcar in the government.

* Harold, on his return, acquainted the king with

what had passe 1 in Normandy. The monarch re-

minded him that he had been warned, when about

setting out, that fatal consequences would follow the

step he contemplated, from the knowledge he had of

William's character. His conduct, as described by
78

He even married the sister of that noble-

man ; and by his interest procured Edwin,
the younger brother, to be elected into the

srovernment of Mercia. Tosti in a rasre
Tosti with-
draws to

Harold

openly
aspires to

the succes-

sion.

departed the kingdom, and took shelter in
^''^"'•'^''S'

Flanders with earl Baldwin, his father-in-

law.

By this marriage Harold broke all mea-
sures with the duke of Normandy ;

and
WiUiam clearly perceived that he could no

longer rely on the oaths and promises
which he had extorted from him. But the

English nobleman saw that almost all Eng-
land was engaged in his interests

;
while

he himself possessed the government of

Wessex, Morcar that of Northumberland,
and Edwin that of Mercia. He now openly

aspired to the succession ;
and insisted

that, since it was necessarj^ by the con-

fession of all, to set aside the royal family
on account of the imbecility of Edgar, the

sole surviving heir, there was no one so

capable of filling the throne as a nobleman
of great power, of long experience, of

approved courage and abilities ; who, being
a native of the kingdom, would effectually
secure it against the dominion and tyranny
of foreigners.* Edward, broken with age
and infirmities, took but feeble and irreso

lute steps for securing the succession to

the duke of Normandy, t While in this

uncertainty he was surprised by sickness

which brought him to his grave on the

fifth of January, 1066, in the sixty-fifth

year of his age, and twenty-fifth of his

reis;n.

This prince, to whom the monks give
the title of saint and confessor, was the

last of the Saxon line that ruled in England.

Though his reign was peaceable and fortu-

nate, he owed his prosperity less to his

own abilities than to the conjunctures of

the times. The most commendable cir

cumstance of Edward's government was

his attention to the administration of

justice, and his compiling for that purpose

the old chroniclers, would justify an inference that

he himself had been imposed upon, as Harold was,
and feared to break his oath, though he deplored
and resented the fraud.—Ed.

f See note B at the end of the volume.
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a body of laws, which he collected from

the laws of Etiielbert, lua, and Alfred.

This compilation, thoujjh now lost (for tiic

laws that pass under Edward's name were

|com]iosed afterwards), was loii'j; the object

of artection to the Enirlish nation.

Edward the Confessor was the first that

[touched for the kinii's evil. The opinion
of his sanctity procured belief to this cure

among the people. His successors regarded

it as a part of their state to uphold the

same opinion. The practice was first

dropped by the present royal family, who
observed that it could no longer give

amazement even to the populace, and was

attended with ridicule in the eyes of all

men of understanding.

HAROLD.
1066.

Harold had so well prepared matters that

he immediately stepped into the vacant

throne
;
and his accession was attended

with as little opposition as if he had suc-

ceeded by the most undoubted hereditary
title. The citizens of London were his

zealous partisans ;
the bishops and clergy

had adopted his cause; and all the powerful

nobility willingly seconded his pretensions.
The title of Edgar Athehng was scarcely
mentioned

;
much less the claims of the

duke of Normandy : and Harold, assem-

bling his partisans, received the crowm
from their hands without waiting for the

free deliberation of the states, or regularly

submitting the question to their determi-

nation. The new" prince, taking a general
silence for consent, and founding his title

on the supposed suffrages of the people,
which appeared unanimous, was, on the

day immediatelysucceeding Edward's death,

crowned and anointed king by Aldred,

archbishop of York. The whole nation

seemed joyfully to acquiesce in his eleva-

tion.

The first symptoms of danger which the

king discovered came from his own brother

Tosti
;
who had submitted to a voluntary

banishment in Flanders. Enraged at the

successful ambition of Harold, he filled the

court of Baldwin with complaints of the

injustice which he had suffered
;
he engaged

the interest of that laniily against his bro-

ther
;

he sent his emissaries to Norway,
in order to rouse to arms the freebooters

of that kingdom ; and, that he might
render the combination more formitlable,
he made a journey to Normandy, in expec-
tation that the duke, who had married

Matilda, another daugiitcr of Baldwin,
would, in revenge of his own wrongs as

well as those of Tosti, second, by his

counsels and forces, the projected invasion

of England.
The duke of Normandy, when he first

received intelligence of Harold's accession,
had been moved to the highest pitch of

indignation ;
he sent an embassy to Eng-

land, upbraiding that prince with iiis breach

of faith, and summoning him to resign

possession of the kingdom. Harold replied
to the Norman ambassadors that the oath,
with which he was reproached, had been
extorted by the well grounded fear of vio-

lence
; that he had had no commission,

either from the late king or the states of

England, who alone could dis])ose of the

crown, to make any tender of the succes-

sion to the duke of Normandy ;
and if he,

a private person, had assumed so much
authority, and had even voluntarily sworn
to support the duke's pretensions, the oath

was unlawful, and it was his duty to seize

the first opportunity of breaking it
; that he

had obtained the crown by the unanimous

suffrages of the people ; and that the duke,
if he made any attempt by force of arms,
should experience the power of an united

nation, conducted by a prince, who, sen-

sible of the obligations imposed on him by
his royal dignity, was determined that the

same moment should put a period to his

life and to his government.
This answer was no other than William

expected ;
and he had previously fixed his

resolution of making an attempt upon
England. He considered that England had

enjoyed profound tranquillity during a

period of near fifty years ; and it would

require time for its soldiers to learn disci-

pline, and its generals experience. He
knew that it was entirely unprovided with

fortified towns, but must venture its whole

fortune in one decisive action against a
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veteran enemy, who, being once master of

the field, would be in a condition to over-

run the kingdom. And he hoped that the

very circumstance of his crossing the sea,

quitting his own country, and leaving liim-

self no hopes of retreat, as it would asto-

nish the enemy by the boldness of the

enterprise, would inspirit his soldiers by
despair, and rouse them to sustain the

reputation of the Norman arms.

The Normans, as they had long been

distinguished by valour among all the

European nations, had at this time attained

to the highest pitch of military glory.
Besides acquiring by arms such a noble

territory in France, they had, about this

very time, revived their ancient fame by
the most hazardous exploits, and the most
wonderful successes, in the other extremity
of Europe. A few Norman adventurers

in Italy had acquired such an ascendant,
not only over the Italians and Greeks, but

the Germans and Saracens, that they ex-

pelled those foreigners, and laid the foun-

dation of the opulent kingdom of Naples
and Sicily. These enterprises of men who
were all of them vassals in Normandy,
many of them banished for faction and

rebellion, excited the ambition of the

haughty WiUiam ; who disdained to be

deterred from making an attack on a neigh-

bouring country, where he could be sup-

ported by the whole force of his princi-

paUty.
The situation also of Europe inspired

Wilham with hopes that, besides his brave

Normans, he might employ against Eng-
and the flower of the militaiy force which
was dispersed in all the neighbouring states.

* A minute and interesting account is preserved

by an old writer of the manner in which Wilham
received the news of Edward's death, and the course

taken by Harold. He was in his park at Rouen,

amusing himself with archery, when the intelligence
arrived. It threw him into a deep reverie, and he

mechanically gave his bow and arrows to an attend-

ant. It was some time before any one ventured to

disturb him ; but at length one of his counsellors

s?-id,
" My lord, the report goes that the King of

England is dead, and that Earl Harold, forgetful of

his oath, has claimed the crown." "
It is too true,"

replied William, with a start of indignation,
" and I

h»ve at once to mourn the death of Edward and the

wrong done to me by Harold." " For the death of

Edward," the counsellor replied,
" there is no remedy,
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France, Germany, and the Low Countries,

by the progress of the feudal institutions,

were divided and subdivided into many
principalities and baronies

;
and the pos-

sessors, enjoying the civil jurisdiction within

themselves, as well as the right of arms,

acted, in many respects, as independent

sovereigns. A military spirit had univer-

sally diffused itself throughout Europe ;

and the several leaders, whose minds were

elevated by their princely situation, greedily
embraced the most hazardous enterprises.

United, however loosely, by their duty to

one supei'ior lord, and by their connexions

with the great body of the community to

which they belonged, they desired to spread
their fame, and to outshine each other by
the reputation of strength and prowess.*
Hence their impatience of peace, and their

readiness to embark in any dangerous

enterprise, how little soever interested in

its failure or success.

William, by his power, his courage, and
his abilities, had long maintained a pre-
eminence among those haughty chieftains

;

and every one who desired to signalize
himself had been ambitious of acquiring a

reputation in the court and in the armies

of Normandy. Entertained with that

hospitality which distinguished the age,

they had formed attachments with the

prince, and greedily attended to the pros-

pects of glory which he promised them in

return for their concurrence in an expedi-
tion against England.f The more grandeur
there appeared in the attempt, the more it

suited their romantic spirit. The fame of

the intended invasion was already diffused

every where; multitudes crowded to tender

but for the wrong you sustain from Harold have you
not brave soldiers to do you justice, when, as now,
tlie right is on your side. Promptly address yourself
to it then. A woik well and bravely begun is half

completed." This advice was not tlirown away on
William.—Ed.

f It was not a romantic passion for glory alone

that filled the rardcs of the invading army. A tliirst

for gain contributed quite as much to the triumph of

the conqueror.
" As if he had been already in

London, William gave a chateau for a man-at-arms,
a county for a ship. The prayers of the monks, and
the wax tapers which they burnt for his success, were

requited with abbeys and bishoprics. It was not

merely a conquest that the bastard meditated ; his

was a scheme of universal pillage."
—Burette.—Ed.
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|to the duke their senice, with that of tlicir

:vassals and retainers ;
and \\ ilhaui found

!less ditKculty in completing his levies than

•in rejectiuiz; the otters of those who were

impatient to acquire fame under so renown-

ed a leader. *

Besides these advantau;es, wliich ^\ iliiam

owed to his personal valour, he was indebted

to fortune for removing many obstacles.

Conan, count of Brittany, was his mortal

enemy : in order to throw a damp upon
the duke's enterprise, he chose this con-

juncture for reviving his claim to Normandy
itself; and he required that, in case of

William's success against England, the

possession of that duchy should devolve to

him. But Conan died sudiknily alter ma-

king this demand
;
and Hoel, his successor,

zealously seconded the duke's views ; and
sent his eldest son, Alain Fergant, to serve

under him with a body of five thousand
Britons. The counts of Anjou and of

Flanders encouraged their subjects to en-

gage in the expedition : and even the court

of France, though it might justly fear the

aggrandizement of so dangerous a vassal,

])ursued not its interests on this occasion

vith sutticient vigour and resolution. Phi-

lip I., the reigning monarch, was a minor ;

and William, having communicated his

project to the council, having desired

assistance, and offered to do homage, in

case of his success, for the crown of Eng-
land, was indeed openly ordered to lav

aside all thoughts of the enterprise ; but
the earl of Flanders, his father-in-law, being
at the head of the regency, secretly encou-

raged the adventurous nobility to enlist

under the standard of the duke of Nor-

mandy.f
The emperor Henry FV., besides giving

all his vassals permission to embark in

this exjjedition, which so much engaged
the attention of Europe, promised his

* William of Malraesbury tells tis, greai care was
taken by tlie future monarch that tlie invading; army
should be most perfect.

" His different squadrons
;ind battalions were composed of the tallest and

strongest soldiers
;

whilst be took care the chief

captains and officers, besides ha%-ing a perfect know-

ledge of the military art, should be men of mature

age and experience." He adds: " when seen at the
head of their followers, they would have been taken
for kings, not officers."—Ed.
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l)rotection to the duchy of Normandy
during the absence of the prince, and

thereby enabled him to employ his whole
force in the invasion of England. But the

most important ally whom William gained
was the pope, who had a mighty influence

over the ancient barons. The Roman
pontiff began now to lift his head ojjcnly
above all the princes of Europe; to assume
the office of a mediator, or even an arbiter,

in the quarrels of the greatest monarchs ;

and to obtrude his dictates as sovereign
laws. It was a sufficient motive to Alex-

ander II., the reigning pope, lor embracing
William's quarrel, that he alone had made
him umpire of the dispute between hiin

and Harold
;
but there were other advan-

tages which that pontiff foresaw must
result from the conquest of England. That

kingdom maintained still a considerable

independence in its ecclesiastical adminis-

tration
; and it had hitherto proved in-

accessible to those exorbitant claims which

supported the grandeur of the papacy.
Alexander therefore hoped that the French

and Norman barons, if successl'ul, might

import into that country a more devoted

reverence to the holy see, and bring the

English churches to a nearer conformity
with those of the continent. He declared

in favour of William's claim
; pronounced

Harold a perjured usurper ;
denounced

excommunication against him and his

adherents ; and, the more to encourage the

duke of Normandy in his enterprise, he

sent him a consecrated banner, and a ring
with one of St. Peter's hairs in it. Thus
were all the ambition and violence of that

in^'asion covered over safely with the broad

mantle of reHgion.
The greatest difficulty which William

had to encounter in his preparations arose

from his own subjects in Normandy. The
states of the duchy were assembled at Lisle-

^':iilt.s liie

s;.;.:".rt of

Kuiiie.

Pope Alex.
aii'ler U.,
tl''-'l ires for

William.

f Among the eminent chiefs who aspired to share

the dangers and the glory of this great adventure,

William de Poictiers, well known to modern readers

by the excellent edition of his " Vie de Guillaume

le Conquerant," prepared by the celebrated states-

man and mirdstcr of Louis Philippe, M. GuiLot ;

Robert, Count of Mortain : Robert, Count of Eu ;

Richard, Count of Evrcux
; Rigger de Beaumont, Roger

de Montgomery; William Fitz-Osborne, and Hugo
the Viscount.—Ed.
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bonne ; and, supplies being demanded for

the intended enterprise, there appeared a

reluctance in many members, both to grant
sums so much beyond the common measure

of taxes in that age, and to set a precedent
of performing their military service at a

distance from their own country. The

duke, finding it dangerous to solicit them
in a body, conferred separately with the

richest individuals in the province ;
and

gradually engaged all of them to advance

the sums demanded.* The count of Lon-

srueville seconded him in this nesrociation ;

as did the count of Montaigne, Odo, bishop
of Baieux, and especially William Fitz-

Osborne, count of Breteuil, and constable

of the duchy. Every person, when he

himself was once engaged, endeavoured to

bring over others
;

and at last the states

themselves voted that they would assist

their prince to the utmost in his intended

enterprise.

William had now assembled a fleet of

three thousand vessels, great and small,

and had selected an army of sixty thousand

men. The camp bore a splendid yet a

martial appearance, from the discipline of

the men, the beauty and vigour of the

horses, and the lustre of the arms
; but,

above all, from the high names of nobility
who engaged under the banners of the duke
of Normandy. The most celebrated were

Eustace, count of Bologne, Aiineri de

Thouars, Hugh d'Estaples, William d'Ev-

reux, Geoffrey de Rotrou, Roger de Beau-

mont, WilUara de Warenne, Roger de

Montgomery, Hugh de Grantmesnil,
Charles Martel, and Geoffrey Giflard. To

* The Chronicle of Normandy gives a detailed ac-

count of the resistance made to William's views by
the states of Normandy. It was strongly urged by
its leading members, that they had no right to aid

him in any expedition beyond the seas. "William

Fitz-Osborne, the seneschal of Normandy, recommend-
ed the malcontents, both as a matter of policy and

duty, to support their duke. They however sub-

scribed but sparingly ;
and thought it prudent to

instruct Fitz-Osborne, who knew their means, to ex-

cuse to William the smallncss of their contributions.

It was deemed prudent on their part to accompany
him when he waited on the duke. This precaution
was justified in the sequel, for Fitz-Osborne having
eulogized the loyal zeal of those he represented, con-

tinued as follows,
" Would you believe it, my lord,

they are anxious to do more ; they are as anxious to

serve you beyond sea as on this side of it. Proceed

these bold chieftains William held up the

spoils of England as the prize of their

valour ; and, pointing to the opposite shore,

called to them, that there was the field on

which they must erect trophies to their

name, and fix their establishments.

While he was making these mighty pre-

parations, the duke, that he might increase

the number of Harold's enemies, excited

the inveterate rancour of Tosti ; and en-

couraged him, in concert with Harold

Halfager, king of Norway, to infest the

coasts of England. Tosti, having collected

about sixty vessels in the ports of Flanders,

put to sea, and sailed to Northumberland,
and was there joined by Halfager, who came
over with a great armament of three hun-

dred sail. The combined fleets entered the

Humber, and disembarked the troops ;

when Morcar, earl of Northumberland, and

Edward, earl of Mercia, the king's brother-

in-law, having hastily collected some forces,

ventured to give them battle. The action

ended in the defeat and flight of these two

noblemen.

Harold, informed of this defeat, hastened

with an army to the protection of his people.
This prince, though he was not sensible of

the full extent of his danger, gave so many
proofs of an equitable and prudent adminis-

tration, that the English found no reason

to repent the choice which they had made
of a sovereign. They flocked from all

quarters to join his standard
;
and as soon

as he reached the enemy at Standford he

found himself in a condition to sjive them
battle. The action was bloody ; but the

victory was decisive on the side of Harold

then in your designs, and spare for nothing. He
who as yet has furnished only two mounted soldiers

is ready to double his contribution." The astonished

assembly here interrupted the speaker with exclama-

tions of "
No, no

;
we never authorized you so to

speak ;
we never promised anything of the kind. Let

the duke stay here, and we will render him the ser.

vices which are his due. We are not bound to assist

him in conquering the dominions of another prince.
If we once consent to this, it will form a dangerous

precedent, and be hereafter claimed as a right ; and
a future sovereign may prove a hard task-master to

our children. This we declare shall never be."

Neither Fitz-Osborne nor William himself could still

the tumult thus created ; and in this disposition the

assembly broke up." The point was eventually car-

ried by the means stated in the text.—Ed.

Tosti exci-

ted to make
a descent on

|

England. ;
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and ended in the total rout ot" the Norwe-

gians, together with the death of Tosti and

llah'ager.* Even the Norwegian tieet tell

into the hands of Harold ; who had the

generosity to give prince Olave, the son of

Hallager, his liberty, and allow him to de-

part with twenty vessels. But he had

scarcely time to rejoice for this victory,
when he received intelligence that the duke
of Normandy was landed with a great ai"my
in the south of England.
The Norman tieet and army had been

assembled, early in the summer, at the

mouth of the small river Dive, and all the

troops had been instantly embarked ; but

the winds proved long contrary, and de-

tained them in that harbour. The eiood

discipline miuntained bad prevented any
disorder

;
when at last the wind became

favourable, and enabled them to sail along
the coast till they reached St. Valori.

There were, however, several vessels lost in

this short passage ; and, as the wind again

proved contraiy, the army began to imagine
tiiat heaven had declared against them.

These bold warriors, who despised real

* Of this battle, some very interesting particulars
have been handed down to us.

'• Before it com-
menced, twenty Saxon horsemen, clad, both men and

horse, in steel, rode up to the Norwegian lines, and
one of them called aloud,

" "Where is Tosti, the son

of Godwin ?
"' " He is here,'' replied Tosti himself.

•
If thou art he," proceeded the Saxon,

"
thy brother

bids me salute thee. He offers thee peace, friend-

ship, and a restoration to thy ancient honours."
These are fair terms," was the reply,

" and very
different, it must be owned, from the injuries with
which for the last year he has loaded me. But should
I accept his offer, what will be gi-anted to Harold,
the son of Sigurd, my noble ally :''

'• He shall have,"
the messenger answered. " seven feet of EngUsh
earth, or a trifle more, for his height exceeds the

common run of men." "Go back then to my brother,
'

said Tosti,
" and bid him prepare for battle. It shall

never be said the son of Godwin has betrayed the son
of Sigurd." Upon this the battle began ;

and almost
at the first shock, the Norwegian king received an
arrow in his throat, which killed him on the spot.
Tosti then took the command of the troops ;

and his

brother Harold a second time sent to offer him and
his Norwegian allies life and pardon ; but all ex-

claimed they would rather die than be under any
obligation to the Saxon. It was at this moment that

the soldiers who had been on board the fleet came up,
in full armour, but worn out with their long march
under a burning sun. Though strong in niunbers,

they could not sustain the shock of the English, who
ihad already broken the first line, and seized the royal
Istandard. Tosti was slain, and along with him most

dangers, were very subject to the dread of

imaginary ones ; and many of them began
to mutiny, some of them even to desert

their colours
; when the duke ordered a

procession to be made with the relicjues of

St. \ alori, and i)rayers to be said for more
favourable weather.} The wind instantly

changed ; and, as this incident happened
on the eve of the feast of St. .Michael, the

tutelar saint of Normandy, the soldiers,

fancying they saw the hand of Heaven in

all these concurring circumstances, set out

with the greatest alacrity. They met with

no opposition on their passage. A great
tieet, which Harold had assembled, and
whichhad cruised all the summeroft'the Isle

of Wight, had been dismissed, on his re-

ceiving false inteUigence that William had
laid aside his preparations. The Norman
armament arrived, without any material

loss, at Pevensey in Sussex
;
and the army

disembarked. The duke, as he leaped on

shore, happened to stumble and fall
;

but

had the presence of mind, it is said, to turn

the omen to his advantage, bv calling aloud

that he had taken possession of the country.

The winds

prove con-

trary.

The super-
stition of

the soldiers

worked

uiioiu

William
arrivf.s on
hp cn.ist of

Sussex.

of the Norwegian chiefs. For the third time Harold

offered peace to the vanquished, which was then ac-

cepted."
—

Thierry. Snorro adds some striking facts.

The Norwegian king ha\ing asked of Tosti who it

was that addressed hira from the Saxon lines before

the battle, was told "
It was my brother, king Harold."

" Had I known hira," replied the Norwegian,
" he at

least should never have returned to tell of our defeat.'
" He behaved rashly," said Tosti,

" for so great a

prince, to venture so near, for there was some chance

that what you mention might have happened ;
but 1

knew that he came to offer me peace, and an ample

territory ;
and in such a casci I should liave preferred

being slain by him rather than that he should have fal-

len by my hand." '" He is a little man, but he stood

firmly in his stirrups," was the cool reply of the Nor-

wegian king.
—

Heimskringla.
—Ed.

t William, at this critical moment, displayed all the

accomplishments of a great commander. " He sub-

dued adversity by prudence, and. concealing as far as

he cotdd the death of those who had perished
the waves, gave orders to bury them 'vit'u secresy,
and in the mean time comforted his men by daily in

creasing their rations. Then it was that, by various

remonstrances, he consoled the drooping and re-

animated the feeble ; and, arming himself with holy

prayers, that it wotdd please heaven to change the

adverse wmds into favourable breezes, he caused

the body of St. Valori, the beloved of God, to be

carried out of the church, followed in procession by
all whose duty it was to assist in this act of Christian

hiunility. At length the fair wind so much wished

for arose,"—Guiltaume de Poictiers.—Ed.
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And a soldier, running to a neighbouring

cottage, plucked some thatch, which, as if

giving him seizine of the kingdom, he pre-
sented to his general.

* The joy and alacrity

of William and his whole army was so

great, that they were nowise discouraged,
even when they heard of Harold's great

victory over the Norwegians : they seemed

rather to wait with impatience the arrival

of the enemjr.
The victory of Harold, though great and

honourable, may be regarded as the im-

mediate cause of his ruin. He lost many
of his bravest officers and soldiers in the

action
;
and he disgiisted the rest by refus-

ing to distribute the Norwegian spoils

among them. He hastened, by quick
marches, to reach this new invader

; but,

though he was re-inforced at London and
other places, he found himself also weaken-

ed by the desertion of his old soldiers, who
from fatigue and discontent secretly with-

drew from their colours. His brother

Gurth, a man of bravery and conduct,

began to entertain apprehensions of the

event ; and remonstrated with the king, that

it would be better policj' to prolong the war.

He urged that the desperate situation of the

duke ol" Normandy made it requisite for that

prince to bring matters to a speedy decision,

and put his whole fortune on the issue of a

battle ; but that the king of England, in

his own country, beloved by his subjects,

provided with every supply, had more

certain, and less dangerous, means of ensu-

ring the victory : that the Norman troops,
elated on the one hand with the hidiest

* " The duke leaping, all armed as he was, from
the boat, his foot sunk, and sli])ped on the wet sand,
and lie fell his whole length on the beach. The
soldiers raised a cry

" that it was an evil omen."
Not so, by the splendour of God !

"
exclaimed

William, as he rose,
" do you not see that I have

taken possession of the land without challenge ?

Soon, as you will see, it shall all be mine.'' One of

his men ran to a little hamlet hard by, from the soil

round which he took two handfuls of earth, and,

coming to the duke, he knelt and said,
" My lord, I

here give you seizine of the kingdom ;
it is yours."

"
I accept it," William replied,

" and may God

preserve it to me and mine."—Roman de Ron. Orders

were then given to construct a fortified camp. The
fall, deemed so fortunate, was a very common occur-

rence in those ages. The same accident happened to

William's ancestor, Rollo, when he landed in Nor-

mandy, a hundred and seventy years before.—Ed.
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hopes, and seeing on the other no resource

in case of a discomfiture, would tight to

the last extremity , and, being the tlower

of all the warriors of the continent, must
be regarded as formidable to the English ;

that, if their first lire, which is always the

most dangerous, were allowed to languish
for want of action ; if they were harassed

with small skirmishes, straitened in proxT-

sions, and fatigued with the bad weather

and deep roads during the winter season,

which was approaching, they must fall an

easy prey to their enemy : that, if a general
action were delayed, the English, sensible

of the imminent danger to which their

properties, as well as liberties, were exposed,
would hasten from all quarters to his assist-

ance : that, at least, if he thought it neces-

sary to hazard a battle, he ought not to

expose his own person ;
and that, havinjr

once been so unfortimate as to be con-

strained to swear, and that upon the holv

rehques, to support the pretensions of the

duke of Normandy, it were better that the

command of the army should be intrusted

to another
; who, not being bound by those

sacred ties, might give the soldiers more
assured hopes of a prosperous issue to the

cotnbat.

Harold was deaf to all these remon-

strances : elated with his past prosperity,
as well as stimulated by his native courage,
he resolved to give battle in person ;

and

for that purpose he drew near to the

Normans, who had removed their camp
and fleet

confident

to Hastings.t
of success, that

He was so

he sent a mes

f From London, Harold had dispatched seven hun
dred ships to cut off William's retreat. Marching
southward, the forces he expected from the north did

not answer his call with the promptitude he could

have wished
; but from the west, and other parts,

they collected so fiist round his standard, that a

Norman spy, in communication with the duke, re-

commended him to
" be on his guard, for in four

days the son of Godwin would be at the head of a

hundred thousand men." To a delay of four days,

however, the impetuous Harold could not be recon-

ciled
;
but he anticipated no easy victory from the

intelligence he had received from his own spies,
" that

the Norman camp contained more priests than sol-

diers," for he remarked to the bringers of it, that

those mistaken for priests would prove to be brave

knights and valiant soldiers, though they had neither

mustachios nor beards like the Saxons. It is from

the Roman de Ron that we derive this description of
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saire to the duke, promising him a sum of

money it' he would depart the kingdom ;

without ettusion ol' blood ; but his offer I

was rejected witli disdain : and William,
|

not to be beliind with his enemy in vaunting,
sent him a message by some monks,

requiring him to resi;j;n the kingdom, to

hold it of him in fealty, to submit their

cause to the arbitration of the pope, or to

fight him in single combat.* Harold

replied tliat the God of battles would soon

be the arbiter of all their differences.

The English and Normans now prepared
for this imj)ortant decision

;
but the aspect

of things, on the nii^ht before the battle,

was very different in the two camps. The

English spent the time in riot, and jollity,

and disorder ; the Normans in silence, and
in j)rayer, and in the other functions of

their religion.f On the morning the duke
called together the most considerable of

his commanders, and made them a speech
suitable to the occasion.; He represented
to them that the event which they and he

had long wished for was approaching ;
the

whole fortune of the war now depended on
their swords, and would be decided in a

single action : if their martial and veteran

bands could once break those raw soldiers

who had rashly dared to approach them,

they conquered a kingdom at one blow,
and were justly entitled to all its possessions
as the reward of their prosperous valour :

that, on the contrary, if they remitted in

the least their wonted prowess, an enraged

enemy hung upon their rear, the sea met
them in their retreat, and an iirnominious

the English and Norman warriors, and it is borne out

by some of the representations in that most grotesque
relic of antiquity, the Baycux tapestry, said to have
been worked under the eye of Matilda, consort to

William, to commemorate the incidents of his expe-
dition. That tapestry ha.s been too often brought
before the public to require description here.—Ed.
* The bearer of this final proposition was a monk

named Hugh de Margot. On its rejection,
" Then

hear. Harold," he solemnly exclaimed, in a loud voice :

"
my master's last message. I am commanded to teU

thee that thou art a perjured and a lying man
;
and

that thou, as well as all who shall take part with

thee, are excommunicated by the pope ;
and that he

is, at this moment, actually in possession of the buU."

t When morning broke in the Norman camp, the

bishop of Bayeux, clothed in a steel hauberk, which
he wore beneath his rochet, celebrated mass and
blessed the troops : he then mounted a superb white

VOL. I. Y

death was the certain punishment of their

cowardice : that the connnander of the

enemy, by his criminal conduct, had given
him just cause to hope for the favour of

the Almighty, in whose hands alone lay
the event of wars and battles : and that a

perjured usurper, anathematized by the

sovereign ))ontiff, and conscious of his own
breach of faith, would be struck with

terror on their appearance, and would

prognosticate to himself that fate which
his multiplied crimes had merited. The
duke next divided his army into three

lines : the first, led by JNIontgomerv, con-

sisted of archers and light-armed infantry :

the second, by Martel, was composed ot

his bravest battalions, heavy armed, and

ranged in close order: his cavalry, at whose
head he placed himself, formed t!ie third

line
;

and were so disposed that they
stretched beyond the infantry, and flanked

each wing of the army. He ordered the

signal of battle to be given ; and the whole

army, moving at once, and singing the

hymn or song of Roland, the famous peer
of Charlemagne, advanced in order and

v\ith alacrity towards the enemy.
Harold had seized the advantage of a

rising ground ; and, having likewise drawTi

some trenches to secure his flanks, lie

resolved to stand upon the defensive, and

to avoid all action with the cavalry, in

which he was inferior. The Kentish men
were placed in the van, a post which they
had always claimed as their due ; the

Londoners guarded the standard ;
and the

king himself, accompanied by his two

horse, and. with his lance in his hand, placed himself

at the head of a squadron of cavalry.
—

Thierry. Many
of William's followers acted the double part of

priests and soldiers.—Ed.

X The duke rode a Spanish horse, with which a

rich Norman had presented him on his return from a

pilgrimage to the shrine of St. Jago in Galicia. He
wore suspended from his neck the most holy of the

relics upon which Harold had sworn
;
and a youn

Norman called Tonstain-le-Blanc carried by his side

the standard which had been blessed by the pope.
—

Thierry. In his speecli William took care to touch

on every topic that could exasperate and encourage
his men. His opening sentence was well calculy

to excite emotion in such an army, engaged in s

an enterprise :
" Take care that you fight well an(

the death ;
if the day is ours it will make fortv

for us all."—Ed.
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valiant brothers Gurth and Leofwin, dis-

mounting;, placed himself at the head of

his infantry, and expressed his resolution

to conquer, or to perish in the action.

The first attack of the Normans was des-

perate, but was received ftith equal valour

by the English ; and, after a lurious com-

bat, which remained long undecided, the

former, overcome by the difficulty of the

ground, and hard pressed by the enemy,
began first to relax their vigour, then to

retreat
;

and confusion was spreading

among the ranks when \Yilliam, who
found himself on the brink of destruction,

hastened with a select band to the relief of

his dismayed forces.* The English were

obhged to retire with loss
;
and the duke,

ordering his second Hne to advance, re-

newed the attack with fresli forces and

with redoubled courage. Finding that the

enemy still made a vigorous resistance,

he tried a stratagem, which was very
delicate in its management, but which
seemed adviseable in his desperate situ-

ation. He commanded his troops to

make a hasty retreat, and to allure the

enemy from their ground by the appearance
of flight. The artifice succeeded against
those unexperienced soldiers ; who, heated

by the action, precipitately followed the

Normans into the plain. William gave
orders that at once the infantry should

face upon their pursuers, and the cavalry
make an assault upon their wings, and both

of them pursue the advantage which the

surprise and terror of the enemy must

give them in that critical and decisive

moment. The Enghsh were repulsed with

* He was really
" on the brink of destruction,"

" a panic terror seemed to seize the foreign army : a

report arose that the duke had fallen
;
and a flight

commenced which must soon have been fatal, had not

William desperately thrown himself before the fugi-

tives, entreating, threatening, and even striking them
with his lance, till he compelled them to stop,

' Be-

hold me, my fi-iends,' he cried, taking off" his helmet,
'
I still live, and, by the help of God, I shall be

victorious ;' upon this the men-at-arms renewed the

attack."—Conquete de VAngleterre par les Normands-—
Ed.

f The battle of Hastings was fought on Saturday,
the 14th of October, 1066. Within the space of one

week Harold appears to have marched from place to

place, wherever his presence seemed desirable, with

astonishing rapidity ; and in that week to have ex-

perienced the extreme vicissitudes of fortune ; of

86

great slaughter, and driven back to the

hill
; where, being ralHed by the bravery

of Harold, they were able, notwithstanding
their loss, to maintain the post and continue

the combat. The duke tried the same

stratagem a second time with the same
success ; but, he still found a great body
of the English, who, maintaining themselves

in firm array, seemed determined to cUs-

pute the victory to the last extremity.
He ordered his heavy-armed infantry to

make an assault upon them, while his

archers, placed behind, should gall the

enemy. By this disposition he at last

prevailed : Harold was slain by an arrow
while he was combatting with great bravery
at the head of his men ; his two brothers

shared the same fate
;

and the English,

discouraged by the fall of those princes,

gave ground on all sides, and were pur-
sued with great slaughter by the victorious

Normans. A few troops, however, of the

vanquished had stiU the courage to turn

upon their pursuers ; and, attacking them
in deep and miry ground, obtained some

revenge for the slaughter and dishonour of

the day. But the appearance of the duke

obliged them to seek their safety by flight ;

and darkness saved them from any farther

pursuit by the enemy.
Thus was gained by William, duke of

Normandy, the great and decisive factory
of Hastings, after a battle which was fought
from morning till sunset, and which seemed

worthy, by the heroic valour displayed by
both armies, and by both commanders, to

decide the fate of a mighty kingdom.f
WilUam had three horses killed under him

;

They tnm
iipnn their

pursuers.

joy and sorrow ; of victory, defeat and death. At
the time of William's landing on the Sussex coast.
" the said King Harold was then in the North against
another sort of Normannes, for they were people of

Norway, of which nation and cotmtrey these that

now came out of France were sometime descended.

And some authors do seem to bee of opinion that it

was a plot layd between the King of Norway and the

Duke of Normandie that both at one tyme should

set upon England. Howsoever it were, certain it is

that against both of them King Harold had not lyke

fortune, for in the north parte of England the Nor

wegians or Normannes were overthro\vn, and their

king, Harold Harfager, with his (the Enghsh Harold's)
brother Tosto, slaine in battail, which, (as Megissier
the Norman -n-riteth, was fought tlie seventh oi

October, in the yeare of our Lord 1066). But in the

south, whereunto King Harold hastening, beeing both

The English
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and there tell near litleeu thousand men
on the side of the Normans. The loss was

more considerable on that of the vanquished,
besides the death of the kin^; and his two

brothers. The dead body of Harold was

brought to William, and was generously
restored without ransom to his mother.*

The Norman army left not the tield with-

out 2;iving thanks to Heaven in the most

solemn manner for their Anctoiy ;
and the

prince, having refreshed his troops, pre-

pared to luisli to the utmost his advantage
airainst the divided, dismaved, and dis-

comfited, English.
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APPENDIX I.

THE ANGLO-SAXON GOVERN-
.AIENT AND MANNERS.

FIRST SAXON GOVERNMENT. SUCCESSION

OK THE KINGS. THE WITTENAGEMOT.
THE

'

ARISTOCRACY. THE SEVERAL
ORDERS OF MEN. COURTS OF JUSTICE.

CRIMINAL LAW. RULES OF PROOF.

MILITARY FORCE. PUBLIC REVENUE.
VALUE OF MONEY. MANNERS.

The government of the Germans, and
that of all the northern nations, wlio

estabUshed themselves on the ruins of

Rome, was always extremely free
; and

those fierce people, accustomed to inde-

pendence and inured to arms, were more

guided by persuasion than authority in the

submission which they paid to their princes.
The military despotism which had taken

place in the Roman empire, and w^hich,

previously to the irruption of those con-

querors, had sunk the genius of men, and

destroyed every noble principle of science

weeried and b'.oodie, (for that it seemeth to have
bin but seven dayes after the other aforesaid battail)

encountering vnth Duke William and the Normannes
of France, his forces were ovcrthro^^^l and himself
slain.

' —
Verstegan.

* The mothers, the ^vives, and the children of those

soldiers who had willingly marched from the adjoining
neighbourliood to die with the monarch of their

choice, now hurried, pale and trembhng, to the field,

to claim and carry away the dead bodies which had
been stripped and plundered by the enemy. Two
monks of the monastery of Waltham, which had
been founded by the Saxon king, came humbly to

the diike, and requested the dead body of Harold,

and virtue, was unable to resist the vigo-
rous efforts of a free people ;

and Europe,
as from a new epoch, rekindled her ancient

spirit, and shooU off the base servitude to

arbitrary will and authority under which
she had so long laboured. The free con-
stitutions then establisjied, however im-

paired by the encroaciuuents of succeeding
princes, still preserve an air of independence
and legal administration, which distinguish
the European nations

; and, if that i)art of

the globe maintain sentiments of liberty,

honour, equity and valour, superior to the

rest of mankind, it owes these advantages
chiefly to seeds implanted by those generous
barbarians.

FIRST SAXON GOVERNMENT.
The Saxons, who subdued Britain, as they

enjoyed great liberty in their own country

obstinately retained that invaluable pos-
session in their new settlement. The
chieftains, (for such they were more pro

perly than kings or princes) who command-
ed them in those military expeditions, still

possessed a very limited authority ; and,
as the Saxons exterminated, rather than

subdued, the ancient inhabitants, they
were indeed transplanted into a new

territory, but preserved unaltered all their

civil and military institutions. The lan-

guage was pure Saxon ; even the names of

places, which often remain while the

tongue entirely changes, were almost all

affixed by the conquerors ; the manners
and customs were wholly German ; and
the same picture of a fierce and bold

liberty, which is drawn by the masterly

pencil of Tacitus, will suit those founders

of the English government. The king, so

far from being invested with arbitrary

offering ten marks of gold for permission to pay their

last duties to their benefactor. Leave was given
them, and they repaired to the spot ; but, amid the

heaps of slain, found it impossible to distinguish the

body they sought for. Despairing of success, they
addressed themselves to a beautiful woman whom
Harold had loved before he was king, and besought
her to accompany and assist them in a second search.

The name of this fair one was Edith Swanesbals, (the
swan-necked Edith) ; she consented to the mournful
errand

;
and affection, more quick-sighted than either

friendship or devotion, soon led to the mangled and

bloody corpse of her lover.—Thierry.
—Ed.
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power, was only considered as the first

among the citizens
;

his authority depended
more on his personal quahties than on his

station ; he was even so far on a level with

the people, that a stated price was fixed

for his head, and a legal fine was levied

upon his murderer
; which, though pro-

portionate to his station, and superior to

that paid for the fife of a subject, was a

sensible mark of his subordination to the

community.

SUCCESSION OF THE KINGS.

It is easy to imagine that an independent

people, so little restrained by law and cul-

tivated by science, would not be very strict

in maintaining a regular succession of their

princes. If any king left a son of an age
and capacity fit for government, the young
prince naturally stepped into the throne

;

if he was a minor, his uncle, or the next

prince of the blood, was promoted to the

government, and left the sceptre to his

posterity. Any sovereign, by taking pre-
vious measures with the leading men, had
it greatly in his power to appoint his suc-

cessor. All these changes, and indeed the

ordinary administration of government,
required the express concurrence, or at

least the tacit acquiescence, of the people ;

but possession, however obtained, was ex-

tremely apt to secure their obedience
; and

the idea of any right, which was once exclu-

ded, was but feeble and imperiect. The
idea of an hereditary succession is so natural

to men, and is so fortified by the usual rule

in transmitting private possessions, that it

must retain a great influence on every

society which does not exclude it by the

refinements of a republican constitution.

But as there is a material difference between

government and private possessions, and

every man is not as much qualified for ex-

ercising the one as for enjoying the other,
a people, who are not sensible of the general

advantages attending a fixed rule, are apt
to make great leaps in the succession, and

frequently to pass over the person who,
had he possessed the requisite years and

abilities, would have been thought entitled

to the sovereignty. Thus these monarchies
are not, strictly speaking, either elective or

hereditary. The states, by their suffrage,

may sometimes establish a sovereign ;
but

they more frequently recognise the person
whom they find established. A few great
men take the lead

; the people, overawed

and influenced, acquiesce in the govern-
ment ;

and the reigning prince, provided
he be of the royal family, passes undis-

putedly for the legal sovereign.

THE WITTENAGEMOT.

It is confessed that our knowledge of the

Anglo-Saxon histoiy and antiquities is too

imperfect to aflbrd us means of determi-

ning with certainty all the prerogatives
of the crown and privileges of the people
It is probable also that the constitution

might be somewhat different in the different

kingdoms of the Heptarchy ;
and that it

changed considerably during the course of

six centuries, which elapsed from the first

invasion of the Saxons till the Norman

conj[uest. It only appears that at all times

and in all the kingdoms, there was a national

council, called a Wittenagemot, or assembly
of the wise men (for that is the import of

the term,) whose consent was requisite for

enacting laws, and for ratifying the chief

acts of public administration. The pre-

ambles to all the laws of Ethelbert, Ina

Alfred, Edward the Elder, Athelstan, Ed-

mond, Edgar, Ethelred, and Edward the

Confessor
;
even those to the laws of Can.

ute, though a kind of conqueror ; put this

matter beyond controversy, and carry proofs

every where of a limited and legal govern-
ment. But who were the constituent

members of this Wittenagemot has not been

determined with certainty by antiquaries.
It is agreed that the bishops and abbots

were an essential part ;
and it it also evident,

from the tenor of those ancient laws, that

the Wittenagemot enacted statutes which

regulated the ecclesiastical as well as civil

government, and that those dangerous

principles, by which the church is totally

severed from the state, were hitherto un-

known to the Anglo-Saxons. It also ap-

pears that the aldermen, or governors of

counties, who after the Danish times were

often called earls, were admitted into this

council, and gave their consent to the pub-

'I
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lie statutes. But, besides the prelates and

aldermen, there is also mention of the wites,

or \\'ise men, as a component part of the

Wittenageniot ;
but who these were is not

so clearly ascertained by the laws or the

listory of that period. Our monarchical

faction maintained that these wites, or

sapients, were the judges, or men learned

in the law
; the popular faction assert them

to be representatives of the boroughs, or

what we now call the commons.
The expressions employed by all ancient

historians, in mentioning the Wittenagemot,
seem to contradict the latter supposition.
The members are almost always called the

principes, satrapa?, optimates, magnates,

proceres ;

* terms which seem to suppose
an aristocracy, and to exclude the commons.
The boroughs also, from the low state of

commerce, were so small and so poor, and

the inhabitants lived in such dependance
on the great men, that it seems nowise

probable they would be admitted as a part
of the national councils. The commons
are well known to have had no share in

the governments established by the Franks,

Burgundians, and other northern nations
;

and we may conclude that the Saxons,
who remained longer barbarous and un-

civiMzed than those tribes, would never

think of conierring such an extraordinary

pri\-ilege on trade and industry. The

militar}' profession alone was honourable

among all those conquerors ;
the warriors

subsisted by their possessions in land
;

they became considerable by their influence

over their vassals, retainers, tenants and
slaves

;
and it requires strong proof to

connnce us that they would admit any, of

a rank so much inferior as the burgesses,
to share with them in the legislative

authority. Tacitus indeed affirms that,

among the ancient Germans, the consent

of all the members of the conmiunity was

* It has been stated that forty hides of land were

necessary to qualify an indi^-idual to take his seat

among the proceres in the Wittenagemot. In the

reign of Edward the Confessor, the brother of an

abbot, who aspired to the hand of a lady, was denied
her consent, till he could prove himself in possession
of that extent of land, as less would not qualify him
to rank with the nobUity.

—Ed.

t In the Wittenagemot, however, it has been sup-
posed by those whose authority is not beneath notice,

VOL. I. Z

required in every inij)ortant deliberation
;

but he speaks not of representatives : and
this ancient practice, mentioned by the

Roman historian, could only have place in

small tribes, where every citizen might,
without inconvenience, be assembled upon
any extraordinary emergency.f After prin-

cipalities became extensive
;

after the dif-

ference of property hud formed distinctions

more important than those which arose from

personal strength and valour
;

the national

assemblies must have been composed only
of the more considerable citizens.

But though we nmst exclude the bur-

gesses, or commons, from the Saxon

Wittenagemot, there is some necessity for

supposing that this assembly consisted of

other members than the prelates, abbots,

aldermen, and the judges, or pri^•y council.

For, as all these, excepting some of the

ecclesiastics, were anciently appointed by
the king, had there been no other legis-
lative authority, the royal power had been
in a great measure absolute. We may
therefore conclude that the more consider-

able propi'ietors of land were, without any
election, constituent members of the

national assembly. There is reason to

think that forty hides, or between four and
five thousand acres, was the estate requisite
for entitUng the possessor to this honour-
able privilege. We tind a passage in an
ancient author, by which it appears that a

person of veiy noble birth, even one allied

to the crown, was not esteemed a princeps
(the term usually employed by ancient

historians when the Wittenagemot is men-

tioned) tiU he had acquired a fortune ot

that amount. The landed property of

England was probably in a few hands

during the Saxon times, at least during
the latter period ; and, as men had hardly

any ambition to attend those public councils,
there was no danger of the assembly's

Nation.lI

assenibiice

composed of
the princi-

pal citizens.

that the commons took part in the proceedings. Sir

John Fortescue Aland, celebrated for his skill in the

Saxon language, says, in his preface to tho book of

Chancellor Fortesque, on the difference butween an
absolute and limited monarchy,

" whoever carefully
and faithfully reads the Saxon laws, and the prefaces
or preambles to them, will find that the ccmmons of

England always, in tlie Saxon times, made part of

that august assembly." Forty hides comprehended
between four and five thousand acres.—Ed.
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THE ARISTOCRACY.

It is certain that, whatever we may deter-

mine concerning the constituent members
of the Wittenagemot, in whom, v,^th the

king, the legislature resided, the Anglo-
Saxon government, in the period preceding
theNorman conquest, was become extremely
aristocratical

;
the royal authority was very

limited ; the people, even if admitted to

that assembly, were of Little or no conside-

ration. We have hints given us in histo-

rians of the great power and riches of

particular noblemen ; and it could not but

happen, after the abolition of the Heptarchy,
when the king lived at a distance from the

provinces, that those great proprietors,
who resided on their estates, would much

augment their authority over all the inhabi-

tants of the neighbourhood. Hence the

immeasurable power assumed by Harold,

Godwin, Leofric, Siward, Morcar, Edwin,

Edric, and All'red ; who controlled the

authority of the kings, and rendered them-

selves quite necessary in the government.
The two latter, though detested by the

people on account of their joining a foreign

enemy, still preserved their power and in-

fluence
; and we may therefore conclude

that their authority was founded, not on

popularity, but on family rights and posses-
sions. There is one Athelstan mentioned

in the reign of the king of that name who
is called alderman of all England, and is

said to be half king ; though the monarch
himself was a prince of valour and abilities.

And we find that in the latter Saxon times,

and in these alone, the great offices went
from father to son, and became in a man-
ner hereditary in the families.

The circumstances attending the in-

vasions of the Danes would also serve

much to increase the power of the principal

nobility. Those freebooters made unex-

pected inroads ; and there was a necessity
that each county should resist them by its

own force, and under the conduct of its

own nobility and its own magistrates. For

the same reason that a general war, managed
90

hy the united efforts of the whole state,

commonly augments the power of the

crown, those private wars and inroads

turned to the advantage of the aldermen
and nobles.

Among that mihtary and turbulent peo-

ple, so averse to commerce and the arts,

and so little inured to industiy, justice was

commonly very ill administered, and great

oppression and violence seem to have pre-
vailed. These disorders would be increased

by the exorbitant power of the aristocracy;
and would, in their turn, contribute to

increase it. Men, not daring to rely on
the guardianship of the laws, were obliged
to devote themselves to the service of some
chieftain, whose orders they followed

;
and

who afforded them, in return, protection
from any insult or injustice by strangers.
Hence we find, by the extracts which Dr.

Brady has given us from Domesday, that

almost all the inhabitants, even of towns,
had placed themselves under the clientship
of some particular nobleman, whose patron-

age they purchased by annual payments
and whom they were obHged to consider as

their sovereign, more than the king himself,
or even the legislature. A client, though
a freeman, was supposed so much to belong
to his patron, that his murderer was obliged

by law to pay a fine to the latter, as a

compensation for his loss ; in like manner
as he paid a fine to the master for the mur
der of his slave. Men who were of a more
considerable rank, but not powerful enough
each to support himself by his own inde-

pendent authority, entered into formal

confederacies with each other, and composed
a kind of separate community. Dr. Hickes
has preserved a curious Saxon bond of this

kind, which he calls a Sodalitium, and
which contains many particulars character-

istical of the manners and customs of the

times. All the associates are there said to

be gentlemen of Cambridgeshire ; and

they swear before the holy rehques to be

faithful to each other. They promise to

bury any of the associates who dies in

whatever place he had appointed ;
to con-

tribute to his funeral charges, and to attend

at his interment
;
and whoever is wanting

in this last duty binds himself to pay a

measure of honey. Wlien any of the asso-
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ciates is in danji;er, and calls for the assist-
j

ance of his fellows, they promise, besides

Hying to his succour, to give information
j

to the sheriff; and, if he be negligent in
[

protecting the person, they engage to levy
j

a fine of one pound upon him. If the I

president of the society himself be wanting ;

in this particular, he binds himself to pay !

one pound ; unless he has the reasonable

excuse of sickness, or of duty to his su-

perior. When any of the associates is

murdered they are to exact eight pounds
from the murderer

; and, if he refuse to

pay it, they arc to prosecute him for the

sum at their joint expense. If any one of

the associates, who happened to be poor,
kill a man, the society are to contribute,

by a certain proportion, to pay his fine : a

mark a-piece if the fine be seven hundred

shillings ;
less if the person killed be a

clown or ceorle
; the half of that sum again

if he be a Welshman. But where any of

the associates kills a man wilfully, and
without provocation, he must himself pay
the fine. If any of the associates kill any
of his fellows in a like criminal manner,
besides paj-ing the usual fine to the relations

of the deceased, he must pay eight pounds
to the society, or renounce the benefit of

it : in which case they bind themselves,
under the penalty of one pound, never to

eat or drink with him, except in the pre-
sence of the king, bishop, or alderman.
There are other regulations to protect
themselves and their servants from all inju-

ries, to revenge such as are committed,
and to prevent their gi\4ng abusive languas^e
to each other

;
and the fine, which they

engage to pay for tliis last offence, is a

measure of honev.

It is not to be doubted but a confederacy
of this kind must have been a great source
of attachment, when men hved in perpetual

danger from enemies, and received pro-
tection chiefly from their personal valour,
and from the assistance of their friends or

patrons. As animosities were then more
violent, connexions were also more intimate,
whether voluntary or derived from blood

;

the most remote degree of propinquity was

regarded ; an indeUble memorj^ of benefits

'vas presen-ed; severe vengeance was taken
lOi uijuries; and, the civil union being

weak, many private engagements were con-

tracted to jirocure men that safety which
the laws and their own innocence were not

alone able to ensure to them. I

On the whole, notwithstanding the

seeming liberty, or rather licentiousness,
of the Anglo-Saxons, the great body even
of the free citizens, in those ages, really

enjoyed much less true liberty than where
the execution of the laws is most severe.

The reason is derived from the excess itself

of that liberty. Men must guard themselves
at any price against insults and injuries ;

and, where they receive not protection from
the laws and magistrate, they will seek it

by herding in some private confederacy,
w'hich acts under the direction of a power-
ful leader. And thus all anarchy is the

immediate cause of tj'ranny, if not over

the state, at least over many of the indi

viduals.

Security was pronded by tlie Saxon laws

to all members of the Wittenagemot, both

in going and returning, except they were

notorious thieves and robbers.

THE SEVERAL ORDERS OF I\IEN.

The German Saxons, as the other nations

of that continent, were di\nded into three

ranks of men ;
the noble, the free, and the

slaves. This distinction they brought over

with them into Britain.

The nobles were called thanes
;
and were

of two kinds, the king's thanes and lesser

thanes. The latter seem to have been de-

pendent on the former; and to have

received lands, for which they paid rent,

services, or attendance, in peace and war.

We know of no title which raised any one

to the rank of thane, except noble birth

and the possession of land. The former

was always much regarded by all the Ger-

man nations, even in their most barbarous

state. There were no middle ranks of men,

that could gradually mix with their supe-

riors, and insensibly procure to themselves

honour and distinction. If by any extra-

ordinary accident a mean person acquired

riches, a circumstance so singular made

him be known and remarked ;
he became

the object of em^, as well as of indignation,

to all the nobles ;
and he w^ould find it
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impossible to protect himself I'roin oppres-
sion, except by courting the patronage of

some great chieftain, and paying a large

price for his safety.

There are two statutes among the Saxon
laws which seem calculated to confound

those diiferent ranks of men
; that of

Athelstan, by which a merchant, who had
made three long sea voyages on his own
account, was entitled to the quality of

thane
;

and that of the same prince, by
which a ceorle, or husbandman, who had
been able to purchase five hides of land,

and had a chapel, a kitchen, a hall, and a

bell, was raised to the same distinction.

But the opportunities were so few, by
wdiich a merchant or ceorle could thus

exalt himself above his rank, that the law

could never overcome the reigning preju-
dices. Though we are not informed of

any of these circumstances by ancient

historians, we may admit them as a neces-

sary and infallible consequence of the

situation of the kingdom during those

The cities appear by Domesday book to

have been at the conquest little better than

\'illages. York itself, though it was always
the second, at least third, city in England,
and was the capital of a great province
which never was thoroughly united with

the rest, contained then but fourteen hun-
dred and eighteen families. Malmesbury
tells us that the great distinction between
the Anglo-Saxon nobility and the French
or Norman was, that the latter built mag-
nificent and stately castles ; whereas the

former consumed their immense fortunes

in riot and hospitality, and in mean houses.

We may thence infer that the arts in gene-
ral were much less advanced in England
than in France ; a greater number of idle

sen'ants and retainers lived about the great
families

; and, as these, even in France,
were powerful enough to disturb the execu-

tion of the laws, we may judge of the

authority acquired by the aristocracy in

England. When earl Godwin besieged
the Confessor in London, he summoned
from all parts his huscarles, or houseceorles

and retamers, and thereby constrained his

sovereign to accept of the conditions which
he was pleased to impose upon him.

92

The lower rank of freemen were deno
minated ceorles among the Anglo Saxons

;

and, where they were industrious, they
were chiefly employed in husbandry ;

whence a ceorle and a husbandman became
in a manner synonymous terms. They
cultivated the farms of the nobility or

thanes, for which they paid rent
; and they

seem to have been removable at pleasure ;

for there is little mention of leases among
the Anglo-Saxons. The pride of the

nobility, together with the general ign
ranee of writing, must have rendered those

contracts very rare, and must have kept
the husbandmen in a dependent condition.

The rents of farms were then chiefly paid
in kind.

But the most numerous rank by far in

the community seems to have been the

slaves or villains
;
who were the property

of their lords, and were consequently in

capable themselves of possessing any pro-

perty. Dr. Brady assures us, from a sur

rey of Domesday book, that, in all the

counties of England, the far greater part
of the land was occupied by them

;
and

that the husbandmen, and still more the

socmen, who were tenants that could not

be removed at pleasure, were very few in

comparison. This was not the case with

the German nations, as far as we can

collect from the account given us by
Tacitus. The perpetual wars in the

Heptarchy, and the depredations of the

Danes, seem to have been the cause of this

great alteration with the Anglo-Saxons.
Prisoners taken in battle, or carried off" in

the frequent inroads, were then reduced to

slavery ;
and became, by right of war,

entirely at the disposal of their lords.

Great property in the nobles, especially if

joined to an irregular administration of

justice, naturally favours the power of the

aristocracy ; but still more so if the practice
of slavery be admitted, and has become

very common. The nobility not only pos
sess the influence which always attends

riches, but also the power which the laws

give them over their slaves and villains.

It then becomes difficult, and almost im-

possible, for a private man to remain

altogether free and independent.
There were two kinds of slaves amon,
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the Anjlo-Saxons ;
household slaves, after

the manner of the ancients ;
and pi-redial

or rustic, after the manner of the Germans.

Tliese latter resembled the serfs, which

are at present to be met with in Poland,

Denmark, and some parts of Germany.
The power of a master over his slaves was

not unlimited among the Anglo-Saxons, as

it was among their ancestors. If a man
beat out his slave's eye or teeth, the slave

recovered his liberty ;
if be killed him, he

paid a line to the king, pro^^ded the slave

died within a day after the wound or blow,

otherwise it passed unpunislied. The selling

of themselves or children to slavery was

always the practice among the German

nations, and was continued by the Anglo-
Saxons.

The great lords and abbots among the

Anglo-Saxons possessed a criminal juris-
diction within their territories ; and could

punish, without appeal, any thieves or

robbers whom they caught there. This

institution must have procured robbers a

sure protection on the lands of such noble-

men as did not sincerely mean to discou-

rage crimes and violence.

COURTS OF JUSTICE.

BcT, though the general strain of the

Anglo-Saxon government seems to have

become aristocratical, there were still con-

siderable remains of the ancient democracy ;

which might give security, and even some

degree of dignity, to the gentry or inlerior

nobility. The administration of justice,
in particular, by the courts of the decennary,
the hundred, and the county, was well

calculated to defend general liberty, and
to restrain the power of the nobles. In

the county courts, or shiremotes, all the

freeholders were assembled twice a year,
and received appeals from the inferior

courts. They there decided all causes,

ecclesiastical as well as civil
;

and the

bishop, together wdth the alderman or earl,

presided over them. The affair was deter-

* " The imposition of taxes, the most important

appendage of legislation, was likewise undoubtedly
assumed by this great assembly, so far as taxes

existed in that early period ; but these were in a
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mined in a sunnnary manner, without nuich

pleading, formality, or delay, by a majority
of voices

; and the bishop and alderman
Iiad no farther authority than to keep
order among the freeholders, and interpose
with their opinion. Where justice was
denied during three sessions by tlie hun-

dred, and tiien by the county court, there

lay an appeal to the king's court ; but thi;

was not practised on slight occasions

The alderman received a third of the fines

levied in those com-ts ; and, as most of

the punishments were then j)ecuniary, this

perquisite formed a considerable part of the

profits belonging to liis office. The two
thirds also, which went to the king, made
no contemptible part of the pubhc revenue.

Any freeholder was fined who absented

himself thrice from these courts.

As the extreme ignorance of the aire

made deeds and writings very rare, the

county or hundred court was the place where
the most remarkable civil transactions were

finished, in order to preserve the memory
of them and prevent all future disputes.
Here testaments were promulgated, slaves

manumitted, bargains of sale concluded
;

and sometimes, for greater security, the

most considerable of these deeds were

inserted in the blank leaves of the parish

Bible, which thus became a kind of register
too sacred to be falsified. It was not un-

usual to add to the deed an imprecation on

all such as should be guilty of that crime.

Among a people, who lived in so simple
a manner as the Anglo-Saxons, the juthcial

power is always of greater importance than

the legislative. There were few or no

taxes imposed by the states ;

* there were

few statutes enacted ; and the nation was

less governed by laws than by customs,
which admitted a great latitude of inter-

pretation. Though it should, therefore,

be aUowed that the Wittenagemot was

altogether composed of the principal nobi-

Hty, the county courts, where all the free-

holders were admitted, and which regulated
all the daily occurrences of life, formed a

Summary
justice.

Fino.^.

levied and
divided.

Deeds and

writings

presen-ed at
'

the county
cuurlj.

Few taxes

imposed by
the states.

great measure unkno\ni ; the ordinary expence of

government being defrayed out of the private estate

of the king, and from the various emoluments
annexed to the regal dignity."

—Miller.—Ed.
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wide basis for the government, and were

no contemptible checks on the ari.stocracJ^

But there is another power still more

important than either the judicial or legis-
lative

;
to wit, the power of injuring or

ser^ang by immediate force and \iolence,

for which it is difficult to obtain redress

in courts of justice. In all extensive

governments, where the execution of the

law is feeble, this power naturally falls into

the hands of the principal nobilitv ; and
the degree of it wliich prevails cannot be

determined so much by the public statutes

as by particular customs, and sometimes

by the reason and nature of things. The

Highlands of Scotland have long been

entitled by law to every pri\alege of British

subjects ;
but it was not till very lately

that the common people could in fact

enjoy these privileges.
The powers of all the members of the

Anglo-Saxon government are disputed

among historians and antiquaries. But
the great influence of the lords over their

slaves and tenants, the clientship of the

burghers, the total want of a middhng rank
of men, the extent of the monarchy, the

loose execution of the laws, the continued

disorders and convulsions of the state ; all

these circumstances evince that the Anglo-
Saxon government became at last extremely
aristocratical : and the events, during the

period immediately preceding the conquest,
confirm this inference or conjecture.

CRIMINAL LAW.

Both the punishments inflicted by the

Anglo-Saxon courts of judicature, and the

methods of proof employed in all causes,

were very different from those which

prevail at present among aU civilized

nations.

We must conceive that the ancient

Gei'mans were little removed from the

state of nature
;

the socialoriginal con-

federacy among them was more martial

than civil ; they had chiefly in ^^ew the

means of attack or defence against pubHc
enemies ; and the natural bravery of the

people made every man trust to himself,

jand to his particular friends, for his defence

This defect in the poUtical
94

union drew much closer the knot of parti-

cular confederacies
;

rn insult upon any
man was regarded by all his relations and
associates as a common injury ; they were

bound to revenge his death, or any \iolence

which he had sutiered
; they retaliated on

the aggressor ; and, if he were protected,
as was usual, by his own clan, the quarrel
was spread still wider, and bred endless

disorders in the nation.

The Frisians, a tribe of the Germans,
had never advanced beyond this wild and

imperfect state of society ; and the right of

private revenge still remained among them
unlimited and uncontrolled. But the other

German nations, in the age of Tacitus, had

made one step farther towards completing
the political or ci\al union. Though it still

continued to be an indispensable point of

honour for everj' clan to revenge the death

or injury of a member, the magistrate had

acquired a right of interposing in the

quarrel. He obHged the person maimed
or injured, and the relations of one killed,

to accept of a present as a compensation
for the injury, and to drop all farther

prosecution of revenge. That the accom
modation of one quarrel might not be the

source of more, this present was fixed and

certain, according to the rank of the person
killed or injured ;

and was commonly paid
in cattle, the chief property of those rude

and uncultivated nations. A present of

this kind gratified the revenge of the

injured family, by the loss which the

aggressor suffered; and thus general peace
was for a moment restored to the society.

But, when the German nations had been

settled some time in the pro\ances of the

Roman empire, they made still another step
towards a more cultivated life ; and their

criminal justice gradually improved and

refined itself. The magistrate, whose office

it was to suppress private animosities,

conceived himself to be mjured by every
i injur}' done to any of his people ; and, be

j

sides the compensation to the person who

I

suff'ered, he thought himself entitled to exact

I
a fine called the Fridwit, as an atonement,
and as a reward for the pains which he

had taken in accommodating the quarrel
When this idea was once suggested, it was

willingly received both by sovereign and
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people. The numerous tines augmente'd
the revenue of the king : and the people
were sensihle that he would be more vigi-

lant in intei-posing with his good offices

when he reaped such immediate advantage
from them ; and that injuries would be less

frequent when, besides compensation to the

person injured, they were exposed to this

additional penalty.
This short abstract contains the history

of the criminal jurisprudence of the north-

ern nations for several centuries. The laws

of Alfred enjoin that if anv one know that

his enemy or aggressor, alter doing him an

injury, resolves to keep within his own
house, and his own lands, he shall not

tight him till he require compensation for

the injur)'. If he be strong enough to be-

siege him in his house, he may do it for

seven days without attacking him
; and,

if the aggressor be willing during that time

to surrender himself and his arms, his ad-

versary' may detain him thirty days ; but

is after\^'ards obliged to restore him safe to

his kindred, and be content with the com-

pensation. If the criminal tiy to the temple,
that sanctuary must not be violated. Where
the assailant has not force sufficient to

besiege the criminal in his house, he must

apply to the alderman for assistance
; and,

if the alderman refuse aid, the assailant

must have recourse to the king : and he is

not allowed to assault the house till alter

this supreme magistrate has refused assist-

ance. If any one meet with his enemy,
and be ignorant that he was resolved to

keep within his own lands, he must, before

he attack him, require him to surrender

himseh' prisoner and dehver up his arms ;

in wliich case he may detain him thirty

days : but, if he refuse to deliver up his

JU"ms, it is then lawful to fight him. A
slave may tight liis master's quarrel ; a

father may tight in his son's with any one,

except with his master.

It was enacted by king Ina that no man
should take revenge for an injur}' till he had
ifirst demanded compensation, and had been
refused it.

1 King Edmond, in the preamble to his

|laws, mentions the general misery occa-

jsioned by the multipUcity of private feuds

land battles ; and he estabhshes several ex-

pedients for remedjang this grievance. He
ordains that, if any one commit uuirder,
he may, with the assistance of his kindred,

pay within a twelvemonth the fine of his

crime
; and, if they abandon him, he shall

alone sustain the deadly quarrel with the

kindred of the murdered person. His own
kindred are free, but on condition that they
neither converse with tiie criminal, nor

supply him. If any of them receive him
into their house, or give him assistance,

they are finable to the king. If the kindred
of the murdered person take revenge on

any but the criminal himself, after he is

abandoned by his kindred, all their jjroperty
is forfeited, and they are declared to be
enemies to the king and all his friends. It

is also ordained that the fine for murder
shall never be remitted by the king ; and
that no criminal shall be killed who flies

to the church, or any of the king's towns
;

and the king himself declares that his house
shall give no protection to murderers till

they have satisfied the church by their pen-
ance, and the kindred of the deceased by
making compensation. The method ap-

pointed for transacting tliis composition is

found in the same law.

These attempts of Edmond to contract

and diminish the feuds were a step towards

a more regular administration of justice.

By the Sahc law any man might, by a pub-
Hc declaration, exempt liimself from his

family quarrels : but then he was consi

dered by the law as no longer belonging to

the family ; and he was deprived of all

right of succession, as the punishment of

his cowardice.

The price of the king's head, or his

weregild, as it was then called, was by law

thirty thousand thrismas, near thirteen

hxmdred pounds of present money. The

price of the prince's head was fifteen thou-

sand thrismas ; that of a bishop's or alder

man's eight thousand ; a sherifi''s four

thousand ;
a thane's or clergj-man's two

thousand ; a ceorle's two hundred and

sixty-six. These prices were fixed by the

laws of the Angles. By the Mercian law

the price of a ceorle's head was two hun
dred shiUings ;

that of a thane's six times

as much ;
that of a king's six times more.

By the laws of Kent the price of the arch
95
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bishop's head was higher than that of the

king's ;
such respect was then paid to the

ecclesiastics. Where a person was unable

or unwiUing to pay the tine, he was put out

of the protection of law, and the kindred of

the deceased had liberty to punish him as

they thought proper.
Some antiquarians have thought that

these compensations were only given for

manslaughter, not for wilful murder : but

no such distinction appears in the laws
;

There is indeed a law of Alfred's, which
makes wilful murder capital ;

but this

seems only to have been an attempt of that

great legislator towards establishing a bet-

ter poUce in the kingdom. By the laws of

the same prince a conspiracy against the

life of a king might be redeemed by a

fine.

The price of all kinds of wounds was
likewise fixed by the Saxon laws : a wound
of an inch long under the hair was paid
with one shilling ; one of a like size in the

face two shillings ; thirty slullings for the

loss of an ear, and so forth. There seems
not to have been any difference made ac-

cording to the dignity of the person. By
the law of Ethelbert any one who commit-
ted adultery ^ith his neighbour's wife was

obliged to pay him a fine, and buy him
another wafe.

These institutions are not peculiar to the

ancient Germans. They seem to be the

necessary progress of criminal jurisprudence

among every free people, where the will of

the sovereign is not impHcitly obeyed. We
find them among the ancient Greeks during
the time of the Trojan war. Compositions for

murder are mentioned in Nestor's speech
to Achilles in the ninth Ihad, and are

called
'

apoinan.' The Irish, who neater

had any connexions with the German
nations, adopted the same practice ; and
the price of a man's head was called among
them his eric

; as we learn from Sir John
Da\is. The same custom seems also to

have prevailed among the Jews.

* In the laws of Ethelbert, the first king of Kent,
we find very remarkable gradations in the punish-
ment of one offence. It was enacted,

" If a man lie

with the king's maid-servant, being a ^irgin, let i'im

compensate her virginity -with fifty shillings."' The
next law is the following :

"
If she be a grinding

maid, let the compensation be twenty-five shillings ;
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Theft and robbery were frequent among
the Anglo-Saxons. In order to impose
some check upon these crimes, it was

ordained that no man should sell or buy
any thing above twenty pence value, except
in open market ;

and every bargain or sale

must be executed before witnesses. Gangs
of robbers much disturbed the peace of the

country ;
and the law determined that a

tribe of banditti, consisting of between

seven and thirty-five persons was to be

called a turma, or troop : any greater

company was denominated an army. If

any man could track his stolen cattle into

another's ground, the latter was obhged to

shew the track out of it, or pay their value.*

Rebellion, to whatever excess it was

carried, was not capital, but might be re-

deemed by a sum of money. The legislators

imposed a higher fine on breaches of peace
committed in the king's court, or before

an alderman or bishop. An alehouse, too,

seems to have been considered as a pri\d-

leged place ;
and any quarrels that arose

there were more severely punished than

elsewhere.

RULES OF PROOF.

If the manner of punishing crimes among
the Anglo-Saxons appear singular, the

proofs were not less so
;
and were also the

natural result of the situation of those

people, ^^^latever we may imagine con-

cerning the usual truth and sincerity of

men who live in a rude and barbarous

state, there is much more falsehood, and

even perjury, among them than among
civilized nations. Our European ancestors,

who employed every moment the expedient
of swearins; on extraordinarv crosses and

reliques, were less honourable in all en-

gagements than their posterity, who, from

experience, have omitted those ineffectual

securities. This general proneness to perjury
was much increased by the usual want of

discernment in judges, who were obhged

if of the third rank, twelve." The king's victualling

maid, Ln the same code, was, in the case supposed, to

be entitled to twelve shiUings, as was a maid " that

is an earl's cup-bearer ;" a yeoman's cup-bearer
could receive but six ; a yeoman's other maid-ser-

vant" fifty csetas ;
and one of the third r^ink thirty."—Ed.
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to number, not weigh, the testimony of the

witnesses. Hence the ridiculous practice
of obliging men to bring compurgators,
who, as they did not pretend to know any

thing of the fact, exj^ressed upon oath that

they believed the person spoke true ; and

these compurgators were in some cases

multiplied to the number of three hundred.

The practice also of single combat was

employed by most nations on the continent

as the remedy against false e\-idence ; and,

though it was frequently dropped from the

opposition of the clergy, it was continually
re\aved from experience of the falsehood

attending the testimony of witnesses. It

became at last a species of jurisprudence.
The cases were determined by law, in which

the party might challenge his adversary,
or the witnesses, or the judge himself. *

And, though these customs were absurd,

they were rather an improvement on the

methods of trial which had formerly been

practised, and which still prevailed among
the Anglo-Saxons.
When any controversy about a fact

became too intricate for those ignorant

judges to unravel, they had recourse to

what they called the judgment of God
;

that is, to fortune. Theii' methods of con-

sulting this oracle were various. One of

them was the decision by the cross. When
a person was accused of any crime, he first

cleared himself by oath, and he was
attended by eleven compurgators. He
next took two pieces of wood, one of which
was marked with the sign of the cross,

and, wrapping both up in wool, he placed
them on the altar, or on some celebrated

relique. After solemn prayers, a priest,

or, in his stead, some unexperienced youth,
took up one of the pieces of wood, and, if

he happened upon that which was marked
with the tigure of a cross, the person was

pronounced innocent
;

if otherwise, guilty.

This practice, as it arose from superstition,
was abolished by it in France. The em-

peror Lewis the Debonnaire, prohibited
that method of trial, not because it was

* This practice was sanctioned by a law down to

a comparatively recent date. At the close of the

reign of George III., one Abraham Thornton, charged,
under circiimstances of extraordinary atrocity, with

criminaHy outraging and murdering a female, being

VOL. I. 2 B

Trial by
ordeul.

uncertain, but lest that sacred figure, says
he, of the cross should be prostituted in

common disputes and controversies.

The ordeal was another established

method of trial among the Anglo-Saxons.
It was practised either by boiling water or

red-hot iron. The former was appropriated
to the common people, the latter to the

nobility. The water or iron was conse-
crated by many prayers, masses, fastings,
and exorcisms

; after which the person
accused either took up a stone sunk in the

water to a certain depth, or carried the

iron to a certain distance
; and, his hand

being wrapped up, and the covering sealed

for three days, if there appeared, on ex

amining it, no marks of burning, he was

pronounced innocent ; if otherwise, guilty.
The trial by cold water was different.

The person was tlirown into consecrated

water ; if he swam, he was guilty ; if he

sunk, innocent. It is difficult for us to

conceive how any innocent person could

ever escape by the one trial, or any criminal

be comicted by the other. But there was
another usage, admirably calculated for

allowing every criminal to escape who had
confidence enough to tn,- it. A consecrated

cake, called a corsned, was produced ;

which if the person could swallow and

digest he was pronounced innocent.

MILITARY FORCE.

The feudal law, if it had place at all among
the Anglo Saxons, which is doubtful, was
not certainly extended over all the landed

property. As the Saxons expelled, or

almost entirely destroyed, the ancient

Britons, thev planted themselves in this 7^''*'''="'"''

island on the same footing wnth their an-
1

cessar.- to

cestors in Germany. The trouble and saLoo^^'"*

expence of defending the state in England

lay equally upon all the land ; and it was
usual for ever)' five hides to equip a man
for the ser\ice. The trinoda necessitas,

or the burden of miUtary expeditions, of

repairing highways, and of building and

Tlie cors-

ned.

acquitted, was afterwards pursued, and allowed to

offer
"
Wager of Battel." His guage was accordingly

thrown down in the court of king's bench, and not

being taken up, from the weak state of the nearest

relative of the deceased, he was liberated.—Ed.
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supporting bridges, was inseparable from

landed property, even though it belonged
to the churches or monasteries, unless

exempted by a particular charter. The
ceorles or husbandmen were provided with

arms, and were obliged to take their turn

in military duty. There were computed
to be two hundred and forty-three thousand

six hundred hides in England ; consequently
the ordinary military force of the kingdom
consisted of forty-eight thousand seven

hundred and twentymen; though, no doubt,
on extraordinary occasions, a greater num-
ber might be assembled. The king and

nobihty had some military tenants, who
were called Sithcun-men. And there were

some lands annexed to offices
;
but possessed

only during pleasure, as in the commence-
ment of the I'eudal law in other countries

of Europe.

PUBLIC REVENUE.

The revenue of the king seems to have
consisted chiefly in his demesnes, which
were large ;

and in the tolls and imposts
which he probably levied at discretion on
the boroughs and sea ports that lay within

his demesnes. He could not ahenate any
part of the crown lands, without the con-

sent of the states. Danegelt was a land

tax of a shilhng a hide, imposed by the

states, either for payment of the sums ex-

acted by the Danes, or for putting the

kingdom in a posture of defence against
those invaders.

VALUE OF MONEY.

The Saxon pound, as likewise that which
was coined for some centuries after the

conquest, was near three times the weight
of our present money. There were forty-

eight shillings in the pound, and Ave pence
in a shilling ; consequently a Saxon shil-

hng was near a fifth heavier than ours,
and a Saxon penny near three times as

heavy. As to the value of money in those

*
This, in ancient times, was regularly provided for

in forming a community. Mezerai says,
" when they

measured or divided the lands, the kings always had
of them (among the Gauls) for their portion some
of the finest estates, especially in the vicinity of
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times, compared to commodities, there are

some, though not very certain, means of

computation. A sheep, by the laws of

Athelstan, was estimated at a shilling ; that

is, fifteen pence of our money. The fleece

was two fifths of the value of the whole

sheep ;
much above its present estimation

;

and the reason probablj^ was, that the

Saxons, hke the ancients, were little ac-

quainted with any clothing but what was
made of wool. Silk and cotton wei'e quite
unknown ;

finen was not much used. An
ox was computed at six times the value of

a sheep ; a cow at four. If we suppose
that the cattle in that age, from the defects

in husbandry, were not so large as they are

at present, we may compute that money
was then near ten times of greater value.

A horse was valued at about thirty-six

shillings of our money, or thirty Saxon

shillings ; a mare a third less ; a man at

three pounds. The board wages of a child

the first year was eight shillings, together
with a cow's pasture in summer and an

ox's in winter. William of Malmesbury
mentions it as a remarkable high price that

William Rufus gave fifteen marks for a

horse, or about thirty pounds of our present

money. Between the years 900 and 1000

Ednoth bought a hide of land for about one

hundred and eighteen shiUings of present

money. This was little more than a shil

ling an acre
;
which indeed appears to have

been the usual price, as we may learn from

other accounts. A palfrey was sold for

twelve shiUings about the year 966. The
value of an ox in king Ethelred's time was

between seven and eight slfillings ;
a cow

about six slfillings. Gervas of Tilbury says
that in Henry I's time bread, which would
sutfice a hundred men for a day, was rated

at three shillings, or a shilhng of that age ;

for it is thought that, soon after the con

quest, a pound sterhng was divided into

twenty shillings. A sheep was rated at a

shilhng, and so of other things in proportion
In Athelstan's time a ram was valued at a

shilling, or four pence Saxon. The tenants

great cities." In these estates, which were called

Villa Fiscales, officers were appointed who called

themselves Fiscalins. They collected for the sove^

reign corn, ^vine, forage, and meat, especially venison

and pork.
—Ed.
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of Shireburn were obliged, at their choice,

to ])av cither six jjciice or four hens. About
\'2'yi the abbot of St. Albans, going on a

journey, hired seven handsome stout horses
;

and agreed, if any one of them died on the

road, to pay the owner thirty siiillings a-

piece of our present money. In all ancient

times the raising of corn, especially wheat,

being a species of manufactory, that com-

modity always bore a higher price, compared
to cattle, than it does in our times. The
Saxon Chronicle tells us that in the reign
of Edward the Confessor there was the most
terrible famine ever known

;
insomuch that

1 quarter of wheat rose to sixty pennies, or

fifteen shillings of our present money: con-

sequently it was as dear as if it now cost

seven pounds ten shillings. This much
exceeds the great famine in the end of

queen Elizabeth ; when a quarter of wheat

was sold lor four pounds. Money in this

last period was nearly of the same value as

in our time. These severe famines are a

certain proof of bad husbandry.
On the whole, there are three things to

be considered wherever a sum of money is

mentioned in ancient times : first, the

change of denomination, by which a pound
has been reduced to the third part of its

ancient weight in silver ; secondly, the

change in value by the greater plenty of

money, which has reduced the same weight
of silver to ten times less value, compared
to commodities, and consequently a pound
sterling to the thirtieth part of the ancient

value
; tiiirdly, the fewer people and less

ndustry which were then to be found in

every European kingdom. This circum-

stance made even the thirtieth part of the

sum more difficult to le\T, and caused anv
sum to have more than thirty times greater

weight and influence, both abroad and at

home, than in our times
;

in the same
manner that a sum (a hundred thousand

pounds, for instance) is at present more

* There are facts on record which do not prove
the progress made in refinement, to have been very
r:i])id dm-ing the time of the Conqueror. Some of

the worst practices of the Saxons were continued and
confirmed. Justice, or rather injustice, was unbhish-

ingly sold, and honourable ladies were content to pay
a fine to escape marriage against their will. In
William's time, Lucia, Countess of Chester, appears
to have given five marks of silver that she might not

difficult to levy in a small state, such as

Bavaria, and can ])ro(luce greater efl'ects on
such a small connnunity, than on England.

In the Saxon times land was divided

equally amom; all the male children of the

deceased, according to the custom of Gavel-
kind. The practice of entails is to be found
in those times. Land was chiefly of two
kinds

; bockland, or land held by book or

charter, which was regarded as full property,
and descended to the heirs of the ])ossessor;
and folkland, or the land held by the

ceorles and common people, who were
removable at pleasure, and were indeed

only tenants during the will of their lords.

The first attempt, which we find in Eng-
land, to separate the ecclesiastical from the

civil jurisdiction, was that law of Edgar,

by which all disputes among the clergv
were ordered to be carried before the

bishop. The penances were then ven'

severe
; but, as a man could buy them off

with money, or might substitute others to

perform them, they lay easy ujion the rich.

MANNERS.

With regard to the manners of the Anglo-
Saxons we can say little, but that they
were in general a rude uncultivated people,
addicted to intemperance, riot, and disorder.

Their best quality was their military cou-

rage, which yet was not supported by
discipline or conduct. Their want of

fidelity to the prince, or to any trust

reposed in them, appears strongly in the

history of their later period ;
and their

want of humanity in all their history
Even the Norman historians speak of them
as bai'barians, when they mention the inva

sion by the duke of Normandy. The con-

quest put the people in a situation of

receiAang slowly from abroad the rudiments

of science and cultivation, and of correcting
their I'ough and licentious manners.*

be compelled to marry during the then next ensuing
five years ; and a certain William de Wile paid eighty

pounds ton shillings, that ho might retain his lands

and be exempt from prosecution, for ravishing his

ward, of which, apparently on sufficient grounds, he

stood accused. The state of manners must continue

very rude where the weaker sex can thus be oppressed
and outraged with impunity, under the eye of the go-

vernment, and for the benefit of the sovereign.
—Ed
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CONSEQUENCES OF THE BATTLE
OF HASTINGS.

Nothing could exceed the consternation

which seized the EngUsh public when they
received intelligence of the unfortunate

battle of Hastings, the death of their king,
the slaughter of their principal nobility and
of their bravest warriors, and the rout and

dispersion of the remainder. But, though
the loss which they had sustained in that

fatal action was considerable, it might have
been repaired by a great nation; where the

people were generally armed, and where
there resided so many powerful noblemen
in every province, who could have assem-
bled their retainers, and have obliged the

duke of Normandy to divide his army, and

probably to waste it in a variety of actions

and rencounters. But there were several

vices in the Anglo-Saxon constitution,
which rendered it difficult for the English
to defend their liberties in so critical an

emergency. The people had in a great
measure lost all national pride and spirit,

by their recent and long subjection to the

Danes. Their attachment to the ancient

royal family had been much weakened, by
their habits of submission to the Danish

* His victory is believed to have cost him one
fourth of his army, as was mournfully proved when
the muster roll of those who attended him at St.
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princes, and by their late election of Harold,
or their acquiescence in his usurpation.

And, as they had long been accustomed to

regard Edgar Atheling, the only heir of

the Saxon line, as unlit to govern them,

they could entertain small hopes of his

being able to repair such great losses as

they had sustained, or to withstand the

victorious arms of the duke of Normandy.
That they might not, however, be alto-

gether wanting to themselves in this

extreme necessity, the English took some

steps towards adjusting their disjointed

government, and uniting themselves against
the common enemy. The two potent earls,

Edwin and Morcar, who had fled to London
with the remains of the broken army, took

the lead on this occasion. In concert with

Stigand, archbishop of Canterbury, a man

possessed of great authority and of ample
revenues, they proclaimed Edgar, and
endeavoured to put the people in a posture
of defence. But the terror of the late

defeat, and the near neighbourhood of the

invaders, increased the confusion insepa
rable from great revolutions ;

and every
resolution proposed was disconcerted by
fear or faction, ill planned, and worse

executed.

William, that his enemies might have

no leisure to recover from their consterna

tion, immediately put himself in motion

after his victory. His first attempt was

against Romney, whose inhabitants he

severely punished, on account of their cruel

treatment of some Norman seamen and

soldiers, who had been carried thither by
stress of weather, or by a mistake in their

course. And, foreseeing that his conquest
of England might still be attended with

many difficulties * he deemed it necessary,
before he should advance farther into the

country, to make himself master of Dover
;

which would both secure him a retreat in

case of adverse fortune, and affiard him a

safe landing place for such supplies as

might be requisite for pushing his advan-

tages. The terror diffused by his victory
at Hastings was so great, that the garrison

Edgar
Atheling
deemed
unfit to

govern.

Valori was called over, on the morning after the

battle of Hastings.—Ed.
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of Dover, thoup;h numerous and well

provided, immediately cajjitulated ; and,

as the Normans, rushing in to take pos-
session of the town, hastily set fire to

some of the houses, William, desirous to

conciliate the minds of the English by an

appearance of lenity and justice, made com-

pensation to the inhabitants for their losses.

The Norman army, being much distressed

with a dysentery, was obliged to remain

here eight days ;
but the duke, on their

recovery, advanced with quick marches

towards London, and by his approach
increased the confusions which were already
so prevalent in the EngHsli counsels. The
ecclesiastics in particular, whose influence

was great over the people, began to declare

in his favour ; and, as most of the bishops
and dignified clergymen were even then

Frenchmen or Normans, the pope's bull,

by which his enterprise was avowed and

hallowed, was now openly insisted on as a

reason for general submission. A repulse,
which a body of Londoners received from
five hundred Norman horse, renewed in

the city the terror of the great defeat at

Hastings ; the early submission of all the

inhabitants of Kent was an additional dis-

ragement to them ; the burning of

Southwark made them dread a like fate
;

and no man any longer entertained thoughts
but of immediate safety and of self-pre-
servation. Even the Earls Edwnn and

Morcar, in despair of making effectual

resistance, retired with their troops to their

own provinces ; and the people thence-

forth disposed themselves unanimously to

jield to the victor. As soon as he passed
the Thames at Wallingford, and reached

Berkhamstead, Stigand the primate made
submissions to him. Before he came
within sight of the city all the chief

nobility, and Edgar Atheling himself, the

new elected king, came into his camp, and
declared their intention of jielding to

his authority. They requested him to

mount their throne
;

and declared that,

as they had always been ruled by regal

power, they desired to follow, in this

particular, the example of their ancestors,

*
Malmesbury, p. 271, says that he also promised

to govern the Normans and English by equal laws ;
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and knew of no one more worthy than
himself to hold tlie reins of government.

Tiiough this was the great object to

which the duke's enterprise tended, he

feigned to deliberate on the offer; and,

being desirous at first of preserving the

appearance of a legal administration, he
wished to obtain a more explicit and formal
consent of the English nation. But Aimar
of Aquitain, a man equally respected for

valour in the field and for prudence in

council, remonstrating with him on the

danger of delay in so critical a conjuncture,
he laid aside all farther scruples, and

accepted of the crown. Orders were im-

mediately issued to prepare for the cere-

mony of his coronation on the twenty-sixth
of December following ; but, as he was yet
afraid to place entire confidence in the

Londoners, who were numerous and war-

like, he meanwhile commanded fortresses to

be erected, in order to curb the inhabitants,
and to secure his person and government.

Stigand was not much in the duke's
favour

; both because he had intruded
into the see on the expulsion of Robert
the Norman, and because he possessed
such influence and authority over the

English as might be dangerous to a new
established monarch. WiUiam, therefore,

pretending that the primate had obtained
his pall in an irregular manner from pope
Benedict IX., who was himself an usurper,
refused to be consecrated by him

; and
conferred this honour on Aldred, archbi-

shop of York. Westminster Abbey was
the place appointed for that magnificent

ceremony. The most considerable of the

nobility, both English and Norman, attended
the duke on this occasion. Aldred, in a

short speech, asked the former whether

they agreed to accept of WilHam as their

king ;
the bishop of Coutance put the same

question to the latter
; and, both being

answered with acclamations, Aldred ad-

ministered to the duke the usual corona-

tion oath ; by which he bound himself to

protect the church, to administer justice,
and to repress violence : he then anointed

him, and put the crown upon his head.*

W'illiam

accepts it.

and this addition to the usual oath seems not impro-
bable, considering the circumstances of the times.
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There appeared nothing but joy in the

countenance of the spectators : but in that

very moment there burst forth the strongest

symptoms of the jealousy and animosity
which prevailed between the nations. The
Norman soldiers, who were placed without,

in order to guard the church, hearing the

shouts within, fancied that the English
were oifering violence to their duke

;
and

they immediately assaulted the populace,
and set fire to the neighbouring houses.

The alarm was conveyed to the nobility
who surrounded the prince : both English
and Normans, full of apprehensions, rushed

out to secure themselves from the present

danger ; and it was with difficulty that

William himself was able to appease the

tumult.

SETTLEMENT OF THE GOVERN-
MENT. 1067.

The king, thus possessed of the throne by
a pretended destination of king Edward,
and by an irregular election of the people,
but still more by force of arms, retired

from London to Berking in Essex ; and
there received the submissions of all the

nobility who had not attended his coro-

nation. Edric, surnamed the Forester,

grand-nephew to that Edric so noted for

his repeated acts of perfidy during the

reigns ofEthelred andEdmond ; earl Coxo,
a man famous for bravery ;

even Edwin
and Morcar, earls of Mercia and Northum-
berland

; with the other principal noble-

men of England ; came and swore fealty
to him

; were received into favour, and
were confirmed in the possession of their

estates and dignities. Every thing bore

the appearance of peace and tranquillity ;

and William had no other occupation than

to give contentment to the foreigners, who
had assisted him to mount the throne, and
to his new subjects, who had so readily
submitted to him.

He had got possession of the treasure of

Harold, which was considerable : and,

being also suppHed with rich presents, he

distributed great sums among his troops.
The ecclesiastics, both at home and abroad,
had much forwarded his success ; and he

failed not, in return, to express his grati-
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tude in the manner which was most accept-
able to them. He sent Harold's standard

to the pope, accompanied with many valu-

able presents. All the considerable monas-
teries and churches in France, where

praj^ers had been put up for his success,

now tasted of his bounty. The EngUsh
monks found him well disposed to favour

their order : and he built a new convent

near Hastings, which he called Battle

Abbey ;
and which, on pretence of sup-

porting monks to pray for his own soul

and for that of Harold, served as a lasting
memorial of his victory.*
He introduced into England that strict

execution of justice for which his adminis-

tration had been much celebrated in Nor-

mandy ;
and even during this violent revo-

lution every disorder or oppression met

rigorous punishment. His army, in par-

ticular, was governed with severe discipline ;

and care was taken to give as little offence

as possible to the jealousy of the vanquished.
The king appeared sohcitous to unite the

Normans and the English, by intermarriages
and alliances ;

and all his new subjects
were received with affability and regard.
No signs of suspicion appeared, not even

towards Edgar Atheling, the heir of the

ancient royal family ;
whom William con

firmed in the honours of earl of Oxford,
conferred on him by Harold, and whom he

aftected to treat with the highest kindness,
as the nephew to the Confessor, his great
friend and benefactor. Though he con-

fiscated the estates of Harold, and those

who had fought in the battle of Hastings
on the side of that prince, whom he repre-
sented as an usurper, he received many
into favour who had carried arms against
him. He confirmed the liberties and

immunities of London and the other cities

of England ;
and appeared desirous of re-

placing every thing on ancient establish-

ments. In his whole administration he

bore the semblance of the lawful prince,
not of the conqueror. The better to recon-

cile his new subjects to his authority,
WilUiam made a progress through some

parts of England ; and, besides a splendid

* This convent was freed by liim from all episcopal

jurisdiction. Monast. Aug., torn. 1 p. 311, 312.
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court and majestic presence, which over-

awed the people, already struck with his

militant' fame, the appearance of his cle-

mency and justice gained the approbation of

the wise, attentive to the first steps of

their new sovereiijn.

But, amidst this confidence and friend-

ship which he expressed for the English,
the king took care to place all real power
in the hands of his Normans. He dis-

armed the cit\- of London and other places,
which appeared most warlike and populous ;

and, building citadels in that capital, as

well as in Winchester, Hereford, and the

cities best situated for commanding the

kingdom, he quartered Norman soldiers in

all of them, and left no where any power
able to oppose him. He bestowed the

forfeited estates on the most eminent of

his captains, and estabHshed funds for the

payment of his soldiers. And thus, while

his cix-il administration carried the face of

a legal magistrate, his military institutions

were those of a master and tyrant ; at least

of one who reserved to himself the power
of assuming that character.

KING'S RETURN TO NORIVIANDY.

By this mixture, however, of vigour and

lenity, he had so soothed the minds of the

En^hsh, that he thought he might safely

re\-isit his native country, and enjoy the

triumph and congratulation of his ancient

subjects. He left the administration in

the hands of his uterine brother Odo,

bishop of Baieux, and of William Fitz

Osberne. That their authority might be

exposed to less danger, he carried over with

him all the most considerable nobility ;

who, while they served to grace his court

by their presence and magnificent retinues,

were in reality hostages for the fidelity of

the nation. Among these were Edgar
AtheHng, Stigand the primate, the earls

Edwin and IMorcar, Waltheof, the son of

the brave earl Siward. He was visited at

the abbey of Fescamp, where he resided

during some time, by Rodulph, uncle to

* As the historian chiefly insists on the silver

plate, his panegj'ric on the English magnificence
shews only how incompetent a judge he was of the

matter. Silver was then of ten times the value, and

the king of France, and by many powerful

princes and nobles
; who, having contri-

buted to his enterprise, were desirous ol

participating in the joy and advantages of

its success. His English courtiers, willing
to ingratiate themselves with their new

sovereign, outvied each other in equipages
and entertainments

; and made a display
of riches which stiiick the foreigners with

astonishment. William of Poictiers, a

Norman historian, who was present, speaks
with admiration of the beauty of their per-
sons, the size and workmanship of their

silver plate, the costUness of their em-
broideries, an art in which the English
then excelled

;
and he expresses himself

in such terms as tend much to exalt our
idea of the opulence and cultivation of the

people.* But, though every thins; bore

the face of joy and festivity, and WilUam
himself treated his new courtiers with great

appearance of kindness, it was impossible

altogether to prevent the insolence of the

Normans
;
and the English nobles derived

little satisfaction from those entertainments,
where they considered themselves as led in

tiiumph by their ostentatious conqueror.

INSURRECTIONS OF THE ENGLISH.

In England affairs took still a worse turn

during the absence of the sovereign. Dis

contents and complaints multiplied every
where

; secret conspiracies were entered

into
; hostilities were already begun in

many placess ;
and eveiy thing seemed to

menace a revolution as rapid as that which
had placed William on the throne. The
historian above mentioned, who is a pane

g}'rist of his master, throws the blame

entirely on the fickle and mutinous dis-

position of the English, and highly celebrates

the justice and lenity of Odo's and Fitz

Osberne's administration. But other his-

torians impute the cause chiefly to the

Normans, who, despising a peoj)le that had
so easily submitted to the yoke, and grudging;
the restraints imposed upon their own

rapine, were desirous of provoking a rebel-

was more than twenty times more rare than at

present ; and, consequently, of all species of luxury,

plate must have been the rarest.
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lion; by which they expected to acquire
new confiscations, and to gratify those un-

bounded hopes which they had formed in

entering on this enterprise.
It is e\-ident that the chief reason of this

alteration in the sentiments of the English
must be ascribed to the departure of Wil-

ham, who was alone able to curb the violence

of his captains, and to overawe the mutinies

of the people. Nothing indeed appears
more strange than that this prince, in less

than three months after the conquest of a

great, warhke, and turbulent nation, should

absent liimseLf, in order to revisit his own

country, wliich remained in profound tran-

quilhty. It is natural to believe that in so

extraordinary a step he was guided by a

concealed policy ; and that, though he had

thought proper at first to allure the people
to submission, he found that he could nei-

ther satisfy his rapacious captains, nor

secure his unstable government, without

farther exerting the rights of conquest, and

seizing the possessions of the English. In

order to have a pretext for this \4olence, he

endeavoured to provoke and allure them
into insurrections, which he thought could

never prove dangerous wliile he detained

all the principal nobihty in Normandy,
wliile a great and \nctorious army was quar-
tered in England, and while he himself was
so near to suppress any tumult or rebeUion.

But, as no ancient writer has ascribed this

tjTamiical purpose to WiUiam, it scarcely
seems allowable to throw such an imputa-
tion upon him.

But, whether we are to account for that

measure from the king's vanity or from his

policy, it was the immediate cause of aU
the calamities which the English endured

during this and the subsequent reigns ;
and

gave rise to those mutual jealousies and
animosities between them and the Normans,
wliich were never appeased till time had

gradually united the two nations. The
inhabitants of Kent were the first that at-

tempted to throw of the yoke ; and, in

confederacy ^ith Eustace, count of Bologne,
who had also been disgusted by the Nor-

mans, they made an attempt, though with-

* Chron. Sax. p. 173. This fact is a full proof
that the Normans had committed great injustice, and
were the real cause of the insurrections of the English.
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out success, on the garrison of Dover.

Edric the Forester, whose possessions lay
on the banks of the Severn, being provoked
at the depredations of some Norman cap-
tains in liis neighbourhood, formed an

alliance with Blethyn and RowaUan, two

Welsh princes ; and endeavoured to repel
force by force. But, though these open
hostiUties were not ver}' considerable, the

disaffection was general among the EngUsh.
A secret conspiracy was entered into to

perpetrate in one day a general massacre of

the Normans, like that which had formerly
been executed upon the Danes ; and the

quarrel was become so general that the

vassals of earl Coxo, having desired him
to head them in an insurrection, and finding
liim resolute in maintaining his fideHty to

WilUam, put him to death as a traitor to

liis country.
The king, informed of these dangerous

discontents, hastened over to England ; and,

by his presence, disconcerted all the schemes
of the conspirators. Such of them as had
been more violent betrayed their guilt by
fipng, or conceaUng themselves ;

and the

confiscation of their estates, while it in

creased the number of malcontents, both

enabled WiUiam to gratify farther the rapa

city of his Norman captains, and gave them
the prospect of new forfeitures and attain-

ders. The king began to regard all his

Enghsh subjects as mveterate enemies ; and

thenceforth either embraced, or was more

fully confirmed in, the resolution of seizing
their possessions, and of reducing them to

the most abject slavery. Though the

natural severity of his temper made him

incapable of feeling any remorse in the ex-

ecution of this tj-rannical purpose, he had

art enough to preser\^e stiU some appear-
ance of justice in his oppressions. He
ordered all the English, who had been

arbitrarily expelled by the Normans during
his absence, to be restored to their estates: *

but at the same time he imposed a general
tax on the people, that of Danegelt, which

had been aboHshed by the Confessor, and

which had always been extremely odious to

the nation.t

f Aldred, the archbishop of York, who had been

loud in William's praise, when the Danegelt wasi

again imposed on the nation had the boldness to sendl
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As the vigilance of William overawed

the malcontents, their insurrections were

more the result ot" an impatient humour in

the people than of any regular conspiracy,
which could give them a rational hope of

success. Tlie inhahitants of Exeter, insti-

gated by Githa, mother to king Harold, re-

fused to admit a Norman garrison. The king
hastened with his forces to chastise this

revolt ;
and on his approach the wiser and

more considerable citizens, sensible of the

unequal contest, persuaded the people to

submit, and to deliver hostages for their

obedience. A sudden mutiny of the popu-
lace broke this agreement ; and William,

appearing before the walls, ordered the eyes
of one of the hostages to be put out, as an

earnest of that severity which the rebels

must expect if they persevered in their re-

volt. The inhabitants were anew seized

with terror
; and, surrendering at discretion,

threw themselves at the king's feet, and

supplicated his clemency and forgiveness.
William was not destitute of generosity
when his temper was not hardened either

by policy or passion. He was prevailed on
to pardon the rebels, and he set guards on
all the gates, in order to prevent the rapa-

city and insolence of his soldiery. Githa

escaped with her treasures to Flanders.

The malcontents of Cornwall imitated the

example of Exeter, and met with like treat-

ment. And the king, haAang built a citadel

in that city, which he put under the com-
mand of Baldwin, son of Earl Gilbert,

returned to Winchester, and dispersed his

army into their quarters. He was here

joined by liis wife Matilda, who had not

before A-isited England, and whom he now
ordered to be crowned byarchbishop Aldred.
Soon after she brought him an accession

to his family by the birth of a fourth son,
whom he named Henry. His three elder

sons, Robert, Richard, and William, still

resided in Normandv. *

Ll

a messenger to the king, to remonstrate in his name
against such a course. William was offended, and

sharply reproved the bearer of the prelate's message,
in consequence of which, it is said, Aldred pronounced
a curse against the king and all his race.—Ed.

* William's consort Matilda came to England in

this year (1068,) and was cro^vned on WTiitsunday.
She had three sons, Robert, Richard, and William,
the first being then about twelve years of age. Henry
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But, though the king appealed thus

fortunate both in public and domestic life,

the discontents of his Englisli subjects

augmented daily. The insolence of vic-

torious masters, dispersed throughout the

kingdom, seemed intolerable to the natives
;

and, wherever they found the Normans

separate or assembled in small bodies, they

secretly set upon them, and gratified their

vengeance by the slaughter of their enemies.

But an insurrection in the north drew
thither the general attention, and seemed
to threaten more important consequences.
Edwin and Morcar api)earcd at the head of

this rebellion
;
and these i)otent noblemen,

before they took arms, stipulated for foreign
succours from their nephew Blethyn prince
of North Wales, from Malcolm king of

Scotland, and from Sweyn king of Denmark
Besides the general discontent which had

seized the English, the two earls were in-

cited to this revolt by private injuries

WiUiam, in order to ensure them to his

interests, had promised his daughter in

marriage to Edwin ;
but either he had never

seriously intended to perl'orm this engag
ment, or, having changed his plan of

administration in England from clemency
to rigour, he thought it was to little purpose
if he gained one family, while he enraged
the whole nation. When Edwin, therefore,

renewed his applications, lie gave him an

absolute denial : and this disappointment,
added to so many other reasons of disgust,

induced that nobleman and his brother to

concur with their incensed countrymen,
and to make one general effort for the

recovery of their ancient liberties. William

knew the importance of celerity in quelling
an insurrection supported by such powerful

leaders, and advanced by great journies to

the north. On his march he gave orders

to fortify the castle of Warwick, of which
he left Henry de Beaumont governor, and

that of Nottingham, which he committed

A new re-

bellion in

the nurth.

Kdwin is

denied Wil-
liam's

daughter.

William
marches

against
the rebels.

was bom in England in the course of the year

During the absence of William, the government of

Normandy had been committed to her hands. This

lady, who is sometimes called Maud, was descended

fiom Elfrida, the youngest daughter of Alfred the

Great, who was married to the second earl of Flanders,

son to .Iiidith, who had been the consort of kings
Ethelwolf and Ethelbald, and mentioned in a former

note as the ancestress of the present royal family.
—Ed

1U5
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to the custody ofWiliam Peverell, another

Norman captain. He reached York before

the rebels were in any condition for resist-

ance, or were joined by any of the foreign
succours which they expected, except a

small reinforcement from Wales
;
and the

two earls found no means of safety but

having recourse to the clemency of the

victor. Archil, a potent nobleman in those

parts, imitated their example, and delivered

his son as a hostage for his fidelity : nor
were the people able to make any further

resistance. But the treatment which Wil-
liam gave the chiefs was very different from
that which fell to the share of their follow-

ers. He observed religiously the terms

which he had granted to the former, and
allowed them for the present to keep pos-
session of their estates

;
but he extended

the rigours of his confiscations over the

latter, and gave away their lands to his for-

eign adventurers. These, planted through-
out the whole country, and in possession
of the military power, left Edwin and Mor-

car, whom he pretended to spare, ready to

fall whenever he should think proper to

command their rain. A peace which he

made with Malcolm, who did him homage
for Cumberland, seemed at the same time

to deprive them of all prospect of foreign
assistance.

RIGOURS OF THE GOVERNMENT.

10G8.

The English were now sensible that their

final destruction was intended
; and that,

instead of a sovereign, whom they had

hoped to gain by their submissions, they
had tamely surrendered themselves, with-

out resistance, to a tvrant and a conqueror.

''r\\^ijuam; Though the early confiscation of Harold's

followers might seem iniquitous ; yet were

these rigours excused on account of the

necessities of the prince : and those who
were not involved in the present ruin hoped
that they should henceforth enjoy, x^dthout

* In the bcginninj; of the conqueror's raigne, the

Normarmes (as men in prosperity are wont to do)

began to forget themselves, yea, to grow so insolent

in their esteem of our nation, that it seemed almost a

reproche to bee called an Englishman, in so much
as it made some of the more light conceyted of the
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molestation, their possessions and their

dignities. But the successive destruction

of so many other families convinced them
that the king intended to rely entirely on
tlie support and afiections of foreigners.

They observed that no Englishman posses-
sed his confidence, or was intrusted with

any command or authority ; and that the'

strangers were encouraged in their inso-

lence and tyranny against them. The easy
submission of the kingdom on its first in-

vasion had exposed the natives to contempt ;

the subsequent proofs of their animosity
and resentment had made them the object
of hatred. Impressed with the sense of

this dismal situation, many Englishmen
fled into foreign countries.* Edgar Athel-

ing himself, dreading the insidious caresses

of William, was persuaded by Cospatric,
a powerful Northumbrian, to escape with

him into Scotland
;
and he carried thither

his two sisters Margaret and Christina.

They were well received by Malcolm, who
soon after espoused Margaret, the eldest

sister
;
and gave great countenance to all

the English exiles. Many of them settled

there, and laid the foundation of families

which afterwards made a figure in that

countr^r.
Wliile the English suffered under these

oppressions, even the foreigners were not

much at their ease. Hugh de Grentmesnil

and Humphry de Teliol, though intrusted

with great commands, desired to be dis

missed the service ; and some others im-

itated their example : a desertion wliich

was highly resented by the king, and

which he punished by the confiscation of

all their possessions in England. But
William's bounty to his followers could

not fail of alluring many new adventurers

into his service ;
and the rage of the van

quished English served only to excite the

attention of the king and those warUke

clfiefs, and keep them in readiness to sup

press eveiy commencement of domestic

rebellion or foreign invasion.

He Tritb-

ura\rs all

confitlence

and power
from tliem.

English to seek to better their esteem by imitating

the Normannes, both in apparel and language, which

among the graver sort bred the proverb that
" Jack

would be a gentleman yf he could speak French."—
Verstegan .

—Ed.
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NEW INSURRECTIONS AND
RIGOURS. 1069.

It was not lone; before they found occupation
for their prowess and military conduct.

Godwin, Edinond, and Magnus, three sons

of Harold, had, immediately after tiie defeat

at Hastings, sought a retreat in Ireland
;

where, having met with a kind reception
from Dermot and other princes of that

country, they projected an invasion on

England ;
and they ho[)ed that all tlie exiles

from Denmark, Scotland, and ^^'ales, as-

sisted by forces from these several countries,

would at once connnence hostilities, and
rouse the indignation of the English against
their haughty conquerors. Tliev landed

in Devonsliire ; but found Brian, son of

the count of Brittany, at the head of some

foreign troops, ready to oppose them
; and,

being defeated in several actions, they were

obliged to return with great loss to Ireland.

The ertbrts of the Normans were now di-

rected to the north. The more impatient
of the Northumbrians had attacked Robert
de Comyn, who was appointed governor of

Durhan:i
; and, gaining the advantage over

him from his negligence, they put him to

death in that city, with seven hundred of

his followers. This success animated the

inhabitants of York
; who, rising in arms,

slew Robert Fitz-Richard their governor,
and besieged in the castle William Mallet,
on whom the command now devolved. A
ittle after, the Danish troops landed from
three hundred vessels. Osberne, brother

to king Sweyn, was intrusted with the com-
mand of these forces

; and he was accom-

panied by Harold and Canute, two sons of

that monarch. Edgar AtheHng appeared
from Scotland, and brought along with
him Cospatric, ^Yaltheof, Siward, Bearne,

Merleswain, Adelin, and other leaders; who,

partly from the hopes which they gave of

Scottish succours, partly from their author-

ity in those parts, easily persuaded the

warlike and discontented Northumbrians
to join the insurrection. Mallet, that he

might better provide for the defence of the

citadel of York, set fire to some houses :

but this expedient proved the immediate
cause of his destruction. The flames,

spreading into the neighbouring streets,

reduced the whole citv to ashes. The en-

raged inhabitants, aided by the Danes, took

advantage of the confusion to attack the

castle, which they carried by assault ; and
the garrison, to the number of three thou
sand men, was put to the sword without

mercy.
This success proved a signal to many

other parts of England, and gave the people
an opportunity of shewing their malevolence
to the Normans. Ileresvard, a nobleman
in East Anglia celebrated for valour, assem-
bled his followers

; and, taking shelter in

the Isle of Ely, made inroads on all the

neighbouring country. The English in the

counties of Somerset and Dorset rose in

arms, and assaulted Montacute, the Nor
man governor ; while the inhabitants of

Cornwall and Devon invested Exeter, which
from the memory of WiUiam's clemency,
still remained faithful to him. Edric the

Forester, calling in the assistance of the

Welsh, laid siege to Shrewsbury, and made
head against earl Brient and Fitz-Osberne,
who commanded in those quarters. The

English every where seemed determined to

make by concert one great effort lor the

recovery of their liberties, and for the

expulsion of their o])pressors.

William, undismayed amidst this scene

of confusion, assembled his forces ; and,

animating them with the prospect of new
confiscations and forfeitures, he marched

against the rebels in the north
;
whose de-

feat he knew would strike a terror into all

the other malcontents. .Joining policy to

force, he tried before his approach to weaken
the enemy, by detaching the Danes from

them
;
and he engaged Osberne, by large

presents, and by ottering him the liberty of

plundering the sea coast, to retire into

Denmark. Cospatric also, in despair of

success, made his peace with the king ;

and, paying a sum of money, was received

into favour, and even invested with the

earldom of Northumberland. Waltheof,
who long defended York with great cou-

rage, was allured with this appearance of

clemency ; and, as William knew how to

esteem valour even in an enemy, that

nobleman had no reason to repent of this

confidence. Even Ediic submitted to the
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Conqueror, and received forgiveness. Mal-

colm, coming too late to support his con-

federates, was constrained to retire. And
all the English rehels, except Hereward,
who still kept in his fastnesses, dispersed
themselves, and leit the Normans undis-

puted masters of the kingdom. Edgar
Athehng, with his followers, sought again
a retreat in Scotland from the pursuit of

his enemies.

But the seeming clemency of "William

towards the Enghsh leaders proceeded only
from artifice ; his heart was hardened

against all compassion ;
and he scrupled

no measure, however severe, which seemed

requisite to support his plan of tyrannical
administration. Sensible of the restless

disposition of the Northumbrians, he issued

orders for laying entirely waste that fertile

country, which, for the extent of sixtj'

miles, lies between the Humber and the

Tees. The houses were I'educed to ashes

by the merciless Normans ; the cattle

seized and driven away ;
the instruments

of husbandry destroyed ;
and the inhabit-

ants compelled either to seek for a sub-

sistence in the southern parts of Scotland,
or perished miserably in the woods from
cold and hunger. The lives of a hundred
thousand persons are computed to have
been sacriliced to this stroke of barbarous

pohcy ; which inflicted a lasting wound on
the power and populousness of the nation.

But William, flnding himself entirely
master of a people who had given him
such sensible proofs of their animosity,
now resolved to reduce them to a condition

in which they should no longer be formid-

able to his government. The insurrections

and conspiracies in so many parts of the

kingdom had involved the bulk of the

landed proprietors, more or less, in the

guilt of treason
;

and the king took

advantage of executing against them, with

the utmost rigour, the laws of forfeiture

and attainder. Their lives were indeed

commonly spared ;
but their estates were

either annexed to the royal demesnes, or

conferred on the Normans and other

foreigners. While the king's declared

intention was to depress, or rather entirely

* See note C at the end of the volume.
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extirpate, the English gentiy, it is easy to

believe that scarcely the form of justice

would be observed in these violent pro-

ceedings ;* and that any suspicions served

as the most undoubted proofs of guilt

against a people thus devoted to destruc-

tion. It was crime sufficient in an Enghsh-
man to be opulent, or noble, or powerful
And the pohcy of the king, concurrins

with the rapacity of foreign adventurers,

produced almost a total revolution in the

landed property of the kingdom. Ancient

and honourable families were reduced to

beggary ; they had the mortitication of

seeing their castles and manors possessed

by Normans of the meanest birth and

lowest stations ;
and they found themselves

carefully excluded from every road which

led either to riches or preferment.!

INTRODUCTION OF THE FEUDAL
LAW. 1070.

As power naturally follows property, this

revolution alone gave great security to the

foreigners ; but WiUiam took also care to

retain for ever the military authority m
those hands which had enabled him to

subdue the kingdom. He introduced the

feudal law, which he found established in

France and Normandy, and which, during
that age, was the foundation both of the

stability and of the disorders in most of

the monarchical governments of Europe.
He divided all the lands of England, with

very few exceptions, besides the royal

demesnes, into baronies ;
and he conferred

these, with the reservation of stated semces

and payments, on the most considerable

of his adventurers. These great barons

shared out a great part of their lands to

other foreigners, who were denominated

knights or vassals, and who paid their lord

the same duty and submission in peace
and war which he himself owed to his

sovereign. The whole kingdom contained

about seven hundred chief tenants, and

sixty thousand two hundred and fifteen

knights' fees ; and, as none of the native

English were admitted into the first rank,

the few who retained their landed property

f See note D at the end of the volume.
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were glad to be received into the second,

and, under the protection of some powerful
Norman, to load themselves and their

posterity \v-ith this grievous burden, for

estates which they had received free from

their ancestors. The small mixture of

English which entered into this civil or

miUtarv' fabric (for it partook of both

species) was so restrained by subordination,
that the Norman dominion seemed to defy
all the efforts of its enemies.

The better to unite the parts of the

government, and to bind them into one

system, which might serve both for defence

against foreigners and for the support of

domestic tranquillity, William reduced the

ecclesiastical revenues under the same
feudal law

; and, though he had courted
the church on his invasion and accession,
he now subjected it to services which the

clergy regarded as a grievous slaver}', and
as totally unbefitting their profession. The

bishops and abbots were obliged, when

required, to furnish to the king, during
war, a number of knights or military
tenants, proportioned to the extent of

property possessed by each see or abbey ;

and they were liable, in case of failure, "to

the same penalties which were exacted
from the laity. The pope and the ecclesi-

astics exclaimed against this tyranny, but
the king's authority was so well estabhshed
over the army, who held every thing from
his bounty, that superstition itself, even in

that age, when it was most prevalent, was
constrained to bend under his superior
influence.

But, as the great body of the clergy-
wee sti 11 natives, the king had much rea-

son to dread the effects of their resent-

ment
; he therefore used the precaution of

expelling the English from all the consider-
able dignities, and of advancing foreigners

jin
their place. The

pai-tiality of the
Confessor towards the Normans had been
iso great, that, aided by their .superior

'learning, it had promoted them to many of
the sees in England; and even before the

^period of the conquest scarcely more than
six or seven of the prelates were natives of
the countr}^ But among these was Stigand,

archbishop of Canterbury ;
a man who,

iby his address and vigour, by the greatness
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of his family and alliances, by the extent

of his possessions, aswell as by the dignitv
of his olHce, gave jealousy to the king.

Though William had on his accession

affronted this i)relate, by employing the

archbisiiop of York to officiate at his con-

secration, he was careful on other occasions

to load him with honours, and to avoid

gi\nng him farther offence till the oj)i)or-

tunity should offer of effecting his final

destruction. The suppression of the late

rebellions made him hope that an attem|)t

against Stigand, however ^'iolent, would be

overlooked amidst the other important
revolutions which affected so deeply tlie

property and liberty of the kingdom. Yet
he did not think it safe to violate the reve

rence usually paid to the primate, but
under cover of a new supertition, which he
was the "reat instrument of

into England.
introducing

INNOVATION IN ECCLESIASTICAL
GOVERNxMENT.

The doctrine which exalted the papacy
above all human power had gradually
diftiised itself from the city and court of

Rome ; and was much more prevalent in

the southern than in the northern king-
doms of Europe. Pope Alexander, who
had assisted William in his conquests,

naturally expected that the French and
Normans would import into England the

same reverence for his sacred character

with which they were impressed in their

own country. As soon, therefore, as the

Norman prince seemed fully estabhshed,
the pope dispatched Ermenfroy, bishop of

Sion, as his legate into England ; and this

prelate was the first that had ever appeared
with that character in the British islands.

The king determined to employ the incident

as a means of serving bis political purposes,
and of degrading those English prelates
who were become obnoxious to him. The

legate submitted to become the instrument

of his tyranny. He summoned, therefore,

a council of the prelates and abbots at

Winchester ; and, being assisted by two

cardinals, Peter and John, he cited before

him Stigand, archbishop of Canterbury', to

answer for his conduct. The primate was
109
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accused of three crimes ; the holding of

the see of Winchester together with that of

Canterburj' ;
the officiating in the pall of

Robert his predecessor ;
and the having

received his own pall from Benedict IX.,
who was aftenvards deposed for simony,
and for intrusion into the papacy. These
crimes were mere pretences ; since the first

had been a practice not unusual in Eng-
land, and was never any where subjected
to a higher penalty than a resignation of

one of the sees
; the second was a pure

ceremonial
; and, as Benedict was the only

pope who then officiated, and his acts were
never repealed, all the prelates, especially
those who lay at a distance, were excusable

for making their applications to him.

Stigand's ruin, however, was resolved on.

The legate degraded him from his dignity ;

the king confiscated his estate, and cast

him into prison, where he continued in

poverty during the remainder of his life.

Like rigour was exercised against the other

Enghsh prelates. Agelric, bishop of

Selesey, and Agelmare of Elmham, were

deposed by the legate, and imprisoned by
the king. Many considerable abbots shared

the same fate. Egelwin, bishop of Dur-

ham, fled the kingdom. Wulstan of Wor-
cester, a man of an inoffensive character,
was the only English prelate that escaped
this general proscription

* and remained
in possession of his dignity. Aldred, arch-

bishop of York, who had set the crown
on William's head, had died a little before

of grief, and had left his malediction to

that prince, on account of the breach of

his coronation oath, and of the extreme

tyranny with which he saw he was deter-

mined to treat his English subjects.
It was a fixed maxim in this reign, as

well as in some of the subsequent, that no
native of the island should ever be advanced
to any dignity, ecclesiastical, civil, or

military. The king, therefore, upon Sti-

gand's deposition, promoted Lanfranc, a

*
Brompton relates that Wulstan was also deprived

by the s3'nod ; but refusing to deliver his pastoral
staff and ring to any but the person from whom
he first received them, he went immediately to King
Edward's tomb, and struck the staff so deeply into

the stone, that none but himself was able to pull it

out
;

on which he was allowed to keep his bisliopric.
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Milanese monk, celebrated for his learning
and piety, to the vacant see.f This prelate
was rigid in defending the prerogatives of

his station
; and, after a long process

before the pope, he obliged Thomas, a

Norman monk, who had been appointed
to the see of York, to acknowledge the

primac}'^ of the archbishop of Canterbury.
Hence Lanfranc's zeal in promoting the

interests of the papacy, by which he him-

self augmented his own authority, was

indefatigable, and met with proportionable
success. The devoted attachment to Rome

continually increased in England ; and,

being favoured by the sentiments of the

conquerors, as well as by the monastic

estabhshments formerly introduced by
Edred and by Edgar, it soon reached the

same height at which it had, during some

time, stood in France and Italy. It after-

wards went much farther ; being less

checked by knowledge and a liberal educa-

tion, which were still somewhat more
common in the southern countries.

The prevalence of this superstitious spirit

became dangerous to some of William's

successors, and incommodious to most of

them : but the arbitrary sway of this king
over the English, and his extensive autho-

rity over the foreigners, kept him from

feehng any immediate inconveniences from

it. He retained the church in great sub-

jection, as well as his lay subjects. He

prohibited his subjects from acknowledging

any one for pope whom he himself had not

previously received ;
he required that all

the ecclesiastical canons, voted in any

synod, should be first laid before him, and

be ratified by his authority ; even bulls or

letters from Rome could not legally be

prodviced till they received the same

sanction ; and none of his ministers or

barons, whatever offences they were guilty

of, could be subjected to spiritual censures

till he himself had given his consent to

their excommunication. These regulations

This instance may serve, instead of many, as a

specimen of the monkish miracles. See also the

annals of Burton, p. 284.

f Matthew West, p. 228,
" Lanfranc wrote in

defence of the real presence against Berengarius,
and in those ages he was greatly applauded lor that

performance."
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were worthy of a sovereig;n, and kept
united the civil and ecclesiastical powers,
which the principles introduced by this

prince himself had an immediate tendency
to separate.

But the English liad the cruel morti-

fication to find that then- kinic's authority,

however accjuired or however extended,

was all employed in their opi)ression ;
and

that the scheme of their subjection, attended

with everv circumstance of insult and in-

dignity, was deliberately formed by the

prince, and wantonly jirosecuted by his

followers. ^A^illiam had even entertained

the difficult project of totally abolishing
the Endish lauLcuage ;

and for that pur-

pose, he ordered that in all schools through-
out tiie kingdom the youth should be

instructed in the French tongue ;
a practice

which was continued till after the reign of

Edward III, and was never indeed totally

discontinued in England. The pleadings
in the supreme courts of judicature were

in French ;
the deeds were often drawn in

the same language ;
the laws were com-

posed in that idiom ;
no other tongue was

used at court ;
and the Enghsh themselves,

ashamed of their own countiy, affected to

excel in that foreign dialect. From this,

and from the extensive foreign dominions

long annexed to the crown of England,

proceeded that mixture of French which is

at present to be found in the English

tongue, and which composes the greatest
and best part of our language.* But,
amidst those endeavours to depress the

English nation, the king restored a few of

the laws of king Edward ; which, though

seeminglv of no great importance towards

the protection of general liberty, gave the

people extreme satisfaction, as an unusual

mark of complaisance in their imperious

conquerors.

* "
Tlia English tongue, extracted out of the olde

German, as most other from Iceland to the Alpes, is

mixed, as it is now, of the olde English Saxon and
Xorman F'rench, as the French of Latine, German,
and the olde Gallique."

— Camden.—Ed.

f Foiled in his attempt.'? to carry the place by
force, he at last prevailed by cmming. He seized

the manors held by the monks in the isle of Ely ; and,
to procure their restoration, Thiirstan, their abbot,

agreed to pay a thousand marks, and put William in

possession of the place. The offer was accepted, and

The situation of the two great carls,

Morcar and Edwin, became now very dis-

agreeable. Though they had retained their

allegiance dm'ing this general insurrection

of their countrymen, they had not gained
the king's confidence

;
and they found

themselves exposed to the malignity of the

courtiers, w!io envied them on account of

their opulence. They determined, though
too late, to share the .same fate with their

countrymen. While Edwin retired to his

estate in the north, witli a view of com-

mencing an insurrection, Morcar took

shelter in the Isle of Ely with the brave

Hereward
;
who still defended himself

against the Normans. But this attempt
served only to accelerate the ruin of the

few English who had hitherto been able to

preserve theirr ank or fortune during the

past convulsions. William employed all his

endeavours to subdue the Isle of Ely ; and,

having surrounded it with flat bottomed

boats, and made a causeway through the

morasses to the extent of two miles, he

obliged the rebels to surrender at dis-

cretion.f Hereward alone forced his way,
sword in hand, through the enemy ;

and

still continued his hostilities by sea against

the Normans; till at last William, charmed

with his bravery, received him into

favour, and restored him to his estate.

Earl Morcar, and Egelwin bishop of Dur-

ham, who had joined the malcontents,

were thrown into prison ;
and the latter

soon after died in confinement.! Edwin,

attempting to make his escape into Scotland

was betrayed by some of his followers, and

was killed by a party of Normans, to the

great affliction of the English, and even to

that of William, who paid a tribute of

generous tears to the memorj- of this gallant

and beautiful youth. The king of Scotland,

in hopes of profiting by these convulsions,

the result as stated in the text. On attending to pay
the money, the monks were deficient a single gi-oat.

For this failure on their part, 'William claimed

another thousand marks ; and they were compelled to

sell their plate, and strip their images of their gold

and silver coverings, to meet the unlooked for de-

mand.—Ed.

J He is said to have been cruelly murdered by
order of William, being starved to death for haiing

been hardy enough to excommunicate the king.
—Ed.
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had fallen upon the northern counties
;

but on the approach of William he wa.s

glad to make peace, and to pay the usual

homage to the English crown. To complete
the king's prosperity, Edgar Atlieling

himself, weary of a fugitive life, submitted ;

and, recei^^ng a decent pension, was per-
mitted to live in England unmolested.

But these acts of generosity towards the

leaders were disgraced, as usual, by
William's rigour against the inferior mal-

contents. He ordered the hands to be

lopped off, and the eyes to be put out, of

many of the prisoners whom he had taken

in the Isle of Ely ;
and he dispersed them

in that miserable condition throughout the

countiy, as monuments of his severity.
The province of Maine in France had,

by the will of Herbert the last count,

fallen under the dominion of William some

years before his conquest of England ; but

the inhabitants, instigated by Fulk, count

of Anjou, who had some pretensions to

the succession, now rose in rebellion, and

expelled the magistrates whom the king
had placed over them. The full settlement

of England afforded him leisui'e to punish
this insult ; but, being unwilling to remove
his Norman forces from this island, he

carried over a considerable army, composed
almost entirelj' of English ; and, joining
them to some troops levied in Normandy,
he entered the revolted pro^^nce. The

English appeared ambitious of distinguishing
themselves on this occasion. The king's

military conduct, seconded by these brave

troops, soon overcame all opposition in

Maine
;
and the count of Anjou relinquished

his pretensions.

INSURRECTION OF THE NORMAN
BARONS. 1074.

But during these transactions the govern-
ment of England was greatly disturbed

;

and that too by those verj- foreigners who
owed every thing to the king's bounty,
and who were the sole object of his friend-

ship and regard. The Norman barons,

though they obeyed their leader in the

field, would have regarded with disdain the

richest acquisitions, had they been required
in return to submit, in their civil govern-
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ment, to the arbitraiy will of one man.
But the imperious character of William,
often impelled by the necessity of his

affairs, had prompted him to stretch his

authority over the Normans themselves

beyond what the free genius of that

victorious people could easily bear. The
discontents were become general among
those haughtj'^ nobles

;
and even Roger,

earl of Hereford, son and heir of Fitz-

Osberne, the king's chief favourite, was

strongly infected with them. This noble-

man, intending to marry his sister to Ralph
de Guader, earl of Norfolk, had thought it

his duty to inform the. king of his purpose,
and to desire the royal consent ; but,

meeting with a refusal, he proceeded
nevertheless to complete the nuptials, and
assembled all his friends, and those of

Guader, to attend the solemnity. The
two earls, dreading William's resentment
for their disobedience, here prepared mea-
sures for a revolt ; and, during the gaiety
of the festival, they opened the design to

their guests. They inveighed against the

arbitrary conduct of the king ;
his tyranny

over the English, whom they affected on
this occasion to commiserate

;
his imperious

behaviour to his barons of the noblest

birth
;
and his apparent intention of re-

ducing the victors and the vanquished to a

like ignominious servitude. Amidst their

complaints, the indignity of submitting to

a bastard w^as not forgotten ;
the certain

prospect of success in a revolt, by the

assistance of the Danes and the discontented

English, was insisted on
;
and the whole

company, inflamed with the same senti-

ments, entered, by a solemn engagement,
into the design of shaking off the royal

authority. Even earl Waltheof incon-

siderately expressed his approbation of the

conspiracy, and promised his concurrence

towards its success.

This nobleman, the last of the English
who, for some generations, possessed any

power or authority, had, after his capitu
lation at York, been received into favour

by the Conqueror ;
had even married Judith,

niece to that prince ; and had been pro-
moted to the earldoms of Huntingdon and

Northampton. Cospatric, earl of North-

umberland, ha^'ing, on some new disgust

Earl Wal-
theof ap-

proves of it.
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tVoin William, retired into Scotland, wlicre

lie received the earldom of Dunbar from

the bounty of Malcolm, Waltheof was

ippointed his successor in that important

command, and seemed still to possess the

confidence and friendship of his sovereign.

But, it is probable the tyranny exercised

over the English lay hcav-y upon his mind,
aid destroj'cd all the satisfaction which
he could reap from his own grandeur and

ulvancement. When a prospect, therefore,

was opened of retrieving their Hberty, he

hastily embraced it. But, after his cool

judgment returned, he foresaw that the con-

piracy of those discontented barons was not

likely to prove successful ; or, if it did,

that the sla\ery of the English, instead of

being alleviated, would become more griev-
ous under a multitude of foreign leaders,

Tormented with these reflections, he opened
his mind to his wife Judith, of whose fidelity

he entertained no suspicion ;
but who,

havinir secretlv fixed her affections on an-

other, took this opportunity of ruining her

easy and credulous husband. She conveyed

intelligence of the conspiracy to the king,
and aggravated every circumstance which

she believed would render him absolutely

implacable. Meanwhile the earl, still du-

bious, discovered the secret in confession

to Lanfranc. He was persuaded by the

prelate that he owed no fidelity to those

rebellious barons, who had by surprise

gained his consent to a crime ; that his

tirst duty was to his sovereign and bene-

factor
;
his next to himself and his family.

Waltheof, con^^nced by these arguments,
went over to Normandy ; but, though he

was well received by the king, and thanked

for his fidelity, the account, previously
transmitted by Judith, had sunk deep into

\Villiam's mind, and had destroyed all the

merit of her husband's repentance.
The conspirators, hearing of Waltheof 's

departure, immediately concluded their

design to be betrayed ;
and they flew to

irms before the arrival of the Danes, in

whose aid they placed their chief confidence.

The earl of Hereford was checked by
Walter de Lacy, a great baron ; who, sup-

* He was publicly beheaded at Winchester, and

buried under the scaffold. From the commiseration

VOL. I. 2 F

j)ortcd by the bishop of Worcester and the

abbot ot Kvesham, raised some forces, and

prevented the earl from advancing into the

heart of the kiiv^xdom. The earl of Norfolk

was defeated at Fa;;adun, near Cambridi:;e,

by Odo the regent, assisted by Richard de

Bienfaite and William de Warrcnne, the

two justiciaries. The prisoners taken in

this action had their right foot cut ofl', as

a punishment of their treason. The earl

himself escaped to Norwich
;

thence to

Denmark
; where the Danish fleet, which

had made an unsuccessful attempt upon
the coast of England, soon after arrived,

and brought him intelligence that all his

confederates were suppressed, and were

either killed, banished, or taken prisoners

Ralph retired in despair to Brittany, where

he possessed a large estate and extensive

jurisdictions.
The king, who hastened over to England

in order to suppress the insurrection, found

that nothing I'emained but the punishment
of the criminals, which he executed with

great severity. Many of the rebels were

hanged ;
some had their eyes put out

;

others their hands cut off. But William

shewed more lenity to their leader, the earl

of Hereford, who was only condemned to

a forfeiture of his estate, and to imprison-
ment during pleasure. The king seemed

even disposed to remit this last part of the

punishment, had not Roger, by a fresh

insolence, provoked him to render his con-

finement perpetual. But Waltheof, being

an Englishman, was not treated with so

much humanity. William, instigated by
his niece, as well as by his rapacious cour-

tiers, who longed for so rich a forfeiture,

ordered him to be tried, condemned, and

executed.* The English grievously la-

mented his fate, and fancied that miracles

were wrought by his reliciues, as a testimony

of his innocence and sanctity. The
infa-j

mous Judith, falling soon after under the

king's displeasure, passed the rest of
her|

life in contempt, remorse, and misery.

Nothing remained to completeWiniam's]
satisfaction but the punishment of Ralphi

de Guader ;
and he hastened over to Nor-i
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felt for his hard fate, his remains were subsequently

removed to Croyland Abbey.—Ed.
113
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jmandy,
in order to gratify his vengeance

|on that criminal. But, though the contest

jseemed very unequal, Ralph was so well

supported by the earl of Brittany and the

king of France, that William, after besieg-

ing him for some time in Dol, was obliged
to make with those powerful princes a

peace, in which Ralph was included.

England, during his absence, remained in

tranquillity ; and nothing remarkable oc-

curred, except two ecclesiastical synods,
summoned, one at London, another at

Winchester. In the former the precedency
among the episcopal sees was settled, and
the seat of some of them was removed to

the most considerable town within the

diocese. In the second was transacted a

business of more importance.

DISPUTES ABOUT INVESTITURES.

1076.

The industry and perseverance are surpris-

ing, with which the popes had been trea-

suring up powers and pretensions during

many ages of ignorance ; while each

pontiff employed every fraud for advancing
purposes of imaginary piety, and cherished

all claims which might turn to the advan-

ge of his successors, though he himself

could not expect to reap any benefit from
them. All this immense store of spiritual
and ci\il authority was now devolved on

Gregory VII., of the name of Hildebrand ;

the most enterprising pontiff that had ever

tilled that chair, and the least restrained by
fear, decency, or moderation. Not con-

tent with shaking off the yolce of the

emperors, who had hitherto exercised the

power of appointing the pope on every

vacancy, at least of ratifying his election,

he undertook the arduous task of entirely

disjoining the ecclesiastical from the civil

power, and of excluding profane laymen
from the right, which they had assumed,
of filling the vacancies of bishoprics, abbies,

and other spiritual dignities. The sove-

* The effect stated to have been produced by this,

it is difficult to beheve. Henry, divested of his regal

ornaments, accompanied by his wife and child, all of

them barefooted, are represented to have waited from

morning till night near the pope's palace as petition-

ers. This continued for three days,
" at length
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reigns, who had long exercised this power,
made great opposition to this claim of the

court of Rome ; and Henry IV, the reigning

emperor, defended this prerogative of his

crown with a vigour and resolution suitable

to its importance. The few otiices which
the feudal institutions left the sovereign
the power of bestowing, made the prero-

gative of conferring the pastoral ring and
staff the most valuable jewel of the royal
diadem. Superstition, the child of ignor

ance, invested the clergy with an authority
almost sacred

; and, as they engrossed the

little learning of the age, their interposition
became requisite in all civil business

; and
a real usefulness in common Ufe was thus

superadded to the spiritual sanctity of their

character.

When the usurpations, therefore, of the

church had come to such maturity as to

embolden her to attempt extorting the

right of investitures from the temporal

power, Europe, especially Italy and Ger-

many, was thrown into the most violent

convulsions
;
and the pope and the empe-

ror waged implacable war on each other.

Gregory dared to fulminate the sentence of

excommunication against Henry and his

adherents
;

to pronounce him rightfully

deposed ;
to free his subjects from their

oaths of allegiance ; and, instead of shocking
mankind by this gross encroachment on
the civil authority, he found the stupid

people ready to second his most exorbitant

pretensions.* Every minister, servant, or

vassal, of the emperor, who received any

disgust, covered his rebellion under the

pretence of principle ; and even the mother
of this monarch, tbrgetting all the ties of

nature, was seduced to countenance the

insolence of his enemies. Princes them-

selves, not attentive to the pernicious

consequences of those papal claims, em-

ployed them lor their j^resent purposes :

and the controversy engendered the parties
of Guelf and Ghibbelin

;
the most durable

and most inveterate factions that ever arose

answer came that the pope's majesty had no leisirre

time to tallie with hym." In the sequel, the happy
result formed a beautiful commentary on the good
sense and piety which marked the whole course of

the proceedings. Henry was pardoned through the

kind interference of Matilda, thepope'smistress 1
—Ed.
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from the mixture of ambition and religious

zeal. Besides numberless assassinations,

and convulsions, it is computed that the

quarrel occasioned no less than sixty bat-

tles in the reign of Henry IV, and eighteen
in that of his successor, Henry V, when
the claims of the sovereign pontiff" finally

prevailed.
But the bold spirit of Gregory, not dis-

mayed with the vigorous opposition which
he met with from the emperor, extended

his usurpations all over Europe ;
and seem-

ed determined to set no bounds to the

spiritual, or rather temporal, monarchy
which he had undertaken to erect. He pro-
nounced the sentence of excommunication

against Nicephorus, emperor of the East.

Robert Guiscard, the adventurous Norman
who had acquired the dominion of Naples,
was attacked by the same dangerous wea-

pon. He degraded Boleslas, king of Poland,
from the rank of king ; and even deprived
Poland of the title of a kingdom. He
attempted to treat Philip, king of France,
with the same rigour which he had employed
against the emperor. He pretended to

the entire property and dominion of Spain ;

and he parcelled it out amongst adven-

turers, who undertook to conquer it from
the Saracens, and to hold it in vassalage
under the see of Rome. Even the Christian

bishops, on whose aid he relied, saw that

he was determined to reduce them to ser-

vitude ; and, by assuming the whole legis-
lative and judicial power of the church,
to centre all authority in the sovereign

pontiff".

William the Conqueror, the most potent,
the most haughty, and the most vigorous,

prince in Europe, was not secure from the

attacks of this enterprising pontiff". Gregory
wrote him a letter, requiring him to fulffl

his promise in doing homage for the king-
dom of England to the see of Rome, and to

send him tliat tribute which all his prede-
decessors had been accustomed to pay to

the Vicar of Christ. By the tribute he
meant Peter's pence ; which, though at first

a charitable donation of the Saxon princes.

* "William went further: he sternly told the pope's
Inuncio that he held his crown of God alone and his

I
sword

; and, being answered by threats, he issued an

was interpreted, according to the usual

practice of the Romish court, to be a

badge of subjection. William replied that

tlie money should be remitted as usual ;

but that neither had he promised to do

homage, nor was it in the least his purpose
to impose that servitude on his state. And,
the better to shew Gregory his indepen-

dence, he ventured to refuse to the EngUsh
bishops the liberty of attending a general

council, which that j)ontitf had summoned

against his enemies. *

But, though the king displayed this

vigour in supporting the royal dignity, he

was infected with the general superstition
of the age ;

and he did not perceive the

ambitious scope of those institutions, which

were introduced or promoted by the court

of Rome. Gregory, while he was throwing
all Europe into combustion, affected an

anxious care for the purity of manners;
and even the chaste pleasures of the mar-

riage bed were inconsistent, in his opinion,

with the sanctity of the sacerdotal charac-

ter. He had issued a decree prohibiting
the marriage of priests ; excommunicating
all clergjmien who retained their wives ;

declaring such unlawful commerce to be

fornication, and rendering it criminal in the

laity to attend di\dne worship when such

profane priests officiated at the altar. This

point was a great object in the politics of

the Roman pontiff's ;
and it cost them

infinitely more pains to establish it than

the propagation of any speculative absurdity
which they had ever attempted to intro-

duce. Many synods were summoned in

diff"erent parts of Europe before it was

finally settled ;
and it was constantly re

marived that the younger clergymen com

plied cheerfully with the pope's decrees in

this particular, and that the chief reluctance

appeared in those who were more advanced

in years. William allowed the pope's

legate to assemble, in his absence, a synod
at Winchester, in order to estabffsh the

celibacy of the clerg)'^ ; but the church of

England could not yet be carried the whole

length expected. The synod was content

William
refuscii it.

Grepjorj*

imposes
severe re-

straints on
the clergy.

edict, forbidding his subjects to acknowledge any

pope without his leave, or to receive communications

from Rome.—Ed.
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with decreeing that the bishops should not

thenceforth ordain any priests or deacons

without exacting from them a promise of

celibacy ;
but they enacted that none,

except those who belonged to collegiate or

cathedral churches, should be obliged to

separate from their wives.
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REVOLT OF PRINCE ROBERT.

The king passed some years in Normandy ;

but his long residence there was not entirely

owing to his declared preference to that

duchy. Robert, his eldest son, surnamed
Gambaron or Courthose, from his short

legs, was a prince who inherited all the

braveiy of his family and nation
;

but

without that policy and dissimulation by
which his father was distinguished, and

which, no less than his military valour, had
contributed to his great successes. Greedy
of fame, impatient of contradiction, this

prince could endure no control, even from
his imperious father

;
and openly aspired

to that independence to which his temper,
as well as some circumstances in his

situation, strongly invited him. Mlien
William first received the submissions of

the province of Maine, he had promised
the inhabitants that Robert should be their

prince ;
and before he undertook the ex-

pedition against England he had declared

him his successor in Normandy, and had

obliged the barons to do him homage as

their future sovereign. By this artifice he
had endeavoured to appease the jealousy of

his neighbours ; but, when Robert de-

manded of him the execution of those

engagements, he gave him an absolute

refusal
;
and told him, according to the

homely sajang, that he never intended to

throw off his clothes till he went to bed.

Robert openly declared his discontent
;

and was suspected of secretly instigating
the king of France and the earl of Brittany
to the opposition which they made to

William, and which had formerly frustrated

his attempts upon the town of Dol. And,
as the quarrel still augmented, Robert
entertained a sti'ong jealousy of his two

surviving brothers, William and Henry
(for Richard was killed in hunting, by a

stag) ; who, by greater submission, had
116

acquired the affections of their father. In

this disposition on both sides, the greatest
trifle sulRced to produce a rupture between

them.

The three princes, residing with their

father in the castle of I'Aigle in Normandy,
were one day engaged in sport ; and, after

some mirth and joUity, the two younger
took a fancy of throwing over some water

on Robert as he passed through the court

on leaving their apartment ;
a frolic which

he would naturally have regarded as

innocent, had it not been for the suggestions
of Alberic de Grentmesnil, son of that

Hugh de Grentmesnil whom William had

formerly deprived of his fortunes, when
that baron deserted him in England. The

young man, mindful of the injury, per
suaded the prince that this action was meant
as a public affront

;
and the choleric

Robert, drawing his sword, ran up stairs

with an intention of taking revenge on his

brothers. The whole castle was filled with

tumult, which the king himself, who
hastened from his apartment, found some

difficulty to appease. But he could by no
means appease the resentment of his eldest

son
; who, complaining of his partiality

left the court that very evening, and
hastened to Rouen, with an intention of

seizing the citadel of that place. But, being

disappointed in this view by the pi'ecaution
and vigilance of Roger de Ivery, the

governor, he fled to Hugh de Neufchatel,
a powerful Norman baron, who gave him

protection in his castles ; and he openly
levied war against his father. The popular
character of the prince, and a similarity of

manners, engaged all the young nobihty of

Normandy and Maine, as well as of Anjou
and Brittany, to take part with him

; and

it was supposed that Matilda his mother,
whose favourite he was, supported him in

his rebellion by secret remittances of

money, and by the encouragement which

she gave his partisans.
All the hereditary provinces of WilUam,

as well as his family, were, during several

years, thrown into convulsions by this war ;

and he was at last obliged to have recourse

to England, where that species of military

2;overnment which he had established gave
him greater authority than the ancient
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feudal institutions permitted him to exercise

in Normandy. He called over an army ol

Englisli under his ancient captains, who
soon expelled Robert. 'I'he youn<i; prince
was obliged to take shelter in the castle of

Gerberoy in the Beauvoisis ;
which the

king of France, who secretly fomented all

these dissensions, had provided for him.

In this fortress he was closely besieged by
his father

; against whom he made an

obstinate defence. There passed under

the walls of this place many rencounters,

whicli resembled more the single combats

of chivalry than the militaiy actions of

armies
;
but one of them was remarkable

for its circumstances and its event. Robert

happened to engage the king, who was
concealed by his helmet

;
and a tierce com-

bat ensued, till at last the young prince
wounded his father in the arm, and unhorsed
him. On his calling out for assistance,

his voice discovered him to his son
; who,

struck with remorse, instantly threw him-
self at his father's feet, craved pardon for

his offences, and offered to purchase for-

giveness by any atonement. The resent-

ment harboured by William was so impla-
cable, that he did not immediately respond
to this dutiful submission of his son

; but,

gi\-ing him his malediction, departed for

his own camp on Robert's horse, which
that prince had assisted him to mount.
He soon after raised the siege, and marched
with his army to Normandy : where the

* It is also noted to whom each propert)' formerly

belonged. A specimen of this valuable and important
record can hardly be out of its place here. "

Rej:

tenet Contone. Herahlus Comes tcnuit. et pro 10 hidis

geldavit. Terra est 10 rarucata. In dominio sunt 2

carucata, et 2 servi, et 28 villani. et 2 bordarii cum 8

carucatis. Ibi moUmis de 12 solidis et 6 denariis. et

20 acra prati. et 8 acra: pastura:, et 15 acra silva.

Hoc manrrium reddil 12 tihnisad pensum." ("The king
holds Contone. The earl Harold held it, and it was
assessed at 10 hides. Here are 10 ploughlands ;

2 of which, with 2 servants, are in demesne. And
28 villagers and 2 borderers occupy the other 8

ploughlands. Here is a mill of the value of 12 shil-

lings and sixpence, and 20 acres of meadow, and
8 acres of pasture, and 15 acres of wood. The
manor is let for 12 pounds by weight.")

It will be here observed, speaking of Harold, he is

not named as king :
" Heraldus Comes tenuit." "Where

manors formerly held by Edward the Confessor are

to be distinguished, it is always
" Rex Edwardus

tenuit." From this we may conclude that the com-
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interposition of the queen, and other

common friends, brought about a recon-

cilement. The king seemed so fully

appeased, that he even took Rol)ert with

him into England ;
where he intrusted him

with the counnand of an army, to repel an

inroad of Malcolm, king of Scotland, and

to retaliate by a like inroad into that

country. The Welsh, unable to resist

William's power, were, about the same

time, necessitated to pay a compensation
for their incursions

;
and every thing was

reduced to full tranquillity in this island.

DOMESDAY BOOK. 1081.

This state of affairs gave William leisure

to begin and finish an undertaking, which

jjroves his extensive genius, and does

honour to his memory : it was a general

survey of all the lands in the kingdom ;

their extent in each district ;
their pro-

prietors, tenures, value ; the quantity of

meadow, pasture, wood, and arable land,

which they contained ;
and in some counties

the number of tenants and cottagers.*

He appointed commissioners, who entered

every particular in their register by the

verdict of juries ;
and after a labour of six

years (for the work was so long in finishing),

brought him an exact account of all the

landed property of his kingdom.f This

monument, called Domesday book, the

most valuable piece of antiquity possessed

missioners knew it would not be agreeable to William

to give the late king the title which he had assumed

f It was in 1080 that the survey was commenced,

by the advice of a great council held in that year,

and it was brought to a conclusion in 1086. With
the exception of Cumberland, Westmorland and

Northumijerland, it comprelicnded all England.
The mode of making it was by presentment of juries,

or certain persons sw^om in every district before

commissioners "called the king's justices." The

sheriffs, the lords of manors, the priests of the several

churches, the steward of each hundred, and six

villains in every village, were required to give in-

formation on oath. It was to a board sitting at

Winchester that the returns were made. Care

was taken to mark what had been the extent and

value of each property in the time of Edward the

Confessor, which was indicated by the letters T. R. E.,

(Tempore Regis Edwardi.) Two books thus formed

are still preserved, called the Great and Little

Domesday Books. The latter contains but three

counties, Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex.—Ed.
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by any nation, is still preserved in the

exchequer. It sei-ves to illustrate to us, in

many particulars, the ancient state of

England.* The great Alfred had finished a

like survey of the kingdom in his time,
which was long kept at Winchester, and
which probably served as a model to

William in this undertaking.
The king was naturally a great econo-

mist
; and, though no prince had ever

been more bountiful to his officers, it was

merely because he had rendered himself

universal proprietor of England, and had a

whole kingdom to bestow. He reserved

an ample revenue for the crown ;
and he

kept possession of no less than fourteen

hundred and twenty-two manors in dif-

ferent parts of England, which paid him

rent, either in money, or in corn, cattle,

and the usual produce of the soil. An
ancient historian computes that his annual

fixed income, besides fines and other casual

profits, amounted to near four hundred
thousand pounds a year ;

a sum which, if

all circumstances be attended to, will

appear wholly incredible. A pound in

that age, as we have already observed,
contained three times the weight of silver

that it does at present ; and the same

weight of silver f would purchase near ten

times more of the necessaries of Hfe, though
not in the same jjroportion of the finer

manufactures. This revenue, therefore,

would be equal to at least nine or ten

millions at present ; and, as that prince
had neither fleet nor army to support, this

leads us to susjject a great mistake in the

computation : though, if we consider that

avarice is always imputed to William, and

that, having rendered himself master of all

the lands in the kingdom, he would

* All the estates were triply rated, viz : as they
stood in the time of the Confessor, as they were first

bestowed by William I., and as they were at the

time of the survey. The manuscript of this invaluable

record consists of twenty volmnes ; the first, a folio,

including thirty-one counties, and three hundred and

eighty-two double pages of velhnn
;
and the second,

a quarto, of four himdred and fifty pages, containing
three counties and part of two others. They are

preserved in the chapter house at Westminster
;
but

untU 1696, were kept in the Exchequer, under three

locks. A printed edition of the Domesday book

appeared in 1783, in two vols, folio, which was per-
ils

certainly retain a great proportion for his

own share ; perhaps no king of England
was ever more opulent, was more able to

support, by his revenue, the splendour and

magnificence of a court, or could bestow

more on his pleasures, or in liberalities to

liis servants and favourites.

THE NEW FOREST.

There was one pleasure to which William,
as well as all the Normans and ancient

Saxons, was extremely addicted, and that

was hunting : but this pleasure he indulged
more at the expense of his unhappy sub

jects, than to the loss of his own revenue.

Not content with those large forests which
former kings possessed, he resolved to

make a new forest near Winchester, the

usual place of his residence ; and for that

purpose he laid waste the country in

Hampsliire for an extent of thuty miles,

expelled the inhabitants from their houses,
seized their property, even demolished

churches and convents, and made the

sufferers no compensation. J At the same
time he enacted new laws, by which he

prohibited all his subjects from hunting in

any of his forests. The killing of a deer

or boar, or even a hare, was punished with

the loss of the delinquent's eyes ; and that

at a time when tlie killing of a man could

be atoned for by paying a moderate fine or

composition.
The transactions recorded during the

remainder of this reign may be considered

more as domestic occuri'ences, which con

cern the prince, than as national events.

Odo, bishop of Baieux, the king's uterine

brother, whom he had created earl of Kent,
and intrusted with a great share of power,

Great opa-
lence of

William.

The new
forest made

fected in 1816, by a third containing similar records

known under the same title, with very copious
indexes and an excellent introduction by Sir Henry
Ellis, principal librarian of the British Museum.'"—
Thomson.—Ed.

f This calculation, however correct when made by
Mr. Hume, must be materially affected by the

altered circumstances of the times.

\ He depopulated a great part of Hampshire for

the space of thhty miles,
" where there had been,"

(saith Caxton)
" six and twenty towns and fourscore

religious houses."—Baker,—Ed.
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had amassed immense riches ; and, agree-

ahly to the usual progress of human wishes,

he hegan to regard his present acquisitions
but as a step to farther grandeur. He had
formed the cliimerical project of buying the

papacy ; and, though Gregory, the reigning

pope, was not of advanced years, the

prehite had confided so mucli in the pre-
dictions of an astrologer, that he reckoned

upon the pontiff's death, and upon attaining,

by his own intrigues and money, that

envied state of greatness. Resolving,
therefore, to remit all his riches to Italy,
he had persuaded many considerable barons,
and among the rest Hugh earl of Chester, to

take the same course
; in hopes that, w'hen

he should mount the papal throne, he

would bestow on them more considerable

establishments. The king got mtelli^rence

of the design, and ordered Odo to be

arrested. His officers, from respect to the

immunities which the ecclesiastics now
assumed, scrupled to execute the command,
till the king himself was obhgcd in person
to seize him

; and, when Odo insisted that

he «-as a prelate, and exempt from all

temporal jurisdiction, WiUiam replied that

he arrested him not as bishop of Baieux,
but as earl of Kent. He was sent prisoner
to Normandy ; and, not\nthstandjng the

remonstrances of Gregory, was detained in

custody during the remainder of this reign.
Another domestic event gave the king

much more concern ; it was the death of

Matilda his consort, whom he tenderly
loved, and for whom he had ever preserved
the most sincere friendship. Three years
afterwards he passed into Normandy, and
carried with him Edgar Athehng, to whom
he wnUingly granted permission to make a

pilgrimage to the holy land.

WAR WITH FRANCE. 1087.

He was detained on the continent by a

misunderstanding, which broke out between
liim and the king of France, and which
was occasioned by inroads made into Nor-

mandy by some French barons on the

frontiers. It was little in tne power of

princes at that time to restrain their licen-

tious nobility ; but William suspected that

jthese barons durst not have provoked his

indignation, had they not been assured of

tlie countenance and protection of Philip.

William, who was become corpulent, had

been.detained in bed some time by sickness ;

upon which Philip expressed his surprise
that his brother of England should be so

long in being delivered of his big belly.
The king sent him word that, as soon as

he was up, he would present so many lights
at Notre-dame as would perhaps give little

pleasure to the king of France
; alluding

to the usual practice at that time of women
after childbirth. Immediately on his re-

covery he led an army into L'Isle de

France, laid every thing waste witii fire

and sword, and took the town of Mante,
which he reduced to ashes.

DEATH AND CHARACTER OF
WILLIAIM.

But the progress of these hostilities was

stopped by an accident, which soon after

put an end to WiUiam's life. Plis horse

starting aside, he bruised his belly on the

pommel of the saddle ; and, being in a bad

habit of body, as well as somewhat ad-

vanced in years, he began to apprehend
the consequences, and ordered himself to

he carried in a litter to the monastery of

St. Gervas. Finding his illness increase, and

being sensible of the approach of death, he

was struck with remorse for those horrible

cruelties and acts of violence which he had
committed during the course of his reign
over England. He endeavoured to make
atonement by presents to churches and

monasteries ;
and he issued orders that

earl Morcar, Siward, Bearne, and other

EngUsh prisoners, should be set at liberty.

He was even prevailed on, though not

without reluctance, to consent, with his

dying breath, to release his brother Odo.

He left Normandy and Maine to his eldest

son Robert ;
he wrote to Lanfranc, desiring

him to crown William king of England ;

he bequeathed to Henr}' nothing but the

possessions of his mother Matilda, but

foretold that he would one day surpass
both liis brothers in power and opulence.
He expired on the ninth of September,
1087, in the sixty-third year of his age, in

the twentv-first vear of his reign over
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England, and in the fifty-fourth of that

over Normandy.*
Few princes have beenmore fortunate than

this great monarch, or were better entitled

to grandeur and prosperity, from the abilities

and the vigour ol" mind which he displayed
in all his conduct. His spirit was bold

and enterprising, yet guided by prudence :

his ambition lay Httle under the restraints

ofjustice, still less under those of humanity,
and ever submitted to the dictates of sound

policy. Born in an age when the minds
of men were intractable and unacquainted
with submission, he was yet able to direct

them to his purposes, and establish an un-

limited authority. Though not insensible

to generosity, he was hardened against

compassion ; and he seemed equally am-
bitious of shew and parade in his clemency
and in his severity. The maxims of his

administration were austere
;

but ill cal-

culated for softening the rigours which,
under the most gentle management, are

inseparable from conquest. His attempt
against England was the last great enterprise
of the kind which, during the course of

seven hundred years, has fully succeeded
in Europe ; and the force of his genius
broke through those limits, which first the

feudal institutions, then the refined policy
of princes, have fixed to the several states

of Christendom. Though he rendered

himself infinitely odious to his English

subjects, the throne is still filled by his

descendants : a proof that the foundations

which he laid were firm and soHd ; and

* The old writers consider the evanescent charac-

ter of human greatness to have been most singularly

exemplified iu the circumstances which marked his

exit from life. His court speedily deserted the dead
monarch. William was in haste to reach England ;

Henry was impatient to secure the five thousand

pounds in money, secured to him by his father's will
;

and the corpse of the proud victor of Hastings, was
left prostrate and naked on the floor. "Afterwards,"

says Baker,
"
William, archbishop of Rouen, com-

manded his bod)' should be conveyed to Caen
;

but

his command was little regarded : till at last one

Herlewyne, a country knight, at his own charge,
caused his body to be embalmed and conveyed
thither, where the abbot and monks meeting the

corpse, suddenly, in the midst of their solemnities, a

violent fire broke out in the town, with the fright

whereof, every man left the place ;
and thus was his

body the second time left forlorn. In the end, a few
monks returned, and attended the hearse to the abbey
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that, while he seemed only to gratify the

present passion, he had still an eye towards

futurity.

Some writers have been desirous of re-

fusing to this prince the title of Conqueror
in the sense which that term commonly
bears ; and, on pretence that the word

isjcunquem'
sometimes in old books applied to such asi'^"*^''™"'-

make an acquisition of territory by any
means, they are willing to reject William's

title, by right of war, to the crown of Eng-
land. It sutfices to say that the duke of

Normandy's first invasion of the island was

hostile ; that his subsequent administration

was entirely supported by arms ; that in

the very frame of his laws he made a

distinction between the Normans and Eng-
lish, to the advantage of the former

;
that

he acted in everything as absolute master

over the natives ; and that, if there was an

interval when he assumed the appearance
of a legal sovereign, the period was very
short. Scarce any of those revolutions,

which have always been denominated con-

quests, appear equally violent, or were

attended with so sudden an alteration both

of power and property. The Roman state,

which spread its dominion over Europe,
left the rights of individuals in a great
measure untouched ; and those civilized

conquerors, while they made their own

country the seat of empire, found that they
could draw most advantage from the sub-

jected provinces, by securing to the natives

the free enjoyment of their own laws and

of their private possessions. The barba-

cliurch : but when the divine office was ended, and

his body ready to be laid in the grave, one Anselm
Fitz Arthur stood up and claimed that ground to

have been his father's house, which king Wilham
had violently wrested from him, and thereupon

charged them, as they woidd answer it before the

dreadful face of God, not to cover his body with the

earth of his inheritance. "Whereupon, after some

pause, agreement was made with him, and three

pomid •nas paid in hand, for the ground broken uj),

and an hundred pounds more afterwards for the

ground itself, paid him by Henry, the king"s youngest

son, who ordy, of all his sons, was present at the

funeral. And this was not all; but -when his body
was to be put in the earth, it happened that the

sepulchre of stone which stood within f e grave was

hewn somewhat too strait, so as they were fain to

press it down with some ^iolence." The instant con-

sequences were too sickening for description ;
the

corpse was again deserted.—Ed.
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rians, who subdued the Roman empire,

tliou2;h they settled in the conquered coun-

tries, found a part only of the land sufficient

to supply all their wants ;
and they were

not tempted to seize extensive possessions,
which they knew neither how to cultivate

nor enjoy. Rut the Normans and other

foreiijners, who followed the standard of

William, while they made the vanquished

kingdom the seat of government, having

totally subdued the natives, pushed the

rights of conquest to the utmost extremity

against them. Except the former conquest
of England by the Saxons, who were

induced by peculiar circumstances to pro-
ceed even to the extermination of the

natives, it would be difficult to find in all

history a revolution attended with a more

complete subjection of the ancient inhabit-

ants. Contumely seems even to have been

wantonly added to oppression ; and the

natives were universally reduced to such a

state of meanness and poverty, that the

English name became a term of reproach ;

and several generations elapsed before one

family of Saxon pedigree was raised to any
considerable honours, or could so much as

attain the rank of baron of the realm.

These facts are so apparent, that none
would have been tempted to deny or elude

them, were they not heated by the contro-

versies of faction. But it is evident that

the present rights and privileges of the

people, who are a mixture of English and

Normans, can never be affected by a trans-

action which passed seven hundred years

ago ; and, as all ancient authors* unani-

mously speak of the Norman dominion as

a conquest by war and arms, no reasonable

man will ever be tempted to reject their

concurring and undoubted testimony.

King William had issue, besides his

three sons who survived him, five daugh-
ters

; to wit, (1) Cicily, a nun in the

monastery of Feschamp, aften\'ards abbess
in the holy Trinity at Caen, where she

died in 1127. (2) Constantia, married to

Alan Fergent, earl of Brittany. She died

without issue. (3) Alice, contracted to

Harold. (4) Adela, married to Stephen,
earl of Blois, by whom she had four sons

;

William, Theobald, Henry, and Stephen ;

of whom the eldest was neglected, on

account of the imbecility of his under-

standing. (5) Agatha, who died a virgin,

but was betrothed to the king of Gallicia.

She died on her journey thither, before

she joined her bridegroom.

* See note E at the end of the volume.
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ACCESSION OF WILLIAM RUFUS.
1087.

W^iLLiAM, surnamed Rufus, or the Red,
from the colour of his hair, had no sooner

procured his father's recommendatorj' letter

to Lanfranc the primate, than he hastened

to take measures for securing to himself

the s;overnment of England. Sensible that

a deed so unformal, and so little prepared,
wliich violated Robert's right of primoge-

niture, might meet with great opposition,

he trusted entirely for success to hi.s own

celerity ; and, having left St. Gervas while

Wilham was breathing his last, he arrived

in England before intelligence of his father's

death had reached that kingdom. Pretend-

ing orders from the king, he secured the

fortresses ofDover, Pevensey, and Hastings,
whose situation rendered them of the

greatest importance ;
and he got possession

of the royal treasure at Winchester,

amounting to the sum of sixty thousand

pounds, by which he hoped to encourage
and increase his partisans. The primate
whose rank and reputation in the kingdom

gave him great authority, had been entrusted

with the care of his education, and had

I

conferred on him the honour of knight
hood ; and, being connected with him by

I these ties, declared that he would pay a
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to the last will of the

Conqueror, his benefactor. Having assem-

bled some bishops, and some of the

principal nobility, he instantly proceeded
to the ceremony of crowning the new king,
and by this dispatch endeavoured to pre-
vent all faction and resistance. At the

same time Robert, who had been already

acknowledged successor to Normandy, took

peaceable possession of that duchy.

CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE KING.

But, though this partition appeared to

have been made without any violence or

opposition, there remained in England

many causes of discontent, which seemed

to menace that kingdom with a sudden

revolution. The barons, who generally

possessed large estates both in England
and in Normandy, were uneasy at the

separation of those territories
;
and fore-

saw that, as it would be impossible to

preserve long their allegiance to two mas-

ters, they must resign their ancient patri-

mony or their new acquisitions. Robert's

title to the duchy they esteemed incontes-

tible
;

his claim to the kingdom plausible ;

and they all desired that this prince should

be put in possession of both. A compari-
son also of the personal qualities of the

two brothers led them to give the prefer-

ence to the elder. The duke was brave,

sincere, and generous ; even his predomi-
nant faults, his extreme indolence and

facility, were not disagreeable to those

haughty barons. The king, though equally

brave, was violent, haughty, tyrannical ;

and seemed disposed to govern more by
the fear than by the love of his subjects.
Odo bishop of Baieux, and Robert earl of

Mortaigne, maternal brothers of the Con-

queror, envying the great credit of Lanfranc,

enforced all these motives with their

partisans, and engaged them in a formal

conspiracy to dethrone the king. They
communicated their design to Eustace

count of Bologne, Roger earl of Shrews-

bury and Arundel, Robert de Belesme, his

eldest son, William bishop of Durham,
Robert de Moubray, Roger Bigod, Hugh
de Grentmesnil ; and they easily procured
the assent of these potent noblemen. The
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conspirators, retiring to their castles, has

tened to put themselves in a military

posture ; and, expecting to be soon sup-

ported by a powerful army from Normandy,
they had already begun hostilities in many
places.
The king, sensible of his perilous situa-

tion, endeavoured to engage the aflections

of the native English. As that people
were now so thoroughly subdued that they
no longer aspired to the recovery of their

ancient liberties, they zealously embraced
William's cause, upon receiving general

promises of good treatment, and of enjoy-

ing the license of hunting in the royal
forests. The king was soon in a situation

to take the field ; and suddenly marched
into Kent

;
where his uncles had seized

the fortresses of Pevensey and Rochester.

These places he successively reduced by
famine

; and, though he was prevailed on

by the earl of Chester, WiUiam deWarrenne,
and Robert Fitz Hammon, who had em
braced his cause, to spare the lives of the

rebels, he confiscated all their estates, and
banished them the kingdom. This success

gave authority to his negociations with

Roger earl of Shrewsbury, whom he
detached from the confederates

; and, as

his powerful fleet, joined to the indolent

conduct of Robert, prevented the arrival

of the Norman succours, all the other

rebels found no resource but in flight or

submission. Some of them received a

pardon, but the greater part viere attainted;

and the king bestowed their estates on the

Norman barons who had remained faithful

to him.

W^illiam, freed from the danger of these

insurrections, took little care of fulfilling

his promises to the English ;
who still

found themselves exposed to the same

oppressions which they had undergone
during the reign of the Conqueror, and

which were rather augmented by the

violent impetuous temper of the present
monarch. The death of Lanfranc gave
soon after a full career to his tyranny;
and all orders of men found reason to

complain of an arbitrary administration.

Even the privileges of the church, held

sacred in those days, were a feeble rampart

against his usurpations. He seized the
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temporalities of all the vacant bishoprics
and abbics

;
he delayed the appointing of

successors to those dij^nities, that he might
the longer enjoy the profits of their revenue;
he bestowed some of the church lands on
his captains and favourites

;
and he o))enly

set to sale such sees and abbies as he

thought proper to dispose of. Though the

murmurs of the ecclesiastics rose high

against this grievance, the terror of Wil-

liam's authority, conHrmedby the suppres-
sion of the late insurrections, preserved

general tranquillity in England.

INVASION OF NORMANDY. 1090.

The king even thought himself enabled to

disturb his brother in the possession of

Normandy. The loose and negligent
administration of that prince had embol-

dened the Norman barons to aliect a great

independency ;
and their mutual quarrels

rendered that whole territory a scene of

violence and outrage. Two of them,
Walter and Odo, were bribed by William
to deliver the fortresses of St. Valori

and Albemarle into his hands. Others

imitated the example of revolt
;

while

Philip, king of France, was engaged by
large presents to remain neuter. The duke
had also reason tc apprehend danger from

his brother Henry. This young j)rince,

who had inherited nothing of his father's

great possessions, but some of his money,
had furnished Robert, while he was making
his preparations against England, with the

sum of three thousand marks
; and, in

return, had been put in possession of the

C'otentin, which comprehended near a

third of the duchy of Normandy. Robert

afterwards, upon some suspicion, threw
him into prison; but, finding himself

exposed to invasion from the king of Eng-
land, he now gave Henry his liberty, and
..^ven made use of his assistance in sup-

pressing the insurrections of his rebellious

subjects. C'onan, a rich burgess of Rouen,
had entered into a conspiracy to deliver

that city to William
;
but Henn,-, on the

detection of his guilt, carried the traitor

up to a high tower, and wiih his own
hands flung him from the battlements.

The king appeared in Normandy at the

head of an army ;
and affairs seemed to

have come to extremity between the

brothers
;
when the nobility on both sides

interposed, and mediated an accommo
dation. 'J'lie chief advantage of this treaty
accrued to WiUiam, who obtained pos-
session of the territory of Eu, the towns of

Aumale, Fescamp, and other places : but

in return he promised that he would assist

his brotlier in subduing Maine, which had

rebelled ; and that the Norman barons,

attainted in Robert's cause, should be res-

tored to their estates in England. The
two brothers also stipulated that, on the

demise of either without issue, the sur-

vivor should inherit all his dominions ;
and

twelve of the mo»t powerful barons on each

side swore that they w^ould employ their

power to ensure the effectual execution of

the whole treaty. A strong proof of the

great independence and authority of the

nobles in those ages !

Prince Henry, disgusted that so httle

care had been taken of his interests in

this accommodation, retired to St. Michael's

Mount, a strong fortress on the coast of

Normandy, and infested the neighbourhood
with his incursions. Robert and William

besieged him, and had nearly reduced him

by the scarcity of water ;
when the elder,

hearing of his distress, granted him per-

mission to supply himself, and also sent

him some pipes of wine for his own table.

Being reproved by William for this ill-timed

generosity, he rephed, 'What, shall I suffer

my brother to die of thirst ? Where siiall

we find another when he is gone ?
' The

king also, during this siege, performed an

act of generosity which was less suitable

to his character. Riding out one day

alone, to take a survey of the fortress, he

was attacked by two soldiers, and dis-

mounted. One of them drew his sword

to dispatch him ;
when the king exclaimed,

' Hold knave ! I am the king of England.'
The soldier suspended his blow

; and,

raising the king from the ground, with ex-

pressions of respect, received a handsome

reward, and was taken into his service.

Prince Henrj' was soon after obUged to!

capitulate ; and, being despoiled of all';

his patrimony, wandered about, with very:

few attendants, and often in great poverty.!
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The continued intestine discord among
the barons was alone in that age destruc-

tive
; the public wars were commonly

short, produced little bloodshed, and were

attended with no memorable event. To
this Norman war, which was so soon con-

cluded, there succeeded (in 1091) hostili-

ties with Scotland, which were not of

longer duration. Robert here commanded
his brother's army, and obliged Malcolm
to accept of peace, and do homage to the

crown of England. This peace was not

more durable. Malcolm, two years after,

levying an army, invaded England ; and,

after ravaging Northumberland, he laid

siege to Alnwick, where, a party of Earl

Moubray's troops falling upon him by sur-

prise, a sharp action ensued, in which

Malcolm was slain. This incident inter-

rupted for some years the regular succes-

sion to the Scottish crown. Though Mal-
colm left legitimate sons, his brother

Donald, on account of the youth of these

princes, was advanced to the throne
;
but

kept no long possession of it. Duncan,
natural son of Malcolm, formed a conspi-

racy against him
; and, being assisted by

William with a small force, made himself

master of the kingdom. New broils en-

sued with Normandy. The frank, open,
remiss, temper of Robert was ill fitted to

withsand the interested rapacious character

of William ; who was still encroaching on
his brother's possessions, and instigating
his turbulent barons to rebellion against
him. The king, having gone over to Nor-

mandy to support his partisans, ordered

an army of twenty thousand men to be le-

vied in England, and to be conducted to

the sea coast, as if they were instantly to

be embarked. Here Ralph Flambard, the

king's minister, and the chief instrument

of his extortions, exacted ten shillings a-

piece from them in lieu of their service,

and then dismissed them. This money
was so skilfully employed by William, that

it rendered him better service than he could

have expected from the army. He engaged
the French king by new presents to de-

part from the protection of Robert
;
and

he daily bribed the Norman barons to de-

sert : but was prevented from pushing his

advantages by an incursion of the Welsh,
124

which obliged him to return to England. He
found no difficulty in repelling the enemy;
but was not able to make any considerable

impression on a country guarded by its

mountainous situation. A conspiracy of

his own barons appeared a more serious

concern, and engrossed all his attention.

Robert Moubray, earl of Northumberland,
was at the head of this combination

;
and

he engaged in it the count d'Eu, Richard

de Tonbridge, Roger de Lacey, and many
others. The purpose of the conspirators
was to dethrone the king, and to advance

in his stead Stephen, count of Auraale,

nephew to the Conqueror. William's dis-

patch prevented the design from taking

eft'ect, and disconcerted the conspirators.

Moubray made some resistance
; but, beine;

taken prisoner, was attainted, and thrown

into confinement, where he died about thirty

years after. The count d'Eu denied his

concurrence in the plot ; and, to justify

himself, fought, in the presence of the

court, at Windsor, a duel with Geoffrey

Bainard, who accused him : but, being
worsted in the combat, he was condemned
to be castrated, and to have his eyes put
out. William de Alderi, another conspira

tor, was sentenced to be hanged.

THE CRUSADES. 1096.

But the noise of these petty wars and

commotions was quite sunk in the tumult

of the crusades, which now engrossed the

attention of Europe, and have ever since

engaged the curiosity of mankind, as the

most signal monument of human folly

that has yet appeared in any age or nation.

After Mahomet had, by means of his pre-
tended revelations, united the dispersed
Arabians

; they issued forth from their

deserts in great multitudes, and, being ani-

mated with zeal for their new religion, they
made deep impression on the eastern em-

pire, which was far on the decline, with

regard both to military discipline and to civil

policy. Jerusalem, became one of their

most early conquests ;
and the Christians

had the mortification to see the holy se-

pulchre, and the other places consecrated

by the presence of their rehgious founder,

fallen into the possession of infidels. But
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the Arabians or Saracens were so employed
in military enterprises, by which they

s|iread their empire, in a few years, from
the l)anks of the Gan^ies to the Streierhts

of Gibralter, that they had no leisure for

theoloijical controversy : and were much
less infected with the spirit of bigotry and

persecution than the indolent and specu-
lative Greeks, who were continually refin-

ing on the several articles of their reHgious

system. They gave little disturbance to

those zealous pilgrims who daily flocked to

Jerusalem
;
and they allowed every man,

paying a moderate tribute, to visit the holy

sepulchre, to perform his religious duties,

and to return in peace. But the Turco-
mans or Turks, a tribe of Tartars who had
embraced Mahometanism, ha^^ng wrested

S\Tia from the Saracens, and ha^'ing, in

the year 1065, made themselves masters

of Jerusalem, rendered the pilgrimage
much more difficult and dangerous to the

Christians. The barbarity of their man-

ners, and the confusions attending their

unsettled government, exposed the pilgrims
to many insults, robberies, and extortions :

and these zealots returning, filled all

Christendom with indignation against the in-

fidels, who profaned the holy city by their

presence. Gregory VII. had formed the

the design of uniting all the western

Christians against the Mahometans : but

the violent invasions of that pontiff on the

civil power of princes had created him so

many enemies, that he was not able to

make great progress in this undertaking.

[The work was reserv^ed for a meaner in-

strument ;
whose low condition in life ex-

posed him to no jealousy, and whose folly

was well calculated to coincide with the

prevailing principles of the times.

Peter, commonly called the Hermit, a

native of Amiens in Picardy, had made
the pilgrimage to Jerusalem. Being deep-

ly affected with the dangers to which that

act of piety now exposed the pilgrims, as

well as with the instances of oppression
under which the eastern christians laboured,

i!*"onfc ihe entertained the bold project of leading

jinto Asia, from the farthest extremities of

the West, armies sufficient to subdue those

[potent
and warhke nations which held the

Iholy city in subjection. He proposed his

VOL. I. 2 I

'fT the

views to Martin 11., who tilled the papal
chair

; and who, though sensible of the

advantages which the head of the christian

reUgion must reap from a religious war,
resolved not to interpose his authority till

he saw a greater probability of success.

He summoned a council at Placentia,

which consisted of four thousand ecclesi-

astics and thirty thousand seculars ; and
which was so numerous that it was neces-

sary to hold the assembly in a plain. The

harangues of the pope, and of Peter,

representing the dismal situation of their

brethren, and the indignity suffered by the

Christian name, in allowing the holy city
to remain in the hands of infidels, here

found the minds of men so well prepared,
that the whole multitude suddenly declared

for the war, and solemnly devoted them-

selves to perform this service, so meritorious,
as they beUeved it, to God and reUgion.

But, though Italy seemed thus to have

zealously embraced the enterprise, Martin

knew that, to ensure success, it was

necessary to inlist the greater and more
warhke nations in the same engagement ;

and, having previously exhorted Peter to

visit the chief cities and sovereigns of

Christendom, he summoned another coun-

cil at Clermont in Auvergne. The fame

of this great and pious design, being now

universally diffused, procured the attendance

of the greatest prelates, nobles, and princes ;

and, when the pope and the hermit re-

newed their pathetic exhortations, the

whole assembly, as if impelled by an

immediate inspiration, exclaimed with one

voice,
'

It is the will of God !' Words
deemed so memorable, that they were em

ployed as the signal of rendezvous and

battle in all the future exploits of those

adventurers. Men of all ranks flew to

arms with the utmost ardour. The s

of the cross, which had been hitherto so

much revered among Christians, and which,

the more it was an object of reproach

among the Pagan world, was the more

passionately cherished by them, became

the badge of union, and was affixed to

their right shoulder by all who enlisted

in this sacred warfare.

Europe was at this time sunk into pro-
found ignorance and superstition : the
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ecclesiastics had acquired the greatest
ascendant over the human mind

;
the

people, who abandoned themselves to the

worst crimes, knew of no other expiation
than the observances imposed by their

spiritual pastors ;
and it was easy to re-

present the holy war as an equivalent for

all penances, and an atonement for every
violation of justice and humanity. But,
amidst the abject superstition which now

prevailed, the mihtary spirit also had

universally diifused itself
;
and was become

the general passion of the nations governed
by the feudal law. All the great lords

possessed the right of peace and war
; they

were engaged in perpetual hostilities with

each other
; the open countiy was become

a scene of outrage and disorder
;
the cities,

still mean and poor, were exposed to every
insult

; individuals were obliged to depend
for safety on their own force, or their

private alUances
; and valour was the only

excellence which gave one man the pre-
eminence above another. When aU the

particular superstitions, therefore, were
here united in one great object, the ardour
for military enterprises took the same
direction

;
and Europe, impelled by its two

ruling passions, was loosened, as it were,
from its foundations, and seemed to pre-

cipitate itself in one united body upon the

east.

All orders of men, deeming the crusades

the only road to heaven, enhsted themselves
under these sacred banners, and were im-

patient to open the way with their sword
to the holy city. Nobles, artisans, peasants,
even priests, enrolled their names

;
and to

decline this meritorious service was branded
with the reproach of impiety, or (what

perhaps was esteemed still more disgraceful)
of pusillanimity. The infirm and aged
contributed to the expedition by presents
and money ; and many of them, not satisfied

* A great number of females accompanied ihem,

considering that, as the Redeemer had died for their

salvation, they ought to be prepared to suffer for his

glory. As soldiers they marched to battle, but did

not, in some cases, disdain to save their lives by
means not at the command of the male crusaders.
In the sanguinary struggle vi'hich took place near

Dorylaeum, where the reno\vned Tancred had nearly
lost his life, we are told,

" In the midst of the battle,
and while the crusaders were rapidly falling under
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with the merit of this atonement, attended

it in person, determined, if possible, to

breathe their last in sight of that city

where their Saviour had died for them

Women, concealing their sex under the

disguise of armour, attended the camp ;

and commonly forgot still more the duty
of the sex, by prostituting themselves,

without reserve, to the army.* The greatest
criminals were forward in a service which

they regarded as a propitiation for all

crimes ;
and the most enormous disorders

were, during the course of those expeditions,
committed by men inured to wickedness,

encouraged by example, and impelled by

necessity. The multitude soon became so

great, that their most sagacious leaders,

Hugh count of Vermandois, brother to the

French king, Raymond count of Toulouse,

Godfrey of Bouillon, prince of Brabant,
and Stephen count of Blois, became ap-

prehensive lest the greatness of the arma-

ment should disappoint its purpose : and

they permitted an undisciplined multitude,

computed at three hundred thousand men,
to go before them, under the command of

Peter the Hermit and Walter the Money-
less. These men took the road towards

Constantinople through Hungaria and

Bulgaria ; and, trusting that Heaven by
supernatural assistance would supply all

their necessities, made no pronsion for

subsistence on their march. They soon

found themselves obliged to obtain by
plunder what they had vainly expected
from miracles ;

and the enraged inhabitants

of the countries through which they

passed, attacked the disorderly multitude,

and put them to slaughter without resistance.

The disciplined armies followed
; and,

passing the straits at Constantinople, were

mustered in the plains of Asia, and

amounted in the whole to seven hundred

thousand combatants.

the arrows of his soldiers, Soliman, at the head of a

select band, fell upon the Christian camp. The most
indiscriminate slaughter followed the surprise : but

the maidens who had accompanied the army, losing
their devotion for the moment, saved their lives by

taking care to habit themselves in their most becoming
dresses, and freely resigning themselves to the power
of the victors." If such were the course pursued by
the maidens, it may be presumed the wives and

widows followed, if they did not set the example.
—Ed.,
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Amidst this universal frenzy, which

spread itself by contagion throuijhout

Europe, men were not entirely forgetful of

their present interests
;

and both those

who went, and those who stayed behind,
entertained schemes of gratifying their

avarice or their ambition. The nobles

were moved, from the romantic spirit of

the age, to hope for opulent establishments

in the east, the chief seat of arts and com-
merce during those ages ; and, in pursuit
of these chimerical projects, they sold their

ancient castles and inheritances, which had

now lost all value in their eyes. The

greater princes, who remained at home,
took the opportunity of annexing to their

crown many considerable tiefs, either by
purchase or by the extinction of heirs.

T^^fope
jThe pope frequently turned the zeal of the

Cnis»ders |Crusades from the intidels against his own
enemies, whom he represented as equallv
criminal with the enemies of Christ. The
convents and other religious societies bought
the possessions of the adventurers

;
and

they often diverted to this purpose what
was intended to be employed against the

JinHdels. But no one was a more immediate

gainer by this epidemic fur\' than the king
of England, who kept aloof from all cou-

them to his brother William for ten thou-

sand marks.* The barirain was soon con-
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ACQUISITION OF XOmiANDY.

Robert duke of Normandy, impelled by
the bravery and mistaken generosity of his

spii-it, had early inlisted himself in the

crusade
; but, being always unprovided

with money, he found that it would be im-

practicable for him to appear in a manner
uitable to his rank and station at the head

of his numerous vassals and subjects, who
were determined to follow him into Asia.

He resolved, therefore, to mortgage, or

rather to sell, his dominions
;
and he offered

* Some WTiters make the sum demanded one third

more, or pounds instead of marks. " At this tyme,
many noblemen layd their landes and lordships to

mortgage, to proWde for the forenamed %-iage.

Among which was Robert Curthoyse, duke of Nor-
mandie. he laied his dukedome to wedd to his brother

Wylliam. k\Tig of Englande, for 10,000 pounds.''—
Lanquette.

—Ed.

The kinii raised the money by
on his subjects of all

clued.

violent extortions

ranks, even on the convents, who were

obliged to melt their plate to furnish the

(piota demanded of them
;
he was put in

possession of Normandy and Maine
; and

Robert, providing himself with a magniticent
train, set out for the holy land, in pursuit
of glory, and in full confidence of securing
his eternal salvation.

The smallness of this sum, with the

difficulties which William found in raising
it, suffices to refute the account, heedlessly

adopted by historians, of the enormous
revenue of the Conqueror. Is it credible

that Robert would consign to the rapacious
hands of his brother such considerable

dominions, for a sum which, according to

that account, made not a week's income
of his father's English revenue alone ? Or
that the king of England could not on

demand, without oppressing his subjects
have been able to pay him the money ?

The Conqueror, it is agreed, was frugal as

well as rapacious ; yet his treasure at his

death exceeded not sixty thousand pounds,
which hardly amounted to his income for

two months
;
another certain refutation of

that exaggerated account, f

The h\T\ of the crusades, during this

age, less infected England than the neigh-

bouring kingdoms ; probably because the

Norman conquerors durst not abandon

their homes in quest of distant adventures.

The selfish spirit also of the king, which

kept him from kindfing in the general

flame, checked its progress among his

subjects ; and it is likely that he made the

romantic chivalry of the crusades the

object of his raille^J^ As an instance of

liis irreliirion, we are told that he once

accepted of sixty marks from a Jew, whose

son had been converted to Christianity,

f
"
Though Ordericus may have given us an

account somewhat too large, yet, considering the

number of his manors, and the number of knights'
were sixty thotisand fees, which out of which escuage

might he le\'y in times of action, he had, without

doubt, a very great revenue either for peace or war.
—Discourse upon grants, Sjc.
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and who engaged him by that present to

assist him in bringing back the youth to

Judaism. William employed both menaces
and persuasion for that purpose : but,

finding the convert obstinate, he sent for

the father, and told him that, as he had
not succeeded, it was not just that he
should keep the present ; but, as he had
done his utmost, it was but equitable that

he should be paid for his pains ; and he

would therefore retain only thirty marks.
At another time, it is said, he sent for

some learned christian theologians and
some rabbles, and bade them fairly dispute
the question of their rehgion in his presence :

he was perfectly indifferent ; had his ears

open to conviction ; and would embrace
that doctrine which should be supported

by the most solid arguments. If this story
be true, it is probable that he meant only

amuse himself by turning both into

ridicule. But we must be cautious of

admitting eveiy thing related by the monk-
ish historians : he had the misfortune to

be engaged in quarrels with the ecclesiastics,

particularly with Anselm, commonly called

St. Anselm, archbishop of Canterbury ;

and it is no wonder his memory should be

blackened by the historians of that order.

QUARREL WITH ANSELM THE
PRIMATE.

After the death of Lanfranc, the king
retained in his own hands the revenues of

Canterbury, as he did those of many other

vacant bishoprics : but, falUng into a

dangerous sickness, the clergy represented
to him that he was in danger of eternal

perdition, if before his death he did not

make atonement for those multiplied sacri-

leges of which he had been guilty. He
resolved, therefore, to supply instantly the

vacancy of Canterbury ; and sent for

Anselm, a Piedmontese by birth, abbot of

Bee in Normandy, who was much cele-

brated for his learning and piety. The
abbot earnestly refused the dignity, fell on
his knees, wept, and entreated the king to

change his purpose ; and, when he found

the prince obstinate in forcing the pastoral
staff upon him, he kept his fist so fast

clenched that it required the utmost violence

of the bystanders to open it, and force him
to receive that ensign of spiritual dignity.
William soon after recovered

; and returned

to his former violence and rapine. He
detained in prison several persons whom
he had ordered to be freed ; he still preyed
upon the ecclesiastical benefices ; the sale

of spiritual dignities continued as open as

ever ; and he kept possession of a con
siderable part of the revenues belonging to

the see of Canterbury. But he found in

Anselm that persevering opposition, which
he had reason to expect from the ostenta-

tious humility which that prelate had dis-

played in refusing his promotion.
The opposition made by Anselm was

the more dangerous on account of the

character of piety which he soon acquired
in England, by his great zeal against all

abuses, particularly those in dress and
ornament. A mode in that age prevailed

throughout Europe both among men and

women, to give an enormous length to

their shoes, to draw the toe to a sharp

point, and to affix to it the figure of a

bird's bill, which was turned upwards, and
which was often sustained by gold or silver

chains tied to the knee. The ecclesiastics

took exception at this ornament, which

they said was an attempt to belie the

scripture, where it is affirmed that no man
can add a cubit to his stature

;
and they

assembled some synods, who absolutely
condemned it. But, though the clergy
could overturn thrones, and had authority
sufficient to send above a million of men
on their errand to the deserts of Asia, they
could never prevail against these long

pointed shoes : on the contrary, that

caprice maintained its ground during several

centuries
; and, if the clergy had not at

last desisted from their persecution of it,

it might still have been the prevailing
fashion in Europe.

But Anselm was more fortunate in de-

crying the particular mode which was the

object of his aversion. He preached

zealously against the long hair and curled

locks which were then fashionable among
the courtiers ;

he refused the ashes on Ash

Wednesday to those who were so accoutred ;

and his eloquence had such influence, that

the young men universcilly abandoned that

Anselm
condemns

long hail.
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ornament, and apjicared in the cropt hair

which was recommended to them by the

primate. The noted historian of Ansehn,
who was also his companion and secretary,
celebrates highly this etibrt of his zeal and

piety.
When WiUiam's profaneness, therefore,

returned to him with his health, he was
soon enijased in controversies with this

austere prelate. There was at that time a

!schisra in the church between Urban and

who both pretended to the

papacy ; and Anselm, who, as abbot of

Bee, had already acknowledged the Ibrmer,

was determined, without the king's con-

sent, to introduce his authority into Eng-
land. William, wlio, imitating his father's

example, had prohibited his subjects from

recognizing any pope whom he had not

previously received, was enraged ;
and

summoned a synod at Rockingham, with

an intention of deposing Anselm : but the

prelate's sutfragans declared that, without

the papal authority, they knew of no

expedient lor inflicting that punishment on

their primate. The king was at last

engaged by other motives to give the pre-
ference to Urban's title

;
Anselm received

the pall from that pontiff; and matters

seemed to be accommodated when the

quarrel broke out afresh from a new cause.

William had undertaken an expedition

against Wales, and required the archbishop
to furnish his quota of soldiers ; but An-
selm, who regarded the demand as an

oppression on the church, sent them so

miserably accoutred, that the king was

extremely displeased, and threatened him
with a prosecution. Anselm, on the other

hand, demanded positively that all the

revenues of his see should be restored ;

appealed to Rome against the king's injus-
tice

; and affairs came to such extremities,

that the primate, finding it dangerous to

remain in the kingdom, obtained the king's

permission to retire beyond sea. All his

temporalities were seized
;

* but he was

* It is not clear that he received William's per-
mission,

" Anselm often threatening his going to

Rome, the king told him plainly he would not thrust

liim out of the realm, but if he would go without his

leave, he would then keep him out during his plea-

sure; and, besides, he should caiTy nothing out of
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received with great resjject by Urban, who
considered him as a martyr in the cause
of rcliu;ion, and even menaced the king
with exconununication. Anselm assisted

at the council ot' Bari ; where, besides

fixing the contiovcrsy between the Greek
and Latin churches concerning the pro-
cession of the Holy Ghost, the right of

election to church i)referments was declared

to belong to the clergy alone; and spiritual
censures were denounced against all eccle-

siastics who did homage to lavmen for their

sees or benefices, and against all laymen
who exacted it. The rite of homage, by
the feudal customs, was, that the vassal

should throw himself on his knees, put
his joined hands between those of his

superior, and in that posture swear fealty
to him. But the council declared it exe-

crable that pure hands, which could create

God, and could offer him up as a sacrifice

for the salvation of mankind, should be

put, after this humiliating manner, between

profane hands; which, besides being inured

to rapine and bloodshed, were employed
day and night in impure purposes and

obscene contacts. Such were the reason-

ings prevalent in that age ; reasonings

which, though they cannot be passed over

in silence without omitting the most curi-

ous, and perhaps not the least instructive,

part of history, can scarcely be delivered

with the requisite decency and gravity.

The cession of Normandy and Alaine

bv duke Robert increased the king's terri-

tories; but brought him no great increase of

power, because of the mutinous disposition

of the barons, and the vicinity of the

French king, who supported all their in-

surrections. Even Helie, lord of la Fleche,

a small town in Anjou, was able to give

him inquietude ;
and this great monarch

was obliged to make several expeditions
abroad without being able to prevail over

so petty a baron, who had acquired the

affections of the inhabitants of Maine.

He was, however, so fortunate as at last

He assists

ul the

council of

Bari.

the realm with him. Yet Anselm ventured it, and

the king performed it
;

for William Warlewast was

sent to ritle him in his passage at sea of all he had ;

nor was he suffered to return as long as the king

lived."—Baker.—Ed.
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to take him prisoner , but, having released

him at the intercession of the French king
and the count of Anjou, he found tlie

province of Maine still exposed to his

intrigues and incursions. Helie, being
introduced by the citizens into the town of

Mans, besieged the garrison in the citadel.

William, who was hunting in the new
forest when he received intelligence of this

hostile attempt, was so provoked, that he

immediately turned his horse, and galloped
to the sea shore at Dartmouth

; declaring
that he would not stop a moment till he

had taken vengeance for the oH'ence.* He
found the weather so cloudy and tempes-
tuous that the mariners thought it danger-
ous to put to sea: but the king Imrried on

board, and ordered them to set sail in-

stantly ; telling them that they never

heard of a king that was drowned,

this vigour and celerity he delivered

citadel of Mans I'rom its present danger ;

and, pursuing Helie into his own terri-

tories, he laid siege to Majol, a small

castle : but a wound which he

obUged him to raise the siege ;

returned to Eniiland.

Alilitary
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DEATH AND CHARACTER OF
RUFUS. 1100.

The weakness of the greatest monarchs,

during this age, in their miHtary expedi-
tions against their nearest neighbours,

appears the more surprising, when we
consider the prodigious numbers which

even petty princes, seconding the enthusi-

astic rage of the people, were able to

assemble, and to conduct in dangerous

enterprises to the remote provinces of

* One account is handed do-svn to us that news of

the danger of Mans was brought to him while he sat

at dinner, upon which he declared no object should

prevent his requiting the outrage forthwith ;
and

masons were ordered to remove the wall of the house

in which he was sitting, to give him a more direct

jjassage. Caprice and whim often marked his con-

duct. On this occasion, having, by the celerity of his

movements, according to some historians, captured
Helie, the latter said,

"
now, indeed, you have taken

me by a wile, but if I were at liberty again jou
should find me to do other kind of feats :

"
at which

the king laughing,
" well then," saith he,

"
go your

waies and do your worst, and let us see what feats

you will do."—Baker.
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Asia. William, earl of Poitiers and duke

of Guienne, inflamed with the glory, and

not discouraged by the misfortunes, which

had attended the former crusades, had put
himself at the head of an immense multi-

tude, computed by some historians to

amount to sixty thousand horse, and a

much greater number of foot; and he pur-

posed to lead them into the holy land

against the infidels. He wanted money
for this expedition ;

and he offered to

mortgage all his dominions to William,

without entertaining any scruple on account

of that iniquitous hand to which he re-

solved to consign them. The king accepted
the offer

;
and had prepared a Heet and an

army, in order to escort the money, and

take possession of the rich provinces of

Guienne and Poictou
;
when an accident

put an end to his life, on the 2nd of August, The chase

1100. He w'as hunting, the sole amv

ment, and indeed the chief occupation, of of prineei

princes in those rude times
;
when society

was little cultivated, and the arts afforded

few objects worthy of attention. Walter

Tyrrel, a French gentleman, remarkable

for his address in archery, attended him in

this recreation, of which the new forest was

the scene; and, as William had dismounted

after a chase, Tyrrel, impatient to shew his

dexterity, let fly an arrow at a stag which

suddenly started. The arrow, glancing
from a tree, struck the king in the breast,

and instantly slew him ;t while Tyrrel,
without informing any one of the accident,

put spurs to his horse, hastened to the

sea shore, embarked for France, and joined
the crusade in an expedition to Jerusalem

;

a penance which he imposed on himselt

for this involuntary crime. The body of

f Portentous signs are said to have mtimated his

death. Baker says,
"
Notwithstanding forewarned

by many signs of some great disaster toward him
he would needs, the day after Lammas, go a hunting
in the New Forest

; yet something respecting the

many presages, he staying within all the forenoon

About dmncr-time an artificer came, and brought
him six cross-bow arrows, very strong and sharp :

whereof four he kept himself, and the other two he

delivered to Su' Walter Tyrel, a knight of Normandy,
his bow bearer, saying,

' here Tyrel, take you two

for you know how to shoot them to purpo.se:
'

and so

having drank more liberally than his custom, as it

were in contempt of presages, out he rides into the

New Forest."—Ed.
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William was found in the fore.st by the

country jx^ople, and was buried without

any pomp or ceremony at Winchester.*
His courtiers were negligent in ijerlbrming
the last duties to a master who was so

little beloved
; and every one was too much

occupied, in the interesting object of fix-

ing his successor, to attend the funeral of

a dead sovereign.
The memory of this monarch is trans-

mitted to us with little advantage by the

churchmen, whom he had offended ; and,

thougii we mav suspect, in general, that

their account of his vices is somewhat ex-

aggerated, his conduct affords little reason

for attributing to him any very estimable

qualities. He seems to have been a tyran-
nical prince; a peiiidious, encroaching, and

dangerous neighbour ; an unkind and un-

generous relation. He was equally prodigal
and repacious in the management of his

treasury ; f and, if he possessed abilities, he

lay so much under the government of im-

petuous passions, that he made very little

use of them in his administration ; and he

indulged, without reserve, that domineer-

ing policy which suited his temper, and

which, if supported, as it was in him,
with courage and \igour, proves often

more successful in disorderly times than the

deepest foresight and most refined artifice.

The monuments which remain of this

prince, in England, are the Tower, and
Westminster hall, which he built. The
most laudable foreign enterprise which
he undertook was the sending of Edgar
Atheling, three years before his death,
into Scotland with a small army, to

restore prince Edgar, the time heir of
that kingdom, son of Malcolm and of

Margaret, sister of Edgar Atheling; and
the enterprise proved successful. It was
remarked in that age that Richard, an
elder brother of William's, perished by an
accident in the new forest

; Richard," his

nephew, natural son of duke Robert, lost

his life in the same place, after the same

* His body was d^a^^•Tl in a collier's cart, with one

horse, to the city of Winchester, where, the day
following, it was buried in the cathedral church of
St. Swithin.—Baker.—Ed.

t It admits of some doubt whether he was in all

respects justly accused. The chronicler last quoted

manner; and all men, upon tiie king'

fate, exclaimed that, as the Conqueror had

been guilty of extreme violence, impelling
all tlie inhabitants of that large district to

make room for his game, the just ven-

geance of Heaven was signalised, in the

same place, by the slaughter of his pos

ferity. William was killed in the thir-

teenth year of his reign, and about the

fortieth year of his age. As he was never

married he left no legitimate issue.

In the eleventh year of this reign, Mag-
nus, king of Norway, made a descent on

the isle of Anglesea ;
but was re|)ulscd by

Hugh, earl of Shrewsbury. This is the

last attempt made by the northern nations

upon England. That restless people seem

about this time to have learned the prac-
tice of tillage, which thenceforth kept them
at home. This proved one great cause of

the subsequent settlement and iniprove-
of the southern nations.

CHAPTER VI.

HENRY I.

1100—1135.

THE CRUSADES—ACCESSION OF HENRY
MARRIAGE OF THE KING INVASION BY

DUKE ROBERT ACCO.MMODATION WITH
ROBERT —CONQUEST OF NORMANDY
QUARREL WITH ANSELM RENEWED COM-

PROMISE WITH HIM WARS ABROAD
DEATH OF PRINCE WILLIAM THE KINO's

SECOND MARRIAGE DEATH AND CHA-

RACTER OF HENRY.

THE CRUSADES.

After the adventurers in the holy war

were assembled on the banks of the Bos-

phorus, opposite to Constantinople, they

immediately experienced those difficulties

which their zeal had hitherto concealed,

and for which, even if they had foreseen

says
" for his prodigality there is not so much as an

instance recorded, unless we take this for an instance ;

that, when his chamberlain brought him a pair of

hose, which, because they were new, he asked what

they cost : and being told that they cost three shilings,

in a great chafe, he thi-ew them away ; asking him
131
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them, it would have been almost impossi-
ble to provide a remedy. The Greek em-

peror, Alexis Comnenus, who had applied
to the "western Christians for succour

against the Turks, entertained hopes, and
those but feeble ones, of obtaining such a

moderate supply as, acting under his com-

mand, might enable him to repulse the

enemy : but he was extremely astonished

to see his dominions overwhelmed on a

sudden by such an inundation of Ucentious

barbarians ; who, though they pretended

friendship, despised his subjects as unwar-

hke, and detested them as heretical. By
all the arts of policy, in which he excelled,

he endeavoured to divert the torrent
; but,

while he employed professions and seeming
services, towards the leaders of the cru-

sade, he secretly regarded those imperious
allies as more dangerous than the open
enemies by whom his empire had been

formerly invaded. Having effected that

difficult point of disembarking them safely
in Asia, he entered into a private corre-

spondence with Soliman, emperor of the

Turks
;
and practised every insidious art,

for discouraging the Latins from making
thencefoi'ward any such prodigious migra-
tions. His dangerous policy was seconded

by the disorders inseparable from so vast a

multitude
;
who were not united under one

head, and were conducted by leaders of the

most independent intractible spirit, deter-

mined enemies to civil authority and sub-

mission. The scarcity of provisions, the

excesses of fatigue, the influence of un-

known climates, joined to the want of

concert, and to the sword of a warlike

enemy, destroyed the adventurers by
thousands, and would have abated the

irdour of men impelled to war by less

powerful motives. Their zeal, however,
their bravery, and their irresistible force,

still carried them forward to the great end
of their enterprise. After an obstinate

siege, they took Nice, the seat of the

Turkish empire ; they defeated Soliman in

if he thought a pair of hose of three shillings to be

tit for a king to weai%
' Get thee gone,' saith he,

• and let me have a pair of a mark.
'

His cham-
berlain went, and bringing him another pair, scarce

^o good as the former, and telling him tliat they cost

.1 marlc,
'
I marr) !

'

saith the king,
'

these are
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two great battles
; they made themselves

masters of Antioch
;
and entirely broke

the force of the Turks, who had so long
retained those countries in subjection.

The soldan of Egypt, whose alliance they
had hitherto courted, recovered, on the fall

of the Turkish power, his former authority
in Jerusalem ;

and he informed them, by
his ambassadors, that, if they came dis-

armed to that city, they might now perform
their rehgious vows ;

and that all Christian

pilgrims, who should visit the holy sepul-

chre, might expect the same good treat-

ment which they had ever received from

his predecessors. The offer was rejected ;

the soldan was required to yield up the

city to the Christians ; and, on his refusal,

the champions of the cross advEinced to

the siege of Jerusalem. By the detach-

ments which they had made, and the

disasters which they had undergone, they
were diminished to the number of twenty
thousand foot and fifteen hundred horse ;

but these were still formidable, from their

valour, their experience, and the obedience

which, from past calamities, they had

learned to pay to their leaders. After a

siege of five weeks, they took Jerusalem

by assault
; and, impelled by a mixture of

military and religious rage, put the nume-

rous garrison and inhabitants to the sword

Neither arms defended the valiant, nor

submission the timorous ;
no age or sex

was spared ;
infants on the breast were

pierced by the same blow with their

mothers ;
even a multitude, to the number

of ten thousand persons, who had sur-

rendered, and were promised quarter,

were butchered in cool blood. The streets

of Jerusalem were covered with dead

bodies ;
and the triumphant warriors, after

every enemy was subdued, immediately

turned, with sentiments of humiliation and

contrition, towards the holy sepulchre.

They threw aside their arms, still streaming
with blood ; they advanced with reclined

bodies, and naked feet and heads, to that
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something like;' and was better satisfied with hear-

ing what they cost, than with seeing what they were

worth." That he was distressed for money, there is

no room to doubt, though we know little of his pro-

fusion. Daniel says
" he was forced to resume his

own grants."
—Ed.
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sacred inoiiuiiient
; they sung; anthems to

their Saviour, who had there purchased
their salvation by his death and agony ;

and their devotion, enUvened by the pre-
sence of the place where lie liad suffered,

so overcame their tury, that they dissohed

in tears. So inconsistent is human nature

with itself! And so easily does the most

erteminate superstition ally both with the

|most heroic courage and with the fiercest

barbarity !

This great event happened on the fifth

of July in the last year of the eleventh

century. The Christian ])rinces and nobles,

after choosing Godfrey of Bouillon king of

Jerusalem, began to settle themselves in

their new conquests ; while some of them
returned to Europe, in order to enjoy at

home that glorj' wdiich their valour had

acquired. Among these was Robert duke

of Normandy ; who, as he had relinquished
the greatest dominions of any prince that

attended the crusade, had all along dis-

tinguished himself by the most intrepid

courage, as well as by that affable dis-

position and unbounded generosity which

gain the hearts of soldiers. In passing

through Italy he became acquainted with

Sibylla, daughter of the count of Conver-

le marries Sana, a young lady of great beauty and

jibyUa. jmerit, whom he espoused. Indulging
himself in this new passion, after the

fatigues of so many rough campaigns, he

lingered a twelvemonth in that delicious

chmate
; and, though his friends looked

every moment for his arrival, none of

them knew when they could with certainty

expect it. By this delay he lost the king-
dom of England ;

which the great fame he

had acquired, as well as his undoubted

title, both by birth and by the preceding

agreement with his deceased brother, would,
had he been present, have infalHbly secured

to him.

Prince
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ACCESSION OF HENRY. 1100.

Prince Henry was hunting with Rufus in

the new forest when intelligence of that

monarch's death was brought him
; and,

being sensible of the advantage attending
the conjuncture, he hurried to Winchester,
in order to secure the royal treasure. He
VOL. I. 2 L

had scarcely reached the place when Wil-

liam de Hretcuil, keeper of the treasure,

arrived, and opposed himself to Henry's

pretensions. This nobleman, who had
been engaged in the same party of lumting,
had no sooner heard of his master's death

than he hastened to take care of his charge ;

and he told the prince tliat this treasure,
as well as the crown, belonged to his elder

brother, who was now his sovereign ; and
that he was determined, in spite of all other

pretensions, to maintain tiis allegiance to

him. But Henry, drawing his sword,
threatened him with instant death if he

dared to disobey him
; and, as others of

the late king's retinue, who came everj'
moment to Winchester, joined the prince's

party, Breteuil was obliged to acquiesce in

this violence.

Henry, without losing a moment
hastened with the money to London ; and

having assembled some noblemen and i)re-

lates, gained to his side, he was suddenly
elected, or rather saluted, king ;

and im-

mediately proceeded to the exercise of

royal authority. In less than three days
after his brother's death the ceremony of

his coronation was performed by Maurice

bishop of London, who was persuaded to

officiate : and thus, by his courage and

celerity, he intruded himself into the vacant

throne. No one had sufficient spirit or

sense of duty to appear in defence of the

absent prince ;
all men were seduced or

intimidated
; present possession supplied

the apparent defects in Henry's title, which

was indeed founded on plain usurpation ;

and the barons, as well as the people,

acquiesced in a claim which could now,

they found, be opposed through the perils

alone of civil war and rebellion.

But, as Henry foresaw that a crown,

usurped against all rules of justice, would

sit unsteady, he resolved, by fair professions

at least, to gain the affections of all his

subjects. Besides taking the usual coro

nation oath, he passed a charter calculated

to remedv many of the grievous oppressions
which had been complained of during the

reigns of his father and brother. He there

promised that, at the death of any bishop
or abbot, he never would seize the revenues

of the see or abbev, but would leave thel
1 ;
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whole to be reaped by the successor ; and

that he would never let to farm any eccle-

siastical benefice, nor dispose of it for

money. After this concession to the church,
he proceeded to enumerate the ci\al grie-
vances which he proposed to redress. He
promised that, upon the death of any earl,

baron, or military tenant, his heir should

be admitted to the possession of his estate

on paying a just and lawful relief, without

being exposed to such violent exactions as

had been usual during the late reigns : he

remitted the wardship of minors, and
allowed guardians to be appointed, who
should be answerable for the trust : he

promised not to dispose of any heiress in

marriaije but by the ad\'ice of all the

barons ; and, if any baron intended to give
his daughter, sister, niece, or kinswoman
in marriage, it should only be necessary
for him to consult the king, who promised
to take no money for his consent, nor ever

to refuse permission, unless the person, to

whom it was purposed to marry her, should

happen to be his enemy : he granted his

barons and military tenants the power of

bequeathing by wall their money or personal
estates ; and, if they neglected to make a

will, he promised that their heirs should

succeed to them : he renounced the right
of imposing moneyage, and of levying
taxes at pleasure on the farms which the

barons retained in their own hands : he

made some generalprofessions of moderating
fines

;
he oliered a pardon for all offences ;

and he remitted all debts due to the crown :

he required that the vassals of the barons

should enjoy the same privileges which he

granted to his own barons : and he pro-
mised a general observ^ance of the laws of

king Edward. This is the substance of the

chief articles contained in that famous
charter.

To give greater authenticity to these

concessions, Henry lodged a copy of his

charter in some abbey of each county ; as

if desirous that it should remain a perpetual
rule for the direction of his government.

* ^^^lat is called a relief in the Conqueror's laws,

preserved by Ingulphus, seems to have been the

heriot
;

^in ce reliefs, as well as the other burdens of

the feudal laws, were unknown in the age of the

Confessor, whose laws these originally were.
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Yet it is certain that, after the present

purpose was served, he never thought of

observing one single article of it ;
and the

wliole fell so much into neglect and

oblivion, that, in the following century,
when the barons, who had heard an

obscure tradition of it, desired to make it

the model of the great charter v,hich they
exacted from king John, they could with

difficulty find a copy of it. The grievances
continued in their full extent

;
and the

royal authority lay under no manner of

restriction. Reliefs of heirs, so capital an

article, were never effectually fixed till the

time of Magna Charta
;

* and it is evident

that the general promise here given, of

accepting a just and lawful relief, ought to

have been reduced to more precision, in

order to give security to the subject. The

oppression of wardship and marriage was

perpetuated even till the reign of Charles II.

And it appears from Glanville, the famous

justiciary of Heniy II, f that in his time,
where any man died intestate, (an accident

which must have been veiy frequent when
the art of writing was so little known) the

king, or the lord of the fief, pretended to

seize all the moveables, and to exclude

every heir, even the children of the de-

ceased : a sure mark of a tyrannical and

arbitrary government.
The Normans, indeed, who domineered

in England, were, during this age, so licen-

tious a people, that they may be pronounced
incapable of any true or regular liberty.
A people so insensible to the rights of

their sovereign as to permit a younger
brother to intrude into the place of the

elder, whom they esteemed, and who was

guilty of no crime but being absent, could

not expect that that prince would pay any
greater regard to their privileges, or allow

his engagements to fetter his power. They
had, indeed, arms in their hands, which

prevented the establishment of a total

despotism ;
but their turbulent disposition

frequently prompted them to make such
use of their arms, that they were more

f This practice was contrary to the laws of king
Edward, ratified by the Conqueror, as we learn from

Ingulphus. But laws had at that time very little

influence ; power and violence governed every
thing.
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than to stop the career of o])i)ression.

The prince, tiiiding that greater opposition

[was often made to him when he enforced

[the
laws than wlicn he violated them, was

iapt to render his own will and pleasure
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the sole rule of government. The very
form of this cliarter of Henry proves that

the Norman barons (for they, rather than

the people of England, were chiefly con-

cerned in it) were totally ignorant of the

nature of limited monarchy, and ill qualified
to conduct, in conjunction with their

sovereign, the machine of government. It

is an act of his sole power, contains some
articles which bind others as well as him-

self, and is, therefore, unfit to be the deed

of any one who possesses not the whole

legislative power, and who may not at

pleasure revoke all his concessions.

Henry, farther to increase his popularity,

degraded and committed to prison Ralph
Flambard, bishop of Durham, who had
been the chief instrument of oppression
under his brother. But this act was fol-

lowed by another, which was a direct vio-

lation of his own charter : he kept the see

of Durham vacant for five years, and re-

tained possession of all its revenues. Sen-
sible of the great authority which Anselm
had acquired by his character of piety, and

by the persecutions which he had under-

gone from William, he sent repeated mes-

sages to him at Lyons, where he resided,
and invited him to return and take pos-
session of his dignities. On the arrival of

the prelate he proposed to him the renewal
of that homage which he had done his

brother, and which had never been refused

by any English bishop : but Anselm had

acquired other sentiments by his journey
to Rome, and gave the Idng an absolute
refusal. He objected the decrees of the

council of Bari, at which he himself had
assisted

; and he declared that, so far from

doing homage for his spiritual dignity, he
would not so much as communicate with

any ecclesiastic who paid that submission, or
who accepted of investitures from laymen.
Henry, who expected to reap great advan-

tages from the authority and popularity of

Anschn, durst not insist on his demand :

he only desired that the controversy might

be suspended ; and that messengers aught
be sent to Rome, in onler to accommodate
matters with the i)ope, and obtain his

confirmation of the laws and customs of

England.

]\L\RRIAGE OF THE KING.

Thf.uf. immediately occurred an important
affair, in which the king was obliged to

have recourse to the authority of Anselm.

Matilda, daugiiter of Maleofm HI., king
of Scotland, and niece to Edgar AtheHng,
had, on her father's death, and the subse-

quent revolutions in the Scottish govern-
ment, been brought to England, and edu-
cated under her aunt Christina, in the

nunnery of Rumsey, This [irincess Henry
purposed to many ; but, as she had worn
the veil, though never taken the vows,
doubts might arise concerning the lawtul-

ness of the act
;
and it behoved him to be

ver)^ careful not to shock the religious

prejudices of his subjects. The affair was
examined by Anselm, in a council of the

prelates and nobles, which was sununoned
at Lambeth. Matilda there i)roved tliat

she had put on the veil, not with a view

of entering into a religious life, hut merely
in consequence of a custom familiar to the

English ladies, who protected their chastity
from the brutal violence of the Normans

by taking shelter under that habit, which

was yet generally revered. The council

admitted this reason as valid
; they pro-

nounced that Matilda was still free to

marry; and her espousals with Henry were

celebrated by Anselm with great j)omp and

solemnity. No act of the king's reign
rendered him equally po])ular with his

English subjects, and tended more to

establish him on the throne. Though
Matilda, during the life of her uncle and

brothers, was not heir of the Saxon line,

she was become very dear to the English
on account of her connexions with it.

And that people had felt so severely the

t3Tanny of the Normans, that they reflected

with extreme regret on their former liberty,

and hoped for a more equal and mild

administration when the blood of tlieii

native princes should be mingled with that
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INVASION BY DUKE ROBERT.
1101.

But the policy and prudence of Henry,
which, if time liad been allowed for these

virtues to produce their full effect, would
have secured him possession of the crown,
ran great hazard of being frustrated by the

sudden appearance of Robert, who returned

to Normandy about a month after the

death of William. He took possession of

that duchy ;
and immediately made pre-

parations for recovering England. The

great fame which he had acquired in the

east forwarded liis pretensions ;
and the

Norman barons expressed the same dis-

content at the separation of the duchy and

kingdom wliich had appeared on the acces-

sion of William. Robert de Belesme earl

of Shrewsbury and Arundel, William de la

Warrene earl of Surrey, Arnulf de Mont-

gomery, Walter Giffard, Robert de Ponte-

fract, Robert de Mallet, Yvo de Grent-

mesnil, and many others of the principal

nobility, invited Robert to make an attempt

upon England ;
and promised, on his land-

join him with all their forces,

the seamen were aifected with the

general popularity of his name, and they
carried over to him the greater part of a

fleet which had been equipped to oppose
his passage. Henry, in this extremity,
had recourse to the superstition of the

people, in order to oppose their sentiment

of justice. He paid diligent court to

Anselm, whose sanctity and wisdom he

pretended to revere ; he seemed to be

governed by him in every measure
; pro-

mised a strict regard to ecclesiastical pri-

vileges ; professed a great attachment to

Rome, and a resolution of persevering in

an implicit obedience to the decrees of

councils and to the will of the sovereign

pontiff. By these declarations he entirely

gained the confidence of the primate, whose
influence over the people, and authority
with the barons, were of the utmost service

to him. Anselm scrupled not to assure

the nobles of the king's sincerity, in those

professions which he made, of avoiding
the tyrannical and oppressive government
of his father and brother ; he even rode
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ing, to

Even

through the ranks of the army, recom
mended to the soldiers the defence of their

prince, represented the duty of keeping
their oaths of allegiance, and prognosti-
cated to them the greatest happiness from

so wise and just a sovereign. By this

expedient, joined to the influence of the

earls of Warwick and Mellent, of Roger
Bigod, Richard de Redvers, and Robert

Fitz Hammon, powerful barons, who still

adhered to the present government, the

army was retained in the king's interests,

and marched, with seeming union and firm-

ness, to oppose Robert, who had landed

with his forces at Portsmouth.

ACCOMMODATION WITH
ROBERT.

The two armies lay in sight of each other

for some days ;
and both princes, being

apprehensive of the event, hearkened the

more willingly to the councils of Anselm
and the other great men, who mediated

an accommodation between them. After

some negociation, it was agreed that Ro-
bert should resign his pretensions to Eng-
land, and receive in lieu of them an annual

pension of three thousand marks
; that, if

either of the princes died without issue, the

other should succeed to his dominions ;

that the adherents of each should be

pardoned, and restored to all their posses-
sions either in Normandy or England ;

and that neither Robert nor Henry should

thenceforth encourage, receive, or protect,
the enemies of the other.

This treaty, though calculated so much
for Henrj''s advantage, he was the first to

violate. He restored indeed the estates of

all Robert's adherents
;
but was secretly

determined that noblemen, who had both

inchnation and abihty to disturb his govern-
ment, should not long remain unmolested

in their present opulence and grandeur.
He began with the earl of Shrewsbury,
who was watched by spies, and then indicted

on a charge, consisting of forty-five articles.

This turbulent nobleman, knowing his

own guilt, as well as the prejudices of his

judges and the power of his prosecutor,
had recourse to arms for defence

; but,

being soon suppressed by the acti\dty of
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hrewsbun tliat of his two brothers, Arnidl" de INlont-

banished.
gomery, and Roger earl of Lancaster. Soon

after followed the jirosecution and con-

demnation of Robert de Pontefract and

Robert de Mallet, who had distinguished

themselves among Rol)ert's adherents.

William de Warrenne was the next victim.

jEven William earl of Cornwall, son of the

learl of Mortaigne, the king's uncle, lost all

the vast acquisitions of his family in Eng-
land. Though the usual violence and

tvrannv of the Norman barons afforded a

plausible pretence for those prosecutions,

||

. men easily saw, or conjectured, that the

chief part of their guilt was not the injus-

tice or illegality of their conduct. Robert,

enraged at the fate of his i'riends, impru-

dently ventured to come into England ;

and he remonstrated with his brother, in

severe terms : but met with so bad a

reception, that he began to apprehend dan-

ger to his own liberty, and was glad to pur-
chase an escape by resigning his pension.

CONQUEST OF NORMANDY.
1106.

The indiscretion of Robert soon exposed
him to more fatal injuries. This prince,
whose bravery and candour procured him

respect while at a distance, had no sooner

attained the possession of power and enjoy-
ment of peace, than all the vigour of his

mind relaxed
;
and he fell into contempt.

Alternately abandoned to dissolute plea-
sures and to womanish superstition, he

was so remiss, that his servants pillaged
his money with impunity, stole from him
his verj- clothes, and proceeded to practise

everj' species of extortion on his defence-

less subjects.* The barons, whom a severe

administration alone could have restrained,

gave reins to their unbounded rapine upon
their vassals, and inveterate animosities

against each other
;

and all Normandy,
during the reign of this benign prince, was
become a scene of violence and depreda-
tion. The Normans at last, observing the

regular government which Henry had

of

* On one occasion it is stated that his mistresses

and boon companions ha^•ing carried off his clothes,

while he slept, he could not go to church, nor indeed

VOL. I. 2 M

been able to establish in England, appliedj
to him, that he miglit use his autliority fur

tlie suppression ol these disorders ;
and

thereby afforded him a pretence for inter-

posing in the afiiiirs of Normandy. Instead

of employing his mediation to redress tlie

grievances of the Normans, he was onl)
attentive to support his own ])artisans, and
to increase their number. Having found,
in a visit which he made to that duchy,
that the nobility were more disposed to

pay submission to him than to their legal

sovereign, he collected, by arbitrary extor-

tions on England, a great army and trea-

sure, and returned next year to Normandy.
He took Bayeux by storm after an obsti-|

nate siege ; he made himself master ofj

Caen by the voluntary submission of the;

inhabitants
; but, being repulsed at Falaise,

and obliged by the winter season to raise the

siege, he returned into England, after giving
assurances to his adherents that he would

persevere in supportingand protectingtliem.
Next year he opened the campaign with

the siege of Tenchebray ;
and it became

evident that he intended to usurp the entire

possession of Normandy. Robert was at

last roused from his lethargj' ; and, being

supported by the earl of ]\Iortaigne and

Robert de Belesme, the king's inveterate

enemies, he raised a considerable army,
and approached his brother's camp, with a

view of finishing, in one decisive battle,

the quarrel between them. He was now
entered on that scene of action in which

alone he was qualified to excel
; and he so

animated his troops by his example, that

they threw the English into disorder, and

had nearly obtained the victor}^ ; when the

flight of Belesme spread a panic amoUi,
the Normans, and occasioned their total

defeat. Henry, besides doing great execu-

tion on the enemy, made near ten thou-

sand prisoners ; among whom was duke
Robert himself, and all the most consider-

able barons who adhered to his interests.

This victory was followed by the final

reduction of Normandy. Rouen immedi-

ately submitted. Falaise, after some nego-
ciation, opened its gates ; and by this

rise on the following day till noon, having no lower

garments to put on.—Ed.
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acquisition he got into his hands prince

William, the only son of Robert. He
assembled the states of Normandy ; and,

having received the homage of all the

vassals of the duchy, having settled the

government, revoked his brother's dona-

tions, and dismantled the castles lately

built, he returned into England, and carried

along with him the duke as prisoner.
That unfortunate prince was detained in

custody during the remainder of his life,

which was no less than twenty-eight years,
and he died in the castle of Cardiff in

Glamorganshire ; happy if, without losing
his liberty, he could have rehnquished that

power which he was not qualified either to

hold or exercise. Prince William was
committed to the care of Helie de St. Saen,
who had married Robert's natural daughter,
and who, being a man of probity and
honour beyond what was usual in those

ages, executed the trust with great affection

and fidehty. Edgar Atheling, who had
followed Robert in the expedition to

Jerusalem, and who had lived with him
ever since in Normandy, was another

illustrious prisoner taken in tlie battle of

Tenchebray. Henry gave him his liberty, and
settled a small pension on hiin, with which
he retired

; and he lived to a good old age
in England, totally neglected and forsiotten.

This prince was distinguished by personal

bravery : but nothing can be a stronger

proof of his mean talents in every other

respect, than that, notwithstanding he

possessed the affections of the English, and

enjoyed the only legal title to the throne,
he was allowed, during the reigns of so

many violent usurpers, to live unmolested,
and go to his grave in peace.

QUARREL WITH ANSELM RE-
NEWED.

A LITTLE after Henry had completed the

conquest of Npraiandy,. he finished a con-

troversy, which had been long, depending
between him and the pope, with regard to

the investitures in ecclesiastical benefices
;

and, though he was here obliged to relin-

quish some of the ancient rights of the

crown,
• he extricated himself from the

difficulty on easier terms than most princes,
who in that age engaged in disputes with
•^ 138
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the apostolic see. The king's situation,

in the beginning of his reign, obliged him

to pay great court to Anselm. The advan-

tages which he had reaped i'rom the zealous

friendship of that prelate had made him

sensible how prone the minds of his people
were to superstition, and what an ascen-

dant the ecclesiastics had been able to

assume over them. He had seen, on the

accession of his brother Rufus, that, though
the rights of primogeniture were then

violated, and the inclinations of almost all

the barons thwarted, yet the authority of

Lanfranc the primate had prevailed. Hi
own case afforded an instance in which the

clergy had more evidently shewn their

influence and authority. These recent

examples, while they made him cautious

not to offend that powerful body, convinced

him that it was extremely his interest to

retain the former prerogative of the crown

in filling offices of such vast importance,
and to check the ecclesiastics in that in-

dependence to which they visibly aspired.

The choice which his brother, in a fit of

penitence, had made of Anselm was so far

unfortunate to the king's pretensions, that

this prelate was celebrated for his piety
and zeal, and austerity of manners

;
and

retained a ereater ascendant over the

bigoted populace. The prudence and tem-

per of the king appear in nothing more

conspicuous than in the management of

this delicate affair
;
where he was always

sensible that it had become necessary for

him to risk his whole crown, in order to

preserve the most invaluable jewel of it.

Anselm had no sooner returned from

banishment than his refusal to do homage
to the king raised a dispute, which Henry
evaded by promising to send a messenger,
in order to compound the matter with

Pascal II, who then filled the papal throne.

The messenger, as was probably foreseen,

returned with an absolute refusal to the

king's demands ;
and that fortified by

many reasons, which were well qualified to

operate on the understandings of men in

those ages. Pascal quoted the scriptures,

to prove that Christ was the door ; and he

thence inferred that all ecclesiastics must

enter into the church tlirough Christ alone,

not through the civil magistrates, or any
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profane laymen.
"

It is monstrous," added
the pontiff,

"
that a son should pretend to

beget his father, or a man to create his

God : priests are called sods in scripture,
as being the vicars of God ; and will you,

by your abominable pretensions to grant
them their investiture, assume the right of

creating them?
"

But, how con\'incing soever these ar-

guments, they could not persuade Henry
to resign so important a prerogative ;

and

perhaps he thought that the absurdity of a

man's creating his God, even allowing

priests to be gods, was not urged with the

best grace by the Roman pontiff. But, as

he desired still to avoid coming to any
dangerous extremity with the church, he

persuaded Anselm that he should be able,

by farther negociation, to attain some

composition with Pascal
;
and despatched

three bishops to Rome, while Anselm sent

two messengers of his own, to be more

fully assured of the pope's intentions.

Pascal wrote back letters equally positive
and arrogant, both to the king and pri-
mate

; urging to the former that, by
assuming the right of investitures, he com-
mitted a kind of spiritual adultery with

the church, who was the spouse of Christ,
and who must not admit of such a com-
merce with any other person ; and insisting
with the latter that the pretension of kings
to confer benefices was the source of all

simony ;
a topic which had but too much

foundation in those ages.

Henry had now no other expedient than

to suppress the letter addressed to himself,
and to persuade the three bishops to pre-
varicate, and assert, upon their episcopal
faith, that Pascal had assured them in

private of his good intentions towards

Henr\% and of his resolution not to resent

any future exertion of his preroirative in

granting investitures
; though he himself

scrupled to give this assurance under his

hand, lest other princes should copv the

example, and assume a hke privilege.
Anselm's two messengers, who were monks,
affirmed to him that it was impossil)le tliis

story could have any foundation : but their

word was not deemed equal to that of

three bishops ; and the king, as if he had

finally gained his cause, proceeded to fill

the sees of Hereford and SaUsbnry, and to

invest the new bishops in the usual man
ner. But Anselm, who i^ave no credit to

the asseveration of the king's messengers,
refused not only to consecrate them, but

even to communicate with them
;
and tlie

bishops themselves, finding how odious

they were become, returned to Henry the

ensigns of their dignity. The quarrel

every day increased between the king and
the primate. The former threw out
menaces against such as should pretend
to oppose him, in exerting the ancient

prerogatives of his crown : and Anselm,
sensible of his own dangerous situation,
desired leave to make a journey to Rome,
in order to lay the case before the sovereign

pontiff. Henry, well pleased to rid himself

without violence of so inflexible an anta-

gonist, readily granted him permission.
The prelate was attended to the shore by
multitudes of all ranks

;
who scrupled not

in this manner to declare for their primate
against their sovereign, and who regarded
his departure as the final abolition of reh-

gion and true piety in the kingdom. The

king, however, seized all the revenues of his

see; and sent William de Warehvast to ne-

gociate with Pascal, and to find some means
of accommodation in this delicate affair.

The English minister told Pascal that

his master would rather lose his crown
than part with the right of granting inves-

titures : 'And I,' replied Pascal, 'would
rather lose my head than allow him to

retain it.' Henry secretly prohibited An-
selm from returning, unless he resolved to

conform himself to the laws and usages of

the kingdom ; and the primate took up
his residence at Lyons, in expectation that

the king would at last be obliged to yield.
Soon after he was permitted to return to

his monastery at Bee in Normandy ; and

Henr)', besides restoring to him the reve-

nues of his see, treated him with the greatest

respect, and held several conferences with

him, in order to soften his opj)osition, and
bend him to submission. The people of

England, who thought all differences now
accommodated, were inclined to blame
their primate for absenting liimself so long
from his charge ; and he dailv received
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necessity of his speedy return. The total

extinction, they told him, of religion and

Christianity was likely to ensue from the

want of his fatherly care ;
the most shock-

ing customs prevail in England ; and, the

dread of his severity being now removed,
these enormities openly appear every where,
without sense of shame or fear of punish-
ment.

The policy of the court of Rome has

commonly been much admired
; and men,

judging by success, have bestowed the

highest eulogies on that prudence by which
a power, from such slender beginnings,
could advance, without force of arms, to

estabhsh an universal and almost absolute

monarchy in Europe. But the wisdom of

so long a succession of men who filled the

papal throne, and who were of such differ-

ent ages, tempers, and interests, is not

intelligible, and could never have place in

nature. While the court of Rome was

openly abandoned to the most flagrant

disorders, even while it was torn with

schisms and factions, the power of the

church daily made a sensible progress in

Europe ; and the temerity of Gregory and

caution of Pascal were equally fortunate in

promoting it. The clergy, feeling the

necessity which they lay under of being

protected against the violence of princes,
or rigour of the laws, were well pleased to

adhere to a foreign head ; who could freely

employ the power of the whole church in

defending her ancient or usurped proper-
ties and privileges, when invaded in any
particular country. The monks, desirous

of an independence on their diocesans,

professed a still more devoted attachment

to the triple crown
;
and the stupid people

possessed no reason which they could

oppose to the most exorbitant pretensions.
Nonsense passed for demonstration

; trea-

ties were not .supposed to be binding, where
the interests of God were concerned ; the

ancient laws and customs of states had no

authority against a divine right ; impudent

forgeries were received as authentic monu-
ments of antiquity ;

and the champions of

holy church, if successful, were celebrated

as heroes, if unfortunate, were worshipped
as martyrs ; and all events thus turned

out equally to the advantage of clerical
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usurpations. Pascal himself, the reigning

pope, was, in the course of this very con-

troversy concerning investitures, involved

in circumstances which would have drawn

disgrace and ruin on any temporal prince.
His person was seized by the emperor Henry
v., and he was obliged, by a formal treaty, to

resign to that monarch the right of granting

investitures, for which they had long con-

tended. In order to add greater solemnity
to this agreement, the emperor and pope
communicated together on the same host

;

one half of which was given to the prince,
the other taken by the pontiff. The most

tremendous imprecations were publicly
denounced on either of them who should

violate the treaty : yet no sooner did

Pascal recover his liberty than he revoked

all his concessions, and pronounced the

sentence of excommunication against the

emperor ; who, in the end, was obliged to

submit to the terms required of him, and

to yield up all his pretensions, which he

never could resume.

The king of England had very near

fallen into the same dangerous situation.

Pascal had already excommunicated the

earl of Mellent, and the other ministers of

Henry, who were instrumental in support-

ing his pretensions ;
he daily menaced the

king with a like sentence ;
and he suspended

the blow only to give him leisure to prevent
it by a timely submission. The malcon-

tents waited impatiently for the opportunity
of disturbing his government by conspira-
cies and insurrections

;
the king's best

friends were anxious, and the countess of

Blois, his sister, a princess of piety, who
had great influence over him, was affright-

ed with the danger of her brother's

eternal damnation. Hemy seemed deter-

mined to run all hazards, rather than re-

sign a prerogative of such importance.
While Pascal and Henry thus stood mutu-

ally in awe of each other, it was the more

easy to bring about an accommodation
between them, and to find a medium in

which they might agree.

COMPROMISE WITH ANSELM.
1107.

Before bishops took possession of their
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tomed to pass through two ceremonies ;

they received from the hands of the

sovereign a ring and a crosier, as symbols
of their office ;

and this was called their
'

investiture :

'

they also made those sub-

missions which were required of vassals by

jthe
rites of the feudal law, and which re-

ceived the name of 'homage.' And, as

jthe king might refuse both to grant the

[investiture and to receive tlie homage,

tliough the chapter had, by some canons

been endowed with the

of election, the sovereign had in

reahty the sole power of appointing prelates.
Urban II. had equalh^ deprived laymen of

the rights of granting investiture and of

receiving homage. The emperors never

were able, by all their wars and negociations,
to make any distinction be admitted

between them : the interposition of pro-
fane laymen, in any particular, was still

represented as impious and abominable :

and the church openly aspired to a total

independence on the state. But Henry
had put England as well as Normandy in

such a situation as gave greater weight to

his negociations : and Pascal was for the

present satisfied with his resigning the

right of granting investitures, by which the

spiritual dignity was supposed to be con-

ferred
;
and he allowed the bishops to do

homage for their temporal properties and

privileges. The pontiff was well pleased
to have made this acquisition, and the

king was content to retain some, though a

more precarious, authority in the election

of prelates.
After the principal controversy was ac-

commodated, it was not difficult to adjust
the other difference. The pope allowed

Anselm to communicate with the prelates
who had already received investitures from
the crown

;
and he only required of them

some submissions for their past misconduct.

He also granted Anselm a plenarj' power

* Anselm, according to Fox, did not enjoy his

triumph, such as it was, with singular moderation.

The martyrologist says,
" Thus Anselmus, the stout

champion of popery and superstition, after this victory

gotten upon the kjrng for which he so long fought :

with joy and triumph sayleth into England, having
all his popish requestes obtayned, when first he fiieth

like a Lyon upon the marryed priests contrary to the
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of remedying every other disorder which,
he said might arise from the barbarousness

of the country.* Such was the ideas

which the popes entertained of the English;
and nothing can be a strong-cr proof of the

miserable ignorance in which that people
were then plunged, than that a man wlio

sat on the papal throne, should think

himself entitled to treat thein as barbarians.
|

During these controversies a synod was
held at Westminster ; where the king,
intent only on the main dispute, allowed

some canons of less importance to be

enacted, which tended to promote the

usurpations of the clergj'. The celibacy
of priests was enjoined ;

a point which it

was still found very difficult to carry into

execution : and even laymen were not|

allowed to marry within the seventh'

degree of affinity. By this contrivance the

pope augmented the profits which he

reaped from granting dispensations ;
and

likewise those from divorces : for, as the

art of writing was then rare, and parish

registers were not regularly kept, it w'as

not easy to ascertain the degrees of affinity

even among people of rank
;
and any man,

who had money sufficient to pay for it,

might obtain a divorce, on pretence that

his wife was more nearly related to him

than was permitted by the canons. The

synod also passed a vote, prohibiting. the

laity from w-earing long hair. The aversion

of the clerg\- to this mode was not confined

to England. When the king went to

Normandy, before he had conquered that

province, the bishop of Seez, in a formal

harangue, earnestly exhorted him to re-

dress the manifold disorders under which

the government laboured, and to obUge the

people to poll their hair in a decent

form. Henr}' willingly parted with his

hair ;
he cut it in the form which they

required of him, and obliged all the

courtiers to imitate his example.

The Eng-
lish dc'C-ined

barburians.

A sj'iiotl

lii'lil at

Westminis-
ter.

Relations

not to mar-
n,- within

the seventh

degree.

Long hair

prohibited

word of God ; divorsyng and punishyng that by man's

authority, which the eternall and Almyghty God had

coupled. Next he looketh to them which did hold

any church by farme under the Kyng. Against

Simony lykewise; and against them that marryed
within the degree, he proceedeth with his full ponti-

ficall authority."—En.
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WARS ABROAD.

The acquisition of Normandy was a great

point of Henry's ambition ; being the

ancient patrimony of his family. But the

injustice of his usurpation was the source

of great inquietude ;
involved him in fre-

quent wars ;
and obUged him to impose

on his English subjects those arbitrary

taxes, of which all historians of that age

unanimously complain. His nephew Wil-

liam was but six years of age when he

committed him to the care of Helie de St.

Saen. He soon repented his choice
;

but, when he desired to recover possession
of WiUiam's person, Helie withdrew his

pupil, and carried him to the court of

Fulk, count of Anjou, who gave him pro-
tection. In proportion as the prince grew

up to man's estate he discovered virtues

becoming to his birth
; and, wandering

through different courts of Europe, he

excited the friendly compassion of many
princes, and raised a great indignation

against his uncle. Lewis the Gross, son

of PhiHp, was at this time king of France
;

a brave and generous prince ; who, having
been obliged, during the lifetime of his

father, to fly into England, to escape the

persecutions of his step-mother Bertrude,
had been protected by Henry, and had

thence conceived a personal friendship for

him. But these ties were soon dissolved after

the accession of Lewis,who found his interests

opposite to those of the English monarch.
He joined, therefore, the counts of Anjou
and Flanders in giving disquiet to Henry's
government ; and this monarch, to defend

his foreign dominions, found himself

obliged to go over to Normandy, where he

resided two years. The war which ensued

was attended with no memorable event
;

agreeably to the weak condition of the

sovereigns in that age, whenever their

subjects were not roused by some great
and urgent occasion. Heniy, by con-

tracting his eldest son William to the

daughter of Fulk, detached that prince
trom the alliance, and obliged the others to

come to an accommodation with him.

This peace was not of long duration. His

nephew William retired to the court of
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Baldwin, earl of Flanders, who espoused
his cause ; and the king of France having
soon after joined the party, a new war
kindled in Normandy, which produced no
event more memorable than the former.

At last the death of Baldwin, who was
slain in an action near Eu, gave some

respite to Henry, and enabled him to

carry on war with more advantage against
his enemies.

Lewis, finding himself unable to wrest

Normandy from the king by arms, had
recourse to the dangerous expedient of

applying to the spiritual power, and of

affording the ecclesiastics a pretence to in-

terpose in the temporal concerns of princes.
He carried young William to a general

council, which was assembled at Rheims

by pope Calixtus II
; presented the Nor-

man prince to them
; complained of the

manifest usurpation of Henry ;
craved the

assistance of the church for reinstating the

true heir in his dominions
;
and represented

the enormity of detaining in captivity so

brave a prince as Robert, one of the most
eminent champions of the cross. Heniy
knew how to defend the rights of his crown
with vigour, and yet with dexterity. He
had sent over the EngHsh bishops to this

synod ; but had warned them that, if any
farther claims were started by the pope or

the ecclesiastics, he was determined to

maintain the prerogatives transmitted to

him by his predecessors.
'

Go,' said he to

them,
' salute the pope in my name

;
hear

his apostolic precepts ; but take care to

bring none of his new inventions into my
kingdom.' Finding, however, that it would

be easier for him to elude than oppose the

efforts of Calixtus, he gave his ambassadors

orders to gain the pojie and his favourites

by liberal presents and promises. The

complaints of the Norman prince were

henceforth heard with great coldness by the

council ;
and Calixtus confessed, after a

conference which he had the same summer
with Henry, and when that prince probably
renewed his presents, that, of all men,
whom he had ever yet been acquainted

with, he was beyond comparison the most

eloquent and persuasive.
The warlike measures of Lewis proved]

as ineffectual as his intrigues. He laid ai
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Henn" is

woundt-d in

twtUc

jschenie lor surprising; Noyon ;
but Henry,

tuwnUnvis liaving received intellii;enee of the desit^n,
auj »"'o- niarched to the relief of the phicc, and sud-

denly attacked the French, at Brenneville,

as thev were advancins; towards it. A
sharp conflict ensued

;
where })rince Wil-

liam behaved with great bravery, and the

king himself was in the most imniineiit

danger. He was wounded in the head by

Crispin, a gallant Norman officer, who had

followed the fortunes of William
; but,

being rather animated than territied by the

blow, he immediately beat his antagonist to

the ground, and so encouraged his troops

by the example, tiiat they put the French

to total rout, and had veiy nearly taken

the king prisoner. The dignity of the

persons engaged in this skirmish, rendered

it the most memorable action of the war.

There were nine hundred horsemen who

fought on both sides, yet there were only
two persons slain

;
the rest were defended

by that heavy armour worn by the cavalry
in those times. An accommodation soon

after ensued between the kings, and the

interests of young William were entirely

neglected in it.

DEATH OF PRINCE WILLIAM.
1120.

But this public prosperity of Henry was
much overbalanced by a domestic calamity
which befel him. His only son William
had now reached his eighteenth year ;

and

u.a,rv»
^^^ ^"^S ^^^'^ taken care to have him re-

cniyL.n jcognlsed successor bv the states of the

Somandj-. kingdom, and had carried him over to

.Normandy, that he might receive the

* The king being in haste to return to England,
was about to embark from Barfleur, wlien on the

beach he was accosted by Thomas Fitz-Stephens,
the master of the Blanch Nef, who had carried the

conquerer over to England, and now claimed the

honour of doing the same for the son. The king
declined for himself having chosen his ship; but not

wishing wholly to disappoint the applicant, he told

Fitz-Stephens he shoidd take over his famUy, prince
William, and Richard, an illegitimate son, his

daughter, and their attendants. "The Blanc/i Nrf,"
says Burette,

" went out oftheharbourworktd by fifty

strong rowers. The royal youth on board thought of

nothing but mirth and jollity. They drove away
with loud hootings the priests who had attended to

bless the ship. Henry had given three hogsheads of

homage of tlie barons of that duchy. The

king, on his return, set sail for BarHeur,
and was soon out of sight of land.

The prince was detained by some acci-

dent ;* and his sailors, as well as their

captain Thomas Fitz-Stephens, having

spent the interval in drinking, were so

flustered, that, being in a hurry to follow

the king, they heedlessly carried the ship on

a rock, where she immediately foundered.

William was put into the lonir boat, and

had got clear of the ship ; when, hearing
the cries of his natural sister the countess

of Perche, he ordered the seamen to row

back in hopes of saving her : but the

number who then crowded in soon sunk
the boat, and the prince with all his

retinue perished. Above a hundred and

forty young noblemen of the principal
families of England and Normandy were

lost on this occasion. A buU^lier of Rouen
was the only person who^" escaped ;t he

clung to the mast, and w^ taken up next

morning by fishermenj; Fitz-Stephens
also took hold of the apiast ; but, bein;

informed by the butchq;^? that prince Wil
liam had perished, he j^d that he would

not survive the disas^^r ;
and he threw

himself headlong into.'tlie sea. Henry en-

tertained hopes for three, days that his son

had put into some dfetant'port of England :

but when certain
inte|[,i||^nce

of the calamity
was brought him h^. Tainted ;

and it was

remarked that he ne\''^r^was seen to smile,

nor ever recover his
\V>q^ited

cheerfulness.

The death of WiUif^ -m^y be regarded
in one respect as a l-'fnialbrtune to the

English ;
because it ^f the immediate

source of those civil w^j!^- which, after the

wine among the sailors, wte were all di^nk at

starting, and Thomas Fitz-Si^phens more so than

the rest."—Ed.
':'*'^-.„

f Two men, a young knight and"Ber«iud, a butcher

of Rouen, clung to the main yard and fiijjited with it.

When Tliomas Fitz-Stephens re-appeai:.ed on the

surface of the water, he asked of them ^Vhcre was

the king's .son ?
" Dead with the others," wSs their re-

ply. He immediately sunk without further effort.

In the middle of the night, the youth let go his hold

from cold and exhaustion. Three fishernxen in the

morning passing with their barks, saw,,B(yaud the

butcher, who still sustained himself on the mainyard.

preserved in a great measure by his' shcep"s-skin
coat.—Burette.
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demise of the king, caused such confusion

in the kingdom : but it is remarkable that

the young prince had entertained a violent

aversion to the natives
;

and had been
heard to threaten that, when he should be

king, he would make them draw the

plough, and would turn them into beasts

of burden. These prepossessions he in-

herited from his father, who, though he
was wont, when it might serve his purpose,
to value himself on his birth, as a native of

England, shewed an extreme prejudice

against that people. All hopes of pre-
ferment, to ecclesiastical as well as civil

dignities, wei-e denied them during this

whole reign. As the EngUsh had given no
disturbance during the course of fifty years,
this inveterate antipathy, in a prmce of so

much temper as well as penetration, forms
a presumption that the English were still a

barbarous people, even compared to the

Normans, and impresses us with no very
favourable idea of the Anglo Saxon man-
ners.

KING'S SECOND MARRIAGE. 1121.

Prince William left no children
; and the

king had not now any legitimate issue
;

except one daughter, Matilda, whom in

1110 he had betrothed, though only eight
years of age, to the emperor Henry V, and
whom he had then sent over to be educated
in Germany.* But, as her absence from

I

the kingdom, and her marriage into a

j
foreign family, might endanger the suc-

cession, Henry, who was now a widower,
was induced to marry, in hopes of ^having
male heirs

; and he made his addresses to

Adelais, daughter of Godfrey, duke of

Lovaine, and neice of pope Calixtus, a

young princess of an amiable person. But
Adelais brought him no children

; and the

prince, who was most likely to dispute the

succession, recovered hopes of subverting
his rival. William, the son of duke
Robert, was still protected in the French
court

; and, as Henry's connexions with
the count of Anjou were broken off by the
death of his son, Fulk joined the party of
the unfortunate prince, gave him his

daughter in marriage, and aided him in

* See note F at the end of the volume.
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raising disturbances in Normandy. But

Henry found the means of drawing off the

count of Anjou, by forming with him a

nearer connexion than the former, and one

more material to the interests of that

count's family. The emperor, his son-in-

law, djang without issue, he bestowed his

daughter on Geoffrey, the eldest son of

Fulk : and endeavoured to ensure her

succession by having her recognised heir to

all his dominions, and obliging the barons

both of Normandy and England to swear

fealty to her. He hoped that the choice

of this husband would be more agreeable
to all his subjects than that of the em-

peror ; as securing them from the danger
of falling under the dominion of a great
and distant potentate. But the barons

were displeased that a step so material

to national interests had been taken

without consulting them
;
and Henry had

too sensibly experienced the turbulence

of their disposition, not to dread their

resentment. It seemed probable that his

nephew's party might gain force from the

increase of the malcontents. An accession

of power, which that prince acquired a

little after, tended to render his pretensions
still more dangerous. Charles earl of

Flanders being assassinated during the

celebration of divine service, king Lewis

immediately put the )'oung prince in pos-
session of that county, to which he had

pretensions in the right of his grandmother
Matilda, wife to the conqueror. But
William survived a very little time this

piece of good fortune, which seemed to

open the way to still farther prosperity.
He was killed in a skirmish with the

landgrave of Alsace, his competitor for

Flanders ;
and his death put an end, for

the present, to the jealousy and inquietude
of Henry.
The chief merit of this monarch's gov

ernment consists in the profound tranquiUity
which he established and maintained

during the greater part of his reign.
The mutinous barons were retained in

subjection ;
and his neighbours found him

so well prepared, that they were dis-

couraged from continuing or renewing
their enterprises. In order to repress the

incursions of the Welsh, he brought over
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some Flemings in the year 1111, and
settled them in Pembrokeshire, where they

long maintained a diUcrent language, and

customs, and manners, from their neigh-
bours. Thou2:h his jrovernment seems to

have been arbitrary in England, it was

judicious and prudent. He wanted not

'attention to the redress of grievances ;
and

historians mention in particular the levying
of purveyance, which he endeavoured to

moderate and restrain. The tenants in

the king's demense lands were obli2;ed to

supply, gratis, the court with provisions,
and to furnish carriages on the same hard

terras, when the king made a progress into

any of the counties. These exactions

were le\aed in so licentious a manner, that

the farmers, when they heard of the

approach of the court, often deserted their

houses, as if an enemy had invaded the

country, and sheltered their persons and

families in the woods from the insults of

the king's retinue. Henry prohibited these

enormities, and punished the persons guilty
of them by cutting off their hands, legs, or

other members. But the prerogative was

perpetual ; the remedy was temporary ;

and the violence itself of this remedy, so

far from giving security to the people, was

only a proof of the ferocity of the gov-
ernment, and threatened a quick return of

ike abuses.

One ureat and difficult object of the

ving's prudence was the guarding against
the encroachments of the court of Rome,
md protecting the liberties of the church
of England. The pope, in the year 1101,
had sent Guy, archbishop of Vienne, as

legate into Britain
; and, though he was

the first that for many years had appeared
there in that character, and his commission

gave general surprise, the king was obliged
to submit to this encroachment. But, in

1116, Anselm, abbot of St. Sabas, who
was coming over with a Uke legantine com-

mission, was prohibited from entering the

kingdom ;
and pope Calixtus, then labour-

ing under many difficulties, by reason of

the pretensions of Gregorv', was obliged to

promise that he never would for the future,

except when sohcited by the king himself,

send any legate into England. Notwith-

standing this engagement, the pope, as
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soon as he had suppressed his antagonist,

granted the cardinal de Crema a legantine
commission

;
and the king, who, by reason

of his nephew's intrigues and invasions,

found himself at that time in a dangerous
situation, was obliged to subniit to the ex-

ercise of this connnission. A synod was
called by the legate at London

;
where

among other canons, a vote passed, enacting
severe penalties on the marriages of the

clergy. The cardinal, in a public harangue,
declared it to be an unpardonable enormity
that a priest should dare to concentrate

and touch tlie body of Christ immediatelv

after he had risen from the side ol' a

strumpet ; for that was the decent appel-
lation which he gave to the wives oi' the

clergy. But it happened tliat the very
next night the officers of justice, breaking
into a disorderly house, found the cardinal

in bed with a courtezan ; an incident which

threw such ridicule upon him that he im

mediately stole out of the kingdom. The

synod broke up ;
and the canons against

the marriage of clerg}'men were worse exe

cuted than ever.

Henry, in order to prevent this alternate

revolution of concessions and encroach

ments, sent William, then archbishop of

Canterbury, to remonstrate with the court

of Rome. It was a usual maxim with

every pope, when he could not prevail in

any pretension, to grant princes or states a

power which they had always exercised
;

to resume at a proper juncture the claim,

and to pretend that tlie civil magistrate had

possessed the authority only from a special

indulgence of the Roman pontiff. After

this manner the pope, finding that the

French nation would not admit his claim of

granting investitures, had passed a bull,

giving the king that authority ;
and he now

practised a like invention to elude the

complaints of the king of England. He
made the archbishop of Canterbury his

legate ;
renewed his commission from time

to time ;
and still pretended that the

rights, which that prelate had ever exer-

cised as metropolitan, were entirely derived

from the indulgence of the apostohc see.

The Endish princes, and Henry in parti

cular, who were glad to avoid any
immediate contest of so dangerous a
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nature, commonly acquiesced by their si-

lence in these pretensions of the court of

Rome.

DEATH AND CHARACTER OF
HENRY. 1135.

As every thing in England remained in

tranquiUity, Henry took the opportunity
(in 1131) of paying a visit to Normandy, to

which he was invited, as well by his affec-

tion for that country, as by his tenderness

for his daughter the empress Matilda, who
was always his favourite. Some time after

that princess was delivered of a son, who
received the name of Henry ; and the

king, to ensure her succession, made all

the nobility of England and Normandy re-

new the oath of fealty, which they had

already sworn to her. The joy of this

event, and the satisfaction which he reaped
from his daughter's company, who bore

successively two other sons, made his

residence in Normandy very agreeable to

hira ; and he seemed determined to pass
the remainder of his days in that country ;

when an incursion of the Welsh obliged
him to think of returning into England.
He was preparing for the journey, but
was seized with a sudden illness at St.

Dennis le Forment, from eating too plenti-

fully of lampreys, a food which always
agreed better with his palate than his

constitution. He died in the sixty-seventh

year of his age, and the thirty-filth of his

reign ; leaving his daughter Matilda heir of

all his dominions, without making any
mention of her husband Geoffrey, who had

given him several causes of displeasure.
This prince was one of the most accom-

plished that has filled the English throne
;

and possessed all the great qualities both of

body and mind, natural and acquired,
which could fit him for the high station to

which he attained. His person was manly,
his countenance engaging, his eyes clear,

serene, and penetrating. The affability of

his address encouraged those who might be
overawed by the sense of his dignity or of

his wisdom
; and, though he often indulged

his facetious humour, he knew how to

temper it with discretion, and ever kept at

a distance from all indecent famiUarities
146

with his courtiers. His superior eloquence
and judgment would have given him an

ascendant, even had he been born in a

private station ;
and his personal bravery

would have procured him respect. By
his great progress in literature he acquired
the name of Beau-clerc, or the scholar :

and, though the learning of that age was

better fitted to corrupt than improve the

understanding, his natural good sense pre-
served itself untainted, both from the

pedantry and superstition which were then

so prevalent among men of letters. His

temper was susceptible of the sentiments

as well of friendship as of resentment ; and

his ambition might be deemed moderate

and reasonable, had not his conduct

towards his brother and nephew shewed

that he was too much disposed to sacrifice

to it all the maxims of justice and equity
But the total incapacity of Robert for

government afforded his younger brother

a pretence for seizing the sceptre both of

England and Normandy; and, when
violence and usurpation are once begun,

necessity obhges a prince to continue in

the same criminal course, which his better

judgmentwould otherwise have induced him

to reject with indignation.

King Henry was much addicted to

women ;
and historians mention no less

than seven illegitimate sons and six

daughters born to liim. Hunting was also

one of his favourite amusements ; and he

exercised great rigour against those who
encroached on the royal forests, which

were augmented during his reign, though
their number and extent were already too

Uenr}- was

eloquent.

He was
learned, but

no pedant.

He was in-

ordinately
ambitious.

Henry liad

tliirteen il-

legitimate
children.

great. To kill a stag was as criminal as to

murder a man. He made all the dogs be

mutilated which were kept on the borders

of his forests ;
and he sometimes deprived

his subjects of hunting on their own lands,

or even cutting their own woods. In other

respects he executed justice, and that with

rigour ;
the best maxim wliich a prince in

that age could follow. Stealing was first

made capital in this reign. False coining,

which was then a very common crime, and

by which the money had been extremely

debased, was severely punished by Henry.
Near fifty criminals of this kind were

at one time hanged or mutilated ; and,

His laws

were severe

Fifty per-

sons p.\c-cu

ted for

coining.
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though these punishments seem to have
been exercised in a manner soinewliat

arbitrary, they were grateful to tlie people*
There is a code which passes under the

name of Henry I., but the best antiquaries
have agreed to tliiuk it Sjiuiious ; it is,

however, a ver\' ancient compilation, and

may be useful to instruct us in the man-
ners and customs of the times. We learn

from it that a great distinction was then

made between the English and Normans,
much to the advantage of tlie latter. The

deadly feuds, and the liberty of private re-

venge, which had been avowed by the

Saxon laws, were still continued, and were
not yet wholly illegal.

Among the laws granted on the king's
accession, it is remarkable that the reunion

of the civil and ecclesiastical courts, as in

the Saxon times, was enacted. But this

law, hke the articles of his charter, re-

mained without effect, probably from the

opposition of archbishop Anselm.

Henry, on his accession, granted a

charter to London, which seems to have
been the first step towards rendering that

city a corporation. By this charter the

*
Counterfeiting the coin of the realm was sometimes

punished by depriving the offender of his eyes.
—Ed.

f Camden has preserved some facts relative to

Henry, which exhibit playfulness, and mark a disposi-
sition to teach the servitors of the court better manners
than they had been accustomed to exhibit. Another

personal story, however, has come do^m to us, wliich

presents him in anything but an amiable light. There
was a certain Luke de Barre, a knightly poet, who, in

some of the disturbances, had been in arms opposed
to Henry. He was unsuccessful ; the king pardoned
his offence ; but he again rebelled, and aggravated the

fault by writing satirical verses. De Barre was after-

wards made prisoner; and then the king punished his

^dult with odious severity : he ordered the captive's eyes
to be put out. Charles the Good, count of Flanders,
remonstrated against the sentence, condemning it as

barbarous, as contrary to the usages of chivalry, in the

case of a knight, who had only sinned by doing battle

in the cause of his lord. Henry was not to be moved.
' Luke de Barre,"' said he,

" has heretofore borne
arms against me, and experienced my clemency ;

he has

ungratefully requited it by attacking me in his verses,
to make me the laughing stock of my enemies. From
his example let other poets learn what they have to

expect wlicn they outrage a king of England." The
cruel sentence was then carried into effect. A more

agreeable story is told of him by Baker :
"
Guymond,

the king's chaplain, observing that unworthy men,
for the most part, were advanced to the best dignities
of the church, as he celebrated divine service before

city was empowered to keep the farm ol

Middlesex at three luuuh-ed poiuuis a

year, to elect its own shenlf and justiciary,

and to hold pleas of the crown ;
and it was

exempted from scot, Danegelt, trials by
'

combat, and lodging the king's retinue.

These, with a confirmation of the privileges
of their court of husthiu's, wardmotes,
and common balls, and their liberty of

hunting in Middlesex and Surrey, are the

chief articles of this charter.

It is said that this prince, from indul-

gence to his tenants, changed the rent of

his demesnes, which were formerly paid in

kind, into money, which was more easily

remitted to the exchequer. But the great

scarcity of coin would render that commu-
tation difficult to be executed, while at the

same time provisions could not be sent to

a distant quarter of the kingdom. Thi

affords a probable reason why the ancient

kings of England so frecjuently changed
their place of abode ; tliey carried their

court from one place to another, that they

might consume upon the spot the revenue

of their several demesnes. f

him, and was to read these words out of St. James

•It rained not upon the eartli HI years and VI

months,' he read it thus,
'
It ramed not upon the

earth one one one years, and five one months.' The

king observed his reading, and afterwards blamed

him for it
;
but Gu)Tnond answered, that he did it of

purpose, for such readers were soonest preferred by
his majesty. The king smiled, and in a short time

preferred him to the government of St. Frideswids,

in Oxford.'' Duke Robert died before his brother in

1134, and was buried at Gloucester. When first

brought to England as a prisoner, he had reasonable

indulgence ; but having attempted to escape, Henry is

said to have deprived him of his eyes. On one

occasion the king sending him a robe of scarlet, first

trying it on himself, fotmd the Capouch to be some-

what strait, upon which he said to those near him,
"
Carry this to my brother, for his head is less than

mine." On the authority of Matthew of West

minster, this story is continued.
" The messenger

delivering the robe, Duke Robert demanded if any
had worn it, and being told the king had first

assayed it, and what speech he had used, the duke

replied,
' I have too long protracted a miserable life,

since my brother is so injurious to me that lie sends

me his old clothes to wear,' and from that time would

never eat any meat, nor receive any comfort." The

melancholy part of this statement is not borne out

by the testimony of French svriters. Burette repre-

sents Robert to have borne his captivity with gaiety.
'• Ileleased from the cares of a public station, to which
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CHAPTER VII.

STEPHEN.

1135.—1154.

ACCESSION OF STEPHEN. WAR WITH
SCOTLAND. INSURRECTION IN FAVOUR
OF MATILDA. STEPHEN TAKEN PRI-

SONER. MATILDA CROWNED. —STEPHEN
RELEASED. CIVIL WARS CONTINUED.

COMPROMISE WITH PRINCE HENRY.
DEATH OF THE KING.

In the progress and settlement of the

feudal law, the male succession to fiefs

had taken place some time before the

female was admitted
;
and estates, being

considered as militarj' benefices, not as

property, were transmitted to such only as

could serine in the armies, and perform in

person the conditions upon which they
were originally granted. But, when the

continuance of rights, during some genera-
tions, in the same family, had, in a great

measure, obliterated the primitive idea, the

females were gradually admitted to the

possession of feudal property ;
and the

same revolution of principles, which pro-
cured them the inheritance of private

estates, naturally introduced their suc-

cession to government and authority.
The failure, therefore, of male heirs to the

kingdom of England and duchy of Nor-

mandy, seemed to leave the succession

open, without a rival, to the empress
Matilda ; and as Henry had made all his

vassals in both states swear fealty to her,

he presumed that they would not easily be

induced to depart at once from her

hereditary right, and from their own re-

iterated oaths and engagements. But the

irregular manner in which he himself had

acquired the tlirone might have instructed

him, that he had reason to dread, even

from his ovm family, some invasion of his

daughter's title, which he had taken such

pains to establish.

Adela, daughterof William the conquerer,
had been married to Stephen count of

he had never been equal, he passed joyously and in

peace the last seventeen years of his life, in the

splendid chateau assigned to him, forgetting, in the

MS

Blois, and had brought him several sons

among whom Stephen and Henry, the two

youngest, had been invited to England

by the late king, and had received great

honours, riches, and preferment. Henr}'
who had betaken himself to the ecclesi

astical profession, was created abbot of

Glastenbury and bishop of Winchester ;

and, though these dignities were consider-

able, Stephen had, from his uncle's

liberalitv, attained establishments stiU

more sohd. The king had married him to

Matilda, daughter and heir of Eustace

count of Boulogne, who brought him,
besides that feudal sovereignty in France,

an immense property in England, which in

the distribution of lands had been con-

ferred bv the Conqueror on the family
of Boulogne. Stephen also by this

marriage acquired a new connexion with

the royal family of England ;
as Mary, his

wife's mother, was sister to David the

reigning king of Scotland, and to Matilda

the first wife of Henry, and mother of the

empress. The king, still imagining that he

strengthened the interests of his family by
the aggrandizement of Stephen, took

pleasure in enriching him by the grant of

new possessions ;
and he conferred on him

the great estate forfeited by Robert Mallet

in England, and that forfeited by the earl

of Alortaigne in Normandy. Stephen

professed great attachment to his uncle
;

and appeared so zealous for the succession

of Matilda, that, when the barons swore

fealty to that princess, he contended with

Robert earl of Gloucester, the king's

natural son, who should first be admitted

to give her this testimony of devoted zeal

and fidelity.
Meanwhile he continued to

cultivate the friendship of the EngUsh
nation. By his bravery, activity, and

vigour, he acquired the esteem of the

barons ; by liis generosity, and by an

affable and familiar address, unusual in

that age among men of his high quality, he

obtained the affection of the people, particu-

larly the Londoners
; and, though he dared

not to take any steps towards his farther

He invites

his sister's

sons to Eng-
land.

enjoyment of luxury, that he was duke of Normandy
and ought to have been king of Elngland."

Stephen,
tile Iting^s
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gaiui riches

and honon.

Stephen ,
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igrandeur, lest he should expose himsell' to

|the jealousy of so penetrating; a prince as

fKipSrity jHenry, he still hoped that, hy accumu-

lating riches, power, and popularity, he

might be able to open his way to the

throne.

ACCESSION OF STEPHEN. 1135.

No sooner had Henry breathed his last,

than Stephen, insen.'^ible to all the ties of

gratitude and fidehty, and blind to danger,

gave full reins to his criminal ambition.

He hastened over to England ; and, though
the citizens of Dover, and those of Can-

terbuiy, apprised of his purpose, shut

their gates against him, he stopped not till

he arrived at London, where some of the

lower rank, instigated by his emissaries,
as well as moved by his general popularity,

immediately saluted him king. His next

point was to acquire the good-will of the

clerg}^ ; and, by performing the ceremony
of his coronation, to put himself in

possession of the throne, from which he
was confident it would not be easy to expel
liim. His brother, the bishop of Win-
chester, was useful to him in these capital
articles. Having gained Roger bishop of

Sahsbury ; who, though he owed a great
advancement to the favour of the late

king, preserved no sense of gratitude ; he

applied, in conjunction with that prelate,
to WiUiam archbishop of Canterbury, and

required him to give the royal unction to

Stephen. The primate, who, as aU the

others, had sworn fealty to Matilda, refused

to perform this ceremony ; but liis oppo-
sition was overcome by an expedient

equally dishonourable with the other steps

by which this revolution was effected.

Hugh Bigod, steward of the household,
made oath before the primate that the late

king on his death bed had shewn a

dissatisfaction with his daughter Matilda,

His brother

the bishop
ofWinches-
ter aids

him.

The primate

I

is gained
ever.

*
Stephen was crowned twenty-four day.s after the

death of his predecessor, on the 26th December,
The coronation of his queen took place on1135.

the 21st of March, in the following year.
—Ed.

t Besides the money mentioned in the text, the
late king is stated, by old writers, to have amassed plate,

jewels, and other valuables, to an immense amount,
which Stephen immediately appropriated.

"
Having

VOL. II. 2 P

and had expressed his intention' of leaving
the count of Boulogne heir to all his

dominions. William, either believing, or

feigning to believe, Bigod's testimony,
anointed Stephen, and put the crown

upon his head
;

* and from this religious

ceremony that prince, without any shadow
either of hereditary title or consent of the

nobility or people, was allowed to proceed
to the exercise of sovereign authority.

Very few barons attended his coronation;

but none opposed his usurpation. The
sentiment of religion, which, if corrupted
into superstition, has often little efficacy in

fortifying the duties of civil society, was

not affected by the multiplied oaths taken

in favour of Matilda, and only rendered the

people obedient to a prince who was

countenanced by the clergy, and who had

received from the primate the rite of royal
unction and consecration.

Stephen, that he might farther secure

his tottering throne, passed a charter, in

which he made fiberal promises to all

orders of men
;

to the clergy, that he

would speedily fill all vacant benefices ;
to

the nobihty, that he would reduce the

royal forests to their ancient boundaries,

and correct all encroachments ; and to the

people, that he would remit the tax of

Danegelt, and restore the laws of king

Stephen is

crowned.

Edward. The late king had a great

He gr.ints a

charter.

treasure at Winchester, amounting to a

hundred thousand pounds ; and Stephen,

by seizing this money, immediately turned

against Henry's family the precaution
which that prince had employed for their

grandeur and security.t By means of this

money the usurper ensured the compliance
of the principal clergy and nobility ; but,

not trusting to this frail security, he invited

over from the continent, particularly from

Brittany and Flanders, great numbers of

those bravoes, or disorderly soldiers, with

whom every country in Europe abounded.

Stephen
seizes the

treasures of

the late

king.

no good title to the crown, he was forced to purchase the

good-will of the principal men by gifts ; and with

these grants, he bought the dissembled affection of

his courtiers. Malmcsbury calls it Simulalam, ad

tempus Pacem ; for all this liberality could not make
the nobles faithful to him ; his whole reign having
been nothing but a scene of treachery and blood-

shed."—Discourse upon Grants, SfC.—Ed.
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Tliese mercenary troops guarded his throne

by the terrors of the sword
;
and Stephen,

that he might also overawe all malcontents

by new and additional terrors of religion,

procured a bull from Rome, which ratified

his title, and which the pope, pleased with

an appeal to his authority in secular con-

troversies, very readily granted him.

Matilda and her husband Geoffrey were
as unfortunate in Normandy as they had
been in England. The Norman nobility,
moved by an hereditary animosity against
the Angevins, first applied to Theobald
count of Blois, Stephen's eldest brother,
for protection and assistance ; but, hearing
afterwards that Stephen had got possession
of the English crown, and ha^ang many of

them the same reasons as formerly for de-

siring a continuance of their union with

that kingdom, they transferred their

allegiance to Stephen. Lewis the 3'ounger,
the reigning king of France, accepted the

homage of Eustace, Stephen's eldest son,

for the duchy ; and betrothed his sister

Constantia to the young prince. The
count of Blois resigned all his pretensions,
and received in lieu of them an annual

pension of two thousand marks; and

Geoffrey himself was obliged to conclude a

truce for two years with Stephen, on con-

dition of the king's paying him, during that

time, a pension of five thousand. Stephen,
who had taken a journey to Normandy,
finished all these transactions in person,
and soon after returned to England.

Robert earl of Glocester, natural son of

the late king, was a man of honour and
abihties

; and, as he was much attached to

the interests of his sister Matilda, and

zealous for the lineal succession, it was

chiefly from his resistance that the king
had reason to dread a new revolution of

government. This nobleman, who was in

Normandy when he received intelligence
of Stephen's accession, found himself much
embarrassed concerning the measures

which he should pursue. To swear

allegiance to the usurper appeared to him
a breach of oath to Matilda ; to refuse was

to banish himself from England, and be

* He not only gave permission to the nobles to

fortify their castles, but to erect new ones on their
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totally incapacitated from serving the

royal family, or contributing to their res-

toration. He offered Stephen to do him

homage, and to take the oath of fealty ;

but with an express condition that the

king should maintain all his stipulations,
and should never invade any of Robert's

rights or dignities : and Stephen, though
sensible that this reserve was meant only
to afford Robert a pretence for a revolt on

the first favourable opportunity, was

obliged, by the numerous friends of that

nobleman, to receive him on those terms.

The clergy imitated that dangerous ex-

ample : they annexed to their oaths of

allegiance this condition, that they were

only bound so long as the king supported
the discipline of the church. The barons

exacted terms still more destructive of

public peace, as well as of royal authority :

many of them required the right of forti-

fying their castles ;
and the king found

himself totally unable to refuse his consent

to this exorbitant demand.* All En2;land

was immediately filled with those fortresses,

which the noblemen garrisoned either with

their vassals, or with licentious soldiers,

who flocked to them from all quarters.
Unbounded rapine was exercised upon the

people for the maintenance of these troops
Wars between the nobles was carried on

with the utmost fuiy in every quarter ;

the barons even assumed the right of

coining money, and of exercising, without

appeal, every act of jurisdiction ;
and the

inferior gentry, as well as the people,

finding no defence from the law^s, were

obliged, for their immediate safety, to pay
court to some neighbouring chieftain, by

submitting to his exactions, and by assisting
him in his rapine upon others. The erec-

tion of one castle proved the immediate

cause of building many others. The
aristocratical power, which is usually so

oppressive in the feudal governments, had

now risen to its utmost height during the

reign of a prince who, though endowed
with vigour and abilities, had usurped the

throne without the pretence of a title, and

who was necessitated to tolerate in others
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the same violence to which he himself had
been beholden for his sovereignty.

WAR WITH SCOTLAND. 1138.

But Stephen was not of a disposition to

submit long to these usurpations. Finding
that the legal prerogatives of the crown
were resisted and abridged, he was also

tempted to make his power the sole

measure of his conduct. The mercenary
soldiers, who chiefly supported his author-

ity, hanng exhausted the royal treasure,

subsisted by depredations ;
and every place

was tilled with complaints against the gov-
ernment. The earl of Glocester, having
now settled the plan of an insurrection,

retired beyond sea, sent the king a defiance,

solemnly renounced his allegiance, and

upbraided him with the breach of those

conditions which had been annexed to the

oath of fealty sworn by that nobleman.

David, king of Scotland, appeared at the

head of an array in defence of his niece's

title, and, penetrating into Yorkshire, com-
mitted the most barbarous devastations on
that country. The fury of his massacres

enraged the northern nobilitv, who might
otherwise have been incHned to join him

;

and William earl of Albemarle, Robert de

Ferrers, William Piercy, Robert de Brus,

Roger IMoubray, Ilbert Lacey, Walter

I'Espcc, powerful barons, assembled an

army, with which they encamped at North

.\llerton, and awaited the arrival of the

enemy. A great battle was here fought,
called "the battle of the Standard," from
a high crucifi.x erected by the English on
a waggon, and carried along with the army
as a military ensign. The king of Scots

was defeated
;
and he himself, as well as

his son Henry, narrowly escaped. This
success might have given some stabihty to

Stephen's throne, had he not been so elated

with prosperity as to engage in a contro-

versy with the clergy, who were at that

time an overmatch for any monarch.

Though the great power of the church
in ancient times weakened the authority of

the crown, and interrupted the course of

*
Henry was the youngest son of Stephen earl of

Blois. He came to Ejigland in the time of Henry I.

and became a favourite with that monarch. He had

the laws, it may be doubted whether iti

was not rather advantageous that some
limits were set to the })ower of the sword

;

and that men were taught to pay regard to

some principles and piivileges. The chief

misfortune was, that the prelates on some
occasions employed military power against
their sovereign or their neighbours, and

thereby often increased those disorders

which it was their duty to rej)ress. The

bishop of Salisbun,% in imitation of the

nobility, had built two strong castles
;
one

at Sherborne, another at the Devizes
;
and

had laid the foundations of a third at

Malmesbury. His nephew Alexander,

bishop of Lincoln, had erected a fortress at

Newark. And Stephen, who was now
sensible from experience of the mischiefs

attending these multiplied citadels, resolved

to begin with destroying those of the clergy,
who by their function seemed less entitled

than the barons to such military securities.

Making pretence of a fray which had arisen i

between the retinue of the bishop of Salis-

bury and that of the Earl of Brittany, he

seized both that prelate and the bishop of

Lincoln, and obliged them by menaces to

deliver up those places of strength which

they had lately erected.

Henry bishop of Winchester, the king's

brother, being armed with a legantine com-

mission, now conceived himself to be an

ecclesiastical sovereign no less powerful
than the civil

;
and resolved to A-indicate

the clerical privileges which he pretended
were here openly violated.* He assembled

a synod at Westminster, and there com-

plained of the impiety of Stephen's mea-

sures
;
who had employed violence against

the dignitaries of the church, and had not

awaited the sentence of a spiritual court,

by which alone, he affirmed, they could

lawfully be tried. The synod ventured to

send a summons to the king, charging him
to appear before them ; and Stephen, in-

stead of resenting this indignity, sent

Aubrey de Vere to plead his cause before

that assembly. De Vere accused the two

prelates of treason and sedition
; but the

synod refused to examine their conduct

been a monk in the monastery of Clugni. By king

Henry he was made first abbot of Glastonbury, and

afterwards bishop of Winchester.
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till those castles of which they had been

dispossessed were restored to them. The

bishop of Salisbury declared that he would

appeal to the pope ; and had not Stephen
and his partisans shewn a disposition of

executing violence by the hands of the

soldiery, affairs had instantly come to ex-

tremity between the crown and the mitre.

INSURRECTION IN FAVOUR OF
MATILDA. 1139.

Wliile this quarrel, joined to so many
other grievances, increased the discontents,

the empress, invited by the opportunity,
and secretly encouraged by the legate him-

self, landed in England, with Robert Earl

of Gloucester, and a hundred and forty

knights. She fixed her residence at Arun-
del castle, whose gates were opened to her

by Adelais the queen dowager, now married

to William de Albini earl of Sussex
;
and

she excited her partisans to take arms in

every county of England. Adelais, who
had expected that her daughter-in-law
would have invaded the kingdom with a

much greater force, became apprehensive
of danger ;

and Matilda, to ease her of her

fears, removed first to Bristol, which be-

longed to her brother Robert, thence to

Glocester, where she remained under the

protection of Milo, a gallant nobleman in

those parts, who had embraced her cause.

Soon after Geoffrey Talbot, WilUam Mohun,
Ralph Lovel, William Fitz-John, William

Fitz-Alan, Paganell, and many other barons,

declared for her
;
and her party seemed

every day to gain ground upon that of her

antagonist.
Were we to relate all the military events

transmitted to us by contemporary and

authentic historians, it would be easy to

swell our accounts of this reign into a large
volume : but those incidents, so confused

both in time and place, could afford neither

instruction nor entertainment to the reader.

The war was spread into every quarter ;

and those turbulent barons, who had already
shaken off, in a great measure, the restraint

of government, having now obtained the

pretence of a public cause, exercised im-

placable vengeance on each other, and set

no bounds to their oppressions over the
152

people. The castles of the nobility were

become receptacles of licensed robbers ;

who, salljang forth day and night, com-
mitted spoil on the open country, on the

villages, and even on the cities
; put the

captives to torture, in order to make them
reveal their treasures

;
sold their persons

to slavery ; and set fire to their houses.

The pov^erty and persons even of the

ecclesiastics, generally so much revered,

were at last, from necessity, exposed to the

same outrage wliich had laid waste the rest

of the kingdom. The land was left until-

led
;

the instruments of husbandry were

destroyed or abandoned ; and a grievous
famine affected equally both parties, and

reduced the spoilers, as well as the defence-

less people, to the most extreme want and

indigence.

STEPHEN TAKEN PRISONER. 1141.

After several fruitless negociations and
treaties of peace, which never interrupted
these destructive hostilities, there happened
an event, which seemed to promise some
end of the public calamities. Ralph earl

of Chester, and his half-brother WilHam
de Roumara, partisans of Matilda, had

surprised the castle of Lincoln
;
but the

citizens, who were better affected to

Stephen, having invited him to their aid,

that prince laid close siege to the castle.

The earl of Glocester hastened with an

army to the reUef of his friends
;

and

Stephen, informed of his approach, took

the field with a resolution of giving him
battle. After a violent shock, the two

wings of the royalists were put to flight ;

and Stephen, suiTounded by the enemy,
was, after exerting great efforts of valour,

borne down by numbers, and taken pri-

soner. He was conducted to Glocester
;

and, though at first treated with humanity,
was soon after, on some suspicion, thrown
into prison, and loaded with irons.

Stephen's party was entirely broken by
the captivity of their leader ; and the

barons came in daily from all quarters, and
did homage to Matilda. The princess

however, knew that she was not secure of

success unless she could gain the confi

dence of the clergy ; and, as the conduct
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of the legate had been of late very ambigu-
ous, slie employed eveiy endeavour to fix

him in her interests. She held a conference

with him in an open plain near Winchester;
where she promised, upon oath, that, if he

would recognise her title as the sole

descendant of the late king, and submit to

the allegiance which he, as well as the rest

of the kingdom, had sworn to her, he

should be entire master of the administra-

tion, and in particular should, at his plea-

sure, dispose of all vacant bishoj)rics and
abbies. Earl Robert her brother, Brian

Fitz-Count, Milo of Glocester, and other

great men, became guarantees for her

!obser\ins: these ensasements ; and the

jprelate was induced to promise her allegi-

jance, burdened with the express condition

'that he should fulfil her promises. He
jthen conducted her to Winchester, led her

in procession to the cathedral, and with

great solemnity, in the presence of many
bishops and abbots, denounced curses

against all those who cursed her, poured
out blessings on those who blessed her,

granted absolution to such as were obedient

to her, and excommunicated such as were

rebellious. Theobald archbishop of Can-

terbun,' soon after came also to court, and

swore allegiance to the empress.

MATILDA CROWNED.

Matilda, that she might farther ensure

the attachment of the clergj', was willing
to receive the crown from their hands

;

and, instead of assembhng the states of

the kingdom, she was content that the

legate should summon an ecclesiastical

synod, and that her title to the throne

should there be acknowledged. The legate,

addressing himself to the assembly, told

them that, in the absence of the empress,

Stephen his brother had been permitted
to reign, and, prenously to his ascending
the throne, had seduced them by manv
fair promises of honouring and exalting
the church, and of reforming all abuses :

that it grieved him to observe how much
that prince had been wanting to his engage-
ments. He himself, in order to procure
a redress of grievances, had formerly sum-
moned the king before a council of bishops ;
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but, instead of inducing him to amend his

conduct, had rather offended him by that

expedient ; that that prince was still his

brother, and the object of his affections ;

but his interests must be regarded as sub-

ordinate to those ot' their heavenly Father,
who had thrown him into the hands of his

enemies : that it principally belonged to

the clergy to elect and ordain kings ;
he

had summoned them together for that

purpose ; and, having invoked the divine

assistance, he now pronounced Matilda,
the only descendant of Henry their late

sovereign, queen of England. The whole

assembly gave, or seemed to give, their

assent to this declaration.

The only laymen summoned to this

council, which decided the fate of the

crown, were the Londoners ; and even

these were required not to give their

opinion, but to submit to the decrees of

the synod. The deputies of London, how-

ever, insisted that their king should be

delivered from prison ; but were told bv
the legate that it became not the Londoners,
who were regarded as noblemen in England,
to take part with those barons who had

basely forsaken their lord in battle, and

who had treated holy church with con-

tumely. It is with reason that the citizens

assumed so much authority, if it be true,

what is related by Fitz-Stephen, a con

temporary author, that that city could at

this time bring into the field no less than

eighty thousand combatants.
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length obliged to submit to Matilda
; and

her authority, by the prudent conduct of

earl Robert, seemed to be established over

the whole kingdom. But affairs remained

not long in this situation. That princess
was of a passionate, imperious spirit, and

knew not how to temper with affability the

harshness of a refusal. Stephen's queen,
seconded by many of the nobilit}-, petitioned
for the liberty of her husband

; and offered

that, on tliis condition, he should renounce

the crown, and retire into a convent. The

legate desired that prince Eustace, his

nephew, might inherit Boulogne and the

other patrimonial estates of his father.

The Londoners apphed for the establish-

lo3

Matilda
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merit of king Edward's laws, instead of

those of king Henry, which, they said,

were grievous and oppressive. All these

petitions were rejected in the most haughty
and peremptoiy manner.

STEPHEN RELEASED.

The legate, who had probably never been

sincere in his compliance with Matilda's

government, availed himself of the ill

humour excited by this imperious conduct,
and secretly instigated the Londoners to a

revolt. A conspiracy was entered into to

seize the person of the empress ; and she

saved herself from the danger by a preci-

pitate retreat. She fled to Oxford : soon

after she went to Winchester
;
whither the

legate, watching the opportunity to ruin

her cause, had retired. But, having assem-

bled all his retainers, he openly joined his

force to that of the Londoners, and to

Stej) hen's mercenary troops, and besieged
Matilda in Winchester. The princess,

being hard pressed by famine, made her

escape ; but in the flight earl Robert, her

brother, fell into the hands of the enemy.*
This nobleman, though a subject, was as

much the life and soul of his own party as

Stephen was of the other; and the empress,
sensible of his merit and importance, con-

sented to exchange the prisoners on equal
terms. The civil war was again kindled

with greater fury than ever.

CIVIL WARS CONTINUED. 1142.

Earl Robert, finding the successes on
both sides nearly balanced, went over to

Normandy, which, during Stephen's cap-

tivity, had submitted to the earl of Anjou ;

and he persuaded Geofti-ey to allow his

eldest son Henry, a young prince of great

hopes, to take a journey into England,
and appear at the head of his partisans.

* She is represented to have been reduced to great
extremities. From Winchester at one time she

escaped, being "laid upon a horse's back, in manner
of a dead corpse, and so conveyed to Gloucester

;

"

at another, being besieged at Oxford, and the groimd
covered with snow,

" she clad herself, and her four

servants that were with her, in white clothes, which,

being of the colour of snow, made her pass the
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This expedient produced nothing decisive.

Stephen took Oxford after a long siege ;

he was defeated by earl Robert at Wilton ;

and the empress being harassed with a

variety of good and bad fortune, at last

retired into Normandy, whither she had

sent her son some time before. The

death of her brother, about the same time,

would have proved fatal to her interests,

had not some incidents occurred which

checked the course of Stephen's prosperity.

This prince, finding that the castles built

by the noblemen of his own party, were

httle less dangerous than those which

remained in the hands of the enemy,
endeavoured to extort from them a sur-

render of those fortresses ;
and he

ahenated the affections of many by this

equitable demand. The church, wliich his

brother had brought over to his side, had,

after some interval, joined the other party.

Eugenius III. had mounted the papal
throne ; the bishop of Winchester was de

prived of the legantine commission, which

was conferred on Theobald archbishop of

Canterbury, the enemy of the former legate.

That pontiff also, hanng summoned a

general council at Rheims in Champagne,
instead of allowing the church of England,
as had been usual, to elect its own

deputies, nominated five Engfish bishops
to represent that church, and required
their attendance. Stephen, who, notwith

standing his present difficulties, was jealous

of the rights of his crown, refused them

permission to attend
;
and the pope took

revenge by laying ail Stephen's party under

an interdict. The discontcsts of the

royalists, at being thrown into this situation,

were augmented by a comparison with

Matilda's party, who enjoyed all the bene

fits of the sacred ordinances ;
and Stephen

was at last obhged, by making submissions

to Rome, to remove the reproach from his

party.

watches without being discerned." William of

Malmesbury says, he could never exactly learn how
the escape was effected

;
but the hardship and peril

to which she was exposed were thought to have

made such an impression on her mind, that she had

afterwards little disposition to expose herself person

ally to the chances of war.—Ed.

Stephen
talies Ox-
ford.
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The weakness on both sides, rather than

any decrease of mutual animosity, havini;

produced a tacit cessation of arms in

Endand, many of the nobility, Roger de

Moubray, William de Warrenne, and

others, enlisted themselves in a new cru-

sade, which with surprising success, after

former disappointments and misfortunes,
was now preached by St. Bernard. But
an event soon after happened which threat-

ened a revival of hostihties in England.
Prince Henry, who had reached his six-

teenth year, was desirous of receiving the

honour of knighthood ;
a ceremony which

ever}" gentleman in that age passed through
before he was admitted to the use of arms,
and which was even deemed requisite for

the greatest princes. He intended to

receive his admission from his great-uncle,
David king of Scotland ; and for that

purpose he passed through England with a

great retinue, and was attended by tlie

most considerable of his partisans. He
remained some time with the king of

Scotland
;
made incursions into England ;

and by his dexterity and vigour in all

manly exercises, by his valour in war, and
his prudent conduct in every occurrence,
he gave symptoms of those great qualities
which he afterwards displayed when he

ounted the throne of England. Soon
after his return to Normandy he was, by

* This princess was renowned for her beauty and

gallantries. In the spirit of the times, when Lewis,
her husband, commenced his crusade, she became the

leader of a mixed train of male and female attendants
;

and was honoured with the sofnewhat oriental dis-

tinction of "the lady of the golden boots." Her con-

duct is believed to have been most flagitious. On
reaching Antioch. which was then under the rule of

licr uncle RajTnond of Poitiers, she was suspected not

only of becoming his mistress, but of having con-

spited with him to deprive her husband of his

iberty or life. She also engaged in an intrigue with
a Saracen, named Saladin

;
not the sultan, but a low

born man, who was only recommended to her by a

handsome person. On his return to France, Lewis

sought a divorce from his faithless consort. A
council was called at Baugenci-sur-Loire ; at which
the bishop of Langres announced, that " the king
could no longer place faith in his wife, and could

never be sure of the legitimacy of his children
;
and

he therefore claimed a divorce, on account of her

kno\vn incontinence.'' It was suggested by the arch-

bishop of Bordeaux, that the divorce should be

granted, not on the grounds of the queen's adultery,
but on that of the consanguinity of the parties being

'

Matilda's consent, invested in that duchy ;

and upon the death of his lather GeottVcy,
whicli happened in the subsccjuent year, he

took possession both of Anjou and Maine,
and concluded a marriage which brought
him a great accession of power, and ren-

dered him extremely formidable to his

rival. Eleanor, the daughter and heir of

William duke of Guienne and earl of

Poictou,had been married sixteen years, to

Lewis VII. king of France, and had
attended him in a crusade which that

monarch conducted against the infidels ;

but, having there lost the affections of her

husband, and even fallen under some sus-

picion of gallantry with a handsome

Saracen, Lewis, more delicate than polite,

procured a divorce, and restored her those

rich provinces which by her marriage she

had annexed to the crown of France.*

Young Henry, neither discouraged by the

inequality of years, nor the reports of

Eleanor's gallantries, made successful

courtship to that princess, and, espousing
her six weeks after her divorce, got j)osses-

sion of all her dominions as her dowry
The lustre which he received from this

acquisition, and the prospect of his rising

fortune, had such an effect in England,
that, when Stephen, desirous to ensure the

crown to his son Eustace, required the

archbishop of Canterbury to anoint that

no is m.id(

fluke of

Normandy.

an offence against the canonical law. This was sug.

gested to Eleanor, who had been accustomed scorn-

fiiUy to name her husband a monk with a sword, and
"
qui aur; it donne volontiers sa part de paradis, ])0ur

un present plus joyeux." She was well content to

regain her liberty. Sugcr, however, the abbot of

St. Denis, to whom the reins of government had

been confided during the absence of the king,

opposed it with all his influence, and with success.

At his death, no obstacle remained in the way ; and

the parties joyfully separated. Eleanor was immedi-

ately pursued by a host of suitors. Thibaud count

of Chartres contemplated carrying her to his castle,

and marrying her by force. In consequence of this,

she quitted his capital by night, and passed down the

Loire, towards Tours ; where Geoffrey of Anjou,

younger brother of the duke of Normandy, lay in am-

bush with a like design. Informed of the danger, Elea-

nor defeated this scheme ; and on reaching Poitiers

sent a messenger to Henry I'lantagenet, her intended

lord. He lost no time in throwing himself at her

feet ;
and within six weeks from the day of her di-

vorce, she became his \vife, Henry being then but

nineteen and she thirty years of age.
—Ed.
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prince as his successor, the primate refused

compliance, and made his escape beyond
sea, to avoid the violence and resentment

of Stephen.

COMPROMISE WITH PRINCE
HENRY. 1153.

Henry, informed of these dispositions in

the people, made an invasion on England.
Having gained some advantage over

Stephen at Malmesbury, and taken that

place, he proceeded to throw succours
into Wallingford, to which the king had ad-

vanced with a superior army to besiege. A
decisive action was every day expected ;

when the great men of both sides inter-

posed, and set on foot a negociation
between the rival princes. The death of

Eustace, during the course of the treaty,
facilitated its conclusion. An accommo-
dation was settled, by which it was agreed
that Stephen should possess the crown

during his lifetime
; that justice should be

administered in his name, even in the

provinces which had submitted to Henry ;

and that this prince should, on Stephen's
demise, succeed to tlie kingdom, and

WiUiam, Stephen's son, to Boulogne and
his patrimonial estate.

DEATH OF THE KING. 1154.

After all the barons had sworn to the ob-

servance of this treaty, and done homage
to Henry as to the heir of the crown, that

prince evacuated the kingdom ; and the

death of Stephen, which happened the next

year after a short 'illness, prevented all

those jealousies wliich were likely to have
ensued in so delicate a situation.

England suffered great miseries during
the reign of this prince : but his personal
character appears not liable to any great

exception ; and he seems to have been
well qualified, had he succeeded by a just
title, to have promoted the happiness and

prosperity of his subjects. He was

possessed of industry and courage, to a

great degree ; though not endowed with a

sound judgment, he was not deficient in

abihties ; he had the talent of gaining men's

affections; and he never indulged himself in
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the exercise of any cruelty or revenge. Hi

advancement to the throne procured him

neither tranquillity or happiness ; and,

I though the situation of England prevented
the neighbouring states from taking any
durable advantage of her confusions, her

intestine disorders were ruinous and de-

structive. The court of Rome was also

permitted, during those civil wars, to make
farther advances in her usurpations ;

and

appeals to the pope, which had been

strictly prohibited by the English laws,

became now common in eveiy ecclesiastical

controversy.

CHAPTER VIII.

HENRY II.

1154.— 1189.

STATE OF EUROPE. OF FRANCE. FIRST

ACTS OF henry's GOVERNME T.-

CIVIL AND ECCLESIASTICAL CONTEST.

BECKET, ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY
QUARREL BETWEEN THE KING AND

BECKET. CONSTITUTIONS OF CLAREN-
DON. BANISHMENT OF BECKET. COM-
PROMISE WITH HIM, AND HIS RETURN.

HIS MURDER. GRIEF AND SUBMIS-
SION OF THE KING.

STATE OF EUROPE.

The extensive confederacies, by which the

European potentates are now at once united

and set in opposition to each other, were

totally unknown in ancient ages ;
and the

theory of foreign pohtics in each kingdom
formed a speculation much less comphcated
and involved than at present. Commerce
had not yet bound together the most
distant nations in so close a chain

;
wars

finished in one campaign, and often in one

battle, were Httle affected by the movements
of remote states ; the imperfect communi
cation among the kingdoms, and their

ignorance of each others situation, made it

impracticable for a great number of them to

combine in one project or effort ; and,
above all, the independent situation of the

barons or ereat vassals in each state aavel
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SO much occupation to the sovereign, that

he was more indifferent about what |)assed

anionic his neiirhbours. Rehdon alone, not

politics, carried abroad tlie views of princes ;

while it either fixed their thou2;hts on the

holv land, whose conquest and defence was

deemed a point of common honour and in-

terest, or engaged them in intriL:;ues witli

the Roman pontiff, to whom they had

pelded the direction of ecclesiastical affairs,

and who was eveiy day assuming more au-

thority than they were willing to allow

him.

Before the conquest of England by the

duke of Normandy, this island was as

much separated from the rest of the world

in politics as in situation ; and, except from

the inroads of the Danish pirates, the

English had neither enemies nor allies on

the continent. The foreign dominions of

William connected them with the king and

great vassals of France
; and, while the

opposite pretensions of the pope and em-

peror in Italy produced a continual inter-

course between Germany and that country,
the two great monarchs of France and

England formed, in another part of Europe,
a separate system, and carried on their

wars and negociations, without meeting
with opposition or support from the others.

On the dechne of the Carlovingian race,

the nobles in every province of France,

taking advantage of the weakness of the

sovereign, and obliged to pro\Tide each for

his own defence against the ravages of the

Norman freebooters, had assumed an au-

thority almost independent, and had re-

duced within very narrow hmits the prero-

gative of their princes. The accession of

Hugh Capet, by annexing a great fief to

the crown, had brought some addition to

the royal dignity ; but this fief, though
considerable for a subject, appeared a nar-

row basis of power for a prince at the head

of so great a community. The royal de-

mesnes consisted only of Paris, Orleans,

Estampes, Compiegne, and a few places
scattered over the northern provinces ; in

the rest of the kingdom the prince's au-

thority was rather nominal than real. The
vassals were entitled to make war without

his permission on each other
; they were

even entitled, if they conceived themselves
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injured, to turn their arms against their

sovereign ; they exercised all civil jurisdic-

tion, without appeal, over their tenants and

inferior vassals
;

their common jealousy of

the crown easily united them against any

attempt on their exorbitant privileges ;

and, as some of them had attained the

power of great princes, even the smallest

baron was sure of inuuediate j)rotection.
Besides six ecclesiastical peerages, which,
with the other immunities of the church,

cramped extremely the general execution

of justice, there were six lay peerages :

Burgundy, Normandy, Guienne, Flanders,

Toulouse, and Champagne ;
which formed

veiy extensive and puissant sovereignties.

And, though the combination of all those

princes and barons could nuister a mighty
power, yet was it very difficult to set that

great machine in movement
; it was almost

impossible to preserve harmony in its parts ;

a sense of common interest alone could, for

a time, unite them under their sovereign

against a common enemy: but, if the king

attempted to turn the force of the com

munity against any mutinous vassal, the

same sense of common interest made the

others oppose themselves to his preten
sions. Lewis the Gross, the last sove

reign, marched at one time to his frontiers

against the Germans at the head of an

army of two hundred thousand men
;
but

a petty lord of Corbeil, of Puiset, of Couci,

was able, at another period, to maintain

open war against him.

The authority of the English monarch

was much more extensive within his king-

dom, and the disproportion much greater
between him and the most powerful of his

vassals. His demesnes and revenue were

large, compared to the greatness of his

state ;
he was accustomed to levy arbitrary'

exactions on his subjects ;
his courts of

judicature extended their jurisdiction into

every part of the kingdom ;
he could crush

any obnoxious baron ; and, though the

feudal institutions which prevailed in his

kingdom had the same tendency as in other

states, to exalt the aristocracy and depress
the monarchy, it required in England

great combination of the vassals to oppose
their sovereign lord ; and there had not

hitherto arisen any baron so powerful as of'
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himself to levy war against the prince, and
to aiford protection to the inferior barons.

Wiiiie such were the different situations

of France and England, the accession of

Henry 11.
,
a prince of great abilities, pos-

sessed of so many rich pro\ances on the

continent, might appear an event dan-

gerous, and sufficient to break entirely the

balance between the states. He was

master, in the right of his father, of Anjou
and Touraine ;

in that of his mother, of

Normandy and Maine; in that of his wife, of

Guienne, Poictou, Xaintoigne, Auvergne,
Perigord, Angoumois, the Limousin. He
soon after annexed Brittany to his other

states, and was already possessed of the

superiority over that province ;
which on

the first cession of Normandy to RoUo the

Dane, had been granted by Charles the

Simple in vassalage to that formidable
third

of|ravager. These provinces composed above

a third of the whole French monarchy,
and were much superior in extent and

opulence to those territories which were

subjected to the immediate jurisdiction and

government of the king. The vassal was
here more powerful than his liege lord.

The situation which had enabled Hugh
Capet to depose the Carlovingian princes
seemed to be renewed, and that with much

greater advantages on the side of the

vassal
; and, when England was added to

so many provinces, the French king had
reason to apprehend some great disaster,

but, in reality, it was this circumstance

that saved the Capetian race.

The limited authority of the prince in

the feudal constitutions prevented the king
of England from employing with advantage
the force of so many states, which were

subjected to his government ;
and these

different members were never thoroughly
cemented into one monarchy. He soon

became, both from his distant place of

residence, and from the incompatibihty of

interests, a kind of foreigner to his French
dominions

; and his subjects on the conti-

nent considered their allegiance as more

naturally due to their superior lord, who
was acknowledged to be the supreme head

of their nation. He was always at hand

jto
invade them ; their immediate lord was

joftea at too great a distance to protect
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them ;
and any disorder in any part of his

dispersed dominions gave advantages

against him. The other powerful vassals

of the French crown were rather pleased to

see theexpulsionof theEnglish, andwere not

affected with that jealousy which would have

arisen from the oppression of a co-vassal.

By this means the king of France found it

more easy to conquer those numerous pro-
vinces from England than to subdue a duke
ofNormandy or Guienne, a count of Anjou,
of Maine, or Poictou. And, after reducing
such extensive territories, which ira

mediately incorporated with the body of

the monarchy, he found greater facility in

uniting to the crown the other great fiefs

which remained separate and independent.

But, as these important consequences
could not be foreseen, the king of France

remarked with terror the rising grandeur
of the house of Anjou or Plantagenet ; and,

in order to retard its progress, he had ever

maintained a strict union with Stephen,
and had endeavoured to support the totter-

ing fortunes of that bold usurper. But
after this prince's death it was too late to

think of opposing the succession of Henry,
or preventing the performance of those

stipulations which, wdth the unanimous
consent of the nation, he had made with

his predecessor. The English, harassed

with civil wars, were little disposed to vio-

late their oaths by excluding the lawful

heir from the succession of their monarchy.

Many of the most considerable fortresses

were in the hands of his partisans ;
the

whole nation had had occasion to see the

noble quahties with which he was endowed,
and to compare them with the mean talents

of William the son of Stephen ; and, as

they were acquainted with his great power
and were pleased to see the accession of so

many foreign dominions to the crown of

England, they never entertained the least

thoughts of resisting them. Henry, sen-

sible of the advantages attending his situa-

tion, was in no hurry to arrive in England ;

and, being engaged in the siege of a castle

on the frontiers of Normandy, when he re-

ceived intelligence of Stephen's death, he

made it a point of honour not to depart
from his enterprise till he had brought it

to an issue. He then set out on his jour-|
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Eng-

g^^.yj.g ^^.j^j^ pleasui'c the oath of fealty and

allegiance to him.

FIRST ACTS OF HENRY'S GO-

VERNMENT.— 1 1 55.

The first act of Henry's government
corresponded to the high idea entertained

of his abilities, and prognosticated the re-

establishment of justice and tranquillity, of

which the kingdom had so long been be-

reaved. He immediately dismissed all

those mercenary soldiers who had com-
mitted great disorders, and he sent them

abroad, together with William of Ypres
their leader, the friend and confident of

Stephen. He revoked all the grants made

by his predecessor, even those which ne-

cessity had extorted from the empress
Matilda ; and that princess, who had re-

signed her rights in fav^our of Henn,', made
no opposition to a measure so necessary
for supporting the dignity of the crown.

He repaired the coin, which had been ex-

tremely debased during the reign of his

predecessor ;
and he took proper measures

against the like abuse. He was rigorous
in the execution of justice, and in the sup-

pression of robbery and violence ; and,
that he might restore authority to the laws,

he caused all the newly erected castles to

be demolished, which had proved so manv
sanctuaries to freebooters and rebels. The
earl of Albemarle, Hugh Mortimer, and

Roger the son of Milo of Gloucester, were
inclined to make some resistance to thissalu-

tary measure ; but the approach of the king
with his forces soon obhged them to submit.

Every thing being restored to full tran-

quillity in England, Henry went abroad to

oppose the attempts of his brother Geoflrey ;

who, during his absence, had made an in-

cursion into Anjou and Maine, had ad-

vanced some pretensions to those provinces,
and had got possession of a considerable

part of them.* On the king's appearance
the people returned to their allegiance ;

and Geoffrey, resigning his claim for an

annual pension of a thousand pounds, de-

* See note G at the end of the volume.

parted and took possession of the county
of Nantz, which the inhabitants, who had

expelled count Hoel their prince, had put
into his hands. Henry returned to

England the following year. The in-

cursions of the Welsh then provoked him
to make an invasion upon them ; where
the natural fastnesses of the country oc-

casioned him great difficulties. His van-

guard, being engaged in a narrow pass, was

put to rout. Henry de Essex, the heredi-

tary standard bearer, seized with a jianic,

threw down the standard, took to flight,

and exclaimed that the king was slain ;

and, had not the prince immediately ap-

peared, and led on his troops with great

gallantr\', the consequence niiglit have

proved fatal. For this Essex was after

wards accused of felony by Robert de

Montfort
;
was vanquished in single com

bat
;

his estate was confiscated, and he

himself was thrust into a convent. The
submissions of the Welsh procured them
an accommodation with England.
The martial disposition of the princes in

that age engaged them to head their own
armies in every enterprise, and their feeble

authority made it commonly impracticable
for them to delegate, on occasion, the com-

mand to their generals. GeofiVey, the

king's brother, died soon after he had ac-

quired possession of Nantz. Though he

had no other title to that country than

the voluntarv submission or election of the

inhabitants two years before, Henry laid

claim to the territory as devolved to him

by hereditarv right ;
and he went over to

support his pretensions by force of arms

Conan, duke or earl of Brittany (for these

titles are given indifferently by historians

to those princes), pretended that Nantz

had been lately separated by rebellion from

his principality, to which of riiht it be-

longed; and on Geoflrcy's death he took pos
session of the disputed territory. Lest

the French king should interpose, Henrj'

paid him a visit, an alliance was con-

tracted between them ;
and they agreed

that young Henry, heir to the English

monarchv, should be affianced to Margaret
of France ; though the former was only
five years of age, the latter still in her

cradle. Henr}' now advanced with his
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army into Brittany ; and Conan, in despair,
delivered up the county of Nantz to him.
The able conduct of the king procured
more important advantages from this in-

cident. Conan, harrassed with the turbu-
lent disposition of his subjects, was desirous
of procuring to himself the support of so

great a monarch ; and he betrothed his

daughter and only child, yet an infant, to

Geoffrey the king's third son, who was of
the same tender years. The duke of Brit-

tany died about seven years after
; and

Henry being mesne lord, and also natural

guardian to his son and daughter-in-law,
put himself in possession of that principality,
and annexed it for the present to his other

great dominions.

The king had a prospect of making still

farther acquisitions, and suffered no oppor-
tunity of that kind to escape him. Phi-

lippa, duchess of Guienne, mother of queen
Eleanor, was the only issue of William IV.
count of Toulouse ; and would have inhe-

rited his dominions, had not that prince,
desirous of preserving the succession in the
male line, conveyed the principality to his

brother Raymond de St. Gilles by a con-
tract of sale, which was in that age regarded
as fictitious and illusory. By this means
the title came to be disputed between the
male and female heirs. Raymond, grand-
son of Raymond de St. Gilles, was the

reigning sovereign ; and on Henry's reviv-

ing his wife's claim, this prince had recourse
to the king of France, who was so much
concerned in policy to prevent the farther

_ andizement of the English monarch.
Lewis himself, when married to Eleanor,
had asserted the justice of her claim, and
had demanded possession of Toulouse

; but
he now determined to defend by his power
the title of Raymond. Henry found that

i nothing but a formidable army could main-
tain a claim which he had in vain asserted

by arguments and manifestos.

An army composed of feudal vassals was

commonly very intractable and undisci-

plined, both because of the independent
spirit of the persons who served in it, and
because the commands were not given,
either by the choice of the sovereign, or
fpom the military capacity and experience
of the officers. Each baron conducted his
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own vassals
; his rank was greater or less,

proportioned to the extent of his property ;

even the supreme command under the

prince was often attached to birth ; and, as

the military vassals were obliged to serve

only forty days at their own charge, (though,
if the exped[ition were distant, they were

put to great expense) the prince reaped
little benefit from their attendance. Henry,
sensible of these inconveniencies, levied

upon his vassals in Normandy, and other

provinces, a sum of money in lieu of their

services ; and this commutation, by reason
of the great distance, was still more advan-

tageous to his Enghsh vassals. He im-

posed, therefore, a scutage of one hundred
and eighty thousand pounds on the knight's
fees ; a commutation to which, though it

was unusual, and the first, perhaps, to be met
with in history,* the militaiy tenants willingly
submitted : and with this money he levied

an army, whose service was more durable
and constant. Assisted by Berenger count
of Barcelona, and Trincaval, count of

Nismes, he invaded the county of Tou-
louse

; and, after taking Verdun, Castlenau,
and other places, he besieged the capital of
the province, and was likely to prevail when
Lewis, advancing before the arrival of his

main body, threw himself into the place
with a small reinforcement. Henry was

urged by some of his ministers to prosecute
the siege, to take Lewis prisoner, and to

impose his own terms in the pacification ;

but he either thought it so much his in-

terest to maintain the feudal principles, by
which his foreign dominions were secured,
or bore so much respect to his superior
lord, that he declared he would not attack
a place defended by him in person, and im-

mediately raised the siege. He marched
into Normandy to protect that province

against an incursion which the count of

Dreux, instigated by king Lewis his bro-

ther, had made upon it. War was now

openly carried on between the two mon-
archs, but produced no memorable event :

it soon ended in a peace ; which was not,

however, attended with any confidence or

good correspondence between those rival

princes. The fortress of Gisors, being part!

!

* See note H at the end of the volume.
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of the dowry stipulated to Margaret of

France, had been consigned by agreement
to the knights templars, on condition that

it siiould be delivered into Henry's hands

after the celebration of the nuptials. The

king, that he might have a pretence for

immediately demanding the place, ordered

the marriage to be solemnized between the

prince and princess, though both infants ;

and he engaged the grand master of the

templars, by large presents, as was gene-

rally suspected, to put him in possession of

Gisors. Lewis, resenting this fraudulent

conduct, banished the templars, and would

have made war upon the king of England,
had it not been for the mediation of pope
Alexander IIL, who had been chased from

Rome by the antipope Victor IV., and re-

sided at that time in France. The two

kings had, the year before, met the pope
at the castle of Torci on the Loir ; and

they gave him such marks of respect, that

both dismounted to receive him, and, hold-

ing each of them one of the reins of his

bridle, walked on foot by his side, and con-

ducted him in that submis.sive manner into

the castle.
' A spectacle,' cries Baronius

in an ecstasy,
'

to God, angels, and men ;

and such as had never before been exhi-

bited to the world !'

Henry, soon after he had accommodated
his differences with Lewis by the pope's

mediation, returned to England ;
where he

commenced an enterprise, which, though

required by sound policy, involved him in

danger, and was not concluded without

some loss and dishonour.

CIVIL AND ECCLESIASTICAL
CONTEST. 1162.

The usurpations of the clergy, which had
been gradual, were now mounted to such
a height, that the contest between the re-

gale and pontiticale was really arrived at a

crisis in England ; and it became necessar}-
to determine whether the king or the

priests, particularly the archbishop of Can-

terbur\', should be sovereign of the kingdom.
The aspiring spirit of Henry was not

likely long to pay a tame submission to

the encroachments of subjects. From the

commencement of his reign he had shewn
VOL. I. 2 s

j
ilrip the

dcrgy.

Uival popes.

a fixed purpose to repress clerical usurpa-l

tions, and to maintain those prerogatives! on i.u'.i

which had been transmitted to him by hisi

predecessors. Durinir the schism of the

papacy between Alexander and Victor, hel

had determined to remain neuter
; and,

when informed that the archbishop ui

Rouen and the bishop of Mans had ac-

knowledged Alexander as legitimate pope,
he was so enraged that, though he spared
the archbishop on account of his great age,
he immediately issued orders (or over-

throwing the houses of the bishop of Mans
and archdeacon of Rouen ;* and it was not

till he had deliberately examined the mat-

ter by those views which usually enter into

the councils of princes, that lie allowed

that pontiff to exercise authority over any
of his dominions. In England, the mild

character and advanced years of Theobald,

archbishop of Canterbury, together with

Ills merits in refusing to put the crown on

the head of Eustace, son of Stephen, pre-
vented Henry, during the lifetime of that

primate, from taking any measures against
the multiplied encroachments of the clergy ;

but after his death the king resolved to

exert more activity ; and that he might be

secure against any opposition, he ad-

vanced to that dignity Becket, his chan-

cellor, on whose compliance he thought
he could entirely depend.

BECKET, ARCHBISHOP OF
CANTERBURY.

Thomas a Becket, the first man of

English descent who, since the Nor-

man conquest, had, during the course of

a whole centurj', risen to any consi

derable station, was born of reputable

parents in London; and, being endowed

both with indiKtry and capacity, he early

insinuated himself into the favour of arch

bishop Theobald, and obtained some pre

ferments. By their means he was enabled

to travel for improvement to Italy, where

he studied the civil and canon law at Bo-

logna ;
and on his return he appeared to

have made such proficiency in knowledge.

The areh-
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Sec note I at the end of the volume.
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that he was promoted by his patron to the

archdeaconry of Canterbury, an office of

considerable trust and profit. He was
afterwards employed with success by Theo-
bald in transacting business at Rome ;

and on Henry's accession he was recom-
mended as worthy of farther preferment.

Henry, who knew that Becket had been

instrumental in supporting that resolution

of the archbishop which had tended so

much to facilitate his own advancement,
was already prepossessed in his favour

;

and, finding that his spirit and abilities en-

titled him to any trust, he soon promoted
him to the dignity of chancellor. The
chancellor in that age, besides the custody
of the great seal, had possession of all

vacant prelacies and abbies
;

he was the

guardian of all such minors and pupils as

were the king's tenants ;
all baronies which

escheated to the crown were under his ad-

ministration
; he was entitled to a place

in council, even though not particularly
summoned

; and, as he exercised also the

office of secretary of state, and it belonged
to him to countersign all commissions,

writs, and letters patent, he was concerned

in the dispatch of every business of im-

portance. Besides exercising this high
office, Becket was made provost of Be-

verley, dean of Hastings, and constable of

the Tower
;
he was put in possession of

the honours of Eye and Berkham, large
baronies that had escheated to the crown

;

and, to complete his grandeur, he was in-

trusted with the education of prince Henry,
the king's eldest son. The pomp of

his retinue, the sumptuousness of his fur-

niture, the luxury of his table, the munifi-

cence of his presents, exceeded any thing

England had ever seen in any subject.
His historian and secretaiy, Fitz-Stephens,
mentions that his apartments were every

day in winter covered with clean straw or

hay, and in summer with green rushes or

boughs ; lest the gentlemen who paid
court to him, and who could not, by reason

of their great number, find a place at table,

should soil their fine clothes by sitting on
a dirty floor. A great number of knights
were retained in his service

; the greatest
barons were proud of being received at his

table ; his house was a place of education
162

for the sons of the chief nobihty ;
and the

king frequently vouchsafed to partake of

his entertainments. As his way of life was

splendid, his amusements and occupations
were gay. He employed himself at leisure

hours in hunting, hawking, gaming, and

horsemanship ; he exposed his person in

several military actions
;
he carried over,

at his own charge, seven hundred knights,
to attend the king in his wars at Toulouse ;

in the subsequent wars on the frontiers of

Normandy he maintained, during forty

days, twelve hundred knights, and four

thousand of their train
; and in an embassy

to France with which he was intrusted, he

astonished that court by the number and

magnificence of his retinue.

Henry, besides committing all his im

portant business to Becket's management,
honoured him with his friendship, and
whenever he was disposed to relax himself

by sports, he admitted his chancellor to

the party. An instance of their famili-

arity is mentioned by Fitz-Stephens, which
it may not be improper to relate. One

day, as the king and chancellor were riding

together in the streets of London, they
observed a beggar who was shivering with

cold.
' Would it not be very praiseworthy,'

said the king,
'

to give that poor man a

warm coat in this severe season?' 'It

would, surely,
'

replied the chancellor
;

' and you do well, sir, in thinking of such

good actions.'
' Then he shall have one

presently,' cried the king ; and, seizing the

skirt of the chancellor's coat, which was

scarlet, and lined with ermine, began to

pull it violently. The chancellor defended

himself for some time, and they had both

like to have tumbled off" their horses, when
Becket let go his coat, which the king be

stowed on the beggar ; who, being ignorant
of the quality of the persons, was not a

little surprised at the present.

Becket, who by his complaisance and

good humour had rendered himself agree-

able, and by his industry and abilities use-

ful, to his master, appeared to him the

fittest person for supplying the vacancy
made by the death of Theobald. As he

was well acquainted with the king's inten-

tions of confinins; within the ancient

bounds, all ecclesiastical privileges, and
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I always shewed a ready disposition to comply

jwith them, Heniy, who never expected

any resistance from that quarter, iiiimedi-

atelv issued orders for electing; him arch-

bishop of Canterbury. But this resolution,

which was taken contrary to the oj)inion
of Matilda and many of the ministers,

drew after it very unhappy consecjuences ;

md never prince of so e;reat penetration

appeared to have so little understood the

genius and character of his minister.

No sooner was Becket installed in this

high dignity, which rendered him for life

the second person in the kingdom, with

some pretensions of aspiring to be the first,

than he totally altered his demeanour and

conduct, and endeavoured to acquire the

character of sanctity, of which his former

busy and ostentatious course of life might
have naturally bereaved him. Without

consulting the king, he immediately re-

turned into his hands the commission of

chancellor; pretending that he must thence-

forth be solely employed in the exercise of

his spiritual function ; but, in reality, that

he might break off all connexions with

Henry, and apprise him that Becket, as

primate of England, was entirely a new

personage. He maintained, in his retinue

and attendants alone, his ancient pomp ;

in his own person he affected tlie greatest

austerity and most rigid mortification,

which he was sensible would have an equal
or a greater tendency to the same end. He
wore sackcloth next his skin

; which, by
his affected care to conceal it, was more
remarked by all the world : he changed it

so seldom, that it was filled with dirt and
vermin : his usual diet was bread

;
his

drink water, which he even rendered farther

unpalatable by the mixture of unsavoury
herbs : he tore his back with the frequent

discipline which he inflicted on it : he

daily on his knees washed, in imitation of

Christ, the feet of thirteen beggars, whom
he afterwards dismissed with presents : he

gained the affections of the monks by his

frequent charities to the convents and hos-

pitals : ever}- one who made profession of

*
Prescriptive rights were pleaded by the earl, the

lands in question having been a grant to his grand-
father by the Conqueror. To which Becket gave the

sanctity was admitted to his conversation

and returned full of panegyrics on the hu-

mility, as well as on the piety and mortifi-

cation, of the holv primate : he seemed to

be peqjetually employed in reciting prayers,
or in perusing religious discourses : his as-

pect wore the appearance of seriousness

and secret devotion : and all men of pene-
tration plainly saw that the ambition and

ostentation of his character had turned to-

wards a new and more dangerous object.

QUARREL BETWEEN THE KING
AND BECKET. 11 G3.

Becket waited not till Henry should com-
mence those projects against the ecclesi-

astical pow^r which he knew had been

formed : he was himself the aggressor, and

endeavoured to overawe the king by the

boldness of his enterprises. He summoned
the earl of Clare to surrender the barony
of Tunbridge, which ever since the con-

quest had remained in the family of that

nobleman
; but which, as it had formerly

belonged to the see of Canterbuiy, Becket

pretended his predecessors were prohibited

by the canons to alienate.* The earl of

Clare, besides the greatness of his own

birth, and the extent of his possessions, was

allied to all the principal families in the

kingdom ;
his sister, who was a celebrated

beauty, had farther extended his credit

among the nobility, and was even supposed
to have gained the king's affections ;

and

Becket could not better discover, than by

attacking so powerful an interest, his reso-

lution of maintaining with vigour the rights,

real or pretended, of his see.

W^iUiam de Eynsford, a military tenant

of the crown, was patron of a living which

belonged to a manor that held of the arch-

bishop of Canterbury ;
but Becket, with

out regard to William's right, presented,
on a new and legal pretext, one Laurence

to that living, w-ho was violently expelled

by Eynsford. The primate, making him-

self, as was usual in spiritual courts, both

judge and party, issued, in a summary

He seems
absorbed in

jjioiis exer-

ciacs.

Becket
claims

llie barony
of Tun-

bridge.

pithy reply, that
" he knew of no prescription for in-

justice, and that which had been seized without right
must be restored."—Ed.
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manner, the sentence of excommunication

against Eynsford ; who complained to the

king that he, who held in capite of the

crown, should, contrary to the practice es-

tablished by the Conqueror, and main-

tained ever since by his successors, be

subjected to that terrible sentence without

the previous consent of the sovereign.

Henry, who had now broken off all per-
sonal intercourse with Becket, sent him,

by a messenger, his orders to absolve Eyns-
ford ; but received for answer, that it be-

longed not to the king to inform him whom
he should absolve and whom excommuni-
cate. And it was not till after many re-

monstrances that Becket, though with the

worst grace imaginable, was induced to

comply with the royal mandate.

Henry, though grievously mistaken in

the character of the person whom he had

promoted, determined not to desist from

retrenching clerical usurpations. He was

entirely master of his extensive dominions
;

the prudence and vigour of his administra-

tion, attended with perpetual success, had
raised his character above that of any of

his predecessors ;
the papacy seemed to be

weakened by a schism which divided all

Europe ; and he rightly judged that, if the

present favourable opportunity were neg-
lected, the crown must be in danger of

faUing into an entire subordination under
the mitre.

The union of the civil and ecclesiastical

power serves extremely, in everj' civilized

government, to the maintenance of peace
and order ; and prevents those mutual en-

croachments which, as there can be no
ultimate judge between them, are often

attended with the most dangerous conse-

quences. During the progress ofecclesiastical

usurpations, the state, by the resistance of

the civil magistrate, is naturally thrown

into convulsions ; and it behoves the

prince to provide in time sufficient barriers

against so formidable a rival. This pre-
caution had hitherto been much neglected
in England, as well as in other catholic

countries ; and affairs at last seemed to

have come to a dangerous crisis. A sove-

reign of the greatest abilities was now on
the throne

;
a prelate of the most inflexible

and intrepid character was possessed of the
16^

primacy ;
the contending powers appeared

to be armed with their full force ; and
it was natural to expect some extraordinary
event to result from their conflict.

Among their other inventions to obtain

money, the clergy had inculcated the

necessity of penance as an atonement for

sin
; and, having introduced the pi-actice

of paying them large sums as a commu-
tation, or species of atonement, for the

remission of those penances, the sins of

the people, by these means, had become a

revenue to the priests ; and the king

computed that by this invention alone they
levied more money than flowed, by all the

funds and taxes, into the royal exchequer.
That he might ease the people of so

arbitrary an imposition, Henry required
that a civil officer of his appointment
should be present in all ecclesiastical

courts, and should for the i'uture give his

consent to everj' composition made with

sinners for their spiritual offences.

The ecclesiastics in that age had re-

nounced all immediate subordination to the

magistrate ; they openly pretended to an

exemption in criminal accusations from a

trial before courts of justice, and were

gradually introducing a like exemption in

civil causes ; spiritual penalties alone could

be inflicted on their offences : and, as the

clergy had extremely multiplied in England,
and many of them were consequently of

very low characters, crimes of the deepest

dye, murders, robberies, adulteries, rapes,

were daily committed with impunity by the

ecclesiastics. It had been found that no

less than a hundred murders had, since

the king's accession, been perpetrated

by men of that profession, who had never

been called to account for these offences ;

and holy orders were become a full pro
tection for all enormities. A clerk in

Worcestershire, having debauched a gen-
tleman's daughter, had proceeded to

murder the father ;
and the general

indignation against this crime moved the

king to require that the clerk should be

I
dehvered up, and receive condign punish-

j

ment from the magistrate. Becket insisted

i on the privileges of the church ; confined

I the criminal in the bishop's prison, lest he

should be seized by the king's officers ;
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maintained that no greater punishment
could be inflicted than degradation ;* and,

when the king demanded that immediately
after he was degraded he should be tried by
the civil power, the primate asserted that

it was iniquitous to try a man twice upon
the same accusation, and for the same

offence.f

Henry, laying hold of so plausible a

pretence, resolved to push the clergy with

regard to all their privileges, which they
had raised to an enormous height, and

to determine at once those controversies

which daily multiplied between the ci\al

and the ecclesiastical jurisdictions. He
summoned an assembly of all the prelates
of England ;

and he put to them this de-

cisive question, Whether or not they were

willing to submit to the ancient laws and

customs of the kingdom ? The bishops

unanimously replied that they were willing,

ing their own order. A device by
which they thought to elude the present

urgency of the king's demand, yet reserve

to themselves, on a favourable opportunity,
the power of resuming all their pretensions.
The king left the assembly with visible

marks of his displeasure ;
he required the

primate instantly to surrender the honours

and castles of Eye and Berkham. The

bishops were terrified. Beckct alone was
inflexible ; and nothing but the interposition
of the pope's legate and almoner, Philip,
could have prevailed on him to retract the

saving clause, and give a general and
absolute promise of observing the ancient

customs.

But Henry was not content with a

declaration in these general terms
;

he
resolved to define expressly those customs
with which he required compliance, and to

put a stop to clerical usurpations before

they could plead antiquity, as they already

* Yet, such was the infatuation of the people,
that they believed this man, who could tolerate any
crime to aggrandise the church, was the peculiar
favourite of heaven. Several old authors, and
Baker says, good ones, tell that, during the contro-

versy in which he was subsequently engaged, some

disorderly persons cut off his horses' tails. Awful

punishment ensued, as the offenders' children " were
born with tails like horses ; and this continued long
in the posterity!

"—Ed.

f Nothing but devotion, not to the Supreme
VOL. I 2 T

did, a sacred authoritv in their favour.

The claims of the church were open audi

visible. After a gradual and insensible

progress during many centuries, the mask
had at last been taken off

;
and several ec-

clesiastical councils, by their canons, which
were pretended to be irrevocable and in-

fallible, had positively defined those

privileges and immunities which gave such

general offence, and appeared so dangerous
to the civil magistrate. Henry, therefore,

deemed it necessary to define the limits of

the civil power ; to oppose his legal
customs to their di\Hne ordinances ; to de-

termine the exact boundaries of the rival

jurisdictions ; and he summoned a general
council of the nobility and prelates at

Clarendon, to whom he submitted this

great and important question.

CONSTITUTIONS OF CLARENDON.
11G4.

The barons were all gained to the king's

party, either by the reasons which he

urged or by his superior authority ;
the

bishops were overawed ;
and the following

laws, commonly called
'

the Constitutions

of Clarendon,' were voted without opposi-
tion. It was enacted that all suits con-

cerning the advowson and presentation
of churches should be determined in the

civil courts : that the churches belonging
to the king's see should not be granted in

perpetuity without his consent : that clerks

accused of any crime should be tried in the

civil courts : that no person, particularly
no clergyman of any rank, should depart
the kingdom without the king's license :

that excommunicated persons should not

be bound to give security for continuing in

their present place of abode : that laics

should not be accused in spiritual courts,

Dan^ercn>3
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Being, but to the interests of the church, could

have made Becket object to such offenders beinf;

tried in the usual way. Could a doubt of the mis-

chievous tendency of the principle he sought to

establish have been entertained for a moment, it

would have been removed by an incident which
occurred in that very reign ; when, in 1 1 55, a man
named William Peverel, having been disinherited for

poisoning Ranulph earl of Chester, turned monk
to avoid being brought to justice.

—Ed.
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except by legal and reputable promoters
and witnesses

;
that no chief tenant of the

crown should be excommunicated, nor his

lands be put under any interdict, except
with the king's consent

;
that all appeals

in spiritual causes should be carried from

the archdeacon to the bishop, from the

bishop to the primate, from him to the

king ; and should be carried no farther

without the king's consent : that, if any
law suit arose between a layman and a

clergyman concerning a tenant, and it be

disputed whether the land be a lay or an

ecclesiastical see, it should first be de-

termined by the verdict of twelve lawful

men to what class it belonged ; and, if it be

found to be a lay see, the cause should

finally be determined in the civil courts
;

that no inhabitant in demesne should be

excommunicated for non-appearance in a

spiritual court, till the chief officer of the

place where he resides be consulted, that

he may compel him by the civil authority
to give satisfaction to the church : that the

archbishops, bishops, and other spiritual

dignitaries, should be regarded as barons of

the realm ; should possess the privileges,
and be subjected to the burdens, belonging
to that rank

;
and should be bound to at-

tend the king in his great councils,
and assist at all trials, till the sentence,
either death or loss of members, be given

against the criminal : that the revenue of

vacant sees should belong to the king ;
the

chapter, or such of them as he pleases to

summon, should sit in the king's chapel
till they made the new election with his

consent ;
and that the bishop elect should

do homage to the crown : that, if any
baron or tenant in capite should refuse to

submit to the spiritual courts, the king
should employ his authority in obhging
him to make such submissions

; if any
of them throw off his allegiance to the king,
the prelates should assist the king with

their censures in reducing him : that goods
forfeited to the king should not be pro-
tected in churches or churchyards : that

the clergy should no longer pretend to the

right of enforcing payment of debts con-

tracted by oath or promise ;
but should

leave tiiese law suits, equally with others,

to the determination of the civil courts :

and that the sons of villains should not be

ordained clerks without the consent of

their lord.

These articles, to the number of sixteen,

were calculated to put an effectual stop to

the usurpations of the church, which had

threatened the total destruction of the civil

power. Henry, therefore, by reducing
those ancient customs of the realm to

writing, by passing so many ecclesiastical

ordinances in a national and civil assembly,

fully established the superiority of the

legislature above all papal decrees or

spiritual canons, and gained a signal

victory. But, as he knew that the bishops
would take the first favourable opportunity
of denying the authority which had enacted

these constitutions, he resolved that they
should all set their seal to them, and give
a promise to observe them. None of the

prelates dared to oppose his will, except
Becket

; who, though urged by the earls

of Cornwall and Leicester, the barons of

principal authority in the kingdom,

obstinately withheld his assent. At last

Richard de Hastings, grand prior of the

templars in England, threw himself on his

knees before him
;
and with many tears

entreated him, if he paid any regard either

to his own safety or that of the church, not to

provoke the indignation of a great monarch,
who was determined to take full revenge
on every one that should dare to oppose
him. Becket was at last obliged to

comply ; and he promised, legally, with

good faith, and without fraud or reserve

to observe the constitutions
;
and he took

an oath to that purpose. The king,

thinking that he had now finally prevailed
in this enterprise, sent the constitutions to

pope Alexander, who then resided in

France ;
and he required that pontiff's rati

flcation: but Alexander, though he had

owed most important obligations to the

king, plainly saw that these laws were

calculated to establish the independency
of England on the papacy, of the royal

power on the clergy, and condemned

them in the strongest terms ; abrogated,

annulled, and rejected them. There were

only six articles, the least important

which, for the sake of peace, he waswiUing
to ratifv.
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Becket, when he observed that he niii;lit

lope for support, expressed the deepest
sorrow for his conipliant;e ;

and endea-

voured to engage all the other bishojjs in

a confederacy to adhere to their common

rights, in which he represented the interest

and honour of God to be deeply concerned.

He redoubled his austerities, in order to

punish himself for his criminal consent

to the constitutions of Clarendon ;
he pro-

portioned his discipline to the enormity of

his supposed offence
;
and he refused to

exercise any part of his archiepiscopal
function till he should receive absolution

from the pope, which was readily granted
him. Henry resolved to take vengeance
for this refractory behaviour ;

and at-

tempted to cnish him by means of that

very power which Becket made such merit

in su})porting. He applied to the pope,
that he should grant the commission of

legate in his dominions to the archbishop
of York : but Alexander, as politic as he,

though he granted the commission, an-

nexed a clause, that it should not empower
the legate to execute any act in prejudice
of the archbishop of Canterbury ;

and the

king, finding how fruitless such an au-

thority would prove, sent back the com-
mission by the same messenger that

brought it.

The primate, however, who found him-

self still exposed to the king's indignation,
endeavoured twice to escape secretly from

the kingdom ; but was as often detained

by contrary winds : and Henry hastened

to make him feel the effects of an obsti-

nacy which he deemed so criminal. He

instigated John, mareschal of the ex-

chequer, to sue Becket in the archiepiscopal
court for some lands, part of the manor of

Pageham ;
and to appeal thence to the

king's court for justice. On the day ap-

pointed for trying the cause the primate

*" He had hoped to find in Becket a willing agent
of popular extortion and oppression, as he had found

him a pliable and ready instrument of humiliating
the prelates and barons of the realm in his capacity
of chancellor. But herein lay the king's mistake.

Thomas, a true Saxon in mind, in soul, and in

sympathy, rejoiced in afflicting the great men of the

nation, who were all Normans, and consequently the

enemies and oppressors of his race : but the moment
he became archbishop of Canterbury, instead of

sent four knights to represent certain ir-

regularities in John's appeal ;
and at the

same time to excuse himself on account of

sickness, for not ajjpearing personally.
This was represented as a grievous con-

tempt ; the four knights with dithcuUy
escaped being sent to prison, as offering
falsehoods to the court

;
and Henry sum-

moned at Northampton a great council,
which he purposed to make the instrument

of his vengeance against the inflexible

prelate.
The king had raised Becket from a low

station to the highest ofhces
; had hon-

oured him with his friendship ; had trusted

to his assistance in forwarding his favoui'ite

project against the clergy ; and, when
he found him become of a sudden his most

rigid opponent, indignation against such

signal ingratitude, transported him beyond
all bounds of moderation.* The barons

notwithstanding, in the great council,

voted whatever sentence he was pleased to

dictate to them
;
and the bishops them-

selves, who undoubtedly bore a secret

favour to Becket, concurred with the rest

in the design of oppressing their primate.
In vain did Becket urge that his court was

proceeding with the utmost regularity in

trying the mareschal's cause
; which, how-

ever, he said, would appear from the

sheriffs testimony to be entirely unjust
and iniquitous ;

that he himself had disco-

vered no contempt of the king's court
;
but

on the contrary, by sending four knights
to excuse his absence, had virtually

acknowledged its authority: that he also,

in consequence of the king's summons,

j)ersonally appeared at present in the great

council, ready to justify his cause against

the mareschal ; that, even should it be

found that he had been guilty of non-

appearance, the laws had affixed a very

penalty to that offence : and that,
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slight

lending his aid or countenance to the king towards

diminishing the privileges of the inferior clergy and

the people, who, it may be necessary to remark, were

Eno-lish or Saxons, he hesitated not to declare that

he would be the guardian and protector of his kins-

folk and countrymen."
—

Bussy. It is to be regretted

that whatever tliere was of kindly feeling for the Eng-
lish "generally, was lost in the hateful zeal with which

he laboured to exalt that particvJar body, of which

he found himself a distinguished member.— Ed.
167
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as he was an inhabitant of Kent, where his

archiepiscopal palace was seated, he was

by law entitled to some greater indulgence
than usual in the rate of his fine. Not-

withstandiug these pleas, he was con-

demned as guilty of a contempt of the

king's court, and as wanting in the fealty
which he had sworn, all his goods and
chattels were confiscated

; and, that this

triumph over the church might be carried

to the utmost, Henry bishop of Winches-

ter, the prelate who had been so powerful
in the former reign, was, in spite of his re-

monstrances, obliged, by order of the court,
to pronounce the sentence.* The primate
submitted to the decree

;
and all the

prelates, except Folliot bishop of London,
who paid court to the king by this singu-

larity, became sureties for him. It is re-

markable that several Norman barons voted
in thJs council

;
and we may conclude with

some probability, that a Uke practice had

prevailed in many of the great councils

summoned since the conquest : for the

contemporary historian, who has given us

a full account of these transactions, does
not mention this circumstance as any wise

singular ; and Becket, in all his subsequent
remonstrances, never founds any objection
on an irregularity, which to us appears very
palpable and flagrant. So little precision
was there at that time in the government
and constitution !

The king was not content with this sen-

tence, however \'iolent and oppressive.
Next day he demanded of Becket the sum
of three hundred pounds, which the pri-
mate had lened upon the honours of Eye
and Berkham while in his possession.
Becket, after premising that he was not

obliged to answer to this suit, because it

* The grounds on which Becket justified his

general haughty bearing will be collected from the
answer which he gave to Robert earl of Leicester,
when called upon by that nobleman "

to answer
what was objected to him, or hear his sentence."

Rismg up he said,
"
sentence ! yea, son earl, hear

you : when the church of Canterbury was given to

me, I asked what manner of person that would make
me, and it was answered, free and exempt from the

king's court. El responsum est, liberum et quietum ab
omnis nexu Curiali me redderet. Free therefore and
absolute as I am, I will not, nor am I bound, to an-
swer to those things from which I am exempt." He

168

was not contained in his summons ; after

remarking that he had expended more than

that sum in the repairs of those castles,

and of the royal palace at London
; ex

pressed however his resolution that money
should not be any ground of quarrel be-

tween him and his sovereign : he agreed
to pay the sum, and immediately gave
sureties for it. In the subsequent meeting
the king demanded five hundred marks ;

which, he affirmed, he had lent Becket

during the -war at Toulouse
;
and another

sum to the same amount, for which that

prince had been surety for him to a Jew.

Immediately after these two claims he

preferred a third of still greater importance
he required him to give in the accounts of

his administration while chancellor ; and

to pay the balance due from the revenues

of all the prelacies, abbies, and baronies,

which had been subjected to his manage-
ment. Becket observed that, as this de-

mand was totally unexpected, he had not

come prepared to answer it. The king
insisted upon sureties

;
and Becket desired

leave to consult his suffragans in a case of

such importance.
It is apparent, from the known character

of Henr}r, and from the usual vigilance of

his government, that, when he promoted
Becket to the see of Canterburj% he was
on good grounds, well pleased \sith his

administration in the former high office

with which he had intrusted him
; and

that, even if that prelate had dissipated

money beyond the income of his place, the

king was satisfied that his expenses had in

the main been calculated for his service.

Two years had since elapsed ; no demand

had, during that time, been made upon
him ;

it was not till the quarrel arose con-

added " My son earl, observe by how much the soul

is more worthy than the body, by so much the more

I am to obey God rather than a terrene prince. But

neither law nor reason permits that children or sons

should condemn or judge their father, and therefore I

decline the sentence of the king, yourself, and others,

as being to be judged under God alone by the pope :

Unde Regis et tuum et atiorum Judicium declino, subdeo

solo a Domino papa judicandus. To whose presence
I do before you all appeal, putting both the dignity

and order of the church of Canterbury, and my own,

with all the things belonging unto them, under God's

protection and his.'"—State Trials.—Ed.
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cerniiis; ecclesiastical privilciies that the

claim was started, and the primate was,
of a sudden, required to produce accounts

of such intricacy and cxttnt. To find

sureties that he should answer so boundless

and uncertain a claim, which in the kini^'s

estimation amounted to forty-four thousand

marks, was impracticable ;
and Becket's

suffragans v\ere extrendy at a loss what
counsel to give him in such a critical

emergency. By the advice of the bishop
of Winchester, he offered two thousand

marks as a general satisfaction for all

demands ; but this offer was rejected by
the king. Some prelates exhorted him to

resign his see,. on condition of receiving
an acquittal ; otliers were of opinion that

he ought to subiuit himself entirely to the

king's mercy: but the primate, thus pushed
to the utiuost, determined to brave all his

enemies, to trust to the sacredness of his

character for protection, to involve his

cause with that of God and religion, and
to stand the utmost eftbrts of royal indig-
nation.

After a few days spent in deliberation,
Becket went to church, and said mass

;

where he had previously ordered that the

introit to the communion service should

begin with these words,
'

Princes sat and

spake against me ;

'

the passage appointed
for the martyrdom of St. Stephen, whom
the primate thereby tacitly pretended to

resemble in his sufferings for the sake of

righteousness. He went thence to court,

arrayed in his sacred vestments : as soon
as lie arrived within the palace gate he
took the cross into his own hands, bore it

aloft as his protection, and marched in that

posture into the royal a])artments.* The
king, who was in an inner room, was
astonished at this parade, by which the

* A very serious view was taken of this proceed-
ing.

" He wont into the king's chamber, carrying
tiie cross himself erected, expecting the king's
coming. The bishops dissuaded this as an indecent

posture, and would not that he .should have proceeded
iifter this manner. The king took notice of it, and

by out-crie, or proclamation, made by an herald,
called together all the bishops and great men, to

whom he made &. great and grievous complaint, that

the archbishop had in reproach of himself, and the

kingdom, or government, so entered the court as a

notable traitor, and so insolently as no christian
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primate seemed to menace him and his|

court with the sentence of exconununica-i
tion

;
and sent .some of the prelates to

remonstrate. These jjrelates complained
to Becket that, by subscribing himself to

the constitutions of Clarendon, he had
seduced them to imitate his example ;

and
that now, when it was too late, he pre-
tended to shake off" all subordination to

the c\\\\ power, and appeared desirous of

involving them in the guilt which must
attend any violation of those laws. Becket

replied that he had indeed subscribed the

constitutions of Clarendon, legally, and
without fraud or resen-e

; but in these

words was virtually implied a salvo for the

rights of their order, which, being connected
with the cause of God and his church,
could never be relinquished : that, if he
and they had erred in resigning the eccle-

siastical privileges, the best atonement they
could now make was to retract their con-

sent, and to follow the pope's authority,
who had solemnly annulled the constitu-

tions of Clarendon, and had absolved them
from all oaths which they had taken to

observe them : that a determined resolu-

tion was evidently embraced to oppress
the church ;

the storm had first broken

upon him
;

for a slight offence, and which

too was falsely imputed to him, he had
been tyrannically condemned to a grievous

penalty ;
a new and unheard of claim was

since started ;
and he plainly saw that he

was the destined victim, who, by his ruin,

must prepare the way for the abrogation
of all spiritual immunities: that he strictly

inhibited them who were his suffragans
from assisting at any such trial, or giving
their sanction to any sentence against him;
he put himself and his see under the pro-
tection of the supreme pontiff'; and appealed

prince had ever seen or heard of the like behaviour

All were of the king's opinion, declaring him always
a vain and proud man, and that such ignominy not

only reflected on the king and kingdom, but upon
themselves iJso, and said it had worthily happened
to him, who had made such a man the second person
in the kingdom, to whom all were subject, and none

his equal. Therefore they all declared him to be a

manifest traitor, and to be punished accordingly,
who had not according to his oath observed terrene

honour toward his prince."
—

Brady.
—Ed.
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to him against which his

[»ds to the iniquitous judges might inflict : and that,

^^^t his however terrible the indignation of so

judges. great a monarch as Henry, his sword could

onty kill the body ; while that of the

church, intrusted into the hands of the

primate, could kill the soul, and throw
the disobedient into infinite and eternal

perdition.

Appeals to

the pope of

rare occur-

reXLce.

Becket
refuses t:

hear tbi.

sentence

given
a^ain^t him

by the

t)aroD°.

He leaves

Enghmd.
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courts.

BANISHMENT OF BECKET.

Appeals to the pope, even in ecclesiastical

causes, had been abolished by the consti-

tutions of Clarendon, and were become
criminal by law

;
but an appeal in a civil

cause, such as the king's demand upon
Becket, was a practice altogether unprece-
dented ; it tended directly to the subver-

sion of the government, and could receive

no colour of excuse, except from the

determined resolution, which was but too

apparent in Hemy and the great council,

to effectuate the total ruin of the inflexible

primate. The king would probably have

pushed the affair to the utmost extremity

against him ; but Becket gave him no

leisure to conduct the prosecution. He
refused to hear the sentence, which the

barons, sitting apart from bishops, and

joined to some sheriffs and barons of the

econd rank,* had given upon the king's
claim: he departed from the pedace; asked

Henry's immediate permission to leave

Northampton; and, meeting with a refusal,

nithdrew secretly ; wandered about in dis-

guise for some time
;

and at last took

shipping, and arrived safely at Gravelines.

The violent and unjust prosecution of

Becket had a natural tendency to make
men overlook his former ingratitude to-

wards the king, and his departure from all

oaths and engagements, as well as the

enormity of those ecclesiastical pri\aleges,
of which he affected to be the champion.
There were many other reasons which

procured him countenance in foreign coun-

tries. Philip earl of Flanders, and Lewis

* This hi.storian is supposed to mean the more
considerable vassals of the chief barons : these had
no title to sit in the great council, and the giving
them a place there was a palpable irregularity; which
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king of France, jealous of the rising great-
ness of Henry, were well pleased to give
him disturbance ; and, forgetting that this

was the common cause of princes, they
affected to pity extremely the condition of

the exiled primate ; and the latter even

honoured him with a visit at Soissons, in

which city he had invited him to fix his

residence. The pope gave a cold recep
tion to a magnificent embassy which Henry
sent to accuse him

; while Becket himself,

who had come to Sens in order to justify

his cause before the sovereign pontiff', was
received with the greatest marks of dis

tinction. The king, in revenge, sequestered
the revenues of Canterburj- ;

and banished

all the primate's relations and domestics,
to the number of four hundred ; whom he

obhged to swear, before their departure,
that they would instantly join their patron.
But this policy, by which Henry endea-

voured to reduce Becket sooner to neces-

sity, lost its effect. The pope, when they
arrived beyond sea, absolved them from

their oath, and distributed them among
the convents in France and Flanders : a

residence was assigned to Becket in the

convent of Fontigny ;
where he Uved for

some years in great magnificence, partly
from a pension granted him on the revenues

of that abbey, partly from remittances

made by the French monarch.

The more to ingratiate himself with the

pope, Becket resigned into his hands the

see of Canterbury, to which, he affirmed,

he had been uncanonically elected by the

authority of the royal mandate ; and

Alexander, besides investing him anew with

that dignity, pretended to abrogate, by a

bull, the sentence which the great council

of England had passed against him

Henry, after attempting in vain to procure
a conference with the pope, who departed
soon after for Rome, made provisions

against the consequences of that breach

which impended between his kingdom and

the apostolic see. He issued orders to his

justiciaries, inhibiting, under severe penal-

however is not insisted on in any of Beckct's remon-

strances. A farther proof how little fixed the con

stitution was at that time.

He is sup-
ported by
the pope and

King of
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ties, all appeals to the po})e or archbishop ;

forbidding; any one to receive any mandates
from them, or apply in any case to their

authority ; declaring it treasonable to

bring from either of them an interdict upon
the kingdom, and punishable in secular

clergA'men by the loss of their eyes and by
castration, in regulars by amputation of

their feet, and in laics with death ; and

menacing with sequestration and banisli-

ment the persons themselves, as well as

their kindred, who should pay obedience

to any such interdict : and he farther

obliged all his subjects to swear to the
rjkts

ofjobservance of these orders. Those were
edicts ot the utmost miportance ;

and even

changed, for a time, the national religion,

by breaking off all communication with

Rome : yet were they enacted by sole

authority of the king, and derived entirely
from his will and pleasure.
The spiritual powers, which in the

primitive church were, in a great measure,

dependent on the cinl, had, by a gradual

progress, reached an equality and indepen-
dence ; and, though the limits of the two

jurisdictions were difficult to ascertain or

define, it was not impossible but, by
moderation on both sides, government
might still have been conducted in that

imperfect and irregular manner which
attends all human institutions. But, as

the ignorance of the age encouraged the

ecclesiastics daily to extend their pri\'i-

leges, and even to advance maxims totally

incompatible ynth. civil government,*

Henr}' had thought it high time to put an
end to their pretensions, and formally, in a

public council, to fix those powers which

belonged to the magistrate, and which he
was determined to maintain. In this

attempt he was led to re-establish customs,

which, though ancient, were beginning to

be abolished by a contrary practice, and
which were still more strongly opposed by
the prevailing opinions and sentiments of

the age. Principle, therefore, stood on
the one side, power on the other ; and, if

the English had been actuated by con-

science more than by present interest, the

* '

Quis dubitet,' says Bocket to the king,
'
sacerdotes Christi regum et principtim, omniumque

controversy must soon have been decided

against him. Beckct filled all places with
exclamations against the violence which
he had sufiered. He compared himself to

Christ, who had been condemned by a lay
tribunal, and who was crucified anew in

the present oppressions under which his

church laboured
;
he took it for granted

that his cause was the cause of God
; he

assumed the character of champion for
the patrimony of the Divinity ;

he pre-
tended to be the spiritual father of the

king and all the people of England; he
even told Henry that kings reign solely
by the authority of the church ; and,

though he had thus torn ofi" the veil, he
seemed still, from the general favour borne
him by the ecclesiastics, to have all the

advantage in the argument. The king,
that he might employ the weapons of tem-

poral power remaining in his hands,

suspended the payment of Peter's pence ;

he made advances towards an aUiance with
the emperor Frederick Barbarossa, who
was engaged in violent wars with pope
Alexander ; he discovered some intentions
of acknowledging Pascal III., the present

antipope, who was protected by that em
pcror ; and by these expedients he
endeavoured to terrify the enterprising

though prudent pontiff from proceeding to

extremities against him.

But the violence of Becket, still more
than the nature of the controversy, kept
affairs from remaining long in suspense.
That prelate, instigated by revenge, and
animated by the present glory attending
his situation, issued a censure, excommu-

nicating the king's chief ministers by
name, and comprehending in general all

those who favoured or obeyed the consti-

tutions of Clarendon. These constitutions

he annulled
;
he absolved all men from the

oaths which they had taken to obsen^e

them
;
and he suspended the spiritual thun-

der over Henry himself, only lliat the prince

might avoid the blow by a timely repentance.
The situation of Henry was so unhappy,

that he could employ no expedient for

saving his ministers from this terrible cen-

<'omj)lain9o
tlip king's
violuace.

Rocket de-

cl:ire.s ]tis

cause to be
tbut ofGod.

fidelium et magistxos censeri ?

p. 96, 148.
Epist. S. Thorn.
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sure, but by appealing to the pope himself,

and having recourse to a tribunal whose

authority he had himself attempted to

abridge in this very article of appeals.
Becket had obtained from the pope a

legantine commission over England ; and,
in virtue of that authority, which admitted

of no appeal, he summoned the bishops of

London, Salisbury, and others, to attend

him
;
and ordered, under pain of excom-

munication, the ecclesiastics sequestered
on his account to be restored in two
months to all their benefices. But John
of Oxford, the king's agent with the pope,
had the address to procure orders for sus-

pending this sentence ; and he gave the

pontiff such hopes of a speedy recon-

cilement between the king and Becket,
that two legates, William of Pavia and

Otho, were sent to Normand3% where the

king then resided
; and they endeavoured to

find expedients for that purpose ; but the

pretensions of the parties were, as yet, too

opposite to admit of an accommodation.
The king required that all the constitutions

of Clarendon should be ratified.; Becket,

that, previously to any agreement, he

and his adherents should be restored to

their possessions : and the negociation
came to nothing. The cardinal of Pavia,

being much attached to Henry, took care

to protract the negociation ;
to mitigate

the pope, by the accounts which he sent of

that prince's conduct
; and to procure him

every possible indulgence from Rome.
About this time the king had the address

to obtain a dispensation for the marriage ot

his third son Geoffrey with the heiress of

Brittany ;
a concession which, considering

Henry's demerits towards the church,

gave great scandal both to Becket and to

his zealous patron the king of France.

The intricacies of the feudal law had
rendered the boundaries of power between
the prince and his vassals, and between
one prince and another, as uncertain as

those between the crown and the mitre
;

and all wars took their origin from disputes
which ought to have been decided only
before a court of judicature. Henry, in

prosecution of some controversies with the

count of Auvergne, a vassal of the duchy
of Guienne, had invaded the territories of
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that nobleman ;
who had recourse to the

king of France, his superior lord, for pro-

tection, and thereby kindled a war be-

tween the two monarchs. But this war

was, as usual, no less feeble in its

operations than it was frivolous in its

cause ; and, after some mutual depredations,
and some insurrections among the barons

of Poictou and Guienne, was terminated

by a peace. The terms were rather dis-

advantageous to Henry, and prove tliat

that prince had, by reason of his contest

with the church, lost the superiority which

he had hitherto maintained over France
;

an additional motive to him for accommo-

dating; those differences.

The pope and the king began at last to

perceive that neither of them could expect
a decisive victory over the other, and that

they had more to fear than to hope from

the duration of the controversy. Though
the vigour of Henry's government had

confirmed his authority in all his dominions,
his throne might be shaken by a sentence

of excommunication ; and, if England itself

could, by its situation, be more easily

guarded against the contagion of super-
stitious prejudices, his French provinces at

least would be. much exposed, on that

account, to some great revolution or con-

vulsion. He could not, therefore, reasonably

imagine that the pope, while he retained

such a check upon him, would formally
recojrnise the constitutions of Clarendon ;

which both put an end to papal pretensions
in England, and would give an example to

other states of exerting a Hke independency.

Pope Alexander, on the other hand, being
still engaged in dangerous wars, might

justly apprehend that Henry would join

the party of his enemy. The disposition

of minds on both sides, produced frequent

attempts towards an accommodation. The
nuncios Gratian and Vivian, having re-

ceived a commission to endeavour a

reconciliation, met with the king in

Normandy ; and, after all the differences

seemed to be adjusted, Henry offered to sign

the treaty, with a salvo to his royal dignity ;

which gave such umbrage to Becket, that

the negociation became fruitless, and the

excommunications were renewed against the

king's ministers. Another negociation was
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Abortive

•ttcmpU at

reconcilia-

conducted at Nfontmirail, in presence of the

king of France and the French prelates ;

where Becket also offered to make his submis-

sions, with a salvo to the honour of God and
the liberties of the church ; which, for a like

reason, was extremely offensive to the king,
and rendered the treaty abortive. A third

conference, under the same mediation, was
broken off' by Becket's insisting on a like

reserve in his submissions : and even in a

fourth treaty, when all the terms were ad-

justed, and when the primate expected to

be introduced to the king, and to receive

the kiss of peace, which it was usual for

princes to grant in those times, and which
was regarded as a sure pledge of forgiveness,

Henry refused him that honour, under

pretence that he had made a rash vow to

that purpose. This formahty served to

prevent tlie conclusion of the treaty ; and,

though t4)e ditiiculty was' attempted to be

orercome'by a dispensation which the pope
granted ta HeniT from his vow, that

prince could not be prevailed on to depart
from the resolution which he had taken.

In one of these conferences, at which
the French king was present, Henry said

to that monarch ; 'There have been many
kings of England, some of greater, some of

less, authority than myself; there have
also been many archbishops of Canterbury,

holy and good men, and entitled to everv

kind of respect ;
let Becket but act towards

me with the "Same submission which the

greatest of his predecessors have paid
to the least of mine, and there shall be no

controversy between us.' Lewis was so

struck \\'ith this state of the case, and with

an offer which Henry made- to submit his

'cause to the French c'orgj^ that he could

inot forbear condemning the primate, and

withdrawing his friendship ;
but the bigotry

of that prince, and their common animosity

against Henry, soon produced a renewal of

their former good correspondence.

COMPRO.MISE ^YITH, AND RETURN
OF, BECKET. 1170.

All difficulties were at last adjusted ; and

* 'VATiat moved the king \\'ith tliis precipifation,

!(to be beforehand with his grave.) may be deemed
the jealousies which he had apprehended by his
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the king allowed Becket to return, on con-

ditions both honourable and advantageous
to that prelate. He was not re(|uired to

give up any rights of the church, or resign

any of those pretensions which had been

the ground of the controversy. It was

agreed that all these (questions should be

buried in obhvion
;

but that Becket and
liis adherents should, without making
farther' submission, be restored to all their

livings ;
and that even the possessors

of such benefices as depended on the see of

Canterbury, and \tnd been filled during the

primate's absence, should be expelled, and

Becket 4iave liberty to supply the vacancies.

In return for concessions which entrenched

so deeply on the honour and dignity of the

crown, Henry rcajied only the ailvantage
of seeing his ministers absolved from the

sentence of cxcomnmnication pronounced
against them, and of preventing the inter-

dict which was ready to be laid on all his

dominions. It was ea?;y to see how much
he dreaded that event, when a prince of so

high a spirit could submit to terms so dis-

honourable to prevent it. So anxious was

Henry to reconcile himself fully with

Becket, that he took the most extraordinary

steps to flatter his vanity ;
and even, on

one occasion, humiliated himself so far as

to hold the stirrup of that haughty prelate
while he mounted.

But the king attained not even that

temporary tranquillity which he had hoped
to reap from these expedients. During
the heat of this quarrel with Becket, while

he was every day expecting an interdict to

be laid on his kingdom, and a sentence of

to fulminated againstexcomunication to be

his person, he had thought it prudent to

have his son, prince Henrjs associated

with him in royalty, and to make him be

crowned king by the hands of Roger arch-

bishop of York. By this precaution he

both ensured the succession of that prince ;

and he preserved at least his family on the

throne, if the sentence of excommunication

should have the effect which he dreaded,*

and should make his subjects renounce

The ilif-

fi-rencca be-

fwoen
Ilunn'imd
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minal
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brother's example, who, for all the oath of fealty so

often taken for succession, was yet put by it through,
the working of the clergy ; and was considering in|
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allegiance to him. Though this design
was conducted with expedition and secresy,

Becket, before it was carried into execution,

had got inteUigence of it ; and, being
desirous of obstructing all Henry's mea-

ures, as well as anxious to prevent this

affront to himself, who pretended to the

sole right, as archbishop of Canterbury, to

officiate in the coronation, he had inhibited

all the prelates from assisting at this

ceremony ; had procured from the pope a

mandate to the same purpose ;
and had

incited the king of France to protest

against the coronation of j'oung Henry,
unless the princess, daughter of that

monarch, should at the same time receive

the royal uncti' )n. There prevailed in that

age an opinion, akin to its other super-

stitions, that the royal unction was

essential to the exercise of the royal power ;

it was therefore natural both for the king
of France, careful of his daughter's

establishment, and for Becket, jealous of

his ovm dignity, to demand, in the treaty
with Henry, some satisfaction in this

essential point. Henry, after apologising
to Lewis for the omission, and excusing
it on account of the secresy and despatch

requisite for the conducting that measure,

promised that the
~

ceremony should be

renewed in the persons both of the prince
and princess ; and he assured Becket that,

besides receiving the acknowledgments of

Roger and the other bishops for the

seeming affront, the primate should, as a

farther satisfaction, recover his rights by
officiating in this coronation. But the

violent spirit of Becket, elated by the power
of the church, and by the victory which he

had already obtained, was not- content with

this voluntary compensation ; but resolved

to make the injury, which he pretended to

have suifered, a handle for taking revenge
on all his enemies. On his arrival in

England he met the archbishop of York,
and the bishops of London and SaHsbury,
who were oi. their journey to the king in

Normandy : he notified to the archbishop
the sentence of suspension, and to the two

what terms • -o.d wtli tliem, and that, although
he had won . .v.e lew bishops unto him, was sure

they loved him not, and what they might work mth
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bishops that of excommunication, which,

at his solicitation, the pope had pronounced

against them. Reginald de Warrene, and

Gervase de CornhiU, two of the king's
ministers who were employed on their

duty in Kent, asked him, on hearing of

this bold attempt, whether he meant to

bring fire and sword into the kingdom?
But the primate, heedless of the reproof,

proceeded, in the most ostentatious manner,
to take possession of his diocese. In

Rochester, and all the towns through
which he passed, he was received with

acclamations. As he approached South-

wark, the clerg}', the laity, men of all ranks

and ages, came forth to meet him, and

celebrated with hymns ofjoy his triumphant
entrance. And, though he was obliged,

by order of the young prince, who resided

at Woodstoke, to return to his diocese, he

found that he was not mistaken when he

reckoned upon the highest veneration of

the public towards his person and his

dignity. He proceeded, therefore, with

the more courage to dart his spiritual

thunders ; he issued the sentence of

excommunication against Robert de Broc

and Nigel de Sackville, with many others,

who either had assisted at the coronation

of the prince, or been active in the late

persecution of the exiled clergy. This

violent measure, by which he in effect

denounced war against the king himself, is

commonly ascribed to the vindictive dis-

position and imperious character of Becket
;

but we are not in his passions alone to

look for the cause of his conduct, when he

proceeded to these extremities. His

sagacity had led him to discover all Henry's
intentions

;
and he proposed, by this bold

and unexpected assault, to prevent the

execution of them.

The king, from his experience of the

dispositions of his people, was become
sensible that his enterprise had been too

bold in establishing the constitutions of

Clarendon ; and in endeavouring to extort

from the church of England, as well as

from the pope, an express avowal of these

The bishops :
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disputed ])rciogati\cs. Conscious also of

his own violence, he was not displea-sed to

undo that which had given his enemies
such advanta^ie ; and he was contented

that the controversy should determine in

that ambiguous manner, which was the

utmost that princes in those ages could

hope to attain in their disputes with the

see of Rome. Thougli he dropped the

prosecution of Becket, he still reserved to

himself the right of maintiiining that the

constitutions of Clarendon, the original

ground of the quarrel, were both the

ancient customs and the present law of the

realm
; and, though he knew that the

papal clergy asserted them to be impious
in themselves, as well as abrogated by
the sentence of the sovereign pontiff, he
intended steadily to put those laws in

execution, and to trust to the course of

events, for success. He hoped that Becket's

experience of a six j'ears' exile would, after

his pride was fully gratified by his res-

toration, be sufficient to teach liim more
reser\'e in his opposition ; or, if any con-

troversy arose, he expected to maintain

with advantage, while the primate w-as in

his power, the ancient and undoubted
customs of the kingdom against the usurpa-
tions of the clergy. But Becket, assured

of support tVom Rome, was little intimidated

by dangers, which his courage taught him
to despise, and which, even if attended

with the most fatal consequences, would
serve only to gratify his ambition and
thirst of glor}'.

MURDER OF BECKET.

When the suspended and excommunicated

prelates arrived at Baieux, where the king
then resided, and complained of the \nolent

I _____^
I

* However sincere and lasting Henry's grief and
contrition might be in the sequel, it cannot be denied
that the language imputed to him on this occasion-

indicated, with sufficient clearness, a wish that the

archbishop might be removed. "^Vhat I'' he e.xclaimed,
"
dare a wretch who hath eaten my bread, a beggar

that first came to my court on a limping pack-liorse,

carrj-ing all his estate in a wallet behind him, dare
he insult his king, the royal family, and trample on
the whole kingdom, and will none of the lazy

cowardly knights I now feed at my table deliver me
from the outrages of this turbulent priest !

"—Ed.

\ He refused to make any concession. The barons,

]iroceedings of Becket, he instantly foresaw

that the dangerous contest between the

ci\-il and spiritual powers (a contest wb.ich

he himself had first roused, but which he
had endeavoured, by all his late negociations
and concessions, to appease) must come to

an immediate and decisive issue ;
and he

was thence thrown into the most violent

commotion. The archbishop of York
remarked to him that so long as Becket

lived, he could never exi^ect to enjov peace.
The king, vehemently agitated, burst forth

into an exclamation against his ser\fants ;

whose want of zeal, he said, had so long
left him exposed to the enterprises of that

ungrateful and imperious prelate.* Four

gentlemen of his household, Reginald
Fitz-Urse, William de Traci, Hugh de

Moreville, and Richard Brito, taking these

expressions to be a hint for Becket's death,

immediately communicated their thoughts
to each other

;
and swearing to avenge

their prince's quarrel, secretly withdrew
from the court. Some menacing ex-

pressions, which they had dropped, gave
a suspicion of their design ; and the king
dispatched a messenger after tliem, charging
them to attempt nothing against the personi
of the primate. But these orders arrived

too late. The assassins, though they took

different roads to England, arrived about

the same time at Saltwoode, near Can-

terbuiy ; and, being there joined by some

assistants, proceeded to the archiepiscopal

palace. They found the primate, who
trusted entirely to the sacredness of his

character, very slenderly attended ; and,

though they threw out many menaces, he

was so incapable of fear, that, without

using any precautions against violence, he

immediately Avent to St. Benedict's church

to hear vespers.f They followed him

Henry is
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on their departure, charged his servants not to

suffer him to flee. Becket, who overheard them,

replied with great vehemence,
"
I will never flee

from any man li^Tng. I am not come to flee,

but to defy the rage of impious assassins." Thel

barons, after this, having put on their coats of mail,

and taking each a sword in his right hand and an

axe in his left, they returned to the palace, and
thence followed him to the church. Those about

him would have closed the door, but he exclaimed,
"
Begone, ye cowards ! I charge you, on your:

obedience, do not shut the door. %\'hat I make a

castle of a church !

''—Lord Lyltleton.
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thither, attacked him before the altar
; and,

liaving cloven his head with manj^ blo\^ s,
*

retired without meeting any opposition, f

This w^as the tragical end of Thomas a

Becket ; a prelate of the most lofty,

intrepid, and inflexible spirit ; who was

able to cover to the world, and probably
to himself, the enterprises of pride, and

ambition, under tlie disguise of sanctity,
and of zeal for religion. An extraordinary

personage, surely, had he been allowed to

remain in his first station, and had directed

the vehemence of his character to the

support of law and justice ; instead of

being engaged by the prejudices of the

times, to sacrifice all private duties and

pubhc connexions to ties which he pre-
sented as superior to every civil and poli-

tical consideration. , No man can reason-,

ably doubt of this prelate's sincerity. The

spirit of superstition was so prevalent, that

it infaUibly caught every careless reasoner,

much more every one whose interest,

honour, and ambition, were . engaged to

support it. All the wretched literature of

the times was enlisted on tliat side. Some
faint glimmerings of common se use might
sometimes pierce through the thick cloud of

f; To the.last. Becket met his assailants with the

same determination,
" neither his mynde seemed anj*

to be woried with feare, or his body astonished with

horror. To whom one of the cruel knightes in the

spiritt of fury sayd,
" Thou shalt instantly dye, for

it it impossible thovtshotildest longer live." Where-
unto the archbishop answered with no less constancy
of wordes than mynde,

"
I am prepared to dye for

I the cause of God, the defence of justice, and the

lliberty of the church : but if ye seek my life, I forbid

jyee on the beehalfe of Almighty God, and under the

jpaine of incurring his curse, to hurt any way any
lother, bee hce monke,"bee hee clearke, bee hee

! layman, bee hee more, bee hee lesse, but let them

Ibe free. from the jiaine, as they are no parties to the

Icause,"—t-T7ie Life or the Ecclsiastical Historie of
IS. Thomas, Archbishope of Caterbury, Collonice, 1639.

The butchery which followed was most revolting.
"

Tliey now ruslicd upon him, and endeavoured to

drag him out, of the church, with an intention (as

they afterwards declared themselves), to carry him in

bonds to the king ;
or if they could not do that, to

kill him in a less sacred place. But ho clinging fast

to one of the, pillars of the choir, they could not force

liim from theuce. , During the struggle ho shook
William de Tracy so roughly, that he almost threw
him down ;

and as Reginald Fitz-Urse prcst harder

upon liini than any of the others, he thrust him

away and called him ^i«)/). This opprobrious language
more enraged that violent man; he lifted up his

17S

Ignorance
of Becket'a

followers.

ignorance, or, what was worse, the illusions

of perverted science, which had blotted

out the sun, . and enveloped the face of

nature : but those, who preserved them-

selves untainted by the general contagion,

proceeded on no principles which they
could pretend to justifji. They were more
indebted to their total want of instruction

than to their knowledge, if they still

retained some share of understanding.

Folly was possessed of all the schools, as

well as all the churches
;
and her votaries

assumed the garb of philosophers, together
with the ensigns of sj)iritual dignities.

Throughout that large collectioa of letters

which bears the .name of St. Thomas, we
find, in all the retainers of that aspiring

prelfite, no less than in himself, a most
entire and absolute conviction of the rea-

son and piety of their own . party, and a

disdaiii of their antagonists. The spirit ot|
own piety.

revenge, violence, and ambition, which

accompanied their conduct, instead of

forming, a presumption of hypocrisy, are

the surest pledges of their sincere attach-

ment to a cause which so much flattered

these, domineering passions.

Tliey are

satisfied

with their

sword against the head of Becket, who then bowing
his neck, and joining his hands together in a posture
of prayer, recommended his own soul and the cause

of the church to God, and to the saints of that

cathedral. But Edward Grime, one of the monks oi

Canterbury, interposed his arm to ward off the blow ;

it was almost cut off; and the archbishop also was
wouiidecl in the crown of his head. He stood a

second stroke, wliich likewise fell on his head, m the

same devout posture, without a motion, word, or

groan ;
but . after receiving a third he fell prostrate

on his face
;
and all the accomplices pressing now to

a share in tlie murder, a piece of his skull was struck

off by Richard Brito. Lastly, Hugh the sub-deacon,
who had joined them at Canterbury, scooped out the

brains of the dead arclibi.shop on the point of his

sword, and scattered them over the pavement."
Lord Lyttleton.

The exact spot on which he died is still sliewn at

Canterbury. A portion of the stone marked by his

blood, was carefully cut out, and carried to Rome as

a precious relic, to be added to the treasures of the

Vatican.—Ed.

f
" The conduct of the actors in this dismal scene

was very unlilvo that of common murderers. " When
they had executed all they thought proper to do,

they left Canterbury, passed the night in the country ;

but the next morning they again assembled in arms
without the walls of the city ; at which the monks
were alanned, and, apprehensive of some outrage
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GRIEF AND SUBMISSION OF THE
KING. 1171.

Henry, on the first report of Becket's vio-

lent measures, had purposed to have him
arrested: but the inteUigence of his iiuirder

threw the prince into great consternation ;

and he was immediately sensible of the

dangerous consequences which he had rea-

son to apj)rehend. An archbishop of

reputed sanctity assassinated before the

altar, in the exercise of his functions, and

on account of his zeal in maintaining
ecclesiastical privileges, must attain the

highest honours of martyrdom ;
whik" his

murderer would be ranlved among the

most bloody tyrants that ever were exposed
to the detestation of mankind. Interdicts

and excommunications would, he foresaw,

be jirmed with double force employed in a

cause so calculated to work on the human

passions, and so peculiarly adapted to the

eloquence of popular preachers and de-

claimers. These considerations gave the

king the most unaffected concern ; and,

as it was extremely his interest to clear

himself from all suspicion, he took no care

to conceal the depth of his affliction. He
shut himself up from the light of day,
and from all commerce with his servants

;

he even refused, during three days, all food

and sustenance. The courtiers, appre-

hending dangerous effects from his despair,
were at last obliged to break in upon his

solitude
;
and they employed ever}- topic

of consolation, induced him to accept of

nourishment, and occupied his leisure in

taking precautions against the conse-

quences which he so justly apprehended.
The point of chief importance to Henry

was to convince the pope of his innocence,
or rather to persuade him that he would

reap greater advantages from the submis-

sions of England than from proceeding to

against the primate's dead body, made haste to inter it

in the church. Nothing was done to disturb it ;
the

four knights departed out of Kent
; and, without

even endeavouring to see the young king, or any of

his ministers, went together to a castle, which be-

longed to Hugh of Moreville, at Knaresborough, in

Yorkshire, where they stayed for many months."—
Lord Lvttleton.

VOL. I. 2 Y

extremities against tliat kingdom. The

archbishop of Rouen, the bishops of Wor-
cester and Evreux, with five persons ofj

inferior quality, were immediately dis-l

patched to Rome
;
and orders were given

them to perform their journey with the

utmost expedition. Tliough the name
and|

authority of the court of Rome were S0|
terrible in the remote countries of Europe,
wliicli were sunlv in profound ignorance,
and were entirely unacquainted with its

character and conduct, the pope was so

little revered at home that his inveterate

enemies surrounded the gates of Rome
itself, and even controlled his government
in that city ;

and the ambassadors (who,
from a distant extremity of Europe, carried

to him the humble, or rather abject, sub-

missions of the greatest potentate of the

age) found the utmost difficulty to make
their way to him, and to throw themselves

at his feft. It was at length a-zreed that

Richard Barre, one of their number, should

leave the rest behind, and run all the

hazards of the passage, in order to prevent
the fatal consequences which might ensue

from any delay in giving satisfaction to his

holiness. He found, on his arrival, that

Alexander was already wrought up to the

greatest rage against the king, that Becket's

partisans were daily stimulating him to

revenge, that the king of France had

exhorted him to fulminate the most dread-

ful sentence against England,* and that the

ver\' mention of Henry's name before the

sacred college was received with every

expression of horror and execration. The

Thursday before Easter was now approach-

ing, when it is customary for the pope to

denounce annual curses ag-ainst all his

enemies ;
and it was expected that Henr\-

should, with all the preparations peculiar

to the discharge of that sacred artillery, be

solemnly comprehended in the number.f

But Barre found means to appease the

1I>> sends an

cinliaiisy to

tu Rome.

DisoMcrs
at Riinip.

The
pope

is

preatlv ex

asperated.

* Lewis had written to the pope, calling on him

to draw the sword of St. Peter against Henry.
" that

horrible persecutor of God, who surpassed Nero in

I cruelt)', Julian in apostacy, and Judas in treachery.''

i

—Ed.
t The curses which the pope occasionally put

forth, if words can harm, were not a little formidable..

About the commencement of this century the art of
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pontiff, llie anathemas were only levelled

in general against all the actors, accom-

plices, and ahettors, of Becket's murder.

The abbot of Valasse, and the archdeacons

of Salisbury and Lisieux, with others of

Henry's ministers, who soon after arrived,

besides asserting their prince's innocence,

made oath before the whole consistory that

he would stand to the pope's judgment in

the affair, and make every submission.

The cardinals Albert and Theodin were

appointed legates to examine the cause,
An enquiry and Were Ordered to proceed to Normandv
ordered.

,• i i i i tt >"

tor that purpose ; and, though Henry s

foreign dominions were already laid under
an interdict by the archbishop of Sens,

Becket's great partisan, and the pope's

legate in France, the general expectation,
that the king would easily exculpate liini-

self, prevented all the bad consequences
which might be dreaded from that sen-

tence.

The clergy, meanwhile, though their

rage was happily diverted from failing on
the king, were not idle in magnifying the

sanctity of Becket; in extolling the merits

of his martyrdom ; and in exalting him
above all that devoted tribe who in several

ages had, by their blood, cemented the

fabric of the temple. Endless were the

panegvrics on his virtues
;
and the miracles

wrought by his reliques were more nume-

rous, more nonsensical, and more impu-

dently attested, than those which ever tilled

the legend of any confessor or martyr.
Two years after his death he was canonized

by pope Alexander ;
a solemn jubilee was

established for celebrating his merits
; his

body was removed to a magnificent shrine,

enriched with presents from all parts of

Christendom ; pilgrimages were performed
to obtain his intercession with heaven

;
and

it was computed that in one year above a

hundred thousand pilgrims arrived in

Canterbury and paid their devotions at

Hecket's

merit is

extolled by
the clerirv'.

Heis canon-
ized.

imprecation seems, from a bull issued by Pope Cle-

ment VI., to have reached perfection.
"
May God,"

said he, speaking of Louis of Bavaria,
" smite him

with madness and disease ; may heaven crusli him
with its thunderbolts

; may the wrath of God, and

that of St. Peter and St. Paul, fall on him in this

world and the next ; may the whole universe com-

bine against him
; may the earth swallow him up
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his tomb. It is indeed a mortifying reflec-

tion to those who are actuated by the love

of fame, that the wisest legislator, and

most exalted genius that ever reformed or

enlightened the world, can never expect
such tributes of praise as are lavished on
the memory of pretended saints ;

whose
whole conduct was probably to the last

degree odious or contemptible, and whose

industry was entirely directed to the pur-
suit of objects pernicious to mankind. It

is only a conqueror, a personage no less

entitled to our hatred, who can jjretend to

the attainment of equal renown and gloiy.
It may not be amiss to remark, before

we conclude the subject of Thomas a

Becket, that the king, during his contro-

versy with that prelate, was on every occa-

sion more anxious than usual to express
his zeal for religion, and to avoid all

appearance of proiane negligence. He
gave his consent to the imposing of a

tax on all his dominions for the delivery
of the holy land, now threatened by the

famous Saladine. This tax amounted to

two pence a pound for one year, and a

penny a pound for the four subsequent.
Almost all the princes of Europe laid a

like imposition on their subjects, which

received the name of Saladine's tax. Dur-

ing this period there came over from

Germany about thirty heretics of both

sexes, under the direction of one Gerard
;

simple ignorant people, who could give no

account of their I'aith, but declared them-

selves ready to sufl'er for the tenets of

their master. They made only one convert

in England, a woman as ignorant as them-

selves ; yet they gave such umbrage to

the clergy that they were delivered over to

the secular arm, and were burned on the

forehead, and then whipped through the

streets. They seemed to exult in their

sufferings, and as they vvent along sung the

beatitude,
' Blessed are ye when men hate

Pilgri -
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alive ; may his name perish in the first generation,
and his memory disappear from the earth

; may all

the elements conspire against him ; may his children,

delivered into the hands of his enemies, be massacred

before the eyes of their father." To suffer under all

these maledictions, something like the plurality of

lives proverbially given to the feline race would be

necessary.
—Ed.
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you and persecute you.' Alter they were

whipped tlicy were thrust out, ahnost

naked, in the midst of winter, and perislied

throu2;h cold and hunger ;
no one daring

or being wilHng to give them the U'ast

relief. We are ignorant of the particular
tenets of these people. It is probable that

their deiiarture from the standard of

orthodoxy was still more subtle and minute.

They seem to have been the first that ever

suffered for heresy in England.
As soon as Henry found that he was in

no immediate danger from the thunders of

the Vatican, he undertook an expedition

against Ireland
; by which he hoped to

recover his credit, somewhat impaired by
his late transactions with the hierarchy.

CHAPTER IX.

HENRY II.

STATE OF IRELAND. CONQUEST OF THAT
ISLAND. THE KING's ACCOMMODATION
WITH ROME. REVOLT OF YOUNG HENRY
AND HIS BROTHERS. WAR WITH SCOT-

LAND.—PENANCE OF HENRY FOR

BECKET's MURDER. KING OF SCOTLAND
TAKEN PRISONER. THE KING's ACCOM-
MOD.A.TION WITH HIS SO .VS. THE KING's

EQUITABLE AD.M I NISTRATION. DEATH OF

YOUNG HENRY.—-CRUSADES. REVOLT OF

PRINCE RICHARD.—DEATH AND CHA-
RACTER OF HENRY. MISCELLANEOUS
TRANSACTIONS OF HIS REIGN.

STATE OF IRELAND.

As Britain was first jieopbd from Gaul,
so was Ireland probably from Britain ;

and the inliabitants of all these coun-

tries seem to have been so many tribes ol

the Celtje, who derive their origin from
an antifpiity that lies far beyond the re-

cords of any history or tradition. The

Irish, from the beginning of time, had been
buried in the most profound barbarism

and ignorance ; and, as they were never

invaded by the Romans, from whom all the

western world derived its civility, they
icontinued still in- the most rude state of

society, and were distinguished by those

vices alone to which human nature, not
tamed by education, or restrained by laws,
is for ever subject. Thesuudl principalities,
into which they were divided, exercised

peri)etual ra])ine and violence against each
other

; the uncertain succession of their

princes was a continual source of domestic
convulsions

;
the usual title of each petty

sovereign was the murderer of his prede-
cessor

; courage and force, tliough exer-

cised in the commission of crimes, were
more honoured than any pacific virtues

;

and tillage and an;ricullure were almost

wholly unknown among them. They had
felt the invasions of the Danes and other

northern tribes ; but these inroads, which
had spread barbarism in other j)arts ot

Europe, tended rather to improve the

Irish
;
and the only towns which were to

be found in the island had been planted

along the coast by tiie freebooters of Nor-

way and Denmark. The other inhabitants

exercised pasturage in the open country ;

souglit protection from any danger in their

forests and morasses ;
and were still more

intent on the means of mutual injury than

on the expedients for common, or even for

private, interest.

Besides many small tribes, there were in

the age of Henrv II. five principal sovereign
ties in the island; Munster, Leinstcr, Meath,

Ulster, and Connaught ; <ind, as it had

been usual for the one of these to take the

lead in their wars, there was commonly
some prince who seemed, for the time, to

act as monarch of Ireland. Roderic

O'Connor, king of C'oimaught, was then

advanced to this dignity ;
but his govern-

ment, ill obeved, even within his own

territory, could not unite the people in any
measures, either for the establishment of

order, or for defence. The ambition of

Hemy had, very early, been moved by the

prospect of these advantages to attempt
the subjection of Ireland ;

and a jiretence

was only wanting to invade a people who,

confined to their own island, had never

given any reason of complaint to any
of their neighbours. For this purj)ose he

had recourse to Rome, which assumed

a right to dispose of kingdoms and empires ;

and, not foreseeing the dangerous disputes
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which he was one day to maintain with

that see, he helped, for an imaginary con-

veraence, to give sanction to claims now
become dangerous to all sovereigns.
Adrian III., who then filled the papal
chair, was by birth an Enghshman ; and,

being disposed to oblige Henry, he was

easily persuaded to act as master of the

world, and to make the acquisition of a

great island to his spiritual jurisdiction.
The Irish had, by precedent missions from
the Britons, been imperfectly converted to

Christianity ; and, what the pope regarded
as the surest mark of their imperfect con-

version, they had never acknowledged any
subjection to the see of Rome. Adrian,

therefore, in 1156, issued a bull in favour

of Henry ;
in which, after premising that

this prince had ever shewn an anxious care

to enlarge the church of God on earth, and
to increase the number of his saints and
elect in heaven, he represents his design of

subduing Ireland as derived from the same

pious motives : he considers his previously

applying for the apostolic sanction a sure

earnest of success : and, having established

it as a point incontestable that all Cliris-

tian kingdoms belong to the patrimony of

St. Peter, he acknowledges it to be his own

duty to sow among them the seeds of the

gospel, which might fructify to their eter-

nal salvation : he exhorts the king to

invade Ireland, in order to extirpate the

wickedness of the natives, and oblige them
to pay yearly, from every house, a penny
to the see of Rome : he gives him entire

right and authority over the island ; com-
mands all the inhabitants to obey him as

their sovereign ;
and invests with full

power all such godly instruments as

he should think proper to employ for the

glory of God and the salvation of the souls

of men. Henry did not immediately put
his design in execution

; but, being de-

tained bv more interesting business on the

continent, waited for a favourable opportu-

nity of invading Ireland.

Dermot Macmorrogh, king of Leinster,

had, by his Ucentious tyranny, rendered

himself odious to his subjects ; who sezied

the first occasion of throwing off the yoke.
This prince had formed a design on Dover-

gilda, wite of Ororic prince of Breffny;
180

and, taking advantage of her husband's

absence, (who had left his wife secure, as

he thought, in an island surrounded by a

bog,) he suddenly invaded the place, and

carried off the princess. This exploit,

though usual among the Irish, and rather

deemed a proof of gallantry and spirit,

provoked the husband ; who, being

strengthened by the alliance of Roderic

king of Connaught, invaded the dominions

of Dermot, and expelled him his kingdom.
The exiled prince had recourse to Henry,
who was at this time in Guienne

; craved

his assistance in restoring him ;
and offered

to hold his kingdom in vassalage under the

crown of England. Henry readily accepted
the offer ; but, being embarrassed by the

rebellions of his French subjects, as well as

by his disputes with the see of Rome, he

declined for the present embarking in the

enterprise, and gave Dermot no farther

assistance than letters patent, by which he

empowered all his subjects to aid the Irish

prince in the recovery of his dominions.

Dermot, supported by his authority, came
to Bristol ; and, after endeavouring, though
for some time in vain, to engage adven-

turers, he formed a treaty with Richard,
surnamed Strongbow, earl of Strig-ul. This

nobleman, who was of the illustrious house

of Clare, had impaired his fortune by

expensive pleasures ; and, being ready for

any desperate undertaking, he promised
assistance to Dermot, on condition that he

should espouse Eva daughter of that

prince, and be declared heir to all his do

minions. While Richard was assembling
his succours Dermot went into Wales ; and,

meeting with Robert Fitz-Stephens, con-

stable of Abertivi, and Maurice Fitz

Gerald, he also obtained their promise of

invading Ireland. Being now assured

succour, he returned privately to his own
state ; and, lurking in the monastery of

Fernez, which he had founded (for this

ruffian was a founder of monasteries), he

prepared for the reception of liis Enghsh
allies.

CONQUEST OF IRELAND. 1172.
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with thirty knights, sixty esquires, and

three hundred archers. But this small

body, bcinji bravo men, not uniitciuainted
with discipline, and completely armed, (a

thing; almost unknown in Ireland), struck

a great terror into the barbarous inhahitants.

The conjunction of JMaurice de Pendergast,
who about the same time brought over ten

knights and sixty archers, enabled Fitz-

Stephens to attempt the seige of Wexford,
a town inhabited by the Danes : and he

made himself master of the place. Soon

after, Fitz-Gerald arrived with ten knights,

thirty escjuires, and a hundred archers
;

and, being joined by the former adventurers,

composed a force which nothing in Ireland

was able to withstand. Roderic, the chief

monarch, was foiled in different actions ;

the prince of Ossory was obliged to

submit, and give hostages for his peaceable
behaviour ,

and Dermot, not content with

being restored to Leinster, projected the

dethroning of Roderic, and aspired to sole

dominion over the Irish.

In prosecution of these views he sent

over a messenger to the earl of Strigul,

displaying the mighty advantages which

might now be reaped by a reinforcement

of warlike troops from England. Richard,
not satisfied with the general allowance

given by Heniy to all his subjects, went to

that prince, then in Normandy ; and

having obtained a cold or ambiguous per-
mission, prepared for the excution of his

designs. He first sent over Raymond, one
of his retinue, with ten knights and seventy
archers ; who, landing near Waterford,
defeated a body of three thousand Irish

that had ventured to attack him ; and, as

Richard himself, who brought over two
hundred horse and a body of archers,

joined, a few days after, the victorious

English, they made themselves masters of

j

Waterford, and proceeded to Dublin, which
was taken by assault. Roderic, in revenge,
cut off the head of Dermot's natural son,

who had been left as a hostage in his hands
;

land Richard, marrying Eva, became soon

.after, by the death of Dermot, master of

the kingdom of Leinster, and prepared to

|extend his authoritv over all Ireland.

Roderic and the other Irish princes, com
Ibinin3

VOL
together. beseiged

2z
Dublin with

an army of thirty thousand men : but earl

Richard, making a sudden sally at the

head of ninety knights with their followers,

put this numerous army to rout, and pur-
sued them with great slaughter. None in

Ireland now dared to oppose themselves to

the English.

Henry, jealous of the progress made by
his owMi subjects, sent orck^rs to recall

all the English, and made preparations to

attack Ireland in person. But Richard,
and the other adventurers, found means to

appease him, by ottering to hold all their

accjuisitions in vassalage to his crown.

That monarch landed in Ireland at the

head of five hundred knights, besides other

soldiers. He found the Irish so dis])irited,

that, in a progress which he made through
the island, he had no other occupation than

to receive the homage of his new subjects.
He left most of the Irish chieftains in pos-
session of their ancient territories; bestowed

some lands on the English adventurers
;

gave earl Richard the commission of

seneschal of Ireland ; and after a few

months, returned in triumph to England.

By these trivial exploits was Ireland sub-

dued, and annexed to the EngUsh crown.

The low state of commerce and industry,

during those ages, made it impracticable
for princes to support regular armies,

which might retain a conquered country in

subjection ;
and the extreme barbarism and

poverty of Ireland could still less afford

means of bearing the expense. The only

expedient, by which a durable conquest
could then be maintained, was by pouring
in a multitude of new inhabitants, dividing

among them the lands of the vanquished,
and thereby transforming the ancient inha-

bitants into a new people. By this j)olicy

the northern invaders of old, and of late

the duke of Normandy, had been able to

lix their dominions ;
and to erect king-

doms which were transmitted to the

posteritv of the first conquerors. But the

state of Ireland rendered that island so

little inviting to the English, that ordy <

few of desperate fortunes could be per-
suaded to transport themselves thither

;

and, instead of reclaiming the natives, they
were gradually assimilated to the ancient

inhabitants, and degenerated from the
181
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customs of their own nation.* It was also

found requisite to bestow great military
and arbitrary ])owers on the leaders, who
commanded a handful of men amidst such

hostile multitudes
;

and law and equity
became as much unknown in the English
settlements as they had ever been among
the Irish tribes. Palatinates were erected

in favour of the new adventurers ;
inde-

pendant authority conferred ;
the natives,

never fully subdued, still retained their

animosity against the conquerors ; their

hatred was retaliated ;
and from these

causes the Irish, during lour centuries,

remained savage and untiactable. It was
not till the latter end of Elizabeth's reign
that the island was fully subdued ; nor till

that of her successor that it gave hopes of

becoming a useful conquest to the English
nation.

THE KING'S ACCOMMODATION
WITH ROME.

Besides that the easy submission of the

Irish left Henry no farther occupation in

that island, he was recalled by another in-

cident, which was of the last importance.
The two legates Albert and Theodin, to

whom was committed the trial of his

conduct in the murder of archbishop
Bccket, were arrived in Normandy ; and,

being impatient of delay, sent him frequent
letters, full of menaces if he protracted any
longer making his appearance before them.

He hastened to Normandy, and had a

conference with them at Savigny ;
where

their demands were so exorbitant that he

broke off the negociation, threatened to

return to Ireland, and bade them do their

worst. They perceived that the season

was now past for taking advantage of that

tragical incident. The time which Henry
had happily gained had contributed to

appease the minds of men ;
the event

could not now have the same influence as

when it was recent
; and, as the clergy

every day looked for an accommodation

* But even in this amalgamation the seeds of fu-

ture discord were sown. Tlie English laws were

granted only to settlers of Norman origin, and to

five of the principal septs, viz., the O'Neills of

Ulster, the O'Connors of Connaught, the O'Briens
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with the king, they had not opposed the

pretensions of his partisans, who had been

very industrious in representing to the

people his entire innocence in the murder,
and his ignorance of the designs formed by
the assassins. The legates, therefore, found

themselves obliged to lower their terms
;

and Henry was so fortunate as to conclude

an accommodation with them. He de-

clared upon oath, before the reliques of

the saints, that, so far from commanding
or desiring the death of the archbishop, he

was extremely grieved when he received

intelligence of it
; but, as the passion which

he had expressed on account of that

prelate's conduct had probably been the

occasion of his murder, he stipulated the

following conditions as an atonement.

He promised that he should pardon all

such as had been banished for adhering to

Becket, and should restore them to their

livings ;
that the see of Canterbury should

be reinstated in all its ancient possessions ;

that he should pay the templars a sum of

money sufficient for the subsistence of two
hundred knights during a year in the holy
land

; that he should himself take the

cross at the Christmas following, and, if

the pope required it, serve three years

against the infidels either in Spain or

Palestine
;
that he should not insist on the

observance of customs, derogatory to

ecclesiastical privileges, introduced in his

own time
;
and that he should not obstruct

appeals to the pope in ecclesiastical causes,

but content himself with exactiiiir sufficient

security from such clergymen as left his

dominions to prosecute an appeal, that

they should attempt nothing against the

rights of his crown. Upon signing these

concessions Henry received absolution from

the legates, and was confirmed in the grant
of Ireland made by pope Adrian

;
and

nothing proves more strongly the great
abilities of this monarch, than his extri-

cating himself on such easy terms from so

difficult a situation. He had always
insisted that the laws established at

lie on oath
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of Thomond, the O'Lachlans or Melachans of

Meath, and the Mac Murroghs or Kavenahs of

Leinster. In after times, he who complained of

wrong,
"

if not of the five bloods," could obtain no

redress.—Ed.
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Clarendon contained not any new claims,
Init the ancient customs ol' the kinj^dom ;

and he was still at liberty to maintain his

pretensions. Appeals to the pope were
indeed permitted by that treaty ; but, as

the kini; was also permitted to exact reason-

able securities from the parties, he had it

virtually in his power to j)r8vent the pope
from reapini; any advantage by this

seeming concession. And, on the whole,
the constitutions of Clarendon remained
still the law of the realm ; though the pope
and his legates seem so little to have con-
ceived the king's power to lie under any
legal limitations, that they were satisfied

with his depaiting, by treaty, from one of

the most momentous articles of these

constitutions, without requiring any repeal

by the states of the kingdom.
Henry, freed from this dangerous con-

troversy, seemed now to have reached the

pinnacle of human grandeur and felicity.
A numerous progeny of sons and daughters
gave both lustre and authority to his

crown, prevented the dangers of a disputed
succession, and repressed all pretensions of

the ambitious barons. The king's pre-
caution also, in establishing the several

branches of his family, seemed well

calculated to prevent all jealousy among
the brothers, and to perpetuate the great-
ness of his family. He had appointed

Henry, his eldest son, to be his successor

in the kingdom of England, the duchy of

Normandy, and the counties of Anjou,
Maine, and Touraine. Richard, hi^,

second son, was invested in the duchv of

Guienne and county of Poictou. Geofirey,
his third son, inherited, in right of his

wife, the ducliy of Brittany. And the

new conquest of Ireland was destined for

tlie appanage of John, his fourth son. He
had also negociated, in favour of this

prince, a marriage with Adelais, the only
daughter of Humbert count of Savoy and
Maurienne

; and was to receive as her

dowry considerable demesnes in Piedmont,

Savoy, Bresse, and Dauphiny. But this

exaltation excited the jealousy of all his

neighbours, who made those very sons,
whose fortunes he had so anxiously
established, the means of embittering his

luture life and disturbing his government.

Young Henn,-, who was rising to man's'

estate, bei^an to asjjire to independence.
Brave, ambitious, liberal, muniticent, atia-

ble
; he discovered qualities which give great

lustre to youth ; jjrognosticate a shining
fortune

; but, unless tempered in mature

age with discretion, are the fore-ruimer of
the greatest calamities. It is said that, at

the time when this prince received the

royal unction, his father, to give greater

dignity to the ceremony, officiated at table

as one of the retinue
; and observed to his

son that never king was more royally
served. "

It is nothing extraordinary,'"'
said young Henry to one of his courtiers,
"

if the son of a count should serve the
son of a king." This saying, which might
pass only for an imiocent

j)leasantry, or

even for an oblicjue compliment to his

father, was however regarded as a symptom
of his aspiring temper ; and his conduct
soon after justified the conjecture.

REVOLT OF YOUNG HENRY, &c.

1173.

Henry, agreeably to the promise which he
had given both to the pope and French

king, permitted his son to be crowned
anew by the archbishop of Rouen

;
and

associated the ])rincess Margaret, spouse
to young Henry, in the ceremony. He
afterwards allowed him to ])ay a visit to his

father-in-law at Paris, who took the op-

portunity of instilling into the young
prince those ambitious sentiments to which

he was naturally but too much inclined.

Though it had been the constant ])ractice

of France, ever since the accession of the

Capetian line, to crown the son during the

lifetime of the father, without conferring
on him any ])resent participation of royaltv,
Lewis persuaded his son-in-law that bv
this ceremony, he had acquired a title to

sovereignty, and that the king could not,

without injustice, exclude him from imme-
diate possession of the whole, or at least a

part of his dominions. In conseriuence of

these extravagant ideas young Henry, on
his return, desired the king to resign
to him either the crown of England
or the duchy of Normandy ; discovered

great discontent on the refusal
; spake
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in the most undutiful terms of his father
;

and soon after, in concert with Lewis,
made his escape to Paris, where he was

protected by that monarch.
While Henry was ahxrmed at this in-

cident, and had the prospects of dangerous

intrigues, or even of a war, ( which, whether

successful or not, must be extremely
calamitous and disagreeable to him) he

received inteUigence of new misfortunes,
which must have affected liim in the most
sensible manner. Queen Eleanor, who
had disgusted her first husband by her

gallantries, was no less offensive to her

second by her jealousy ;
and carried to

extremity, in the different periods of her

life, every circumstance of female weakness.

She communicated her discontents against

Henry to her two younger sons GeoftVey
and Richard

; persuaded them that they
were also entitled to present possession of

the territories assigned to them
; engaged

them to fly secretly to France
;
and was

meditating herself an escape to the same

court, and had even put on man's apparel
for that purpose, when she was seized by
orders from her husband, and thrown into

confinement.* Thus Europe saw the best

and most indulgent of parents at war with

his whole family ;
three boys, scarcely

arrived at the age of puberty, require a

great monarch, in the full vigour of his

age and height of his reputation, to

dethrone himself in their i'avour
;

and

several princes not ashamed to support
them in these unnatural and absurd pre-
tensions.

Henry, reduced to this perilous situation,

had recourse to the court of Rome. Though
sensible of the danger attending the inter-

position of ecclesiastical authority in

temporal disputes, he applied to the pope
as his superior lord to excommunicate his

enemies, and by these censures to reduce

to obedience his undutiful children, whom
he found such reluctance to punish by the

sword of the magistrate. Alexander

issued the bulls required of him. But it

was soon found that these spiritual weapons
had not the same force as when employed

* Like many faithless wives, the resentment of

Eleanor, where the constancy of Henry was in

question, seems to have known no bounds. She is
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in a spiritual controversy, and that the

I clergy were very negligent in supporting a

I sentence which was nowise calculated to

promote the immediate interests of their

order. The kino;, after taking in vain this

humiliating step, was obUged to have

recourse to arms, and to enUst such

auxiharies as are the usual resource of

tyrants, and have seldom been employed
by so wise and just a monarch.

The loose government which prevailed
in all the states of Europe, the many
private wars carried on among the neigh-

bouring nobles, and the impossibihty of

enforcing any general execution of the laws,

had encouraged a tribe of banditti to infest

the highways, to pillage the open country,
and to brave all the efforts of the civil

magistrate, and even the excommunications
of the church. Troops of them were

sometimes enlisted in the service of one

prince or baron, sometimes in that of

another : they often acted in an independent
manner, under leaders of their own. The

peaceable and industrious inhabitants,

reduced to poverty by their ravages, were

frequently obliged, for subsistence, to be-

take themselves to a hke disorderly course,
and a continual intestine war, pernicious
to industrj% as well as to the execution of

justice, was carried on in the bowels of

every kingdom. Those desperate rufiians

received the name sometimes of Braban9ons,
sometimes of Routiers or Cottereaux

;

but for what reason is not agreed by
historians

;
and they formed a kind of

society among themselves, which set at

defiance the rest of mankind. The greatest
monarchs were not ashamed to have

recourse to their assistance
; and, as their

habits of war and depredation had given
them experience, hardiness, and courage,

they generally composed the most formid-

able part of those armies which decided the

political quarrels of princes. Several of

them were enlisted among the forces levied

by Henry's enemies
;
but the great treasures

amassed by that prince enabled him to

engage more numerous troops of them in

liis ser\'ice ; and the situation of his affairs

believed to have stirred up her sons to rebel against
their father, and to have perpetrated murder on the

celebrated beauty, Rosamond, herself.—Ed.
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rendered even such banditti the only lorces

on wliose fideHty lie could repose any
confidence. His licentious barons, dis-

gusted with a visniant government, were

more desirous of being ruled by young
princes, ignorant of public affairs, remiss

in their conduct, and profuse in their

grants ; and, as the king had ensured to

his sons the succession to every particular

province of his dominions, the nobles

dreaded no danger in adhering to those

who they knew must some time become
their sovereigns. Prompted by these

motives, many of the Norman nobility had

deserted to his son Henry. The Breton

and Gascon barons seemed equally dis-

posed to embrace the quarrel of Geoflrey
and Richard. Disaffection had crept in

among the English ;
and the earls of

Leicester and Chester had openly declared

against the king. Twenty thousand

Brabangons, therefore, joined to some

troops which he brought over from Ireland,

and a few barons of approved tidehty,

formed the sole force with which he in-

tended to resist his enemies.

Lews, in order to bind the confederates

in a closer union, summoned at Paris an

assembly of the chief vassals of the crown,

and engaged them by oath to adhere to

the cause of young Henry. This prince,

in return, bound himself never to desert his

French allies
; and, having made a new

great seal, he lavishly distributed among
them many considerable parts of those

territories which he purposed to conquer
ifrom his father. The counts of Flanders,

I

Boulogne, Blois, and Eu, partly moved

|by the general jealousy arising from

iHenrj^'s power and ambition, partly allured

jby
the prospect of reaping advantage

|from the inconsiderate temper and the

necessities of the young prince, declared

openly in favour of the latter. William,

king of Scotland, had also entered into

'this great confederacy ;
and a plan was

'concerted for a general invasion on

different parts of the king's extensive do-

minions.

Hostilities were first commenced by the

counts of Flanders and Boulogne on the

frontiers of Normandy. Those princes
which was delivered

VOL. I. 3 a
'laid siege to Aumale,

into their hands by the treachery of the

count of that name. This nobleman sur-

rendered himself; and, on pretence of

thereby i)aying his ransom, opened the

gates of all his other fortresses. The two
counts next made themselves masters of

Drincourt : but the count of Boulogne
was here mortally wounded in the assault ;

and this incident put some stop to the

progress of the Flemish arms.

In another (juarter the king of France,

strongly assisted by his vassals, assembled
a great army of seven thousand knights
and their followers on horseback, and a

proportionable number of infantry : carry-

ing young Henry along with him, he laid

siege to Verneuil, which was vigorously de-

fended by Hugh de Lacy and Hugh de

Beauchamp, the governors. After he had

lain a month before the place, the garrison,

being straitened for provisions, were

obliged to capitulate ;
and they engaged,

if not relieved within three days, to sur-

render the town, and to retire into the

citadel. On the last of these days Hcnrj'

appeared with his army upon the heights
above Verneuil. Lewis, dreading an

attack, sent the archbishop of Sens and

the count of Blois to the English camp,
and desired that next day should be ap-

pointed for a conference, in order to

establish a general peace. The king, who

passionately desired this accommodation,

and suspected no fraud, gave his consent
;

but Lewis that morning, obliging the

garrison to surrender according to the

capitulation, set fire to the place, and

began to retire with his army. Henrj',

provoked at this artifice, attacked the rear

with vigour, put them to rout, did some

execution, and took several prisoners. The

French army, as their time of senice

was now expired, immediately dispersed

into their several provinces ;
and left

Henry free to prosecute his advantages

against his other enemies.

The nobles of Brittany, instigated by the

Earl of Chester and Ralph de Fourgeres,

were all in arms; but their progress was

checked by a body of Brabangons, which

the kina;, "after Lewis's retreat, had sent

against them. The two armies came to an

I action near Dol ;
where the rebels were

i«-,
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defeated, titteeii hundred killed on the spot,
and the lenders, the Earls of Chester and

Fourgeres, obliged to take shelterinthe town
ofDol. Henry hastened to form the siege
of that place, and obliged the governor and

garrison to surrender themselves prisoners.

By these happy successes the insurrections

were entirely quelled in Brittany; and the

king, thus fortunate, willingly agreed to a

conference with Lewis, in hopes that his

enemies, finding all their mighty efforts

frustrated, would terminate hostilities, on
some moderate and reasonable conditions.

The two monarchs met between Trie and
Gisors

; and Henry had here the mortifica-

tion to see his three sons in the retinue of

his mortal enemy. As Lewis had no other

pretence for war than supporting the claims

of the young princes, the king made them
such offers as children might be ashamed
to insist on, and could be extorted from him

by nothing but his parental affection, or by
the necessity of his affairs. He insisted

only on retaining tlie sovereign authority
in all his dominions

;
but offered young

Henry half the revenues of England, with

some places of surety in that kingdom ;

„ _ or, if he rather chose to reside in Nor-
Henryofiers j i , ,• , /• i

gratcou- imandy, halt the revenues oi that ducliy,
with all those of Anjou. He made a like

offer to Richard in Guienne. He promised
to resign Brittany to Geoffrey. And, if

these concessions were not deemed suffi-

cient, he agreed to add to them Avhatever

the pope's legates, who were present,
should require. The Earl of Leicester was
also present, and, either from the impetu-

osity of his temper, or from a view of

abruptly breaking off a conference which
must cover the allies with confusion, he

gave vent to the most violent reproaches

against Henry ;
and he even put his hand

to his sword, as if he meant to attempt
some violence against him. This furious

action threw the whole company into con-

fusion, and put an end to the treaty.
The chief hopes of Henry's enemies

seemed now to depend on the state of

affairs in England, where his authority was

exposed to the most imminent danger.
One article of prince Henry's agreement
with his foreign confederates was, that he

should resign Kent, with Dover, and all its
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Tiie nego-
ciation ab-

rtiptly
broken off.

Dover pro-
mised bytiic
I'rince to

tlie Earl of

Flanders.

other fortresses, into the hands of the earl of

Flanders. Yet so little national or public

sjjirit prevailed among the independent

English nobility, so wholly bent were they
on the aggrandisement each of himself and

his own family, that, notwithsanding this

pernicious concession, which must have pro
duced the ruin of the kingdom, the greater

jiart of them had conspired to support the

prince's pretensions. The king's principal
resource lay in the church and the bishops,
with whom he was now in perfect agree
ment

; whether that the decency of their

character made them ashamed of support-

ing so unnatural a rebellion, or that they
were entirely satisfied with Henry's atone-

ment for the murder of Becket, and for his

former invasion of ecclesiastical inmiuni

ties. That prince, however had resigne(
none of the essential rights of his crown
he maintained still the same prudent

jealousy of the court of Rome
; admitted

no legate into England, without his swear-

hig to attempt nothing against the royal

prerogatives ;
and he had even obliged the

monks of Canterbury, who pretended to a

free election on the vacancy made by the

death of Becket, to choose Roger, prior of

Dover, in the place of that turbulent

prelate.

The king of Scotland made an irruption
into Northumberland, and conuuitted

great devastations ;
but being opposed by

Richard de Lucy, whom Henry had left

guardian of the realm, he retreated, and

agreed to a cessation of arms. This truce

enabled the guardian to march southward

with his army, in order to oppose an inva-

sion which the earl of Leicester, at the

head of a great body of Flemings, had

made upon Suffolk. The Flemings had

been joined by Hugh Bigod, who made
them masters of his castle of Framlingham ;

and marching into the heart of the king-

dom, where they hoped to be supported by
Leicester's vassals, they were met by Lucy
who, assisted by Humphry Bohun the con-

stable, and the earls of Arundel, Glocester,

and Cornwall, had advanced to Farnham
with a less numerous, but braver, army to

oppose them. The Flemings, who were

mostly weavers and artificers (for manu-

factures were now beginning to be estab-
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bles.
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lished in Flanders), were broken in an

instant, ten thousand of them were put to

the sword, the earl of Leicester was taken

prisoner, and the remains of the invaders

were glad to comjiound tor a safe retreat

into their own country.
This great defeat did not dishearten the

'malcontents; who, heinsi; supported by the

alliance of so many foreign princes, and

encouraged by the king's sons, determined

to persevere in their enterprise. The earl

of Ferrars, Roger de Moubray, Architel de

Mallory, Richard de Morre\dlle, Hamo de

Mascie, together with many friends of the

earls of Leicester and Chester, rose in

arms. The fidelity of the earls of Clare

and Glocester was suspected ;
and the

guardian, though vigorously supported by

Geoffrey bishop of Lincoln, the king's
natural son by the fair Rosamond, found it

ditiicult to defend himself from so many
open and concealed enemies. The more to

augment the contusion, the king of Scot-

land, on the expiration of the truce, broke

into the northern pro\ances with a great

army of eighty thousand men
; which,

thou2;h better fitted for committing devas-

tation than for executing any military

enterjirise, was become dangerous from the

present factious and turbulent spirit of the

kingdom.
Henr\% who had baffled all his enemies in

France, and had put his frontiers in a

posture of defence, now found England the

seat of danger ;
and he determined by his

presence to overawe the malcontents, or to

subdue them. He landed at Southampton ;

and hastened to Canterbury, in order to

make atonement to the ashes of Thomas a

12'"™'^; Bucket, and tender his submissions to a

enemy. As soon as he came within

sight of the church of Canterbury he dis-

mounted, walked barefoot towards it, pros-
trated himself before the shrine of the

saint, remained in fasting and prayer during
a whole day, and watched all night the holy

reliques. Not content with this hypo-
critical devotion towards a man whose

violence and ingratitude had so long dis-

ZT' dead
wket

* Tfie bishops and abbots commenced tlie flagel-

lation, and the monks followed. There were eighty
who assisted on this occasion, and each inflicted from

three to five lashes. It is more than probable that the

quieted his government, he submitted to a

penance still more singular and humiliating.
He assemlilcd a chai)ter of the monks, dis-

robed him.-;elf before them, put a scourge
of discipline into the hands of each, and

presented his bare shoulders to the lashes

which these ecclesiastics successively inflict-

ed upon iiim.* Next day he received absolu-

tion
, and, departing for London, got soon

after the a<rreeable intelligence of a great

victory wliicii his lieiu'i'als had obtained

over the Scots ; and which, being gained,
as was reported, on the very day of his ab-

solution, was regarded as the earnest of his

final reconciliation with Heaven and with

Thomas a Becket.

KL\G OF SCOTLAND TAKEN
PRISONER.

WiLLi.\M king of Scots, tliougli repulsed
before the castle of Prudhow and other

fortified jilaces, had committed the most

horrible de])redations upon the northern

provinces : but, on the approach of Ralph
de Glanville, tiie famous justiciary,

seconded bv Barnard de Baliol, Robert de

Stuteville, Odonel de Umfreville, William

de Vesci, and other northern barons,

together with the gallant bishop of

Lincoln, he thought proper to retreat, and

be fixed his camp at Alnwick. He had

here weakened his army extremely, by

sending out numerous detachments in

order to extend his ravages ;
and he lay

absolutely safe as he imagined. But

Glanville made a hasty and fatiguing march

to Newcastle ;
and allowing his soldiers

only a small interval for refreshment

he set out towards evening for Alnwick.

He marched that ni^rht above thirty miles ;

arrived in the mornintr, nnder cover of

a mist, near the Scottish camp; and,

regardless of the great numbers of the

enemv, he began the attack with his small

but determined, body of cavalry. William

was living in such .supine security that he

took the English, at first, for a body
of his own ravagers, who were returning :

Hororoirea

absulutiun.

Croat dcprc-
datiiHis

coiiimittc*!

by the Seot-

tisli king.

He retreats.

He is fnir-

pri«e<l
and

.lefeateil hy
Kalph de

(jlauville.

pious zeal of the holy fraternity did not make them

forget that the ofl'ender under punishment was a

king.—Ed.
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but, the sight of their banners convincing
him of his mistake, he entered on the

action with no greater body than a

hundred horse, in confidence that the

numerous army which surrounded him
would soon hasten to his relief. He was

dismounted on the first shock, and taken

prisoner ; while his troops fled on all sides

with the utmost precipitation. The dis-

persed ravagers made the best of their way
to their own country ; and, discord arising

among them, they proceeded even to

mutual hostilities, and suffered more from

each other's sword than from that of the

enemy.
This great and important victory proved

at last decisive in favour of Henry, and

entirely broke the spirit of the English
rebels. The bishop of Durham, who was

preparing to revolt, made his submissions
;

Hugh Bigod was obliged to surrender all

liis castles, and throw himself on the king's

mercy ;
no better resource was left to the

earl of Ferrars and Roger de Moubray ;

the inferior rebels imitating the example,
all England was restored to tranquillity in

a few weeks ; and, as the king appeared
under the immediate protection of Heaven,
it was deemed impious any longer to

resist him. The clergy' exalted anew the

merits and powerful intercession of

Becket
;
and Henry, instead of opposing

this superstition, plumed himself on the

new friendship of the saint, and propagated
an opinion which was so favourable to his

interests.

Prince Henry, who was ready to embark
at Gravehnes with the earl of Flanders

and a great army, hearing that his partisans
in England were suppressed, abandoned all

thoughts of the enterprise, and joined the

camp of Lewis
; who, during the absence

of the king, had laid seige to Rouen. The

place was defended with great vigour by
the inhabitants ; and Lewis tried to gain
the town by a stratagem which, in that

superstitious age, was deemed not very
honourable. He proclaimed in his own

camp a cessation of arms, on pretence of

celebrating the festival of St. Laurence
;

and, when the citizens, supposing them-
selves in safety, were so imprudent as

to remit their guard, he purposed to take
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some advantage of their security. Happily
some priests had, from mere curiosity,
mounted a steeple, where the alarm

bell hung ; and, observing the French

camp in motion, they immediately rang
the bell, and gave warning to the

inhabitants, who ran to their several

stations. The French, who, on hearing
the alarm, hurried to the assault, had

already mounted the walls ; but, being re-

pulsed by the enraged citizens, were

obliged to retreat with considerable loss.

Next day Henry, who had hastened to the

defence of his Norman dominions, passed
over the bridge in triumph, and entered

Rouen in sight of the French army. The

city was now in absolute safety ; and the

king, in order to brave the French

monarch, commanded the gates, which
had been walled up, to be opened ;

and
he prepared to push his advantages against
the enemy. Lewis saved himself by a new

piece of deceit, not so justifiable. He
proposed a conference for adjusting the

terms of a general peace, which he knew
would be greedily embraced by Heniy ;

and, while the king of England trusted to

the execution of his promise, he made
a retreat with his army into France.

THE KING'S ACCOMMODATION
WITH HIS SONS.

There was, however, a necessity on both
sides for an accommodation. Henry could
no longer bear to see his three sons in the

hand of his enemy ; and Lewis dreaded
lest this great monarch, victorious in all

quarters, might take revenge for the many
dangers and disquietudes which the arms,
and still more the intrigues, of France had
found means to raise him. After making
a cessation of arms, a conference was

agreed on near Tours ; where Henry
granted his sons much less advantageous
terms than he had formerly offered ; and

received their submissions. The most
material of his concessions were some

pensions and some castles which he

granted them for the place of their resi-

dence ; together with an indemnity for all

their adherents, who were restored to their

estates and honours.

Henry-
is recon-

ciled to his

sons.
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I Ot" all those wlio hiul embraced the

cause of the young prince, William king of

Scotland was the only considerable loser

by that unjust enterprise. Henry delivered

from continemeut, without exacting any
ransom, about nine hundivd knights whom
he had taken prisoners ;

but it cost Wil-

liam the ancient independency of his crown

as the price of his liberty. He stipulated to

do homage to Henry for Scotland, and all

his other possessions ;
he engaged that all

the barons and nobility of his kingdom
should also do homage ;

that the bishops
should take an oath of fealty ; that both

should swear to adhere to the king of

England against their native prince, if the

latter should break his engagements ;
and

that the fortresses of Edinburgh, Stirling,

Berwick, Roxborough, and Jedborough,
should be deUvered into Henry's hands till

the performance of articles.* This humi-

liating treaty was executed in its full

rigour. William, being released, brought

up all his barons, prelates, and abbots ;

and they did homage to Henry in the

cathedral of York, and acknowledged him
and his successors for their superior lord.

The Enghsh monarch stretched still

farther the conditions which he exacted.

He engaged the king aiid states of Scotland

to make a perpetual cession of the fort-

resses of Berwick and Roxborough, and to

allow the castle of Edinburgh to remain

in his hands i'or a limited time. This was

the first great ascendant which England
obtained over Scotland. Few princes have

been so fortunate as to gain considerable ad-

vantages over their weaker neighbours with

less \'iolence and injustice than was prac-
tised by Henr}' against the king of Scots,

whom he had taken prisoner in battle, and

who had wantonly engaged in a w-ar, in

which all the neighbours of that prince,
and even his own family, were, without

provocation, combined against him.

THE KING'S EQUITABLE AD.MINIS-
TRATION. 1175.

Henry, having thus extricated himself

*
Lanquette says,

"
Wylliam yelded for his rauen-

some the citee of Carlell, the castell of Bamburgh,
the new castell upon Tine, and swore for ever to be
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with honour from a situation iii wiiich hisj

throne was ex])osc(l to great danger, was]

employed for several years in the achuiuis-i

tration of justice, in the execution of thel

laws, and in guardim; against those incon-|
venicnces which eitlier the past convulsions

of his state, or the political institutions of

that age, unavoidably occasioned. The

provisions whieli he made shew sucii large-
ness of thought as (juahfied him for being
a legislator ;

and they were calculated as

well for the future as the present hapj)iness
of his kingdom.
He enacted severe penalties against rob-

bery, murder, false coining, arson
; and

ordained that these crimes should be

punished by amputation of the right hand
and right foot. The pecuniary commuta-
tion for crimes had been gradually disused ;

and seems to have been entirely aboHshed

by the rigour of these statutes. The

superstitious trial by water ordeal, though
condemned by the church, still subsisted

;

but Henry ordained that any man accused

of murder, or any heinous felony, by the

oath of the legal knights of the country-,

should, even though acquitted by the

ordeal, be obliged to abjure the realm.

All advances towards reason and good
sense are slow and gradual. Henry, though
sensible of the great absurdity attending

the trial by duel or battle, did not venture

to abolish it
;
he only admitted either of

the parties to challenge a trial by an assize

or jury of twelve freeholders. This seems

to have been very ancient in England, and

was fixed by the laws of King Alfred.

But llie barbarous and violent genius of

the age had of late given more credit to

the trial by battle, which iiad become the

general method of deciding important con-

troversies. It was never abolished by law

in England ; and there is an instance of it

so late as tlie reign of Elizabeth. But the

institution revived by this king, more

suitable to a ci%'ilised people, gradually pre-

vailed over it.

The partition of England into four

divisions, and the appointment of itiner-

Kefonn in

tlir admin-
ii^lration of

justice.

true to the kynge,
—and as well he as his successours,:

to do their homage as often as it should bee re-

quired."—Ed.
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ant justices to go the circuit in each

division, and to decide the causes in the

counties, was another important ordinance

of this prince, which had a direct tendency
to curb the oppressive barons, and to protect
the inferior gentry and common people.
Those justices were either prelates or con-

siderable noblemen
; who, besides carrjang

the authority of the kinj^'s commission,
were able, by the dignity of their own cha-

racter, to give weight and credit to the laws.

That there might be fewer obstacles to

the execution of justice, the king was

vigilant in demolishing all the new castles

of the nobility in England as well as in his

foreign dominions ; and he i)ermitted no
fortress to remain in the custody of those

whom he found reason to suspect.

But, lest the kingdom should be weakened

by this demolition of the fortresses, the

king fixed an assize of arms, by which all

his subjects were obliged to put themselves

in a situation for defending themselves and
the realm. Every man possessed of a

knight's fee was ordained to have for each

fee a coat of mail, a helmet, a shield and a

lance
; every free layman, possessed of

goods to the value of sixteen marks, was
to be armed in like manner ; every one

that possessed ten marks was obliged to

have an iron gorget, a cap of iron, and a

lance ; all burgesses were to have a cap of

iron, a lance, and a wambais
;
that is, a

coat quilted with wool, tow, or such like

materials. It appears that archery, for

which the English were afterwards so re-

nowned, had not at this time become very
common. The spear was the chief weapon
employed in battle.

The clergy and the laity were in a strange
situation with regard to each other, and
such as may seem incompatible with any
species of government. If a clergyman
were guilty of murder, he could be

punished by degradation only ; if he were

murdered, the murderer was exposed to

nothing but excommunication and eccle-

siastical censures ; and the crime was
atoned for by penances and submission.

* It was usual for the kings of England, after the

conquest of Ireland, to summon the barons and mem-
bers of that country to the English parliament.

f Spelman even doubts whether the law were not
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Hence the assassins of Thomas a Becket

himself, though guilty of the most atrocious

wickedness, and the most repugnant to the

sentiments of that age, lived securely in

their own houses, without being called to

account by Henry himself
;
who was so

much concerned to punish that crime, and
who professed, or affected, on all occasions,

the most extreme abhorrence of it. It was
not till they found their presence shunned
as excommunicated persons that they were

induced to take a journey to Rome, to throw

themselves at the feet of the pontitf, and to

submit to the penances imposed upon them
after which they continued to possess, their

honours and fortunes
;
and seem even to

have recovered the countenance and good
opinion of the public. But, as the king,

by the constitutions of Clarendon, which
he endeavoured still to maintain, had sub-

jected the clergy to a trial by the civil

magistrate, it seemed but just to give them
the protection of that power to which they
owed obedience. It was enacted that the

murderers of clergymen should be tried

before the justiciary, in the presence of the

bishop or his official ; and, besides the

usual punishment for murder, should be

subjected to a forfeiture of their estates, and
a confiscation of their goods and chattels

The king passed an equitable law, that

the goods of a vassal should not be seized

for the debt of his lord, unless the vassal

be surety for the debt
;
and that the rents

of vassals should be paid to the creditors

of the lord, not to the lord himself. It is

remarkable that this law was enacted by
the king in a council which he held at

Vemeuil, and which consisted of some

prelates and barons of England ; as well

as some of Normandy, Poictou, Anjou,
Maine, Touraine, and Brittany ;

and

the statute took place in all these last

mentioned territories,* though totally un-

connected with each other, f A certain

proof how irregular the ancient feudal

government was, and how near the sove-

reigns approached to despotism, though
in others they seemed scarcely to possess

also extended to England: if it were not, it could only
be because Henry did not choose it

;
for his authority

was greater in that kingdom than in his transmarine

dominions.

Great

irregularity
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system.
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any authority. If a prince much dreaded

and revered, like Henry, obtained but the

appearance of" ijeneral consent to an ordi-

Inance which was e iuital)le and just, it

jbecame innucdiately an established law.

'If the prii ce were hated or despised,
the fullest and uiost authentic assembly

siauM.t III, had no authority. Thus all was confusion
""""'"'"'" and disoider ; no regular idea of a constitu-

ition ; foree and violence decided every thing.

I
The success which had attended Heniy

'in his wars did not much encourage his

neighbours to form any attempt against
liiin. Scotland remained in that state of

feudal subjection to which he had reduced

H, and gave him no farther incjuietude.

Prince .L.tiii He scut ovcF his fourth son, John, into

•*','"
''^"

Ireland, with a view of making a more
aUed. complete conquest ot the island

; but the

ipetulance and incapacity of this prince, by
;which he enraged the Irish ciiieftains,

obliged the king soon after to recall him.

iThe king of France had fallen into an

'abject superstition ;
and w'as induced, by a

race"^
°

I

devotion more sincere than that of Henrj',

1^*'",'^
to make a pilgrimage to the tomb of

i«kcts .Becket, in order to obtain liis intercession

I

jfor
the cure of Philip, his eldest son. He

probably thought himself well entitled to

the favour of that saint on account of their

ancient intimacy ; hoped that Becket,
whom he had j)rotected while on earth,

would not now, when he was so highly
exalted in heaven, forget his old friend and

benefactor. The monks, sensible that their I

samt's honour was concerned, failed not

to publish that Lewis's prayers were i

answered, and that the young j)rince was
j

restored by Becket's intercession. That
- dies, king himself was soon after struck with an

apoplexy, which deprived him of his

iunderstanding. Philip, though a youth
of fifteen, took on him the administration

till his father's death, which happened
soon after, opened his way to the throne ;

and he proved the greatest monarch that

had sroverned that kinsjdom since the aire

of Charlemagne. The superior years and

experience of Henry, while they moderated
his ambition, gave him such an ascendant

over this prince, that no dangerous rival-

ship, for a long time, arose between them.

The English monarch employed his good

Philip on-

Hciin-V dis*

iilK-Jil'llt

Tlioy .illnp-

IKt-se the

liiii;; ofEng-
land.

ilics

-1 for

the

nch

offices in composing the quarrels which
arose in the royal family of France ; and
lie was successful in mediating a reconcilia-

tion between Philij) and his mother and un-

cles. These services were but ill requited by
Philip ; who, when he came to man's estate,

encouraged Henry's son's in their ungrate-
ful and undutiful behaviour towards him.

Prince Henry, ecjually impatient of

obtaining power, and incapable of using it

renewed to the king the demand of his

resigning Normandy ; and, on meetins-

with a refusal, he fled with his consort to

the court of France : but, not findin

Philip disposed to enter into war for his

sake, he accepted of his father's offers of

reconciliation, and made him submissions

It was a cruel circumstance in the king's
fortune that he could hope for no tran

quillity from the criminal enterprises of hi;

sonsbut by their mutualdiscordand animosi-

ties, which threw his state into convulsions.

Richard, whom he had made master of

Guienne, and who had displayed his valour

and military genius by suppressing the

revolts of his mutinous barons, refused to

obey Henry's orders in doing homage to

liis elder brother for that duchy ; and he

defended himself against young Henry and

Geoffrey, who carried war into his

territories. The king composed this

difference ;
but immediately found his

eldest son engaged in conspiracies, and

ready to take arms against himself".

DEATH OF YOUNG HENRY.— 1183.

While the young prince was conducting
these criminal intrigues he was seized with!

j^""™"j^^
a fever at Martei, a castle near Turenne,| by f'vcr.

to which he had retired, and, seeing the

approaches of death, he was at last struck

with remorse for his beha\'iour towards his

father. He sent a message to the king,

who was not far distant ; expressed his

contrition, and entreated the favour of a

visit, that he misrht at least die with the

satisfaction of having obtained his forgive-

ness. Henrj' apprehended that his sickness'
J^^l^^f"^.-,

was entirelv feigned, and durst not intrust sit •>"'" I'is

himself into his son's hands : but, when is rdiicd'.

he received inteUigence of young Henry's

death, and the proofs of his sincere repen-
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tance, he was affected with the deepest
sorrow

; he thrice fainted ;
he accused his

own hard-heartedness in refusing the dying
request of his son; and he lamented that he

had deprived that prince of the last oppor-

tunity of making atonement for his offences,

and of pouring out his soul in the bosom
of his reconciled father. This prince died

in the twenty-eighth year of his age.
The behaviour of his surviving children

did not tend to give the king any con-

solation for the loss. As prince Henry had
left no posterity, Richard was become heir

to all his dominions
;
and the king in-

tended that John, his third surviving son,

and favourite, should inherit Guienne :

but Richard refused his consent, fled into

that duchy, and even made preparations
for carrying on war, as well against his father

as against his brother Geoffrey, who was
now put in possession of Brittany. Henry
sent for Eleanor his queen, the heiress of

Guienne, and required Richard to deUver up
to her the dominion of these territories

; which
that prince, either dreading an insurrection

in her favour, or retaining some sense of

duty towards her, readily performed ;
and

he peaceably returned to his father's court.

No sooner was this quarrel accommodated
than Geoffrey, the most vicious perhaps
of all Henry's family, broke out into

violence, demanded Anjou to be annexed
to his dominions of Brittany ; and, on

meeting with a refusal, fled to the court of

France, and levied forces against his father.

Henry was freed from this danger by his

son's death, who was killed in a tournament

at Paris. The widow of Geoffrey, soon

after his decease, was delivered of a son,

who received the name of Arthur, and was
invested in the duchy of Brittany, under
the guardianship of his grandfather, who, as

duke of Normandy, was also superior lord

of that territory. Philip, as lord paramount,

disputed some time his title to this ward-

ship ;
but was obliged to yield to the

inclinations of the Bretons, who preferred
the government of Henry.

I

CRUSADES.

I

But the rivalship between these potent

iprinces, and all their inferior interest,
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ians in the
East.

Saladin

makes wai
on them.

seemed now to have given place to
the;

general passion for the relief of the holy:

land, and the expulsion of the Saracens.]

Those infidels, though obliged to yield to'

the immense inundation of Christians inthechrfs't-

the first crusade, had recovered courage,
and, attacking the settlements of the

Europeans, had reduced these adventurers

to great difficulties, and obhged them to

apply again for succours from the west.

A second crusade, under the emperor
Conrade, and Lewis VH., king of France,
in which there perished above two hundred
thousand men, brought them but a

temporary relief ; and those princes, after

losing such immense armies, and seeing
the flower of their nobility fall, returned

with little honour to Europe. But these

repeated misfortunes, which drained the

western world of its people and treasure,

were not yet sufficient to cure men of their

passion for those spiritual adventures ;

and a new incident rekindled with fresh

fury the zeal of the ecclesiastics and

military adventurers among the Latin

Christians. Saladin, a prince of great

generosity, bravery, and conduct, having
fixed himself on the throne of Egj'^pt,

began to extend his conquests over the

east ; and, finding the settlement of the

Christians in Palestine an invincible

obstacle to the progress of his arms, he

bent the whole force of his policy and
valour to subdue that small and barren,

but important, territory. Taking advantage
of dissensions among the champions of the

of the cross, and having secretly gained
the count of Tripoli, who commanded
their armies, he invaded the frontiers with

a mighty power ;
and gained over them at

Tiberiade a complete victory, which

utterly annihilated the force of the already

languishing kingdom of Jerusalem. The

holy city itself fell into his hands, after a

feeble resistance ; the kingdom of Antioch
was almost entirely subdued

; and except
some maritime towns, nothing considerable

remained of those boasted conquests, which,
near a century before, it had cost the

efforts of all Europe to acquire.
The western christians were astonished

on receiving this dismal intelligence.

Pope Urban HI., it is pretended, died of

Fall of Jf
rusfdem.
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grid ;
and his succfssor, Gregory VIII.,

employed the whole time of his short ])on-
titicate in rousing to arms all the christians

wiio acknowledged his authority. The

general cry was, that they were un-

worthy of enjoying any inheritance in

heaven who did not vindicate from the

dominion of the infidels the inheritance of

God on earth, and deliver from slavery that

country which had heen consecrated hy
the footsteps of their Redeemer. Wil-
liam Archhishop of Tyre, ha^^ng procured
a conference, on the twenty-first of

Januaiy, 1188, between Henry and Philip
near Gisons, enforced all these topics ;

gave a pathetic description of the miserable

state of the eastern Christians ; and em-

ployed every argument to excite the ruling

passions of the age, superstition and

jealousy of military honour. The two
monarchs immediately took the cross

;

many of their most considerable vassals

imitated the example ; and, as the emperor
Frederick I. entered into the same con-

federacy, men flattered themselves that an

enterprise, which had failed under the

conduct of many independent leaders or of

imprudent princes, might, by the efforts of

such potent and able monarchs, be brought
to a happy issue.

The kings of France and England im-

posed a tax, amounting to the tenth of all

moveable goods, on such as remained at

home : but, as they exempted from this

burden most of the regular clerg)% the

secular aspired to the same immunity ;

pretended that their duty obliged them to

assist the crusade with their prayers
alone

;
and it was with some difficulty

they were constrained to desist from an

opposition, which in them, who had been
Ihe chief promoters of those pious enter-

iprises, appeared with the worst grace im-

laginable. This backwardness of the clergy
iis perhaps a symptom that the enthusiastic

ardour, which had at first seized the people
for crusades, was now considerably abated ;

:and that the frenzy was chiefly supported

jby
the militaiy genius and love of glory in

the monarchs.

REVOLT OF PRINCE RICHARD. 1189.

But before this great machine could be
VOL. I. 3 c

put in motion, there were still many
obstacles to surmount. Philip, jealous of

Henry's power, entered into a private con-

federacy with Richard
; and, working

on his ambitious tem])er, persuaded him,
instead of supporting and aggrandizing
that monarchy which he was one day to

inherit, to seek present independence
by dismembering it. In order to give a

pretence for hostilities between the two

kings, Richard broke into the territories of

Raymond count of Toulouse, who imme-

diately carried complaints of this violence

before the king of France as his superior
lord. Philip remonstrated with Henry ;

but received for answer that Richard had

confessed to the archbishop of Dublin that

his enterprise against Raymond had been

undertaken by the approbation of Philip

himself, and w^as conducted by his

authoritv. The king of France still i)rose-

cuted his design, and invaded the provinces
of Bern and Auvergne, under colour of

revenging the quarrel of tlie count of

Toulouse. Henry retaliated, by making
inroads upon the frontiers of France, and

burning Dreux. As this war, which de-

stroyed all hopes of success in the projected

crusade, gave great scandal, the two kings
held a conference at the accustomed jilace

between Gisors and Trie, in order to And

means of accommodating their diflerences.

Thev separated on worse terms than

before ;
and Philip, to shew his disgust,

ordered a great elm, under which the con-

ferences had been usually held, to be cut

down ;
as if he was determined to carry

the war to extremities against the king of

England. But his own vassals refused to

serve in so invidious a cause ;
and he was

obhged to offer terms of peace. These

terms were such as entirely opened the

eyes of the king of England, and fully

conduced him of the perfidy of his son,

and his secret alliance with Philip, of

which he had before entertained some

suspicion. The king of France required

that Richard should be crowned king
of England in the lifetime of his father

;

should be invested in all his transmarine

dominions ;
and should immediately

espouse Alice, Philip's sister, to whom
he had been affianced, and who had
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already been conducted into England.

Henry had experienced such fatal effects,

both from the crowning of his eldest son
and from that prince's alliance with the

loyal family of France, that he rejected
these terms

; and Richard, in consequence
ot his secret agreement with Philip, imme-

diately revolted from him, did homage to

the king of France for all the dominions
which Henry held of that crown, and
received the investitures as if he had

already been the lawful possessor.*
Several historians assert that Henry him-
self had become enamoured of young
Alice, and mention this as an additional

reason for his refusing these conditions :

but it is superfluous to assign a cause,

which the great prudence and advanced

age of that monarch render somewhat im-

probable.f

Cardinal Albano, the pope's legate, dis-

pleased with these increasing obstacles

to the crusade, excommunicated Richard
as the chief spring of discord : but the

sentence of excommunication proved en-

tirely inelf'ectual in the present case. The
chief barons of Poictou, Guienne, Nor-

mandy, and Anjou, being attached to the

young prince, and finding that he had now
received the investiture from their superior
lord, declared for him, and made inroads

into the territories of such as still adhered

to the Iving. Henry, disquieted bv the

daily revolts of his mutinous subjects,
had again recourse to papal authority ;

and

engaged the cardinal Anagni, who had
succeeded Albano in the legateship, to

threaten Philip with an interdict on all his

dominions. But Philip despised the

menace, and told Anagni that it belonged

* The manner in which this was done, as well as

the consequences of the act, exhibit Richard's fierce

impetuosity, in a ver}* strong light. Henry having
refused to the king of France what he had demanded
on behalf of Richard,

"
Friends," exclaimed the

latter to those about him,
"
you shall now witness

something, that you little expected to see." Then,

putting his hands between those of Philip, he pro-
nounced the oath of fealty to him as to his suzerain,

before his father's face. Humbled by the con-

sciousness of his weakness, Henry, as in other cases

of difficulty, claimed the interposition of the pope; and
cardinal de Anagni repaired to Forte Bernard, to

attempt bringing about a reconcilliation between
the father and son. After fruitless efforts to effect
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not to the pope to interpose in the tem-i

poral disputes of princes, much less inj

those between him and his rebellious

vassal. He even proceeded so far as to

reproach him with partiality, and with

receiving bribes from the king of England ;

while Richard, still more outrageous,
offered to draw his sword against the legate,

and was hindered by the interposition
alone of the company from committing
violence upon him.

The king of England w'as now obliged

to defend his dominions by arms, and to

engage in a war with France, and with

his eldest son, a prince of great valour,

on such disadvantageous terms. Ferte-

Bernard fell first into the hands of the

enemy : Mans was next taken by assault
;

and Henry, who had thrown himself into

that place, escaped -nith some difficulty :

Amboise, Chaumont, and Chateau de

Loire, opened their gates on the appear-
ance of Philip and Richard : Tours was
menaced

;
and the king, who had retired to

Saumur, and had daily instances of the

cowardice or infidehty of his governors,

expected the most dismal issue to all his

enterprises. While he was in this state of

despondency, the intelligence which he re-

ceived of the taking of Tours so subdued

his spirit, that he submitted to all the

rigorous terms which were imposed upon
him. He agreed that Richard should

marry the princess Alice
;
that that prince

should receive the homage and oath of

fealty of all his subjects, both in England
and his transmarine dominions ;

that

he himself should pay twenty thousand

marks to the king of France as a compen-
sation tor the charges of the war ;

that

this, he declared he would excommunicate them

both ; upon which Richard drew his sword and

rushed on the cardinal, who was glad to withdraw

as fast as his horse could carry him. He is said in

the text to have acted the like part when PhiUip
was threatened with the same penalty. The incident

is probably in one case misplaced ; it is not likely

that such an outrage could be repeated.
—Ed.

f It was very generally understood that Alice,

who resided in England, had become the favourite of

Henry, after the death of Rosamond. The king, it

was added, went so far as to solicit the pope for a

divorce from Eleanor, that Alice might take her

place as his queen.
—Ed.
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his own l)arons should engage to make him
observe this treaty by force, and, in ease

of his viohxting it, should promise to join

Phih'p and Richard against him
; and tliat

all his vassals, who had cntei'cd into con-

federacy with Kiehard, should receive an

indemnity for the otr'ence.*

DEATH AND CHARACTER OF
HENRY. 1189.

But the mortification which Henry, who
had been accustomed to give the law in

most treaties, received from these dis-

advantageous terms, was the least that he
met with on this occasion. When he
demanded a list of those barons, to whom
he was bound to grant a pardon for their

connexions with Richard, he was astonished

to find at the head of them the name of

his second son John
;
who had ahvavs

been his favourite, and who had even, on
account of his ascendant over him, often

excited the jealousy of Richard. The

unhappy lather, already overloaded with
cares and sorrows, finding his last chsap-

pointment in his domestic tenderness,
cursed the day in which he I'eceived his

miserable being, and bestowed on his

ungrateful and undutilul children a male-
diction which he never could be prevailed
on to retract. The more his heart W'as

disposed to friendship and affection, the

more he resented the barbarous return
which his four sons had successively made
to his parental care : and this finishing
blow, quite broke his spirit, and threw him
into a lingering fever, of which he expired
at the castle of Chinon near Saumur.f

* A thunder storm is mentioned as one of the causes
of his conchuling tliis treaty.

" He who never saw

|fear (but in the backs of his enemies) leaves now the

jdefence
of Mans, and fiys away with seven hundred

men, having promised the city never to give it

over in regard, a.s his father was there buried and
himself born

; and afterwards comes to his last pari
with the king of France, between Turwin and
Arras: where, at their first meeting, (no man sus-

pecting his wrath,) a thunderbolt, with so terrible

a crack, lighted just between them, as it parted
their conference in a confused manner for some
time. Within a while after they came together
again ; when suddenly began as fearful a thun-
der as the former

;
which so amazed the king of

England, as he had fallen from his horse had
he not been supported by those about him. And

His natural son Geoffrey, who alone had

khaved dutifully towards him, attended

his corpse to the nunnery of Kontervrault,
where it lay in state in the abbey church.

Next day Richnicl, who came to visit the

dead body of his father, and who, notwith-

standing his criminal conduct, was not

wholly destitute of generositv, was struck

with horror and remorse at the sight ; and,
as the attendants observed that at that

\-ery instant blood gushed from the mouth
and nostrils of the corpse, he exclaimed,

agreeably to a vulgar superstition, that he
was his father's mui'dcrer

; and he ex-

pressed a deep sense, though too late, of

that undutiful behaviour which had

brought his parent to an mitimely grave
Thus died, in the fifty-eighth year of

his age and thirty-filtJi of his reign, the

greatest prince of his time for v.isdom,

virtue, and abilities, and the most powerfu
in extent of dominion of all those tliat had
ever filled the throne of England. His

character, in private o.s well as in public

life, is almost without a blemish. He was
of a middle stature, strong and well pro-

portioned ;
his countenance was lively and

engaging ;
his conversation attkble. He

loved peace, but possessed both bravery and

conduct in war ;
was provident witiiout

timidity, severe in the execution of justice
without rigour, and temperate without

austerity. He preserved health, and kept
himself from corpulency, by an abstemious

diet, and by frequent exercise, particularly

hunting. When he could enjoy leisure

he cultivated his natural talents by study
above any other prince of his time. His

aflections, as well as his enmities, were

lie diofl

fidin grief.

in this sort began the proem of that treaty."
—

Daniel.

f The capture of the city of Mentz, his birth-place

in connexion with John's jicrfidy, seems to have

been too much for the unhappy monarch to endure

with moderate fortitude.
"
Hearing that the town

was taken, he fell into so great a distraction of mind.

that it made him break out in these blasphemous
words :

'
I shall never hereafter love God any more,

that hath suffered a city so dear imto mo to be

taken from me.' But he quickly recollected himself,

and repented him that he had spoken those words.

Indeed, Mentz was the city in which he was born,

and to have this city taken from him, was as much
as to have his birthright taken from him. And to

say the truth, after he had lost this city, he scarce!
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seemed to be alive."—Baker.
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warm and durable
;
and his long experience

of the ingratitude of men never destroyed
the natural sensibility of his temper, which

disposed him to friendship and society.
His character has been transmitted to us

by several writers who were his contem-

poraries ; and it extremely resembles, in

its most remarkable features, that of his

maternal grandfather Henry I., excepting

only that ambition, which was a ruling

passion in both, found not in the first

Henry such unexceptionable measures of

exerting itself; and pushed that prince
into measures, which were both criminal in

themselves, and were the cause of farther

crimes, from which his grandson's con-

duct was happily exempted.

MISCELLANEOUS TRANSACTIONS.

This prince, like most of his predecessors
of the Norman line, except Stephen,

passed more of his time on the continent

than in this island. He was surrounded

with the Enghsh gentry and nobility when
abroad

;
the French gentry and nobility

attended him when he resided in England ;

both nations acted in the government as if

they were the same people ; and, on many
occasions, the legislatures seem not to

have been distinguished. As the king and
all the English barons were of French ex-

traction, the manners of that people were

regarded as the models of imitation. All

foreign improvements, therefore, such as

they were, seem now to have been, in a

good measure, transplanted into England ;

and that kingdom was become httle inferior,

in all the fashionable accomplishments, to

any of its neighbours on the continent.

The more homely, but more sensible,

manners and principles of the Saxons were

exchanged for the affectation of chivalry
and the subtilties of school pliilosophy.
The feudal ideas of civil government, the

Romish sentiments in religion, had taken

entire possession of the people : by the

former the sense of submission towards

princes was somewhat diminished in the

barons ; by the latter the devoted attach-

ment to papal authority was much
augmented among the clergy. The Nor-
man and other foreign families, established
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in England, had now struck deep root ;

and, being entirely incorporated with the

people, they no longer thought that they
needed the protection of the crown for the

enjoyment of their possessions, or con-

sidered their tenure as precarious. They

aspired to the same liberty and indepen-
dence which they saw enjoyed by their

bretheren on the continent, and desired to

restrain those exorbitant prerogatives,
which the necessity of war and the violence

of conquest had at first obliged them to

indulge in their monarch.

The history of all the preceding kings of

England since the conquest gives evident

proofs of the disorders attending the feudal

institutions ; the hcentiousness of the

barons, their spirit of rebellion against the

prince and laws, and of animosity against
each other. The conduct of the barons in

the transmarine dominions of those

monarchs afforded perhaps still more

flagrant instances of these convulsions ;

and the history of France, during several

ages, consists almost entirely of narrations

of this nature. The cities, during the

continuance of this violent government,
could neither be numerous nor populous ;

and there occur instances which seem to

evince that their police was in general loose

and irregular, and exposed to the same

disorders with those by which the country
was generally invested. It was a custom

in London for great numbers, to the

amount of a hundred or more, the sons

and relations of considerable citizens, to

form themselves into a confederacy, to

break into rich houses and plunder them,
to rob and murder the passengers, and to

commit wth impunity all sorts of disorder.

By these crimes it had become so dangerous
to walk the streets by night, that the

citizens durst no more venture abroad after

sunset than if they had been exposed to

the incursions of a public enemy. The
brother of the earl of Ferrars had been

murdered by some of those nocturnal

rioters ; and the death of so eminent a

person so provoked the king, that he

swore vengeance against the criminals, and

became thenceforth more rigorous in the

execution of the laws.

There is another instance given by
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historians, which proves to what a height
such riots liad proceeded. A band of

them had attacked the house of a rich

citizen, with an intention of phuiderini!; it
;

had broken through a stone wall with

hammers and wedges ; and had ah'eady
entered the house sword in hand

;
when

the citizen, armed cap-a-pee, and supported

by his faithful servants, appeared in the

passage to ojipose them. He cut oft" the

right hand of the first robber that entered
;

and made such stout resistance that his

neiirhbours had leisure to assemble and
come to his relief. The man who
lost his hand was taken, and was tempted
by the promise of pardon to reveal his

confederates
; among whom was one John

Senex, esteemed among the richest and
best born citizens in London. He was
convicted by the ordeal

; and, though he

ofl^ered five hundred marks for his life, the

king refused the money, and ordered him
to be hanged. It appears from a statute

of Edward I. that these disorders were not

remedied even in that reign. It was then

made penal to go out at night after the hour
of the curfew, to carry a weapon, or to walk
without a Hght or lantern. It is said, in

the preamble of this law, that, both by
night and by day, there were continual

frays in the streets of London.

Henrj^'s care in administering justice
had gained him so great a reputation that

foreign and distant princes submitted their

differences to his judgment. Sanchez king
of Navarre, ha\dng some controversies with

Alfonso king of Castile, was contented,

though Alfonso had married the daughter
of Henr\', to choose this prince for a

referee
;
and they agreed each to consign

three castles into neutral hands, as a pledge
of their not departing from his award.

Henry gave a sentence which was sub-

mitted to by both parties. These two

Spanish kings sent each a stout champion
to the court of England, in order to

* To save his purse (in regard every continual

charge of horse and armour was hea^'y unto him,)
he caused every man's lands and substance to be
rated for the furnishing thereof; ordaining, that

whosoever had a hundred pounds Anjouin monev,
in goods and chatties, should find a horse and all

military furniture thereunto; and whosoever had in
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defend his cause by arms, in case the way
of duel had been chosen by Henry.

Henry so far abolished the barbarous
and absurd practice of contisc:ating ships
which had been wrecked on the coast, that

he ordained, if one man or animal were
alive in the ship, that the vessel and goods
should be restored to the owners.
The reign of Henry was remarkable also

for an innovation which was afterwards
carried farther by his successors. This

prince was disgusted with the species of

military force which was established by the

feudal institutions, and which, though it

was extremely burdensome to the subject,

yet rendered very httle service to the

sovereign. The barons, or military tenants,
came late into the field ; they were obliged
to serve only forty days ; they were
unskilful and disorderly ; and they were

apt to carry into the camp the same

refractory and independent spirit to which

they were accustomed in their civil govern
ment. Henr}', therefore, introduced the

practice of making a commutation of their

militarjr service for money ;
and he le\aed

scutages from his baronies and knight's
fees, instead of requiring the personal
attendance of his vassals. Tliere is mention

made, in the historj' of the exchequer, of

these scutages, in his second, fifth, and

eighteenth year ;
and other writers give us

an account of three more of them. When
theprince had thusobtained money he made
a contract with some of those adventurers

in w'hich Europe at that time abounded
;

they found him soldiers of the same
character with themselves, who were bound
to serve for a stipulated time. The armies

were less numerous, but more useful, than

when composed of all the military vassals

of the crown.

This prince was also the first that levied

a tax on the moveables or personal estates

of his subjects, nobles as well as commons.*
Their zeal for the holy wars made them

He opposes
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ciitioii of

shipswreck-
cd on the

coast.

chattel forty, thirty, or twenty pounds, in Anjouin
money, should find a corslet, head-piece, launce, and

sword, or bow and arrows ;
with a strict prohibition

that no man should sell or pawn his armour, but be

boimd to leave it, when he died, to his next heir
—Daniel.
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submit to this innovation ; and, a precedent

being once obtained, this taxation became,
in the following reigns, the usual method
of supplying the necessities of the crown.

The tax of Danegelt, so generally odious

to the nation, was remitted in this reign.
It was a usual practice of the kings of

England to repeat the ceremony of their

coronation thrice every year, on assembling
the states at the three great festivals.

Henry, after the first years of his reign,
never renewed this ceremony, which was
found to be very expensive and very
useless. None of his successors revived it.

He mitigated the rigour of the forest laws,

and punished any transgressions of them,
not capitally, but by fines, imprisonments,
and other more moderate penalties.

Since we are here collecting some de-

tached incidents which show the genius
of the age, it may not be improper to

mention the quarrel between Roger arch-

bishop of York and Richard archbishop of

Canterbury. We may judge of the violence

of military men and laymen when
ecclesiastics could proceed to such extre-

mities. Cardinal Haguezun, being sent in

1176 as legate into Britain, .summoned an

assembly of the clergy at London
; and, as

both the archbishops pretended to sit on
his right hand, this question of precedency
begat a controversy between them. The
monks and retainers of archbishop Richard
fell upon Roger in the presence of the

cardinal and of the synod, threw him to

the grovind, trampled him under foot, and
so bruised him with blows that he was
taken up half dead, and his life was with

difficulty saved. The archbishop of Can-

terbury was obliged to pay a large sum of

money to the legate, in order to suppress all

complaints with regard to this enormity.
We are told by Gyraldus Cambrensis

that the monks and prior of St. Swithun
threw themselves one day prostrate on the

ground and in the mire before Henry, com-

plaining, with many tears, that the bishop
of Winchester, who was also their abbot,
had cut of three dishes from their table.
' How many has he left you ?' said the king.

'Ten only,' replied the disconsolate monks.
'

I myself,' exclaimed the king,
' never have

more than three ;
and I enjoin your bishop

to reduce you to the same number.'

This king left only two legitimate sons,

Richard, who succeeded him, and John,
who inherited no territory, though his fa-

ther had often intended to leave him a

part of his extensive dominions. He was
thence commonly denominated Lackland.

Henry left three legitimate daughters ;

Maud, born in 11 56, and married to Henry
duke of Saxony; Eleanor born in 1162,
and married to Alphonso king of Castile ;

Joan, born in 1 1 6.5, and married to Wil-

liam king of Sicily.

Henry is said, by ancient historians, to

have been of a very amorous disposition.

They mention two of his natural sons by
Rosamond, daughter of lord Cliftbrd

;

namely, Richard Longespee, or Longsword
(so called from the sword he usually wore),
who was afterwards married to Ela the

daughter and heir of the earl of Salis-

bury ;
and Geoff'rey, first bishop of Lincoln,

then archbishop of York. All the other

circumstances of the story commonly told

of that ladv seem to be fabulous.

C H A P T E R X.

RICHARD I.

1189—1199.

THE king's preparations FOR THE CRU-
SADE SETS OUT ON THE CRUSADE
TRANSACTIONS IN SICILY KING's ARRI-
VAL IN PALESTINE STATE OF PALES-
TINE DISORDERS IN ENGLAND THE
king's HEROIC ACTIONS IN PALESTINE

HIS RETURN AND CAPTIVITY IN GER-
MANY WAR WITH FRANCE — THE
king's DELIVERY AND RETURN TO
ENGLAND WAR WITH FRANCE DEATH
AND CHARACTER OF THE KING MIS-

CELLANEOUS TRANSACTIONS OF THIS
REIGN.

The compunction of Richard for his

undutiful behaviour towards his father was
durable, and influenced him in the choice

* Poets and romance ivriters have given this lady
great celebrity. They represent queen Eleanor to
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have discovered " Fair Rosamond in a fanciful laby
rinth, where she had been concealed by her lover.
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of" his ministers and servants. Those who
had favoured his rebeUion, instead of meet-

ing with that trust and lionour which

they expected, were surprised to find that

thev were liated and despised by hiui. The
faithful ministers of lienry, who had vi-

gorously opposed all the enterprises of his

sons, were received with open arms, and

continued in tliose otiices wliich they had

honourably discharged to their lornier

master. This prudent conduct might be

the result of retlection ; but it was com-

monly ascribed to a principle still more

virtuous and more honourable.

Richard, that he might make atonement

to one piU'ent ibr his breach of duty to the

other, inuncdiately sent orders for releasing

the queen dowager from conlinement ;
and

he intrusted her with the government of

England till his arrival. His bounty to his

brother John was rather profuse and im-

prudent. Besides bestowing on him the

county of Mortaigne in Normandy, granting
him a pension of four thousand marks a

year, and marrying him to Avisa the

daughter of the carl of Glocester, by whom
he inherited all the possessions of that opu-
lent family, he increased this appanage,
which the late king had destined him, by
other extensive grants and concessions.

He conferred on him the whole estate of

William Peverell, which had escheated to

the crown : he put him in possession of eight

castles, with all the forests and honours
annexed to them : he delivered over to him
no less than six earldoms

; Cornwall,

Devon, Somerset, Nottingham, Dorset,

Lancaster, and Derbv: and, endeavourin<r
estates, cas- , ,. .,,-.. . . , .~
Uesand oy lavours to iix that vicious prince in Ins
** """

duty, he put it too much in his power to

.depart from it.

jPREPARATION FOR THE CRUSADE.

j
1189.

JThe king, impelled more by love of miU-

and compelled her to take poison." For this there is

authority that can be relied upon. Baker says,

Henry's most famous concubine " was Rosamond,
daughter of Walter Lord Clifford, whom lie kept at

Woodstock, in Iod<;ings so cunninf;ly contrived, that

no stranger could find the way in ; yet queen Eleanor

did, being guided by a thread : so much is the eye
of jealousy quicker of finding out than the eye of

care in hiding. What the queen did to Rosamond

Bichartl

granI3
John

tary glory than by superstition; acted as if

the sole purpose of his government had

been the relief of the holy land, and the

recovery of Jerusalem from the Saracens

This zeal against infidels, being connuuni-

cated to his subjects, broke out in London
on the day of his coronation, and made
them find a crusade less dangerous, and

attended with more immediate profit. The

prejudices of the age had made the lending
of money on interest pass by the invidious

name of usury ; yet the necessity of the

practice had continued it: and the greater

part of that kind of dealing fell into the

hands of the Jews ; who, being already in-

famous on account of their religion, had no

honour to lose, and were apt to exercise a

profession, odious in itself, sometimes by

rapine and extortion. The industry of thi.^

peojile had put them in possession of all the

ready money, wliich the i)rofnsion common
to the Enghsh, with other Euro])ean na

tions, enabled them to lend at exorbitant

interest. The monkish writers represent
it as a great stain on the government of

Henry, that he had jirotected this infidel

race from all injuries and insults; but the

zeal of Richard aftbrded the populace a

pretence for venting their animosity against
them. The king had issued an edict pro

hibiting their appearance at his coronation;'*

but some of them, bringing him large pre-
sents from their nation, presumed to ap

proach the hall in whicli he dined. Beiiu

discovered, they were exposed to the in

suits of the bystanders ; they took to

flight; the people pursued them; the

rumour was spread that the king had

issued orders to massacre all the Jews; a

command so agreeable was executed in an

instant on such as fell into the hands of

the populace; those who had kept at home
w-ere exposed to equal dan'zer; the people
broke into their houses, which they plun

dered, after having murdered the owners ;

when she came to her is uncertain ; but this is cer-

tain, that Rosamond lived but a short time after,

and lies buried in the nunnery of Godstow, near to

O.xford."—Ed.
* A minute accotmt of this monarch's coronation

is extant ;
written by Hoveden and Ralph dc Diccto,

the dean of St. Paul's, who were present. It does

not differ so remarkably from the ceremonial observed

in subsequent reigns, as to claim a place here ; but
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where the Jews barricadoed their doors
and defended themselves with vigour ;

the

rabble set fire to the houses, and made way
through their flames to exercise their pil-

lage and violence
;
the usual licentiousness

of London, which the sovereign power with

difficult}^ restrained, broke out with fury,
and continued these outrages; the houses
of the rich citizens, though Christians,
were next plundered; and weariness and

satiety at last put an end to the disorder.

Yet, when the king empowered Glanville

the justiciaiy to inquire into the authors of

these crimes, the guilt was found to involve

so many of the most considerable citizens,

that itwasdeemed prudent to drop the prose-
cution; and veryfew suifered. But the disor-

der stopped not at London. The inhabitants

of the other cities of England, hearing of

this slaughter of the Jews, imitated the

example. In York, five hundred, who had
retired into the castle for safety, and found

themselves unable to defend the place,
murdered their own wives and children,

threw the dead bodies over the walls upon
the populace, and then, setting fire to the

houses, perished in the flames. The gentry
of the neighbourhood, who were all in-

debted to the Jews, ran to the cathedral,
where their bonds were kept, and made a

solemn bonflre of the papers before the

altar. The compiler of the Annals of Wa-
verly, in relating these events, blesses the

Almighty for thus dehvering over this

impious race to destruction.

The ancient situation of England, when
the people possessed little riches, and the

of 'public no credit, made it impossible for

sovereigns to bear the expense of a steady
war, even on their frontiers; much less

could they find regular means for the sup-

port of distant expeditions, hke those into

it deserves notice, that it appears from de Diceto'

that the representative of the late sovereign was not

held to be king de facto, till he had been crowned.
He writes,

'• Richard earl of Poictou, being by here,

ditary right to be made king (promovendus in regem)
after his solemn and due election by the clergy and

laity, took his three-fold oath, ice."—Ed.
* The document drawn up on this occasion, as

given by lord Hailes, after declaring that Richard

rendered up to William, by the grace of God. king of

Scotland, the castles of Rokesborough and Berwick,

proceeds in a strain little in accordance with that

filial love which he had affected since his father had
200

Palestine, which were more the result of

popular frenzy than of deliberate policy.

Richard, therefore, knew that he must

carry with him all the treasure necessary
for his enterprise, and that both the remote

ness of Ills owm country and its poverty
made it unable to furnish him ^\'ith those

continued supplies which so perilous a war

must require. His father had left him a

treasure of above a hundred thousand

marks; and the king endeavoured to

augment this sum by all expedients, how

pernicious soever to the public, or dangerous
to royal authority. He put to sale the

revenues and manors of the crown; the

offices of greatest trust and power, even those

offoresterandsherifF, anciently so important,
became venal ; the dignity of chief justi-

ciary, in whose hands was lodged the whole

execution of the laws, was sold to Hugh de

Puzas, bishop of Durham, for a thousand

marks; the same prelate bought the earl-

dom of Northumberland for life; many of

the champions of the cross, who had repen-
ted of their vow, purchased the hberty of

violating it; and Richard, who stood less

in need of men than of money, dispensed,
on these conditions, with their attendance.

Elated with the hopes of fame, which in

that age attended no wars but those against
the infidels, when some of his wiser min-

isters objected to this dissipation of the

revenue and power of the crown, he replied

that he would sell London itself, could he

find a purchaser. Nothing could be a

stronger proof how negligent he was of all

future interests, in comparison of the cru-

sade, than his selling, for ten thousand

marks, the vassalage of Scotland, together
with the fortresses of Roxborough and

Berwick;* the greatest acquisition that had

been made by his father during the course

Richard

prepares for

a crusade.

been consigned to the grave ;
it runs thus :

" More-

over, we have granted to him an acquittance of all

obligations which our father extorted from him by

new initniments, in consequence of his captivity."

saving such homage as, of right, the predecessors
of William had been accustomed to render to the

kings of England." The document concluded by de-

claring that all e^idence in his possession of the

homage done to Henry H., by the barons and clergy

of Scotland, should be given up ;
and it set forth

that all such evidence, whether given up or not,

should be regarded as cancelled.—Ed.
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jof his victorious reign ;
and his accepting

jthe homage of William in the usual terms

merely for the territories which that prince
held in England. The EngHsh, of all

ranks, were oppressed by numerous exac-

tions. Menaces were employed, both

against the innocent and the guilty, in order

to extort money from them; and, where a

pretence was wanting against the ricli, the

king obliged them, by the fear of his dis-

pleasure, to lend him sums which he knew
it would never be in his power to repay.

But Richard, though he sacrificed every
interest to the success of this enterprise,

carried so little the appearance of sanctity
in his conduct, that Fulk, curate of Neuilly,
a zealous preacher of the crusade, who
'from that merit had acquired the privilege
of speaking the boldest truths, advised him
to rid himself of his notorious vices, par-

ticularly his pride, avarice, and voluptuous-
ness, which he called the king's three

jfavourite daughters.
' You counsel well,'

replied Richard ;

' and I hereby dispose of

the first to the Templars, of the second to

the Benedictines, and of the third to my
prelates.'*

Richard, jealous of attempts which

might be made during his absence, laid

prince John, as well as his natural brother

Geofl'rey archbishop of York, under en-

gagements, confirmed by their oaths, that

neither of them should enter the kingdom
till his return; though he thought proper,
before his departure, to withdraw this pro-
hibition. The administration was left in

the hands of Hugh bishop of Durham, and

emmcnt of Lon'j,cham]) bishop of Elv, whom he

li^j,?" Sappointed justiciaries and guardians of the

i;^^''^;|'-!realm.
The latter was a Frenchman of

'"

mean birth, and of a\nolent character; who
had insinuated himself into favour, whom
Richard had created chancellor, and whom
he had engaged the pope also to invest with

; hsrti

.vcs the

npe-
^'(leric

Tho
etnj

rcir I'reiK'ric

proceeds to

the Holy
Land.

lie dies.

* The levity of Richard may seem out of its place
in the anointed champion of religion ;

but the

warriors who were ready to lay down their lives in

the cause of the cross were never miracles of

piety in their ordinary course of life. One of the

eminent crusaders in 1101, was William the eighth,
duke of Acquitaine. This vindicator of our holy faith,

William of Malmesbury declares, had given himself

up to every kind of vice. Among other dissolute

acts, he caused a castle to be laid out in the form of

VOL. I. 3 E

the lesrantine authoritv, that henii-'ht the

better ensure the public tran<|uiliity. All

the military and turbulent spirits Hocked
about the person of the king, and were im-

patient to distinguish themselves against
the infidels in Asia; whither his inclinations,
his engagements, led him, and whither he
was impelled by messages from the king of

France, ready to embark in this enterprise.
The emperor Frederic, a prince of great

spirit and conduct, had already taken the

road to Palestine at the head of one
hundred and fifty thousand men, collected

from Germany and all the northern states.

Having surmounted every obstacle thrown
in his way by the artifices of the Greeks
and the power of the infidels, he had pene
trated to the borders of Syria ; when,

bathing in the cold river Cydnus during
the greatest heat of the summer season, he

was seized with a mortal distemper, which

put an end to his life. His army, under

his son Conrade, reached Palestine
;
but

was so diminished by fatigue, famine,

maladies, and the sword, tliat it scarcely
amounted to eight thousand men

;
and

was unable to make any progress against
the great pow'er, valour, and conduct,
of Saladin. These reiterated calamities

had taught the kings of France and

England the necessity of trying another

road to the holy land ;
and they determined

to conduct their armies thither by sea,

and, by means of their naval power, to

maintain an open communication with their

own states, and with the western parts of

Europe. The place of rendezvous was ap-

pointed in the plains of Vezelay, on the

borders of Burgundy. Philip and Richard,

on their arrival there, found their combined! ni'dlarTset

army amount to one hundred
tliousand|™'J^'[.jj^

men
;
a mighty force, animated with glory

|

and religion, conducted by two warlike

monarchs, and not to be overcome by their

a nunnery, which he declared he would fill, not with

nims, but with harlots ;
and named the most cele-

brated prostitute of the time to be the lady abbess.

His o^vn wife he put away, and took the wife of

another, some say of his own brother
;

and when
the bishop of I'oictiers, in consequence, was about to

pronounce sentence of excommunication against him,

he seized the prelate by the hair of his head, and

threatened to kill him with his dagger, if he did not

immediately absolve him.—Ed.
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obstacles of nature.

THE KING SETS OUT ON THE
CRUSADE. 1190.

The French prince and the EngHsh here

reiterated their promises of cordial friend-

ship, pledged their faith not to inv^ade

each other's dominions during the crusade,

mutually exchanged the oaths of all

their barons and prelates to the same
effect, and subjected themselves to the

penalty of excommunication if they should
violate this pubUc and solemn engage-
ment. They then separated ; Philip
took the road to Genoa, Richard that to

Marseilles ; with a view of meeting their

fleets, which were to rendezvous in these

harbours. They put to sea ; and were

obliged, by stress of weather, to take

shelter in Messina, where they were de-

tained during the whole winter. This
incident laid the foundation of animosities

which proved fatal to their enterprise.
Richard and Philip were, by their age

and inchnations, competitors for glory.
And these causes of emulation, which,

against the common enemy, might have
stimulated them to martial enterprises,
soon excited, during the present leisure,

quarrels between monarchs of such a fiery
character. Equally haughty, intrepid, and
inflexible, they were irritated with the

least appearance of injury, and were inca-

pable, by mutual condescensions, to efface

those causes of complaint which arose

between them. Richard, candid, unde-

signing, violent, laid himself open to the

designs of his antagonist ; who, provident,
interested, intriguing, failed not to take all

advantages. And thus both the circum-
stances of their disposition in which they
were similar, and those in which they
differed, rendered it impossible for them to

persevere in that harmony which was so

necessary to the success of their under-

taking.

TRANSACTIONS IN SICILY.

The last king of Sicily and Naples was
Wilham II., who had married Joan, sister

to Richard
; and who, dying without issue,
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had bequeathed his dominions to his paternal
aunt Constantia, the only legitimate descen-

dant surviving of Roger, the first sovereign
of those states who had been honoured
with the royal title. This princess had, in

expectation of that rich inheritance, been
married to Henry VI., the reigning

emperor ; but Tancred, her natural

brother, had fixed such an interest amon
the barons, that, taking advantage of

Henry's absence, he had acquired pos-
session of the throne, and maintanied his

claim against all the efforts of the

Germans. The approach of the crusader?

naturally gave him apprehensions ; and
he was uncertain whether he had most
reason to dread the presence of the Frencli

or of the English monarch. Philip was

engaged in a strict alhance with the

emperor his competitor ; Richard was dis-

gusted by his rigours towards the queen
dowager, whom the Sicilian prince had

confined in Palermo, because she had

opposed his succession to the crown.

Tancred, therefore, sensible of the present

necessity, resolved to pay court to both
these formidable princes ;

and he was not

unsuccessful. He persuaded Philip that it

was highly improper for him to interrupt
his enterpise against the infidels by any

attempt against a Christian state. He
restored queen Joan to her liberty ;

and
even found means to make an alliance

with Richard, who stipulated by treaty to

marry his nephew Arthur, the young duke
of Brittany, to one of the daughters oi

Tancred. But, before these terms of

friendship were settled, Richard, jealous
both of Tancred and of the inhabitants of

Messina, had taken up his quarters in the

suburbs, and had possessed himself ot

a small fort which commanded the

harbour
;
and kept himself extremely on

his guard against their enterprises. The
citizens took umbrage ;

mutual insults and

attacks passed between them and the

English ; Philip, who had quartered his

troops in the town, endeavoured to accom-
modate the quarrel. While the two kings,

meeting in the open fields, were engaged in

discourse on this subject, a body of those

Sicihans seemed to be drawing towards

them ; and Richard pushed forwards, in

Constantia
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order to inquire into the reason of this

extraordinary movement. The EngHsh,
insolent from their power, and inflamed

with former animosities, wanted but a

pretenee for attaekina; tlie Messinese
;

they soon chased them oft' the field, di'ove

them into the town, and entered with them
at the gates. The king employed his

authority to restrain them from j)illaging

and massacring the defenceless inhabitants
;

but he gave orders, in token of his victory,

that the standard of England should be

erected on the walls. Philip exclaimed

against the insult, and ordered some of his

troops to pull down the standard : but

Richard intbrmed him, by a messenger,
that, though he liimself would willingly
remove that ground of oftence, he would
not permit it to be done by others ; and, if

the French king attempted such an insult,

he should not succeed but by the utmost

effusion of blood. Philip, content with

this species of haughty submission, re-

called his orders. The difterence was

seemingly accommodated
;

but still left

rancour and jealousy in the breasts of the

two monarchs.

Tancred, who, for his own security,
desired to inflame their mutual hatred,

employed an artifice which might have
been attended with consequences still

more fatal. He shewed Richard a letter,

signed by the French king, and delivered

to him, as he pretended, by the duke of

Burgundy ;
in which that monarch desired

Tancred to fall upon the quarters of the

English, and promised to assist him in

putting them to the sword as common
enemies. The unwary Richard gave credit

to the information
;

but was too candid

not to betray his discontent to Pliilip ;

who absolutely denied the letter, and

charged the Sicilian prince with forgery
and falsehood. Richard either was, or

pretended to be, entirely satisfied.

Lest these jealousies and comjilaints
sliould multiply between them, it was

proposed that they should, by a solemn

treaty, obviate all future difterences. But
this expedient started a new dispute.
When Richard, in every treaty with the

late king, insisted strenuously on being
lallowed to marry Alice of France, he had

only sought a pretence for quarrelling ;
and

never meant to take to his bed a princess

suspected of a criminal amour witli his

own fatiier. After ho became master he
no longer spake of that alliance; he even
took measures for espousing Berengaria
davighter of Sanchez king of Navarre, with
whom he had become enamoured during
bis abode in Guieimc. Queen Eleanor was

daily ex]iected with that princess at Mes-
sina

; and, when Philip renewed to him his

applications for espousing his sister Alice,
Richard was obliged to give him an abso-
lute refusal. It is pretended by lloveden
and other historians, that he was able to

produce such convincing proofs of Alice's

infidelity, and even of her having born a

child to Henry, that her brother desisted

from his applications, and chose to wrap
up the dishonour of his family in silence

and oblivion. It is certain, from the treaty

itself, which remains, that, whatever were
his motives, he permitted Richard to give
his hand to Berengaria ; and, liaving set-

tled all other controversies with that prince,
he immediately set sail to tlie holy land

Richard awaited some time the arriyal of

his mother and bride; and, when they

joined him, he separated his fleet into two

squadrons, and set forward. Queen Eleanor

returned to England; but Berengaria, and

the Queen Dowager of Sicily, his sister,

attended him on the expedition.
The English fleet, on leaving the port

of Messina, met with a furious tempest ;

and the squadron in which the two

princesses were embarked was driyen on

the coast of Cj'jirus, and some of the

vessels were wrecked near Limisso in that

island. Isaac, prince of Cyj)rus, who
assumed the magnificent title of Emperor
pillaged the ships that were stranded

threw the seamen and passengers into

prison, and even refused to the princesses

liberty, in their dangerous situation, of

entering the harbour of Limisso. Richard,

who arrived soon after, took ample ven

geance on him for the injury. He dis

embarked his troops; defeated the tyrant;
entered Limisso by storm ; gained next day
a second victory ; obliged Isaac to surrender

at discretion and established governors
over the island. The Greek prince, being
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thrown into prison and loaded with irons,

complained of the Uttle regard with which
he was treated; upon which Richard
ordered silver fetters to be made for him;
and this emperor, pleased with the distinc-

tion, expressed a sense of the generosity of

his conqueror. The king here espoused
Berengaria; who immediately embarking,
carried along wdth her to Palestine the

daughter of the Cypriot prince; a dan-

gerous rival, who was believed to have
seduced the aifections of her husband.
Such were the libertine character and
conduct of the heroes engaged in this pious

enterprise !

THE KING'S ARRIVAL IN PALES-
TINE.

The English army arrived in time to par-
take in the glory of the siege of Acre or

Ptolemais, which had been attacked for

above two years by the united force of all

the Christians in Palestine, and had been
defended by the utmost efforts of Saladin

and the Saracens. The remains of the

German army, conducted by the Emperor
Frederic, and the separate bodies of adven-
turers who continually poured in fi'om the

west, had enabled the king of Jerusalem to

form this important enterprise: but Saladin,

having thrown a strong garrison into the

place under the command of Caracos, his

own master in the art of war, and molesting
the besiegers with continual attacks and

sallies, had protracted the success of the

enterprise, and wasted the force of his ene-

mies. The arrival of Philip and Richard

inspired new hfe into the Christians; and
these princes, sharing the honour and

danger of every action, gave hope of a final

victoiy over the infidels. They agreed
Ion this plan of operations: when the French
imonarch attacked the town, the English

I
guarded the trenches; next day, when the

jEngHsh prince conducted the assault, the

[French succeeded him in providing for the

safety of the assailants. The emulation
between those rival kings and rival nations

produced extraordinary acts of valour.

Richard in particular, animated with a

more precipitate courage than Philip, and
more agreeable to the romantic spirit of
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that age, acquired a great and splendid

reputation. But discord soon arose

between these jealous and haughty princes.

STATE OF PALESTINE.

The family of Bouillon, which had first

been placed on the throne of Jerusalem,

ending in a female, Fulk, count of Anjou,

grandfather to Henry II. of England,
married the heiress of that kingdom, and
transmitted his title to the younger branches
of his family. The Anjevin race ending
also in a female, Guy de Lusignan, by
espousing Sibylla, the heiress, had suc-

ceeded to the title
; and, though he lost his

kingdom by the invasion of Saladin,

he was still acknowledged by all the

Christians for king of Jerusalem. But, as

Sibylla died without issue during the siege
of Acre, Isabella, her youngest sister, put
in her claim to that titular kingdom, and

required Lusignan to resign his pretensions
to her husband Conrade, marquis of Mont-
ferrat. Lusignan, maintaining that the

royal title was unalienable and indefeasible,

had recourse to the protection of Richard,
attended on him before he left Cyprus, and

engaged him to embrace his cause. There

needed no other reason for throwing

Philip into the party of Conrade ;
and the

opposite views of these great monarchs

brought dissension into the Christian

army, and retarded all its operations. The

Templars, the Genoese, and the Germans,
declared for Philip and Conrade; the

Flemings, the Pisans, the knights of the

hospital of St. John, adhered to Richard

and Lusignan. But, notwithstanding
these disputes, as the length of the siege
had reduced the Saracen garrison to the

last extremity, they surrendered themselves

prisoners ; stipulated, in return for their

lives, other advantagers to the Christians,

such as the restoration of the Christian

prisoners, and the delivery of the wood of

the true cross
;
and this great enterprise,

which had long engaged the attention of

all Europe and Asia, was after the loss of

three hundred thousand men, brought to

a happy period.
But Philip, instead of pursuing the

hopes of farther conquest, and of redeeming
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the holy city from slavery, being disgusted
with the ascendant acquired by Richard,
declared his resolution of" returning to

France
; and he pleaded his bad state of

health ;i5 an excuse for his desertion of the

common cause. He left, however, to

Richard ten thousand of his troops, under
the command of the duke of Burgundy ;

and lie renewed his oatli never to connnence
hostilities against that prince's dominions

during his absence. But he had no sooner

reached Italy than he applied, it ispretended,
for a dispensation from this vow ; and, when
denied that request, he still proceeded,

though after a covert manner, in a project
which the present situation of England
rendered inviting, and which gratified both

his resentment and his ambition.

DISORDERS IN ENGLAND.

I.MMEDiATELY after Richard had left Eng-
land, and beirun his march to the holv

land, the two prelates, whom he had

appointed guardians of the realm, broke
out into animosities against each other.

Longchamp, presumptuous in his nature,
elated by the favour which he enjoyed with

his master, and armed with the legantine

commission, could not submit to an

equality \\"ith the bishop of Durham : he
even went so far as to arrest his colleague,
and to extort from him a resignation of the

earldom of Northumberland, and of his

other dignities, as the price of his Uberty.
The kingordered, by letters from Marseilles,
that the bishop should be reinstated in liis

offices
; but Longchamp had still the

boldness to refuse compUance, on pretence
that he himself was better acquainted with

the king's secret intentions. He proceeded
to govern the kingdom by his sole au-

thority; to treat all the nobiHty w^ith

arrogance ; and to display his power and
riches with an in\-idious ostentation. He
never travelled without a strong guard of

fifteen hundred foreign soldiers
; nobles and

knights were proud of being admitted into

his train
; his retinue wore the aspect of

* The ostentation of this prelate was equal to

that of the most arrogant of his order. I-anquette
says of him,

"
"Wylliam, bishop of Elie, to whom

king Richard had committed the governance of

VOL. I. 3 F

royal magnificence ;
and when, in his

progress through the kingdom, he lodged
in any monastery, his attendants, it is said.

were sufficient to devour, in one night, the

revenue of several years.* The king, who
was detained in Europe longer than the

haughty prelate expected, hearing of this

ostentation, and being also informed of the

insolent tyrannical conduct of his minister,

thought proper to restrain his power. He
sent new orders, appointing Walter arch

bishop of Rouen, William Nlareshal earl of

Strigul, Geoffrey Fitz Peter, William

Briewere, and liugli Bardolf, comisellors

to Longchamp, and commanding him to

take no measure of importance without

their approbation. But such general
terror had this man impressed by his

violent conduct, that even the archbishop
of Rouen and the earl of Strigul durst not

produce this mandate of the king's ; and

Longchamp still maintained an uncontrolled

authority over the nation. But, when he

proceeded so far as to throw into prison

Geoflrey archbishop of York, who had

opposed his measures, this breach of eccle-

siastical pri\aleges excited such an universal

ferment that prince John, cUsgusted with the

small share he possessed in the government,
and personally disobliged by Longchamp,
ventured to summon, at Reading, a general
council of the nobility and prelates, and

cite him to appear before them. Long-
champ thought it dangerous to intrust his

person in their hands, and shut himself up
in the tower of London ; but, being soon

obhged to surrender that fortress, he tied

beyond sea, concealed under a female

habit, and was deprived of his offices of

chancellor and chief justiciary ; the last of

which was conferred on tlie archbishop of

Rouen, a prelate of prudence and modera-

tion. The commission of legate, however,
which had been renewed to Longchamp by
pope Celestine, still gave him great

authority in the kingdom, enabled him to

disturb the government, and forwarded the

\-iews of Philip. That monarch first at-

tempted to carry open war into Normandy :

Englande, practised much crueltee, and used to rydc
with a thousande horses ; whereby he greeved the

places in whiche he sojourned."
—Ed.
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gained over

to his views.

Phiiirat- \j^i^ as the French nobility refused to

make war follow him in an invasion of a state which
on ichard.

^j^^^ j^^^j swom to protect ;
and as the

pope was the general guardian of all

princes that had taken the cross, threatened

him with ecclesiastical censures
;
he de -

sisted from his enterprise, and employed
the expedient of secret policy and intrigue.
He debauched prince John from his

allegiance ; promised him his sister Alice

offered to give him possession
of all Richard's transmarine dominions :

and, had not the authority of queen
Eleanor, and the menaces of the English
council, prevailed over the inclinations of

that turbulent prince, he was ready to have

crossed the seas, and to have put in

execution his criminal enterprises.

THE KING'S HEROIC ACTIONS.

1192.

The jealousy of Philip was every moment
excited by the glory which the great actions

of Richard were gaining him in the east
;

and which, being compared to his own
desertion of that popular cause, threw a

double lustre on his rival. His envy,

therefore, prompted him to obscure that

fame which he had not equalled ;
and he

embraced every pretence of throwing the

most \'iolent calumnies on the king of

igland. There was a petty prince in

Asia, commonly called
' The old man of

the mountain,' who had acquired such an

ascendant over his fanatical subjects, that

they paid the most implicit deference to

his commands ; esteemed assassination

meritorious when sanctified by his mandate
;

courted danger, and even certain death, in

the execution of his orders ; and fancied

that, when they sacrificed their lives for

his sake, the highest joys of paradise were

The old

man of the

mountain.

* The followers of this strange being not only
deemed no danger too great to be encountered, but

no labour too excessive to be endured, in the cause

of their awful master. Murders, ordered by him,
were performed with the coolest deliberation : the

case of Conrade formed an instance of it. Several

months before this event, two of his adherents made
their appearance in Tyre, assumed the religious

habit, and made themselves conspicuous for their

supposed sanctity. An opportunity offering for the

accomplishment of their object, while Comrade was
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man against the

and determined

monarchs stood

the infallible reward of their devoted

obedience. It was the custom of this

prince, when he imagined himself injured,
to despatch secretly some of his subjects

against the aggressor, to charge them
with the execution of his revenge, to

instruct them in every art of disguising
their purpose ;

and no precaution was
sufiicient to guard any

attempts of these subtle

ruffians.* The greatest
in awe of this prince of the Assassins, (for

that was the name of his people ; whence
the word has passed into most European
languages) ;

and it was the highest indis

cretion in Conrade, marquis of Montferrat,
to offend and affront him. The inhabitants

of Tyre, governed by that nobleman, had

put to death some of this

people : the prince demanded satisfaction;

for, as he piqued himself on never be-

ginning any offence, he had his regular
and established formalities in requiring
atonement. Conrade treated his mes-

sengers with disdain. The prince issued

the fatal orders. Two of his subjects,
who had insinuated themselves in disguise

among Conrade's guards, openly, in the

streets of Sidon, wounded him mortally ;

and, when they were seized and put to the

most cruel tortures, they triumphed amidst

their agonies, and rejoiced that they had
been destined by heaven to suffer in so

just and meritorious a cause.

Every one in Palestine knew from what
hand the blow came. Richard was entirely
free from suspicion. Though that monarch
had maintained the cause of Lusignan

against Conrade, he had become sensible

of the bad effects attending those dissen

sions, and voluntarily conferred on the

former the kingdom of Cyprus, on con

dition that he should resign to his rival all

His assas-

sins the ter-

ror of

princes.

•sharing in the festivities of the city, they prepared
for committing the deed, and on his return buried
their daggers in his body. The alarm was given
and a great tumult ensued. One of the assassins

escaped, and concealed himself in a church, into

which the bleeding ^actim was carried. Perceiving
that Conrade still lived, and that the mandate of the
old man of the mountain had not been duly
obeyed, the desperado instantly sprang from his

hiding place, and, inflicting a new blow, extinguished
the last spark of life.—Ed.
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pretensions to the crown of Jerusalem.

Conriule, with his dying breath, had re-

commended his widow to the protection of

Richard
;

the prince of the Assassins

avowed the action in a formal narrative

which he sent to Europe ; yet on tiiis

foundation the kinj; of France tlioup;lit ht

to ini|)ute to Richard tlic murder of the

marquis of Montferrat. He tilled all

Europe with exclamations against the

crime
; ap|)ointed a guard for his own

person, in order to defend himself against
a like attempt ;

and endeavoured by these

shallow artifices, to cover the infamy of

attacking the dominions of a prince, whom
he himself had deserted, and who was

engaged with so much glory in a war

universally acknowledged to be the com-
mon cause of Christendom.

But Richard's heroic conduct in Pales-

tine were the best apology for his conduct.

The Christian adventurers under his com-
mand determined to attempt the siege of

Ascaion, in order to prepare the way for

that of Jerusalem
;

and they marched

along the sea coast with that intention.

Saladin purposed to intercept their passage ;

and he placed himself on the road with an

army amounting to three hundred thousand

combatants. On this occasion was fought
one of the greatest battles of that age ;

and the most celebrated for the military

genius of the commanders, tor the number
and valour of the troops, and for the

sreat variety of events which attended it.

Both the right wing of the Christians,
commanded by d'Avesnes, and the left,

conducted by the duke of Burgundy, were,
in the beginning of the day, broken and
defeated

; when Richard, who led on the

main body, restored the battle ; attacked

the enemy with intrepidity and presence of

mind
; performed the part both of a con-

summate general and gallant soldier
;
and

not only gave his two wings leisure to

recover from their confusion, but obtained

a complete victory over the Saracens, of

whom forty thousand were said to have

I

* Hume has passed lightly over the exploits of
1 Richard; some of which, as told by the old chroni-

Iclers, from their extravagance, were ill suited to the

igravity of history. They describe him to have com-

Imonly returned to his camp, at the close of day, with

perished in the field. Ascaion fell into

the hands of the Christians : other sieges
were carried on with equal success :

Richard was even able to advance within

sight of Jerusalem
;
when he had the mor-

tification to find that he must put a stoj) to

his career of victory.* The crusaders,

animated with an enthusiastic ardour for

the holy wars, broke at first through
all regards to safety or interest ; and,

trusting to the immediate assistance of

Heaven, set nothing before their eyes but

fame and victory in this world, and a

crown of glory in the next. But long
absence from home, fatigue, disease, and

want, had gradually abated that fury,
which nothing was able directly to with-

stand ; and every one, except tiie king
of England, expressed a desire of speedily

returning into Europe. The Germans and

the Italians declared their resolution ol

desisting from the enterprise ; the French

were still more obstinate in this pur[)ose ;

the duke of Burgundy, in order to pay court

to Philip, took all opportunities of mortify-

ing and opposing Richard
;
and there ap-

peared an absolute necessity of abandoning
for the present all hopes of farther conquest,
and of securing the ac(|uisitions of the

Christi.'ins by an accommodation with Sala-

din. Richard, therefore, concluded a truce

withthat monarch, and stipulated that Acre,

Joppa, and other seaport towns of Pales-

tine, should remain in the hands of the

Christians, and that every one of that

religion should have liberty to perform his

pilgrimage to Jerusalem unmolested. This

truce was concluded for three years, three

months, three weeks, three days, and

three hours
;
a magical number, wliich had

probably been devised by the Europeans,
and which was suggested by a superstition

well suited to the object of the war.

The hberty in which Saladin indulged
the Christians, to perform their pilgrimages
to Jerusalem, was an easy sacrifice on his

part ;
and the furious wars which he

waged in defence of the barren territory of

falU.

ten, twenty, or thirty, Saracens' bleeding heads,

suspended to the neck of his horse. It must have

added considerably to the fatigue of killing so many
Mussulmans, thus to have clisplaycd their lifeless

remains.—Ed.
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Judea, were not with him the result of

superstition, but of poHcy. Tiie advantage
indeed of science, moderation, humanity,
was at that time entirely on the side of the

Saracens
; and this gallant emperor dis-

played a spirit and generosity which even
his bigotted enemies were obliged to

acknowledge and admire. Richard, equally
brave, carried with him more of the

barbarian character ; and was guilty of

acts of ferocity which threw a stain on liis

celebrated victories. When Saladin refused

to ratify the capitulation of Acre, the king
of England ordered all his prisoners, to the

number of five thousand, to be butchered;*
and the Saracens found themselves obliged
to retaliate upon the Christians by a Uke

cruelty. Saladin died at Damascus soon

after concluding this truce with the princes
of the crusade. Before he expired, he
ordered his winding sheet to be carried as

a standard through every street of the

city ; while a crier went before, and pro-

* Tlie number of unfortunates thus massacred, is

reduced, by French writers, to two thousand six

hundred
; and this slaughter appears to have been in

retaliation for the cruelty of Saladin, who, on the oc-

casion of one of his victories, had caused count Renaud
to be decapitated ;

and granted to his emirs and doctors

the indulgence of murdering each a christian pri-
soner.—Ed.

f Directing his course along the Adriatic, he was

shipwrecked near Aquileia ; and, fearing lest he

might be discovered in that unprotected state by
any of the Eui'opean princes whose enmity he had
reason to dread, he put on the habit of a simple

pilgrim, and commenced his journey towards Ger-

many, through which country he hoped to find his

way safe to England. But his imprudent exposure
of the wealth which he bore, quickly desti-oyed what
little protection he was capable of cleri\'ing fi-om his

disguise. Desiring to obtain a safe conduct through
the domain of the Count Meinhard, a friend of the

murdered Conrade, he was aware that it would be

necessary for him to use the utmost precaution in

concealing the knowledge of his real charactar from

Meinhard, who was strongly attached to the prince
of T)Te. He therefore demanded a passport as the

Merchant Hugo, and sent the count a splendid ruby
ring, by way of purchasing the favour required.

Meinhard, on seeing the costly jewel, immediately
exclaimed,

" Not the merchant Hugo, but king
Richard, sends me this ring. I have sworn not to

allow any pilgrhn to pass through my territory ; but,

from regard for the good will which the king has

shown, and out of respect for his worth, I will grant
him a safe conduct, but beg to return him his

jewel." The fair words of the count, however, were

only intended to deceive the king ;
and the latter

very narrowly escaped being made prisoner by the
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claimed with a loud voice,
' This is all that

remains to the mighty Saladin, the

conqueror of the east.' By his will he

ordered charities to be distributed to the

poor, without distinction of Jew, Christian,

or Mahometan.

THE KING'S RETURN AND CAP-

TIVITY. 1193.

There remained, after the truce, no
business of importance to detain Richard

in Palestine ; and the intelligence which he

received, concerning the intrigues of his

brother John and those of the king of

France, made him sensible that his presence
was necessary in Europe. As he dared

not to pass through France, he sailed to

the Adriatic
; and, being shipwrecked near

Aquilea, he put on the disguise of a

pilgrim, with a purpose of taking his

journey secretly through Germany.f

Pursued by the governor of Istria, he

emissaries of the treacherous Meinhard. Scarcely
was he delivered fi-om this peril, when he fell into

another, being pursued by the brother of his former

enemy, who sent after him a knight, to whom he

gave directions to force the house where Richard
liad taken up his lodging. But, fortunately for the

king, the knight knew him, and being friendly to

him, gave him a strong and swift horse, allowed him
to escape unharmed. For three days and three

nights he rode without venturing to seek shelter or

nourishment ; but, at length, stopped at an obscure

inn, in a small ^-illage near Vienna, where for some

days he remained closely immured. Still, however,
he had not been warned sufficiently by his late

escapes to act with prudence to secure his safety.
A large and splendid ring, which it little became
a simple pilgrim to wear, he still retained on his

finger ;
and took so little care in warning his

attendant of the necessity of secrecy, that that

worthy follower exposed the gold coins of SjTia,
which they had brought with them ; and when
he found he had awakened the suspicions of the

people, he vainly endeavoured to allay them, by re-

porting that his employer was a rich merchant.

Not trusting, however, to the suctess of his attempt
to undo the mischief of this imprudent conduct, he

warned his master immediately to leave the place ;

but Richard preferred meeting the danger to re-

suming his journey ;
and the suspicion of some

people at Vienna being further increased, he was

sought for, and arrested by one of the officers of

duke Leopold, whose enmity to Richard had been so

violently excited at the siege of Ptolemais. The
unfortunate king declared he would surrender only to

the duke himself; and when the latter appeared, he

resigned his sword."—History of Chivalry.
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was forced out of the direct road, and was

obliged to pass by \ienna ; where his

exjjenses and liberalities betrayed the

monarch ; and he was arrested by order

of Leopold duke of Austria. This prince
had served under Richard at the seige of

Acre
; but, being disgusted by some insult

of that haughty monarch,* he seized the

present oj)portunity of gratifying at once

his avarice and revenge ;
and he threw the

king into prison. The emperor Henry
\'I., who also considered Richard as an

enemy, on account of the aUiance con-

tracted by him with Tancred king of

Sicily, dispatched messengers to the duke
of Austria, required the royal captive
to be delivered to him, and stipulated
a large sura of money as a reward for his

service. Thus the kins of England, who
had filled the whole world with his renown,
found himself, during the most critical

state of his affairs, confined in a dungeon,
and loaded with irons, in the heart of

Germany, and entirely at the mercy of his

ejiemies, the basest and most sordid of

mankind.

The English council was astonished on

receixang this fatal intelligence. The

queen dowager wrote letters to pope
Ceiestiae, exclaiming against the injury
which her son had sustained

; representing
the impiety of detaining in prison the most
illustrious prince that had yet carried the

banners of Christ into the holy land
;

claiming the protection of the apostolic
see, which was due even to the meanest of

those adventurers ; and upbraiding the

poj)e that, in a cause which it might well

befit his holiness himself to support by
taking in person a journey to Germany,
the spiritual thunders should so long be

suspended over those sacrilegious offenders.
|

The zeal of Celestine corresponded not to >

the impatience of the queen mother
; and

the regency of England were, for a long
time, left to struggle alone with all their

domestic and foreign enemies. '

WAR WITH FRANCE. I

The king of France, quickly informed of]

Richard's confinement by a message from
the emperor, prepared himself to take ad-

vantage of the incident
;
and he employed

every means of force and intrigue, of war
and negociation, against the dominions and
the person of his unfortunate rival. He
revived the calumny of Richard's assasin-

ating the marquis of IMontferrat
;
and by

that induced his barons to violate their

oaths, by which they had engaged that,

during the crusade, they never would, on

any account, attack the douiinions of the

king of England. He made the emperor
the largest ofiers, if he would deliver into

his hands the royal prisoner, or detain him
in perpetual captivity. He even formed
an alliance by marriage with the king of

Denmark, desired that the ancient Danish
claim to the crown of England should be

transferred to him, and solicited a supply
of shipping to maintain it. But the most

successful of Phihp's negociations was
with prince John ; who, forgetting every,
tie to his brother, his sovereign, and his

benefactor, thought of nothing but how to

make his own advantage of the public
calamities. That traitor, on the first in

vitation from the court of France, sudden

ly went abroad, and made a treaty, of

which the object was the perpetual ruin of

his unhappy brother. He sti])ulated to

deliver into Phihp's hands a great part of

Normandy; he received, in return, the in-

vestiture of all Richard's transmarine

dominions ;
and it is reported by several

historians that he even did homage to the

French king for the crown of England.
In consequence of this treaty Piiilip

invaded Normandy; and, by the treachery
of John's emissaries, made himself master,

without opposition, of many i'ortresses ;

Neufchatei, Neaufle, Gisors, Pacey, Ivree :

he subdued the counties ofEu and Aumale ;

and, advancing to form the siege of Rouen,

he threatened to put all the inhabitants to

the sword, if they dared to make resistance.

Happily Robert earl of Leicester api)eared

in that critical moment
;
a gallant noble

man, who had acquired great honour

during the crusade, and who, being more

Philip re-
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* At the taking of St. Jean de Acre, Leopold hav- i Richard caused it to be thrown into the ditch by his

ing planted his banner on one angle of the rampart, ! people. Subsequently, wishing the walls of Ascalon,!
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fortunate than his master in finding his

passage homewards, took on him the

command in Rouen, and exerted himself

to infuse courage into the dismayed
Normans. PhiHp was repulsed ;

the time

of service from his vassals expired ;
and he

consented to a truce with the English

regency, received in return the promise of

twenty thousand marks, and had four

castles put into his hands as security for

the payment.
Prince John, who, with a view of in-

creasing the general confusion, went over

to England, was still less successful in his

enterprises. He was only able to make
himself master of the castles of Windsor
and Wallingford; but, when he arrived in

London, and claimed the kingdom as heir

to his brother, of whose death he pretended
to have received certain intelligence, he

was rejected by all the barons. The jus-

ticiaries, supported by the general affection

of the people, provided so well for the

defence of the kingdom, that John was

obliged, after some fruitless efforts, to

conclude a truce
;
and before its expiration

he thought it prudent to return into France,

where he openly avowed his alliance with

Philip.

THE KING'S DELIVERY AND
RETURN.— 1194.

Meanwhile the high spirit of Richard

treatedwith
sutfcrcd iu Germany every kind of indig-

greatseve-
|nity.

The Freucli ambassadors, in their
" ^'

[master's name, renounced him as a vassal

|to
the crown of France, and declared all

'his fiefs to be forfeited to his liege lord.

jThe emperor, that he might render him
.more impatient for the recovery of his

.liberty, and make him submit to the pay-
Iment of a large ransom, treated him with

jthe greatest severity, and reduced him to a

condition worse than that of the meanest
malefactor. He was even produced before

the diet of the empire at Worms, and
accused by Henry of making an alliance

with Tancred, the usurper of Sicily ; of

Richard

He is

brought bi

fore the

Diet of

Worms.

turning the arms of the crusade against a

to he rebuilt, he issued orders to that effect to Leopold,
who disdainfully replied

"
I am neither a carpenter
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Christian prince, and subduing Cyprus ; of

affronting the duke of Austria before Acre;
of obstructing the progress of the Chri.stian

arms by his quarrels with the king of

France
;
of assassinating Conrade marquis

of Montferrat ; and of concluding a truce

with Saladin, and leaving Jerusalem in the

hands of the Saracen emperor. Richard,
whose spirit was not broken by his mis-

fortunes, and whose genius was rather

roused by these frivolous or scandalous

imputations, after premising that his dig-

nity exempted him from answering before

any jurisdiction except that of Heaven, yet

condescended, for the sake of his reputa
tion, to justify his conduct. He observed

that he had no hand in Tancred's elevation,

and only concluded a treaty with a prince
whom he found in possession of the throne :

that the king, or rather tyrant, of Cyprus
had provoked his indignation by the most

unjust proceedings ; and, though he
chastised this aggressor, he had not re

tarded a moment the progress of his chief

enterprise : that, if he had at any time
been wanting in civility to the duke of

Austria, he had already been sufficiently

punished for that sally of passion ; and it

became better men, embarked in so holy
a cause, to forgive each other's infirmitie

than to pursue a slight offence with such

unrelenting vengeance : that it had suffi-

ciently appeared by the event whether the

king of France or he were most zealous

for the conquest of the holy land ; that, if

the whole tenor of his life had not shewn
him incapable of a base assassination, it

was in vain for him to make an apology,
or plead the many irrefragable arguments
which he could produce in his own favour :

and that, however he might regret the

necessity, he was so far from being ashamed
of his truce with Saladin that he rather

gloried in that event ; and thought it ex

tremely honourable that, though abandoned

by all the world, supported only by his

own courage and by the small remains of

his national troops, he could yet obtain

such conditions from the most powerful
and most warlike emperor that the east had

nor a mason," a retort which was requited with a
kick bv Richard."—Burette.
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ever produced. Richard, after thus deign-

ing to apologize for his conduct, burst out

into indignation at the cruel treatment

which he had met with : that he, the

champion of the cross, still wearing that

honourable badge, should, after expending
the blood and treasure of his subjects in

the common cause of Christendom, be

intercepted by Christian princes ;
be

thrown into a dungeon ;
be loaded with

irons
; be obliged to plead his cause, as if

he were a subject and malefactor ; and,
what he still more regretted, be thereby

prevented from making preparations for a

new crusade, which he had projected after

the expiration of the truce, and from re-

deeming the sepulchre of Christ, which had
so long been profaned by the dominion
of infidels. The spirit and eloquence of

Richard made such impression on tlie

German princes that they exclaimed loudly

against the conduct of the emperor ; the

pope threatened him with excommunica-

tion; and Hemy, who had hearkened to

the king of France and prince John, found
that it would be impracticable for him to

execute their base purposes, or to detain

the king of England any longer. He
therefore concluded with him a treaty for

liis ransom, and agreed to restore him to

his freedom for the sum of one hundred
thousand marks, about three hundred and

fifty thousand pounds ofour present money ;

of which one hundred thousand marks were
to be paid before he received his liberty,
and sixty-seven hostages delivered for the

remainder. The emperor, as if to gloss
over the infamy of this transaction, made
at the same time a present to Richard of

the kingdom of Aries, comprehending
Provence, Dauphiny, Narbonne, and other

states, over which the empire had some

antiquated claims
;
a present which the

king very wisely neglected.
The captiAity of the superior lord was

one of the cases provided tor by the feudal

tenures; and all the vassals were in that

event obliged to give an aid for his ransom.

Twenty shillings were therefore levied on
each knight's fee in England : but, as this

money came in slowly, and was not sufii-

cient for the intended purpose, the

voluntary zeal of the people readily sup-

plied the deficiency. The churches and'

monasteries melted down their ]ilate, to

the amount of thirty thousand marks
;
the

bishops, abbots, and nobles, paid a fourtii

of their yearly rent
;
the parochial clergy

contributed a tenth of their tithes : and,
the requisite sum being thus collected,

queen Eleanor, and Walter archbishop of

Rouen, set out with it for Germany ; paid
the money to tlie emperor and tlie duke of

Austria at Meutz
;
delivered hostages for

the remainder
; and freed Richard. His

escape was very critical. Henn' had been
detected in the assassination of the bishop
of Liege, and in an attempt of a like

nature on the duke of Louvaine
; and,

finding himself extremely obnoxious to the

German princes, he had determined to seek

support trom an alliance with the king of

France
;

to detain Richard, the enemy of

that prince, in perpetual captivity ; to keep
in his hands the money which he had

already received for his ransom : and to

extort fresh sums from Philip and prince
John, who were very liberal in their offers.

He therefore gave orders that Richard
should be pursued and arrested : but the

king had already embarked at the mouth of

the Scheldt, and was out of sight of land

when the messengers oftheemperor reached

Antwerp.
The joy of the English was extreme on

the appearance of their monarch
; who had

sufi'ered so many calamities ; who had

acquired so much glory ;
and who had

spread the reputation of their name into

the farthest east. He gave them an

opportunity of publickly displaying their

exultation, by ordering himself to be

crowned anew at Winchester ; as if he in-

tended by that ceremony to wipe off the

ignominy of his captivity. Their satisfac-

tion was not damped, even when he de-

clared his purpose of resuming all those

exorbitant grants which he had been

necessitated to make before his departure
for the holy land. The barons also, in a

great council, confiscated, on account ot

his treason, all prince John's possessions
in England ;

and they assisted the king in

reducing the fortresses which remained in

the hands of his brother's adherents.

Richard, having settled every thing in
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England, passed with an army into Nor-

mandy ; beinf; impatient to make war on

Philip. As soon as Philip heard of the

king's deliverance from captivity he wrote

to his confederate John in these terms
;

'Take care of yourself; the devil is

broken loose.'

WAR WITH FRANCE.

WriKN we consider such powerful and

martial monarchs, inflamed with j)er-

sonal animosity against each other, we

expect an obstinate war, distinguished by
tbc greatest events, and concluded by some
remarkable catastj'ophe. Yet are the in-

cidents which attend those hostilities so

frivolous, that scarce any historian can

entertain such a passion for military de-

scriptions as to venture on a detail of

them. The whole amount of the exploits
on both sides is the taking of a castle, the

surprise of a straggling party, a recounter

of horse, which resembles more a rout than a

battle. Richard obliged Philip to raise the

siege of Verneuil ;
he took Loches, a small

town in Anjou ;
he made himself master

of Beaumont, and some other places of

little c()nse(]uencc ; and, after these trivial

exploits, the two kings began already to

hold conferences for an accommodation.

Philip insisted that, if a general peace were

concluded, the barons on each side should

be prohibited from carrying on private
wars against each other : but Richard re-

plied that this was a right claimed by his

vassals, and he could not debar them from

it. After this there ensued an action

between the French and English cavalry at

Fretteval, in which the former were routed,

and the king of France's cartulary and

records, which commonly at that time

attended his person, were taken. But this

victory leading to no imj)ortant advantage,
a truce for a year was concluded between

the two monarchs.

During this war prince John deserted

from Philip, threw himself at his brother's

* Some of the ancient writers fjive a different

I
account of Leopold's rleatli. They describe five

Idirt'crent plagues to liave fallen upon him : his chief

towns were hm-ned
; ten thousand of his men were

'drowned by a sudden flood; all the cars of his corn
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feet, craved pardon for his offences, and by
the intercession of queen Eleanor was

received into favour.
'

I forgive him,'

said the king,
' and hope I shall as easily

forget his injuries as he will my pardon.'
John was incapable even of returning to his

duty without committing a baseness.

Before he left Philip's ])arty he invited to

dinner all the officers of the garrison which

that prince had placed in the citadel of

Evreux
;
he massacred them during the

entertainment ; fell, with the assistance

of the townsmen, on the garrison, whom
he put to the sword

;
and then delivered

up the place to his brother.

The king of France was the great object
of Richard's resentment and animosity.
The conduct of John, as well as that of

the emperor and duke of Austri?i, had been

so base, and was exposed to such general
odium and reproach, that the king deemed
himself sufficiently revenged for their in-

juries ;
and he seems never to have

entertained any project of vengeance

against any of them. The duke of Austria,

about this time, having crushed his leg

by the fall of his horse at a tournament,
was thrown into a fever ; and, being struck,

on the approaches of death, with remorse

for his injustice to Richard, he ordered,

by will, all the English hostages in his

hands to be set at liberty, and the re

mainder of the debt due to him to be

remitted.* His son, who seemed inchned

to disobey these ordeis, was constrained

by his ecclesiastics to execute them. The

emperor also made advances for Richard's

friendship, and ottered to give him a dis

charge of all the debt to him, provided he

would enter into an offensive alliance

against the king of France
;

a proposal
which was greedily embraced. The treaty

with the emperor took no ett'ect ;
but it

served to rekindle the war between France

and England before the expiration of the

truce. This war was not distinguished by

any remarkable incidents. After mutually

ravaging the open country, and taking a

King Rich-
ard pardons
his brotlicr.

.John per-

petrates a

cniel miu-
aacre.

were turned to worms ; nearly all the nobles of his

land were snatched away by the hand of death
;
and

finally, falling from his horse, he was obliged to

amputate the limb with his own hand ;
from which

operation he died.—Ed.
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few insiiriiificant castles, the two kin'j:s

concluded a peace at Louviers, and made
an exchange of some territories with each
other. Their inability to wage war
occasioned the peace. Their mutual an-

tipathy engaged them again in war before

two months expired. Richard imagined
that he had now found an opjtortunity of

gaining great advantages, by forming an
alliance with the counts of Flanders, Tou-

louse, Boulogne, Champagne, and other

considerable vassals of the crown of France.

But he soon experienced the insincerity of

those princes ; and was not able to make
any impression on that kingdom, while

governed by a monarch of so much vigour
and activity as Philip. The most remark-
able incident of this war was the taking
prisoner in battle the bishop of Beauvais,
a martial prelate, who was of the family of

Dreux, and a near relation of the French

king's. Richard, who hated that bishop,
threw him into prison and loaded him with
irons

; and, when the pope demanded his

liberty, and claimed him as his son, the

king sent to his holiness the coat of mail

which the prelate had worn in battle, and
which was all besmeared with blood : and

replied to him, in the terms employed by
Jacob's sons to that patriarch,

'

This have
we found

;
know now whether it be thy

son's coat or no.' This new war between

England and France, though carried on
with such animosity that both kings fre-

quently put out the eyes of their prisoners,
was soon fiaished by a truce of tive years ;

I

and immediately after signing this treaty
the kings were ready, on some new ofience,
to break out again into hostilities

; when
the meditation of the cardinal of St. Mary,
the pope's legate, accommodated the differ-

ence. This prelate even engaged the

"inter- P""cess to comiiience a treaty for a more
durable peace ,

but the death of Richard

put an end to the negociation.

DEATH AND CHARACTER OF
THE KING.— 1199.

ViDOMAR, viscount of Limoges, a vassal

* "
Upon this insolent answer every one looked the

king should have censured him to some terrible pim-
ishment

; when, contrary to all their expectations, in
a high degree of charity, he not only freely forgave
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of the king's, had found a treasure, of which
he sent part to that prince as a ])resent.

Richard, as superior lord, claimed the

whole
; and, at the head of some Braban- _. , .

eons, hesieged the viscount in the castle oibcsieK'c-the

Chalus, near Limoges, in order to make, c^iluj"*^

him comply with his demand. The
garrison offered to surrender ;

but the

king replied that, since he had taken the

pains to besiege the place in person, he
would take it by force, and would hang
every one of them. The same day Richard,

accompanied by Marcadee, leader of his

Braban^ons, approached the castle in

order to survey it
;
when one Bertrand de

Gourdon, an archer, took aim at him, and

pierced his shoulder with an arrow. The

king, however, gave orders for the assault

took the place, and hanged all the garrison,

except Gourdon, who had wounded him,
and whom he reserved for a more deliberate

and more cruel execution.

The wound was not in itself dangerous ;

but the unskilfulness of the surgeon made
it mortal. He so rankled Richard's shoul

der in pulling out the arrow, that a

gangrene ensued
;

and that prince was
now sensible that his life was drawing
towards a period. He sent for Gourdon,
and asked him,

'

Wretch, what have I ever

done to you, to oblige you to seek my
life '?'—

' What have you done to me ?'

replied coolly the prisoner;
' You killed

with vour own hands my father and my
two brothers ;

and you intended to have

hanged myself: I am now in your power,

you may take revenge, by inflicting on me
the most severe torments

;
but I shall

endure them all with pleasure, provided I

can think that I have been so happy as to

rid the world of such a nuisance.'*

Richard, struck with the reasonableness of

this reply, and humbled by the near ap-

proach of death, ordered Gourdon to be

set at liberty ;
and a sum of money to be

given him
;
but Marcardee, unknown to

him, seized the unhappy man. Hayed him

ahve, and then hanged him. Richard died

on the sixth of April, in the tenth year of

him, but gave a special charge he should be set at

liberty, and that no man should dare to do him the

least hurt, commanding besides to give him a hundred

shillings for his pains."—i5aA:er.—Kd.
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his reign, and the forty-second of his age ;

and he left no issue behind him.

Tlie most shining part of this prince's
character are his military talents. No
man, even in that romantic age, carried

personal courage and intrepidity to a

greater height ; and this quality gained
him the appellation of the lion-hearted,
'

cceur de lion.' He passionately loved

lory. His resentments were high ; his

pride unconquerable ; and his subjects, as

well as his neighbours, had reason to ap-

prehend, from the continuance of his reign,
a perpetual scene of blood and violence.

Of an impetuous and vehement spirit,

he was distinguished by all the good as

well as the bad qualities incident to that

character : he was open, frank, generous,
sincere, and brave; he was revengeful,

domineering, ambitious, and cruel. He
seems to have been much beloved by his

English subjects ;
and he is remarked to

have been the first prince of the Norman
line that bore any sincere regard to them.
He passed, however, only four months of

his reign in that kingdom ; the crusade

employed him near three years ; he was
detained about fourteen months in cap-

tivity ;
the rest of his reign was spent

either in war, or preparations for war,

against France : and he was so pleased
with the fame which he had acquired in

the east, that he determined to have

farther exhausted his kingdom, and to

have exposed himself to new hazards, by
conducting another expedition against the

infidels.

MISCELLANEOUS TRANSACTIONS.

High taxes

imposed in

the time of ^
Richard.

Though the English pleased themselves

with the glory which the king's martial

genius procured them, his reign was very

oppressive, by the high taxes which he

levied on them, and often without the con-

sent of the states or great council. In the

ninth year of his I'eign he levied five shil-

lings on each hide of land ; and, because

the clergy refused to contribute their share,

he put them out of the protection of law,

and ordered the civil courts to give them
no sentence for any debts which they might
claim. Twice in his reign he ordered all
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his charters to be sealed anew, and the

parties to pay fees for the renewal. It is

said that Hubert, his justiciary, sent him
over to France, in the space of two years,
no less a sum than eleven hundred thou-

sand marks, besides bearing all the charges
of the government in England. But this

is quite incredible, unless we suppose Rich-

ard made a thorough dilapidation of the

demesnes of the crown, which it is not

likely he could do with any advantage after

his former resumption of all grants. A
king, who possessed such a revenue, could

never have endured fourteen months cap-

tivity for not paying one hundred and fifty

thousand marks to the emperor, and be

obli<red at last to leave hostages for a third

of the sum. The prices of commodities

in this reign are also a certain proof that

no such enormous sum could be levied on

the people. A hide of land, or about a

hundred and twenty acres, was commonly
let at twenty shillings a year money of that

time. As there were two hundred and

forty-three thousand six hundred hides in

England, it is easy to compute the amount
of all the landed rents of the kingdom.
The general and stated price of an ox was
four shillings ;

of a labouring horse the

same ; of a sow, one shilling ; of a sheep
with fine wool, ten pence ;

with coarse

wool, six-pence. These commodities seem
not to have advanced in their prices since

the conquest, and to have still been ten

times cheaper than at present.
Richard renewed the severe laws against

transgressors in his forests. He estab-

lished by law one weight and measure

throughout his kingdom. A useful insti

tution, which the mercenary disposition and

necessities of his successor engaged him to

dispense with for money.
The disorders in London, derived from

its bad police, had risen to a great height

during this reign; and in the year 1196

there seemed to be formed so regular a

conspiracy among the numerous malefac-

tors as threatened the city with destruc-

tion. There was one WiUiam Fitz Osbert,

commonly called Longbeard, a lawyer, who
had rendered himself extremely popular

among the lower rank of citizens
; and, by

defending them, had acquired the appella-
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tion ot' tlie advocate or saviour of tlie poor.
He exerted his authority by injuring the

more subj^tantial citizens, with whom he

lived in a state of hostiHty, and who were

exposed to the most outrageous violences

from him and his Hccntious emissaries.

Murders were daily committed in the

streets
; houses were broken ojien and pil-

laged in daylight ; and it is pretended that

tifty-tv.o thousand persons had entered into

an association, by which they bound them-

selves to obey all tlie orders of this dan-

gerous ruffian. Archbishop Hubert, who
was then chief justiciary, sunuiioned him
before the council to answer for his con-

duct
; but he came so well attended that

ro one durst accuse or give evidence against
him

; and the primate contented himself

with exacting from the citizens hostages for

their good behaviour. He kept, however,
a watchful eye on Fitz Osbert ; and, seiz-

ing a favourable opportunity, attempted to

commit him to custody : but the criminal,

murdering one of the public officers, es-

caped with his concubine to the church of

St. Mary le Bow, where he defended him-

self by force of arms. He was at last

forced from his retreat, condemned, and

executed, amidst the regrets of the popu-
lace

;
who were so devoted to his memory

that they stole his gibbet, paid the same
veneration to it as to the cross, and were

equally zealous in propagating reports of

the miracles wrought by it. But, though
the sectaries of this superstition were pun-
ished by the justiciary, it received so little

encouragement from the established clergy,
whese property was endangered by such

seditious practices, that it suddenly sunk
and vanished.*

It was during the crusades that the cus-

Itom of using coats of arms was first intro-

duced into Europe. The knights, cased

* In this reign a celebrated marauder, Robin

Hood, is believed to have lived
;
the Adam, perhaps,

of that race of generous thieves and benevolent cut-

throats, which have for centuries had possession of

the stage. So much of the fabulous is connected

with his exploits, that his ever having existed

has become questionable. The traditionary story
of him is thus preserved by Baker :

" Robin Hood,
accompanied with one Little John and a hundred
stout fellows more, molested all passages upon
the highway. By some it is said, he was of nobler

up in armour, had no way to make them
.selves be known and distinguished in battle

but by the devices on their shields ; and
these were gradually adoi)ted by families,

who were proud of the jjious and military

enterprises of their ancestors.

King Richard was a passionate lover oi

poetry ; there even remains some ])oetical

works of his composition ;
and he bears a

rank among the Provencal poets or Tro-

badores, who were the first of the modern

Europeans that distinguished themselves

by attempts of that nature.

CHAPTER XI.

JOHN.
1199.— 1216.

ACCESSION OF THE KING. HIS MARRIAGE
WAR WITH FRANCE. MURDER OF

ARTHUR DUKE OF BRITTANY.— THE
KING EXPELLED THE FRENCH PROVIN

CES. THE king's QUARREL WITH THE
COURT OF ROME. CARDINAL LANGTON
appointed ARCHBISHOP OF CANTER-

BURY. INTERDICT OF THE KINGDOM.

EXCOMMUNICATION OF THE KING.

THE king's SUBMISSION TO THE POPE.

DISCONTENTS AND INSURRECTION OF

THE BARONS. MAGNA CHARTA. RE-

NEWAL OF THE CIVIL WARS. PRINCE

LEWIS CALLED OVER. DEATH AND

CHARACTER OF THE KING.

ACCESSION OF THE KING. 1199.

The noble and free genius of the ancients,

which made the government of a single

person be always regarded as a species of

tyranny and usurpation, and kept them

from forming any conception of a legal and

blood, at least made noble, no less than an earl, for

some deserving services
; but, having wasted his

estate in riotous courses, very penury forced him to

take this course. In which, yet it may be said, he

was honestly dishonest ; for he seldom hurt any man
never any woman, sparing the poor, and only made a

prey of the rich : till the king setting forth a procla-

mation to have him apprehended, it happened he

fell sick at a certain nunnery in Yorkshire, called

Birkleys ;
and desiring there to be let blood was

betrayed and bled to death."'—Ed.
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regular monarchy, had rendered them

entirely ignorant both of the rights of

primogeniture and a representation in suc-

cession
;

inventions so necessary for

preserving order in the lines of princes, for

obviating the evils of civil discord and of

usurpation, and for begetting moderation
in that species of government, by giving

security to the ruling sovereign. These
innovations arose from the feudal law ;

which, first introducing the right of primo-

geniture, made such a distinction between
the families of the elder and younger
brothers, that the son of the former was

thought entitled to succeed to his grand-
father, preferably to his uncles. But,

though this progress of ideas was natural,

it was gradual. The practice of represen-
tation was indeed introduced, but not

thoroughly established. Richard, when he

entered on the holy war, declared his

nephew Arthur, duke of Brittany, his suc-

cessor ; and by a formal deed he set aside,

in his favour, the title of his brother John,
who was younger than Geoffrey, the

father of that prince. But John so little

acquiesced in that destination, that, when
he gained the ascendant by expelling

Longchamp, the chancellor and great

justiciary, he engaged all the English
barons to swear that they would maintain

his right of succession
;
and Richard, on

his return, took no steps towards restoring
the order which he had at first established.

He was even careful, by his last will, to

declare his brother John heir to all his

dominions ;
whether that he now thought

Arthur, who was only twelve years of age,

incapable of asserting his claim against
John's faction, or was influenced by
Eleanor, the queen-mother, who hated

Constantia, mother of the young duke,
and who dreaded the credit which that

princess would naturally acquire if her son

should mount the throne. The authority
of a testament was great in that age, even

where the succession of a kingdom was
concerned ;

and John had reason to hope
tliat this title would ensure him the suc-

* "Upon Ascension day in the year 1199, he was
crowned king at Westminster, with more solemnity
than joy; many presaging by their countenances, and
more in their minds, that all would not long be well, child thirteen years old."—Baker.—Ed
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cession. But the idea of representation
seems to have made, at this time, greater

progress in France than in England. The
barons of the transmarine provinces,

Anjou, Maine, and Touraine, immediately
declared in favour of Arthur's title, and

applied for assistance to the French mon-
arch as their superior lord. Philip, who
desired only an occasion to embarrass

John, and dismember his dominions, em-
braced the cause of the young duke of

Brittany, and sent him to Paris to be

educated along with his own son Lewis.

In this emergence John hastened to

establish his authority in the chief mem-
bers of the monarchy ; and, after sending
Eleanor into Poictou and Guienne, where
her right was incontestible, and was

readily acknowledged, he hurried to Rouen;
and, having secured the duchy of Nor-

mandy, he passed over to England.
Hubert archbishop of Canterbury, Wil-

Uam Mareschal earl of Strigul, who
also passes by the name of earl of

Pembroke, and Geoffrey Fitz Peter the

justiciary, the three most favoured min-

isters of the late king, were already engaged
on his side

;
and the submission or

acquiescence of all the other barons put
him, without opposition, in possession of

the throne.*

The king soon returned to France to

conduct the war against Philip, and to

recover the revolted provinces from his

nephew Arthur. The alliances which

Richard had formed with the earl of

Flanders and other potent French princes,
still subsisted, and enabled John to defend

himself against all the efforts of his

enemy. In an action between the French

and Flemings the elect bishop of Cambray
was taken prisoner by the former

; and,

when the cardinal of Capua claimed his

liberty, Philip, instead of complying,

reproached him with the weak efforts

which he had employed in favour of the

bishop of Beauvais, who was in a like

condition. The legate, to show his im-

partiality, laid at the same time the

It cannot be denied but, in moral circumstances, earl

John had the advantage of his nephew Arlhui-, for

he was a man of years fit to govern, Arthur but a
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Ikingdom of France and tlie duchy of

Normandy under an interdict
; and the

two Ivings found themselves obliged to

make an exchange of these military pre-
lates.

Nothing enabled the kinir to I)rin<r this

war to a happy issue so much as the

selfish intrisuing character of Philip, who
acted, in the provinces that had declared

for Arthur, without any regard to the

interests of that prince. Constantia,

seized with a violent jealousy that he

intended to usurp the entire dominion of

them, found means to carry off her son

secretly from Paris
; she put him into the

hands of his uncle
;
restored the provinces

which had adhered to the young prince ;

and made him do homage for the duchy of

Brittany, whieh was regarded as a rere

fief of Normandy. From this incident

Philip saw that he could not hope to make

any progress against John ; and, being
threatened with an interdict on account of

his irregular divorce from Ingelburga, the

Danish princess whom he had espoused,
he became desirous of peace. After some
fruitless conferences, the terms were

adjusted ;
and the two monarchs seemed to

have an intention, besides ending the

present quarrel, of preventing all future

causes ol discord, and of obviating every

controversy which should hereafter arise.

They adjusted the limits of all their terri-

tories
; mutually secured the interests

of their vassals
; and, to render the union

more durable, John gave his niece Blanche
of Castile in marriage to prince Lewis,

j

Philip's eldest son, and with her the

baronies of Issoudun and Gra^ai, and
'other fiefs in Berri. Nine barons of the

jking of England, and as many of the king
of France, were guarantees of this treaty ;

and all of them swore that, if their

sovereign violated any article of it, they
would declare against him, and embrace
the cause of the injured monarch.

THE KING'S MARRIAGE. 1200.

John i

enamoared John, now secure, as he imagined, on the

jj^yotmg jgjjjg
q|- France, indulged his passion for

llsabella, the daughter and heir of Aymar
Tailleffer, count of Angouleme, a lady with

VOL. I. 3 I

whom he had become much enamoured
Ilis queen, the lieiress of the family of

Glocester, was still alive. Isabella was
married to the count de la Marche, and was

already consigned to the care of that noble-

man
; though, by reason of her tender

years, the marriage had not been con-

summated. The passion of John made
him overlook all tliese obstacles. He
persuaded the count of Angouleme to carry
off his daughter from her husband

; and,

having on some {)retence, procured a

divorce from his own wife, he espoused
Isabella

; regardless both of the menaces
of the pope, and of the resentment of the

injui-ed count, who soon found means ol

punishing his powerful and insolent rival.

John had not the art of attaching his

barons either by affection or by fear. Tiie

count de la Marche, and his brother the

count d'Eu, taking advantage of the

general discontent against him, excited

commotions in Poictou and Normandy ;

and obliged the king to have recourse to

arms, to suppress the insurrection of his

vassals. He summoned together tl

barons of England, and required them to

pass the sea under his standard, and to

quell the rebels. He found that he pos-
sessed as little authority in that kingdom
as in his transmarine provinces. The

English barons uannimously replied that

they would not attend him, unless he

would promise to restore and preserve
their privileges : the first system of a

regular association and plan of liberty

among those noblemen ! Ikit affairs were

not yet fully ripe for the revolution pro

jected. John, by menacing the barons,

broke the concert ;
and both engaged many

of them to follow him into Normandy,
and obliged the rest to pay him a scutage

of two marks on each knight's fee, as the

price of their exemption from the service.

The force which John carried abroad

with him, and that which joined him in

Normandy, rendered him much superior to

his malcontent barons ; and so much the

more as Philip did not publicly give

them any countenance, and seemed as yet

determined to persevere steadily in the

alliance which he had contracted with

England. But the king, elated with his
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superiority, advanced claims which gave an

universal alarm to his vassals, and diffused

still wider the general discontent. As the

jurisprudence of those times required that

the causes in the lord's court should chiefly
be decided by duel, he carried along with

him certain bravos, whom he retained as

champions, and whom he destined to fight
with his barons, in order to determine any
controversy wliicli he might raise against
them. The count de la Marche, and
other noblemen, regarded this proceeding
as an aftront, as well as an injury ;

and
declared that they would never draw their

sword against men of such inferior quality.
The king menaced them with vengeance ;

but he had not vigour to employ against
them the force in his hands, or to pro-
secute the injustice by crushing entirely
the nobles who opposed it.

WAR WITH FRANCE. -1201.

This government, equally feeble and

violent, gave the injured barons courage
as well as inclination to carry farther their

opposition : they appealed to the king of

France, complained of the denial ofjustice
in John's court

;
demanded redress from

him as their superior lord
;
and entreated

him to employ his authority, and prevent
their final ruin and oppression. Philip

perceived his advantage, interposed in

behalf of the French barons, and began to

talk in a high and menacing style to the

king of England. John, who could not
disavow Philip's authority, replied that it

belonged to himself first to grant them a

trial by their peers in his own court
;

it

was not till he failed in this duty that he
was answerable to his peers in the supreme
court of the French king ;

and he promised,

by a fair and equitable judicature, to give
satisfaction to his barons. When the

nobles demanded a safe-conduct, that they
might attend his court, he at first refused

it
; upon the renewal of Philip's menaces

be promised to grant their demand ; he
violated this promise ;

fresh menaces ex-

torted from him a promise to surrender to

Philip tlie fortresses of Tillieres and Bou-
tavant, as a security for peribrmance ; he

again violated this engagement; his enemies,
218

sensible both of his weakness and want of

faith, combined still closer in the resolution

of pushing him to extremities ; and a new
and powerful ally soon appeared to

encourage them in their invasion of this

odious and despicable government.
The young duke of Brittany, who was

now rising to man's estate, sensible of the

dangerous character of his uncle, deter-

mined to seek both his security and
elevation by an union with Philip and the

malcontent barons. He joined the French

army, which had begim hostilities : he w^as

received with great marks of distinction by
Philip; was knightedby him ; espoused his

daughter Mary ;
and was invested not

only in the duchy of Brittany, but in the

counties of Anjou and IMaine, which he

had formerly resigned to his uncle. Every
attempt succeeded with the allies. Til-

lieres and Boutavant w^ere taken by Philip,
after making a feeble defence ; Mortimar
and Lyons fell into his hands almost with-

out resistance. That prince next invested

Gournai ; and, opening the sluices of a

lake which lay in the neighbourhood,

poured such a torrent of water into the

place that the garrison deserted it, and the

French monarch made himself master of

that important fortress. The progress of

the French arms was rapid. In answer to

every advance which John made towards

peace, Philip still insisted that he should

resign all his transmarine dominions to his

nephew, and rest contented wdth the king-
dom of England ; when an event happened
which seemed to turn the scales in favour

of John, and to give hina a decisive superi-

ority over his enemies.

Young Arthur, fond of military renown,
had broken into Poictou at the head of a

small army ; and, passing near Mirebeau,
he heard that his grandmother queen
Eleanor, who had always opposed his

interests, was lodged in that place, and

was protected by a weak garrison and

ruinous fortifications. He determined to

lay siege to the fortress, and make him-

self master of her person. But John,

roused from his indolence, collected an

army of English and Brabancons, and ad-

vanced from Normandy with hasty marches

to the relief of the queen mother. He fell
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on Arthur's camp before that prince was
aware of" the danirer; dispersed his army,
took him prisoner, together with the count

de la Marche, Geotfrey de Lusiguan, and
Ithe most considerable of the revolted

:barons ; and returned in triumph to Xor-

jmandy. Philip, who was lying before

Arques in that duchv, raised the siege and
retired upon his approach. The greater

part of the prisoners were sent over to

England ; but Arthur was shut up in the

tcastle of Falaise.

MURDER OF ARTHUR.*

The king had here a conference with his

nephew ; represented to him the folly of

his pretensions ; and required him to re-

nounce the French alliance, which had

'encouraged him to live in a state of

enmity with all his family: but the brave,

though imprudent youth, maintained the

justice of his cause
; asserted his claim,

not only to the French provinces, but to

the crown of England ; and in his turn,

required the king to restore the son of his

elder brother to the possession of his

inheritance. John, sensible, from these

symptoms of spirit, that the young prince

might prove a dangerous enemy, deter-

mined to prevent all future peril by

* The fate of this young prince is variously re-

lated by the elder historians. Sir Richard Baker,

.speaking of his death says,
'• Whether it were that,

attempting to make his escape, he fell do\fm from
the walls of his prison and was drowned in the
river Seyne. as some say ; or whether it were
that, through anguish of mind, he fell sick and died,
as others say ; or whether indeed he were made
•iway by the king John, as the common fame went :

certain it is, that he survived his imprisonment but a

very few days." Shaks;peare, in his play of King
John, has made Hubert his gaoler, wliose instructions
were to murder the prince, threaten to put out his

eyes with red-hot irons. This idea the painter
Northcote has taken up, and the accompanying
engraving is from his pictvire. Shakspeare closely
followed in his tragedy the incidents of a former
drama, entitled

" The troublesome raigne of John

king of England, with the discoverie of long Richard.
Cordelion"s base son, ^tilgarly named the bastard

Fawconbridge : also the death of king John at

Swinstcad abbey ; as it was sundry times publikely
acted by the queenes majesties players in the

honourable cittie of London." That play was, no

doubt, founded on the relations of old chroniclers,

which, three centuries ago, were credited more than

dispatching his nephew ; and Arthur was
never more heard of. The circumstances

which attended this deed of darkness were,
no doubt, carefully concealed by the actors,

!
and are variously related : but the most

probable account is as follows. The king
first proposed to William uc la Bray, one
of his servants, to despatch Arthur

;
but

William replied that he was a gentleman,
I not a hangman ; and he positively refused

I compliance. Another instrument of murder
I was found, and was dispatched with proper
I orders to Falaise : but Hubert de Bourg,
chamberlain to the king, and constable of

I

the castle, feigning that he himself would
execute the king's mandate, sent back the

assassin, spread the report that the young
prince was dead, and puhliclv performed
all the ceremonies of his interment

; but,

finding that the Bretons vowed revenge
for the murder, and that all the revolted

barons persevered more obstinately in

their rebellion, he thought it prudent to

reveal the secret, and to inform the world

that the duke of Brittany was still alive,

and in his custody. This discovery proved
fatal to the young prince : John first re-

moved him to the castle of Rouen; and,!
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coming in a boat during the night, com-l!''f-'''i."'<^«-

manded Arthur to be brought forth to Arthur,

him. The young prince, aware of his

they have been since. Henri Martin, reljing on

GuQlaume le Breton, gives the following relation of

the circumstances of the duke's melancholy exit
"
-\rthur was sixteen years of age, when John deter-

mined to get rid of him. He suddenly appeared at

Poictou at the head of a strong force, surprised the

youth, and carried him a prisoner to Falaise, (1202).
The old knight who commanded those men was
deemed by John much too scrupulous ;

and he was
then removed to the tower of Rouen, the governor
of which, however, would not understand the king,
when required to do tlie work of an assassin. At

length, on the night of Thursday, April 3rd, 1203.

John, after shutting himself up alone for three days
in the val de Moulineaux. got into a boat with an

attendant, and presenting himself at the door of the

tower which opened on the Seine, caused Arthur to

be brought to him, and put off w'ith his captive.
'•

Spare your nephew, good uncle." exclaimed the

imfortunate youth.
"
spare thy own, thy brother's

blood ;

"
but John, seizing him by the hair, plunged

his dagger to the liilt in his bosom, and drawing the

weapon recking from his body, struck his victim on
the head, and stabbed him twice afterwards. When
the boat was three miles from the tower, he threw
the corpse overboard,"—Ed.
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danger, and now more subdued by the

continuance of his misfortunes, and by the

approach of death, threw himself on his

knees before his uncle, and begged for

mercy : but the barbarous tyrant, making
no reply, stabbed him with his own hands;

and, fastening a stone to the dead body,
threw it into the Seine.

All men were struck with horror at this

inhuman deed ;
and from that moment the

king, detested by his subjects, retained a

very precarious authority over both the

people and the barons. The Bretons

waged implacable war against him
; and,

fixing the succession of their government,
put themselves in a posture to revenge the

murder of their sovereign. John had got
into his power his niece Eleanor, sister to

Arthur, commonly called
'

the Damsel of

Brittany;' and, carrying her over to Eng-
land, detained her ever after in captivity.
But the Bretons, in despair of recovering
this princess, chose Alice for their sove-

reign, a younger daughter of Constantia by
her second marriage with Guy de Thouars ;

and they intrusted the government of the

duchy to that nobleman. The states of

Brittany mean\fbile carried their complaints
before Philip as their liege lord, and
demanded justice for the violence com-
mitted by John on the person of Arthur,

who, notwithstanding the homage which
he did to Normandy, was always regarded
as one of the chief vassals of the crown.

Phihp received their application with

pleasure ;
summoned John to stand a trial

before him ; and on his non-appearance

passed sentence, with the concurrence of

the peers, upon that prince ;
declared him

guilty of felony and parricide ; and adjudged
hira to forfeit to his superior lord all his

seignories and fiefs in France.

The king of France, whose ambitious and
active spirit had been hitherto confined,
either by the sound policy of Henry or the

martial genius of Richard, seeing now the

opportunity favourable, embraced the pro-

ject of expelling the English, or rather the

English king, from France, and of annexing
to the crown so many considerable fiefs,

which during several ages had been dis-

membered from it. Many of the other

great vassals, whose jealousy might have
220

interposed, were not at present in a sit-

uation to oppose this project ;
and the rest

cither looked on with indifierence, or gave
their assistance to this dangerous aggran-
dizement of their superior lord. The earls

of Flanders and Blois were engaged in the

holy war ; the count of Champagne was

an infant, and under the guardianship of

Philip ;
the duchy of Brittany, enraged at

the murder of their prince, vigorously pro-
moted all his measures ; and the general
defection of John's vassals made every

enterprise easy and successful against him.

Philip, after taking several fortresses be-

yond the Loire, which he either garrisoned
or dismantled, received the submissions of

the count of Alen9on, who deserted John,
and delivered up all the places under his

command to the French : upon which

Philip broke up his camp, in order to give
the troops some repose. John, suddenly

collecting some forces, laid siege to Alen-

9on; and Philip, whose dispersed army
could not be brought together in time, saw

himself exposed to the disgrace of suffering
the oppression of his friend and confed-

erate. But his active and fertile genius
found an expedient against this evil.

There was held at that very time a tour-

nament at Moret in the Gatinois
; whither

all the chief nobility of France and the

neighbouring countries had resorted.

Philip presented himself before them
;

craved their assistance in his distress ; and

pointed out the plains of Alen9on as the

most honourable tield in which they could

display their generosity and martial spirit.

Those valorous knights vowed that they
would take vengeance on the base parricide,

the stain of arms and of chivalry ; and,

putting themselves, with all their retinue,

under the command of Philip, instantly

marched to raise the siege of Alen9on.

John, hearing of their approach, fled from

before the place ; and in the hurry aban

doned all his tents, macliines, and bag

gage, to the enemy.
This feeble effort was the last exploit

of that slothful and cowardly prince for

the defence of his dominions. He thence-

forth remained in total inactivity at Rouen ;

passing all this time with his young wife

in pastimes and amusements, as if his
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affairs were in the most prosperous con- 1

If ho ever mentioned war, it was

only to i:;ivc himseir vauntini; airs, which,

in the eyes of all men, rendered liim still

more despicable and ridiculous. Let the

French zo on,' said he,
'

1 will retake in a

day what it has cost them years to acquire.
His stui)idity and indolence appeared so

extraordinary, that the peo])le endeavoured

to account for the infatuation by sorcery,
and believed that he was thrown into this

lethar2;y by some mai!;ic or witchcraft.

The Enslish barons, finding that their time

was wasted, and that they must suffer the

disgrace of seeing, without resistance, the

progress of the French arms, withdrew

from their colours, and secretly returned

to their own country. No one thought
of defending a man, who seemed to have

deserted himself; and his subjects re-

fate with the same indifference

to which, in this pressing exigency, they
saw him totally abandoned.

John, while he neglected all domestic

resources, had the meanness to betake

himself to a foreign power, whose protec-
he claimed. He applied to the pope.
Innocent III., and entreated him to inter-

pose. Innocent, pleased with any occasion

of exerting his superiority, sent Philip
orders to stop the progress of his arms,
and to make peace with the king of Eng-
land. But the French barons received the

message with indignation ;
disclaimed the

temporal authority assumed by the pontiff";

and vowed that they would, to the ut-

termost, assist their prince against all his

enemies. Philip, seconding their ardour,

proceeded, instead of obeying the pope's

envoys, to lay siege to Chateau Gaillard,

the most considerable fortress which re-

mained to guard the frontiers of Normandy.
Chateau Gaillard was situated partly on an

island in the river Seine, partly on a rock

opposite to it
; and was secured by every

advantage which either art or nature could

bestow. The late king, having cast his

eye on this favourable situation, had spared
no labour or expense in fortifying it

;
and it

was defended by Roger de Laci, constable

of Chester, a determined officer, at the

head of a numerous garrison. Philip, who

despaired of taking the place by force,
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purposed to reduce it by famine ; and,
that ho mii^lit cut olf its couiniunication

with the neighbouring country, he threw
a bridge across the Seine, while he block-

aded it hy land. Tlie earl of Pembroke,
the man of greatest vigour and c;ipacily in

the English court, formed a plan for

breaking through the French intrench-

ments, and throwing relief into the i)lace.

He carried with him an army of four

thousand infantry and three thousand

cavalry, and suddenly attacked, witii great

success, Philip's camp in the night ; having
left orders that a fleet of seventy flat-

bottomed vessels should sail up the Seine,

and fall at the same instant on the britke.

But the wind and the current of the river,

by retarding the vessels, disconcerted this

plan of operation, and it was morning be

ibre the fleet appeared ;
when Peinbruke,

though successful in the beginning of the

action, was already repulsed with consider-

able loss
;
and the king of France had

leisure to defend himself against these new

assailants, who also met with a repulse.

After this misfortune John made no farther

efforts for the relief of Chateau Gaillard
;

and Philip had all the leisure recjuisite for

conducting the siege. Roger de Laci

defended himself for a twelvemonth with

great obstinacy ; and, having bravely re-

pelled every attack, and jjaliently borne all

the hardships of famine, he was at last

overpowered by a sudden assault in the

night, and made prisoner with his garrison.

Philip, who knew how to respect valour

even in an enemy, treated him with civil-

ity, and gave him the whole city of Paris

for the place of his confinement.

When this bulwark of Normandy was

once subdued, all the province laV open to

the inroads of Philip; and the king of

England despaired of being any longer able

to defend it. He secretly prepared vessels

for a scandalous flight ; and, that the Nor-

mans might no longer doubt of his resolu-

tion to abandon them, he ordered

the fortifications of Pont de I'Arche,

Moulineaux, and Montfort TAmauri, to be

demolished. Not daring to repose con-

fidence in any of his barons, he intrusted

the government of the province to Archas

Martin and Lupicaire, two mercenary
221
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Braban^on-s, v.iiom he had retained in his

service. Phihp, now secure of his prey,

pushed his conquests with vigour and

success against the dismayed Normans.

Falaise was first besieged ;
and Lupicaire,

who commanded in this impregnable for-

tress, after surrendering the place, inlisted

himself with his troops in the service of

Philip, and carried on hostilities against
his ancient master. Caen, Coutance,

Seez, Evreux, Baieux, soon fell into the

hands of the French monarch
;
and all the

lower Normandy was reduced under his

dominion. Gui de Thouars, at the head

of the Bretons, took Mount St Michael,

Avranches, and all the other fortresses in

that neighbourhood. The Normans, who
abhorred the Fi'ench yoke, and who would
have defended themselves to the last ex-

tremity if their prince had appeared to

conduct them, found no resource but in

submission ;
and every city opened its

gates as soon as Philip appeared before it.

Rouen alone, Arques, and Verneuil, de-

termined to maintain their liberties, and
formed a confederacy for mutual defence.

Philip began with the siege of Rouen.
The inhabitants were so inflamed with

hatred to France that, on the appearance
of his army, they fell on all the natives of

that country, whom they found within

their walls, and put them to death. But,
after the French king had taken some of

their outworks, the citizens offered to

capitulate ;
and demanded only thirty days

to advertise their prince of their danger,
and to require succours against the enemy.
Upon the expiration of the term, as no

supply had arrived, they opened their gates
to Philip ;

and the whole province soon

after imitated the example, and submitted

to the victor. Thus was this important

territory reunited to the crown of France,
about three centuries after the cession of

it by Charles the Simple to RoUo, the first

duke : and the Normans, sensible that

this conquest was probably final, demand-
ed the privilege of being governed by
French laws

;
which PhiUp, making a few

alterations on the ancient Norman cus-

toms, readily granted them. But the

French monarch had too much ambition

and genius to stop in liis present career of
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success. He carried his victorious army:
into the western provinces ;

soon reducedl

Anjou, Maine, Touraine, and part of|

Poictou
;
and the French crown, duringj

the reign of one able and active prince,' grandise-

received such an accession of power and French"""

grandeur as, in the ordinary course of '=™™-

things, it would have required several ages
to attain.

John, on his arrival in England, that he

midit cover the disgrace of his own con-

duct, exclaimed loudly against his barons,

who he pretended had deserted his standard

in Normandy ;
and he arbitrarily extorted

from them a seventh of all their move^

ables as a punishment for the offence.

Soon after he forced them to grant him a

scutage of two marks and a half on each

knight's fee for an expedition into Nor-

mandy ; but he did not attempt to execute

the service for which he pretended to exact

it. Next year he summoned all the barons

of his realm to attend him on this foreign

expedition, and collected ships from all

the seaports ; but, meeting with oppo-
sition from some of his ministers, he

dismissed both fleet and army, and then

renewed his exclamations against the

barons for deserting him. He next put
to sea with a small army, and his subjects
believed that he was resolved to expose
himself to the utmost hazard for the de

fence and recovery of his dominions : but

they were surprised, after a few days, to

see him return without attempting any

thing. In the subsequent season he had

the courage to carry his hostile measures

a step farther. Gui de Thouars, who

governed Brittany, jealous of the rapid

progress made by his ally the French king,

promised to join the king of England with

all his forces
,
and John ventured abroad

with a considerable army, and landed at

Rochelle. He marched to Angers ; which

he took, and reduced to ashes. But the

approach of Philip with an army threw

him into a panic ;
and he made proposals

for peace, and fixed a place of interview!

with his enemy. But, instead of keeping;
this engagement, he stole ofi'with his army,' John ac-

embarked at Rochelle, and returned, new'lifs-

loaded with new disgrace, into England. j°'^^*-
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a truce for two years with the French

monarch
; ahnost all the transmarine

provinces were ravished from him
;
and

his English harons, though harassed with

arhitraiy taxes and fruitless expeditions,
saw themselves and their country haftted

and afl'ronted in every enterprise.
In an age when personal valour was re-

garded as the chief accomplishment, such

conduct as that of John must he exposed
to peculiar contempt ;

and he must thence-

forth have expected to rule with a very
doubtful authority. But the government
exercised hy the Norman princes had

wound up the royal power to such a pitch,
that it still behoved him to be debased by
new afl'ronts, ere his barons could entertain

the view of conspiring against him in order

to retrench his prerogatives. The church,

which at this time declined not to contest

with the most powerful monarchs, took

first advantage of John's imbecility ; and,

with the most aggravating insolence and

scorn, fixed her yoke upon him.

THE KING'S QUARREL WITH
ROME. 1207.

TuE papal chair was then tiUed by In-

nocent III. who, having attained that

dignitv at the age of tiiirty-seven years,

and being endowed with a lofty and enter-

prising genius, gave full sco])e to his

ambition
;
and attempted to convert that

superiority, which was yielded him by all

the European princes, into a real dominion

over them. The hierarchy, protected by
the Roman pontifi",

had already carried to

an enormous height its usurpations upon
the civil power ; but, in order to extend

them, and render them useful to the court

of Rome, it was necessary to reduce the

ecclesiastics themselves under an absolute

monarchy, and to make them entirely de-

pendant on their spiritual leader. For this

purpose Innocent first attempted to impose
taxes at pleasure upon the clerg}' : and in

the first year of this century, taking

advantage of the popular frenzy for cru-

sades, he sent collectors over all Europe ;

who levied, by his authority, the fortieth of

all ecclesiastical revenues for the relief

of the holv land, and received the voluntary

contributions of the laity to a like amount.
The same year Hubert, arciibislio]) of

Canterbury, attempted anothc; innovation

favourable to ecclesiastical and papal

power. In the king's absence he sum-

ujoned, by his legantiuc autiiorify, a synod
of all the English clergy, contrary to the

inhibition of Geoffrey Fitz Peter, the chief

justiciary; and no j)ropcr censure was
ever passed on this encroacimient, the

first of the kind, upon the royal ])ower.
But a favourable incident soon after

liaj)-

pened, which enabled sn aspiring a pontifl
as Innocent to extend still fartlier his

usurpations on so contemj)tible a prince as

John.

Hubert the primate died in 1205; and,
as the monks or canons of Christ church,

Canterbury, possessed a right of voting in

the election of their archbishop, some of

the juniors of the order met clandestinely
the very night of Hubert's death

; and,

without any co7ige d'clire from the king,
chose Reginald, their sub-prior, for the

successor
;

installed him in the arciiie-

j)iscopal throne before midnight ; and,

having enjoined the strictest secresy, sent

Iiim immediately to Rome, in order to

solicit the confirmation of his election

The vanity of Reginald prevailed over his

prudence ;
and he no sooner arrived in

Flanders than he revealed the j)urpose
of his journey, which was iuunediately
known in England. The king was em-aged
at tlie novelty and temerity of tlie attemjjt,

in filling so important an office without his

knowledge or consent ;
the suffrairan

bishops of Canterbury, who were accus-

tomed to concur in the choice of their

primate, were no less displeased ;
tiie

senior monks of Christ church were

injured by the irregular proceedings of

their juniors ;
the juniors themselves,

ashamed of their conduct, and disgusted

with the levity of Reginald, who had

broken his engagements with them, were

willins to set aside his election ; and all

concurred in the design of remedying tlie

false measures which had been taken.

But, as John knew that this affair would

be canvassed before a superior tribunal
;

where the interposition of royal authority

in bestowing ecclesiastical benefices was
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very invidious
; where even the cause of

suffragan bishops was not so favourable as

that of monks
; he determined to make

the new election entirely unexceptionable.
He submitted the affair wholly to the

canons of Christ's church
; and, departing

from the right claimed by his predecessors,
ventured no farther than to inform them

privately that they would do him an

acceptable service if they chose John de

Gray, bishop of Norwich, for their primate.
The election of that prelate was accordingly
made

;
and the king endeavoured to per-

suade the suffragan bishops not to insist

on their claim of concurring in the elec-

tion. But those prelates, persevering in

their pretensions, sent an agent to main-
tain their cause before Innocent

;
while the

king and the convent of Christ's church

dispatched twelve monks of that order to

support, before the same tribunal, the

election of the bishop of Norwich.
Thus there lay three different claims

before tlie pope, whom all parties allowed

to be the supreme arbiter. The claim of

the suffragans, being so opposite to the

usual maxims of the papal court, was soon

set aside
;
the election of Reginald was so

obviously fraudulent that there was no

possibiUty of defending it
;

but Innocent

maintained that, though this election was
null and invalid, it ought to have been de-

clared such by the sovereign pontiff, before

the monks could proceed to a new election,

and that the choice of the bishop of Nor-
wich was of course as uncanonical as that

of his competitor. Advantage was therefore

taken of this subtlety for introducing a

precedent, by which the see of Canterbury
should ever after be at the disposal of the

court of Rome.
While the pope maintained so many

fierce contents, to wrest from princes the

right of granting investitures, and to ex-

clude laymen from conferring ecclesiastical

benefices, he was supported by the united

influence of the clergy ; who, aspiring to

independence, fought, with all the ardour
of ambition and all the zeal of superstition,
under his sacred banners. But no sooner

!was this point, after a great effusion of

Iblood and the convulsions of many states,
i established in some tolerable degree, than
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the victorious leader, as is usual, turned

his arms against his own community, and

aspired to centre all power in his person

By the invention of reserves, provisions,

commendams, and other devices, the pope

gradually assumed the right of filhng
vacant benefices

;
and the plenitude of

his apostolic power, which was not subject
to any limitations, supplied all defects of

title in the person on whom he betowed

preferment. The canons which regulated
elections were purposely rendered intricate

and involved ; frequent disputes arose

among candidates
; appeals were every

day carried to Rome ; the apostolic see,

besides reaping pecuniary advantages from
these contests, often exercised the power
of setting aside both the litigants, and, on

pretence of appeasing faction, nominated a

third person.
The controversy about the election to the

see of Canterbury afforded Innocent an

opportunity of claiming this right ; and he
failed not to avail himself of the advantage.
He sent for the tvvelve monks deputed to

maintain the cause of the bishop of Nor-
wich ; and commanded them, under the

penalty of excommunication, to choose for

their primate cardinal Langton, an Enghsh-
man by birth, but educated in France, and

connected, by his interest and attach-

ments, with the see of Rome. In vain

did the monks represent that they had
received from their convent no authority
for this purpose ;

that an election, without

a previous writ from the king, would be

deemed highly irregular ; and that they
were merely agents for another person,
whose right they had no power or pretence
to abandon. None of them had the cou-

rage to persevere, except one, Elias de Bran-
tefield ;

all the rest, overcome by the

menaces and authority of the pope, com

plied with his orders, and made the elec

tion required of them.

Innocent, sensible that this flagrani

usurpation would be liighly resented by the

court of England, wrote John a mollifying
letter ; sent him four golden rings set with

precious stones ;
and endeavoured to en-

hance the value of the present by inform-

ing him of the many mysteries implied in

it. He begged him to consider seriously
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tlie form of the rings, their number, their

matter, and their colour. Their form, he

said, beinp; round, sliadowed out oternitv,

which had neither beginning nor end ; and
he ought thence to learn his duty of asjjir-

ing from earthly objects to heavenly, from

things temporal to things eternal. The
number four, being a square, denoted

steadiness of mind, fixed tor ever on the

firm ba:^is of the four cardinal virtues.

Gold, which is the matter, being the most

precious of metals, signified wisdom, the

most valuable of all accomplishments, and

justly preferred by Solomon to riches,

power, and all exterior attainments. The
blue colour of the sapphire represented
Faith ;

the verdure of the emerald, Hope ;

the redness of the ruby, Charity ;
and the

splendour of the topaz, Good Works. By
these conceits Innocent endeavoured to

repay John for one of the most important

prerogatives of his crown, which he had

ravished from him ; conceits probably ad-

mired by Innocent himself: for it is easily

possible for a man, especially in a barba-

rous age, to unite strong talents for busi-

ness with an absurd taste for literature and

the arts.

John was inflamed with the utmost rage
when he heard of this attempt of the

court of Rome ;
and he immediately vented

his passion on the monks of Christ church,

whom he found inclined to support the

election made by their fellows at Rome.

He sent Fuike de Cantelupe and Henry de

Cornhulle, two knights of his retinue, men
of v'iolent tempers and rude manners, to

expel them the convent, and take posses-
sion of their revenues. These knights en-

tered the monastery with drawn swords
;

commanded the prior and the monies to

depart the kingdom ;
and menaced them

that, in case of disobedience, they would

instantly burn them with the convent.

Innocent, prognosticating, from the vio-

lence and imprudence of these measures,
that John would finally sink in the con-

test, persevered the more vigorously in his

pretensions, and exhorted the king not to

oppose God and the church any longer,

nor to persecute that cause for which the

holy martyr St. Thomas had sacrificed his

life, and which had exalted him equal to
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John, to remember the prejudices and s-

tablished
iiriiu'i])les of his subjects, wlio

bore a profound veneration to that n\artyr,
and regarded his merits as the subject of

their chief glory and exultation.

LNTERDICT OF THE KINGDOM.

Innocent, finding that John was not suf- Ti.opoiH-

ficiently tamed to submission, sent three
'',',™^,'"i„.

prelates, the bishn])s of London, Fly, and

Worcester, to infimate that, if he perse-
vered in his disobedience, the sovereign-

pontifl" would be oliliged to lav the k'uv:

dom under an interdict. All the other

prelates threw themselves on their knees,
and entreated him, with tears, to j)revent
the scandal of this sentence, by making a

speedy submission to his spiritual father
;

by receiving from his hands the new
elected primate ;

and by restoring the

monks of Christ church to all their rights.
He burst out in the most indecent invec-

tives against the prelates ; swore by God's

teeth (his usual oath) that, if the pope
presumed to lay his kingdom under an in-

terdict, he would send to him all tiie

bishops and clergy in England, and would
confiscate all their estates

;
and threatened

that, if thenceforth he cauglit any Romans
in his dominions, he would put out their

eyes and cut off their noses. Amidst all

this idle violence John stood on such bad

terms with his nobility that he never dared

to assemble the states of the kingdom ;

who, in so just a cause, would probably
have adhered to any other monarch, and

have defended with vigour the liberties of

the nation against these palpable usurpa-

i

tions of the court of Rome. Innocent,

therefore, perceiving the king's weakness,

fulminated at last the sentence of interdict,

which he had for some time held sus-

pended over him.

The sentence of interdict was at that

time the great instrument employed by the

court of Rome ;
was denounced against

sovereigns for the lightest offences ; and

made the guilt of one person involve the

ruin of millions, even in their spiritual and

eternal welfare. The execution of it Wcis

calculated to operate with irresistible force

.John
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on the superstitious minds of the people.

]The nation was of a sudden deprived of

all exterior exercise of its religion; the

altars were despoiled of their ornaments ;

the crosses, the reliques, the images, the

statues, of the saints were laid on the

ground ; and, as if the air itself were pro-

faned, and might pollute them by its con-

tact, the priests carefully covered them

up, even from their own approach and

veneration. The use of bells entirely

ceased in all the churches ;
the bells them-

selves were removed from the steeples, and

laid on the ground with the other sacred

utensils. Mass was celebrated with shut

doors, and none but the priests were ad-

mitted to that holy institution. The laity

partook of no religious rite, except baptism
to new born infants, and the communion
to the d}ang. The dead were not interred

lonsecrated ground ; they were thrown

into ditches, or buried in common fields
;

and their obsequies were not attended with

prayers, or any hallowed ceremony. Mar-

riage was celebrated in the church-yards ;

and, that every action in life might bear the

marks of tliis dreadful situation, the people
were prohibited the use of meat, as in

Lent or times of the highest penance ;

were debarred from all pleasures and en-

tertainments ; and were forbidden even to

salute each other, or so much as to shave

their beards, and give any decent attention

to their person and apparel. Every cir-

cumstance carried symptoms of the deepest

distress, and of the most immediate appre-
hension of divine vengeanceandindignation.
The king, that he might oppose his

temporal to their spiritual terrors, im-

mediately, from his own authority, confis-

cated the estates of all the clergy who

obeyed the interdict; banished the prelates;
confined the monks in their convent, and

gave them only such a small allowance from
their own estates as would suffice to provide j

them with food and raiment. He treated

with the utmost all Lanffton's

adherents, and every one that shewed any
disposition to obey the commands of Rome.
And, in order to distress the clergy in the

tenderest point, and at the same time

expose them to reproach and ridicule, he
threw into prison all their concubines, and
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required high fines as the price of their

liberty.

After the canons which established the

celibacy of the clergy were, by the zealous

endeavours of archbishop Anselm, more

rigorously executed in England, the

ecclesiastics gave, almost universally and

avowedly, into the use of concubinage ;

and the court of Rome, which had no
interest in prohibiting this practice, made

very slight opposition to it. The custom
was become so prevalent that, in some
cantons of Switzerland, before the refor-

mation, the laws not only permitted, but,

to avoid scandal, enjoined, the use of con-

cubines to the younger clergy ;
and it was

usual every where for priests to apply to

the ordinarj', and obtain from him a formal

hberty for this indulgence. The bishop

commonly took care to prevent the practice
from degenerating into licentiousness. He
confined the priest to the use of one

woman, required him to be constant to her,

obliged him to provide for her subsistence

and that of her children : and, though the

offspring was, in the eye of the law, deemed

illegitimate, this commerce was really a

kind of inferior marriage, such as is still

practised in Germany among the nobles ;

and may be regarded by the candid as an

appeal fiom the tyranny of civil and eccle-

siastical institutions to the more virtuous

laws of nature.

The quarrel between the king and the

see of Rome continued for some years ;

and, though many of the clerg\', from the

fear of punishment, obeyed the orders of

John, and celebrated divine service, they

complied with the utmost reluctance, and
were regarded as men who sacrificed their

conscience to temporal regards and
interests. The king, in order to give a

lustre to his government, attempted

military expeditions against Scotland,

against Ireland, against the Welsh ; and
he commonly prevailed, more from the

weakness of his enemies than from his

own abilities. The danger to which his

government stood continually exposed,
from the discontents of the ecclesiastics

increased his natural propension to

tyranny ;
and he seems to have even

wantonly disgusted all orders of men,
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especially his nobles, i'rom whom alone he

'could reasonably expect sup[)ort and

assistance. He dishonoured their tainilies

iby his licentious amours ;
he published

'edicts prohibiting them from hunting
feathered game, he ordered all the hedges
'and fences near his forests to be levelled,

that his deer might have more ready access

jinto
the fields for pasture ;

and he con-

;tinually loaded the nation with arbitrary

|impositions.
Conscious of the general

hatred, he required his nobility to give

him hostages for security of their alleg-

iance
;

and they were obliged to put
into his hands their sons, nephews, or

near relations. When his messengers
came with like orders to the castle of

William do Braouse, a baron of great note,

the lady of that nobleman replied that she

would never intrust her son into the hands

of one who had murdered his own nephew
while in his custody. Her husband re-

proved her for the severity of this speech ;

but, sensible of his danger, he immediately

tied with his wife and son into Ireland,

where he endeavoured to conceal himself.

The kin;r discovered the unhappy family in

their retreat ;
seized the wife and son,

whom he star\'ed to death in prison ;
and

tiie baron himself narrowly escaped by

flying into France.

EXCOMMUNICATION OF THE
KING.— 1209.

The court of Rome had artfully contrived

a gradation of sentences ; by which she

kept offenders in awe ;
still afforded them

an opportunity of preventing the next

anathema by submission ; and, in case of

obstinacy, was able to refresh the horror

of the people against them by new^ denun-

ciations. As the sentence of interdict had

not produced the desired effect on John ;

and as his people had hitherto been

restrained from rising in open rebellion, he

was soon to look for sentence of excom-

munication : and he had reason to ap-

prehend that the most dangerous con-

sequences might ensue. He was witness

* In all circumstances John seems to have been a

most indurated ruffian, in regard to those who stood

of the other scenes whicli at that veryi
time were actina; in Europe, and which i

displayed the unbounded power of the!

pajiacy. Innocent, far from being dis-l

mayed at his contests with the king of

Enirland, had exconmmnicated the emperor
Otho, John's nephew ; and soon brought
that powerful and b.auglity prince to sub-

mit to his authority. He published a

crusade against the Albigenses, a s])ecies of

enthusiasts in the south of France, whom
he denominated heretics ; because, like

other enthusiasts, they neglected the rites

of the church, and opposed the power and
influence of the clerg)\ The peo|)le from
all parts of Europe, moved by their super-
stition and their passion for adventures,
flocked to his standard. Simon de Mont-

fort, the general of the crusade, acquired
to himself a sovereignty in these provinces.
The count of Toulouse, wlio protected, or

perhaps only tolerated, the All)igenses, was

stripped of his dominions
;
and these sec-

taries themselves, though the most inof-

fensive of mankind, were externiinatcd with

extreme violence and barbarity. Here

were, therefore, botli an army and a general,

dangerous from their zeal and valour, who

might be directed to act against John
;

and Innocent, after keepins the thunder

long susj)ended, gave at last authority to

the bishops of London, Ely, and Worcester,

to fulminate the sentence of excommuni-

cation against him. These prelates

obeyed ;
thoui:]i their brethren were de-

terred from publishin;;, as the pope required

of them, the sentence in the several

churches of their dioceses.

No sooner was the excommunication

known tlian the effects of it appeared.

Geoffrey, archdeacon of Norwich, who

was intrusted with a considerable office in

the court of exchecjuer, being informed of

it while sitting on the bench, observed to

his colleagues the danger of serving under

an excommunicated king ; and he imme-

diately left his chair and departed the court.

John gave orders to seize him, to throw

him into prison,* to cover his head with a

great leaden cope ;
and by this and other

.lohn's

iu'}>lu'w, the

oniperor
( Ulio, is ex-
CDininuni-

cated.

TIio .Ubi-

i.a'iisi'S C'X-
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in liis way : submission, sorrow, and death, could not

move him. Baker says, on hearing of the death ofl
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severe usage he put an end to his life : nor

was there any thing wanting to Geoffrey,

except the dignity and rank of Becket, to

exalt him to an equal station in heaven

with that celebrated martyr. Hugh de

Wells the chancellor, being elected, by the

king's appointment, bishop of Lincoln,

upon a vacancy in that see, desired leave

to go abroad, in order to receive consecra-

tion from the archbishop of Rouen
;

but

he no sooner reached France than he

hastened to Pontigny, where Langton then

resided, and paid suhmission to him as his

primate. The bishops, finding themselves

exposed either to the jealousy of the king
or hatred of the people, gradually stole out

of the kingdom ;
and at last there remained

only three prelates to perform the functions

of the episcopal office. Many of the nobi-

lity imitated the example of the bishops ;

and most of the others who remained were,

with reason, suspected of having secretly
entered into a confederacy against him.

John was alarmed at his dangerous situa-

tion
;
which no virtues or abihties were

now sufficient to retrieve. He desired a

conference with Langton at Dover ; offered

to acknowledge him as primate, to submit

to the pope, to restore the exiled clergy,

even to pay them a Uniited sum as a com-

pensation for the rents of their confiscated

estates. But Langton was not satisfied

with these concessions : he demanded that

full restitution and reparation should be

made to all the clergy ; a condition so ex-

orbitant that the king, who probably had

not the power of fulfilling it, finally broke

off the conference.

The r ext gradation ofpapal sentences was

to absolve John's subjects from their oaths

Geoffrey Fitz Peter,
" he swore by the teeth of God,

that now at length he was king of England, and with

great rejoycing said to some lords about him : 'Now,
when this man comes into hell, let him salute arch-

bishop Hubert, whom certainly he shall find there.'
"

* " But now the pope, for the last and greatest sen-

tence that ever yet was given against any sovereigne

king of this kingdom, pronounces his absolute de-

position from the govenmient thereof
;
and writes to

the king of France that, as he looked to have re-

mission of his sins, he should take the charge upon
him, and expel king John out of the kingdom of

England, and possess the same for him and his heirs

for ever. To the same effect sends he likewise his

letters to the princes and great men of other nations,
that they shoidd aid the king of France in the de-
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of fidelity and allegiance, and to declare

every one excommunicated who had any
commerce with him in public or in private ;

at his table, in his council, or even in

private conversation. This sentence was,
with all imaginable solemnity, pronounced.
But, as John still persevered in his con-

tumacy, there remained nothing but the

sentence of deposition ; which, though in-

timately connected with the former, had
been distinguished from it by the artifice

of the court of Rome : and Innocent deter-

mined to dart his last thunderbolt against
the refractory monarch.* But, as a sen-

tence of this kind required an armed force

to execute it, the pontiff' fixed on Philip

king of France, as the person into whose

powerful hand he could most properly
intrust that weapon. And he offered the

monarch, besides the remission of all his

sins and endless spiritual beneffts, the

property and possession of the kingdom of

England, as the reward of his labour.

It was the common concern of all

princes to oppose these exorbitant preten-
sions of the Roman pontiff', by which they
themselves were rendered vassals, and
vassals totally dependant on the papal
crown :

j'et even Philip, the most able

monarch of the age, was seduced by the

prospect of so tempting a prize, to accept
this liberal offer of the pontiff; and thereby
to ratify that authority which, if he ever

opposed its boundless usurpations, might
next day tumble him from the throne.

He levied a great army ; summoned all the

vassals of the crown to attend him at

Rouen
; collected a fleet of seventeen hun

dred vessels, great and small, in the sea

ports of Normandy and Picardy ; and pre-

jection of this contumacious king of England, in

revenge of the injuries done to the universal church
;

granting like remission of their sins as if they
undertook the holy war.''—Daniel. While the pope
employed such tremendous means against the re-

fractory John, he meant no great kindness to his

chief instrument Philip ; for, at the same time, ac-

cording to the author just quoted,
" he gave secret

charge to Pandolphus apart," that,
"

if he could work
the king of England to such conditions as he should

propound, absolution and retirement should be

granted unto him." Thus the king of England,
being humbled by the king of France, and the pope
having gained his object, Philip was to be denied his

expected and promised reward.—Ed.
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pared a force which socmcd equal to the

u;reatness of his enterprise. .lolia issued

out writs, requiriiii; the attendance of all

his inilitarv tenants at Dover, and even of

all able-bodied men, to defend the kin2;doni

in this danii;erous extremity. A great num-
ber appeared ;

and he selected an army of

sixty tliousand men ;
a power invincible,

had they been united in affection to tlieir

prince, and animated with a becoming zeal

for the defence of their native country.
But the peoi)le were swayed by superstition,

and regarded their king with horror, as

anathematized by papal censures ;
the ba-

rons, besides lying under the same preju-

dices, were all disgusted by his tyranny,
and were, many of them, suspected of

liolding a secret correspondence with the

enemy ; and the incaj)acity and cowardice

of the king himself, ill fitted to contend

with those mighty difficulties, made men

prognosticate the most fatal effects from

the French invasion.

THE KING'S SUBMISSION TO THE
POPE. 1213.

Pandolf, whom the pope had chosen for

bis legate, and appointed to head this im-

portant expedition, had, before he left

Rome, applied for a secret conference with

his master ;
and had asked him whether,

if the king of England, in this desperate

«

situation, were willing to submit, the

church should, with the consent of Philip,

grant him any terms of accommodation ?

Innocent, expecting, from his agreement
with a prince so abject both in character

and fortune, more advantages than from
iiis alliance with a great and victorious

monarch, (who, after such mighty acquisi-

tions, might become too haughty to be

bound by spiritual chains) explained to

Pandolf the conditions on which he was

Iwilling to be reconciled to the king of

lohn meets
I England. The legate, therefore, as soon
as he arrived in the north of France, sent

over two knights templars to desire an
interview with John at Dover, which was

readily granted. He there represented to

him, in such strong colours, his lost con-

dition, the disaffection of his subjects, the

secret combination of liis vassals against
VOL. I. 3 m

Pundolf the

le^te, and
submits.

him, the mighty armament of France, that

John yielded at discretion, and sul)scribed

to all the conditions which Pandolf was

jileased to impose. He jiromisecl, among
other articles, tliat he woidd .submit iiim-

self entirely to the judgment of the i)ope ;

that he would acknowk-dge Langton ibr

j)rimate ; that he would restore all the

exiled clergy and laity who had been ban-

ished on account of the contest
;

that he

would make them fidl restitution of their

goods, and eom|)ensation for all damages,
and instantly consign eight thousand

pounds in part of payment ; and that every
one, outlawed or im|)ris()ned for his ad-

herence to the pope, should innncdiately
be received into grace aivd favour. Four
barons swore, with the king, to the ob-

servance of this ignominious treaty.
But the ignominy of the king was not

yet carried to its full height. Pandolf

required him, as the first trial of obedience,
to resign his kingdom to the church ; and

he persuaded him that he could nowise so

effectually disappoint the French invasion

as by thus putting himself under the im-

mediate protection of the apostolic see.

John, lying under the agonies of present

terror, made no scruple of submitting to

this condition. He passed a cliartcr, in

which he said that, not constrained by
fear, but of his own free will, and by the

common advice and consent of his barons,

he had, for remission of his own sins, and

those of his family, resigned England and

Ireland to God, St. Peter and St. Paul,

and to jiope Iimocent and his successors

in the apostohc chair : he agreed to hold

these dominions as feudatory of the church

of Rome, by the annual ])ayment of a

thousand marks ;
seven hundi-ed lor Eng-

land, three liundred for Ireland : and he

stijndated that, if he or his successors

should ever presume to revoke or infringe

this charter, they should instantly, except

upon admonition they repented of their

offence, forfeit all right to their dominions.

In consequence of this agreement John

did homage to Pandolf as the pope's legate,

with all the submissive rights whicli the

feudal law required of vassals before their

liege lord and superior. He came dis

armed into the legate's presence, who was
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seated on a tlirone
;
he flung himself on

his knees before him ;
he lifted up his

joined hands, and put them within those of

Pandolf
;
he swore fealty to the pope ;

and
he paid part of the tribute which he owed
for his kingdom as the patrimony of St.

Peter. The legate, elated by this supreme
triumph of sacerdotal power, could not

forbear discovering extravagant symptoms
of joy and exultation.* He trampled on
the money, which was laid at his feet as

an earnest of the subjection of the king-
dom

; an insolence of which, however
offensive to all the English, no one pre-
sent, except the archbishop of Dublin,
dared to take any notice. But, though
Pandolf had brought the king to submit to

these base conditions, he still refused to

free him from the excommunication and
interdict till an estimation should be taken
of the losses of the ecclesiastics, and full

compensation be made them.

John, reduced to this abject situation,

still shewed the same disposition to tyran-
nise over his subjects which had been the

chief cause of all his misfortunes. One
Peter of Pomfret, a hermit, had foretold

that the king this very year should lose

his crown
;
and for that rash prophecy he

had been thrown into prison in Corfe

castle. John now determined to brine;
1 • • •mm to punishment as an impostor ; and,

though the man pleaded that liis prophecy
was fulfilled, and that the king had lost

the royal and independent crown which he

formerly wore, the defence was supposed
to aggravate his guilt ; he was dragged at

*
Pandulph appears artfully to have tricked John

into a situation wliich he thought left him no escape
from greater ignominy than he had previously con-

templated. Having exacted an oath that " he would

ohey the pope in all things," the legate required him
to surrender his crown, and declared it was only on
this condition that he could receive absolution. In

consequence of this, on the morrow after the inter-

view described in the text, he repaired to Dover
church, attended by the legate and a numerous train
of lords and officers, to perform his engagements.
There, in the presence of all assembled on so extra-

ordinary an occasion, taking off his crown, he laid

it, with the other ensigns of royalty, at the feet of
the legate, as the pope's representative. The latter

enjoyed his triumph by treating the miserable traitor
to his own dignity with the greatest contempt.
Baker says,

"
Pandulphus stuck not to take up his

crown, and to keep it three or four dayes in his

horses tails to the town of Warham, and

there hanged on a gibbet with his son.

When Pandolf, after receiving the

homage of John, returned to France, he

congratulated Philip on the success of his

pious enterprise ;
and informed him that

John, moved by the terror of the French

arms, had now come to a just sense of his

guilt ;
had returned to obedience under the

apostolic see ; and even consented to do

homage to the pope for his dominions
;

and, having thus made his kingdom a part
of St. Peter's patrimony, had rendered it

impossible for any Christian prince, Avith-

out the most flagrant impiety, to attack

him. Philip was enraged : he exclaimed

that, having, at the pope's instigation, un-

dertaken an expedition which had cost him
above sixty thousand pounds sterling, he

was frustrated of his purpose when its

success was become infallible : he com-

plained that all the expense had fallen

upon him, all the advantages had accrued

to Innocent : he threatened to be no longer
the dupe of these hypocritical pretences :

assembling liis vassals, he laid before them
the ill treatment which he had received,

exposed the fraudulent conduct of the pope,
and required their assistance to execute

his enterprise against England ; in which
he told them that, notwithstanding the

inhibitions and menaces of the legate,

he was determined to persevere, f The
French barons, were in that age, httle less

ignorant and superstitious than the Enghsh ;

yet they all vowed to follow their prince,
and were resolute not to be disappointed

Pandolf

annoiuices
Jtilm's sub-
mission to

Philip,

And forbids

the invasion

of England.

hands before he restored it
;

and did not then

neither, but upon condition that he and his suc-

cessors should hold the kingdom of the see of Rome."
Daniel writes :

" Two days, some write six, it was,
before the legate restored him his crown : at the re-

ceiving whereof, he swore (and his earls undertaking
for him) that he and his successors should hold the

kingdom of England, and lordship of Ireland, from

the see of Rome, at the annual tribute of a thousand

marks of silver. And this, with his homage and

fealty, he confirmed by his charter, at the house of

the Templars near Dover."—Ed.

f The wretched trickery of the pope, regard being
had to consequences, would have been anything but

sound policy. It is, however, to be remembered,
that the bishop of Rome had only a life interest to

study, and, like many who have lived since, cared'

little for the welfare of his successors.—Ed.
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of that jrlorv and those riches wliich tliey I

had long expected from this enterprise,
j

The earl of Flanders alone, who had pre-

viously formed a secret treaty witli John,

declaring against the injustice and im])iety

of the undertaking, retired with his forces; j

and Philip, that he might not leave so

dangerous an enemy behind him, first

turned his arms against the dominions of

that prince. Meanwhile the English fleet

was assembled under the earl of Salisbury,

the king's natural brother ; and, though
inferior in number, received orders to

attack the French in their harbours.

Salisbury performed this service with so

much success that lie took three hundred

ships, destroyed a hundred more ;
and

Philip, finding it impossible to prevent the

rest from falling into the hands of the

enemy, set tire to them himself, and there-

by rendered it impossible for him to

proceed any farther in his enterprise.

John, exulting in his present security,

was so elated with his success that he

thought of no less than invading France

in his turn, and recovering all those pro-
vinces which Philip had formerly ravished

from liim. He proposed this to the barons,

who were already assembled for the defence

of the kingdom. But the English nobles

both hated and despised their prince ; they

prognosticated no success to any enterprise

conducted by such a leader ;
and preten-

ding that their time of service was elapsed,

and all their pronsions exhausted, they
refused to second his undertaking The

king, however, embarked with a few fol-

lowers, and sailed to Jersey, in the foohsh

expectation that the barons would be

ashamed to stay behind. But, finding

himself disappointed, he returned to Eng-
land ; and, raising some troops, threatened

to take vengeance on all his nobles for

their disobedience. The archbishop of

Canterbury strictly inhibited the king
from thinking of such an attempt ;

and

threatened him with a renewal of the sen-

tence of excommunication, if he pretended
to le\-\- war upon any of his subjects before

the kingdom were freed from the sentence

of interdict.

The church had recalled the several an-

athemas pronounced against John by the

same gradual pro^iress with which she had

at first issued them. By receiving his

homage, and admitting him to the rank of

a vassal, his deposition had been virtually

annidled, and his subjects were again
bound by their oaths of allegiance. The
exiled jirclates had then returned in great

triumph with Langton at their head ;
and

the king, hearing of their approach, went
forth to meet them ; and, throwing him-
self on the ground, he entreated them,
with tears, to have compassion on him
and the kingdom of England. 'J'he primate,

seeing these marks of penitence, led him
to the chapter-house of Winchester, and
there administered an oath to him, bv

which he again swore fealty and obedience

to pope Innocent and his successors
;

promised to love, and defend, holy church

and the clerg}"^ ; engaged that he would es-

tablish the good laws of his predecessors,

particularly those of St. Edward, and would

abolish the wicked ones
; and expressed

his resolution of maintaining justice and

right in all his dominions. The jirimate

next gave him absolution, and admitted

him to dine with him, to the great joy of

all the people. The sentence of interdict,

however, was still upheld against the

kingdom. A new legate, Nicholas bishop
of Frescati, came into England in the room
of Pandolf; and he declared it to be the

pope's intentions never to loosen that sen-

tence till full restitution were made to the

clergy, and ample reparation for aU damages.
He only permitted mass to be said with a

low voice in the churches, till those losses

and damages could be estimated to the

satisfaction of the parties. Certain barons

were appointed to take an account of the

claims ;
and John was astonished at the

greatness of the sums to which the clergy
made their losses to amount. No less

than twenty thousand marks were demand-

ed by the monks of Cartterburj- alone ;'

twenty-three thousand for the see of Lin-

coln ;
and the king, finding these preten-

sions to be exorbitant and endless, offered

the clergy the sum of a hundred thousand

marks for a final acquittal. The clergy-

rejected the offer with disdain ; but the

pope, wilUng to favour his new vassal,

whom he found zealous in his declarations
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of fealty, and regular in paying the stip-

ulated tribute to Rome, directed his legate

to accept of forty thousand. The issue of

the whole was, that the bishops and con-

accepted as siderable abbots got reparation beyond
what they had any title to demand

;
the

inferior clergy were obhged to sit down
contented with their losses ; and the king,
after the interdict was taken off, renewed,
in a most solemn manner, and by a new
charter sealed with gold, his professions
of homage and obedience to the see of

Rome.
When this vexatious affair was at last

brought to a conclusion, the king, as if he

had nothing farther to attend to but tri-

umphs, went over to Poictou, which still

acknowledged his authority ;
and he carried

war into Philip's dominions. He besieged
a castle near Angiers ;

but the approach of

prince Lewis, Philip's son, obliged him to

raise the siege with such precipitation that

he left his tents, machines, and baggage,
behind ; and returned to England with

disgrace. About the same time he heard

ot the decisive victory gained by the king
of France at Bovines over the emperor
Otho, who had entered France at the head

of one hundred and fifty thousand Ger-

mans ; a victory which established for

ever the glory of Philip. John could,

therefore, think henceforth of nothing
farther than of ruling peaceably his own

kingdom ;
and his close connection with

the pope, which he was determined at any

price to maintain, ensured him, as he im-

agined, the certain attainment of that

object. But the most grievous scene of

this prince's misfortunes still awaited him ;

and he was destined to pass through a

series of more humiliating circumstances

than had ever yet fallen to the lot of any
other monarch.

INSURRECTION OF THE BARONS.
1214.
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The introduction of the feudal law into

England by William the Conqueror had
much infringed the liberties enjoyed by the

Anglo Saxons, and had reduced the whole

people to a state of vassalage under the

king or barons, and the greater part of
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them to a state of real slavery. The ne-

cessity of intrusting great power in the

hands of a prince, who was to maintain

miUtary dominion over a vanquished na-

tion, had engaged the Norman barons to

submit to a more absolute prerogative than

that to which men of their rank were

commonly subjected. The power of the

crown, once raised to a high pitch, was not

easily reduced
;
and the nation, during a

hundred and fifty years, was governed by
an authority unknown, in the same degree,
to all the kingdoms founded by the northern

conquerors. Henry 1. that he might allure

the people to give an exclusion to his elder

brother Robert, had granted them a char-

ter, favourable to their liberties ; Stephen
had renewed the grant ; Henry II. had

confirmed it. But the concessions of all

these princes had still remained without

effect ; and the same unlimited, at least

irregular, authority continued to be exer-

cised both by them and their successors.

The only happiness was, that arms were

never yet ravished from the hands of the

barons and people ;
the nation, by a great

confederacy, might still vindicate its liber

ties ; and nothing was more Ukely than

the character, conduct, and fortunes, of the

reigning prince to produce such a general
combination against him. Equally odious

and contemptible, both in public and pri-

vate life, he affronted the barons by his

insolence, dishonoured their families by
his gallantries, enraged themby his tyranny,
and gave discontent to all ranks of men.

The effect of these lawless practices had

already appeared in the general demand
made by the barons of a restoration of

their privileges ; and, after he had recon-

ciled himself to the pope by abandoning the

independence of the kingdom, he appeared
to all his subjects in so mean a light that

they universally thought they might with

safety and honour insist upon their pre-
tensions.

But nothing forwarded this confederacy
so much as the concurrence of Langton
archbishop of Canterbury; a man whose

memory, though he was obtruded on the

nation by a palpable encroachment of the

see of Rome, ought always to be respected

by the English. This prelate had formed
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and had prepared the way for that great

innovation, by inserting those singuhir
clauses above mentioned in the oath which
he administered to the king before he

would absolve him from the sentence of

excommunication. Soon after, in a private

meetingof some principal barons at London,
he shewed them a copy of Henry L's

charter, which, he said, he had happily
found in a monastery ; and he exhorted

them to insist on the renewal and obser-

vance of it. The barons swore that they
would sooner lose their lives than depart
from so reasonable a demand. The con-

federacy began now to spread wider, and

to comjirehend almost all the barons in

England ; and a new and more numerous

meeting was summoned by Langton at St.

Edmondsbuiy, under colour of devotion.

He again produced to the assembly the old

charter of Henry ; renewed his exhortations

of unanimity and vigour ; and represented
in the strongest colours the tyranny to

which they had so long been subjected,
and I'rom which it now behoved them to

free themselves and their posterity. The

barons, intlamed by his eloquence, and en-

couraged by the a})pearance of their power
and numbers, solemnly took an oath,

before the high altar, to adhere to each

other, to insist on tlieir demands, and to

make endless war on the king, till he

should submit to grant them. They agreed
that, after the festival of Christmas, they
would prefer in a body their common peti-

'

tion : and in the mean time they separated ;
'

after mutually engaging that they would
enlist men, purchase arms, and supply their

castles with the necessary pronsions.
The barons appeared in London on the

day appointed, and demanded of the king
}

that, in consequence of his own oath before
!

the primate, as well as in deference to their

Just rights, he should grant them a renewal

of Henry's charter, and a contirmation of

the laws of St. Edward. The king, alarmed

at their zeal and unanimity, required a

delay ; promised that, at the festival of

Easter, he would give them a positive
answer ; and offered them the archbishop
of Canterbur}', the bishop of Ely, and the

earl of Pembroke the mareschal, as sureties
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for his fulrillinu: tiiis ensasrement. The
barons accoi)te(l of the terms, and peaceably
returned to their castles.

During this interval John, in order to

break or subdue the league of his barons,

endeavoured to avail himself of the eccle-

siastical power. He granted to the clergy
a charter, relinquishing for ever that im-

portant prerogative for which his father

and all his ancestors had zealously conten-

ded
; yielding to them the free election on

all vacancies, reserving onlv the power to

issue a conge (Vel'ire, and to subjoin a con-

firmation of the election
;
and declaring

that, if either of these were withheld, the

choice should nevertheless be deemed
valid. He made a vow to lead an army
into Palestine against the infidels, and he

took on him the cross, in hopes that he

should receive from the church that pro
tection which she tendered to every one

that had entered into this sacred en2;age-
ment. And he sent to Rome liis age
William de Mauclerc, to appeal to the pope
against the violence of his barons, and

procure him a favourable sentence from

that powerful tribunal. The barons were

not negligent on their part in endeavouring
to engage the pope in their interests.

They dispatched EustacedeVescie to Rome;
laid their case before Innocent as their feu-

dal lord
;
and petitioned him to interpose

with the king, and oblige him to restore

and confirm all their undoubted privileges.

Innocent beheld with regret the disturb-

ances which had arisen in England, and

was much inchned to favour John. He
had no hopes of retaining and extending
his newly acquired superiority over that

kingdom but by supporting so base and

degenerate a prince, who was willing to

sacrifice every consideration to present

safety ;
and he foresaw that, if the ad-

ministration should fall into the hands of

those gallant and high spirited barons,

they would vindicate the honour, liberty,

and independence of the nation, with the

same ardour which they now exerted in

defence of their own. He wrote to the

prelates, to the nobility, and to the king
himself. He exhorted the first to employ
their good offices in putting an end to

ci\il discord ;
to the second he expressed
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his disapprobation of theii* conduct in

employing force to extort concessions from

their sovereign ; the last he advised to

treat his nobles with indulgence, and to

grant them such of their demands as should

appear reasonable.

The barons easily saw, from these

letters, that they must reckon on having
the pope, as well as the king, for their

adversary ; but they had advanced too

far to recede, and their passions were so

deeply engaged that it exceeded even the

power of superstition itself to control them.

They also foresaw that the thunders of

Rome, when not seconded by the efforts

of the English ecclesiastics, would be of

small avail ; and they perceived that the

most considerable of the prelates, as well

as the inferior clergj^ professed the

highest approbation of their cause.

Besides that these men were seized with

the national passion for laws and lib-

erty (blessings of which they themselves

expected to partake), there concurred very

powerful causes to loosen their attachment
to the apostolic see. It appeared, from
the late usurpations of the Roman pontiff,
that he pretended to reap alone all the

advantages accruing from that victory,

which, under his banners, they had every-
where obtained over the civil magistrate.
The pope assumed a despotic power over

all the churches
;

their particular customs,

privileges and immunities, were treated

with disdain
;
even the canons of general

councils were set aside ; the whole admi-

nistration of the church was centered in

the court of Rome ;
all preferments ran in

the same channel
;

and the provincial

clergy felt, that there was a necessity for

limiting these pretensions. The legate

Nicholas, in
tilling

those numerous va-

cancies which had tallen in England during
an interdict of six years, had proceeded in

the most arbitrary manner ; and had paid
no regard in conferring dignities to personal
merit, to rank, to the inclination of the

electors, or to the customs of the country.
The English church was universally dis-

gusted ;
and Langton himself, though he

owed his elevation to an encroachment of

the Romish see, was no sooner established

in his high office than he became jealous
234

of the privileges annexed to it, and formed
attachments with the country subjected to

his jurisdiction. These causes, though
they opened slowly the eyes of men, failed

not to produce their effect ; they set bounds
to the usurpations of the papacy ;

the tide

first stopped, and then turned against the

sovereign pontiff; and it is otherwise in-

conceivable how that age, so prone to

superstition and so devoted to a spurious
erudition, could have escaped falling into

an absolute and total slavery under the

court of Rome.
About the time that the pope's letters

arrived in England, the malcontent barons,
on the approach of the festival of Easter,
when they were to expect the king's
answer to their petition, met at Stamford

;

and they assembled a force, consisting of

above two thousand knights, besides their

retainers and inferior persons. They ad
vanced in a body to Brackley, within

fifteen miles of Oxford, where the court

then resided ; and they there received

message from the king, by the archbishop
of Canterbury and the earl of Pembroke,

desiring to know what those liberties were
which they so zealously challenged from

They delivered to these

a schedule containing their

demands
;
which was no sooner shown to

the king than he burst into a furious

passion, and asked why the barons did not

also demand of him hiskinsidom? swearina;

that he would never grant them such lib-

erties as must reduce himself to slavery.
No sooner were the confederated nobles

informed of John's reply than they chose

Robert Fitz Walter their general, whom
they called

'

the mareschal of the army of

God and of holy church ;' and proceeded to

levy war upon the king. They besiei

the castle of Northampton during fifteen

days, though without success ; the ga
of Bedford castle were wilUngly opened to

them by William Beauchamp its owner ;

they advanced to Ware in their way to

London, where they held a correspondence
with the principal citizens ; they were

received without opposition into that cap-
ital ; and, finding now the great superiority
of their force, they issued proclamations,

requiring the other barons to join them,|
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and menacing them, in case of refusal or

delaj-, with committin;; devastation on
their houses and estates. In order to

shew what might be expected from their

prosperous arms, they made incursions

from London, and laid waste the king's

parks and palaces ;
and the barons,

who had hitherto carried the semblance
of supporting the royal party, were glad of

this pretence for openly joining a cause

which they always had secretly favoured.

The king was left at Odiham in Hampshire,
with a poor retinue of only seven knights ;

and, after trjing several expedients to

elude the blow, after offering to refer all

differences to the pope alone, or to eight

barons, four to be chosen by himself and
four by the confederates, he found himself
at last obliged to submit at discretion.

A conference between the king and the

barons was appointed at Runnemede,*
between Windsor and Staines

;
a place

which has ever since been extremely cele-

brated on account of this great event.

The two parties encamped apart, like open
enemies ; and, after a debate of a few days,
the king, with a facility somewhat sus-

picious, on the nineteenth of June f signed
and sealed the charter which was recjuired
of him. This famous deed, commonly
called 'the Great Charter,' either granted
or secured ver}- important hberties and

prinleges to e^er)' order of men in the

kingdom ;
to the

clerg}', to the barons,
and to the people.
The freedom of elections was secured

to the clerg\- ; the former charter of the

king was confirmed, by wliich the necessity
of a royal conge d'elire and confirmation
was superseded ; all check upon appeals
to Rome was removed by the allowance

granted every man to depart the kingdom
at pleasure ;

and the fines to be imposed
ion the clergy for any offence were ordained

|to
be proportional to their lay estates, not

to their ecclesiastical benefices.

The privileges granted to the barons
were either abatements in the rigour of

the feudal law, or determinations in points

* Runnemede, according to Mr. West, means the
mead of council

;
and on this spot, from ancient

times, it is believed treaties were concluded.

which had been left by that law, or had
become by practice arbitrary and ambi-

guous. "The reliefs of heirs succeeding to

a military fee were ascertained
; an earl's

and baron's at a hundred marks, a knight's
at a hundred sliillings. It was ordained

that, if the heir be a minor, he shall, im-

mediately upon his majority, enter upon
his estate without paying any relief; the

king shall not sell his wardship ;
he shall

le\'y only reasonable profits upon the

estate, without committing waste or hurt-

ing the property ; he shall uphold the

castles, houses, mills, parks, and ponds ;

and, if he commit the guardianship of the

estate to the slieriff" or any other, he shall

previously oblige them to find surety to

the same purpose. During the minority
of a baron, while his lands are in wardship,
and are not in his own possession, no debt

which he owes to the Jews shall bear any
interest. Heirs shall he married without

disparagement ;
and before the marriage

be contracted the nearest relations of the

person shall be informed of it. A widow,
without papng any relief, shall enter upon
her dower, the third part of her husband's

rents ; she shall not be compelled to mariT
so long as she chooses to continue single ;

she shall only give security never to marry
without her lord's consent. The king
shall not claim the wardship of any minor,

who holds lands by military tenure of a

baron, on pretence that he also holds lands

of the crown by soccage or any other

tenure. Scutagcs shall be estimated at the

same rate as in the time of Henry I. and

no scutage or aid, except in the three

general feudal cases, the king's captivity,

the knighting of his eldest son and the

marrj'ing of his eldest daughter, shall be

imposed but by the great council of the

kingdom ;
the prelates, earls, and great

barons, shall be called to this great council,

each by a particular writ ; the lesser barons

by a general summons of the sheriff. The

king shall not seize any baron's land for a

debt to the crown, if the baron possesses as

many goods and chattels as are sutficient

and other important state affairs arranged.
—Ed'

f The 15th of June, as named by some writers.

—Ed.
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to discharge the debt. No man shall be

obliged to perform more service for his

fee than he is bound to by his tenure. No
governor or constable of a castle shall

oblige any knight to give money for castle

guard, if the knight be willing to perform
the sen-ice in person or by another able

bodied man ; and, if the knight be in the

tield himself by the king's command, he
shall be exempted from all other service

of this nature. No vassal shall be allowed

to sell so much of his land as to incapa-
citate himself from performing his service

to his lord.

These were the principal articles cal-

culated for the interest of the barons ;

and, had the charter contained nothing
farther, national happiness and liberty had
been little promoted by it, as it would

only have tended to increase the power of

an order of men who were already too

powerful, and whose yoke might have be-

come more heavy on the people than even
that of an absolute monarch. But the

barons, who alone drew and imposed on
the prince this memorable charter, were
necessitated to insert in it other clauses

of a more beneficent nature. They could

not expect the concurrence of tlie people
without comprehending, together with
their own, the interests of inferior ranks
of men

;
and all provisions which the

barons, for their own sake, were obliged
to make, in order to ensure the free and

equitable administration of justice, tended

directly to the benefit of the whole com-

munity. The following were the principal
clauses of this nature.

It was ordained that all the pri\'ileges
and innnunities above mentioned, granted
to the barons against the king, should be
extended by the barons to their inferior

vassals. The king bound himself not to

grant any writ, empowering a baron to levy
aid from his vassals, except in the three feu-

dal cases. One weight and one measure shall

be estabhshed throughout the kingdom.
Merchants shall be allowed to transact all

business without being exposed to any
arbitrary tolls and impositions ; they, and
all free men, shall be allowed to go out of
the kingdom and return to it at pleasure.
London, and all cities and burghs, shall
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preserve their ancient liberties, immunities,!

and free customs
;
aids shall not be re-

quired of them but by the consent of the

great council. No towns or indi^-iduals

shall be obliged to make or support bridges
but by ancient custom. The goods of

eveiy freeman shall be disposed of

according to his will
;

if he die intestate,

his heirs shall succeed to them. No officer

of the crown shall take any horses, carts,

or wood, without the consent of the

owner. The king's courts of justice shall

be stationary, and shall no longer follow

his person ; they shall be open to every
one ; and justice shall no longer be sold,

refused, or delayed, by them. Circuit

shall be regularly held every year. The
inferior tribunals of justice, the county
court, sheriff's turn, and court leet, shall

meet at their appointed time and place.
The sheriffs shall be incapacitated to hold

pleas of the crown
;
and shall not put any

person upon liis trial from rumour or

suspicion alone, but upon the evidence of

lawful witnesses. No freeman shall be

taken or imprisoned, or dispossessed ofhis

free tenement and Uberties, or outlawed,
or banished, or anwise hurt or injured,
unless by the lecal judgment of his peers,' suftere^

or by the law of the land
; and all who'

'™'" ''°""

suffered otherwise, in this or the two for-

mer reigns, shall be restored to their rights
and possessions. Every freeman shall be

fined in proportion to his fault, and no fine

levied on him to his utter ruin : even a
villain or rustic shall not, by any fine, be

bereaved of his carts, ploughs, and im-

plements of husbandry-. This was the

only article calculated for the interests of

this body of men, probably at that time

the most numerous in the kingdom.
It must be confessed that the former

articles of the Great Charter contain such

mitigations and explanations of the feudal

Former
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righted.

secured.

The great

objects of

law as are equitable ;
and that the latter! ml'tywere

involve all the chief outlines of a legal

government, and provide for the equal
distribution of justice and free enjoyment,
of property ;

the great objects for which

pohtical society was at first founded by
men, which the people have a perpetual
and unalienable right to recall, and which
no time ought to deter them from keeping
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ever uppermost in their thoughts and atten-

tion. Thoujjh tiie provisions made bv
this charter might, conformably to the

genius of the age, be esteemed too concise,
and too bare of circumstances, to maintain

the execution of its articles in opposition
to the chicanery of lawyers, supported

by the violence of power, time gradually
ascertained the sense of all the ambiguous
expressions ; and those who first extorted

this concession, still held their swords in

their hands, and could turn them against
those who dared on any pretence to depart
from the original spirit and meaning of the

grant. We may now, from the tenor of

this charter, conjecture what those laws

were of king Edward which the nation,

during so many generations, still desired,

with such an obstinate perseverance, to

have recalled.* They were chiefly the

latter articles of Magna Charta ; and the

barons, who at the beginning of these com-
motions demanded the revival of the

Saxon laws, undoubtedly thought that

they had sufiiciently satisfied the people by
procuring them this concession, which

comprehended the principal objects to

which they had so long aspired. But what
we are most to admire is the pi-udence and
moderation of those haughty nobles them-

seleves, who were enraged by injuries,

inflamed by opposition, and elated by a

total victory over their sovereign. They
were content, even in this plenitude of

power, to depart from some articles of

Henry I.'s charter, wliich they made' the

foundation of tlieir demands
; particularly

from the abolition of wardships, a matter

of the greatest importance ;
and th.ey seem

to have been sufliciently careful not to

diminish too far the power and revenue of

the crown. If they appear, therefore, to

have carried other demands to too great a

height, it can be ascribed only to the

ifaithless and tyrannical character of the

king himself, of which they had long had

experience, and which they foresaw would,
if they pronded no farther security, lead

him soon to infringe their new liberties.

* The laws called those of king Edward the Con-

fessor, it was never pretended were made by him, or

during his reign. He, however, made a collectior from

Merchen law, Dane law, and Wessex law, which he
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This alone gave birth to those other

articles, seeminglv exorbitant, wirnh were

atlded as a rami)art lor the safeguard of

the Great Charter.

The barons ol)li;rcd the king to agree
that London should remain in tluir hands,
and the Tower be consigned to the custody
of the primate, till the flfteenlh of August!

ensuing, or till the execution of the

several articles of the Great Charter. The
better to ensure the same end, he allowed

them to choose tive-and-twentv members
from their own body, as conservators of J*'""'."-

1 ... .
- live cun-ior

the public liberties
; and no bounds were v,nt..i-sap-

set to the authority of these men. If any
complaint were made of a violation of the

charter, whether attempted by the king,

justiciaries, sherifls, or I'oresters, any four

of these barons might admonish the king
to redress the grievance ; if satisfaction

were not obtained, they could assemble

the whole council of twenty-five ; who,
in conjunction with the great council,

were empowered to compel him to observe

the charter
; and, in case of resistance,

might levy war against him, and employ
every kind of \dolence, except against his

royal person, and that of his queen and
children. All men throughout the king-
dom were bound, vmder the penalty of

confiscation, to swear obedience to the

twenty-tive barons'; and the freeholders

of each county were to choose twelve

knights, who were to make report of such

e\41 customs as required redress, con-

formably to the tenor of the Great

Charter. The names of those consen-ators

were, the earls of Clare, Albemarle, Glo-

cester, Winchester, Hereford, Roger Bigod
earl of Norfolk, Robert de Vere earl of

Oxford, William Mareschal the younger,
Robert Fitz Walter, Gilbert de Clare,

Eustace de \'escey, Gilbert Delaval,

William de ^loubray, Geofl'rey de Say,

Roger de Mombezon, William de Hunting-
field, Robert de Ros, the constable of

Chester, William de Aul)cnie, Richard

de Perci, William ^lalet, John Fitz Robert,
William de Lanvalay, Hugh de Bigod, and

Theymipht
\^^\'^^ war on
the king.

names
of the con-

i>er\'ators.

deemed appropriate to the times
; and causing these

to be observed throughout his dominions, they were
called, in common parlance, king Edwards laws.
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Roger de Montfichet. These men were,

by this convention, really invested with

the sovereignty ; they were rendered co-

ordinate with the king, or rather superior to

him, in the exercise of the executive power ;

and as there was no circumstance of gov-
ernment which either dii-ectly or indirectly

might not bear a relation to the security or

obser\'ance of the Great Charter, there

could scarcely occur any incident in which

they might not interpose their authority.
John seemed to submit passively to all

these regulations; he sent writs to all the

sheriffs, ordering them to constrain every
one to swear obedience to the twenty-five
barons ; he dismissed all his foreign forces ;

he pretended that his government was
thenceforth to be more indulgent to the

liberty and independence of his people :

but he only dissembled till he should tind

a favourable opportimity for annulling all

his concessions. The indignities which he
had formerly suffered from the pope and
the king of France, as they came from

equals or superiors, seemed to make hut
small impression on him ; but the sense of

this total subjection under his own
rebellious vassals sunk deep into his mind,
and he was determined, at all hazards, to

throw off so ignominious a slavery. He
grew sullen ; he shunned the society of
his courtiers and nobles ; he retired into

the Isle of Wight,* as if desirous of hiding
his shame

; but in this retreat he meditated
the most fatal vengeance against all his

enemies. He secretly sent abroad his

emissaries to enlist foreign soldiers, and to

invite the rapacious Braban^ons into his

service by the prospects of sharing the

spoils of England, and reaping the for-

feitures of so many opulent barons, who
had incurred the guilt of rebelUon by
rising in arms against him ; and he des-

patched a messenger to Rome, to lay
before the pope the Great Charter, which

* From the known disposition of John, it was im-

possible for the people to feel gratitude for any
concession that he could make. In the Isle of Wight
he was pursued by public scorn ; and, as he con-

versed much with fishermen and mariners, it was
asked,

'• Whether he meant to become a merchant or
turn pirate ?

"—Ed.

j The pope's bulls were so called from the leaden
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he had been compelled to sign, and to

complain before that tribunal of the vio-

lence which had been imposed upon him.

Innocent, considering himself as feudal

lord of the kingdom, was incensed at the

temerity of the barons
; who, though they

pretended to appeal to his authority, had

dared, without waiting for his consent, to

impose such terms on a prince, who, by
resigning to the Roman pontiff his crown
and independence, had placed himself im-

mediately under the papal protection. He
issued, therefore, a bull, in which, from the

plenitude of his apostohc power, and from
the authority which God had committed
to him to build and destroy kingdoms, to

plant and overthrow, he annulled the

whole charter, as unjust in itself, as ob-

tained by compulsion, and as derogatorj^ to

the dignity of the apostolic see.f He prohabi-

ted the barons from exacting the observance

of it ; he even proliibited the king himself

from paying any regard to it ; he absolved

him and his subjects from all oaths which

they had been constrained to take to that

purpose ; he pronounced a general sen-

tence of excommunication against every
one who should persevere in maintaining
such treasonable and iniquitous pretensions

RENEWAL OF THE CIVIL WAR.
The king, as his foreign forces arrived

along with this bull, now ventured to take

off the mask ; and recalled all the Uberties

which he had granted to his subjects, and

which he had solemnly sworn to observe.

But the spiritual weapon was found to

carry less force with it than he had rea-

son from his own experience to appre-
hend. The primate refused to obey the

pope in publisliing the sentence of excom-

munication against the barons. And,
he was cited to Rome, that he

ht attend a general council there
though
mi

assembled, and was suspended on account

bulla attached to them. In more remote times, the

bulla is thought to have been a badge or badges of

triumph, reserved to be worn, like a modern order,

on the breast of a fortunate victor. Subsequently, a

bull was understood to be a deed written on parch-

ment or vellum, with a leaden appendage, bearing an

impression of the heads of St. Peter and St. Paul,

from the pope's seal.—Ed.
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mis on

of his disobedience to the pope, and his

secret correspondence with the king's
enemies ; thoui^h a new and particular
sentence of excommunication was pro-
nounced by name acainst the principal

barons; John still found that his nobility

and people, and even his clerLcy, adhered

to the defence of their liberties, and to

their combination against him
;
the sword

of his mercenaries was all he had to trust

to for restoring his authority.
The barons, after obtaining the Great

Charter, seem to have been lulled into

a fatal security, and to have taken no

rational measures, in case of the introduc-

tion of a foreign force, for re-assembling
their armies. The king was, from the

first, master of the field
;
and immediately

laid siege to the castle of Rochester, which

was obstinately defended by William de

Albiney, at the head of a hundred and

forty knights with their retainers, but was

at last reduced by famine. John intended

to have hanged the governor and all the

garrison ; but, on the representation of

William de Mauleon, who suggested to him

the danger of reprisals, he was content to

sacrifice, in this barbarous manner, the in-

ferior prisoners only. The captivity of

W^illiam de Albiney, the best officer among
the confederated barons, was an irrepa-
rable loss to their cause ;

and no regular

opposition was thenceforth made to the

progress of the royal arms. The ravenous

and barbarous mercenaries, incited by a

cruel and enraged prince, were let loose

against the estates, tenants, manors, houses,

parks, of the barons, and spread devasta-

tion over the face of the kingdom.
Ho rav.i5es 'Nothing was to be seen but the flames of

t^coun- i^^iiages
and castles ; the consternation and

miserv of the inhabitants
;

tortures exer-

cised by the soldiery to make them reveal

their concealed treasures ;
and reprisals,

;no less barbarous, committed by the barons

and their partisans on the royal demesnes,

!and on the estates of such as still adhered

to the crown. The king, marcliing through

England, from Dover to Benvick, laid the

pronnces waste on each side of him ; and

considered every state, not Ids immediate

property, as entirely hostile, and the ob-

ject of military execution. The nobility

of the north, in particular, who had shewn

greatest violence in the recovery of their

liberties, and who, acting in a sejiaratc

body, had expressed their discontent even

at the concessions made by the Great

Charter, as they could expect no mercy,
tied betbre him witli their wives and

families, and purchased the friendship of

Alexander, the young king of Scots, by

doing homage to liim.

PRINCE LEWIS CALLED OVER.

The barons, reduced to this desperate ex-

tremity, and menaced with the total loss

of their liberties, their properties and their

lives ; making applications to the court of

France, they offered to acknowledge Lewis,

the eldest son of Philip, for their sovereign,
on condition that he would afford them

protection. Though the sense of the com-

mon rights of mankind might have justified

them in the deposition of their king, they
declined insisting before Philip on a pre-
tension which is commonly so disagreeable
to sovereigns. They affirmed that John

was incapable of succeeding to the crown

by reason of the attainder passed ujjon

him during his brother's reign, though that

attainder liad been reversed, and Richard

had even, by his last will, declared him his

successor. They pretended that he was

already legally deposed, by sentence of the

peers of France, on account of the nmrder

of his nephew ; though that sentence

could not possibly regard any thing but

his transmarine dominions, wliich alone he

held in vassalage to that crown. On more

plausible grounds they affirmed that he had

already deposed himself by doing homage
to the pope, changing the nature of his

sovereignty, and resigning an independent
crown for a fee under a foreign power.

And, as Blanche of Castile, the wife of

Lewis, was descended by her mother from

Henry II., they maintained, though other

princes stood before her in the order of

succession, that they had not shaken off

the royal family in choosing her husband

for their sovereign.

Philip was strongly tempted to lay hold

on the rich prize which was offered to

him. The legate menaced him with in-
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terdicts and excommunications if he

invaded the patrimonj'- of St. Peter, or

attacked a prince who was under the

immediate protection of the holy see
; but,

as Philip was assured of the obedience

of his vassals, he now undervalued as

much all papal censures as he formerly

pretended to pay respect to them. His

chief scruple was with regard to the fideUty
which he might expect from the English
barons in their new engagements, and the

danger of intrusting his son and heir into

the hands of men who might make peace
with their native sovereign by sacrificing a

pledge of so much value. He therefore

exacted from the barons twenty-five

hostages of the most noble birth
; and,

having obtained this security, he sent over

first a small army, then more numerous

forces, which arrived with Lewis himself

at their head.

The first effect of the young prince's

appearance in England was the desertion of

John's foreign troops ; who, being mostly
levied in Flanders and other provinces of

France, refused to serve against the heir of

their monarchy. The Gascons and Poic-

tevins alone, who were still John's subjects,
adhered to his cause ; but they were too

weak to maintain that superiority in the

field which they had hitherto supported

against the confederated barons. Many
considerable noblemen deserted John's

party ;
the earls of SaUsbury, Arundel,

Warrenne, Oxford, Albemarle, and Wil-
liam Mareschal the younger. His castles

fell daily into the hands of the enemy ;

Dover was the only place which, from
the valour and fidelity of Hubert de Burgh
the governor, made resistance

;
and the

barons had the melancholy prospect of

finally succeeding in their purpose, and of

escaping the tyranny of their own king, by
imposing on theniselves and the nation

a foreign yoke. But this union was of

short duration between the French and

English nobles ; and the imprudence of

* On the authority of Caxton, Foxe tells an ex-

travagant story of a monk, who, being of opinion that
the death of John would be a benefit to the nation,
was content, in order to terminate the king's life, to

lay down his own. Then, having advised with the

abbot, he caught a toad, from which he extracted
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Lewis, who on every occasion shewed too

visible a preference to the former, increased

that jealousy which it was so natural for

the latter to entertain. The viscount of

Melun, it is said, one of his courtiers, fell

sick at London, and, finding the ap-

proaches of death, he sent for some of his

friends among the English barons, and,

warning them of their danger, revealed

Lewis's secret intentions of exterminating
them and their families as traitors to their

prince, and of bestowing their estates and

dignities on his native subjects, in whose

fidelity he could more reasonably place
confidence. This storj', whether true or

false, was universally beUeved
; and, con

curring with other circumstances, did

great prejudice to the cause of Lewis

The earl of SaUsbury and other noblemen,
deserted again to John's party ; and, as

men easily change sides in a civil war, the

French prince had reason to dread a sud-

den revei'se of fortune.

DEATH AND CHARACTER OF THE
KING. 1216.

The king was assembling a considerable

army, with a view of fighting one great
battle for his crown

; but, passing from

Lynne to Lincolnshire, his road lay alon;

the sea shore, which was ovei-flowed at

high water
; and, not choosing the proper

time for his journey, he lost in the inun-

dation all his carriages, treasure, baggage,
and regalia. The affliction for this disaster

and vexation from the distracted state of

his affairs, increased the sickness under

which he then laboured ; and, though he

reached the castle of Newark, he was

obliged to halt there ; and his distemper
soon put an end to his life, in the forty-
ninth year of his age and eighteenth of

his reign, and freed the nation from the

dangers to which it was equally exposed

by his success or by his misfortunes.*

The character of tliis prince is but a
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venom, with which he poisoned the king's wine ;

which he commended to him as " a wassail that

shoidd make all England glad." To satisfy John, he

drank of it himseli, and then, returning soon after,

died.
" The kyng," proceeds the narrative,

"
within

a short space after, feeling great grief in his body,

John en-

counters

many cala-

mities and
dies.
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coiuplicatiou ot vices, equally mean and
odious

;
ruinous to himself, and destructive

to his people. Cowardice, inactivity, folly,

licentiousness, ingratitude, treachery,

tyranny, and cruelty ;
all these qualities

appear too evidently, in the several

incidents of his life, to give us room to

suspect that the disagreeable j)icture has

been overcharged by the prejudices of the

ancient liistorians. It is hard to say
whether his conduct to his father, his bro-

ther, his nephew, or his subjects, was most

culpable ; or whether his crimes, in these

respects, were not even exceeded by the

baseness which appeared in his transactions

with the king of France, the pope, and the

barons. His European dominions, when
[

they devolved to him by the death of his
|

brother, were more extensive than had ever

been ruled by any English monarch : but

he first lost, by his misconduct, the

flourishing provinces in France, the

ancient patrimony of his family ;
he sub-

jected his kingdom to a shameful vassalage
under the see of Rome

;
he saw the pre-

rogatives of his crown diminished by law,

and still more reduced by faction ;
and he

died at last when in danger of being

totally expelled by a foreign power, and of

either ending his life miserably in a prison,
or seeking shelter as a fugitive from the

pursuit of his enemies.

The prejudices against this prince were
so violent, that he was believed to have
sent an embassy to the Miramoulin, or

emperor of Alorocco, and to have offered

to change his reUgion and become
Mahometan, in order to purchase the

protection of that monarch. But, though
this stoiy is told us on plausible authority

III' had fiit

children.

asked for Symon the monke
;
and answer was made

that he was departed this life. Then God ha%e mercy
on me, sayed he

;
I suspected as much, after he had

sayed that all England should thereof be glad.
With that he commanded his chariot to be prepared,
for he was not able to ryde. So he went from thence
to Staford castell, and from thence to Xewerke-upon-
Trent

; and there, within lesse than three dayes, he
dyed." The immediate cause of the monk's fatal

resolve, is represented to have been a declaration
made by John, that he would cause bread to be so

dear, that a penny loaf should cost a shilling.
His death, however, is most variously reported.
John Foxe says :

"
Many opinions are among the

chroniclers of the death of kj-ng John. Some of
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by Matthew Paris, it is in itself utterlyl

improlnible ; cxcrjit tiiat there is nothing so!

incredible but may be believed to j)roceed
from the folly and wickedness of

John.j
The monks throw great rei)roaches on|

this prince for liis impiety and even in-]

fidelity ; and, as an instance of it they tell th,'''ii'ionk,

us that, having one day caught a very fat
[i""'^,';^'',,'"

stag, he exclaimed,
' How jjiump and well "» Athuisu

fed is this animal ! and yet 1 dare swear
he never heard mass.' This sally of wit,

upon the usual corpulency of tlie ])riests,

more than all liis enormous crimes, made
him pass wnth them for an atheist.

John left two legitimate sons behind
him

; Henry, born on the first of October

1207, and now nine years of age ; and

Richard, born on the sixth of January
1209; and three daughters: Jane, after-

wards married to Alexander king of Scots;

Eleanor, married first to William Mares-
chal the younger earl of Pembroke, and
then to Simon de Mountfort earl of Lei-

cester
;

and Isabella, married to the

emperor Frederic IL All these were born

to him by Isabella of Angoulesme, his

second wife. His illegitimate children

were numerous, but none of them were

anywise distinguished.
It was this king who, in the ninth year

of his reign, first gave to the city of

London the right of electing annually a

mayor out of its own body, an office which

was till now held for life. He gave the

city also power to elect and remove its

sheriffs at pleasure, and its common-
council-men annually. London bridge was

finished in this reign ; the former bridge
was of wood. Maud the empress was the

first that built a stone bridge in England.*

them do write that he dyed of sorrow and heavines

of hart, as Polydorous-: some of surfetyng in the

night, as Rodolphus Niger : some of burnyng ague :

some of a cold sweat : some of eatyng aj)pels : some

of eatyng peares : some plummes : ice."—Ed.
* The bridge built by Maud was Bow bridge,

described by Stow to be " a rare pcice of worke
;

for

before that time the like had never been seen in

England."' He adds, this bridge,
"
being the first

builded with arches of stone, was, therefore, called

Stratford-le-Bow,"' from the resemblance of the

arch to the form of a bow. Stratford, in conse-

quence, received the addition of atte Boghe, or att(

Bow."—Ed.
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APPENDIX 11.

THE FEUDAL AND ANGLO
NORMAN GOVERNMENT

AND MANNERS.
ORIGIN OF THE FEUDAL LAW ITS PRO-

GRESS. FEUDAL GOVERNMENT OF ENG-
LAND. THE FEUDAL PARLIAMENT.
THE COMMONS. JUDICIAL POWER.
REVENUE OF THE CROWN. COMMERCE.—THE CHURCH. CIVIL LAWS. MAN-
NERS.

The feudal law is the chief foundation
both of the political government and of

the jurisprudence established by the Nor-
mans in England. Our subject, therefore,

requires that we should form a just idea of

this law, in order to explain the state as

well of that kingdom as of aU other king-
doms of Europe, which were governed by
similar institutions. And, though I am
sensible that I must repeat many observa-
tions which have been communicated by
others, yet, as eveiy book, agreeably to the

'

servation of a great historian, should
be as complete as possible within itself, it

will be necessary to deUver a short plan of

that prodigious fabric which for several

centuries preserved such a mixture of

liberty and oppression, order and anarchy,

stabihty and revolution, as was never

experienced in any other age or, in any
other part of the world.

ORIGIN OF THE FEUDAL LAW.

After the northern nations had subdued
the provinces of the Roman empire, they
were obhged to establish a system of govern-
ment which might secure their conquests,
as well against the revolt of their numerous

subjects, who remained in the provinces,
as from the inroads of other tribes. The
great change of circumstances made them

ito^German
i^gj.g depart from those institutions which

prevailed among them while they remained
in the forests of Germany ; yet was it still

natural for them to retain as much of their

ancient customs as was compatible with
their new situation.

242

The German governments, being more
a confederacy of independent warriors than

a civil subjection, derived their principal
force from many inferior and voluntary!

associations, under a particular chieftain,

and which it became the highest point of

honour to maintain with inviolable fidelity.

The glory of the chief consisted in the

number, the bravery, and the zealous

attachment, of his retainers. The duty of

the retainers required that they should

accompany their chief in all wars and

dangers ; that they should fight and

perish by his side
;
and that they should

esteem his renown or his favour a sufficient

recompense for all their services. The

prince was chosen from among the rest on
account of his superior valour or nobility,
and who derived his power from the

voluntary association or attachment of the

other chieftains.

When a tribe, governed by these ideas,

and actuated by these principles, subdued
a large territory, they found that, though
it was necessary to keep themselves in a

military posture, thej' could neither remain

united in a body, nor take up their quar-
ters in several garrisons. Their ignorance
in the art of finances, and perhaps the de-

vastation inseparable from such violent

conquests, rendered it impracticable to

\e\'y taxes sufficient for the pay of nume
rous armies

;
and their repugnance to

subordination, with their attachment to

rural pleasures, made the life of the camp
or garrison, if perptituated during peaceful

times, extreniely disgustful to them.

They seized, therefore, such a portion of

the conquered lands as appeared necessary ;

they assigned a share for supporting the

dignity of their prince and government
they distributed other parts, under the

title of fiefs, to the chiefs
;
these made a

new partition among their retainers. The

express condition of all these grants was
that they might be resumed at pleasure,
and that the possessor, so long as he

enjoyed them, should remain in readiness

to take the field for the defence of the

nation. And, though the conquerors im-

mediately separated, in order to enjoy their

new acquisitions, their martial disposition
made them readily fulfil the terms of theii'
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eng^agement ; they assembled on tlie first

alarm ; their habitual attachment to the

chieftain made them willingly submit to

his command : and thus a regular military

force, though concealed, was always ready

to defend the interest and honour of the

community.
We are not to imagine that all the con-

quered lands were seized by the northern

conquerors, or that the whole of the land

thus seized was subjected to tht)se military

sers'ices. This supposition is confuted by
the history of all the nations on the conti-

nent. Eyen the idea giyen us of the

German manners by the Roman historian

may convince us that that bold people
would never have been content with estab-

lishments which were only to continue

during the good pleasure of their sovereign.

Though the northern chieftains accepted
of lands which, being considered as a kind

of military pay, might be resumed at the

will of the king or general, they also took

possession of estates which, being here-

ditary' and independent, enabled them to

maintain their native liberty, and support,
without court favour, the honour of their

rank and family.

PROGRESS OF THE FEUD.IL LAW.

But there is a great difference, in the con-

sequences, between the distribution of a

pecuniar}' subsistence, and the assignment
of lands burdened with the condition of

militarj- service. The delivery of the

former, at the weekly, monthly, or annual,

terms of payment, still recalls the idea of

a voluntary gratuity from the prince, and

reminds the soldier of the precarious
tenure by which he holds his commission.

But the attachment, naturally formed with

a tixed portion of land, gradually begets
the idea of something like property, and

makes the possessor forget his dependant
situation, and the condition which was at

first annexed to the grant. It seemed

equitable that one who had cultivated and

sowed a field should reap the har\-est :

hence fiefs, at first entirely precarious,
were soon made annual. A man who had

employed his money in building, planting,
or other improvements, expected to reap

hence

granted durinsr a term of

the fruits of his labour or expense

they were next

years. It would be thought hard to expel
a man from his possessions who had

always done his duty, and j)erformed the

conditions on which he originally received

them : hence the chieftains, in a subse-

quent period, thought themselves entitled

to demand the enjoyment of their feudal

lands during life. It was found that a man
would more willingly expose himself in

battle, if assured that his family should not

be left by his death in want and poverty :

hence fiefs were made hereditary in families,

and descended, during one age, to the son,
then to the grandson, next to the brothers,
and afterwards to more distant relations.

The idea of property stole in gradually

upon that of militan,' pay ;
and each cen-

tuiy made some sensible addition to the

stiibility of fiefs and tenures.

In all these successive acquisitions the

chief was supported by his vassals
; who,

having originally a strong connexion with

him, augmented by the constant intercourse

of good offices, and by the friendship

arising from vicinity and dependance, were

inclined to follow their leader against all

his enemies ;
and voluntary, in his private

quarrels, paid him the same obedience to

which, by their tenure, they were bound in

foreign wars. While he daily advanced

new j)retensions to secure the possession of

his superior fief, they expected to find the

same advantage in acquiring stability to

their subordinate ones
;
and they zealously

opposed the intrusion of a new lord, who
would be inclined, as he was fully entitled,

to bestow the possession of their lands on

his own favourites and retainers. Thus
the authority of the sovereign gradually de-

cayed ;
and each noble, fortified in his own

territory' by the attachment of his vassals,

became too powerful to be expelled by an

order from the throne
;
and he secured by

law what he had at first acquired by

usurpation.

During this precarious state of the

supreme power, a difference would imme-

diately be experienced between those

portions of territory which were subjected
to the feudal tenures, and those which

were possessed by an allodial or free title.
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Though the Latter possessions had at first

been esteemed much preferable, they were

soon found, by the progressive changes
introduced into pubUc and private law, to

be of an inferior condition to the former.

The possessors of a feudal territory, united

by a regular subordination under one chief,

had the same advantages over the proprietors
of the other that a disciphned army enjoys
over adispersed multitude, and were enabled

tocommit with impunityall injuries on their

defenceless neighbours. Everyone, there-

fore, hastened to seek that protection
which he found so necessary : and each

allodial proprietor, resigning his possessions
into the hands of the king, or of some

nobleman, received them back with the

condition of feudal services; which, though
a burden somewhat grievous, brought him

ample compensation, by connecting him
wath the neighbouring proprietors, and

placing him under the guardianship of a

potent chieftain. Tlie decay of the political

government thus necessarily occasioned the

extension of the feudal. The kingdoms of

Europe, were universally divided into baro-

nies, and these into inferior fiefs : and the at-

tachment of vassals to their chief, was sup-

ported by the same causes from which it

at first arose
;

the necessity of mutual

protection, and the continued intercourse,

between the head and the members, of

benefits and services.

But there was another circumstance

which corroborated these feudal depen-
dencies, and tended to connect the vassals

with their supei'ior lord by an indissoluble

bond of union. The northern conquerors,
as well as the more early Greeks and

Romans, every where united the civil

jurisdiction with the military power. Law,
in its commencement, was not an intricate

science, and was more governed by maxims
of equity, which seem obvious to common
sense, than by numerous subtile principles

applied to a variety of cases by profound

reasonings from analogy. An officer,

though he had passed his life in the field,

was able to determine all legal controversies

within the district committed to his charge;
and his decisions were the most hkely to

I

meet with a prompt and ready obedience
Ifrorn men who respected his person, and
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were accustomed to act under his com-
mand. The profit arising from pun-
ishments, which were then chiefly pecu-

niary, was another reason for his desiring
to retain the judicial power ; and, when
his fief became hereditary, this authority
was also transmitted to his posterity.
The counts and other magistrates, whose

power was merely official, were tempted,
in imitation of the feudal lords, to render

their dignity perpetual and hereditary;
and in the decline of the regal power they
found no difficulty in making good their

pretensions. After this manner the vast

fabric of feudal subordination formed every
where an essential part of the political

constitution
;
and the Norman and other

barons, who followed the fortunes of

William, were so accustomed to it that

they could scarcely form an idea of any
other species of civil government.
The Saxons who conquered England, as

they exterminated the ancient inhabitants,

and thought themselves secured by the sea

against new invaders, found it less requisite

to maintain themselves in a mifitaiy pos-
ture. The quantity of land which they
annexed to offices seems to have been of

small value ; and for that reason continued

the longer in its original situation, and

was always possessed during pleasure by
those who were intrusted with the com-
mand. These conditions were too preca-
rious to satisfy the Norman barons, who

enjoyed more independent possessions and

jurisdictions in their own country ;
and

William was obliged, in the new distri-

bution of land, to copy the tenures, which

were now become universal on the con-

tinent. England of a sudden became a

feudal kingdom ;
and received all the

advantages, and was exposed to all the in-

conveniences, incident to that species of

civil polity.

FEUDAL G0VERN:\IENT OF ENG-
LAND.

According to the principles of the feudal

law, the king was the supreme lord of the

landed property : all possessors, who en-

joyed the fruits or revenue of any part of l^Ahe

it, held those privileges, either mediatelyl
^^""^
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lor immediately, of him
; and their property

(was conceived to be, in some deirree, con-

jditional.
The huid was still apprehended

to be a species of benelice, which was the

, , ioriirinal conception of a feudal nroiiertv ;

Barons helil j ^, ', , .
^

'. :
nndtrthf and the vassal owed, in return tor it,

^^sun- stated services to his baron, as the baron
himself did tor his land to the crown. The
vassal was oblii^ed to defend his baron in

war
;
and the baron at the head of his

vassals, was bound to flight in the defence

of the king and kingdom. But besides

these miUtar)' ser\-ices, which were casual,

there were others imposed of a civil nature,
which were more constant and durable.

The northern nations had no idea that a

man trained up to honour, and inured to

Ths north-:arms, was ever to be governed, without
ern natiuns

,
.

i i i i -up
«ppos*.Ur- nis own consent, by the absolute will oi

'another ; or that the administration of

jjustice was ever to be exercised by the

private opinion of any one magistrate.
The king, therefore, when he found it ne-

cessary to demand any service of his

barons or chief tenants beyond what was
due by their tenures, was obliged to

assemble them, to obtain their consent
;

and, when it was necessary to determine

any controversy which might arise among
the barons themselves, the question must
be discussed in their presence, and be de-

cided according to their opinion or advice,

jln these two circumstances of consent and

jadnce consisted chiefly the civil services

iof the ancient barons. In one view, the

jbarons regarded this attendance as their

principal priWlege ; in another, as a

grievous burden. That no momentous
affairs could be transacted without their

advice was in general esteemed the great

security of their possessions and dignities :

but, as they reaped no immediate profit
from their attendance at court, and were

ririiegt, jexposed to great inconvenience, every one

barden|^'as glad to Bxempt himself from each par-
]

ticular exertion of this power ; and was

pleased both that the call for that duty
should seldom return upon him, and that i

others should undergo the burden in his
\

.stead. The king was usually anxious, for
\

jseveral reasons, that the assembly of the 1

ibarons should be full. This attendance !

was the chief badge of their subordination

VOL. I. 3 Q

'

Cootrover-

R'te amnn^
Ihe baroiu

(l«ddeil iu

thdr pre-
sence.

Their at-

tendauce

.viewed

to his crown, and drew them from that

inde|)endance which tlicv were apt to

effect in their own castles
; and, where the

meeting was thin or ill attended, its deter-

minations had less authority, and corn-

mantled not so ready an obedience from
the whole community.
The case was the same with the barons

in their courts as with the king in the

supreme council of the nation. It was

requisite to assemble the vassals, to deter-

mine by their vote any question which

regarded the barony ; and they sat alone:
with the cliief in all trials, whether civil or

criminal, which occurred within the limits

of their jurisdiction. Thus a kingdom was
considered only as a great barony, and a

barony as a small kingdom. The barons
were peers to each other in the national

council, and, in some degree, companions
to the king ;

the vassals were peers to each
other in the court of barony, and com-

panions to their baron.

But, though this resemblance so far

took place, the vassals, by the natural

course of things, universally, in the feudal

constitutions, fell into a greater subor-

dination under the baron than the baron
himself under his sovereign. The great

chief, residing in his country seat, which
he was commonly allowed to fortifv, lost,

in a great measure, his connexion with

the prince ;
and added every day new

force to his authority over the vassals of

the barony. They received from him
education in all military exercises ; his

hospitality in\ited them to enjoy society
in his hall

;
their leisure, which was great,

made them perpetual retainers on his

person, and partakers of his countn,- sports
and amusements ; they had no means of

gratifjing their ambition but by making
a figure in his train; his favour and
countenance was their greatest honour

;

his displeasure exposed them to contempt ;

and they felt every moment the necessity
of his protection. During the time of

general war the sovereign, who marched
at the head of his armies, and was the

great protector of the state, always ac-

quired some accession to his authority,
which he lost during the inten^als of peace
and tranquillity. But the loose police,
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incident to the feudal constitutions, main-

tained a perpetual, though secret, hostility

between the several members of the state ;

and the vassals found no means of securing
themselves but by closely adhering to

their chief, and falling into a submissive

dependance upon him.

If the feudal government was so little

favourable to the true liberty even of the

military vassal, it was still more destructive

of the independence of the other members
of the state. A great part of them were

serfs, and lived in a state of absolute

slavery or villanage. The other inhabitants

of the country paid their rent in services,

in a great measure arbitrary ;
and they

could expect no redress of injuries in a

court of barony. The towns were situated

either within the demesnes of the king or

the lands of the great barons, and were
almost entirely subjected to the absolute

will of their master. The languishing
state of commerce kept the inhabitants

poor and contemptible ; and the pohtical
institutions were calculated to render that

poverty perpetual. The barons and gentry,

living in rustic plenty, gave no encourage-
ment to the arts, and had no demand for

any of the more elaborate manufactures.

Every profession was held in contempt
but that of arms

; and if any merchant or

manufacturer rose to a degree of opulence,
he found himself but the more exposed to

injuries, from the envy and avidity of the

military nobles.

These concurring causes gave the feudal

governments so strong a bias towards

aristocracy, that the royal authority was

extremely eclipsed in all the European
states ; and, instead of dreading the growth
of monarchical power, we might rather

expect that the community would every
where crumble into so many independent
baronies, and lose the political union by
which they were cemented. In elective

monarchies the event was commonly an-

swerable to this expectation; and the

barons, gaining ground on every vacancy
of the throne, raised themselves almost to

a state of
sovereignty, and sacrificed to their

power both the rights of the crown, and
the liberties of the people. But hereditary
monarchies had a principle of authority
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which was not so easily subverted
;
and

there were several causes which still main
tained a degree of influence in the hands
of the sovereign.
The greatest baron could never lose

view entirely of those principles of the

feudal constitution which bound him, as a

vassal, to submission and fealty towards

his prince ; because he was every moment

obliged to have recourse to those principles,
in exacting submission from his own
vassals. The lesser barons, finding that

the annihilation of royal authority left

them exposed to more potent neighbours,

naturally adhered to the crown, and pro-
moted the execution of equal laws. The

people had still a stronger interest to desire

the grandeur of the sovereign ; and the

king, being the legal magistrate, who
suffered by every internal convulsion or

oppression, and who regarded the great
nobles as his immediate rivals, assumed
the salutary oflice of general guardian or

protector of the commons. Besides the

prerogatives with which the law invested

him, his large demesnes and numerous
retainers rendered him the greatest baron
in his kingdom ; and, where he was pos
sessed of personal vigour and abihties

(for his situation required these advaii

tages,) he was commonly able to preserve
his authority, and maintain his station, as

head of the community and the chief

fountain of law and justice.
The first kings of the Norman race were

favoured by another circumstance. They
were generals of a conquering army, which
was obliged to continue in a military

posture, in order to secure themselves
from the revolt of the numerous natives,
whom they had bereaved of all their

properties and privileges. But though
this circumstance supported the authority
of William and his immediate successors

it was lost as soon as the Norman barons

began to incorporate with the nation, to

acquire a security in their possessions, and
to fix their influence over their vassals,

tenants, and slaves. And the immense
fortunes which the Conqueror had bestowed
on his chief captains served to support
their independence, and make them formid-

able to the sovereign.
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He gave, for instance, to Hugli de

lAbrincis, his sister's son, the whole

county of Chester, which lie erected into a

palatinate, and rendered by his grant almost

independent of the crown. Robert, earl of

Mortaiirne, had nine hundred and seventy-

three manors and lordshijis ;
Allan earl of

;Brittany and Richmond four hvmdred and

forty-two ;
Odo bishop of Baieux four

hundred and thirty-nine ; Geoffrey bishop
of Coutance two hundred and eighty ;

Walter Gitfard earl of Buckingham one

'hundred and seven ; ^Yilliam earl Warrenne

Itwo hundred and ninety-eight, besides

twenty-eight towns or hamlets in York-

|Shire ;
Todenei eighty-one ; Roger Bigod

one hundred and twenty-three ;
Robert

earl of Eu one hundred and nineteen
;

Roger Mortimer one hundred and thirty-

two, besides several hamlets ; Robert de

Stafford one hundred and thirty ; Walter de

Eurus earl of Salisbury forty-six ; Geoffrey
de Mandeville one hundred and eighteen ;

Richard de Clare one hundred and seventy-
one ; Hugh de Beauchamp forty-seven ;

Baldwin de Ridvers one hundred and sixty-

four ; Henry de Ferrars two hundred and

twenty-two ;
William de Percy one hun-

dred and nineteen
;
Norman d'Arcy* thirty-

three. Sir Henry Spelman computes that,

in the large county of Norfolk, there was

not in the Conqueror's time, above sixty-six

proprietors of land. Men possessed of

such princely revenues and jurisdictions,

could not long be retained in the rank of

subjects. The great earl Warrenne, in a

subsequent reign, when he was questioned
concerninir his right to the lands which he

possessed, drew his sword, which he pro-
duced as his title

; adding that William

the Bastard did not conquer the kingdom
himself; but that the barons, and his

ancestor among the rest, were joint ad-

venturers in the enterprise.

THE FEUDAL PARLIAMENT.
The supreme legislative power of England
was lodged in the king and great council,

or what was afterwards called the parlia-

ment. It is not doubted but the arch-

* It is remarkable that this family of d'Arcy seems

to be the only male descendants of any of the con-

bishops, bishops, and most considerable

abbots, were constituent members of this

council. They sat by a double title : by

prescription, as having always jiossessed
that j)rivilege from the first establishment

of Christianity ;
and by their right of

baronage, as holding of the king
'

in capite'

liy military service. These two titles of

the prelates were never accurately distin-

guished. When the usurpations of the

church had risen to such a height as to

make the bishops affect a separate dominion,
and regard their seat in parliament as a

degradation of their ei)iscopal dignity, the

king insisted that they were barons, and,
on that account, obliged to attend on him
in his great councils. Yet there still re-

mained some practices which supposed
their title to be derived merely from ancient

possession ;
when a bishop was elected he

sat in parliament before the king had made
him restitution of his temporalities ; and,

during the vacancy of a see, the guardian
of the spiritualities was summoned to

attend along ^Yith the bishops.
The barons were another constituent

part of the great council of the nation.

These held immediately of the crown by a

military tenure ; they were the immediate
vassals of the crown, and owed as a sen-ice

their attendance in the court of their

supreme lord. A resolution taken without

their consent was likely to be but ill

executed
;
and no determination of any

cause or controversy among them had any

validity where the vote and advice of the

body did not concur. The dignity of

earl or count was official and territorial, as

well as hereditary ;
and as all the earls

were also barons, they were considered as

military vassals of the crown, were admitted

in that capacity into the general council,

and formed the most honourable and

powerful branch of it.

But there was another class of the im-

mediate raiUtary tenants of the crown, no

less, or probably more, numerous than the

barons, the tenants
'

in capite' by knight's
sernce ; and these, however inferior in

property, held by a tenure which was

Hi^liops s,it

in it
l»_v

H

double till&

queror"s barons now remaining among the

Lord Holderness is the heir of that family.
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equally honourable with that of the others.

A barony was commonly composed of

several knight's fees ; and, though the

number seems not to have been exactly

defined, seldom consisted of less than fifty

hides of land.* But, where a man held

of the king only one or two knight's fees,

he was still an immediate vassal of the

crown, and as such had a title to have a

seat in the general councils. But, as this

attendance was usually esteemed a burden,
and one too great for a man of slender

fortune to bear constantly, it is probable
that, though he had a title, if he pleased,
to be admitted, he was not obliged, by any
penalty, like the barons, to pay regular
attendance. All the immediate military
tenants of the crown amounted not fully
to seven hundred when Domesday book
was framed

; and, as the members were
well pleased to excuse themselves from

attendance, the assembly was never likely
to become too numerous for the dispatch
of public business.

THE COMMONS.

So far the nature of a general council, or

ancient parliament, is determined without

any doubt. The only question seems to

be with regard to the commons, or the

representatives of counties and boroughs ;

whether they were also, in more early

times, constituent parts of parliament ?

It is agreed that the commons were no

part of the great council till some ages
after the conquest, and that the military
tenants alone of the crown composed that

supreme and legislative assembly.
The vassals of a baron were by their

tenure immediately dependent on him,
owed attendance at his court, and paid all

their duty to the king through that depen-
dance which their lord was obUged by his

tenure to acknowledge to his sovereign.
Their land comprehended in the barony,
was represented in parliament by the
baron himself, who was supposed to

would have

give it any

possess the chrect property of it
;
and it

been deemed
other representation. They

stood in the same capacity to him that he

and the other barons did to the king ; the

vassals possessed a subordinate rank within

their district, the baron enjoyed a superior

dignity in the great assembly ; they were
in some degree his companions at home

;

he the king's companion at court. And
nothing can be more evidently repugnant
to all feudal ideas, than to imagine that

the king would apply either for the advice

or consent of men, who were of a rank so

much inferior, and whose duty was imme

diately paid to the mesne lord that was

interposed between them and the throne.

If it be unreasonable to think that the

vassals of a barony, though their tenure

was military and honourable, were ever

summoned to give their opinion in national

councils, much less can it be supposed
that the tradesmen of boroughs, whose
condition was so much inferior, would be

admitted to that privilege. It appears
from Domesday that the greatest boroughs
were, at the time of the conquest, scarcely
more than country villages ; and that the

inhabitants lived in entire dependance on
the king or great lords, and were of a

station little better than servile. They
were not then so much as incorporated ;

they formed no community ; were not

regarded as a body politic ; and, being

The king
not expect-
ed to seek

advice from
the com-
mons.

really nothing but a number of

pendent tradesmen, Uving without

low de-

any
neighbourhood to-particular civil tie in

gether, they were incapable of being

represented in the states of the kingdom.
Even in France, a country which made
more early advances in arts and civiUty
than England, the first corporation is

sixty ycEirs posterior to the conquest under
the duke of Normandy ; and the erecting
of these communities was an invention of

Lewis the Gross, in order to free the people
from slavery under the lords, and to give
them protection by means of certain privi-

* Four hides made one knight's fee
; the relief of

a barony was twelve times greater than that of a

knights fee ; whence we may conjecture its usual
value. There were 234,600 hides in England, and
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60,215 knight's fees; whence it is evident that

there were little more than four hides in each

knight's fee.
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leges and a separate jurisdiction. An
ancient French writer calls them a new
and wicked device to procure liberty to

slaves, and encourasie them in shakin<r off

the dominion of their masters. The
famous charter, as it is called, of the Con-

queror to the city of London, though
granted at a time when lie assumed the

appearance of gentleness and lenity, is

nothing but a letter of protection, and a

ideclaration that the citizens should not

be treated as slaves. By the English

jfeudal
law the superior lord was prohibited

from marrvini^ his female ward to a burtrcss

ior a villain
; so near were these two ranks

lesteemed to each other, and so much in-

ferior to the nobility and gentry. Besides

possessing the advantages of birth, riches,

civil powers, and privileges, the nobles

and gentlemen alone were armed; a cir-
• The noMcs i

^
i

•
i , i • ,

judgcnUe-jCumstance whicli gave them a miglity

™«^n*i. superiority in an age when nothing but the

military profession was honourable, and
when the loose execution of laws gave so

much encouragement to open violence,
and rendered it so decisive in all disputes
and controversies.

The great similarity among the feudal

governments of Europe is well known to

even,- man that has any acquaintance with
ancient history ;

and antiquaries have al-

lowed that the commons came very late

to be admitted to a share in the legislative

power. In Normandy in particular, whose
constitution was most likely to be ^YilliaIn's

model in raising his new fabric of Enirlish

government, the states were entirely com-

posed of the clergy and nobility ; and the

lirst incorporated boroughs or communities
of that duchy were Rouen and Falaise,
which enjoyed their privileges by a grant
of Philip Augustus in the 3"ear 1207. All

the ancient English historians, when they
mention the great council of the nation,

* Sometimes the historians mention the people,"
populus," as a part of the parliament ; but they

alwa5s mean the laity, in opposition to the clergy :

sometimes the word •' comraunitas
''

is foiind
;
but it

always means " communitas baronagii." These points
are clearly proved by Dr. Brady. There is also

mention sometimes made of a crowd or multitude
that thronged into the great council on particular in-

teresting occasions
;

but as deputies from boroughs
!are never once spoken of, the proof that they had not
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call it an assembly of the baronage, nobility,
or great men

; and none of their expres-
sions, though several hundred jiassages

might be produced, can, without the
utmost violence, be tortured to a meaning
which will admit the commons to be con-
stitutent members of that body.* If, in the

long period of two hundred years, which

clasped between the coiujuest and the latter

end of Henry III., and which abounded in

fiictions, revolutions, and convulsions of
all kinds, the house of commons never per-
formed one single legislative act so
considerable as to be mentioned by any of
the numerous historians of that age, they
must have been totally insignificant ; and
in that case what reason can be assigned
for their ever being assembled ? Can it be

supposed that men of so little weight
possessed a negative voice against the king
and the barons ? Every page of the sub-

sequent histories discovers their existence ;

though these histories are not written with

greater accuracy than the preceding ones.

The Magna Charta of king John provides
that no scutage or aid should be imposed,
either on the land or towns, but by consent

of the great council: and, for more security,
it enumerates the persons entitled to a

seat in that assembly, the prelates and
immediate tenants of the crown, without

any mention of the commons : an authority
so full, certain, and explicit, that nothing
but the zeal of party could ever have pro-
cured credit to any contrary hypothesis.

It was probably the example of the

French barons which first emboldened the

English to require greater independence
from their sovereign : it is also probable
that the boroughs and corporations of

England were established in imitation ofj

those of France. It may, therefore, be

that both the chief privileges of the peers
in England and the liberty of the commons

TIic com-
innni* were
not :ui)on^
its ctm.iti

tuent mem-
bent.

M.ipna
Charta did
nut provide
that they
should be.

then any existence becomes the more certain and

undeniable. These never could make a crowd, as

they must have had a regular place assigned them,

if they had made a regular part of the legislative

body. There were only 130 boroughs who received

writs of summons from Edward I. It is expressly
said in Gesta Reg. Steph. p. 932. that it was usual

for the populace,
"
vidgus," to crowd into the great

councils ; where they were plainly mere spectators,
and could only gratify their curiosity.
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were originally the growth of that foreign

country.
In ancient times men were little solici-

tous to obtain a place in the legislative

assemblies ;
and rather regarded their

attendance as a burden which was not

compensated by any return of profit or

honour proportionate to the trouble and

expense. The only reason for instituting

these public councils was, on the part of

the subject, that they desired some security
from the attempts of arbitrary power ;

and, on the part of the sovereign, that he

despaired of governing men of such inde-

pendent spirits without their own consent.

But the commons had not j'et reached

such a degree of consideration as to desire

security against their prince, or to imagine
that, even if they were assembled in a

representative body, they had power to

enforce it. The only protection wdiich

they aspired to W"as against the immediate

violence of their fellow citizens
;
and this

advantage each of them looked for from
the courts of justice, or from the authority
of some great lord to whom he was at-

tached. On the other hand, the sovereign
was sufficiently assured of obedience in

the whole community if he procured the

concurrence of the nobles
;

nor had he

reason to apprehend that any order of the

state could resist his and their united

authority. The military sub-vassals could

entertain no idea of opposing both their

prince and their superiors ; the burgesses
and tradesmen could much less aspire
to such a thought ; and thus we have

reason to conclude, from the known situa-

tion of society during those ages, that the

commons w^ere never admitted as members
of the legislative body.
The executive power of the Anglo Nor-

man government was lodged in the king.
Besides the stated meetings of the national

* None of the feudal governments in Europe had
such institutions as the county-courts, which the

great authority of the Conqueror still retained from
the Saxon customs. All the freeholders of the

county, even the greatest harons, were obliged to
attend the sheriffs in these courts, and to assist them
in the administration of justice. By these means
they received frequent and sensible admonitions
of their dependence on the king or supreme magis-
trate : they formed a kind of community with their
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council at the three great festivals of

Christmas, Easter, and Whitsuntide, he
was accustomed, on any sudden exigence,
to summon them together. He could at

his pleasure command the attendance of

his barons and their vassals, in which con
sisted the military force of the kingdom ;

and could employ them, during forty days
either in resisting a foreign enemy or re-

ducing his rebellious subjects ; and, what
was of great importance, the whole judicial

pow'er was ultimately in his hands, and
was exercised by ministers of his appoint
ment.

JUDICIAL POWER.

The general plan of the Anglo Norman
government was, that the court of barony
was appointed to decide such controversies

as arose between the several vassals or

subjects of the same barony ; the hundred
court and county court, which w^ere still

continued as during the Saxon times, to

judge between the subjects of different ba
ronies ;* and the Curia Regis, or king's
court, to give sentence among the barons
themselves. But this plan contributed to

increase the royal prerogative ; and, as

long as the state was not disturbed by
arms, reduced ever)- order of the community
to some degree of dependance and subordi-

nation.

The king himself often sat in his court,
wdiich always attended his person ; he
there heard causes and px'onounced judg-
ment

; and, though he was assisted by
the other members, it is not to be imagined
that a decision could easily be obtained

contrary to his opinion. In his absence
the chief justiciary presided, who was
a kind of \aceroy, on whom depended
all the civil affairs of the kingdom. The
other chief otficers of the crown, the con-

fellow barons and freeholders : they were often

dravm from their indi\-idual and independant state,

peculiar to the feudal system; and were made mem-
bers of a political body ; and, perhaps, this institu-

tion of county-courts in England has had greater
effect on the government than has yet been distinctly

pointed out by historians, or traced by antiquaries.
The barons were never able to free themselves from
this attendance on the sheriffs and itinerant justicesi
tUl the reign of Henry III.

|
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and mouks-

stahle, maresclial, seneschal, chamberlain,

treasurer, and chancellor,* were members,

together with such feudal barons as

thought proper to attend, and the barons
of the Exchequer, who at tirst were also

feudal barons appointed by the king.
This court, which was sometimes called

the king's court, sometimes the court of

Exchequer, judged in all causes, and com-

prehended the whole business now shared

out anions; four courts, the Chancer}% the

King's Bench, the Common Pleas, and the

Exchequer.f
Such an accumulation of powers was

itself a great source of authority, and ren-

jdered
the jurisdiction of the court formid-

jable to all the subjects ;
but the turn which

judicial trials took soon after the conquest
served still more to increase its authority,
and to augment the royal prerogatives.
William had introduced the Norman law

into England ;
had ordered all the plead-

ings to be in that tongue ; and had inter-

woven, with the English jurisprudence, all

the maxims and principles which the

Normans, more advanced in cultivation,

and naturally litigious, were accustomed to

observe in the distribution of justice.
Law now became a science, which at first

fell entirely into the hand of the Normans
;

and which, even after it was communi-
cated to the English, required so much

study that the laity, in those ignorant

ages, were incapable of attaining it ; and
it was a mystery almost solely confined to

the clerg)-, and cliiefly to the monks. The
ijreat officers of the crown, and the feudal

* The Normans introduced the practice of sealing
charters

;
and the chancellor's office was to keep the

great seal.

t The ordinary council of the king seems always
to have consisted of persons selected by him for that

purpose ;
and those persons in later times, if not

always, took an oath of office, and were assisted by
the king's justiciaries, or judges, considered as mem-
bers of this council ; and the chief justiciar, the

treasurer, and chancellor, and some other great
officers of the c^o^^•n, who might be styled the king's
confidential ministers, were always members of this

select council. It was not only the king's ordinary
council of state, but formed the supreme court of

justice, denominated " Curia Regis ;" which com-

monly assembled three times in every year, where-
ever the king held his court, at the three great feasts

of Easter, 'Whitsuntide, and Christmas
; and some-

times also at Michaelmas. Its constant and unportant

barons, who were military nien, found

themselves unfit to penetrate into those

obscurities
; and, though they were enti-

tled to a seat in the supreme judicature,
the business of the court was wholly
managed by tlie chief jnsticiaiy and the

law barons, appointed by the king, and en-

tirely at his disposal. Tliis natural conise

of things was forwarded by the nmltiplicily
of business which flowed into that court,
and which daily augmented by the appeals
from all the subordinate judicatures of the

kingdom.
Ill the Saxon times no ajipeal was received

in the king's court, except upon the denial

or delay of justice by the inferior courts ;

and the same practice was still observed

in most of the feudal kingdoms of Europe.
But the great power of the Conqueror
established at first in England an authoritv,

which the monarclis in France were not

able to attain till the reign of St. Lewis,
two centuries after. He emijowered his

court to receive appeals both from the

courts of barony and the county courts,

and by that means brought the adminis-

tration of justice ultimately into the hands
of tlie sovereign. And, lest the expense or

trouble of a journey to court should dis-

courage suitors, and make them acquiesce
in the decision of the inferior judicatures,
itinerant judges were afterwards established,

who made their circuits throughout the

kingdom, and tried all causes brought
before them.| By this expedient the courts

of barony were kept in awe
;
and if they

still preserved some influence, it was only

duty, at those times, was the administration of

justice. This court adjourned regularly from time

to time
;
and the suitors, and the proceedings in it,

were also regularly adjourned, in the same manner
as is practised at this day in the courts of West-
minister Hall, which have been generally considered

as emanations from this original great court of the

king. In the reports of the Lords' Committees

respecting the peerage, we find a full confirmation

of what is here stated.—Ed.

I What made the Anglo-Norman barons more

readily submit to appeals from their court to the

king's court of exchequer, was their being accus-

tomed to like appeals in Normandy to the ducal

court of exchequer. See Gilbert's history of the

Exchequer ; though the author thinks it doubtful

whether the Norman court was not rather copied
from the Enghsh.
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from the apprehensions which the vassals

might entertain of disobliging their superior,

by appealing from his jurisdiction. But
the county courts were much discredited

;

and, as the freeholders were found ignorant
of the intricate principles and forms of the

new law, the lawyers gradually brought all

business before the king's judges, and
abandoned the ancient simple and popular

judicature. After this manner the formal-

ities of justice (which, though they appear
cumbersome, are found requsite to the

support of liberty in all monarchical govern-
ments) proved at first, by a combination of

causes, very advantageous to royal autho-

rity in England.

REVENUE OF THE CRO^\T^.

The power of the Norman kings was also

much supported by a great revenue
; and

by a revenue that was fixed, perpetual,
and independent of the subject. The

people, without betaking themselves to

arms, had no check upon the king, and no

regular security for the due administration

of justice. In those days of violence

many instances of oppression passed un-

heeded, and soon after were openly

pleaded as precedents which it was un-

lawful to dispute. Princes and ministers

were too ignorant to be themselves sen-

sible of the advantages attending an

equitable administration
; and there was

no established council or assembly which
could protect the people, and, by with-

drawing supplies, regularly and peaceably
admonish the king, and ensure the execution

of the laws.

The first branch of the king's stated

revenue was the royal demesnes or crown

lands, which comprehended, beside a great
number of manors, most of the chief cities

of the Idngdom. It was established by
law that the king could alienate no part
of his demesne, and that he himself or his

successor could at any time resume such
donations

; but this law was never regu-
larly observed, which happily rendered in

time the crown somewhat more dependent.
The rent of the crown lands was a source
of power ; the influence of tlie king over
his tenants and the inhabitants of his

king was never content with the

towns increased this power ;
but the other

numerous branches of his revenue, besides

supplying his treasury, gave, by their very
nature, a great latitude to arbitrary autho-

rity, and were a support of the prerogative
as will appear from an enumeration of

them.

The
stated rents, but levied heavy^ tallages at

pleasure on the inhabitants both of town
and country, who lived within his demesne.

All bargains of sale, in order to prevent
theft, being prohibited, except in boroughs
and public markets, he pretended to exact

tolls on all goods which were there sold

He seized two hogsheads, one before and

one behind the mast, from every vessel

that imported wine. All goods paid to his

customs a proportional part of their

value. Passage over bridges an

was loaded with tolls at pleasure : and,

though the boroughs by degrees bought
the liberty of farming these impositions

yet the revenue profited by these bargains ;

new sums were often exacted for the re

newal and confirmation of their charters,

and the people were thus held in perpetual

dependance.
Such was the situation of the inhabitants

within the royal demesnes. But the pos-
sessors of land, or the mifitary tenants

though they were better protected both by
law and by the great privilege of carrying
arms, were much exposed to the inroads

of power, and possessed not what we
should esteem a very durable security.
The Conqueror ordained that the barons

should be obliged to pay nothing beyond
their stated services, except a reasonable

aid to ransom his person if he were taken

in war, to make his eldest son a

and to marry his eldest daughter. What
should be deemed a reasonable aid was not

determined, and the demands of the crown
were so far discretionary.
The king could require in war the per-

sonal attendance of his vassals ; that is,

of almost all the landed proprietors ; and,
if they declined the sei-vice, they were

obliged to pay him a composition in money,
which was called a scutage. The sum was
sometimes levied without allowins; the

vassal the liberty of personal service ;
andl
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it was a usual artifice of the king's to pre-
tend an expedition, that he mi<;ht he

entitled to levy the scutage from his

! military tenants. Danegelt was another

'species of land-tax, levied hy the early

^ [Norman kings arbitrarily, and contrary to

oriiinauix. the laws of the Conqueror. Moneyage
was also a general land-tax of the same

nature, levied by the two first Norman

kings, and abolished by the charter of

Henry I. It was a shilling paid every
three years by each hearth, to indnce the

king not to use his prerogative in debasing
the coin. Indeed it appears from that

charter, that, though the Conqueror had

granted his military- tenants an immunity
from all taxes and tallages, he and his son

William had never thought themselves

bound to observe that rule, but had levied

« j,!^';!^ impositions at pleasure on all the landed

estates of the kingdom. The utmost that

Henry grants is, that the land cultivated

by the military tenant himself shall not be

so burdened ;
but he reserves the power

of taxing the farmers. And, as it is

known that Henry's charter was never ob-

served, we may be assured that this prince
and his successors levied arbitrary impo-
sitions on all the lands of all their subjects.
These taxes were sometimes very heavy ;

since Malmesbury tells us that in the reign
of William Rufus the farmers, on account
of them, abandoned tillage, and a famine

ensued.

The escheats were a great branch both

of power and of revenue, especially during
the first reigns after the conquest. In

default of posterity from the first baron,
his land reverted to the crown. The

prince had indeed by law a power of

iaiienating these escheats
;

but by this

means he had an opportunity of establish-

ing the fortunes of his friends and servants,

land thereby enlarging his authority.
Sometimes he retained them in his own
hands

;
and they were gradually confoun-

ded with the royal demesnes. This

confusion is probably the reason why the

king acquired the right of alienating his

demesnes.

But, beside escheats from default of heirs,

those which ensued from crimes or breach

of duty towards the superior lord were
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frequent in ancient times. If the vassal,

being thrice sunmioned to attend his

superior's court and do fealty, neglected
or refused obedience, he forfeited title to

his land. If he denied his tenure, or re-

fused his service, he was exposed to the

same penalty. If he sold his estate

without license from his lord, or if he .sold

it ujion an\ other tenure or title than tiiat

by which he himself held it, he lost all

right to it. The adhering to his lord's

enemies, deserting him in war, betraying
his secrets, debauching his wife or his near

relations, or even using indecent freedoms,

might be punished by forfeiture. The

higher crimes, rapes, robbery, murder,
arson, &c. were called felony ; and, being

interpreted want of fidelity to his lord,

made him lose his fief. Even where the

felon was vassal to a baron, though his

immediate lord enjoyed the forfeiture,

the king might retain possession of his

estate during a twelvemonth, and had the

right of spoiling and destroying it, unless

the baron paid him a reasonable compo-
sition. We have not here enumerated all

the species of felonies, or of crimes by
which forfeiture was incurred ;

we have

said enough to prove that the possession
of feudal property was anciently somewhat

precarious, and that the primary idea was

never lost, of its being a kind of fee or

benefice.

When a baron died, the king imme-

diately took possession of the estate ;
and

the heir, before he recovered his right, was

obliged to make application to the crown,

and desire that he might be admitted to

do homage, and pay a composition to the

king. This composition was not at first

fixed by law ;
the king was often exorbi-

tant in his demands, and kept possession

of the land till they were complied with.

If the heir were a minor the king re-

tained the whole profit of the estate till

his majority ;
and might grant what sum

he thought proper for the education and

maintenance of the young baron. This

practice was also founded on the notion

that a fief was a benefice, and that, while

the heir could not perform his military

services, the revenue devolved to the

superior, who employed another in his
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stead. It is obvious that a great propor-
tion of the landed property must, bj' means

of this device, be continually in the hands

of the prince, and that all the noble fami-

lies were thereby held in perpetual depen-
dance. When the king granted the

wardship of a rich heir, he had the

opportunity of enriching a favourite or

minister; if he sold it, he thereby levied a

considerable sum of money. Simon de

Mountfort paid Henry III. ten thousand

marks (an immense sum in those days) for

the wardship of Gilbert de Umfreville.

Geoffrey de Mandeville paid to the same

prince the sum of twenty thousand marks,
that he might marry Isabella countess of

Glocester, and possess all her lands and

knight's fees. This sum would be equi-
valent to three hundred thousand, perhaps
four hundred thousand, pounds in our

time.

If the heir were a female, the king was
entitled to offer her any husband of her
rank he thought proper ; and, if she

refused him, she forfeited her land. Even
a male heir could not marry without the

royal consent : and it was usual for men
to pay large sums for the liberty of making

m choice in marriage. No man
could dispose of his land, either by sale or

will, without the consent of his superior.
The possessor was never considered as full

proprietor; he was still a kind of bene-

ficiary, and could not oblige his superior
to accept of any vassal that was not agree-
able to him.

Fines, amerciaments, and oblatas, as

they were called, were another consider-

able branch of the royal power and
revenue. The ancient records of the

exchequer, which are still preserved, give

surprising accounts of the numerous fines

and amerciaments levied in those days,
and of the strange inventions fallen upon
to exact money. It appears that the
ancient kings of England put themselves

entirely on the foot of the barbarous
eastern princes, whom no man must ap-
proach without a present, who sell all

their good offices, and who intrude them-
selves into every business that they may
have a pretence for extorting money. The

court itself, though the supremekins

judicature of the kingdom, was open to

none that brought not presents to the

king. The bribes given for the expedition,

delay, suspension, and, doubtless, for the

perversion, of justice were entered in the

public registers of the royal revenue, and

remain as monuments of the perpetual

iniquity and tyranny of the times. The
barons of the Exchequer, for instance, the

first nobility of the kingdom, were not

ashamed to insert, as an article in their

records, that the county of Norfolk paid a

sum that they might be fairly dealt with ;

the borough of Yarmouth, that the king's

charters, whicli they have for their liber-

ties, might not be violated
; Richard, son

of Gilbert, for the king's helping him
to recover his debt from the Jews

; Serlo,

son of Terlavaston, that he might be per-
mitted to make his defence in case he

were accused of a certain homicide
;
Wal-

ter de Burton, for free law if accused of

wounding another
;

Robert de Essart, for

having an inquest to find whether Roger
the butcher, and Wace and Humphrey,
accused him of robbeiy and theft out of

env)' and ill-will, or not
;

William Bu-

hurst, for having an inquest to find

whether he were accused of the death of

one Godwin out of ill-will, or for just
cause. I have selected these few instances

from a great number of the like kind,

which Madox had selected from a still

greater number preserved in the ancient

rolls of the exchequer.
Sometimes the party litigant offered the

king a certain portion, (a half, a third, a

fourth) paj'able out of the debts which

he, as the executor ofjustice, should assist

him in recovering. Theophania de West-

land agreed to pay the half of two hundred

and twelve marks, that she might recover

that sum against James de Fughleston;
Solomon the Jew engaged to pay one mark
out of every seven that he should recover

against Hugh de la Hose ; Nicholas Mor-

rel promised to pay sixty pounds, that the

earl of Flanders might be distrained to

pay him three hundred and forty-three

pounds, which the earl had taken from

him ; and these sixty pounds were to be

paid out of the first money that Nicholas

should recover from the earl.
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As the king assumed the entire power
over trade, he was to be paid for a per-
mission to exercise commerce or industry
of any kind. Hugh Oisel paid four hun-
dred marks for Hberty to trade in England ;

irciai Nigel de Havene gave tifty marks for the
""'

ipartnership in merchandise which he had
Iwith GerA'ase de Hanton

;
the men of

Worcester paid one hundred shilHngs,

jthat they might have the Hberty of seUing
land buying dyed cfoth as formerly ; several

|other
towns paid for a like liberty. The

icommerce indeed of the kingdom was so

imucli under the control of the king, that

Ihe erected guilds, corporations, and luono-

jpolies,
wherever he pleased ; and levied

suras for these exclusive pri\'ileges.

There were no profits so small as to

be below the king's attention. Henry,
son of Arthur, gave ten dogs to have a

recognition against the countess of Cop-
land for one knight's fee. Roger, son of

Nicholas, gave twenty lampreys and twenty
shads for an inquest to tind whether

Gilbert, son of Alured, gave to Roger two
hundred muttons to obtain his confirma-

tion for certain lands, or whether Roger
took them from him by violence ; Geoffrey
Fitz Pierre, the chief justiciary, gave two

good Norway hawks, that Walter de Ma-
dine might have leave to export a hundred

weigiit of cheese out of the king's
dominions.

It is really amusing to remark the

strange business in which the king some-
times interfered, and never without a

present. The wife of Hugh de Neville

gave the king two hundred hens, that she

might lie with her husband one night ;

and she brought wuth her two sureties,

who answered each for a hundred hens.

It is probable that her husband was a

prisoner, wliich debarred her from having
access to him. The abbot of Ructord paid
ten marks for leave to erect houses and

place men upon his land near Welhang,
to secure his wood there from beim; stolen

;

liun-

l-ens

liv a
I'l lie

lior

mj.

* We shall gratify the reader's curiosity by sub-

joining a few more instances from Madox. Hugh
Oisel was to give the king two robes of a good green
colour, to have the king's letters patent to the mer-

I chants of Flanders, with a request to render him
11000 marks, which he lost in Flanders: the abbot

Hugh archdeacon of Wells gave one tun

of wine for leave to carry six" hundred
sums of corn whither he would

;
Peter de

Peraris gave twenty marks for leave to salt

fishes as Peter Chevalier used to do.

It was usual to ])ay high fines, to gain
the king's good-will or mitigate his anger.
In the reign of Henry II. Gilbert the son
of Fergus, fines in nine hundred and nine-

teen pounds nine shillings to obtain that

j)rince's favour
; William de Chataignes a

thousand marks, that he would remit his

displeasure. In the reign of Henry III.

the city of London fines in no less a sum
than twenty thousand pounds on the same
account.

The king's protection and good offices

of every kind were bought and sold.

Robert Grislet paid twenty marks of silver,

that the king would help him against the

earl of Mortaigne in a certain plea;
Robert de Cundet gave thirty murks of

silver, that the king would bring him to

accord with the bishop of Lincoln ; Ralph
de Breckham gave a hawk, that the king
would protect him

;
and this is a very fre-

quent reason for payments ; John, son of

Ordgar, gave a Norway hawlc to have the

king's request to the king of Norway to

let him have his brother Godard's chattels;

Richard de Neville gave twenty palfreys
to obtain the king's I'equest to Isolda

Bisset, that she should take him for a

husband ; Roger Fitz Walter gave three

good palfreys to have the king's letter to

Roger Bertram's mother, that she should

marry him; Eling, the dean, paid one

hundred marks, that his whore and his

children might be let out upon bail : the

bishop of Winchester gave one tun of

good wine for his not putting the king
in mind to give a girdle to the countess

of Albemarle; Robert de Veaux gave five

of the best palfreys, that the king would

hold his tongue about Henry Pinel's wife.

There are, in the records of exchequer,

many other singular instances* of a like

of Hyde paid thirty marks, to have the king's letters

of request to the archbishop of Canterbury, to re-

move certain monks that were against the abbot :

Roger de Trihaiiton paid twenty marks and a

palfrey, to have the king's request to Richard de

Umfreville to give him his sister to wife, and to the
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nature. The same ridiculous practices

and dangerous abuses prevailed in Nor-

mandy, and probably in all the other states

of Europe ; England was not, in this

respect, more barbarous than its neigh-
bours.

These iniquitous practices of the Nor-
man kings were so well known, that on

the death of Hugh Bigod, in the reign of

Henry II. the best and most just of these

princes, the eldest son and the widow of

this nobleman came to court, and strove,

by offering large presents to the king, each

of them to acquire possession of that rich

inheritance. The king was so equitable
as to order the cause to be tried by the

great council ! But in the mean time he

seized all the money and treasure of the

deceased. Peter of Blois, a judicious and
even an elegant writer for that age, gives
a pathetic description of the venality of

justice, and the oppressions of the poor
under the reign of Henry ; and he scruples
not to complain to the king himself of

these abuses. We may judge what the

case would be under the government of

worse princes. The articles of inquiry

concerning the conduct of sheriffs, which

Henry promulgated in 1 1 70, shew the

great power, as well as the licentiousness,
of these offices.

Amerciaments, or fines, for crimes and

trespasses were another considerable branch
of the royal revenue. Most crimes were
atoned for by money ; the fines imposed
frequently occasioned the total ruin of the

person, even for the highest trespasses.
The forest laws, particularly, were a great

sister that she would accept him for a husband
;

William de Cheveringworth paid five marks, to have
the king's letters to the abbot of Persore, to let him
enjoy peaceably his tithes as formerly : Matthew de
Hereford, clerk, paid ten marks for a letter of re-

quest to the bishop of Llandaff, to let him enjoy
peaceably his church of Schenfrith : Andrew Neulim
gave three Flemish caps for the king's request to
the prior of Chickesand, for performance of an
agreement made between them : Henry de Fontibus
gave a Lombardy horse of value to have the king's
request to Henry Fitz-Harvey, that he would give
his daughter to wife: Roger, son of Nicholas,
promised all the lampreys he could get, to have the

king's request to Earl William Mareschal, that he
I

would grant him the manor of Langeford at Firm :

jthe
burgesses of Glocester promised 300 lampreys,

Ithat they might not be distrained to find the prison-
256

source of oppression. The king possessed

sixty-eight forests, thirteen chases, and

seven hundred and eighty-one parks, in

different parts of England ; and consider-

ing the extreme passion of the English and

Normans for hunting, these were so many
snares for the people, by which they were

brought within the reach of arbitrary and

rigorous laws, which the king had thought

proper to enact by his own authority.
But the most barefaced acts of tyranny

and oppression were practised against the

Jews, who, out of the protection of law,

were extremelj' odious from the bigotry of

the people, and were abandoned to the

rapacity of the king and his ministers.*

Besides many other indignities to which

they were continually exposed, it appears
that they were once all thrown into prison,
and the sum of sixty-six thousand marks
exacted for their liberty : at another time

Isaac the Jew paid alone five thousand one

hundred marks
; Brun, three thousand

marks
; Jurnet, two thousand

; Bennet,
five hundred : at another, Licorica, widow
of David the Jew of Oxford, was required
to pay six thousand marks

;
and she was

delivered over to six of the richest and dis-

creetest Jews in England, who were to

answer for the sum. Henry III. borrowed
five thousand marks from the earl of

Cornwall ; and for his rejDayment consigned
over to him all the Jews in England.
The revenue arising from exactions upon
this nation was so considerable that there

was a particular court of exchequer set

apart for managing it.

ers of Poictou with necessaries, unless they pleased :

Jordan, son of Reginald, paid twenty marks to have
the king'.s request to William Paniel, that he would

grant him the land of MillNierenuit, and the custody
of his heirs

;
and if Jordan obtained the same, he

was to pay twenty marks, otherwise not.
*

Everything was against the poor Hebrew.
Denied the privilege of making himself a home in

any christian coiuitry, precluded from exercising his

industry in common with other men
; with little

security for his life, and none for his property, he, of

course, became timid, indolent, suspicious, and art-

ful. Obliged to conceal the wealth that he dared

not to enjoy, his mean attire and neglected person,
moved the virulent and scornful Pharisee, tlie soi-

disant " follower of the Lamb," to revile the He-

brew,
"
to spit on his gabardine," and to outrage

him on account of his deplorable appearance ; and.
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We may jud;;e concerninii; the low state

of comiuerce anioiiii the Enj^lish, when the

Jews, notwithstanding these oppressions,
could still rind their account in trading

among them, and lending them money.
And as the improvements of agriculture
were also much checked by the immense

possessions of the nobility, ])v the disorders

of the times, and by the precarious state

of feudal property, it appears that industry
of no kind could then have place in the

kinirdom.*

It is asserted by Sir Harry Spelman,
that during the reigns of the first Norman

princes, every edict of the king, issued

with the consent of his privy council, had
the full force of law. It only appears
that the constitution had not fixed any
precise boundaries to the royal power ;

that the riglit of issuing proclamations
on any emergence, and of exacting
obedience to them, (a right which was

always supposed inherent in the crown)
is very dithcult to be distinguished from a

legislative authority ; that the extreme

imperfection of the ancient laws, and the

sudden exigencies which often occurred,

obliged the prince to exert frequently the

latent powers of his prerogative ; that he

naturally proceeded, from the acquiescence
of the people, to assume, in many par-
ticulars of moment, an authority from
which he had excluded himself by express
statutes, charters, or concessions, and
wliich was, in the main, repugnant to the

general genius of the constitution ; and
that the Uves, the personal liberty, and the

properties, of all his subjects were less

secured by law against the exertion of his

arbitrary autiiority than by the independent

power and private connexions of each in-

dividual. It appears, from the Great

when beneath his wretched tatters, articles of value

were found, which he could not hope to retain, ex-

cept by his personal guardianship, the discovery, it

was thought, proved him a cheat, and all his nation

were branded as fraudulent, proclaimed the pos-
sessors of unbounded riches, and subjected to the most
intolerable exactions.—Life and Times of good Lord
Cobham .

* We learn from the extracts given us of Domes-

day by Brady, in his Treatise on Boroughs, that

VOL. I. 3 T

Charter itself, that not only John, a

tyrannical ])rince, and Richard; a violent

one, but their fatlier Ileniv, under whose

reii:;n the prevalence of gross abuses is the

least to be suspected, were accustomed,
trom their sole authoritv, to imprison,
banish, and attaint, the freemen of their

kingdom.
A great baron, in ancient times, con-

sidered himself as a kind of sovereign
within his territory ; and was attended "by
courtiers and dei)endantS; more zealously
attached to him than tiie ministers of]

state and the great officers were conunonly
to their sovereign. He often maintained
in his court the parade of royalty, by
establishing a justiciary, constable, mare-

schal, chamberkiin, seneschal, and chan-

cellor, and assiu;ning to each a separate

l)rovince and conuuand. He usually took
such delight in that image of sovereignty,
tiiat it was found necessary to restrain his

activity, and proiiibit him by law from

holding courts too frequently. It is not

to be doubted but the example set him by
the prince, of a mercenary and sordid

extortion, would be faithfully copied :

and that all his good and bad officers, his

justice and injustice, were equally j)ut to

sale. He had the power, with the king's

consent, to exact tallages even from the

free citizens who lived within his barony ;

and, as his necessities made him rapacious,'
his authority was usually found to be

more tyrannical than that of the sovereign.!
He was ever engaged in hereditary or

personal animosities, and often gave pro-
tection to all desperate adventurers and

criminals who could be useful in serving
his violent purposes. He was able alone,

in times of tranquillity, to obstruct the

execution of justice within his territories ;

and, by combuiing with a few malcontent

barons of high rank and power, lie could

rroomcn
liuni>1i<--tl by
thr kiiij;'f(

uuthohtv.

A p-e.it
Itiirun woA
.a little

sovereign.

naron.q

copied t!ic

nieiui txuc-
tinllSOf

kiiiir&

almost all the boroughs of England had suffered in

the shock of the conquest, and had extremely de

cayed between the death of the Confessor, and the

time when Domesday was framed.

f The author of Le Miroir de Justice complains,
that ordinances are only made by the king and his

clerks, and by aliens and others who dare not con-

tradict the king, but study to please him : whence
he concludes, laws are oftener dictated by will than

founded on right.
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throw the state into convulsions. And,
on the whole, though the royal authority
was confined within bounds, and often

within very narrow ones, yet the check

was irregular, and frequently the source

of great disorders ;
nor was it derived

from the liberty of the people, hut from

the military power of many petty tyrants,

who were equally dangerous to the prince
and oppressive to the subject.

THE CHURCH.

The power of the chuixh was another

rampart against royal authority ;
but this

defence was also the cause of many mis-

chiefs, and inconveniences. The dignified

clergy perhaps were not so prone to im-

mediate violence as the barons
; but as

they pretended, to a total independence,
and could always cover themselves with

the appearances of religion, they proved, in

one respect, an obstruction to the regular
execution of the laws . The policy of the

Conqueror was ^n this particular liable to

some exception. He augmented the

superstitious veneration for Rome, and he

broke those bands of connexion which, in

the Saxon times, had preserved an union

between the lay and the clerical orders.

He prohibited the bishops from sitting in

the county courts ; he allowed eccTcsi-

astical causes to be tried in spiritual courts

only ; and he so much exalted the power
of the clergy, that, of sixty thousand two
hundred and fifteen kniglit's fees, into

which he divided England, he placed no
less than twenty-eight thousand and fifteen

under the church.*

CIVIL LAWS.

The right of primogeniture was introduced
with the feudal law : an institution which
is hurtful, by producing and maintaining
an unequal divison of private property ;

but it is advantageous in another respect,

by accustoming the people to a preference

* We are not to imagine, as some have done, that
the church possessed lands in this proportion, but

only tliat they and their vassals enjoyed such a pro-
portionable part of the landed property.
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in favour of the eldest son, and thereby

preventing a partition or disputed succes-

sion in the monarchy. The Normans
introduced the use of surnames, which
tend to preserve the knowledge of families

and pedigrees. They abolished none of

the old absurd methods of trial by the cross

or ordeal : and they added a new absurdity,
the trial by a single combat, which became
a regular jurisprudence, and was conducted
with all the order, method, devotion, and

solemnity,f imaginable. The ideas of

chivalry also seem to have been imported
by the Normans

;
no traces of those fan-

tastic notions are to be found among the

plain and rustic Saxons.

MANNERS.

The feudal institutions, by raising the

militai-y tenants to a kind of sovereign

dignity, by rendering personal strength and
valour requisite, and by making every

knight and baron his own protector and

avenger, begat that martial pride and sense

of honour, which, cultivated and embel-
lished by the poets and romance writers of

the age, ended in chivalry. The virtuous

knight fought not only in his own quarrel,
but in that of the innocent, of the helpless,
and above all, of the fair, whom he sup
posed to be for ever under the guardianship
of his vahant arm. The uncourteous

knight, who from his castle exercised

robberies on travellers, and committed
violence on virgins, was the object of his

perpetual indignation ; and he put him to

death, without scruple, or trial, or appeal,
wherever he met with him. The great

independence of men made personal honour
and fidelity the chief tie among them.
The solemnities of single combat, as es-

tablished by law, banished the notion of

every thing unfair, and maintained an

appearance of courtesy between the com-
batants till the moment of their engagement
The credulity of the age grafted on this

stock the notion of giants, enchanters,

f In all legal single combats, it was the part of

the champion's oath, that he carried not about him

any herb, speU, or enchantment, by which he might
procure victory.
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draiions, spells, and a ihousand wonders,
which still multiplied during; tiie times of

the crusades
;
when men, returninij; from

so great a distance, used the liherty of

imposing every fiction on their helitving
audience. These ideas of chivalry infected

the writings, conversation, and behaviour,
of men during some ages ; and, even after

they were in a great measure banished by the
revival of learning, they left modern gallan-

tly and the point of honour, which still

maintain their influence, and are tlie genuine

ofi'spring of those ancient affectations.

'J'he concession of the Great Charter,
or rather its full estabhshment, (for tliere

was a considerable interval of time between
the one and the other) gave rise, by degrees,
to a new sjjecies of government, and intro-

duced some order and justice into the

administration. The ensuing scenes of our

history are, tlierefore. somewhat diHerent

from the preceding. Yet the Great
Charter contained no establishment of new
courts, magistrates, or senates, nor aboli-

tion of the old : it introduced no new
distribution of the powers of the common-
wealth, and no innovation in the political
or public law of the kingdom : it only
guarded, and that merely by verbal clauses,

against such tyrannical practices as are

incompatible with civilized government ;

and, if they become very frequent, are

incompatible with all government. The
barbarous license of the kings, and per-

haps of the nobles, was henceforth some-
what more restrained

;
men acquired some

more security for their properties and
their liberties ; and government ap-

proached a Uttle nearer to that end for

wliich it was originally instituted, the

distribution of justice and the equal pro-
tection of the citizens. Acts of violence

and iniquity in the crown, which before

were only deemed injurious to individuals,
and were hazardous chiefly in proportion
to the number, power and dignity, of the per-
sons affected by them, were now regarded as

public injuries, and as infringements of a

charter calculated for general security.
And thus the estabhshment of the Great

Charter, without seeming to innovate in

the distribution of pohtical power, became
a liind of epoch in the constitution.

CHAPTER XII.

HENRY III.

121 G.— 12 72.

SEITLEMENT OK THE GOVERNMENT.
GKNEIIAL PACIFICATION. DEATH OF
THE I'ROTECTOR AND COMMOTIONS.
nUBERT DE BURGH DISPLACED. THE
BISHOP OF WINCHESTER MINISTER.-
THE king's PARTIALITY TO FOREIGNERS.

GRIEVANCES. EARL OF CORNWALL
ELECTED KING OF THE ROMANS. DIS

CONTENT OF THE BARONS. SIMON DE
MOUNTFORT EARL OF LEICESTER.

PROVISIONS OF OXFORD. USURPATION
OF THE BARONS. PRINCE EDWARD.
CIVIL WARS OF THE BARONS. REFER-

ENCE TO THE KING OF FRANCE. RE-

NEWAL OF THE CIVIL WARS. BATTLE
OF LEWES. HOUSE OF COMMONS.
BATTLE OF EVESHAM AND DEATH OF

LEICESTER. SETTLEMENT OF THE GOV
ERNMENT. DEATH AND CHARACTER OF

THE KING. MISCELLANEOUS TRANSAC-
TIONS OF THIS REIGN.

Most sciences, in proportion as they in-

crease and improve, invent methods by
which they facilitate their reasonings ;

and

employing general theorems, are enabled
|

to comprehend, in a few
propositions,!

a great number of inferences and
con-j

elusions. History also, being a collection!
,',[',1',';'^,";;'

of facts which are multiplying withouti .uiopt .irta

end, is obliged to adopt such arts of '.I.Jul"'''''"

abridgment to retain the more material!

events, and to drop all the minute
circum-j

stances, which are only interesting duringj

the time, or to the persons engaged in thej

transactions. This truth is no where morej
evident than with regard to the reign ujjoni

which we are going to enter. The cliief]

reason why protestant writers have been so!

an.vious to spread out the incidents of this|

reiijn is, in order to expose the rapacity, am-!

bitfon, and artifices, of the court of Rome ;> J^^^Zu^
and to prove that the great dignitaries of

l^^^J'"^

the catholic church, while they {jrctendcd iLma.

to have nothing in view but the salvationi
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of souls, had bent all their attention to the

acquisition of riches, and were restrained

by no sense of justice in the pursuit of that

great object. But this conclusion would

readily be allowed them, though it were

not illustrated by such a detail of unin-

teresting incidents. For, besides that

ecclesiastical ])ower, as it can always cover

its operations under a cloak of sanctity,
and attacks men on the side where they
dare not employ their reason, lies less

under control than civil government ;

besides this general cause, I say, the pope
and his courtiers were foreigners to most
of the churches which they governed ;

they could not possibly have any other

object than to pillage the provinces for

present gain ; and, as they lived at a

distance, they would be little awed by
shame or remorse in employing every
lucrative expedient which was suggested
to them. England being one of the most
remote provinces attached to the Romish

hierarchy, as well as the most prone to

superstition, felt severely, during this reign,
while its patience was not yet fully ex-

hausted, the influence of these causes.

We shall not attempt to comprehend every
transaction transmitted to us ; and till the

end of the reign, when the events become
more memorable, we shall not alwavs
observe an exact chronological order in

our narration.

SETTLEMENT OF THE GOVERN-
MENT. 1216.

The earl of Pembroke, who at the time of

John's death was mareschal of England,
was by his office at the head of the armies,
and consequently, dui'ing a state of civil

wars and convulsions, at the head of the

government ; and it happened, fortunately

*
Calling together those nobles who were most

to be depended upon, he represented to them that,

though the late king had given the barons too

much ground for conrplaint, it would be disgraceful
to the nation to take the crown from his son's

head, the true heir to it, and give it to a foreign
prince. Nothing but union tmder its lawful sovt-

reign could avert the dangers which then threat-
ened the land. Some faint opposition was made by
the earl of Chester

; but the assembly abnost unani-
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for the young monarch and for the nation,
that the power could not have been in-

trusted into more able and more faithful

hands. This nobleman, who had maintained
his loyalty unshaken to John during the

lowest fortune of that monarch, deter

mined to support the authority of the

infant prince ;
nor was he dismayed at the

number and violence of his enemies.*
Sensible that Henry, agreeably to the

prejudices of the times, would not be
deemed a sovereign till crowned and
anointed by a churchman, he immediately
carried the young prince to Glocester,
where the ceremony of coronation was

performed, in the presence of Gualo the

legate and of a few noblemen, by the

bishops of Winchester and Bath.f As
the concurrence of the papal authority
was requisite to support the tottering
throne, Henry was obliged to swear fealty
to the pope, and renew that homage to

which his father had already subjected the

kingdom. And, in order to enlarge the

authority of Pembroke, and to give liim a

more regular and legal title to it, a general
council of the barons was soon after sum-
moned at Bristol, where that nobleman
was chosen protector of the realm.

Pembroke, that he might reconcile

all men to the government of his pupil,
made him grant a new charter of liberties

;

which, though mostly copied i'rom the

former concessions extorted from John
contains some alterations which may be

deemed remarkable. The full privilege
of elections in the clerg}% granted by the

late king, was not confirmed, nor the

liberty of going out of the kingdom
without the royal consent ; whence we

may conclude that Pembroke and the

barons, jealous of the ecclesiatical power,
both were desirous of renewing the king's

mously exclaimed,
" We will have prince Henry for

our king."
—Ed.

f The ceremony was not attended with the cus-

tomary pageantry. King John's crown having been

lost, a plain circle or chaplet of gold was used

instead, as there might have been some danger in de-

ferring the solemnity till a new one cotild be made.

Four years afterwards, on the 7th of May, 1220,

according to Walter of Coventry, he was crowned

by cardinal Langton, with the crown of king
Edward the Confessor.—Ed.
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claim to issue a conge d'elh-e to tl\e monks
and chapters, and thousjht it requisite to

put some check to the fVc(iuent apjicals to

Rome. But what may chictiy surprise us

is, that the obh^ation to which John had

subjected himself, of obtainina; the consent

of the great council before he levied any
aids or scutages upon the nation, was

omitted ;
and this article was even de-

clared hard and severe, and was exi)ressly

left to future deliberation. But, though
this limitation may appear to us the most

momentous in the whole charter of

John, it was not regarded in that light by
the ancient barons, who were more jealous

in guarding against particular acts of

violence in the crown than against such

general impositions ; which, unless they
were evidently reasonable and necessarj',

could scarcelv, without general consent, be

le\'ied upon men who had arms in their

hands. We accordingly find that Henn,-,

in the course of his reign, while he gave

frequent occasions for complaint with

regard to his violations of the Great Char-

ter, never attempted, by his mere will, to

le\'v anv aids or scutages ; though he was

often reduced to great necessities, and was

refused supply bv his people. So much
easier was it for him to transgress the law

when individuals alone were affected, than

even to exert his acknowledged pre-

rogatives where the interests of the whole

body was concerned.

This charter was ajain confirmed by the

king in the ensuing year, with the addition

of some articles to prevent the oppressions

by sheriffs ;
and also with an additional

charter of forests ; a circumstance of great

moment, when hunting was so much the

occupation of the nobility, and when the

iking comprehended so considerable a part

|of the kingdom within his forests, which

Ihe governed bv arbitrary laws. All the

'forests which had been enclosed since the

'reign of Henry II. were disaforested, and

'new perambulations were appointed for

iio- ,that purpose. Otiences in the forests were

^^ent declared to be no longer capital ; but pun-
ishable by fine, imprisonment, and more

gentle penalties. And all the proprietors of

land recovered the power of cutting and

using their own wood at their pleasure.
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Thus these famous charters were brought

nearly to the shape in which they have

ever since stood ;
and thev were, during

many generations, the jieculiar favourites

of the English nation, and esteemed the

most sacred rampart to national liberty.

As they secured tlie rights of all orders of

men, they were anxiously defended by all
;

and became the basis, in a manner, of the

English monarcbv, and a kind of ori^na!

contract, which both limited the authority
of the king and ensured the conditional

allegiance of his subjects. Though often

\-iolated, they were still claimed by the

nobility and people ; and, as no precedents
were supposed valid that infringed them,

they rather ac(iuired than lost authority
from the frequent attempts made against
them in several ages by regal and arbitrary

power.
While Pembroke, by renewing and con-

firming the Great Charter, gave so much
satisfaction and security to the nation in

general, he also applied himself successfully
to individuals. He wrote letters, in the

king's name, to all tlie malcontent barons ;

in which he represented to them that,

whatever jealousy and animosity they
miffht have entertained against tbe late

king, a young prince, the lineal heir of

their ancient monarchs, had now succeeded

to the throne without succeeding either to

the resentments or principles of his prede-
cessor : and it was still in their power, by
a speedv return to their duty, to restore

the independence of the kingdom, and to iiivit.s ti.o

secure that liberty for which they so

zealously contended : that, as all i)ast

offences of the barons were now buried in

oblivion, they ought to forget tlieir com-

])laints against their late sovereign, who

had left to his son the salutary warning to

avoid the paths which had led to such

fatal extrenuties ;
and that, having now

obtained a charter for their liberties, it was;
Th«'f "'«'

their interest to shew that this acquisition dona to be

was not incompatilile with their allegiance;; ^-i'th'tirow

and that the rights of the king and people,;
'^^''«^;;|;js

far from being liostile, might mutually

support and sustain each other.

These considerations, enforced by thai

character of honour and constancy whichl

Pombn>k«

n-tun» to

their alle-

Pembroke had ever maintained, had
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mighty influence on the barons ; and most

of them began secretly to negociate with

him, and many of them openly returned to

their duty. The diflidence which Lewis

discovered of their fidelity forwarded this

general propension towards the king ; and,

when the French prince refused the

frovernment of the castle of Hertford to

Robert Fitz Walter, who had been so

active against the late king, and who
claimed that fortress as his property, they

plainly saw that the English were excluded

from every trust, and that foreigners had

engrossed all the confidence and affection

of their new sovereign. The excommuni-

cation, too, denounced against all the

adherents of Lewis, failed not, in the turn

which men's dispositions had taken, to

produce a mighty effect ; and they were

easily persuaded to consider a cause as

impious, for which they had already
entertained an insurmountable aversion.

Though Lewis made a journey to France,
and brought over succours from that

kingdom, he found, on his return, that his

party was still more weakened by the

desertion of his Enghsh confederates, and

that the death of John had given an in-

curable wound to his cause. The earls of

SaHsbury, Arundel, and Warrenne, to-

gether with William Mareschal, eldest son

of the protector, had embraced Henrj^'s

party ; and every English nobleman was

plainly watching for an opportunity of re-

ling to his allegiance. Pembroke was
so much strengthened by these accessions

that he ventured to invest Mount-sorel
;

though, upon the approach of the count of

Perche with the French army, he raised

the siege. The count, elated with this

success, marched to Lincoln
;
and being

admitted into the town, he began to attack

the castle, which he soon reduced to

extremity. The protector summoned all

his forces from every quarter, in order to

relieve a place of such importance ; and
he appeared so much superior to the

French, that they shut themselves up
within the city, and resolved to act upon
the defensive. But the garrison of the

castle ha\'ing received a strong reinforce-

ment, made a vigorous sally upon the

besiegers ; while the English army assaulted
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them in the same instant from without,

mounted the walls by scalade, and, bearing
down all resistance, entered the city sword

in hand. Lincoln was delivered over to

be pillaged ;
the French army was totally

routed
;
the count of Perche, with only

two persons more, was killed
; but many

of the chief commanders, and about four

hundred knights, were made prisoners by
the English. So little blood was shed in

this important action, which decided the

fate of one of the most powerful kingdoms
in Europe ;

and such wretched soldiers

were those ancient barons, who yet were

unacquainted with everything but arms !

Prince Lewis was informed of this fatal

event while employed in the siege of

Dover, which was still valiantly defended

against him by Hubert de Burgh. He

immediately retreated to London, and he

there received intelligence of a new disas-

ter, which put an end to all his hopes. A
French fleet, bringing over a strong
reinforcement, had appeared on the coast

of Kent, where they were attacked by the

English under the command of Philip

d'Albiney, and were routed with consider-

able loss. D'Albiney employed a stratagem

against them which is said to have con-

tributed to the victor)'. Having gained
the wind of the French, he came down

upon them with violence
; and, throwing

in their faces a great quantity of quick lime,

which he purposely carried on board, he so

blinded them that they were disabled from

defending themselves.

GENERAL PACIFICATION.

After this second misfortune of the

French the English barons hastened every
where to make peace with the protector,
to prevent those attainders to which they
were exposed on account of their rebelhon.

Lewis, whose cause was now totally des-

perate, began to be anxious for the safety
of his person, and was glad, on any hon-

ourable conditions, to make his escape
from a country where he found every

thing was now become hostile to him. He
concluded a peace with Pembroke, pro-
mised to evacuate the kingdom, and only

stipulated, in return, an indemnity to his

Pembroke
takes Lin-

coln, and
routs the

French

army.

Lewis
makes peac
and evacu-

ates the

kiDgdom*
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Jinl war

mla-

I

adherents, and a restitution oftheir honours
and fortunes, together witli the free and

equal enjoyment of tliose liberties granted

|to
the rest of the nation. Thus was

happily ended a ei\il war, which threatened

the kingdom with the most fatal conse-

quences.
The precautions which the king of

France used in the conduct of this whole
aifair are renuukable. He pretended that

|his son had accepted of the offer from the

English barons contrary to his inclination.

The armies sent to England were levied in
' 'Lewis's name. When that prince came

'over to France for aid, his father publickly

j

refused to grant him any assistance, and

'would not so much as admit him to his

presence. Even after Henry's party ac-

quired the ascendant, and Lewis was in
-

. danger of falling into the hands of his

T^

'^

enemies, it was lilanchc of Castile, his wife,
"*" not the king his father, who raised armies
' ^^ and equipped fleets for his succour. All

these artitices were euqjloyed ;
not to

satisfy the pope, nor yet to deceive the

jieople ; t|iey only served for a colouring to

Philip's cause ; and in public atiairs men
are often better pleased that the truth,

though known to every body, should be

wrapped up under a decent cover, than if

it were exposed to the eyes of all the w^orld.

After the expulsion of the French, the

prudence and equity of the protector's sub-

sequent conduct contributed to cure en-

tirely those wounds which had been made

by intestine discord. He received the
'""

i

rebellious barons into favour , observed

strictly the terms of peace which he had

granted them ;
restored them to their

possessions; and endeavoured, by an equal

ibeha^-iour, to bury all past animosities in

perpetual oblivion. The clergy alone, who
had adhered to Lewis, were sutferers in

this revolution. As they had rebelled

against their spiritual sovereign, by dis-
j

regarding the interdict, it was not in

Pembroke's power to make any stipulations
in their favour ;

and Gualo the legate !

prepared to take vengeance on them for

'?>' their disobedience. Many of them were
'v the deposed ; many suspended ; some ban-

jished ; and all who escaped punishment
Imade atonement for their ottence by paying

Deatli of

I'cinbrukc.

Mteil

large sums to the legate, who amassed
an immense treasure by this expedient.

DEATH OF THE PROTECTOR,
AND CO:\n[OTIONS.

The earl of Pembroke did not long survive
the pacification, which had been chiefly

owing to his wisdom and valour
;
and he

was succeeded by Peter des Roches bishop
of Winchester, and Hubert de Burgh the

justiciary. The councils of the latter were

chiefly followed
; and, had he possessed

equal authority with Pembroke, he seemed
to be every way worthy of fllling the place
of that virtuous nobleman. J5ut the
licentious and powerful barons could ill

be restrained by laws under a minoritv • •>'<^"' '>"»'•-

, ,, ,
•"

, , , , .
- ' dcrs created

and the people, no less than the kmg,' I'.vHio

suffered from their outrages and disorders. I*"^""*

Tiiey retained by force the royal castles

which they had seized during the past con

vulsions, or which had been connnitted to

their custody by the protector ; they

usurped the king's demesnes
; they op-

pressed their vassals
; they invited all

disorderly people to enter in their retinue,
and to live upon their lands ; and they
gave them protection in all their robberies
and extortions.

No one was more infamous for these

violent and illegal practices than the carl

of Albemarle : who, though he had early
returned to his duty, and had beeii

serviceable in expelling the French,

augmented to the utmost the general dis-

order, and committed outrages in all the

counties of the north. In order to reduce
him to obedience, Hubert seized an op-

portunity of getting possession of Rock-

ingham castle, which Albemarle had

garrisoned with his licentious retinue : but

this nobleman, instead of submitting,
entered into a secret confederacy with

Fawkes de Breaute, Peter de Mauleon,
and other barons; and both fortifled the

castle of Biham for his defence, and made
himself master, by surprise, of that of

Fotheringay. Pandulf, who was restored

to his legateship, was active in suppressing
this rebellion ; and, with the concurrence
of eleven bishops, he pronounced the sen-

tence of excommunication against Albe-
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marie and his adherents. An army was

le%ded ; a scutage of ten shillino;s, a

knight's fee, was imposed on all the military
tenants

;
Albemarle's associates gradually

deserted him : and he himself was obliged
to sue for mercy He received a pardon,
and was restored to his whole estate.

This impolitic lenity was probably the

result of a secret combination among the

barons, who never could endure to see the

total ruin of one of their own order.

But it encouraged Fawkes de Breaute,
a man whom king John had raised from a

low origin, to persevere in the course of

violence to which he had owed his fortune,
and to set at nought all law and justice.
AVhen thirty-five verdicts were at one time

found against him, on account of his

\aolent expulsion of so many freeholders

from their possessions, he came to the

court of justice with an armed force,

seized the judge who had pronounced the

verdicts, and imprisoned him in Bedford
castle. He then levied open war against
the king : but, being subdued and taken

prisoner, his life was granted him ; but his

estate was confiscated, and he was banished
tlie kingdom.

Justice was executed with greater

severity against disorders less premedi-
tated, which broke out in London. A
frivolous emulation in a match of wrest-

ling, between the Londoners on the one
hand and the inhabitants of Westminster
and those of the neighbouring villages

on the other, occasioned this commotion.
The former rose in a body and pulled
down some houses belonging to the abbot
of "Westminster. The populace, in the

tumult, made use of the ciy of war com-

monly employed by the French troops ;

'

]\Iountjoy, T\Iountjoy, God help us and
our lord Lewis.' The justiciary made

inquiry into the disorder ; and, finding
one Constantine Fitz Arnulf to have been

(an insolent man, whothe ringleader.

* Punishments seem to have been exceedingly
arbitrary at this period. Men high in office passed
such sentences as they deemed fitting, without re-

gard to that which was recognised as law. On this

occasion there was probably some dissimulation used.
Hubert de Burgh, having summoned the land-
o\>-ners to his presence in the town, heard Fitz
Arnulf in exculpation of himself and others. AH
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justified his crime in Hubert's presence,)
he proceeded against him by martial law,

and ordered him immediately to be hanged,
without trial or form of process. He also

cut oft" the feet of some of Constantine's

accomplices.*
This act of power was complained of as

an infringement of the Great Charter
; yet

the jvisticiary, in a parliament summoned
at Oxford, (for the great councils about

this time began to receive that appellation)
made no scruple to grant, in the king's

name, a renewal and confirmation of that

charter. When the assembly made appli-
cation to the crown for this favour, as a

law in those times seemed to lose its

validity if not frequently renewed, Wilham
de Briewere, one of the council of regency,
was so bold as to say openly that those

Hberties were extorted by force, and ought
not to be obsei'ved : but he was repri-
manded by the archbishop of Canterbury,
and was not countenanced by the king or

his chief ministers. A new confirmation

was demanded, and granted two years
after

;
and an aid, amounting to a fifteenth

of all moveables, was given by the parlia-
ment in return for this indulgence. The

king issued writs anew to the sheriff's,

enjoining the observance of the charter
;

but he inserted a I'emarkable clause in the

writs, that those who paid not the

fifteenth should not for the future be

entitled to the benefit of those liberties.

The low state into which the crown was
fallen made it requisite for a good minister

to be attentive to the preservation of the

royal prerogatives. Hubert applied to the

pope, who had always great authority in

the kingdom, and was now considered as

its superior lord ; and desired him to issue

a bull, declaring the king to be of full age,
and entitled to exercise in person all the

acts of royalty. In consequence of this

declaration, the justiciary resigned into

Heniy's hands the two important fortresses

but the leader were dismissed ; but he was ordered

to be executed on the following morrung, for his

superior courage rather than for his greater guilt,

though he is said to have offered a thousand marks
for his life. The justiciary then pursued the other

rioters with perhaps equal severity, cutting off the

feet of some, the hands and noses of others.—Ed.
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of the Tower and Dover castle, which had
been intrusted to his custody ; and he re-

quired the other barons to imitate his

example. They refused compliance. Tiie

earls of Chester and Albemarle, John con-
stable of Chester, John de Lacy, Bryan
de ITsle, and William de Cant el, with
some others, even formed a conspiracv, to

sur])rise London, and met in arms at \Val-

tham with that intention
; but, tindina; the

king prepared for defence, they desisted

from their enterprise. When summoned
to court, to answer for their conduct, they
scrupled not to appear, and to confess the

design ; but they told the king that they
had no bad intentions against his person,
but only against Hubert de Burgh, whom
they were determined to remove from his

office. They appeared too formidable to be

chastised; and they were so little dis-

couraged by the failure of their first

enterprise, tliat they again met in arms at

Leicester, in order to seize the king, who
then resided at Northampton. But Henry,
informed of tiieir purpose, took care to be

so well armed and attended that the barons
tbund it dangerous to make the attempt ;

and they sat down and kept Christmas in

his neighbourhood. The archbishop and
the prelates, finding eventhing tend to-

wards a civil war, interposed with their

authority, and threatened the barons with

the sentence of excommunication if thev

persisted in detaining the king's castles.

This menace at last prevailed ;
most of the

fort«?sses were surrendered
; though the

barons complained that Hubert's castles

were soon after restored to him, while the

king still kept theirs. There are said to

have been eleven hundred and fifteen

castles at that time in England.
It must be acknowledged that the influ-

ence of the prelates and the clergy was

often of great service to the public.

Thou'j:h the reH2:ion of that age can merit

no better name than that of superstition,

it served to unite a body of men who had

great swav over the people, and who kept
the community from falling to pieces by
the factions of the nobles. And, what
was of greater importance, it threw a

mighty authority into the hands of men,
who by their profession were averse to
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arms and violence ; who tempered by their

mediation the general disposition towards

military enterprises ; and who still main-

tained those secret links, without which
it is impossible for human society to sub-

sist.

Notwithstanding these intestine com
motions in England, and the j)recarious

autliority of the crown, Henry was obliged
to carry on war in France

;
and he em-

ployed to that purpose the fifteenth, wliich

had been granted him by parliament.
Lewis Vin. who had succeeded to his

father Philip, instead of complying with

Henry's claim, who demanded the restitu-

tion of Normandy and the other provinces
wrested from England, made an irruj)tion

into Poictou, took Rochclle after a long'

siege, and seemed determined to expel the

English from the few pro^^nces which still

remained to them. Henrj' sent over his

uncle the earl of Salisbury, togctlier with

his brother prince Richard, to whom he

had granted the earldom of Cornwall,

which had escheated to the crown. Salis-

bury stopped the progress of Lewis's

arms, and retained the Poictevin and

Gascon vassals in their allegiance ; but no

military action of any moment was per-

formed on either side. The earl of Corn-

wall, after two years stay in Guienne,

returned to England.
This prince was nowise turbulent or

factious in his disposition ; his ruling

passion was to amass money, in which he

succeeded so well as to become the richest

subject in Christendom ; yet his attention

to gain threw him sometimes into acts of

violence. There was a manor wliich had

formerly belonged to the earldom of Corn-

wall, but had been granted to Waleran de

Ties before Richard had been invested

^\-ith that dignity, and while the earldom

remained in the crown. Richard claimed

this manor, and expelled the proprietor by

force; Waleran complained; the king

ordered his brother to do justice to the

man, and restore him to his rights; the^

earl said that he would not submit to
theses

orders till the cause should be decided

against him by the judgment of his peers ;

Henry replied" that it was first necessarj' to

reinstate Waleran in possession before the
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the manor which had been the first ground

as he grew

cause could be tried ;
and he reiterated

his orders to the earl. We may judge of ;

the state of the government, when this ,

affair had nearly produced a ci\'il war. The ,

earl of Cornwall, finding Henry peremptory j

in his commands, associated himself with

the voung earl of Pembroke, who had
married his sister, and who was displeased
on account of the king's requiring him
to deliver up some royal castles which
were in his custody. These two mal-

contents took into the confederacy the

earls of Chester, Warrenne, Glocester,
j

Hereford, Warwick, and Ferrers, who were

all disgusted on a Uke account. They
assembled an army, which the lung had
not the power or courage to resist ; and he

was obliged to give his brother satisfaction,

feichard by bv grauts of much greater importance than
imYtortant

grants.

of the quarrel
The character of the kin

to man's estate, became every day better

known ; and he was found in everj' respect

unquahfied for maintaining a proper sway.
Gentle, humane, and merciful even to a

fault, he seems to have been steady in no
other circumstance

;
but to have received

every impression from those who sur-

rounded him, and whom he loved for the

time with the most unreserved affection.

Without activity or vigour, he was unfit

to conduct war
;
without pohcy or art, he

was ill fitted to maintain peace. His

resentments, though hasty and violent,

were not dreaded while he was found to

drop them with such facility ; his friend-

ships were little valued, because they were

neither derived from choice nor maintained

with constancy. A proper pageant of

state in a regular monarchy, where his

ministers could have conducted all afiairs

in his name and by his authority ;
but too

feeble in those disorderly times to sway a

sceptre, whose weight depended entirely
on the firnmess and dexterity of the hand
which held it.

*
Hubert, says M. Paris, fearing that the king

would put him to some shameful death, thought fit

to abscond, and shut himself up in a sanctuary,
among the canons of Merton, in Surrey ; waiting for

a time to give in his answer, when the king was in a
better humour. Henry, enraged at this, sent to the
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HUBERT DE BURGH DISPLACED.

1231.

The ablest and most ^nrtuous minister

that Henry ever possessed was Hubert de

Burgh ; a man who had been steady toj
the crown in the most difficult and

dan-|

gerous times, and who yet showed no

disposition in the height of his power, to

enslave or oppress the people. The only

exceptionable part of conduct is that men-
tioned by Matthew Paris

;
if true, namely,

the recalling publicly and the annuUing of

the charter of forests ; a concession so

reasonable in itself, and so passionately
claimed both by the nobility and people.
But it must be confessed that this measure

is so unlikely, that there is reason to doubt

of its reality, especially as it is mentioned

by no other historian. Hubert had an

entire ascendant over Henry, and was
loaded with honours and favours beyond

any other subject. Besides acquiring the

property of many castles and manors, he

married the eldest sister of the king of

Scots ; was created earl of Kent ; and, by
an unusual concession, was made chief

justiciary of England for life. Yet Henry,
in a sudden caprice, threw off this faithful

minister, and exposed him to the violent

persecutions of his enemies. Among other

frivolous crimes, he was accused of gaining
the king's affections by enchantment, and
of purloining from the royal treasury a

gem, which had the virtue to render the

wearer invulnerable, and of sending this

valuable curiosity to the prince of Wales.

The nobility, who hated Hubert on account

of his zeal in resuming the rights and

possessions of the crown, inflamed the

king's animosity against him, and pushed
him to seek the total ruin of the minister

Hubert took sanctuary in a church ;* the

king ordered him to be dragged from

thence ; he recalled those orders ; he
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mayor of London to force Hubert from his sanctuary,
and bring him before him, dead or alive. The Lon-

doners, glad of this opportunity to be revenged of

Hubert, for hanging a favourite citizen, rung the

alarm bell, and instantly near 20,000 of the meaner
sort were called together ; to whom the mayor read
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afterwards renewed them ; be was obliged

by tlie clerg}' to restore him to the

sanctuary' ;
he constrained him soon after

to surrender himself prisoner, and he con-

fined him in tlie castle of the Devizes.

Hubert made his escape, was expelled the

kingdom, was again received into favour,

recovered a great share of the king's con-

fidence, but never shewed an\' inclination

to reinstate himself in power and autho-

ritj'.*

BISHOP OF WINCHESTER

MINISTER.

The man who succeeded him in the

government of the king and kingdom was

Peter Bishoj) of ^Yinchester, a Poictevin

by birth, who had been raised by the late

kin?, and who was no less distinguished

by his arbitrar)- principles than by his

courage and abilities. This prelate had

been left by king John justiciary and

regent during an expedition which that

prince made into France ;
and his illegal

administration was one chief cause of that

great combination which finally extorted

from the crown the charter of liberties.

Henn,-, though incapable, of pursuing the

same %-iolent maxims which had 'i:;overned

his father, had imbibed the same arbitrary

principles ; and, in prosecution of Peter's

the king's letter, and desired them to be all ready in

the morning to perform the king's demands. But
some of the graver sort of citizens, dreading the ill

consequences of raising such a riot, went to the

bishop of Winchester's house in Southampton, and
desired his advice ; who told them plainly that,

whatever came of it, they must execute the king's

precept. Struck with this strange episcopal advice,

says Matthew, they retired ;
and accordingly, next

morning the same number of citizens or more, ap-

peared in arms ;
and with colours flying, marched

towards the sanctuary. Hubert, when he heard

of this, gives himself up for lost ; and, throwing
himself on his knees before the high altar of the

church, recommended both his soul and body to

God. But Ranulph carl of Chester, had hinted to

the king that, if such tumultous proceedings were

continued, a sedition might be raised that would not

be easily opposed ; adding, that it would be a great

reproach to the king abroad, when it was heard that

he had thus treated those who had been his favour-

ites. The king was staggered at this ; and immedi-

ately dispatched two messengers with letters to the

mayor, to revoke his former precept. The citizens

advice, he in\'ited over a great number of

Poicte\-ins, and other foreigners, who, he

believed, could more safely be trusted

than the English, and who seemed useful

to counterbalance the great and indepen-
dent power of the nobility. Every ofiice

and command was bestowed on these

strangers ; they exhau.sted the revenues
ol the crown, already too much impov
erished

; they invaded the rights of the

people ; and their insolence, drew on
them the hatred and envy of all orders of

men in the kingdom.
The barons formed a combination against

this odious ministry, and withdrew from

parliament, on pretence of the danger to

which they were exposed from the mach-
inations of the Poictcvins. When again

summoned, they gave for answer that the

king should dismiss his foreigners, other-

wise they would drive both him and them
out of the kingdom, and put the crown
on another head more worthy to wear it.

Such was the style they used to their

sovereign ! They at last came to parlia-

ment; but so well attended, that they
seemed in a condition to prescribe laws

to the king and ministry. Peter des

Roches, however, had found means of

sowing dissension amons; them, and of

bringing over to his party the earl of

Cornwall, as well as the earls of Lincoln

and Chester. The confederates were dis-

were amazed at these counter-orders ; but, however.

notwithstanding they missed of their prey, they all

went quietly back to to their own houses. Those

things happened while a convention of the nobles

was sitting at Lambeth, in order to have Hubert

brought before them. Hubert, however, escaped the

fury of his enemies for that time ; and having, soon

after, delivered up all his immense riches to the king,
it so softened Henry's heart, that if he did not wholly

forgive him, yet he granted him all his lands again ;

and Hubert only remained a state prisoner in the

castle of Devizes, for some time."— Parliamentary

History.
—Ed.

* Hubert, however, according to Matthew Paris,

was by no means wanting in ambition. On a former

occa-sion, he was accused of seducing the daughter of

the king of Scots, whom king John had given into

his custody with the design of marrying her to " the

Lord the king." By her, as his mistress, he had
children ; but, it was added, he eventually married

her, in the hope, if she should outlive her brother,
that through her, he might succeed to the crown of

Scotland.—Ed.
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concerted
; Richard, earl mareschal, who

had succeeded to that dignity on the death

of his brother WiUiam, was chased into

Wales ; he thence withdrew into Ireland,

where he was treacherously murdered by
the contrivance of the bishop of Winches-
ter. The estates of the more obnoxious

barons were confiscated, without leral

sentence or trial by their peers, and be-

stowed with a profuse liberality on the

Poictevins. Peter even carried liis inso-

lence so far as to declare pubHcly, that

the barons of England must not pretend
to put themselves on the same looting
with those of France, or assume the same
Uberties and privileges : the monarch in

the former country had a more absolute

power than in the latter. It had been
moi"e justifiable for him to have said that

men, so unwiUing to submit to the authority
of laws, could with the worse grace claim

any shelter or protection from them.*
When the king at any time was checked

in his illegal practices, and when the

authority of the Great Charter was objected
to him, he was wont to reply,

'

Why
should I observe this charter, which is

neglected by all my grandees, both prelates
and nobility ?' It was very reasonably
said to him,

' You ought, sir, to set them
the example.' So violent a ministry as

that of the bishop of Winchester could

be of long duration
;
but its fall pro-

ceeded at last from the influence of the

church, not from the efforts of the nobles.

Edmond the primate came to court,

attended by many of the other prelates,
and represented to the king the pernicious
measures embraced by Peter des Roches,
the discontents of his people, the ruin of

his affairs
; and, after requiring the dis-

mission of the minister and his associates,

threatened him with excommunication in

* The barons, on one occasion, did not scruple to

speak as plainl)' as they had done to his father. An
instance of it occurred in 1242, when on his asking
for a supply wliich tliey were annually to furnish, he
ventui-ed to reproach them, having received this

answer: '• Your majesty gives us great occasion to

wonder into what gulph you have thrown that vast

quantity of money which, by various and cruel extor-

tions, you have raised
;

as well from churches kept
vacant as from the land of the nobility, creating horror
in the minds of the hearers. Besides, you have called
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case of his refusal, Henry was obliged to

submit ; foreigners were banished
;

the

natives were restored to their place in

council
;
the primate, who was a man of

prudence, and who took care to execute

the laws and observe the charter of

liberties, bore the chief sway in the govern-
ment.

THE KING'S PARTIALITY TO
FOREIGNERS.

But the English in vain flattered them-
selves that they should be long free from

Thethe dominion of foreigners. king

having married Eleanor, daughter of

the count of Provence,t was surrounded

by a great number of strangers from that

country, enriched by an imprudent gene-

rosity. The bishop of Valence, a prelate
of the house of Savoy, and maternal uncle

to the queen, was his chief minister, and

employed every art to amass wealth for

himself and his relations. Peter of Savoy,
a brother of the same family, was invested

in the honour of Richmond, and received

the rich wardship of earl Warrenne
Boniface of Savoy was promoted to the

see of Canterbury ; many young ladies

were invited over from Provence, and

married to the chief noblemen in England,
who were the king's wards. And as the

source of Henry's bounty began tc fail, his

Savoyard ministry applied to Rome, and

obtained a bull, permitting him to resume
all past grants ; absolving him from the

oath which he had taken to maintain

them
; even enjoining him to make such a

resumption ;
and representing those grants

as invalid, on account of the prejudice
which ensued from them to the Roman

pontiff, in whom the superiority of the

kingdom was vested. The opposition

over certain legates, or those that did the office of

legates, into this kingdom, that, like gleaners after

the vintage, have plucked from us all the money we
had left." They went on to say ;

" The league that

was made betwixt the king of France and you, and

which you swore from your soul to keep inviolably

to the end, transacted also by your most noble

brother earl Richard, and earl Roger Bigod, on your

part, you have most dishonestly and scandalously
broke."—Parliamentary History.

—Ed.

t January 14, 1236.
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niade to the intended resumption prevented
it troni taking place ;

hut the nation saw
the indignities to which the kins; was wil-

ling to submit, in order to gratify foreign
favourites. About the same time he

published in England the sentence of ex-

communication pronounced against the

emperor Frederick, his brother-in-law
;

and said, being the pope's vassal, he was

obliged by his allegiance to obev all the

connnands of his holiness. In this weak

reign, when any neighbouring potentate
insulted the king's dominions, instead of

taking revenge tor the injurv, he com-

plained to the pope as his superior lord, and

begged him to give protection to his vassal.

GRIEVANCES. 1247.

The
rose high
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resentment of the English barons

'.n to

could
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'
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at the preference gii

;
but no remonstrance

ever prevail on
attachment towards them. After the Pro-

vencals and Savoyards might have been sup-

posed pretty well satiated with the dignities
and riches which they had acquired, anew
set of hungry foreigners were invited over,

and shared tliose favours which the king
ought in policy to have conferred on the

English nobility, by whom his government
could have been defended. His mother

Isabella, who had been unjustly taken by
the late king from the count de la Marche,
to whom she was betrothed, was no sooner

mistress of herself by the death of her

husband than she married that nobleman;
and she had borne liim four sons, Guy,
William, Geoffrey, and Aymer, whom she

sent over to England, to pay a visit to

their brother. The good natured dispo-
sition of Henry was moved at the sight of

such near relations ; and he considered

neither his own circumstances, nor the

incHnations of liis people, in the honours
and riches which he conferred upon them.

Complaints rose as high against the credit

ot the Gascon, as ever they had done against
that of the Poictevin and of the Savoyard
favourites

; and, to a nation prejudiced

against them, all their measures appeared

exceptionable and criminal. \iolations

of the Great Charter were frequently
VOL. I. 3 Y

mentioned
;
and it is indeed more tliaii

probai)le that foreigners, relying on the

boundless affections of a weak prince,
would, in an age when a re<rular administra

tion was not any where known, j)ay more
attention to their present interest than to

the liberties of the people. It is reported
that the Poictevins and other strangers,
when the laws were at any time appealed
to in ojiposition to their o|)])ressions,

scrujiled not to reply,
' What did the

English laws signify to them ? They
minded them not.' And, as words are often

more offensive than actions, this open
contempt of the English made every act

of violence conunitted by the foreigners

appear not only an injury, but an atliont

to them.

I reckon not among the violations of the

Great Charter some arbitrary exertions

of prerogative, to which Henry's necessities

pushed him, and which were uniformly
continued by all his successors till the

last century. As the parliament often

refused him supplies, and that in a man-
ner somewhat rude and indecent, lie obliged
his opulent subjects, particularly the

citizens of London, to grant him loans ot

money ;
and it is natural to imagine that

the same want of economy which reduced

him to the necessity of borrowing, would

])revent him from being very punctual in

the repayment. He demanded benevo-

lences, or pretended voluntary contribu-

tions, from his nobility and prelates. He
was the first king of England since the

conquest that could fairly be said to lie

under the restraint of law
;
and he was

also the tirst that practised tlie dispensing

])0wer, and employed the clause of
' non

obstante' in his grants and patents.

When objections were made to this

novelty, he replied that the pope exercised

that authority ;
and why might not he imi-

tate the example ? But the abuse which the

pope made of his dispensing power was

more likely to excite the jealousy of the

people than to reconcile them to a similar

practice in their civil government. Roger
de Thurkesby, one of the king's justices,

was so displeased with the precedent, that

he exclaimed,
' Alas ! what times are we

fallen into! Behold, the civil court is cor-
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The king's partiality and profuse bounty
to his foreign relations, would have ap-

peared more tolerable to the English, had

any thing been done meanwhile for the

honour of the nation ; or had Henry's

enterprises in foreign countries been at-

tended with any glory to himself or to the

public : at least, such militaiy talents in

the king would have served to keep his

barons in awe, and have given authority
to his government. But, though he de-

clared war against Lewis IX. in 1242, and

made an expedition into Guienne upon
the invitation of his father-in-law, the

count de la Marche, who promised to join
him with all his forces, he was unsuccess-

ful against that great monarch ;
was

worsted at Taillebourg ;
was deserted by

his allies
;

lost what remained to him of

Poictou
;
and was obliged to return, with

loss of honour, into England. The Gas-

con nobility were attached to the English

government, because the distance of their

sovereign allowed them to remain in a

state of almost total independence ; and

they claimed, some time after, Henry's

protection against an invasion which the

king of Castile made upon that territory.

Henry returned into Guienne, and was

more successful in this expedition ;
but he

thereby involved himself and his nobiUty
in an enormous debt, which both increased

their discontents, and exposed him to

greater danger from their enterprises.
Want of economy, and an ill-judged

liberality, were Henry's great defects ;
and

his debts, even before this expedition, had

become so troublesome, that he sold all his

plate and jewels in order to discharge them.

When this expedient was first proposed to

him he asked where he should find pur-
chasers ? It was repUed,

' The citizens of

London.' ' On my word,' said he,
'

if the

treasury of Augustus were brought to sale,

the citizens are able to be the purchasers.
These clowns, who assume to themselves

the name of barons, abound in every

thing, while we are reduced to necessities.'

And he was thenceforth observed to be

more forward and greedy in his exactions

upon the citizens.
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But the grievances which the English
during this reign had reason to complain
of in the civil government, seem to have
been still less burdensome than those

which they suffered from the court of

Rome. On the death of Langton, in,

1228, the monks of Christ church elected

Walter de Hemesham, one of their own

body, for his successor : but, as Henry
refused to confirm the election, the pope,
at his desire, annulled it ; and immediately
appointed Richard, chancellor of Lincoln,
for archbishop, without waiting for a new
election. On the death of Richard, in

1231, the monks elected Ralph de Neville

bishop of Chichester ; and, though Henry
was much pleased with the election, the

pope, who thought that prelate too much
attached to the crown, assumed the power
of annulling his election. He rejected two

clergymen more, whom the monks had

successively chosen ; and he at last told

them that, if they would elect Edmund,
treasurer of the church of Salisbury, he
would confirm their choice

;
and his nom-

ination was complied with. The pope had
the prudence to appoint both times very
worthy primates ; but men could not for-

bear observing his intention of thus draw

ing gradually to himself the right of be-

stowing that important dignity.
The avarice, however, more than the

ambition, of the see of Rome, seems to

have been the ground of general com-

plaint. The papal ministers, finding a

vast stock of power amassed by their pre-
decessors, were desirous of turning it to

immediate profit. Every thing was be-

come venal in the Romish tribunals ;

simony was openly practised ; no favours,
and even no justice, could be obtained

without a bribe
; the highest bidder was

sure to have the preference, without re

gard either to the merits of the person
or of the cause ; and the pope openly
assumed an absolute and uncontrolled au-

thority of setting aside, by the plenitude of

his apostolic power, all particular rules,

and all privileges of patrons, churches, and
convents. On pretence of remedying these

abuses, pope Honorius, in 1226, complain-

ing of the poverty of lus see as the

source of all grievances, demanded from
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every cathedral two of the best prebends,
from

ever)-^ convent two monks' portions,
to be set apart as a perpetual and settled

revenue of the papal crown : but, all men
beins; sensible that the revenue would con-
tinue for ever, and the abuses imme-

diately return, his demand was unani-

mously rejected. About three years after

the pope demanded, and obtained, the

tenth of all ecclesiastical revenues, which
he levied in a very oppressive manner

;

requirine; payment before the clcrj}' had
drawn their rents or tithes, and sending
about usurers, who advanced them the

money at exorbitant interest. In the year
1240, Otho the legate, ha\nng in vain

attempted the clerg}- in a body, obtained

separately, by intrigues and menaces, large
sums from the prelates and convents

; and,
on his departure, is said to have carried

more money out of the kingdom than he
left in it. This experiment was renewed
four years after with success by Martin
the nuncio, who brought from Rome
jiowers of suspending and excommuni-

cating all clergymen that refused to com-

ply with his demands. The king, who
relied on the pope for the support of his

tottering authority, never failed to coun-
tenance those exactions.

Meanwhile all the chief benefices of the

kingdom were conferred on Italians
;
non-

residence and pluralities were carried to an

enormous height ; Mansel, the king's

chaplain, is computed to have held at

once seven hundred ecclesiastical livings ;

and the abuses became palpable to the

blindness of superstition itself. The peo-

ple rose against the Italian clerg)^ ; pillaged
their barns

; wasted their lands
;
insulted

the persons of such of them as they found
in the kingdom ; and, when the justices
made inquiry into the authors of this dis-

order, the guilt was found to involve so

many, and those of such high rank, that

it passed unpunished. / At last, when
Innocent IX. in 1245, called a general
council at Lyons, in order to excommuni-
cate the emperor Frederic, the king and

nobility sent over agents to complain
before the council of the rapacity of the

Romish church. They represented, among
many other grievances, that the benefices

of the Italian clergy in England had been

estimated, and were found to amount to

sixty thousand marks a year, a sum which
exceeded the annual revenue of the crown
itself. They obtained onlv an evasive

answer from the pope ; but, as mention
had been made before the council of the

feudal subjection of England to the see of

Rome, the English agents, at whose head
was Roger Bigod earl of Norfolk, exclaimed

against tlie pretension, and insisted that

king John had no riglit, without the con-
sent of his barons, to subject the kingdom
to so ignominious a servitude. The ])opes
seem thenceforth to have little insisted on
that pretension.

This check, received at the council of

Lyons, was not able to stop the court of

Rome in its rapacity. Innocent exacted

the revenues of all vacant benefices, the

twentieth of all ecclesiastical revenues

without exception, the third of such as

exceeded a hundred marks a year, and the

half of such as were j)ossessed by non-

residents. He claimed the goods of all

intestate clcrgj'men ;
he pretended a title

to inherit all money gotten by usurj^ ; he

levied benevolences upon the people ; and,

when the king, contrary to his usual

practice, prohibited these exactions, he

threatened to pronounce against him the

same censures he had emitted against the

emperor Frederic.

But the most oppressive expedient em-

ployed by the pope was the embarking of

Henry in a project for the conquest of

Naples, or Sicily on this side the Fare, as

it was called ;
an enterprise which threw

much dishonour on the king, and involved

him, during some years, in great trouble

and expense. The Romish church, taking

advantage of favourable incidents, had re-

duced the kingdom of Sicily to the same

state of feudal vassalage which she pre-

tended to extend over England; and

which, bv reason of the distance, as well

as high spirit,
of this latter kingdom, she

was not able to maintain. After the

death of the emperor Frederic II. the suc-

cession of Sicily devolved to Conradine,

grandson of that monarch ; and Mainfroy,

his natural son, under pretence of goveru-
the kingdom during the minority of
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the prince, had i'ornied a scheme of es-

tablishing his own authority. Pope Inno-

cent, who had carried on violent war

against the emperor Frederic, and had

endeavoured to dispossess him of his

Italian dominions, continued hostihties

against his grandson ; but, being dis-

appointed in all his schemes by Mainfroy,
he found that his own force alone was not

sufficient to bring to a happy issue so great
an enterprise. He pretended to dispose
of the Sicilian crown, both as superior lord

of that particular kingdom and as vicar of

Christ, to whom all kingdoms of the earth

were subjected ;
and he made a tender of

it to Richard earl of Cornwall, whose
immense riches, he flattered himself, would
be able to support the military operations

against Mainfroy. As Richard had the

prudence to refuse the present, he apphed
to the king, whose levity and thoughtless

disposition gave Innocent more hopes of

success ; and he offered him the crown of

Sicily for his second son Edmond. Henry,
without consulting either with his brother

or the parliament, accepted of the insidious

proposal ,
and gave the pope unlimited

credit to expend whatever sums he thought

necessary for completing the conquest of

Sicily. Innocent, who was engaged by his

own interests to wage war with Mainfroy,
was glad to carry on his enterprises at the

* It is not correct to say that, in such circum-

stances, the clergy were his only resource. He
sometimes claimed aid from the law. " In March,
1257, a great parliament was held at London, in

which Henry de Bath, chief justiciary of England,
was called upon to answer several crimes and mis-
demeanors alleged against him. The king himself
was his prosecutor. He was very angry with the

justice, that he came thither, as it were, guarded by
a great number of armed men of his wife's kindred
and his own, as well as all his servants. He accused
him more highly that the rest, laying to his charge,
amongst other tilings, that he was a disturber of the
whole kingdom, by exasperating all his barons

against him, from which a general sedition might be

expected. Therefore, the king caused it to be pro-
claimed by the common crier at London, and in

court, that, if any person had cause of action or

complaint against Henry de Bath, they should come
into court before the king's presence, and there they
should be fully heard. By these means many com-
plaints were urged against him

;
and one of his own

brother justices openly protested that he suffered a

very great villain, imprisoned and convict, to escape
unpunished, having received several rich gifts for

that purpose. Upon which the king, being much
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expense of his ally ;
Alexander IV. who

succeeded him in the papal throne, con

tinued in the same policy ;
and Henry

was surprised to find himself on a sudden

involved in an immense debt, which he

had never been consulted in contracting.
The sum already amounted to one hundred
and thirty-five thousand five hundred and

forty-one marks, beside interest
;
and he

had the prospect, if he answered this

demand, of being soon loaded with more
exorbitant expenses ;

if he refused it, of

both incurring the pope's displeasure and

losing the crown of Sicily, which he hoped
soon to have the glory of fixing on the

head of his son.

He applied to the parliament for sup-

plies ; and, that he might be sure not to

meet with opposition, he sent no writs to

the more refractory barons : but even

those who were summoned, sensible of the

ridiculous cheat imposed by the pope,
determined not to lavish their money
on such chimerical projects ; and, making
a pretext of the absence of their brethren,

they refused to take the king's demands
into consideration. In this extremity the

clergy were his only resource
; and, as

both their temporal and spiritual sovereign
concurred in loading them, they were

ill able to defend themselves against this

united authority.*

provoked, mounted up on high, and called out with a

loud voice, that '
if any man whatsoever will kill

Henry de Bath, he shall be acquitted of his death,
and I pronounce him acquitted accordingly.' And
then the king withdrew hastily. There were many
present that would have done this lord of Bath's

business for him presently, had not the lord John
Mansell interposed, and prudently checked their

fury.
' My lords and friends,' said he,

'
I am not

against prosecuting him, but it is not necessary at all

to be thus in anger : perhaps our lord the king, by
this time, repents his rash expression. Besides, if

you lay violent hands on Henry, behold, the bishop
of London will excommunicate you, and his military
friends may revenge his death.' Thus, in a great

measure, their fury was appeased ;
and earl Richard,

with the aforesaid bishop, taking up the matter,

things were carried with more moderation against
him. The king being afterwards privately informed

that there might be some gain in the case, and a

certain sum of money being promised, the prisoner
was released from both death and bondage : and

shortly after, on the payment of 2000 marks, was
reconciled to the king, and entered again into his

office, as if nothing had happened."
—
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The pope published a crusade for the

conque.'st of Sicily ;
and required everv

one who h.id taken the cross airainst the

infidels, or had vowed to advance money
for that service, to support the war asjainst

Mainfroy ;
a more terrible enemv to the

jChristian faith than any Saracen. He
levied a tenth on all ecclesiastical be-

nefices in Eni::land for three years ; and

2:ave orders to excotninuuicate all bishojis
who made not punctual payment. He
granted to the king the goods of intestate

clergymen, the revenues of vacant bene-

fices, the revenues of all non-residents.

But these taxations, being levied by some

rule, were less grievous than another im-

position, which arose from the suggestion
of the bishop of Hereford, and which

might have opened the door to endless

and intolerable abuses.

This prelate, who resided at the court

of Rome by a deputation from the English
church, drew bills of different values, but

amounting on the whole to one hundred
and fifty thousand five hundred and forty
marks, on all the bishops and abbots of

the kingdom ;
and granted these bills to

Italian merchants, who it was pretended
had advanced money for the service of the

war against Mainfroy. As there was no
likelihood of the English prelates sub-

mitting, without compulsion, to such an

extraordinary demand, Rustand the legate
was charged with the commission of

employing authority to that purpose ;

and he summoned an assembly of the

bishops and abbots, whom he acquainted
with the pleasure of the pope and of the

king. Great were the surprise and in-

dignation of the assembly : the bishop of

Worcester exclaimed that he would lose

his life rather than comply : the bishop of

London said that the pope and king were
more powerful than he

; but, if his mitre
were taken off his head, he would clap
on a helmet in its place. The legate was
no less violent on the other hand ; and
he told the assembly, in plain terms, that

all ecclesiastical benefices were the pro-

perty of the pope, and he might dispose
of them, either in whole or in part, as he
saw proper. In the end, the bishops and

abbots, being threatened with excoumiu-
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nication, which made all their revenues

tall into the king's hands, were Oliliijed to

sui)iuit to the exaction
;

and the only

mitigation which the legate allowed tliein

was, that the tenths already granted
should be accepted as a partial ])ayment
of the bills. But the money was still

insufficient for the pope's purpose ;
the

conquest of Sicily was as remote as ever ;

the demands wliich came from Rome
were endless

; pope Alexander became so

urgent a creditor, that he sent over a

legate to England, threatening the kingdom
with an interdict, and the kinir with ex-

communication, if the arrears which he

pretended to be due to him were not

instantly remitted ; and at last Henry,
sensible of the cheat, began to think of

resigning into the pope's hands that crown
which it was not intended by Alexander that

he or his family should ever enjoy.

EARL OF CORNWALL KING OF
THE ROMANS. 12->5.

The earl of Cornwall had now reason to

value himself on his foresight, in refusing
the fraudulent bargain with Rome, and in

preferring the solid honours of an opulent
and powerful prince of the blood of Eng
land to the empty and precarious glory of

a foreign dignity. But his vanity and

ambition prevailed at last over his prudence
and his avarice ; and he was engaged in

an enterprise no less extensive and vexa-

tious than that of his brother, and not

attended with much greater probability of

success, The immense opulence of Rich

ard having made the German princes
cast their eye on him as a candidate for

the empire, he was tempted to expend
vast sums of money on his election ; and

he succeeded so far as to be chosen king
of the Romans, which seemed to render

his succession infallible to the imperial

throne. He went over to Germany, and

carried out of the kingdom no less a sum
than seven hundred thousand marks, if

we may credit the account given by some

ancient authors, which is probably much

exaggerated. His money procured him

friends, and partisans ;
but it was soon

drained by the avidity of the German
273
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princes : and, having no personal or family

connexions in that country, and no solid

foundatiion of power, he found at last that

he had lavished away the frugality of a

whole life to procure a splendid title ;
and

that his absence from England, joined to

the weakness of his brother's government,

gave reins to the factitious and turbulent

dispositions of the English barons, and

involved his own country and family in

great calamities.

DISCONTENTS OF THE BARONS.

The successful revolt of the nobility from

king John, and their imposing on him
and his successors limitations of their

royal power, had made them feel their

own weight and importance ; and, being
followed by a long minority, had impo-
verished as well as weakened that crown,
which they were at last induced to replace
on the head of young Henry. In the

king's situation, either great abilities and

vigour were requisite to overawe the barons,
or great caution and reserve to give them
no pretence for complaints ; and this

prince was possessed of neither of these

talents. He had not prudence to choose

right measures
;
he wanted even that con-

stancy which sometimes gives weight to

wrong ones ; he was entirely devoted to his

favoui'ites, who were always foreigners ;

he lavished on them his diminished
revenue ; and, linding that his barons in-

dulged their disposition towards tyranny,
and observed not to their own vassals the

same rules which they had imposed on the

crown, he was apt, in his administration,
to neglect all the salutary articles of the

Great Charter, which he remarked to be
so little regarded by his nobility. This
conduct lessened his authority, had mul-

tiplied complaints ;
and had frequently

exposed him to affronts, and even to

dangerous attempts upon his prerogative.
In 1244, when he desired a supply from

parliament, the barons, complaining of the

frequent breaches of the Great Charter,
and of the many fruitless applications
which they had formerly made for the
redress of this and other grievances, de-

manded, that he should give them the
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nomination of the great justiciary and of

the chancellor, to whose hands chiefly the

administration of justice was committed :

and, if we may credit the historian, they
had formed the plan of other limitations,

as well as of associations to maintain

thein, which would have reduced the king
to be an absolute cypher, and have held

the crown in perpetual pupillage and de-

pendance. The king would agree to

nothing but a renewal of the charter, and
a general permission to excommunicate all

the violators of it : and he received no

supply, except a scutage of twenty shillings
on each knight's fee for the marriage of

his eldest dauejhter to the king of Scotland :

a burden which was expressly annexed to

their feudal tenures.

Four years after, in a full parliament,
when Henry demanded a new supply, he

was openly reproached with a breach of

his word, and the frequent violations of

the charter. He was asked whether he
did not blush to desire any aid from his

people, whom he professedly hated and

despised ; to whom on all occasions he

preferred aliens and foreigners ; and who

groaned under the oppressions which he
either permitted or exercised over them
He was told that, besides disparaging his

nobility by forcing them to contract un-

equal and mean marriages with strangers,
no rank of men was so low as to escape
vexations from him or his ministers

that even the victuals consumed in his

household, the clothes which himself and
his servants wore, still more the wine
which they used, were all taken by violence

from the lawful owners, and no compen-
sation was ever made them for the injury :

that foreign merchants, to the great

prejudice and infamy of the kingdom,
shunned the English harbours, as if they
were possessed by pirates, and the com-
merce with all nations was thus cut ofl

by these acts of violence : that loss was
added to loss, and injury to injury, while

the merchants who had been despoiled ot

their goods, were also obhged to carry
them at their own charge to whatever

place the king was pleased to appoint them ;

that even the poor fishermen on the coast

could not escape his oppressions and those
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of his courtiers ; and, finding that they
liad not full liberty to dispose of their

commodities in the English market, were

frequently constrained to carry them to

iforeign ports, and to hazard all the perils

jof
the ocean, rather than those which

awaited them from his oppressive emis-

saries : and that liis very religion was a

ground of complaint to his subjects, while

they observed that the waxen tapers and

splendid silks, employed iu so many use-

less processions, were the spoils which he

"lad forcibly ravished from the true

owners. Throughout this remonstance,

in which the complaints may be supposed
to be somewhat exaggerated, there appears

;range mixture of regal tyranny iu tlie

practices which gave rise to it, and of

aristocratical liberty, or rather licentious-

ness, in the expressions employed by the

parliament. But a mixture of this kind

is observable in all the ancient feudal

governments ;
and both of them proved

equally hurtful to the people.
As the king, in answer to their remon-

stance, gave the parUament only good
words and fair promises, attended with the

most humble submissions, which they had

often found deceitful, he obtained no sup-

ply; and therefore, in 1253, when he

Ibund himself again under the necessity
of applying to parliament, he had provided
a new pretence; which he deemed infallible;

and, taking the vow of a crusade, he de-

manded their assistance in that pious

leaterprise. The parliament, however,

hesitated to comply ;
and the ecclesiastical

order sent a deputation, consisting of four

prelates, the primate, and the bishops of

Winchester, Salisbury, and Carlisle, in

order to remonstrate with him on his

frequent violations of their privileges, the

oppressions with which he had loaded

them and all his subjects, and the unca-

nonical and forced elections which were

-ins. made to vacant dignities.
'

It is true,'

Tf^r'-'' replied the king,
'

I have been somewhat
iiity.

faulty in this particular ;
I obtruded you,

my lord of Canterbury, upon your see
;

I was obUged to employ both entreaties

and menaces, my lord of Winchester, to

have you elected : my proceedings, I con-

fess, were very ii-regular, my lords of

king
> to

rtal.

.\ deputa-
'n of

''ps re

i,-tr;itL'

:': him.

Salisbury and Carlisle, when I raised you
from the lowest stations to your present

dignities : I am determined henceforth to

correct these abuses ;
and it will also be-

come you, in order to make a thorough
reformation, to resign your present bene-

fices, and try to enter again in a more

regular and canonical manner. The

bishops, surprised at these unexpected
sarcasms, rejilied that the ([uestion was
not how to correct past errors, but to

avoid them for the future. The king

promised redress both of ecclesiastical and
civil grievances ;

and the parhamcnt,
agreed to grant him a supply, a tenth of

the ecclesiastical benefices, and a scutage
ot three marks on each kniglit's fee

;
but

they required that he should ratify the

Great Charter in a manner still more
authentic and more solenui than any which
he had hitherto employed. All the pre-
lates and abbots were asssembled

; they
held burning tapers in their hands

; the

Great Charter was read before them
;

they denounced the sentence of excommu-
nication against every one who should

thenceforth violate the fundamental law
;

they threw their tapers on the ground, and

exclaimed,
'

May the soul of every one

who incurs this sentence so stink and

corrupt in hell !

' The king bore a part in

this ceremony ;
and subjoined,

' So help
me God, I will keep all these articles

inviolate, as I am a man, as I am a Chris

tian, as I am a knight, and as I am a

king crowned and anointed.
'

Yet was

the tremendous ceremony no sooner

finished than his favourites, abusing his

weakness, made him return to the same

arbitrary administration ;
and the reason

able expectations of his people were thus

perpetually eluded and disappointed.

SBION DE MOUNTFORT EARL
OF LEICESTER. 1258.

All these imprudent and illegal measures

aflbrded a pretence to Simon de Mount-

fort, earl of Leicester, to attempt an inno-

vation in the government, and to wrest the

sceptre from the feeble and irresolute hand

which held it. This nobleman was a

younger son of that Simon de Mountfort
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who had conducted with such valour and

renown the crusade against the Albigenses,
and who, though he tarnished his famous

exploits by cruelty and ambition, had left

a name very precious to all the bigots of

that age, particularly to the ecclesiastics.

A large inheritance in England fell by suc-

cession into this family ; but, as the elder

brother enjoyed still more opulent pos-
sessions in France, and could not perform

fealty to two masters, he transferred his

right to Simon his younger brother, who
came over to England, did homage for

his lands, and was raised to the dignity of

earl of Leicester. In the year 12.38. he

espoused Eleanor dowager of William earl

of Pembroke, and sister to the king : but

the marriage of this princess with a sub-

ject and a foreigner, though contracted

with Henry's consent, was complained of

by the earl of Cornwall and all the barons

of England ;
and Leicester was supported

against their violence by the king's favour

alone. But he had no sooner established

himself in his possessions than he ac-

quired, by insinuation and address, a

strong interest with the nation, and gained

equally the affections of all orders of men.
He lost, however, the friendship of Henry
from the usual fickleness of that prince ;

he was banished the court ; he was re-

called
;
he was intrusted with the com-

mand of Guienne, where he did good
service and acquired honour ; he was again

disgraced by the king, and his banishment

from court seemed now final and irrevo-

cable. Henry called him traitor to his

face
;
Leicester gave him the lie, and told

him that, if he were not his sovereign, he

would soon make him repent of that in-

sult. Yet was this quarrel accommodated,
either from the good-nature or timidity of

the king ; and Leicester was again ad-

mitted into some degree of favour and

authority. But, as this nobleman was
become tpo great to preserve an entire

complaisance to Henry's humours, and to

act in subserviency to his other minions,
he found more advantage in cultivating
ins mterest with the public, and in inflam-

ing the general discontents. He filled

every place with complaints against the

'infringement of the Great Charter, the
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acts of violence committed on the people,
the combination between the pope and the

king in their tyranny and extortions.

Henry's neglect of his native subjects and

barons
; and, though himself a foreigner,

he was more loud than any in representing
the indignity of submitting to the dominion
of foreigners. By his hjpocritical pre ten

sions to devotion he gained the favour o

the zealots and clergy ; by his seeming
concern for public good he acquired the

affections of the public ; and, besides the

private friendships which he had cultivated

with the barons, his animosity against the

favourites created an union of interests

between him and that powerful order.

A recent quarrel, betw^een Leicester and
William de Valence, Henry's half brother

and chief favourite, brought matters to ex-

tremity, and determined the former to

give full scope to his bold and unbounded

ambition, which the laws and the king's

authority had hitherto with difficulty re-

strained. He secretly called a meeting of

the most considerable barons, particularly

Humphrey de Bohun high constable,

Roger Bigod earl mareschal, and the earls

of Warwick and Glocester ;
men who

stood in the first rank of the English

nobility. He represented to this com-

pany the necessity of reforming the state,

and of putting the execution of the laws

into other hands than those which had

hitherto appeared, so unfit for the charge
\Aath which they were intrusted. He
exaggerated the oppressions exercised on

the lower orders of the state, the violations

of the barons' privileges, the continued

depredations made on the clergj^ ; and

in order to aggravate the enormity of his

conduct, he appealed to the Great Charter,

which Henry had so often ratified, and

which was calculated to prevent for ever

the return of those intolerable grievances.
He magnified the generosity of their an-

cestors, who, at a great expense of blood,

had extorted that famous concession from

the crown ;
but lamented their own de-

generacy, who allowed so important an

advantage to be wrested from them by a

weak prince and by insolent strangers.
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his absolute inability to violate national

[privileges could henceforth ensure the ob-

Iservance of them.

These topics, which were founded in

truth, had the desired effect
;

and the

barons embraced a resolution of redressing
the public 2;rievances, by taking into their

own hands the administration of govern-
•nient. Henry having summoned a par-

^^ ,^
liament, in expectation of receivinir suppliesThe barons i,. i . ,-

'
.

, ,
' ^ *

attcnii the
^lor Ih£ bicuiun projcct, tlie barons ap[)eared

|in the hall clad in complete armour, and

Iwith their swords by their side. The king
'on his entry, struck with the unusual ap-

pearance, asked them what was their

purpose; and whether they pretended to

make him their prisoner ? Roger Bigod
replied, in the name of the rest, that he

was not their prisoner, but their sovereign ;

that they even intended to grant him large

supplies, in order to fix liis son on the

throne of Sicily ; that they only expected
some return for this expense and ser\^ce ;

and that, as he had frequently made sub-

missions to the parliament, and had still

allowed liimself to be carried into the

same path, which gave them such just
reason of complaint, he must now yield
to more strict regulations, and confer

authority on those who were able and

willing to redress the national grievances.

Henr}', partly allured by the hopes of

supply, partly intimidated by the martial

appearance of the barons, promised to

summon another parliament at Oxford,
in order to digest the new plan of govern-
ment, and to elect the persons who were
to be intrusted with the chief authority.

PROVISIONS OF OXFORD.
This parliament, which the royalists, and
even the nation, from experience of the

confusions that attended its measures,
afterwards denominated '

the mad par-
liament,'* met on the day appointed ; and,
as all the barons brought with them their

TV pro-

iment
.•eat

: plans.

•nad

ouicnt.

* For so muche as kyng Henrie had promised
jftentimes the restitution of sertaine ancient laws
ind ordinances, which were more easy and commo-
lious to his people, and by his long delaie brought
ioth)-ng to effuct, the lorddes of England bcganne to

iiurmure and grudge against him : wherefore, to ap-
^icace their malice, he held a parlyament at Oxenforde ;
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military vassals, and appeared with an
armed force, the king, who had taken no

precautions, was in reality a prisoner, and
was obliged to submit to all the terms
which

tlicy were pleased to impose.
Twelve barons were selected from anions;
the king's ministers, twelve more were
chosen by parliament : to these twentv-fouri
unlimited autiuMity was gi'anted to reform
the state

; and the king^ himself took an
oath that he would maintain whatever
ordinances they should think proper to
enact for that purpose. Leicester was at
the head of this supreme council, to which
the legislative power was thus in reality
transferred

; and all their measures were
taken by his secret influence and direction.
The first step seemed well calculated for
the end which they professed to be the

object of all these innovations. They
ordered that four knights should be chosen

by each county; that they should make
inquiry into the grievances" of which their

neighbourhood had reason to complain,
and should attend the ensuing parliament
to give information to that assembly of
the state of their particular counties : a

nearer ajjproacli to our present constitution

than had been made by the barons in the

reign of king John, when the knights were

only ajipointed to meet in their several

counties, and there to draw up a detail of

theii- grievances. Meanwhile the twenty
four barons proceeded to enact some

regulations, as a redress of such grievances
as were supposed to be sufficiently notorious.

They ordered that tliree sessions of par-
liament should be regularly held every year,
in the months of February, June, and
October

; that a new sheriff should be

annually elected by the freeholders in each

county ; that the sheriffs should have no

power of fining that baron who did not

attend their courts, or the circuits of the

justiciaries ;
that no heirs should be com-

mitted to the wardship of foreigners, and

Twenty-
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whiche was after called the maddc parliament, be-

cause many thynges were therein enacted whiche

proved after to the conlusion of the realme, and

death of manie noblemen. For confyrmacion ol

these actcs were chosen XII piers, called Douze

piers ; whiche had authoritee to correctc the break-

ers of their ordinances.—Lanquetle.—Ed.
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no castles intrusted to their custody ; and
that no new warrens or forests should be

created, nor the revenues or any counties

or hundreds be let to farm. Such were

the regulations which the barons established

at Oxford for the redress of public grie-
vances.

But the earl of Leicester and his associ-

ates, instead of continuing in this popular
I he barons .

,
V . , ^ ^

provide lor course, or granting the king that supply
which they had promised him, immediately
provided for the extension and continu-

ance of their own authority. They roused

anew the popular clamour which had long
prevailed against foreigners ;

and they fell

with tlie utmost violence on the king's
half-bxothers, who were supposed to be
the authors of all national grievances, and
whom, Henry had no longer any power to

protect. The four brothers, sensible of

r danger, took to flight, they were

eagerly pursued by the barons
; Aymer,

one of the brothers, who had been elected

to the see qf Winchester, took shelter in

his episcopal palace, and carried the

others along with him
; they were sur-

rounded in tliat place, and threatened to

be dragged out by force, and to be punished
for their crimes and misdemeanors ; and
the king, pleading the sacredness of an
ecclesiastical sanctuary, was glad to

extricate them from this danger by banish-

ing them the kingdom. In this act of

violence, as well as in the former usur-

pations of the barons, the queen and her

uncles were thought to have secretly con-

curred
; being jealous of the credit acquired

by the brothers, which they found had

eclipsed and annihilated their owti.

USURPATIONS OF THE BARONS.
But the subsequent proceedings of the

twenty-four barons were sufiicient to open
the eyes of the nation, and to prove their

intention of reducing, for ever, both the

king and the people under the arbitrary

power of a very narrow aristocracy. They
pretended that they had not yet digested
all the regulations necessary for the

reformation of the state ; and they must
still retain their power till that great
purpose were thoroughly effected: in

other words, that they mast be perpetual
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Tyrann)' of

the barons,

governors, till they were pleased to abdicate

their authority. They formed an associ-

ation among themselves, and swore that

they would stand by each other with their

lives and fortunes : they displaced all the

chief officers of the crown, and advanced
either themselves or 4;heir own creatures

in their place : even- the ofHcers of the

king's household were disposed of at their

pleasure : the government of all the castles

was put into hands in whom they found
reason to confide : and, the whole power
of the estate being thus transferred to

them, they ventured to impose an oath,

by which all the subjects were obliged to

swear, under the penalty of being declared

public enemies, that they would obey and
execute aU the regulations, both known
and unknown, of the twenty-four barons :

and all this for the greater glory of God,
the honour of the church, the service of

the kino;, and the advantage of the kinaidom.

No one dared to withstand this tyrannical

authority ; prince Edward himself, the

king's eldest son, a youth of eighteen, who

began to give indications of that great and

manly spirit which appeared throughout
the whole course of his life, was, after

making some opposition, constrained to

take that oath, which really deposed his

father from sovereign authority. Earl

Warrenne was the last person in the king-
dom that could be brought to give the con-

federated barons this mark of submission.

But the twenty-four barons, not content

with the usurpation of the royal power,
introduced an innovation in the constitu-

tion of parliament which was of the

utmost importance. They ordained that

this assembly should choose a committee
of twelve persons, who should, in the

intervals of the sessions, possess the

authority of the whole parhament, and
should attend, on a summons, the person
of the king in all his motions. But so

powerful were these barons that this

regulation was also submitted to ; the

whole government was overthrown, or

fixed on new foundations ; and the

monarchy was totally subverted, without

its being possible for the king to strike

a single stroke in defence of the constitu-

tion against the newly-elected oligarchy.
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! The report that the king of the Romans
_ .. J intended to p;\v a visit to Ensrland caveThe K:ng fn , ii-i
the Romans;alarm to the ruhns; barons, wlio dreaded

lest the extensive influence and established

authority of that prince would be cm-

ployed to restore the prerogatives of his

family, and overturn their plan of govern-
ment. They sent over the bishop of

Worcester, who met him at St. Omers ;

asked him, in the name of the barons, the

reason of his journey, and how long he

intended to stay in England ;
and insisted

that, before he entered the kingdom, he
sliould swear to observe the regulations
established at Oxford. On Richard's re-

fusal to take this oath, they prepared to

resist him as a pubhc enemy ; they fitted

out a fleet ; assembled an army ; and

spread the report that Richard, attended

by a number of strangers, meant to restore

the authority of his exiled brothers, and

Ike kin of^°
violate all the securities provided for

the Romans public libcrtv. The kinc of the Romans
was at last obliged to submit to the terms

required of him.

But the barons, in proportion to their

continuance in power, began gradually to

lose that popularity which had assisted

them in obtiiining it
; and men repined

that regulations, which were occasionally
established for the reformation of the

state, were likely to subvert entirely the

ancient constitution. They were appre-

jhensive
lest the power of the nobles,

lalways oppressive, should now exert itself

without control ; and their fears were
increased by some new edicts of the

barons, which were plainly calculated to

procure to themselves an impunity in all

their violences. They appointed that the

circuits of the itinerant justices, the sole

check on their arbitrary conduct, should

b>i hts
'^^ held only once in seven years. The

.'.e shires cry became loud that the barons should

.in" t""*,
finish their intended regulations. The

iuf^ j

knights of the shires, who seem now to

have been pretty regularly assembled, and

|sometimes in a separate house, made re-

monstrances against the slowness of their

proceedings. They represented that, though
the king had performed all the conditions

required of him, the barons had done

nothing for the pubUc good, and had only

been careful to promote their own privatel

advantage, and to make inroads on royal'

authority; and they even aj)pcalcd to

prince Edward, and claimed his
interposi-j

tion for the interests of the nation and the

reformation of the government. The
prince replied that, though it was contrar}'
to his private sentiments, he had sworn to
maintain the pro\nsions of Oxford, he was
determined to obsen-e his oatli : but he
sent a message to the barons, recpiiring
them to bring their uiukrtaking to i

speedy conclusion, and fulfil their engage
ments to the pubhc ; otherwise he menaced
them that, at the expense of his life, he
would oblige them to do their duty, and
would shed the last drop of his blood in

promoting the interests and satisfying the

just wishes of the nation.

The barons, urged by so pressing a ne

cessity, published at last a new code of

ordinances for the reformation of the state.

But the expectations of the people were

extremely disappointed when they found
that these coiisistcd only of some trivia

alterations in the municipal law
; and stil

more when the barons pretended that the

task was not yet finished, and that they
must farther prolong their authority, in

order to bring the work of reformation to

the desired period. The current of popu-

larity was now much turned to the side of

the crown ; and the barons had little to

rely on for their support besides the pri-

vate influence and power of their families,

which, though exorbitant, was likely to

prove inferior to the combination of king
and people. Even this basis of power was

daily weakened by their intestine jealousies
and animosities. Their ancient and in-

veterate quarrels broke out when they
came to share the spoils of the crown

;

and the rivalship between the earls of

Leicester and Glocester, the chief leaders

among them, began to disjoint the whole

confederacy. The latter was desirous of

stopping or retarding the career of the

barons' usurpations : but the former, en-

raged at the opposition which he met with

in his own party, pretended to throw up
all concern in EngUsh afiairs ;

and he re-

tired into France.

The kingdom of France, the only state
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any considerable

intercourse, was at this time governed

by Lewis IX." This monarch united, to

the mean and abject superstition of a

monk, all the courage and magnanimity of

the greatest hero
;

and what may be

deemed more extraordinary, the justice
and integrity of a disinterested patriot, the

mildness and humanity of an accomplished

philosopher. So far from taking advantage
of the divisions among the English, or

attempting to expel those dangerous rivals

from the provinces which they still pos-
sessed in France, he had entertained many
scruples with regard to the sentence of

attainder pronounced against the king's
father

;
had even expressed some intention

of restoring the other provinces ;
and was

only prevented fi'oni taking that imprudent
resolution by the united remonstrances of

his own barons, who represented the ex-

treme danger of such a measure, and, what
had a greater influence on Lewis, the justice
of punishing, by a legal sentence, the bar-

barity and felony of John. Whenever
this prince interposed in English affairs,

it was always with an intention of compo-
sing the differences between the king and
his nobility ; he recommended to both

parties every reconciling measure
;
and he

used all his authority with Leicester, his

native subject, to bend him to a compli-
ance with Henry. He made a treaty with

England at a time when the distractions of

that kingdom were at the greatest height,
and when the king's authority was totally
annihilated

;
and the terms which he

granted might, even in a more prosperous
state of their affairs, be deemed advan-

to the English. He yielded up
some territories which had been conquered
from Poictou and Guienne

;
he ensured

the peaceable possession of the latter pro-
vince to Henry ;

he agreed to pay that

prince a large sum
;
and he only required

tliat the king should, in return, make a

final cession of Normandy, and the other

provinces, which he could never entertain

any hopes of recovering by force of arms.

This cession was ratified by Henry, by his

two sons and two daughters, and by the

king of the Romans and his three sons
;

Leicester alone, either moved by a vain
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arrogance, or desirous to ingratiate himself

with the English populace, protested

against the deed, and insisted on the right,
however distant, which might accrue to

his consort. Lewis saw, in this obstinacy,
the unbounded ambition of the man

; and,
as the barons insisted that the money due

by treaty should be at tlieir disposal, not

at Henry's, he also saw, and probably with

regret, the low condition to which this

monarch, who had more erred from weak-
ness than from any bad intentions, was re-

duced by the turbulence of his own subjects.
But the situation of Henry soon after

wore a more favourable aspect. The

twenty-four barons had now enjoyed the

sovereign power near three years ; and had

visibly employed it, not for the reformation

of the state, which was their first pretence,
but for the aggrandizement of themselves

and their famihes. The breach of trust

was apparent to all the world
;
the dissen-

sions among the barons themselves, which

increased the e^^l, made also the remedy
more ob^dous and easy ;

and the secret

desertion, in particular, of the earl of

Glocester to the crown, seemed to promise

Henry certain success in any attempt to

resume his authority. Yet durst he not

take that step, so reconcil cable both to

justice and policy, without making a pre-
vious application to Rome, and desiring an

absolution from his oaths and engage-
ments.

The pope was at this time much dissatis-

fied witii the conduct of the barons
; who,

in order to gain the favour of the people
and clerg}' of England, had expelled all the

Italian ecclesiastics ; had confiscated their

benefices ; and seemed determined to

maintain the liberties and privileges of the

English church, in which the rights of

patronage belonging to their own families

were included. The extreme animosity
of the English clergy against the Italians

was also a source of his disgust to this

order ; and an attempt which had been

made by them for farther liberty, and

greater independence on the civil power,
was therefore less acceptable to the

courtj
of Rome. About the same time that thei

barons at Oxford had annihilated the pre-

rogatives of the monarchy, the clergy met
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in a synod at Merton, and passed several

ordinances, which were no less calculatecl

to promote thjir own ijrandeur at the

expense of th3 crown. They decreed that

it was unlawful to try ecclesiastics hy
secular judges ;

that the clergy were not

to regard any prohibitions from civil

courts ; that lay patrons had no right to

confer spiritual hcnetices
;

that the magis-
trate was obliged, without farther inejuiry,

to imprison all excommunicated persons ;

and that ancient usage, without any
particular grant or charter, was a sufficient

authority for any clerical possessions or

privileges. About a century before, these

claims would have been supported by the

court of Rome beyond the most fundamen-
tal articles of faith

; they were the chief

points maintained by the great martyr
liecket

;
and his resolution in defending

them had exalted them to the high station

which he held in the catalogue of Romish
saints. But principles were changed ;

the pope was become somewhat jealous of

the great independence of the English
clersv, which emboldened them to resist his

authority, and to complain of the preference

given to the Italian courtiers. He was

ready, therefore, on the king's application,
to annul these new constitutions of the

church of England ;
and at the same time

he absolved the king and all his subjects
from the oath which they had taken to

observ^e the provisions of Oxford.

PRINCE EDWARD. 1261.

Prince Edward, whose Hberal mind,

though in such early youth, had taught
him the great prejudice which his father

had incurred by his levnty, inconstancy,
and frequent breach of promise, refused

for a long time to take advantage of this

absolution
;
and declared that the pro-

visions of Oxford, how unreasonable soever

in themselves and how much soever

abused bv the barons, ought still to

be adhered to by those who had sworn to

observe them. He himself had been con-

strained to take that oath ; yet was he

determined to keep it. By this scru-

pulous fidelity the prince acquired the

confidence of all parties, and was afterwards

enabled to I'ecover fully the royal autho-
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rity, and to perform such great actions,
both during his own reign and that of his

father.

The situation of England during this

period was somewhat peculiar. There
was no regular military force : the sword,

however, was not, properly speaking, in

the hands of the people : the l)arons were
alone intrusted witii the defence of the

community ; and, after any effort which

they made, as tlie military retainers de-

l)artcd home, the armies were disbanded,
and could not speedily be reassembled.

It was easy, thereibre, for a few barons by
a combination, to get the start of the other

party, to collect suddenly their troops,
and to appear unexpectedly in the field

with an army, which their antagonists,

though superior in power and interest,

would not dare to encounter. Hence the

sudden revolutions which olten took j)lace ;

hence the frequent victories obtained

without a blow by one faction over the

other
;

and hence it happened that the

seeming prevalence of a party was seldom

a prognostic of its long continuance in

power and authority.
The king, as soon as he received the pope's

absolution, accompanied with menaces of

all opj)onents,excoummmcation

trusting to the countenance of the clmrcli.
agamst
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I

luigland. I
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to the suj)port promised him by many con-

siderable barons, and to the returning
favour of the people took off the mask.;

After justifying his conduct by a proclam-

ation, in which he set forth the private

ambition, and the breach of trust, con-

spicuous in Leicester and his associates,

he declared that he had resumed the

government, and was determined thence-

forth to exert the royal authority for the

protection of his subjects. He removed

Hugh le Despenser and Nicliolas de Ely,

the justiciary and chancellor appointed by
the barons ;

and put Philip Basset and

Walter de Merton in tiieir ])lace. He
substituted new sherilfs in all tiie counties,

men of character and honour ;
he placed

new governors in most of the castles ;

he changed all the officers of his house-

hold ;
he summoned a parliament, in

which the rcsum])tion of his authority was

ratilicd, with only five dissenting voices ;
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and the barons, after making one fruitless

eifort to take the king by surprise at

Winchester, were obhged to acquiesce in

those new regulations.
The king, in order to cut off every ob-

jection to his conduct, offered to refer all

the differences between him and the earl

of Leicester to Margaret queen of France.

The celebrated integrity of Lewis gave a

mighty influence to any decision which
issued from his court ; and Heniy probably

hoped that the gallantry, on which all

barons, as true knights, valued themselves,
would make them ashamed not to submit
to the award of that princess. Le^'is

merited the confidence reposed in him.

By an admirable conduct, probably as

political as just, he continually interposed
his good ofKces to allay the civil discords

of the English ;
he forwarded all healing

measures which might give security to

both parties ;
and he still endeavoured,

though in vain, to sooth the fierce am-
bition of the earl of Leicester, and to

convince him how much it was his duty
to submit peaceably to the authority of

his sovereign.

CIVIL LAWS OF THE BARONS.
1263.

That bold and artful conspirator was
nowise discouraged by the bad success of

his past enterprises. The death of Richard
earl of Glocester, who was his chief rival

in power, and who before his decease had

joined the royal party, seemed to open a

new field to his violence, and to expose
the throne to fresh insults and injuries.

It was in vain that the king professed his

intentions of observing strictly the Great

Charter, even of maintaining all the regu-
lations made by the reforming barons at

Oxford or afterwards, except those wliich

entirely annihilated the royal authority ,

these powerful chieltains, could not

peaceably resign the hopes of uncontrolled

power, with which they had flattered

themselves, and which they had so long

enjoyed. Many of them engaged in

Leicester's views
;

and among the rest

Gilbert, the young earl of Glocester, who

brought him a mighty accession of power

from the extensive authority possessed by
that opulent family. Even Henry son of

the king of the Romans, commonly called

Henry d'Allmaine, thouijh a prince of the

blood, joined the party of the barons

against the king, the head of his own

family. Leicester, who resided in France,

secretly formed the links of this con-

spiracy, and planned the whole scheme of

operations.
The princes of Wales, notwithstanding

the great power of the monarchs, both of

the Saxon and Norman line, still preserved

authority in their own country. Though
they had often been constrained to pay
tribute to the crown of England, they
were with difficulty retained in subordi-

nation, or even in peace ; and, almost

through every reign since the conquest,

they had infested the English frontiers

with such sudden inroads as seldom merit

to have place in a general history. The

English, content with repelling their inva-

sions, and chasing them back into their

mountains, had never pursued the advan-

tages obtained over them, nor been able to

fix a total, or so much as a feudal,

subjection on the country. This advantage
was reserved to the present king, the

weakest and most indolent. In the year

1237, Lewellyn prince of Wales, declining
in years and broken with infirmities, but

still more harassed with the rebellion and
undutiful behaviour of his youne;est son

Griiiin, had recourse to the protection of

Henry ; and, consenting to subject his

principahty, which had so long maintained,
or soon recovered, its independence, to

vassalage under the crown of England,
had purchased security on these dishon-

ourable terms. His eldest son and heir,

David, renewed the homage to England ;

and, having taken his brother prisoner,
delivered him into Henry's hands, who
committed him to the Tower. That prince,

endeavouring to make his escape, lost his

life in the attempt ;
and the prince of

Wales, freed from the apprehensions of so

dangerous a rival, paid henceforth less

regard to the English monarch, and even

renewed those incursions by which the

Welsh had been accustomed to infest the

English borders. Lewellyn, however, the''
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son of Griffin, who succeeded to his uncle,
had been obUged to renew the homage,
now claimed by England as an established

right ;
but he was well i)leased to intiame

those civil discords, on which he founded
his hopes of future independence. He
entered into a confederacy with the earl of

Leicester, and, collecting all the force of

his principality, invaded England with

thirty thousand men. He ravaged the

uids of Roger de Mortimer, and of all

the barons who adhered to the crown ; he
marched into Cheshire, and committed like

depredations on prince Edward's terri-

tories ; every place where his disorderly

troops appeared was laid waste with fire

and sword ; and, though Mortimer, a gal-
lant and expert soldier, made stout resis-

tance, it was found necessary that the

prince himself should head the army

against this invader. Edward repulsed

prince Lewellyn, and obliged him to take

shelter in the mountains of North Wales :

but he was prevented from making farther

progress by the disorders which soon after

broke out in England.
The Welsh invasion was the appointed

signal for the malcontent barons to rise in

arms
; and Leicester, coming over secretlv

from France, collected all the forces of his

party and commenced an open rebellion.

He seized tlie person of the bishop of

Hereford ; a prelate obnoxious to all the

I inferior clergy on account of his devoted

attachment to Rome. Simon bishop of

Norwich, and John Mansel, because they
had published the pope's bull, absolving
the king and kingdoiu from their oaths to

observe tlie provisions of Oxford, were

made prisoners, and exposed to the rage
of the party. The king's demesnes were

ravaged with unbounded fury ; and, as it

was Leicester's interest to allure, by the

hopes of plunder, all the disorderly ruf-

fians in Ensrland, he srave them a general

license to pillage the barons of the oppo-
site party, and even all neutral persons.
But one of the principal resources of his

faction was the populace of the cities,

particularly of London
; and, as he had,

' * The pretext for this inhuman butchery was that
|

a Jew had taken usurious interest from a citizen ; j

I by his hy|)ocritical pretensions to sanctity

I

and his zeal against Rome, engaged the

I

monks and lower ecclesiastics in iiis party,
his dominion over the inferior ranks ol

men became uncontrollable. Tiiomas
Fitz Richard, mayor of London, a furious

and licentious man, gave tiie countenance
of authority to these disorders in the

capital ; and, having declared war against
the substantial citizens, he loosened a

the bands of government, by whicli that

turbulent city was commonly but ill re-

strained. On the approach of Easter, the

zeal of superstition, the appetite for plun-
der, or the pleasure of committing havoc
and destruction, prompted them to attack

the unhappy Jews, who were first pillaged
without resistance, then massacred, to the

number of five hundred persons.* The
Lombard bankers were next exposed to the

rage of the people ; and though, by taking

sanctuary in the churches, they escaped
with their fives, all their money and goods
became a prey to the multitude. Even
the houses of the rich citizens, though
English, were attacked by night ;

and way
was made by sword and by fire to the

j)illage of their goods, and often to the

destruction of their persons. The queen,
who, though defended by the Tower, was

terrified by the neighbourhood of sucli

dangerous commotions, resolved to go by
water to the castle of Windsor

; but, as

she approached the bridge, the populace
assembled against her ; the cry ran,
' Drown the witch ;

'

and, besides abus-

ing her with the most opprobrious lan-

guage, and pelting her with rotten eggs
and dirt, they luul prepared large stones

to sink her barge when she should

attempt to shoot the bridge : and she was
so frightened that she returned to the

Tower.

The violence and fury of Leicester's

faction had risen to such a height in all

parts of England that the king was obliged
to set on foot a treaty of f)eace, and to

make an accommodation with the barons

on the most disadvantageous terms, lie

agreed to confirm anew the provisions of
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Oxford, even those which entirely annihi-

lated the royal authority ;
and the barons

were again reinstated in the sovereignty
of the kingdom. They restored Hugh le I

Despenser to the office of chief justiciary ;
!

they appointed their own creatures sheriffs
[

in every county of England ; they took
j

possession of all the royal castles and i

fortresses ; they even named all the officers

of the king's household
;
and they sum-

:

moned a parliament to meet at West-

minster, in order to settle more fully their
;

plan of government. They here produced
}

a new list of twenty-four barons, to whom
j

they proposed that the administration

should be entirely committed ;
and they

insisted that the authority of this junta
should continue, not only during the reign
of the king, but also during that of prince
Edward.

This prince, the hfe and soul of the

royal party, had unhappily, before the

king's accommodation with the barons,

been taken prisoner by Leicester in a

parley at Windsor ; and that misfortune,

more than any other incident, had deter-

mined Henry to submit to the ignomi-
nious conditions imposed upon him. But

Edward, having recovered his liberty by
the treaty, employed his activity in de-

fending the prerogatives of his family ;

and he gained a great party, even among
those who had at first adhered to the

cause of the barons. His cousin Henry
d'Allmaine, Roger Bigod earl mareshal,

earl Warrenne, Humphrey Bohun earl- of

Hereford, John lord Basset, Ralph Basset,

Hamond I'Estrange, Roger Mortimer,

Henry de Piercy, Robert de Brus, Roger
de Leybourne, with almost all the lords

marchers, as they were called, on the bor-

ders of Wales and of Scotland, the most

warUke parts of the kingdom, declared in

favour of the royal cause ;
and hostilities,

which were scarcely well composed, were

again renewed in every part of Eng-
land. But the near balance of the par-

ties, joined to the universal clamour of

the people, obliged the king and barons

to open anew the negociations for peace ;

and it was agreed to submit their dif-

jferences to the arbitration of the king of

(France.

REFERENCE TO THE KING OF
FRANCE. 1264.

This virtuous prince, the only man who
in like circumstances could safely have

been intrusted with such an authority by
a neighbouring nation, had never ceased

to interpose his good offices betwetn the

English factions ;
and had even invited

over to Paris both the king and the earl

of Leicester, in order to accommodate the

differences between them
;
but found that

the fears and animosities on both sides, as

well as the ambition of Leicester, were so

violent as to render all his endeavours

ineffectual. But, when this solemn ap

peal, ratified by the oaths and subscriptions
of the leaders in both factions, was made
to his judgment, he was not discouraged
from pursuing his honourable purpose.
He summoned the states of France at

Amiens ;
and there, in the presence of that

assembly, as well as in that of the king of

England and Peter de Mountfort, Leicester's

son, he brought this great cause to a trial.

It appeared to him that the provisions of

Oxford were expressly established as a

temporary expedient, and could not,

without breach of trust, be rendered per-

petual by the barons. He therefore an-

nulled these provisions ;
restored to the

king the possession of his castles, and the

]io\ver of nomination to the great offices ;

allowed him to retain what foreigners he

pleased in his kingdom, and even to confer

on them places ot trust and dignity ; and,

in a word, re-established the royal power in

the same condition on which it stood

before the meeting of the parliament at

Oxford. But, while he thus suppressed

dangerous innovations, and preserved un-

impaired the prerogatives
of the Engfish

crown, he was not negligent of the rights

of the people ; and, besides ordering that

a general amnesty should be granted for

all pabt offences, he declared that his

award was not anywise meant to derogate

from the privileges and liberties which the

nation enjoyed by any former concessions

or charters of the crown.

RENEWAL OF THE CIVIL WARS.

This equitable sentence was no sooner
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known in Eni:;lan(l than Leicester and his

confederates determined to reject it, and
to have recourse to arms, to procure more

advantageous conditions. Without rec;ard

to bis oaths and subscriptions, that enter-

prising conspirator directed his two sons,
Richard and Peter de Mountfort, in con-

junction with llobert de Ferrars earl of

Derby, to attack the city of W'orcester ;

while Henry and Simon de Mountfort, two
others of his sons, assisted by the prince
of Wales, were ordered to lay waste the

estate of Roijer de Mortimer. He him-

self resided at London
; and, employing

as his instrument Fitz Richard the sedi-

tious mayor, who had violently and ille-

gally prolonged his authority, he wrought
up that city to the highest ferment and

agitation. The populace formed them-
selves into bands and companies ; chose
leaders

; practised all military exercises
;

committed violence on the royalists ;

and an association was entered into be-

tween the city and eighteen great barons
never to make peace with the king but

by common consent. At the head of

those who swore to maintain this associa-

tion were the earls of Leicester, Glocester,
and Derby, with le Despenser the chief

justiciary ; men who had all previously
sworn to submit to the award of the

French monarch. Their only pretence for

this breach of faith was, that the latter part
of Lewis's sentence was, as they affirmed,
a contradiction to the former: he ratitied

the charter of liberties, yet annulled the

provisions of Oxford
; which were only

calculated to preserve that charter, and
without wliich, in their estimation, they
had no security for its obsen^ance.

^^.^^^
The king and [)rince, tinding a civil war

• pareito inevitable, prepared themselves for defence
;

'^
and, summoning the military vassals from
all quarters, and being reinforced by
Baliol lord of Galloway, Brus lord of

Annandale, Henry Piercy, John Comyn,
and other barons of the north, they com-

posed an army, formidable as well from its

Inumbers as its militaiy prowess and ex-

n.e royal- periencc. The first enterprise of the

•''rthaf.t-''"°y^^i^t^
^^'^ the attack of Northampton,

"*•

j

which was defended by Simon de Mount-
Ifort, with many of the principal barons ol'

VOL. I. 4 c

that party : and, a breach being made in

the walls by Phillj) Basset, tlie'jduce was!
carried by assault, and both the governorl
and the garrison were made

prisoners.}The royalists marched thence to Leicester,
and Nottingham ; both which places
having opened their gates to them, princel
Edward proceeded with a detachment into
the county of Derby, in order to ravage
with fire and sword "the lands of the earl
of that name, and take revenge for his

disloyalty. Like maxims of war prevailed
with botli parties throughout England;
and the kingdom was thus exposed in a
moment to greater devastation, from the
animosities of the rival barons, than it

would have suffered from many years of

foreign or even domestic hostilities, con-
ducted by more humane and more generous
principles.

The earl of Leicester, master of London,
and of the counties of the south-cast of

England, formed the siege of Rochester,
which alone declared for the king in those

parts ;
and which, besides earl Warrenne

the governor, was garrisoned by many
noble and powerful barons of the roval

party. The king and prince hastened from

Nottingham, where they were then quar-
tered, to the relief of the place ; and on
their approach Leicester raised i\\e. siege,

and retreated to London ; which, being the

centre of his power, he was afraid might
fall into the king's hands, either by force

or by a correspondence with the principal

citizens, who were all secretly inclined to

the royal cause. Reinforced by a great

body of Londoners, and having summoned
his partisans from all (juarters, he thoughti
himself strong enough to hazard a general
battle with tiie royalists, which, if it proved
successful, might be decisive against the

king, who had no retreat for his broken

troops in those parts ; while Leicester

himself, in case of any sinister accident,

could easily take shelter in the city. To

give the better colouring to his cause, he

previously sent a message with conditions

of peace to Henrj-, submissive in the

language, but exorbitant in the demands ;

and, when the messenger returned witii

the Ue and defiance from the king, the

prince, and the king of the Romans, he

28o
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sent a new message, renouncing, in the

name of himself and of the associated

barons, all fealty and allegiance to Henry.
He then marched out of the city with his

army, divided into four bodies: the first

commanded by his two sons Henry and

Guy de Mountfort, together with Hum-

phrey de Bohun earl of Hereford, who
had deserted to the barons : the second

led by the earl of Glocester, with ^Yil-

liam de Montchesney and John Fitz John
;

the third, composed of Londoners, under

the command of Nicholas de Segrave ;
the

fourth headed by himself in person. The

bishop of Chichester gave a general abso-

lution to the army, accompanied with as-

surances that if any of them fell in the

ensuing action, they would infalhbly be

received into heaven, as the reward of

their suffering in so meritorious a cause.*

BATTLE OF LEWES.

Leicester, who possessed great talents for

war, conducted his march with such skill

and secrecy, that he had well nigh surprised
the royalists in their quarters at Lewes in

Sussex : but the vigilance and activity of

prince Edward soon repaired this negli-

gence ;
and he led out the king's army

in three bodies. He himself conducted

the van, attended by earl Warrenne and

William de Valence : the main body was

commanded by the king of the Romans
and his son Henry ; the king himself was

placed in the rear at the head of his prin-

cipal nobihty. Prince Edward rushed

upon the Londoners, who had demanded
the post of honour in leading the rebel

army ;
but who, from their ignorance of

discipHne and want of experience, were ill

fitted to resist the gentry and military men,
of whom the prince's body was composed.

They were broken in an instant ; were

chased off the field ;
and Edward, trans-

ported by his martial ardour, and eager to

revenge the insolence of the Londoners

against his mother, put them to the sword

lor the length of four miles, without giving
them any quarter, and without reflecting

* It was a part of Leicester's policy to make a

great show of reverence for religion, which had
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on the fate which in the mean time at

tended the rest of the army. The earl of

Leicester, seeing the royalists thrown into

confusion by their eagerness in the pursuit,

led on his remaining troops against the

bodies commanded by the two royal bro-

thers : he defeated with great slaughter
the forces headed by the king of the

Romans ; and that prince was obliged to

yield himself prisoner to the earl of

Glocester : he penetrated to the body
where the king himself was placed, threw

it into disorder, pursued his advantage,
chased it into the town of Lewes, and

obliged Henry to surrender himself pri-

soner.

Prince Edward, returning to the field of

battle from his precipitate pursuit of the

Londoners, was astonished to find it co-

vered with the dead bodies of his friends ;

and still more to hear that his father and

uncle were defeated and taken prisoners ;

and that Arundel, Comyn, Brus, Hamond
1 'Estrange, Roger Leybourne, and many
considerable barons of his party, were in

the hands of the victorious enemy. Earl

Warrenne, Hugh Bigod, and William de

Valence, struck with despair at this event,

immediately took to flight, hurried to

Pevensey, and made their escape beyond
sea

,
but the prince, intrepid amidst the

greatest disasters, exhorted his troops to

revenge the death of their friends, to re

lieve the royal captives, and to snatch an

easy conquest from an enemy disordered

by their own victory. He found his fol-

lowers intimidated by their situation ;

while Leicester, afraid of a sudden and

violent blow from the prince, amused him

by a feigned negociation, till he was able

to recall his troops from the pursuit, and

bring them into order. There now appeared
no farther resource to the royal party ;

surrounded by the armies and garrisons of

the enemy, destitute of forage and provi
sions, and deprived of their sovereign, as

well as of their principal leaders. The

prince, therefore, was obliged to submit to

Leicester's terms, which were short and

severe, agreeably to the suddenness and

much weight with his followers, \-iho were thus per-
suaded that his cause was that of God.—Ed.
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necessity of the situation. He stijiuhited

that he and Henry d'AlImaine sliouUl

surrender themselves prisoners as pledges
in lieu of the two kings ;

that all other

prisoners on both sides should he released
;

and that, in order to settle fully the terms

of agreement, ajijilication sliould be made
to the king of France

;
that he should

name six Frenchmen, three prelates and

three noblemen ;
these six to choose two

others of their own countr}- ;
and these

two to choose one Englishman, who, in

conjunction with themselves, were to be

invested by both parties with full powers
to make what regulations they thought

proper for the settlement of the kingdom.
The prince and young Henr\'^ accordingly
delivered themselves into Leicester's hands,
who sent them under

castle

commonly called
'

the Mise of Lewes,'
from an obsolete term of that meaning ;

for it appears that all the gentrj- and no-

bility of England, who valued themselves

on their Norman extraction, and who
disdained the language of their native

country, made familiar use of the French

tongue till this period, and for some time

after.

Leicester had no sooner obtained this

great advantage, and gotten the whole

royal family in his power, than he openly
ivioiated eveiy article of the treaty, and
acted as tyrant of the kingdom. He still

detained the king in effect a prisoner, and
made use of that prince's authority to pur-

poses the most prejudicial to his interests,

and the most oppressive of his people.
He even,-where disainied the rovalists, and

kept all his own partisans in a military

posture. He observed the same partial
conduct in the deliverance of the captives,
and even threw many of the royalists into

prison besides those who were taken in the

battle of Lewes. He carried the king from

place to place, and obliged all the royal

castles, on pretence of Henry's commands,
to receive a governor and garrison of his

own appointment. All the officers of the

crown and of the household were named

by him
;
and the whole authority, as well

as arms of the state, was lodged in his

(hands. He instituted in the counties a

new kind of magistracy, endowed with new
and arbitrary powers, that of conservators

of the peace. He .seized the estates of no
less than eighteen barons, as his share of

the spoil gained in the battle of Lewes :

he engrossed to himself the ransom of all

the prisoners ;
and told his ])arons, with a

wanton insolence, that it was sufficient for

them that he had saved them by that vic-

tory from the forfeitures and attainders

which hung over them : he even treated

the earl of Glocester in the same injurious
manner, and applied to iiis own use the

ransom of the king of the Romans, who in

the field of battle had yielded himself pri-

soner to that nobleman. Henry, his eldest

son, made a monopoly of all the wool in

the kingdom, the only valuable commodity
for foreign markets wiiich it at that time

the cinque
J,

w.^ present dissolution of

Uo forms a
new magiii-

tracy.

Ho seizes

the e.slatos

of many
barons.

I)roduced. The iniiabitants of

ports, during the

government, betook themselves to the

most licentious piracy, preyed on the ships
of all nations, threw the mariners into the

sea, and by these practices soon banished

all merchants from the English coasts and

harbours. Every foreign commodity rose

to an exorbitant price; and woollen cloth,

which the English had not then the art of

dying, was worn by them white, and with-

out receiving the last hand of the manu-J
facturer. In answer to the complaints
which arose on this occasion, Leicester

replied that the kingdom needed no inter-

course ^\-ith foreigners. And it was found

that he even combined with the pirates of

the cinque ports, and received as his share

the third of their prizes.

No farther mention was made of the re-

ference to the king of France, so essential

an article in the agreement of Lewes ;
and

Leicester summoned a parliament, com-

posed altogether of his own partisans, to

rivet, by their authority, that power which

he had acquired l)y violence, and which he

used with so much injustice. An ordi-

nance was there pjissed, to which the

king's consent had been previously ex-

torted, that every act of royal power
should be exercised by a council of nine

persons, who were to be chosen and re-

moved bv the majority of three ; Leicjstei

himself, the earl of Glocester, and the
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bishop of Chichester. By this intricate

plan the sceptre was really put irito

Leicester's hands ;
as he had the entire

direction of the bishop of Chichester, and

thereby commanded all the resolutions of

the council of three, who could appoint or

discard every member of the supreme
council.

But it was impossible that things could

long remain in this stange situation. It

behoved Leicester either to descend with

some peril into the rank of a subject, or

to mount up with no less into that of a

sov^ereign ; and his ambition, unrestrained

either by fear or by principle, gave too

much reason to suspect him of the latter

intention. Meanwhile he was exposed to

anxiety from every quarter, and felt that

the smallest incident was capable of over-

turning that immense and ill cemented

fabric which he had reared. The queen,
whom her husband had left abroad, had

collected an army of desperate adven-

turers, and a great number of ships, with

a view of invading the kingdom, and of

bringing relief to her unfortunate family.

Lewis, detesting Leicester's usurpations
and perjuries, and disgusted at the English

barons, secretly favoured all her enter-

prises, and was generally believed to be

making preparations for the same purpose.
An English army, by the pretended autho-

rity of the captive king, was assembled on
the coast to oppose this projected invasion

;

but Leicester owed his safety more to cross

winds, which dispersed the queen's fleet,

than to any resistance which, in their

present situation, could have been expec-
ted from the Ensrlish.

Leicester found himself better able to

resist the spiritual thunders which were

levelled against him. The pope, still ad-

hering to the king's cause, dispatched
cardinal Guido as his legate into England,
with orders to excommunicate, by name,
the three earls, Leicester, Glocester, and

Norfolk, and all others, who concurred in

the oppression and captivity of their sov-

ereign. Leicester menaced the legate with
death if he set foot within the kingdom ;

but Guido, meeting in France the bishops
of Winchester, London, and Worcester,
who had been sent thither on a negocia-
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tion, commanded them, under the penalty
of ecclesiastical censures, to carry his bull

into England, and to publish it against the

barons. When the prelates arrived off the

coast they were boarded by the piratical

mariners of the cinque ports, to whom

probably they gave a hint of the cargo
which they brought along with them.

The bull was torn and thrown into the

sea ; which furnished the artful prelates
with a plausable excuse for not obeying
the orders of the legate. Leicester ap

pealed from Guido to the pope in person
but, before the ambassadors appointed to

defend his cause could reach Rome, the

pope was dead
;
and they found the legate

himself, from whom they had appealed
seated on the papal throne, by the name
of Urban IV. That daring leader was
nowise dismayed at this incident ; and, as

he found that a great part of his popular-

ity was founded on his opposition to the

court of Rome, now become odious, he

persisted with the more obstinacy in the

prosecution of his measures.

HOUSE OF COMMONS. 1265.

Th.\t he might both increase and turn to

advantage his popularity, Leicester sum-
moned a new parliament in London, where
he knew his power was uncontrollable ;

and he fixed this assembly on a more de-

mocratical basis than any which had ever

been summoned since the foundation ol

the monarchy. Besides the barons of

his own party, and several ecclesiastics,

who were not innnediate tenants of the

crown, he ordered returns to be made oi

two knights from each shire
; and, what

is more remarkable, of deputies from the

boroughs ;
an order of men which, in

former ages, had always been regarded as

too mean to enjoy a place in the national

councils. This period is commonly es

teemed the epoch of the house of com
mons in England ;

and it is certainly the

first time that historians speak of any

representatives sent to parliament by the

boroughs. In all the general account

given in preceding times of those assem

blies, the prelates and barons only are

mentioned as the constituent members
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and, even in tlie most particular narratives

'delivered ot parlianuntary transactions,

l(as in the trial otTlionias a B^'cket, where

the events ot" each day, and almost of

'each hour, are carefullT recorded by con-

'teniporary authors) there is not, through-
out the whole, the least appearance ot a

house of commons. But, though that

house derived its existence from so pre-

carious, and even so in\'idious, an origin
'as Leicester's usurpation, it soon proved.

Hie Hou.«i" I 1 1 1 . 1 1 1
•

oi'Conimoiib wlieu suuHiioned l)y
tlie legal pruiccs, one

bei-omes
Iq|- {|jp j,^Qgf useful, and, in process of time,

«fui. one ot the most powerful, members ot the

national constitution
;
and gradually rescued

the kiiigdom IVom aristocratical as well as

from regal tyranny. But Leicester's po-

licy only forwarded by some years an

institution for which the general state

of things had prepared the nation. The
feudal system, with which the liberty, much
more the power, of the couunons was totally

incompatible, began gradually to decline ;

and both the king and the commonalty,
who felt its inconveniences, contributed to

favour this new power, which was more
subuiissive than the barons to the regular

authority ot the crown, and at the same
time atiorded protection to the inferior

orders of the state.

Leicester, ha\'ing thus assembled a par-
liament of his own model, and trusting to

the attachment of the populace of London,
seized the opportunity of crushing his

rivals among the powerlul barons. Robert

de Ferrars, earl of Derby, was accused in

the king's name, seized, and committed to

custody, without being brought to any
legal trial. John Gitford, menaced with

tlie same fate, tied from London, and took

shelter in the borders of Wales. Even
the earl of Glocester, whose power and in-

tiuence had so much contributed to the

success of the barons, but who of late was

extremely disgusted with Leicester's arbi-

trary conduct, found himself in danger
from the prevailing authority of his ancient

confederate
; and he retired from parlia-

ment. This known dissension gave cou-

rage to all Leictster's enemies and to tiie

king's friends, who were now sure of pro-
tection from so potent a leader. Though
Roger Mortimer, Hamond TEstrauge, and
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otlier powertul marchers of Waks, h.id

been obiii^ed to leave the kingdom, their

authority still remained over the t.'rritories

subjected to their jurisdiction ;
and there

were many others who were disjxised to

live disturban^-e to the new irovernment.

The animosities inseparable from the feudal

aristocracy broke out with iVesh violence,

and threatened the kingdom with new con-

vulsions aufl disorders.

I

The earl of Leicester, surrounded with

these dirticulties, embraced a measure, from

which he hoped to reap some present ad-

vantages, but which proved the source of

all his future calamities. The active and

intrepid prince Edward had languished in

prison ever since the fatal battle of Lewes
;

I

and, as he was extremely popular in the

kingdom, there arose a general desire of

, seeing him again restored to hberty. Lei-

! caster, finding that he could with difficulty

oppose the concurring wishes of the na-

j

lion, stipulated with the prince that, in

I return, he should order his adherents to

deliver up to the barons all their castles,

paiticularly those on the borders of Wales;
and should swear neither to depart the

kingdom during three years, nor introduce

into it any foreign forces. The king took

an oath to the same effect
;
and he also

passed a charter, in which he conHrin.d

the agreement or
' M se of Lewes,' and

even permitted his subjects to rise in arms

against him if he should ever attempt to

infringe it. So little care did Leicester

take, though he constantly nude use ol

the authority of this captive prince, to

preserve to him any appearance of royalty

or kingly prerogatives !

In consequence of this treaty, prince

Edward was brought into Westminster-

hall, and was declared free by the barons.

But, instead of really recovering his liberty,

as he had vainly expected, he found that

the whole transaction was a tVaud on the

part of Leicester ;
that he himself still

continued a prisoner at large, and was

"uarded by the emissaries of that noble-

man. As Glocester, on his rupture with

the barons, had retired for safety to his

estates on the borders of Wales, Leicester

followed him witli an army to Hereford ;

continued still to menace and negociate ;

2S9
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and that he might add authority to his

cause, he carried both the king and prince
with him. The earl of Glocester here

concerted with Edward the manner of that

prince's escape. He found means to

convey to hini a horse of extraordinary
swiftness ;

and appointed Roger Mortimer,
who had returned into the kingdom, to be

ready with a small party to receive the

prince, and to guard him to a place of

safety. Edward pretended to take the air

with some of Leicester's retinue, who were

his guards ; and, making matches between
their horses, after he thought he had tired

and blown them sufficiently, he suddenly
mounted Glocester's horse, and called to

his attendants, that he had long enough
enjoyed the pleasure of their company, and
now bid them adieu. They followed him
without being able to overtake him

;
and

the appearance of IVIortimer with his

company put an end to their pursuit.

BATTLE OF EVESHAM AND DEATH
OF LEICESTER.

The royalists, secretly prepared for this

event, immediately flew to arms
; and the

joy of tliis gallant prince's deliverance, the

oppressions under which the nation

laboured, the expoctation of a new scene

of affairs, and the countenance of the

earl of Glocester, procured Edward an

army which Leicester was utterly unable to

withstand. This nobleman found himself

in a remote quarter of the kingdom ;

surrounded by his enemies
; barred from

all communication with his friends by the

Severn, whose bridges Edward had
broken down; and obliged to fight under
these multiplied disadvantages. In this

extremity he wrote to his son Simon de

Mountfort, to hasten from Loudon with

an army for his relief; and Simon had
advanced to Kenilworth with that view ;

where, fancying that all Edward's force

* Brutal vengeance pursued the earl even after

he was no more. It was not enough to refuse the

fainting warrior quarter, his lifeless remams were

horribly mutilated, and presented to the lady of

lord Rnger Mortimer, Leicester's bitter enemy, as

that which she must feel gratified to look upon.
In other respects the lust for vengeance on the part
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and attention were directed against his

father, he Jay secure and unguarded, But
the prince, making a sudden and forced

march, surprised him in his camp ; dis-

persed his army ; and took the earl of

Oxford and many other noblemen pri-

soners, almost without resistance. Leices-

ter, ignorant of his son's fate, passed the{
Severn in boats duiing Edward's absence,

and lay at Evesham, in expectation of

being every hour joined by his friends

from London
;

when the prince, who
availed himself of every favourable moment,

appeared in the field before him. Edward
made a body of his troops advance from

the road which led to Kenilworth, and
ordered them to carry the banners taken

from Simon's army ;
while he himself,

making a circuit with the rest of his forces,

purposed to attack the enemy on the other

quarter. Leicester was long deceived by
this stratagem, and took one division of

Edward's army for his friends
;
but at last

perceiving his mistake, and observing the

great superiority and excellent disposition
of the royalists, he exclaimed that they
had learned from him the art of war

adding,
' The Lord have mercy on our

souls, for I see our bodies are the prince's !

'

The battle immediately began, though on

very unequal terms. Leicester's army, by

living on the mountains of Wales without

bread, which was not then much used

among the inhabitants, had been extremely
w^eakened by sickness and desertion, and

was soon broken by the victorious royalists;

while his Welsh allies, accustoiued only
to a desultory kind of war, immediately
took to flight, and were pursued with great

slaughter. Leicester himself, asking for

quarter, was slain in the heat of the action,

with his eldest son Henry, Hugh le Des-

penser, and about an hundred and sixty

knights, and many other gentlemen of his

party.* The old king had been purposely

placed by the rebels in the front of the

of the royalists was carried to a degrading lengtli.

No prisoners were taken
;
and a hundred and eighty

knights and barons, of the opposite party, were

mercilessly put to the sword. This goes far to

account for the laudatory sentence we meet with in

old writers, in connection with this event,
" that no

blood was shed on the scaffold."—Ed.
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Mount I'ort family, were carried into

execution : and, though a parUament
assembled at Winchester attainted all

those who had borne arms against the king,

easy compositions were made with them
for their lands

;
and the highest sum

levied exceeded not five years' rent of

their estate. Even the earl of Derby, who
again rebelled, after having been pardoned,
was obliged to pay only seven years' rent,
and was a second time restored. The
mild disposition of the king, and the

prudence of the prince, tempered the in-

solence of victory, and gradually restored

order to the several members of the state,

disjointed by so long a continuance of

civil wars and commotions.
The city of London, which had carried

farthest animosity against the king, and
which seemed determined to stand upon
its defence after almost all the kingdom
had submitted, was restored to most of

its liberties and privileges ; and Fitz

Richard the mayor, who had been guilty
of so much illegal violence, was only
punished by fine and imprisonment. The
countess of Leicester, the king's sister,

who had been extremely forward in all

attacks on the royal family, was dismissed
the kingdom, with her two sons, Simon
and Guy, who proved very ungrateful for

this lenity. Five years afterwards they
assassinated, at Viterbo in Italy, their

cousin Henry d'AUmaine, who at that very
time was endeavouring to make their

peace with the king ; and, by taking sanc-

tuary in the church of the Franciscans,

they escaped the punishment due to so

great an enormity.*
The merits of the earl of Glocester,

after he returned to his allegiance, had

*
Henry DAllmaine, the son of the king of the

Romans, accompanied prince Edward to the Holy
Land. He was directed to return to England on a

special meeting. Journeying through Italy, he had
reached the city of Viterbo, when, being at church,
and engaged in jjrayer, at an early hour of the day,
Simon and Guido de Mountfort, his cousins, and the
sons of the late earl of Leicester, sprang upon him,

xclaiming,
' Thou sbalt die, traitor,' and instantly

slew him at the altar to which he had clung, as

also the priest who had mercifully interposed
to save the destined victim. The corpse was

aide.usly mutilated in revenge for the indignities
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been so great, that it was almost impossible
to content him in his demands ;

and his

youth and temerity, as well as his great

power, tempted him, on some new disgust,
to raise again the flames of rebellion.

The mutinous populace of London, at

his instigation, took to arms
;

and the

prince was obliged to levy an army of

thirty thousand men, in order to suppress
them. Even this second rebellion did not

provoke the king to any act of cruelty ;

and the earl of Glocester himself escaped
witii total impunity. He was only obliged
to enter into a bond of twenty thousand

marks that he should never again be guilty
of rebellion. A strange method of en-

forcing the laws, and a proof of the dan-

gerous independence of the barons in

those ages ! These potent nobles were,
from the danger of the precedent, averse

to the execution of the laws of forfeiture

and felony against any of their fellows
;

though they could not refuse to concur in

obliging them to fulfil any voluntary con-

tract and engagement into which they had

entered.

The prince, finding the state of the]

kingdom tolerably composed, was seduced,

by his avidity for glory, and by the preju-
dices of the age, as well as by the earnest

solicitations of the king of France, to

undertake an expedition against the in

fidels in the holy land ; and he endeavoured

previously to settle the state in such

manner as to dread no bad effects from his

absence. As the formidable power and
turbulent disposition of the earl of Glo

cester gave hnn apprehensions, he insisted

on carrying him along with him, in conse

quence of a vow which that nobleman had
made to undertake the same voyage. In

offered to the body of Leicester after the battle of

Evesham. The news of this dismal cataatrophe,
when carried to the king of the Romans, found him

rejoicing in having married a young beauty. It was

believed that the shock he received from the tidings,

shortened his life ;
and he died shortly after, in De-

cember, 1277. The excuse set up for this crime

was a very poor one, as neither the murdered prince
nor his father were at Evesham when Leicester died,

and consequently took no part in those outrages
which his sons undertook so savagely to avenge.

—
Ed.
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the mean time he ohh;;ed him to resisrn

some of his castles, and to enter into a

new bond not to distiirli the peace of the

iingdom. lie sailed from Eiii;land with

an army ;
and arrived in Lewis's camp

before Tunis in Africa, where he found

that monarch ah'eady dead, from the in-

temperance of the cUmate and the fatigues
of his enterprise. The great, if not only,

weakness of this prince in his government
was the imprudent passion for crusades ;

but it was his zeal chiefly that procured
him, from the clergy, the title of St.

Lewis, by which he is known in the

French history. He was succeeded by his

son Philip, denominated the Hardy ;
a

p"ince of some merit, though much infe-

rior to that of his father.

DEATH AND CHARACTER OF
THE KING. 1272.

Prince Edward, not discouraged by this

event, continued his voyage to the holy
land, where he signalized himself by acts

of valour
;
revived the glory of the English

name in those parts ;
and struck such

terror into the Saracens, that they em-

ployed an assassin to murder him, who
wounded him in the arm, but perished in

the attempt.* Meanwhile his absence

from England was attended with many of

those pernicious consequences which had

been dreaded from it. The laws were not

executed
;
the barons oppressed the com-

mon people with impunity ; they gave
shelter on their estates to bands of robbers,
whom they employed in committing

ravages on the estates of their enemies ;

the pojjulace of London returned to their

usual licentiousness ; and the old king,

unequal to the burden of public affairs,

called aloud for bis gallant son to return,

and to assist him in swaying that sceptre
which was ready to drop from his feeble

* One Anzazim, a desperate Saracen, and one of

the adherents of the emir of Jaffa, had, by artful

])erseverance, gained the confidence of Edward ;

and, on the Friday of Wliitsun week, about the hour
of vespers, while presenting a letter to the prince,
who was resting on a couch, he attempted to stab

him to the heart : three wounds he actually inflicted.

l",dwLU-d instantly seized and dispatched the assassin

with his own dagger, tlie point of which was found
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and irresolute hands. At last, overcome

by the cares of government and infirmi-

ties, he ex[)ired at St. Eflmondsbury, in

the sixty-fourth year of his age, and fifty-

sixth of his reign ; the longest reign that

is to be met with in the English antials.f
His brother, tlic king of the Romans (for

he never attained the title of emperor),
died about seven months before him.

The mostobvious circumstance of Henry's
character is his incapacity for government,
which rendered him as much a prisoner
in the hands of his own ministers and favo-

rites as when a cajitivc in the hands of n

his enemies. From this source arose his
J^''^',""^""]

negligence in observing his promises ; and b •'"''^'^

he was too easily induced, for the sake of;

present convenience, to sacrifice the lasting

advantages arising from the confidence of

his people. Hence too were derived his

profusion to favourites liis attachment to

strangers, the variableness of his conduct,
his hasty resentments, and his sudden

return of affection. Instead of reducing
the dangerous power of his nobles, by

obliging them to observe the laws towards

their inferiors, and setting them the sal-

utary example, he was seduced to imitate

I

their conduct, and to make his arbitrary

will, or rather that of his ministers, the

I

rule of his actions. Instead of accommo-

dating himself, by a strict frugality, to the

embarrasstu situation in which his revenue

had been left by the military expeditions
of his uncle, the dissipations of his father,

and the usurpations of tiie barons, he was

tempted to levy money by irregidar ex-

actions : which, without enriching himself,

impoverished, at least disgusted, his

people. Of all men, nature seemed least

to have fitted iiim for being a tyrant ; yet

are there instances of oppression in his

reign, which had been carefully guarded

against by tlie Great Charter, and are

Ho WM
we.ik, aibi

triin", arvi

imi'rovi-
(Iciit.

The Grt'al

Chnrt>T
viidutcd in

to have been dipped in poison. A skilful gurgcon,

then in Acre, prevented the fatal consequences
which had been expected to follow. The exem-

plary afilction of his wife p;icanor Ls said to have

prompted her to suck the poison from his wound ;

but this seems to have been the invention of a

subsequent age.

f It has since been exceeded by the reign ofi

George III. which extended to sixty years.—Ed. |
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inconsistent with all rules of good govern-
ment. Greater abilities, with his good

dispositions, would have prevented him

from falling into his faults
; or, with worse

disj)ositions, would have enabled him to

maintain and defend them.

This prince was noted for his piety and

devotion, and his regular attendance on

pulilic worship ;
and a saying of iiis on

that head is much celebrated by ancient

writers. He was engaged in a dispute
with Lewis the IX. of France, concerning
the preference between sermons and

masses. He maintained the superiority oi

the latter ; and affirmed that he would

rather have one hour's conversation witli

a friend, than hear twenty the most elabo-

rate discourses pronounced in his praise.

Henry left two sons, Edward his suc-

cessor, and Edmond earl of Lancaster ;

and two daughters, Margaret queen of

Scotland, and Beatrix duchess of Jirittany.
He had five other children, who died in

their infancy.

MISCELLANEO US TRANSACTIONS.
The following are the most remarkable
laws enacted during this reign. There
had been great disputes between the civil

and ecclesiastical courts concerning bas-

tardy. The common law had deemed all

those to be bastards who were born before

wedlock ; by the canon law they were

legitimate ; and, when any dispute of

inheritance arose, it had formerly been

usual for the civil courts to issue writs to

the spiritual, directing them to inquire
into the legitimacy of the person. The

bishop always returned an answer agreeable
to the canon law, though contrary to the

municipal law of the kingdom. For this

reason the civil courts liad chan^ied the

terms of their writ ; and, instead of requiring
the spiritual courts to make inquisition

concerning the legitimacy or the person,

they only proposed the simple question of

face, whether iie were born before or after

wedlock ? The prelates complained of this

practice to the parliament assembled at

Merton in tha twentieth of this king, and
dtsired that the municipal law mignt be

rendered confonnabie to tiie canon ;
but

received from all the nobility the me-

not

change the
laws of

tnuland.

morable reply,
' Nolumus leges Angliae '^^,':

'"'™"^
I -

.
O o will not

nmtaire,' vVe will not change the laws of

England.
After the civil wans, the parliament

summoned at Marlebridge gave their ap-

probation to most of the ordinances which
had been established by the reforming
barons

;
and which, though advantageous

to the security of the people, h?id not

received the sanction of a legal authority.

Among other laws, it was there enacted

that all appeals from the courts of inferior

lords should be carried directly to the

king's courts without passing through
the courts of the lords immediately

superior. It was ordained that money
siiould bear no interest during the mino-

rity of the debtor. This law was reasonable

as the estates of minors were always in

the hands of their lords, and the debtors

could not pay interest where they had no

revenue. The charter of king John had

granted this indulgence ; it was omitted

in that of Henry III
; but it was

by the statute of Marlebridge.
the other articles of this statute

culated to restrain the

Provisions

of the bta.

tote of

Marle-

bridge.

renewed

Most of

are cal-

oppression of

slieritfs, and the violence and iniquities
committed in distraining cattle -and other

goods. Cattle, and the insti'uinents of

husbandry, formed at that time the chief

riches of the people.
In the thirty-tilth year of this king

an assize was tixed on bread, the price of

which was settled, according to the

dilTerent prices of corn, from one shilling

a quarter to seven shiUings and sixpence,

money of that age. These great variations

are alone a proof of bad tillage ; yet did

the prices olten rise much higlier than any
taken notice of by the statute. The
Chronicle of Dunstable tells us that in

this reign wheat was once sold lor a mark

nay, for a pound a quarter ; that is, three

jjounds of our present money. The same

law aiibrds us a proof of the little commu
nication between the parts of the kingdom,
I'rom the very different prices which the

same commodity bore at the same time.
' A brewer,' says the statute,

'

may sell

two gallons of tile for a ptnny in cities,

and three or four gallons lor the same

price in the country.' At present such

.An assize

ol" bread.

Prices ofale
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coiiimodities, by the i^reat consumption of
the people, antl the groat stocks ot' tlie

brewers, are rather cheaper in cities. The
chronicle above nientioned observes that

wheat one year was sold in nianv places
for eight shillings a quarter, but never
rose in Dunstable above a crown.

Though coninicrcc was still very low, it

seems rather to have increased since the

conquest ;
if we may judge of the increase

of money by the price of corn. The me-
dium between the highest and lowest

prices of wheat assigned by the statute is

four shillings and three pence a quarter,
that is, twelve shillings and nine pence of

our present money. This is near half of

the middling price in our time. Yet the

middling price of cattle, so late as the

reign of king Richard, we tind to be

above eight, near ten times lower than the

present. Is not this the true inference,
from comparing these facts, that, in all

uncivilized nations, cattle, which propagate
of themselves, bear always a lower j)rice

than corn, which requires more art and
stock to render it plentiful than those

nations are possessed of? It is to be re-

marked that Henry's assize of corn was

copied from a preceding assize estabhshed

by king John
; consequently the prices

which we have here compared of corn and

cattle maybe looked upon as contemporary;
and they were drawn, not from one parti-

cular year, but from an estimation of the

middling prices for a series of years. It is

true, the prices assigned by the assize of

Riciiard were meant as a standard lor the

accompts of sheriffs and eschealors ; and,
as considerable protits were allowed to

these ministers, we may naturally suppose
that the common value of cattle w'as

somewhat higher ; yet still, so great a

ditlerence between the prices of corn and
cattle as that of four to one, conqiared
to the present rate, affords important
reflexions concerning the very different

state of industry and tillage in the two

periods.
Interest had in that age mounted to an

enormous height, as might be expected
from the barbarism of the times and
men's i<;norance of commerce. Instances

occur of fifty per cent, paj'ed for money.

There is an edict of Philip Auijustus near
this period, limiting the Jews in France to

forty-eight per cent. Such profits tenqUed
the Jews to remain in the kingdom, not-

withstanding the grievous o])prcssions to

which, from the prevalent bigotry and ra-

pine of the age, they were continually

exposed. It is easy to imagine how jjie-
carious their state must have been under
an indigent prince, somewhat restrained in

his tyranny over his native subject, but
who possessed an inl'ii it d authority
over the Jews, the sole jiroprietors of

money in the kingdom, and hated, on
account of their riches, their religion, and
their usury ; yet will our ideas scarcely
come up to the extortions which, in fact,

we find to have been practised upon them.
In the year 1241 twenty thousand marks
were exacted from them. Two years after

money was again extorted ; and one Jew

alone, Aaron of York, was obliged to pay
above four thousand marks. In 1250

Henry renewed his oppressions ; and the

same Aaron was condemned to pay liim

thirty thousand marks upon an accusation

of forgery. The high jjenalty imposed is

rather a presumption of his innocence than

his guilt. In 1225 the king demanded

eight thousand marks from the Jews, and

threatened to hang them if they refused

compliance. They now lost all patience,

and desired leave to retire out of the king-
dom. But the king replied,

' How can I

remedy the oppressions you complain of?

I am my myself a beggar : I am spoiled,

I am stripped of all my revenues : I owe

above two hundred thousand marks
; and,

if 1 had said three hundred thousand, I

should not exceed the truth : I am obliged

to pay my son, prince Edward, fifteen

thousand marks a year: I liave not a

farthing ;
and I must have money, from

any hand, from any quarter, or by any
means.' He then delivered over the Jews

to the earl of Cornwall, that those whom
the one brother had Hayed the oilier might

embowel, to make use of the words of the

historian. King John, his father, once

demanded ten thousand marks from a Jew

of Bristol
;

and on his refusal, ordered

one of his teeth to be (h-awn every day till

he should comply. The Jew lost seven
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sufferings of Chiist.

were hanged at once

though

teeth, and then paid the sum required of

him One tallage laid upon the Jews in

1243 amounted to sixty thousand marks;
a sum equal to the whole yearlj' revenue

of the crown.

To give a better pretence for extortions,

the absurd accusation, which has been at

different times advanced against that na-

tion, was revived in England, that they
had crucified a child in derision of the

Eighteen of them
for this crime ;

it is nowise credible that even

the oppressions under which they la-

boured, would ever have pushed them to

be guilty of that dangerous enormity.*
But it is natural to imagine that a race,

exposed to such insults and indignities,

and who had so uncertain an enjojmient
of their riches, would carry usury to the

utmost extremity, and make themselves

some compensation for their continual

perils.

Though these acts of violence against
the Jews proceeded much from bigotry,

they were still more derived from avidity
and rapine. So far from desiring in that

age to convert them, it was enacted by
law in France that, if any Jew embraced

Christianity, he forfeited all his goods
to the king or his superior lord. These

plunderers were careful, lest the profits

accruing from their dominion over that

unhappy race should be diminished by
their conversion.

Commerce must be in a wretched con-

dition where interest was so high, and

where the sole proprietors of nioney em-

ployed it in usury only, and were exposed

|to such extortion. But the bad police of

'the country was another obstacle to im-

Iprovements ;
and rendered all communi-

jCation dangerous, and all property pre-

I

carious. The chronicle of Dunstable says

I
that men were never secure in their

* The only ground on which the oppressor might

jrealiy snsriect the Jew of sue malevolence, was out of

lconsnioiisne%, that it is in human nature for those

I

who are wantonly tortured ;<nd o])pressed, to think

jfor revenge. In the forcible langviage of the modern
vindicator of his brethren, Mr. D. Salomons,

" The
Israelite, degraded because he was oppressed, and des-

Ipised because he wa* degraded ;
the oppressor

OOfi

houses, and that whole villages were
often plundered bv bands of robbers,

though no civil wars at that time pre-
vailed in the kingdom. In 1249, some

years before the insurrection of the

barons, two merchants of Brabnnt came
to the king at Winchester, and told him
that they had been spoiled of all their

goods by certain robbers, whom they
knew, because they saw their faces every

day in his court
; that like practices pre-

vailed all over England, and travellers

were continually exposed to the danger
of being robbed, bound, wounded, and
murdered

; that these crimes escaped with

impunity, because the ministers of justice
themselves were in a confederacy with

the robbers ; and that they, for their

part, instead of bringing matters to a

fruitless trial by law, were wiUing, though
merchants, to decide their cause with the

robbers by arms and a duel. The king
ordered a jury to be enclosed, and to

try the robbers. The jury, though con-

sisting of twelve men of property in

Hampshire, were found to be also in

a confederacy with the felons, and ac-

quitted them. Henry, in a rage, com-
mitted the jury to prison, threatened

them with severe punishment, and ordered

a new jury to be enclosed ; who, dreading
the fate of their fellows, at last found a

verdict against the criminals. Many of

the king's own household were discovered

to have participated in the guilt ;
and

they said, for their excuse, that they
received no wages from him, and were

obliged to rob for a maintenance. '

Knights
and esquires,' says the Dictum of Keni

worth,
' who were robbers, if they have no

land, shall pay the half of their goods
and find sufficient security to keep hence-

forth the peace of the kingdom,' Such
were the manners of the times !

One can the less repine, during the

Wbole "v-ii-
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thought he would not scruple to commit every possi-
ble crime. It would, indeed, seem, as the same author

ingeniously but fairly argues, as if the turpitude of

Judas were alone remembered, while the virtue of

the remaining disciples, equally Hebrew with the

fallen oiie. was entirely overlooked."— Life and times

of the Good Lord CoAAani. - Ed.
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prevalence of such manners, at tlie frauds

and forirerics of the clergy ; as it gives
less disturbance to society to take men's

money from them with their own consent,

thoui^h l)y,tleccits and lies, than to ravish

it by open violence. During this reign the

papal power was at its summit, and was
even beginning insensibly to decline, bv
reason of the immeasurable avarice and
extortions of the court of Rome, which

disgusted the clergy as well as laity in

every kingdom of Europe. England
itself, though sunk in the deepest abyss
of ignorance and superstition, had seri-

ously entertained thoughts of shaking off

the papal yoke ; and the Roman pontiff
was obliged to think of new expedients for

rivetting it faster upon the Christian world.

For this purpose Gregory IX. published
Decretals of;

l>is decrctals
;

which are a collection

of forgeries, favourable to the court of

Rome, and consist of the sui)posed decrees

of popes in the first centuries. But these

forgeries are so gross, and confound so

palpably all language, history, chronolog)',
and antiquities, that even that church,
which is not startled at the most mon-
strous contradictions, has been obliged
to abandon them to the critics. But in

the dark period of the thirteenth century

they passed for authentic : and men, en-

tangled in the mazes of this false literature,

had nothing wherewithal to defend them-
selves but some small remains of common
sense, which passed for profaneness and

impiety ; and the indelible regard to self-

interest, which, as it was the sole motive
in the priests for framing these impostures,
served also to protect the laity against them.

Another expedient, devised by the church
of Rome in this period for securing her

power, was the institution of new religious

orders, chiefly the Dominicans and Fran-

ciscans
; who proceeded with all the zeal

and success that attend novelties
;

were
better qualified to gain the populace than

the old orders, now become rich and indo-

lent ; maintained a perpetual rivalship

* The great fame of Henry for his piety rests per-

haps on his having rebuilt Westminster Abbey, and

placing there the bones of Edward the Confessor in

a golden shrine. In 1247 he received as a present
from the Knights Templars, a portion of the Redeem-
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with each other in promotini: their gainful

superstitions ; and acquired n great do-
minion over the minds, and conse(|U(ntly
over the purses, of men, by |)reten(iing a
desire of poverty and a "contemjtt for

riches. The quarrels which arose between
these orders, lying still under the control
of the sovereign jjontifi', never disturbed
the peace of the church, and served only
as a spur to their industry in promoting
the common cause; and", though the
Doininicans lost some popularity by their

denial of the immaculate conception, thev
counterbalanced this disadvantage by ac

quiring more solid establishments', by
gaining the confidence of kiui^s ant

princes, and by exercising the jurisdiction

assigned them of ultimate judges and

punishers of heresy. Thus the several

orders of monks became a kind of regular

troops or garrisons ol' the Romish church
;

and, though the temporal interests of so

ciety, still more the cause of true piety,
were hurt by their various devices to cap
tivate the poj)ulace, they proved the chief

supports of that mighty fabric of super
stition, and, till the revival of true learning,
secured it from any dangerous invasion.

The trial by ordeal was abolished in

this reign by order of the council
;

a faint

mark of improvement in the age.

Henry granted a charter to the town of

Newcastle, in which he gave the in-

habitants a license to dig coal. This

is the first mention of coal in England.
We learn from Madox that this king

gave at one time one hundred shillings to

master Henry, his poet : also the same

year be orders this jioet ten pounds.
It appears from Selden that, in the

forty-seventh of this reign, a hundred and

fifty temporal, and fifty spiritual, barons

were summoned to perlbrm the service

due by their tenures. In the thirty-fifth

of the subsequent reign eighty-six tem-

poral barons, twenty bishops, and forty-

eight abbots, were summoned to a parlia-

ment convened at Carlisle.*
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er's blood, shed at Movmt Calvary, the genuineness
of it being vouched for by the Patriarch of Jeru

salem. It was carried to Westminster on the 1 3th of

October (the anniversary of St. Edward's translation)
in that year with great solemnity by the king himself,
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CHAPTER XIII.

EDWARD I.

1272— 1307.

CIVIL ADMINISTRATION OF THE KING

CONQUEST OF WALES AFFAIRS OF

SCOTLAND COMPETITORS FOR THE

CROWN OF SCOTLAND REFERENCE TO

EDWARD AND HOMAGE —AWARD OF

EDWARD IN FAVOUR OF BALIOL WAR
WITH FRANCE DIGRESSION CONCER-

NING THE CONSTITUTION OF PARLIA-

MENT SCOTLAND SUBDUED WAR
WITH FRANCE DISSENSIONS WITH
THE CLERGY ARBITRARY MEASURES
DISSENSIONS WITH THE BARONS PEACE

WITH FRANCE REVOLT OF SCOTLAND
BATTLE OF FALKIRK SCOTLAND AGAIN

SUBDUED AGAIN REVOLTS AND IS

SUBDUED ROBERT BRUCE THIRD RE-

VOLT OF SCOTLAND DEATH AND CHA-

RACTER OF THE KING MISCELLANEOUS
TRANSACTIONS OI' THIS REIGN.

The English were as yet so little inured

to obedience under a regular government,
that the death of almost every king since

the conquest had been attended with dis-

orders ;
and the council reflecting on the

recent civil wars, and on tlie animosities

which naturally remain after these great

convulsions, had reason to apprehend

dangerous consequences from the absence

of the son and successor of Henry. They
therefore hastened to proclaim prince

Edward, to swear allegiance to him, and

to summon the states of the kingdom, to

provide for the pubHc peace in this im-

[)ortant conjuncture. Walter Giffard

S archbishop of York, the earl of Cornwall,
son of Richard king of the Romans, and
the earl of Glocester, were appointed guar-

who walked in procession from St. Paul's Church to

the Abbey, holdhig the vessel up containing the sacred

blood above his head, his arms being supported by
two priests, who walked on each side. —Ed.
* The challenge was from the count of Chalons ;

and the scene which it produced, as described by
ancient historians, is too remarkable to be omitted.

At the place of meeting he appeared with a thou-
sand armed attendants ; but the count brought

I with him about double that number; and each

I doubting the good faith of the other, a bloody con-
Iflict ensued. The count was renowned for personal
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dians of the realm; and proceeded peace-

ablvto the exercise of their authority. The

bi2;h character acquired by Edward during

the late commotions, his military genius,'

his success in subduing the rebels, his

moderation in settling the kingdom, had

procured him great esteem, mixed with

affection, among all orders of men ;
and

no one could reasonably entertain hopes
of making any advantage of his absence.

Tbe earl of Glocester himsell', whose great

power and turbulent spirit liad excited

most jealousy, was forward to give proofs of

his allegiance ;
and the other malcontents,

being destitute of a leader, were obliged

to remain in submission to the government.
Prince Edward had reached Sicily in

his return from the holy land, when he

received intelligence of the death of his

father ;
and he discovered a deep concern

on the occasion. At the same time he

learned the death of an infant son, John,

whom his princess, Eleanor of Castile, had

borne h'm at Acre in Palestine. And, as he

appeared much less aflected with that mis-

fortune, the king of Sicily expressed sur-

prise at this difference of sentiment ; but

was told by Edward that the death of a son

was a loss which he might hope to repair

the death of a father was a loss irreparable.

Edward proceeded homeward ;
but as

he soon learned the quiet settlement of the

kingdom, he was in no hurry to take pos-

session of the throne, but spent near a year
in France before he made his appearance in

England. In his passage by Chalons in

Burgundy he was challenged by the prince
of the country to a tournament which he

w^as preparing ; and, as Edward excelled

in those martial and dangerous exercises,

the true image of war, he declined not the

opportunitv of acquiring honour in that

great assembly of the neighbouring nobles.*

strength : he aspired to the glory of un-horsing the

English king ; and challenging him with his lance,

he clasped Edward round the neck, and strove to

drag him from his saddle. He greatly miscalcu-

lated his power, for the king not only withstood the

rude assault, but threw the count with such violence

as to stun and disable him
;
and when lifted again

on his horse, he was forced to ask for quarter.

So exasperated was Edward, that, after this, he re-

peatedly struck the vanquished count, and at last

disdainfully rejected his sword ; and he ordered him

to surrender it to a common soldier.—Ed.
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jEdward and bis retinue were so successful

in the jousts, that the French kni|;lits, pro-
voked at their superiority, made a serious

lattack upon them, wliicli was re])ulsed ;

and nmch blood was idly shed. 'I'his ren-

counter received the name of the petty
(battle of Chalons.

I
Edward went from Chalons to Paris,

land did iiomauc to Philip for the dominions
which beheld inFrance. Hethcncereturned
to Guicnne, and settled that j)rovince,
which was in some confusion. He made
his journey to London tbrouLch France

;
in

his passage he accommodated at Monlreuil
a difference with Margaret countess of

Flanders, heiress of that territory. He
was received with joyful acclamations by
jhis people, and was solemnly crowned at

Westnimster, on the nineteenth of August,
1274, by Robert archbishop of Canterbury.

CIVIL ADMINISTRATION OF THE
KING. 1274.

The king immediately applied himself to

the re-establishment of his kingdom, and
to the correcting of those disorders which
the civil commotions and the loose admin-
istration of his father had introduced into

every part of government. The plan of

his policy was equally generous and pru-
dent. He considered the great barons
both as the immediate rivals of the crown,
and oppressors of the people ;

and he pur-

posed, by an exact distribution of justice,
and a rigid execution of the laws, to give
at once protection to the inferior orders of

the state, and to diminish the arbitrary

power of the great. Making it a rule in

his own conduct to observe; except on

extraordinary occasions, the privileges se-

cured to them by the Great Charter, he

acquired a right to insist upon their ob-

servance of the same charter towards their

inferiors. Besides enacting several useful

statutes, in a parliament which he sum-
moned at Westminster, he took care to

inspect the conduct of all his magistrates
and judges ; to displace such as were

lie reiiress- , •tii- ^ , •.
ed ouuajjt. ?itner neghgent or corrupt ; to provide

them with sufficient force for the execution
ot justice ; to extirpate all bands and con-

lederacies of robbers
;
and to repress those

I dis policy

generous
and pr»-

i he king
rnpelleti

.0 barons
itl»3en-e

i:e Charter.

more silent robberies wliich were committed
either by the power ot the nobles, or under

the countenance of public authority. Hut,

amidst the excellent insliliitionsand |)ublic

spirited plans of Kdward, there still apj)ears
somewhat both of the severity of liis per-
sonal character, and of the prejudices of

the times.

As the various kinds of malefactors, the

murderers, robbers, incendiaries, i-avisliers,

and plunderers, had become so numerous
and powerful, that the ordinary ministers

of justice, especially in the western

counties, were afraid to execute the'

laws, the king found it necessary to!

provide an extraordinary remedy for the;

evil
;
and he erected a new tribunal, which!

would have been deemed, in times of more]
regular liberty, a great stretch of arbitiary|

power. It consisted of commissioners,
who were empowered to iiujuire into disor-

ders and crimes of all kinds, and to inflict

tiie proper punishments u])on them. Tin.

officers charged with this unusual
comiiiis-j

sion made their circuits throughout the

counties of England most infested witli|

this evil, aud carried terror into all those

parts of the kingdom. In their zeal to

punish crimes, they did not sufficiently

distinguish between the innocent and

guilty ;
the smallest suspicion became a

ground of accusation and trial; the slightest

evidence was received against criminals;'

prisons were crowded with malefactors, real

or pretended ; severe fines were levied
j

for small offences ;
and the king found it.

necessary to stop the course of so great

rigour ; and, after terrifying and dissipating

by this tribunal, the disorderly, lie pru-

dently annulled the commission, and never

afterwards renewed it.

Among the various disorders to which

the kingdom was subject, no one was more

complained of than the adulteration of'

the coin ; and, as this crime required

more art than the EngHsh of that age,

who chiefly employed force and violence-

in their iniquities, were possessed of, the

imputation fell upon the Jews. Edward

also seems to have indulged a strong pre-

possession against that nation ; and, this

ill judged zeal for Christianity being na-

turally augmented by an expedition to the
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holy land, he let loose the whole rigour of

his justice against that unhappy people.
Two hundred and eighty of them were

hanged for this crime in London alone,

besides those who suffered in other parts
of the kingdom. The houses and lands

(for the Jews had of late ventured to

make purchases of that kind), as well

as the goods, of multitudes were confis-

cated : and the king, lest it should be

suspected that the riches of the sufferers

were the chief part of their guilt, ordered
a moiety of the money raised by these

confiscations to be bestowed upon such as

were converted to Christianity. But re-

sentment was more prevalent with them
than any temptation from their poverty ;

and very few of them could be induced by
interest to embrace tiie religion of tiieir

persecutors. The miseries of this people
did not here terminate. Though the arbi-

trary tallages and exactions levied upon
them had yielded a considerable revenue
to the crown, Edward resolved to purge
the kingdom entirely of that hated race,
and to seize to himself their whole pro-

perty as the reward of his labour. He
left them only money sufficient to bear
their charges into foreign countries, where
new persecutions and extortions awaited
them. But the inhabitants of the cinque
ports, imitating the bigotry and avidity of
their sovereign, despoiled "most of them of
this small pittance, and even threw many
of them into the sea : a crime for which
the king, who was determined to be the
sole plunderer in his dominions, inflicted

a capital punishment upon them. No
less than fifteen thousand Jews were at

this time robbed of their effects, and
banished the kingdom. The practice of

usury, as it was then called, was thence-
forth exercised by the Enghsh themselves

upon their fellow citizens, or by Lombards
and other foreigners. It is very much to
be questioned whether the deahngs of these
new usurers were equally open and unex-

ceptionable with those of the old. By a
law of Richard it was enacted that three

copies should be made of every bond

jgiven to a Jew; one to be put in the

I

hands of a pubUc magistrate, another
|into those of a man of credit, and a third
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to remain with the Jew himself. But, as

the canon law, seconded by the municipal,

permitted no Christian to take interest, all

transactions of this kind must, after the

banishment of the Jews, have become
more clandestine ; and the lender of con

sequence be paid both for the use of his

money, and for the infamy and danger
which he incurred by lending it.

The great poverty of the crown, though
no excuse, was probably the cause of this

egregious tyranny ; but Edward also prac-
tised more honourable means for remedy

ing that evil. He employed a strict

frugality in the management and distri-

bution of his revenue : he engaged the

parliament to vote him a fifteenth of all

moveables
;

the pope to grant him the

tenth of all ecclesiastical revenues for

three vears ; and the merchants to con

sent to a perpetual imposition of half a

mark on every sack of wool exported, and

a mark on three hundred skins. He also

issued commissions to inquire into all en-

croachments on the royal demesne
; into

the value of escheats, forfeitures, and ward-

ships ;
and into the means of repairing or

improving every branch of the revenue.

The commissioners, in the execution ot

their office, began to carry matters too

far against the nobility, and to question
titles wdiich had been transmitted from

father to son for several generations. Earl

Warrenne, who had done such eminent

service in the late reign, being required to

shew his titles, drew his sword : and sub-

joined that Wilham the bastard had not

conquered the kingdom for himself alone
jj

his ancestor was a joint adventurer in
the^

enterprise ;
and he himself was determined!

to maintain what had liom that period re

niained unquestioned in his lainily.

king, sensible of the danger, desisted from

making farther inquiries of this nature.
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CONQUEST OF WALES. 1277.

But the active spirit of Edward could
notj

long remain without employment. He'
prepares

soon after undertook an enterprise more
| [Vj^'^^Jj'^'^'''

prudent for himself, and more
advantageous^

Leweiij-o,

to his people. Lewellyn, prince of Wales, '^vXe."

had been deeply engaged with the Mount-'
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fort faction
; had entered into all their

conspiracies against the crown ; had fre-

quently fousht on their side ; and till the

battle of Evesham, so fatal to that party,
had em|)!oyed every expedient to depress
the royal cause, and to promote the success

of the harons. In the gcieral accommoda-
Ition made with the vanciuished, Lewellyn
had also obtained his pardon ; but, as he

was the most powerful, and therefore the

most obnoxious, vassal of the crown, lie

had reason to dread the future effects of

resentment and jealousy in the English
monarch. He determined to provide for

his security by maintaining a secret cor-

respondence with his former associates
;

and he even made his addresses to a

daughter of the earl of Leicester, who was
sent to him from beyond sea : but, being

intercepted in lier passage near the isles of

Scilly, was detained in the court of Eng-
land. This incident incrensing the mutual

jealousy between Edward and Lewellyn,
the latter, when required to come to Eng-
land and do homage to the new king,

scrupled to put himself in tiie hands of an

enemy ; desired a safe-conduct from Ed-
ward ; insisted upon ha^nng the king's son,
and other noblemen, delivered to him as

hostages; and demanded that his consort

should previously be set at liberty. The

king was not displeased with this occasion

of exercising his authority, and subduing
entirely the principality of Wales. He
refused all Lewellyn's demands, except
that of a safe-conduct ; sent him repeated
summonses to perform the duty of a

vassal
; levied an army to reduce him to

obedience
;
obtained a new aid of a fif-

teenth from parhament ;
and marched out

with certain assurance of success against
the enemy. Besides the great dispropor-
tion of force between the kingdom and the

principality, the circumstances of the

two states were entirely reversed ;
and

the same intestine dissensions, which
had formerly weakened England, now pre-
vailed in Wales, and had even taken place

:ie reigning family. David and Rod-

eric, brothers to Lewellyn, dispossessed of

their inheritance by that prince, had been

obliged to have recourse to the protection
of Edward; and they seconded his attempts
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to enslave their native countrj'. Thel
Welsh prince had no resource but in the'

inaccessible situation of his mountains,!
which had defended his forefathers against!
all attempts of the Saxon and Norman!

conquerors : and he retired among the hillsl

of Snowdun, resolved to defend himself tol

the last extremity. But Edward entering'

by the north with a formidable army, pierced a,'iva"ce«

into the heart of the country ; anil, having
'"'" ^^'"'"'•

carefully explored every road before him,
and secured every pass behind him, ap-
proached the Welsh army in its last retreat.

He here avoided the putting to trial the

valour of a nation proud of its ancient in-

dependence, and inflamed with animosity
against its hereditary enemies ; and trusted

to famine. The rude and simple manners
of the natives expo.sed them to certain

ruin when the conquest of the country was

steadily pursued, and prudently planned,

by Edward. Destitute of magazines,

cooped uj) in a narrow corner, they, as

well as their cattle, suflered all the rigours
of famine

;
and Lewellyn was at last obliged

to submit at discretion, and receive the

terms imposed upon him by the victor.

He bound himself to pay to Edward fifty

thousand pounds, as a reparation of

damages ; to do homage to the crown of

England ; to permit all the other barons

of Wales, except four near Snowdun, to

swear fealty to the same crown
;

to relin-

quish the countrj' between Cheshire and

the river Conway ;
to settle on his brother

Roderic a thousand marks a year, and on

David five hundred ;
and to deliver ten

hostages as security for his future sub-

mission.

Edward, on the performance of the

other articles, remitted to the prince of

Wales the payment of the fifty thousand

pounds stipulated by treaty, and which it

is probable the poverty of the countrj'

made it impossible for him to levy. But,

notwithstanding this indulgence, complaints
soon arose on the side of the vanquished.
The English, insolent on their bloodless

victory, oppressed the inhabitants of the

districts yielded to them
;
the lords march-

ers committed with impunity all kinds

of violence on their Welsh neighbours ;

new and more severe terms were imposed
301
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on Lewellyn himself; and Edward, when

the prince attended him at Worcester, ex-

acted a promise that he would retain no

person in his principality who should be

obnoxious to the English monarchy.
There were other personal insults which

raised the indignation of the Welsh, and

made them determine rather to encounter

a force, which they had already experienced
to be so much superior, than to bear op-

pression from the haughty victors. Prince

David, seized with the national spirit,

made peace with his brother, and promised
to concur in the dei'ence of pubhc liberty.

The Welsh flew to arms
;
and Edward

assembled all his military tenants, and

advanced into Wales with an army which

the inhabitants cotdd not reasonably hope
to resist. The situation of the country

gave the Welsh at first some advantage
over Luke de Tany, one of Edward's cap-

tains, who had passed the Menau with a

detachment : but Lewellyn, being surprised

by Mortimer, was defeated and slain in

an action, and two thousand of his followers

were put to the sword.* David, who suc-

ceeded him, could never collect an army
sufficient to face the English ; and, being
chased from hill to hill, and hunted from

one retreat to another, was obliged to con-

ceal himself under various disguises, and
was at last betrayed to the enemy. Ed-

ward sent him in chains to Shrewsbury ;

and, bringing him to a formal trial before

all the peers of England, ordered this sove-

reign prince to be hanged, drawn, and

quartered, as a traitor, for defending by
arms the liberties of his native country,

together with his own hereditary authority.
All the Welsh nobility submitted to the

conqueror ;
the laws of England, with the

sheriff's and other ministers of justice, were

establisiied in that principality; and, though
it was long before national antipathies were

extinguished, and a thorough union at-

tained, yet this important conquest, which
it had required eight hundred years fully to

* A propliecy of Merlin had flattered Lewellyn
that he " would shortly be crowned with a diamond
of Brute." On his fall, Edward, in derision of the

prediction, caused his head to be struck off, cro^vned

with bay, and set up in the tower of London.—Ed.
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effect, was at last, through the abilities of

Edward, completed by the English. I

The king, sensible that nothing kept alive

the ideas of military valour and of ancient

glory so much as the traditional poetry of

tlie people, which, assisted by music and

festivals, made deep impression on the

minds of the youth, gathered together all

the Welsh, bards and, from a barbarous

though not absurd policy, ordered them
to be put to death.t

There prevails a vulgar story, which as

it well suits the capacity of the monkish

writers, is carefully recorded by them ; that

Edward, assembling the Welsh, promised
to give them a pi'ince of unexceptionable

manners, a Welshman by birth, and one

who could speak no other language. On
their acclamations of joy, and promise of

obedience, he invested in the principality
his second son Edward, then an infant, who
had been born at Carnarvon. The death

of his eldest son Alfonso soon after made

young Edward heir of the monarchy ;
the

principality of Wales was fully annexed to

the crown ;
and henceforth gives a title to

the eldest son of the kings of England.
The settlement of Wales appeared so

complete to Edward, that in less than two

years after he went abroad, to make peace
between Alfonso king of Arragon, and

Philip the Fair, who had lately succeeded

his father Philip the Hardy on the throne of

France. The difference between these two

princes had arisen about the kingdom of

Sicily, which the pope, alter his hopes from

England had failed him, had bestowed on

Charles, brother to St. Lewis, and which

was claimed by Peter king of Arragon,
father to Alfonso. Edward had powers
from both princes to settle the terms of

peace, and he succeeded He stayed abroad

above three years ;
and on his return found

many disorders to have prevailed, both from

open violence and from the corruption of

justice.
Thomas Chamberlain, a gentleman of

f It has been denied that ever such measures took

place, on the authority of the Welsh triads, which

have been translated into English since Hume wrote.

—Ed.
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some note, had assembled several of his

associates at Boston in Lincolnshire, un-

der pretence of holdins; a tournament, an
exercise jiractised by the gentry only ; but

in reality with the view ot plundering
the rich fair of Boston, and robbing the

merchants. To faeilitate his jiurpose,
he privately set fire to the town

; and,

while the inhabitants were employed in

quenching the flames, the conspirators
broke into the booths, and carried off the

goods. Chamberlain himself was detected

and hanged ;
but maintained so steadily the

point of honour to his accomphces, that he

could not be prevailed on to discover any
of them. Many other instances of robbery
and violence broke out in all parts of Eng-
land, though the singular circumstances

attending this conspiracy have made it

alone be particularly recorded by historians.

But the corruption of the judges, by
which the fountains ofjustice were poisoned,
seemed of still more dangerous conse-

quence. Edward summoned a parliament,
and brought the judges to a trial

;
where

all of them, except two who were cler-

g}fmen, were convicted of this flagrant

iniquity, were lined and deposed. The
amount of the tines levied upon them is

alone sufficient proof of their guilt, being
above one hundred thousand marks ;

an

immense sum in those days, and suflicient

to defray the charges of an expensive war

between two great kingdoms. The lung
made all the new judges swear that they
would take no bribes ; but his deposing
and fining the old ones was the more effec-

tual remedy.

I

AFFAIRS OF SCOTLAND. 1289.

IThough the government of Scotland had

jbeen continually exposed to those factions

'and convulsions which are incident to all

Tbed
jbarbarous,

and to many ci\dhzed, nations ;

iMd. land though the successions of their kings,

'the only part of their history which deserves

lany credit, had often been disordered by

irregularities and usurjKitions ;
the true

;heir"
of the royal family had still in the

'end prevailed : and Alexander IIL who

had espoused the sister of Edward, pro-

bably inherited, after a period of about

'eight hundred years, and through a suc-

nade

vear
•

they
reci-ive

cession of males, the sceptre of all the

Scottish princes who had goveined the

nation since its first establishment. He
died in 128G by a fall from bis horse at

Kinghorn, without leaving any male issue,

and without any descendant, except Mar-

garet, born of Eric, king of Norway, and
of Margaret, daughter of the Scottish

monarch. This princess, commonly called

the maid of Norway, though a female, and

an infant, and a i'oreigner, yet, being the

lawful heir of the kingdom, had, through
her grandfather's care, been recognised
successor by the states of Scotland ; and,

on Alexander's death, the dispositions,
which had been previously made against
tlmt event, appeared so just and prudent,
that no disorders, as might naturally be

apprehended, ensued in the kingdom.

Margaret was acknowledged queen of

Scotland
;

five guardians, the bishojis ot

St. Andrews and Glas<iov\-, the earls of

Fife and Buchan, and .James, steward ol

Scotland, entered peaceably upon the

administration ;
and the infant princess,

under the protection of Edward her great

uncle, and Eric, her father, who exerted

themselves on this occasion, seemed firmly

seated on the throne of Scotland. The

Enjlish monarch was naturally led to build

mishty projects on this incident ; and, I

having lately by force of arms brought
Wales under subjection, he attempted, byj

the marriage of ^largaret with his eldest;

son Edward, to unite the whole island into

one monarchy, and thereby to give it

security both against domestic convulsions

and sovereign invasions. The amity which

had of late prevailed between the two

nations, and which, even in former tiincg,

had never been interrupted by any violent

wars or injuries,
facilitated extremely the

execution of this project,
so favourable to

the happiness of and grandeur of both

kinsdoms; and the states of Scotland

readily gave their assent to the English

proposals, and even agreed that their young;

sovereign should be educated in the
court|

of Edward. They took care to stipulatei

very equitable conditions, ere they intrusted

themselves into the hands of so great andi

so ambitious a monarch. It was
agreed]

that they should enjoy all their ancient'
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jlaws, liberties, and customs ;
that in case

young Edward and Margaret should die

without issue, the crown of Scotland should

revert to the next heir, and should be in-

herited by him free and independent ; that

the military tenants of the crown should

never be obliged to go out of Scotland, in

order to do homage to the sovereign of the

united kingdoms, nor the chapters of cathe-

dral, collegiate, or conventual churches, in

order to make elections
;

that the parlia-
ments summoned for Scottish affairs

should always be held within the bounds
of that kingdom ; and that Edward should

bind himself under the penalty of one

hundred thousand marks, payable to the

pope for the use of the holy wars, to

observe all these articles. It is not easy
to conceive that two nations could have

treated more on a footing of equality than

Scotland and England maintained during
the whole course of this transaction. And,

though Edward gave his assent to the

lndei)en-
denceof the
Scottish

crown.

M.irgi^retof

Xorway

A disputtvi
succession

article concerning the future independency
of the Scottish crown, with a saving of hi.s

former rights, this reserve gave no alarm

to the nobility of Scotland
;
both because

these rights, having hitherto been little

heard of, had occasioned no disturbance,
and because the Scots had so near a

prospect of seeing them entirely absorbed
in the rights of their sovereignty.

COMPETITION FOR THE CROWN
OF SCOTLAND. 1291.

But this project, so happily formed and
so amicably conducted, failed of success by
the sudden death of the Norwegian princess,
who expired on her passage to Scotland,
and lett a very dismal prospect to the

kingdom. Though disorders were for the

present obviated by the authority of the

regency, the succession itself of the crown
was now become an object of dispute; and
the regents could not expect that a con-

troversy, which is not usually decided by
reason and argument alone, would be

peaceably settled amidst so many powerful
pretenders. The posterity of William king
ot Scotland, the prince taken prisoner by
Henry II., being all extinct by the death of

Margaret of Norway, the right to the crown
304

devolved on the issue of David earl of

Huntingdon, brother to WiUiam
;
whose

male line being also extinct, left the suc-

cession open to the posterity of his daugh-
ters. The earl of Huntingdon had three

daughters ; Margaret, married to Alan lord

of Galloway ; Isabella, wife of Robert Brus
or Bruce, lord of Annandale ; and Adama,
who espoused Henry lord Hastings. Mar-

garet, the eldest of the sisters, left one

daughter, Devergilda, married to John

Baliol, by whom she had a son of the same

name, one of the present competitors for

the crown
; Isabella, the second, bore a son,

Robert Bruce, who was now alive, and who
also insisted on his claim

; Adama, the

third, left a son, John Hastings, who pre
tended that the kingdom of Scotland, like

many other inheritances, was divisible

among the three daughters of the earl of

Huntingdon, and that he, in right of his

mother, had a title to a third of it. Baliol

and Bruce united against Hastings in main

taining that the kingdom was indivisible

but each of them, supported by plausible

reasons, asserted the preference of his own
title. Baliol was sprung from the elder

branch
; Bruce was one degree nearer the

common stock. If the principle of repre-
sentation was regarded, the former had the

better claim
;

if propinquity was considered,
tlie latter was entitled to the preference.
All the nobility had taken part on one side

or the other
;
the people followed implicitly

their leaders. The two claimants had nu
merous retainers in Scotland. And it is

no wonder that, among a rude people, more
accustomed to arms than inured to laws,

a controversy of this nature should threaten

the state with the most fatal convulsions.

REFERENCE TO EDWARD, AND
HOMAGE.

Each century has its peculiar mode in

conducting business
;

and men, guided
more by custom than by reason, follow,

without inquiry, the manners which are

prevalent in their own time. The prac
tice of that age, in controversies between
states and princes, seems to have been to

choose a sovei'eign prince as an equal arbi

ter, by whom the question was decided. It

was thus that the English king and barons,
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in the preredinsj reign, had endeavoured
to compose tlieir dissensions by a reference

|to
the kins of France

; and tlie celebrated

inteirrity of that monarch bad jirevcnted
all tiie bad effects which mi^dit naturally
have been dreaded from so perilous an ex-

pedient. It was thus that the hinj^s of
France and Arragon, and afterwards other

princes, had submitted their controversies
to Edward's judgment; and the remoteness
of their states, the great jiower of the

princes, and the little interest which he
had on either side, had induced him to ac-

(|uit himself with honour in iiis decisions.

The parliament of Scotland, therefore,
threatened with a furious civil war, and
allured by the great reputation of the

English monarch, as well as by the pre-
sent amicable correspondence between the

kingdoms, agreed in making a reference to

Edward
; and Eraser, bishop of St. An-

idrews, with other deputies, was sent to

Inotify to him their resolution, and to claim
his good otfices. His inclination, they
flattered themselves, led him to prevent
their dissensions, and to interpose with a

power wjiich none of the competitors would
dare to withstand. When this expedient
was proposed by one party, the other

deemed it dangerous to object to it
; and

no one reflected on the ambitious character
of Edward, and the almost certain ruin

which must attend a small state, divided

by faction, when it thus implicitly submits
itself to the will of so powerful and en-

croaching a neighbour.
The temptation was too strong for the

virtue of the English monarch to resist. He
purposed to lay hold of the present favour-

able opportunity to revive his claim of a

feudal superiority over Scotland
;
a claim

jwhich
had hitherto lain in the deepest ob-

jscurity, and which, if ever it had been an

.object of attention, would have effectually

prevented the Scottish barons from choos-

iing him for an umpire. He well knew
ithat, if this pretension were once submitted

;to, as it seemed difficult, in the present
situation of Scotland, to oppose it, the

absolute sovereignty of that kingdom
(which had been the case with Wales)
would soon follow ; and that one great

vassal, cooped up in an island with his
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liege lord, without resource from foreign
powers, could not Ion;: maintain his domi-
nions against the efforts of a mighty king-
dom, assisted by all the cavils which the
feudal law afforded his superior against
him. In j)ursuit of this great object, very
advantageous to England, perhaps in the
end no less beneficial to Scotland, but

extremely unjust and initjuitous in itself,

Edward busied himself in searching for

proofs of his pretended superiority : and,
instead of looking into his own archives

;

which, if his claim had been real, must
have afforded him numerous records of

the homages done by the Scottish princes;
he made all the monasteries be ransacked
for old chronicles and histories written by
Englishmen, and he collected all the

passages which seemed anywise to favour

his pretensions. Yet even in this method
of proceeding, which must have discovered
to himself the injustice of his claim, he

for recorda
of Kns-
luitd'it Kup«*
riuritv.

was far from being fortunate. He began
his proofs from the time of Edward the

elder, and continued them tlirough all the

subsequent Saxon and Norman times
;
but

produced nothing to his purpose. The
whole amount of his authorities during
the Saxon period, when strijiped of the

bombast and inaccurate style of the

monkish historians, is, that the Scots had
sometimes been defeated by the English ;

had received peace on disadvantageous
terms ;

had made submissions to the Eng-
lish monarch; and had even perhaps fallen

into some dependance on a power they had

not at that time sufficient force to resist.

His authorities from the Norman period

were, if possible, still le.ss conclusive.

The historians indeed make frequent men-
tion of homage done by the northern

potentate ;
but no one of them says that

it was done for his kingdom ; and several

of them declare, in express terms, that it

was relative only to the fiefs which he

enjoyed south of the Tweed, in the same

manner as the king of England himself'

swore fealty to the French monarch for

the fief's which he inherited in France.

And to such scandalous shifts was Edward

reduced, that he quotes a passage from

Hoveden, where it is asserted that a Scot-

tish king had done homage to
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but he purposely omits the latter part of

the sentence, which expresses that this

prince did homage for the lands which he

held in England.
When William, king of Scotland, was

taken prisoner in the battle of Alnwic, he

was obliged, for the recover)' of his liberty,

to swear fealty to the victor for his crown
itself. The deed was performed according
to all the rites of the feudal law

;
the record

vas preserved in the English archives, and
is mentioned by all the historians ; but, as

't is the only one of the kind, and as histo-

iians speak of this superiority as a great

acquisition gained by the fortunate arms of

Henry II., there can remain no doubt that

che kingdom of Scotland was, in all former

periods, entirely free and independent. Its

ubjeclion continued a very few years.

King Richard, desirous before his departure
or the holy land, to conciliate the friend-

ship of William, renounced that liomage
which, he says in express terms, had been

extorted by his father; and he only retained

the usual homage which had been done by
the Scottish princes for the lands which

diey held in England.
But, though this transaction rendered the

independence of Scotland still more unques-
tionable than if no fealty had ever been

sworn to the English crown, the Scottish

kings, apprized of the point aimed at by
their powerful neighboui's, seem to have re-

tained some jealousy on that head; and, in

.doing homage, to have anxiously obviated

all such pretensions. When \\ iUiam in

1200 did homage to John at Lincoln, he
was careful to insert a salvo for his royal

dignity : when Alexander III. sent assist-

ance to his father-in-law Henry III. during
the wars of the barons, he previously pro-
cured an acknowledgment that this aid was

granted only from friendship, not from any
right claimed by the English monarch :

and, when the same prince was invited to

assist at the coronation of this very Edward,
he declined attendance till he received a

like acknowledgment.
*

But, as all these reasons, (and stronger
could not be produced) were but a feeble

* See note K at the end of the volume,

t May 10th, 1291.—Ed.
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rampart against the power of the sword,

Edward, carrying with him a great army,
which was to enforce his proofs, advanced

to the frontiers, and invited the Scottish

parliament, and all the competitors, to

attend him in the castle of Norham, on

the southern banks of the Tweed, in order

to determine that cause which had been

referred to his arbitration. But, though
this deference seemed due to so great a

monarch, and was no more than what his

father and the English barons had, in

similar circumstances, paid to Lewis IX.,

the king, careful not to give umbrage, and

determined never to produce his claim till

it should be too late to think of opposition
sent the Scottish barons an acknowledg-
ment that, though at that time they passed
the frontiers, this step should never be

drawn into precedent, or afford the English

kings a pretence for exacting a like sub

mission in any future transaction. When
the whole Scottish nation had thus un-

warily put themselves in his power, Edward

opened the conferences at Norham. f He
informed the parliament, by the moutli of

Roger le Brabancon, his chief justiciary,
that he was come thither to determine

the right among the competitors to their

crown
;

that he was determined to do

strict justice to all parties ;
and that he

was entitled to this authority, not in virtue

of the reference made to him, but in

quality of superior and liege lord of the

kingdom. He then produced his proois
of this superiority, which he pretended to

be unquestionable, and he required of

thein an acknowledgment of it ; a demand
which was superfluous if the fact were

already known and avowed. The Scottish

parliament was astonished at so new a

pretension, and answered only by their

silence. But the king, in order to main-

tain the appearance of free and regular

proceedings, desired them to remove into

their own country, to deliberate upon his

claim, to examine his proofs, and to inforni

him of their resolution ; and he appointed
a plain at Upsettleton, on the northern

banks of the Tweed, for that purpose.
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\ See note L at the end of the volume.
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When the Scottish barons assembled in

this place,* though moved with indisjna-

tion at the injustice of this unexpected
claim, and at the fraud with which it had

been conducted, they found themselves

betrayed into a situation, in whic-h it was

impossible for them to make any defence

for the ancient liberty and independence
of their country. The king of England,
a martial and politic prince, at the head of

a ])owcrful army, was only separated Irom

tlicm by a river fordable in many places.

Though by a sudden flight some of them

might make their escape, what hopes could

they entertain of securing the kingdom
against bis future enterprises ? Without
a head

;
without union ; attached all of

them to difterent competitors, whose title

they had rashly submitted to the decision

of this foreign usurper, and who were

thereby reduced to an absolute dependauce

upon him ; they could only expect by
resistance to entail on themselves and their

posterity a more grievous and more destruc-

tive sen-itude. Yet, even in this desperate
state of their affairs, the Scottish barons

(as we learn from Walsingham, one of the

best historians of that period) had the

courage to reply to that, till they had a

king, they could take no resolution on so

momentous a point. The journal of king
Edward says that tliey made no answer

;

that is, perhaps, no particular answer or

objection to Edward's claim. And by this

solution it is possible to reconcile the

journal with the historian. The king,
therefore, interpreting their silence as con-

sent, addressed himself to the several

competitors, and previously to his pro-

nouncing sentence required their acknow-

ledgment of his superiority.
I It is evident, from the genealogy of the

royal family of Scotland, that there could

only be two questions about the succession;
that between Baliol and Bruce on the one

hand, and lord Hastings on the other,

concerning the partition of the crown ;

and that between Baliol and Bruce them-

selves concerning the preference of their

respective titles, supposing the kingdom
indivisible. Yet there appeared on this

* Jxme 2! ", 1291. The iiuc^iiig Wii.s o;; a
j)l;iin

occasion no less than nine claimants be-l

sides
; John Comyn, or Cummin, lord of

'

Badenoch, Florence carl of Holland, Patrieki

j

Dunbar earl of March, William de Vescey,}
I Robert de Pvnkeni, Nicholas dc Soules,'

[

Patrick Galythly, Roger de Mandeville,
Robert de Ross

; not to mention the king!
of Norway, who claimed as heir to hisi

daughter Margaret. Some of these com-.'

petitors were descended from more rcmotCi

brandies of the royal faniiiv ;
others were

even sprung from illegitimate children :

and, as none of them had the least pretence
of right, it is natural to conjecture that

Edward had secretly encouraged them to

appear in the list of cluiniants, that he

might sow the more division among the

Scottish nobility, and be able to choose,

among a great number, the most obsequi-
ous candidate.

But be found them all equally obsequi-
ous on this occasion. Robert Bruce was

the first that acknowledged Edward's right
of superiority over Scotland : and he had

so far foreseen the king's pretensions, that

even in his petition, where he set fortli

his claim to the crown, lie had apjdied to

him as liege lord of the kini^dom ; a step
which was not taken by any of the other

competitors. They all, however, with

seeming willingness, made a like acknow-

ledgment when reijuired ; though Baliol,

lest he should give offence to the Scottish

nation, had taken care to be absent during
the first days ;

and he was the last that

recognised the king's title. Edward next

deliberated concerning the method of pro-

ceeding in this great controversy. He

gave orders that Baliol, and such of the

competitors as adhered to him, should

choose forty commissioners ; Bruce and

his adherents forty more
;

to these the

king added twenty-four Englishmen. He
ordered these hundred and four commis-

sioners to examine the cause deliberately

among themselves, and make their report
to him ;

and he promised in the ensuing

year to give his determination. Mean
while he pretended that it was requisite

to have all the fortresses of Scotland

delivered into his hands, in order to enable

Nine claim-
iinu to llio

orowii.
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them tie-
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from tho
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him, without opposition, to put the true

heir in possession of the crown ;
and this

exorbitant demand was complied with,

both by the states and by the claimants.

The governors also of all the castles im-

mediately resigned their command, except
Umfreville earl of Angus ;

who rt fused,

without a formal and particular acquittal
from the parliament and the several claim-

ants, to surrender his fortresses to so

domineering an arbiter, who had given to

Scotland so many just reasons of suspicion.
Before this assembly broke up, which had

fixed such a mark of dishonour on the

nation, all the prelates and barons there

present swore fealty to Edward ; and that

prince appointed commissioners to receive

a like oath from all the other barons and

persons of distinction in Scotland.

The king, having finally made, as he

imagined, this important acquisition, left

the commissioners to sit at Berwick, and

examine the titles of the several competi-
tors who claimed the precarious crown,
which Edward was willing for some time

to allow the lawful heir to enjoy. He went

southwards, to assist at the funeral of his

mother queen Eleanor, who died about this

time, and to compose some differences

which had arisen among the principal

nobility. Gilbert earl of Glocester, the

itest baron of the kingdom, had es-

poused the king's daughter ; and, being
elated by that alliance, and still more by
his own power, he permitted his bailiffs

and vassals to commit violence on the

lands of Humphrey Bohun earl of Here-

ford, who retaliated the injuiy by Uke vio-

lence. But this was not a reign in which

such illegal proceedings could pass with

impunity. Edward procured a sentence

against the two earls, committed them
both to prison, and would not restore them
to their liberty till he exacted a fine of one

thousand marks from Hereford, and one of

ten thousand from his son-in-law.

AWARD IN FAVOUR OF BALIOL.

1292.

^During this interval, the titles of John
Baliol and of Robert Bruce, whose claims

appeared to be the best founded among the
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competitors for the crown of Scotland,
were the subject of general debate among the

commissioners. Edward, to give greater

authority to his intended decision, proposed
this general question both to the commis-
sioners and to all the celebrated lawyers in

Europe ;
whether a person descended from

the elder sister, but farther removed by
one degree, were preferable, in the succes-

sion of kingdoms, fiefs, and other indivisi-

ble inheritances, to one descended from the

younger sister, but one degree nearer to

the common stock ? This was the true

state of the case
;
and the principle of re-

presentation had now gained such ground

everywhere, that an uniform answer was
returned to the king in the affirmative.

He therefore pronounced in favour of

Baliol
; and, when Bruce joined afterwards

lord Hastintrs, and claimed a third of the

kingdom, whidi he now pretended to be di-

visible, Edward, though his interest seemed

more to require the partition, again pro-
nounced in favour of Baliol. That com-

petitor, upon renewing his oath of fealty to

England, was put in possession of the

kingdom ;
all his fortresses were restored

to him
;
and the conduct of Edward, both

in the deliberate solemnity of the proceed

ings, and in the justice of the award, was

so far unexceptionable.
Had the king entertained no other view

than that of establishing his superiority
over Scotland, though the iniquity of that

claim was apparent, and was aggravated

by the most egregious breach of trust, he

might have fixed his pretensions, and have

left that important acquisition to his pos-

terity : but he immediately proceeded in

such a manner as made it evident that he

aimed also at the absolute sovereignty. In-

stead of exerting his rights of superiority
with moderation, he encouraged all appeals
to England ; required king John himself,

by six different summonses on trivial occa-

sions, to come to London , refused him the

privilege of defending his cause by a pro-
curator ; and obhged him to appear at the

bar of his parliament as a private person.
These humiliating demands were hitherto

quite unknown to a king of Scotland
; they

are, however, the necessary consequence
of vassalage by the feudal law ; and, as

Edward re-

quires bis
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there was no preceding instance of such
treatment submitted to by a prince of that

country, Edward must, from tliat circum-
stance alone, had there remained any doubt,
have been himself convinced that his claim

was altogether an usurpation.* But his

intention plainly was to enrage Baliol by
these indignities, to engage him in rebel-

lion, and to assume the dominion of the

state, as the punishment of his treason and

folly. Accordingly Baliol, though a prince of

a soft and gentle spirit, returned into Scot-

land higidy provoked, and determined at all

hazards to vindicate his liberty ; and the

war, which soon after broke out between
France and England, gave him a favourable

opportunity of executing his purpose.

WAR \MTH FRANCE. 1293.

The violence, robberies, and disorders, to

which that age was subject, were not con-

lined to the licentious barons and their

retainers at land : the sea was equally in-

fested with piracy : the feeble execution of

the laws had given license to all orders

of men : and a general appetite for rapine
and revenge, supported by a false point of

honour, infected the merchants and ma-
riners

;
and it pushed them, on any pro-

vocation, to seek redress by immediate re-

taliation upon the aggressors. A Norman
and an English vessel met off the coast

near Bayonne ; and, both of them having
occasion for water, they sent their boats

to land, and the several crews came at the

same time to the same spring. There en-

sued a quarrel for the preference. A Nor-

man, drawing his dagger, attempted to

stab an Englishman ; who, grappling with

him, threw his adversary on the ground :

and the Norman, as was pretended, falling

on his own dagger, was slain. This scuifle

between two seamen soon kindled a bloody
war between the two nations, and involved

a great part of Europe in the quarrel. The
mariners of the Norman ship carried their

complaints to the French king: Philip, with-

out inquiring into the fact, without demand-

ing redress, bade them take revenge, and

trouble him no more about the matter.

The Normans needed but this hint to pro-

* See note 51 at the end of the volume,

VOL. I. 4 I

cced to innnediate violence. They seized

an English ship in theciiannel ; and, hang-

ing, along with some dogs, several of the

crew on tiie yard-arm, in i)rescnce of their

companions, dismissed the vessel ; and
bade the mariners inform their comitrymen
that vengeance was now taken for the

blood of the Norman killed at Bayonne.
This injury was resented by the mariners

of the cin(|ue ports ; who, without carrying

any complaint to the king, or waiting for

redress, retaliated, by committing like bar-

barities on all French vessels without dis-

tinction. The French, provoked by their

losses, preyed on the ships of all Edward's

subjects, whether English or Gascon. The
sea became a scene of piracy between the

nations. The sovereigns, without either

seconding or repressing the violence ol

their subjects, seemed to remain indifferent

spectators ;
the English made private asso-

ciations with the Irish and Dutch seamen ;

the French with the Flemish and Genoese ;

and the animosities on both sides became

every day more violent and barbarous. A
fleet of two hundred Norman vessels set

sail to the south for wine and other com-

modities ;
and in their passage captured

all the English ships which th^y met with
;

hanged the seamen, and seized the goods.
The inhabitants of the English seaports,

informed of the incident, fitted out a fleet

of sixty sail, stronger and better manned

than the others ;
and awaited the enemy

on their return. After an obstinate battle,

they put them to rout ;
and sunk, de-

stroyed, or took the greater part of them.

No quarter was given ;
and it is pretended

that the loss of the French amounted to

fifteen thousand men : which is accounted

for by this circumstance, that the Norman
fleet was employed in transporting a con-

siderable body of soldiers from the south.

The affair was now become too important
to be any longer overlooked by the sove-

reigns. On Philip's sending an envoy to

demand reparation, the king dispatched the

bishop of London to the French court. He
first said that the English courts of justice

were open to all men ;
and if any French-

man were injured, he might seek reparation

by course of law. He next offered to ad-

just the matter by private arbiters, or by a
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personal interview with the king of France,
or by a reference either to the pope or the

collei^ie of cardinals, or any particular cardi-

nals agreed on by both parties. The French

refused all these expedients ;
the vessels

and the goods of merchants were confis-

cated on both sides ; depredations were

continued by the Gascons on the western

coast of France, as well as by the English
in the channel

; Philip cited the king, as

duke of Guienne, to appear in his court at

Paris, and answer for these offences
;
and

Edward, apprehensive of danger to that

province, sent John St. John, an expe-
rienced soldier, to Bourdeaux, and gave
him directions to put Guienne in a pos-
ture of defence.

That he might, however, prevent a final

rupture between the nations, the king dis-

patched his brother, Edmond earl of Lan-

caster, to Paris
; and, as this prince had

espoused the queen of Navarre, mother to

Jane queen of France, he seemed, on ac-

count of that alliance, the most proper
person for finding expedients to accommo-
date the difference. Jane pretended to

interpose with her good offices ; Mary, the

queen dowager, feigned the same amicable

disposition : and tliese two princesses told

Edmond that the circumstance the most
dithcult to adjust was the point of honour
with Philip, who thought himself affronted

by the injuries committed against him by
h.s sub-vassals in Gaivnae ; but, if Edward
would once consent to give him seizin and

possession of that province, he would think
his honour fully repaired, would engage to

restore Guienne immediately, and would

accept of a very easy satisfaction for all

the other injuries. The king was con-
sulted on the occasion ; and, as he then
found hidiself in imaiediate danger of war
with the Scots, this politic prince, blinded

by his favourite passion for subduing that

nation, allowed hnuself to be deceived by
so gross an artiiice. He sent his brother
orders to sign the treaty with the two

queens ; Philip solemnly promised to exe-
cute his part of it

; and the king's citation

to appear in the court of France was ac-

cordingly recalled. But the French mo-
narch was no soonej" put in possession of

* Guienne, than the citation was renewed ;

Edward was condemned for non-appear-
ance ; and Guienne, by a formal sentence,

was declared to be forfeited and annexed

to tiie crown.

Edward, fallen into a like snare with

that which he himself had spread for thi

Scots, was enraged ;
and the more so as

he was justly ashamed of being so egre-

giously overreached by the court of France.

Sensible of the extreme difficulties which

he should encounter in tlie recovery of

Gascony, where he had not retained a sin-

gle place in his hands, he endeavoured to

compensate that loss by forming alliances

with several princes, who he projected
should attack France on all quarters, and

make a diversion of her forces. Adolphus
de Nassau, king of the Romans, entered

into a treaty with him for that purpose ;
as

did also Amadaeus count of Savoy, the

archbishop of Cologne, the counts ot

Gueldre and Luxembourg, the duke oi

Brabant and count of Barre, who had
married his two daughters Margaret and
Eleanor. But these alliances were ex-

tremely burdensome, and proved in the

issue entirely ineffectual. JMore impression
was made on Guienne by an English army,
which he completed by emptying the jails

of many thousand thieves and robbers

So low had the profession of arms fallen

and so much had it degenerated from the

estimation in which it stood during the

vigour of the feudal system.
The king himself was detained in Eng-

land, first by contrary winds
; then by his

apprehensions of a Scottish invasion
;
and

by a rebellion of the Welsh, whom he

brought again under subjection. The

army which he sent to GLiienne was com
manded by his nephew Joiui de Bretagnt
earl ol Richmond, and under him by St

John, Tibetot, de Vere, and other officerb

of reputation ;
who made themselves mas

ters oi the town of Bayonne, as well as ol

Bourg, Blaye, Keolt, St. Severe, and other

places ; which straitened Bourdeaux, and

cut off' its couimunication both by sea ami

land. The luvour which the Gctscou

nobility bore to the Enghsh government
facilitaiei these conquests, and Sc'enied to

promise Sliii greuti.r successes : but this

advantag3 was soon lost by the misconduct
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of some of the officers. Philip's brother,
Charles de Valois, who commanded the

French armies, having hud siege to Poden-

sac. a small fortress near Reole, obliged
Giffard the governor to capitidate ;

and
the articles, though favourable to the

English, left all the Ga.'^cons prisoners at

discretion, of whom about fifty were hanu:ed

by Charles as rebels. A policy by which
lie both intimidated that people, and pro-
duced an irreparable breach between them
and the Engh.sh. That prince immediately
attacked Reole, where the earl of Rich-

mond commanded
; and, as the place

seemed not tenable, the English generd
drew his troops to the water side, with an

intention of embarking with the greater

part of the army. The enraged Gascons
fell upon his rear, and at the same time

opened their gates to the French ; who,
besides making themselves masters of the

place, took many prisoners of distinction.

St. Severe was more vigorously defended

by Hugh de Vere, son of the earl of Ox-
t'ord

;
but was at last obliged to capitulate.

The French king, not content with these

successes, threatened England with an

invasion ; and, by a sudden attempt, his

troops took and burnt Dover, but were
trench,

obliged soon after to retire. And, in order

to make a greater diversion of the English
force, and en2:ase Edward in dangerous
wars ;

he formed a secret alliance with

John Baliol king of Scotland ; the com-
mencement of tlial strict union which,

during so many ccntunes, was maintained

by mutual interests and necessities between

ij^i"'' the French and Scottish nations. John
confirmed this alliance, by stipulating a

I marriage between his eldest son and the

jdaughter
of Charles de Valois.

CONSTITUTION OF PARLIAMENT.

The expenses attending these multiplied
wars of Edward, joined to alterations which

had insensibly taken place, obliged him
to have frequent recourse to parliamentary

c-siii supplies, introduced the lower orders of

,',f''gfr
the stiite into the public councils, and laid

"«"'• Ithe foundations of important changes in

•the government.
'

Though nothing could be worse calcu-

-
IS

bv

'.ncel»c-

1 ited for cultivating the arts of peace, or

maintaininir peace itself, than • the Ion

subordination of vassalaire from the king
to the meanest gentleman, and the conse-

quent slaven,' of the lower people ; evils

inseparable from the feudal system ;
that

system was never able to fix the state in

a ])roper warlike posture, or give it the

full exertion of its power for defence, and
still less for offence, against a public

enemy. The military tenants, unacquainted
with obedience, unexperienced in war, held

a rank in the troops by their birth, not bv
their merits or services

; composed a dis-

orderly, and consequently a feeble, army ;

and, during the few days which ihey
were obliged by their tenures to remain in

the field, were often more formidable to

their own prince than to foreign powers
Tlie sovereigns came gradually to disuse

this cumbersome and dangerous machine
so apt to recoil upon the hand which held

it
; and, exchanging the military ser\nce

for pecuniary supplies, enlisted forces by
means of a contract with particular oflicers

(such as those the Italians denominate
'

condottieri,') whom they dismissed at the

end of the war. The barons and knights
themselves often entered into the.se enirasie

ments with the prince ;
and were enaljled

to fill their bands, both by the authority
which they possessed over their vassals

and tenants, and from the great numbers

of loo-e disorderly people whom tiiey found

who willingly embraced an ojiportunity of

gratifying their appetite tor war and

rapine.
Meanwhile the old Gothic fabric, being

neglected, went gradually to decay. Though
the Conqueror had divided all the lands of

England into sixty thousand knights' fees,

the number of these was insensibly dimi-

nished by vaiious artifices ;
and the king

at last found that he could assemble a

small part only of the ancient force of the

kingdom. It was a usual expedient for

men, who held of the king or great barons

by military tenure, to transfer their land

to the church, and receive it back by
another tenure, called

'

frankalmoigne,'

by which they were not bound to perlorm
any sernce. A law was made agamst this

practice ; but the abuse had probably gone
nil
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far before it was attended to, and probably
was not entirely corrected by the new

statute, which, like most laws of that age,

we maj^ conjecture to have been but feebly

executed by the magistrate against the

perpetual interest of so many individuals.

The constable and mareschal, when they
mustered the armies, often in a hurry, and

for want of better information, received

the ser^ace of a baron for fewer knight's
fees than were due by him

;
and one prece-

dent of this kind was held good against
the king, and became ever after a reason

for diminishing the service. The rolls of

knights' fees were inaccurately kept ;
no

care was taken to correct them before the

armies were summoned into the field
;

it

was then too late to think of examining
records and charters

;
and the service was

accepted on the footing which the vassal

himself was pleased to acknowledge, after

all the various subdivisions and conjunc-
tions of property had thrown an obscurity
on the nature and extent of his tenure.

It is easy to judge of the intricacies which

would attend disputes of this kind with

individuals, when even the number of mili-

tary fees belonging to the church, whose

property was fixed and unalienable, became
the subject of controversy , and we find,

in particular, that, when the bishop of

Durham was charged with seventy knights'
fees, for the aid levied on occasion of the

marriage of Henry II. 's daughter to the

duke of Saxony, the prelate acknowledged
ten, and disowned the other sixty. It is

not known in what manner this difference

was terminated ; but, had the question
been concerning an armament to defend

the kingdom, the bishop's service would

probably have been received without oppo-
sition for ten fees

;
and this rate must also

have fixed all his future payments. Pecu-

niary scatages, therefore, diminished as

much as military services
;
other methods

of filling the exchequer, as well as the

armies, must be devised
;
new situations

produced new laws and institutions
;
and

the great alterations in the finances and

military power of the crown, as well

as in private property, were the source of

equal innovations in every part of the
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civil government.

The exorbitant estates, conferred by the

Norman on his barons and chieftains,

remained not long entire. The landed

property was gradually shared out into

more hands
;
and those immense baronies

were di\dded, either by provisions to younger
children, by partitions among co-heirs, by
sale, or by escheating to the king, who

gratified a great number of his courtiers

by dealing them out in smaller portions.
Such moderate estates, as they required

economy, and confined the proprietors to

live at home, were better calculated for

duration
; and the order of knights and

small barons began to form a very respect-
able rank or order in the state. As they
were all immediate vassals of the crown

by military tenure, they were, by the

principles of the feudal law, equally entitled

with the greatest barons to a seat in the

national or general councils
;

and this

right, though regarded as a privilege which
the owners would not entirely rehnquish
was also considered as a burden, which

they desired to be subjected to on extra

ordinary occasions only. Hence it was

provided, in the charter of king John, that,

while the great barons were summoned to

the national council by a particular writ,

the small barons, under which appellation
the knights were also comprehended,
should only be called by a general sum-

mons of the sherifi'. The distinction be-

tween great and small barons, like that

between rich and poor, was not exactly
defined ; but, agreeably to the inaccurate

genius of that age, and to the simplicity
of ancient government, was left very much Th^er

to be determmed by the discretion of the

king and his ministers. It was usual for

the prince to require, by a particular sum-

mons, the attendance of a baron in one

parliament, and to neglect him in future

parliaments ; nor was this ever complained
of as an injury. He attended when]

required ; he was better pleased, on other

occasions, to be exempted from the
bur-j

orhi's'

den
; and, as he was acknowledged to be o^helTrc-

of the same order with the greatest barons,
1

1"'"^-

it gave them no surprise to see him
takej

his seat in the great council, wheth.r he

appeared of his own accord, or by a parti-

cular summons from the king. The barons

ticular ba-
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by writ, therefore, began e;radually to inter-

iiix themselves with the barons by tenure
;

md, as Camden tells us, from an ancient

nianuscrij)t now lost, that after the battle

of Evesliain a positive law was enacted,

prohibiting every baron from appearing in

parliament who was not invited thither by
a particular summons, the whole baronage
of Ensjland held thenceforward their seat

by writ, and this imi)ortant privilege of

their tenures was in effect abolished. Only,
where writs had been regularly continued

for some time in one great family, the

omission of them would have been regarded
as an affront, and even as an injury.*
A like alteration gradually took place

in the order of earls, who were the highest
rank of barons. The dignity of an earl,

like that of a baron, was anciently territo-

rial and official ; he exercised jurisdiction
within his county ;

he levied the third of

the fines to his ow-n profit ;
he was at

once a civil and a military magistrate ;

and, though his authority, from the time

of the Norman conquest, was hereditary
in England, the title was so much con-

nected with the office that, where the king
intended to create a new earl, he had no

other expedient than to erect a certain

territory into a county or earldom, and to

bestow it upon the person and his family.

But, as the sheriffs, who were the vicege-

^-

* The Committee have found assemblies-convened

during this period (they are speaking of the pre-

ceding reign,) of above one hundred and thirty years
under various denominations. The Latin language
was generally the language used in all important do-

cuments in those times, and histories were then com-

monly written in the same language ;
and it appears

from such documents, as well as from history, that

the Kings of England, after the conquest, convened

assemblies, some of which were denominated by the

word " Concilium" simply ; others by the words
"
Magnum Concilium," and others again by the

words " Commune Concilium" or " Commune Concil-

ium Regni :"' and it is probable that sometimes the

appellation of " Concilium" alone, or of "
Magnum

Concilium," was given to that assembly which would

possibly have been more correctly denominated by
the words " Commune Concilium," or " Commune
Concilium Regni." All these councils seem to have

been generally convened at the times when the king
held his ordinary supreme court of justice; and the

appellation of " Curia" was sometimes given to these

coimcils, as well as to the assemblage convened at

the same time for the purposes of royal hospitality
and dignity, and for the administration of justice.
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rents of the earls, were named by the king,
and removable at pleasure, he found them
more dependent ujion him

;
and endea-

voured to throw the whole authority and

jurisdiction of the office into their hands.
This magistrate was at the iicad of the

finances, and levied all the kini;'s rents
within the county ; he assessed at pleasure
the tallages of the iiiiiabitants in royal
demesne; he had usually committed to

him tiie management of wards, and often
of escheats; he presided in the lower
courts of judicature; and thus, though
inferior to the earl in dignity, he was soon

considered, by this union of the judicial
and fiscal powers, and by the confidence

reposed in him by the king, as much
superior to him in authority. It became
usual, in creating an earl, to give him a

fixed salary, commonly about twenty
pounds a year, in lieu of his third of the

fines. The diminution of his power kept
pace with the retrenchment of his profit ;

j

and the dignity of earl, instead ol' being
(

territorial and official, dwindled into per-

I

sonal and titular. Such were the mighty
. alterations which already had

I'ully taken
I place, or were gradually advancing, in the

house of peers ;
that is, in the parliament;

for there seems anciently to have been no
other house.

But, though the introduction of barons by

At a subsequent period extraordinary aids are some-

times described as granted
"
Curialiter;" importing,

probably, that the grants were made by an assembly
convened for the purpose of the king's great court,

and that the aid was there regularly granted.
The impression made on the minds of the Com-

mittee, by a view of all the documents which they
have found, is, that the Conqueror and many of his

successors convened at different times assemblies dif-

ferently constituted, corresponding with the three!

different appellations of "Concilium" simply,
"
Mag-'

num Concilium," and "Commune Concilium."

They had their ordinar)' council, consisting of

persons selected by them as their confidential ad-

visers, to whom the appellation of " Concilium"

simply most properly belonged. They occasionalljj

required for extraordinary purposes the assistance of!

a larger body, comprising the principal persons of

rank and property in the country; and to this as-

sembly the appellation of "
Magnum Concilium" was

properly applied. For more general purposes they
convened a still larger number of persons, to whom;
the appellation of " Commune Concilium Regni"'

was distinctly given.
—

Repoi I o/the Lords Commiltees

respecting the peerage in 1821.—Ed.
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writ, and of titular earls, had given some
increase to royal authoritjr, there were

other causes which counterbalanced those

innovations, and tended in a higher degree
to diminish the power of the sovereign.
The disuse, into which the feudal militia

had in a great measure fallen, made the

barons almost forget their dependance on

the crown ; by the diminution of the

number of knight's fees, the king had no

reasonable compensation when he levied

scutages, and exchanged their service lor

money ;
the alienations of the crown lands

had reduced him to poverty ; and, above

all, the concession of the Great Charter

had set bounds to royal power, and had

rendered it more difficult and dangerous
for the prince to exert any extraordinary
act of arbitrary authority. In this situa-

tion it was natural for the king to court

the friendship of the lesser barons and

knights, who, being exposed to oj)pression
from their powerful neighbours, sought a

legal protection under the shadow of the

throne. He desired, therefore, to have

their presence in parliament, where they
served to control the turbulent resolutions

of the great. To exact a regular attend-

ance of the whole body would have pro
duced confusion, and would have imposed
too heavy a burden upon them : to sum-
mon only a few, though it was practised,
and had a good efiect, served not entirely
the king's purpose ;

because these mem-
bers had no farther authority than attended

their personal character, and were eclipsed

by the more powerful nobility ; he there-

lore dispensed with the attendance of most
of the lesser barons in parhament ; and, in

return for this indulgence (for such it was
then esteemed), required them to choose

in each couutva certain number of their own

body, whose charges they bore, and who,

lia\dng gained the confidence, carried with

them of course the authority of the whole
order. This expedient had been practised
at different times in the reign of Henry HI.

and regularly during that of the present

king. The numbers sent up by each

county varied at the will of the prince ;

they took their seat among the other peers,
because by their tenure they belonged to

that order; the introducing of them into that
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house scarcely appeared an innovation
;

and, though it was easily in the king';

power, by varying their number, to com
mand the resolutions of the whole parlia-

ment, this circumstance was little attended

to in an age when force was more preva-
when a resolution,

majority of a legal
executed if it

more powerful

lent than laws, and

though taken
bj''

the

assembly, could not be

opposed the will of the

minority.
But there were other important conse

cpiences, which followed the diminution and

consequent disuse of the ancient feudal

militia. The king' s expense, in levyinj^
and maintaining a military force for every
enterprise, was increased beyond what his

narrow revenues were able to bear. As
the scutages of his mihtary tenants, which
were accepted in lieu of their personal ser-

vice, had fallen to nothing, there were no
means of supply but from voluntary aids

granted him by the parhament and clergy,
or from the tallages which he might levy

upon the towns and inhabitants in royal
demesne. In the preceding year Edward
had been obliged to exact no less than the

sixth of all moveables from the laity, and
a moiety of all ecclesiastical benefices, for

his expedition into Poictou, and tlie sup

pression of the Welsh : and this distressful

situation made him think of a new device,

and summon the representatives of all the

boroughs to parliament. This period,
which is the twenty-third of his reign,
seems to be the real and true epoch of the

house of commons, and the faint dawn of

popular government in England. For
the representatives of the counties were

only deputies from the smaller barons and

lesser nobihty : and the former precedent
of representatives from the boroughs, who
were summoned by the earl of Leicester,

was regarded as the act of a violent usur-

pation ; and, if such a measure had not

become necessary on other accounts, that

precedent was more Ukely to blast than

give credit to it.

During the course of several years the

Tlie couniT
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witli the
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Failure of
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whose

iiiixeiiuity I'urnislicd commodities re-

quisite for the ornament of peace and sup-
port of war. Though the inhabitants of

the country were still left at the disposal
of their imperious lortls, many attempts
were made to give moie liberty to citizens.

Boroughs were erected by royal patent
within the demesne lands

; liberty of trade

was conferred upon them
; the inhabitants

were allowed to farm at a fixed rent tlieir

own tolls and customs
; they were per-

mitted to elect their magistrates; jus-
tice was administered by these magistrates,
without obliging them to attend the sheriff

or county court ; and some shadow of

independence, by means of these i)rivileges,
was gradually acquired by the people. The

king, however, retained still the power of

I'ying tallages or taxes upon them at

ensure ;* and, though their poverty, and
the customs of the age, made these de-

mands neither frequent nor exorbitant,
such unlimited authority was a sensible

check upon commerce, and was utterly

incompatible with all the principles of a

free government. But, when the multi-

plied necessities of the crown produced a

greater avidity for supply, the king, whose

prerogative entitled him to exact it, found

that he had not power sufficient to enforce

his edicts, and that it was necessary, be-

fore he imposed taxes, to smooth the way
for his demand, and to obtain the previous
consent of the boroughs, by solicitations,

remonstrances, and authority. Edward
became sensible that the most expedi-
tious way of obtaining supply was to

assemble the deputies of all the borouglis,
to lay before them the necessities of tiie

state, to discuss the matter in their pre-

sence, and to require their consent to the

demands of their sovereign. For this

reason he issued writs to the sherifls, en-

* The king had not only the power of talliating
the inhabitants within his own demesnes, but that

of granting to particular barons the power of tal-

liating the inhabitants within theirs.

f The writs of the parliament immediately pre-

ceding remain : and the return of knights is there

required, but not a word of the boroughs ;
a de-

monstration that this was the very year in which

ihey commenced. In the year immediately pre-

ceding, the taxes were levied by a seeming free con-

joiiiiiig them to send to parliament, along
with two knights of the shire," two depu-
ties from each borough within their comity ;

and these ]irovided with suflicient powers
from their community to consent, in their

name, to what he and his council should

nHjuirc of them. ' As it is a most equit-
able rule,' says he, in his preamble to this

writ,
'

that what concerns all should be

approved of by all; and common dangers be

rejK lied by united efforts. 'f A noble princi-
ple ; which may seem to indicate a liberal

mind in the king, and which laid the foun-
dation of a fvee and equitable government.

After the election of these deputies by
the aldermen and common council, they
gave sureties for their attendance before
the king and parliament. Their charges
were respectively borne by the borough
which sent them. And they had so little

idea of appearing as legislators, a character

extremely wide of their low rank and con

dition, that no intelligence could be more

disagreeable to any borough than to find

that they must elect, or to any individual

tlian that he was elected, to a trust from
which no profit or honour could possibly
be derived. They sat apart both from the

barons and knights, who disdained to mix
with such mean personages. After they
had given their consent to the taxes re-

quired, their business being then finished,

they separated, even though the parlia-
ment continued to sit. And, as they all con-

sisted of men who were real burgesses of the

place from which they were sent, the sherift",'

when he found no person of abilities or

wealth sufficient for the office, often used the

freedom of omitting particular boroughs in

his returns
; and, as he received the thanks

of the people for this indulgence, he gave
no displeasure to the court, who levied on

all the boroughs, without distinction, the

tax agreed to by the majority of deputies. J

sent of each particular borough, beginning with

London.

I There is even an instance in the reign ofEdward
Hi. when the king named all the deputies. If he

fairly named the most considerable and creditable

burgesses, little exception would be taken, as their

business wa^ not to clieck the king, but to reason

with him, and consent to his dcmamls. It was not till

the reign of Richard II. that the sheriffs were de-

prived of the power of omitting boroughs at pleasure.
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The union of the representatives from

the boroughs gave gradually more weight
to the whole order ;

and it became cus-

tomary for them, in return for the sup-

plies, to prefer petitions to the crown for

the redress of any particular grievance.
The more the king's demands multiplied,
the faster these petitions increased

; and

the prince found it difficult to refuse men
whose grants had supported his throne,

and to whose assistance he might be again

obliged to have recourse. The commons,
however, were still much below the rank

of legislators.* Their petitions, though
they received a verbal assent from the

throne, were only the rudiments of laws
;

the judges were afterwards intrusted with

the power of putting them into form
;
and

the king, by adding to them the sanction

of his authoritjr, and that sometimes with-

out the assent of the nobles, bestowed va-

lidity upon them. The age did not refine

so much as to perceive the danger of these

irregularities. No man was displeased that

the sovereign, at the desire of any class of

men, should issue an order which ap-

peared only to concern that class ; and his

predecessors were so near possessing the

whole legislative power, that he gave no

disgust by assuming it in this seemingly
inoffensive manner. But time and farther

experience gradually corrected these abuses.

It was found that no laws could be fixed

for one order of men without affecting the

whole
;
and that the force and efficacy of

laws depended entirely on the terms em-

ployed in wording them. The house of

peers, therefore, with reason expected that

their assent should be expressly granted to

all public ordinances -.f and in the reign of

Henry V. the commons required that no
laws should be framed merely upon their

petitions, unless the statutes were woi'ded

by themselves, and had passed their house
in the form of a bill.

But, as the same causes which had pro-

* See Note N, at the end of the volume,

t In those instances found in Cotton's Abridg-
ment, where the king appears to answer of himself
the petitions of the commons, he probably exerted
no more than that power which was long inherent
in the crown, of regulating matters by royal edicts
or proclamations : but no durable or general statute
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duced a partition of property continued

still to operate, the number of knights and
lesser barons, or what the English call the

gentry, perpetually increased ; and they
sunk into a rank still more inferior to the

great nobility. The equality of tenure was
lost in the great inferiority of power and

property ; and the house of representatives
from the counties was gradually separated
from that of the peers, and formed a dis-

tinct order in the state. The growth of

commerce meanwhile augmented the pri
vate wealth and consideration of the bur

gesses ;
the frequent demands of the

crown increased their public importance ;

and, as they resembled the knights of

shires in one material circumstance, that

of representing particular bodies of men,
it no longer, appeared unsuitable to unite

them together in the same house, and to

confound their rights and privileges.!

Thus the third estate reached at last its

present form
; and, as the country gentle

men made thenceforwards no scruple of

appearing as deputies from the boroughs,
the distinction between the members was

entirely lost, and the lower house acquired
thence a great accession of weight and

importance in the kingdom. Still, the

office of this estate was very different from

that which it has since exercised with so

much advantage to the public. Instead of

checking and controlling the authority of

the king, they were naturally induced to

adhere to him as the great fountain of law

and justice, and to support him against
the power of the aristocracy ;

the king, in

his turn, gave countenance to an order ot

men so useful and so little dangerous : the

peers also were obliged to pay them some
consideration : and by this means the

third estate, formerly so abject, rose by
slow degrees to their present importance ,

and in their progress made arts and com-

merce, the necessary attendants of hberty
and equality, flourish in the kingdom. |j

seems ever to have been made by the king from the

the petition of the commons alone, without the as-

sent of the peers. It is more likely, that the peers

alone, without the commons, would enact statutes.

J See note O, at the end of the volimie.

y
See note P, at the end of the volume.
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What sufficiently proves that the com-
mencement of the house of hurgesses, who
are the true commons, was not an affair of

chance, is, that Edward at the very same
time summoned deputies from the inferior

clergy, the first tliat ever met in England ;

and he required them to impose taxes on
their constitutents for the public service.

Formerly the ecclesiastical benefices bore
no part of the burdens of the state. The
pope indeed of late had ot'ten levied impo-
sitions upon them

;
he had sometimes

granted this power to the sovereign. The
king had in tlic preceding year exacted, by
menaces and violence, a very grievous tax
of half the revenues of the clergy ; but, as

this precedent was dangerous, and could
not easily be repeated, Edward found it

more prudent to assemble a lower house
of convocation, to lay bofore them his

necessities, and to ask some supply. But
on this occasion he met with difficulties.

Whether that the clergy thought them-
selves the most independent body in the

kingdom, or were disgusted by the former
exorbitant impositions, they absolutely re-

fused their assent to the king's demand of

a fifth of their moveables
;
and it was not

till a second meeting that, on their persist-

ing in this refusal, he was willing to accept
of a tenth. The barons and knights granted
him an eleventh

;
the burgesses a seventh.

But tlie clerg\' still scrupled to meet on
the king's writ, lest they should seem to

acknowledge the authority of the temporal
power : and this compromise was at last

fallen upon, that the king should issue his

writ to the archbishop ; and that the arch-

bishop should, in consequence of it, sum-
mon the clergj- ; who, as they then ap-
peared to obey their spiritual superior,
no longer hesitated to meet in convocation.
This expedient, however, was the cause

why the ecclesiastics were separated into

two houses of convocation under their

several archbishops, and formed not one

estate, as in other countries of Europe ;

which was at first the king's intention.

We now return to the course of our narra-
tion.

SCOTLAND SUBDUED. 1296.
1

Ed\v.\rd, conscious of the disgust which

in-
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he had given to the king of Scots , >..-

formed of the dispositions of that people ;

and expecting the most violent effects of
their resentment, which he knew he had
merited

; employed the supplies granted
him in making jireparations against the

hostilities of his northern neighbour.!
When in this situation, he received intelli-l

gence of the treaty secretly concluded
j

between John and Philip ; and, though
uneasy at this concurrence of a Ercnch and
Scottish war, he resolved not to encourage
his enemies by a pusillanimous behaviour.
He summoned John to perform the duty'
of a vassal, and to send him a supply of
forces against an invasion from France,
with which he was then threatened : he
next required that the fortresses of Berwick,

Jedborough, and Roxborough, should be

put into his bands as a security during the

war : he cited John to appear in an Eng-
hsh parliament to be held at Newcastle :

and when none of these successive demands
were comphed with, he marched north-

ward with thirty thousand foot and four

thousand horse, to chastise his rebellious

vassal. The Scottish nation, who had

httle reliance on the abilities of their

prince, assigned him a council of twelve

noblemen, in whose hands the sovereigntyi
was reallv lodged, and who put the country
in the best posture of which the present
distractions would admit. A great army,j
composed of forty thousand infantry,

though supported only by five hundred

cavalry, advanced to the frontiers ; and,

after a fruitless attempt upon Carhsle,

marched eastwards to defend those pro-

vinces which Edward was preparing to

'attack. But some of the most considerable

of the Scottish nobles, Robert Bruce the

father and son, the earls of March and

Angus, endeavoured here to ingratiate

themselves wnth Edward by an early sub-i

mission; and the king, encouraged by this,

led his army into the enemy's country, and^
crossed the Tweed without opposition at

Coldstream. He then received a message!
from John, by which that prince, havingi

now procured for himself and his nation

pope Celestine's dispensation from former!

oaths, renounced the homage which
hadj

been done to England, and set Edward at!

^17
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defiance.* This bravado was but ill sup-

ported bv the military operations of the

Scots. Berwick was already taken by
assault. t Sir William Douglas, the gover-

nor, was made prisoner ;
above seven thou-

sand of the garrison were put to the sword;
and Edv.'ard, elated by this great advantage,

dispatched earl Warrenne, with twelve thou-

sand men, to lay siege to Dunbar, which

was defended by the flower of the Scottish

nobility.
The Scots, sensible of the importance of

this' place, which, if taken, laid their whole

country open to the enemy, advanced with

their main army, under the command of

the earls of Buchan, Lenox, and Marre,
to relieve it. Warrenne, not dismayed at

the great superiority of their number,
marched out to give them battle. He at-

tacked them, and, as undisciplined troops,
when numerous, are but the more exposed
to a panic upon any alarm, he soon threw

them into confusion, and chased them off

the field with great slaughter. The loss of

the Scots is said to have amounted to

twenty thousand men. The castle of

Dunbar, with all its garrison, surrendered

next day to Edward ; v/ho, after the battle,

had brought up the main body of the

English, and who now proceeded with an

assured confidence of success. The castle

of Roxborough was yielded by James,
steward of Scotland

;
and that nobleman,

from whom is descended the royal family
of Stuart, was again obliged to swear

fealty to Edward. Alter a feeble resistance,

the castles of Edinburgh and Stirling

opened their gates. All the southern parts

were instantly subdued by the English

* The puppet-king declared himself. "
grievously

offended at the undutiful conduct of Edward to his

liege lord the French king." This was set forth in

the treaty by which he bound himself, at his own

charge, to assist France with his whole power.
—

Ed.

f On this occasion, the grand features of Edward's
character and courage were conspicuous. He, on
his horse Bayard, was the first to leap the dyke that

defended the town
;
but when the place was carried,

and resistance at an end, he sullied his fame by
sanctioning a frightful massacre, which spared neither

sex nor age, as if it were his object not to vanquish
or chastise, but to extirpate. He had, however, the

merit of putting an end to it at last, according to

WjTitown. Seeing a woman slain, and her bairn
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and, to enable them the better to reduce

tlie northern, Edward sent for a strong
reinforcement of Welsh and Irish ; who,

being accustomed to a desultory kind of

war, were the best fitted to pursue the

fugitive Scots into the recesses of their

lakes and mountains. But the spirit of

the nation was already broken
;
and the

feeble and timid Baliol, discontented with

his own subjects, and overawed by the

English, abandoned all those resources

which his people might yet have possessed
in this extremity. He hastened to make
his submissions to Edward

;
he expressed

the deepest penitence for his disloyalty to

his liege lord
;
and he made a solemn and

irrevocable resignation of his crown into

the hands of that monarch, j Edward
marched northwards to Aberdeen and

Elgin, without meeting an enemy : no
Scotchman approached him but to pay
him submission and do him homage : even

the turbulent Highlanders, ever refractory
to their own princes, endeavoured to pre-
vent the devastation of their country, by

giving him- early proofs of obedience : and

Edward, having brought the whole kingdom
to a seeming state of tranquillity, returned

with his army. There was a stone, to

which tiie popular super.-tition of the Scots

paid the highest veneration ; all their

kings were seated on it when they received

the rite of inaug:uration. An ancient

tradition assured them that; wherever this

stone was placed, their nation should

always govern ;
and it was carefully pre

served at Scone, as the true palladium of

their monarchy, and their ultimate resource.

Edward got possession of it
;
and carried

Scotland
oven-un bj
tlie Eng-
lish, Welsh,
and Iiish.

Baliol re-

.si^ns his

crown to

Kdward

A stone on

which the

Scottish

kings were

seated

fall from her side, which was likewise slain, he was

moved by the abhorrent spectacle.
"
Lasses, Lasses," then cr}id he ;

" Leve off, leve oif," that word said he.

It was probably in resentment of the barbarous

slaughter, that, six days afterwards, on the 5th of

April, Baliol sent to him a formal renunciation of

his allegiance and fealty. This did not fail to pro-
voke Edward, who, denouncing the Scottish king as a

fool and a traitor, declared, that as he had refused to

come to him, he would condescend to wait on Baliol.

The threat he did not fail to make good.
—Ed.

I Edward did not sjiare, on this occasion, his

humbled foe. He required him to appear before the

bishop of Durham, and .some of his barons, bearing
a white rod

;
to confess all his offences, acknowledge

ICdward

carriea the

regal stone

to £nglaii.i

'
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Scot-
lit to England.* He gave orders to destroy
the records, and all those monuments of

antiquity, which might preserve the memory
of the independence of the kingdom, and

refute the English claims of superiority.

The Scots pretend that he also destroyed
all the annals preserved in their convents.

But it is not prohahle that a nation so

rude and unj)olislied should he possessed
of any history which deserves much to he

regretted. The great seal of Baliol was

hroken ;
and that prince himself was car-

ried prisoner to London, and committed to

custody in the Tower. Two years after he

was restored to lihcrty, and suhmitted to a

voluntary banishment in France ; where

he died in a private station. Earl War-
renne was left governor of Scotland

; Eng-
lishmen were intrusted with the chief

offices ; and Edward, flattering himself

that the numerous acts of fraud and vio-

lence, which he had practised against

Scotland, had terminated in the final

reduction of that kingdom, returned witii

his victorious army into England.

WAR WITH FRANCE.

An attempt, which he made about the

same time, for the recovery of Guienne,
was not equally successful. He sent thither

an army of seven thousand men, under

the command of his brother the earl of

Lancaster. That prince gained at first

some advantages over the French at Bour-

deaux
;
but he was soon after seized w-ith

a distemper, of which he died at Bayonne.
The command devolved on the earl of

Lincoln, who was not able to perform any

thing considerable during the rest of the

campaign.
But the active spirit of Edward, while

his conquests brought such considerable

accessions to the English monarchy, could

not be satisfied so long as Guienne, the

ancient patrimony of his family, was wrested

from him by the dishonest artilices of the

the justice of the English invasion, and the magna-

nimity of his conqueror, and finally to resign to him

his kingdom.—Rymer.—Ed.
* This valued object was called the Lia-faile, and

also the Clack na cine amhrcinn. or fatal stone. The

kings of Scotland, when crowned, seated on the fatal

French monarch. Finding that the dis-

tance of that province rendeied all his

efforts against it feeble, he purposed to at-

tack France where she appeared more
vulnerable : and with this view he married

his daughter Eli/abcth to John earl of

Holland
;
and contracted an alliance with

Guy earl of Flanders
; stipidated to pay

him the sum of seventy-five thousand

pounds ;
and projected an invasion, witii

their united forces, upon Philip, their com-
mon enemy. He hoped that, when he

himself, at the head of the English, Fle-

mish, and Dutch, armies, reinforced by
his German allies, to whom he had pro-
mised or remitted considerable sums,
should enter France, and threaten the ca-

pital itself, Philip would be obliged to pur-
chase peace by the restitution of Guienne.

But to set this great machine in movement,
considerable supplies were requisite from

the parliament ; and Edward, without

much difficulty, obtained from the barons

and knights a new grant of a twelfth of all

their moveables, and from the boroughs
tliat of an eighth. The great power of

the king over the latter enabled him to

throw- the heavier part of the burden on

them
;
and the prejudices which he seems

always to have entertained against the

church, on account of the former zeal
of| ^,

the clergy for the Mountfort faction, made

him resolve to load them with still more

considerable impositions, and he required
of them a fifth of their moveables. But

he here met with an opposition which dis

concerted all his measures, and engaged
him in enterprises that were dangerous to

him, and would have proved fatal to any
of his predecessors.

DISSENSIONS WITH THE CLERGY.

Boniface VIII. who had succeeded Celes-

tine in the papal throne, was a man of the

most enterprising spirit ; and, ihough not

endowed with that severity of manners

All iitt«i:k

"II
I ranee i«

iiicdiuiud.

He forms
nil iiUiituce

a^niiti4t

rr.mee.

SuppHea
lire claimed
from p:ir-

Ii:tiiiullt

stone, were accustomed to hear an heraldic bard,

attired in a scarlet robe, recite their genealogy from

the founder of their dynasty. That ceremony was

last performed at the coronation of Alexander III.

Westminster Abbey retains the Lia-faile.
—Ed.
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which commonly accompanies ambition in

men of his order, he was determined to

carry the authority of the tiara, and his

dominion over tlie temporal power, to as

great a height as it had ever attained.

Sensible that his immediate predecessors,

by oppressing the church in every province
of Christendom, had extremely alienated

the affections of the clergy, and had af-

forded the civil magistrate a pretence for

laying Uke impositions on ecclesiastical

revenues, he attempted to resume the

former station of the sovereign pontiff,
and to establish himself as the common
protector of the spiritual order. For this

purpose he issued a general bull, prohibit-

ing all princes from levying, without his

consent, any taxes upon the clergy, and
all clergymen from submitting to such im-

positions ; and he threatened both with the

penalties of excommunication in case of

disobedience. This important edict is said

to have been procured by the solicitation of

Robert de AVinchelsey, archbishop of Can-

terbury ;
who intended to employ it as a

rampart against the violent extortions

which the church had felt from Edward,
and the still greater which that prince's

multiplied necessities gave them reason to

apprehend. When a demand, therefore,

was made on the clergy of a fifth of their

moveables, (a tax which was probably
much more grievous than a fifth of their

revenue, as their lands wer3 mostly stocked

with their cattle, and cultivated by their

villains) the clergy took shelter under the

bull of pope Boniface, and pleaded con-

science in refusing compliance. The king
came not immediately to extremities on
this repulse; but after locking up all their

granaries and barns, and prohibiting all

rent to be paid them, he appointed a new

synod to confer with him. The primate,
not dismayed, here plainly told him that

the clergy owed obedience to two sove-

reigns, their spiritual and their temporal ;

but their duty bound them to a much
stricter attachment to the former than to

the latter
; they could not comply with his

commands (for such, in some measure, the

requests of the crown were then deemed)
in contradiction to the express prohibition
of t!ie sovereign pontiff.

The clergy had seen, in many instances,

that Edward paid little regard to those nu-

merous privileges on which they set so

high a value. He had formerly seized, in

an arbitrary manner, all the money and

plate belonging to the churches and con-

vents, and had applied them to the public
service ; and they could not but expect
more violent treatment on this sharp re-

fusal, grounded on such dangerous princi-

ples. Instead of applying to the pope for

a relaxation of his bull, he resolved imme-

diately to employ the power in his hands ;

and he told the ecclesiastics that, since

they refused to support the civil govern-
ment, they were unworthy to receive any
benefit from it

;
and he would accordingly

put them out of the protection of the

laws. This vigorous measure was imme

diately carried into execution. Orders

were issued to the judges to receive no

cause brought before them by the clergy
to hear and decide all causes in which

thejr were defendants
;

to do every man

justice against them
;
to do them justice

against nobody. The ecclesiastics soon

found themselves in the most miserable

situation imadnable. Thev could not re-

main in their own houses or convents for

want of subsistence
;

if they went abroad

they were dismounted, robbed of their

horses and clothes, abused by every i"uf-

fian
;
and no redress could be obtained.

The primate himself was attacked on the

highway ; was stripped of his equipage
and furniture

;
and was at last reduced to

board himself, with a single servant, in the

house of a country clergyman. The kir

meanwhile remained an indifferent spec-
tator

; and, without employing his officers

in committing any immediate injury on

the priests, he took ample vengeance on

them for their obstinate refusal of his

demands. Though the archbishop issued

a ereneral sentence of excommunication

against all who attacked the persons or

property of ecclesiastics, it was not re-

garded ;
while Edward enjoyed the satis-

faction of seeing the people become the

voluntary instruments of his justice, and

inure themselves to throw olf that respect
for the sacred order, by which they had so

long been overawed and governed.
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The spirits of the clerg;y were at hist

broken by tliis iuirsh treatment. Besides
that the whole province of York, which

lay nrtirest the danger that still hung over
them from the Scots, voluntarily, from the

tirst, voted a fifth of their moveables;
the bishops of Salisbury, Ely, and some
others, made a composition for the secular

clergy within their dioceses : and tiiey

agreed not to pay the fiftli, which would
have been an act of disobedience to Boni-

face's bull, but to deposit a sura equivalent
in some ciuirch appointed them

;
whence

it was taken by the king's officers. Many
particular convents and clergymen made

payment of a like sum, and received the

king's protection. Those who had not

ready money entered into recognizances
for the payment. And there was scarcely
found one ecclesiastic in the kingdom who
seemed willing to suffer, for the sake of

religious privileges, this new species of

martyrdom ; the most tedious of any ;
the

most mortifying to spiritual pride ; and
not rewardL'd bv that crown of glory which
the church holds up, with such ostenta-

tion, to her devoted adherents.

ARBITRARY MEASURES. 1297.

But, as the money granted by parliament,

thou2;h considerable, was not sufficient to

supply the king's necessities, and that

levied by compositions with the clergy
came in slowly, Edward was obliged, for

the obtaining of farther supply, to exert

his arbitrary power, and to lay an oppres-
sive hand on all orders of men in the

kingdom. He limited the merchants in

the quantity of wool allowed to be ex-

, ported ; and forced them to pay him a

duty of forty shillings a sack, which was

jcomputed to be above the third of the

value. He seized all the rest of the wool,

as well as all the leather of the kingdom,
and disposed of these commodities for his

own benefit. He required the sherifi's of

each county to supply him with two thou-

Theat,cat- sand quarters of wheat, and as many of

thMcom- oats ; which he permitted them to seize
" "

The cat-

for

supplying his army, were laid hold of with-

VOL. I. 4 M

v:ird'3

.Unry

•xteiul tu

ill orders or
sea.

'^l^"" wherever they could find them
iiekiua'3 tie and other commodities, necessary

out the consent of the owners. And,
though he promised to pay alterwards the

equivalent of all these goods, men saw
but little probability that a jjrince, who
submitted so little to the limitations of the

law, could ever be reduced to a strict ob-

servance of his engagements. He shewed
an equal disregard to the principles of the

feudal law, by which all the lands of his

kingdom were held. In order to increase

his army, and enable him to su[)port that

great efibrt which he intended to make

against France, he recpiired the attendance
of every proprietor of land possessed of

twenty pounds a year, even though he held

not of the crown, and was not obliged by
his tenure to perlbrm any such service.

These acts of violence, notwithstanding
the great personal regard generally borne to

the king, bred murmurs
;
and it was not

long ere some of the great nobility gave
countenance and authority to the com-

plaints. Edward assembled on the sea

coast an army, which he purposed to send

over to Gascony, while he himself should

in person make an impression on the side

of Flanders ;
and he intended to put tliese

forces under the command of Humphrey
Bohun earl of Hereford, the constable,

and Roger Bigod earl of Norfolk, the

mareschal of England. But these two

powerful earls refused to execute his com-

mands, and affirmed that they were only

obUged by their office to attend his person
in the wars. A violent altercation ensued ;

and the king, in the heiglit of his passion,

addressing himself to the constable, ex-

claimed,
'

Sir earl, by God, you shall

either go or hang.'
'

J5y God, sir king,

replied Hereford,
'

I will neither go nor

hang.' And he immediately departed, with

the mareschal, and above thirty other con-

siderable barons.

Upon this opposition the king laid aside

the project of an expedition against

Guienne, and assembled the forces which

he himself purposed to transport into

Flanders. But the two carls, irritated in

the contest, and elated by impunity, pre-

tending that none of their ancestors had

ever served in that country, refused to per-

form the duty of tiieir office
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visable to proceed with moderation, in-

stead of attainting the earls, who possessed

their dignities by hereditary right, ap-

pointed Thomas de Berkeley, and Geoffrey
de Grenville, to act, in that emergence, as

constable and mareschal. He endeavoured

to reconcile himself with the church
;

took the primate again into favour ; made

him, in conjunction with Reginald de Grey,
tutor to the prince, whom he intended to

appoint guardian of the kingdom during
his absence

;
and he even assembled a great

number of the nobility in Westminster-

hall, to whom he deigned to make an apo-

logy for his past conduct. He pleaded
the urgent necessities of the crown

;
his

extreme want of money ; his engagements
from honour as well as interest to support
his foreign aUies : and he promised, if

ever he returned in safety, to redress aU

their grievances, to restore the execution

of the laws, and to make all his subjects

compensation. Meanwhile he begged them
to judge of him by his future conduct,
to remain faithful to his government ; or,

if he perished in the present war, to pre-
serve their allegiance to his son and

successor.

There were, certainly, from the concur-

rence of discontents among the great, and

grievances of the people, materials sufficient

in any other period to have kindled a civil

war in England : but the vigour and abilities

of Edward kept every one in awe ;
and his

dexterity, in stopping on the brink of

danger, saved the nation from so great a

calamity. The two great earls dared not

to break out into open violence ; they

proceeded no farther than framing a re-

monstrance, which was deUvered to the

king at Winchelsea, when he was ready to

embark for Flanders. They there com-

plained of the violations of the Great
Charter and that of forests ; the v'olent

seizures of corn, leather, cattle, and, above

all, of wool, a commodity which they
affirmed to be equal in value to half the

lands of the kingdom ; the arbitrary im-

position of forty shillings a sack on the

small quantity of wool allowed to be ex-

ported by the merchants
;
and they claimed

an immecUate redress of all these grievances.
The king told them that the greater part of
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his council were now at a distance, and

without their advice he could not deliberate

on measures of so great importance.

DISSENSIONS WITH THE BARONS.

But the constable and mareschal, with the

barons of their party, resolved to take

advantage of Edward's absence, and to

obtain an explicit assent to their demands.
When summoned to attend the parlia-
ment at London, they came with a great

body of cavalry and infantry ; and, before

they would enter the city, required that

the gates should be put into their custody.
The primate, who secretly favoured all

their pretensions, advised the council to

comply ; and thus they became masters

both of the young prince and of the reso-

lutions of parHament. Their demands,
however, were moderate. They only re-

quired that the two charters should receive

a solemn confirmation; that a clause should

be added to secure the nation for ever

against all impositions and taxes without

consent of parliament ;
and that they them-

selves, and their adherents, who had re-

fused to attend the king into Flanders,

should be pardoned and again received

into favour. The prince of Wales and his

council assented to these terms
;
and the

charters were sent over to the king in

Flanders to be there confirmed by him.

Edward felt the utmost reluctance to this

measure, which he apprehended would for

the future impose such fetters on his

conduct, and set limits to his authority.
On various pretences he delayed three days

giving any answer, when the consequences
of his refusal were represented to him,
he was at last obliged, after many internal

struggles, to affix his seal to the charters, as

to also the clause that bereaved him of the

power, which he had hitherto assumed, of

imposing arbitrary taxes upon the people.
That we may finish at once this inter-

esting transaction, we shall briefly mention
the subsequent events which relate to it.

The constable and mareshal, informed of

the king's compliance, were satisfied ;
and

not only ceased from disturbing the govern-

ment, but assisted the regency with their

power against the Scots, who had thrown
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The charter

of forests

is called for.

oft" the yoke of England. But, being sen-

sible that tlie smallest pretence would
sufiice to make Edward retract these de-

tested laws, (which, thouu:h they had often

received the sanction both of king and

parliament, and had been acknowledged

during three reigns, were never yet deemed
to have sufficient validity) they insisted

that he should again confirm them on his

return to England, and should thereby re-

nounce all plea which he might derive

from his residing in a foreign country when
he formerly affixed his seal to them. It

appeared that they judged aright of Ed-

ward's character and intentions. He de-

layed his confirmation as long as possible ;

and, when the fear of worse consequences

obliged him again to comply, he expressly
added a salvo for his royal dignity or pre-

rogative, which in effect enervated the

whole force of the charters. The two

earls and their adherents left the parlia-

ment in disgust ;
and the king was con-

strained, on a future occasion, to grant to

the people, without any subterfuge, a pure
and absolute confirmation of those laws

which were so much the object of their

passionate affection. Even farther secu-

rities were then provided for the establish-

ment of national pri\dleges. Three knights
were appointed to be chosen in each

county, and were invested with the power
of punishing, by fine and imprisonment,

every violation of the charters. A pre-

caution which, though it was soon disused,

as encroaching too much on royal prero-

gative, proves the attachment which the

English bore to liberty, and their well-

grounded jealousy of the arbitrary dispo-

sition of Edward.

The work, however, was not yet com-

plete. In order to execute the lesser

charter, it was requisite, by new perambu-
lations, to set bounds to the royal forests,

and to disafforest all lands which former

encroachments had comprehended. Ed-

ward discovered the same reluctance to

comply with this equitable demand ;
and

it was not till after many solicitations and

* We are told by Tyrrel, from the Chronicle of

St. Albans, that the barons, not content with the

execution of the charter of forests, demanded of

requests, and even menaces of war and

violence, on the part of the barons,* that

the i)erambulations were made, and exact

boundaries fixed, by a jury in each county,
to the extent of his forests. Had not his

ambitious temper raised him so many
foreign enemies, and obliged him to have
recourse so often to the assistance of his

subjects, it is not likely that tho.se con-

cessions could ever have been extorted

from him.

But, while the people deemed themselves

happy in the secure possession of their

privileges, they were surprised, in 1305, to

find that Edward had secretly apjilied to

Rome, and had procured from that merce-

nary court an absolution from all the oaths

and engagements, so often reiterated, to

observe both the charters. There are

some historians so credulous as to imagine
that this perilous step was taken by him
for no other purpose than to ac(]uire the

merit of granting a new confirmation of

the charters, as he did soon after
, and a

confirmation so much the more unques-
tionable, as it could never after be invali-

dated by his successors, on pretence of any
force which had been imposed upon him.

]^ut the whole tenor of his conduct pio\'es
him to be little susceptible of such re-

finements in patriotism ;
and this ycry deed,

in which he anew confirmed the charters,

carries on the face of it a very ojjposite

presumption. Though he ratified the

charters in general, he still took advantage
of the papal bull .so far as to invalidate

the late perambulations of the forests
;

and to reserve to liimself the power, in case

of favourable incidents, to extend as much
as formerly those arbitrary jurisdictions

If the power was not made use of, we can

only conclude that the favourable incidents

did not offer.

Thus, after the contests of near a whole

century, ever accompanied with violent

jealousies, often with public convulsions,

the Great Charter was finally estabhshed ;

and the Enslish nation have the honour of

extorting, by their perseverance, this con-

Kdward as high terms as had been imposed on his

father by the earl of Leicester : but no other his-

torian mentions this particular.
323
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cession from the ablest, the most warlike,

and the most ambitious of all their princes.*
It is computed that above thirty confirma-

tions of the charter were at different times

required of several kings, and granted by
them, in full parliament ;

a ])recaution

which, wliile it discovers some ignorance
of the true nature of law and government,

proves a laudable jealousy of national

privileges. We find that, though arbitrary

practices often prevailed, and were even

able to establish themselves into settled cus-

toms, the validity of the Great Charter was
never afterwards formally disputed ;

and
that grant was still regarded as the basis of

English government, and the sure rule by
which the authority of every custom was
to be tried and canvassed. The jurisdiction
of the star chamber, martial law, imprison-
ment by warrants from the privy council,

and other practices, though established for

several centuries, were scarcely ever allowed

to be parts of the constitution. The af-

fection of the nation for liberty still pre-
vailed. The exercise of these powers, after

being long the source of secret murmurs,
was, in fulness of time, solemnly abolished

as illegal, at least as oppressive, by the

whole legislative authority.
To return to the period from which this

account of the charters has led us. Though
the king's impatience to appear in Flanders

made him overlook all considerations,

either of domestic discontents or of com-
motions among the Scots, his embarkation

had been so long retarded that he lost the

proper season for action, and after his

arrival made no progress against the

enemy. The king of France had broken

into the Low Countries
;
had defeated the

Flemings in the battle of Furnes , had

made himself master of Lisle, St. Omer,
Cortrai, and Ypres; and seemed in a situa-

tion to take full vengeance on the earl of

Flanders, his rebellious vassal. But Ed-

ward, seconded by an EngUsh army of

fifty thousand men (for this is the number

assigned by historians), was able to stop
the career of his victories ;

and Philip,

* It must, however, be remarked, that the king
never iorgave the chief actors in this transaction

;

and he found means afterwards to obHge both the

constable and mareschal to resign their offices into
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finding all the weak resources of his king
dom already exhausted, began to apprehend
an invasion of France itself. The king

England, on the other hand, disappointed
of assistance from Adolph king of the

Romans, which he had purchased at a very

high price, was desirous of ending, on any
honourable terms, a war which served only
to divert his force from more important

projects. This disposition in both mon
archs soon produced a cessationof hostilities

for two years, and engaged them to submit

to the arbitration of pope Boniface.

PEACE WITH FRANCE. 1298.

Boniface was among the last of the sove-

reign pontiffs that exercised an authority
over the temporal jurisdiction of princes ;

and these exorbitant pretensions, which
he had been tempted to assume, involved

him in so many calamities, and were at-

tended with so unfortunate a catastrophe,
that they have been secretly abandoned,

though never openly relinquished, by his

successors. Edward and Philip, equally

jealous of papal claims, took care to insert

in their reference that Boniface was made

judge of the difference by their consent, as

a private person, not by any right of his

pontificate ;
and the pope, without seeming

to be offended, proceeded to give sentence,

in which they both acquiesced. He brought
them to agree that their union should be

cemented by a double marriage ; that

Edward himself, who was now a widower,
with Margaret, Philip's sister, and that of

the prince of Wales with Isabella, daughter
of that monarch. Philip was hkewise

willing to restore Guienne to the English,
which he had indeed no good pretence to

detain
; but he insisted that the Scots, and

their king John Baliol, should, as his

allies, be comprehended in the treaty, and
restored to their hberty. The difference,

was compromised. Edward agreed to aban-

don his ally the earl of Flanders, on con-

dition that Philip should treat in like

manner his ally the king of Scots. The

his hands. The former received a new grant of it
;

but the office of mareschal was given to Thomas of

Brotherton, the king's second son.
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prospect of conquering: these two coun-

tries, whose situation made tlieni so com-
modious an acquisition to the respective

kingdoms, prevailed over all other consi-

derations. This was the first specimen
which the Scots had of the French al-

liance, and which was exactly conforma-

ble to what a smaller power must always

expect when it blindly attaches itself to

the will and fortunes of a greater. That

unhappy people, now engaged in a brave

though unequal contest for their liberties,

were totally abandoned by the ally, in

whom tliey reposed their final confidence,
to the will of an imperious conqueror.

REVOLT OF SCOTLAND.

Though England, was, in its ancient state,

very ill qualified for making, and still

worse for maintaining, conquests, Scotland

was so much inferior in its internal force,

and was so ill situated for recei\-ing foreign

succours, that it is no wonder Edward,
should have cast his eye on so tempting an

acquisition. But the instruments he em-

ployed to maintain his dominion over the

northern kingdom, acted not with the re-

„ quisite prudence and moderation in recon-

Lmd ciling the Scottish nation to a yoke which

itJoctMc^ they bore with such extreme reluctance.

Warrenne, retiring into England on ac-

count of his bad state of health, left the

administration entirely in the hands of

Ormesby, who was appointed justiciary of

Scotland, and Cressingham, who bore the

otBce of treasurer
;
and a small military

force remained to secure the precarious

authority of those ministers. The latter

had no other object than the amassing of

money by rapine ;
the former distinguished

ihimself by the rigour of his temper ;
and

!^ a^a both treating the Scots as a conquered peo-

.!i'^""' |ple,
made them sensible too early of the

grievous sersatude into which they had

Internal

ntvni^h of
-

tliiiid

i:lv in-
' -rto

F uialuf

England.

* At this period, 1297, Wallace is by some re-

ported to have been only nineteen years of age.

Carriek argues, with much plausibility, that he

must then have been in his twenty-seventh year.
—

Ed.

t The personal strength of Wallace, if we may
credit the accounts which have come down to us,

was most extraordinary. Hector Boece writes that

a widow of one of the lords of Erskine, who had
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fallen. As Edward required that all the

proprietors of land should swear fealty t(

him, every one who delayed giving thit

testimony of submission was outlawed and

punished without mercy ; and the bravest

and most generous spirits of the nation

were thus exasperated to the highest de-

gree against the English government.
There was one William Wallace, of a

small fortune, hut descended of an ancient

family in the west of Scotland, whose

courage prompted him to undertake the

desperate attenqjt of delivering his native

country from the dominion of foreigners.
This man, whose valorous exploits are the

object of just admiration, but have been

much exaggerated by the traditions of his

countrymen, had been provoked by the

insolence of an English officer to put him

to death ; and, on that account, he tied

into the woods, and offered himself as a

leader to all those whom their crimes, or

bad fortune, or avowed hatred of the

Enghsh, had reduced to a like necessity.*
He was endowed with iriirantic force of

body, with heroic courage, with disinter-

ested magnanimity, witli incredible pa-
tience, and abihty to bear hunger, fatigue,

and all the severities of the seasons
; and

he soon acquired, among those desperate

fugitives, that authority to which his vir-

tues so justly entitled him.f Beginning
with small attempts, in which he was

always successful, he gradually proceeded
to more momentous enterprises ;

and he

discovered equal caution in securing his

followers, and valour in annoying the

enemy. By his knowledge of the country
he was enabled to ensure a retreat among
the morasses, or forests, or mountains

;

and, again collecting his dispersed asso-

ciates, he unexpectedly appeared in another

quarter, and put to the sword the unwary

English. Every day brought accounts of

his great actions, which were received with

lived to extreme old age, was visited by James I. in

1430. She was blind, but retained her faculties in

all other respects, and remembered both Wallace and

Bruce. Of the latter she told the king his strength
was so great that he could easily overcome any man
of his time ;

but Wallace excelled him as much as

he excelled other men, and in wrestling could

have mastered two such opponents as Bruce.—Ed.
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|no less favour by his countrymen than

terror by the enemy.* His successful

valour seemed to vindicate the nation from

the ignominy into which it had fallen by
its tame submission to the English ; and,

thousrh no nobleman of note ventured as

yet to join his party, he had gained a gene-
ral confidence and attachment, which birth

and fortune are not alone able to confer.

Wallace resolved to strike a decisive

blow against the English government ; and

he concerted the plan of attacking Ormesby
of Scone, and of taking vengeance on him
for all the violence and tyranny of which
he had been guilty. The justiciary fled

into England ;
all the other officers of

that nation imitated his example ; their

terror added alacrity and courage to the

Scots, who betook themselves to arms in

every quarter ; many of the principal

barons, and among the rest Sir William

Douglas, openly countenanced Wallace's

party ; Robert Bruce secretly promoted
the same cause ; and the Scots prepared
themselves to defend, by an united effort,

that liberty which they had so unexpect-

edly recovei'ed from their possessors.
But Warrenne, collecting an army of

forty thousand men in the north of England,

*
Piu'suing such a coiu'se, manj' of his adventures

were most extraordinary. A volume might be filled

with traditions of his hair-breadth escapes, and in-

stances of his prowess. It is told of him that, on
one occasion, hotly pursued by the English, in con-

sequence of the severe reprisals he had made on

them, he saw reason to doubt the fidelity of one of

his followers, named Fawdon, and slew him on the

spot. Towards evening Sir William and thirteen of

his followers, all that were now left him, made good
their retreat to the deserted castle of Gask, situated

in the middle of a wood. They hastened to put this

place in as good a state of defence as its ruinous

condition would permit ; and, having partaken of a

hasty repast, at the desire of their chief sought a

few hours repose, whilst he undertook to keep watch

by himself. Surrounded by his sleeping companions,
with no light but what the expiring embers afforded,

the mind of Wallace gradually became tinged with me-

lancholy forebodings. From the apathy of the nobility,
and the loss of many brave feUows in the late en-

counter, he was apprehensive his few remaining com-

panions would consider their undertaking desperate.
In this frame of mind he was suddenly aroused by
the blowing of horns (these were only used by his

partisans) mingled with frightful yells. Two of the

party were dispatched to ascertain the cause ; but
not returning, others were sent out, till Wallace was
;it last left alone. It was past midnight; the flame

that still lingered about the unextinguished faggots

3'3fi

determined to re-establish his authority ;

and he endeavoured, by the celerity of his

armament and of his march, to compen-
sate for his past negligence. He suddenly
entered Annandale, and came up with the

enemy at Irvine, before their forces were

fully collected, and before they had put
themselves in a posture of defence. Many
of the Scottish nobles here submitted to

the English, renewed their oaths of fealty,

promised to dehver hostages for their good
behaviour, and received a pardon. Others,
who had not yet declared themselves, such
as the steward of Scotland and the earl of

Lenox, joined, though with reluctance, the

English army ;
and waited a favourable

opportunity for embracing the cause of

their distressed countrymen. But Wal-
lace, whose authority was more fully con-

firmed by the absence of the great nobles,

persevered obstinately in his purpose ; and,

finding himself unable to give battle to the

enemy, he marched northwards, with an
intention of prolonging the war, and of

turning to his advantage the situation of

that mountainous and barren country
When Warrenne advanced to Stirlinir he

found Wallace encamped at Cambusken-
nelh, on the opposite banks of the Forth

;

at intervals threw a pale and flickering light on the

siUTOunding walls, when Wallace was suddenly
startled by the shadow of a human figure. At first

it was very indistinct ;
but soon it became more ap-

parent. At first the lower part of the body only
could be distinguished ; but gradually the form of a

giant-like being, holding a human head in his hand,
was seen approaching. While gazing with natural

wonder on this unearthly looking object, its hand
was raised, and the bloody head, hurled at him, after

striking him with great force, fell at his feet. Snatch-

ing it up, he discovered, by the light of the moon,
the pale features of the "

ill-fated Fawdon," and

turning towards the place whence it was thrown
he perceived the figure of a man endeavouring to

escape his pursuit. Without a moment's hesitation

Wallace threw the head at this retreating object,
and drawing his sword, hastened in pursuit of the

strange intruder. This marvellous aflair was treated

by some of the old writers as a supernatural visita-

tion. Mr. Carrick supposes the head of Fawdon,
when discovered by the English, had been mistaken
for that of Wallace, for which a large reward was

offered, and that the soldier who had found it ven-

tured to the place where the chief rested, to satisfy
himself whether indeed it was his, and disappoint-
ment at seeing Wallace alive caused him to throw it

away. The fame of Wallace remembered, no mode-
rate cupidity or curiosity would induce an ordinary]
man to hazard such an investigation.

—Ed.
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and, being; continually urged by tlie im-

patient Cressingham, who was actuated

both by personal and national animosities

against the Scots, he prepared to attack

them in that position, which Wallace, no

less prudent than courageous, had chosen

for his arniv. In spite of the remonstrances

of Sir Richard Lundy, a Scotchman of

birth and family, who sincerely adhered to

the Englisli, he ordered his army to pass
a bridge which lay over the Forth

;
but he

was soon convinced, by fatal experience, of

the error of his conduct. Wallace, allowing
such numbers of the English to pass as he

thought proper, attacked them before they
were fully formed, put them to rout, pushed

part of them into the river, destroyed the

rest by the sword, and gained a complete

victory. Among the slain was Cressingham
himself ; whose memory was so extretnely
odious to the Scots, that they flayed his

dead body, and made saddles and girths

of his skin.* Warrenne, finding the re-

mainder of his army much dismayed, was

obliged again to retire into England. The
castles of Roxborough and Berwick, ill

fortified and feebly defended, fell soon after

into the hands of the Scots.

Wallace, universally revered as the de-

liverer of his country, now received from

the hands of his followers the dignity of

regent or guardian under the captive
Baliol

;
and finding that the disorders of

war, as well as the unfavourable seasons,

had produced a famine in Scotland, he

urged his army to march into England, to

subsist at the expense of the enemy, and

to revenge all past injuries. The Scots

joyfully attended his call. Wallace, breaking
into the northern counties during the win-

ter season, laid every place waste, and,

after extending on all sides, without oppo-
sition, his ravages as far as the bishopric of

Durham, he returned, loaded with spoil,

and crowned with glory, into his own

country. The disorders which at that time

prevailed in England, from the refractory
behaviour of the constable and marcschal,

made it impossible to collect an army

* This revolting act of ferocity seems, from the

M.S. chronicle of Lanercost, to have been counte-

nanced by the heroic Wallace himself, who is reported

sufficient to resist the enemy, and exposed
the nation to this loss and dishonour.

But Edwaid, who received in Flanders

intelligence of these events, and had al-

ready concluded a truce with Franco, now
hastened over to England, in certain hopes,

by ills activity and valour, not only of

wiping off this disgrace, but of recovering
the important conciuest of Scotlaml, which
he always regarded as the chief glory and

advantage of his reign. He ajipeased the

murnuirs of his people by concessions and

promises ; he restored to tlie citizens of

London the election of their own magis-
trates, of which they had been bereaved

in his father's reign ; he ordered strict in-

quiry to be made concerning the corn and
other goods which had been violently

seized, as if he intended to pay the value

to the owners ; and, making public pro
fessions of confirming the charters, he re

gained the confidence of the discontented

nobles. Having, by all these poj)ular arts

rendered himself entirely master of his

people, he collected the whole militai"}'

force of England, Wales, and Ireland, and

marched with an army of near a hundred

thousand combatants to the northern

frontiers.

Nothing could have enabled the Scots

to resist but for one season so mighty

power, except an entire union among
themselves : but, as they were deprived o(

their king ;
whose personal qualities, even

when he was present, appeared so con-

temptible, factions, jealousies, and animo-

sities, unavoidably arose among the great,

and distracted all their councils. The ele-

vation of Wallace, though purchased by
such eminent services, was the object ol

envy to the nobiUty, who repined to see a

private gentleman raised above them by
his rank, and still more by his glory.

Wallace, dreading the ruin of his country

from those intestine discords, voluntarily

resigned his authority, and retained only

the command over that body of his fol-

lowers who, being accustomed to victor)'

under his standard, refused to follow any
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other leader. The chief power devolved

on the steward of Scotland and Cummin
of Badenoch ;

men of eminent birth, under

whom the great chieftains were more wil-

ling to serve in defence of their country.
The two Scottish commanders, collecting
their several forces, fixed their station at

Falkirk, and purposed there to abide the

assault of the English. Wallace was at

the head of a third body, which acted

under his command. The Scottish army
placed their pikemen along their front

;

lined the intervals between the bodies with

archers ; and, dreading the great superior-

ity of the English in cavalry, endeavoured
to secure their front by palUsadoes, tied

together by ropes. In this disposition

they expected the approach of the enemy.

BATTLE OF FALKIRK: SCOTLAND
SUBDUED.

The king, when he arrived in sight of the

Scots, was pleased with the prospect of

being able, by one decisive stroke, to deter-

mine the fortune of the war
; and, dividing

his army also into three bodies, he led

them to the attack. The English archers,

who. began to surpass those of other na-

tions, first chased the Scottish bow^men off"

the field
; then, pouring in their arrow^s

among the pikemen, who were cooped up
within their entrenchments, threw them in

disorder, and rendered the assault of the

English pikemen and cavalry more easy
and successful. The whole Scottish armj'
was broken, and chased off the field with

great slaughter ; which the historians, at-

tending more to the exaggerated relations

of the populace than to the probabilit}'^ of

things, make amount to fifty or sixty
thousand men. It is only certain that the

Scots never suffered a greater loss in any
action, nor one which seemed to threaten

more inevitable ruin to their country.
In this general rout of the army Wal-

lace's military skill and presence of mind
enabled him to keep his troops entire ; and

retiring behind the Carron, he marched

leisurely along the banks of that small

river, which protected him from the enemy.
Young Bruce, who had already given many
proofs of his aspiring genius, but who
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served hitherto in the English army, ap-

peared on the opposite banks
; and, distin-

guishing the Scottish chief, as well by his

majestic port as by the intrepid activaty of

his behaviour, called out to him and de

sired a short conference. He here repre
sented to Wallace the fruitless enterprise
in which he was engaged ;

and endeavoured

to bend his inflexible spirit to submission.

He insisted on the unequal contest between
a weak state, deprived of its head and

agitated by intestine discord, and a mighty
nation, conducted by the ablest and most
martial monarch of the age. If the love of

his country were his motive for perseve-

rance, his obstinacy tended only to prolong
her misery ; if he carried his views to

private grandeur and ambition, he might
reflect that, even if Edward should with-

draw his armies, it appeared from past ex-

perience, so many haughty nobles, proud
of the pre-eminence of their families, would
never submit to personal merit, whose

superiority they were less inclined to re-

gard as an object of admiration than as a

reproach and injury to themselves. To
these exhortations Wallace replied that, if

he had hitherto acted alone as the champion
of his country, it was solely because no
second or competitor, or (what he rather

wished) no leader, had yet appeared to

place himself in that honourable station
;

that the blame lay entirely on the nobihty,
and chiefly on Bruce himself, who, uniting

personal merit to dignity of family, had

deserted the post which both nature and

fortune invited him to assume
; that the

Scots, possessed of such a head, would, by
their unanimity and concord, have sur-

mounted the chief dilficulty under which

they now laboured, and might hope, not-

withstanding the present losses, to oppose

successfully all the powers and abilities of

Edward
;
that Heaven itself could not set

a more glorious prize before the eyes either

of virtue or ambition, than to join in one

object the acquisition of royalty with the

defence of national independence ;
he was

determined, as far as possible, to pro-

long not his country's misery but her free-

dom, and was desirons that his own life,

as well as the existence of the nation,

might terminate, when they could no other- 1
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wise be preserved than by receiving ti^e

chains of a hauirhty victor.* The gal-

lantry of these sentiments, thougli delivered

by an armed enemy, struck the srenerous
mind of Bruce

;
he rejiented of his cniai^e-

ments with Edward, and, openin;; iiis eves
to the honourable path pointed out to liim

by Wallace, secretly determined to seize

the first opportunity of embracing the
cause of his oppressed country.t
The subjection of Scotland, notwitlistand-

ing this great victory of Edward, was not

yet entirely completed. The English army
was obliged to retire for want of j)rovisions,
and left the northern counties in tiic hands
of the natives. The Scots endeavoured,

by applications to foreign courts, to pro-
cure to themselves some assistance. The

supplications of the Scottish ministers

were rejected by Philip, but were successful

with the court of Rome. Boniface, pleased
with an occasion of exerting his authority,
wrote a letter to Edward, exhorting him to

put a stop to his oppressions in Scotland,
and displaying all the proofs, such as they
had probably been furnished him by the

Scots themselves, for the ancient indepen-
dence of that kingdom. Among other

arguments, he mentioned the treatv, con-

ducted by Edward himself, for the mar-

riage of Ills son with the heiress of Scot-

land
; a treaty which would have been

absurd, had he been superior lord of the

kingdom, and had possessed, by the feudal

law-, the right of disposing of his ward in

marriage. He mentioned several other

striking facts, particularly that Alexander,
when he did homage to the king, openly
and expressly declared, in his presence,
that he swore fealty not for his crown, but

for the lands which he held in England.
And the pope's letter might have passed
for a reasonable one had he not subjoined
his own claim to be hege lord of Scotland;

a claim which had not once bee.n heard of;
but which, with a singular confidence, he
as.serted to be full, entire, and derived from
the most remote

antitjuity.
The reply, which Edward made to Boni-

face's letter, contains particulars no less

singular and remarkable. He there proves
the superiority of England by historical

facts, deduced from the period of lirutus
the Trojan, who, he said, founded the
British monarchy in the age of Eli and
Sanmel. He supports his position by all

the events which passed in the island before
the arrival of the Romans

;
and after

laying great stress on the extensive do-
minions and heroic victories of king Arthur,
he vouchsafes to descend to the time ot

Edward the elder, with which, in his speech
to the states of Scotland, he had chosen
to begin his claim of superiority. He
asserts it to be a fact,

'

notorious and con-
firmed by the records of antiquity,' that

the Enghsh monarchs had often conferred

the kingdom of Scotland on their own

subjects; had dethroned tiiese vassal kings
when unfaithful to them, and had substi-

tuted others in their stead. lie displays
with great pomp the full and com])lete

homage which William had done to Henry
n., without mentioning the formal abolition'

of that extorted deed by king Richard, and
the renunciation of all future claims of the

same nature. Yet this paper he begins
with a solemn appeal to Almighty, the

searcher of hearts, for his own firm per-
suasion of the justice of his claim ;

and no

less than a hundred and four l)arons, as-

sembled in parliament at Lincoln concur

in maintaining before the pope, under their

seals, the validity of these pretensions.
At the same time, they take care to inform

Boniface that, though they had justified

their cause before him, they did not ac-

knowledge him for their judge ; they had
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* "
Reflect, my lord," said Wallace in conclusion, you have but the heart to claim the crown, you may

"those whom you now assist to impose the yoke of win it with glory, and wear it with honour. I could

slavery on your country, will, their turn served, not
'

do neither ; but come what may, on this I am re-

deem that conduct praiseworthy in you, which would solved, to live and die a frecbom man."'—Ed.

be called infamous in them. If they succeed in rivet-
[ f This story is told by all the Scotch writers;

ting our chains, you will be requited for the share though it must be owned, that Trivet and Heming-

you have taken in the work with merited contempt ford, authors of good credit, both agree that Bruce

by the oppressor, and pursued by the maledictions of was not at that time in Edward's army,

the oppressed. Pause then, and be assured, that if
,
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sworn to maintain all its royal prerogatives,
and would never permit the king himself,

were he willing, to relinquish its indepen-
dence.

SCOTLAND AGAIN REVOLTS, AND
IS SUBDUED. 1302.

That neglect, almost total, of truth and

justice, which sovereign states discover in

their transactions with each other, is an

evil universal and inveterate ; is one great
source of the misery to which the human
race is continually exposed. As few mo-
narchs have lain under stronger tempta-
tions to violate the principles of equity
than Edward in his transactions with Scot-

land, so never were they violated with less

scruple and reserve
; yet his advantages

were hitherto precarious ;
and the Scots,

once roused to arms and inured to war,

began to appear a formidable enemy, even

to this military and ambitious monarch.

They chose John Cummin for their regent ;

and, not content with maintaining their

independence in the northern parts, they
made incursions into the southern coun-

ties, which Edward imagined he had to-

tally subdued. John de Segrave, whom
he had left guardian of Scotland, led an

army to oppose them ; and, lying at Roslin,

near Edinburgh, sent out his forces, in

three divisions, to provide themselves with

forage and subsistence from the neighbour-
hood. One party was suddenly attacked

by the regent and Sir Simon Eraser ; and,

being unprepared, was routed with great

slaughter. The few that escaped, flying
to the second division, gave warning of the

approach of the enemy ;
the soldiers ran

to their arms, and were immediately led

on to take revenge for the death of their

countrymen. The Scots, elated with the

advantage already obtained, made a vigo-
rous impression upon them

;
the EngHsh,

animated with a thirst of vengeance, main-

tained a stout resistance. The victory
was long undecided

;
but at last declared

itself in favour of the former, who broke
the English, and chased them to the third

division, now advancing with a hasty march
to support their distressed companions.
Many of the Scots had fallen in the two
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first actions, most of them were wounded,
and all of them extremely fatigued by the

long continuance of the combat ; yet were

they so transported with success and mili-

tary rage, that, having suddenly recovered

their order, and arming the followers ofi

their camp with the spoils of their slaugh-
tered enemy, they drove with fury upon
the ranks of the dismaj^ed English. The
favourable moment decided the battle

;

which the Scots, had they met with a

steady resistance, were not long able to

maintain. The English were chased off

the field. Three victories were thus gained
in one day. And the renown of these

great exploits, seconded by the favourable

dispositions of the people, soon made the

regent master of all the fortresses in the

south
;
and it became necessary for Ed-

ward to begin anew the conquest of the

kingdom.
The king prepared for this enterprise

with his usual vigour and abilities. He
assembled both a great fleet and a great

army; and, entering Scotland, appeared
with a force which the enemy could not

think of resisting in the open field. The

Enghsh navy, which sailed along the coast,

secured the army fz'om famine
; Edward's

vigilance preserved it from surprises : and
marched victorious from one extremity of

the kingdom to the other, ravaging the

open country, reducing all the castles, and

receiving the submissions of all the nobi-

lity, even those of Cummin the regent.
The most obstinate resistance was made by
the castle of Brechin, defended by Sir

Thomas ]\Iaule
;
and the place opened not

its gates till the death of the governor, by
discouraging the garrison, obliged them to

submit to the fate which had overwhelmed
the rest of the kingdom. Wallace, though
he attended the English army in their

march, found but few opportunities ol

signahzing that valour which had formerly
made him so terrible to his enemies.

Edward, having completed his conquest,
which employed him during the space of

two years, now undertook the more difli-

cult work of settHng the country, of estab-

lishing a new form of government, and of

making his acquisition durable. He seems
to have carried matters to extremity against i
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the natives ; he abrogated all the Scottish

laws and customs
; he endeavoured to

substitute the English in their place ;
he

entirely raised or destroyed all the nionu-

customs.irc,ments
of antiquity; such records or his-

tories as had escaped his former search

were now burnt or dispersed ;
and he

hastened, by too precipitate steps, to

abohsh entirely the Scottish name, and to

sink it rinally in the English.

Edward, however, still deemed his fa-

vourite conquest exposed to some danger
so long as Wallace was alive ; and, being

prompted both by revenge and policy, he

employed every art to discover his retreat,

and become master of his person. At last

that hardy warrior, who was determined,

amidst the universal slavery of his country-

men, still to maintain his independency, was

betrayed into Edward's hands by Sir John

Monteith, his friend, whom he had made

acquainted with the place of his conceal-

ment.* The king, whose natural bravery
and masrnaiiiniitv should have induced him

to respect like qualities in an enemy, en-

raged at some acts of violence committed

bv Wallace, resolved to overawe the Scots

* He was not easily secured. Having retired to a

lonely retreat at Robroyston, accompanied by his

faithful friend Kerle, and a youth who was related to

Monteith,
" at the dead hour of midnight," says his

modern biographer, "while the two friends lay fast

asleep, the youth whose turn it was to watch cautiously

removed the bugle from the neck of Wallace, and

conveyed it, along \vith his arms, through un aperture
in the wall

;
then slowly opening the door, two men-

at-arms silently entered, and, seizing on Kerle, hurried

him from the apartment, and instantly put him to

death. Wallace, awakened by the noise, started to

his feet, and, missing his weapons, bciame sensible

of his danger; but, grasping a large piece of oak, which

iiad been used for a seat, he struck two of his as-

sailants dead on the spot, and drove the rest headlong
before him." Monteith then appeared at the aper-

ture, and urged the folly of resistance, the English

ha\-ing discovered the place of his retreat, and being

acquainted with his plans. He represented himself

to have been in attendance there only to interpose in

his behalf; and assuring him that, if he would consent

to go as a prisoner to Dunbarton, he would be per-

mitted to reside in his own castle, under his surveil-

lance. Wallace was at length prevailed upon to

submit ; but, on the next morning, Monteith did not

make his appearance ; and the prisoner, heavily fet-

tered, was hurried southward to experience the un-

relenting severity of Edward.—Ed.

t The day after his arrival, he was conducted on

horseback from the house (in Fenchurch street,)

which his brief residence had made the scene of

by an example of severity. He orilered

Wallace to be carried in chains to London : +

to be tried as a rebel and traitor, tliougii
he had never made submissions, or sworn

fealty, to England ; and to be executed on
Tower-hill. J This was the unworthy fate

of a hero, who, through many years, had,
with signal intrcjiidity, and i)erseverance,
defended, against a i)ublic and oppressive
enemy, the liberties of his native coun-

try.

But the barbarous policv of Edward
foiled of the purpose to wiiich it was di-

rected. The Scots, already disgusted at

the great innovations introduced by the

sword of a conqueror, were farther enraged
at the cruelty exercised upon Wallace ;

and all the envy which, during his life-time,

had attended that gallant chief, being now
buried in his grave, he was universally re-

garded as the champion of Scotland. The

people, inflamed with resentment, were

every where disposed to rise against the

English government ;
and it was not long

ere a new and more fortunate leader pre
sented himself, who conducted them to

Uberty, to victory, and to vengeance.

Ilo is tried

aiiil cxt'cu-

tiil ns *
rt-bul uud
Iraitur.

Tlic Scots
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atthcbar-

treatment
ofWallaoe.

universal attraction, to take his trial in Westminster
H.dl. His progress from Fenchurcli street, according
to Stowe, aj)pears to have been a sort of procession,
Lord John de Segrave, the fugitive of Roslin, acting
as Grand Marshal of England, and, armed cap-a-pie
rode on one side, while Geoffrey de Hartlepool, re-

corder of London, equipped in a similar manner, rode

on the other. The mayor, sheriffs, and aldermen

followed. He was placed on the south side of the

great hall, and, in consequence of an absurd report,

of his having said that he deserved" to wear a crown

in that place, a crown of laurel was put upon his

head. The noble appearance of the man, joined to

his calm and unruffled demeanour, entirely disarmed

this silly attempt at ridicule of its intended effect."

Carrick.—Ed.

\ He was not executed at Tower hill, as will be

seen from the following interesting details which Mr.

Carrick has collected :
—

" The late champion of Scottish independence was

brought forth from the place where he had been kept
in confinement, hea>"ily ironed, and chained to a bench

of oak. He was then placed on a hurdle, and, sur-

rounded by a strong guard of soldiers, ignominiously

dragged to the Elms in Smithfield. That self-pos-

session and vindaunted demeanour which hee^•inced on

the tried appeared equally conspicuous on the scaffold.

Looking round with imdisturbed composure on the

assembled multitude, he addressed himself to a

person near liim, and asked for a priest to whom he

might make confession. This request, on being made
known to Edward, he is said to have sternly refused;
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ROBERT BRUCE. 1306.

Robert Bruce, grandson of that Robert

who had been one of the competitors for

the crown, had succeeded, by his grand-
father's and father's death, to all their

rights ;
and the demise of John Baliol,

together with the captivity of Edward,
eldest son of that prince, seemed to open
a full career to the genius and ambition of

this young nobleman. He saw that the

Scots, when the title to their crown had

expired in the males of their ancient royal

family, had been divided into parties nearly

equal between the houses of Bruce and
Bahol

; and that every incident tended to

wean them from any attachment to the

latter. The slender capacity of John had

proved unable to defend them
;
he had

meanly resigned his crown into the hands
of the conqueror ; he had, before his de-

liverance from captivitj^, reiterated that

resignation in a manner seemingly volun-

tary ; and had in that deed thrown out

many reflections extremely dishonourable

to his ancient subjects, whom he publicly
called traitors, ruffians, and rebels, and
with whom he declared he was determined
to maintain no farther correspondence ; he

had, during the time of his exile, adhered

strictly to that resolution
;
and his son,

being a prisoner, seemed ill qualified to

re\ave the rights, now fully abandoned, of

his family. Bruce, therefore, hoped that

the Scots would unanimously fly to his

standard, and seat him on the vacant throne,
to which he brought such plausible pre-
tensions. His aspiring spirit saw the

glory alone of the enterprise, or regarded

and the rancorous old man forbad any clerg}-man to

retard the execution for such a purpose. On hearing
the undignified command of his sovereign, Win-
chelsea archliishop of Canterbury stepped boldly for-

ward, and after earnestly remonstrating with Ed-

ward, declared his determination to officiate himself.

When the ceremony usual on such occasions was

finished, Wallace rose from his knees; and the arch-

bishop, having taken leave of him, instantly departed
for Westminster.

* * * * *. *

During the pause which preceded the unhallowed

operations, Wallace turned to lord Clifford, and re-

quested that a psalter which had been taken from
his person might be returned. His desire being

complied with, he asked a priest to hold it open
332

the prodigious difficulties which attended

it as the source only of farther glory. The
miseries and oppressions which he had be-

held his countrymen suffer in their unequal
contest, the repeated defeats and misfor-

tunes which they had undergone, proved
to him so many incentives to bring them

relief, and conduct them to vengeance.
Tlie circumstances which attended Bruce's

first declaration are variously related ; but

we shall rather follow the account given

by the Scottish historians, because they

may be supposed sometimes better informed

concerning facts which so nearly interested

their own nation.

Bruce, who had long harboured in his

breast the design of freeing his enslaved

country, ventured to open his mind to

John Cummin, a powerful nobleman, with

whom he lived in strict intimacy. He
found his friend fully possessed with the

same sentiments
;
and he needed to em-

ploy no arts of persuasion to make him
embrace the resolution of throwing off',

on the first favourable opportunity, the

usurped dominion of the English. But
on the departure of Bruce, who attended

Edward to London, Cummin, who either

had all along dissembled, or began to re-

flect more coolly on the desperate nature

of his undertaking, resolved to atone for

his crime, in assenting to this rebellion, by

revealing the secret to the king of England.
Edward did not immediately commit Bruce
to custody ;

because he intended at the

same time to seize his three brothers, who
resided in Scotland ;

and he contented

himself with secretly setting spies upon
him, and ordering all his motions to be

before him. This book had been his constant com-

pamon from his early years, and was, perhaps, the gift

of his mother or his uncle, the parson of Dunipace.
After hanging for a certain time, the sufferer was

taken down while yet in an evident state of sensi-

bility. He was then disembowelled
;
and his heart,

wrung from its place, was committed to the flames in

his presence. During this dreadful process his eyes
still continued to linger on the psalter, till, over-

powered by his sufferings, he expired among their

hands with all that passive heroism which may be

supposed to belong to so elevated a character. The

body was afterwards dismembered
;
the head fixed

on London Bridge, the right arm on the bridge of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, the left at Berwick, the right

leg at Perth, and the left at Aberdeen."—Ed.
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jStrictly
watched. A nobleman of Edward's '

'court, Bruce's intimate tVicnd, was ap-

prised of his danger ; but, not daring,
:aniidst so many jealous eyes, to hold any
conversation with him, he fell on an ex-

jpedient to give him warning that it was
!full time he should make his escape. He
sent him by his servant a pair of gilt spurs,
and a purse of gold, which he pretended
to have borrowed from him

;
and left it to

the sagacity of his friend to discover the

meaning of the present. Bruce imme-

diately contrived the means of liis escape ;

and, as the ground was at that time co-

vered with snow, he had the precaution, it

is said, to order his horses to be shod with

their shoes inverted, that he might deceive

those who would track his path over the

open fields or cross roads through which
he purposed to travel. He arrived in a

few days at Dumfries in Annandale, the

chief seat of his family interest
;
and he

happily found a great number of the Scot-

tish nobility there assembled
; and, anions

the rest, John Cummin, his former as-

sociate.

The noblemen were astonished at the

appearance of Bruce among them
; and

still more when he discovered to them the

object of his journey. He told them that

he was come to live or die with them in

defence of the liberties of his country ; and

hoped, with their assistance, to redeem the

Scottish name from all the indignities
which it had so long suffered from their

imperious masters : that the sacrifice of

the rights of his family was the first injury
which had prepared the w^ay for their en-

suing slavery ; and, by resuming them,
which was his firm purpose, he opened to

them the joyful prospect of recovering
from the fraudulent usurper their ancient

and hereditary independence : that all past
misfortunes had proceeded from their dis-

union
;
and they would soon appear no

less formidable than of old to their ene-

mies, if they now deigned to follow into

the field their rightful prince, who knew
no medium between death and victory :

that it was unbecoming men, born to the

most ancient independence known in Eu-

rope, to submit to the will of any masters
;

but fatal to receive those who, being irri-
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tated by persevering resistance, would
never deem themselves secure in their

usurped dominion, but by exterminating
all the ancient nobility, and even all the

ancient inhabitants : and that, being re

duced to this desperate extremity, it were
better for them at once to j)crish, like

brave men, with swords in their liands,
than to dread long, and at last undergo
the fate of the unfortunate Wallace, whose
merits, in the brave defence of his country,
were finally rewarded by the hands of an

English executioner.

The spirit with which this discourse was

delivered, the novelty of Bruce's declara-

tion, assisted by the graces of his youth
and manly deportment, made deep im-

pression on the minds of his audience.

The Scottish nobles declared their unani-

mous resolution to use the utmost efforts

in delivering their country from bondage,
and to second Bruce in asserting his and
their undoubted rights against their com-
mon oppressors. Cummin alone, who had

secretly taken his measures with the king.j

opposed this general determination ; and,

by representing the great power of Eng-
land, governed by a prince of such un-

common ^^gour and abiUties, he endea-

voured to set before them the certain de-

struction which they must expect if they
shook off their allegiance to the victorious

Edward. Bruce, already apprised of his

treachery, and foreseeing the certain failure

of all his own schemes of ambition and

glory from the opposition of so potent
a leader, took immediately his resolution ;

and, moved partly by resentment, partly

by policy, followed Cummin on tlie disso-.

lution of the assembly, attacked him in the

cloistersof the Grey Friars, through which he

passed, and, running him through the body,
left him for dead. Sir Thomas Kirkpatric,
one of Bruce's friends, asking him soon

after if the traitor was slain ;

'

I believe

so,' replied Bruce. ' And is that a matter,'

cried Kirkpatric,
'

to be left to conjecture ?

I will secure liim.' Upon which he drew

his dagger, ran to Cummin, and stabbed

him to the heart. This deed was regarded
in that age as an effort of manly vigour
and just policy. The family of Kirkpatric
took for the crest of their arms, which
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THIRD REVOLT OF SCOTLAND.

The murder of Cummin affixed the seal

to the conspiracy of the Scottish nobles ;

they had now but to shake off the yoke of

England, or to perish in the attempt ;
and

Bruce, flying to different quarters, attacked

with success the dispersed bodies of the

English, got possession of many of the

castles, and, having made his authority be

acknowledged in most parts of the king-

dom, was solemnly crowned and inaugu-
ated in the abbey of Scone, by the bishop
of St. Andrew's, who had zealously em-

braced his cause. The English were again

chased out of the kingdom, except such

as took shelter in the fortresses that still

remained in their hands ;
and Edward

found that the Scots, twice conquered in

his reign, and often defeated, must yet be

anew subdued.*

DEATH AND CHARACTER. OF THE
KING. 1307.

Not discouraged with these unexpected dif-

ficulties, he sent Aymer de Valence with a

considerable force into Scotland, to check

*The indignation of Edward at receiving this in-

telligence was great. Preparatory to sending Aymer
de Valence earl of Pembroke, against Bruce,

" he

caused proclamation to be made proclaiming that

whosoever, by their paternal succession or otherwise,

had means of their own for service, should repair to

Westminster, at the feast of Pentecost (May 22) to

receive the order of knighthood, and a military orna-

ment out of the king's wardrobe. Hereupon three

hundred young gentlemen, all the sons of earls, ba-

rons, and knights, assembled at the day appointed,
and received purples, sUks, sindons, scarfs, wrought
with gold or silver, according to every man's estate,

for which train, because the king's house was too

little by reason a part of it has been lately burnt,
room is made, the apple trees cut down at the New
Temple for their tents where they attire themselves

and keep their vigil. The prince (whom the king

|also knighted, and gave him the duchy of Acqui-

tain) kept his vigil with his train at Westminster
;

and the next day he girded these three hundred

knights with the military belt in such manner as he
himself had received it. Which done, the king, be-

fore them all, makes a vow, that, alive or dead, he

.'534

the progress of the malcontents
;
and that

nobleman, falling unexpectedly upon Bruce

at Methven in Perthshire, threw his army in-

to such disorder as ended in a total defeat.

Bruce fought with heroic courage ;
was

thrice dismounted in the action, and as

often recovered himself; but was at last

obliged to yield to superior fortune, and

take shelter, with a few followers, in the

western isles. The earl of Athole, Sir Si-

mon Eraser, and Sir Christopher Seton,

who had been taken prisoners, were or-

dered by Edward to be executed as rebels

and traitors. Many other acts of rigour
were exercised by him rf and that prince,

vowing revenge against the whole Scottish

nation, whom he deemed incorrigible, as-

sembled a great army, and was preparing
to enter the frontiers, secure of success,

and determined to make the defenceless

Scots the victims of his severity ; when he

unexpectedly sickened and died near Car-

lisle
; enjoining with his last breath his son

and successor to prosecute the enterprise,

and never to desist till he had finally sub-

dued the kingdom of Scotland, j He ex-

pired in the sixty-ninth year of his age, and

the thirty-fifth of his reign, hated by his

neighbours, but extremely respected and

revered by his own subjects.

The enterprises finished by this prince,

and the projects which he formed, were

more regularly conducted, and more ad

would revenge the death of Cumm)Ti upon Bruce

and the perjured Scots
; adjuring his son and all the

nobles about him, upon their fealty, that if he died in

his journey they should carry his corpse with them
about Scotland, and not suffer it to be interred till

they had vanquished the usurper, and absolutely

brought the country to subjection."
—Baker.—Ed.

f Among them may be mentioned his treatment

of the two brothers of Bruce, Thomas and Alexander

who being captured by Duncan Mac Dowal, a chief

who adhered to Edward, were sent, both severely

wounded, to him at Carlisle. He felt no pity for the

vanquished brave, but ordered them to instant ex-

ecution.—Ed.

J He is said to have made his son swear to have his

body boiled in a cauldron immediately after his death,

till the flesh should forsake the bones, and the latter,

as Baker writes, carried to Scotland to awe the rebels.

If dying, he indulged in this extravagance, it is certain

his A\-ish was not attended to. His tomb at West-

minster, was opened May 2nd, 1 774, by a party of

antiquarians, when his body, though it had rested

there four hundred and six years, was found entire.

—Ed.
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vantageous to the solid interests of his

kinjjcloin, than those which were under-

taken in any reign, either of his ancestors

or his successors. He restored authority
to tlie ijovernmeut, disordered by the weak-

ness of his father
;
he maintained tlie laws

against all the efforts of his turbulent

barons
;
he fully annexed to this crown the

principality of Wales
;
he took many wise

and vigorous measures for reducing Scot-

land
; and, though the equity of this latter

enterprise may reasonably be questioned,
the circumstances of the two kingdoms
promised such certain success, and the ad-

vantage was so visible of uniting the whole

island under one head, that those who give

great indulgence to reasons of state in the

measures of princes, will not regard this

part of his conduct with much severity.

But Edward, however exceptionable his cha-

racter on the head of justice, is the model
of a politic and warlike king. He possessed

industry, penetration, courage, vigilance,
and enterprise ; he was frugal in all ex-

penses that were not necessary ;
he knew

how to open the public treasures on a

proper occasion
;

he punished criminals

with severity ; he was gracious and affable

to his servants and courtiers
; and, being

of a majestic figure, expert in all military

exercises, and in the main well propor-
tioned in his limbs, notwithstanding the

great length and the smallness of his legs,

was as well qualified to captivate the popu-
lace by his exterior appearance as to gain
the approbation of men of sense by his

more solid virtues.

MISCELLANEOUS TRANSACTIONS.

But the cliief advantage which the people
of England reaped, and still continue to

reap, from the reign of this great prince,
was the correction, extension, amendment,

* In his seventeenth year he fined all his judges
for corruption: Sir Ralph de Hengham, chief justice
of the King's Bench, in 7000 marks

;
Sir William

Brompton in 6000 marks, (other judges smaller

sums).
" But Sir Adam Stratton, chief baron of the

Exchequer, in four and tliirty thousand ;
and Thomas

Wayland (found the greatest delinquent and of the

greatest substance) had all his goods and estate con-
fiscated to the king, and himself banished out of the

kingdom."—Baker.—^d.

and establishment, of the laws, which Ed-

ward maintained in great vigour^ and left

much inipro\-ed to posterity : for the acts

of a wise legislator commonly remain, while

the acquisitions of a conqueror often perish
with him. This merit has justly gained to

Edward the appellation of the English
Justinian. Not only the numerous statutes

passed in his reign touch the chief points
of jurisprudence ; and, according to Sir

Edward Coke, tndy deserve the name of

establishments, because they were more

constant, standing, and durable, laws than

any made since
;

but the regular order

maintained in his administration gave an

opportunity to the common law to refine

itself, and brought the judges to a certainty
in their determinations, and the lawyers to

a precision in their pleadings.* Sir Mat-
thew Hale has remarked the sudden im-

provement of English law during this

reign ; and ventures to assert that till his

own time it had never received any con-

siderable increase. Edward settled the

jurisdiction of the several courts ; first

established the office of justice of peace ;

abstained from the practice, too common
before him, of interrupting justice by
mandates from the privy council;! repressed
robberies and disorders ; encouraged trade,

merchants an easy method of

and in short intro-
by ginng
recovering their debts

;

duced a new face of things. As law began
now to be well established, the abuse of

that blessins; began also to be remarked

Instead of their former associations for

robbery and violence, men entered into for

mal combinations to support each other

in law suits
;

and it was found requisite

to check this iniquity by act of parlia-

ment.

There happened in this reign a consider-

able alteration in the execution of the laws.

The king abolished the office of chief jus-

f Edward enacted a law to this purpose ;
but it

is doubtful whether he ever observed it. We are

sure that scarcely any of his successors did. The
multitude of these letters of protection were the

ground of a complaint by the commons in the third

of Edward II. This practice was declared illegal

by the statute of Northampton, passed in the second
of Edward III. but it still continued, like many other

abuses. There are instances of it so late as the

reign of queen Elizabeth.
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The court
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ticiarj^ which he thought possessed too

much power, and was dangerous to the

crown. He completed the division of the

court of exchequer into four distinct courts,

which managed each its several branch,

without dependance on any one magis-
trate ; and, as the lawyers afterwards

invented a method, by means of their

fictions, of carrying business fi'oni one

court to another, the several courts became
rivals and checks to each other

;
a cir-

cumstance which tended much to improve
the practice of the law in England.

But, though Edward appeared thus

His subjects
were com-

pelled to be

just to each
other.

Edward ra
trained

the great
barons.

throughout his whole reign a friend to law

and justice, it cannot be said that he was
an enemy to arbitrary power. The violent

plunder and banishment of the Jews ;
the

putting of the whole clergy at once, and

by an arbitrary edict, out of the protection of

law
; the seizing of all the wool and leather

of the kingdom ; the heightening of the

impositions on the former valuable com-

modity ; the new and illegal commission of

Trailbaston
;

the taking of all the monev
and plate of monasteries and churches,
even before he had any quarrel with the

clergy ; the subjecting of every man pos-
sessed of twenty pounds a year to military
service, though not bound to it by his

tenure ; his visible reluctance to confirm
the Great Charter, as if that concession

had no validity from the deeds of his pre-
decessors ; the captious clause which he
at last annexed to his confirmation

; his

procuring of the pope's dispensation from
the oaths which he had taken to observe
that charter

; and his levying of tallages at

discretion, even after the statute, or rather

charter, by which he had renounced that

pi'erogative ; these are so many demonstra-
tions of his arbitrary disposition. He took
care that his subjects should do justice to

each other
; but he desired always to have

his own hands free in all his transactions,
both with them and mth his neighbours.
The chief obstacle to the execution of

justice in those times was the power of the

great barons ; and Edward was perfectly

qualified, by his abilities, for keeping these

tyrants in sc^ve, and restraining their illegal

practices. This was accordingly the great

object of his attention
; yet was he impru-
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dently led into a measure which tended to

increase their dangerous authority. He
passed a statute which, by allowing them
to entail their estates, made it impracticable
to diminish the property of the great fami

lies, and left them every means of increase

and acquisition.
Edward observed a contrary policy with

regard to the church. He seems to have
been the first Christian prince that passed
a statute of mortmain

;
and prevented by

law the clergy from making new acqui-
sitions of lands, which by the ecclesiastical

canons they were for ever prohibited from

alienating. The opposition between his

maxims, with regard to the nobility and to

the ecclesiastics, leads us to conjecture that

it was only by chance he passed the bene

ficial statute of mortmain
;
and that his

sole object was to maintain the number of

knights' fees, and to prevent the superiors
from being defrauded of the profits of

wardship, marriage, livery, and other emo-
luments arising from the feudal tenures.

This is indeed the reason assigned in the

statute itself. The author of the annals of

Waverly ascribes the act chiefly to the

king's anxiety for maintaining the mihtary
force of the kingdom ;

but adds that he

was mistaken in his purpose ; for that the

Amalekites were overcome more by the

prayers of Moses than by the sword of the

Israelites. The statute mortmain was often

evaded afterwards by the invention of uses.

Edward was active in restraining the

usurpations of the church ; and, excepting
his ardour for crusades, seems to have been

little infected with superstition. But the

passion for crusades was really in that age
the passion for glory. As the pope now felt

himself somewhat more restrained in his

former practice of pillaging the several

churches in Europe, by laying impositions

upon them, he permitted the generals of

particular orders, who resided at Rome, to

levy taxes on the convents subjected to

their jurisdiction ;
and Edward was obliged

to enact a law against this new abuse. It

was also become a practice of the court of

Rome to provide successors to benefices

before they became vacant : Edward found

it necessary to prevent by law this species
of injustice.
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The tribute of one tliousand marks a

year, to whieli l\ing John, m doiiii^ hoiiiaL:;e

to the pope, had subjected the kingdom,
had been pretty regularly ])aid, though the

vassalage was constantly denied
;
and in-

deed, had been but little insisted on. The

payment was called by a new name of
'

census,' not by that of tribute. King
Edward seems to have always paid this

money with great reluctance ; and he suf-

fered the arrears at one time to run on for

six years, at another for eleven. But as

princes in that age stood continually in

need of the pope's good offices, for dispen-
sations of marriage and for other con-

cessions, the court of Rome always found

means, sooner or later, to catch the money.
The levying of first-fruits was a new device,

by which his holiness thrust his fingers

very frequently into the purses of the faith-

ful
, and tlie king seems to have unwarily

given way to it.

In the former reign the taxes had been

partly scutages, partly such a proportional

part of the moveables as was granted by
parliament : in this scutages were entirely

dropped, and the assessment on moveables

was the chief method of taxation. Edward
in his fourth year had a fifteenth granted
him

;
in his fifth year a twelfth

;
in his

eleventh year a thirtieth from the laity,

a twentieth from the clergy ;
in his

eighteenth year a fifteenth ;
in his twenty-

second year a tenth from the laity, a sixth

from London and other corporate towns,
half of their benefices from the clergy ;

in

his twenty-third year an eleventh from the

barons and others, a tenth from the clergy,
a seventh from the burgesses ; in his

twenty-fourth year a twelfth from the

barons and others, an eighth from the bur-

gesses, from the clergA' nothing, because

of the pope's inhibition ;
in his twenty-

fifth year an eighth from the laity, a tenth

from the clergy of Canterbury, a fifth from
those of York

;
in his twenty-ninth year

a fiteenth from the laity, on account of

his confirming the perambulations of the

forests, the clergy granted nothing ;
in his

thirty-third year, first a thirtieth, from the

*
Among his reforms we are told,

" This king, by
proclamation, prohibited the burning of sea coal in

VOL. I. 4 Q

barons and others, and a twentieth from

the buriresscs, then a fifteenth from all

his subjects ; in his thirty-fourth year a

thirtieth from all his subjects for knight-

ing his eldest son.

These taxes were moderate : but the

king had also duties upon exportation and

importation granted him from time to

time : the heaviest were commonly upon
wool. Poundage, or a shilling a pound,
was not regularly granted the kings for

life till the reign of Henry V.
In 1296 tlie famous mercantile society,

called the
' Merchant Adventurers,' had

its origin. It was instituted for the im-

provement of the woollen manufacture,
and the vending of the cloth abroad, par-

ticularly at Antwerp ;
for the English at

this time scarcely thought of any more
distant commerce.

This king granted a charter or declara-

tion of protection and privileges to foreign

merchants, and also ascertained the cus-

toms or duties which those merchants were

to pay on merchandise imported and ex-

ported. He promised them security;
allowed them a jury on trials, consisting
half of natives, half of foreigners ;

and ap-

pointed them a justiciary in London for

their protection. But, notwithstanding
this seeming attention to foreign mer-

chants, Edward did not free them from the

cruel hardship of making one answerable

for the debts, and even for the crimes, of

another that came from the same country.
We read of such practices among the pre-
sent barbarous nations. The king also

imposed on them a duty of two shillings

on each tun of wine imported, over and

above the old duty ;
and forty pence on

each sack of wool exported, besides half a

mark, the former duty.*
In the year 1303 the Exchequer was

robbed, and of no less a sum than one hun-

dred thousand pounds, as is pretended. The
abbot and monks of Westminster were in-

dicted for this robberJ^ but acquitted. It

does not appear that the king ever disco-

vered the criminals ; though his indigna-
tion fell on the society of Lombard mer-

London, to avoid the noisome smoke."—Baker.—
Ed.
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chants, particularly the Frescobaldi, very

opulent Florentmes.

The pope having in 1307 collected much

money in England, the king enjoined the

nuncio not to export in specie, but in bills

of exchange. A proof that commerce was
but ill understood at that time.

Edward had by his first wife, Eleanor

of Castile, four sons ; but Edward, his

heir and successor, was the only one that

survived him. She also bore him eleven

daughters, most of whom died in their in-

fancy. Of the surviving, Joan was mar-
ried first to the earl of Glocester, and after

his death to Ralph de Monthermer
; Mar-

garet espoused John duke of Brabant
;

Elizabeth espoused first John earl of Hol-

land, and afterwards the earl of Hereford
;

Mary was a nun at Ambresbury. He had

by his second wife, Margaret of France,
two sons and a daughter ; Thomas, created

earl of Norfolk and mareschal of England ;

and Edmond, who was created earl of Kent

by his brother when king. The princess
died in her infancy.

CHAPTER XIV.

EDWARD II.

1307—1327.

WEAKNESS OF THE KING HIS PASSION FOR
PIERS GAVASTON—DISCONTENT OF THE
BARONS MURDER OF GAVASTON WAR
WITH SCOTLAND BATTLE OF BANNOCK-
BURN HUGH LE DESPENSER CIVIL

COMMOTIONS EXECUTION OF THE EARL
OF LANCASTER CONSPIRACY AGAINST
THE KING THE KING DETHRONED AND
MURDERED HIS CHARACTER MISCEL-

LANEOUS TRANSACTIONS IN THIS REIGN.

WEAKNESS OF THE KING.

The prepossessions entertained in favour

of young Edward kept the English from

being fully sensible of the extreme loss

which they had sustained by the death of

the great monarch who filled the throne
;

and all hastened with alacrity to take the

oath of allegiance to his successor. This

prince was in the twenty-third year of his
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age, was of an agreeable figure, of a mild

disposition; and, having never discovered a

propensity to any dangerous vice, it was
natural to prognosticate happiness from

his government. But the first act of his

reign shewed him to be totally unqualified
for that perilous situation, in which every

English monarch, during those ages, had,
from the unstable form of the constitution,

and the turbulent dispositions of the peo-

ple derived from it, the misfortune to be

placed. The indefatigable Robert Bruce,

though his army had been dispersed, and
he himself obliged to take shelter in the

western isles, remained not long inactive :

but before the death of the late king had

again collected his followers ; had ap-

peared in the field ; and had obtained by
surprise an important advantage over

Aymer de Valence, who commanded the

English forces. He was now become so

considerable as to have afforded the king
of England sufficient glory in subduing
him, without incurring any danger of see-

ing all those mighty preparations made by
his father fail in the enterprise. But Ed-
ward marched but a little way into Scot-

land
; and, having an utter incapacity and

equal aversion for all application or serious tums from

business, he immediately returned, and| a^^*^'?".'"'

disbanded his army. His grandees per- j

'"'"''s Lis

ceived from this conduct that the autho-
^'

rity of the crown was no longer to be

dreaded, and that every insolence might
be practised by them with impunity.

HIS PASSION FOR PIERS
GAVASTON.

The next measure taken by Edward gave
them an inclination to attack those prero-

gatives which no longer kept them in awe.

There was one Piers Gavaston, son of a

Gascon knight of some distinction, who
had honourably served the late king, and

who, in reward of his merits, had ob-

tained an establishment for his son in the

family of the prince of Wales. This young
man soon insinuated himself into the affec-

tions of his master, by supplying him with

Edward re-

all those innocent though frivolous amuse-

ments which suited his inclinations. He
was endowed with the utmost elegance ofl

Piers Ga-
vaston be-

comes the

king's
favourite.
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shape and person ; was noted for a fine

mien and easy carria^je ; disting;uislicd him-

self in all warlike and genteel exercises
;

. ,and was celebrated for those quick sallies

diating^rsh-'of
wit in wliich his countrymen usually

^^ind* f^'f^^l- Bv 'ili these accomplishments he

gained so entire an ascendant over young
Edward, wliose heart was strongly dis-

posed to friendship, that tlie late king, ap-

prehensive of the consequences, had ba-

nished him the kingdom, and had, before

he died, made his son promise never to

recal him. But no sooner did he find

himself master, than he sent for Gavaston ;

and even before his arrival at court en-

dowed him with the whole earldom of Corn-

wall, which had escheated to the crown by
the death of Edmond, son of Richard king
of the Romans. Not content with con-

ferring on him possessions, which had suf-

ficed as an ajipanage for a prince of the

blood, he loaded him with new honours

and riches
; married him to his own niece,

sister of the earl of Glocester ;
and seemed

to enjoy no pleasure in his royal dignity,
but as it enabled him to exalt this object
of his fond affections.

DISCONTENT OF THE BARONS.

The haughty barons, offended at the su-

periority of a minion, whose birth, though

reputable, they despised, as much inferior

to their own, concealed not their discon-

tent ; and soon found reasons to justify
their animosity in the character and con-

duct of the man they hated. Instead of

disarming envy by the modesty of his be-

hadour, Gavaston displayed his influence

with the utmost ostentation
;
and deemed

~n~'*""'"»o circumstance of his good fortune so

agreeable as its enabling him to eclipse
and mortify all his rivals. He was vain-

glorious, profuse, rapacious ; giddy with

prosperity ; and, as he imagined that his

fortune was now as strongly rooted in the

kingdom as his ascendant was uncontrolled

Gavaston

proToksa
the barons

*
Isabella, the princess Edward married, was ce-

lebrated as one of the greatest beauties of her time.

Though, when in prison, at the close of his reign, he
is said to have lamented her absence more than his

other misfortunes, he seems to have manifested little

fondness for her in his younger days. The English

over the weak monarch, he was negligent
in engaging partisans. At all tournaments
he took delight in foiling the English no-

bility by his sui)crior address : in eveiy
conversation he made them the object of

his raillery : every day his enemies multi-

plied ; and nought was wanting but time
to cement their union, and to render it

fatal both to him and to his master. •

It behoved the king to take a journey
to France, both in order to do homage for

the duchy of Guienne, and to espouse the

jirincess Isabella, to whom he had long
been affianced, though accidents had hi^

therto retarded the completion of the mar-

riage.* Edward left Gavaston guardian
of the realm, with more ample powers than
had usually been conferred

; and, on his

return with his young queen, renewed all

the proofs of that fond attachment to the

favourite of which every one so loudly

complained. This princess was of an im-

perious and intriguing spirit ; and, finding
that her husband's capacity required, as

his temper inclined, him to be governed,
she thought herself best entitled to per-
form the office

;
and she contracted a

mortal hatred against the person who had

disappointed her in these expectations
She was well pleased, therefore, to see a

combination of the nobilitv a2;ainst Gavas-

ton ; who, sensible of her hatred, had wan

tonly provoked her by new insults and

injuries.
Thomas earl of Lancaster, cousin-ger-

man totheking,and first prince of the blood,

was by far the most opulent and powerful

subject in England ;
and possessed in his

own right, and soon after in that of his

wife, heiress of the family of Lincoln, no

less than six earldoms, with a proportion
able estate in land, attended with all the

jurisdictions and power which commonly
in that age were annexed to landed pro

perty. He was turbulent and factious ;

mortally hated the favourite
;
and he soon

became the head of that party among the

lie indulges
in raillery.

Tlic king is

married.

Tlie queen
favours the

[

enpniies of

Gavaston.

nobles were disgusted, on his arrival from France

with his bride, to mark the cold indifference with

which he regarded the blooming Isabella, while he

hugged and kissed Gavaston with extravagant eX'

pressions of affection.—Ed.
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barons who desired the depression of this

insolent stranger. The confederated nobles

bound themselves by oath to expel Gavas-

ton
;
both sides began to put themselves

in a warlike posture ;
the licentiousness of

the age broke out in robberies and other

disorders, the usual prelude of civil war ;

and the royal authority, despised in the

king's own hands, and hated in those of

Gavaston, became insufficient for the main-

tenance of peace in the kingdom. A par-
liament being summoned at Westminster,
Lancaster and his party came thither with

an armed retinue, and were there enabled

to impose their own terms on the sove-

reign. They required the banishment of

Gavaston
; imposed an oath on him never

to return ; and engaged the bishops, who
never failed to interpose in all civil con-

cerns, to pronounce him excommunicated
if he remained any longer in the kingdom.
Edward was obliged to submit ; but even

in his compliance gave proofs of his fond

attachment to his favourite. Instead of

removing all umbrage by sending him to

his own country, as was expected, he ap-

pointed him lord-lieutenant of Ireland,

attended him to Bristol on his journey
thither, and before his departure conferred

on him new lands and riches both in Gas-

cony and England. Gavaston, who did

not want bravery, and possessed talents for

war, acted during his government with

vigour against some Irish rebels, whom he

subdued.

Meanwhile the king, less shocked with

the illegal violence which had been im-

posed upon him than unhappy in the ab-

sence of his minion, employed every ex-

pedient to soften the opposition of the

barons to his return. The high office of

hereditary steward was conferi'ed on Lan-
caster

; his father-in-law, the earl of Lin-

coln, was bought off by other concessions ;

earl Warrenne was also mollified by civiU-

ties, grants, or promises ;
the insolence of

Gavaston was less the object of general

indignation; and Edward, deeming matters

sufficiently prepared, applied to the court
of Rome, and obtained for Gavaston a dis-

pensation from that oath which the barons
had compelled him to take, that he would
for ever abjure the realm. He went down
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to Chester to receive him on his first land-

ing from Ireland
;
flew into his arms with

transports of joy ; and, having obtained

the formal consent of the barons in parlia-

ment to his re-establishment, set no longer

any bounds to his extravagant fondness

and affection. Gavaston himself, forgetting
his past misfortunes, and blind to their

causes, resumed the same ostentation and

insolence
;
and became more than ever the

object of general detestation among the

nobility.
The barons first discovered their ani-

mosity by absenting themselves from par-
liament

; and, finding that this had not

been successful, they began to think of

employing sharper and more effectual re-

medies. Though there had scarcely been

any national ground of complaint, except
some dissipation of the public treasure

;

though all the acts of mal-administration,

objected to the king and his favourite,

seemed of a nature more proper to excite

heart-burnings in a ball or assembly than

commotions in a great kingdom ; yet the

barons were determined, and were able, to

make them the reasons of a total altera-

tion in the constitution and civil govern-
ment. Having come to parliament, in

defiance of the laws and the king's prohi-
bition, with a numerous retinue of armed

followers, they found themselves entirely
masters ;

and they presented a petition,
which was equivalent to a command, re-

quiring Edward to devolve on a chosen

junto the whole authority, both of the

crown and of the parliament. The king
was obliged to sign a commission, empow-
ering the prelates and barons to elect

twelve persons, who should, till the term

of Michaelmas in the year following, have

authority to enact ordinances for the go-
vernment of the kingdom and regulation
of the king's household

; consenting that

these ordinances should thenceforth and

for ever have the force of laws
; allowing

the ordainers to form associations for their

strict observance ;
and all this for the

greater glory of God, the security of the

church, and the honour and advantage of

the king and kingdom. The barons in

return signed a declaration, in which they

acknowledged that they owed these con-
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cessions merely to the kinj^'s free ijriice ;

promised that this commission should

never be drawn into precedent ;
and en-

gaged that the power of the ordaincrs

should expire at the time ap])ointed.
The chosen junto accordingly framed

their ordinances, and presented them to

the king and parliament for their confirma-

tion in the ensuing year. Some of these

ordinances were laudable, and tended to

the regular execution of justice : such as

tliosc requiring sheriffs to be meii of pro-

perty ; abolishing the practice of issuing

privy seals lor the suspension of justice ;

restraining tlie practice of purveyance ;

prohibiting the adulteration and alteration

of the coin ; excluding foreigners from the

farms of the revenue
; ordering all pay-

ments to be regularly paid into the ex-

chequer ; revoking all late grants of the

crown, and giving the parties damages in

the case of vexatious prosecutions. But
what chiefly grieved the king was the ordi-

inancc for the removal of evil counsellors,

by which a great number of persons were

by name excluded from every office ;
and

Piers Gavaston himself was for ever ban-

ished, under the penalty of being declared

a public enemy. Other persons, more
substituted

And it was ordained

rnlimitftl
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ajrreeable to the barons, were

in all the offices,

that for the future all the considerable dig-
nities in the household, as well as in the

law, revenue, and military governments,
should be appointed by the baronage in

parliament ;
and the power of making war,

or assembling his military tenants, should

no longer be invested solely in the king,
nor be exercised without the consent of the

nobility.

Edward, from the same weakness both

in his temper and situation, which had en-

i^aged him to grant this unlimited com-
mission to the barons, was led to give a

parliamentaiy sanction to their ordinances :

but he secretly made a protest against

them, and declared that, since the com-
mission was granted only for the making
of ordinances to the advantage of king and

kingdom, such articles as should be found

prejudicial to both were to be held as not

ratified and confirmed. It is no wonder,

indeed, that he retained a firm purpose to
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revoke ordinances which had been imposed

by violence, wliich entirely annihilated the

royal authority, and, above all, which de-

prived him of the company and society of

a person whom, by an unusual infatuation,

he valued above all the world, and above

every consideration of interest or tran-

(luillity.

MURDER OF GAVASTON. 1312.

As soon, therefore, as Edward, removing
to York, had freed himself from the imme-
diate terror of the barons' power, he invited

back Gavaston from Flanders, which that

favourite had made the jilace of his retreat ;

and, declaring his banishment to be illegal,

openly re-instated him. The barons, highly

provoked, and apprehensive of danger from

the declared animosity of so powerful a

minion, saw that either his or their ruin was
now inevitable ; and they renewed with re-

doubled zeal their former confederacy. The
earl of Lancaster was a dangerous head of

this alliance; Guy earl of Warwick entered

into it with precipitate passion ; Himiphrey
Bohun earl of Hereford, the constable, and

Aymer de Valence earl of Pembroke,

brought to it a great accession of power
and interest

;
even earl Warrenne deserted

the royal cause, and was induced to em-
brace the side of the confederates

; and,

as Robert de Winchelsey, archbishop of

Canterbury, professed himself of the same

party, he determined the body of the clergy,
and consequently the people, to declare

a2;ainst the king and his minion. So

predominant was the power of the great

nobilitv, that the combination of a few was

able to shake the throne
; and such an

universal concmTence became irresistible.

The earl of Lancaster suddenly raised an

army, and marched to York, where he

found the king already removed to New-
castle. He flew thither in pursuit of him

;

and Edward had just time to escape to

Tinmouth, where he embarked, and sailed

with Gavaston to Scarborough. He left

his favourite in that fortress, which, had it

been properly supplied with provisions, was

deemed impregnable ;
and he marched

forward to York, in hopes of raising an

army to support him against his enemies.
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Pembroke was sent by tbe confederates to

besiege the castle of Scarborough ;
and

Gavaston was obliged to capitulate, and to

surrender himself prisoner. He stipulated

that he should remain in Pembroke's hands

for two months ;
that endeavours should

be mutually used for a general accommo-
dation ; that, if the terms proposed by the

barons were not accepted, the castle

should be restored to him in the same con-

dition as when he surrendered it
;
and that

the earl of Pembroke and Henry Piercy

should, by contract, pledge all their lands

for the fulfiUing of these conditions. Pem-

broke, now master of the person of this

public enemy, conducted him to the castle

of Dedington, near Banbury ; where, on

pretence of other business, he left him,

protected by a feeble guard. Warwick,

probably in concert with Pembroke, at-

tacked the castle
; the garrison refused to

make any resistance
;
Gavaston was yielded

up to him, and conducted to Warwick
castle

;
the earls of Lancaster, Hereford,

and Arundel, immediately repaired thither
;

and, without any regard either to the laws

or the military capitulation, they ordered

the head of the obnoxious favourite to be

struck off by the hands of the executioner.*

The king had retired northward to Ber-

wick when he heard of Gavaston's murder;
and his resentment was proportioned to the

affection he had ever born him while living.

He threatened vengeance on all the nobility
who had been active in that bloody scene,

and he made preparations for war. But,

being less constant in his enmities than in

his friendships, he soon hearkened to terms

of accommodation ; granted the barons a

pardon of all offences ; and, as they stipu-
lated to ask him publicly pardon on their

knees, he was so pleased with these vain

appearances of submission, that he seemed
to have sincerely forgiven past injuries.

But, as they still pretended a great anxiety
for the maintenance of law, and required

* Gavaston had been accustomed to indulge in the

idle practice of giving nicknames to the nobles.

Pembroke, to whom hennw surrendered, he had called
"
Joseph the Jew." The earl of Warwick he styled" The Black Dog of Ardenne

;

" and this noble per-
son, highly incensed at the freedom, swore to avenge
it. A brief council was held in the castle hall, at
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the establishment of their former ordinances

as a necessary security for that purpose,
Edward told them that he was willing to

grant them a free and legal confirmation

of such of these ordinances as were not

entirely derogatory to the prerogative of

the crown. This answer was received, for

the present, as satisfactory. The king's

person, after the death of Gavaston, was
now become less obnoxious to the public
The minds of all men seemed to be much

appeased ; and England, now united, would
henceforth be able, it was hoped, to take

vengeance on all its enemies, particularly
on the Scots, whose progress was the object
of general resentment and indignation.

WAR WITH SCOTLAND.

Immediately after Edward's retreat from

Scotland, Robert Bruce left his fastnesses

and, supplying his defect of strength by su-

perior vigour and abilities, he made deep

impression on all his enemies, foreign and
domestic. He chased lord Aigyle, and the

chieftain of the Macdowals from their hills,

and made hinaself entirely master of the

high country ;
he thence invaded, with

success, the Cummins in the low countries

of the north ; he took the castles of Inver-

ness, Forfar, and Brechin. He daily gained
some new accession of territory ; and daily
reconciled the minds of the nobility to his

dominion, and inlisted every bold leader,

whom he enriched by the spoils of his

enemies. Sir James Douglas, in whom
commenced the greatness and renown of

that warlike family, seconded him in all his

enterprises ;
Edward Bruce, Robert's bro

ther, distinguished himself by acts of

valour ;
the Scots began to entertain

hopes of recovering their independence ;

and the whole kingdom, except a few

fortresses, which he had not the means to

attack, had acknowledged the authority of

Robert.

which "Warwick assisted. He meanly humbled him-
self before those whom he had previously treated

with the most insufferable insolence ; but he did so in

vain. His stern judges condemned him to die; and
he was taken a short distance from the castle, to a

place called Blacklow Hill, where they put an end
to his life by severing his head from his body.
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In this situation Edward had found it

necessary to grant a truce to Scotland
; and

Robert successfully employed the interval

in consolidating his power, and introducing
order. The inten'al was short

; the truce,

ill observed on both sides, was at last

openly A-iolated, and war recommenced
with greater fury tlian ever. Robert, not

content with defending himself, had made
successful inroads into England, subsisted

his needy followers by plunder, and taught
them to despise the militar\' genius of a

people who had long been the object of

their terror. Edward, at last roused from

his lethargy, had marched an army into

Scotland ; and Robert, determined not to

risk too much against an enemy so much

superior, retired again into the mountains.

The king advanced beyond Edinburgh ;

but, being destitute of provisions, and being
ill supported by the English nobility, who
were then employed in framing their ordi-

nances, he was soon obhged to retreat,

without gaining any advantage. But the

union of all the parties in England, after

the death of Gavaston, seemed to restore

that kingdom to its native force, opened
again the prospect of reducing Scotland,
and promised a happy conclusion to a war
in which both the interests and passions of

the nation were so deeply engaged.
Edward assembled forces, with a \-iew

of finishing, at one blow, this important

enterprise. He summoned the most war-

like of his vassals from Gascony ; he

inlisted troops from Flanders, and other

foreign countries ;
he invited over great

numbers of the disorderly Irish as to a

certain prey ;
he joined to them a body

of the Welsh ; and, assenjbling the whole

military force of England, he inarched to

the frontiers with an army which, accord-

ing to the Scotch writers, amounted to a

hundred thousand men.

The army collected by Robert exceeded

not thirty thousand combatants ; but,

being composed of men who had distin-

guished themselves by many acts of valour,

who were rendered desperate by their

situation, and who w^ere inured to all the

varieties of fortune, they might justly,

under such a leader, be deemed formidable

to the most numerous armies. The castle

of Stirling, which, with Berwick, was the

only fortress in Scotland that remained in

the hands of the English, had long been

besieged by Edward Bruce. Philip de

Mowbray, the governor, after an obstinate

defence, was at last obliged to capitulate,
and to promise that, if before a certain

day, which was now approaching, he were
not relieved, he should open his gates to

the enemy. Robert, therelbre, sensible

that here was the ground on which he
must expect the English, chose the field

of battle with all the skill and prudence
imaginable, and made the necessary prepa
rations for their reception. He posted
himself at Bannockburn, about two miles

from Stirling ;
where he had a hill on hii

right flank, and a morass on his left

And, not content with having taken these

precautions to prevent his being surrounded

by the more numerous army of the Eng
lish, he foresaw the superior strength of

the enemy in cavalry, and made provision

against it. Having a rivulet in front, he
commanded deep pits to be dug along its

banks, and sharp stakes to be planted in

them
;

and he ordered the whole to be

carefully covered over with turf. The

English arrived in sight on the evening,
and a bloody conflict immediately ensued

between two bodies of cavalry ; where

Robert, who was at the head of the Scots,

engaged in single combat with Henry de

Bohun, a gentleman of the family of Here-

ford, and at one stroke cleft his adversary
to the chin with a battle-axe, in sisjht of

the two armies. The English horse fled

with precipitation to their main body.

Stirlinj:;

ca.slie is

besieged.

Bruce
awaits Ed-
ward's

Homing at

liannock-
buru.

BATTLE OF BANNOCKBURN.
1314.

The Scots, encouraged by this favourable

event, and glorying in the valour of their

prince, prognosticated a happy issue to

the combat on the ensuing day ; the Eng-
lish, confident in their numbers, and elated

with former successes, longed for an oppor-

tunity of revenge ;
and the night, tliough

extremely short in that season and in that

climate, appeared tedious to the several

combatants. Early in the morning on

the twenty-fifth of June Edward drew out
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his armj% and advanced towards the Scots.

The earl of Glocester, his nephew, who
commanded the left wing of the cavalry,

impelled by the ardour of youth, rushed

on to the attack without precaution, and

fell among the covered pits, which had

been prepared by Bruce for the reception
of the enemy- This body of horse was
disordered ; Glocester himself was over-

thrown and slain ; Sir James Douglas,
who commanded the Scottish cavalry, gave
the enemy no leisure to rally, but pushed
them oif the field with considerable loss,

and pursued them in sight of their whole

line of infantry. While the English army
were alarmed with this unfortunate begin-

ning of the action, they observed an army
on the heights towards the left, which

seemed to be marching leisurely in order

to surround them
;
and they were distracted

by their multiplied fears. This was a

number of waggoners and sumpter-boys,
whom Robert had collected ; and, having

supplied them with military standards,

gave them the appearance, at a distance,

of a formidable body. The stratagem took

effect ;
a panic seized the English ; they

threw down their arms, and fled. They
were pursued with great slaughter for the

space of ninety miles, till they reached

Berwick : and the Scots, besides an inesti-

mable booty, took many persons of quality

prisoners, and above four hundred gentle-

men, whom Robert treated with great

humanity, and whose ransom was a new
accession of wealth to the victorious army.
The king himself narrowly escaped, by
taking shelter in Dunbar, whose gates were

opened to him by the earl of March
; and

he thence passed by sea to Berwick.

Such w^as the great and decisive battle

of Bannockburn, which secured the inde-

pendence of Scotland
;
fixed Bruce on the

throne
;
and may be deemed the greatest

overthrow that the English nation, since

the conquest, has ever received. The
number of slain on those occasions is

commonly much magnified by the victors :

but this defeat made a deep impression on
the minds of the English ;

and it was re-

marked that, for some years, no superiority
of numbers could encourage them to keep
the field against the Scots. Robert, in

Mi

order to avail himself of his present suc-

cess, entered England, and ravaged all the

northern counties without opposition. He
besieged Carlisle; but that place was saved

by the valour of Sir Andrew Harcla, the

governor. He was more successful against
Berwick, wdiich he took by assault. And
this prince, elated by his continued pros-

perity, now entertained hopes of making
the most important conquests. He sent

over his brother Edward, with an army of

six thousand men, into Ireland
; and that

nobleman assumed the title of king of that

island : he himself followed with more
numerous forces. The horrible and ab-

surd oppressions, which the Irish suffered

under the English government, made them
at first fly to the standard of the Scots,
whom they regarded as their deliverers :

but a grievous famine, which at that time

desolated both Ireland and Britain, reduced
the Scottish army to the greatest extre-

mities ; and Robert was obliged to return,
with his forces much diminished. His

brother, after having experienced a variety
of fortune, w'as defeated and slain near

Dundalk by the English, commanded by
lord Bermingham.

Edward, besides suffering from the inva-

sion of the Scots, and the insurrection of

the Irish, was also infested with a rebel

lion in Wales ; and, above all, by the

factions of his own nobility. Lancaster,

and the barons of his party, who had

decUned attending him on his Scottish

expedition, no sooner saw him return with

disgrace than they insisted on the renewal

of their ordinances, which they still pre-
tended had validity ; and the king's un-

happy situation obliged him to submit.

The ministry was new modelled by the

direction of Lancaster. That prince was

placed at the head of the council ;
it was

declared that all the offices should be

filled, from time to time, by the votes of

parliament, or rather by the will of the

great barons
;
and the nation, under this

new model of government, endeavoured

to put itself in a better posture of defence

against the Scots. But the factious nobles

were far from being terrified with the

progress of these public enemies :

they|
founded the hopes of their own futurei
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irrandeur on the weakness and distresses

ot' the crown. Lancaster himself was

siispt'cted, witli great appearance of rea-

son, of hohling a secret correspondence
with the king of Scots : and, though he

was intrusted with the command of the

EngHsh armies, lie took care that every

enterprise should be disappointed, and

every plan of operations prove unsuc-

cessful.

All the European kingdoms were at this

time Tinaccjuainted with the ofhce of a

prime minister, so well understood at

present ;
and the people could form no

conception of a man, who, though still in

the rank of a subject, possessed all the

power of a sovereign, eased the prince of

the burden of affairs, supplied his want of

experience or cajiacity, and maintained all

the rights of the crown, without degrading
the greatest nobles by their submission to

his temporary authority. Edward was

plainly, by nature, unlit to hold himself

the reins of government. He was un-

happv in a total incapacity for serious

business
;

he was insensible of his own

defects, and necessarily sought to be go-
verned : vet every favourite whom he

successivelv chose was regarded as a fellow

subject exalted above his rank and station;

he was the object of envy to the great

nobilitv ;
his character and conduct were

decried with the people ;
his authority

over the king and kingdom was considered

as an usurpation ; and, unless the prince
had embraced the dangerous expedient of

devolving his power on the earl of Lan-

caster, or some mighty baron, whose family
interest was so extensive as to be able

alone to maintain his influence, he could

expect no peace upon the throne.

HUGH LE DESPENSER. 1315.

The king's chief favourite, after the death

of Gavaston, was Hugh le Despenser, or

Spenser, a young man of English birth,

of high rank, and of a noble family. He

possessed all the exterior accomplishments
of person and address which were fitted

to engage the weak mind of Edward ; but

was destitute of that prudence which might
have qualified him to mitigate the envy of
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the great, and conduct him through all

the perils of that dangerous station to

which he was advanced. His father, who
was of the same name, and who, by means
of his son, had also attained great influence

over the king, was a nobleman venerable

from his years, respected for wisdom, valour,
and integrity, and well fitted by his talents

and cxjicricncc, could affairs have admitted
of any temperament, to have supplied the

defects both of the king and of his minion.
But no soonei- was Edward's attachment
declared for young Spenser than tiie tur-

bulent Lancaster, and most of the great
barons, made him the object of their

animosity, and formed violent plans for

his ruin. They first declared their discon-

tent by withdrawing from parliament ;
and

it was not long ere they i'ound a pretence
for proceeding to greater extremities

against him.

CIVIL COMMOTIONS. 1321.

The king, who set no limits to his bounty
towards his minions, had married the

younger Spenser to his niece, one of the

coheirs of the earl of Glocester, slain at

Bannockburn. The favourite, by his suc-

cession to that opulent family, had inherited

great possessions in the marches of Wales
;

and, being desirous of extending his influ-

ence in those quarters, he is accused of

having committed injustice on the barons
of Audley and Ammori, who had also

married two sisters of the same family.
There was likewise a baron in that neigh-
bourhood called William de Braouse, lord

of Gower, who had made a settlement of

his estate on John de Mowbray his son-in-

law ; and, in case of failure of that noble-

man and his issue, had substituted the

earl of Hereford in the succession to the

barony of Gower. Mowbray, on the

decease of his father-in-law, entered in

possession of the estate, without the

formality of faking livery and seizin from
the crown: but Spenser, who coveted that

barony, persuaded the king to put in

execution the rigour of the feudal law, to

the crown.
This trans-

action, which was the proper subject of a
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law suit, immediately excited a civil war.

The earls of Lancaster and Hereford flew

to arms : Audley and Ammori joined them
with all their forces : the two Rogers de

Mortimer and Roger de Clifford, with

many others, disgusted, for private reasons,

at the Spensers, brought a considerable

accession to the party : and, their army
being now formidable, they sent a message
to the king, requiring him immediatelj^ to

dismiss or confine the younger Spenser ;

and menacing him, in case of refusal,

with renouncing their allegiance to him,
and taking revenge on that minister by
their otvn authority. They scarcely waited

for an answer
;
but fell upon the lands of

young Spenser, which they pillaged and

destroyed ; murdered his servants, drove

off his cattle, and burned his houses.

They proceeded to commit like devasta-

tions on the estates of Spenser the father,

whose character they had hitherto seemed
to respect. And, having drawn and signed

formal association among themselves,

they marched to London with all their

forces, stationed themselves in the neigh-
bourhood of that city, and demanded the

banishment of both the Spensers. These

noblemen were then absent ;
the father

abroad, the son at sea
;
and both of them

emploj-ed in different commissions : the

king, therefore, replied that his coro-

nation oath, by which he was bound to

observe the laws, restrained him from

giving his assent to so illegal a demand,
or condemning noblemen who were accused

of no crime, nor had any opportunity of

making answer. Equity and reason were

but a feeble opposition to men who had

arms in their hands, and who saw no

safety but in success and factory. They
entered London with their troops ; and,

giving in to the parliament, which was

then sitting, a charge against the Spensers,
of which they attempted not to prove one

article, they procured, by menaces and

violence, a sentence of attainder and per-

petual exile against these ministers. This

was voted by the lay baions alone : for the

commons, though now an estate in parlia-

ment, were yet of so little consideration,

that their assent was not demanded ; and

even the votes of the prelates were neg-
346

lected amidst the present disorders. The

only symptom which these turbulent

barons gave of their regard to law was
their requiring from the king an indemnitv
for their illegal proceedings ; after which

they disbanded their army, and separated,
in security as they imagined, to their

several castles.

This act of Aaolence, in which the king
was obliged to acqu'csce, rendered his

authority so contemptible, that every one

thought himself entitled to treat him with

neglect. The queen, having occasion soon
after to pass by the castle of Leeds in

Kent, which belonged to the lord Badles-

mere, desired a night's lodging, but was
refused admittance

;
and some of her at-

tendants, who presented themselves at the

gate, were killed. The insult upon this

princess, who had always endeavoured to

live on good terms with the barons, and
who joined them heartily in their hatred

of the young Spenser, was an action which

nobody attempted to justify ; and the king
thought that he might, without giving ge-
neral umbrage, assemble an army, and
take vengeance on the offender. No one
came to the assistance of Badlesmere

; and
Edward prevailed. But, having now some
forces on foot, and having concerted mea-
sures with his friends, he ventured to take

off the mask, to attack all his enemies, and
to recal the two Spensers ; whose sentence

he declared illegal, unjust, contrary to the

tenor of the Great Charter, passed without
the assent of the prelates, and extorted by
Naolence from him and the estate of barons.

Still the commons were not mentioned by
either party.
The king had now got the start of the

barons ; an advantage which was com
monly decisive ;

and he hastened to the

marches of Wales, the chief seat of the

power of his enemies, whom he found

totally unprepared for resistance. Many
of the barons endeavoured to appease him

by submission ;
their castles were seized,

and their persons committed to custody.
But Lancaster, to prevent the total ruin

of his party, summoned together his vas

sals and retainers
;

declared his alliance

with Scotland, which had long been sus

pected ;
received the promise of a rein
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forcement, from that country, under the

command of Randolph earl of Murray and

Sir James Douirlas ; and, being joined by
the earl of Hereford, advanced with all his

forces against the king, who had collected

an army of thirty thousand men, and was

superior to his enemies. Lancaster i)osted

himself at Burton upon Trent, and endea-

voured to defend the passages of the river;

but, being disappointed in that plan of

operations, this prince, who had no mili-

tary genius, and whose personal courage
was even suspected, fled with his army to

the north, in expectation of being there

joined by his Scottish allies. He was pur-
sued bv the king; and his army diminished

daily, till he came to Boroughbridge, where

he found Sir Andrew Harcla posted with

some forces on the opposite side of the

river, and ready to dispute the passage
with him. He was repulsed in an attempt
which he made to force his way ;

the earl

of Hereford was killed ; the whole army
of the rebels were disconcerted ;

Lancaster

himself was seized without resistance by
Harcla, and conducted to the king.

EXECUTION OF LANCASTER. 1322.

In those violent times, the laws were so

much neglected on both sides that, even

where they might without any sensible in-

convenience have been observed, the con-

querors deemed it unnecessary to pay any
ircaster is

'regard to them. Lancaster, who was taken

diL!"° in arms against his sovereign, instead of

being tried by the laws of his country,
which pronounced the sentence of death

against him, was condemned by a court-

martial, and led to execution. Edward
here indulged his revenge, and employed

against the prisoner the same indignities

which had been exercised, by his orders,

against Gavaston. He was clothed in a

M^ih meal attire, placed on a lean jade without
' ' ""«''- a bridle, a hood was put on his head ; and

in this posture, attended by the acclama-

tions of the people, this prince was con-

ducted to an eminence near Pomfret, one

of his own castles, and there beheaded.

Thus perished Thomas earl of Lancaster,

prince of the blood, and one of the most

potent barons that had ever been in

England. His public conduct sufficiently

discovers the violence of his character ;
his

private deportment appears not to have

been more innocent ;
and his hypocritical

devotion, by which he gained the favour of

the monks and populace, will rather be

regarded as an aggravation than an allevi-

ation of his guilt. Badlesmere, Gitfard,

Barret, Cheney, Fleming, and about

eighteen of the most notorious ofl'enders,

were condemned by a legal trial, and were

executed. Many were thrown into prison :

others made their escape beyond sea : some

of the king's servants were rewarded from

forfeitures : Harcla received for his services

the earldom of Carlisle, and a large estate;

which he soon after forfeited with his life,

tor a treasonable correspondence with the

king of Scotland. But the greater part of

those vast escheats was seized by young
Spenser, whose rapacity was insatiable.

IVIany of the barons of the king's party
were disgusted with this partial division

;

the env)' against Spenser rose higher than

ever; the usual insolence of his temper,
inflamed by success, impelled him to com-

mit many acts of violence ; the people, i

who always hated him, made him still

more the object of aversion ;
all the rela-

tions of the attainted barons and gentlemen

secretly vowed revenge ; and, though

tranquillity was, in appearance, restored,

the general contempt of the king, and

odium against Spenser, bred dangerous

humours, the source of future convulsions.

In this situation no success could be

expected from foreign wars ;
and Edward,

after making one more fruitless attempt

against Scotland, whence he retreated with

dishonour, found it necessary to terminate

hostilities with that kingdom by a truce of

thirteen years. Robert, though his title to the

crown was not acknowledged in the treaty,

was satisfied with ensuring his possession of

it during so long a time. He had repelled

all the attacks of England ,
he had carried

war both into that kingdom and into Ire-

land ;
be had rejected the pope's autho-

rity, who pretended to obHge him to make

peace with his enemies ;
his throne was

tirmly established ; yet there naturally re-

mained some inquietude on liis mind, while

at war with a state which, however at
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present disordered by faction, was an over-

match for him, both in riches, and in num-
bers of people. And this truce was the more
seasonable for England, because the nation

was at that juncture threatened with hosti-

lities from France.

Philip the Fair, king of France, who died

in 1315, had left the crown to his son

Lewis Hutin
; who, after a short reign,

dying without male issue, was succeeded

by Philip the Long, his brother
;
whose

death soon after made way for Charles the

Fair, the youngest brother of that tamily.
This monarch had some grounds of com-

plaint against the king's ministers in

Guienne
; and, as there was no common or

equitable judge in that strange species of

sovereignty established by the feudal law,

he seemed desirous to take advantage of Ed-
ward's weakness, and, under that pretence,
to confiscate all his foreign dominions.

After an embassy by the earl of Kent, the

king's brother, had been tried in vain,

queen Isabella obtained permission to go
over to Paris, and endeavour to adjust, in

an amicable manner, the difference with

her brother. But while she was makins;
some progress in this negociation, Charles

started a new pretension, (the justness of

which could not be disputed) that Edward
himself should appear in this court, and do

)mage for the fees which he held in

France. But there occurred many diffi-

culties in complying with this demand.

Young Spenser, by whom the king was

implicitly governed, had unavoidably been

engaged in many quarrels with the queen,
who aspired to the same influence

; and,

though that artful princess, on her leaving

England, had dissembled her animosity,

Spenser was unwilling to attend his master
to Paris, and appear in a court where her

credit might expose him to insults, if not

danger.* He hesitated no less on allowing
the king to make the journey alone : both

fearing lest that easy prince should in

his absence fall under other influence
;
and

forseeiiig the perils to which be himself

should be exposed, if without the protec-

* Isabella's main object unquestionably was to

make her brother acquainted with her grievances.
She complained that the Spensers had caused the

Tting wholly to withdraw his affections from her. To
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tion of royal authority, he remained in

England. While these doubts occasioned

delays and difficulties, Isabella proposed
that Edward should resign the dominion of

Guienne to his son, now thirteen years of

age ; and that the prince should come to'

Paris, and do the homage which every j resi^jrns"^

vassal owed

expedient

to

was
his superior
immediatelv

lord. This ^'"^"^^irnuce Ed-

embraced ; !

>> ard who

young Edward was sent to Paris; and the age for it™'

ruin covered under this fatal snare was

never perceived or suspected by any of the

English council.

CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE KING-
1325.

The queen, on her arrival in France, had

there found a great number of English fugi-

tives, the remains of the Lancastrian fac-

tion
;
and their common hatred of Spenser

soon begat a secret friendship and corres-

pondence between them and that princess.

Among the rest was young Roger Morti-

mer, a potent baron in the Welsh marches,
who had been obliged, with others, to make
his submissions to the king ;

had been

condemned for high treason ; but, having
received a pardon for his life, was after-

wards detained in the Tower, with an in-

tention of rendering his confinement per-

petual. He was so fortunate as to make
his escape into France

;
and being one of

the most considerable persons now remain-

ing of the party, as well as distinguished

by his violent animosity against Spen-
ser, he was easily permitted to pay his

court .to Isabella. The graces of his per-
son advanced him quickly in her alfec-

tions ;
he became her counsellor in all

her measures
;
and engaged her to sacrifice

at last to her passion all the sentiments of

honour and of fidehty to her husband.

Hating now the man whom she had injured,

and whom she had never valued, she en

tered ardently into all Mortimer's con-

spiracies ; and, having artfully gotten into

her hands the young prince and heir of the

monarchy, she resolved on the utter ruin of

the king, as well as of his favourite. She

them she imputed the foulest guilt that can be im-

agined by man ;
and among other things that they

had conspired against her life and that of her son.—
Ed.
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[engaged her brother to take part in the same !

criminal purpose ; her court was daily filled
j

r™- with the exiled barons ;
Mortimer lived in

the most declared intimacy with her
;

a

correspondence was secretly carried on

with the malcontent party in England ;

and, when Edward, informed of those

alarming circumstances, required her

speedily to return with the prince, she

publicly replied that she would never set

loot in the kingdom till Spenser was for

the removal gypp removcd froui liis presence and coun-

cils. A declaration which procured her

reat popularity in England, and threw a

decent veil over all her treasonable enter-

prises.
Edward endeavoured to put himself in

a posture of defence ; but, besides the

difficulties arising from his own indo-

lence and slender abilities, it was not easy
for him to maintain a constant force ready
to repel an invasion, which he knew not at

what time or place he had reason to ex-

pect. All his efibrts were unequal to the

traitorous and hostile conspiracies which,
both at home and abroad, were forming

against his authority, and which were daily

penetrating farther even into his own

family. His brother, the earl of Kent, a

virtuous but weak prince, who was then at

Paris, was engaged by his sister-in-law,

and by the king of France, who was also

his cousin-german, to give countenance to

the invasion ; whose sole object, he be-

lieved, was the expulsion of the Spensers.
He prevailed on his elder brother, the earl

of Norfolk, to enter secretly into the same

design. The earl of Leicester, brother and

heir of the earl of Lancaster, had too many
reasons for his hatred of these ministers to

refuse his concurrence. \Yalter de Reynel,

archbishop of Canterbury, and many of

the prelates, expressed their approbation of

the queen's measures
;
several of the most

potent barons were ready to fly to arms
;

and there needed but the appearance of

the queen and prince, with such a body of

[foreign troops as might protect her against

[immediate violence, to turn all this tem-

pest, so artfully prepared, against the un-

happy Edward.

Charles, though he gave countenance

and assistance to the faction, was ashamed
VOL. I. 4 T
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openly to support the queen and prince

against a husband and father ;
and Isabella

was obliged to court the alliance of some

other foreign potentate. For this purpose
she aflianced young Edward, whose tender

age made him incapable to judge of the

con.scquences, with I'hiliiipa, daughter ot

the count of Holland and Hainault ; and,

having, by the open assistance of this

])rince, and tlie secret protection of her

brother, inlistcd in her service near three

thousand men, she set sail from tlie harbour

of Dort, and landed safely, and without

opposition, on the coast of Sufi'olk. The
earl of Kent was in her company ;

two

other princes of the blood, the earl ot

Norfolk and the earl of Leicester, joined
her soon after her landing with all their

followers
;
three prelates, the bishops ol

Ely, Lincoln, and Hereford, brought her

both the force of their vassals and the

authority of their character ; even Robert

de Wattcville, who had been sent by the

king to oppose her progress, deserted to

her with all his forces. She renewed her

declaration that the sole i)uri)ose of her

enterprise was to free the king and kingdom
from the tyranny of the Spensers, and of

chancellor Baldoc, their creature. The

populace were allured by her specious

pretences ; the barons thought themselves

secure against forfeitures by the ajipearance
of the prince in her army ;

and a weak

irresolute king, supported by ministers

generally odious, was unable to stem this

torrent, which bore with such irresistible

violence against him.

Edward, after trying in vain to rouse

the citizens of London to some sense of

their duty, departed for the west, and he

had no sooner discovered his weakness by

leaving the city, than the rage of the

populace broke out without control against
him and his ministers. They plundered,
then murdered, all those who were ob-

noxious to them. They seized the bishop
of Exeter, a virtuous and loyal prelate, as

he was passing through the streets ; and,

having beheaded him, they threw his body
into the river. They made themselves

masters of the Tower by surprise ; t)iey

entered into a formal association to put to

death, without mercy, every one who
349
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should dare to oppose the enterprise of

queen Isabella, and of the prince. A like

spirit was soon communicated to all other

parts of England ;
and threw the few ser-

vants of the king, who still entertained

thoughts of performing their duty, into

terror and astonishment.

Edward was hotly pursued to Bristol by
the earl of Kent, seconded by the foreign
forces under John de Hainault. He found
himself disappointed in his expectations
with regard to the loyalty of those parts ;

and he passed over to Wales, where he

flattered himself his name was popular, and
which he hoped to iind uninfected with

the contagion of general rage which had
seized the English. The elder Spenser,
created earl of Winchester, was left gover-
nor of the castle of Bristol

;
but the gar-

rison mutinied, and he was delivered into

the hands of his enemies. This venerable

noble, who had nearly reached his ninetieth

year, was instantly, without trial, or wit-

ness, or accusation, or answer, condemned
to death by the barons. He was hanged
on a gibbet ; his body was cut in pieces
and thrown to the dogs ; and his head was
sent to Winchester, the place whose title

he bore, set on a pole, and exposed to the

insults of the populace.
The king, disappointed anew in his ex-

pectations of succour from the Welsh, took

shipping for Ireland ; but, being driven

back by contrary winds, he endeavoured
to conceal himself in the mountains of

Wales. He was soon discovered, was put
under the custody of the earl of Leicester,

and was confined in the castle of Kenil-

worth. The younger Spenser, his fa-

vourite, who also fell into the hands of his

enemies, was executed, like his father

without any appearance of a legal trial.*

The earl of Arundel, almost the only man
of his rank in England who had main-

* The rage with which the unhappy minion was

pursued, is seen in the sentence pronounced against
him. Trussel thus addressed him,

'•

Hugh, you are

found traitor ; wherefore all the good people of the

kingdom, great and small, rich and poor, by com-
mon consent do award, That you are found as thief,

and therefore shall be hanged ;
and are found as a

traitor, and therefore shall be drawn and quartered ;

and for that you have been outlawed by the king,
and by common assent, and returned to the court
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tained his loyalty, was, without any trial,

put to death at the instigation of Morti-

mer. Baldoc the chancellor, being a priest,

could not with safety be so suddenly dis-

patched ; but, being sent to the bishop of

Hereford's palace in London, he was there,

as his enemies probably foresaw, seized by
the populace, was thrown into Newgate,
and soon after expired from the cruel

usage which he had received. Even the

usual reverence paid to the sacerdotal cha-

racter gave way, with every other consi-

deration, to the present rage of the people.

THE KING DETHRONED AND
MURDERED. 1327.

The queen, to avail herself of the prevail-

ing delusion, summoned, in the king's

name, a parliament at Westminster ; where,

together with the power of her army, and

the authority of her partisans among the

barons, committing new acts of violence

against their sovereign, she expected to be

seconded by the fury of the populace, the

most dangerous of all instruments, and
tlie least answerable for their excesses. A
charge was drawn up against the king, in

which, even though it was framed by his

inveterate enemies, nothing but his narrow

genius or his misfortunes were objected to

him. He was accused of incapacity for

government ;
of wasting his time in idle

amusements ;
of neglecting public busi

ness ;
of being swayed by evil counsellors ;

of having lost, by his misconduct, the

kingdom of Scotland, and part of Guienne
;

and, to swell the charge, even the death

of some barons, and the imprisonment ot

some prelates, convicted of treason, were

laid to his account. It was in vain to ap-

peal to law or to reason ;
the deposition

of the king was voted by parliament ; tht

prince, already declared regent by his party

without warrant, you shall be beheaded ; and foi

that you abetted and procured discord between the

king and queen and others of the realm, you shall

be embowelled, and your bowels burnt. Withdraw,

traitor, tyrant, and go take your judgment, attainted,

wicked traitor."—Brady. He was hung on a gal-

lows fifty feet high, Simon de Reding, his confiden-

tial servant, being suspended some yards below him,

and the sentence, in all its appalling severity, was

carried into effect.—Ed.
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was placed on the throne ; and a deputa-
tion was sent to Edward at Kenilworth to

retiiiirc
his resignation, which menaces soon

extorted iron) liim.

But it was impossihlc that the people
could for ever remain insensible to the

voice of nature. Here a wile had lirst

deserted, and then dethroned her husband ;

had made licr minor son an instrument in

this unnatural treatment; had, by lying

j)retences, seduced their nation into a

rebellion against their sovereign ;
had

puslied them into violence tind cruelties

that had dishonoured them. All those

circumstances sufticed to open men's eyes,
and maUe them detest this flagrant in-

fringement of every i)ublic and private

duty. The suspicions which soon arose of

Isabella's criminal conuncrce with Morti-

mer, the proofs which daily broke out of

this part of her guilt, increased the general
abhorrence against her

;
and iicr hypocrisy,

in publicly bewailing with tears the king's

unhappy tate, was notable to deceive even

tlie most stujnd and most prejudiced of

her adherents. In proportion as the queen
became the object of public hatred, the

dethroned monarch was regarded with

pity, with friendship, with veneration.

Tiie earl of Leicester, now earl of Lan-

caster, to whose custody he had been

committed, was soon touched with those

generous sentiments ; and, besides using

I

his prisoner with gentleness, he was sus-

ipected to have entertained still more

jlionourable intentions in his favour. The

king, therefore, was taken from his hands,
and delivered over to lord Berkeley, and

Mautravers, and Gournay ; who were in-

trusted alternately, each for a month, with

the charge of guarding him. While he
was in the custody of Berkeley, he was still

treated with the gentleness due to his

rank and his misfortunes : but when the

tuin of Mautravers and Gournay came,

every species of indignity was practised

against him : as if their intention had
been to break entirely the prince's spirit,

and to employ his sorrows and afflictions,

instead of more indent and more dangerous

On the 24th of January, 1327, Edward III. was

{proclaimed ;
and it was announced to the nation

expedients, for the instruments of his

murder. It is reported that one day, when
Edward was to be shaved, tliey ordered cold

and
tiirty water to be brought from the

ditch for that purpose ; and, when he de

sired it to be changed, and was still denied

his request, he burst into tears, wiiich be

dewed his cheeks ;
and he exclaimed that,

in s])ite of their insolence, he should be

shaved with clean and warm water. But,
as this method of laying Edward in his

grave appeared still too slow to the inipa.

tient JVIortimer, he secretly sent orders to

the two keej)ers instantly to despatch him
;

and these ruffians contrived to make the

manner of his death as cruel and barbarous

as possible. Taking advantage of Berke

ley's sickness, in whose custody he then

was, and who was thereby incapacitated
from attending his charge, they came to

Berkeley-castle, on the twenty-first of Sep-
tember, and put themselves in possession
of the king's person. They threw him on

a bed
; held him down violently with a

table, which they flung over him
;
thrust

into his fundament a red-hot iron, which

they inserted through a horn
;
and though

the outward marks of violence upon his

person were prevented by this expedient,
the horrid deed was discovered to all the

guards and attendants by the screams

with which the agonizing king filled the

castle while his bowels were consuming

Gournay and Mautravers were held in

general detestation; and, when the ensuing
revolution in England threw their pro-
tectors from power, they found it necessary
to provnde for their safety by flying the

kingdom. Gournay was afterwards seized

at Marseilles, delivered over to the senes-

chal of Guienne, put on board a ship witii

a view of carrying him to England ; but

was beheaded at sea by secret orders, as

was supposed, from some nobles and pre-
lates in England, anxious to prevent any

discover)^ of his accomplices. Mautravers

concealed himself for several years in

Germany ; but, having found means of

rendering some service to Edward 111. he

ventured to approach his person, threw

that, by consent of the Peers and the Commons, his

father was ousted from the throne.—Eii.
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himself oil his knees before him, and re-

ceived a pardon.

CHARACTER OF EDWARD II.

It is not easy to imagine a man more inof-

fensive than the unhapp)^ king whose tra-

gical death we have related ;
nor a prince

less fitted for governing that fierce people

subjected to his authoritj^. He was obliged
to devolve on others the weight of govern-
ment ; the same indolence and want of

penetration led him to make choice of

ministers and favourites who were not the

best qualified for the trust committed to

them. The seditious grandees, pleased
with his weakness, yet complaining of it,

under pretence of attacking his ministers,

insulted his person and invaded his autho-

rity ;
and the impatient populace, mistak-

ing the source of their grievances, threw

all the blame upon the king, and increased

the disorders by their faction and violence.

It was in vain to look for protection from

the law^s, whose voice, always feeble in those

times, was not heard amidst the din of

arms ; what could not defend the king
was less able to give shelter to the people ;

the whole machine of government was torn

in pieces with fury and violence ; and men

imputed all errors to the person who had
the misfortune to be intrusted with the

reins of empire.

But, though such mistakes are natural

and almost unavoidable while the events

are recent, it is a shameful delusion in

modern historians to imagine that all the

ancient princes who were unfortunate were

also tja'annical, and that the seditions of

the people always proceeded from some in-

vasion of their privileges by the monarch.
Even a great and a good king was not in

that age secure against faction and rebel-

lion, as appears in the case of Henry II.
;

but a great king had the best chance for

quelling and subduing them. Compare the

reigns and characters of Edward I. and II.

The violent father made several attempts
ainst the liberties of the people ; his

barons opposed him
; he found it prudent

to submit ; but, as they dreaded his valour

and abilities, they were content with rea-

sonable satisfaction, and pushed no farther

3-52

their advantages against him. The facilitv

and weakness of the son threw every thing
into confusion

;
the laws and government

were overturned ;
an attempt to reinstate

them was an unpardonable crime
;
and no

atonement, but tlie deposition and tragical
death of the king himself, could give those

barons contentment. It is easy to see that

a constitution, which depended so much
on the personal character of the prince,
must necessarily, in many of its parts, be

a government of will, not of laws. But

always to throw, without distinction, the

blame of all disorders upon the sovereign,
would introduce a fatal error in politics,
and serve as a perpetual apology for trea-

son and rebellion ; as if the turbulence oi

the great, and madness of the people, were

not, equally with the tyranny of princes,
evils incident to human society, and no
less carefully to be guarded against in every
well regulated constitution.

MISCELLANEOUS TRANSACTIONS.

While these abominable scenes passed in

England, the theatre of France was stained

with a wickedness equally barbarous, and
still more public and deliberate. The or

der of knights templars had arisen during
the first fervour of the crusades

; and,

uniting the two qualities the most popular
in that age, devotion and valour, and ex-

ercising both in the most popular of all

enterprises, they had made rapid advances
in credit and authority, and had acquired,
from the piety of the faithful, ample pos-
sessions in every country of Europe, es-

pecially in France. Their great riches,

joined to the course of time, had by de-

grees relaxed the severity of these virtues
;

and the templars had in a great measure
lost that popularity which first raised them
to honour. Acquainted with the fatigues
and dangers of those fruitless expeditions
to the east, they rather chose to enjoy
their opulent revenues in Eurojje; and,

being all men of birth, (educated, accord-

ing to the custom of that age, without any
tincture of letters) they scorned the igno-
ble occupations of a monastic hfe, and

passed their time wholly in the fashionable!

amusements of hunting, gallantry, and the'
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; pleasures of the table. Their rival order,

that of St. John of Jerusalem, whose po-
o'lSt.

jverty
had as yet preserved them from like

'

'''"(corruptions, still distinguished themselves

l)V their enterprises ai^ainst the intidels
;

and succeeded to all the popularity which

was lost by the indolence and luxury of

the templars. But, tlH)uu:h these reasons

had weakened the I'ounihitions of this or-

der, once so celebrated and revered, the

immediate cause of their destruction pro-
ceeded from the cruel and vindictive spirit

of Phihp the Fair ; who, having enter-

tained a private distrust au;ainst some emi-

nent templars, determined to gratify at

once his avidity and revenge, by involving
the whole order in an undistinguished ruin.

On no better information than that of two

knights, condemned by their superiors to

perpetual imprisonment for their vices and

profligacy, he ordered on one day all the

templars in France to be committed to

prison, and imputed to them such absurd

crimes as are sufficient of tliemselves to

destroy all the credit of the accusation.

Besides being charged with murder, rob-

bery, and vices the most shocking to na-

ture, every one, it was pretended, whom
they received into their order, was obliged
to renounce his Saviour, to spit upon the

cross, and to join to this impiety the su-

perstition of worshipping a gilded head,
which was secretly kej)t in one of their

houses at Marseilles. They also initiated,

it w-as said, every candidate by such in-

famous rites as could serve to no other

purpose than to degrade the order in his

eyes, and destroy for ever the authority ot

all his superiors over him. Above a hun-
dred of these unhappy gentlemen were put
to the question, in order to extort from
them a confession of their guilt ; the more

* In Paris alone thirty-six knights died upon the
rack, maintaining their innocence to the last, while

others, less able to endure agony, confessed to crimes
which our reason convinces us could never have
been perpetrated. Even those, however, who were

entrapped into criminal admissions under torment,
recanted in the dungeon ; and nothing remained of

trust-worthy testimony save the unimportant and
well-known fact, that the templars were generally
addicted to pride, avarice, and licentiousness of
Ivarious kinds—vices from which the king was no

jmore exempt than these his persecuted subjects.
'As a specimen of the kind of confession elicited, it
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obstinate perished in the hands of their

tormentors ; several, in the violence of

their agonies, acknowledged whatever was

rctjuired of them
; forged confessions were

imputed to others
; and Philip, as if their

guilt were now certain, proceeded to a con-

fiscation of all their treasures. But no
sooner were the templars relieved from
their tortures than, preferring the most
cruel execution to a life with infamy, they
disavowed their confessions, exclaimed

against the forgeries, justified their order,
and appealed to all the gallant actions per-
formed l)y them in ancient or later times,
as a full apology for their conduct. The

tyrant, enraged at this disappointment, or-

dered fifty-four of them, whom he branded
as relapsed heretics, to perish by the pun-
ishment of fire in his capital ; great num-
bers expired after a like manner in other

parts of the kingdom ; and, when he found

that these unhappy victims, in justifying
to the last their innocence, had made deep

impression on the spectators, he endea-

voured to overcome the constancy of the

templars by new inhumanities. The grand
master of the order, John de Molay, and
another great officer, brother to the sove

reign of Dauphiny, were conducted to i

scaffold, erected before the church of No
tre dame at Paris

;
a full pardon w as offered

them on the one hand, the fire, destined

for their execution, was shewn to them on
the other ; these gallant nobles still per
sisted in the protestations of their own
innocence and tiiat of tiieir order, and

were instantly hurried into the tlames by
the executioner.*

In all this barbarous injustice Cle-

ment v., who was the creature of Philip,
and then resided in France, fully con-

curred ; and, without any inquiry, he sum-

Confessiona

are forged.

Fifty-four

tcmplare
arc; burnt
alive.

may be noted that Bernard de Gufe, one of those who

subsequently retracted, exhibited to his judges,
while his feet were being exposed to the heat of a

scorching fire, two bones which had been magically
extracted from his heel ! and Americ de ViUicrs,
while under excruciating suffering, exclaimed, in the

presence of his tormentors, that he had personally
assisted at the death of our Saviour. Others ad-

mitted that the devil was frequently present, and

presided at their secret orgies, making his appear-
ance among them, at times, in the shape of a torn

cat.—Pictorial History of France.—Ed.
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marily, b}' the plenitude of his apostolic

power, abohshed the whole order. The

templars all over Europe were thrown into

prison ;
their conduct underwent a strict

scrutiny ;
the power of their enemies still

pursued them ;
but no where, except in

France, were the smallest traces of their

guilt pretended to be found. England sent

an ample testimony of their piety and

morals ; but, as the order was now anni-

hilated, the knights were distributed into

several convents, and their possessions

were, by command of the pope, transferred

to the order of St. John.* We now proceed
to relate some other detached transactions

of the present period.
The kingdom of England was afflicted

with a grievous famine during several years
of this reign. Perpetual rains and cold

weather not only destroyed the harvest,

but bred a mortality among the cattle, and

raised every kind of food to an enormous

price. The parliament in 1315 endea-

voured to fix more moderate rates to com-

modities ;
not sensible that, were it possible

to reduce the price of provisions by any
other expedient than by introducing plenty,

nothing could be more pernicious and des-

tructive to the pubhc. Where the produce
of a year, for instance, falls so far short

as to afford full subsistence only for nine

months, the only expedient for making
it last all the twelve is to raise the

prices, to put the people by that means on

short allowance, and oblige them to save

their food till a more plentiful season.

But, in reahty, the increase of prices is a

necessary consequence of scarcity; and

laws, instead of preventing it, only aggra-
vate the evil, by cramping and restraining
commerce. The parliament, in the ensuing

year, repealed their ordinance, wdiich they
had found useless and burdensome.

The prices affixed by the parliament are

somewhat remarkable. Three pounds

* When the knights templars settled in England,
their first residence was in Holborn, which was
called the Old Temple. In the year 1185, they
founded the New Temple, where they continued till

the suppression of their order in 1310. Edward II.

granted this house, and all their other possessions
in London, to Thomas, earl of Lancaster

; and, after

hi.s rebellion and forfeiture, to Aymer de Valence,
Earl of Pembroke. On the death of that nobleman
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twelve shillings of our present money for

the best stalled ox
; for other oxen two

pounds eight shilhng; a fat hog of two

years old ten shiUings ; a fat wether, un-
shorn a crown, if shorn three shillings and

sixpence ; a fat goose seven pence half-

penny ; a fat capon sixpence ;
a fat hen

three-pence ; two chickens three-pence ;

four pigeons three-pence ; two dozen of

eggs three-pence. If we consider these

prices, we shall find that butcher's meat,
in this time of great scarcity, must still

have been sold, by the parhamentary ordi-

nance, three times cheaper than our mid-

dUng prices at present : poultry somewhat
lower

; because, being now considered as a

delicacy, it has risen beyond its proportion.
In the country places of Ireland and Scot-

land, where dehcacies bear no price, poultry
is at present as cheap, if not cheaper, than
butcher's meat. But the inference I would
draw from the comparison of prices is still

more considerable. I suppose that the rates

affixed by parliament were inferior to the

usual market prices in those years of famine
and mortality of cattle

; and that these

commodities, instead of a third, had really
risen to a half of the present value.f But
the famine at that time was so consuming,
that wheat was sometimes sold for above

four pounds ten shilhngs a quarter, usually
for three pounds ; that is, twice our mid-

dling prices : a certain proof of the

wretched state of tillage in those ages
We formerly found that the middhng price
of corn in that period was half of the

present price, while the middUng price of

cattle was only an eighth part ;
we here

find the same immense disproportion in

years of scarcity. It may thence be in

ferred with certainty that the raising of

corn, few in that age could practise with

advantage : and there is reason to think

that other manufactures, more refined,

were sold even beyond their present prices;

Prices of

meat and

poultij- in a
time of

scarcity
were
much lower
than at

present

High price
of wheat

they reverted to the crown, and were given to the

knight's hospitallers of the order of St. John of Je-

rusalem, who granted the Temple to the students of

the common law in the reign of Edward III.—Mi-
crocosm of London.

f This calculation must of course be seriously
affected by the circumstances of the times, subse-

quent to the period at which the author wrote his

history.
—Ed.
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at least there is a demonstration for it in

the reign of Henry ^'ll. troni the rates af-

lixed to scarlet and other broad cloth by
parliament. During all those times, it was

lusual for the princes and great nobility to

make settlements of their velvet beds and
silken robes, in the same manner as of

their estates and manors. In the list of

jewels and plate which had belonged to

the ostentatious Gavaston, and which the

I king recovered from the carl of Lancaster

jafter the murder of that favourite, we find

some embroidered girdles, flowered shirts,

and silk waistcoats. It was afterwards one

article of accusation against that potent
and opulent earl, that he had purloined
some of that tinerj' of Gavaston's. The

ignorance of those ages in manufactures,
and still more their unskillful husbandry,
seem a clear proof that the country was
then far from being populous.

All trade and manufactures were at a

very low ebb. The only country in the

northern parts of Europe where they
seem to have risen to any tolerable degree
of improvement, was Flanders. When
Robert, earl of that country, was applied
to by the king, and was desired to break off

commerce with the Scots, wdiom Edward
called his rebels, and excommunicated

;

the earl replied that Flanders was always
considered as common, and free, and open,
to all nations.

The petition of the elder Spenser to

parliament, complaining of the devastation

committed on his lands by the barons,
contains several particulars which are

curious, and discover the manners of the

age. He affirms that they had ravaged

sixty-three manors belonging to him, and he

makes his losses amount to forty-six thou-

sand pounds ;
that is, to one hundred and

thirty-eight thousand of our present money.
Among other particulars he enumerates

twenty-eight thousand sheep, one thousand

oxen and heiiers, twelve hundred cows
with their breed for two years, five hun-

dred and sixty cart horses, two thousand

hogs, together with six hundred bacons,

eighty carcasses of beef, and six hundred

muttons in the larder
;
ten tuns of cyder,

arms for two hundred men, and other war-

Uke engines and provisions. The plain

inference is, that the greater j)art of Spen
scr's vast estate, as well as the estates of

the other nobility, was farmed by the land-

lord himself, managed by his stewards or

bailiffs, and cultivated by liis villains
;

little

or none of it was let on lease
;

its produce
was consimicd in rustic hospitality by the

baron or his officers ; a groat number of

idle retainers were maintained by him
;
all

who lived upon his estate were absolutely
at his disposal ; instead of applying to

courts of justice, he usually sought redress

by open force and violence. The great

nobility were a kind of independent poten
tates, who were less governed by the mu
nicipal law than by a rude species of the

law of nations. The method, in which we
find they treated the king's favourites and

ministers is a proof of their usual way of

dealinu; with each other. A party, wdiich

complains of the arbitrary conduct of min

isters, ought naturally to affect a great

regard for the laws and constitution, and
maintain at least the appearance of justice

yet those barons, when discontented, came
to parliament with an armed force ; con-

strained the king to assent to their mea-
sures ; and, without any trial, passed, from
the pretended notoriety of facts, an act

of banishment or attainder against the

minister, which, on the first revolution

of fortune, was reversed by like expedients.
The parliament, during factious times, was
but the organ of present power. Nor did

any man entertain thoughts of opposing

present power, who did not deem himself

strong enough to dispute the field with it

by force, and was not prepared to give
battle to the sovereign or the ruling party.

Before I conclude this reign I cannot

forbear making another remark, drawn
from the detail of losses given in by the

elder Spenser ; particularly the great

quantity of salted meat which he had in

his larder ;
six hundred bacons, eighty

carcasses of beef, six hundred muttons.

We may observe that the outrage of

which he complained began after the third
;

of May, or the eleventh new style, as we
learn from the same paper. It is easy,

therefore, to conjecture w^hat a vast store

he must have laid up at the beginning of

winter : and we may draw a new conclusion

3o6
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with res-ard to the wretched state of an-

cient husbandry, which could not provide
subsistence for the cattle during winter,

even in such a climate as the south of

England ;
for Spenser had but one manor

so far north as Yorkshire. There being
few or no enclosures except perhaps for

deer, no sown grass, Httle hay, and no
other resource for feeding cattle, the

barons, as well as the people, were obliged
to kill and salt their oxen and sheep in the

beginning of winter, before they became
lean upon the common pasture ; a pre-
caution still practised with regard to oxen
in the least cultivated parts of this island.

The salting of mutton is a miserable expe-
dient, which has every where been long
disused. From this circumstance may be

drawn important inferences with regard to

the domestic economy and manner of life

in those ages.
The disorders of the times, from foreign

wars and intestine dissen ions ; but, above

all, the cruel famine, which obliged the

nobiUty to dismiss many of their retainers ;

increased the number of robbers : and no

place was secure from their incursions.

They met in troops and overran the coun-

try. Two cardinals, the pope's legates,

notwithstanding the numerous train which
attended them, were robbed of their goods
and equipage, when they travelled on the

highway.

Among the other wild fancies of the age,
it was imagined that the persons affected

with leprosy, a disease at that time very
common, probably from bad diet, had con-

spired with the Saracens to poison all the

springs ; and many of those unhappy peo-
ple were burnt alive on this chimerical

imputation. Several Jews also were pun-
ished in their persons, and their goods
confiscated, on the same account.

Stowe, in his survey of London, gives
us a curious instance of the hospitality of
the ancient nobiUty. It is taken from the

accounts of the cofferer or steward of
Thomas earl of Lancaster, and contains the

expenses of that earl during the year 1313,
which was not a year of famine. For the

pantry, buttery, and kitchen, three thousand
four hundred and five pounds ; for three
hundred and sixty-nine pipes of red wine,

.^56

and two of white, one hundred and four

pounds, &c. The whole seven thousand

three hundred and nine pounds ;
that is

near twenty-two thousand pounds of our

present money ; and, making allowance

for the cheapness of commodities, near a

hundred thousand pounds.
I have seen a French manuscript, con-

taining accounts of some private disburse-

ments of this king. There is an article,

among others, of a crown paid to one for

making the king laugh. To judge by the

events of the reign, this ought not to have

been an easy undertaking.
This king left four children, two sons

and two daughters : Edwai'd, his eldest son

and successor; John, created afterwards

earl of Cornwall, who died young at Perth
;

Jane, afterwards married to David Bruce

king of Scotland
;
and Eleanor, married to

Reginald count of Gueldi-es.

CHAPTER XIV.

EDWARD III.

1327—1377.

WAR WITH SCOTLAND EXECUTION OF THE
EARL OF KENT EXECUTION OF MORTI-

MER EARL OF MARCH —STATE OF SCOT

LAND WAR WITH THAT KINGDOM—
king's CLAIM TO THE CROWN OF FRANCE

PREPARATIONS FOR WAR WITH FRANCE
WAR NAVAL VICTORY DOMESTIC

DISTURBANCES AFFAIRS OF BRITTANY
RENEWAL OF THE WAR WITH FRANCE-

INVASION OF FRANCE BATTLE OF CRESSY

CAPTIVITY OF THE KING OF SCOTS-

CALAIS TAKEN.

The violent party, which had taken arms

against Edward II. and deposed that un-

fortunate monarch, deemed it requisite to

desire a parliamentary indemnity for all

their illegal proceedings ; on account of

the necessity which, it was pretended, they

lay under of employing force against the

Spensers and other enemies of the king-
dom. All the attainders also, which had

passed against the earl of Lancaster
andj

his adherents when the chance of war'

A parlia

meotary-
demnity
claimed.
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tumed against thcni, were reversed dur-

ing the triumph of tlieir party ;
and the

Spensers, whose former attainder had heen

reversed bvparUament, were, in this change I

of fortune, condemned by the votes of their

enemies. A council of regency was like-
I

wise appointed by parUament, consisting

of twelve persons : five prelates, the arch- ,

bishops of Canterbury and York, the

bishops of Winchester, Worcester, and
[

Hereford ;
and seven lay peers, the earls ;

of Norfolk, Kent, and Surrey, and the i

lords Wake, Ingham, Piercy, and Ross.

The earl of Lancaster was appointed guar-

dian and protector of the king's person.

But, though it was reasonable to expect

that, as the weakness of the former king
had given reins to the licentiousness of the

barons, great domestic tranquillity would

not prevail during the present minority,

the first disturbance arose from an invasion

by foreign enemies.

WAR WITH SCOTLAND. 1327.

Tliekingof
Scots com-
mences hos-
tilities

against

England.

Voung king
.CdwMd
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•df at the

'lead of his

irmy.

The king of Scots, dechning in years and

health, but retaining still that martial

spirit which had raised his nation from the

lowest ebb of fortune, deemed the present

opportunity favourable for infesting Eng-
and. He first made an attempt on the

castle of Norham, in which he was disap-

pointed ; he then collected an army of

twenty-five thousand men, and, having

given the command to the earl of Murray
and lord Douglas, threatened an incursion

into the northern counties. The English

regency, after trjang in vain every expe-
dient to restore peace, made vigorous pre-

parations for war ; and, besides assembUng
an English army of near sixty thousand

men, they imdted back John of Hainault,

and some foreign cavalry, and W'hose dis-

cipline and arms had appeared superior to

those of their own country. Young Ed-

ward, burning with a passion for military

fame, appeared at the head of these nu-

merous forces, and marched from Durham,
the appointed place of rendezvous, in quest

of the enemy ;
who had already broken

into the frontiers, and were laying every-

thing waste around them.

Murray and Douglas were the two most
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celebrated warriors, bred in the long hos-

tilities between the Scots and English ;
and

their forces, trained in the same school,

were perfectly (jualified, by their manner
of life, for that desultory and destructive

war which they carried into England.

Except a body of about four thousand

cavalry, well armed, the rest of the army
were light-armed troops, mounted on small

horses ; which found subsistence every

where, and carried them with rapid and

unexpected marches, whether they meant
to commit depredations on the peaceable

inhabitants, or to attack an armed enemy,
or to retreat into their own country. Their

whole equipage consisted of a bag of oat-

meal, which, as a supply in case of neces-

sity, each soldier carried behind him
;
to-

gether with a light plate of iron, on which

he baked the meal into a cake in the open
fields. But his chief subsistence was tlic

cattle which he seized ;
and his cookery

was as expeditious as all his other opera-
tions. After flaying the animal, he placed
the skin, loose, and hanging in the form ol

a bag, upon some stakes ;
he poured water

into it, kindled a fire below, and thus

made it serve as a caldron for the boilin

of his victuals.

The chief difficulty which Edward met

with, after composing some dangerous

frays between his foreign forces and the

English, was to come up with an army so

little encumbered in its motions,

the flame and smoke of burning
directed them sufficiently to the place ot

their encampment, he found, upon hurryin

thither, that they had already dislodged

and he soon discovered, by new marks ot

devastation, that they had removed to some

distant quarter. After some time, he ad-

vanced northwards, and crossed the Tyne,
with a resolution of awaiting them on their

return, and taking vengeance for all their

depredations. But that whole country
was so much wasted by their frequent in-

cursions, that it could not afford subsis

tence to his army ;
and he was obliged to

change his plan of operations. He had now
lost all track of the enemy ; and, though he

promised a hundred pounds a year to any
one who should bring him an account of

their motions, he remained unactive -^ome
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days before he received any intelligence of

them. He found at last that they had

fixed their camp on the southern banks

of the Were, as if they intended to await a

battle
;

but their prudent leaders had

chosen the ground with such judgment
that the English saw it impracticable, with-

out temerity, to cross the river in their

front and attack them in their present
situation. Edward here sent them a defi-

ance, and challenged them to meet him in

an equal field, and try the fortune of arms.

The bold spirit of Douglas could ill brook
this bravado, and he advised the acceptance
of the challenge ;

but he was overruled by
Murray, who replied to Edward that he
never took the counsel of an enemy. The

king, therefore, kept still his position op-

posite to the Scots ; and daily expected
that necessity would oblige them to change
their quarters, and give him an opportu-

nity of overwhelming them. After a few

days they suddenly decamped, and marched
farther up the river ; but still posted them-
selves in such a manner as to preserve the

advantage of the ground if the enemy
should venture to attack. Edward insisted

that all hazards should be run, rather than

allow these ravagers to escape ;
but Mor-

timer's authority opposed itself to the

valour of the young monarch. While the

armies lay in this position, an incident

happened which had well nigh proved fatal

to the EngUsh. Douglas, having gotten
the word, and surveyed the situation of the

English camp, entered it secretly in the

night-time with two hundred determined

soldiers, and advanced to the royal tent,

with a \'iew of killing or carrjdng off the

king. But some of Edward's attendants,

awaking in that critical moment, made re-

sistance
; his chaplain and chamberlain

sacrificed their lives for his safety ; the

king, after making a valorous defence,

escaped in the dark
;
and Douglas, having

lost the greater part of his followers, was

glad to make a hasty retreat. Soon after

the Scottish army decamped in the dead of

night ; and, having thus gotten the start of

the English, arrived in their own country.
Edward, on entering the place of the Scot-
tish encampment, found only six English-
men, whom the enemy, after breaking their
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legs, had tied to trees, to prevent their car-

rying any intelligence to their countrymen.
The king was highly incensed at the

disappointment. The svmptoms which he

had discovered of bravery and spirit were

regarded as sure prognostics of an illus-

trious reign. But the general displeasure
fell on Mortimer, who was already the

object of pubHc odium
;
and every measure

which he pursued tended to aggravate, be-

yond all bounds, the hatred of the nation

both against him and queen Isabella.

When the council of regency was formed,

Mortimer, though in the plenitude of his

power, had taken no care to ensure a place
in it ; but this was only a cover to the

most iniquitous projects. He rendered

that council useless by usurping to himself

the whole sovereign authority ;
he settled

on the queen-dowager the greater part of

the royal revenues ;
he never consulted

the princes of the blood or the nobihty in

any public measure ; the king himself was
so besieged by his creatures that no access

could be procured to him ; and all the

envy which had attended Gavaston and

Spenser fell much more deservedly on the

new favourite.

Mortimer, sensible of the growing hatred,

thought it requisite on any terms to secure

jieace ;
and he entered into a negociation

with Robert Bruce for that purpose. As
the claim of superiority in England, more
than any other cause, had tended to inflame

the animosities between the two nations,

Mortimer, besides stipulating a marriage
between Jane, sister of Edward, and David,
the son and heir of Robert, he consented to

resign absolutely this claim ; to give up all

the homages done by the Scottish parliament
and nobility ;

and to acknowledge Robert

as independent sovereign of Scotland. In

return, Robert stipulated the payment of

thirty thousand marks to England. This

treaty was ratified by parUament ; but was

the source of great discontent among the

people ; who, having entered zealously into

the pretensions of Edward I., and deemed

themselves disgraced by the successful

resistance made by so inferior a nation,

were disappointed, by this treaty, in all

future hopes both of conquest and of ven

geance.
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The princes ot" the blood, Kent, Norfolk,
and Lancaster, were much united in their

councils
;
and Mortimer entertained great

suspicions of their designs. In sununoi\ing
them to parliament he strictly prohibited

them, in the king's name, from coming
attended by an armed force, an illegal but

usual practice in that age. The three

earls, as they approached to Salisbury, the

place ajjpointed for the meeting of parlia-

ment, found that, though they liad brought

only their usual retinue with them, Mor-
timer and his partv were attended by all

their followers in arms
;
and they began

to apprehend a dangerous design against
their persons. They retreated, assembled

their retainers, and were returning with an

army to take vengeance on Mortimer ;

when the weakness of Kent and Norfolk,
who deserted the common cause, obliged
Lancaster also to make his submissions.

The quarrel, by the interposition of the

prelates, seemed for the present to be ap-

peased.

EXECUTION OF THE EARL OF
KENT. 1330.

But Mortimer, in order to intimidate the

princes, determined to have a victim
; and

the simplicity, with the good intentions,

of the earl of Kent afforded him soon after

an opportunity of practising upon him.

By liimself and Iiis emissaries he endea-

voured to persuade that prince that his

brother king Edward was still alive, and
detained in some secret prison. The earl,

whose remorses for the part which he had
acted against the late king probably in-

chned him to give credit to this intelligence,
entered into a design of reinstating him on
the throne, and of making thereby some
atonement for the injuries which he had

unwarily done him. After this harmless

contrivance had been allowed to proceed a

certain length, the earl was seized by Mor-
timer

;
was accused before the parliament;

and condemned, by those slavish barons,

* It was on the 11th of March, 1330, that he was
taken to the place of execution outside of Win-
chester. On reaching it an executioner was sought
for in vain. Four hours passed, and no hand was

Kent is be-

headed.

All parties

conspire
at,'ainst

Mortimer

to lose his life and fortune. The (pieen
and Mortimer, apprehensive of young Ed-

ward's lenity towards his uncle, hurried

on the execution, and the prisoner was be-

headed next day. But such pity prevailed
for his unhappy fate, that, though peers
had been easily found to condemn him, it

was evening before his enemies could hnd
an executioner to perform the office.*

The earl of Lancaster, on pretence of

his having assented to this conspiracy, was
soon after thrown into prison. Many of

the prelates and nobility were prosecuted.
Mortimer employed this engine to crush
all his enemies, and to enrich himself and
bis family by the forfeitures. The estate of

the earl of Kent was seized for his younger
son Geoffrey ; the immense fortunes of the

Spensers and their adherents were mostly
converted to his own use

;
he affected a

state and dignity equal, or superior, to the

royal ;
his power became formidable to

every one ;
his illegal practices were daily

complained of; and all parties, forgetting

past animosities, conspired in then* hatred

of Mortimer.

EXECUTION OF MORTIMER.

It was impossible that these abuses could

long escape the observation of young Ed-

ward ; who, being now in his eighteenth

year, and feeling himself capable of go-

verning, repined at being held in fetters by
this insolent minister. But so much w.as

he surrounded by the emissaries of Mor-

timer, that it behoved him to conduct the

project for subverting him with the same

secresy as if he had been forming a con-

spiracy against his sovereign. He com-
municated his intentions to lord Mount-

acute, who eniiaged the lords Molins and

Cliff-ord, Sir John Nevil of Hornby, Sirj
'"""'°"-

Edward Bohun, UtFord, and others, to

enter into their views
;
and the castle of

Nottingham was chosen for the scene of

their enterprise. The queen-dowager and
Mortimer lodged in that fortress ; the king

Edward en-
ters info

the \iew8 of
the nial -

found to lift the fatal axe ;
till at length a convicted

felon was induced, by the promise of a free ])ardon,
to perform the headsman's office, and the earl was

decapitated.
—Ed.
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also was admitted, though with a few only
of his attendants ; and, as the castle was

strictly guarded, the gates locked every

evening, and the keys carried to the queen,
it became necessary to communicate the

design to Sir William Eland the governor,
who zealously took part in it. By his di-

rection the king's associates were admitted

through a subterraneous passage, contrived

for a secret outlet from the castle, but now
buried in rubbish

;
and Mortimer was sud-

denly seized in an apartment adjoining to

the queen's.* A parliament was imme-

diately summoned. He was accused be-

fore that assembly of ha\ang usurped regal

power from the council of regency ap-

pointed by parliament ;
of ha\nng procured

the death of the late king ;
of having

deceived the earl of Kent into a conspiracy
to restore that prince ;

of having solicited

and obtained exorbitant grants of the royal
demesnes

; of having dissipated the public
treasure

; of secreting twenty thousand
marks of the money paid by the king of

Scotland
;
and of other crimes and mis-

demeanors. The parhament condemned

him, without trial, or hearing his answer.
or examming a witness and he was hanged
on a gibbet at the Elmes, in the neigh-
bourhood of London.f It is remarkable

that this sentence was, near twenty years
after, reversed by parhament, in favour of

Mortimer's son ; and the reason assigned
was the illegal manner of proceeding. The

principles of law and justice were estab-

lished, not in such a degree as to prevent

any iniquitous sentence against a person
obnoxious to the ruling party, but suffi-

cient, on the return of his credit, or that of

his friends, to serve as a reason or pretence
for its reversal.

Justice was also executed, by a sentence

* The tender interest the queen took in the fate

of Mortimer is seen in her conduct at the moment of
his arrest, ^\'^lat occurred is thus told :

" The king,

taking with him William Montacute, Robert Hol-

land, and others, go secretly one night by torch-light,

through a
pri-v-y way imder ground, till they come to

the queen's chamber ; when, leaving the king without,

they entered and found the queen mth Slortimer,

ready to go to bed : then laying hands on him, they
led him forth, after whom the queen followed, cr)-ing," Bel fils, ayes pitie due gentil Mortimer :" (good son,
take pity upon the gentle Mortimer.)—BaAer.—Ed.

t The charges against him were,
"
that he had pro-
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of the house of peers, on some of the in-

ferior criminals, particularly on Simon de

Hereford. But the barons, in that act of

jurisdiction, entered a protest that, though

they had tried Bereford, who was none of

their peers, they should not for the future

be obliged to receive any such indictment.

The queen was confined to her own house

at Risings near London : her revenue was

reduced to four thousand pounds a year ;

and, though the king paid her a decent

\'isit once or twice a year, she never was
able to reinstate herself in any credit or

authority.

Edward, having now taken the reins of

government into his own hands, applied
himself to redress all those grievances
which had proceeded either from want of

authority in the crown, or from the late

abuses of it. He issued writs to the judges,

enjoining them to administer justice with-

out paying any regard to arbitrary orders

from the ministers. And, as the robbers,

murderers, and criminals of all kinds, had

multiphed to an enormous degree, and were

openly protected by the great barons, who
made ii> of them against their enemies,
the king, after exacting from them a

solemn promise that they would break off

all connexions with such malefactors, set

himself in earnest to remedy the evil.

Many of these gangs had become so nu-

merous as to I'equire his presence to dis-

perse them ;
and he exerted both courage

and industry in executing this salutary
office. The ministers of justice, from his

example, employed the utmost diligence in

pursuing; and punishing the criminals. And
this disorder was at least palliated ; the

utmost that could be expected with regard
to a disease hitherto inherent in the con

stitution.
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cured the late king's death ; that he had been the

author of the Scots safe escaping at Stanhope Park,

corrupted with the gift of thirty thousand pounds :

that he had procured the late marriage and peace
with Scotland, so dishonourable to the king and

kingdom; that he had been too familiar with the

queen, as by whom she was thought to be with chUd
Of which articles he was found guilty, and con-

demned ; and thereupon is dra-.vn and hanged upon
the common gallows, at the Elms, now called Tyburn,
where his body remained two dales as an opprobrious

spectacle for all beholders."—Baker.—Ed.
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STATE OF SCOTLAND. 1332.

In proportion as the government acquired

authority at home it hccame formidable to

the neighbouring nations
;
and the ambi-

tious spirit of Edward found an oppor-
tunity of exerting itself. The wise and
valiant Robert Bruce, who had recovered

by arms tlie independence of his country,
soon after died, and left David his son, a

minor, under the guardianship of Randolf
earl of Murray, the companion of all his vic-

tories. It liad been stipulated that both the

Scottish nobility, who before the commence-
ment of the wars enjoyed lands in England,
and the English who inherited estates in

Scotland, should be restored to their res-

pective possessions : but, though this ar-

ticle had been executed pretty regularly on
the part of Edward, Robert, who observed
that the estates claimed by Englishmen
were much more valuable than the others,
either thought it dangerous to admit so

many secret enemies into the kingdom, or

found it difficult to wrest from his own fol-

lowers the possessions bestowed on them
;

and had protracted the performance of his

part of the stipulation. The English no-

bles, disappointed in their expectations, be-

gan to think of a remedy ; and their

enmity alone, even though un .upported

by the king of England, became dangerous
to the minor prince, who succeeded to the

Scottish throne.

Edward Baliol, the son of that John who
was crowned king of Scotland, had been
detained some time a prisoner in England
after his father was released ; but, having
also obtained his liberty, he went over to

France, and resided in Normandy on his

atrimonial estate in that country, wathout

any thoughts of reviving the claims of his

family to the crown of Scotland. His pre-
tensions had been so strenuously abjured

by the Scots, and rejected by the Enghsh,
that he was universally regarded as a pri-
vate person ; and he had been thrown into

prison on account of some private offence

of which he was accused. Lord Beaumont,
a great English baron, who in the right of

his wife claimed the earldom of Buchan in

Scotland

VOL. I. 4 Y
deeming him a proper instru-

ment for his purpose, made such interest

with tiie king of France, who was not

aware of the consequences, that he reco-

vered him liis liberty, and brought liim

over to Fnghuul.
Tlie injured nobles, possessed of such a

head, began to think of vindicating their

rights by arms ; and they ai)plied to Ed-
ward for his assistance. But there were
several reasons which deterred the king
from avowing their enterprise. In liis treaty
with Scotland he had entered into a bond
of twenty thousand j)ounds, payable to the

pope, if within four years he violated the

peace ; and, as the term was not yet

elapsed, he dreaded the exacting of that

j)enalty by the sovereign pontiff, who pos-
sessed so many means of forcing princes
to make payment. He was also afraid that

injustice would be imputed to him, if he

attacked with superior force a minor king
and a brother-in-law, whose independent
title had so lately been acknowledged by a

solemn treaty- And, as the regent of

Scotland, on every demand which had been

made of restitution to the English barons,

had always confessed the justice of their

claim, and had only given an evasive an-

sw-er, Edward resolved not to proceed by

open violence, but to employ like artifices

against him. He secretly encouraged Ba
liol ; connived at his assembling forces in

the north
;
and gave countenance to the

nobles who W'ere disposed to join the at-

tempt. A force of near two thousand five

hundred men was inlisted under Baliol, by
Umfreville earl of Angus, the lords Beau-

mont,, Ferrars, Fitzwarin, Wake, Stafford,

Talbot, and Moubray. As these adven-

turers apprehended that the frontiers would

be strongly guarded, they resolved to make
their attack by sea

; and, having embarked
at Ravenspur, they reached in a few daj's

the coast of Fife.

Scotland was in a very different situa-

tion from that in which it had appeared un-

der the victorious Robert. Besides the

loss of that great monarch, whose autho-

rity maintained an union among the unruly

barons, lord Douglas, impatient of rest,

had gone over to Spain in a crusade

against the Moors, and had there perished
in battle. The earl of Murray, who had
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long been declining, had lately died, and

ihad been succeeded in the regency by

j

Donald earl of Marre, a man of much in-

ferior talents. The military spirit of the

Scots was left without a proper direction
;

and a minor king seemed ill qualified to

defend an inheritance, which it had re-

quired all the consummate valour and abil-

ities of his father to acquire and maintain.

But, as the Scots were apprised of the

intended invasion, great numbers, on the

appearance of the English fleet, ran to the

shore, in order to prevent the landing of

the enemy. Baliol had valour and acti-

vity, and he drove back the Scots with

considerable loss. He marched westward

into the heart of the country, flattering

himself that the ancient partisans of his

family would declare for him : but the

flerce animosities which had been kindled,

inspiring the Scots with a strong prejudice

against a prince supported by the English,
he was regarded as a common enemy ;

and

the regent found no difficulty in assem-

bHng a great army to oppose him. It is

pretended that Marre had no less than

forty thousand men under his banners :

but the same impatience that made him
collect a force, which from its greatness
was so disproportioned to the occasion,

rendered all his motions imprudent. The
river Erne ran between the two armies

;

and the Scots, confiding in that security
as well as in their great superiority of

numbers, kept no order. Baliol passed
the river in the night-time ;

attacked the

unguarded and undisciplined Scots ; threw

them into confusion ; and beat them off

the field with great slaughter. But in the

morning, when the Scots were at some

distance, they were ashamed of having

yielded the victory to so weak a foe, and

hurried back to recover the honour of the

day. Their eager passions urged them pre-

cipitately to battle, without regard to some
broken ground which lay between them
and the enemy, and which disordered and

confounded their ranks. Baliol seized

the favourable opportunity, advanced his

troops upon them, prevented them from

rallying, and anew chased them oflF the

field with redoubled slaughter. There fell

above twelve thousand Scots in this action.

and among these the flower of the nobil-

ity ; the regent himself; the earl of Car-

rick, a natural son of their late king ;
the

earls of A thole and Monteith
; lord Hay

of Errol, constable ; and the lords Keith

and Lindsey. The loss of the English

scarcely exceeded thirty men
; a strong

proof of the miserable state of military

discipline in those ages.
Baliol soon after made himself master

of Perth, but still was not able to bring
over any of the Scots to his party. Patrick

Dunbar earl of March, and Sir Archibald

Douglas brother to the lord of that name,

appeared at the head of the Scottish ar-

mies, which amounted still to near forty
thousand men ; and they proposed to re-

duce Baliol and the Enghsh by famine

They blockaded Perth by land
; they col-

lected some vessels, with which they in-

vested it by water. But Baliol's ships,

attacking the Scottish fleet, gained a com-

plete victory, and opened the communica
tion between Perth and the sea. The
Scotch armies were then obhsied to dis-

band for want of pay and subsistence. The
nation was, in effect, subdued by a hand-

ful of men. Each nobleman, most ex-

posed to danger, successively submitted to

Bahol ; that prince was crowned at Scone ;

David, his competitor, was sent to France

with his betrothed wife, Jane, sister to

Edward ; and the heads of his party sued

to Baliol for a truce, which he granted,
in order to assemble a parUament in tran-

quillity, and have his title recognised by
the whole Scottish nation.

But Baliol's imprudence, or his neces-

sities, making him dismiss the greater part
of his Enghsh followers, he was, notwith-

standing the truce, attacked near Annan,

by Sir Archibald Douglas, and other

chieftains of that party ; he was routed
;

his brother John Baliol was slain ; he him-

self was chased into England in a miserable

condition ;
and thus lost his kingdom by

a I'evolution as sudden as that by which he

had acquired it.

WAR WITH SCOTLAND.

While Bahol enjoyed his short-lived and

precarious royalty, he had secretly sent a
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to Edward, offering to acknowledge

his superiority, to renew the homage for

his crown, and to espouse the princess

Jane, if the jiope's consent could be ob-

tained for dissolving her former marriage,

jwhich was not yet consummated. Edward,

jambitious of recovering that important

concession, made by Mortimer during his

minority, willingly accepted the offer
; but,

as the dethroning of Baliol had rendered

this stipulation of no effect, the king pre-

pared to reinstate him in possession of the

crown. As he possessed many popular
arts, he consulted his parliament on the

occasion : but that assembly declined

giving any opinion ;
and only granted him,

in order to support the enterprise, an aid of

a fifteenth from the personal estates of the

nobihty and gentry, and a tenth of the

moveables of boroughs ;
and they added a

petition, that the king would thenceforth

live on his own revenue, without grieving
his subjects by illegal taxes, or by the out-

rageous seizure of their goods in the shape
of pur\-eyance.
As the Scots expected that the chief

brunt of the war would fall upon Berwick,

Douglas the regent threw a strong garrison
into that place, under the command of Sir

William Keith
; and assembled a great

army on the frontiers, ready to penetrate
into England as soon as Edward should

have invested that place. The Enghsh
army was less numerous, but better sup-

plied with arms and provisions, and re-

tained in stricter discipline ;
and the king,

notwithstanding the valiant defence made

by Keith, had, in two months, reduced the

garrison to extremities, and had obliged
them to capitulate: they engaged to sur-

render, if they were not in a few days
relieved by their countrymen. This intel-

hgence being conveyed to the Scottish

army, which was preparing to invade

Northumberland, changed their plan of

operations, and engaged them to advance

towards Berwick. Douglas, who had ever

purposed to decline a pitched battle, in

which he was sensible of the enemy's

superiority, was forced by the impatience
of his troops to put the fate of the king-
dom upon the event of one day. He at-

tacked the English at Halido^-n-hill, a

httle north of Berwick; and, though his

heavy-armed cavalry dismounted, to render

the action more (les])cratc, tlicy were re-

ceived with such valour by Edward, and

were so galled by the English archers, that

they were soon thrown into disorder, and,
on the i'all of Douglas their general, were

totally routed. The whole army fled; and
the English, but much more the Irish, gave
little quarter in the i)ursuit. All the

nobles of chief distinction were slain or

taken prisoners ; near thirty thousand of

the Scots fell in the action ; while the loss

of the English amounted only to one

knight, one esquire, and thirteen private
soldiers : an incqiiality almost incredible.

After this fatal blow the Scottish nobles

had no other resource than instant sub-

mission
;
and Edward, leaving a consider-

able body with Baliol to complete the

conquest of the kingdom, returned to Eng-
land. Baliol was acknowledged king by
a parliament assembled at Edinburgh ;

the

superiority of England was again recog-
nized ; many of the Scottish nobility swore

fealty to Edward
;
and Baliol ceded Ber-

wick, Dunbar, Roxborough, Edinburgh,
and all the south-east counties of Scotland,

which were declared to be for ever annexed

to the English monarchy.
If Baliol, on his first appearance, was

dreaded bv the Scots as an instrument em-

ployed by England for the subjection of the

kingdom, this deed confirmed all their

suspicions, and rendered him the object of

universal hatred. Whatever submissions

they might be obliged to make, they con-

sidered him but as the confederate of their

determined enemy ;
and neither the man-

ners of the age, nor the state of Edward's

revenue, permitting him to maintain a

standing ai'my in Scotland, the English
forces were no sooner withdrawn than the

Scots revolted from Baliol, and returned to

their former allegiance under Bruce. Sir

Andrew Murray, appointed regent by the

party of this latter prince, employed with

success his valour and activity in many
small but decisive actions against Baliol

;

and in a short time had almost expelled
him the kingdom. Edward was obliged

again to assemble an army, and to march
into Scotland. The Scots withdrew into
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their hills and fastnesses. He destroyed
the houses, and ravaged the estates, of

those whom he called rebels. But this

confirmed them stili farther in their ob-

stinate antipathy to England and to Baliol :

and, being now rendered desperate, they
were ready to take advantage on the first

opportunity of the retreat of their enemy ;

and they soon reconquered their country.
Edward made anew his appearance in Scot-

land with like success. He found every

thing hostile in the kingdom, except the

spot on which he was encamped ; and,

though he marched over the low countries,

the nation itself was farther than ever from

being subdued. Besides being supported

by their pride and anger, passions difficult

to tame, they were encouraged by daily

promises of relief from France ; and, as a

war was now likely to break out between
that kingdom and England, they had reason

to expect, from this incident, a great
diversion of that force which had so Ions;

oppressed and overwhelmed them.

CLAIM TO THE CROWN OF
FRANCE. 1337.

We now come to a transaction, on which

depended the most memorable events, not

only of this reign, but of the whole English
and French history during more than a

century ;
and it will therefore be necessary

to give a particular account of the springs
and causes of it.

It had long been a prevailing opinion
that the crown of France could never de-

scend to a female : and, to give more

authority to this maxim, and assign it a

determinate origin, it had been usual to

derive it from a clause in the Salian code,
the law of an ancient tribe among the

Franks ; though that clause carries only
the appearance of favouring this principle,
and does not really, by the confession of
the best antiquaries, bear the sense com-

monly imposed upon it. But though
positive law seems wanting among the
French for the exclusion of females, the

practice had taken place ; and the rule was
established on some ancient as well as
some modern precedents. During the
first race of the monarchy the Franks were
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so rude and barbarous that they were in-

capable of submitting to a female reign ;

and in that period of their history there

were frequent instances of kings advanced

to royalty in prejudice to females, who
were related to the crown by nearer degrees
of consanguinity. These precedents, joined
to like causes, had also established the

male succession in the second race
; and,

though the instances were neither so fre-

quent nor so certain during that period,
the principle of excluding the female line

seems still to have directed the conduct of

the nation. During the third race the crown
had descended from father to son for eleven

generations ,
from Hugh Capet to Lewis

Hutin ; and thus, in fact, during the course

of nine hundred years, the French mo-

narchy had always been governed by males ;

and none who founded his title on a fe-

male had mounted the throne. Philip the

Fair, father of Lewis Hutin, left three sons,

this Lewis, Philip the Long, and Charles the

Fair
;
and one daughter, Isabella queen of

England. Lewis Hutin, the eldest, left at

his death one daughter, by Margaret sister

to Eudes duke of Burgundy ; and, as his

queen was then pregnant, Philip his younger
brother was appointed regent till it should

appear whether the child proved a son or

a daughter. The queen bore a male, who
lived only a few days ; Philip was pro
claimed king ; and, as the duke of Bur-

gundy made some opposition ,
and asserted

the rights of his niece, the states, by a

solemn and deliberate decree, gave her an

exclusion, and declared all females for ever

incapable of succeeding to the crown.

Philip died after a short reign, leaving
three daughters : and his brother Charles,

without controversy, then succeeded to the

crown. The reign of Charles was also

short. He left one daughter ; but, as his

queen was pregnant, the next male heir

was appointed regent, with a declared right
of succession if the issue should prove fe-

male. This prince was Philip de Valois,

cousin-german to the deceased king ; being
the son of Charles de Valois, brother of

Philip the Fair. The queen of France was

delivered of a daughter ;
the regency ended;

and Philip de Valois was unanimously

placed on the throne of France.
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The kin2; of Eniiland, who was at that

time a youth of fifteen, embraced a notion

that he was entitled, in rijrht of his mother,
to the succession of the kingdom, and that

the chiim of the nephew was preferable to

to that of the cousin -german. There
could not well be imagined a notion weaker
or worse grounded. The principle of ex-

cluding lemales was of old an established

opinion in France, and hud acquired equal

authority with the most positive law : it

was supported by ancient prerogative: it was

contirmed by recent instances, solemnly de-

cided : and, what placed it still farther be-

yond controversy, if Edward was disposed to

question its validity, he thereby cut off

his own pretensions ;
since the three last

kings had all left daughters, who were still

alive, and stood before him. He was

therefore reduced to assert that, though
his mother Isabella was, on account of her

sex, incapable of succeeding, he himself,

who inherited through her, was liable to

no such objection. But, besides that

this pretension was more favourable to

Charles king of Navarre, descended from

the daughter of Lewis Hutin, it was so

contrary to the established principles of

succession in every country of Europe,
was so repugnant to the practice, both in

private and public inheritances, that nobody
in France thought of Edward's claim.

Philip's title was universally recognized ;

and he never imagined that he had a com-

petitor, much less so formidable a one as

the king of England.
But, though the youthful mind of Ed-

ward had rashly entertained this notion,

he did not insist on his pretensions ; which

must have immediately involved him in a

dangerous war with so powerful a monarch .

Philip was a prince of mature years, and,
at that time, of an estabhshed character

both for prudence and valour
;

he pos-
sessed every advantage above a raw youth,

newly raised, by violence, to the govern-
ment of the most turbulent subjects in

Europe. But there occurred an incident

which required that Edward should openly
declare his pretensions, or for ever re-

nounce them. He was summoned to do

homage for Guienne ; Philip was preparing
jto compel him by force of arms ; that
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country was in a verj' bad state of defence
;

and the forfeiture of so rich an iniieritance

was, by the feudal law, the immediate con-

sequence of his declining to perforin the

duty of a vassal. Edward thought it j)ru-
dent to submit

; he went over to Amiens :

did homage to Philip : and, as there had
arisen some controversy concerning the

terms of this submission, he afterwards sent

over a formal deed, in which he acknow

ledged that he owed Hege homage to

France
;
which was ratifying, and tliat in

the strongest terms, Philip's title to the

crown of that kingdom. His own claim

indeed was so unreasonable, so thoroughly
disavowed by the whole French nation,

that to insist on it was no better than

pretending to the violent conquest of the

kingdom ;
and it is probable that he

would never have farther thought of it, had
it not been for some incidents which ex-

cited an animosity between the monarchs.

Robert of Artois, descended from the

blood royal of France, was a man of great
character and authority ;

had espoused

Philip's sister ; and, by his birth, talents,

and credit, was entitled to make the high-
est figure, and till the most important
offices. This prince had lost the county
of Artois, claimed as his birthright, by a

sentence, commonly deemed iniquitous, of

Phifip the Fair
;
and he was seduced to

attempt recovering possession by an action

so unworthy of his character as a forgery.

The detection of this crime covered him

with shame and confusion. His brother-

in-law not only abandoned, but prosecuted
him with violence. Robert left the king-

dom, and hid himself in the Low Coun-

tries
;

chased from that retreat by the

authority of Philip, he came to England ;

in spite of the French king's menaces and

remonstrances, he was favourably received

by Edward ;
and was soon admitted into

the councils of that monarch. Abandoning
himself to all the movements of rage, he

endeavoured to revive the prepossession

entertained by Edward in favour of his title

to the crown of France, and even flattered

him that it was not impossible for a prince

of his valour to render his claim effectual.

The king was the more disposed to hearken

to suggestions of this nature, because he had
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found reason to complain of Philip's con-

duct with regard to Guienne ;
and because

that prince had both given protection to

the exiled David Bruce, and encouraged
the Scots in their struggles for indepen-
dence. Thus resentment gradually tilled

the breasts of both monarchs, and made
them incapable of hearkening to any terms

of accommodation proposed by the pope.

Philip thought that he should be wanting
to the first principles of policy if he aban-

doned Scotland
; Edward affirmed that he

must relinquish all pretensions to generosity
if he withdrew his protection from Robert.

The former, informed of some preparations
for hostilities which had been made by his

rival, issued a sentence of felony and at-

tainder against Robert, and declared that

every vassal of the crown, whether within

or without the kingdom, who gave coun-

tenance to that traitor, would be involved

in the same sentence ; a menace easy to be

understood : the latter, resolute not to

jdeld, endeavoured to form alliances in the

Low Countries and on the frontiers of

Germany ;
the only places from which he

could make an effectual attack upon
France, or produce such a diversion as

might save Guienne, which lay so much

exposed to the power of Philip.

PREPARATIONS FOR WAR WITH
FRANCE.

The king began with opening his intentions

to the count of Hainault, his father-in-law ;

and employed the good offices and counsels

of that prince in drawing into his alliance the

other sovereigns of that neighbourhood.
The dukeofBrabant was induced, by his me-

diation, and by large remittances of money,
to promise his concurrence. The arch-

bishop of Cologne, the duke of Gueldres,
the marquis of Juliers, the count of Namur,
the lords of Faquemont and Baquen, were

engaged by like motives to embrace the

Enghsh alliance. These sovereign princes
could supply, either from their own states

or from the bordering countries, great

* Like most demagogues who have been immode-
rately exalted, the fall of Arteville was as deplorable
as his rise had been sudden. The tide of opinion
having turned, those who had been accustomed to

approach him bare-headed, turned their backs upon
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numbers of warlike troops ; and naught
was wanting to make the force very formi-

dable but the accession of Flanders, which
Edward procured by means somewhat
unusual.

As the Flemings were the first people in

the northern parts of Europe that cultivated

arts and manufactures, the lower ranks of

men among them had arisen to a degree of

opulence unknown elsewhere to those of

their station in that barbarous age ; had

acquired independence ;
and began to

emerge from that state of vassalage, or

rather of slavery, into which the common

people had been universally thrown. It

was probably difficult for them to bring
their sovereign and their nobility to con-

form themselves to the principles of law

and civil government ; it was impossible
for them to confine themselves within the

proper bounds in their opposition and re-

sentment against any instance of tyranny.

They had risen in tumults
; had insulted

the nobles ;
had chased their earl into

France
;
and delivering themselves over to

the guidance of a seditious leader, had been

guilty of all that insolence and disorder, to

which the thoughtless populace are in-

chned, wherever they are unfortunate

enough to be their own masters.

Their present leader was James d'Arte

ville, a brewer in Ghent, who governed
with a more absolute sway than had ever

been assumed by any of their lawful sove

reigns. He placed and displaced the

magistrates at pleasure : he was accom

panied by a guard ; who, on the least signal
from him, instantly assassinated any man
that happened to fall under his displeasure :

all the cities of Flanders were full of his

spies ; and it was immediate death to give
him the smallest umbrage : the few nobles

who remained in the country lived in con-

tinual terror : he seized the estates of aU

those whom he had either banished or

murdered : and, bestowing a part on their

wives and children, converted the re-

mainder to his own use.* Such were the

him. At length the tumult rose so high against him,
that he found it necessary to barricade his house.

He then appeared at the window of a small turret,

and humbly entreated the mob to allow him till the

next day to give an account of a treasure which he
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first effects tliat Europe saw of popular
Anolence

;
after having groaned, (Ivn-ing so

many ages, under monarchical and aristo-

cratical tyranny.
James d'Arteville was the man to whom

Edward addressed himself for bringing
over the Flemings to his interests

; and

that prince never courted any ally witli so

much assiduity and so many submissions

as he employed towards this seditious and
criminal tradesman. D'Arteville, proud
of these advances from the king of Eng-
land, and sensible that the Flemings were

naturally inclined to maintain connexions
with the English, who furnished them the

materials of their woollen manufactures,
the chief source of their opulence, readily
embraced the interests of Edward, and in-

vited him over into the Low Countries.

Edward, before he entered on this great

enterprise, affected to consult his parlia-

ment, and obtained their consent. And,
the more to strengthen his hands, he pro-
cured from them a grant of twenty thou-

sand sacks of wool, which might amount
to about a hundred thousand pounds.
This commodity was a good instrument to

employ with the Flemings ;
and the price

of it with his German allies. He completed
the other necessary sums by loans ; by
pawning the crown jewels ; by confiscating,
or rather robbing at once all the Lombards,
who now exercised the invidious trade,

formerly monopolized by the Jews, of

lending on interest
; and, being attended

by a body of English forces, and by several

of his nobility, he sailed over to Flanders.

The German princes, to justify their un-

provoked hostilities against France, had re-

quired the sanction of some legal authority:
and Edward, that he might give them
satisfaction on this head, had applied to

Lewis of Bavaria, then emperor, and had
been created by him vicar of the empire ;

an emptv title, but which seemed to give
turn a right of commanding the ser\ace of

the princes of Germany. The Flemings,
who were vassals of France, pretending

was charged with having secreted for his own use.

Instead of granting him this favour, those to whom
he appealed ordered him to come down instantly,
and submit to them his vouchers. He hesitated,
and they broke open the door ; and after an eager

like scruples with regard to the invasion of

their liege lord, Edward, by the advice of

d'Arteville, assumed, in his commissions,
the title of king of France

;
and claimed

their assistance for dethroning Philip de

Valois, the usurper of his kingdom. This

step, which he feared would destroy all

future amity between the kingdoms, and

beget endless and implacable jealousies
in France, was not taken without much
hesitation ; and, not being in itself very
justifiable, it has in the issue been attended

with many miseries to both kingdoms. In

all the preceding reigns since the conquest,
the hostilities between the two crowns had
been only casual and temporary ;

and the

traces of them were easily obliterated. The

English nobility and gentry valued them
selves on their French or Norman extrac

tion; they affected to employ the language
of that country in all public transactions,

and in familiar conversation ; and the Eng
lish court and camp being always full of

nobles, who came from France, the two peo

pie were, during some centuries, more in

termingled than any two nations whom we
meet with in history. But the fatal pre-
tensions of Edward III. dissolved all these

connexions, and left the seeds of great

animosity in both countries, especially

among the English. For it is remarkable

that this latter nation, though they were

commonly the aggressors, and by their

success and situation were enabled to com-

mit the most cruel injuries on the other,

always retained a stronger tincture of

national antipathy.

Philip made great preparations against

the attack from the English, and such as

seemed more than sufficient to secure him

from the danger. Besides the concurrence

of all the nobihty in his own populous and

warUke kingdom, his foreign alliances were

more powerful than those which were

formed by his antagonist. The pope, who
at this time lived at Avignon, was depen-
dent on France ; and, being disgusted at

the connexions between Edward and Lewis

search discovered Artevillc in his cellar beliind one
of his casks. The forms of arrest, trial, and con

demnation were deemed unnecessary. He was in-

stantly stabbed ; and expired covered with wounds
Ed.
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of Bavaria, whom he had excommunicated,
he embraced witli zeal the cause of the

French monarch. The king of Navarre,
the duke of Brittany, the count of Bar,

were in the same interests
; and, on the

side of Germany, the king of Bohemia, the

Palatine, the dukes of Lorraine and Aus-

tria, the bishop of Liege, the counts of

Deiixpont, Vaudemont, and Geneva. The
allies of Edward were weaker

; and, having
no object but his money, which began to

be exhausted, they were slow in their mo-
tions and irresolute in their measures. The
duke of Brabant, the most powerful among
them, seemed even inclined to withdraw
from the alliance

;
and the king was ne-

cessitated both to give the Brabanters

new privileges in trade, and to contract his

son Edward with the daughter of that

prince, ere he could bring him to fulfil his

engagements. The summer was wasted
in conferences and negociations before Ed-
ward could take the field ;

and he was

obliged, in order to allure his German
allies into his measures, to pretend that

the first attack should be made upon
Cambray, a city of the empire which had
been garrisoned by Philip. But, finding

upon trial the difficulty of the enterprise,
he conducted them towards the frontiers

of France ; and he there saw the vanity
of his expectations. The count of Namur,
and even the count of Hainault his bro-

ther-in-law, (for the old count was dead)
refused to commence hostilities against
their liege lord, and retired with their

troops. So little account did they make
of Edward's pretensions to the crown of

France !

WAR WITH FRANCE. 13-39.

The king, however, entered the enemy's

country, and encamped on the fields of

Vironfosse, near Capelle, with an army of

near fifty thousand men, composed almost

entirely of foreigners : Philip approached
him with an army of near double the force,

composed chiefly of native subjects ;
and

it was daily expected that a battle would
ensue. But the English monarch was
averse to engage against so great a supe-

riority ; the French thought it sufficient
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if he eluded the attacks of his enemy with-

out running any unnecessary hazard. The
two armies faced each other for some days ;

mutual defiances were sent ; and Edward
at last retired into Flanders, and disbanded

his army.
Such was the almost ridiculous conclu

sion of Edward's mighty preparations ; and,

as his measures were the most prudent
that could be embraced in his situation, he

might learn from experience in what a

hopeless enterprise he was engaged. His

expenses had been consuming and destruc-

tive : he had contracted near three hundred
thousand pounds of debt ; he had antici-

pated all his revenue
;

he had pawned
every thing of value which belonged either

to himself or his queen ; he was obliged,
in some measure, even to pawn himself to

his creditors, by not sailing to England till

he obtained their permission, and by pro-

mising, on his word of honour, to return

in person if he did not remit their money.
But he was a prince of too much spirit

to be discouraged by the first difficulties of

an undertaking ;
and he was anxious to

retrieve his honour by more successful en

terprises. For this purpose he had, during
the course of the campaign, sent orders to

summon a parliament by his son Edward,
whom he had left with the title of guardian,
and to demand some supply in his urgent
necessities. The barons seemed inclined

to grant his request : but the knights,
who often acted as a separate body from
the burgesses, made some scruple of taxing
the constituents without their consent

;

and they desired the guardian to summon a

new parliament, which might be properly

empowered for that purpose. The king,
sensible of the frequent demands wliicli he
should be obliged to make on his people,
had been anxious to insure to his friends

a seat in the House of Commons, and at

his instigation the sheriffs and other place-
men had made interest to be elected into

that assembly, an abuse which the knights
desired the king to correct by the tenor of

his writ of summons, and which was ac-

cordingly remedied. On the other hand,
the knights had professedly annexed con-

ditions to their intended grant, and required
a considerable retrenchment of the royal
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The new parliament called by the guardian
retained the same free spirit ; and, though

they offered a large supply of thirty thou-

Isand sacks of wool, no business was con-

cluded, because the conditions which thcv

annexed appeared too high to be compcnsa-
'ted bv a temporary concession. But, when
Edward himself came over to England, he

summoned another parliament ; and he

ihad the interest to procure a supply on

Imore moderate terms. A confirmation of

the two charters and of the privileges of

I boroughs, a pardon for old debts and tres-

i passes, and a remedy for some abuses in

'the execution of common law, were the

I

chief conditions insisted on : and the king,

;in return for his concessions on these

heads, obtained from the barons and

knights an unusual grant, for two years, of

the ninth sheaf, lamb, and fleece on their

estates ;
and from the burgesses a ninth of

their moveables at their true value. The
whole parliament also granted a duty of

forty shillings on each sack of wool ex-

ported, on each three hundred wool-fells,

and on each last of leather, for the same

term of vears ; but, dreading the arbitrary

spirit of the crown, they expressly declared

that this grant was to continue no longer,

and was not to be drawn into precedent.

Being soon after sensible that this supply,

though considerable and very unusual,

would come in slowly, and would not an-

swer the king's urgent necessities, pro-

ceeding both from his debts and his pre-

parations for war, they agreed tliat twenty
thousand sacks of wool should immediately
be granted him, and their value be deducted

from the ninths which were afterwards to

be levied.

But there appeared another jealousy in

the parliament, which was very reasonable,

and was founded on a sentiment that ought
to have engaged them rather to check tlian

support the king in all those ambitious

projects, so Uttle likely to prove successful,

and so dangerous to the nation if they did.

Edward, w ho before the commencement of

the former campaign had in several com-
VOL. I. 5 ^

missions assumed the title of king ot

Kraiice, now more openly in all ])ublic

deeds gave himself that appellation, and

always quartered the arms of France with;

those of England in his seals and ensigns. |

The parliament thougiit proper to obviate

the consequences of this measure, and to

declare that they owed him no obedience

as king of France, and that the two king-
doms must for ever remain distinct and

independent. They undoul)tedly foresaw

that France, if subdued, would in the end

prove the seat of government ; and they
deemed this previous protestation neces-

sary, in order to prevent their becoming a

province of that monarchy. A frail secu-

rity, if the event had really taken place !

NAVAL VICTORY. 1340.

As Philip was apprised, from the ]irepa-

rations which were making both in England
and the Low Countries, that he must ex-

pect another invasion from Edward, he

fitted out a great fleet of four hundred

vessels, manned with forty thousand men
;

and he stationed them off" Sluise, with a

view of intercepting the king in his passage.
The English navy was much inferior in

number, consisting only of two hundred

and forty sail : but, they gained the wind

of the enemy, and had the sun in tiieir

backs
;
and with these advantages, on the

thirteenth of June, began the action. The
battle was fierce and bloody. The English

archers, now much celebrated, galled the

French on their approach ; and, when the

ships grappled together, and the contest

became more steady and furious, the ex-

ample of the king, and of so many gallant

nobles who accompanied him, animated to

such a degree the seamen and soldiery,

that they maintained every where a supe-

riority over the enemy. The French also

had been guilty of some imprudence in

taking their station so near the coast of

Flanders, and choosing that place for the

scene of action. The Flemings, descrying
the battle, hurried out of their harbours,

and brought a reinforcement to the Enghsh;
which, coming unexpectedly, had a greater

effect than in proportion to its power and

numbers. Two hundred and thirty French
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ships were taken
; thirty thousand French-

men were killed, with two of their admirals.

The loss of the English was inconsiderable,

compared to the greatness of the victory.

None of Philip's courtiers, it is said, dared

to inform him of the event ; till his jester

gave him a hint, by which he discovered

the loss that he had sustained.

The lustre of this great success increased

the king's authority among his allies, who
assembled their forces with expedition, and

joined the English army. Edward marched
to the frontiers of France, at the head of

above one hundred thousand men, con-

sisting chiefly of foreigners ;
a more nume-

rous armj' than either before or since has

ever been commanded by any king of Eng-
land. At the same time the Flemings, to

the number of fifty thousand men, marched

out under the command of Robert of

Artois, and laid siege to St. Omer ; but

this tumultuary army was routed by a sally

of the garrison, and, notwithstanding the

abilities of their leader, instantly dis-

persed, and never more appeared in the

field. The enterprises of Edward, though
not attended with so inglorious an issue,

proved equally fruitless. The king of

France had assembled an army more nu-

merous than the English : was accompanied

by all the chief nobility of his kingdom ;

was attended by many foreign princes, and

even by the kings of Bohemia, Scotland,

and Navarre : yet he still adhered to the

prudent resolution of putting nothing to

hazard ; and, after throwing strong gar-
risons into all the frontier towns, he retired

backwards, persuaded that the enemy,

having wasted their force in some tedious

and unsuccessful enterprise, would attbrd

him an easy victory.

Tournay was at that time one of the

most considerable cities of Flanders, con-

taining above sixty thousand inhabitants of

Philip

strongly

garrisons
fournav.

all who were

French government

designs

affectionate to the

and, as the secret of

Edward's designs had not been strictly

kept, Philip learned that the English, to

gratify their Flemish allies, had intended

to open the campaign with the siege of

this place : he took care, therefore, to

supply it with a garrison of fourteen thou-

sand men, commanded by the bravest
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nobility of France ; and he reasonably
expected that these forces, joined to the

inhabitants, would be able to defend the

city against all the efforts of the enemy.
Accordingly Edward, when he commenced
the siege, about the end of July, found an
obstinate resistance. The valour of one
side was encountered with equal valour by
the other

; every assault proved unsuccess-

ful ;
and the king was at last obliged to

turn the siege into a blockade, in hopes
that the great numbers of the garrison and

citizens, which had enabled them to defend

themselves against his attacks, would but

expose them to be the more easily reduced

by famine. The count of Eu, who com-
manded in Tournay, as soon as he per-
ceived that the English had formed this

plan, endeavoured to save his provisions,

by expelling all the useless mouths
; and

the duke of Brabant, who wished no
success to Edward's enterprises, gave

every one a free passage through his

quarters.
After the siege had continued ten weeks,

the city was reduced to distress
; and

Philip, recalling all his scattered garrisons,
advanced towards the English camp, at

the head of a mighty army, with an inten

tion of seeking some opportunity of throw-

ing relief into the place. Here Edward
irritated with the small progress he had
hitherto made, and with the disagreeable

prospect that lay before him, sent Philip a

defiance by herald ; and challenged him to

decide their claims for the crown of France,
either by single combat, or by an action of

a hundred against a hundred, or by a gen
eral engagement. But Philip replied that

Edward having done homage to him for

the duchy of Guienne, and having solemnly
acknowledged him for his superior, it

by no means became him to send a defi-

ance to his liege lord and sovereign : that

he was confident, notwithstanding all Ed
ward's preparations, and his conjunction
with the rebellious Flemings, he himself
should soon be able to chase him from the

frontiers of France : that, as the hostilities

from England had prevented him from

executing his purposed crusade against the

infidels, he trusted in the assistance of the

Almighty, who would reward his pious in-
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tentions, and punish the aggressor, whose
ill grounded claims had rendered them
abortive : that Edward proposed a duel on

very unequal terms, and offered to hazard

only his own person against both the king-
dom of France and the person of the king;
but that if he would increase the stake,

and put also the kingdom of England on

the issue of the duel, he would, notwith-

standing that the terms would still be

unequal, very willingly accept of the chal-

lenge. It was easy to see that these mutual

bravadoes were intended only to dazzle the

populace, and that the two kings were too

wise to think of executing their pretended

purpose.
While the French and Enghsh armies lay

in this situation, and a general action was

even- day expected, Jane, countess dow-

ager of Hainault, interposed. This prin-
cess was mother-in-law to Edward, and

sister to Philip ;
and though she had taken

the vows in a convent, and had renounced

the world, she left her retreat, and era-

ploved all her pious efforts to allay those

animosities which had taken place between

persons so nearly related to her and to

each other. As Philip had no material

claims on his antagonist, she found that

he hearkened to the proposals ;
and even

the haughty and ambitious Edward was

not averse to her negociation. He was

sensible that he had engaged in an enter-

prise which far exceeded his force
;
and

that the power of England was never likely

to prevail over a superior kingdom, firmly
united under an able and prudent monarch.

He discovered that all the allies he could

gain were at bottom averse to his enter-

prise ; and, though they might second it

to a certain length, would oppose its final

accomplishment, if ever they could be

brought to think that there was seriously

any danger of it. He saw that their chief

BssnppUes purpose was to obtain money from him
;

^'^j_ and, as his supphes came in very slowly,

and had much disappointed his expecta-

tions, he perceived their growing indiffer-

ence in his cause, and their desire of em-

bracing all plausible terms of accommo-
dation. Com-inced that an undertaking
must be imprudent which could only be

supported by means so unequal to the end,

'

Jward is

rilling to

legodate.

he concluded a truce, which left both par-

ties in possession of their present acquisi-

tions, and stopped all farther hostilities on

the side of the Low Countries, Guienne,

and Scotland, till Midsummer next. A
ne<j;ociation was soon after opened at Arras,

under the mediation of the pope's legates ;

and the truce was attempted to be con-

verted into a solid peace. Edward here

recjuired that Philip should free Cniiciine

from all claims of superiority, and entirely

withdraw his protection from Scotland ;

but, as he seeuied not anywise entitled to

make such high demands, either from his

past successes or future prospects, they
were totally rejected by Philip, who agreed

only to a prolongation of the truce.

The king of France soon after detached

the emperor Lewis from the alliance of

England, and engaged him to revoke the

title of Imperial Vicar, which he had con-

ferred on Edward. The king's other allies

graduallv withdrew from the confederacy.
And Edward himself, harassed by his nu-

merous and importunate creditors, was

obliged to make his escape by stealth into

England.

DOMESTIC DISTURBANCES.

The unusual tax of a ninth sheaf, lamb,

and fleece, imposed by parliament, together

with the great want of money, and still

more of credit, in England, had rendered

the remittances to Flanders extremely
backward ; nor could it be expected that

any expeditious method of collecting an

imposition, which was so new in itself, and

which yielded only a gradual produce,

could possibly be contrived. And, though
the parliament, foreseeing the inconve-

nience, had granted, as a present resource,

twenty thousand sacks of wool, (the only

English goods that bore a sure price in

foreign markets, and were the next to

ready money) it was impossible but the

getting possession of such a bulky com-

modity, the gathering of it from different

parts of the kingdom, and the disposing
of it abroad, must take up more time than

the urgency of the king's affairs would per-

mit. But, though nothing had happened
which Eiiward might not reasonably have
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foreseen, he was so irritated with the un-

fortunate issue of his military operations,
that he came in very bad humour into

England. He discovered his peevish dis-

position by the first act which he performed
after his arrival. As he landed unex-

pectedly, he found the Tower negligently

guarded : and he immediately committed
to prison the constable, and all others who
had the charge of that fortress, and treated

them with unusual rigour. His vengeance
fell next on the officers of the revenue, the

sheriffs, the collectors of the taxes, the

undertakers of all kinds ; and, besides dis-

missing all of them from their employ-
ments, he appointed commissioners to

inquire into their conduct ;
and these men,

in order to gratify the king's humour, were
sure not to find any person innocent.

Sir John St. Paul, keeper of the privy
seal. Sir John Stonore chief justice, An-
drew Aubrey mayor of London, were dis-

placed and imprisoned ; as were also the

bishop of Chichester chancellor, and the

bishop of Litchfield treasurer. Stratford

archbishop of Canterbury, to whom the

charge of collecting the new taxes had been

chiefly intrusted, fell likewise under the

king's displeasure ; but, being absent at

the time of Edward's arrival, he escaped,

feehng the immense effects of it.

There were strong reasons which might
discourage the kings of England, in those

ages, from bestowing the chief offices of

the crown on ecclesiastical persons. These
men had so intrenched themselves in privi-

leges and immunities, and so openly chal-

lenged an exemption from all secular juris-

diction, that no civil penalty could be inflic-

ted on them for any malversation in office
;

and, as even treason itself was declared to

be no canonical offence, nor was allowed

to be a sufficient reason for deprivation or

other spiritual censures, that order of men
were not bound by any political law or

statute. But, on the other hand, there

were many peculiar causes which favoured

their promotion. Besides that they pos-
sessed almost all the learning of the age,
and were best qualified for civil employ-
ments, the prelates enjoyed equal dignity
with the greatest barons, and gav^e weight,

by their personal authority, to the powers
i>72

intrusted with them
; while they did not

endanger the crown by accumulating wealth

or influence in their families, and were re-

strained, by the decency of their character,
from that open violence so often practised

by the nobles. These motives had induced

Edward, as well as many of his predecessors,
to intrust the chief departments of govern-
ment in the hands of ecclesiastics, at the

hazard of seeing them disown his authority
as soon as it was turned against them.

This was the case with archbishop Strat-

ford. That prelate, informed of Edward's

indignation against him, prepared himself

for the storm ; and, not content with

standing upon the defensive, he resolved,

by beginning the attack, to shew the king
that he knew the privileges of his character,
and had courage to maintain them. He
issued a general sentence of excommunica-
tion against all who on any pretext ex-

ercised violence on the person or goods of

clergymen ; who infringed those privileges
secured by the Great Charter, and by
ecclesiastical canons ; or who accused a

prelate of treason, or any other crime, in

order to bring him under the king's dis-

pleasure. Even Edward had reason to

think himself struck at by this sentence
;

both on account of the imprisonment of

the two bishops and that of other clergy-
men concerned in levying the taxes, and
on account of his seizing their lands and

moveables, that he might make them an-

swerable for any balance which remained

in their hands. The clergy, with the pri-
mate at their head, were now formed into

a regular combination against the king ;

and many calumnies were spread against
him. It was pretended that he meant to

recall the general pardon, and the remission

which he had granted of old debts, and to

impose new and arbitrary taxes without

consent of parliament. The archbishop
went so far, in a letter to the king himself,

as to tell him that there were two powers

by which the world was governed, the holy

pontifical apostolic dignity, and the royal
subordinate authority ;

that of these twol

powers the clerical was evidently the su-i

preme, since the priests were to answer at

the tribunal of the divine judgment for the

conduct of kings themselves
;

that the
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clergj^ were the spiritual fathers of all the

jfaithful, and amon;;st others of kinirs and

iprinces, and were entitled, by a heavenly
'charter, to direct their wills and actions,

'and to censure their transgressions ;
and

ithat prelates had heretofore cited emperors
before their tribunal, had sitten in judgment
on their liie and beliaviour, and had an-

athematised them for their obstinate of-

fences. These topics were not well calcu-

lated to appease Edward's indignation ;

ingstm- «iDd when he called a parliament he sent

'"ami^t"'
'^'^^ to the primate, as to the other peers,
a summons to attend it. Stratford was

I not discouraged at this mark of neglect or

anger; he appeared before the gates, arrayed
in his pontifical robes, holding the crosier

in his hand, and accompanied by a pompous
train of priests and prelates ; and he re-

quired admittance as the first and highest

peer in the realm. During two days the

jking rejected his application ; but, sensible

[either that this affair might be attended

'with dangerous consequences, or that he

had groundlessly accused the primate of
Hedaims {malversation, which seems really to have

the iiighest bccn the case, he at last permitted him to

Ei^lgis jtake
his seat, and was reconciled to him.

reconciled Edward now found himself in a bad
to him. . . . .

|situation, botli with his own people and

;with foreign states
;
and it required all his

genius and capacity to extricate himself

from such multiplied difficulties and em-
barrassments. His unjust and exorbitant

claims on France and Scotland had en-

gaged him in an implacable war with these

kingdoms: he had lost almost all his

foreign aUiances by his irregular payments :

he was deeply involved : his military ope-
rations had vanished into smoke

; and,

except his naval victor)', none of them had
been attended with glorj' or renown, either

to himself or to the nation : the animosity
between him and the clergy was open and
declared : the people were discontented on
account of many arbitrary measures in

which he had been engaged : and, what
was more dangerous, the nobility were de-

termined to retrench his power, and, by

encroaching on the ancient prerogatives of

the crown, to acquire to themselves inde-

pendence and autliority. But the aspiring
-i-nius of Edward proved sufficient to rein-
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state him in his formi^-r authority, and,

finally, to render his reign the most trium-

phant in EngHsh story ; though for the

present he was obliged, with some loss of

honour, to yield to the current which bore

so strongly against him.

The parliament framed an act which was

likely to jjroduce considerable innovations
in the government. They premised that,
whereas the Great Cliarter had, to the

manifest peril and slander of the king and

damage of his people, been violated in

many points, particularly by the imprison-
ment of free men, and the seizure of their

goods, without suit, indictment, or trial, it

was necessarj' to confirm it anew, and to

oblige all the chief officers of the law, to-

gether with the steward and chamberlain
of the household, the keeper of the privy
seal, the controller and treasurer of the

wardrobe, and those who were intrusted

with the education of the young prince, to

swear to the regular observance of it

They also remarked that the peers of the

realm had formerly been arrested and im

prisoned, and dispossessed of their tem-

poralities and lands, and even some of them

put to death, without trial
;
and they,

therefore, enacted that such violences

should henceforth cease, and no peer be

punished but by the award of his peers in

parhament. They required that, whenever

any of the great offices above mentioned

became vacant, the king should till it by
the advice of his council, and the consent

of such barons as should be found to reside

in the neighbourhood of the court. And

they enacted that, on the third day of every

session, the king should resume into his

own hand all these offices, except those of

justices of the two benches, and the barons

of exchequer ; that the ministers should

for the time be reduced to private per-

sons ;
that they should in that condition!

answer before parliament to any accusation!

brought against them ;
and that, if theyj

were found anywise guilty, they should

finally be dispossessed of their offices, and

more able persons be substituted in their

place. By these last regulations the

barons approached as near as they durst

to those restrictions which had formerly!
been imposed on Henry HI. and Edward
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II., and which had become so generally

odious, that they did not expect to have

either the concurrence of the people in de-

manding them, or the assent of the present

king in granting them.

In return for these important conces-

sions, the parliament offered the king a

grant of twenty thousand sacks of wool
;

and his wants were so urgent, from the

clamours of his creditors and the demands
of his foreign allies, that he was obliged to

accept of the supply on these hard condi-

tions. He ratified this statute in full par-
liament ; but he secretly entered a protest
of such a nature as was sufficient to destroy
all future trust and confidence with his

people : he declared that, as soon as his

convenience permitted, he would, from his

own authority, revoke what had been ex-

torted from him.* Accordingly, he was no
sooner possessed of the parliamentary

supply than he issued an edict, which con-

tains many extraordinary positions and

pretensions. He first asserts that that

statute had been enacted contrary to law
;

as if a free legislative body could ever do

any thing illegal. He next affirms that, as

it was hurtful to the prerogatives of the

crown, which he had sworn to defend, he
had only dissembled when he seemed to

ratify it, but that he had never in his own
breast given his assent to it. He does not

pretend that either he or the parliament

lay under force
; but only that some in-

convenience would have ensued, had he
not seemingly affixed his sanction to that

pretended statute. He therefore, with the

advice of his council, and of some earls

and barons, abrogates and annuls it
;
and

declares it thenceforth to have no force or

authority. The parliaments that were af-

terwards assembled took no notice of this

arbitrary exertion of royal power, which,

by a parity of reason, left all their laws at

the mercy of the king ; and, during the

course of two years, Edward had so far re-

estabUshed his influence, and freed himself
from his present necessities, that he then
obtained from his parliament a legal repeal
of the obnoxious statute. This transaction

*- That this protest of the king's was secret, ap-
pears evidently, since otherwise it would have been
ridiculous in the parliament to have accepted of his
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certainly contains remarkable circum-

stances, which discover the manners and

sentiments of the age, and may prove what

inaccurate work might be expected from

such rude hands, when employed in legis-.

lation, and in rearing the delicate fabric of

laws and a constitution.

But, though Edward had recovered his

authority at home, which had been im-

paired by the events of the French war, he

had undergone so many mortifications from

that attempt, and saw so fittle prospect of

success, that he would probably have

dropped his claim, had not a revolution in

Brittany opened to him more promising
views, and given his enterprising genius a

full opportunity of displaying itself.

AFFAIRS OF BRITTANY. 1341.

John III. duke of Brittany, had, during
some years, found himself declining through

age ; and, having no issue, he was solici-

tous to prevent those disorders to which,
on the event of his demise, a disputed suc-

cession might expose his subjects. His

younger brother, the count of Penthievre,
had left only one daughter, whom the duke
deemed his heir

; and, as his family had
inherited the duchy by a female succession,
he thought her title preferable to that of

the count of Mountfort, who, being his

brother by a second marriage, was the

male heir of that principality. He ac-

cordingly purposed to bestow his niece in

marriage on some person who might be able

to defend her rights ;
and he cast his eye

on Charles of Blois, nephew of the king of

France by his mother Margaret of Valois,
sister to that monarch. But as he both

loved his subjects and was beloved by
them, he determined not to take this im-

portant step without their approbation ;

and, having assembled the states of Brit-

tany, he represented to them the advan-

tages of that alliance. The Bretons

willingly concurred in his choice ; the

marriage was concluded
;

all his vassals,!

and among the rest the count of Mountfort,
swore fealty to Charles and to his consort
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as their future sovereigns ; and every dan-

ger of civil coinniotions seemed to be ob-

viated, as far as human prudence could

provide a remedy ajjainst them.

But on the death of this good prince the

ambition of the count of Mountfort broke

through all these regulations, and kindled

a war, not only dangerous to Brittany, but

to a great part of Europe. While Charles

[of Blois was soliciting, at the court of

France, the investiture of the duchy, Mount-
fort was active in acquiring immediate

possession of it : and by force or intrigue
he made himself master of Rennes, Nantz,
Brest, Hennebonne, and all the most im-

portant fortresses ; and engaged many
considerable barons to acknowledge his

authority. Sensible that he could expect
no favour from Philip, he made a voyage
to England on pretence of soliciting his

claim to the earlckim of Richmond, which
had devolved to him by his brother's death

;

and there, offering to do homage to Ed-
ward, as king of France, for the duchy of

Brittany, he proposed a strict alliance for

the support of their mutual pretensions.
Edward saw immediately the advantages
attending this treaty. Mountfort, an ac-

tive and valiant prince, closely united to

him by interest, opened at once an entrance
into the heart of France, and afforded him
much more flattering views than his allies

on the side of Germany and the Low
Countries

;
who had no sincere attach-

ment to his cause, and whose progress
was also obstructed by those numerous
fortifications which had been raised on that

frontier. Robert of Artois was zealous
in enforcing these considerations

; and it

required a very short negociation to con-
clude a treaty of alliance between two men
who, though their pleas with regard to the

preference of male or female succession

were directly opposite, were intimately
connected by their immediate interests.

As this treaty was still a secret, Mount-
fort on his return ventured to appear at

Paris, in order to defend his cause before

the court of peers : but, obser\-ing Philip
and his judges to be prepossessed against
his title, and dreading their intentions of

arresting him till he should restore what
he had seized by violence, he suddenly

made his escape ;
and war imiuediately

commenced between him and Charles of

Blois. Philip sent his eldest son, the duke
of Normandy, with a powerful army, to

the assistance of the latter; and Mount
fort, unable to keep the field, remained in

the city of Nantz, where he was beseiged.
The city was taken by the treachery of^the

inhabitants
; Mountfort fell into the hands

of his enemies, was conducted as a pri
soner to Paris, and was shut uj) in the

tower of the Louvre.

This event seemed to put an end to the

pretensions of the count of Mountfort ;

but his affairs were immediately retrieved

by an unexpected incident. Jane of Flan

ders, countess of Mountfort, the most ex

traordinary woman of the age, was roused,

by the captivity of her husband, from
domestic cares ; and she undertook to sup
{)ort the falling fortunes of her family
No sooner did she receive the fatal intel

ligence, than she assembled the inhabitants
of Rennes, where she tlien resided

; and,

carrying her infant son in lier arms, de-

plored the calamity of their sovereign.
She recommended to their care the illus-

trious orphan, the sole male remaining of

their ancient princes ; who had governed
them with such indulgence and lenity, and
to whom they had ever professed the most
zealous attachment. She declared herself

willing to run all hazards with them in so

just a cause ; discovered the resources

which still remained in the alliance of

England ; and entreated them to make one

effort against an usurper, who, being im-

posed on them by the arms of France,
would make a sacrifice to liis protector of

the ancient liberties of Brittany. The

audience, moved by the affecting appear-

ance, and inspirited by the noble conduct

of the princess, vowed to live and die with

her in defending the rights of her family ;

all the other fortresses of Brittany em-
braced the same resolution

; the countess

went from place to place, encouraging the

garrisons, concerting the proper plans of

defence ; and, after she had put the whole

pronnce in a good posture, she shut her-

self up in Hennebonne, where she waited

with impatience the arrival of those suc-

cours which Edward had promised her.
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Meanwhile she sent over her son to Eng-
land, that she might both put him in safety,

and engage the king more strongly, by
such a pledge, to embrace with zeal the

interests of her family.
Charles of Blois, anxious to make him-

self master of so important a fortress as

Hennebonne, and still more to take the

countess prisoner, sat down before the

place with a great army, composed of

French, Spaniards, Genoese, and some
Bretons

;
and he conducted the attack

with indefatigable industry. The defence

was no less vigorous ; the besiegers were

repulsed in every assault
; frequent sallies

were made with success by the garrison ;

and, the countess herself being the most
forward in all military operations, every
one was ashamed not to exert himself to

the utmost. One day she perceived that

the besiegers, entirely occupied in an at-

tack, had neglected a distant quarter of

their camp ;
and she immediately sallied

forth at the head of a body of two hun-
dred cavalry, threw them into confusion,
did great execution upon them, and set

fire to their tents, baggage, and magazines :

but, when she was preparing to return, she

found that she was intercepted, and that a

considerable body of the enemy had thrown
themselves between her and the gates.
She instantly ordered her men to disband,
and to make the best of their way to

Brest ; she met them at the appointed

place of rendezvous ; collected another

body of five hundred horse ;
returned to

Hennebonne
;
broke unexpectedly through

the enemy's camp ;
and was received with

shouts and acclamations by the garrison,

who, encouraged by so rare an example of

female valour, determined to defend them-

selves to the last extremity.
The reiterated attacks, however, of the be-

siegers had at length made several breaches
in the walls

;
and it was apprehended that

a general a.ssault would overpower the gar-

rison, diminished in numbers, and ex-

tremely weakened. It became necessary
to treat of a capitulation ; and the bishop
of Leon was already engaged, for that pur-
pose, in a conference with Charles of Blois ;

when the countess, who had mounted to a

I high tower, and was looking towards the
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sea with great impatience, descried some
sails at a distance. She immediatelv ex-

claimed,
' Behold the succours ! tlie Eng-

lish succours ! No capitulation !' This

fleet had on board a body of heavy-armed
cavalry, and six thousand archers, whomEd-
ward had prepared for the relief of Henne-

bonne, but who had been long detained

by contrary winds. They entered the har-

bour under the command of Sir Walter

Manny, one of the bravest captains of

England ; and, having inspired fresh cou-

rage into the garrison, immediately sallied

torth, beat the besiegers from all their

posts, and obliged them to decamp.
But, notwithstanding this success, the

countess of Mountfort found that her party,

overpowered by numbers, was declinin

in every quarter ;
and she went over to

sohcit more efiectual succours from the

Succours
arrive from

England,
and the

siege is

raised.

king of England. Edward greinted her a

considerable reinforcement under Robert

of Artois, who embarked on board a fleet

of forty-five ships, and sailed to Brittany.
He was met in his passage by the enemy ;

an action ensued, where the countess be-

haved with her wonted valour, and charged
the enemy sword in hand

;
but the hostile,

fleets, after a sharp action, were separated!

by a storm, and the English arrived safely
in Brittany. The first exploit of Robert

was the taking of Vannes, which he mas-

tered by conduct and address
;
but he sur-

vived a very httle time this prosperity.
The Breton noblemen of the party of

Charles assembled secretly in arms, at-

tacked Vannes of a sudden, and carried

the place ; chiefly by reason of a wound
received by Robert, of which he soon after

died at sea on his return to England.

WAR RENEWED WITH FRANCE.
1342.

After the death of this unfortunate prince,

the chief author of all the calamities with

which his country was overwhelmed for more

than a century, Edward undertook in per-

son the defence of the countess of Mount-

fort ; and, as the last truce with France

was now expired, the war, which the Eng-
lish and French had hitherto carried on as

allies to the competitors for Brittany, was
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France re-
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I
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The king landed at Morbian, near Vannes,
withtwelvethousand men; and endeavoured

to give a histie to ids arms h^y commencing
at once three important sieges, tliat of" Van-

nes, of Rennes, and of Nantz. But, by un-

dertaking too much, he failed of success in

all his enterprises. Even the siege of Vannes,
which Edward in person conducted witli

vigoui", advanced but slowly. The duke of

Normandy, eldest son of Philip, appeared in

Brittany, at the head of thirty thousand in-

fantry, and four thousand cavalry; and Ed-
.nd Xanu. ^vard was now obliged to draw toeetlier all

his forces, and to intrench himself before

Vannes, where the duke of Normandy
soon after arrived, and in a manner invested

the besiegers. The garrison and the French

camp were plentifully supplied with pro-
visions

;
while the English drew all their

subsistence from England, exposed to the

hazards of the sea. In this dangerous si-

tuation, Edward willingly hearkened to the

mediation of the pope's legates, the car-

dinals of Palestine and Frescati, who en-

deavoured to negociate, if not a peace, at

least a truce. A treaty was concluded for

a cessation of arms during three years ;

and Edward had the abilities to procure to

himself very equal and honourable terms.

It was agreed that Vannes should be

sequestered, during the truce, in the hands
of the legates, to be disposed of afterwards

as they pleased ; and, though Edward knew
the partiality of the court of Rome towards

his antagonists, he saved himself from the

dishonour of having undertaken a fruitless

enterprise. It was also stipulated that all

prisoners should be released ; that the

places in Brittany should remain in the

hands of the present possessors ;
and that

the allies on both sides should be compre-
hended in the truce. Edward, soon after,

embarked with his army for England.
The truce was of very short duration

;

and each monarch endeavoured to throw
on the other the blame of its infraction.

A cessation

ofaims is

agreed

upon.

War re-

commences.

* It is reported of this prince, that having once,

before tlie attack of a town, promised the soldiers

the plunder, one private man happened to fall on a

^eat chest full of money, which he immediately

brought to the earl, as thinking it too great for him-
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It seems probal^le, as is affirmed by the

French writers, that Edward, in.consenting
to the truce, had no other view than to

extricate liimself tVoni a perilous situation

into wiiicii he iiad fallen, and was after

wards very careless in obsei-ving it. In all

the memorials which remain he conqilains

chiefly of the puni.--hment intlicted on Oliver

de Clisson, John de Montauban, and other

Breton noblemen, who, he savs, were jiar-

lisans of the family of Mountfort, and con-

sequently under the protection of England.
But it appears that, at the conclusion of

the truce, these noblemen had openly, by
their declarations and actions, embraced
the cause of Charles of Blois

; and, if tiny
had entered into any secret correspondence
and engagements with Edward, they were

traitors to their party, and were justly

punishable by Philip and Charles for their

breach of faith. But, when Edward laid

these pretended injuries bel'ore the parlia-

ment, whom he affected to consult on all

occasions, that assembly entered into tlu

quarrel, advised the king not to be amused

by a fraudulent truce, and granted him

supplies for the renewal of the war. The
counties were charged with a filteenth for

two years, and the boroughs with a tenth.

The clergy consented to give a tenth for

three years.
These supplies enabled the king to com

plete his militaiy preparations ; and he

sent his cousin, Henry earl of Derby, son

of the earl of Lancaster, into Guienne, for

the defence of that province. This prince

possessed, to a high degree, the virtues of

justice and humanity, as well as those of

valour and conduct.* He attacked the

count of Lisle, the French general, at Ber-

gerac, and took the place. He reduced a

great part of Perigord ;
and continually

advanced in his conquests, till the count of

Lisle, having collected an army of ten or

twelve thousand men, sat down before Au-

beroche, in hopes of recovering that jilace,

which had fallen into the hands of the

English. The earl of Derby came upon

self to keep possession of it : but Derby told him
that his promise did not depend on the greatness or

smallness of the sum
;
and ordered him to keep it

all for his own use.
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him by surprise, with only a thousand

cavah-y, threw the French into disorder,

and obtained a complete victory. Lisle

himself, with many considerable nobles,

was taken prisoner. After this important

success, Derby made a rapid progress in

subduing the French provinces. He took

Monsegur, Monsepat, Villefranche, Mire-

mont, and Tonnins, with the fortress of

Damassen. Aiguillon, a fortress deemed

impregnable, fell into his hands from the

cowardice of the governor. Angouleme
was surrendered after a short siege. The

only place where he met with considerable

resistance was Reole, which was at last

reduced, after a siege of above nine weeks.

He made an attempt on Blaye, but thought
it more prudent to raise the siege than

waste his time before a place of small im-

portance.
The reason why Derby was permitted to

make, without opposition, such progress,
was the dithculties under which the French

finances then laboured, and which had

obliged Philip to lay on new impositions,

particularly the duty on salt, to the great

discontent, and almost mutiny of his

subjects. But, after the court of France

was supplied with money, great prepara-
tions were made

;
and the duke of Nor-

mandy, attended by the duke of Burgundy
and other great nobihty, led towards

Guienne a powerful army, which the

English could not think of resisting in the

open field. Tire earl of Derby allowed

the French to carry on, at leisure, the

siege of Angouleme, which was their first

enterprise. John lord Norwich, the gover-

nor, after a brave and vigorous defence,
found himself reduced to such extremities,
as obliged him to employ a stratagem in

order to save his garrison, and to prevent
his being reduced to surrender at dis-

cretion. He appeared on the walls, and
desired a parley with the duke of Nor-

mandy. The prince there told Norwich
that he supposed he intended to capitulate.
' Not at all,' replied the governor :

' but
as to-morrow is the feast of the Virgin, to

whom 1 know that you, sir, as well as my-
self, bear a great devotion, I desire a

'cessation of arms for that day.' The pro-
posal was agreed to ; and Norwich, having
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ordered his forces to prepare all their

baggage, marched out next day, and ad-

vanced towards the French camp. The

besiegers imagining they were to be at-

tacked, ran to their arms
;
but Norwich

sent a messenger to the duke, reminding
him of his engagement. The duke, who

piqued himself on faithfully keeping his

word, exclaimed,
'

I see the governor has

outwitted me
; but let us be content with

gaining the place :

' and the English were

allowed to pass unmolested. After some
other successes, the duke of Normandy
laid siege to Aiguillon : and, as the natural

strength of the fortress, together with a

brave garrison under the earl of Pembroke
and Sir Walter Manny, rendered it im-

possible to take the place by assault, he

purposed, after making several fruitless

attacks, to reduce it by famine
;
but before

he could finish this enterprise he was called

to another quarter of the kingdom, by one

of the greatest disasters that ever befel the

French monarchy.
Edward, informed by the earl of Derby

of the great danger to which Guienne was

exposed, had prepared a force, with which

he intended, in person, to bring it relief.

He embarked at Southampton on board a

fleet of near a thousand sail of all dimen-

sions ;
and carried with him, besides all

the chief nobihty of England, his eldest

son, the prince of Wales, now fifteen years
of age. The winds proved long contrary ;

and the king, in despair of arriving in time

at Guienne, was at last persuaded by

Geoffrey d'Harcourt to change the desti-

nation of his enterprise. This nobleman

was a Norman by birth, had long made a

considerable figure in the court of France

and was generally esteemed for his personal
merit and his valour : but, being disobhged
and persecuted by Philip, he had fled into

England ;
had recommended himself to

Edward, who was an excellent judge of

men ;
and had succeeded to Robert of

Artois in the invidious office of exciting
and assisting the king in every enterprise

against his native country. He had long
insisted that an expedition to Normandy
promised, in the present circumstances,

more favourable success than one to

Guienne ; that Edward would find the
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northern provinces almost destitute of mil-

itary force, which had been drawn to the

south ;
that they were full of flourishing;

cities, whose plunder would enrich the

English ;
that their cultivated fields would

supplv them with plenty of j)rovisions ;

and that the neighbourhood of the capital

rendered every event of importance in

those quarters. These reasons, which had

not before heen duly weighed by Edward,

began to make more impression, after the

disappointments which he met with in his

voyage. He ordered his fleet to sail to

Normandy, and safely disembarked his

army at la Hogue.

INVASION OF FRANCE. 1346.

This army, which during the course of the

ensuing campaign was crowned with the

most splendid success, consisted of four

thousand men at arms, ten thousand

archers, ten thousand Welsh infantry, and

six thousand Irish. The Welsh and the

Irish were light disorderly troops, fitter

for doing execution in a pursuit, or scour-

ing the country, than for any stable action.

The bow was always esteemed a frivolous

weapon where true military discipline was

known, and regular bodies of well armed

foot maintained. The only solid force in

this army were the men at arms
;
and even

these being cavalry, were much inferior in

battle, to good infantry. And, as the

whole were new levied troops, we are led

to entertain a very mean idea of the mili-

tar}' force of those ages, which, being igno-
rant of every other art, had not properly
cultivated the art of war itself, the sole

object of general attention.

The king created the earl of Arundel

constable of his army, and the earls of

Warwick and Harcourt mareschals. He
bestowed the honour of knighthood on the

mares- prince of Wales and several of the young
nobility immediately upon his landing.
After destroying all the ships in la Hogue,
Barfleur, and Cherbourg, he spread his

army over the whole country, and gave
jthem an unbounded license of burning,

'spoiUng, and plundering everj^ place of

which they became masters. The loose

disciphne then prevalent could not be

rhc earls of

Vnindel,

! Har-
:rt madi
-taU.

Mais of the

nny.

much hurt by these disorderly practices ;

and Edward took care to prevent any sur-

prise, by giving orders to his troops, how-
ever they might disperse themselves in the

day-time, always to quarter themselves

at night near tlie main body. In this

manlier ]\Iontebourg, Carentan, St. Lo,

Valognes, and other places in the Cotentin,
were jjillaged without resistance

;
and an

universal consternation was spread over

the province.
The intelligence of this uncx])ected in-

vasion soon reached Paris, and threw

Philip into great perplexity. He issued

orders for levying forces in all (juarters,

and dis])atched the count of Eu, constable

of France, and the count of Tancarville,with
a body of troops, to the defence of Caen, a

populous and commercial hut open city,

which lay in the neighbourhood of the

English army. The temptation of so rich

a prize soon allured Edward to approach
it

;
and the inhabitants, encouraged by

their numbers, and by the reinforcements

which they daily received from the country,
ventured to meet him in the field. But
their courage failed them on the first

shock
; they fled with precipitation ; the

counts of Eu and Tancarville were taken

prisoners ;
the victors entered the city

along with the vanquished ;
and a furious

massacre commenced, without distinction

of age, sex, or condition. The citizens

barricadoed their houses, and assaulted the

English with stones, bricks, and every
missile weapon ; the Enghsh made way by
fire to the destruction of the citizens ; till

Edward, anxious to save both his spoil

and his soldiers, stopped the massacre, and,

havin? obli<red the inliabitants to lav down
their arms, gave his troops license to

begin a more regular and less hazardous

plunder of the city. The pillage continued

for three days : the king reserved for his

own share the jewels, plate, silks, fine

cloth, and fine linen ;
and he bestowed all

the remainder of the spoil on his army.
The whole was embarked on board the ships,

and sent over to England ; together with

three hundred of the richest citizens of

Caen, whose ransom was an additional

profit, which he expected afterwards to

levy. This dismal scene passed in the
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presence of two cardinal legates, who had

come to negociate a peace between the

kingdoms.
The king moved next to Rouen, in hopes

of treating that city in the same manner ;

but found that the bridge over the Seine

was already broken down, and that the

king of France himself was arrived there

with his army. He marched along the

banks of that river towards Paris, destroy-

ing the whole country, and every town
and village. Some of his light troops
carried their ravages even to the gates of

Paris
;
and the royal palace of St. Germans,

together with Nanterre, Ruelle, and otlicr

villages, was reduced to ashes within sight
of the capital. The English intended to

pass the river at Poissy, but found the

French army encamped on the opposite
banks, and the bridge at that place, as well

as all others over the Seine, broken down

by orders from Philip. Edward now saw
that the Fi'ench meant to inclose him in

their country ;
but he saved himself by a

stratagem from this perilous situation.

He gave his army orders to dislodge and
to advance farther up the Seine ; but, im-

mediately returning by the same road,

he arrived at Poissy, which the enemy
had already quitted in order to attend

his motions. He repaired the bridge with

incredible celerity ; passed over his army ;

and having thus disengaged himself from
the enemy, advanced by quick marches
towards Flanders.

His vanguard, commanded by Harcourt,
met with the townsmen of Amiens, who
were hastening to reinforce their king, and
defeated them with great slaughter. He
passed by Beauvais, and burned the su-

burbs of that city : but, as he approached
the Somme, he found himself in the same

difficulty as before
;

all the bridges on that

river were either broken down, or strongly

guarded ; an army, under the command of

Godemar de Faye, was stationed on the

opposite banks
; Philip was advancing on

him from the other quarter with an army
of an hundred thousand men ; and he was
thus exposed to the danger of being en-

closed, and of starving in an enemy's
country. In this extremity he published
la reward to any one that should bring him
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intelligence of a passage over the Somme.
A peasant, called Gobin Agace, was tempted
on this occasion to betray the interests of

his country ;
and he informed Edward of

a ford below Abbeville which had a sound

bottom, and might be passed without diffi-

cultv at low water. The king hastened

thither, but found Godemar de Faye on
the opposite bank. Being urged by ne-

cessity, he deliberated not a moment
; but

threw himself into the river, sword in

hand, at the head of his troops ; drove

the enemy from their station, and pursued
them to a distance on the plain. The
French army under Philip arrived at the

ford when the rear-guard of the English
were passing. So narrow was the escape
which Edward, by his prudence and cele-

rity, made from this danger ! The rising
of the tide prevented the French king from

following him over the ford, and obUged
that prince to take his route over the

bridge at Abbeville, by which some time

was lost.

BATTLE OF CRESSY.
1346.

AUGUST 25

It is natural to think that Philip, at the

head of so vast an army, was impatient to

take revenge on the English, and to pre-
vent the disgrace to which he must be

exposed if an inferior enemy should be

allowed, after ravaging so great a part of

his kingdom, to escape with impunity.
Edward also was sensible that such must

be the object of the French monarch ; and

as he had advanced but a little way be

fore his enemy, he saw the danger of pre

cipitating his march over the plains of

Picardy, and of exposing his rear to the

insults of the numerous cavalry, in which

the French camp abounded. He took,

therefore, a prudent resolution ;
he chose

his ground with advantage, near the vil-

lage of Cressy ;
he disposed his army in

excellent order ;
he determined to await in

tranquillity the arrival of the enemy ;
and

he hoped that their eagerness to engage
and to prevent his retreat, would hurry
them on to some rash and ill-concerted

action. He drew up his army on a gentle

ascent, and divided them into three Unes :
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ithe tirst was commanded by the prince of

jWales ; and, under him, by tlie earls of

iWarwick and Oxford, by Harcourt, and

'by the lords Chandos, Holland, and other

'noblemen : the earls of Arundel and North-

jampton, with the lords Willoui^hby, Bas-

Jset, Roos, and Sir Lewis Tufton, were at

the head of the second line : he took to

Ihimself the command of the third division;

by which he purposed either to bring suc-

|Cour to the two tirst lines, to secure a

retreat in case of any misfortune, or to

Ipush his advantages against the enemy.
iHe had likewise the ])recaiition to throw

lup trenches on his flanks, in order to se-

jcure himself from the numerous bodies of

the French who might assail him from that

quarter ;
and he placed all liis baggage

behind him in a wood, which he also se-

cured by an intrenchment.

The skill and order of this disposition,

with the tranquillity in which it was made,
served extremely to compose the minds of

the soldiers
;
and the king rode through

the ranks with such an air of cheerfulness

and alacrity as conveyed the highest con-

fidence into every beholder. He pointed
out to them the necessity to which tliey

were reduced, and the certain and inevit-

able destruction which awaited them if

they trusted to anything but their valour,

or gave that enemy an opportunity of

taking revenge for the many insults and

indignities which they had of late put upon
him. He reminded tbem of the visible

ascendant which they had hitherto main-

tained over all the bodies of French troops
that had fallen in their way ; and assured

them that the superior numbers of the

army, which at present hovered over them,
was an advantage easily compensated by
the order in wliich he had placed his own

army, and the resolution wliich he ex-

pected from them. He demanded nothing,
but that they would imitate his own example,
and that of the prince of Wales ; and, as

the honour, the lives, and liberties of all

were exposed to the same danger, he was
confident that they would make one com-
mon eflbrt to extricate themselves from
the present difficulties, and that their united

courage would give them the victory over

all their enemies.

VOL. I. 5 D

Artillery
first tried

Artillery
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originally
dilhcult to

It is related by some historians that Ed-

ward, besides the resources which he found
in his own genius and presence, of mind,

employed also a new invention against the

enemy, and placed in his front some pieces
of artillery ;

the first that had yet been
made use of on any remarkable occasion
in Europe. This is the epoch of one of

the most singular discoveries tiiat has been
made among men

;
a discovery which

changed by degrees the whole art of war.
But the ignorance of that age in the me-
chanical arts rendered the progress of this

new invention very slow. The artillery
first framed were so clumsy, and of such
difficult management, that men were not

immediately sensible of their efficacy : and

improvements have been continually mak-

ing on this engine ; which, though it

seemed contrived for the destruction of

mankind and the overthrow of empires, has

in the issue rendered battles less bloody,
and has given greater stability to civil so-

cieties. Nations by its means have been

brought more to a level
; conquests have

become less frequent and rapid ; success

in war has been reduced nearly to be a

matter of calculation ;
and any nation,

overmatched by its enemies, either yields
to their demands, or secures itself by al-

liances against their violence and invasion.

The invention of artillery was known in

France as well a;s m England ,
but Philip,

in his hurry to overtake the enemy, had

probably left his cannon behind him. All

his other movements discovered the same

imprudence and precipitation. Impelled
bv anger, a dangerous counsellor, and

trusting to the great superiority of his

numbers, he thought that all depended on

forcing an engagement with the English ;

and that, if he could once reach the enemy,
the victory on his side was inevitable. He
made a hasty march, in some confusion,

from Abbeville ; but, after he had ad-

vanced above two leagues, some gentlemen,
whom he had sent before to take a view of

the enemy, returned to him, and brought!
him intelligence that they had seen thei

English drawn up in great order, and await- 1

^^ .^ ^j

ing his arrival. They, therefore, advised vised to

him to defer the combat till the ensuing thfbatt^e.

day, when his army would have recovered
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trom their fatigue, and might be disposed
into better order than their present hurry

jhad permitted them to observe. Phihp
lassented to this counsel

;
but the impa-

_,, ^ ^itience of the French nobihty made it im-
Tlie French

i • i i r i • •
'

•

nobility are practicable lor him to put it in execution.

One division j^ressed upon another
;
orders

to stop were not seasonably conveyed to

all of them ; this immense body was not

governed by sufficient discipUne to be

manageable ;
and the French army, im-

perfectly formed into three lines, arrived,

already fatigued and disordered, in pre-
sence of the enemy. The first line, con-

sisting of fifteen thousand Genoese cross-

bow men, was commanded by Anthony
Doria and Charles Grimaldi ; the second

was led by the count of Alen^on, brother

to the king ; the king himself was at the

head of the third. Besides the French

monarch, there were three crowned heads

in this engagement ;
the king of Bohemia,

the king of the Romans his son, and the

king of Majorca ;
with all the nobility and

great vassals of the crown of France. The

army now consisted of above one hundred
and twenty thousand men, more than

three times the number of the enemy.
But the prudence of one man was superior
to

splendour
The English, on the approach of the

enemy, kept their ranks immoveable
;
and

the Genoese began the attack. There had

happened, a little before the engagement,
a thunder shower, which had moistened

and relaxed the strings of the Genoese

cross-bows
;
their arrows, for this reason, fell

short of the enemy. The English archers,

taking their bows out of their cases, poured
in a shower of arrows upon this multitude

who were opposed to them, and soon threw

them into disorder. The Genoese fell back

upon the heavy armed cavalry of the count

of Alen^on ; who, enraged at their cow-

ardice, ordered his troops to put them to

the sword. The artillery fired amidst the

crowd
; the English archers continued to

send in their arrows, and nothing was
to be seen in that vast body but hurry,
confusion, and dismay^ The young prince
of Wales had the presence of mind to take

advantage of this situation, and to lead on
382
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the advantage of all this force and

his line to the charge. The French

cavalry, however, recovering somewhat
their order, made a stout resistance ; and

having at last cleared themselves of the

Genoese runaways, advanced upon their

enemies, and by their superior numbers

began to hem them round. The earls of

Arundel and Northampton now advanced
their line to sustain the prince ; who,
ardent in his first feats of arms, set an ex-

ample to valour which was imitated by all

his followers. The battle became, for some
time, hot and dangerous ; and the earl of

Warwick, apprehensive of the event from
the superior numbers of the French, dis

patched a messenger to the king, and en
treated him to send succours to the relief

of the prince. Edward had chosen his

station on the top of the hill, and he sur-

veyed in tranquillity the scene of action.

When the messenger accosted him, his

first question was, whether the prince were
slain or wounded ? on receiving an answer
in the negative,

'

Return,' said he,
'

to my
son, and tell him that I reserve the honour
of the day to him

;
I am confident that he

will shew himself worthy of the honour of

knighthood which I so lately conferred

upon him. He will be able, without my
assistance, to repel the enemy.' This

speech, being reported to the prince and
his attendants, inspired them with fresh

courage ; they made an attack with re

doubled vigour on the French, in which
the count of Alen9on was slain

; that whole

line of cavalry was thrown into disorder
;

the riders were killed or dismounted
; the

Welsh infantry rushed into the throng,
and with their long knives cut the throats

of all who had fallen
;
nor was any quarter

given that day by the victors.

The king of France advanced in vain

with the rear to sustain the line commanded

by his brother
;
he found them already dis-

comfited. He had himself a horse killed

under him
;

he was remounted ; and,

though left almost alone, he seemed still

determined to maintain the combat
;
when

John of Hainault seized the reins of his

bridle, turned his horse, and carried him
off the field of battle. The whole French

army took to flight, and was followed and

put to the sword, without mercy, by the
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enemy ; till the darkness of the night put
j

an end to tlie pursuit. The kinj;, on his

return to the camp, flew into the arms of

the prince of Wales, and exclaimed,
'

My
brave son ! persevere in your honourable

|

course
; you are my son, for valiantly iiave

j

you acquitted yourself to-day ; you have

shewn yourself worthy of empire.*
This battle, which is known by the name

of the battle of Cressy, began after three

o'clock in the afternoon, and continued till

evening. The next morning was foggy ;

and, as the English observed that many of

the enemy had lost their way in the night
and in the mist, they employed a stratagem
to bring them into their power : they
erected on the eminences some French
standards which they had taken in the

battle
; and all who were allured by

this talse signal were put to death. In

excuse for this inhumanity, it was alleged
that the French king had given like orders

to his troops ;
but the real reason probably

was, that the English, in their present
situation, did not choose to be encumbered
with prisoners. On the day of battle, and

on the ensuing, there fell, by a moderate

computation, twelve hundred French

knights, fourteen hundred gentlemen, four

thousand men at arms, besides about thirty
thousand of inferior rank ; many of the

principal nobility of France, the dukes of

Lorraine and Bourbon, the earls of Flan-

ders, Blois, Vaudemont, Aumale, were
left on the rield of battle. The kings also

of Bohemia and Majorca were slain. TheTht kincs
*

'^;!"
""''' fate of the former was remarkable : he was

••ii" blind from age but, being resolved to set

an example to others, he ordered the reins

of his bridle to be tied on each side to the

horses of two gentlemen of his train
; and

his dead body, and those of his attendants,
were aftenvards found among the slain,

with their horses standing by them in

that situation. His crest was three ostrich

feathers, and his motto these German

* This great event has been perpetuated with so

much care, that five centuries have not caused the

recollection of it to fade, whUe the disasters which
followed in the course of the same reign, and which

may be said to have sprung in some measure from it,

are wholly forgotten. To the skill of the English
archers the triumph was mainly ascribed. Lanquette

words,
'

Ich dien,' 'I serve;' which the

])rince of Wales and his successors adopted
in memorial of this great victory. The
action may seem no less remarkable
for the small loss sustained bv the Eng-
lish than for the great slaughter of the

French : there were killed in it only one

esquire and three knights, and very few ot

inferior rank
; a demonstration tliat the

prudent disposition planned by Edward,
and the disorderly attack made by the

French, had rendered tlie whole rather a

rout than a battle
; which was indeed the

common case with engagements in those

times.

The great prudence of Edward appeared
not only in obtaining this memorable vie

tory, but in the measures which he pursued
after it. Not elated so far as to expect
the total conquest of France, or even that

of any considerable provinces, he purposed
only to secure such an easy entrance into

that kingdom as might afterwards open
the way to moderate advantages. He
knew the extreme distance of Guicnne

;
he

had experienced the ditficulty and unccr

tainty of penetrating on the side of the

Low Countries, and had already lost much
of his authority over Flanders by the death

of d'Arte\-ilIe, who had been murdered by
the populace themselves, his former par
tizans, on his attempting to transfer the

sovereignty of that province to the prince
of Wales. The king, therefore, limited

his ambition to the conquest of Calais
; and,

after the interval of a few days, which he

employed in interring the slain, he marched
with his victorious army, and presented
himself before the place.

John of Vienne, a valiant knight of

Burgundy, was governor of Calais
; and,

being supplied W'ith every thing necessary,
he encouraged the townsmen to perform
to the utmost their duty to their king and

country. Edward, therefore, sensible

from the beginning that it was in vain to

says,
" The kyag of Englandc encountered the

Frenche k)'ng nie the forest of Cressie, where he had

not, in his hoste, the eyght man in comparison of the

French armie, and obtained of them a noble and

triumphant victorie, by the manhode of his archers."

—Ed.
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attempt the place by force, purposed onlj^

to reduce it by famine. He chose a

secure station for his camp; drew intrench-

ments around the whole city ;
raised huts

for his soldiers, which he covered with

straw or broom ; and pro^^ded his army
with all the conveniencies necessary to

make them endure the winter season, which

was approaching. As the governor soon

perceived his intention, he expelled all the

useless mouths ; and the king had the

generosity to allow these unhappy people
to pass through his camp, and he even

supplied them with money for their

journey.
While Edward was engaged in this siege,

which employed him near a twelvemonth,
there passed in different places many
events, and all to the honour of the Eng-
lish arms.

The retreat of the duke of Normandy
from Guienne left the earl of Derby master

of the field ;
and he was not negligent in

making his advantage of the superiority.
He took Mirebeau by assault

;
he made

himself master of Lusignan in the same
manner

; Taillebourg and St. Jean d'An-

geli fell into his hands ; Poictiers opened
its gates to him

; and Derby, having thus

broken into the frontiers on that quarter,
carried his incursions to the banks of the

Loire, and filled all the southern pro^ances
of France with horror and devastation.

The flames of war were kindled in Brit-

tany. Charles of Blois invaded that pro-
vince with a considerable army, and in-

vested the fortress of Roche de Rien
; but

the countess of Mountfort, reinforced by
some English troops under Sir Thomas

Dagworth, attacked him during the night,

dispersed his army, and took Charles him-
self prisoner. His wife, by whom he en-

joyed his pretensions to Brittany, com-

pelled by the present necessity, took on
her the government of the party, and

proved herself a rival to the countess of

Mountfort, both in the field and in the

cabinet. And, while these heroic dames

presented this extraordinary scene to the

world, another princess in England of still

higher rank showed herself no less capable
of exerting every manly virtue.

oiii

CAPTIVITY OF THE KING OF
SCOTS.

The Scottish nation, after Ions; defending
their liberties against the superior force

ofj

the English, recalled their king (David!

Bruce) in 1342. Though that prince, nei-

ther by his age nor capacity, could bring
them great assistance, he gave them the

countenance of sovereign authority ; and,
as Edward's wars proved a great diversion

to the force of England, they rendered the

balance more equal between the kingdoms.
In everv truce which Edward concluded

with Philip, the king of Scotland was com-

prehended ; and, when Edward made his

last invasion upon France, David was

strongly solicited by his ally to begin also

hostilities, and to invade the northern

counties of England. The nobility of this

nation being always forward in such incur-

sions, David soon mustered a great army ;

entered Northumberland at the head of

above fifty thousand men ; and carried his

ravages and devastations to the gates of

Durham. But queen Philippa, assembling
a body of little more than twelve thousand

men, which she intrusted to the command
of lord Percy, ventured to approach him
at Neville's Cross ; and, riding through the

ranks of her army, exhorted every man to

do his duty, and to take revenge on these

barbarous ravagers : nor could she be per
suaded to leave the field till the armies

were on the point of engaging. The Scots

have often been unfortunate in the great

pitched battles with the English, even

though they commonly declined such en

gagements where the superiority of num.
hers was not on their side ; but never did

they receive a more fatal blow than the

present. They were broken and chased

off the field : fifteen thousand of them,
some historians say twenty thousand, were

slain ; among whom were Edward Keith

earl mareschal, and Sir Thomas Charteris

chancellor : and the king himself was taken

prisoner, with the earls of Sutherland, Fife,

Monteith, Carrie, lord Douglas, and many
other noblemen.

Philippa, having secured her royal

prisoner in the tower, crossed the sea at

Dover
;
and was received in the English
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camp before Calais with all the triumph
due to her rank, her merit, and her suc-

cess. This age was the revp\ of" chivalry
and gallantry; Edward's court excelled in

these accomj)lishments ; and, it' any thing
could justify the obsequious devotion then

professed to the fair sex, it must be

the appearance of such extraordinary
women as shone forth during that period.

CALAIS TAKEN. 1347.

The town of Calais had been defended with

remarkable vigilance, constancy, and bra-

very, by the townsmen, during a siege of

unusual length. But Philip, informed of

their distressed condition, determined at

last to attempt their relief; and he ap-

proached tlie English with an immense

army, which the writers of that age make
amount to two hundred thousand men.
But he found Edward so surrounded with

morasses, and secured by intrenchments,

that, without running on inevitable des-

truction, he concluded it impossible to

make an attempt on the English camp.
He had no other resource than to send his

rival a vain challenge ;
which being re-

fused, he was obliged to decamp with his

army, and disperse them into their several

provinces.
John of Vienne, governor of Calais, saw

the necessity of surrendering his fortress,

which was reduced to the last extremity

by famine and the fatigue of the inhabi-

tants. He appeared on the walls, and
made a signal to the English sentinels that

he desired a parley. Sir Walter Manny
was sent to him by Edward. ' Brave

knight,' cried the governor,
'

I have been
intrusted by my sovereign with the com-
mand of this town

; it is almost a year
since you besieged me

;
and I have en-

deavoured, as well as those under me, to

do our duty. We have no hopes of relief;

we are perishing with hunger ;
I am wil-

ling, therefore, to surrender
;
and desire,

as the sole condition, to ensure the lives

and liberties of these brave men, who
have so long shared with me every danger
and fatigue.'

I

Manny replied t hat he was well acquainted
I with the intentions of the king of England ;

VOL. I. 5 E

that that prince was incensed against the

townsmen of Calais for their pertinacious
resistance, and for the evils which they
had made him and his subjects suffer

;
that

he was determined to take exemplary ven-

geance on them. '

Consider,
'

replied

Vienne,
'

that this is not the treatment to

which brave men are entitled
;

if any Eng-
lish knight had been in my situation, your
king would have expected the same con-
duct from him. The inhabitants of Calais

have done for their sovereign what merits

the esteem of every ])rince, mucli more of

so gallant a })rince as Edward. If we must

perish, we shall not perish unrcvenged ;

and we can sell our lives at a high price
to the ^^ctors. It is the interest of both
sides to prevent these desperate extre-

mities
;
and I expect that you yourself,

brave knight, will interpose your good
offices with your prince in our behalf.'

Manny was struck with the justness of

the sentiments, and represented to the

king the danger of reprisals if he should

give such treatment to the inhabitants of

Calais. Edward was persuaded to mitigate
the rigour of the conditions demanded

; he

only insisted that six of the most con-

siderable citizens should be sent to him, to

be disposed of as he thought proper ;
car-

rying the keys of the city in their hands

bareheaded and barefooted, with ropes
about their necks ; and on these conditions

he promised to spare the lives of all the

remainder.

When this intelligence was conveyed to

Calais, it struck the inhabitants with new
consternation. To sacrifice six of their

fellow citizens, for signalizing their valour

in a common cause, appeared to them even

more severe than that general jiunishment
with which they were before threatened

;

and they found themselves incapable of

coming to any resolution. At last one of

the principal inhabitants, called Eustace de

St. Pierre, stepped forth, and declared

himself willing to encounter death for the

safety of his friends and companions ; ano-

ther, animated by his example, made a

like generous offer ; a third and a fourth

presented themselves to the same fate ;

and the whole number was soon completed.
Tiiese six heroic burgesses appeared before
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Edward in the guise of malefactors, laid at

his feet the keys of their city, and were or-

dered to be led to execution. It is surpris-

ing that so generous a prince should ever

have entertained such a barbarous purpose,
and still more that he should seriously

persist in the resolution of executing it.*

But the entreaties of his queen saved his

memory from that infamy ;
she threw her-

self on her knees, and, with tears, begged
the lives of these citizens. Having ob-

tained her request, she carried them into

her tent, ordered a repast to be set before

them, and, making them a present of money
and clothes, dismissed them in safety.

The king took possession of Calr.is ; and
executed an act of rigour, more justifiable,

because more necessary, than that which
he had before resolved on. He knew that,

notwithstanding his pretended title to the

crown of France, every Frenchman re-

garded him as as a mortal enemy : he,

therefore, ordered all the inhabitants of

Calais to evacuate the town, and he peo-

pled it anew with English ;
a policy which

probably preserved so long to his suc-

cessors the dominion of that important
fortress. He made it the staple of wool,

leather, tin, and lead ; the four chief, if

not the sole, commodities of the kingdom
for which there was any considerable de-

mand in foreign markets. All the English
were obhged to bring thither these goods ;

foreign merchants came to the same place
to purchase them ; and, at a period when

posts were not established, and when the

communication between states was so im-

perfect, this institution was probably of

advantage to the kingdom.

Through the mediation of the po^ie's

^ates Edward concluded a truce with

France, but, even during this cessation of

arms, he had very nearly lost Calais, the

sole fruit of all his boasted victories. The

king had intrusted that place to Aimery
de Pavie, an Italian, who had discovered

bravery and conduct in the wars, but was

utterly destitute of every principle of

honour. This man agreed to deliver up
Calais for twenty thousand crowns ; and

Geoffrey de Charni, who commanded the

* See note Q at the end of the volume.
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French forces in those quarters, and who
knew that, if he succeeded in this service,

he should not be disavowed, ventured,

without consulting his master, to conclude

the bargain. Edward, informed of this

treachery by means of Aimery's secretary,
sunmioned the governor to London on

other pivtences ; and, having; charged him

with the guilt, promised him his life, but

on condition that he would turn the con-

trivance to the destruction of the enemy.
The Italian easily agreed to this double

treachery. A day was appointed for the

admission of the French
;
and Edward,

having prepared a force of about a thou-

sand men, under Sir Walter Manny, se-

cretly departed from London, carrying
with him the prince of Wales ; and, with-

out being suspected, arrived the evening
before at Calais. He made a proper dis-

position for the reception of the enemy,
and kept all his forces and the garrison
under arms. On the appearance of Char-

ni, a chosen band of French soldiers was

admitted at the postern ; and Aimery, re •

ceiving the stipulated sum, promised that,

with their assistance, he would immediately

open the great gate to the troops, who
were waiting with impatience for the ful-

filling of his engagement. All the French

who entered were immediately slain, or

taken prisoners ;
the great gate opened ;

Edward rushed forth with cries of battle

and of victory ;
the French, though aston-

ished at the event, behaved with valour
;

a fierce and bloody engagement ensued.

As the morning broke, the king, who was

not distinguished by his arms, and who

fou<j;ht as a private man under the standard

of Sir AV'alter Manny, remarked a French

gentleman, called Eustiice de Ribaumont, I

The French

1 1 1
• 1 /•

•
1

•
1

• ^''^ adnut-

who exerted himself with singular vigour
and bravery ;

and he was seized with a

desire of trying a single combat with him.

He stepped forth, and, challenging Ribau-

mont by name, (for he was known to him)

began a sharp and dangerous encounter.

He was twice b-;aten to the ground by the

valour of the Frenchman : he twice reco-

vered himself: blows were redoubled with

equal force on both sides : the victory was

long undecided ; till Ribaumonl, perceiv-

ing himself to be left almost alone, called

ted into tfad
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out,
'

Sir knight, I yield myself your pri-
soner;' and delivered his sword to the

king. IVIost of the French, being over-

powered, and intercepted in their retreat,

lost their lives or their liberty.
The French officers, who had fallen into

the hands of the English, were conducted
into Calais

;
where Edward discovered to

them the antagonist with whom they had
the honour to be engaged, and treated

them with great regard and courtesy.

They were admitted to sup with the prince
of Wales and tiie English nobility ; and
after supper, the l<ing came into the apart-
ment, and went about, conversing fami-

liarly with one or other of his prisoners.
He even addressed himself to Charni, and
avoided reproaching him, in too severe

terms, with the treacherous attempt which
he had made upon Calais during the truce:

but he openly bestowed the highest enco-

miums on Ribaumont ; called him the

most valorous knight that he had ever

been acquainted with
;
and confessed that

he himself had at no time been in so great

danger as when engaged in combat with

him. He then took a string of pearls,
which he wore about his own head, and

throwing it over the head of Ribaumont,
he said to him,

'

Sir Eustace, I bestow this

present upon you as a testimony of my
esteem for your bravery ;

and I desire you
to wear it a year for my sake. I know you to

be gay and amorous, and to take delight in

the comjiany of ladies and damsels ; let

them all know from what hand you had the

present. You are no longer a prisoner; I ac-

quit you of ransom
;
and you are at liberty

to dispose of yourself as you think proper.'

Nothing proves more evidently the vast

superiority assumed by the nobility and

gentry during those ages, than the extreme

difference which Edward made in his treat-

ment of these French knights, and that of

the six citizens of Calais, who had exerted

more signal bravery. in a cause more jus-
tifiable and more honourable.*

* It has been observed in reference to some

passages in the lives of Edward and his son, that

their actions belonged less to themselves person-

ally, or their country, than to their age. Refine-

ment then was in its infancy ;
and the natural

ferocity of man, in a wild or excited state, but
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INSTITUTION OF THE GARTER.
1349.

The prudent conduct and great success of

Edward had excited a strong enmlation

and a militarv eenius amon;; the Enirlish

nobility ; and these turbulent barons, over-

awed by the crown, gave now a more use-

ful direction to their ambition, and attached

themselves to a prince who led them to the

acquisition of riches and of glory. That

he might farther promote the spirit of emu-
lation and obedience, the king institutedl

the order of the Garter, in imitation of soma
orders of a like nature, which had been]

established in different parts of Europe."
The number received into this order con-

sisted of twenty-five persons besides the

sovereign ; and, as it has never been en-

larged, this badge of distinction continues

as honourable as at its first institution, and

is still a valuable, though a cheap present,
which the prince can confer on his greatest

subjects. A vulgar story prevails, that, at

a court ball, Edward's mistress, commonly
supposed to be the countess of Salisbury,

dropped her garter ;
and the king, taking

it up, observed some of the courtiers to

smile, as if they thought that he had not

imperfectly corrected, even in those who aspired to

be great. It was a fine trait, well calculated to fix

the admiration of all beholders, to lavish honours on

Ribaumont; the poor citizens, from whom he had been

personally in no danger, he could hardly be prevailed

upon to spare ;
and when at last he relented, left it
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obtained this favour merely by accident
;

upon which he called out,
' Honi soit qui

mal V pense,'
' Evil to him that evil thinks :

'

and, as every incident of gallantry among
those ancient warriors was magnified into

a matter of great importance, he instituted

the order of the Garter in memorial of this

event, and gave these words as the motto
of the order. This origin, though frivolous,

is not unsuitable to the manners of the

times ; and it is indeed difficult by any
other means to account, either for the

seemingly unmeaning terms of the motto,
or for the peculiar badge of the garter,
which seems to have no reference to anv

purpose either of military use or ornament.*

But a sudden damp was thrown over

the court of England by a destructive

pestilence, which invaded that kingdom
as well as the rest of Europe ;

and is com-

puted to have swept away near a third of

the inhabitants in every country which it

attacked. It was probably more fatal in

great cities than in the country; and above

fifty thousand souls are said to have

perished by it in London alone. This

malady first discovered itself in the north

of Asia, was spread over all that country,
made its progress from one end of Europe to

the other, and sensibly depopulated every
state through which it passed. So griev-
ous a calamity, more than the pacific dispo-
sition of princes, served to maintain and pro-

long the truce between France and England.

STATE OF FRANCE. 1354.

During this truce Philip de Valois died,

without being able to re-estabUsh the

affairs of France, which his bad success

against England had thrown into extreme
disorder. This monarch, during the first

years of his reign, had obtained the appel-
lation of

'

fortunate,' and acquired the

character of prudent ;
but he ill-maintained

to his queen to requite their grievous devotion.

Perhaps in the case of this gallant knight, beneath
whose arm Edward had nearly fallen, he had another

feeling roused : feasting him was commemorating
his own escape.

—Ed.
* '• Some conjecture that he instituted the order

of the Garter for that in a battel wherein he was
victorious, he had given the word '

garter
'

for a sign :

and some again are of opinion, that the institution of
this order is more ancient, and began by king Richard
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either the one or the other
;

less from his

own fault, than because he was overmatched

by the superior fortune and superior

e;enius of Edward. But the incidents in

the reign of his son John gave the French

nation cause to regret even the calamitous

times of his predecessor. John was dis-

tinguished by many virtues, particularly a

scrupulous honour and fidelity ; f he was

not deficient in personal courage ; but, as

he wanted that masterly prudence and

foresight which his difficult situation re-

quired, his kingdom was disturbed by in-

intestine commotions, and oppressed with

foreign wars. The chief source of his calami-

ties was Charles king of Navarre, who re-

ceived the epithet of
'

the bad' or 'wicked,'

and whose conduct fully entitled him to

that appellation. This prince was descended

from males of the blood royal of France

his mother was daughter of Lewis Hutin

he had espoused a daughter of king John :

but all these ties, which ought to have

connected him with the throne, gave him

only greater power to shake and overthrow

it. With regard to his personal qualities,

he was courteous, affable, engaging, elo-

quent ;
full of insinuation and address ;

inexhaustible in his resources ; active and

enterprising. But these splendid accom-

plishments wei'e attended with such defects

as rendered them pernicious to his country,
and even ruinous to himself. He was

volatile, inconstant, faithless, malicious
;

restrained by no principle ;
insatiable in his

pretensions ; and whether successful or un-

fortunate in one enterprise, he immediately
undertook another, in which he was nevei

deterred from employing the most criminal

and most dishonourable expedients.
The constable of Eu, who had been

taken prisoner by Edward at Caen, reco-

vered his liberty, on the promise of de-

livering as his ransom the town of Guisnes,

John, his

son, suc-

ceeds to ths
throne.

Charles

"the bad"

king of

Navarre.

the first, but that this king Edward advanced it, and

brought it into splendour.''
—Baker.—Ed.

f Many historians have concurred in giving John

credit for a high sense of honour. This seem

mainly to rest on a theatrical declaration which he

made on one occasion, that "
honour, if no where else

to be found, ought still to have a home in the hearts

of princes." This nice sense of honour did not save

him from committing many unworthy actions.—Ed.

He is ac-

couiplishecl,

but vicious
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near Calais, of which he was superior lord
;

but, as John was offended at this stipula-
tion, which, if fulfilled, opened still farther

that frontier to the enemy, and as he sus-

pected the constable of more dangerous
connexions with the king of England, he
ordered him to be seized, and, without any
legal or formal trial, put him to death in

prison. Charles de la Cerda was appointed
constable in his place, and had a like fatal

end. The king of Navarre ordered liim to

be assassinated ; and such was the weak-
ness of the crown that this prince, instead

of dreading punishment, would not even

agree to ask pardon, but on condition that

he should receive an accession of territory.
And he had also John's second son put
into his hands as a security for his person,
when he came to court, and performed this

act of mock penitence and humiliation

before his soverei<rn.

The two French princes seemed entirely
reconciled ; but this dissimulation, to

wliich John submitted from necessity, and
Charles from habit, did not long continue;
and the king of Navarre knew that he had
reason to apprehend the most severe ven-

geance for the many treasons which he had

already committed, and the still greater
which he was meditating. To ensure pro-
tection, he entered into a secret correspon-
dence with England, by means of Henrj'
earl of Derby, now earl of Lancaster, who
at that time was employed in fruitless

negociations for peace at Avignon, under
the mediation of the pope. John detected
this correspondence ; and, to prevent the

dangerous effects of it, he sent forces into

Normandy, the chief seat of the king of

Navarre's power, and attacked his castles

and fortresses : but, hearing that Edward
had prepared an army to support his ally,
he had the weakness to propose an accom-
modation with Charles, and even to give
this traitorous subject the sum of a hun-
dred thousand crowns as the purchase of a

feigned reconcilement, which rendered him
still dangerous. The king of Na-more

varre, insolent from past impunity, and

desperate from the dangers which he had

apprehended, continued his intrigues; and,

associating himself with Geoffrey d'Har-

court, who had received his pardon from
VOL. I. 5 F

Philip de Valois, he increased the numbe
of his partisans in every part of the king
dom. He even seduced, by his address,
Charles the king of France's eldest son, a

youth of seventeen, the first that bore the

appellation of Dauphin, by the re-union of
the province of Dauphiny to the crown.
But this prince, being made sensible of the

danger and folly of these connexions, pro
mised to make atonement for the offence

by the sacrifice of his associates ; and, in

concert with his father, he invited the king
of Navarre, and other noblemen of the

party, to a feast at Rouen, where they
were betrayed into the hands of John.
Some of the most obnoxious were imme
diately led to execution ; the king of

Navarre was thrown into prison. But
this stroke of severity in the king, and of

treachery in the dauphin, was far from

proving decisive In maintaining the royal

authority. Philip of Navarre, brother' to

Charles, and Geoffrey de Harcourt, put all

the towns and castles belonging to that

prince in a posture of defence, and had
recourse to the protection of England in

this desperate extremity.
The truce between the

which had always been ill observed on both

sides, was now expired ; and Edward was

entirely free to support the French mal-

contents. Well pleased that the factions

in France had at length gained him some

partisans in that kingdom, he purposed to

attack his enemy both on the side of

Guienne under the command of the prince
of Wales, and on that of Calais in his own

person.

Young Edward arrived in the Garonne,
with his army, on board a fleet of three

hundred sail, attended by the earls of

Warwick, Salisbury, Oxford, Suffolk, and

other English noblemen. Being joined by
the vassals of Gascony, he took the field

;

and, as the present disorders in France

prevented every proper plan of defence, he

carried on with impunity his ravages, ac-

cording to the mode of war in that age.
He reduced all the villages and several

towns in Languedoc to ashes ; he pre-
sented himself before Thoulouse

; passed
the Garonne, and burned the suburbs of

Carcassonne ;
advanced even to Narbonne,
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laying every place waste around him
; and,

jafter an incursion of six weeks, returned

with a vast booty and many prisoners to

Guienne, where he tool< up his winter quar-
ters. The constable of Bourbon, who com-
manded in these provinces, received orders,

though at the liead of a superior army, on
ino account to run the hazard of a battle.

The king of England's incursion from
Calais was of the same nature, and at-

tended with the same issue. He broke
into France at the head of a numerous

army ;
to wliich lie gave a full licence of

plundering the open country. He advanced
to St. Omer, where the king of France
was posted ; and, on the retreat of that

prince, followed him to Hesdin. John
still kept at a distance, and declined an

engagement : but, in order to save his re-

putation, he sent Edward a challenge to

tight a pitched battle with him
;
a usual

bravado in that age, derived from the prac-
tice of single combat, and ridiculous in

the art of war. The king, finding no sin-

cerity in this defiance, retired to Calais,
and thence went over to England, in or-

der to defend that kingdom
threatened invasion of the Scots

The Scots, taking advantage of the

king's absence, and that of the military

power of England, had surprised Berwick ;

and had collected an army with a view of

imitting ravages upon the northern

provinces : but on the approach of Ed-
ward they abandoned that place ; and,

retiring to their mountains, gave the ene-

my full liberty of burning and destroying
the whole country from Berwick to Edin-

burgh. Baliol attended Edward on this

expedition ; but, finding that his constant

adherence to the English had given his

countrymen an unconquerable aversion to

his title, and that he himself was declining

through age, he finally resigned into the

king's hands his pretensions to the crown
of Scotland, and received an annual pen-
sion of two thousand pounds, with which
he passed the remainder of his life in

privacy and retirement.

During these military operations Edward
received information of the increasing dis-

orders in France, arising from the impri-
'sonment of the long of Navarre ; and he

ago

agamst

sent Lancaster, at the head of a small

army, to sujiport the partisans of that

prince in Normandy. The war was con-

ducted with various success, but chiefly to

the disadvantage of the French malcon-

tents ; till an important event happened
in the other quarter of the kingdom, which
had well nigh proved fatal to the monarchy
of France, and threw everything into the

utmost confusion.

BATTLE OF POICTIERS
FRANCE TAKEN.

OFKING
1356.

The prince of Wales, encouraged by the

success of the preceding campaign, took
the field with an army, wiiich no historian

makes amount to above twelve thousand

men, and of which not a third were Eng-
lish

; and, with this small body, he ven-

tured to penetrate into the heart of France.

After ravaging the Agenois, Quercy, and
the Limousin, he entered the })rovince oi

Berry, and made some attac!<s on the

towns of Bourges and Issoudun. It ap-

peared that his intentions were to march
into Normandy, and to join his forces

with those of the earl of Lancaster and the

partisans of the king of Navarre
; but,

finding all the bridges on the Loire broken

down, and every pass carefully guarded,
he was obliged to think of making his re-

treat into Guienne. He found this neces-

sary, from the intelligence wiiich he re-

ceived of the king of France's motions.

That monarch, provoked at the insult

ofiered him by this incursion, collected a

great army of above sixty thousand men,
and advanced by hasty marches, to inter-

cept his enemy. The prince, not aware ol

John's near approach, lost some days on
his retreat before the castle of Remorantin.
and thereby gave the French an opportunity
of overtaking lum. They came within

sight at Maupertuis, near Poictiers ; and

Edward, sensible that retreat was imprac-
ticable, prepared for battle with all the

courage of a young hero, and with all the

prudence of theoldest and most experienced
commander.

But the utmost prudence and courage
would have proved insufficient to save him
had the king of France known how to

make vise of his present advantages. His

11
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great superiority enabled him to surround

the enemy ; and, by intercepting all pro-
visions, which were already become scarce

in the Enj;lish camp, to reduce this small

army without a blow-, to the necessity of

surrendering at discretion. Rut such was

the impatient ardour ol" the French nobi-

lity, that this idea never struck any of the

commanders ; and they took measures for

the a.-sauU as for a certain victory. While
the French army was drawn up in order of

battle, they wTre stopped by tlie apjiear-
ance of the cardinal of Perigord ; who,

tVrpSsestjc- having learned the appi'oach of the two

Fre*nch"and 'Armies to cacli othcr, had hastened, by in-

Engiisu. terposing his good offices, to prc\^ent any
farther effusion of Christian blood. By
John's permission, he carried proposals to

the prince of Wales ; and found him so

sensible of the bad posture of his affairs,

that an acconnnodation seemed not im-

practicable. Edward told him that he

would agree to any terms consistent witii

his own honour and that of England ; and
he offered to purchase a retreat, by ceding
all the conquests which he had made during
this and the former campaign, and by
stipulating not to serve against France

during the course of seven years. But
John recjuired that Edward should surren-

der himself prisoner with a hundred of his

attendants ; and offered, on these terms, a

safe retreat to the English army. The

prince rejected the proposal with disdain
;

and declared that, whatever fortune might
attend him, England should never be

obliged to pay the price of his ransom.
This resolute answer cut off all hopes of

accommodation ; but as the day was al-

ready spent in negociating, the battle was

delayed till the next morning.

I

The cardinal of Perigord, as did all the

prelates of the court of Rome, bore a great
attachment to the French interest

;
but the

most determined enemy could not have

,done a greater prejudice to John's affairs

jthan he did them by this delay. The

prince of Wales had leisure, during the

Kdward of-

fers to pur-
dusea
relieal.

'He rejects
ithelernw
offereii

bv JuhD.

The F.ng

aide, night. to strengthen, by

1

B

new intrench -

ments, the post which he had before so

judiciously chosen
; and he contrived an

^ambush of three hundred men at arms,
and as many archers, whom he put under

the command of the Captal de Buche,
and ordered to make a circuit, that they
nn'i;ht fall on the flank or rear of the

French army during the engagement. The
van of his army was commanded by the

j

earl of Warwick, the rear by the earls of

Salisbury and Suffolk, the main body by
the prince himself. The lords Chandos,

Audeley, and many other experienced
commanders, were at the head of dilferent

corps of his army.
John also arranged his foi'ces in three

divisions, nearly equal : the first was com-l
manded by the duke of Orleans, the king's
brother ; the second by the dauphin, at-

tended by his two younger brothers
;
the

third by the king himself, who had by his

side Philip his fourth son and favom-ite,
then about fourteen years of age. There
was no reaching the English army but

through a narrow lane, covered on each

side by hedges ; and, in order to open this

passage, the niareschals Andrehen and
Cleruiont were ordered to advance with a

separate detachment of men at arms.
Wiiile they marched along the lane, a

body of English archers, who lined the

hedges, plied them on each side with their

arrows ; and, being very near them, yet

placed in perfect safety, they coolly took

their aim against the enemy, and slaugh-
tered them with impunity. The French

detachment, much discouraged by the

unequal combat, and diminished in their

number, arrived at the end of the lane,

where they met, on the open ground, the

prince of Wales himself, at the head of a

chosen body, ready for their reception.

They were discomfited and overthrown
;

one of the mareschals was slain, the other

taken prisoner ;
and the remainder of the

detachment, who were still in the lane,

and exposed to the shot of the enemy
without being able

recoiled upon their

every thing into disorder. In that critical

moment the Captal de Buche unexpectedly

appeared, and attacked in flank the dau-

phin's line, which fell into .souie confusion.

Landas, Bondcnai, and St. Veiiant, to

whom the care of that young prince and

his brothers had been committed, carried

them oti the field, and set the example of
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flight, which was followed by that whole

division. The duke of Orleans, seized

with a like panic, and imagining all was

lost, carried off his division by a retreat,

which soon turned into a flight. Lord
Chandos called out to the prince that the

day was won, and encouraged him to at-

tack the division under king John
; which,

though more numerous than the whole

English army, were somewhat dismayed
with the precipitate flight of their com-

panions. John here made the utmost

efforts to retrieve by his valour what his

imprudence had betrayed ;
and the only re-

sistance made that day was by his line of

battle. The prince of Wales fell with im-

petuosity on some German cavalrj^ placed
in the front, and conmianded by the counts

of Sallebi'uche, Nydo, and Nostro. One
side were encouraged by the near prospect
of so great a victory ; the other were stimu-

lated by the shame of quitting the field

to an enemy so much inferior. But the

three German generals, together with the

duke of Athens, constable of France, fall-

ing in battle, that body of cavalry gave

way, and left the king exposed to the

whole fury of the enemy. The ranks were

every moment thinned around him : the

nobles fell by his side one after another :

his son, scarce fourteen years of age, re-

ceived a wound while he was fighting va-

liantly in defence of his father : the king
himself, spent with fatigue, and over-

whelmed by numbers, might easily have
been slain ; but every English gentleman,
ambitious of taking' alive the royal prisoner,

spared him in the action, exhorted him to

surrender, and offered him quarter : seve-

ral, who attempted to seize him, suffered

for their temerity. He still cried out,
' Where is my cousin, the prince ofWales?'
and seemed unwilling to become prisoner
to any person of inferior rank. But, being
told that the prince was at a distance on
the field, he threw down his gauntlet, and

yielded himself to Dennis de Morbec, a

uiight of Arras, who had been obliged to

fly his country for murder. His son was
taken with him.

The prince of Wales, who had been
carried away in pursuit of the flying

enemy, finding the field entirely clear, had
392

ordered a tent to be pitched, and was re-

posing himself after the toils of battle
;

inquiring still with great anxiety concern-

ing the fate of the French monarch. He
dispatched the earl of Warwick to bring
him intelligence ; and that nobleman came

happily in time to save the life of the

captive prince, which was exposed to

greater danger than it had been during
the heat of the action. The English had
taken him by violence from Morbec

;
the

Gascons claimed the honour of detaining
the royal prisoner ;

and some brutal sol-

diers, rather than yield the prize, had
threatened to put him to death. Warwick
overawed both parties, and, approaching
the king with great demonstrations of

respect, offered to conduct him to the

prince's tent.

Here commences the real and truly ad-

mirable heroism of Edward
;

for victories

are vulgar things in comparison of that

moderation and humanity displayed by a

young prince of twentj^-sevenj'earsof age,
not yet cooled from the fury of battle

and elated by as extraordinary and as unex-

pected success as had ever crowned the

arms of any commander. He came forth

to meet the captive king with all the marks
of regard and sympathy ; administered

comfort to him
; paid liim the tribute of

praise due to his valour
;
and ascribed his

own victory merely to the blind chance of

war, or to a superior providence, which

controls all the efforts of human force and

prudence. The behaviour of John shewed
him not unworthy of this courteous treat-

ment. His present abject fortune never

made him forget a moment that he was a

king. More touched by Edward's gene-

rosity than by his own calamities, he

confessed that, notwithstanding his defeat

and captivity, his honour was still unim-

paired ;
and that, if he yielded the victory,

it was at least gained by a prince of such

consummate valour and humanity.
Edward ordered a repast to be prepared

in his tent for the prisoner ;
and he him-

self served at the royal captive's table, as

if he had been one of his retinue : he

stood at the king's back during the meal ;

constantly refused to take a place at table ;

and declared that, being a subject, he was

Edward
?ervc3 at '

hiscaptive's

Uble.
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too well acquainted with the distance be-

tween his own rank and that of royal ma-

jesty to assume such freedom. All his

father's pretensions were now buried in

oblivion ; John, in captivity, received the

honours of a king, wliich were refused him
when seated on the throne

;
his misfor-

tunes were respected ; and the French

prisoners, conquered by this elevation of

mind more than by their late discomfiture,

burst into tears of admiration
;

which

were only checked by the reflection that

such genuine and unaltered heroism in an

enemy must certainly, in the issue, prove
but the more dangerous to their native

country.
All the English and Gascon knishts

imitated the generous example set them by
their prince. The captives were every
where treated with humanity, and were

soon after dismissed, on paying moderate
ransoms. The extent of their fortunes

was considered ;
and an attention was

given that they should still have suflicient

means left to perform their militaiy service

in a manner suitable to their rank and

quality. Yet so numerous were the noble

prisoners, that these ransoms, added to the

spoils gained in the field, were suflicient to

enrich the prince's army ; and, as they had
suflered very little, their exultation was

complete.
The prince of Wales conducted his pri-

soner to Bourdeaux ; and not being pro-
\ided with forces so numerous as might
enable him to push his present advantages,
he concluded a two years' truce with

France, wiiich was also become requisite,
that he might conduct the captive king
with safety into England. He landed at

Southwark, and was met by a great con-

course of people of all ranks. The pri-
soner was clad in royal apparel, and
mounted on a white steed, distinguished by
its size and beauty, and by the richness of

its furniture. The conqueror rode by his

side in meaner attire, carried by a black

palfry. In this situation, more glorious
tlian all the insolent parade of a Roman
triumph, he passed through the streets of

London, and presented the king of France
to his father, who advanced to meet him,
and received him with the same courtesy as
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It is '^* '' •^o'"'"

teouslv rc-

The king of

Scots is still

if he had been a neighbouring potentate
come to pay him a friendly visit

impossible, in reflecting on tliis noble con- coi've<Tbv

duct, not to perceive the advantages which w^^**'
resulted from the otherwise whimsical prin-j

ciples of chivalry, and which gave men, in

those rude times, some sujx'riority even
over people of a more cultivated age and
nation.*

The king of France, besides the generous
treatment which he met with in England,
had the melancholy consolation of the

wretched, to see companions in aflliction.

The king of Scots had been eleven years a

captive in Edward's hands
; and th« good E^Ci'"

fortune of this latter monarch had reduced
at once the two neighbouring potentates,
with whom he was cngasied in war, to be

prisoners in his capital. But Edward, find-

ing that the conquest of Scotland was no
wise advanced by the captivity of its sove-

reign, and that the government, conducted

by Robert Stuart his nephew and heir, was
still able to defend itself, consented to res

tore David Bruce to his liberty for the

ransom of one hundred thousand marks

sterling ; and that prince delivered the

sons of all his principal nobility as hostages
for the payment.

STATE OF FRANCE. 1358.

Meanwhile the captivity of John, joined
to the preceding disorders of the French

government, had produced in that countrj-

confusions, the most horrible and destruc-

tive that had ever been experienced in any

age or in any nation. The dauphin, now
about eighteen vears of age, naturallv as-

sumed the royal power during his father's

captivity ; but, though endowed with an

excellent capacity, he possessed neither

experience nor authority sufficient to defend

a state, assailed at once by foreign power
and shaken by intestine faction. In order

to obtain supply, he assembled the states j^^j

of the kingdom : that assembly, instead of r^in
's.'jj

• 1 • 1 • ^ A- 1
•

1 1 11 c great dilE'

supporting his administration, laid nolci ot cuities.

the present opportunity to doinand limi-

tations of the prince's power, the punish-
ment of past malversations, and the liberty

of the king of Navarre. IMarcel, provost

King David
is ransom-
ed.

Consequen-
ces produc-
ed in France

by Jobn's

captivity.

* See note R at end of the volume.
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of the merchants, and first magistrate of

Paris, put himself at the head of the un-

ruly populace ; and, from the violence and

temerity of his character, pushed them to

commit the most criminal outrages against

the royal authority. They retained the

dauphin in a sort of captivity ; they mur-

dered in his presence Robert de Clermont

and John de Conflans, mareschals, the one

of Normandy, the other of Burgundy ; they
threatened all the other ministers with a

hke fate : and, when Charles, who was

obliged to temporize and dissemble, made
his escape, they levied war against him,
and openly erected the standard of rebel-

lion. The other cities of the kingdom, in

imitation of the capital, shook off the

dauphin's authority, took the government
into their own hands, and spread the dis-

order into every province. The nobles,

whose inclinations were naturally disposed
to check these tumults, had lost all their

influence
; and, being reproached with

cowardice on account of the base desertion

of their sovereign in the battle of Poictiers,

were treated with universal contempt. The

troops, who, from the deficiency of pay,
were no longer retained in discipline, sought
the means of subsistence by plunder and

robbery, and, associating to them all the

disorderly people with whom that age

abounded, formed numerous bands which

infested all parts of the kingdom. They de-

solated the open country; burned and plun-
dered villages ;

and reduced even the inhabi-

tants of walled towns to the most extreme

necessity. The peasants, left unprotected,
became desperate ; and, rising every where

in arms, carried to the last extremity those

disorders which were derived from the se-

dition of the citizens and disbanded soldiers.

The gentry were every where exposed to

the violence of popular rage ;
and instead

of meeting with the regard due to their

past dignity, became only the object of

more wanton insult. They were hunted

like wild beasts, and put to the sword with-

out mercy ;
their castles were consumed

with fire, and levelled to the ground ;
their

wives and daughters were first ravished,

then murdered. The savages proceeded
so far as to impale some gentlemen, and
roast them alive before a slow fire. A
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body of nine thousand of them broke into

Meaux, where the wife of the dauphin,
with above three hundred ladies, had taken

shelter. The most brutal treatment and
most atrocious cruelty were justly dreaded

by this helpless company ; but the Captal
de Buche, though in the service of Ed-

ward, yet, moved by generosity and by the

gallantry of a true knight, flew to their

rescue, and beat off" the peasants with

great slaughter. The wild state of nature

seemed to be renewed ; every man was

independent of his fellows ;
and the popu-

lousness of the country, derived from the

preceding police of civil society, served

only to increase the horror and confusion

of the scene.

Amidst these disorders the king of Na-
varre made his escape from prison, and

presented a dangerous leader to the furi-

ous malcontents. But the splendid talents

of this prince qualified him only to do

mischief, and to increase the public dis-

tractions. He wanted the prudence re-

quisite for making his intrigues subservient

to his ambition, and forming his numerous

partisans into a regular faction. He re-

vived his pretensions, somewhat obsolete,

to the throne of France : but, while he

advanced this claim, he relied entirely on

his alliance with the English, who, being

public and inveterate enemies to the state,

served only, by the friendship which they

seemingly bore him, to render his cause

the more odious. And in all his opera
tions he acted more like a leader of ban

ditti than one who aspired to be the head

of a regular government, and who was en-

gaged, by his station, to endeavour the re-

establishment of order in the community.
The eyes, therefore, of all the French,

who wished to restore peace to their deso-

lated country, were turned towards the

dauphin ;
and that young prince, though

not remarkable for his military talents,

possessed so much prudence, that he daily

gained the ascendant over all his enemies.

Marcel, the seditious provost of Paris, was

slain while he was attempting to deliver

the city to the king of Navarre and the

Enghsh ;
and the capital immediately re-

turned to its duty. The most considerable

bodies of the mutinous peasants were dis-

Prudent
measures ol

the dauphin.
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persed ; some bands of military robbers

underwent the same fate ; and, though

many grievous disorders remained, France

began to assume the face of a regular civil

government, and to form some plan for its

defence and security.

During the confusion of the dauphin's
affairs Edward seemed to have a favourable

opportunity for pusliing his conquests :

but, besides that his hands were tied by
the truce, and he could only assist under-

hand the faction of Navarre, the state of the

English finances and military power, ren-

dered the kingdom incapable of any steady

effort, and obliged it to exert its force at

verj- distant intervals. Edward employed
himself, during a conjuncture so inviting,

chiefly in negociations vdth his prisoner ;

and John had the weakness to sign terms

of peace, which, had they taken effect,

must have totally ruined and dismem-

bered his kingdom. He agreed to restore

all the provinces which had been possessed

by Henn,- II. and his two sons, and to

annex them for ever to England, without

any obligation of homage or fealty. But

the dauphin and the states of France re-

jected tliis treaty, so dishonourable and

pernicious to the kingdom; and Edward, on

the expiration of the truce, having now by
subsidies and frugality collected some

treasure, prepared for a new invasion of

France.

The great authority and renown of the

king and the prince of Wales, the splendid
success of their former enterprises, and

the certain prospect of plunder from the

defenceless provinces of France, soon

brought together the whole mihtary power
of England, and all the hardy adventurers

of the difi'erent countries of Europe. He

passed over to Calais, where he assembled

an army of near a hundred thousand men ;

a force which the dauphin could not pre-
ifend to withstand in the open field ;

that

prince, therefore, prepared himself to elude

a blow which it was impossible for him to

resist. He put all the considerable towns

in a posture of defence ;
ordered them to

be supplied with magazines and pro^'i-

sions
;

distributed proper garrisons ; se-

cured everything valuable in the fortified

cities ; and chose his own station at Paris,

with a view of allowing the enemy to vent

their fury on the open country.

INVASION OF FRANCE. 1359.

The king, aware of this plan of defence,

was obliged to carry along with him six

thousand waggons, loaded with the provi-
sions necessary for the subsistence of his

army. After ravaging the province of

Picardy, he advanced into Champagne ;

and, having a strong desire of being
crowned king of France at Rheims, the

usual place in which this ceremony is i)er-

fornied, he laid siege to that city ; and
carried on his attacks, though without

success, for the space of seven weeks. The

place was bravely defended by the inhabi-

tants, encouraged by the exhortations of

the archbishop John de Craon ; till the

advanced season (for this expedition was

entered upon in the beginning of winter)

obliged the king to raise the siege. The

province of Champagne meanwhile was

desolated by his incursions ;
and he thence

conducted his army with a like intent into

Burgundy. He took and pillaged Ton-

nerre, Gaillon, Avalon, and other small

places : but the duke of Burgundy, that

he might preserve his country from farther

ravages, consented to pay him the sum of

one hundred thousand nobles. Edward
then bent his march towards the Nivernois,

which saved itself by a like composition :

he laid waste Brie and the Gatinois
; and,

after a long march, he appeared before the

gates of Paris, and, taking up his quarters
at Bourg-la-Reine, extended his army to

Long-jumeau, Mont-rouge, and Vaugirard.
He tried to provoke the dauphin to hazard

a battle ;
but could not make that prudent

prince change his plan of operations. Paris

was safe from the danger of an assault by
its numerous garrison ;

from that of

blockade by its well supplied magazines.

And, as Edward himself could not subsist

his army in a country wasted by foreign

and domestic enemies, and left empty by
the precaution of the dauphin, he was

obhged to remove his quarters ;
and he

spread his troops into the provinces
of Maine, Beausse, and the Chartraine,

which were abandoned to their devastations.
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The only repose which Fiance experienced

was during the festival of Easter, when the

king stopped the course of his ravages ;

for superstition can sometimes restrain the

rage of men, which neither justice nor

humanity is able to control.

^Yhile the war was carried on in this

ruinous manner, the negociations for peace

were never interrupted: but as the king still

insisted on the full execution of the treaty

which he had made with his prisoner at

London, and which was strenuously rejec-

ted by the dauphin, there appeared no Uke-

Uhood of an accommodation. The earl, now

duke of Lancaster (for this title was intro-

duced into England during the present reign)

endeavoured to soften the rigour of these

terms, and to tinish the war on reasonable

conditions. He insisted with Edward that

the object of the war, the acquisition of

the crown of France, was not become any
nearer than at the commencement of it

;

or rather was set at a greater distance by
those very victories which seemed to lead

to it : that his claim of succession had not

procured him one pea'tisan in the king-
dom ;

and the continuance of these des-

tructive hostilities had united every French-

man in the most implacable animosity

against him : that, though intestine faction

had creeped into the government of France,

it was abating every moment : that the

king of Navarre himself, who alone was

allied wdth the English, instead of being
a cordial friend, was Edward's most dan-

gerous rival, and, in the opinion of his

partisans, possessed a much preferable
title to the crown of France : that the pro-

longation of the war, however it might
enrich the English soldiers, was ruinous

to the king himself, who bore all the

charges of the armament : that, if the

present disorders of France continued, that

kingdom would soon be reduced to such a

state, that it would afford no spoils to its

ravairers ; if it could establish a more

steady government, it might turn the

chance of war in its favour, and be able to

repel the present victors : that the dau-

phin, even during his greatest distresses,

had yet conducted himself with so much

prudence, as to prevent the English from

acquiring one foot of land in the kingdom ;
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and it were better for the king to accept

by a peace what he had in vain attempted
to acquire by hostilities : and that, Edward

having acquired so much glory by his

arms, the praise of moderation was the only
honour to which he could now aspire ; an

honour so much the greater, as it was

durable, was united with that of prudence,
and might be attended with the most real

advantages.

PEACE OF BRETIGNL 1360.

These reasons induced Edward to accept of

more moderate terms of peace : this change
of resolution, he ascribed to a vowmade dur-

ing a dreadful tempest, which attacked his

army on their march. At Bretigni peace
was concluded on the following conditions.

It was stipulated that king John should

be restored, and should pay as his ransom
three millions of crowns of gold, about one

million five hundred thousand pounds of

our present money ;* which was to be dis-

charged at different payments : that Ed-
ward should for ever renounce all claim to

the crown of France, and to the provinces
of Normandy, Maine, Touraine, and Anjou,

possessed by his ancestors
;
and should

receive in exchange the provinces of Poic-

tou, Xaintonge, I'Agenois, Perigort, the

Limousin, Quercy, Rovergue, I'Angou-
mois, and other districts in that quarter ;

together with Calais, Guisnes, Montreuil,
and the county of Ponthieu, on the other

side of France : that the full sovereignty
of all these provinces, as well as that of

Guienne, should be vested in the crown of

England ;
and that France should I'enounce

all title to feudal jurisdiction, homage, or

appeal, from them : that the king of Na-
varre should be restored to all his honours :

that Edward should renounce his confede-

racy with the Flemings, John his con-

nexions with the Scots : that the disputes

concerning the succession of Brittany,
between the famiUes of Blois and Mount-

fort, should be decided by arbiters ap-

pointed by the two kings ; and, if the

competitors refused to submit to the award,

the dispute should no longer be a ground
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* See note S at end of the volume.
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of war between the kingdoms : and that

forty hostages, such as should be agreed

on, should be sent to England as a security
for the execution of all these conditions.

In consequence of this treaty the king
of France was brought over to Calais,

whither Edward also soon after repaired ;

and there bolh princes solemnly ratified

the treaty. Jolui was sent to Boulogne ;

the king accompanied him a mile on his

journey ;
and the two monarchs parted

with manv professions of mutual amity.
The good disposition of John made him

fully sensible of the generous treatment

which he had received in England, and

obliterated all memory of the ascendant

gained over him by his rival. There

seldom has been a treaty of so great im-

portance so faithfully executed by both

parties. Edward had scarcely from the

beginning entertained any hopes of ac-

quiring the crown of France : by restoring

John, and making peace at a juncture so

favourable to his arms, he had now plainly
renounced all pretensions of this nature :

he had sold, at a very high price, that

chimerical claim
;
and had at present no

other interest than to retain those acquisi-
tions which he had made with such sin-

gular prudence and good fortune. John,
on the other hand, though the terms were

severe, was determined at all hazards to

execute them, and to use every expedient
for satisfying a monarch who had been his

greatest poHtical enemy, but had treated

him personally with singular humanity
and regard. But notw^thstanding his en-

deavours, there occurred many difficulties,

chiefly from the extreme reluctance which

many towns and vassals in the neighbour-
hood of Guienne expressed against sub-

itting to the English dominion ; and

John, to adjust these differences, took
a resolution of coming over himself to

England. His council endeavoured to

dissuade him from this rash design ; but

John replied to them that, though good
faith were banished from the rest of the

earth, she ought still to retain her habita-

tion in the breasts of princes. Some his-

torians would detract from the merit of

this honourable conduct, by representing
John as enamoured of an English lady, to
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whom he was glad on this pretence to pay'
a visit

; but, besides that this surmise isj

not founded on any good authority, it ap-'

pears somewhat unlikely, on account of,

the advanced age of that prince, who was
now in his fifty-sixtli year. He was lodged
in the Savoy; the palace where he had
resided during his captivity, and where he
soon after sickened and died. Though
both his reign and that of his father proved

extremely unfortunate to their kingdom,
the French crown acquired, during their

time, very considerable accessions, those of

Dauphiny and Burgundy. This latter pro-
vince, however, John had the imprudence
again to dismember by bestowing it on

Philip his fourth son, the object of his

most tender aflections ; a deed which was'

afterwards the source of many calamities

to the kingdom.
John was succeeded in the throne by

Charles the dauphin, a prince educated in

the school of adversity, and well cjualified

to repair all the losses which the kingdom
had sustained from the errors of his two

predecessors. Contrary to the practice of

all the great princes of those times, which
held nothing in estimation but mili-

tary courage, he seems to have fixed it as

a maxim never to appear at the head of

his armies
;
and he was the first king in

Europe that shewed the advantage of po-

licy above a rash and precipitate valour

The events of his reign are a proof how
little reason kingdoms have to value them-

selves on their victories, or to be humbled

by their defeats ;
which ought to be as-

cribed chiefly to the good or bad conduct

of their rulers, and are of little moment
towards determining national characters

and manners.

STATE OF FRANCE. 1364.

Before Charles could think of counter-

balancing so great a power as England, it

was necessary for him to remedy the many
disorders to which his own kingdom was

exposed. He turned his arms against the

Iving of Navarre, the great disturber of

France during that age : he defeated this

prince by the conduct of Bertrand du

Guesclin, a gentleman of Brittany, whom
he had the discerrunent to choose as the
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instrument of all his victories ;
and he

obliged his enemj' to accept of moderate

terms of peace. Du Guesclin was less for-

tunate in the wars of Brittany, which

continued, notwithstanding the mediation

of France and England. He was defeated

and taken prisoner at Auray by Chandos
;

Charles of Blois was there slain
;
and the

young count of Mountfort soon after got
entire possession of that duchy. But the

prudence of Charles broke the force of

this blow
;

he acknowledged the title of

Mountfort, though a zealous partisan of

England, and received the proffered homage
for his dominions. But the chief obstacle

which the French king met with in the

settlement of the state proceeded from ob-

scure enemies,whom their crimes alone ren-

dered eminent, and their number dangerous.
On the conclusion of the treaty of Bre-

tigni, the many military adventurers who
had followed the standard of Edward,

being possessed of strong holds, refused to

lay down their arms, or relinquish a course

of life by which alone they could gain a

subsistence. They associated themselves

with the banditti, who under the name of

the
'

companies' and '

companions,' be-

came a terror to all the peaceable inhabi-

tants. Some English and Gascon gentle-
men of character, particularly Sir Matthew

Gournay, Sir Hugh Calverly, the chevalier

Verte, and others, were not ashamed to

take the command of these ruffians : whose
numbers amounted to near forty thousand,
and who bore the appearance of regular
armies rather than bands of robbers. These

leaders fought pitched battles with the

troops of France, and gained victories ;
in

one of which Jaques de Bourbon, a prince
of the blood, was slain : and they wanted

little but regular establishments to become

princes, and thereby sanctify, by the

maxims of the world, their infamous pro-
fession. The greater spoil tliey committed
on the country, the more easy they found

it to recruit their number ;
all those who

were reduced to misery flocked to their

standard ; and, though the pope declared

them excommunicated, these military plun-
derers, however deeply affected with the

sentence, to which they paid a much

greater regard than to any principles of
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morality, could not be induced by it to

betake themselves to lawful professions.
As Charles was not able by power to re-

dress so enormous a grievance, he was led

to correct it by policy ; and to contrive

some method of discharging into foreign
countries this dangerous and intestine evil.

Peter, king of Castile, stigmatized by
his contemporaries with the epithet of
'

cruel,' had filled with blood and murder
his kingdom and his own family ; and,

having incurred the universal hatred of his

subjects, he kept, from terror alone, an

anxious and precarious possession of the

throne. His nobles fell every day the

victims of his severity. He put to death

several of his natural brothers from ground-
less jealousy. Each murder, by multipljang
his enemies, became the occasion of fresh

barbarities. The ferocity of his temper, in-

stead of being softened by his strong pro-

pensity to love, was rather inflamed by
that passion, and look thence new occasion

to exert itself. Instigated by Mary de

Padilla, who had acquired the ascendant

over him, he threw into prison Blanche de

Bourbon, his wife, sister to the queen of

France
;
and soon after made way by poi

son for the espousing of his mistress.

Henry, count of Transtamare, his natu-

ral brother, seeing the fate of every one

who had become obnoxious to this tyrant
took arms against him

; but, being foiled

in the attempt, he sought for refuge in

France, where he found minds extremely
inflamed against Peter, on account of his

murder of the French princess. He asked

permission of Charles to inlist the
' com-

panies
'

in his service, and to lead them
into Castile

;
where he had the prospect

of certain success. The French king
charmed with the project, employed du

Guesclin in negociating with the leaders of

these banditti. The treaty was soon con-

cluded. The high character of honour

which that general possessed made every
one trust to his promises. Though the

intended expedition was kept secret,
'

the

companies' implicitly inlisted under his

standard : and they required no other con-

dition than an assurance that they were

not to be led against the prince of Wales

in Guienne. But that prince was so little
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averse to the enterprise, that lie allowed

some gentlemen of his retinue to enter into

the service under du Guesclin.

Du Guesclin, having completed his levies,

led the armv first to Avignon, where the

'.com- pope then resided, and demanded, sword

eCom- '" hand, an absolution for his soldiers, and
•'^'' tiie sum of two hundred thousand livres.

The tirst was readily promised him ;
more

difficulty was made with regard to the

second.
'

I believe that my fellows,' re-

plied du Guesclin,
'

may make a shift to

do without your absolution ; but the money
is absolutely necessary.' The pope then

extorted from the inhabi'ants in the city

and neighbourhood a hundred thousand

livres, and offered it to du Guesclin.
'

It

is not my purpose,' cried that generous
warrior,

'

to oppress the innocent people.
The pope and his cardinals themselves can

well spare me that sum from their own
coffers. This money must be restored to

the owners ; and, should they be defrauded

of it, I shall myself return from the other

side of the Pyrenees, and obhge you to

make them restitution.' The pope found

the necessity of submitting, and paid him
from his treasury the sum demanded. The

army, hallowed by the blessings, and en-

riched by the spoils, of the church, pro-
ceeded on their expedition.

EXPEDITION INTO CASTILE. 1367.

These experienced and hardy soldiers,

conducted by so able a general, easily pre-
vailed over the king of Castile. Peter
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fled, took shelter in Guienne, and craved

the protection of the prince of Wales,
whom his father had invested with the

sovereignty of these conquered provinces,

by the title of the principality of Aquitaine.
The prince seemed to have entirely changed
his sentiments with regard to the Spanish
transactions. Whether that he was moved
In* the generosity of supporting a distressed

prince, or dreaded the acquisition of so

powerful a confederate to France as the

new king of Castile ; or sought only an

oppportunity tor exerting his military ta-

lents, by which he had already acquired so

much renown ; he promised his assistance

to the dethroned monarch; and, having

obtained the consent of his father, he levied

a great army and set out u|)on his enter-

prise. He was accompanied by his younger
brother John of Gaunt, created duke of

Lancaster in the room of the good prince
of that name, who had died without any
male issue, and whose daughter he had

espoused. Chandos also, wlio bore among
the English the same character which du

Guesclin had acquired among the French,
commanded under him in this expedition.
The tirst blow which the prince of Wales

gave to Henry of Transtamare was the re-

calling of all his companies from his

service
;
and so much reverence did they

bear to the name of Edward, that great
numbers of them immediately inlisted un-

der his banners. Henry, however, be-

loved by his new subjects, and suj)ported
bv the king of Arragon and others of his

neighbours, was able to meet the enemy
with an army of one hundred thousand

men ; forces three times more numerous

than those which were commanded by
Edward. Du Guesclin, and all his expe-
rienced officers, advised him to delay any
decisive action ;

to cut off the prince of

Wales's provisions ; and to avoid every

engagement with a general, whose enter-

prises had hitherto been always conducted

with prudence and crowned with success.

Henry trusted too much to his numbers,

and ventured to encounter the English

prince at Najara. Historians of that age

are commonly very copious in describing

the shock of armies in battle, the valour ol

the combatants, the slaughter, and various

successes of the day : but such actions

deserve more the name of routs than of

battles. Henry was chased off the field,

with the loss of above twenty thousand

men. There perished only four knights

and forty private men on the side of the

English.

Peter, who so well merited the infamous

epithet which he bore, purposed to nmrder

all his prisoners in cold blood ;
but was

restrained by the remonstrances of the

prince of Wales. All Castile submitted to

the victor ;
Peter was restored to the

throne ;
and Edward finished this perilous

enterprise with his usual glory. IJut he

had soon reason to repent his connexions
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with a man like Peter, abandoned to all

sense of virtue and honour. The un-

grateful tj'rant refused the stipulated pay
to the English forces

;
and Edward, finding

his soldiers daily perish by sickness, and

even his own health impaired by the

climate, was obliged, without receiving

any satisfaction, to return into Guienne.

The barbarities exercised by Peter over

his subjects, revived all the animosity of

the Castilians ; and, on the return of

Henry of Transtamare, with du Guesclin,
and some forces levied anew in France,
the tyrant was again dethroned, and taken

prisoner. His brother, in resentment of

his cruelties, murdered him with his own
hand ; and was . placed on the throne of

Castile, which he transmitted to his pos-

terity. The duke of Lancaster, who es-

poused in second marriage the eldest

daughter of Peter, inherited only the empty
title of that sovereignty ; and^by claiming
the succession, increased the animosity of

the new king of Castile against England.

RUPTURE WITH FRANCE. 1368.

But the prejudice which the affairs of

prince Edward received, from this splendid

though imprudent expedition, ended not

with it. He had involved himself in so

much debt, that he found it necessary, on

Iiis return, to impose on his principality a

new tax
;
to which some of the nobility

consented with extreme reluctance, and to

which others absolutely refused to submit.

This incident revived the animosity which

the inhabitants bore to the Enolish, and
which all the amiable qualities of the

prince of Wales were not able to mitigate
or assuage. They complained that they
were considered as a conquered people ;

that their privileges were disregarded ; that

all trust was given to the English alone.

They cast, therefore, their eyes towards

their ancient sovereign, whose prudence
they found had now brought the affairs of

his kingdom into excellent order ; and the

counts of Armagnac, Comminge, and Peri-

gord, the lord d'Albert, with other nobles,
went to Paris, and were encouraged to

carry their complaints to Charles, as to

{their
lord paramount, against these oppres-

sions of the English government.
40O

In the treaty of Bretigni it had been

stipulated that the two kings should make
renunciations

;
Edward of his claim to the

crown of France, and to the provinces of

Normandy, Maine, and Anjou ;
John of the

homage and fealty due for Guienne, and the

other provinces ceded to the English. But,
when that treaty was renewed at Calais,

it was found necessarj^ as Edward was
not yet in possession of all the territories,

that the mutual renunciations should be

deferred
; and it was agreed that the parties

meanwhile should make no use of their

respective claims. Though the failure in

exchanging these renunciations had pro-
ceeded from France, Edward appears to

have taken no umbrage at it. It was,

however, on this pretence, though directly

contrary to treaty, that Charles resolved

to ground his claim, of still considering
himself as superior lord of those provinces,
and of receiving the appeals of his sub-

vassals.

But, as views of policy, more than those

of justice, enter into the deliberations of

princes ;
and as the mortal injuries received

from the English, the pride of their tri

umphs, the severe terms imposed by the

treaty of peace, seemed to render every

prudent means of revenge honourable

against them
; Charles considered the de-

clining years of Edward, the languishin
state of the prince of Wales's health, the

affection which the inhabitants of all these

proxdnces bore to their ancient master,
their vicinity to Fi'ance, the extreme ani-

mosity expres.sed by his own subjects

against these invaders, and, haxang silently
made all the necessary preparations, he

sent to the prince of Wales a summons to

appear in his court at Paris, and there to

justify his conduct towards his vassals

The prince replied that he would come to

Paris, but it should be at the head of sixty
thousand men. The unwarlike character

of Charles kept prince Edward, even yet,

from thinking that that monarch was in

earnest in this bold and hazardous attempt.

ILL SUCCESS OF THE ENGLISH.
1370.

It soon appeared what a poor return the

king had received, by his distant conquests,
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jfor
all the blood and treasure expended in

ithe quarrel. Charles fell first upon Pon-

khieu, which aave the Enslish an inlet into

the heart of France ; the citizens of Abbe-
Iville opened their gates to him

; those of

St. Valori, Rue, and Crotoy, imitated the

example ;
and the whole country was in a

little time reduced to submission. The
dukes of Berri and Anjou, brothers to

Charles, being assisted by du Gucsciin,

invaded the southern provinces ; and made
everv dav considerable progress against the

English. The state of the prince of Wales's

health did not permit him to mount on

horseback. Chandos, the constable of

Guienne, was slain in one action ; the

jcaptal
de Buche, who succeeded him in

that office, was taken prisoner in another ;

land, when Edward himself was obliged, by
Ibis increasing infirmities, to throw up the

'command, and return to his native country,
turn to the affairs of the EngUsh in the south of

France seemed to be menaced with total

ruin.

The king, incensed at these injuries,

threatened to put to death all the French

hostages who remained in bis hands ; but,

on reflection, abstained from that ungene-
rous revenge. After resuming, by advice

of parhament, the vain title of king of

France, he endeavoured to send succours

into Gascony ; but all his attempts proved
unsuccessful.* The earl of Pembroke was

intercepted at sea, and taken prisoner with

his whole army near Rochelle, by a fleet

which the king of Castile had fitted out

for that purpose. Edward himself em-
barked for Bourdeaux with another army ;

but was so long detained by contrary winds

that he was obhged to lay aside the enter-

prise. Sir Robert KuoUes, at the head of

thirty thousand men, marched out of

Calais, and continued his ravages to the

gates of Paris, without being able to pro-
voke the enemy to an engagement : he

proceeded in his march to the provinces

Ml king
'-vird's

npts on

Kobcrt
!lt5 ra'

* " The more losse and damage fell to the kjTige
of Englande. In so muche that in the ende he lost

the more parte of the landes, which was granted by
the composition and agreement of peace. And
fortiine, which the space of xl. years had plea-

santly smiled upon kyngeEdwarde, now in his latter

days frowardly frowned, and changed hir copy."
—

I Lanquette.
—Ed.

VOL. I. .5 I

UiUiiu'scHii

di.-ijterses

forces.

t Not Alice Pierce alone. "
It was required (by

the commons.) that the duke of Lancaster, the lord

Latimer, then lord chamberlain, dame Alice Pierce,

the king's concubine, and one Sir Richard Slurry,

might be removed from court
; and this was so vehe-

mently urged by their speaker. Sir Peter de la

Moore, that the king, rather than not be supplied,

gave way unto it."—Baker.—Ed.
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of Maine and Anjou, which he laid waste ;'

but. part of his army being there defeated

by the conduct of du Gucsciin, who was
now created constable of France, and who
seems to have been the first consummate

general that had yet appeared in Europe,
the rest were scattered and dispersed ;

and the Kngiish

the small remains of the English forces,!

instead of reaching Guienne, took shelter

in Brittany, whose sovereign had embraced;
the alliance of England. The duke ofi

Lancaster, some time after, made a like'

attempt witli an army of twenty-five
thousand men

;
and marched from Calais

to Bourdeaux
; but was so harassed by the

flying parties which attended him, that he

brought not the half of his army to the

place of their destination. Edward was at

last obliged to conclude a truce, after al-

most all his ancient possessions in France
had been ravished from him, except Bour-
deaux and Bayonnc, and all his conquests,

except Calais.

The decline of the king's life was ex-

posed to many mortifications, and corres-

ponded not to the splendid scenes which
had filled the beginning and the middle

of it. Besides seeing the loss of his foreign

dominions, he felt the decay of his autho-

rity at home
;
and experienced, from the

sharpness of some parliamentary remon-

strances, the great inconstancy of the

people. Tliis prince, who, during the

vigour of his age, had been chiefly occu-

pied in the pursuits of war and ambition,

began, at an unseasonable period, to in-

dulge in pleasure : and, being now a

widower, he attached himself to a lady of

sense and spirit, one Alice Pierce,f who

by her influence gave such general dis-

gust, that, in order to satisfy the parlia-

ment, he was obliged to remove her from
court. The indolence naturally attending
old age and infirmities, had made him, in

a great measure, resign the administration

into the hands ot his son the duke of

King Ed-
ward's de-
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Parliament

compels
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Lancaster
; who, as he was far from being

popular, weakened extremely the aifection

which the Ens;lish bore to the person and

government of tlie king. Men carried

llieir jealousies very far against the duke
;

and, as they saw with much regret the death

of the prince of Wales every daj^ approach-

ing, they apprehended lest the succession of

his son Richard, now a minor, should be

defeated by the intrigues of Lancaster, and

by the weak indulgence of the old king.
But EdAvard, to satisfy both the j)eople
and the prince, declared in p.'.rliament his

_,randson heir and successor to the crown
;

and thereby cut oft' all the hopes of the

duke of Lancaster, if he ever had the

temerity to entertain any.

DEATH OF THE PRINCE OF
WALES. 1376.

The prince of Wales, after a lingering

illness, died on the eighth of June, in the

forty-sixth year of his age ; and left a

character illustrious lor every eminent

virtue, and, from his earliest youth till the

hour he expired, unstained by any blemish.

His valoui' and military talents formed the

smallest part of his merit ; his generosity,

humanity, aft'ability, moderation, gained
him the affections of all men

;
and he was

qualitied to throw a lustre, not only on
that rude age in which he lived, and
which nowise infected him with its vices,

but on the most shining period of ancient

or modern history.*

DEATH AND CHARACTER OF THE
KING. 1377.

The king survaved about a year this

melancholy incident. England was de-

prived at once of both these princes, its

chief ornament and support. He expired
on the twenty-first of June, in the sixty-
fifth year of his age and the fifty-first of

his reign ; and the people were then sen-

sible, though too late, of the irreparable
loss which thev had sustained.

* A large stone house, opposite the spot on which
the Monument now stands, was long regarded with

interest, as having been the residence of this gaUunt
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is

foreign

The English are apt to consider withj

peculiar fondness the history of Edward'

III., and to esteem his reign, as it was one

of the longest, the most glorious also, that

occurs in the annals of their nation. The
ascendant which they then began to acquire
over France, their rival and supposed
national enemy, makes them cast their

eyes on this period with great complacency,
and sanctifies every measure wliich Ed-
ward embraced for that end. But the

domestic government of this prince

really more admirable than his

victories ;
and England enjoved, by the

prudence and vigour of his administration,
a longer interval of domestic peace and

tranquillity than she had been blest with

in any former period, or than she expe-
rienced for many ages after. He gainedl
the affections of the great, yet curbed their

licentiousness ; he made them feel his

power, without their daring, or even being
inclined to murmur at it

; his affable and

obliging behaviour, his munificence and

generosity, made them submit with plea-
sure to his dominion

;
his valour and con-

duct made them successful in most of

their enterprises ; and their unquiet spirits,

directed against a public enemy, had no
leisure to breed those disturbances to

which they were naturally inclined, and
which the frame of the government seemed
so much to authorise. This was the chief

benefit which resulted from Edward's
victories and conquests. His foreign wars

were, in other respects, neither founded in

justice, nor directed to any salutary pur-!

pose. His attempt against the king ofl

Scotland, a minor, and a brother-in-law,
and the revival of his sjrandfather's claim

of superiority over that kingdom, were both

unreasonable and ungenerous. The
suc-|

cess which he met with in France, thoughi

chiefly owing to his eminent talents, wasl

unexpected ; and yet was found, even!

during his lifetime, to have procured him'

no solid advantages. But the glory of a

conqueror is so dazzling to the vulgar, the

animosity of nations is so violent, that the

Partiality
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fruitless desolation of so fine a part of

Europe as France is totally clisrc2;ar(lecl by
us, and is never considered as a bieniisli in

the character of this j)rince. And indeed,

from the unfortunate state of human nature,

it will commonly happen tliat a sovereii^n

of genius, such as Edward, who usually
finds every thing easy in his domestic

government, will turn himself towards

military enterprises, where alone he meets

with opposition, and where he has full

exercise for his industry and capacity.
Edward had a numerous posterity by his

queen, Philippa of Hainault. His eldest

wanTha.ia son was tlic licroic Edward, usually deno-

minated the Black Prince, from the colour

of his armour. This prince espoused his

cousin Joan, commonly called the Fair

Maid of Kent, daughter and heir of his

uncle the earl of Kent, who was beheaded

in the beginning of this reign. She was

first married to Sir Thomas Holland, by
w^hom she had children : by the prince of

Wales she had a son Richard, who alone

survived his father.

The second son of king Edward (for we

pass over such as died in their childhood)
UoneUnke

^.^^^ j^j^^^^j ^^^^ ^^ Clarcuce, who was rirst

married to Ehzabeth de Burgh, daughter
and heir of the earl of Ulster, by whom he

left only one daughter, married to Edmund
^Mortimer earl of IMarche. Lionel es-

poused in second marriage Violante the

daughter of the duke of Milan, and died in

Italy soon after the consummation of his

nuptials, without leaving any posterity by
that princess. Of all the fainilv, he re-

sembled most his father and elder brother

in his noble qualities.

Edward's third son was John of Gaunt,
so called from tlie place of his birth. He
was created duke ot Lancaster

;
and from

him sprang that branch which afterwards

possessed the crown. The fourth son of

this royal family was Edmund, created

earl of Cambridge by his father, and duke
of York by his nephew. The fifth son
was Thomas, who received the title of earl

of Buckingham from his father, and that

of duke of Glocester from his nephew. In

* It might not be the defective character of the

practitioners of that period, which excluded them

order to prevent confusion, we shall al-

ways distinguish these two princes by the

titles of York and Glocester, even before

they were advanced to them.

There were also several princesses bornj
to Edward by Philippa ; to wit, Isabella,

Joan, Mary, and Margaret ; who espoused,
in the order of their names, Insrleram de

Coucy earl of Bedford, Alphoiiso king
of Castile, John of Mountibrt duke of

Brittany, and John Hastings earl of

Pembroke. The princess Joan died at

Bourdeau.v before the consununation of

her marriage.

MISCELLANEOUS TRANSACTIONS.

It is remarked, by an elegant historian, that

conquerors, though usually the bane of hu-
man kind, proved often, in those feudal

times, the most indulgent of sovereigns.

They stood most in need of supplies : were

obliged to make some compensation byequi-
table laws and popular concessions. This
remark is, in some measure, justified by the

conduct of Edward III. He took no steps
of moment without consulting his })ar!ia-

ment, and obtaining their ajiprobation,
which he afterwards pleaded as a reason
for their supporting his measures. The

parliament, therefore, rose into greater con-

sideration during his reign, and acquired
more regular authority, than in anv former
time

;
and even the house of commons,

which, during turbulent and factious

periods, was naturally depressed bv the

greater power of the crown and barons,

began to appear of some weight. In the

later years of Edward the king's ministers

were impeached in })arliament, particularly
lord Latimer, who fell a sacrifice to the

authority of the commons
; and thev

even obliged the king to banish his mistress

by their remonstrances. Some attention

was also paid to the election of their mem-
bers ; and lawyers in particular, who were
at that time men of character somewhat
inferior, were totally excluded the house

during several parliaments.*
One of the most popular laws enacted

from parliament. Our ancestors possibly foresaw

that, if members of the legal profession were allowed
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by any prince was the statute which passed
in the twenty-fifth of this reign, and which

limited the cases of high treason, before

vague and uncertain, to three principal

heads, conspiring the death of the king,

levying war against him, and adhering to

,his enemies ; and the judges were pro-
hibited, if any other cases should occur,

from inflicting the penalty of treason

without an application to parliament.
The bounds of treason were indeed so

much limited by this statute, which still

remains in force without any alteration,

that the lawyers were obliged to enlarge

them, and to explain a conspiracy for

levying war against the king to be equi-
valent to a conspiracy against his life; and

this intei'pretation has, from the necessity
of the case, been tacitly acquiesced in. It

was also ordained that a parliament should

be held once a year, or oftener, if need be ;

a law which, like many others, was never

observed, and lost its authority by disuse.

Edward granted above twenty parlia-

mentaiy confirmations of the Great Char-

ter
;
and these concessions are commonly

appealed to as proofs of his great indul-

gence to the people, and his tender regard
for their liberties : but the contrary pre-

sumption is more natural. If the maxims
of Edward's reign had not been in general
somewhat arbitrary, and if the Great Char-
ter had not been frequently violated, the

parliament would never have applied for

these frequent confirmations ;
which could

serve to no other purpose than to prevent
the contrary precedents from turning into

a rule, and acquiring authority. It was
indeed the eftect of the irregular govern-
ment during those ages that a statute

which had been enacted some years, instead

of acquiring, was imagined to lose force by
time, and needed to be often renewed by
recent statutes of the same sense and tenor.

Hence, likewise, that general clause so

frequent in old acts of parliament, that the

statutes enacted by the king's progenitors
should be observed ; a precaution which,
if we do not consider the circumstances of

the times, might appear ridiculous. The

to congregate, where, besides framing acts of parlia-
ment, they might be able to carry them, that, in the

course of years, from their growing strength, laws
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frequent confirmations, in general terms,

of the privileges of the church, proceeded
from the same cause.

It is a clause in one of Edward's

statutes,
'

that no man, of what state

or condition soever, shall be put out of

land or tenement, nor taken, nor im-

prisoned, nor disinherited, nor put to

death, without being brought in answer by
due process of the law.' Tliis privilege

was sufiiciently secured by a clause of the

Great Chai'ter, which had received a gene-
ral confirmation in the first chapter of the

same statute. Why then is the clause so

anxiously, and as we may think, so super

fluously repeated ? Plainly because there

had been some late infringements of it,

which gave umbrage to the commons.
But there is no article in which the laws

are more frequently repeated during this

reign, almost in the same terms, than that

of purveyance, which the parliament always
calls an outrageous and intolerable griev-

ance, and the source of infinite damage to

the people. The parUament tried to

aboUsh this prerogative altogether, by pro

hibiting any one from taking goods without

the consent of the owners, and by changing
the heinous name of purveyors, as they
term it, into that of buyers. But the arbi-

trary conduct of Edward still brought back

the grievance. The prince frequentlywanted

ready money, yet his family must be sub-

sisted ;
he was, tlierefore, obliged to em-

ploy force and violence for that purpose
and to give talHes, at what rate he pleased,
to the owne rs of the goods which he laid

hold of. The kingdom also abounded so

little in commodities, and the interior

communication was so imperfect, that had

the owners been strictly protected by law,

they could easily have exacted any price
from the king ; especially in his frequent

progresses, when he came to distant and

poor places, where the court did not

usually reside, and where a regular plan
for supplying it could not easily be

established. Not only the king, but

several great lords, insisted upon this right
of purveyance.

would be made for lawyers rather than for the people ;

for the benefit of a profession rather than for the

protection of society at large.
—Ed.
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The niae;nificent castle of Windsor was
built by Edward III., and his method of

conducting the work may serve as a speci-
men of the condition of the people in that

age. Instead of engaging workmen by
contracts and wages, he assessed every

county in England to send him a certain

number of masons, tilers, and carpenters,
as if he had been le\Ting an army.

They mistake, indeed, very much the

genius of this reign, who imagine that it

was not extremely arbitrary. All the high

prerogatives of the crown were to the lull

exerted in it ; but, what gave some con-

solation, and promised in time some relief,

to the people, they were always complained
of by the commons ; such as the dispensing

power ;
the extension of the forests ; erect-

ing monopolies ; exacting loans ; stopping

justice by particular warrants; the renewal

of the commission of '

trailbaton
;

'

pres-

sing men and ships into the public service;

le\Ting arbitrary and exorbitant fines ;
ex-

tending the authority of the privy council

or star chamber to the decision of private
causes ; enlarging the power of the

mareschal's and other arbitrary courts
;

imprisoning members for freedom of

speech in parliament ; obliging people,
without any rule, to send recruits of men
at arms, archers, and hoblers, to the army.

liut there was no act of arbitrary power
more frequently repeated in this reign than

that of imposing taxes without consent of

* The quality of Edward's parliament which could

thus be treated, will be better understood from the

following? passages which are found in the Report.s
of the Lords" Committees respecting the peerage.

They sliew the manner in which individuals were

paid for, and excused from, sitting in parliament.
" The writ lo the sheriffs in the 2nd of Edward

the third, printed in the Appendix to the rolls of

Parliament of that reign is in general terms
;

'We
command you, that of the community of your coun-

try, as well within liberties as without, you cause to

have to our beloved and faithful J. de O. and R.
de N., knights ot that county, who lately at our

Parliament, which we caused to be summoned at,

4:c. came, for the community of the same county,
to treat, &c. eleven pounds and four shillings for their

expenses in coming to the same Parliament, staying
there, and thence returning home, viz. for twenty-eight

days, each of them taking four shillings per day.'
"

I

"In the Appendix to the Rolls of Edward the third, i

are letters patent, tested the third of July, in the
'

40th of Edward the third, directed • Ballivis & probis
Hominibus & toti Coitati

'

of the town of Chepyng
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parliament. Cotton's Abridgment of the

Records affords numerous instances of

this kind, in the first year of his reign, in

the thirteenth year, in the fourteenth, in

the twentieth, in the twenty-first, in the

twenty-second, in the twenty-fifth, in the

tiiirty-eighth, in the hitieth, and in thei

fifty-first.

The king o])cnly avowed and maintained'

this power of levying taxes at pleasure.
At one time he replied, to the remonstrance'
made by the commons against it, that

thej

impositions had been exacted from great

necessity, and had been assented to by the

prelates, earls, barons, and some of the

commons
; at another, that he would

advise with his council. Wiien the parlia-
ment desired that a law might be enacted

for the punishment of such as levied these

arbitrary impositions, he refused compli
ance. In the subsequent year they desired

that the king might renounce this pre-
tended prerogative ; but his answer was,
that he would levy no taxes without ne-

cessity for the defence of tlie realm, and

where he reasonably might use that au-

thority. This incident passed a few days
before his death

; and these were, in a

manner, his last words to his people.* It

would seem that the famous charter or

statute of Edward I.
' de tallagio non con-

cedendo,' though never repealed, was sup-

posed to have already lost all its authority.
These facts can only shew the practice

Arbitrary
impositions

r<>pcated.

Kiiif; Ed-
ward cl.iimg

tile ri^lit of

imposiM;^
ta-xcs.

He claims
it till with-
in a few
(lavs of his

death.

Toriton, in the county of Devon, stating that they
had sho^vn to the King, that whereas that town

ought not to be burdened to send any men for the

said towTi to the King's Parliament, and had not

sent, or been accustomed to send, any men for the

said town to the Parliaments of the King, or his j)ro-

gcnitors Kings of England, before the 24th year of

the King, when the sheriff of the county maliciously
returned to the Chancery that he had summoned the

town as a borough to send two men for the said

borough to that Parhament, and so the said town

from that year had been burthcned with sending two
men to the Parliament by the pretext of that return

;

and because the rolls and memoranda of the Chan-

cery being searched there was not found the names
of any men returned for the said town or borough of

Chepyng Toriton to come to Parliaments before the

said 24th year aforesaid ;
the King, not willing that

the said town should be unduly burthcned, held the

men of that town, and the town, excused from send

ing any men to Parliaments, and exonerated them
thereof for ever." A like writ, almost in the same

words, was issued in t.e 42nd of Edward III.— Kd.
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of the times ; for, as to the right, the con-

tinual remonstrances of the commons may
seem to prove tliat it rather lay on their

side : at least these remonstrances served

to prevent the arbitrary practices of the

court from becoming an established part
of the constitution. In so much a better

condition were the privileges of the people,
even during the arbitrary reign of Ed-
ward III. than during some subsequent
ones, particularly those of the Tudors,
where no tyranny or abuse of power ever

met with any check or opposition, or so

much as a remonstrance, from parliament.
In this reign we find, according to the

sentiments of an ingenious and learned

author, the first strongly marked, and

probably contested, distinction between a

proclamation by the king and his privy

council, and a law wliich had received the

assent of the lords and commons.
It is easy to imagine that a prince of so

much sense and spirit as Edward would

be no slave to the court of Rome. Though
the old tribute was paid during some years
of his minorit}', he afterwards withheld it

;

and, when the pope, in 1367, threatened

to cite him to the court of Rome for de-

fault of payment, he laid the matter before

his parhament. That assembly unani-

mou.sly declared that king John could not,

without a national consent, subject his

kingdom to a foreign power ; and that

they were, therefore, determined to sup-

port their sovereign against this unjust

pretension.

During this reign the statute of provisors
was enacted, rendering it penal to procure

any presentations to benefices from the

court of Rome, and securing the rights of

all patrons and electors, which had been

extremely encroached on by the pope. B}-
a subsequent statute, every person was
outlawed who carried any cause by apjieal
to the court of Rome.
The laity, at this time, seem to have

been extremely prejudiced against the

papal power, and even somewhat against
their own clergjs because of their con-

nexions with tiie Roman pontiff. The

parliament pretended that the usurpations
of the pope were the cause of all the

plagues, injuries, famine, and poverty, of
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the realm. At another time they petition
the king to employ no churchman in any
office of state

; and they even speak in

plain terms of expelling by force the papal

authority, and thereby providing a remedy
against oppressions, which they neither

could nor would any longer endure. Men
who talked in this strain were not far from

the reformation. But Edward did not

think proper to second all this zeal :

though he passed the statute of provisors,
he took little care of its execution. He
was content with having reduced such of

the Romish ecclesiastics, as possessed re-

venues in England, to depend entirely

upon him by means of that statute.

As to the police of the kingdom during
this period, it was certainly better than

during times of faction, civil war, and dis-

order, to which England was so often ex-

posed ; yet were there several vices in the

constitution, the bad consequences of

which all the power and vigilance of the

king could not prevent. The barons, by
their confederacies with those of their own

order, and by supporting and defending
their retainers in every iniquity, were the

cliief abbettors of robbers, murderers, and

ruffians of all kinds
;
and no law could be

executed against those criminals. The

nobility were brought to give their promise
in parliament that they would not avow,

retain, or support, any felon or breaker of

the law; j^et this engagement, which we

may wonder to see exacted from men of

their rank, was never regarded by them.

The commons make continual complaints
of the multitude of robberies, murders

rapes, and other disorders, which, they say,
were become numberless in every part of

the kingdom, and which they always
ascribe to the protection that the crimi

nals received from the great. The king o

Cyprus, who paid a visit to England in

this reign, was robbed and stripped on the

highway, with his whole retinue. Edward
himself contributed to this dissolution of

law, by his facility in granting pardons to

felons from the solicitation of the courtiers

Laws were made to retrench this prero-

gative, and remonstrances of the commons
were presented against the abuse of it ;

but to no purpose. The gratifying of a

Churchmen
olijected to

in offices of

state.

The statute

of provisors
is neglected

by Edward.

Defective

state of the

pohce.
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powerful nobleman continued still to be of

more importance than tiie protection of

the people. Tlie kins; also i^rantccl many
franchises, which interrupted the course of

justice and the execution of the laws.

Commerce and industry were certainly
at a very low ebb durinjj; this period. The
bad police of the country alone afibrds a

sufficient reason. The only exports were

wool, skins, hides, leather, butter, tin, lead,

and such uninaimfactured a;oods, of which
wool was by iar the most considerable.

Knyghton has asserted that one hundred
thousand sacks of wool were annually ex-

ported and sold at twenty pounds a sack,

money of that age. But he is widely mis-

taken both in the quantity exported and
in the value. In 1349 the parliament
remonstrate that the king, by an illegal

imposition of forty shillings on each sack

exported, had levied sixty thousand pounds
a year ;

which reduces the annual exports
to thirty tliousand sacks. A sack con-

tained twenty-six stone, and each stone

fourteen pounds ;
and at a medium was

not valued at above five pounds a sack,

that is fourteen or fifteen pounds of our

present money. Knyghton's computation
raises it to sixty pounds, which is near

four times the jjresent price of wool in

England. According to this reduced com-

putation, the export of wool brought into

the kingdom about four hundred and fifty

thousand pounds of our present money,
instead of six millions, which is an extrava-

gant sum. Even the former sum is so high

TbewoolWn
muinfuc-
ture en-

coaraged by
king Kd-
wanL

as to atibrd a suspicion of some mistake.

Such mistakes werevery usual in thoseages.
Edward endeavoured to introduce and

promote the woollen manufacture, by giv-

icouragement to foreign weavers, and

by enacting a law which prohibited every
one from wearing any cloth but of English
fabric. The parliament prohibited the ex-

portation of woollen goods, which was not

so well judged, especially while the export-
ation of unwrouglit wool was so much

allowed and encouraged. A like injudi-
cious law was made against the exporta-
tion of manufactured iron.

It appears tVom a record in the Ex-

chequer, that in 1354 the exports of Eng-
land amounted to two hundred and ninety
four thousand one hundred and eighty-
lour pounds seventeen shillings and two-

pence; the imports to thirty-eight thousand
nine hundred and seventy pounds three

shillings and sixpence, money of that time.

This is a great balance, considering that it

arose wholly from the exportation of raw
wool and other rough materials. The im-

port was chiefly linen and fine cloth, and
some wine. England seems to have been

extremely drained at this time by Edward's

foreign expeditions and i'oreign subsidies,

which probably w-as the reason why the

ex])orts so much exceed the im])orts.
The first toll we read of in England for

mending the highways was imposed in this

reign ;
it was that for repairing the road

between St. Giles's and Temple Bar.*

In the first of Richard II. the parlia-
ment complain extremely of the decay ol

shipping during the preceding reign, and
assert that one seaport formerly contained

more vessels than were then to be found

in the whole -kingdom. This they ascribe

to the arbitrary seizure of ships by Ed-
ward for the service of his frefjuent expe-
ditions. The parliament in the fifth of

Richard renew the same complaint ;
and

we likewise find it made in the ibrty-sixth
of Edward III. So false is the common

opinion, that this reign was favourable to

commerce.
There is an order of this king, directed

to the mayor and sherifis of London, to

take up all ships of forty tons and upwards,
to be converted into ships of w ar.

The parliament attempted the imprac-
ticable scheme of reducing the price of

labour after the pestilence, and also that oi

poultrv. A reaper in the first week of

August, was not allowed above two-pence

* " In the year 1353 that fine street, the Strand,
was an open highway, with here and there a great
man's house, with gardens to the water side. In

that year it was so ruinous that Edward III., by
|an ordinance, directed a tax to be raised upon
iwool, leather, wine, and all goods carried to the

Amount of

cxp<Mls ill

I'ldward's

reign.

Tlie first

toll in

KultIjuiI.

Decny of

the ship-

ping inter-

eat.

An atfcinpt
to reduce

prices.

staple at Westminster, from Temple Bar to West
minster Abbey, for the repair of the road ;

and that

all owners of houses adjacent to the highway .should

repair as much as lay before their own doors.
"—

Pennant.—Ed.
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a day, or near sixpence of our present

money ;
in the second week a third more.

A master carpenter was Hmited through
the whole year to three-pence a day, a

common carpenter to two-pence, money
of that aa;e. It is remarkable that, in the

same reign, the pay of a common soldier,

an archer, was sixpence a day ; which, by
the change both in denomination and value,

would be equivalent to near five shillings

of our present money.* Soldiers were then

inlisted only for a very short time : they

j

lived idle all the rest of the year, and com-

monly all the rest of their lives. One
successful campaign, by pay and plunder,
and the ransom of prisoners, was supposed
to be a small fortune to a man ;

which was
a great allurement to enter into the service.f

The staple of wool, wool-fells, leather,

and lead, was fixed by act of parhament in

particular towns of England. Afterwards it

was removed by law to Calais. But Edward

paid little regard to these statutes ; and,

when the parhament remonstrated with

him on account of those acts of power, he

plainly told them that he would proceed in

that matter as he thought proper. This

policy of inviting forei2;ners to Calais was
carried so lar, that all English merchants
were prohibited by law from exporting any
English goods from the staple ; which was
in a manner the total abandoning of all

foreign navigation, except that to Calais: a

contrivance seemingly extraordinary.
It was not till the middle of this century

that the EngHsh began to extend their

navigation even to the Baltic, nor till the

middle of the subsequent that they sailed

to the Mediterranean.

Luxury was complained of in that age,
and attempts were made by parliament to

restrain it, particularly on the head of

apparel, where surely it is the most ob-

viously innocent and inoffensive. No
man under a hundred a year was allowed

I

I

* The pay of a man at arms was quadruple : we
may therefore conclude that the numerous armies,
mentioned by historians in those times, consisted

chiefly of ragamuffins, who followed the camp, and
lived by plunder. Edward's army before Calais con-
sisted of 31,094 men ; yet its pay for sixteen
montlis was only 127,201/.

t Commodities seem to have risen since the Con-

quest. Instead of being ten times cheaper than at
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to wear gold, silver, or silk, in his clothes

Servants also were prohibited from eating!

flesh, meat, or fish above once a day. By
another law it was ordained that no one

should be allowed, either for dinner or

supper, above three dishes in each course,

and not above two courses : and it is like-

wise expressly declared that soused meat is

to count as one of these dishes. It was

easy to foresee that such ridiculous laws

could never be executed.

The use of the French language in

pleadings and public deeds was abolished.

It may appear strange that the nation

should so long have worn this badge of

conquest : but the king and nobiHty seem
never to have become thoroughly English,
or to have forgotten their French extrac

tion, till Edward's wars with France gave
them an antipathy to that nation. Yet
still it was long before the use of the Eng-
lish tongue came into fashion. The first

EngHsh paper which we meet with in

Rynier is in the year 1386, during the

reign of Richard II. There are Spanish

papers in that collection of more ancient

date
;
and the use of the Latin and French

still continued.

We may judge of the ignorance of this

age in geography from a story told by Ro-
bert of Avesbury. Pope Clement VI

having, in 1344, created Lewis of Spain
prince of the Fortunate Islands, meaning
the Canaries, then newly discovered, the

English ambassador at Rome, and his re

tinue, were seized with an alarm that Lewis
had been created king of England ;

and

they immediately hurried home, in order

to convey this important inteUigence. Yet
such was the ardour for study at this time
that Speed, in his Chronicle, informs us

there were then thirty thousand students
in the university of Oxford alone. What
was the occupation of all these young men ?

To learn bad Latin, and still worse logic.

No one
allowed

nmre than
six dishes

at dinner.

present, they were, in the age of Edward III. only
three or four times. This change seems to have
taken place in a great measure since Edward I. The
allowance granted by Edward III. to the earl of

Murray, then a prisoner in Nottingham castle, was
one pound a week

; whereas the bishop of St. An-

I

drews, the primate of Scotland, had only sixpence a

day allowed him by Edward I.
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Opposite

I
um pre-

In 13G4 the commons petitioned tliat

in consideration of the preceding pestilence,
such persons as possessed manors holden

of the kini; in chief, and had let different

leases without obtaining licenses, might
continue to exercise the same power till

the country were become more populous.
The commons were sensible that this

security of possession was a good means
for rendering the kingdom prosperous, yet
durst not apply all at once for a greater
relaxation of their chains.

There is not a reign which deserves

more to be studied than that of Edward

III., nor one where the domestic transac-

tions will better discover the true genius of

that kind of mixed government which was

then established. The straggles with

regard to the validity and authority of the

Great Charter were now over
;
the king

was acknowledged to lie under some limi-

tations
;
Edward himself was a prince of

great capacity, not governed by favourites,

not led astray by any unruly passion,
sensible that nothing could be more essen-

tial than to keep on good terms with his

people ; yet it appears that the government
at best was only a barbarous monarchy,
not regulated by any fixed maxims, or

bounded by any certain undisputed rights,
which in practice were regularly observed.

The king conducted himself by one set of

principles, the barons by another, the

commons by a third, the clergy by a

fourth. All these systems of government
were incompatible ; each of them pre-
vailed in its turn. A great prince rendered

the monarchical power predominant ;
the

weakness of a king gave reins to the

jaristocracy ;
a superstitious age saw the

iclergy triumphant ; the people, for whom
'chiefly government was instituted, and
who chiefly deserve consideration, were
.the weakest of the whole. But the com-

* There exists an historical volume, published in

1556, on Magna Charta and the Statutes, a carefully

arranged and authentic work, which mentions one

strange fact respecting this prince. The book is

jwritten
in French and Latin, and under the head of

\Nomina Regum announces a list of the kings
" who

from the time of Saint Edward, King of England,
'had reigned, down to the most serene King and

iQueen Philip and Mary." A series of brief
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mons, little obnoxious to any other order,

though they sunk under the violence o(

tempests, silently reared their head in

more peaceable times ; and, while the

storm was brewing, were courted by all

sides, and thus received still some ac-

cession to their privileges, or at worsi

some contirmation of them.

It has been an established opinion that

gold coin was not struck till this reign ;

but there has lately been found proof that

it is as ancient as Henry III.

CHAPTER XVH.

RICHARD II*

1377—1399.

GOVERNMENT DURING THE MINORITY.—
INSURRECTION OF THE COMMON PEOPLE

DISCONTENTS OF THE BARONS. CIVIL

COMMOTIONS. EXPULSION OR EXECU-

TION OF THE king's MINISTERS.—

CABALS OF THE DUKE OF GLOCESTER

MURDER OF THE DUKE OF GLOCES-

TER. BANISHMENT OF HENRY DUKE
OF HEREFORD. RETURN OF HENRY.

GENERAL INSURRECTION. —KING DE-

POSED AND MURDERED. HIS CHA-

RACTER. MISCELLANEOUS TRANSAC-

TIONS DURING THIS REIGN.

govern:\iext during the
minority. 1377.

The parliament, which was summoned
soon after the king's accession, was both

elected and assembled in tranquillity ;
and

the great change, from a sovereign of con-

summate wisdom and experience to a boy of

eleven years of age, was not immediately

notices of births, coronations, and deaths follows.

That to which we particularly direct attention, runs

thus :
—" Richardus II., filius Ed Principis Wallise,

natus sine pelliae et nutritus in pellibus caprium

incepit regnare, xxiii. Junii, anno domini mccclxx\ii."

(Richard the second, son of Edward prince of Wales,
born without skin, and nursed in skins of goats,

began to reign June 23rd, 1377.')—Ed.
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[felt. The habits of order and obedience,

a^e^q're"s- which the barons had been taught during
the long reign of Edward, still influenced

them ;
and the authority of the king's

three uncles, the dukes of Lancaster,

York, and Glocester, sufficed to repress
the turbulent spirit to which that order

was so often subject. The dangerous
ambition too of these princes themselves

iwas checked by the undeniable title of

Richard ;* by the declaration of it made in

parliament ;
and by the affectionate regard

which the people bore to the memory of

his father, and which was naturally trans-

ferred to the young sovereign. The difler-

ent characters also of these three princes
rendered them a counterpoise to each

other. Lancaster, whose age and expe-
rience, and authority under the late king,

gave him the ascendant, though his in-

tegrity seemed not proof against great

temptations, was neither of an enterprising

spirit, nor of a popular and engaging tem-

per. York was indolent, and of slender

capacity. Glocester was turbulent, bold,

Glocester is f^d popular ;
but was restrained by the

power and authority of his elder brothers.

There appeared, therefore, no circumstance

which might give any immediate apprehen-
sions to the lovers of thtir country, f

But, as Edward, though he had fixed

clie.-kcil bv

Yorji and
Lancaster.

* "A jealousy of the duke of Lancaster, and an

apprehension that he might form pretensions to the

throne, had arisen in the Hfe-time of Edward the

third ; and his Pailiament had urged the King to

acts demonstrative of the succession of Richard as

his heir. WTiether that jealousy was well or ill

founded, it had operated so far as to secure the suc-

cession of Richard, who on the death of his grand-

father, on the 21st of June, 1377, was, without oppo-
sition, proclaimed King. On the opening of his

first parliament, the Archbishop of Canterbury

specially mentioned his succession by inheritance,
and not by election ; perhaps apprehending that the

irregular manner in which Edward the third had suc-

ceeded to the crown in the life-time of his father, the

elevation of William Rufus, of Henry the first, of

Stephen, and of John, in prejudice of hereditary title,

might lead to the presumption that the royal oflice

might be considered as elective, and not hereditary,
and give pretence for disturbance during the minority
of the king.''

—
Reports ofthe Lords' Committees respect-

ing the peerage.

t The coronation of Richard, on the 16th of July,
1377, was performed with great and unusual cere-

mony ;
the concluding formalities are thus described

by Baker. "After a sermon, the king took his oath;
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the succession to the crown, had taken no
care to establish a plan of government
during the minority, it behoved the parlia-
ment to supply this defect ; and the house
of commons distinguished themselves bv

taking the lead. As it was now becoming
a scene of business, the members chose,
for the first time, a speaker, who might
preserve order. Peter de la Mare was
the man pitched on ; the same person that

had been detained in custody by the late

king, lor his freedom of speech in attacking
the mistress and the ministers of that

prince. But, though this election dis-

covered a spirit of liberty in the commons,
and was followed by farther attacks both

on these ministers and on Alice Pierce,

they were still too sensible of their great

inferiority to assume any immediate share

in the administration of government, or

the care of tlie king's person. They were
content to apply by petition to the lords

for that purpose, and desire them both to

appoint a council of nine, who might direct

the public business, and to choose men of

virtuous life, who might inspect the con-

duct and education of the young prince
The lords complied with the first part of

this request, and elected the bishops of

London, Carlisle, and Salisbury, the earls

of Marche and Stafford, Sir Richard de

A speaker
first chosen

liy the

house of

comniims.

They claim
no share in

the govera*
meut.

and then the archbishop blessed the king, which

done, he tore off his garments, and stripped him into

his shift ; then he anointed his hands, head, breast,

shoulders, and the joynts of his arms, with the sacred

oyl ;
and after certain prayers, he then clad him first

with the coat of St. Edward, and after with his man
tie : after which the archbishop delivered him the

sword, saying, Accipe gladium ; with which two earls

girded him. Then he gave him bracelets, saying

Accipe pallium. In the mean time, while the arch-

bishop blessed the crown, he to whose office it per-

tained, put spurs on his heels
; after the crown was

blessed, the archbishop set it on his head, saying,
Coronet te Deus : then he delivered him a ring, say-

ing, Accipe anmdum. Immediately herewith came
the lord Furuival by vertue of his office, offering him
a red glove : which the archbishop blessed, and

putting it on his hand, delivered him a scepter, say-

Accipe sceptnim : and after that into his other hand,
delivered him a rod, on the top whereof stood a

dove, saying, Accipe virgam virtutis, and tlien blessed

the king, saying, Benedicat le Deus : which done, the

king kissed the bishops and abbots, by whom he

was afterward led to his seat : and so ended the

solemnity."— Ed.

Richard's

education.
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Stafford, Sir Henry le Scrope, Sir John

Devcreux, and Sir Hw^h Segrave ;
to

whom they gave autliority, for a year, to

conduct the ordinary course of husiness.

But. as to the reguhition of the king's

househoUl, they dechned interposing in an

office wliich, they said, hoth was iinitHous

in itself, and might prove disagrecal)le to

Iiis majesty.
The commons ventured to proceed a

step farther. They presented a petition,

in wliich they prayed the king to check

the prevailing custom among the barons of

supporting each other, as well as men of

inferior rank, in the violations of law and

justice. Thev received from the throne a

general and an obliging answer to this pe-
tition. But another part of their applica-

tion, that all the great officers should,

during the king's minority, be appointed

by parliament, which seemed to require
the concurrence of the commons in the

nomination, was not complied with. : the

ords alone assumed the power of appoint-

ing these officers : the commons tacitlv

acquiesced ; and thought that they had

proceeded a sufficient length, if they but

advanced tlieir pretensions, though re-

jected, of interposing in these more im-

portant matters of state.

On this foot then the government stood.

The administration was conducted entirely
in the king's name

;
no regency was ex-

pressly appointed ;
the nine councillors

and the great officers, named by the peers,
did their duty, each in his respective depart-
ment ; and the whole system was kept
together by the secret authority of the

king's uncles, especially of the duke of

Lancaster, who was in reality the regent.
The parliament was dissolved, after the

commons had rejjresented the necessity of

* " In the 2d of Richard the second the commons
again complained that tlic kniglits of the shires did
not receive their full wages, which were assessed on

ever)' town in each county ;
that some towns were

held of the king, and would pay nothing, though
their tenure was not of ancient demesne of the

crown
; and that some towns, within franchises,

and which belonged to peers of the realm, who held

by barony, would pay nothing, because their lords

were in the parliament for themselves and their men
in proper person ;

and that they applied the words
'

their men' so largely, that although a lord had in

with one crown
duced hostihties

French monarch.

their being reassembled once every year ;

and after having elected two citizens as

their treasiu'ers, to receive and disburse

the produce of two fifteenths and tenths,
which they had voted to the crown.* In

the other parliaments, called during the

minority, the commons still discover a

strong spirit of freedom, and a sense of

tlieir own authority, which, without breed-

ing any disturbance, tended to secure their

independence and that of the peoi)le.
Edward had left his grandson involved

in many dangerous wars. The ]M-etensions
of the duke of Lancaster to the crown of

Castile made that kingdom still persevere
in hostilities against England. Scotland,
whose throne was now filled by Robert

Stuart, nephew to David Bruce, and the

first prince of that family, maintained such
close connexions with France, that war

almost inevitably pro-
with the other. The
whose prudent conduct

had acquired him the surname of '

wise,'

as he had already bafHed all the experience
and valour of the two Edwards, was likely
to prove a dangerous enemy to a minor

king : but his genius, wliich was not na-

turally enterprising, led him not, at present
to give any disturbance to his neighbours
and he laboured, besides, under many dif-

ficulties, which it was necessary for him to

surmount before he could think of making
conquests in a foreign country. England
w'as master of Calais, Bordeaux, and Bay-
onne ;

had lately acquired possession of]

Cherbourg from the cession of the king of

Navarre, and of Brest from that of the

duke of Brittany ; and having thus an easy
entrance into France from every (juarter,

was able to give disturbance to his govern-
ment. Before Charles could remove the

one to^vn only four or five bondmen, and one hun
di'ed or two hundred who held freely, or by court

roll, yet they would not contribute to the expenses
of the knights. To this petition the answer was<
'
let that be done which has been fonnerly accus-

tomed.' From this entry it appears, that not only
the towns which were of the king's ancient demesne
then claimed to be exempt from wages of the knights,
but all towns which held of the king claimed the

same exemption."
—

Reports of the Lords' Committees

on the Peerage.
—Ed.
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Picardy is

ravaj^ed by
the Eiiglisii.

kin of^"?'^*^
^'™"^ these important posts, he

FranMdks. died in the flower of his age, and left his

kingdom to a minor son, who bore the

name of Charles VI.

Meanwhile the war with France produced
no enterprise of great lustre or renown.

Sir Hugh Calverly, governor of Calais,

making an inroad into Picardy with a de-

tachment of the garrison, set fire to

Boulogne. The duke of Lancaster con-

ducted an army into Brittany, but returned

without being able to perform any thing
memorable. In a subsequent year the

duke of Glocester marched out of Calais

with a body of two thousand cavalry, and

eight thousand infantry ;
and scrupled not,

with his small armv, to enter into the

heart of France, and to continue his ravages

through Picardv, Champaigne, the Brie,

the Beausse, the Gatinois, the Orleanois,

till he reached his allies in the province of

Brittany. The duke of Burgundy, at the

head of a more considerable army, came
within sight of him

;
but the French were

so overawed by the former successes of

the English, that no superiority of numbers
could tempt them to venture a pitched
battle. As the duke of Brittany soon

formed an accommodation with the court

of France, this enterprise also made no
durable impression upon the enemy.
The expenses of these armaments, and

the usual want of economy attending a

minority, much exhausted the English

treasury, and obliged the parliament to

impose a new and unusual tax of three

groats on every person, male and female,
above fifteen years of age ; and they or-

dained that, in levying that tax, the opulent
should reheve the ])oor by an equitable

compensation. Tliis imposition produced a

mutiny, which was singular in its circum-

stances. All history abounds with ex-

amples where the great tyrannise over the

meaner sort
; but here the lowest populace

rose against their rulers, committed the

most cruel ravages upon them, and took

vengeance for all former oppressions.

A growing
The faiut dawn of the arts and of good

spirit of iu- government, in that ase, had excited the

is ^;ene^ally populace, 111 different states of Europe, to
'"™"'^''"'- murmur against those chains which the

'laws, enacted by the haughty nobility and
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gentry, had so long imposed. The com
motions of the people in Flanders, the

mutiny of the peasants in France, were the

natural effects of this growing spirit of in-

dependence ; and the report of these event?

being brought into England, where personal

slavery, as we learn from Froissard, was
more general than in any other country ir

Europe, had prepared the minds of the

multitude for an insurrection. One John
Ball also, a seditious preacher, who affected

low popularity, went about the country,
and inculcated the principles of the first

origin of mankind from one common stock;
their equal right to liberty and to all the

goods of nature
;
the tyranny of artificial

distinctions
;

and the abuses which had
arisen from the degradation of the more
considerable part of the species, and the

aggrandizement of a few insolent rulers.

These doctrines, so agreeable to the popu-
lace, and so conformable to the ideas of

primitive equality engraven in the hearts

of all men, were greedily received
; and

scattered the sparks of that sedition which
the present tax raised into a conflagration.

INSURRECTION OF THE PEOPLE.
1381.

The imposition of three groats a head had
been framed out to tax gatherers in each

county, who levied the money on the peo

pie with rigour ;
and the clause of making

the rich ease their poorer neighbours, being
so vague, had occasioned many partialities,

and made the people more sensible of the

unequal lot which fortune had assigned
them in the distribution of her favours.

The first disorder was raised by a black-

smith in a village of Essex. The tax-

John Ball

preaciies

equality.

Tlie new
tax is fann-

ed out.

A collector

gatherers came to this man's shop while! to a fen;-^

he was at work and demanded payment
for his daughter, whom he asserted to be

below the age assigned by the statute.

One of these fellows offered to produce a

very indecent proof to the contrary, and

at the same time laid hold of the maid ,

which the father resenting, immediately
knocked out the ruflian's brains with his

hammer. The bystanders applauded the

action, and exclaimed that it was full time

for the people to take vengeance on their

He is liilled

bv lier la-

tl'ier.
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mother.

TTiey enter

the city,
and commit

'

many oul-

h'rants. Tliev immediately flew to arms
;

the whole neij^hhourhood joined in the sedi-

tion
; the flame spread in an instant over

the country ; it soon propairatcd itself into

that of Kent, of Hertford. Surrey, Sussex,

Norfolk, Camhridire, and Lincoln. Before

the government had the least warning of

the danger, the disorder had grown heyond
control, the populace had shaken ofl' all

regard to their former masters ; and, heing
headed by the most audacious and criminal

of their associates, who assumed the feigned
names of Wat Tyler, Jack Straw, Hob
Carter, and Tom Miller, by which they
were fond of denoting their mean origin,

they committed the most outrageous vio-

lence on such of the gentry as had the

misfortune to fall into their hands.

The nmtinous populace, amounting to

a hundred thousand men, assembled on

Blackheath, under their leaders Tyler and
Straw

; and, as the princess of Wales, the

king's mother, returning from a pilgrimage
to Canterbuiy, passed through the midst
of them, they insulted her attendants

; and
some of the most insolent, to shew their

'purpose of levelling all mankind, forced

kisses from her
; but they allowed her to

continue her journey. They sent a mes-

sage to the king, who had taken shelter in

the Tower
;
and they desired a conference

with him. Richard sailed down the river

in a barge ; but, on approaching the shore,
he saw such symptoms of tumult, that, he

put back and returned to that fortress.

The seditious peasants, meanwhile, favoured

by the populace of London, had broken
into the city ; had burned the duke of

Lancaster's palace of the Savoy ; cut off"

|the
heads of all the gentlemen wliom they

laid hold of; expressed a particular ani-

mosity against the lawyers and attornies
;

and pillaged the warehouses of the rich

merchants. A great body quartered them-
selves at Mile-end

; and the king, finding

* Some ^\Titcrs give the honour of a share in slay-

ing Tyler, to John Philpot. a public character, des-

cribed to be " the darling of the mariners." "
Tyler

persisting in his insupportable arrogance, demanded
the king's dagger of his esquire that held it, which

being by the king's connivance delivered him : he
further presumed to command the esquire to give
him the sword also : to which the young spark
bravely said, a king's sword would but ill become a

VOL. I. 5 M

no defence in the tower, which was weakly

garrisoned and ill supplied with jirovisions

was obhged to go out to tlicm and ask

their demands. They recjuircd a general

pardon, the abolition of slavery, freedom

of commerce in market towns without toll

or impost, and a fixed rent on lands, in-

stead of the services due by villanage
These requests, which, though extremely
reasonable in themselves, the nation was

not sufliciently prepared to receive, and

which it was dangerous to have extorted

by violence, were, however, complied with
;

charters to that ])urpose were granted them ;

and this bodv innnediatcly dispersed, and

returned to their several homes.

During this transaction another body oi

the rebels had broken into the Tower; had

murdered Simon Sudbury the primate and

chancellor, with Sir Robert Hales the

treasurer, and some other persons of dis

tinction
;
and continued their ravages in

the city. The king, passing along Smith-

field, verv slenderly guarded, met with

Wat Tyler at the head of these rioters, and

entered into a conference with him. Ty-
ler, having ordered his companions to

retire till he should give them a signal,

(after which they were to murder all the

company except the king himself, whom

they were to detain prisoner) feared not to

come into the midst of the royal retinue.

He there behaved himself in such a manner
that ^^'alworth, the mayor of London, not

able to bear his insolence, drew his sword,
and struck him so violent a blow as

brought him to the ground, where he was

instantly dispatched by others of the king's
attendants.* The nmtineers, seeing their

leader fall, prepared themselves tor re-

venge ;
and this whole conq)any, with the

king himself, had undoubtedly perished,
had it not been for an extraordinary pre-
sence of mind which Richard discovered

on the occasion. He ordered his company

knave's hand
;
wherewith Tyler rising up, offering

to approach the king's jiage : the mayor of London.
that only awaighted the occasion of hazarding his life

in surprising so proud aTraytor. snatcheth the king's

dagger from the sheath in Tyler's hand, and then

sheathes the same in Tyler's body, whereupon I'hil-

pot with his sword saluted him on the cockscomb
that he fell to the ground slain.''— Daniel.—Ei).
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to stop ;
he advanced alone towards the

enraged multitude ; and, accosting them

with an afi'able and intrepid countenance,

he asked them,
' What is the meaning of

this disorder, my good people ? Are ye

angry that ye have lost your leader ? I am

your king ;
I will be your leader.' The

populace, overawed by his presence, im-

plicitly followed him. He led them into

the fields, to prevent any disorder which

might have arisen by their continuing in

the city ; being there joined by Sir Robert

Knolles, and a body of well-armed veteran

soldiers, who had been secretly drawn to-

gether, he strictly prohibited that officer

from falling on the rioters, and committing
an undistinguished slaughter upon them ;

and he peaceably dismissed them with the

same charters which had been granted to

their fellows. Soon after the nobility and

gentry, hearing of the king's danger, in

which they were all involved, flocked to

London with their adherents and retainers
;

and Richard took the field at the head of

an army forty thousand strong. It then

behoved all the rebels to submit. The
charters of enfranchisement and pardon
were revoked by parliament ; the low

people were reduced to the same slavish

condition as before ; and several of the

ringleaders were severely punished for the

late disorders. Some were even executed

without process or form of law. It was

pretended that the intentions of the muti-

neers had been to seize the king's person ;

to carry him through England at their

head
;

to murder all the nobility, gentry,
and lawyers, and even all the bishops and

priests, except the mendicant friars ; to

dispatch afterwards the king himself; and,

having thus reduced all to a level, to order

the kingdom at their pleasure. It is not

impossible but many of them, in the de-

lirium of their first success, might have

formed such projects ; but, of all the evils

incident to human society, the insurrec-

tions of the populace, when not supported

by persons of higher quality, ai-e the least

to be dreaded
;
the mischiefs consequent

to an abolition of all rank and distinction

become so great, that they ai'e immediately
felt, and soon bring affairs back to their

'former order and arrangement.
414
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A youth of sixteen, (which was at this

time the king's age) who had discovered

so much courage, presence of mind, and

address, raised great expectations in the

nation ;
and it was natural to hope that he

would, in the course of his life, equal the

glories which had so uniformly attended

his father and his ijrandfather in all their'

undertakings ; but, in proportion as Rich-

ard advanced in years, these hopes van-

ished
;
and his want of capacity appeared

in every enterprise which he attempted.
The Scots, sensible of their own deficiency
in cavalry, had applied to the regency of

Charles VI. ;
and John de Vienne, admiral

of France, had been sent over, with a

body of fifteen hundred men at arms, to

support them in their incursions against
the English. The danger was now deemed

by the king's uncles somewhat serious
;

and an army of sixty thousand men was

levied, and they marched into Scotland

with Richard at their head. The Scots

abandoned without scruple their country
to be pillaged and destroyed by the enemy ;

and, when de Vienne expressed his sur-

prise at this plan of operations, they told

him that all their cattle was driven into the

forests and fastnesses ; that their houses

and other goods were of small value
; and

that they well knew how to compensate

any losses which they might sustain, by

making an incursion into England. Ac-

cordinglj', when Richard entered Scotland,

by Berwick and the east coast, the Scots,

to the number of thirty thousand men,
attended bv the French, entered England The Scots

by the west
; and, carr}ang their ravages : land, and

through Cumberland, Westmoreland, and] Snooty.

Lancashire, collected a rich booty, and

then returned to their own country. Rich-

ard meanwhile advanced towards Edin-

burgh, and destroyed all the towns and

villages on each side of him
;
he reduced

that city to ashes ; he treated in the same
manner Perth, Dundee, and other places
in the low countries : but, when he was

advised to march towards the west coast,

to await there the enemy, his impatience
to return to England, and enjoy his usual

pleasures, outweighed every consideration ;

and he led back his army, without effecting

anything. The Scots, finding the heavy

Richard re-

turns to

lintrland.
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bodies of French cavalry very useless in

that desultory kind of war to which they
confined themselves, treated their allies so

ill, that the French returned home, much

disgusted with the country, and its inha-

bitants. The Eaglisii, though they re-

gretted the levity of their king, saw^ them-

selves for the future secured against any

dangerous invasion from that quarter.
But it was so material an interest of the

French court to wrest tliescaporttowns from

their enemy, that they resolved to attempt
it by some other expedient, and found no

means so likely as an invasion of England
itself. They collected a great fleet and

army at Sluise ;
for the Flemings were now

in alliance with them. All the nobility of

France were engaged in this enterprise ;

the English were kept in alarm ; great

preparations were made for the reception
of the invaders

; and, though the dispersion
of the French ships by a storm, and the

taking of many of them by the English
before the embarkation of the troops, freed

the kingdom from the present danger, the

king and council were fully sensible that

this perilous situation might every moment
return upon them.

There were two circumstances, chiefly,
which engaged the French at this time to

think of such attempts. The one was the

absence of the duke of Lancaster, who had
carried into Spain the flower of the English

military force, in prosecution of his vain

claim to the crown of Castile; an enterprise
in whicl), after some promising success, he
was tiiially disappointed : the other was
the violent dissensions and disorders which
had taken place in the English government.
The subjection in which Richard was

held by his uncles, particularly by the

duke of Glocester, a prince of ambition and

genius, though it was not unsuitable to

his years and slender capacity, was ex-

tremely disagreeable to his violent temper ;

and he soon attempted to shake off the

yoke imposed upon him. Robert de Vera,
earl of Oxford, a young man of noble

He is RO-
VLTUi'd by ;v

favourite.

Robert ilo

\\mv is i:ri_'-

ated (lulvc

of IrclaiiJ.

family, of an agreeable figure, but of disso-

lute manners, had acciuiird an entire as-

cendant ov^r him, and governed him with

an absolute authority. The king set so

little bounds to his affection, that he first

created his favourite marquis of Dublin, a

title before unknown in Endand, then

duke of Ireland
; and transferred to him

by })atent, wiiich was confirmed in parlia-

ment, the entire sovereignty for life of

that island. He gave him in marriage his

cousin-german, the daughter of Ingelram
de Couci earl of Jiedlbrd

; but permitted
him to repudiate tliat lady, though of an

unexceptionable character, and to marry a

Bohemian, with whom he had become
enamoured. These public declarations of

attachment turned the attention of the

whole court towards the minion ; all fa-

vours passed through his hands
; access

to the king could only be obtained by his

mediation
;
and Ricliard seemed to take

no pleasure in royal authority, but so far Heexerci-
, 1 1 1 I

• / 1 1 •
1

*

1
• • . , . scs groat in-

as it enabled hun to load with dignities this fluencc over

object of his affections.*
"'"^ ^'

DISCONTENTS OF THE BARONS.
1386.

The jealousy of power immediately pro-
duced an animosity between the minion

and his creatures on the one hand, and
the princes of tlie blood and the chief no

bility on the other ; and the usual com
I

plaints against the insolence of favourites

! were loudly echoed, and ijreedily received,' '"',«"•'"'"'

in every part of the kingdom. IMoubray compb.in or

j

earl of Nottingham, the mareschal, Fitz| M'^^*^^^""*

Alan earl of Arundel, Piercy earl of North-
' umberland, Montacute earl of Salisbury,

I Beauchamp earl of Warwick, were all con-

1

nected, and with the princes, by friendship
or aUiance, and still more by their com-
mon antipatiiy to those who had eclipsed
them in the king's favour and confidence.

No longer kept in awe by the personal
character of the prince, they scorned to

submit to his ministers ; and the method

* " In bountie and liberaltee, he farre pa.ssed all

his progenitours, but he was overmuclic geven to

rt'stc and quietnesse, and loved littell deedes of

armes and marciall prowes, and for that he was

young, he was most ruled by young coiuisailer, and

regarded nothynge the advertisements of the sage
and wyse men of his realme. For the chiefe aboute

hym were of no wysedorae nor estimacion, which

th)'ng turned his lande to great trouble, and h3Tn
selfe in fine to extreme myserie."

—
Lanquette.

—Ed.
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Iwhich they took to redress the grievances

join to seek complaiiied of, proves the desperate ex-

tremities to which every opposition was
sure to be instantly carried.*

Michael de la Pole, the present chan-

cellor, lately created earl of Suffolk, was
the son of an eminent merchant ; but had
risen by his abilities and valour during the

wars of Edward III. ; had acquired the

friendship of that monarch
;
and was es-

teemed the person of greatest capacity

among those who were attached to the

duke of Ireland and the king's secret coun-

cil. The duke of Glocester, who had the

house of commons at his devotion, im-

pelled them to exercise that power, which

they seem first to have assumed against
lord Latimer during the declining years of

the late king ; and an impeachment against
the chancellor was carried up by them to

the house of peers, which was no less at

his devotion. The king foresaw the tem-

pest preparing against him and his minis-

ters. After attempting in vain to rouse

the Londoners to his defence, he retired
j

with his court to Eltham. The parliament
sent a deputation, inviting him to return,
and threatening that, if he persisted in ab-

senting himself, they would immediately
dissolve, and leave the nation, though in

imminent danger of a French invasion,
without any support or supply for its de-

fence. At the same time a member was

encouraged to call for the record contain-

ing the parliamentary deposition of Ed-
ward II. ; a plain intimation of the fate

which Richard, if he continued refractory,
had reason to expect. The king, finding
himself unable to resist, was content to

stipulate that except finishing the present

impeachment against Suffolk, no attack

i'
should be made upon any other of his

ministers ; and on that condition he re-

turned to the parliament.f

* That little awe was felt for his person is seen
from a prayer, or rather demand, addressed to him,
in the sixth year of his reign, by the commons.

Among other things they desire " That the King
will appoint good Orders about his Person, so as he

may live within his Revenues, and that all Profits

and Gifts may be employ'd upon the Wars, to the
ease of the Commons. ' Come autrement ordeigner,
qe bone Governail soit mys entour votre honourable

Persone, si qe vous purres honestement fc roiahnent

viver, deinz les revenues de votre Roialme, k qe
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Nothing can prove more fully the inno

cence of Suffolk, than the frivolousness of

the crimes which his enemies thought pro-

per to object against him. It was alleged

that, being chancellor, and obliged by
his oath to consult the king's profit, he

had purchased the lands of crown below

their true value
;
that he had exchanged

with the king a perpetual annuity of four

hundred marks a j'ear, which he inherited

from his father, and which was assigned

upon the customs of the port of Hull, for

lands of an equal income ; that, having
obtained for his son the priory of St. An
thony, which was formerly possessed by a

Frenchman, an enemy and a schismatic,

and a new prior being named by the pope,
he had refused to admit this person, whose
title was not legal, till he made a compo-
sition with his son, and agreed to pay him
a hundred pounds a year from the income

of the benefice
;

that he had purchased,
from one Tydeman of Limborch, an old

and forfeited annuity of fifty pounds

year upon the crown, and had engaged the

king to admit that bad debt ;
and that,

when created earl of Suffolk, he had ob-

tained a grant of five hundred pounds a year
to support the dignity of that title. Even
the proof of these articles, frivolous as

they are, was found very deficient. It

appeared that Suffolk had made no pur-
chase from the crown while he was chan-

cellor, and all his bargains were made
before he was advanced to that dignity.
He was condemned
defence

;
and deprived of his office.

Glocester and his associates observed

their stipulation with the king, and attacked

no more of his ministers ; but they imme-

diately attacked himself and his royal

dignity, and framed a commission after the

model of those which had been attempted
almost in every reign since that of Richard

toutes Maneres des Gardes, Marriages, Reliefs, Es-

chetes, Forfaitures, & toutes autres Commoditees.

puissent estre Gardes pur vos Guerres, & en defens

de votre Royalme, k nul part aillours donnez en

supportation $c aide de vos poures Communes & grant
honour Sc profit a vous. Resp.

' Le Roy est de bone

Voluntee & le desire motlt entiremant de fair &
ordonner en ce cas per lavis des Seigneurs de son

Roialme ce qe luy semblera mieulx afiaire pur son

honour & Profit.'
"—Rot. Pari.—Ed.

f See note S at end of the volume.

notwithstanding his
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I., and which hud always been attended
with extreme contusion. By this com-
mission, which was ratitied by parliiiment,
a council of fourteen persons was ajijioint-

I

The king's ;cd, all of Gloccster's faction, except
'rii'v'^ [Nevil archbishoj) of York ; the sovereiu;n

iTromiu^ power was transferred to these men for a
timen. |t\vclvemontii ;

the king, who had now
ireached the twenty -tirst year of his age,
was in reality dethroned ; the aristocracy
'was rendered supreme ;

and tliough tiie

[term of the connuissiou was limited, it was

(easy to foresee that the intentions of the

iparty were to render it perpetual. Ricluird,

jhowever, was obliged to submit; he signed
Ithe commission which violence had extor-

ited from him
;
he took an oath never to

infringe it ; and, though at the end of the

H«»Merf«
Session he publicly entered a protest, that

-vn.-a-.the prerogatives of the crown should still

-.Xl be deemed entire and unimpaired, the new

jCommissioners, without regarding this

'declaration, jiroceeded to the exercise of

their authoritv.

CIVIL COMMOTIONS. 1387.

The king, thus dispossessed of the royal

power, was soon sensible of the contempt
into which he was lalleu. His favourites

and ministei-s failed not to a2;gravate the

injury which had been ofi'ered to him.

And his eager temper was sutficiently in-

clined to seek the means, both of recover-

ing his authority, and of revenging himself

on those who had invaded it. As the

house of commons appeared now of

weight in the constitution, he secretly
tried some expedients lor procuring a fa-

vourable election. He sounded some of

the sheriffs, who, being at that time both

the returning officers, and magistrates of

great power in the counties, had naturally
considerable influence in elections : but,

as most of them had been ap])ointed by
his uncles, he found them, in general,

averse to his enterprise. The judges were

more favourable to him. He met, at Not-

Itingham, Sir Robert Trcsilian, chief justice

jof the Kini;'s Bench, Sir Robert Belk-

udges nappe, chief justice of the Common Pleas,

i' Sir John Cary, chief baron of the Exche-

(|uer, Holt, Fulthorpe, and Bourg, inferior

VOL. I. J N

nedwircs
"o Peren;;**

Hi^lits pofr.
>.-..; In-

till; king.

- ihe

'.iniVs up-
[OMd to

justices, and Lockton, Serjeant at law,!

and he proposed to them some queries,!

which these lawyers made no Sciuple ot,

answering in the way he desired. ThevL,
declared that the late commission was iim.vm,.u is

derogatory to the royalty and prerogative
^""^-^'"""^

of the king ; that those who procured it,

or advised the king to consent to it, were

punishable with death ; that those who

compelled him were guilty of treason ;

that those were equally criminal who
should persevere in maintaining it

; that

the king has the right of dissolving par-
liaments at ])leasure ; that the parliament,
while it sits, must tirst proceed upon the

king's business ; and that this assembly
cannot, without his consent, impeach any
of his ministers and judges. Even ac-

cording to our present strict maxims with

reiiard to law and the roval i)rerou;ative,

all these determinations, excejjt the two

last, appear justitiahle ; and, as the great

privileges of the commons, particularly
that of impeachment, were new, and sup-

ported by few precedents, there want not

jilausible reasons to justify these opinions
of the judges. They signed, therefore,

their answer to the king's queries bei'ore

the archbishops of York and Dublin, the

bishops of Duriiam, Chichester, and Ban-

gor, the duke of Ireland, the earl of Suf-

tblk, and two other counsellors of inferior

quality.
The duke of Glocester and his adherents

soon got intelligence of this secret consul-

tation, and were naturally very much
alarmed at it. They saw the king's inten-

tions, and they determined to prevent the

execution of them. As soon as he came

to London, which tliey knew was well dis-

posed to their party, they secretly assem-

bled their forces, and appeared in arms at

Haringay park, near IJighgate, witii a

power which Richard and his ministers

were not able to resist. Tiiey sent him a

message by the archbislioj) of Canterbury,
and the lords Lovel, Cobham, and Deve-

reux, and demanded that the persons who
had seduced him by their pernicious coun-

sel, and were traitors both to him and to

the kingdom, should be delivered up to

them. A few days after they appeared in

liis presence, armed, and attended with
417

Tile jud^res
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arms.
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armed followers ;
and they accused, by

name, the archbishop of York, the duke of

Ireland, the earl of Suffolk, Sir Robert

Tresilian, and Sir Nicholas Brembre, as

public and dangerous enemies to the state.

Thev threw down their gauntlets before

the king, and fiercely offered to maintain

the truth of their charge by duel. The

persons accused, and all the other obnox-

ious ministers, had withdrawn, or had
concealed themselves.

KING'S MINISTERS EXPELLED OR
EXECUTED. 1388.

The duke of Ireland fled to Cheshire, and
levied some forces, with which he advanced
to relieve the king. Glocester encountered

hira in Oxfordshire with much superior
forces; routed him, dispersed his followers,

and obliged him to fly into the Low Coun-

tries, where he died in exile a few years
after. The lords then appeared at London
with an army of forty thousand men ; and,

iiaving obliged the king to summon a par-
liament which was entirely at their devo-

tion, they had full power, by observing a

few legal forms, to take vengeance on all

their enemies. Five great peers ;
men

whose combined power was able at any
time to shake the throne

;
the duke of

Glocester, the king's uncle ; the earl of

Derby, son of the duke of Lancaster ; the

earl of Arundel ; the earl of Warwick ; and
the earl of Nottingham, mareschal of Eng-
land

;
entered before the parliament an

accusation or appeal, as it was called,

against the five counsellors whom they
had already accused before the king. The

parliament, who ought to have been judges,
were not ashamed to impose an oath on
all their members, by which they bound

* In connection with his death, some facts remark-

ably illustrative of the times and the opinions which
then prevailed, are mentioned,

"
Immediately Tre-

silian is put upon an hurdle, and drawn through the

streets of the city, with a wonderfid concourse of

people following him. At every furlong's end he

was suffered to stop, that he might rest himself, and
to see if he would confess or acknowledge any thing ;

but what he said to the frier his confessor, is not

known. When he came so the place of execu-

tion, he would not climb the ladder, until such time

as being soundly beaten with bats and staves he was
forced to go up ; and when he was up, he said,

' So
418

themselves to live and die with the lords

appellants, and to defend them with their

lives and fortunes.

The other proceedings were well suited
|

to the violence and iniquity of the times
A charge, consisting of thirty-nine articles

was delivered in by the appellants ; and,
as none of the accused counsellors, except
Sir Nicholas Brembre, was in custody, the

rest were cited to appear ; and, upon their

absenting themselves, the house of peers,
after a very short interval, without hearing
a witness, declared them guilty of high trea

son. Sir Nicholas Brembre, who was pro
duced in court, had the appearance, and
but the appearance, of a trial. The peers,

though they were not by law his proper
judges, pronounced, in a very summary
manner, sentence of death upon him ; and
he was executed together with Sir Robert

Tresilian, who had been discovered and
taken in the interval. *

It would be tedious to recite the whole

charge against the five counsellors, which
is to be met with in several collections.

It is sufficient to observe, in general, that,

if we reason upon the supposition, which
is the true one, that the royal prerogative
was invaded by the commission extorted

by the duke of Glocester and his associates,

and that the king's person was afterwards

detained in custody by rebels, many of the

articles will appear not only to imply no
crime in the duke of Ireland and the

ministers, but to ascribe to them actions

which they were bound by their allegiance
to perform. The few articles impeachin
the conduct of these ministers are vasiue

and general ;
such as their engrossing the

king's favour, keeping his barons at a dis

tance from him, obtaining unreasonable

grants for themselves or their creatures, and

Violent pro-

ceedings.

The duke
of Ireland

and his

friends are

declared

giiilty of

high'trsa-

long as I do wear any thing upon me I shall not die

wherefore the executioner stript him, and found

certain images painted like to the signs in the

heavens, and the head of a devil painted, and the

names of many of the devils wrote in parchment ;

these being taken away he was hanged up naked,

and after he had hanged some time, that the spec-
tators shotild be sure he was dead, they cut his

throat, and because the night approached, they let

him hang till the next morning, and then his wife

having obtained a licence of the king, tooii down his

body, and carried it to the Grey Friars, where it was

buried."—State Trials.

They ap-

pear to

have com-
mitted no
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dissipating the public treasure by useless

expenses. No violence is objected to

them ; no particular illcijal act. All the

disorders indeed seem to have proceeded,
not from anv violation of the laws, or any
ministerial tyranny, but merely from a

rivalship of power ; which the duke of

Glocester and the great nobility carried to

the utmost extremity against their oppo-
nents, witliout any regard to reason, justice,

or humanity.
Bui these were not the only deeds of

violence committed during the triumph of

the party. AH the other judges, who had

signed the extrajudicial opinions at Not-

tingham, were condemned to death, and

were, as a grace or favour, banished to

Ireland; though thev pleaded the fear of

their lives, and the menaces of the king's
ministers as their excuse. Lord Beau-

champ of Holt, Sir James Berners, and

John Salisburv', were also tried and con-

demned for high treason, merely because

they had attempted to defeat the late com-
mission : but the life of the last was

spared.* The fate of Sir Simon Builey
was more severe. This gentleman was

much beloved for his personal merit, liad

distinguished himself by many honourable

actions, was created knight of the garter,
and had been appointed governor to Ri-

chard, by the late king and the Black
Prince ; he had attended his master from

the earliest infancy of that jnince, and had
ever remained extremely attached to him

;

yet all these considerations could not save

him Irom Glocester's vengeance. This

execution, more than all the others, made a

deep impression on Richard. His queen
too (for he was already married to the sis-

ter of the emperor ^Yinceslaus, king of Bo-

hemia) interested herself in behalf of Bur-

ley. She remained three hours on her

knees before the duke of Glocester, but,

though she was become extremely popular

* This statement is erroneous. Salisbury indeed
was not beheaded \vith the others, but on the 12th
of May he was drawn from the Tower to Tyburn,
and there hanged.

—Ed.

t -V great council being held in May 1389, the

king suddenly turned to the duke of Glocester and in-

quired how old he thought he was ? The duke rc-

Iplied his highness was in his twenty-third year.

by her amiable qualities, which had acquired
her the a])pelhitionof 'the good queen Ann,'
her petition was sternly rejected by the in-

exorable tyrant.
The parliament concluded this violent

scene by a declaration that none of the

articles, decided on these trials to be

treason, should ever afterwards be drawn
into precedent by the judges, who were
still to consider tlie statute of the twenty-
fifth of Edward as the rule of their de-

cisions. The house of lords seem not to

have acknowledged the principle, that they
themselves w-ere bound, in their judicial

capacity, to follow the rules which thev,
in conjunction with the king and commons,
had estabhshed in their legislative. It was
also enacted that every one should swear
to the perpetual maintenance and supi)ort
of the forfeitures and attainders, and of all

the other acts, passed during this i)arlia-

ment. The archbishop of Canterburv
added the penalty of excommunication, as

a farther security to these violent transac-

tions.

It might naturally be expected that the

king, being reduced to such slaverv, would

long remain in subjection, and never re-

cover the royal power without the most
violent struggles : but the event proved

contrary. In less than a twelvemonth

Richard, who was in his twenty-third year,
declared in council that, as he had now-

attained the full age which entitled him to

govern by his own authority,! he resolved

to exercise his right of sovereignty ; and,

when no one ventured to contradict so

reasonable an intention, he deprived Fitz

Alan, archbishop of Canterbury, of the

dignity of chancellor, and bestowed that

high office on William of Wickham, bishop
of Winchester ;

the bishop of Hereford

was displaced from the office of treasurer,

the earl of Arundel from that of admiral
;

even the duke of Glocester and the earl of

Proreedings
in these

cases order-

ed nol to he
drawn into

precedenlj*.

.Ml men
swoni to

maintain
the deci-

sions of Uiis

[>arlianitiiit.

Tlic king
recovers
his lost

aulhoritj.

" Then I am old enough to manage my own affairs,

Richard replied ;

"
I have been longer under the con

troul of guardians than any ward in my kingdom.
Thanking you, my lords, for the past, your services

are not wanted for the future,'' and he immediately
required that the great seal and the keys of the Ex-

chequer should be given up to him.—Ed.
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Warwick were removed from the council :

and no opposition was made. Richard

exercised with moderation the authority
which he had resumed. He seemed to he

entirely reconciled to his uncles and the

other great men, of whom he had so much
reason to complain : he never attempted
to recall from banishment the duke of

Ireland, whom he found so obnoxious to

them : he confirmed, by proclamation, the

general pardon which the parliament had

passed for all offences ;
and he courted the

affections of the people, by A^oluntarily re-

mitting some subsidies which had been

granted him
;

a remarkable and almost

singular instance of generosity.
Alter this composure of domestic dif-

ferences, and this restoration of the govern-
ment to its natural state, there passes an

interval of eiglit years, which affords not

many remarkable events. The duke ot

Lancaster returned from Spain ; having

resigned to his rival all pretensions to the

crown of Castile upon payment of a large
sum of money, and having married his

aughter Philippa to the king of Portugal.
The authority of this prince served to

counterbalance that of the duke of Glo-

cester, and secured the power of Richard
;

who paid great court to his eldest uncle,

by whom he had never been offended,

and whom he found more moderate in his

temper than the younger. He made a

cession to him for life of the duchy of

Guienne, which the inclinations and change-
able humour of the Gascons had restored

to the English government ; but, as they
remonstrated loudly against this deed, it

was finally, with the duke's consent, re-

voked. There happened an incident

which produced a dissension between Lan-
caster and his two brothers. After the

death of the Spanish princess he espoused
Catharine Swineford, daughter of a private

knight of Hainault, by whose alliance

York and Glocester thought the dignity
of their family much injured : but the

king gratiffed his uncle, by passing in par-
liament a charter of legitimation to the

children whom that lady had borne him
before marriage, and by creating the eldest

earl of Somerset.
The wars, meanwhile, which Richard

420

had inherited with his crown, still con-

tinued ; though interrupted hy frequent
truces, and conducted with little vigour,
by reason of the weakness of all parties.

The French war was scarcely heard of;
the tranquillity of the northern borders

was only interrupted by one inroad of the

Scots, which proceeded more from a rival-

ship between the two martial families of

Piercy and Douglas than from anv national

quarrel. A fierce battle, or skirmish, was

fought at Otterborne ;
in which young

Piercy, surnamed Hotspur, from his im-

petuous valour, was taken prisoner, and

Douglas slain ; and the victory remained

undecided. Some insurrections of the

Irish obliged the kins; to make an expedi-
tion into that country, which he reduced

to obedience. At last the English and

French courts began to think in earnest ol

a lasting peace ;
but found it so difficult

to adjust their opposite pretensions, that

they were content to establish a truce ol

twenty-five years. Brest and Cherbourg
were restored

;
the former to the duke ol

Brittany, the latter to the king of Na-
varre ; both parties were left in possession
of all the other places which they held at

the time of concluding the truce : and, to

render the amity between the two crowns

more durfible, Richard, who was now a

widower, was affianced to Isabella, the

daughter of Charles. This princess was

only seven years of age ;
but the king

agreed to so unequal a match, chiefly that

he might fortify himself against the enter-

prises of his uncles, and the incurable

turbulence as well as inconstancy of his

barons.

The administration of the king, though
it was not sullied by any unpopular act,

except the seizing the charter of London,
which was soon after restored, tended not

much to corroborate his authority ; and

his personal character brought him into

contempt. Indolent, profuse, addicted to

low pleasures, he spent his whole time in

feasting and joUity ;
and dissipated, in idle

shew, or in bounties to favourites of no

reputation, that revenue which the people

expected to see him employ in enterprises
directed to public honour and advantage.
The earls of Kent and Huntingdon, his
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lialf brothers, were his chief confidants

and favourites ; and, thouiih he never de-

voted iiiniself to tiiem with so profuse an

affection as that with which lie had for-

merly been attached to the duke of Ireland,

it was easy for men to see that every grace

passed throup;h their hands, and that tiie

king had rendered himself a mere cypher.
The small regard whicli the public bore to

his person disposed them to receive, with

greedy ears, every complaint which the

discontented grandees suggested to them.

CABxVLS OF THE DUKE OF GLO-
CESTER. 1397.

Glocester soon perceived the advantages
which this dissolute conduct gave him ;

and, finding that both resentment and

jealousy, on the part of his nephew, still

pevented him from acquiring any ascendant

over that prince, he determined to culti-

I'stor vate his popularity with the nation, and to

revenge himself on those who eclipsed him
in favour and authority. He seldom ap-

peared at court or in council : he never

declared his opinion but to disapprove of

the measures embraced by the king and
his favourites ;

and he courted the friend-

ship of every man, whom disappointment
or private resentment had rendered an

enemy to the administration. The long
truce with France was unpopular with the

English, who breathed nothing but war

against that hostile nation
;
and Glocester

itook care to encourage all the vul2;ar pre-

judices on this subject. Forgetting the

misfortunes which attended the English
arms durins; the latter vears of Edward,
he made an invidious comparison between
the glories of that reign and the inactivity
of the present, and he lamented that

Richard should have degenerated so much
from the heroic virtues by which his father

and his grandfather were distinguished.
The military men were inflamed with a

desire of war, when they heard him talk

of the signal victories formerly ol)tained,

and of the easy prey which might be made
of French riches by the superior valour of

the English ; the populace readily em-
braced the same sentiments

;
and all ex-

claimed that this prince, whose counsels

VOL. I. 5 o
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were so much neglected, was alorie able to

raise the nation to its former power and

splendour. His great abilities, his popu-
lar manners, his princely extraction, his

immense riches, his high office of constable;
all these advantages, not a little assisted

by his want of court favour, rendered him
formidable to Richard and his ministers.

Froissard, a contemporary writer and

very impartial, but whose credit is some-
what impaired by his want of exactness in

material facts, ascribes to the duke of

Glocester more desperate vaews. Accord-

ing to that historian, he proposed to his

nei)hew, Roger Mortimer earl of Marchc,
whom Richard had declared his successor,
to give him immediate possession of the

throne, by the deposition of a prince so

unworthy of power and authority : and,
when Mortimer declined the project, he
resolved to make a jiartition of the king-
dom between himself, his two brothers,
and the earl of Arundel; and entirely to

dispossess Richard of the crown. The

king, it is said, being informed of these

designs, resolved, by a hasty blow, to pre-
vent the execution of such destructive pro

jccts. Glocester, by his own confcs.sion, had
often affected to speak contemptuously of

the king's person and government ;
had

deliberated concerning the lawfulness of

throwing off allegiance to him
; and had

even borne part in a secret conference,
where his deposition was proposed, and
talked of, and determined. The danger,

probably, was still too distant to render a

des))erate remedy entirely necessary for the

security of government.
But, whatever opinion we may form of

the danger arising from (Jlocester's con-

spiracies, his aversion to the French truce

and alliance was public and avowed
; and

that court, which had now a great in-

fluence over the king, pushed him to pro-
vide for his own safety, by punishing the

traitorous designs of his uncle. The re-

sentment against his former acts of vio-

lence revived : and a man, whose ambition

had once usurped royal authority, and who
had murderecl all tlie faithful servants of

the king, was thought capable, on a

favourable opportunity, of renewing the

same criminal enterprises. The king's
421
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precipitate temper admitted of no de-

liberation: be ordered Glocester to be

unexpectedly arrested; to be burried on

board a sbip which was lying in the

river ;
and to be carried over to Calais,

where alone, by reason of his numerous

partizans, he could safely be detained in

custody. The earls of Arundel and War-
wick were seized at the same time. The

malcontents, so suddenly deprived of their

leaders, were astonished and overawed ;

and the concurrence of the dukes of

Lancaster and York in those measures,

together with the earls of Derby and Rut-

land, the eldest sons of these princes, be-

reaved them of all possibility of resistance.

A parliament was immediately sum-
moned at Westminster

;
and the king

doubted not to find the peers, and still

more the commons, ver\' compliant with

his will. Accordingly the parliament

passed whatever acts the king was pleased
to dictate to them ; they annulled for ever

the commission which usurped upon the

royal authority, and they declared it trea-

sonable to attempt, in any future period,
the revival of any similar commission

;

they abrogated all the acts which attainted

the king's ministers, and which that parlia-
ment who passed them, and the whole

nation, had sworn in^nolably to maintain
;

and they declared the general pardon then

granted to be invalid, as extorted by force,

and never ratified by the free consent of

the king. Though Richard, after he re-

sumed the government, and lay no longer
under constraint, had voluntarily, by pro-
clamation, confirmed that general indem-

nity, this seemed not, in their eyes, to

merit any consideration. Even a particular

pardon, granted six years after to the earl

of Arundel, was annulled, on pretence
that it had been procured by surprise, and
that the king was not then fully apprised
of the degree of guilt incurred by that

nobleman.

* "There went to see tlie execution of the earl of
Arundel divers lords, amongst whom was the earl of

Nottingham, who had married his daughter ; and
the earl of Kent, that was his daughter's son : to
whom at the place of execution he said,

'

Truly it

I

would have beseemed you rather to be absent, than
|here at this business : but the time will come ere
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The commons then preferred an im-

peachment against Fitz Alan, archbishop
of Canterbury, and brother to Arundel,
and accused him for his concurrence in

procuring the illegal commission, and in

attainting the king's ministers. The pri-

mate pleaded guilty ;
but as he was pro-

tected by the ecclesiastical privileges, the

king was satisfied with a sentence which

banished him the kingdom and sequestered
his temporalities. An appeal, or accusa-

tion, was presented against the duke of

Glocester, and the earls of Arundel and

Warwick, by the earls of Rutland, Kent,

Huntingdon, Somerset, SaHsbury, and

Nottingham, together with the lords Spen-
ser, and Scrope ;

and they were accused

of the same crimes which had been im-

puted to the archbishop, as well as of their

appearance against the king in a hostile

manner at Haringay park. The earl of

Arundel, who was brought to the bar,

wisely confined all his defence to the

pleading of both the general and particular

pardon of the king ; but, his plea beins

ovenuled, he was condemned and ex-

ecuted.* The earl of Warwick, who was
also convicted of high treason, was, on
account of his submissive behaviour, par-
doned as to his life, but doomed to per-

petual banishment in the Isle of Man. No
new acts of treason were imputed to

either of these noblemen. The recent

conspiracies of Glocester seem certain

from his own confession ; but perhaps the

king and his ministry had not at that time

in their hands any satisfactory proof of

their reality ; perhaps it was difficult to

convict Arundel and Warwick of any par-

ticipation in them
; perhaps an inquiry

into these conspiracies would have in-

volved in the guilt some of those great
noblemen who now concurred with the

crown, and whom it was necessary toj

cover from all imputation ; or perhaps the!

king was indiflerent about
maintaining!

long, that as many shall marvel at your misfortune,
as they do at mine.' After his death, a fame went
that his head was grown to his body again ; where-

upon on the tenth day after his burial, his body by
the king's appointment was taken up, and then found
to be a fable."—Baker.—Ed.
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even the appearance of law and equity,
and was only solicitous by any means to

ensure success in these prosecutions. This

point, like many others in ancient iiistory,

we are oblised to leave altoirether unde-

termined.

MURDER OF THE DUKE OF
GLOCESTER.

A WARRANT was issucd to the earl mares-

chal, governor of Calais, to bring over the

!duke of Glocester, in order to his trial
;

but the governor returned tor answer, tisat

the duke had died suddenly of an apoplexy
in that fortress. It became inunediatelv

the general opinion that he was murdered

by orders from his nephew ;
in tlie sub-

sequent reign undoubted proofs were pro-
duced in parliament that he had been

,surtbcated with pillows by his keepers ;*

and it appeared that the king, ap]irehen-
sive lest the jjublic trial and execution of

'SO popular a prince, and so near a relation,

imight prove dangerous, had taken this

]base method of gratifying, and, as he

fancied, conceahng, his revenge. Both

parties, in their triumphs, seem to have had
no farther concern than that of retaliating

upon their adversaries
;
neither of them

were aware that by imitating, they indirectiv

justified, as far as in their power, all the

illegal \-iolence of the opposite party.
This session concluded with the creation

or advancement of several peers : the earl

of Derby was made duke of Hereford ; the

earl of Rutland, duke of Albemarle
;
the

earl of Kent, duke of Surrey ;
the earl of

Huntingdon, duke of Exeter
;
the earl of

Nottingham, duke of Norfolk
;
the earl ot

Somerset, marquis of Dorset
; lord Spen-

ser, earl of Glocester
; Ralph Nevil, earl

of Westmoreland
; Thomas Piercy, earl of

Worcester ; William Scrope, earl of Wilt-

* In the reign of Henry IV., one John Hale was

hanged, beheaded, and quartered, at Tyburn. From
his confession, it would appear that the king was
most impatient for his uncle's death, and that against
Richard's will, he was kept alive three weeks by the

duke of Norfolk. After that time he was delivered

into the hands of Hale, Rogers, Dennice, Cockle,
Searl, and Francis, all servants of Norfolk. Having
him in their power, "the said Searl and Francis

took the said duke of Glocester into an upper cham-

iber, saying, 'That they would speak with him;'

shire. The parliament, after a session oi

twelve days, was adjourned to Shrewsbury,
Th.e king exacted an oath of jierpetual
maintenance and establishment of all their

acts
; an oath similar to that which had

been required by the duke of Glocester

and his party, and which had already

proved so vain and fruitless.

Both king and parliament met in the

same dispositions at Shrewsbury. So
anxious was Richard for the security of

these acts, that he obliged the lords and
commons to swear anew to tlicm on the

cross of Canterbury ;
and be soon after

procured a bull from the i)opc, by which

they were, as he imagined, perpetually se-

cured. The parliament conferred on him,
for life, the duties on wool, wool fells, and
leather

; and granted him, besides, a sub

sidy of one tenth and a half, and one tif-

teenth and a half. They also reversed the

attainder of Tresilian and the otlier judges ;

and, with the approbation of the present

judges, declared the answers, for whicl

these magistrates had been impeached, to

be just and legal. And they carried so

lar their retrospect as to reverse, on the

petition of lord Spenser, earl of Glocester,
the attainder pronounced against the two

Spensers in the reign of Edward II. The
ancient history of England is nothing but

a catalogue of reversals
; one faction is

continually undoing what was established

by another ; and the multijdied oaths,

which each party exacted for tlie security
of the present acts, betray a perpetual con-

sciousness of their instabihty.
The parliament, before they were dis-

solved, elected a committee of twelve lords

and six commoners ;
whom they invested

with the whole power both of lords and com-

mons, and endowed with full authority to

finish all business which they had not had

unto whom, when they were come there they said.
' That the king's will was that he should be tlain ;'

the duke answered thereto,
' If it be so it is welcome ;'

that Searl and Francis willed the duke to take a

chaplain, whom the duke took and was confessed.

After which confession they caused the duke to lye

upon a bed, upon whom so Ipng the said Searl and
Francis threw a feather bed ; the sides whereof their

as^sociates held, and Francis lay on the mouth of the

said duke until he was dead."—Parliamentary His-

tory.—Ed.
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leisure to bring to a conclusion. This

was an unusual concession ;
but the cause

of that extraordinary measure was an event

singular and unexpected, which engaged
the attention of the parliament.

After the destruction of the dulie of

Glocester, and the heads of tliat party, a

misunderstanding broke out among those

noblemen who had joined in the prosecu-
tion. The duke of Hereford appeared in

parliament, and accused the dul^e of Nor-

folk of having spoken to him, in private,

many slanderous words of the king, and

of having imputed to that jjrince an inten-

tion ot subverting and destroying many of

his principal nobility. Norfolk denied the

charge, gave Hereford the lie, and otlered

to prove his own innocence by duel. The

challenge was accepted ;
the time and

place of combat were appointed ; and, as

the event of this important trial by arms

might require the interposition of legisla-

tive authority, the parliament thought it

more suitable to delegate their power to a

committee, than to prolong the session be-

yond the usual time presciibed to it.

The duke of Hereford was certainly very

little delicate in the point of honour, w hen
he revealed a private conversation to the

ruin of the person who had intrusted him
;

and we may thence be more inclined to

beheve the "duke of Norfolk's denial than
the other's asseveration. But Norfolk had
in these transactions betrayed an equal

;glect of honour, which brings him on
level with his antagonist. Though he

had publicly joined with the duke of Glo-

cester and his party in all the former acts

of violence against the king ;
and his name

stands among the appellants who accused
the duke of Ireland and the other minis-

ters
; yet was he not ashamed publicly to

impeach his fornipr associates, for the very
crimes which he had concurred with them
in committing ;

and his name increases

the hst of those appellants who brought
them to a trial. Such were the principles
and practises of those ancient knights and
barons during the prevalence of the aristo-

cratical government, and the reign of

chivalry.
The lists for this decision of truth and

right were appointed at Coventrv before
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the king ; all the nobility of England ban-

ded into parties, and adhered to the one

duke or the other ; the whole nation was
held in suspense with regard to the event

;

but, when the two cham])ions appeared
accoutred for tlie combat, the king inter-

posed, to prevent the })resent efi'usion oi

such noble blood, and the future conse-

quences of the quarrel. By the advice

and authority of the parliamentary com

missioners, he stopped the duel
;
and or-

dered both the combatants to leave the

kingdom ; assigning one country for the

place of NorJblk's exile, which he declared

perpetual ; another for that of Hereford,
which he limited to ten years.

Hereford was a man of great prudence
and he behaved himself with so much sub-

mission, that the king, belbre his depar
ture, promised to shorten the term of his

exile four years ;
and he also granted hin

letters patent, by which he was empowered,
in case any inheritance should accrue to

him, to enter immediately in possession,
and to postpone the doing of homage till

his return.

BANISHMENT OF HENRY DUKE OF
HEREFORD. 1398.

The weakness and fluctuation of Richard's

counsels appear no where more evident

than in this affair. No sooner had Here-

ford left the kingdom than the king's

jealousy of the power and riches of that

prince's familv renved : and he W"as sensi-

ble that, by Glocester's death, he had only
removed a counterpoise to the Lancas-

terian interest, which was now become

formidable to his crown. Being informed

that Hereford had entered into a treaty of

marriage with the daughter of the duke of

Befry, uncle to the French king, he deter-

mined to prevent the finishing of an al

liance which would so much extend the

interest of his cousin in foreign countries

and he sent the earl of Salisbury to Paris

with a commission for that purpose. The

death of the duke of Lancaster called upon
him to take new resolutions with regard
to that opulent succession. The present

duke, in consequence of the king's patent

desired to be put in possession of the
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estate and jurisdictions of his father
; but

iRichard, afraid of strengthening; the hands

of a man whom lie hatl ah-eady so much

jotiended, applied to the parliamentary

jconimissioners, and persuaded them that

jtliis
affair was but an appendage to that

business which the parliaiiicnt had dele-

gated to them. Bv their authority he

revoked his Utters patent, and retained

possession of the estate of Lancaster: and

n>w(iuk.ufhy tije same authority he seized and tried
Lancaster. I / , , , i i i i

the duke s attorney, who had procured
and insisted on the letters

;
and lie had

,him condemned as a traitor for faithfully

lexecutins that trust to his master. An
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power ! even

the king changed, in favour of the at-

torney, the penalty of death into that of

banishment.*

Henry, the new duke of Lancaster, had

acquired, by his conduct and abilities, the

esteem of the public ; and having served

with distinction against the infidels in

Lithuania, he had joined to his other

praises those of piety and valour. He was

connected with most of the principal no-

bility by blood, alliance, or friendship ;

and he easily brought them, by a sense of

common interest, to take part in his resent-

ment. The people, who must have an

object of affection, easily transferred to

Henr\' that attachment which the death of

the duke of Glocester had left without any
fixed direction. His misfortunes were

lamented ;
the injustice which he had suf-

fered was complained of; aad all turned

their eyes towards him, as the only person
that could retrieve the lost honour of the

jnation, or redress the supposed abuses in

the eovernment.

RETURN OF HENRY. 1399.

While such were the dispositions of the

people, Richard had the imprudence to

embark for Ireland, to revenge the death

of his cousin, Roger earl of >\Iarche, the

presumptive heir of the crown, who had

i

* He levied fines on those who had ten years be-

fore joined the duke of Glocester and his party :

they were pbliged to pay him money, before he would

allow them to enjoy the benefit of the indemnity ;

and in the articles of charge against him, it is asserted

VOL. I. 5 P

been slain in a skirmish by the nati\es

and he thereby left the kingdom of Eng-
land open to iiis provoked and ambitious

enemy. Henry, embarking at Nantz with

a retinue of sixty jiersons, among whom
were the archbishop of Canterbury and

the young earl of Arundel nephew to that

prelate, landed at Ravenspur in York-
shire

;
and was immediatelv joined by the

earls of Nortliuml)eriand and Westmore-
land. Here he took a solemn oath, that

he had no other ])iir|)ose tiian to recover

the duchy of Lancaster, unjustly detained

from him
; and he invited all lovers of

their country to second him in this rea-

sonable jiretension. Every place was in

commotion ;
London discovered the strong-

est symptoms of nuitiny and rebellion
;

and Henry's army, increasing on every

day's march, soon amouuted to sixty thou-

sand combatants.

GENERAL INSURRECTION.

The duke of York was left guardian of the

realm ;
a place to which his birth entitled

him, but which both his slender abilities,

and his natural connexions with the duke

of Lancaster, rendered him utterly inca-

pable of filling in such a dangerous emer-

gency. Such of the chief nobility as were

attached to the crown, had attended the

king into Ireland ; and the efforts of

Richard's friends w-ere every where more

feeble than those of his enemies. The

duke of York, how-ever, appointed the ren-

dezvous of his forces at St. Albans, and

soon assembled forty thousand men
;
but

found them entirely destitute of attachment

to the royal cause, and more mclined to

join the rebels. He hearkened, therefore,

readily to a message from Henry, who
entreated him not to oppose a loyal and

'

humble supplicant in the recovery of his

( legal patrimony : and the guardian even

declared publicly that he would second his

nephew in so reasonable a request. His

army embraced with acclamations the

that the paj-ment of one fine did not suffice. It is

indeed likely that his ministers would abuse the

power put into their hands ;
and this grievance ex-

tended to very many people. Historians agree in

representing this practice as a great oppression.
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same measures ;
and the duke of Lan-

caster was now entirely master of the

kingdom. He hastened to Bristol, into

which some of the king's ministers had

thrown themselves ; and, obliging that

place to surrender, he yielded to the popu-
lar wishes, and, without trial, ordered the

earl of Wiltshire, Sir John Bussy, and Sir

Henry Green, whom he there took pri-

soners, to be led to immediate execution.

The king, receiving intelligence of this

invasion and insurrection, hastened from

Ireland, and landed in Milford Haven with

twenty thousand men : but this army, so

much inferior to the enemy, was either

overawed, or seized with the spirit of dis-

affection
;
and they gradually deserted him,

till he I'ound that he had not above six

thousand men who followed his standard.

It appeared necessary to retire secretly
from this small body, and he fled to the

isle of Anglesea, where he purposed to

embark for Ireland or France. Henry,
sensible of the danger, sent to him the earl

of Northumberland with the strongest pro-
fessions of loyalty and submission

-,
and

that nobleman, by treachery and false

oaths, made himself master of the king's

person, and carried him to his enemy at

Flint Castle. Richard was conducted to

London by the duke of Lancaster, who was
there received with the acclamations of

the mutinous populace. It is pretended
that the recorder met hiiu on the road,

and in the name of tlie city entreated him,
for the public safety, to put Richard to

death, with all his adherents ; but the duke

prudently determined to make many others

participate in his guilt, before he would

proceed to those extremities. For this

purpose he issued writs of election in the

king's name, and appointed the immediate

meeting of a parliament at Westminster.

KING DEPOSED AND MURDERED.
Such of the peers as were most devoted
to the king were either fled or impri-
soned ; and no opponents, even among the

* It appears from the parliamentary roll that the

persons wiio had been present on this occasion stated,
that the king, after signing the instrument, verbally
added, that, if it had been in his power, the duke of
Lancaster should succeed to him m the kingdom,

4-2G

barons, dared to appear against Henry. 1

It is also easy to imagine that a house of!

commons, elected during this universal!

ferment, and this triumph of the Lancas-i

trian party, would be ready to second every'

su2;2;estion of their leaders. That order,

being as yet of too Httle weight to stem

the torrent, was always carried along with

it. The duke of Lancaster, therefore, sen-

sible that he should be entirely master,

began to carry his views to the crown it-

self. He flrst extorted a resignation from

Richard ;* but, as he knew that this deed

would plainly appear the result of force

and fear, he also purposed, notwithstand-

ing the danger of the precedent, to have

him solemnly deposed in parliament for

his pretended tyranny and misconduct.

A charge, consisting of thirty-three arti-

cles, was accordingly drawn up against

him, and presented to that assembly.
If we examine these articles, wliich are

expressed with extreme acrimony against

Richard, we shall And that, except some
rash speeches, of whose reality, as they are

said to have passed in private conversation,
we may reasonably entertain some doubt,

the chief amount of the charge is contained

in his violent conduct during the two last

years of his reign, and naturally divides

itself into two principal heads. The tirst

and most considerable is the revenge which

he took on the princes and great barons,

who had usurped, and persevered in con-

trolling his authority ; the second is the

violation of the laws and general privileges

of his people. But the former was fully

supported by authority of parhament, and

was but a copy of the violence which the

princes and barons, during their tormer

triumph, had exercised against him and

his party. The detention of Lancaster's

estate was, properly speaking, a revocation,

by parliamentary authority, of a grace
which the king himself had formerly

sranted him. The murder of Glocester

(for the secret execution, however merited,

of that prince certainly deserves this appel-

but as this did not depend on him, and as he had

appointed the archbishop of York and bishop ol

Hereford his procurators, to declare his resignation
and renunciation to all the estates of the kingdom ;

he requested them also to declare his intention and
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lation) was a private deed, ionned not anv

precedent, and implied not any usurped

power of the crown, wliicli could justly

give unibraj;eto the people. It really pro-
ceeded Croiu a delect ol" power in the kinji,

rather than from his ambition
;
and proves

. that, instead of being dangerous to the con-

stitution, he possessed not even the autho-

rity necessary for the execution of the laws.

j
Concerning the second head of accusa-

jtiou,
as it mostly consists of general facts,

was framed by Richard's inveterate ene-

mies, and was never allowed to be an-

swered, it is more difficult to t'onn a judg-
ment. The greater part of these grievances,

imputed to llicliard, seems to be the exer-

tion of arbitrary preroi^atives ;
such as the

dispensing power, levying purveyance, em-

ploying the marslial's court, extorting
loans, granting {)rotection from law suits

;

prerogatives Avliich, though often com-

plained of, had often been exercised by his

predecessors, and continued to be so by
!iis successors. But, whether his irre-

gular acts of this kind were not more

frequent and violent than usual, or were

exaggerated by the factions to which the

weakness of his reign had given birth, we
are not able to determine with certainty.
There is, however, one circumstance in

which his conduct is visibly different from
that of his grandfather ; he is not accused
of having imposed one arbitrary tax during
his whole reign.* Scarcely a year passed,

during the reign of Edward, which was
free from complaints with regard to this

dangerous exertion of authority. But,

perhaps, the ascendant which Edward had

acquired over the people, together with
his great prudence, enabled him to make
a use very advantageous to his subjects of

this and other arbitrary prerogatives. This
is a point which it would be rash to

decide
; but it is certain that a charge

drawn up by the duke of Lancaster, and

will in this respect to the people ;
and in testimony

thereof, took from his finger the ring which had
been his signet, and put it on the finger of the duke
of Lancaster.—Reports of the Lords' Committees re-

specting the Peerage, 1820.—Ed.
* We learn from Cotton, p. 362, that the king by

his chancellor, told the commons, ' that they were

sunderly bound to him, and namely in forbearing to

charge them with dismes and fifteens, the which he

assented to by a parliament situated in

those circumstances, ibrnis no manner of

presumption with regard to the unusual

irregularity or violence of the king's con-
duct in this particular, f
When the charge against Richard was

presented to the pailiament, it was not

canvassed nor disputed in either house and
seemed to be received with universal ap-
|)robation. One man alone, the bishop o'

Carlisle, iiad the courage to appear in de-

fence of his unhappy master, and to plead
his cause against all the jjowcr of the pre

vailing party. Though some topics, em-

ployed by that virtuous prelate, may seem
to favour too much the doctrine of ])assive

obedience, and to make too large a sacrifice

of the rights of mankind, he was naturally

pushed into that extreme by his abhor-

rence of the present licentious factions
;

and such intrepidity, as well as disinterest-

edness, ])roves that his heart was elevated

far above the meanness and abject sub-

mission of a slave. He represented to

the parliament that all the abuses of

government which could justly be imputed
to Richard, instead of amounting to tyranny
were merely the result of error, vouth, or

misguided counsel, and admitted of a re

medy more easy and salutary than a total

subversion of the constitution: that if the

maxim of inviolable loyalty, which formed
the basis of the Englisli government, were

once rejected, the privileges belonging to

the several orders of the state, instead of

being fortified by that licentiousness, would

thereby lose the surest foundation of tlieir

force and stability: that the parliamentary

deposition of Edward II., far from making

No RTont ir-

regularity
is [iniveU
a^'.iiiist

Kichard.

Tho Uisliop
(»l Ciirli.slu

spcjks ill

(iffviiee of

Richard.

His abu^o.s

are imputed
to error,

youth, and
bud cuuufL'l.

Tlic parlia-

iiiL'iitary de-

a precedent which could control thisi 5';.t';,™f|

maxim, was only an example of successful

violence
;
that the succession, at least, of

the crown was then preserved inviolate ;

the lineal heir was placed on the throne
;

and the people had an opportunity, by

meant no more to charge them in his own person.'
These words ' no more,' allude to the practice of his

predecessors. He had not himself imposed any
arbitrary taxes. Even the parliament, in the articles

of his deposition, though they complain of heavy
taxes, affirm not that they were imposed illegally, or

by arbitrary will.

f See note T at end of the volume.
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thecrowji

fixed in the

their legal obedience to him, of

atonement for the violence which they had

committed against his predecessor ;
that a

descendant of Lionel duke of Clarence, the

elder brother of the late duke of Lancaster,

had been declared in parliament successor
(lescemiaiits to the crown ;

he had left posterity ; and
of Lionel, I , . . , , ., •

i r i

iiiko of their title, however it might be overpowered
Luireiice.

^^ prescut force and faction, could never

be obliterated : that if the turbulent dis-

position alone of the nation had overturned

the well established throne of so good a

prince as Richard, what bloody commo-
tions must ensue when the same cause was
united to the motive of restoring the legal

and undoubted heir to his authority ? that

the new government intended to be estab-

hshed, would stand on no principle, and
would scarcely retain any pretence by
which it could challenge the obedience of

men of sense and virtue : and that the

duke of Lancaster would give them but a

bad specimen of the legal moderation

which might be expected from his future

government, if he added to the crime of

his past rebellion the guilt of excluding
the family, which, both by right of blood,
and by declaration of parliament, would, in

case of Richard's demise or voluntary

resignation, have been received as the un-

doubted heirs of the monarchy.
All the circumstances of this event,

compared to those which attended the

revolution in 1688, shew the difference be-

tween a great and civilized nation, delibe-

Reasnns fur

pr'-t'.'rrinjj;

iii-s true

heirs to the

Lancaster

family.

* On the morrow, (Michaelmas day, 1399,) in the

great hall at Westminster, in the place prepared for

holding the parliament, the archbishops, the duke of

Lancaster, and dukes and other lords, spiritual and

temporal, and the people of the kingdom, then on ac-

count of the meeting of the parliament, assembled in

great multitudes; and the duke of Lancaster taking his

seat in his proper place, the royal seat being vacant,
and the assembly without any president ;

the arch-

bishop of York, in the name of himself and of the

bishop of Hereford, read the renunciation of Richard
in latin and in English. Then the archbishop of Can-

terbury, to whom the first voice amongst the prelates
and '

proceres" of the kingdom belonged, demanded of

tlie states and people then present, if, for the interest

of themselves, and the utility of the kingdom, they
would admit the renunciation and cession thus stated.

This being admitted, and publicly declared, it was re-

presented that it would be expedient that the charge

against Richard of misgovernment shoidd be read,
which was done accordingly,

'

Upon these charges the states resolved to proceed
428

The bishot>

.)f Carlisle

is arreated.

Thecharges
agi-iinst

Uiciiard ar«

niianimi)ua-

ly voted.

rately vindicating its established privileges,
and a turbulent and barbarous aristrocracy,

plunging headlong from the extremes of

one faction into those of another. This

noble freedom of the bishop, instead of

being applauded, was not tolerated
;

he

was immediately arrested, by order of Lan-

caster, and sent a prisoner to the abbey
of St, Albans, No farther debate was at

tempted. Thirty-three long articles of

charge were, in one meeting, voted against
Ricliard

;
and voted unanimously by the

same peers and prelates who a little before

had unanimously authorised those very
acts of violence of which they now com-

plained. That prince was deposed by thesuf-

fragesof both houses; and, the throne being
now vacant, the duke of Lancaster stepped
forth, and, having crossed himself on the

forehead, and on the breast, and called upon
the name of Christ, he pronounced these

words, which we give in the original lan-

guage, because of their singularity ;

' In the name of Fadher, Son, and Holy
Ghost, I Henry of Lancaster challenge this

rewme of Ynglande, and the croun, with

all the meinbres, and the appurtenances ; Henry

als I that amdescenditbv riiihl line of the '='''™^'''»1- TT ClOWU.

blode, coming fro the gude king Henry
therde, and throge that right that God of

his grace hath sent me, with helpe of kyn,
and of my f'rendes to recover it

;
the which

rewme was in poynt to be ondone by de-

faut of governance, and ondoying of the

gude lawes.'*

to the deposition of the king by a solemn act
;
and

for that purpose constituted seven commissaries, one
of whom was William Thirnyng (styled in the record
"
Justiciarius," being chief justice of the common

pleas, as appears by his writ of summons to the par-
liament), to pronounce the sentence of the deposition.
This sentence was pronounced accordingly by the

commissaries constituted "
per pares et proceres

regni Anglie, spirituales at temporales, et ejusdom
regni communitates, omnes status ejusdem regni re-

presentantes," sitting before the throne (pro tribunali

sedentes). The persons thus appointed commissa-

ries, for the purpose ot pronouncing the sentence of

deposition, were also appointed procurators of the

states, to resign and render to Richard the homage
and fealty before made to him, and to intimate to

him his deposition.

Immediately after this proceeding, as (according
to the record) the kingdom of England was become
vacant, Henry duke of Lancaster, rising from his

seat, and standing up in sight of all the people, and

speaking in the EngUsh langtiage, claimed the vacant
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In order to undcri^tancl this, it must be

observed that there was a silly storj*, re-

ceived amoni; the lowest vulgar, that Ed-
inond carl of'Lanca.ster, son of Henry 111.,

was really the elder brother of Edward I.
;

but that, by reason of some deformity, he
had been postponed in the succession,
and his younger brother imposed on the

nation in his stead. As the present duke
of Lancaster inberitcd from Edmond bv
his mother, this genealogy made him the

true heir of the monarchy ;
and it is

therefore insinuated in Henry's speech :

but the absurdity was too gross to be

openly avowed by biiu or by the parlia-
ment. The case is the same with regard
to his right of conquest. He was a subject
who rebelled against his sovereign ; and
this right is accordingly insinuated, not

avowed. Still there is a third claim de-

rived from his merits in saving the nation

from tyranny and oppression ; and this

claim is also insinuated. He durst not speak

openly even on this head ; and, to obviate

any notion of election, he challenges the

crown as his due, either by acquisition or

inheritance. The whole forms such a piece
of jargon and nonsense as is almost without

example ; no objection, however, was made
to it in parliament ;

the unanimous voice

of lords and commons placed Henry on
the throne

;
the title of the house of

jMarche, formerly recognised by parliament,

The title of I

^^^ neither invalidated nor rejjealed, but
ihehou.sc ipasscd ovcr in total silence. But Henry
upn^'" 'having, when he claimed the crown, drop-

ped some obscure hint concerning conquest,
which, it was thought, might endanger
these privileges, he soon after made a

public declaration that he did not there-

by intend to deprive any one of his fran-

chises or liberties
;
which was the only

cii-cumstance where we shall find mean-

kingdom, with the crown, and all its members and

appurtenances, as descended by a right line of

blood, coming from king Henry III., and through
that right that God of his grace had sent him, with

help of his kin and of his friends, to recover it
;
and

thereupon the lords spiritual and temporal, and all

the states, with the people, consented that the duke
should reign over them. It is to be collected from
the language of the roll, t.at this general acclama-
tion was considered as having made the duke of

Lancaster king ; the roll proceeding to state, that
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ing or common sense in all these transac-

tions.

The subsequent events discover the same

headlong violence of conduct, and the

same rude notions of civil government.
The deposition of Richard dissolved the

parliament ; it was necessary to summon a

new one
; and Henry, in six days alter,

called together, without any new election,

the same members
;
and this assembly he

denominated a new parliament. They
were employed in the usual task of re-

versing every deed of the opposite party.
All the acts of the last parliament, con-

firmed by their oaths and by a papal bull,

were abrogated. All the acts which had

passed in the parliament where Glocester

prevailed, but which had been abrogated

by Richard, were anew established. The
answers of Tresilian, and the other judges,
which a parliament had annulled, but

which a new parliament and new judges
had approved, here received a second con-

demnation. The peers who had accused

Glocester, Arundel, and Warwick, and
who had received higher titles for that

piece of service, were all of them degraded
from their new dignities. Even the prac-
tice of i)rosecuting appeals in parliament,
which bore the air of a violent confederacy

against an individual, rather than of a

legal indictment, was wholly abolished,

and trials were restored to the course of

common law. The natural effect of this

conduct was to render the people giddy
with such perpetual changes, and to make
them lose all notions of right and wrong
in the measures of government.
The earl of Northumberland made a

motion, in the house of peers, with regard
to the unhappy prince. He asked them
what advice they would give the king for

the future treatment of him, since Henrv

A so called

new parlia-

immcdiatcly the king (meaning Henry) showed to

the states of the kingdom the signet of Richard,

given to him as a testimony of the desire of Richard
tliat Henry should succeed to the crown, and the

archbishop of Cintcrbury taking the king Henry by the

hand, led him to the tlirune, and tho two archbishops

placed him in the seat. The king afterwards made
a declaration, probably intended to obviate the con-
struction which might otherwise have been put on
some words before used by him.—Reports of the

Lords' Committees respecting the Peerage.
—Ed.
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was resolved to spare his lite. They unan-

imously replied that he should be im-

prisoned under a secure guard in some
secret place, and should be deprived of all

commerce with friends or partisans. It

was easy to foresee that he would not long
remain alive in the hands of such barbarous

and sanguinary enemies. Historians differ

ith regard to the manner in which he

was murdered. It was long the prevailing

opinion that Sir Piers Exton, and others,

fell upon him in the castle, and despatched
him with their halberts.* But it is more

probable that he was starved to death in

prison ;
and after all sustenance was

denied him, he prolonged his unhappy
life, it is said for a fortnight, before he

reached the end of his miseries. This
account is more consistent with the story
that his body was exposed in public, and
that no marks of violence were observed

upon it. He died in the thirty-fourth

year of his age and the twenty-third of his

ign. He left no posterity, either legiti-

mate or illegitimate.

CHARACTER OF THE KING.
All the writers, who have transmitted to

us the history of Richard, lived during
the reigns of the Lancastrian princes ;

and
candour requires that we should not give
entire credit to the reproaches which they
have thrown upon his memory. He ap-

* Daniel rejects the idea that Richard was starved
;

but believing that the reigning king, like Henry II.

with regard to Becket, had regretted that no faith-

ful friend would rid him of one who was dan-

gerous to him, gives what foUows. " A knight,
called Sir Pierce of Exton, with eight of his followers,

posteth to Pomphret, and, pretending warrant from

the king, had entrance into the castle, where he

commanded the esquire who served to king Richard,
to surcease his service ; whereupon, when king
Richard being set at table, saw that he was not

served as before with assay, and demanded of the

esquire the reason of his neglect of duty therein : he
was answered, that Sir Pierce had brought such
order from king Henry coming lately from the court.

Richard, moved with this act and answer, said ' the

devil take thee and Henry of Lancaster ;' with that

Sir Pierce, with his retinue before him, entered into

the chamber and locked the door after them
;
where-

upon, king Richard spying their drift, and suspecting
his own danger, stepped courageously to the first

man, and wresting the halbert out of his hands,
therewith slew four of his mischievous assailants,
and with admirable resolution fought with the other,
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pears to have been a weak prince, and
unfit for government. He was violent in

his temper ; fond of idle shew and mag-
nificence

;
devoted to favourites

;
and

addicted to pleasure : passions all of them
inconsistent with a prudent economy,! and

consequently dangerous in a limited govern-
ment. Had he possessed the talents of

gaining, and those of overawing, his great

barons, he might have escaped all the

misfortunes of his reign. But, when the

grandees were tempted, by his want of pru-
dence and of vigour, to resist his authority,
and execute the most violent enterprises

upon him, he was naturally led to retalia-

tion
; justice was neglected ; the lives of

the chief nobility were sacrificed : and all

these enormities seem to have proceeded
less from a settled design of establishing

arbitrary power than from the insolence

ot victory. The manners indeed of the

age were the chief source of such violence
;

laws, which were feebly executed in peace-
able times, lost all their authority during

public convulsions ; both parties were

alike guilty ; or, if any difierence may be

remarked, we shall find that the au

thority of the crown was commonly carried,

when it prevailed, to less desperate ex-

tremities than was that of the aristocracy.
On comparing the conduct and events

of this reign with those of the preceding
we shall find equal reason to admire Ed-

until coming by the chair where the King used to

sit, into which the cowardly kinght himself was got
for his own safety, he was by him strucken with a pole-
axe on the hinder part of liis head, who being at the

point of death, groaned forth these words,
' Edward

the second, my great-grandfather, was in this manner

deposed, imprisoned, and murdured ; whereby my
grandfatiier, Edward the third, obtained the crown,
and now is this punishment fallen upon me, his nest

successor. This is right for me to suffer, but not

for you to do. Your king may for a time joy at

my death, and enjoy his desire, but let him qualifie

his pleasure with expectation of like justice.'

"—Ed.

f
" Anno 3 Richard 11. The Speaker says, li

the King were reasonably govern"d in his Expences.
within and without the Realm, he should have little

need to charge his Commons, who were already
much impoverish'd.

' Dist qe lour sembloit a la dite

commune, que si lour Seigneur lige eust este bien

& reasonablement governez en ses despenses par
dedeins le Royalme, & autrement, il neust ore be-

soigne de leur aide, per chargeant sa dite Commune,

quore est trop poure, &c.'
''—Discourse on Grants,

SiC.—ED.
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ward and to blame Richard ; but tlie cir-

cumstance of opposition, surely, will not

lie in the strict regard paid by the former

to national privileges, and the neglect of

them by the latter. On the contrary, the

prince of small abilities, as he felt his

want of power, seems to have been more
moderate in this respect than the other.

Every parliament assembled during the

reign of Edward remonstrates against the

exertion of some arbitrary prerogative or

other : we hear not any complaints of that

kind during the reign of Richard, till the

assembling of his last parliament ; which
was summoned by his inveterate enemies

;

which dethroned him ; which iramcd their

complaints during the time of the most

furious convulsions. Roth these princes

experienced the encroaclmients of the great

upon their authority. Edward, reduced to

necessities, was obliged to ni;dve an express

bargain with his parliament, and to sell

some of his prerogatives for present supply;

but, as they were acquainted with his

genius and capacity, they ventured not to

demand any exorbitant concessions, or

ucli as were incompatible with sovereign

power. Tiie weakness of Richard tempted
the parliament to extort a commission,

which, in a manner, transferred the sceptre
into the hands of the nobility. Edward
had no sooner gotten the supply than he

departed from the engagements which had

induced the parliament to grant it; he

openly told his people that he had but dis-

sembled when he seemed to make them
concessions ; and he resumed and retained

jail his prerogatives. But Richard, because

'he was detected in consulting and delibera-

ting with the judges on the lawfulness of

restoring the constitution, found his barons

immediately in arms
;
was deprived of his

liberty ;
saw his favourites, his ministers,

his tutor butchered before his face, or

banished or attainted ;
and was obliged to

give way to all this violence. There can-

not be a more remarkable contrast between
the fortunes of two princes.

MISCELLANEOUS TRANSACTIONS.
There was a sensible decay of ecclesias-

tical authority during this period. The

disgust which the laity had received from

the numerous usurpations both of the

court of Rome and of tiieir own clergy,
had very much weaned the kingdom from

superstition ;
and strong symptoms ap-

peared of a general desire to shake off the

bondage of the Romish church. In the

committee of eighteen, to whom Richard's

last parliament delegated their whole

power, there is not the name of one eccle

siastic to be found
;
a neglect which is al

most without example while the catholic

religion subsisted in England.*
The aversion entertained against the

estabhshed church soon found i)rinciples
and tenets, and reasonings, by which it

could justify and support itself. John

Wickliffe, a secular priest, educated at

Oxford, began in the latter end of Edward
III. to spread the doctrine of reforma-

tion by his discourses, sermons, and writ

ings ;
and he made many disciples among

men of all ranks. He seems to have been

a man of parts and learning ; and has the

honour of being the first person in Europe
that publicly called in question those prin

ciples, which had universally passed for

certain and undisputed during so many
ages. Wickliffe himself, as well as hi,-

disciples, who received the name of Wick-

liffites, or Lollards, was distinguished by
a great austerity of life and manners. The
doctrines of Wickliffe, being derived from

his search into tlie scriptures and into

ecclesiastical antiquity, were nearly the

same with those which were propagated

by the reformers in the sixteenth century ;

he only carried some of them farther than

was done by the more sober part of these

reformers. He denied the doctrine of the

real presence, the supremacy of the church

of Rome, the merit of monastic vows ; he

maintained that the scriptures were the

sole rule of faith ;
that the church was

dependent on the state, and should be re-

formed by it
;

tliat the clergy ought to

possess no estates ; that the

friars were a nuisance, and

be supported ;
that the numerous cere

monies of the church were hurtful to true

piety ;
he asserted that oaths were un-

lawful ; that dominion was founded in

* See note U at tlie end of the volume.
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grace ; that every thing was subjected to

fate and destiny, and that all men were

pre-ordained either to eternal salvation or

reprobation. Wickliffe appears to have

been strongly tinctured with enthusiasm,
and to have been thereby the better quali-
fied to oppose a church whose chief cha-

racteristic is superstition.
The propagation of these principles

gave great alarm to the clergy ; and a

bull was issued by pope Gregory XL for

taking Wickliffe into custody, and ex-

amining his opinions. Courteney, bishop
of London, cited him before his tribunal ;

but the reformer had now acquired power-
ful protectors. The duke of Lancaster,
who then governed the kingdom, en-

couraged the principles of Wickliffe
;
and

he made no scruple, as well as lord Piercy
the mareschal, to appear openly in court

with him, in order to give him countenance

upon his trial
; he even insisted that

Wickliffe should sit in the bishop's pre-

sence, while his principles were examined.

Courteney exclaimed against the insult.

The Londoners, thinking their prelate

affronted, attacked the duke and mares-

chal, who escaped from their hands wath

some difficulty. And the populace soon

after broke into the houses of these noble-

men, threatened their persons, and plunder-
ed their goods. The bishop of London had
the merit of appeasing their resentment.

The duke of Lancaster still continued

his protection to Wickliffe during the

minority of Richard
;

and the )iriuciples

of that reformer had so far propagated
ithemselves, that, when the pope sent to

Oxford a new bull against these doctrines,
the university deliberated whether they
should receive the bull

;
and they never

*
They had ample cause to be offended with Wick-

liffe. He spared not their irregularities ;
and their cha-

racters were not the most exemplary.
" Their lives

were a satire on the principles they professed. While

celibacy was asserted to be most acceptable to hea-

ven, the clergy abstained from marriage, but freely

indulged in astounding licentiou.sness. The younger
clergy were, in some cases, formally permitted to

attach themselves to concubines, lor a time, the

bishops interfered to restrict each churchman to one

female, and bound him to provide for any family that

might be born from their intercourse, but, by de-

grees, these regulations were neglected. One, or

even two paramours, would not content the clergy,
432

took any ^dgorous measures in conse-

quence of the papal orders. Even the

populace of London were at length brought
to entertain favourable sentiments of this

reformer : when he was cited before a

synod at Lambeth, they broke into the

assembly, and so overawed the prelates,

who found both the people and the court

against them, that they dismissed him

without any farther censure.

The clergy, we may well believe. Were

more wanting in power than in inclination

to punish this new heresy.* But there

was hitherto no law in England by which

the secular arm was authorised to sup-

port orthodoxy ; and the ecclesiastics en-

deavoured to supply the defect by an

extraordinarj' and unwarrantable artifice.

In the year 1381 there was an act passed,

requiring sheriffs to apprehend the preach-
ers of heresy and their abettors; but this!

statute had been surreptitiously obtained

by the clergy, and had the formality of an

enrolment without the consent of the com
mons. In the subsequent session the

lower house complained of the fraud

affirmed that they had no intention to

bind themselves to the prelates farther

than their ancestors had done before them;
and required that the pretended statute

should be repealed ;
which was done ac-

cordingly. But it is remarkable that not-

withstanding this vigilance of the commons,
the clergy had so much art and influence

that the repeal was suppressed ;
and the

act, which never had any legal authority,
remains to this day upon the statute book;

though the clergy still thought proper to

keep it in reserve, and not proceed to the

immediate execution of it.f

But, besides this defect of power in the

the sanctified admirers of the fair sex, and, in conse-

quence, the most scandalous scenes were witnessed.

Such disorders roused the manly spirit of Wickliffe.

He condemned the profligate lives of the offenders,

and the unscriptural doctrines which many of them

taught, contending that ' those who could openly
sin, were unworthy to be entrusted with the govern-
ment of Christ's church upon earth.' The pope, who
connived at their misconduct, he did not scruple to

designate
'

Anticluist, the worldly priest of Rome,
the most cursed of clippers and purse kervers.'

"—
Life and Times of the good Lord Cobham.—Ed.

f
"
Amongst the petitions of the Commons in the

Parliament of the 51st of Edward the third, is one
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church, which saved WickliHe, tliat re-

former liimsclf, not\vitlistandin;ji; his en-

thusiasm, seems not to liavc hccn actuated

by the spirit of martyrdom ; and, in all

subsequent trials before the prelates, he so

explained away his doctrine by tortured

meanings as to render it quite innocent

and inoffensive. He died of a palsy, in

the year 1385, at his rectory of Lutter-

worth, in the county of Leicester
;

and
the cleri^y took care, besides assuring the

people of his eternal damnation, to repre-
sent his last distemper as a visible judgment
of heaven upon him for his nmltiplied
lieresies and impieties.
The proselytes, however, of WicklifFe's

opinions still increased in England. Some
monkish writers represent one half of the

kingdom as infected by those principles.

They were carried over to Bolicmia by
some youth of that nation, who studied at

O.xford. But, though the age seemed

strongly disposed to receive them, affairs

were not yet fully ripe for this great revo-

lution
;
and the finishing blow to ecclesi-

astical power was reserved to a period of

more curiosity, hterature, and inclination

for novelties.

Meanwhile tlie English parliament con-

tinued to check the clergy and the court

of Rome by more legal expedients. They
enacted anew the statute of provisors, and
affixed higher penalties to the transgression
of it, which, in some instances, was even
made capital. The court of Rome had
fallen upon a new device, which increased

their authority over the prelates. The

pope, who found that the expedient of

arbitrarily depriving them was liable to

opposition, attained the same end by trans-

ferring such of them as were obnoxious to

poorer sees, and even to nominal sees,
'

in

partibus infidelium.' It was thus that the

that no statute nor ordinance should be made or

granted at the petition of the clergy, if it should not
be by the assent of the Commons ; and that the
Commons should not be bound by any constitutions

which the clergy made for their own advantage
without assent uf the Commons : for the clergy
would not be boimd by any of the King's statutes or

ordinances made without their assent. The answer
wa.s.

• Soit ceste matir declaree en especial.'
'•

Throughout this reign, and indeed those of Ed-
ward tiie tirst and second, there appears to have
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archbishop of York, and tiie bishops of

Durham and Chichester, the king's min-l

isters, had been treated after the j)revalence'
of Clocester's faction. The i)ishop of
Carlisle met with the same fate after the

accession of Henry IV.
;

for the pope
always joined with the prevailing powers
when they did not thwart his pretensions.
The parliament in the reign of Richard
enacted a law against this abuse

;
and the

king made a general remonstrance to the

court of Rome against all tiiose usurpa
tions, which he calls horrible excesses of

that court.

It was usual for the church, that they
might elude the mortmain act, to make
their votaries leave lands in trust to certain

persons, under whose name the clergy en

joyed the benefit of the bequest ; the par-
liament also stopped the progress of this

abuse. In the seventeenth of the king,
the commons prayed

'

that remedy might
be had against such religious jiersons as

cause their villains to marry free women
inheritable, whereby the estate comes to

those religious hands by collusion.' This
was a new device of the clei'gy.

The papacy was at this time somewhat
weakened by a schism, which lasted during

forty years, and gave great scandal to the

devoted partisans of the holy see. After

the pope had resided many years at Avig-
non, Gregory XI. was persuaded to return

to Rome ;
and upon his death, in 1380,

the Romans, resolute to fix the seat of the

papacy in Italy, besieged the cardinals in

the conclave, and compelled them, though
they were mostly Frenchmen, to elect

Urban VI., an Italian, into that high dig-

nity. The French cardinals, as soon as

they recovered their liberty, fied, and, pro-

testing against the forced election, chose

Robert, son of the count of Geneva, who

been a continual struggle of the clergy to exempt
themselves from the control of the temporal power,
and a strong disposition on the part of the Lords
and Commons, and especially of the Commons, to

resist their pretensions ; but the King, dreading a

contest with the clergy, appears to have endeavoured
to support the temporal authority to a much less ex-

tent than that to which the Commons would have
carried it."—Reports of the Lords Committees on the

Peerage.
—Ed.
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the quarrel

took the name of Clement VII., and re-

.rreiected. Sided at Avignon. All the kingdoms of

Christendom, according to the several

interests, were divided hetween these two

pontiffs. The court of Rome adhered

to Clement, and was followed by its allies,

the kinir of Castile and the king of Scot-

land
; England, of course, was thrown into

the other party, and declared for Urban.

Thus the appellation of Clementines and
ersof Urban TJrbanists distractcd Europe ;

and each

Clement |party damned the other as schismatics,
and as rebels to the true vicar of Christ

The people attached themselves to their

own party, as to a religious opinion ;
and

conceived an extreme abhorrence to the

opposite party, whom they regarded as

little better than Saracens or infidels. Cru-
sades were even undertaken in this quarrel ;

and the zealous bishop of Norwich, in

particular, led over, in 1382, near sixty
thousand bigots into Flanders against the

Clementines : but, after losing a great part
of his followers, he returned with disgrace
into England. Each pope, sensible, from
this prevailing spirit, that the kingdom
which once embraced his cause would

always adhere to him, boldly maintained

all the pretensions of his see, and stood

not much more in awe of the temporal

sovereigns than if his authority had not
been endangered by a rival.

We meet with this preamble to a law
enacted at the very beginning of this reign.
' Whereas divers persons, of small garrison
of land or other possessions, do make great
retinue of people, as well of esquires as

of others, in many parts of the realm,

giving to them hats and other livery of

one suit by year, taking again towards
them the value of the same livery, or per-
case the double value, by such covenant
and assurance, that every of them shall

maintain other in all quarrels, be they
reasonable or unreasonable, to the great
mischief and oppression of the people, &c.'

This preamble contains a true picture of

the state of the kingdom. The laws had
been so feebly executed, even during the

long, active, and vigilant, reign of Edward
III., that no subject could trust to their

protection. Men openly associated them-

selves, under souie great baron, for their
4.34

The land-

owners re-

tain their

followers by
livery.

mutual defence : they wore public badges,

by which their confederacy was distin-

guished : they supported each other in all

quarrels, extortions, murders, robberies,
and other crimes : their chief was more
their sovereign than the king himself; and
their own band more connected with them
tlian their country. Hence the perpetual
disorders and civil wars of those times

;

hence the small regard paid to the opinion
of the public ; hence the large discre-

tionary prerogatives of the crown, and the

danger which might have ensued from the

too great limitation of them. If the king
had possessed no arbitrary powers, while

all the nobles exercised them, there must
have ensued an absolute anarchy in the

state.

One great mischief attending these con-

federacies was the extorting from the king

pardons for the most enormous crimes.

The parliament often endeavoured, in the

last reign, to deprive the prince of this

prerogative ; but, in the present, they were

content with an abridgment of it. They
enacted that no pardon for rapes or for

murder from malice prepense should be

valid, unless the crime were particularly

specified in it. There were also some
other circumstances required for passing
such pardon. An excellent law

; but ill

observed, like most laws that thwart the

prevailing customs of the times.

It is easy to observe, from these volun-

tary associations, that the whole force of

the feudal system was in a manner dis

solved ;
and that the English had nearly

returned to the same situation in which

they stood before the Norman conquest.
It was, indeed, impossible that that system
could long subsist under the perpetual re

volutions to which landed property is every
where subject. When the great feudal

baronies were first erected, the lord lived

in opulence in the midst of his vassals ;

he was in a situation to protect and cherish

and defend them
; the quality of pati'on

naturally united itself to that of superior ;

and these two principles of authority sup-

ported each other. But, when, by the

various divisions and mixtures of property
a man's superior came to live at a distance

from him, and could no longer give him
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shelter or countenance, the tie tjraduall)'^

became more fictitious than real ; new
connexions were formed

; protection was

soui;ht by voluntary services
;

tiie appear-
ance of valour, spirit, abilities, in any i;reat

man, extended his interest very far ; and,
if tiie sovercitcn were dtficicnt, he was no

less, if not more, exposed to the usurpations
of the aristocracy than even during the

vigour of the feutlal system.

1'lie greatest novelty introduced into the

civil government during this reign was the

creation of peers by patent. Lord 15eau-

champ of Holt was the tirst peer that was

advanced to the house of lords in this

manner. The practice of levying benevo-

lences is also tiist mentioned in the present

reign.
This prince lived in a more magnificent

manner than ])erhaps any of liis prede-
cessors or successors. His household con-

sisted of ten thousand persons ;
he had

three hundred in his kitchen, and all the

other offices were furnished in proportion.
This enormous train had tables supplied
them at the king's expense. Such prodi-

gality was probably the source of many
exactions by purveyors, and was one chief

reasuii of the public discontents.

The Eng-
lish are

CHAPTER xvnr.

HENRY IV.

1399—1413.

TITLE OK THE KING. AN INSURRECTION.

AN INSURRECTION IN WALES. THE
EARL OF NORTHUMBERLAND REBELS.

BATTLE OF SHREWSBURY. STATE OF

SCOTLAND. PARLIAMENTARY TRANSAC-
TIONS. DEATH AND CHARACTER OF

THE KING.

TITLE OF THE KING 1399.

IThe English had so long been familiarized

to the hereditarv succession of their mon-

^*h!^(u' 1^'"'^'^^' tli^ instances of departure from it

larjsuc- |had always borne such strong symptoms of

injustice and violence, and so little of a

national choice or election, and the returns

to the true line had ever been deemed such

fortunate incidents, that Henry was afraid

lest, in resting his title on the consent of

the j)eoj)le, he should build on a founda-

tion to which the people themselves were

not accustomed, and whose .soliuity they
would with difficulty be brought to recognise.
The idea too of choice seemed always to

imply that of conditions, and a right of

recalling the consent upon any supposed
violation of them : an idea which was not

naturally agreeable to a sovereign, and

might, in England, be dangerous to the

subjects ; who, lying so much under the

influence of tuiindent nobles, had ever

paid but an iin])erfect obedience even tc

their hereditary princes. For tiiese reasons

Henry was determined never to have re-

course to this claim, the only one on which
his authority could consistently stand : ht

rather chose to patch up his title in the

best manner he could from other preten-
sions : and, in the end, he left himself no

ground of right but his present possession;
a very precarious ibundation, which was

liable to be overthrown by every faction ol

the great, or prejudice of the people. He
had, indeed a present advantage over his

competitor. The heir of the house of

Mortimer, who had been declared in par-
liament heir to the crown, was a boy of

seven years of age : his friends consulted

his safety, by keejiing silence with regard
to his title. Henry detained him and his

younger brother in an honourable custody
in Windsor castle : but . he had reason to

dread that, as that nobleman grew to man's

estate, he would draw to him the attach-

ment of the peojile, and make them reflect

on the fraud, violence, and injustice, by
which he had been excluded from the

throne. He was a native of England ;

possessed an extensive interest from the

greatness and alliances of his family ; how-

ever criminal the deposed monarch, this

youth was entirely innocent
;

he was of

the same religion, and educated in the

same manners, with the people, and could

not be governed by any separate interest.

These views would all concur to favour his

claim ;
and though the abilities of the

present prince might ward off any dan-

gerous revolution, it was justly to be ap-
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prehended that his authority could with

difficulty be brought to equal that of his

predecessors.

Henry, in his very first parliament, had

reason to see the danger attending that

station which he had assumed, and the ob-

stacles which he would meetwith in govern-

ing an unruly aristocracy, always divided by
faction, and at present inflamed with the

resentments consequent on recent convul-

sions. The peers, on their assembling,
broke out into violent animosities against
each other ; forty gauntlets, the pledges
of furious battle, were thrown on the floor

of the house by noblemen who gave mu-
tual challenges; and 'liar' and 'traitor' re-

sounded from all quarters. The king had
so much authority as to prevent all the

combats which they threatened
;
but he

was not able to bring them to a proper

composure, or to an amicable disposition
towards each other.*

AN INSURRECTION. 1400.

It was not long before these passions
broke into action. The earls of Rutland,
Kent and Huntingdon, and lord Spencer,
who were now degraded from the respec-
tive titles of Albemarle, Surrey, Exeter, '

and Glocester, conferred on them bv

Richard, entered into a conspiracy, together
with the earl of Salisbury and lord Lumley,
for raising an insurrection, and for seizins;

the king's person at Windsor ; but the
|

treacheiy of Rutland gave him warning of

the danger. He suddenly withdrew to
'

London
;
and the conspirators, who came

to Windsor with a body of five hundred
j

horse, foimd that they had missed this

blow, on which all the success of their en-

terprise depended. Henry appeared next

day at Kingston upon Thames at the head
of twenty thousand men, mostly drawn
from the city ; and his enemies dispersed

themselves, with a view of raising their

followers in the several counties which
were the seat of their interest. But the

adherents of the king were hot in the

pursuit, and every where opposed them-

The earls

of Kent,

?*llisbury,
and Hunt-

ingdon, are

beheaded.

* While this parliament was sitting, Henry took

c;ire to have his son Henrv created prince ol' Wales,
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selves to their progress. The earls of

Kent and Salisbury were seized at Ciren-

cester by the citizens
; and were next day

beheaded without farther ceremony. The
citizens of Bristol treated Spencer and

Lumley in the same manner. The earl of

Huntingdon, Sir Thomas Blount, and Sir

Benedict Sely, who were also taken pri

soners, suffered death, with many others,

by orders from Henry. And, when the

quarters of these unhappj^ men were

brought to London, no less than eighteen

bishops and thirty-two mitred abbots joined
the populace, and met them with the most
indecent marks of joy and exultation.

But the spectacle, the most shocking to

every one who retained any sentiment of

honour or humanity, still remained. The
earl of Rutland appeared, carrying on axheeariof

pole the iiead of lord Spencer, his brother-' K"*!""^.., 1-1I !•• i' carries hi8

m-law, which he presented in triumph to brother-in-

Henry as a testimony of his loyalty.! cnYpoi^

This infamous man, who was soon after

duke of York by the death of his father,

and first prince of the blood, had been

instrumental in the murder of his uncle

the duke of Glocester
;
had then deserted

Richard, by whom he was trusted
; had

conspired against the life of Henry, to

whom he had sworn allegiance ; had be

trayed his associates, whom he had se-

duced into this enterprise ; and now

displayed, in the face of the world, these

badges of his multiplied dishonour.

Henry was sensible that, though the

execution of these conspirators might seem

to give security to his throne, the animo-

sities which remain after such bloody
scenes are always dangerous to royal au-

thority ;
and he therefore determined not

to increase, by any hazardous enterprise,' on™te,."„ot

those numerous enemies with whom he'
,*'•' '""'"'?1

was environed. While a subject, he was

believed to have strongly imbibed all the

principles of his father the duke of Lan-

caster, and to have adopted the prejudices
which the Lollards inspired against the

abuses of the established church ; but,

finding himself possessed of the throne by
so precarious a title, he thought supersti-

duke of Guienne, Lancaster, and Cornwall, and de-

clared heir apparent to the crown.—Ed.
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tion a necessary implement of public au-

thority, and he resolved to pay court to

the clerey. There were hitherto no penal
laws enacted against heresy ;

an indulgence
which had proceeded, not from a spirit of

toleration in the Romish church, hut from

the ignorance and simplicity of the people,
which had rendered them unfit either for

starting or receiving any new or curious

doctrines, and which needed not to be

restrained by rigorous penalties. But,
when the learning and genius of WickliH'e

had once broken, in some measure, the

fetters of prejudice, the ecclesiastics called

aloud for the punishment of his disciples ;

and the king was easily induced to sacrifice

his principles to his interest, and to ac-

quire the favour of the church by that

most effectual method, the gratifying of

their vengeance against opponents. He
lengaged the parliament to pass a law for

that purpose. It was enacted that, when

any heretic, who relapsed or refused to

abjure his opinions, was delivered over to

the secular arm by the bishop or his com-

missiaries, he should be committed to the

flames by the civil magistrate. This wea-

pon did not long remain unemployed.
William Sautre, rector of St. Osithes in

London, had been condemned by the con-
vocation of Canterbury ;

his sentence was
ratified by the house of peers ; the king
issued his writ for the execution

;
and the

unhappy man atoned for his erroneous

opinions by the penalty of lire. This is

the first instance of that kind in England ;

and thus one horror more was added to

those dismal scenes which were already
but too familiar to the people.
But the utmost prudence of Henry could

not shield him from those numerous in-

quietudes which assailed him from ever)^

quarter. The connexions of Richard with

the royal family of France made that court

exert its activity to recover his authority,
or revenge his death. But, though the

confusions in England tempted the French
to engage in some enterprise by which they

might distress their ancient enemv, the

greater confusions at home obliged them

(piickly to accommodate matters ; and

Charles, content witii recovering his daugh-
ter from Henry's hands, renewed the truce

between the kingdoms.* The attack of

Guienne was also an inviting attempt, which
the ])resent factions that prevailed among
the French obliged them to neglect. The
Gascons, affectionate to the memory of

Richard, who was born among them, re-

fused to swear allegiance to a prince that

had dethroned and murdered him
;

and
the appearance of a Frencii army on their

frontiers would probably have tempted
them to change masters : but the earl of

Worcester, arriving with some English

troops, gave countenance to the partisans
of Henry, and overawed their oj)ponents.

Religion too was here found a cement to

their union witli England. The Gascons
had been engaged, by Richard's authority,
to acknowledge the pope of Rome : and

they w-ere sensible that, if they submitted

to France, it would be necessary for them
to pay obedience to the pope of Avignon,
wliom they had been taught to detest as a

schismatic. Their principles on this head
were too fast rooted to admit of any sud-

den or violent alteration.

INSURRECTION IN WALES. 1401.

The revolution in England proved likewise

the occasion of an insurrection in Wales
Owen Glendour, or Glendourduy, de-

scended from the ancient princes of that

I country, had become obnoxious on account

I of his attachment to Richard ; and Regi-
nald lord Gray of Ruthyn, who was closely

j

connected with the new king, and who en-

; joyed a great fortune in the marches of

Wales, thought the opjiortunity favourable

I

for oppressing his neiglibour, and taking

possession of his estate. Glendour, pro
yoked at the injustice, and still more at

the indignity, recovered possession by the

sword ; Henry sent as.sistance to Gray ;

i

the Welsh took part witli Glendour ; a

troublesome and tedious war was kindled,

* Queen Isabella, at king Richard's death, wag
but ten years of age. After some negociations, it

was agreed that the princess should be restored to

'her father with her jewels, the claim of 200,000 gold
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francs, given as her dowry, being abandoned by
Cliarles. Some of the jewels Henry, in violation of

the agreement which he had subscribed, is said to

have kept.
—Ed.
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which Glendour long sustained by his

valour, aided by the natural strength of

the country and the untamed spirit of its

inhabitants.

As Glendour committed devastations

promiscuously on all the English, he in-

fested the estate of the earl of Marche ;

and Sir Edmund Mortimer, uncle to that

nobleman, led out the retainers of the

family, and gave battle to the Welsh chief-

tain. His troops were routed, and he was
taken prisoner. The earl himself, who
had been allowed to retire to his castle of

Wigmore, and who, though a mere boy,
took the field with his followers, fell also

into Glendour's hands, and was carried by
him into Wales. As Henry dreaded and
hated all the family of Marche, he allowed

the earl to remain in captivity ; and,

though that young nobleman was nearly
allied to the Piercies, to whose assistance

he himself had owed his crown, he refused

to the earl of Northumberland permission
to treat of his ransom with Glendour.

The uncertainty in which Henry's affairs

stood during a long time with France, as

well as the confusions incident to all great

changes in government, tempted the Scots

to make incursions
;
and Henry, desirous

of taking revenge upon them, but afraid

of rendering his new government unpopu-
lar by requiring great supplies from his

subjects, summoned at Westminster a

council of the peers, without the commons,
and laid before them the state of his affairs.

The military part of the feudal constitu-

tion was now much decayed ; there re-

mained only so much of that fabric as

aftected the civil rights and properties of

men : and the peers here undertook, but

voluntarily, to attend the king in an ex-

pedition against Scotland, each of them at

the head of a certain number of his re-

|tainers. Henry conducted this army to

Edinburgh, of which he easily made him-
self master ; and he there summoned Ro-
bert III. to do homage to him for his

crown. But, finding that the Scots would
neither submit nor give him battle, he
returned in three weeks, after making this

useless bravado
; and he disbanded his

army.
In the subsequent season Archibald earl
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of Douglas, at the head of twelve thousand

men, and attended by many of the princi-

pal nobility of Scotland, made an irruption
into England, and committed devastations

on the northern counties. On his return

home he was overtaken by the Piercies at

Homeldon, on the borders of England,
and a fierce battle ensued, where the Scots

were totally routed. Douglas himself was
taken prisoner ; as was Mordac earl of

Fife, son of the duke of Albany, and

nephew of the Scottish king, with the earls

of Angus, Murray, and Orkney, and many
others of the gentry and nobility. When
Henry received intelligence of this victory,
he sent the earl of Northumberland orders

not to ransom his prisoners, Avhich that

nobleman regarded as his right by the laws

of war received in that age. The king in-

tended to detain them, that he might be

able, by their means, to make an advan-

tageous peace with Scotland
;
but by this

policy he gave a fresh disgust to the family
of Piercy.

THE EARL OF NORTHUMBERLAND
REBELS. 1403.

The obligations which Henry had owed
to Northumberland were of a kind the

most likely to produce ingratitude on the

one side, and discontent on the other.

The sovereign became jealous of that power
which had advanced him to the throne ;

and the subject was not easily satisfied.

Though Henry, on his accession, had be

stowed the office of constable on North-

umberland for life, and conferred other

gifts on that family, these favours were

regarded as their due
; the refusal of any

other request was deemed an injury. The

impatient spirit of Harry Piercy, and the

factious disposition of the earl of Worces-

ter, younger brother of Northumberland,
inflamed the discontents of that nobleman;
and the precarious title of Henry tempted
him to seek revenge. He entered into a

correspondence with Glendour
;
he gave

liberty to the earl of Douglas, and made
an alliance with that martial chief; he

roused up all his partisans to arms ;
and

the same men, whom a few years before

he had conducted against Richard, nowi
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ncnn.- ha^

tens to meet

the rebcli.

Tiercr ae-

:u*«s Henrv
jf perjurr.

i-'noim-

js his

; ^urpation
ad crueltv

followed his standard in opposition to

Henrv. When war was ready to break

out Northumberland was seized with a

sudden illness at Berwick ; and young
Picrcv taking the command of the troops,
marched towards Slircwsbury, in order to

join Glendour. The king had a small

army on foot, with which he liad intended

to act against the Scots
;
and he instantly

hurried down, that he might give battle to

the rebels. He approached Piercy near

Shrewsbury, before that nobleman was

joined by Glendour
;
and the policy of one

leader, and impatience of the other, made
them hasten to a general engagement.
The evening before the battle,* Piercy

sent a manifesto to Henry, in which he

renounced his allegiance, set that prince at

defiance, and, in the name of his father

and uncle, as well as his own, enumerated
all the grievances of which, he pretended,
the nation had reason to complain. He
upbraided him with the perjury of which
he had been guilty when, on landing at

Ravenspur, he had sworn upon the gospels,
before the earl of Northumberland, that he
had no other intention than to recover the

duchy of Lancaster, and that he would
ever remain a faithful subject to king
Richard. He aggravated his guilt in first

dethroning, then murdering, that prince,
and in usurping on the title of the house
of Mortimer, to whom, both by lineal

jsuccession, and by declarations of parlia-

iment, the throne, when vacant by Richard's

i demise, did of right belons;. He com-

plained of his cruel policy in allowing
the young earl of Marche, whom he ought
to regard as his sovereign, to remain a

captive in the hands of his enemies, and
in even refusing to all his friends per-
mission to treat of his ransom. He
charged him again with perjury in loading
'the nation with heavy taxes, after having
Isworn that, without the utmost necessitv,

ihe would never levy any impositions upon
;them. And lie reproached him with the

larts employed in procuring favourable elec-

jtions
into parliamant; arts which he himself

Ihad before imputed as a crime to Richard,
and which he had made one chief reason

• *
Jdy 20th.

of that prince's arraignment and dejiosi-

tion. This manifesto was well calculated

to inflame the (piarrel between the jiarties

the braverv of the two leaders promised an

obstinate engagement ;
and the e(|uality ol

the armies, being each about twelve thou-

sand men, gave reason to expect a great
effusion of blood on both sides, and a very
doubtful issue to the combat.

BATTLE OF SHREWSBURY.

We shall scarcely find any battle in those

ages where the shock was more terrible

and more constant. Henry exposed his

person in the thickest of the tight : his

gallant son, whose mihtary achievements

were afterwards so renowned, and who
here performed his noviciate in arms,

signalized himself on his father's footsteps ;

and even a wound, which he received in

the face with an arrow, could not oblige
him to quit the field. Piercy supported
that fame which he had acquired in

many a bloody combat
;
and Douglas, his

ancient enemy, and now- his friend, still

appeared his rival, amidst the horror and

confusion of the day. This nobleman

performed feats of valour which are almost

incredible
;
he seemed determined that the

king of England should that day tall by his

arm
;
he sought him all over the field of

battle
; and, as Henry, either to elude the

attacks of the enemy upon his person, or

to encourage his own men by the belief of

his presence every where, had accoutred

several captains in the royal garb, the

sword of Douglas rendered this honour

fatal to many. But, while the armies were

contending, the death of Piercy, by an un-

known hand, decided the victory, and the

royalists prevailed. There are said to

have fallen on both sides, near two thou-

sand three hundred gentlemen ;
but the

persons of greatest distinction were on the

king's ;
the earl of Stafford, Sir Hugh

Shirlev, Sir Nicholas Gausel, Sir Hugh
Mortimer, Sir John Massey, Sir John

Calverly. About six thousand jirivate

men perished, of whom two thiids were of

Piercy's army. The earls of Worcester

and Douglas were taken prisoners ; the

former was beheaded at Shrewsburv, the
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bishop of

York talie

up arms.

latter was treated with the courtesy due

to his rank and merit.

The earl of Northumberland, having
recovered from his sickness, had levied a

fresh army, and was on his march to join
his son ; but, being opposed by the earl of

Westmoreland, and hearing of the defeat

at Shrewsbury, he dismissed his forces,

and came with a small retinue to the king
at York. He pretended that his sole in-

tention was to mediate between the parties.

Henry thought proper to accept of the

apology, and even granted him a pardon
for the offence. All the other rebels were

treated with equal lenity ; and, except the

earl of Worcester and Sir Richard Vernon,
who were regarded as the chief authors of

the insurrection, no ])erson engaged in

this dangerous enterprise seems to have

perished by the hands of the executioner.

But Northumberland, though he had

been pardoned, knew that he was too

powerful to be cordially forgiven. It was
the effect either of Henry's vigilance or

good fortune, or of the narrow genius of

his enemies, that no proper concert was
ever formed among them : they rose in

rebellion one after another
;
and thereby

afforded him an opportunity of suppressing

singly those insurrections, which, united,

might have proved fatal to his authority.
The earl of Nottingham, son of the duke
of Norfolk, and the archbishop of York,
brother to the earl of Wiltshire, whom
Henry, then duke of Lancaster, had be-

headed at Bristol, though they had re-

mained quiet while Piercy was in the field,

still harboured a violent hatred against the

enemy of their families ; and they de-

termined, in conjunction with the earl of

Northumberland, to seek revenge. They
betook themselves to arms before that

powerful nobleman was prepared to join
them

; and, publishing a manifesto, in

which they reproached Henry with his

usurpation of the crown and the murder of

the late king, they required that the right
line should be restored, and all pubhc
grievances redressed. The earl of West-

moreland, whose power lay in the neigh
bourhood, approached them with an in-

ferior force at Shipton, near York
;
and

being afraid to hazard an action, he at-
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tempted to subdue them by a stratagem,
which nothing andbut the greatest folly

simplicity on their part could have ren-

dered successful. He desired a conference

with the archbishop and earl between the

armies
;

he heard their grievances with

great patience ;
he begged them to propose

the remedies
;
he approved of every expe-

dient which they suggested ;
he grantee

tliem all their demands ; he also engaged
that Henry should give them entire satis-

faction ; and observed to them that, since

amity was, in effect, now restored between

them, it were better on both sides to dis

miss their forces. The arcbbishop and Not-

tingham immediately gave directions to that

purpose ;
their troops disbanded upon the

field : but Westmoreland, who had secretly
issued contrary orders to his army, seized

the two rebels, and carried them to the king,
who was advancing with hasty marches to

suppress the insurrection. The trial and

punishment of an archbishop might have

proved a troublesome and dangerous un-

dertaking, had Henry allowed time for

an opposition ;
the celerity of the execution

alone could here render it safe and prudent.

Finding that Sir William Gascoigne, the

chief justice, made some scruple of acting,
he api^ointed Sir William Fulthorpe for

judge ; who, without any indictment, trial,

or defence, pronounced sentence of death,

which was presently executed. This was
the first instance in England of a capital

punishment inilicted on a bishop ; whence
the clergy of that rank might learn that

their crimes were not to pass with im-

punity. Nottingham was condemned and

executed in the same summarj' manner ;

but, though many persons of condition,

such as lord Falconberg, Sir Ralph Hast-

ings, Sir John Colviile, w^ere engaged in

this rebellion, no others seem to have

fallen victims to Henry's severity.
The earl of Northumberland fled into

Scotland with lord Bardolf ; and the kin

I'educed all the castles belonging to these

noblemen. He thence turned his arms

against Glendour, over whom the prince
of Wales had obtained some advantages :

but that enemy still found means of de-

his fastnesses, and of

The earl of

Westmore-
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cape to
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Henn-

subsequent season the earl of Northum-
berland and lord Bardolf entered the north.
in hopes of raising; the peojile to arms

;

,
'but found the country in such a T)osture

Xoriimm- as reuclcrecl all then' attempts unsuccess-

loniBir"-"' iful. Sir Thomas Rokesby, sheriti'of York-

""l'""!'-.,, !shire, levied some forces, attacked the
land, nna ;mvaders at Bramham, and gained a vic-

ut«&°'° tory, in which both Northumberland and
Bardolf were sla'n. Tliis prosperous
event, joined to the death of Glendour,
which happened soon after, freed Henrv
from all his domestic enemies

;
and this

prince, by his valour, prudence, and ad-

dress, accustomed the people to the yoke,
land obtained a jjreater ascendant over his

haughty barons than tlie law alone, not

supported by these active qualities, was
ever able to confer.

STATE OF SCOTLAND. 1407.

About the same time fortune gave Henry
an advantage over that neighbour who was

most enabled to disturb his government.
Robert III., king of Scots, was a prince of

slender capacity, e.Ktremely inoffensive in

his conduct : but Scotland was still less

fitted than England for cherishing, or even

enduring, sovereigns of that character.

The duke of Albany, Robert's brother, a

prince of more abilities, at least of a more
boisterous disposition, had assumed the

government ;
and entertained the criminal

purpose of extirpating his brother's chil-

dren, and of acquiring the crown. He threw

in prison David, his eldest nephew, who
there perished by hunger. James alone, the

younger brother of David, stood between

that tyrant and the throne; and king Robert,

sensible of his son's danger, embarked him

iOn board a ship, with a view of sending

|him to France, and intrusting him to the

protection of that friendly power. The ves-

sel was taken by the English ; prince James,
a boy about nine years of age, was carried

to London ; and, though there subsisted a

truce bfHween the kingdoms, Henry re-

fused to restore the young prince to his

jHberty.
Robert was unable to bear the

shock of this last misfortune ;
and he soon

rt.ii^j. after died, leaving the government in the

hands of the duke of Albany. Henry was

now more sensible than ever of the im-

VOL. I. 5 T

^* son of

rt HI.

..in-.

portance of the acfpiisition whiili lie iiad

made : while he retained sucii a pledge he
was siu-e of kee[)ing the duke of Albany
in dependance ;

or he could easily, liy re-

storing the true heir, take ample revenge
upon the usurper. But, though the king,
by detaining James, had shewn himself
somewhat deficient in genero.sity, he made
ample amends by giving that prince an ex-

cellent education
; which afterwards quali-

fied him, when he mounted the throne, to

reform the rude and barbarous manners
of his native countrv.

The hostile dispositions between France
and England were restrained, during the

greater part of this reign, from appearing
in action. The jealousies and civil com
motions, with which both nations were
disturbed, kept each from taking ad

vantage of the unhappy situation of its

neighbour. But, as the abilities and good
fortune of Henry had sooner been able to

compose the English factions, this prince
began, in the latter part of his reign, to

foment the animosities between the families

of BurgTUidy and Orleans, by which the

government of France was, during that

period, so much distracted. He hoped, by
giving a new direction to the restless spirits
of his people, to prevent their breaking
out in domestic wars and disorders. That
he might unite policy with lorce, he first

entered into treaty with the duke of Bur-

gundy, and sent that prince a smrdl body
of troops, which supported him against his

enemies. Soon after he hearkened to

more advantageous jiroposals made him by
the duke of Orleans, and disj)atched a

greater body to support that party : but,
the leaders of the opposite factions having
made temporary accommodation, the in-

terests of the English were sacrificed
; and

this efl'ort of Henry proved entirely vain

and fruitless. The declining state of his

health, and the shortness of his reign, pre-
vented him from renewing the attempt,
which his more fortunate son carried to

so great a length against the French mon-

archy.

PARLL\MENTARY TRANSACTIONS.
Sucn were the military and foreign trans-

actions of this reign ; the ci\'il and parlia-
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Durinj; the two last reigns the elections of

the commons had appeared a circum-

stance of government not to be neglected ;

and Richard was even accused of using
unwarrantable methods for procuring to

his partisans a seat in that house. This

practice formed one considerable article of

charge against him in his deposition ; yet

Henry scrupled not to encourage the same
abuses in elections. Laws were enacted

against such undue influence, and even a

sheriff was punished for an iniquitous re-

turn which he had made : but laws were

commonly at that time very ill executed ;

and the liberties of the people stood on a

surer basis than on laws and parliamentaiy
elections. Though the house of commons
was little able to withstand the violent

currents which perpetually ran betw'een

the monarchy and the aristocracy, and

though that house might easily be brought,
at a particular time, to make the most
unwarrantable concessions to either, the

general institutions of the state still re-

mained invariable : the interests of the

several members continued on the same

footing ; the sword was in the hands of

the subject ;
and the government, though

thrown into temporary disorder, soon set-

tled itself on its ancient foundations.

Daring the greater part of this reign
the king was obliged to court popularity ;

and the house of commons began to as-

sume powers which had not usually been

exercised by their predecessors, in, the

first year of Henry they procured a law

that no judge, in concurring with any in-

quitous measure, should he excused by
pleading the orders of the king, or even

the danger of his own life I'rom the

menaces of the sovereign. In the second

year they insisted on maintaining the

practice of not granting any supply before

they received an answer to their petitions;
which was a tacit manner of bargaining
with the prince. In the fifth year they
desired the king to remove from his house-

hold four pfersons who had displeased

'^ " In the 7th and 8th of this king, the saving
prudence of the Commons went so far as to claim

that the king should give away no lands that were to

be conquered from the Welsh, till a quarter of a year
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them, among whom was his own confessor;
and Henry, though he told them that he
knew of no offence which these men had

committed, complied with their request.
In the sixth year they voted the kingi i^,'^^'"'^-

supplies, but appointed treasurers of theiri J"'"',"''^-

own to see the money disbursed for the
[their

grants

purposes intended, and required them tojapp^f
deliver in their accounts to the house. In

the eighth year they proposed, for the

regulation of the government and house-

hold, thirty important articles, which were
all agreed to

;
and they even obliged all

the members of council, all the judges,
and all the oflicers of the household, to

swear to the observance of them. The

abridger of the records remarks the un
usual liberties taken by the speaker and
the house during this period.* But the

great authority of the commons was but a

temporary advantage. In a subsequent
parliament, when the speaker made his

customary application to the throne for

liberty of speech, the king, having now
overcome all his domestic difficulties,

plainly told him that he would have no
novelties introduced, and would enjoy his

prerogatives. But the limitations of the

government seem to have been more sen-

sibly felt, and more cai-efuUy maintained,

by Henry than by any of his predecessors.

During this reign, when the house of

commons wei'e at any time brought to

make unwary concessions, they shewed
their freedom by a speedy retraction of

them. Henry, though he entertained a

w^ell grounded jealousy of the family of

Mortimer, allowed not their name to be

once mentioned in parliament : and, as

none of the rebels had ventured to declare

the earl of Marche king, he never at-

tempted to procure what would not have

been refused him, an express declaration

against the claim of that nobleman ; be-

cause he knew that such a declaration

would only serve to revive the memory of

Mortimer's title in the minds of the peo-

ple. He proceeded in his purpose after a

more artful manner. He procured a settle-

Henry
yields,

but after-

wards re-

claims iiis

prerogative.

after they should have been acquired. Henry, in reply,

promised to malie no grant till the nature of the

lands in his gift should have been ascertained."—
Resumption of Grants.—Ed.
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family.
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tomal
from tiK'

' succe^iun.

j

iinentof the crown upouhiinsclf and his heirs

, , iinale; therebv tacitlvexckidinir Ihc Ifinalcs,

and transiernng the fealic law into the

EnL,dish government. But he was very
unt'ortunule in this attempt. During the

long contest with France tlie injustice of

the Salic law had been so much exclaimed

against by the nation, that a contrary

principle had taken deep root in the minds
of men. The same house of commons, in

a subsequent session, apprehensive that

they liad overturned tiie foundations of

the English government, and that tiiey had

opened the door to more civil wars than

might ensue even from the irregular ele-

vation of the house of Lancaster, applied
with such earnestness for a new settle-

ment of the crown that Henry yielded to

their request, and agreed to the succession

of the princesses of his family. A certain

."j;,^''i''proof
that nobody was, in his heart, satis-

fied with the king's title to the crown, or

knew on what principle to rest it.*

But, thougii the commons shewed a

laudable zeal for liberty in their transac-

tions with the crown, their efforts against
the church were still more extraordinary,
and seemed to anticipate very much the

spirit which became so general in a little

more than a century afterwards. I linow

that the credit of these passages rests

entirely on one ancient historian
;
but that

historian was contemporary, was a clergy-

man, and it was contrary to the interests

of his order to preserve the memory of

such transactions, much more to forge pre-
cedents which posterity miglit be tempted
to imitate. This is a truth so evident,

that the most likely way of accounting for

the silence of the records on this head is

by supposing that the authority of some
cimrchmen was so great as to procure a

razure, with regard to these circumstances,
which the indiscretion of one of that order

has happily preserved to us.

In the sixth of Henry the commons,
who had been required to grant supplies,

proj)osed, in plain terms, to the king, that

he should seize ail the temporalities of the

church, and employ them as a perpetual
fund to serve the exigences of the state.

The com-
mun.< OASiiil

the church.

ll.nry
i:'..' till'

,' ttmiiorali-

I

tieaof the

church.

Tlie com-
I1KH18 eum-

)iliiint-(\
of

tht! riclies

(.1 ilic

clergy.

'I'hp arcli*

Canterlnirv

.•^nccc^sfully

ilct'eiids

llic cliurch.

They insisted that the clergv j)ossessed a

third of tlie lands of the kingdom ; that

they contributed nothing to the public
burdens

; and that tlieir riches tended

only to
dis(jualily them fiom performing

their ministerial functions with proper
zeal and attention. When this address
was presented, the arciibishop of Canter-

bury, who then attended the king, objected
that the clergy, though they went not in

person to the wai's, sent tiieir vassals and
tenants in all cases of necessity ; wiiik

at the same time they themselves, wlio

staid at home, were employed night and

day in offering up their prayers for the

happiness and prosperity of the state.

The speaker smiled, and answered, without

reserve, that he thought the prayers of the

church but a very slender supply. The

archbishop, however, prevailed ; the king
discouraged the application of the com
mons ; and the lords rejected the bill,

which the lower house had framed for

stripping the church of her revenues.

The commons were not discouraged ; in

the eleventh of the king they returned to

the charge with more zeal than before.

They made a calculation of all the ecclesi-

astical revenues, which, by their account,
amounted to four hundred and eighty-five
thousand marks a year, and contained

eighteen thousand four hundred ploughs of

land : they proposed to divide this property

among fifteen new carls, fifteen hundred

knights, six thousand esquires, and a

hundred hospitals, besides twenty thou-

sand pounds a year, which the king might
take for his own use ;

and they insisted

that the clerical functions would be better

performed than at present by fifteen thou-

sand parish priests, paid at the rate of

seven marks apiece of yearly stipend
This application was accompanied with an

address for mitigating the statutes against
the Lollards, which shews from what
source the address came. 1'he king gave
a severe reply ; and, farther to satisfy the

church, and to prove that he was quite'i-^|-''"l''''''
1 1 1 T 1 1 1 1

oidcreil to

in earnest, he ordered a Lollard to be be burueo.

burned before the dissolution of the parlia-
ment.

Tho com-
inoiis re-

new tlic

attuck.

* The defect in his title seems to have been the source of incessant annoyance to Henry. His sus-
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DEATH AND CHARACTER OF THE
KING. 1413.

We have now related almost all the me-

morable transactions of this reign. The

king was so much employed in defending
his crown, which he possessed by a bad

title, that he had little leisure to perform

any action which might I'edound to the

honour of the nation. His health declined

some months before his death
;

he was

subject to fits, which bereaved him, for the

time, of his senses
; and, though in the

flower of his age, his end was visibly ap-

proaching. He expired at Westminster the

twentieth of March, in the forty-sixth year
of his age, and the thirteenth of his reign.*
The great popularity which Henry en-

joyed before he attained the crown, was

entirely lost before the end of his reign :

and he governed his people more by terror

than by affection ;
more by his own policy

than by their sense of duty or allegiance.

When men came to reflect, in cool blood,
on the crimes which had led him to the

throne ; the rebellion against his prince ;

the deposition of a lawful king ; the ex-

clusion of the true heir
;
the murder of

his sovereign and near relation
; these

were such enormities as drew on him the

hatred of his subjects, and made the exe-

cutions, though not remarkably severe,

which he found necessary for the main-

tenance of his authority , appear inii[uitous
to the people. Yet, without pretending to

apologise for these crimes, it may be re-

picions extended even to his son, and these were,

by the latter, so seriously regarded, that on the

29th of June, 1411,' he proceeded, according to

Daniel, with a long train of friends and servants, to

the king's court at Westminster,
"
wearing a gar-

ment of blew sattin, wrought all with eyelet holes of

black silk, at every hole the needle by which it was

sewed, and about his arm a thing in fashion of an

hound's collar, studded with S. S. of gold, and the

tyrots of the same." Being admitted to the pre-
sence of the king, he expressed sorrow for the un-

easiness of whicli he had been the cause
;
but wish-

ing to set the king's mind at rest, he said, having
taken the holy sacrament that morning, he had
attired himself as preparing a victim for sacrifice,

and now presenting a dagger, called upon the king
to plunge it into his heart. The father, who was
then in a very infirm state, was completely overcome

by this theatrical display, embraced the repentant
son, and declared he woidd "

listen no more to re-
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marked that he was insensibly led into this

blamable conduct by a train of incidents

which few men possess virtue enough to

withstand. The injustice with which his

predecessor had treated him, in first con-

demning him to banishment, then despoihng
him of his patrimony, made him naturally
think of revenge, and of recovering his

lost rights ; the headlong zeal of the peo-

ple hunied him into the throne
;
the care

of his own security, as well as his ambi-

tion, made him an usurper ; and the steps
have always been so few between the pri-

sons of princes and their graves, that we
need not wonder that Richard's fate was
no exception to the general rule. All

these considerations make Henry's situa-

tion, if he retained any sense of virtue,

much to be lamented ; and the inquietude
and the remorses by which, it is said, he

was continually haunted, render him an

object of our pity, even when seated upon
the throne. But it must be owned that

his vigilance and foresight, in maintaining
his power, were admirable ; his command
of temper remarkable ; his courage, both

mihtary and political, without blemish

and he possessed many qualities which

fitted him for his high station, and which
rendered his usurpation of it, though per
nicious in after times, rather salutary, dur-

A series of

iiiciileRts

conducted
him to

crime.

He was
liauntcil by
lemorsc.

his own reign, to the English nation.

Henry was twice married. By Mary de

Bohun, daughter and co-heir of the ear

of Hereford, he had four sons, Henry his

successor in the throne, Thomas duke of

ports to his prejudice," and that "at the next par-

liament the whisperers against him should undergo
the censure of their peers." From that time the

king is said to have had no doubt of his loyalty and

affection, till, being attacked with apoplexy, and sup-

posed to be dead, the crown, which he had caused

to be kept in his chamber, w-as removed by the

prince. Henry soon after revived, and missing it,

was exceedingly hurt and angry. His son, however,

appearing, gave such explanations as the dying king

judged satisfactory. He shortly after expired, hav-

ing given his successor a solemn admonition, with

his blessing.
—Ed.

* He was attacked by his last fit while at the

shrine of St. Edward, and carried into an apartment
which was called the " Jerusalem Chamber." The

name being mentioned reminded, him of a prophecy
which had formerly been made, that he should die

atJerusalcm, and which he was inclined to think, by his

breathing his last there, would be fulfilled.—Eu.

He married

twice.
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Clarence, Jolin duke of Bedford, and

Humphrey duke of Glocester ; and two

daughters, Bhmche and Pliilipjia, the

former married to the duke of J3avaria,

the hitter to the king; of Denmark. His

second wife, Jane, whom he married after

he was king, and who was daughter of the

king of Navarre, and widow of the duke

of Brittany, hrought him no issue.

By an act of the fifth of this reign it

is made felony to cut out any person's

tongue, or put out his eyes ; crimes which,

the act says, were very frequent. Tiiis

savage spirit of revenge denotes a har-

barous people ; though perhaps it was

increased by the prevailing factions and

civil conmiotions.

Commerce was very little understood in

this reign, as in all the preceding. In

lparticular,a great jealousy prevailed against
merchant strangers ;

and many restraints

iwere by law imposed upon them ; namely,
that they should lay out in English manu-
factures or commodities all the money ac-

quired bv the sale of their goods ;
that they

should not buy or sell with one another
;

and that all their goods should be disposed
of three months after importation. This

last clause was fovmd so inconvenient, that

it was soon after repealed by parliament.
It appears that the expense of this king's

i>ousehold amounted to the yearly sum of

nineteen thousand five hundred pounds,

money of that age.
Guicciardin tells us that the Flemings

in this century learned from Italy all the

refinement in arts, which they taught the

rest of Europe. The progress, however, of

the arts was still very slow in England.
*

* In this reign, as in that of Richard, the com-
mons seem, at various periods, to have been anything
but deficient in resolution. They scrupled not to

attack tliose who might be supposetl to be regarded
with favour by the king. The same parliament
which called for a decision with regard to lands not

yet conquered, demanded that certain foreigners,
whom they named, should be banished the kingdom.
Their wish seems to have been complied with, as we
read,

"
Item, Samedy le 8 jour dc May a Ics souvcnt

priers&creqestes dcs Communes, accorde fctist pernos-
tre Seignour le Roy, 4c les Seignours Ksprituel.\ 6c

Temporelx, qe touts les Aliens desqou.\ les noms sonl

comprises en une Cedule, laqelle feust livree al

Seneschal del Houstiel du Roy, voidant la Roiaime

jdevant un certain jour, corapris en le Brief de Pro-
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CHAPTER XIX.

HENRY V.

1413—1422.

THE king's FOU.MEK DISORDERS HIS RE

FORMATION. THE LOLLARDS, AND PUN-
ISHMENT OF LORD COBHAM. STATE OF

FRANCE. —INVASION OF THAT KINGDOM.
B.\TTLEOFAZINCOUR. STATE OF FRANCE.
NEW INVASION OF FRANCE. ASSASSI-

NATION OF THE DUKE OF BURGUNDY.
TREATY OF TROYE. MARRIAGE OF THE
KING. HIS DEATH AND CHARACTER
MISCELLANEOUS TRANSACTIONS DURING
THIS REIGN.

THE KING'S FORMER DISORDERS.

The many jealousies, to which Ucnrv IV's

situation naturally exposed him, had so

infected his temper, that he had enter-

tained unreasonable suspicions with re-

gard to the fidelity of his eldest son ; and,

during the latter years of his life, excluded

that prince from all share in public busi-

ness, and was even displeased to see him
at the head of the armies

;
where his mar-

tial talents acquired him a renown which,
he thought, might prove dangerous to his

own authority. The active sjjirit of young
Henry, restrained iVom its proper exercise,

broke out into extravagancies ;
and the

riot of pleasure, the frolic of debauchery,
the outrage of wine, filled the vacancies of

a mind better adapted to the j)ursuits of

ambition and the cares of government.
This course of life threw hiui among com-

panions whose disorders, if accompanied
with spirit and humour, he iiululged and

clamation ent fait, come par la tenure dycelle brief,

enrouUe en la Cliancellerie, y jniria a])))aroir." So

much was effected by the parliament which sat in

the 7th and 8th of his reign. In his llth year we
find the same jealousy of lavish expenditure on the

part of the crown. " The Common-* Pray, That for

ever hereafter no Grant may be made of any Here-

ditament, or other Profits of the Crown, except
Offices and Bailiwicks, till the King shall be quite
out of Debt

;
and unless there be remaining in his

Coffers sufficient for the Provision of his Fainily.
To which the King agrees, directly, without Reser-

vation, till his Debts be paid, or unless there be

sufficient Provision for his Family, and with Reser-

vation for tlie Queen, His Sons, and for the Duke ol

York, and the lord Grey."
—Ed.
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seconded ;
and he was detected in many

sallies which appeared totally unworthy of

his rank and station. There even remains

a tradition that, when heated with liquor

and joUity, he scrupled not to accompany
his riotous associates in attacking the

passengers on the streets and highways,
and despoiling them of their goods ; and

he found an amusement in the incidents

which the terror and regret of these de-

fenceless people produced on such occa-

sions. This extreme of dissoluteness

proved equally disagreeable to his father,

as that eager application to business which

had at first given him occasion of jealousy;
and he saw, in his son's behaviour, the same

neglect of decency, the same attachment

to low company which had degraded the

personal character of Richard, and which,
more than all his errors in government, had

tended to overturn his throne. But the na-

tion in general considered the young prince
with moreindulgence; andobserved somany
gleams of generosity, spirit, and magnan-
imity, breaking continually through the

cloud which a wild conduct threw over his

character, that they never ceased hoping for

his amendment. There happened an in-

cident which encouraged these agreeable

views, and gave much occasion for favour-

able reflections to all men of sense and

candour. A riotous companion of the

prince's had been indicted before Gascoigne,
the chief justice, for some disorders

;
and

Henry was not ashamed to appear at the

bar with the criminal, in order to give him
countenance and protection. Finding that

his presence had not overawed the chief

justice, he proceeded to insult that magis-
trate ; but Gascoigne, mindful of the cha-

racter which he then bore, and the majesty
of the sovereign and of the laws which he

sustained, ordered the prince to be carried

to prison for his rude behaviour. The

spectators were agreeably disappointed
when they saw the heir of the crown sub-

mit peaceably to this sentence, make re-

paration for his error by acknowledging it,

and check his impetuous nature in the

midst of his extravagant career.

THE KING'S REFORMATION. 1413.

The memory of this incident, and of many
446

others of a like nature, rendered the pros-

pect of the future reign nowise disagreeable
to the nation. The first steps taken by
the young prince confirmed all those pre

possessions entertained in his favour. He
called together his former companions,

acquainted them with his intended reform-

ation, exhorted them to imitate his exam-

ple, but strictly inhibited them, till they
had given proofs of their sincerity in this

particular, from appearing in his presence,
and dismissed them with liberal presents.
The wise ministers of his father, who had

checked his riots, found they had unknow-

ingly been paying the highest court to him,
and were received with favour and confi-

dence. The chief justice himself met with

praises instead of reproaches for his past

conduct, and was exhorted to persevere in

the same rigorous and impartial execution

of the laws.

But Henry was anxious not only to re-

pair his own misconduct, but also to make
amends for those iniquities into which

policy or the necessity of affairs had be-

trayedhis father. He expressed the deepest
sorrow for the fate of the unhappy Richard,

did justice to the memory of that unfortu-

nate prince, even performed his funeral

obsequies with pomp and solemnity, and

cherished all those who had distinguished
themselves by their loyalty towards him.

Instead of continuing the restraints which

the jealousy of his father had imposed on

the earl of Marche, he received that young
nobleman with singular favour ; and by
this magnanimity so gained on the gentle
and unambitious nature of his competitor,
that he remained ever after sincerely at-

tached to him. The family of Piercy was

restored to its fortune and honours. The

king seemed ambitious to bury all party
distinctions in oblivion. The instruments

of the preceding reign gave place every-

where to men of more honourable cha-

racters. Virtue seemed now to have an

open career, in which it might exert itself
;

the exhortations, as well as example, ol

the prince gave it encouragement. All

men were unanimous in their attachment

to Henry ; and the defects of his title wen

forgotten amidst the personal regard wliich

was universally paid to him.
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THE LOLLARDS : PUNISHMENT
OF COBHAM.

There remained only one party distinc-

tion, which was derived from religious dif-

ferences, and which, as it is ot a peculiar,
and commonly a very obstinate, nature,

the popularity of Henry was not able to

overcome. The Lollards were become a

formed party, which appeared extremely
dan2;erous to the church, and even formi-

dable to the civil authority. The enthu-

siasm by which these sectaries were gene-

rally actuated, the great alterations which

they pretended to introduce, the hatred

w^hich they expressed against the estab-

lished hierarchy, gave an alarm to Henry ;

who was determined to execute the laws

against such bold innovators. The head

of this sect was Sir John Oldcastle, lord

Cobham, a nobleman who had distin-

guished himself by his valour and his mili-

tary talents, and had on many occasions

acquired the esteem both of the late and
of the present king. His high character

and his zeal for the new sect pointed him
out to Arundel, archbishop of Canterbury,

riCob-
'jjg (-jjg proper victim of ecclesiastical seve-

n, as one . tt i- i

•iici.

lua-jnty.
He applied to Henry tor a per-

mmw Imission to indict lord Cobham ; but the

'"'""""generous nature of the prince was averse

to such sanguinary methods of conversion.

He represented to the primate that all

gentle means ought first to be tried, in

order to reclaim men from error ; and

that he himself would endeavour, by a

conversation with Cobham, to reconcile

him to the catholic faith. But he found

that nobleman obstinate in his opinions,
and determined not to sacrifice truths of

such infinite moment to his complaisance
for sovereigns. Henry's principles of tole-

ration, or rather his love of the practice,
could carry him no farther ; and he then

gave full reins to ecclesiastical severity

.ilile to

i:uin,

':>»'IltS to

:i«jn tit'

'bbam.

* This is told by Walsingham and others, the de-

fenders of the church. There are, however, reasons

to believe that such designs were falsely imputed to

a brave zealot, who had attacked the abuses of the

clergy with great determination, and whose destruc-

tion was consequently resolved upon. It is true

that a riotous multitude assembled at Thicket's

fields, near St. Giles's, but Cobham was never

proved to have been with those who were there

against the inflexible heresiarch. The

l)rimate indicted Cobham ; and, with the

assistance of his three sufiragans, the

bishops of London, Winchester, and St.

David's, condemned him to the flames for

his erroneous opinions. Cobham, who'

was confined in the Tower, made his
es-|

cape before the dav appointed for his

execution. The bold spirit of the man,

provoked by persecution and stimulated

by zeal, was urged to attempt the most
criminal enterprises ; and his unlimited

authority over the new sect proved that

he well merited the attention of the civil

magistrate. He formed in his retreat very
violent designs against his enemies

; and,

dispatching his emissaries to all quarters,

appointed a general rendezvous of the

party, in order to seize the person of the

king at Eltham, and put their persecutors
to the sword.* Henry, apprised of their

intention, removed to Westminster. Cob-

ham was not discouraged by this disap-

pointment, but changed the place of

rendezvous to the field near St. Giles's.

The king, having shut the gates of the

city, to prevent any reinforcement to the

Lollards from that quarter, came into tlie

field in the night time, seized such of the

conspirators as appeared, and afterwards

laid hold of the several parties who were

hastening to the place appointed. It ap-

peared that a few only were in the secret

of the conspiracy ;
the rest implicitly

followed their leaders. But, upon the

trial of the prisoners, the treasonable de-

signs of the sect were rendered certain, both

from evidence and from the confession

of the criminals themselves. Some were

executed; the greater number pardoned.

Cobham, himself, who made his escape by

flight, was not brought to justice till four

years after, when he was hanged as a

traitor
;
and his body was burnt on the

gibbet, in execution of the sentence pro-

ne is sen-

tenced to

be burneil,

but eseapes
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attacked. In his youth he had been one of king
Henry's dissipated companions. He had been sa-

tirical at the expense of the clergy, and favoured the

attacks made on them in the house of commons.
Such a man, when converted to the doctrine of Wick-
lifTe, which ho refused to forsake even at the recom-
mendation of a king, was regarded by the bishops as

an outcast from all grace, and as unworthy to live.—
Ed.
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nounced against him as a heretic* This

jcriminal design was somewhat aggravated

iby the clergy, brought discredit upon the

party, and checked the progress of that

sect, which had embraced the speculative

jdoctrines
of Wicklitfe, and at the same

time aspired to a reformation of ecclesias-

tical abuses.

These two points were the great objects
of the Lollards ;

but the bulk of the nation

was not affected in the same degree by
both of them. Common sense and ob-

vious reflection had discovered to the

people the advantages of a reformation in

discipline ;
but the age was not yet so

far advanced as to be seized with the spirit

of controversy, or to enter into those

abstruse doctrines which the Lollards en-

deavoured to propagate throughout the

kingdom. The very notion of heresy
alarmed the generality of the people ; and

even many, who were the greatest friends

to the relbrmation of abuses, were anxious

to express their detestation of the specula-
tive tenets of the Wickhfhtes, which, they

feared, threw disgrace on so good a cause.f

This turn of thought appears evidently in

the proceedings of the parliament, which

was summoned immediately after the de-

tection of Cobham's conspiracy. That as-

sembly passed severe laws against the new
heretics ; they enacted that whoever was

convicted of LoUardy before the ordinary,
besides suffering capital punishment ac-

cording to the laws formerly established,

should also forfeit his lands and goods to

the king ;
and that the chancellor, trea-

surer, justices of the two benches, sherift's,

justices of the peace, and all the chief ma-
istrates in every city and borough, should

take an oath to use their utmost en-

deavours for the extirpation of heresy.
Yet this very parliament, when the king
demanded supply, renewed the offer for-

* Thomas Cooper, in his Epitome, does not speak
of Cobham as having been present at the rising or

rioting of "
Thicket's fields." He says :

" Sir John

Oldcastle, Knight, was appeched of heresy and fled

the lande, many of his adherents, entendying a com-
motion, assembled therin in great noumbre. Where-
of the kynge beyng enfourmed, by strength toke

many of them. Of whiche noumbre 38 were after

tor the same hanged and brent in Thickettes Fielde,

besyde S. Giles at London."—Ed.
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merly pressed upon his father, and en- 1

treated him to seize all the ecclesiastical'

revenues and convert them to the use of
the crown. The clergy were alarmed ;'

they could offer the king no bribe which
was equivalent ; they only agreed to confer

on him all the priories alien, which de

pended on capital abbies in Normandy,
and had been bequeathed to those abbies

when that province remained united to

England ;
and Chichely, now archbishop

of Canterbury, endeavoured to divert the

blow by giving occupation to the kin

and by persuading him to undertake a war

against France, in order to recover his

lost rights to that kingdom.
It was the dying injunction of the late

king to his son not to allow the Englii
to remain long in peace ; but to employ
them in foreign expeditions, by which the

prince might acquire honour
; the nobility

in sharing his dangers, might attach them-
selves to his person ; and all the restless

spirits find occupation for their inquietude.
The natural disposition of Henry suffici-

ently inclined him to follow this advice ;

and the civil disorders of France, which
had been prolonged beyond those of Eng-
land, opened a full career to his ambition.

STATE OF FRANCE. 1415.

The death of Charles V., which followed

soon after that of Edward IIL, and the

youth of his son, Charles VL, put the

two kingdoms for some time in a similar

situation
;
and it was not to be appre-

hended that either of them, during a

minority, would be able to make much

advantage of the weakness of the other.

The jealousies also between Charles's

three uncles, the dukes of Anjou, Berri,

and Burgundy, had distracted the affairs

of France rather more than those between

f
"
Many discreet observers never suffered a word

to escape their lips which would betray the ex

istence of a single doubt. Such persons being, in

the general affairs of life, men of probity as well as

of sense, became authorities ; and less reflecting

characters gave sincere credence, on their account, to

matters which they had only seemed to admit be-

cause it would be dangerous to deny."
—

Life and

Times of the Good Lord Cobham.—Ed.
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the dukes of Lancaster, York, and Glo-

cester, Richard's three unck^s. disordered

those of England. But as Charles ad-

vanced in years, the factions were com-

posed ; his two uncles, the dukes of

Anjou and Burgundy, died
;
and the king

himself, assumins the reins of government,
discovered symjitoins of genius and sj)irit,

which revived the drooping hopes of his

country. This promising state of affairs was

not ot' long duration : the unhappy prince

[Suddenly
fell into a fit of frenzy, which ren-

dered him incapable of exercising his au-

thoritv ;
and though he recovered from

|this disorder, he was so subject to relapses,
that his judgment was gradually but sen-

|Sibly impaired, and no steady plan of

government could be pursued by him. The
administration of affairs was disputed be-

tween his brother Lewis, duke of Orleans,

land his cousin-german, John duke of Bur-

gundy : the pro[)inquity tothe crown pleaded
in favour of the former

,
the latter, who, in

right of his mother, had inherited the

county of Flanders, which he annexed to

his father's extensive dominions, derived a

lustre from his superior power; the people
were divided

;
and ihe king, now resuming,

now dropping his authority, kept the vic-

tory undecided, and prevented any regular
settlement of the state by the final pre-
valence of either party.
At length the dukes of Orleans and

Burgundy, seeming to be moved by the

cries of the nation and by the interposition
of common friends, agreed to bury all past

(juarrels in oblivion, and to enter into

strict amity. They swore before the altar

the sincerity of their friendship ; the priest

* The circumstances connected with this crime
were verj- remarkable. Taking advantage of the

imbecility of the king, the duke of Orleans had be-
come the favourite of the queen, and their scan-
dalous intimacy was the talk of all Paris. It was in

this state of things that a reconciliation was brought
about between the two dukes. " On the 20th of

August, 1408, they heard mass together at the

church of the Augustines. The people, with great
interest, beheld them kneel at the same altar, and
receive the holy sacrament. Three days afterwards,
on the 23rd, at about seven o'clock in the evening, the

duke of Orleans being then with the queen, at a

little hotel which she had purchased near the gate
Barbette, received a message from a valet of the

court, one Courtleuze, that the king had desired to

VOL. I. 5 X

administered the sacrament to both ; they

gave every j)ledge which could be deemed
sacred among men. But all this solemn

inx'paiation was only a cover for the basest

treachery, which was deliberately premedi-
tated by the duke of Burgundy.* He pro-
cured his rival to be assassinated in the

streets of Paris. He endeavoured for some
time to conceal the part which he took in

the crime: but, being detected, he embraced
a resolution still more dangerous to society,

by openly avowing and justifying it. The

parliament itself of Paris, the tiibunal of

justice, heard the harangues of the duke's

advocate in defence of assassination, which
he termed tyrannicide ;

and that assem-

bly, partly influenced by faction, partly
overawed by power, pronounced no sen-

tence against this detestable doctrine. The
same question was afterwards agitated be-

fore the council of Constance ; and it was
with difficulty that a feeble decision, in

favour of the contrary opinion, was pro-
cured from these fathers of the church,
the ministers ofpeace and of religion. The
commission of this crime, which destroyed
all trust and security, rendered the war

implacable between the French parties, and
cut off every means of peace and accom-
modation. The princes of the blood, com-

bining with the young duke of Orleans
and his'brothers, made violent war on the

duke of Burgundy ; and the unhappy king,
seized sometimes by one party, sometimes

by the other, transferred alternately to

each of them the appearance of legal au

thority. The provinces were laid waste

by mutual depredations ; assassinations

were everywhere committed from the ani

The duke
of Orleans
is assassi-

nated.

see him. He immediately got on his horse ; and,
followed by two squires sitting on the same animal,
with five or six valets who carried flambeaux, he
was leisurely passing through the old rue de Tem-
ple, singing, and playing with his glove, when he
found himself suddenly surrounded by armed men,
and received a blow from a battle-axe, which cut off

his left hand. Not suspecting the snare which had
been laid for him, he called out in surprise,

'
I am

the duke of Orleans,'
' And you are the man we

have been looking for,' was the significant reply.
The next moment he was violently thrown from his

horse, his skull split open, his brains scattered on the

ground, and his body covered with wounds from
swords and clubs."—Pictorial History of France
Ed.
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mosity of the several leaders ; or, what

was equally terrible, executions were or-

dered, without any legal or free trial, by

pretended courts of judicature. The whole

kingdom was distinguished into two par-

ties, the Burgundians and the Armagnacs ;

jso the adherents of the young duke of

Orleans were called, from the count of

Armagnac, father-in-law to that prince.

The city of Paris, distracted between them,
but inclining more to the Burgundians,
was a perpetual scene of blood and vio-

lence ;
the king and royal family were

often detained captives in the hands of the

populace ;
their faithful ministers were

butchered or impi'isoned before their face ;

and it was dangerous for any man, amidst

these enraged factions, to be distinguished

by a strict adherence to the principles of

probity and honour.

During this scene of general violence

there rose into some consideration the

university of Paris, whose opinion was

sometimes demanded, and more frequently

offered, in the multiplied disputes between

the parties. The schism, by which the

church was at that time divided, and which

occasioned frequent controversies in the

university, had raised the professors to an

unusual degree of importance. But there

was another society whose sentiments were

much more decisive at Paris, the fraternity

of butchers
; who, under the direction of

their ringleaders, had declared for the duke

of Burgundy, and committed the most

violent outrages against the opposite party.
To counterbalance their power, the Ar-

magnacs made interest with the fraternity
of carpenters ;

the populace ranged them-

selves on one side or the other ;
and the

fate of the capital depended on the preva-
lence of either party.
The advantage which might be made of

these confusions was easily perceived in

;iand ; and it was determined to lay
hold of the favoui'able opportunity. The
late king, who was courted by both the

French parties, fomented the quarrel by

* It is reported by some historians that the

dauphin, in derision of Henry's claims and dissolute

character, sent him a box of tennis-balls, intimating
that these implements of play were better adapted
to him than the instruments of war : but this story
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alternately sending assistance to each ; but
the present sovereign, impelled by the

vigour of youth and the ardour of ambi-

tion, determined to carry violent war into

that distracted kingdom. But, while he
was making preparations for this end, he
sent over ambassadors to Paris, offering a

perpetual peace and alliance, but demandin^^
Catharine, the French king's daughter, in

marriage ; two millions of crowns as her

portion ; one million six hundred thousand
as the arrears of king John's ransom ; and
the immediate possession and full sove-

reignty of Normandy, and of all the other

provinces which had been ravished from

England by the arms of Piiilip Augustus ;

together with the superiority of Brittany
and Flanders. Such exorbitant demands
shew that he was sensible of the present
miserable condition of France ; and the

terms offered by the French court discover

their consciousness of the same melancholy
truth.* They were willing to give him the

princess in marriage ; to pay him eight
hundred thousand crowns

;
to resign the

entire sovereignty of Guienne, and to an
nex to that province the country of Peri

gord,Rovergue,Xaintonge,the Angoumois,
and other territories. As Henry rejected
these conditions, having assembled a great
fleet and army at Southampton, having in

vited all the nobility and military men of

the kingdom to attend him by the hopes
of glory, he came to the sea side with a

purpose of embarking on his expedition.

But, while Henry was meditating con-

quests upon his neighbours, he unexpect

edly found himself in danger from a con

spiracy at home. The earl of Cambridge,
second son of the late duke of York, hav

ing espoused the sister of the earl of

Marche, had zealously embraced the in

terests of that family : and had held some

conferences with lord Scrope of Masham,
and Sir Thomas Grey of Heton, about the

means of recovering to that nobleman his

right to the crown of England. The con

spirators, as soon as detected, acknow
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is by no means credible. The great offers made by
the court of France show that they had already en-

tertained a just idea of Henry's character, as well,

as of their own situation.
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lodged their guilt to the king ;
and Henry

proceeded without delay to their trial and

eondenuiation. A jury of coniuioners was

sunnnoned
; the three conspirators were

indicted before them ;
the constable of

Southampton castle swore that they had

separately confessed their guilt to him.

""""[Without
other evidence, Sir Thomas Grey

V,„^. jwas condennied and executed ; but, as

i' the earl of Cambridge and lord Scrope

pleaded the privilege of their peerage,

Henry thought proper to summon a court

of eighteen barons, in which the duke of

Clarence presided. The evidence given
before the jury was read to them ; the

prisoners, though one of them was a prince
of the blood, were not examined, nor pro-
duced in court, nor heard in their own
defence, but received sentence of death

upon this proof, which was every way
irregular and unsatisfactorj^ ;

and the sen-

tence was soon after executed. The earl

of iMarche was accused of having given his

approbation to the conspiracy, and received

a general pardon from the king. He was

probably either innocent of the crime im-

puted to him, or had made reparation by
his early repentance and discovery.

INVASION OF FRANCE.

The successes whicli the arms of England
have, in different ages, obtained over those

of France, have been much owing to the

favourable situation of the former kingdom.
The English, happily seated in an island,

could make advantage of every misfortune

which attended their neighbours, and were

little exposed to the danger of reprisals.

They never left their own country but

when they were conducted by a king of

extraordinary genius, or found their enemy
divided by intestine factions, or were sup-

ported by a powerful alliance on the con-

tinent
;
and as all these circumstances con-

curred at present to favour their enterprise,

they had reason to expect proportionable
success. The duke of Burgundy, expelled
France by a combination of the princes,
had been secretly soliciting the alliance of

England ;
and Henry knew that this prince

would willingly, if he saw any probabihty
of success, both assist him with his

auscs of

he sitc-

eMes of

I llnglaiiil

ver Franci

fhedukoof

•lurgundy
teks an al-

^ce witk

^luid

Flemish subjects, and draw over all his

nun)crous parli/.ans in France. Trusting,

therefore, to this circumstance, but with-

out establishing any concert with the duke,

he put to sea, and landed near liarlleur,

at the head of an army of six thousand

men at arms, and twenty-four thousand

foot, mostly archers. He immediately

began the siege of that place, which was

valiantly defended by d'Estouteville, and

under him by de Guilri, de Gaucourt, and

others of the French nobility ; but, as the

garrison was weak, and the fortifications

in bad repair, the governor promised to

surrender the place if he received no suc-

cour before the eighteenth of September.
The day came and there was no appear-
ance of a French army to relieve him.

Ilenrv, taking possession of the town,

placed a garrison in it, and expelled all the

French inhabitants, with an intention of

peopling it anew with English.
The fatigues of this siege, and the un-

usual heat of the season, had so wasted

the English army, that Henry was obliged
to think of returning into England. He
had dismissed his transports, which could

not anchor in an open road upon the

enemy's coasts ;
and he lay under a ne-

cessity of marching by land to Calais before

he could reach a place of safety. A nu-

merous French army, of fourteen thousand

men-at-arms and forty thousand foot, was

by this time assembled in Normandy under

the constable d'Albret. Henry ofiered to

sacrifice his conquest of Harfleur for a safe

passage to Calais
; but, his proposal being

rejected, he determined to make his way
through all the opposition of the enemy.
That he might not discourage his army by
the appearance of flight, or expose them

to those hazards which naturally attend

precipitate marches, he made slow
andj

deliberate journies till he reached the

Somme, which he purposed to pass at the

ford of Blanque-tague ;
the same place

where Edward, in a like situation, had

before escaped from PhUi[) de A'alois. But

he found the ford rendered impassable by
the precaution of the French general, and

guarded by a strong body on the opposite
bank ;

and he was obliged to march higher

up the river, in order to seek for a safe
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passage. He was continually harassed by

flying parties of the enemy : saw bodies of

troops on the other side ready to oppose

every attempt ; his provisions were cut

ii!'hamyi.off;
his soMicrs languished with sickness

greatiyhar-'aj^fj fatiiTue : and his affairs seemed to be

the French, reduced to a desperate situation : when

he was so dexterous or so fortunate as to

seize by surprise a passage near St. Quintin,

wliich had not been sufficiently guarded,
and he safelv jarried over his army.

BATTLE OF AZINCGUR.

Henry then bent his march northward?

to Calais ;
but he was still exposed to immi-

nent danger from the enemy, who had also

passed the Somme. After he had passed
the small river of Ternois at Blangi, he

was surprised to observe from the heights
the whole French army drawn up in the

plains of Azincour, and so posted that it

was impossible for him to proceed without

Henry con -

tinuRs his
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the enemy.

coming to an engagement. Nothins; in

The French
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treat at
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Henry
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appearance could be more unequal than

the battle, upon which his safety and all

his fortunes now depended. The English
armvwas little more than half the number

which had disembarked at Harfleur
;
and

they laboured under every discouragement
and necessity. The enemy was four times

more numerous ;
was headed by the dau-

phin and all the princes of the blood
;
and

was plentifully supplied with provisions of

every kind. Henry's situation was exactly
similar to that of Edward at Cressy, and

that of the Black Prince at Poictiers ; and

the memory of these great events, inspiring
the English with courage, made them

hope for a like deliverance. The king ob-

served the same prudent conduct which
had been followed by these great comman-
ders : he drew up his army on a narrow

ground between two woods, which guarded
each flank

;
and he patiently expected in

that posture the attack of the enemy.
Had the French constable been able,

either to reason justly upon the present
circumstances of the two armies, or to

profit by past experience, he had declined

a combat, and had waited till necessity.

obliging the English to advance, had made
them relinquish the advantages of their

situation. But the impetuous valour of

the nobility, and a vain confldence in su-

perior numbers, brought on this fatal

action, which proved the source of infinite

calamities to their country. The French
archers on horseback, and their men-at-

arms, crowded in their ranks, advanced

upon the English archers, who had fixed

palisadoes in their front to break the im-

pression of the enemy, and who safely

plied them, from behind that defence, with

a shower of arrows which nothing could

resist. The clay soil, moistened by some

rain, proved another obstacle to the French

cavalry ; the wounded men and horsesj

discomposed their ranks; the narrow

compass in which they were pent hindered

them from recovering any order
; the

whole army was a scene of confusion,

terror, and dismay ;
and Henry, perceiving

his advantage, ordered the English archers,

who were light and unencumbered, to ad-

vance upon the enemy. They fell wnth

their battle-axes upon tl^e French, who, in

their present posture, were incapable of

flying or of making defence
; they hewed

them in pieces without resistance ; and,

being seconded by the men-at-arms, they
covered the field with the killed, wound-

ed, dismounted, and overthrown. After

all appearance of opposition was over

the English had leisure to make prisoners ;

and, having advanced to the open plain,

they there saw the remains of the French

rear-guai'd, which still maintained the ap-

pearance of a line of battle. At the same
time they heard an, alarm from behind

;

some gentlemen of Picardy, having col-

lected about six hundred peasants, had
fallen upon the English baggage, and were

doing execution on the unarmed followers

of the camp, who fled before them. Henry,

seeing the enemy on all sides of him, be-

gan to entertain apprehensions from his

prisoners, and he thought it necessary to

issue general orders for putting them to

death ; but, on discovering the truth, he

stopped the slaughter, and was still able to

save a great number.*

* " He knew tliat the number of his prisoner.? (who, according to Juvenal des Ursins, were fourteen
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No battle was ever more fatal to France,

by the number of princes and nobility
slain or taken prisoners. Among the

former were the constable himself, the

count of Nevers and the duke of Brabant,
brothers to the duke of Burirundy, the

count of ^'audemont, brother to the duke
of Lorraine, the duke of Alen^on, the

duke of Barre, the count of Marie. The
most eminent jirisoners were the dukes of

Orleans and Bourbon, the counts d'Eu,
Vendome, and Richemont, and the mares-
chal of Boucicaut. * An archbishop of

Sens also was slain in this battle. The
killed are computed to have amounted to

ten thousand men
; and, as the slaughter

fell chietly upon the cavalry, it is pretend-
ed that of these eight thousand were gen-
tlemen. Henry was master of fourteen

thousand prisoners. The person of chief

note, who fell among the English, was the

duke of York, who perished fighting by
the king's side, and had an end more hon-
ourable than his life. He was succeeded
in his honours and fortune by his nephew,
son of the earl of Cambridge, executed in

the beginning of the year. All .the Eng-
lish who were slain exceeded not forty ;

though some writers, with greater pro-

bability, make the number more consider-

able.

I

The three great battles of Cress)-, Poic-

tiers and Azincour, bear a singular resem-
blance to each other. In all of them
there appears the same temerity in the

English princes, who, merely for the sake
of plunder, had ventured so far into the

enemy's country as to leave themselves no

thousand) equal'd that of his soldiers ; so that 'twas

impossible at the same time to fight and to guard
them

;
and therefore, they being at liberty, might

with what weapons came next to hand stab his

soldiers in the Back, while they faced and fought
the enemy. These rational fears forc"d him upon an

action, which being equally contrary to his Sierciful

Nature, and to the Generosity of his Courage, he
could not resolve without the greatest regret. He
commanded all the Prisoners to be killed ; and the

soldiers being unwilling to do so, because they should
be deprived of the expected price of their ransom,
he gave his commission to a Gentleman, accom-

panied with two hundred Archers, to execute his

Orders
; which though in appearance Bloody and

Barbarous, were rendered necessary to the extremity
of his affairs."'—History of the reign of king Henry
the/ifth.—ET,.

VOL. I. 5 Y

retreat ; and were, from their very situa-

tion, exposed to inevitable destruction.

But there aj)pears, in the day of action,

the same presence of mind, dexterity,

courage, firnmess, and precaution on the

part of the English: the same precipitation,
confusion, and vain confidence, on the

part of the French
;
and the events were

such as might have been expected from
such opposite conduct. The immediate

consequences too of these three great
victories were similar

; the English princes,
aft^r their victory, seem rather to have
relaxed their efforts, and to have allowed

the enemy leisure to recover from his

losses. Henry interrupted not his march
a moment after the battle of Azincour :

he carried his prisoners to Calais, thence

to England ;
he even concluded a truce

with the enemy ; and it was not till after

an interval of two years that anv body ol

English troops appeared in France.

The poverty of all the European princes,
and the small resources of their kingdoms,
were the cause of these continual inter-

ruptions- in their hostilities. The lustre

attending the victory of Azincour, pro-
cured some sup])lies from the English

parliament, though still unequal to the

expenses of a campaign. They granted

Henry an entire fifteenth of moveables
;

and they conferred on iiim, for life, the

duties of tonnage and poundage, and the

subsidies on the exportation of wool and

leather. This concession is more con-

siderable than that which had been granted
to Richard II. by his last parliament, and

which was aften\ards, on his deposition.

* The duke of Orleans was found under a heap of

dead bodies, by the archers who came to rifle the

field ; they perceiving some signs of remaining life

in him carried liim to the king, who took a generous
care of him, and entertained him like a noble enemy.
But of all the prisoners, Arthur, count de Richemont

(drawn from among the slain and known from his,

coat of armour all bloody,) was most acceptable to the

English ;
for in a superstitious beliefof Merlin's prophe-

cies, they thought it would be their fate to be conquer-
ed by a prince named Arthur, born in the Armoric

Britain, and carrying a wild boar in his ensign, as

that bard had predicted. The count, it seems, had
that beast displayed in his banner, and was bom in

that province ;
but so long as he was a prisoner thcv

did not fear his conquests.
—P. Lc Baud. Le Fevre —

Ed.
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STATE OF FRANCE. 1416.

But, during this interruption of hosti-

lities from England, France was exposed
to all the furies of civil war. The duke
of Burgundy, confident that the French
ministers and generals were entirely dis-

credited by the misfortune at Azincour,
advanced with a great army to Paris, and

attempted to reinstate himself in pos-
session of the government, as well as of

the person of the king. But his partisans
in that city were overawed by the court

;

the duke despaired of success
;

and he
retired with his forces, which he immedi-

ately disbanded. He was soon after in-

vited to make a new attempt. The queen
Isabella, daughter of the duke of Bavaria,
who had been hitherto an inveterate enemy
to the Burgundian faction, had received a

great injury from the other party, which
the implacable spirit of that princess was
never able to forgive. The public neces-

sities obliged the count of Armagnac,
created constable of France jn the place of

d'Albret, to seize the great treasures which
Isabella had amassed

; and, when she ex-

pressed her displeasure, he inspired into

the weak mind of the king some jealousies

concerning her conduct, and pushed him
to seize and put to the torture, and after-

wards throw into the Seine, Bois-bourdon,
her favourite, whom he accused of a com-
merce of gallantry with that princess.*
The queen herself was sent to Tours, and
confined under a guard ; and, after sufler-

ing these multiplied insults, she no longer
scrupled to enter into a correspondence
with the duke of Burgundy. As her son,
the dauphin Charles, a youth of sixteen,
was entirely governed by the faction of

Armagnac, she extended her animosity to

him, and sought his destruction with the
most unrelenting hatred. She had soon
an

opportunity of rendering her unnatural

purpose effectual. The duke of Bur-

gundy, in concert with her, entered France

* This dissolute queen suffered equally from both
the great parties. By t.ie Burgundians she was de-
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at the head of a great armj^. He made
himself master of Amiens, Abbeville,

Dourlens, Montreuil, and other towns in

Picardy, Senlis, Rheims, Chalons, Troye,
and Auxerre, declared themselves of his

party. He got possession of Beaumont,
Pontoise, Vernon, Meulant, Montlheri,
towns in the neighbourhood of Paris ; and,

carrying farther his progress towards the

west, he seized Etampes, Chartres, and
other fortresses

;
and was at last able to

deliver the queen, who fled to Troye, and

openly declared against those ministers

who, she said, detained her husband in

captivity.
Meanwhile the partisans of Burgundy

raised a commotion in Paris, which always
inclined to that faction. Lile-Adam, one of

the duke's captains, was received into the

city in the night-time, and headed the in-

surrection of the people, which became so

impetuous that nothing could oppose it.

The person of the king was seized
;
the

dauphin made his escape with difficulty ;

great numbers of the faction of Armagnac
were butchered ;

the count, and many
persons of note, were thrown into prison ;

murders were daily committed from pri-

vate animosity, under pretence of faction
;

and the populace, deeming the course of

public justice too dilatory, broke into the

prisons, and put to death the count of

Armagnac, and all the other nobility who
were there confined.

NEW INVASION OF FRANCE.
1417.

While France was in such furious com
bustion, and was so ill prepared to resist a

foreign enemy, Henry landed in Nor

mandy at the head of twenty-five thousand

men
;
and met with no considerable oppo-

sition from any quarter. He made him-

self master of Falaise ;
Evereux and Caen

submitted to him
;
Pont de I'Arche opened

its gates ; and having subdued all the

lower Normandy, and received a reinforce-

ment of fifteen thousand men from Eng-
land, he fonned the siege of Rouen, which

prived of her lover Orleans
;
and by their opponents

of Bois-bourdon.—Ed.
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pretensions : but the king repUed to him

in such terms as shewed that he was fully

sensible of all his present advantages ;

' Do

you not see,' said he,
'

that God has led

me hither as by the hand ? France has no

sovereign ;
I have just pretensions to that

kingdom ; every thing here is in the ut-

most confusion
;
no one thinks of resisting

me. Can I have a more sensible proof
that the Being, who disposes of empires,

has determined to put the crown of France

upon my head ?
'

But, though Henry had opened his

mind to this scheme of ambition, he still

continued to ncgociate. He made oifers

of peace to both parties ;
to the queen

and duke of Burgundy on the one hand,

who, ha^-ing possession of the king's per-

son, carried the appearance of legal autho-

Irity; and to the dauphin on the other.

|The
terms proposed on all sides were per-

'petually varying; the events of the war,
both parties and the intrii^ucs of the cabinet inter-

mingled with each other ;
and the fate of

France remained long in this uncertainty.
After many negociations, Henry ottered

the queen and the duke of Burgundy to

make peace with them, to espouse the

princess Catharine, and to accept of all the

provinces ceded to Edward HI., by the

treaty of Bretigni, with the addition of

[Normandy, which he was to receive in

jfull and entire sovereignty. These terms

'were submitted to; there remained only
• some circumstances to adjust, in order to

the entire completion of the treaty ;
but

in this interval the duke of Burgundy
secretly finished his treaty with the dau-

phin ;
and these two princes agreed to

the royal authority during king
Charles's lifetime, and to unite their arms

in order to expel foreign enemies.

ASSASSINATION OF THE DUKE OF
BURGUNDY. 1419.

This alhance, which seemed to cut off
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He (the duke) was accompanied by only ten

from Henry all hopes of farther success

proved, in the issue, the most favourable

event that could have happened for his

jiretensions. Wliether the dau])liin and
the duke of Burgundy were ever sincere in

their mutual engagments is uncertain ;
but

very fatal effects resulted from their mo-

mentary and seeming union. The two

princes agreed to an interview, in order to

concert the means of rendering effectual

their common attack on the English ; but,
how both or cither of them could with

safety venture upon this conference, it

seemed ditficult to contrive. The assas-

sination pcrpctiated by the duke of Bur-

gundy, and still more his open avowal of

the deed and defence of the doctrine, tend-

ed to dissolve all the bands of civil society;
and even men of honour might deem it

just, on a favourable opportunity, to re-

taliate upon the autlior. The dulie, there-

fore, who neither dared to give, nor could

pretend to expect any trust, agreed to all

the contrivances for mutual securitv which
were proposed by the ministers of the dau-

phin. The two princes came to Monte-
reau ;

the duke lodged in the castle
; the

dauphin in the town, which was divided

from the castle by the river Yonne ; the

bridge between them was chosen for the

place of interview
; two high rails were

drawn across the bridge ; the gates on
each side were guarded, one by the officers

of the dauphin, the other by those of the

duke ; the princes were to enter into the

intermediate space by the opposite gates,

accompanied each by ten persons, and,
with all these marks of diffidence, to con-

ciliate their mutual friendship.* But it ap-

peared that no precautions are sufficient

where laws have no place, and where all

principles of honour are utterly abandoned.

Tannegui de Chatel, and others of the

dauphin's retainers, had been zealous

partisans of the late duke of Orleans
; and

they determined to seize the opportunity
of revenging on the assassin the murder
of that prince. They no sooner entered

the rails than they drew their swords, and

attacked the duke of Burgundy: his friends

were astonished, and thought not of mak-

persons. ^Tien they passed the first and sorond bar.
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ing any defence ;
and all of them either

shared his fate, or were taken prisoners by
the retinue of the dauphin.
The extreme youth of this prince made

it doubtful whether he had been admitted

into the secret of the conspiracy ; but, as

the deed was committed under his eye, by
his most intimate friends, the blame of the

action fell entirely upon him. The whole

state of affairs was every where changed

by this unexpected incident. The city of

Paris, passionately devoted to the family
of Burgundy, broke out into the highest

fury against the dauphin. The court of

king. Cljarlea. entered from interest into

the sarne .views,; and, as all the ministers

of that monarch . had owed their prefer-
ment to the late duke, and . foresaw their

downfall if the dauphin should recover

possession of his father's person, they were

concerned to prevent, by any means, the

success of his enterprise. .The queen,

persevering in her unnatural animosity

against her son, increased the general

flame, and inspired into the king, as far as

he was susceptible of any sentiment, the

same prejudices by which she herself had

long been actuated., , But, above. all, Philip
count of Charolois, now dulce of Burgundy,
thought himself bound to revenge the

murder of his father, and to prosecute the

assassin to the utmost extremity. And,
in tliis general transport of rage, every

SlVs
'"' consideration of national and family in-

murder. tercst was buricd in oblivion by all

parties.

The king of England had, before the

death of the duke of Burgundy, profited

by the distractions of France, and was

making progress in Normandy. He had
taken Rouen after an obstinate siege ;

His succeS'

sor seeks to

riers it was observed that they were closed and locked

by persons stationed for that purpose. Sir Tanne-

gui de Chatel, who had been instrumental in pro-

moting the conference, now met him ;
and the duke,

tapping him on the shoulder, said,
" This is the man

in whom I put my trust, and moved on towards the

dauphin, who, completely armed, was leaning over

one of the barriers, and who, on seeing the duke,

gave him no sign of affection or courtesy, but re-

proached him for breaking his promise by continuing
the war. The duke had fallen on one knee before
the dauphin, but Sir Robert de Loire, taking him

by tlie right arm, said
;

"
Rise, sir, you are too

jgreat a man to bend." The sword of the duke, while
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he had made himself master of Pontoise

and Gisors
;
he even threatened Paris, and

had obliged the court to remove to Troye ;

and, in the niidst of his successes, he was

agreeably surprised to find his enemies,

instead of combining against him, disposed
to rush into his arms, and to make him
the instrument of their vengeance upon
each other. A league was immediately
concluded at Arras between him and the

duke of Burgundy. This prince, without

stipulating anything for himself, except the

prosecution of his father's murder, and
the marriage of the duke of Bedford with

his sister, was willing to sacrifice the king-
dom to Henry's ambition ;

and he agreed
to every demand made by that monarch.
In order to finish this astonishing treaty,
which was to transfer the crown of France

to a stranger, Henry went to Troye, ac-

companied by his brothers the dukes of

Clarence and Glocester, and was there met

by the duke of Burgundy. The imbe-

cility into which Charles had fallen made
him incapable of seeing anything but

through the eyes of those who attended

him ; as they, on their part, saw every

thing through the medium of their pas
sions. The treaty, being already concerted,
was immediately drawn, and signed, and
ratified ; Henry's will seemed to be a law

throughout the whole negociation ; nothing
was attended to but his advantages.

TREATY OF TROYE. 1420.

The principal articles of the treaty were,
that Henry should espouse the princess
Catharine

;
that king Charles, during his

lifetime, should enjoy the title and dignity
of king of France ; that Henry should be

Henry
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The duke
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him.

Evervtliing
claimed by
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he was kneeling, having got too much behind, he

put his hand to it in order to replace it, when Sir

Robert fiercely exclaimed,
" What ! do you put your

hand on your sword in the presence of the dauphin ?

Sir Tannegui de Chatel then made a sign, sajing,
'•

It is time," and struck the duke in the face with a

small battle-axe, which took off part of his chin.

John then drew his sword to defend himself; but the

blows of the assailants now fell heavy upon him, and
he was stretched on the ground, when Oliver Layet,
assisted by Pierre Frotierre, thrust a sword under his

haubergeon into the lower part of his body."
—Pic-

torial History of France.—Ed.

The treaty
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acknowlediii'd heir of the monarchy, and

be intrusted with the present administra-

tion of the government ; that that kingdom
should pass to his heirs general ; that

France and England should for ever he

united under one king, but should still

retain their several usages, customs, and

privileges ;
that all the princes, peers, vas-

sals, and communities, of France should

swear that they would both adhere to the

future succession ol' Henry, and pay him

present obedience as regent ; that this

prince should unite his arms to those of

king Charles and the duke of Burgundy,
in order to subdue the adlierents of Chiu'les,

the pretended dauphin ;
and that these

three princes should make no peace or

truce with him but by common consent

and agreement.
Such was the tenor of this famous treaty ;

a treaty which, as nothing but the most

violent animosity could dictate it, so no-

thing but the power of the sword could

carry into execution. It is hard to say
whether its consequences,, had it taken

eftect, would have proved more pernicious
to England or to France. It must have

reduced the former kingdom to the rank

of a province : it would have entirely dis-

jointed the succession of the latter, and

have brought on the destruction of every
descendant of the royal family. There

was a palpable deficiency in Henry's claim,

wliich no art could palliate : for, besides

the insuperable objections to which Ed-

ward Ill's pretensions were exposed, he

was not heir to that monarch. If female

succession were admitted, the right had

devolved on the house of Mortimer. It

could not possibly be pretended that the

crown of France was become an appen-

dage to that of England ;
and that a prince,

who by any means got possession of the

latter, was, without farther question, enti-

tled to the former. So that, it must be

allowed, that Henrv's claim to France was,

* Tlie marriage was performed in the church of

St. John at Troye, on the 2nJ of June, 1420. The

archbishop of Sens, who officiated, afterwards attended

to bless the nuptial bed
; and, wishing to conform to

the ancient customs of France, Henry allowed,

through the night, the intrusion of numbers of per-
sons into his bedchamber, who were the bearers of

VOL. I. 5 z

if possible, still more imintelligible than
the title by which his father had mounted
the throne of England.

MARRIAGE OF THE KING.

Bit, though all these considerations were
overlooked amidst tlie hurry of passion by
which the courts of France and Burgundy
were actuated, they would necessarily re-

vive during times of more tranquillity; and
it behoved^Henry to push his present ad-

vantages, and allow men no leisure for

r/eason or reflection^ In a few days after

he esjjoused the princess Catharine ;* he
carried his father-in-law to Paris, and

put himself in possession of that capital ,

he obtained from the parliament and the

three estates, a ratification of the treaty ol

Troye; he supported tlie duke of Burgundy
in procuring a senteiKie against the mur-
derers of his father

;
and he immediately

turned his arms with success against the

adherents of the dauphin, who, as soon as

he heard of the treaty of Troye, took on
him the style and authority of regent, and

appealed to -God and his sword for the

maintenance of his title.

The first place that Henry subdued was

Sens, which opened its gates after a slight

resistance. With the same facility he

made himself master of Montereau.f The
defence of Melun was more obstinate ; Bar-

bason the governor held out for the space
of four months against the besiegers, and
it was famine alone which obliged him to

capitulate. Henr* stipulated to spare the

lives of all the garrison, except such as

were accomplices in the murder of the

duke of Burgundy ; and, as Barbason him-

self was suspected to be of the number,
his punishment was demanded by Philip :

but the king had the generosity to inter-

cede for him, and to prevent his execution.

The necessity of providing supplies, both

of men and money, obhged Henry to go

wine and soups for the refreshment of the royal

pair.
—Ed.

t After the tower was taken,
" the Castle held

out, and during the siege thereof King Henry
created an officer of arms to be King of Heralds over

the Englishmen, and entitled him Garter whom he

had formerly sent with offers of mercy to the Castle,
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over to England ;
and he left the duke of

Exeter, his uncle, governor of Paris dur-

ing his absence. The authority wliich

naturally attends success procured from

the English parliament a subsidy of a fif-

teenth : but, if we may judge by the scan-

tiness of the supply, the nation was nowise

sanguine on their king's victories ; and,

in proportion as the prospect of their

union with France became nearer, they

began to open their eyes, and to see the

dangerous consequences with which that

event must necessarily be attended. It

was fortunate for Henry that he had other

resources besides pecuniary supplies from

his native subjects. The provinces which

he had conquered maintained his troops ;

and the hopes of farther advantages allured

to his standard all men of ambitious spirits

in England, who desired to signalize them-

selves by arms. He levied a new army of

twenty-four thousand archers and four

thousand horsemen, and marched them to

Dover, the place of rendezvous. Every-

thing had remained in tranquillity at

Paris under the duke of Exeter ; but there

had happened, in another quarter of the

kingdom, a mist'ortune which hastened the

embarkation.

The detention of the young king of Scots

in England had hitherto proved advanta-

geous to Henry: and, by keeping the

regent in awe, had preserved, during the

whole course of the French war, the

northern frontier in tranquillity. But,
when intelliirence arrived in Scotland of

tlie progress made by Henry, and the near

prospect of his succession to the crown of

France, the nation was alarmed, and fore-

saw their ow^n inevitable ruin, if the sub-

ijection of their ally left them to combat

but was by the Captiiin thereof reproachfully up-
braided, for punishment of which presumption a

Gibbet was erected, and, in view of Monsieur

Guitry the Castle Captain, twelve of his friends

we.e executed ; whereupon the Castilions treated
for peace, but the King in eight days together would
not vouchsafe a Parly ; so that after they had borne
a six weeks' siege they were inforced, with saving
of their lives simply, to yield.''

— Da/iW. At Mon-
teret-u the duke of Burgu idy vi>i;ed the church
in which his father had been b tried. He causet: the

mang'.ed remains to be exhumed, and found the

corpse half naked. None of the jewels he had worn
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alone a victorious enemy, who was already
so much superior in power and riches.

The regent, though he declined an open
rupture with England, permitted a body
of seven thousand Scots, under the earl of

Buchan, his second son, to be transported
into France for the service of the dauphin.
To render this aid ineffectual, Henry had,
in his former expedition, carried over the

king of Scots, whom he obliged to send
orders to his countrymen to leave the

French service ; but the Scottish general

replied that he would obey no commands
which came from a king in captivity.
These troops, therefore, continued still to

act under the earl of Buchan, and w^ere

employed by the dauphin to oppose the

progress of the duke of Clarence in Anjou.
The two armies encountered at Bauge.
The English were defeated ; the duke
himself was slain by Sir Allan Swinton,
a Scotch knight, who commanded a com-

pany of men-at-arms
;

and the earls of

Somerset,* Dorset, and Huntingdon, were
taken prisoners. This was the first action

that turned the tide of success against the

English ;
and the dauphin, that he might

both attach the Scotch to his service, and

reward the valour and good conduct of the

earl of Buchan, honoured that nobleman
with the office of constable.

But the arrival of the king of England
was more than sufficient to repair this loss.

Henry was received at Paris with great

expressions of joy ;
and he immediately

conducted his army to Chartres, which
had long been besieged by the dauphin.
That prince raised the siege on the

approach of the English ; and retired with

his army. Henry made himself master of

Dreux without a blow. He laid siese to

The regent
clandes-

tiiiely.as-
sists the

French.

were found about him
;
but his breviary was there.

The body was ordered to be removed to Dijon , that

it might be placed in tlie family tomb. The earl of

Warwick was appointed to " examine by poll
"

all

prisoners, in order to discover the persons who
had been concerned in the murder of the duke.|
—Ed.

* His name was John, and he was afterwards

created duke of Somerset He was grandson of

John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster. The earl of

Dorset was brother to Somerset, and succeeded him
in that title.
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Meaux at the solicitation of the Parisians,

who were much incommoded by the gar-
rison of that place. This enterprise em-

ployed the English arms daring the space
of eight months. The bastard of Vaurus,

governor of Meaux, distinguished himself

bv an obstinate defence ;
but was at last

obliged to surrender at discretion. The

cruelty of this officer was equal to his

bravery ;
he was accustomed to hang,

without distinction, all the English and

Burgundians who tell into his hands ; and

Henry, in revenge of his barbarity, ordered

him immediately to be hanged on the

same tree which he had made the instru-

ment of his inhuman executions.

This success was followed by the snr-

render of many other places in the

neighbourhood of Paris, which held for

the dauphin ;
that prince was chased

beyond the Loire, and he almost totally

abandoned all the northern provinces ;
he

was even pursued into the south by the

united arms of the English and Burgun-
dians. Notwithstanding the bravery and

fidelity of his caj)tains, he found it neces-

sary to avoid all hazardous actions, with a

rival who had gained so much the ascendant

over him. And, to crown all the other pros-

perities of Henry, his queen was delivered of
""''" ^ a son, who was called bv his father's name,

and whose birth was celebrated by rejoi-

cings no less pompous and no less sincere

at Paris than at London. The infant prince
seemed to be universally regarded as the

future heir of both monarchies.

DEATH AND CHARACTER OF THE
KING. 1422.
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But the glory of Henry, when it had

nearly reached the summit, was stopped
short. He was seized with a fistula, a

malady which the surgeons had not skill

enough to cure ; and he was sensible that

his distemper was mortal, and that his end

was approaching. He sent for his bro-

ther the duke of Bedford, the earl of War-

Thedukeof wick, and a few noblemen more, whom he
Beafordanj jj^d hoiioured with his friendship ;

and he

•ummoned delivered to them, m great tran(|uulity, lus

bed
*"

last will wiili regard to the government of

'his kingdom and family. He entreated

them to continue towards his infant son,
the same fidehty and attachment which

they had always professed to himself

during his lifetime. He expressed his in-

difference on the approach of death
; and,

though he regretted that he nmst leave

unfinished a work so happily begun, he
declared himself confident that the final

acquisition of France woidd be the effect

of their prudence and valour. He left the

regency of that kingdom to his elder bro-
ther the duke of Bedford; that of England,
to his younger, the duke of Glocester

;

and the care of his son's person to the
earl of Warwick. He recommended to all

of them a great attention to maintain
the friendship of the duke of Burgundy ;

and advised them never to give liberty to

the French princes taken at Azincour till

his son were of age, and could himself

hold the reins of government. And he

conjured them, if the success of their arms
should not enable them to place young
Henry on the throne of France, never to

make peace with that kingdom, unless the

enemy, by the cession of Normandy and
its annexation to the crown of England,
made compensation for all the hazard and

expense of his enterprise.
He next applied himself to his devotions,

and ordered his chaplain to recite the

seven penitential psalms. \Vhen that

passage of the fifty-first psalm was read,
' build thou the walls of Jerusalem,' he

interrupted the chaplain, and declared his

serious intention, after he should have

fullv subdued France, to conduct a crusade

against the infidels, and recover j)ossession

of the holy land. So ingenious are men in

deceiving themselves, that Henry forgot,

in those moments, all the blood spilt by
his ambition

;
and received comfort from

this late and feeble resolve. He expired
the thirty-first of August, in the thirty-

fourth year of his age, and the tenth of his

reign.
This prince possessed many eminent

virtues ; and, if we give indulgence to am-
bition in a monarch, or rank it among his

virtues, they were unstained by any con-

siderable blemish. His abilities aj)peared

equally in the cabinet and the field
;

the

boldness of his enterprises was no less re-
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markable than his personal valour in con-

ducting them. He had the talent of at-

taching his friends by affability, and of

gaining his enemies by address and cle-

mency. The English, dazzled by the

lustre of his character still more than by
that of his victories, were reconciled to the

defects in his title ; the French almost

forgot that he was an enemy ;
and his ,

care of maintaining justice in his civil ad-

ministration, and preserving discipline ia

his armies, made some amends to both

nations for tlve calamities inseparable from

those wars in which his short reign was

almost entirely occupied. That he could

forgive the earl of Marche, who had a

better title to the crown than himself, is a

sure indication of his magnanimity ;
and

that the earl relied so entirely on his friend-

ship is no less a proof of his established

character for candour and sincerity^ There

remain in history few instances of such

mutual trust, and still fewer where neither

party found reason to repent it. «

The exterior figure of tliis great prince,
as well as his deportment, was engaging.
His stature was somewhat above the mid-

dle size
;

his countenance beautiful
;

his

limbs genteel and slender, but full of

lur
;
and he excelled in all warlike and

manly exercises. He left by his queen,
Catharine of France, only one son, not full

nine months old.*

In less than two months after Henry's
death Charles VI. of France, his father-

in-law, terminated his unhappy life. He
had, for several years, possessed only the

appearance of royal authority ; yet was
this mere appearance of considerable ad-

vantage to the English ;
and divided the

duty and affections of the Fi-ench between

them and the dauphin. That prince was

proclaimed and crowned king of France at

Poictiers by the name of Charles VII.

•' His body was brought to England and buried

it Westminster, near the shrine of King Edward
the Confessor, with more pomp and ceremony than
had been usual for the two centuries preceding.' His body was embaumed and closed in lede, and
laid in a cliaret royal rychely apparelled with cloth

of golde ; upon the corps was layde a representaiyon
of his person, adorned with robes, diademe, septre,
and bal, like a kyng ; the which charet was drawn
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Rheims, the place where the ceremony is

usually performed, was at that time in the

bauds of his enemies.

Catharine of France, Henry's widow,
married, soon after his death, a Welsh

gentleman. Sir Owen Tudor, said to be

descended from the ancient princes of that

country. She bore him two sons, Edmund
and Jasper ;

of whom the eldest was
created earl of Richmond, the second earl

of Pembroke. The family of Tudor, first

raised to distinction by this alliance,

mounted afterwards the throne of England.

MISCELLANEOUS TRANSACTIONS

The long schism, which had divided the

Latin church for near forty years, was

finally terminated in this reign by the

council of Constance ; which deposed the

pope, John XXIII, for his crimes, and
elected Martin V. in his place, who was

acknowledged by almost all Europe. This

great and unusual act of authority in the

council gave the Roman pontiffs ever after

a mortal antipathy to those assemblies.

The jealousy which had long prevailed in

most European countries, between the civil

aristocracy and monarchy, now also took

place between these powers in the eccle-

siastical body. But the great separation
of the bisliops in the several states, and
the difficulty of assembling them, gave the

pope a mighty advantage, and made it

more easy for him to centre all the powers
of the hierarchy in his own person. The

cruelty and treachery which attended the

punishment of John Huss and Jerome of

Prague, the unhappy disciples of Wick,

liffe, (who, in violation of a safe conduct

were burned alive for their errors by the

council of Constance) prove that tolera-

tion is none of the virtues of priests in any
form of ecclesiastical government. But,

with syx horses richly trapped, with several armes
the first wyth the ai-mes of St. George, the ii with
the armes of Normandy, the iii with the armes of

England, the iiii with the armes of S. Edward, the

fyfth with the armes of France onely, and the syxt
with the armes of England and France. On this

charet gaue attendance James Kyng of Scottes, the

principal mourner."—Hall. ,
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as the En2;lish nation luid little or no con-

cern in tiiese great transactions, we are

the more concise in relating them.

The first commission of array which we

meet with was issned in this reign. The

military part of the feudal system, which

was the most essential circvnnstance of it,

was entirely dissolved, and could no longer

serve for the defence of the kingdom.

Henry, therefore, when he went to France

in 141.5, empowered certain commissioners

to take, in each county, a review of all the

freemen able to bear arms, to divide them

into companies, and to keep them in readi-

ness for resisting an enemy. This was the

era when the feudal militia in England

gave place to one which was perhaps still

less orderly and regular.
We have an authentic and exact account

of the ordinary revenue of the crown

during this reign ;
and it amounts only to

fifty-five thousand seven hundred and

fourteen pounds ten shillings and ten

pence a year. This is nearly the same

with the revenue of Henry III. The ordi-

nary expense of the government amounted

to forty-two thousand five hundred and

seven pounds sixteen shillings and ten

pence ;
so that the king had a surplus

only of thirteen thousand two hundred

and six pounds fourteen shillings for the

support of his household, for his wardrobe,

for the expense of embassies, and other

articles. This sum was nowise sufficient ;

he was, therefore, obliged to have frequent
recourse to parliamentary supplies ;

and

was thus, even in time of peace, not

altogether independent of his people. But
Kvars were attended with a great expense ;

land the sovereign was always reduced to

raanv miserable shifts, in order to make
1

*

j.weis. any tolerable figure in them. He com-
r.wn monly borrowed money from all quarters;
J.^cre be pawned his jewels, and sometimes the
P**" crown itself; he ran in arrears to his

army ; and he was often obliged, notwith-

standing all these expedients, to stop in

the midst of bis career of victory, and to

jgrant
truces to the enemy. The high pay

* It appears from many passages of RjTner that
the king paid 20 marks a year for an archer,
which is a good deal above sixpence a day. The
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which was given to soldiers agreed very ill

with this low income. All the extraor

dinary supplies granted by parliament to

Henry during the course of his reign
were only seven tenths and fifteenths,

about two hundred and three thousand

pounds. It is easy to compute how soon
this money must be exhausted by armies
of twenty-four thousand archers and six

thousand horse, when each archer had

sixpence a day, and each horseman two

shillings.* The most sjjlendid successes

proved commonly fruitless when supported
by so poor a revenue

;
and the debts and

difficulties which the king thereby in-

curred made him pay dear for his victories.

Henry, till within a year of his death,
owed debts which he had contracted when

prince of Wales. It was in vajn that the

parliament pretended to restrain him from

arbitrary practices when he was reduced to

such necessities. Though the right of

levying purvej'ance, for instance, had been

expressly guarded against by the Great

Charter itself, and was fre(iuently com-

plained of by the commons, it was found

absolutely impracticable to abolish it ; and

the parliament at length, submitting to it

as a legal jjrerogative, contented them-

selves with enacting laws to limit and

confine it. The duke of Glocester, in the

reign of Richard II., possessed a revenue

of sixty thousand crowns (about thirty
thousand pounds a year of our present

money), as we learn from Froissard, and

was consequently richer than the king
himself, if all circumstances be duly con-

sidered.

It is remarkable that the city of Calais

alone was an annual expense to the crown

of nineteen thousand one hundred and

nineteen pounds ; that is, above a third of

the common charge of the government in

time of peace. This fortress was of no

use to the defence of England, and only

gave that kingdom an inlet to annoy
France. Ireland cost two thousand pounds
a year over and above its own revenue,
which was certainly very low. Every

]irice had risen, as is natural, by raising the denomi-
nation of money.
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thing conspires to give us a mean idea of

the state of Europe in those ages.

From the most early times, till the

reign of Edward III., the denomination of

money had never been altered: apound ster-

ling was still a pound troy ;
that iSj about

three pounds of our present money. That

conqueror was the first that innovated in

this important article. In the twentieth

of his reign he coined twenty-two shillings

from a pound troy ; in his twenty-seventh

year he coined twenty-five shillings. But

Henry V., who was also a conqueror,
raised still farther the denomination, and

coined thirty sliillings from a pound troy ;

his revenue, therefore, must have been

about one hundred and ten thousand

pounds of our present money ; and, by
the cheapness of provisions, was equivalent
to above three hundred and thirty thou-

sand pounds.
None of the princes of the house of

Lancaster ventured to impose taxes with-

out consent of parliament ;
their doubt-

tul or bad title became so far of advantage
to tlie constitution. The rule was then

fixed,* and could not safely be broken

afterwai'ds, even by more absolute princes.

* To the church, besides giving up the Lollards

to their vengeance, Hem-y thought it politic to be

liberal. One establishment which he formed, as we
have it on the authority of Walsingham and others,

deserves to be noticed. It appears that,
"

at Shene,
now Richmond, he founded three monasteries, A.D.
1414

; one of Carthusians, another of Caelestine

monks; the third, named Sion, was for religious men
and women of St. Bridget's order. It was to con-

sist of sixty nuns, of which one was to be the

abbess; and of five-and-twenty friars. They were

strictly enjoined to pray daily for the life and
health of the kin,- while he lived, and for his soul

fter his deatli ; and for the souls of Henry IV.,
Queen M;iry, John duke of Lancaster, and Blanche
his wife, and for all others his royal relations, and for

all Christians deceased. This abbey was endowed
with many acres of land, in the king's manor of

Isleworth, in the parish of Twickenham in Mid-
dlesex. There was also a yearly allowance of a

thousand marks paid out of the exchequer. In this

abbey were two convents, one for the nuns, the

other for the friars, in which they were separately
enclosed, and were bound not to leave them without

special license from the pope. They had one com
mon chapel in which they assembled ;

the nuns in

the upper part, and the monies below. They were

obliged to wear woollen only, to have no property
in anything, and were not so much as to toucli

money. When, by donations, they had obtained a
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GOVERNMENT DURING THE MINORITY.—
STATE OF FRANCE. MILITARY OPERA-

TIONS. BATTLE OF VERNEUIL. SIEGE

OF ORLEANS. THE MAID OF ORLEANS.
THE SIEGE OF ORLEANS RAISED. THE
KING OF FRANCE CROWNED AT RHEIMS.

PRUDENCE OF THE DUKE OF BEDFORD.
— EXECUTION OF THE MAID OF OR-

LEANS. DEFECTION OF THE DUKE OF

BURGUNDY. DEATH OF THE DUKE OF

BEDFORD. DECLINE OF THE ENGLISH

IN FRANCE. TRUCE WITH FRANCE.

MARRIAGE OF THE KING WITH MARGA-
RET OF ANJOU. MURDER OF THE DUKE
OF GLOCESTER. STATE OF FRANCE, AND
RENEWAL OF THE WAR THE ENGLISH

EXPELLED FRANCE.

GOVERNMENT DURING THE
MINORITY. 1422.

During the reigns of the Lancastrian

princes the authority of parliament seems

tohave been more confirmed, and the privi.

sufficient maintenance, they were to accept no more.

An account of their yearly incrme was to be rendered

every All Saints' day, and what was more than

necessary to keep tliem was to be distributed to the

poor. This establishment was found at the disso-

lution to be endowed with £1731. 8s. 4d.—Ed."

f Henry the sixth at the death of his father was
a child. A parliament was summoned in his name,
and opened by the duke of Glocesttr, his uncle,

under the authority of a commission, to which the

great seal had been affixed by the bishop of Durham,
who had been chancellor to the late king, and had
delivered the seal to the infant king, and taken it

back from him, in the presence of the duke of Glo-

cester and other lords. The bishop, with their

authority, then issued the writs for summoning the

parliament, and other usual writs, and sealed the

commission for opening the parliament. These pro

ceedings were approved by tlie lords and commons
in parliament ;

and the parliament proceeded to au

thorise, by its act, the appointment of the duke of

Bedford, whilst in England, protector and principal
counsellor of the king ;

and the duke of Glocester to

execute the same functions in the absence of the

duke of Bedford ;
and a council, consisting of the

duke of Glocester and several bishops, dukes, earls,

and barons, was appointed to assist in the govern-
ment.—Reports of the Lords' Committees on the

peerage.
—Ed.
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lei^es of the people more reirarded, than

','f the during any former period ;
and the two pre-

'

''i^", ceding kings, though men of great spirit and

abilities, abstained from such exertions of

prerogative as even weak princes, whose
title was undisputed, were tempted to

tiiink they might venture upon with im-

punity. The long minority of which there

was now the prosi)ect encouraged still

farther the lords and commons to extend

their influence
;
and they assumed the

power of giving a new arrangement to the

whole administration. They declined

altogether the name of regent with regard
to England ; they appointed the duke of

Bedford protector or guardian, a title

which they supposed to imply less autho-

rity ; they invested the duke of Glocester

with the same dignity during the absence

of his elder brother ; and, to limit the

power of both ])rinces, they appointed a

council, without whose approbation no
measure of importance could be deter-

mined. The person and education of the

infant prince was committed to Henry
Beaufort, bishop of Winchester, hi§ great
uncle, and the legitimated son of John of

Gaunt, duke of Lancaster
;
a prelate, who,

as his family could never have any preten-
sions to the crown, might safely, they

thought, be intrusted with that important

charge. Tiie two princes, the dukes ot

Bedford and Glocester, who seemed in-

jured by this plan of government, being

persons of great integrity and honour,

acquiesced in any appointment which
tended to give security to the public ;

and
avoided every dispute which might throw
an obstacle in the way of foreign con-

(juests.

STATE OF FRANCE.
When the state of affairs between the

Enghsh and French kings was considered

with a superficial eye, even,' advantage
seemed to be on the side of the former

;

and the total expulsion of Charles appeared
to be an event whicii might naturally be

expected from the superior power of his

competitor. Though Henry was yet in

his infancy, the administration was de-

volved on the duke of Bedford, the most

accomplished prince of his age ;
whose

and gene-

ligh office.

I rhe infant

'tinffis

: I uti-

','.'.
.f

.\ uchcstiT

l.lcd

experience, jirudence, valour

rosity, c|ualifitil hiiu for his

Tiie wiiole power of England was at his

command
;
he was at the head of armies

inured to victory ;
he was seconded by the

most renowned generals of the age, the
earls of Somerset, Warwick, Salisbury,
Suffolk, and Arundel, Sir John Talbot,
and Sir John Fastolffe

; and, besides Gui-

enne, the ancient inheritance of England,
he was master of the capital, and of

almost all the northern provinces, which
were well enabled to furnish him with

supplies both of men and money, and to

assist and support his English forces.

But Charles, notwithstanding the present

inferiority of his power, possessed some

advantages, derived partly from his situa-

tion, partly from his personal character.

He was the undoubted heir of the monr.r

chy : all Frenchmen, who desired the in

dependence of their country, turned their

ej^es towards him : the exclusion given him

by the imbecility of his father, and the

forced or precipitate consent of the states,

had plainly no validity : that spirit of fac-

tion, which had blinded the jH'ople, could

not long hold them in so gross a delu.-^ion :

their national and inveterate hatred against
the English, the authors of all their cala-

mities, must soon revive, and insjiire them
with indignation at bending their necks

under the yoke of that hostile people :

great nobles and princes, accustomed to

maintain an independence against their

native sovereigns, would never endure a

subjection to strangers : and, though most
of the princes of the blood were, since the

fatal battle of Azincour, detained prisoners
in Enuland, the inhabitants of their de

mcsnes, their friends, their vassals, all de

ciared a zealous attachment to the king,
and exerted themselves in resisting foreign
invaders.

Charles, though only in his twentieth

year, was of a character well calculated to

become the object of these benevolent sen-

timents ; and, perhaps, from the favour

which naturally attends youth, was the

more likely, on account of his tender age,
to acquire the good-will of his native sub-

jects. He was a prince of the most be-

nign disposition, of easy and familiar man-
4i)o
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ners, and of a just and sound, though not

a very vigorous, understanding. Sincere,

generous, affable, he engaged, from affec-

tion, the services of his followers, even

while his low fortunes might make it their

interest to deseit him
;
and the lenity of

his temper could pardon in them those

sallies of discontent to which princes in

his situation are so frequently exposed.
The love of pleasure often seduced him
into indolence ; but, amidst all his irregu-

larities, the goodness of his heart still shone

forth; and, by exerting at intervals his

courage and activity, he proved that his

general remissness proceeded not from the

want either of a just spiiit of ambition or

of personal valour.

Though the virtues of this amiable

prince lay some time in obscurity, the

duke of Bedford knew that his title alone

made him formidable, and that every

foreign assistance would be requisite ere an

English regent could hope to complete the

conquest of France. The chief circum-

stance, which had procured to the English
all their present advantages, was the re-

sentment of the duke of Burgundy against
Charles

; and, as that pi-ince seemed intent

rather on gratifying his passion than con-

sulting his interests, it was the more easy
for the regent, by demonstrations of re-

spect and confidence, to retain him in the

alliance of England. He bent, therefore,
all his endeavours to that purpose ; he

gave the duke every proof of friendship
and regard ; he even offered him the re-

gency of France, which Philip declined
;

and, that he might corroborate national

connexions by private ties, he concluded

his own marriage with the princess of

Burgundy, which had been stipulated by
the treaty of Anas.

Being sensible that, next to the alliance

of Burgundy, the friendship of the duke of

Brittany was of the greatest importance
towards forwarding the English conquests ;

he was very intent on strengthening him-
self also from that quarter. The duke of

Brittany, having received many just rea-

sons of displeasure from the ministers of

Charles, had already acceded to the treaty

ofTroye, and had, with other vassals of

the crown, done homage to Henry V. in
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quality of heir to the kingdom ; but as the

regent knew that the duke was much go-
verned by his brother the count of Riche-

mont, he endeavoured to fix his friendship,

by paying court and doing services to this

haughty and ambitious prince.

Arthur, count of Richemont, had been

taken prisoner at the battle of Azincour
;

had been treated with great indulgence by
the late king ;

and permitted, on his pa-

role, to take a journey into Brittany, where

the state of affairs required his presence.
The death of that victorious monarch hap
pened before Richemont's return

;
and this

prince pretended that, as his word was

given personally to Henry V., he was not

bound to fulfil it towards his son and

successor: a chicane which the regent, as

he could not force him to compliance,
deemed it prudent to overlook. An inter-

view was settled at Amiens between the

dukes of Bedford, Burgundy, and Brittany,
at which the count of Richemont was also

present The alliance was renewed be-

tween these princes ;
and the regent per-

suaded Phihp to give in marriage to

Richemont his eldest sister, widow of the

deceased dauphin Lewis, the elder brother

of Charles. Thus Arthur was connected

both with the regent and the duke of Bur-

gundy, and seemed engaged by interest to

prosecute the same object in forwarding
the success of the English arms.

While the vigilance of the duke of Bed-

ford was employed in gaining or confirm-

ing these allies, he did not overlook the

state of remote countries. The duke of

Albany, regent of Scotland, had died
;
and

his power had devolved on Murdac his

son, a prince of a weak understanding and

indolent disposition ; who was not even

able to maintain authority in his own

family, or restrain the petulance and inso

lence of his sons. The ardour of the Scots

to serve in France, where Charles treated

them with great honour and distinction,

and where the regent's brother enjoyed
the dignity of constable, broke out afi'esh

under this feeble administration : new suc-

cours filled the armies of the French king :

the earl of Douglas conducted a reinforce-

ment of five thousand men : and it was

justly to be dreaded that the Scots, by
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commencins; open hostilities in the north,

would occasion a diversion still more con-

siderable of the English power, and would
ease Charles, in part, of that load by which

he was at present oppressed. The duke ol"

Bedford, therefore, persuaded the Enijlish

council to form an alliance with James
their prisoner ;

to free that prince from

his lonir cajjtivity ;
and to connect him

with England, by marrying him to a

daugliter of the earl of Somerset, and

cousin of the vonng king. As the Scottish

regent, tired of his present dignity, was

now become entirely sincere in his appli-
cation for James's liberty, the treaty was

soon concluded
;
a ransom of forty thou-

sand pounds was stipulated ;
and the king

*'m(fu of Scots was soon restored to the throne
'""

of his ancestors, and proved, in his short

reign, one of the most illustrious princes
that had ever governed that kingdom. He
was murdered, in 1437, by his traitorous

kinsman the earl of Athole. His affec-

tions inclined to France
;
but the English

had never reason to complain of any breach

of the neutrality by Scotland.

MILITARY OPERATIONS. 1423.

lutiTiy.

Oie duke
.1" BoJford

; .irca to

II tht:

i/>tthe

But the regent was not so much em-

ployed in these political negociations as to

neglect the operations of war, from which

alone he could hope to succeed in expel-

ling the French monarch. Though the

chief seat of Charles's pow'er lay in the

southern provinces beyond the Loire, his

partisans were possessed of some fortresses

in the northern, and even in the neigh-
bourhood of Paris ;

and it behoved the

duke of Bedford to clear these countries

from the enemy, before he could think of

attempting more distant conquests. The
castle of Dorsoy was taken after a siege of

six weeks
;
that of Noyelle and the town

of Rue in Picardy underwent the same
fate

;
Pont sur Seine, Vertus, Montaigu,

were subjected by the English arms ;
and

a more considerable advantage was soon

'^'7 after sained bv the united forces of Eng-
nimencca land aud Burgimdy. .John btuart, con-

istable of Scotland, and the lord of Estissac,

jhad
formed the siege of Crevant in Bur-

gundy ;
the earls of Salisbury and Suffolk,
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with the count of Toulongeon, were sent

to its relief; a fierce and well disputed
action ensued ; the Scots and French were

defeated
; the constable of Scotland, and

le count 01 \ entadour. were taken pri-| we ofSi,a

soners ; and above a thousand men, among
I whom was Sir William Hamilton, were

I
left on the field. The taking of Gaillon

upon the Seine, and of la Cliarite upon the

Loire, followed
; and, as this latter place

opened an entrance into the southern pro-

vinces, the ac([uisition appeared of the

greater importance to the duke of Bedlorci,

and seemed to promise a successful issue

to the war.

The more Charles was threatened with

an invasion in those provinces which ad-

hered to him, the more necessary it be-

came that he should retain possession of

ever}"^
fortress which he still held within

the quarters of the enemy. The duke of

Bedford had besieged in pc rson, during the bc^ieee-iby

space of three months, the town of Yvri

in Normandy ;
the brave governor was

obliged to capitulate ;
and he agreed to

surrender the town if, before a certain

term, no relief arrived. Charles deter-

mined to make an attempt for saving the

place. He collected an army of four-

teen thousand men, of whom one half

were Scots ;
and he sent them thither

under the command of the earl of Buchan,
constable of France ;

who was attended

by the earl of Douglas, his countryman,
the duke of Alen9on, the mareschal de ia

Fayette, the count of Aumale, and the

viscount Narbonne. When the constable

arrived within a few leagues of Yvri, he

found that the place was already surren-

dered. He immediately turned to the left,

and sat down before Verneuil, which the

inhabitants, in spite of the garrison, de-

livered up to him. Buchan might now

have returned, with the glory of niakinu

an acquisition no less important than the

place which he was sent to relieve ; but,

hearing of Bedford's approach, he called

a council of war, in order to deliberate

concerning the conduct which he should

hold in this emergence. The wiser part

of the council declared for a retreat ;
and

represented that all the past misfortunes of

the French had proceeded from their
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rasliness in giving battle
-,

that every
reason invited him to embrace cautious

measures, and give leisure for discord to

arise among the king's enemies, who, being
united by no common band of interest or

motive of alliance, could not long per-
severe in their animosity. All these pru-
dential considerations were overborne by a

vain point of honour, not to turn their

backs to the enemy ; and they resolved to

await the arrival of the duke of Bedford.

BATTLE OF VERNEUIL. 1424.

The numbers were nearly equal in this

action
; and, as the long continuance of

war had introduced disciphne, the battle

was fierce, and well disputed. The con-

stable drew up his forces under the walls

of Verneuil, and resolved to abide the

attack of the enemy : but the impatience
of the viscount of Narbonne, who ad-

vanced precipitately, and obliged the whole
line to follow him, was the cause of the

misfortune which ensued. The English
archers, fixing their palisadoes before them,

according to their usual custom, sent a

volley of arrows amidst the thickest of the

French army ; and, though beaten from
their ground, and obliged to take shelter

among the baggage, they soon rallied, and
continued to do great execution upon the

enemy. The duke of Bedford, meanwhile,
at the head of the men at arms, broke

their ranks, chased them off the field, and
rendered the victory complete. The con-

stable himself perished in battle, as well as

the earl of Douglas and his son, the counts

of Aumale, Tonnerre, and Ventadour, with

many other considerable nobiUty. The
duke of AlenQon, the mareschal de la

Fayette, the lords of Gaucour and Mor-

temar, were taken prisoners. There fell

about four thousand of the French, and

sixteen hundred of the English ; a loss

esteemed at that time so unusual on the

side of the victors, that the duke of Bed-
ford forbad all rejoicings for his success.

Verneuil was surrendered next day by
capitulation.

The condition of the king of France now
appeared almost desperate. He had lost

the flower of his army and the bravest of
466

his nobles in this fatal action : he had no

resource either for recruitins; or subsistinir

his troops : he wanted money even for his

personal subsistence
; and, though all pa-

rade of a court was banished, it was with

difficulty he could keep a table, supplied
with the plainest necessaries, for himself

and his few followers : every day brought
him intelligence of some loss or misfor-

tune : towns, which were bravely defended,
were obliged at last to surrender for want
of relief or supply : he saw his partisans
chased from all the provinces which lav

north of the Loire : and he expected soon
to lose all the territories of which he had
hitherto continued master

; when an inci-

dent happened which saved him, and lost

the Enghsh such an opportunity for com-

pleting their conquests as they never were
able to recal.

Jaqueline, countess of Hainault and

Holland, and heir of these provinces, had

espoused John duke of Brabant, cousin-

german to the duke of Burgundy ; but,

having made this choice from the usual

motives of princes, she soon found reason

to repent of the unequal alliance. She
was a princess of a masculine spirit and
uncommon understanding ;

the duke of

Brabant was of a sickly complexion and
weak mind ; she was in the vigour of her

age ; he had only reached his fifteenth

year : these causes had inspired her w^th

such contempt for her husband, which
soon proceeded to antipathy, that she de

termined to dissolve a marriage, where, it

is probable, nothing but the ceremony had
as yet intervened. The court of Rome
was commonly very open to applications
of this nature, when seconded by power
and money ; but, as the princess foresaw

great opposition from her husband's re-

lations, she made her escape into England,
and threw herself under the protection of

the duke of Glocester. That prince, with

many noble qualities, had the defect of

being governed by vehement passions ;

and he was rashly induced, as well by the

charms of the countess herself, as by the

prospect of possessing her rich inheritance,

to offer himself to her as a husband. AVith-

out waiting for a papal dispensation, withoutj

endeavourins; to reconcile the duke ofi
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Biira;undy to the measure, he entered into

a contract of marriage with Jaqueline, and

immediately attempted to put himself in

possession of her dominions. Philip re-

sented the injury done to the duke of

Brabant, his near relation ;
he dreaded to

have t!ie Engli.sh established on all sides

of him ; and he foresaw the consequences
which must attend the extensive and un-

controuled dominion of that nation, if be-

fore the full settlement of their power

they in>;ulted and injured an ally, to whom

they had already been so much indebted,

and who was still so necessary. He en-

couraged, therefore, the duke of Brabant

to make resistance ;
he engaged many of

Jaqueline's subjects to adhere to that

prince ; he himself marched troops to his

support : and as the duke of Glocester still

persevered, a sharp war was suddenly kin-

dled in the Low Countries. The quarrel
soon became personal as well as political.

The English prince wrote to the duke of

Burgundy, complaining of the opposition
made to bis pretensions ; and, though in the

main he employed amicable terms in his

letter, he took notice of some falsehoods

into which, he said, Philip had been be-

trayed during the course of these transac-

tions. This expression was highly resent-

ed ; the duke of Burgundy insisted that

he should retract it ;
and mutual chal-

lenges and defiances passed between them

on this occasion.

The duke of Bedford could easily foresee

the bad effects of so ill timed and impru •

dent a quarrel. All the succours which

he expected from England, and which were

so necessary in this critical emergence,
were intercepted by his brother, and em-

ployed in Holland and Hainault
;
the forces

of the duke of Burgundy, which he also

depended on, were diverted by the same
wars ; and, besides, he Wcis in imminent

(jiitem. danger of alienating for ever that confede-

'•™^- rate whose friendship was of the utmost
oat w e.x- . 1111 1

•
1. J

P«i«nc«i uuportance, and whom the late kmg had

'Bedford? enjoined him, with his dpng breath, to

gratify by every mark of regard. He re-

presented all these topics to the duke of

Glocester ;
he endeavoured to mitigate the

iresentment of the duke of Burgundy ;
he

linlerposed his good offices between these

Iht^ex-
sktnge

AaUoiges.

^1

princes : but was not succes.sful ;
and he

iound that the impetuosity of his brother's

temper was still the chief obstacle to all ac-

commodation. For this reason, instead of

pushing the victory gained at Verneuil, he

found himself obliged to take a journey
into England, and to try, bv his counsels

and authority, to moderate the measures of

the duke of Glocester.

There had likewise broken out some
differences among the English ministry,
whicli had proceeded to great extremities.

The bishop of Winchester, to whom the

care of the king's person and educa-

tion had been intrusted, was a prelate ol

great capacity and experience, but of an

intriguing character ; and, as he aspired to

the government of affaiis, he had continual

disputes with his nephew, the protector.
The duke of Bedford employed the au-

thority of parliament to reconcile them ;

and these rivals were obliged to promise,
before that assembly, that they would

bury all quarrels in oblivion. Time also

seemed to open expedients for composing
the difference with tiiC duke of Burgundy.
The credit of that prince had procured a

bull from the pope ; by which not only

Jaqueline's contract with the duke of

Glocester was annulled, but it was also

declared that, even in case of the duke of

Brabant's death, it should never be lawful

for her to espouse the English prince.

Humphrey, despairing of success, married

another lady of inferior rank, who had

lived some time with him as his mistress.

The duke of Brabant died
;
and his widow,

before she could recover possession of her

dominions, was obliged to declare the duke

of Burgundy her heir, in case she should

die without issue, and to promise never to

marry without his consent. But, though
the affair was thus terminated to the satis-

faction of Philip, it left a disagreeable im-

pression ;
it excited an extreme jealousy

of the English, and opened his eyes to his

true interests
;
and as nothing but his ani-

mosity against Charles had engaged him
in alliance with them, it counterbalanced

that passion by another of the same kind,

which brought him back, by degrees, to

his natural connexions with his family and

his native country.
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About the same time the duke of Brit-

tany began to withdraw himself from the

English alliance. His brother, the count

of Richemont, though connected by mar-

riage with the dukes of Burgundy and

Bedford, was extremely attached by incli-

nation to the French interest ;
and he

willingly hearkened to all the advances

which Charles made for obtaining his

friendship. The staff of constable, vacant

by the earl of Buchan's death, was offered

him
; and, as his martial and ambitious

temper aspired to the command of armies,

which he had in vain attemped to obtain

from the duke of Bedford, he not only

accepted that office, but brought over his

brother to an alliance with the French

monarch. The new constable, having
made this one change in his measures,

firmly adhered ever after to his engage-
ments. Though his pride and violence,

which would admit of no rival in his

master's confidence, and even prompted
him to assassinate the other favourites, had

so much disgusted Charles, that he once

banished him the court, and refused to

admit him to his presence, he still acted

with vigour for the service of that mon-

arch, and obtained at last the pardon of

all past offences.

In this situation the duke of Bedford,
on his return, found the affairs of France,

after passing eight months in England.
The duke of Burgundy was much dis-

j,usted. The duke of Brittany had entered

into engagements with Charles, and had

done homage to that prince for his duchy.
The French had been allowed to recover

from the astonishment into which their

frequent disasters had thown them. An
incident too had happened, which served

extremely to raise their courage. The earl

of Warwick had besieged Montargis with

a small army of three thousand men, and

the place was reduced to extremity, when
the bastard of Orleans undertook to throw

relief into it. This general, who was

natural son of the prince assassinated by
the duke of Burgundy, and who was after-

wards created count of Dunois, conducted

a body of sixteen hundred men to Montar-

gis ;
and made an attack on the enemy's

trenches with so much valour, prudence,
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and good fortune, that he obliged War
wick to raise the siege. This was the first

signal action that raised the fame of

Dunois, and opened him the road to those

great honours which he afterwards at

tained.

But the regent, soon after his arrival,

revived the reputation of the Enghsh
arms by an important enterprise. He
secretly brought together, in separate de

tachments, a considerable army to the

frontiers of Brittany ;
and fell so unex-

pectedly upon that province, that the

duke, unable to make resistance, yielded
to all the terms required of him : he re-

nounced the French alliance
;
he engaged

to maintain the treaty of Troye ; he ac-

knowledged the duke of Bedford for regent
of France ; and promised to do homage
for his duchy to king Henry. And the

English prince, having thus freed himself

from a dangerous enemy who lay behind

him, resolved on an undertaking which

would, he hoped, prepare the way for the

final conquest of France.

SIEGE OF ORLEANS. 1428.

The city of Orleans was so situated be-

tween the provinces commanded by Henry
and those possessed by Charles, that it

opened an easy entrance to either
; and,

as the duke of Bedford intended to make
a great effort for penetrating into the

him to begin with this

was become the most im-

south, it behoved

place, which

portant in the kingdom. He committed
the conduct of the enterprise to the earl

of Salisbury, who had newly brought him
a reinforcement of six thousand men from

England, and who had much distinguished
himself during the present war. Salis-

bury, passing the Loire, made himself

master of several small places ; and, as

his intentions were thereby known, the

French king used every expedient to sup-

ply the city with a garrison and provisions
to maintain a long siege. The lord of

Gaucour, a brave and experienced captain,'
was appointed governor ; many officers of

distinction thre>v themselves into the

place ;
the troops, inured to war, were

determined to make the most obstinate!

resistance : and even the inhabitants, dis-

Vast efforts,

are made U
defend the

pluc«.
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ciplined by the long; continuance of hostil-

ities, were well qualitied to second the

efforts of the most veteran forces. The eyes
of all Europe were turned towards this

scene ; where, it was reasonably supposed,
the French were to make their last stand

for maintaining the independence of tlieir

monarchv and the rights of their sovereign.
The earl of Salisbury approached tlie

place with an army, which consisted only
of ten thousand men

;
and not being able,

with so small a force, to invest so great a

city, that commanded a bridge over the

Loire, he stationed himself on the southern

side towards Sologne, leaving the other,

towards the Beausse, still open. He there

attacked the fortifications which guarded
the entrance to the bridge ; and, after an

obstinate resistance, carried several of

them ; but was himself killed by a cannon
ball as he was taking a view of the enemy.
The earl of Sufiblk succeeded to the com-
mand ; and, being reinforced with great
numbers of English and Burgundians, he

passed the river with the main body of his

army, and invested Orleans on the other

side. As it was now the depth of winter,

Suffolk, who found it difficult in that sea-

son to throw up intrenchments all around,

contented himself with erecting redoubts

at different distances, where bis men were

lodged in safety, and were ready to inter-

cept the siipplies which the enemy might

attempt to throw into the place. Though
he h ,d several pieces of artillery in his

camp (and this is among the first sieges

in Europe where cannon were found to

be of importance), the art of engineering
was so imperfect, that Suffolk trusted

more to famine than to force ;
and he pur-

posed in the spring to render the circum-

vallation more complete, by drawing in-

trenchments from one redoubt to another.

Numberless feats of valour were perform-
ed both bv the besiegers and besieged

during the winter ;
bold sallies were made,

and repulsed with equal boldness ; convoys
were sometimes introduced, and often in-

tercepted ;
the supplies were still unequal

to the consumption of the place ;
and the

English seemed daily, though slowly, to

be advancing towards the completion of

'their enterprise.
VOL. I. 6 c

But. while SuffViIk lav in this situation,

tlie French i)artics ravaged all the country
around

; and the besiegers were themselves

exposed to the danger of famine. Sir

Joim Fastolrte was bringing up a large

convoy of every kind of stores, which he

escorted with a detachment of two thou-
sand five hundred men, when be was
attacked by a body of four thousand

French, under the counts of Clermont and
Dunois. Fastolffe drew up his troops be-

hind the waggons ; but the French gene-
rals i)lanted a battery of cannon against
him, which threw everything into confu-

sion, and would have ensured them the

victory, had not the impatience of some
Scottish troops, who broke the line of

battle, brought on an engagement, in which
Fastolffe was victorious. The count of

Dunois was wounded ; and about five hun-
dred French were left on the field of

battle. This action, which was of great

importance in the present conjuncture,
was commonly called the battle of Her-

rings ; because the convoy brought a great

quantity of that kind, of provisions, for the

use of the English army during the Lent
season.

Charles seemed now to have but one

expedient for saving the city. The duke
of Orleans, who was still prisoner in Eng-
land, prevailed on the protector and the

council to consent that all his demesnes
should be allowed to preserve a neutrality

during the war, and should be sequestered,
for greater security, into the hands of the

duke of Burgundy. This prince, who wtis

much less cordial in the English interests

than formerly, went to Paris, and made the

proposal to the duke of Bedford
; but the

regent coldly replied that he was not of a

humour to beat the bushes while others

ran away with the game ;
an answer which

so disgusted the duke, that he recalled all

the troops of Burgundy that acted in the

siege. The place, however, was every day
more closely invested by the English.
Great scarcity began to be felt. Charles,
in despair of collecting an army which
should dare to approach the enemy's in-

trenchments, began to entertain a very
dismal prospect with regard to the general
state of his affairs. He saw that the
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country, in which he had hitherto with

great difficulty subsisted, would be laid

entirely open to the invasion of a powerful
and victorious enemy ;

and he entertained

thoughts of retiring with the remains of

his forces into Languedoc and Dauphiny.
But it was fortunate for this good prince

that, as he lay under the dominion of the

fair, the women, whom he consulted, had

the spirit to support his sinking resolution

in this desperate extremity. Mary of An-

jou, his queen, a princess of great merit,

vehemently opposed this measure, which
she foresaw would discourage all his par-

tisans, and serve as a general signal for

deserting a prince who seemed himself to

despair of success. His mistress too, the

fair Agnes Sorel, who lived in entire amity
with the queen, seconded all her remon-

strances, and threatened that, if he thus

pusillanimously threw away the sceptre of

France, she would seek in the court of

England a fortune more correspondent to

her wishes. Love was able to rouse in

the breast of Charles that courage which
ambition had failed to excite ; he resolved

to dispute every inch of ground with an

imperious enemy, when relief was unex-

pectedly brought him by another female of

a very different character, who gave rise

to one of the most singular revolutions to

be met with in history.

THE MAID OF ORLEANS. 1429.

In the village of Domremi, near Vaucou-

leurs, on the borders of Lorraine, there

lived a country girl, twenty-seven years of

age, called Joan d'Arc, a servant in a small

inn, who in that station had been accus-

tomed to tend the horses of the guests, to

ride them without a saddle to the water-

ing place, and to perform other offices,

which, in well frequented inns, commonly
fall to the share of the men servants. This

girl was of an irreproachable life, and had
not hitherto been remarked for any singu-

larity. It is easy to imagine that the pre-
sent situation of France was an interesting

object even to persons of the lowest rank,
and would become the frequent subject of

conversation. A young prince expelled
his throne by the sedition of native subjects,
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and by the arms of strangers, could not

fail to move the compassion of all his peo-

ple whose hearts were uncorrupted by
faction ; and the peculiar character ot

Charles, so strongly inclined to friendship
and the tender passions, naturally ren-

dered him the hero of that sex whose

generous minds know no bounds in their

"affections. The siege of Orleans had turned

thither the public eye ;
and Joan, inflamed

by the general sentiment, was seized with

a wild desire of bringing relief to her sove-

reign. Her unexperienced mind, working
day and night on this favourite object,
mistook the impulses of passion for hea-

venly inspirations ; and she fancied that

she saw visions, and heard voices, exhort

ing her to re-estabhsh the throne of France,
and to expel the foreign invaders. An
uncommon intrepidity of temper made her

overlook the dangers which might attend

her ; and, thinking herself destined by
heaven to this office, she threw aside all

that bashfubiess and timidity natural to

her sex, her years, and her low station.

She went to Vaucouleurs ; procured ad-

mission to Baudricourt the governor ; in-

formed him of her inspirations and inten-

tions
;
and conjured him not to neglect

the voice of God, who spoke through her,

but to second those heavenly revelations

which impelled her to this glorious enter-

prise. Baudricourt treated her at first

with some neglect ; but, on her frequent
returns to him, and importunate solicita-

tions, he began to remark something ex-

traordinary in the maid, and was incUned

to make so easy an experiment. It is

uncertain whether this gentleman had dis

cernment enough to perceive that great
use might be made with the vulgar of so

uncommon an engine ; or, what is more

likely in that credulous age, was himself a

convert to this visionary : but he adopted
at last tlie schemes of Joan

; and he gave
her some attendants, who conducted her

to the French court, which at that time

resided at Chinon.

It is the business of history to distin-

guish between the miraculous and the

marvellous ;
to reject the first in all nar-

rations merely profane and human
; to

doubt the second ; and. when obliged by
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unquestionable testimony, as in the pro-
sent case, to admit of something extraor-

dinary, to receive as little of it as is

consistent with the known facts and cir-

cumstances. It is pretended that Joan,

immediately on her admission, knew the

king, though she had never seen his face

before, and though he purposely kej)t him-

self in the crowd of courtiers, and had laid

aside everything which might distinguish
him

;
that slie otiered him, in tlie name of

the supreme Creator, to raise the siege
of Orleans, and conduct him to Rheims
to be there crowned and anointed

; and,
on his expressing doubts of her mission,

revealed to him, before some sworn confi-

dants, a secret, which was unknown to all

the world beside himself, and which nothing
but a heavenly inspiration could have dis-

covered to her
;
and that she demanded,

as the instrument of her future victories,

a particular sword, which was kept in the

church of St. Catharine of Fierbois, and

which, thougli she had never seen it, she

described by all its marks, and by the

place in which it had long lain neglected.
This is certain, that all these miraculous

stories were spread abroad, in order to

captivate the vulgar. The- more the king
and his ministers were determined to give
in to the illusion, the more scruples they

pretended. An assembly of grave doctors

and theologians cautiously examined Joan's

mission, and pronounced it undoubted and

supernatural. She was sent to the parlia-

ment, then residing at Poictiers, and was

interrogated before that assembly : the

presidents, the counsellors, who came per-
suaded of her imposture, went away con-

vinced of her inspiration. A ray of hope
began to break through that despair in

which the minds of all men were before

enveloped. Few could distinguish between
the impulse of inclination and the force of

connction, and none would submit to so

disagreeable a scrutiny.
After these precautions and preparations,

Joan's requests were at last complied with
;

she w^as armed cap-a-pie, mounted on

horseback, and shewn in that martial ha-

* She caused them to be written to. Joan was
destitute of education. When examined at Poictiers,

biliinent before tiie whole people. ITer

dexterity in managing her steed, tliough

acquired in her former occupation, was

regarded as a fresh proof of her mission ;

and she was received with the loudest ac-

clamations by the spectators. Her former

occupation was even denied
;
she was no

longer the servant of an inn
;
she was con-

verted into a shepherdess, an employment
much more agreeable to the imagination.
To render her still more interesting, near

ten years were substracted from her age ;

and all the sentiments of love and of chi-

valry were thus united to those of enthu-

siasm, in order to intlame the fond fancy
of the people with prepossessions in her

favour.

When the engine was thus dressed up
in full .splendour, it was determined to

essay its force. Joan was sent to Blois,

where a large convoy was prepared Ibr tlu

supply of Orleans, and an army of ten

thousand men, under the command ol

St. Severe, assembled to escort it. She

ordered all the soldiers to confess them-

selves before they set out on the enter-

prise ;
she banished from the camp all

women of bad fame ;
she displayed in her

hands a consecrated banner, where the

Supreme Being was represented grasping
the globe of the earth and surrounded with

flower de luces ; and she insisted, in right

of her prophetic mission, that the convoy
should enter Orleans by the direct road

from the side of Beausse : but the count

of Dunois, unwilUng to submit the rules

of the military art to her inspirations, or-

dered it to approach by the other side of

the river, where he knew the weakest part

of the English army was stationed.

Previous to this attempt the maid had

written to the regent, and to the English

generals before Orleans,
* commanding

them, in the name of the omnipotent

Creator, by whom she was commissioned,

immediately to raise the siege and to eva-

cuate France, and menacing them with

divine vengeance in case of their disobe-

dience. All the English affected to speak
with derision of the maid ;

and said that

one of her answers was,
" I know neither A nor B

;

but Icdmc from the king ofheaven."—Burette.—Ed.
j
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the French king was now indeed reduced

to a sorry pass when he had recourse to

such ridiculous expedients : but they felt

their imagination secretly struck with the

vehement persuasion which prevailed in

all around them
;
and they waited with an

anxious expectation, not unmixed with

horror, for the issue of these extraordinary

preparations.
As the convoy approached the river a

sally was made, by the garrison on the

side of Beausse, to prevent the English

general from sending any detachment to

the other side
;
the provisions were peace-

ably embarked in boats, which the inhabi-

tants of Orleans had sent to receive them;
the maid covered with her troops the em-
barkation

; Suffolk did not venture to at-

tack her
;
and the French general carried

back the army in safety to Blois : an alter-

ation of affairs which was already visible

to all the world, and which had a

portional effect on the minds of

parties.
The maid entered the city of

leans arrayed in her military, garb, and

displaying her consecrated standard ; and

was received as a celestial deliverer by all

the inhabitants. They now believed them-

selves invincible under her influence
;
and

Dunois himself, perceiving such a mighty
alteration both in friends and foes, con-

sented that the next convoy should enter

by the side of Beausse. The convoy ap-

proached : no sign of resistance appeared :

the waggons and troops passed without in-

terruption : a dead silence and astonish-

jment reigned among those troops, foi-merly
ISO elated with victory, and so fierce for

the combat.

The earl of Suffolk was in a situation

veiy unusual and extraordinaiy, and which

might well confound the greatest capacity
and firmest temper. He saw his troops
overawed, and strongly impressed with the

idea of a divine influence accompanying
the maid. Instead of banishing these vain

terrors by hurry, and action, and war, he
waited till the soldiers should recover from
the panic ; and he thereby gave leisure for

these prepossessions to sink still deeper
into their minds. The Enirhsh felt their

Joan calU
on the gar-
rison to act

on the

otfensive.

She urges
an attack

intrench-

ments.
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daunted and overwhelmed, and

thence inferred a divine vengeance hang-

ing over them. Tlie French drew the

same inference from an inactivity so new
and unexpected. The spirit resulting from

a long course of uninterrupted success was

on a sudden transferred from the victors to

the vanquished.
The maid called aloud that the garrison

should remain no longer on the defeni^ive ;

and she promised her followers the assis-

tance of Heaven in attacking the enemy.
The generals seconded her ardour : an at-

tack was made on one redoubt, and it

proved successful. All the English who
defended the intrenchments were put to

the sword, or taken prisoners : and Sir

John Talbot himself, who had drawn to

gether, from the other redoubts, some

troops to bring them relief, durst not ap-

pear against so formidable an enemy.
Nothing, after this success, seemed im

possible to the maid and her enthusiastic

votaries. She urged the generals to at

tack the main body of the Eoirlish in their
1 1

"
T-\ • -ii -ii' onthetng-

uitrenchments : but Dunois, still unwuiingi lish in their

to hazard the fate of France bv too great

temerity, checked her vehemence, and

proposed to her first to expel the enemy
from their forts on the other side of the

river, and thus lay the communication
with the country entirely open, before she

attempted any more hazardous enterprise.
Joan was persuaded, and these forts were

vigorously assailed. In one attack the

French were repulsed ; the maid was left

almost alone
;
she was obliged to retreat,

and join the runaways ; but, displaying
her sacred standard, and animating them
with her countenaiK-e, her gestures, her

exhortations, she led them back to the

charge, and overpowered the English in

their intrenchments. In the attack of

another fort she was wounded in the neck
with an arrow

; she retreated a moment ;

she pulled out the arrow with her own
hands ;

she had the wound quickly
dressed; and she hastened back to head

j

Joan is

the troops, and to plant her victorious

banner on the ramparts of the enemy.
By all these successes the Enghsh were

entirely chased from their fortifications on
that side. They had lost above six thou-

sand men in these different actions ; and.

wounded,

but is agrf

\-ictorioii8'
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what was still more important, their

wonted courage and confidence was wholly

gone, and had given place to amazement
and despair. The maid returned trium-

phant over the bridge, and was again re-

ceived as the guardian angel of the city.
After performing such miracles, she con-

vinced the most obdurate incredulity of her

divine mission. It was in vain for the Eng-
lish generalsto oppose withtheir soldiersthe

prevailing opinion of supernatui'al intiu-

lence
; they themselves were probably moved

by the same belief
;
the utmost they dared

to advance was, that Joan was not an in-

-h iwrne strument of God, she was only the imple-

""'V.Tment of the devil : hut, as the English had
•''•

felt, that the devil might he allowed some-

itimes to prevail, they derived not much con-

solation from the enforcing of this opinion.

THE SIEGE OF ORLEANS RAISED.

It miu;ht prove extremely dangerous for

.Sutiblk to remain any longer in the pre-
sence of so courageous and Adctorious an

enemy ;
he tlierefore raised the siege, and

retreated. The French resolved to allow

the English no leisure to recover from

their consternation. Charles formed a

body of six thousand men, and sent them
to attack Jergeau, whither Suffolk had re-

tired with a detachment of his army. The

siege lasted ten days, and the place was

obstinately defended. Joan displayed her

wonted intrepidity. She descended into

the fosse in leading the attack ; and she

there received a blow on the head with a

stone, by which she was confounded and

beaten to the ground : but she soon re-

covered, and in the end rendered the as-

sault successful. Suffolk was obliged to

yield himself prisoner to a Frenchman
called Renaud ; but, before he submitted,

he asked his adversary whether he were a

gentleman? On receivmg a satisfactory

answer, he demanded whether he were a

knight ? Renaud replied that he had not
' Then I make

upon which he

gave him the blow with his sword, and im-

mediately surrendered himself his prisoner.
The remainder of the English army was

commanded by Fastolffe, Scales, and

Talbot
;
who thought of nothing but of

VOL. I. 6 D

yet attained that honour,

you one,' replied Suffolk

making their retreat
;

wliile the French

esteemed the overtaking them equivalent
to a victory. The vanguard of the French,
under Richemont and Xaintrailles, attacked

tiie rear of the enemy at the village of

Patay. The battle lasted not a moment
;

the English were discomfited, and fled
;

the brave Fastolffe himself shewed the

example of flight to his troops, and the

order of the garter v,as taken from him
as a punishment for this instance of cow-
ardice. Two thousand men were killed in

this action, and both Talbot and Scales

taken prisoners.
In the account of all these succeses the

French writers, to magnify the wonder,

represent the maid (who was now known

by the appellation of 'the Maid of Orleans')
as not only active in combat, but as ])er-

forming the office ol" general ; directing the

troops, conducting the military operations,
and swaying the deliberations in all coun-

cils of war. It is certain that the policy
of the French court endeavoured to main-

tain this appearance with the public ;
but

it is much more probable that Dunois and

the wiser commanders prompted her in all

her measures, than that a country girl,

without exj)erience or education, could, on

a sudden, become expert in a profession

which requires more genius and capacity
than any other active scene of life. It is suf-

ficient praise that she could distinguish the

persons on whose judgment she might rely ;

that she could seize their suggestions, and

deliver their opinions as her own
;
and that

she could curb that visionary and enthu-

siastic spirit with which she was actuated,

and temper it with prudence and discretion.

The raising of the siege of Orleans was

one part of the maid's promise to Charles,

the crowning of him at Rheims was the

other ;
and she now vehemently insisted

that he should forthwith set out on that

enterprise. A few weeks before, such a

proposal would have appeared the most

extravagant in the world. Rheims lay in

a distant quarter of the kingdom ;
was

then in the hands of a victorious enemy ;

the whole road which led to it was occu-

jiied bv their garrisons ,
and no man could

be so sanguine as to imagine that such an

attempt could so soon come within the
473
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bounds of possibility. But as it was the

interest of Charles to maintain the belief

of something extraordinary and divine in

these events, he resolved to follow the

exhortations of his warlike prophetess.
Hitherto he had kept remote from the

scene of war
;
as the safety of the state

depended upon his person, he had been

persuaded to restrain his military ardour ;

but he now determined to appear at the

lead of his armies. The French nobility
saw their young sovereign assuming a new
and more brilliant character, seconded by
fortune, and conducted by the hand of

Heaven
; and they caught fresh zeal to

exert themselves in replacing him on the

throne of his ancestors.

THE KING OF FRANCE CROWNED
AT RHEIMS.

Charles set out for Rheims at the head

of twelve thousand men ; he passed by

Troye, which opened its gates to him
;

Chalons imitated the example : Rheims
sent him a deputation with its keys, be-

fore his approach to it ;
and he scarcely

perceived, as he passed along, that he was

marching through an enemy's country.
The ceremony of his coronation was here

performed with the holy oil, which a pigeon
had brought to king Clovis from Heaven

on the first establishment of the French

monarchy. The maid of Orleans stood

by his side in complete armour, and dis-

played her sacred banner, which had so

often confounded his fiercest enemies
;

and the people shouted with the most un-

feigned joy on viewing such a complication
of wonders. After the completion of the

*" After mass had been celebrated, she threw her-

self at the feet of Charles in tears, and exclaimed,
Gentle king, the will of God is now fulfilled.' The

king being crowned, she conceived her mission at

an end ; the '
voices' had prompted her to seek

nothing beyond that. 'I could much desire,' said

he to Dunois,
' that the gentle king would let me

return to my fither and mother, who would have

great joy at seeing me once more. I can again tend

their sheep and cattle, and do for them all I was

formerly accustomed to do.' Disinterestedness, so

touching and sublime, moved not the counsellors of

Charles, any more than her original enthusiasm had
done in the first instance. The Pucelle had become
too valuable in war, for them to be willing to allow
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ceremony, the maid threw herself at the

king's feet, embraced his knees, and, with

a flood of tears, which pleasure and ten-

derness extorted, she congratulated him on
this singular and marvellous event.*

Charles, thus crowned and anointed,
became more respectable in the eyes of

all his subjects. The inclinations of men

swaying their belief, no one doubted of

the inspirations and prophetic spirit of the

maid ; so many incidents, which passed all

human comprehension, left little i-oom to

question a superior influence ; and the

real and undoubted facts brought credit to

every exaggeration, which could scarcely
be more wonderful. Laon, Soissons, Cha-

teau-Thierry, Provins, and many other

towns and fortresses in that neiirhbour-

hood, immediately after Charles's coro-

nation, submitted to him on the first

summons, and the whole nation was

disposed to give him the most zealous

testimonies of their duty and affection.

PRUDENCE OF THE DUKE OF
BEDFORD.

Nothing can impress us with a higher
idea of the wisdom, address, and resolu-

tion, of the duke of Bedford, than his

being able to maintain himself in so peril-
ous a situation, and to preserve some

footing in France after the defection of so

many places, and amidst the universal

inclination of the rest to imitate that con-

tagious example. This prince seemed

present every where by his vigilance and

foresight : lie put all the English garrisons
in a posture of defence : he kept a watch-
ful eye over every attempt among the

her so soon to return to her flock ; and, treating her
like a true man-at-arms, they led her with the army
on the side of Paris. But her inspiration was not
to be prolonged, like a lease advantageously re-

newed at pleasure. The Pucelle, detained in his

service by the prince who owed to her his crown,
now acted against the feelings of her own heart, and
felt that she was guilty of a profanation of the spirit
of God ; and from that time forth she was no longer
what she had been. She had ceased to believe in

herself—her animation had passed away, and ' her
voices' were silent. To these circumstances, it may
be added, the miraculous sword of Fierbois had been
broken on the march, a symbol that the charm had
been dissolved."— Pictorial Histoiy of France.—Ed.
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Frencli towards an insurrection : he re-

tained tlie Parisians in obedience, by
alternately employing caresses and se-

verity : and, knowing tliat the duke of

Burgundy was already wavering, he acted

with so much skill and prudence as to

urgomiy. renew, in this dangerous crisis, his alli-

ance with that prince ;
an alliance of the

utmost importance to the support of the

English government.
The smr.ll supplies which he received

from En:;land set the talents of this great
man in a still stronirer light. The ardour

of the English for foreign conquests was

inow extremely abated by time and reflec-

ition
;
the parliament seems even to have be-

come sensible of the danger which might
attend their iarther progress ;

no supply
of money could be obtained by tiie regent

r to during his greatest distresses ; and men en-

'„,• listed slowly, or soon deserted, by reason of
'•' the wondeiful accounts which had reached

-England of the magic, and sorcer}% and
idiabolical power, of the maid of Orleans.

It happened fortunately, in this emer-

gency, that the bishop of Winchester, now
created a cardinal, landed at Calais with

a body of five thousand men, which he

was conducting into Bohemia on a cru-

sade against the Hussites. He was per-
suaded to lend these troops to his nephew
during the present difficulties ; and the

regent was thereby enabled to oppose the

French king, who was advancing to the

gates of Paris.

The extraordinary capacity of the duke
hednke

|of
Bedford appeared also in his niihtarv

aeawilrs opcratious. He attempted to restore the

nHeto I
courage of his troops by boldly advancing

'I'- to the face of the enemy ;
but he chose his

!,!'-. posts with so much caution as always to

render it impossible for Charles to attack

him. He still attended tiiat prince in all

his movements; covered his own towns

jand garrisons ;
and kept himself in a pos-

ture to reap advantage fi'om every false

step of the enemy. The French army,
which consisted mostly of volunteers, who

"j^s served at their own expense, soon after re-

'«'*• tired. Charles went to Bourges, the or-

dinary place of his residence ; but not till

he made himself master of Compiegne,
Beauvais, Senlis, Sens, Laval, Lagni, St.

Denis, and of many places in the neigh-
hourliood of Paris, which tlie afl'ections ol

the people had jiut into his hands.

The regent endeavoured to revive the

declinim: stateof jiffairs by bringing over the

vounic king of Endand, and having him
crowned and anointed at Paris. All the

vassals of the crown, wlio lived within the

])rovinces possessed by the English, swore
a new allegiance, and did homage to l.im.

But this ceremony was cold and insipid,

compared with tlie lustre which had at-

tended the coronation of Charles at

Rheims; and the duke of Bedford ex-

pected more etfect from an accident, w hith

put into his hands the person that had
been the author of all his calamities.

The maid of Oilcans, after the corona-
tion of Charles, declared to the count of

Dunois that her wishes were now fully

gratified, and that she had no farther de-

sire than to return to her former condition,
but that nobleman exhorted her to perse-
vere, till, by the final expulsion of the

English, she had brought all her prophe-
cies to their full comjiletion. In pursuance
of this advice, she threw herself into the

town of Compiegne, which was at that

time besieged by the duke of Burgundy,
assisted by the earls of Arundel and Suf-

folk
;
and the garrison, on her ajipearance,

believed themselves thenceforth invincible.
But their joy w-as of short duration. The
maid, next day after her arrival, headed a

sally upon the quarters of John of Luxem-

bourg ;
she twice drove the enemy from

their entrenchments ; findinir their num-
bers to increase every moment she ordered
a retreat

;
when hard pressed by the pur-

suers, she turned upon them, and made
them again recoil

;
but being here de-

serted by her friends, and surrounded by
the enemy, she was at last, after exerting
the utmost valour, taken prisoner bv the

Burgundians. The common opinion was
that the French officers, finding the merit

of every victory ascribed to her, had, in

envy to her renown, by which they them-
selves were so much eclipsed, willinglv

exposed her to this fatal accident.

The envy of her friends, on this occa-

sion, was not a greater proof of her merit
than the triumph of her enemies. A com-
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their partisans.
__ _ um, which has so

sung on"the! often heen profaned by princes, was pub-

licly celebrated, on this fortunate event,

at Paris. The duke of Bedford fancied

that, by the captivity of that extraordinary
woman, who had blasted all his successes,

he should again recover his former ascen-

dant over France
; and, to push farther the

present advantage, he purchased the cap-
tive from John ofLuxembourg, and formed
a prosecution against her, which, whether

it proceeded from vengeance or policy,
was equally barbarous and dishonour-

able.

There was no possible reason why Joan
should not be regarded as a prisoner of

war, and be entitled to all the courtesy and

good usages which civilized nations prac-
tise towards enemies on these occasions.

She had never, in her military capacitj^

forfeited, by any act of treachery or cruelty,
her claim to that treatment ; she was un-

stained by any civil crime ;
even the vir-

tues and the very decorums of her sex had

ever been rigidly observed by her
; and,

though her appearing in war, and leading
armies to battle, may seem an exception,
she had thereby performed such signal

service to her prince, that she had abun-

dantly compensated for this irregularity,

and was, on that very account, the more
an object of praise and admiration. It was

necessary, therefore, for the duke of Bed-

ford to interest religion in the prosecution ;

and to cover, under that cloak, his viola-

tion of justice and humanity.*
The bishop of Beauvais, a man wholly

* " The duke of Bedford, though generally hon-

oured as a prince of great capacity, on this occasion

mournfully lost sight of what he owed to his own
honour. He seems to have imagined that, by the

cruel punishment of a captive female, he could revive

the faded laurels of England. He ransomed the

prisoner from John of Luxembourg, by whom she

had been taken, and decided on bringing her to trial

for a series of awful crimes, which were falsely laid

to her rharge.
" In those days, when deeds were to be done that

would make ordinary men
" Hold up their hands and wonder who could do them,"

it is melancholy to remark the ministers of religion
were commonly brought forward in the front rank,

to shut the gates of mercy on the unfortunate who
476

devoted to the English interests, presented
a petition against Joan, on pretence that

she was taken within the bounds of his

diocese
;
and he desired to have her tried

by an ecclesiastical court for sorcery, im

piety, idolatry, and magic ; the university
of Paris was so mean as to join in the same

request : several prelates, among whom
the cardinal of Winchester was the only

Englishman, were appointed her judges.

They held their court in Rouen, where the

young king of England then resided : and

the maid, clothed in her former military

apparel, but loaded with irons, was pro-
duced before this tribunal.

She first desired to be eased of her

chains : her judges answered, that she had

once already attempted an escape, by

throwing herself from a tower : she con-

fessed the fact, maintained the justice of

her intention, and owned that, if she could,

she would still execute that purpose. All

her other speeches shewed the same firm

ness and intrepidity. Though harrassed

with interrogatories during the course ot

near four months, she never betrayed any
weakness or womanish submission. The

point, which her judges pushed most ve-

hemently, was her visions and revelations,

and intercourse with departed saints ; and

they asked her whether she would submit

to the church the truth of these inspira-
tions ? She replied that she would sub-

mit them to God, the fountain of truth.

They then exclaimed that she was a here-

tic, and denied the authority of the church.

She appealed to the pope ; they rejected
her appeal.

They asked her why she put trust in

were under accusation. It was so on this occasion

Jeanne, though she had acted an imusual part for

one of her sex, could quot« examples in that age,

which were deemed illustrious, of females who had

braved the battle's rage ; and therefore she had as

good a right, viewed simply as a warrior, to be

treated with as much consideration as the Captal de

Buche, and du Guesclin, had received in the moment
of defeat, from their conquerors. A very different

course was pursued with the maid of Orleans. The

bishop of Beauvais, who was in the interest, and, no

doubt, in the pay of England, claimed, as the Pu-

celle had been captured within the limits of his dio-

cese, that she should be tried by an ecclesiastical

commission for sorcery, impiety, idolatry, and magic.—Pictorial History of France.—Ed.
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her standard, which had been consecrated

by magical incantations ? She rejilicd that

she put trust in the Supreme Being alone,

whose image was impressed upon it. Thev
Idemanded why she carried in her liand

[that
standard at the anointment and coro-

jnation of Charles at Rheims ? She an-

swered, that the person who had shared

the danger was entitled to share the glory.
When accused of going to war, contrary
to the decorums of her sex, and of assum-

ing government and command over men
;

she scrupled not to reply that her sole

purpose was to defeat the English, and to

expel them the kingdom. In the issue,

she was condemned for all the crimes of

which she had been accused, agirravated
Sue i^ .

~^
condemned by hcrcsv ;

her revelations were declared

I'ndotheV to be iuveutions of the devil to delude the
crimes.

people ;
and she was sentenced to be de-

livered over to the secular arm.

Joan, so long surrounded by inveterate

enemies, who treated her with every mark
of contumely, browbeaten and overawed

bv men of superior rank, and men invested

with the ensigns of a sacred character,

which she had been accustomed to revere,

felt her spirit at last subdued ; and those

visioiury dreams of inspiration, in which

she had been buoyed up by the triumphs
of success and the applauses of her own

party, gave way to the terrors of that

punishment to which she was sentenced.

She publicly declared herself willing to re-

cant
;
she acknowledged the illusion of

those revelations which the church had re-

jected ; and she promised never more to

maintain them.. Her sentence was then

mitigated; she was condemned to per-

petual imprisonment, and to be fed during
Ui'e on bread and water.

EXECUTION OF THE MAID OF
ORLEANS. 1431.

Enough was now done to fulfil all po-
litical views, and to convince both the

pint
ken by

-joution,

. udshe re-

Unt&

* She was carried in a cart to the place of execu-

tion in the old market place, on the 30th of May.
In the centre of the open area a stake had been

fixed. She manifested a natural terror, while she

tearfully gazed on thisdismalohject,£ndon the faggots

prepared to cunsume a guiltless victim. On tem-

porary erections, commanding a near view of the

vol. I. 6 E

French and English tliat the opinion of

divine influence was entirely . without

foundation. But the barbarous vengeance
of Joan's enemies was not satisfied. Sus-

pecting that the female dress, which she

had consented to wear, was disagree
able to her, they placed in her apartment
a suit of men's apparel, and watched for

the effects of that temptation upon her.

On the sight of a dress in which she had

acquired so much renown, and which she
once believed she wore by the particular

appointment of Heaven, her former ideas

revived
; and she ventured in her solitude

Joan is still

pursued by
iier enemies.

to clothe herself again in the forbidden!
,t,X"aM^

garment. Her insidious enemies caught
»iiei.Hcon-

her in that situation
;

Iter fault was inter

preted to be no less than a relapse into

heresy ;
no recantation would now suffice,

and no pardon could be granted her. She
was condemned to be burned in the mar-
ket place of- Rouen

;
and the infamous

sentence was accordingly executed. This

admirable heroine, to whom the more

generous superstition of the ancients

would have erected altars, was, on pretence
of heresy and magic, delivered over alive

to the flames
;
and expiated, by that dread-

ful punishment, the signal services which
she had rendered to her prince and to her

native country.*
The affairs of the English, far from

being advanced by this execution, went

every day more and more to decay. The

great abilities of the regent were unable to

resist the strong inclination, which had

seized the French, to return under the

obedience of their rightful sovereign, and

which that act of cruelty was ill fitted to

remove. Chartrcs was surprised by a

stratagem of the count of Dunois : a body
of the English, under lord Willoughby,
was defeated at St. Celerin upon the Sarte:

the fair in the suburbs of Caen, seated in

the midst of the English territories, was

pillaged by de Lore, a French officer : the

relnpsed
heretic

.She is burnt
alive.

stake, the cardinal Beaufort, and other dignitaries had
taken their places. Joan was asked by the bishop
of Beauvais if she had recently heard her "voices."'

She answered in the affirmative, and that tlicy de-

clared she had done wrong in signing the confcs.sion

prepared by her enemies. Such a reply, at such a

moment, more stronglv confirmed the huly murderers
477
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jduke of Bedford himself wns obliged by

[Dunois
to raise the siege of Lagni, with

|some lo?s of reputation : and all these

[misfortunes, though light, yet being un-

linterrupted, brought discredit on the Eng-
lish, and menaced them with an approach-

ing revolution. But the chief detri-

ment which the regent sustained M'as

by the death of his duchess, who had

hitherto preserved some appearance of

friendship between him and her brother,

the duke of Burgundy ;
and his marriage

soon afterwards, with Jaqueline of Lux-

embourg, was the beginning of a breach

between them. PhiHp complained that the

regent had never had the civilitv to inform

him of his intentions

a marriage was a

memory. The cardinal

ana

slight

that so sudden

on his sister's

of Winchester

between these

brought both of them to St.

mediated a reconciliation

princes, and
Omers for that purpose. Tlie duke of

Bedford here expected the first visit, both

as he was son, brother, and uncle to

of lionour had hitherto induced him to

maintain them. But, as it is the nature

of passion giadually to decay, while the

sense of interest maintains a permanent
influence and authority, the duke had, foi

some years, a]i])eared to relent in his ani-

mosity against Charles, and to hearken to

the apologies made by that prince for the

murder of the late duke of Burgundy.
His extreme youth was pleaded in his fa-

vour ; the ascendant gained over him by
his ministers ;

and his inability to resent a

deed, which, without his knowledge, had

been perpetrated by those under whose

guidance he was then ]ilaced. The more
to flatter the pride of Philip, the king of'

France had banished from his court and

presence Tannegui de Chatel, and all those

who were concerned in that assassination
;

and had offered to make every other

atonement which could be required. The
distress which Charles had already suffered

had tended to gratify the duke's revenge ;

the miseries, to which France had been so

The duke ot

Bur;;
ly

isJlK'iilli'j

toll.- rii-..,i.

cilrdto the

a king, and because he had already made
|
long exposed, had begun to move his corn-

such advances as to come into the duke of

Burgundy's territories, in order to have an

interview with him : but Philip, proud oi'

BifriTCTicos

twepii the

duke.<: of

Bu'iy'ui'idy. jhis independent dominions, refused to pay
Ithis compliment to the regent: and the two

Iprinces, unable to adjust the ceremonial,

jparted without seeing each other. A bad

prognostic of their cordial intentions to

renew past amity !

DEFECTION OF THE DUKE OF
BURGUNDY. 1432.

Nothing could be more repugnant to tlie

interests of the house of Burgundy, than

to unite the crowns of France and Eng-
land on the same head. The title to the

crown of France, which, after the failure

of the elder branches, might accrue to the

duke or his posterity, had been sacrificed

by the treaty of Troye ; and strangers
and enemies were thereby fixed upon the

throne. Revenge alone had carried Philip
into these impolitic measures, and a point

The TiTiion

nf the

I'vowns of

J rahce and

Kiijlland is

uni'avour-

aMe to the

house of

Lurgundy.

in their purpose.
"
Go, in peace Joan," exclaimed tlie

cardinal, wliicli meant no less than,
"

I now commit

you to the flames.'' He withdrew, afiecting to shed

tears, and several prelates followed the compassionate
478

passion ; and the cries of all Europe ad-

monished him that his resentment would,
if carried farther, be condemned as barba-

rous and uiuxlenting. While the duke
was in this ciisposilion, every disgust which
he received from England made a double

impression upon him
;

the entreaties of

the count of Richemont and the duke of

Bourbon, who had married his two sisters,

had weight ;
and he finally determined to

unite himself to the royal family of France,

from which his own was descended. For

this purpose a congress was appointed
at Arras under the mediation of deputies
from the pope and the council of Basle :

the duke of Burgundy came thither in

person, the duke of Bourbon, the count

of Richemont, and other persons of

high rank, appeared as ambassadors from

France
;
and the English having also been

invited to attend, the cardinal of Win-

chester, the bishops of Norwich and St.

David's, the earls of Huntingdon and

Suffolk, with others, received from the

Charles

seeks Id

cuiiciHa'a*

liui-giuuly.

e.Kample, while the executioners bound the helpless

maid to the stake, having placed on her head a

black cap, inscribed, "Heretic, Relapsed Idolator,

Apostate."
—Ed.

The duke
of liur^un-

d} deter-

mines to

unite Avith

ttic royal

family of

Frauce.

A ron^esd
a.^-einbics

at Arras.
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llie cou-

;;rc*H is

lu-i.! ill

III' St.

VllilSt.

An ac< om-
iiMMlntioii

Iwtweeii

Kiijlaiiil i*

but fails.

protector and council a connnission for

that purpose.
The conferences were held in the ahhey

of St. \'aast
;
and began with discussing

the proposals of the two crowns, which
were so wide of each other as to admit of

lopes of acconuModation. France ot-no

fered to cede Normandy with Guienne, but

both of them loaded with the usual homage
and vassalage to the crown. As the

claims of England upon France were uni-

versally unpopular in Europe, the media-

tors declared the offers of Charles very
reasonable ;

and the cardinal of Win-

chester, with the other English ambas-

sadors, without giving a particular detail

of their demands, immediately left the

congress. There remained nothing but

to discuss the mutual pretensions of

Charles and Philip. These were easily

adjusted. The vassal was in a situation

to give law to his superior ;
and he ex-

acted conditions which, had it not been
for the present necessity, would have been

deemed, to the last degree, dishonourable

and disadvantageous to the crown of

France. Besides making repeated atone-

ments and acknowledgments for the mur-
der of the duke of Burgundy, Charles

was obliged to cede all the towns of

Picardy which lay betweea the Somnie
and the Low Countries

;
he yielded several

other territories
;

he agreed that these

and all the other dominions of Philip
should be held by him, during his life,

without doing any homage, or swearing

fealty, to the present king ; and he i'reed

his subjects from all obligations to alle-

giance, if ever he infringed this trcatv.

Such were the conditions upon which
France purchased the friendship of the

duke of Burgundy.
The duke sent a herald to England with

a letter, in which he notified the conclu-

jsion
of the treaty of Arras, and apolo-

Igised for his departure from that of Troye.
The council received the herald with

great coldness
; they even assigned him

tterM. 'lis lodgings in a shoemaker's house, by
way of insult

;
and the populace were so

incensed, that, if the duke of Glocester

had not given him guards, his life had
been exposed to danger. The Flemings,

.l.ik."

- nron-
ItMi'ie

'• ftcntrn

!jti«in i

'UUCtil

i-ni;l.inil

and other subjects of Philip, were insulted,

and some of them nuirdered by the Lon-
donei-s

;
and every thing seemed to tend

towards a rujjturc between the two na-

tions. These violences were not dis-

agreeable to the duke of Burgundy, as

they afforded him a pretence for the tarthei

measures which he intended to take against
the English, whom he no\v re:i;arded as-

implacable and dangerous enemies.

DEATH OF THE DUKE OF
BEDFORD. 143.3.

o
corn-

foiled

A FEW days after the duke of Bedford

received intelligence of this treaty, so

fatal to the interests of England, he died

at Rouen ; a prince of great abilities, and

of many virtues ;
and w hose memory, ex-

cept from the barbarous execution of th(

maid of Orleans, was unsullied by an)
considerable blemish. Isabella, queen of

France, died a little before him, des-

pised by the English, detested by the

French, and reduced in her latter years to

regard, with an unnatural horror, the pro

gress and successes of her own son in

recovering possession of his kingdom.
This period was also signalized by the

death of the earl of Arundel, a ijreat

English general ; who though he

manded three thousand men, was

by Xaintraillcs at the head of six hundred,

and soon after expired of the wounds which

he received in the action.

The violent factions, which prevailed
between the duke of Glocester and the

cardinal of Winchester, prevented the

English from taking the proper measures

for repairing these multiplied losses. The

popularity of the duke, and his near relation

to the crown, gave him advantages in the

contest, which he often lost by his open
and unguarded temper, unfit to straggle

with the politic spirit of his rival. The

balance, meanwhile, of these parties kept

every thing in suspense ; foreign affairs

were mucli neglected ; and, though the

duke of York, son to that earl of Cam

bridge who was executed in the beginning
of the last reign, was appointed successor

to the duke of Bedford, it was seven

months before his commission passed the!

.^IlH•!l in-

ili^iiiitiitn

at tin* trea-

ty uf Arras
is nianift-'8t-

t'd iit ICiig-
lund.

Tlie duke
(.riii-dford

dies.

Isaliclhl

qiiiM'ii of

Kraiicedjes.

'I'he oarl of

Anmdt'I,
di ii'.iti'd by
Xaintraillcs,
dii'a.

Thp duke
of V.irk

siicciM-ds to

lie duke of

Bedford's
office.
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Tlie Eng-
lish in

France left

witliiiuta

leajer.

seals
;
and

in an enemy's
liead or

the English remained so long

country without a proper

DECLINE OF THE ENGLISH
FilANCE. 1436.

IN

Lord Wil-

lonshbv,
and tile

Enj^lish un-
der liisconi-

niand, are

compelled
to leave

Paris.

; The duke of

j Burgundy
I
declares

against the

English.

The duke of
Giocester

defies Uur

gundy to

battle.

The new governor, on his arrival, found
the capital already lost. The Parisians

lad always been more attached to the

Burgundian than to the English interest
;

and, alter the conclusion of the treaty of

Arras, their affections, without any farther

control, universally led them to return to

their allegiance under their native sove-

reign. The constable, together with Lile-

Adam, who had before put Paris into the

hands of the duke of Burgundy, was in-

troduced in the night-time by intelligence
with the citizens. Lord Willoughby, who
commanded only a small garrison of fifteen

hundred men, was expelled. This noble-

man discovered valour and presence of

mind, but, unable to guard so large a

place against multitudes, he retired into

the Bastile, and, being there invested, he
delivered up that fortress, and was con-
tented to stipulate for the safe retreat of
his troops into Normandy.

In the same season the duke of Bur-

gundy openly took part against England,
and commenced hostilities by the siege of

Calais, the only place which now gave the

English any sure hold of France. As he
was beloved among his own subjects, and
had acquired the epithet of Good, from his

popular qualities, he was able to interest

all the inhabitants of the Low Countries
in the success of this enterprise ; and he
invested that place with an army, formi-

|dable from its numbers, but without ex-

perience, discipline, or military spirit.
On the first alarm the duke of Giocester
assembled some forces, sent a defiance to

Philip, and challenged him to wait the
event of a battle, which he promised to

as soon as the wind would permit
him to reach Calais. The warlike genius

*
Fortescue, who soon after this period visited

France in the train of prince Henry, speaks of that

Idngdom as a desert in comparison to England.
Thougli we make allowance for the partialities of
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of the English had rendered them terrible

to all the northern parts of Europe ;
es-

pecially to the Flemings, who were

expert in manufactures than in arms ;
and

the duke of Burgundy, being already foiled

in some attempts before Calais, and ob-

serving the discontent and terror of his

own army, thought proper to raise the

siege, and to retreat before the arrival of

the enemy.
The Enghsh were still masters of many

fine provinces in France ;* but retained

possession more by the extreme weakness
of Charles than by the strength of their

own garrisons, or tlie force of their armies.

Nothing can be more surprising than the

feeble efforts made, during, the course of

several years, by these two potent nations

against each other
; while the one struggled

for independence, and the other aspired to

a total conquest of its rival. The general
want of industry, commerce, and police,
had rendered all the European nations,
and France and England no less than the

others, unfit for bearing the burdens of

war, when it was prolonged beyond one
season

;
and the continuance of hostilities

had, long ere this time, exhausted both

kingdoms. Scarcely could the appear-
ance of an army be brought into the field

on either side; and all the operations
consisted in the surprisal of places, in the

rencounter of detached parties, and in in-

cursions upon the open country, by small

bodies, assembled on a sudden from the

neighbouring garrisons. In this method of

conducting the war the French king had
much the advantage. The duke of York,
who was a jirince of abilities, struggled

against these difficuHies during five years ;

and, being assisted by the valour of lord

Talbot, soon after created earl of Shrews-

bury, he performed actions which acquired
him honour, but merit not the attention

of posterity. It would have been well

had this feeble war, in sparing the blood
of the people, prevented oppressions; and
had the fury of men, which reason and

The duke

more! of Burgun-
dy besieges
Calais.

He finds it

neot^s.saryU)
"itluliaw.

Both the

luiglish
aiui llie

French are

in a slate of

exhaustion.

Xo armies

can be

brought
into the

field.

Fortescue, there must have been some foundation
for iiis account

;
and these destructive wp,rs are the

most likely reason to be assigned for the difference!

remarked by this author. '

The duke
of York is

assisted by
lord Tallrat.
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justice cannot restrain, thus hapj)ily re-

ceived a check from their impotence and

inability. But the French and Enjrlish,

though they exerted such small tbrce,

were stretching beyond their resources,
which were still smaller ; and the troops,
destitute of pay, were obliged to subsist

by plundering both friends and enemies.

The fields in all the north of France,
which was the seat of war, were laid

waste and left uncultivated. The cities

were gradually depopulated, not by the

blood spilt in battle, but by the more
destructive pillage of the garrisons. And
both parties, weary of hostilities, at last

desirous of peace, set on foot negociations.
But the proposals of France, and the de-

mands of England, were still so wide of

each other, that all hope of accommodation
vanished. The English ambassadors de-

manded restitution of all the provinces
which had once been annexed to England,

together with the final cession of Calais

and its district
;
and required the pos-

session of these extensive territories with-

out the burden of any fealty or homage
on the part of their prince : the French

offered only part of Guienne, part of Nor-

mandy, and Calais, loaded with the usual

burdens. It appeared in vain to continue

the negociation while there was so little

prospect of agreement. The English were

still too haughty to stoop from the vast

hopes which they had formerly enter-

tained, and to accept of terms more suit-

able to the present condition of the two

kingdoms.
The duke of York soon after resigned

his government to the earl of ^Yarwick, a

nobleman of reputation, whom death pre-
vented from long enjoying this dignity.
The duke, upon the demise of that noble-

man, returned to his charge, and, during
his administration, a truce was concluded

between the king of England and the duke
of Burgundy, which had become necessary
for the commercial interests of their sub-

jects. The war with France continued in

the same languid and feeble state as before.

* This sum was equal to £36,000 sterling of our

present money. A subsidy of a tenth and lifteenth

was fixed by Edward III. at £^9,000, which, in the

VOL. I. 6 F

The captivity of five princes of the blood,
taken prisoners in the battle of Azincour,
was a considerable advantage which Eng-
land iiad long enjoyed over its enemy; but

this superiority was now entirely lost.

Some of these princes had died
;
some

had been ransomed ; and the duke of Or-

leans, the most powerful among them, was
the last that remained in the hands of the

English. He otiercd tifty-four thousand
nobles for his liberty ;* and, when this pro-

posal was laid before the council of Eng-
land, the party of the duke of Glocester

and that of the cardinal of Winchester
were divided in their sentiments with re-

gard to it. The duke reminded the coun-
cil of the dying advice of the late king,
that none of these prisoners should on

any account be released till his son should

be of sufficient age to hold, himself, the

reins of government. The cardinal in-

sisted on the greatness of the sum ottered,

which, in reality, was near equal to two-

thirds of all the extraordinary supplies that

the parliament, during the course of seven

years, granted (or the support of the war.

And he added, that the release of this

prince was more likely to be advanta-

geous than prejudicial to the English in-

terests ; by filling the court of Fran^

with faction. The cardinal's party, as

usual, prevailed ; the duke of Orleans was

released, after a melancholy captivity ol

twenty-five years ;
and the duke of Bur

gundy, as a pledge of his entire reconcilia-

tion with the family of Orleans, tacilitated

to that prince the payment of his ransom.

The princes and nobility, in those ages,
went to war on very disadvantageous terms.

If they were taken prisoners, they either

remained in captivity during life, or pur-
chased their liberty at the price which the

victors were pleased to impose, and which
often reduced their families to want and

be2;garv.

TRUCE WITH FRANCE. 1443.

The sentiments of the cardinal prevailed
in another point of still greater moment.

reign of Henry VI. made only £58,000 of our present

money. The parliament granted only one subsidy

during the coiiibe of seven years, from 1437 to 1444.
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f.ir twenty-
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Tb it prelate had always encouraged every

proposal of accommodation with France.

He insisted on the extreme reluctance of

the parliament to gnmt supplies ; the dis-

orders in which theE.iglish affairs in Nor-

uanrlv were involved; the daily progress
nadj by the French king; and the advan-

tage" of stopping his hand by a temporary
icco umodation, which might leave room
or time and accidents to operate in favour

)f the English. The duke of Glocester,

iiigh-spirited and haughty, and educated

in the lofty pretensions which the first

successes of his two brothers had rendered

iainiliar to him, could not yet be induced

:o relinquish all hopes of prevailing over

France. But, notwithstanding his oppo-
sition, the earl of Suffolk, a nobleman who
adhered to the cardinal's party, was dis-

patched to Tours, in order to negociate
with the French ministers. It was found

impossible to adjust the terms of a lasting

peace ;
but a truce for twenty-two months

\vas concluded, which left every thing on
the present footing between the parties.

The numerous disorders under which the

French government laboured, induced

Charles to assent to this truce ; and the

same motives engaged him ai'terwards to

prolong it. But Suffolk, not content with

executing this object of his commission,

proceeded also to finish another business,
which seems rather to have been implied
than expressed in the powers that had been

granted him.

KING'S MARRIAGE WITH MAR-'
CARET OF ANJOU.

In proportion as Henry advanced in years,
his character became fully known. Of
the most harmless, inoffensive, simple
manners

;
but of the most slender capa-

city ;
he was fitted to be perpetually

governed by those who surrounded him
;

and it was easy to Ibresee that his reign

[would prove a perpetual minority. As he

had now reached the twenty-third year of

his age, it was natural to think of choos-

ing him a queen ;
and each party was am-

A consort isibitious of having him receive one from

h'm!
' "'

{tlieir
hand

;
as it was prob.ible that this

•circumstance would decide for ever the

Marffaietof

A"jou pre-
I

fei red to 2
I

diiugliter of,
tlie couuiof

,

Armagnac,

Henry
proves a

prill, e of

slender

Capacity.

She IS a

higiilv gift
ed princess

victory between them. The duke of Glo-i
cester proposed a daughter of the count of

Armagnac ; but bad not credit to tfl'ect his

purpose. The cardinal and his friends

had cast their eye on Margaret of Anjou,
daughter of Regnier, titular king of Sicily,

Najiles, and Jerusalem, descended Irom
the count of Anjou, brother of Charles V.,
who had left these magnificent titles, but
without any real power or possessions, to

his posterity. This princess was the most

accomj.lished of her age both in body and
mind

;
and seemed to possess those qual-

ities which would equally quahfy her to

acquire the ascendant over Henry, find to

supply all his deiects and weaknesses. Of
a masculine, courageous spirit, of an

enterprising temper, endowed with so

lidity as well as vivacity of understanding,
she had not been able to conceal these

great talents even in the privacy of her

father's family ;
and it was reasonable to

expect that, when she should mount the

throne they would breakout \\ith still su-

perior lustre. The earl of Suffolk, in con-

cert with his associates of the English coun-

cil,]made proposals of marriage toMargaret,
which were accepted. But this nobleman,
besides preoccupying the princess's favour

by being the chief means of her advance-

ment, endeavoured to ingratiate himself

with her and her family by very extraor-

dinary concessions. Though Margaret

brought no dowry, he ventured, without

any direct authority from the council, to

engage, by a secret article, that the pro-
vince of Maine, which was in the hands of

the English, should be ceded to Charles

of Anjou, her uncle ;
who was prime

minister and favourite of the Frer.ch king,
and who had already received the grant ol

that province as his appanage.
The treaty of marriage was ratified iii

England : Suffolk obt;;ined first the title

of marquis, then that of duke : and even

received the thanks of parliament for hisi

services. The princess fell into close,

connexions with the cardinal and his j)arty,

the dukes of Somerset, Suffolk, and Buck-

ingham ; who, fortified by her powerful

patronage, resolved on the final ruin oli
,_;|(,„st,,r

the duke of Glocester. 1
1''*"'"^''-
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court intrigues, but possessinir, in a high

degree, the favour of the puhlir, liad al-

i-eady received f'roni his rivals a cruel

mortification, wiiich he bad hitherto borne
without violating public peace, but which
it was impossible tiiat a person of his

spirit and humanity could ever forgive.
His duchess, the daughter of Reginald
lord Cobham, had been accused of the

crime of witchcral't
; and it was pretended

that there w^as found in her possession a

waxen figure of the king, which she and
her associates. Sir Roger Ijolingbroke a

priest, and one Margery Jordan of Eye,
melted in a magical manner before a slow

fire, with an intention of making Henry's
force and vigour waste away by like insen-

sible degrees. The accusation was w-ell

calculated to affect the weak mind of the

king, and to gain belief in an ignorant

'age ; and the duchess was brought to trial

with her confederates.* The nature of

this crime seems always to exempt the

accusers from observing the rules of com-
mon sense in their evidence: the prisoners
were pronounced guilty ; the duchess was
coudeumed to do public penance, and to

suffer perpetual imprisonment ;
the others

were executed. But, as these violent pro-

ceedings were ascribed solely to the malice

ot the duke's enemies, the people acquitted
the unhappy sufferers

;
and increased

their esteem and affection towards a prince,
who was thus exposed, without protection,
to those mortal injuries.

MURDER OF THE DUKE OF
GLOCESTER. 1447.

These sentiments of the public made the

* "
Though acquitted of the tresson she is ad-

ijudged to open penance, namely, to go with a wax

Taper in her hand, hoodless, (save a Kerchiffc)

I
through London divers days together, and after to

Iremuin in perpetual imprisonment in the isle of

Man. The crime objected against her was, procuring
Thomas Soutliwel, John Hunne, Priests, Roger
Bullingbrook a supposed necromancer, and Margery
Jordan, to devnse a picture of wax in proportion of

the King, in such sort by sorcery, that as the King's
picture consumed, so the King's body should con-

sume : for which they were all condemned. The
Witch was burned in Sraithfjeld. Bullingbrook was

hanged, constantly affirming upon his death, that

ineither the Dutchess, nor any other from her, did

I

cardinal of Winchester and his i)arty sen

sible that it was necessary to destroy a

man whose popularity inigiit become dan-

gerous, and whose resentment they had so

much cause to ai>prehend. In order to

effect their purjjose, a parliament was
summoned to meet, not at London, which
was supposed to be too well affected to

the duke, but at St. Edmondsburv, where

they expected he would lie entirely at

their mercy. As soon as he apj)e;;red he

was accused of treason, and tbiown into

prison. He was soon after found dead in

his bed
; and, though it was pretended

that bis death was natural, and tbouiib bis

body, which was exposed to pul)lic view,

bore no marks of outward violence, n<

one doubted but he had fallen a victim t(

the vengeance of his enemies. An arti-

fice, formerly practised in the case ot

Edward II., Richard 11.
, and Thouv.s o;

Woodstock duke of Glocester, could de-

ceive nobody. Tl.e reason of this assas-

sination of the duke seems not that tht

ruling party apprehended his accpiiltal in

parliament on account of his innocence,

but that they imagined his public trial

and execution would have been more in-

vidious than his private murder, whicl

they pretended to deny. Some gentlemen
of his retinue were afterwards tried -m

accomplices in his treasons, and con

demned to be hanged, drawn, and (juar-

tered. They were hr.nged and cut down
;

but just as the executioner was psoceedini.

to quarter them, their pardon was pro-

duced, and they were recovered. f 'i"h(

most barbai'ous kind of mercy that cai.

possibly be imagined !

This prince is said to have received r

ever require more of him than only to know by his

art how long the King should live. John Hunne
had his pardon, and Soutliwcl died the night before

he should hiive been executed."—Baker.—Ed.

I
" Five of his menial servants. Sir Roger Cham

berlain. Knight; Middlcton, Herbert, Artizis, Es-

quires; and John Needliam Gentleman, were con-,

demned to be hanged, drawn, and quartered ; andi

hanged they were at Tyburn, let down quick, striptl

naked, marked with a knife to be quartered, but,
then the Marquis of Suffolk, to make a show as-

though he had no hand in the business, brought their!

pardon, and so their lives were saved."— Baker.

Ed.
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better education than was usual in his age,

to have founded one of the first public

libraries in England, and to have been a

great patron of learned men. This turn

of mind tended much to cure him of

credulity ; of which the following instance

is given by Sir Thomas ]\Iore. There

was a man who pretended that, though he

was born blind, he had recovered his sight
bv touching the shrine of St. Albans.

The duke happening to pass, questioned
the man, and, seeing no doubt of his

sight, asked him the colours of several

cloaks worn by persons of his retinue.

The man told them A^ery readily. 'You are

a knave,' cried the prince ;

' had you been

born bhnd, you could not so soon have

learned to distinguish colours
;

'

and im-

mediately ordered him to be set in the

stocks as an impostor.

I

The cardinal of Winchester died six

naunvi'n-iweeks after his iiephew, whose murder
Chester dies, ^gg universally ascribed to him as well as

to the duke of Suffolk, and which, it is

said, gave him more remorse in his last

moments than could be naturally expected
from a man hardened, during the course

of a long life, in falsehood and in politics.

What share the queen had in this guilt is

uncertain
;
her usual spirit made the pub-

lic conclude, with some reason, that the

duke's enemies durst not have ventured

on such a deed without her privity. But
there happened, soon after, an event, of

which she and her favourite, the duke of

Suffolk, bore incontestably the whole

odium.

That article of the marriage treaty, by
which the province of Maine was to be

ceded to Charles of Anjou, the queen's

uncle, had probably been kept secret
;

and, during the lifetime of the duke of

Glocester, it miglit have been dangerous
to venture on the execution of it

; but, as

France strenuously insisted on its perform-
ance, orders were now dispatched, under

Henry's hand, to Sir Francis Surienne,

governor of Mans, commanding him to

surrender that place to Charles of Anjou.
Surienne, either questioning the authen-

ticity of the order, or regarding his govern-
Inient as his sole fortune, refused compli- i

Jance ;
and it bec&rae necessary for a i
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French army, under Dunois, to lay siese

to the city. The governor made as good
a defence as his situation could permit ;

but, receiving no relief from Edmond
duke of Somerset, who was governor of

Normandy, he was at last obliged to

capitulate, and to surrender not only
Mans, but all the other fortresses of that

province, which was thus entirely alienated

from the crown of England.
The bad effects of this measure stopped

not here. Surienne, at the head of all his

garrisons, amounting to two thousand five

hundred men, retired into Normandy, in

expectation of being taken into pay, and
of being quartered in some towns of that

province. But Somerset, who had no
means of subsisting such a multitude, and
who was probably incensed at Surienne's

disobedience, refused to admit him
; and

this adventurer, not daring to commit de-

predations on the territories either of the

king of France or of England, marched
into Brittany, seized the town of Fougeres,

repaired the fortifications of Pontorson

and St. James de Beuvron, and subsisted

his troops by the ravages which he exer-

cised on that whole province. The duke
of Brittany complained of this violence to

the king of France ; Charles remonstrated

with the duke of Somerset : that noble-

man replied that the injury was done with-

out his privity, and that he had no autho-

rity over Surienne and his companions.

Though this answer ought to have ap-

peared satisfactory to Charles, who had

often felt severely the licentious, indepen-
dent spirit of such mercenary soldiers, he

never would admit of the apology. He
still insisted that these plunderers should

be recalled, and that reparation should be

made : and, in order to render an accom-

modation absolutely impracticable, he made
the estimation of damages amount to no

less a sum than one million six hundred

thousand crowns. He was sensible of the

superiority which the present state of his

afiairs gave him over England, and deter-

mined to take advantage of it. I

STATE OF FRANCE. WAR
RENEWED. 1449.

No sooner was the truce concluded between
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I the two kingdoms than Charles eniplo^'ed

himself, with great industry and judgment,
in repairin": those numberless ills to wliich

France had so long been exposed. He
restored tlie course ot" public justice ; he
introduced order into the tinances

; he
established discipline in his troops ; he

repressed faction in his court
;
he revived

the languid state of agriculture and the

arts
; and, in the course of a few years,

he rendered his kingdom flourishing within

itself, and formidable to its neighbours.
Meanwhile aflairs in England had taken

a very different turn. The court was
divided into parties, which were enraged

against each other ; the people were dis-

contented
; conquests in France were over-

looked amidst domestic incidents
; the

governor of Normandy, ill supplied with

money, was obliged to dismiss the greater

part of his troops, and to allow the forti-

fications of the towns and castles to be-

come ruinous; and the nobility and people
of that province had, during the late open
communication with France, enjoyed fre-

quent opportunities of renewing connexions
with their ancient master, and of concert-

ing the means for expelling the English.

jThe occasion, therefore, seemed favourable

to Charles for breaking the truce. Nor-

mandy was at once invaded by four powerful
armies

;
one commanded by the king him-

self, a second by the duke of Brittany, a

third by the duke of Alen9on, and a fourth

by the count of Dunois. The places opened
their gates almost as soon as the French

appeared before them ; Verneuil, Nogent,
Chateau Gaillard, Ponteau de Mer, Gisors,

Mante, Vernon, Argentan, Lisieux, Fecamp,
Coutances, Belesme, Pont de I'Arche, fell

into the hands of the enemy. The duke
of Somerset, so far from having an armv
which could take the field and relieve

these places, was not able to supply them
with the necessar)^ garrisons and provisions.
He retired, with the few troops of which
he was master, into Rouen ; and thought
it sufficient, if, till the arrival of succours
from England, he could save that capital.
The king of France, at the head of fifty

thousand men, presented himself before

the gates ; the dangerous example of revolt

had infected the inhabitants, and they called

VOL. I. 6 G

aloud for a capitulation. Somerset, unable
to resist at once both the enemies within

and from without, retired with his garrison
into the palace and castle ; which, being
places not tenable, he was obliged to

surrender. He purchased a retreat to

Hariieur by the payment of fifty-six thou-
sand crowns

; by engaging to surrender

Ar(|ues, Tancarville, Caudebec, Honfleur,
and other places in the higher Normandy ;

and by delivering hostages for the per
formance of articles. The governor of
Honfleur refused to obey his orders

; upon
which the earl of Shrewsbury, who was
one of the hostages, was detained prisoner;
and the English were thus deprived of the

only general capable of recovering them
from their present distressed situation.

Hai-fleur made a better defence under Sir

Thomas Curson the governor ; but was

finally obliged to open its gates to Dunois.
Succours at last appeared from England
under Sir Thomas Kyriel, and landed at

Cherbourgh : but these came very late,

amounted only to four thousand men, and
were soon after put to rout at Fourmigni
by the count of Clermont. This battle, or

rather skirmish, was the only action fought
by the English for the defence of their

dominions in France, which they had

purchased at such an expense of blood
and treasure. Somerset, shut up in Caen
found it necessary to capitulate ; Falaise

opened its gates, on condition that the

earl of Shrewsbury should be restored

and Cherbourgh, the last place of Nor

mandy which remained in the hands of

the English, being delivered up, the con-

quest of that important j)rovince was
finished in a twelvemonth by Charles, to

the great joy of the inhabitants and of his

whole kingdom.

THE ENGLISH EXPELLED FRANCE.
1450.

A LIKE rapid success attended the French
arms in Guienne

; though the inhabitants

of that province were better inclined to

the English government. Dunois was

dispatched thither, and met with no re-

sistance in the field, and very little from
the towns. Great improvements had been
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made hi the structure and management of"

artillery, and none in fortification ;
and

the art of defence was by that means more

unequal, than either before or since, to

the art of attack. After all the small

places about Bordeaux were reduced,
the city agreed to submit if not relieved by
a certain time : no relief appeared ; the

place surrendered ; and Bayonne being
taken soon after, this whole province,
which had remained united to England
since the accession of Henry II., was,

after a period of three centuries, finally

swallowed up in the French monarchy.

Though no peace or truce was concluded,

the war was, in a manner, at an end. The

English, torn in pieces by the civil dissen-

sions which ensued, made but one feeble

effort more for the recovery of Guienne ;*

and Charles, occupied at home in regulating
the government, and fencing against the

intrigues of his factious son, Lewis the

dauphin, scarcely ever attempted to invade

them in their island, or to retaliate upon
them by availing himself of their intestine

confusions.

* The result was unfortunate, but haidly deserves

to be called feeble. "Moved by the reproaches of the

English, Margaret of Anjou, who felt the humbled
mind of the feeble Henry sinking beneath her, wished

to oppose the progress of her countrymen. A jilot was
formed in Guienne. The Sieur Lesparre crossed the

se.i to announce that Mcdoc was prepared to declare

against the French. Margaret, upon this, as a last

effort, collected a force of five thousand men, under
the command of Talbot, who was considered the

best captain in the English army, though he was
now eighty years of age. Talbot embarked on the

17th of October, 1452. The seventh day after his

larrival the Bordelais rose against their garrison, and

opened their gates to the old soldier of Henry V.

Talbot's son joined him in the course of the winter

with an additional four thousand men, and several

places in the vicinity of Medoc were captured by the

English ;
but in the month of July following, Charles

appeared at the head of his ordnance comparues in

the revolted country, and carried on hostilities with

a degree of activity which almost partook of the

character of spite. He was incensed against this

fickle people, which had repeatedly called him again
to the lists immediately after he had quitted them.

At the capture of the fort de Chalais, four-score of

the inhabitants were handed over to Tristan I'Her-

mite, who hanged them without mercy. On the

other side, the French established themselves under
the walls of Castillon, in a camp strongly fortified by
the brothers Bureau, who directed all the sieges.

iTalbot, sent to oppose him, advanced to the enemy's

CHAPTER XXL
HENRY VI.

CLAIM OF THE DUKE OF YORK TO THE
CROWN. IMPEACHMENT OF THE DUKE
OF SUFFOLK. —HIS BANISHMENT AN1>

DEATH. POPULAR INSURRECTION. THE
PARTIES OF Y'ORK AND LANCASTER.
FIRST ARMAMENT OF THE DUKE OF YORK,

FIRST BATTLE OF ST. ALBANS. BATTLE
OF BLORE-HEATH. —OF NORTHAMPTON.
A PARLIAMENT.—BATTLE OF WAKEFIELD.
AND DEATH OF THE DUKE OF YORK.—
BATTLE OF MORTI.MEr's CROSS. SECOND
BATTLE OF ST. ALBANS. EDWARD IV.

ASSUMES THE CROWN. MISCELLANEOUS
TRANSACTIONS OF THIS REIGN.

A WEAK prince, seated on the throne oi

England, had never failed, how gentle
soever and innocent, to be infested with

faction, discontent, rebellion, and civil

commotions
; and, as the incapacity ol

Henry appeared every day in a fuller light,
these dangerous consequences began to be

entrenchments, and boldly planted his banner within
the first enclosure. Once more the artillery gave
victory to the French. The English men-at-arm.'
were thundered on by this new power, which was
now much more formidable than the dreaded arrowi-

of the English archers had been in former times, and

they fell by whole ranks before the ditch. T.ilbot hi

vain went from rank to rank, on a little hackney, to

animate his men. A shot from a culverine broke
his thigh, and killed his hackney, which falling,
threw him on the ground, and terminated the battle.

Dunois immediately advanced, and dispersed all

those who were collected round the English chief.

Talbot"s son fell defending him ; and a volunteer

archer, by thrusting his dirk in the wounded chiefs
throat, put an end to his life. On the next morning.
(July l/th) the body of the old general could scarcely
be recognised, it was so disfigured by the numerous
wounds he had received. His herald at length
approached a corpse supposed to be his, and putting
his finger in the mouth, felt for the place of a tooth
which Talbot had lost, and did not feel for it in vain.

The body had been stripped during the night.
'

Ah,
sir, my master,' e.xclaimed the servant, having ascer-
tained his identity,

'

it is then you ! May God pardon
all )'our sins ! For foity years and more I have been

your herald at arms, and have worn your coat, and
now I give it back to you.' He then took his coat
of arms, and covered the remains of the lifeless Tal-
bot. This day brought the war to a conclusion. All
the cities which had received the English again, were

speedily taken."— Burette.—Ed.
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universally and justly apprehended. Men
idso of unquiet spirits, no longer employed
in foreign wars, were the more likely to

excite intestine disorders, and, by their

emulation, rivalship, and animosities, to

tear the bowels of their native country.

Ikit, though these causes were sufficient to

breed confusion, there concurred anotiier

circuiustance of the most dangerous na-

ture. A jiretender to the crown a])peared.
Tne title itself of the weak prince, who

enjoyed the name of sovereignty, was dis-

puted : and the English were now to pay
the severe, though late, penalty of their

turbulence under Richard II.
; and of

iheir levity in violating, without any ne-

cessity or just reason, the lineal suc-

cession of their mon;uchs.

DUKE OF YORK'S CLAIM TO THE
CROWN. 1450.

All the males of the house of Mortimer
were extinct

;
but Aune, the sister of the

last earl of Marche, having espoused the

earl of Cambridge, beheaded in the reign
of Henry V., had transmitted her latent,

l)ut not yet Jorgotten, claim to her son,

Richard duke of York.* This prince,
thus descended by his mother from

Philippa, only daugiiter of the duke of

Clareuce, second son of Edward III., stood

plainly in the order of succession beiore

the king, who derived his descent from

the duke of Lancaster, thii'd son of that

monarch ; and that claim could not, in

* The origin of this claim is well set forth by

Shakspeare, or at least in the first part of Henry VI.,

one of the plays ascribed to him, though the author-

ship has been called in question. AVe there find, in

the scene of Mortimei 's death, Richard Plantagenet is

informed by the dying Mortimer of the condition of

his family, and the rights transmitted to him.

"
Henry the fourth, grandfather to this king.

Deposed his nephew Richard, Edward's son,

The first-begotten, and the lawful heir

Of Edward king, the third of tliat descent ;

During whose reign, the Percies of the north,

Finding his usurpation most unjust,
Endeavour"d my advancement to the throne.

The reason moved these warlike lords to this.

Was—for that (ynung king Richard thus removed,

Leaving no heir begotten of his body)
I was the next by birth and parentage ;

For by my muiUtr I derived aui

many respects, have fallen into mi'-re dan-

gerous iiands than those oi' the duke ol

York. Richard was a man of valour and

abilities, of a ])rudent conduct and mild

dis])ositions : he had enjoyed an oppor-

tunity of displaying these virtues in his

government of France: and though re-

called from that counnand by theintjiuue-
of the duke of Somerset, he hiul been

sent to sujipress a rebellion in Jreli'id:

had succeeded much better in that cii:er-

prise than his rival in the defence o( Nor-

mandy ;
and had even been able to attaci

to his person and family the whole Irish

nation, whom he was sent to subdue. lu

the right of his father, he bore the rank ui

first prince of tiie blood
;

and by thi^

station he gave a lustre to his title derivet;

from the i'amily of Mortimer, which

though of great nobility, was equalled h\

other Jamilies, and had been eclipsed by
the royal descent of the house of Lancas-

ter. He possessed an immense Ibrtune

from the union of so many successions
;

these of Cambridge and York on the ont

hand, with those of Mortimer on tin

other : which last inheritance iiad beioit

been augmented by an union of the estates

of Clarence and Ulster with the patrimo-
nial possessions of the tamily of Marche.

The alliances too of Richard, by his mar-

rying the daughter of Ralph Nevil, carl ol

Westmoreland, Iiad widely extended his

interest among llie nobility, and had pro-
cured him many connexions in that for-

midable order.

From Lionel duke of Clarence, the third son

To king Edward the third, whereas he

From John of Gaunt doth bring his ])edigrec.

Being put fourth of t at heroic line.

But mark
;
as in his hauglity great attempt.

They laboured to plant tlie rightful heir,

I lost my liberty, and they their lives.

Long after this, when Henry the fifth,
—

Succeeding his father Bolingbroke,—did reign.

Thy father, earl of Cambridge, then derived

From famous Edmond Langley, duke of York,—
Marrying my sister, that tliy mother was.

Again in pity of my hard distress.

Levied an army, weening to redeem,
And have install'd me in the diadem.

But, as the rest, so fell that noble earl.

And was beheaded Thus the Mortimers,
In whom the title rested, were suppressed."

Ed.
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THE EARL OF AVARWICK.

The family of Nevil was, perhaps, at this

lime the most potent, both from their

opulent possessions and from the charac-

ters of the men, that has ever appeared in

England ; for, besides the eari of West-

moreland, and the lords Latimer, Faucon-

berg, and Abergavenny, the earls of Salis-

bury and Warwick were of that family, and

were of themselves the greatest noblemen

in the kingdom. The earl of SaJisbuiy,
brother-in-law to the duke of York, was

the eldest son by a second marriage of the

earl of Westmoreland ;
and inherited by

his wife, daughter and heir of Mcntacute

earl of Salisbury, killed before Orleans,

the possessions and title of that great

family. His eldest son, Richard, had mar-

ried Anne, the daughter and heir of Beau-

champ earl of Warwick, who died governor
of France ; and by this alliance he enjoyed
the possessions, and had acquired the title,

of that other family, one of the most

opulent, most ancient, and most illustrious,

in England. The personal qualities also

of these two earls, especially of Warwick,
enhanced the splendour of their nobility,

and increased their influence over the

people. This latter nobleman, commonly
known by the appellation of the 'King-

maker,' had distinguished himself by his gal-

lantry in tlie field, by the hospitality of his

table, by the magnificence, and still more by
the generosity, of his expense, and by the

bold manner which attended him in all his

actions. The undesigning frankness and

openness of his character rendered his

conquests over men's affections the more
certain ;

his presents were regarded as

sure testimonies of esteem and friendship,
and his professions as the overflowings of

his genuine sentiments. No less than

thirty thousand persons are said to have

daily hved at his board in the different

manors and castles which he possessed
in England. The military men were zea-

lously attached to his interests : the people
in general bore him an unlimited affec-

tion
;

Ills numerous retainers were more
devoted to his will than to the prince or

to the laws : and he was the greatest, as
488

well as the last, of those mighty barons,

who formerly overawed the crown, and

rendered the people incapable of any

regular system of civil government.
But the dulve of York, besides the family

of Nevil, had many other partisans among
the great nobility. Courtney earl of De-

vonshire, descended from a very noble

family of that name in France, was at-

tached to his interests
; Moubray duke of

Norfolk had, from his hereditary hatred to

the family of Lancaster, einbraced the

same party : and the discontents which

universally prevailed, rendered every com-

bination of the great the more dangerous
to the established government.

Though the people were never willing

to grant the supplies necessary for keeping

possession of the conquered provinces in

France, they repined extremely at the loss

of these boasted acquisitions ;
and fancied,

because a sudden irruption could make

conquests, that, without steady counsels

and a uniform expense, it was possible to

maintain them. The voluntary cession of

Maine to the queen's uncle had made them

suspect treachery in the loss of Normandy
and Guienne : they still considered Mar-

garet as a French woman, and a latent

enemy of the kingdom : and when they
saw her father and all her relations active

in promoting the success of the French,

they could not be persuaded that she, who
was all powerful in the English council,

would very zealously oppose them in their

enterprises.
But the most fatal blow^ given to the

popularity of the crown, and to the in-

terests of the house of Lancaster, was by
the assassination of the virtuous duke

of Glocester, whose memory being ex-

tremely cherished by the people, served to

throw an odium on all his murderers. By
this crime the reigning family suffered a

double prejudice ; it was deprived of its

firmest support, and it was loaded with all

the infamy of that imprudent and barba-

rous assassination.

As the duke of SuflTolk was known to

have had an active hand in the crime, he

partook deeply of the hatred attending it ;

and the clamours which necessarily rose

against hirn as prime minister, and declared
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favourite ot the (jueen, became absolutely
uncontrollable. Tbe ijreat nobilitv could

ill brook to see a subject exalted above

tbeni, niucb more one wlio was only great

grandson to a n\ercbant, and wlio was of

a birtb so mucb inferior to theirs. The

great ac(|uisitions which he daily made
were the object of envy ; and, as they were

gained at the expense of the crown, which
was itself reduced to poverty, they ap-

peared, on that account, the more excep-
tionable and invidious.

The revenues of the crown, which had

long been disproportioned to its power and

dignity, had been extremely dilapidated

during the minority of Henry, both by the

rapacity of the courtiers, which the king's
uncles could not control, and by the

necessary expenses of the French war,

which had always been very ill supplied by
the grants of parliament. The royal de-

mesnes were dissipated ;
and the king was

loaded with a debt of three hundred and,

seventy-two thousand pounds, a sum so

great, that the parliament could never

think of discharsring it. This unhappy
situation forced the ministers upon many
arbitrary measures. The houseliold itself

could not be supported without stretching
to the utmost the right of purveyance,
and rendering it a kind of universal

robbery upon the people. The public
clamour rose high, and no one had the

"ce
is; equity to make allowance for the necessity

ike of of the king's situation. Suffolk, once be-

come odious, bore the blame of the whole
;

and every grievance, in every part of. the

administration, was universally imputed
to his tyranny and injustice.

IMPEACHMENT OF THE DUKE
OF SUFFOLK.

This nobleman, sensible of the public
hatred under which he laboured, and

foreseeing an attack from the commons,
endeavoured to overawe his enemies by

boldly presenting himself to the charge,
and by insisting upon his own innocence,
and even upon his merits, and those of his

family, in the public service. He rose in

the house of peers ;
took notice of the

clamours propagated against him; and

VOL. I. H

no-

nnd
in

complained that, alter serving the crown
in lliirly-four cami)aigns ;

after living
abroad seventeen years without once re-

turning to his native country ; after losing
a lather and three brothers in the wars of

France ; after being himself a prisoner,
and purchasing his liberty by a great ran-

som
; it should yet be suspected that he

had been debauched from his allegiance,
and tl;at he had betrayed his prince, who
had rewarded his services bv the highest
honour.'; thiit it was in his j)ower to confer.

This speech did not answer the jjurpose
intended. The commons, rather pro-
voked at this challenge, opened their

charge against him, and sent up to the

peers an accusation of high treason, divided

into several articles. Thev insisted that

he had persuaded the French king to in-

vade England with an armed force, in

order to depose the king, and to place on

the throne his own son, John de la Pole,

whom he intended to marry to Margaret,
the only daughter of the late John duke of

Somerset, and to whom, he imagined, he

would by that means acquire a title to the

crown : that he had contributed to the

release of the duke of Orleans, in hopes
that that prince would assist king Charles

in expelling the English fi'om France, and

recovering full possession of his kingdom :

that he had afterwards encouraged that

monarch to make open war on Normandy
and Guienne, and had promoted his con-

quests by betraying the secrets of England,
and obstructing the succours intended to

be sent to those provinces : and that he

had, without any powders or commission,

l)romised by treaty to cede the province of

Maine to Charles of Anjou, and had ac-

cordingly ceded it : which proved in the

issue the chief cause of the loss of Nor

mandy.
It is evident, from a review of these

articles, that the commons adopted, with

out inquiry, all the popular clamours

against the duke of Suffolk, and charged
hiui with crimes, of which none but the

vulgar could seriously believe him guilty.

Nothing can be more incredible than that

a nobleman, so little eminent by his birth

and character, could think of acquiring
the crown to his family, and of deposing
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Henry by foreign force, and, together with

him, Margaret, his patron, a princess of so

much spirit and penetration. Suffolk

appealed to many noblemen in the house,
who knew that he had intended to marry
his son to one of the coheirs of the earl of

Warwick, and was disappointed in his

views only by the death of that lady ;
and

he observed that Margaret of Somerset
could bring to her husband no title to the

crown, because she herself was not so

much as comprehended in the entail settled

by act of parliament. It is easy to ac-

count for the loss of Normandy and Gui-

enne, from the situation of affairs in the

two kingdoms, without supposing any

treachery in the English ministers ;
and it

may safely be affirmed that greater vigour
was requisite to defend these provinces
from the arms of Charles VII., than to

conquer them at tirst from his predecessor.
It could never be the interest of any Eng-
lish minister to betray and abandon such

acquisitions ;
much less of one who was

so well established in his master's favour,

and who could never think, without the

most extreme reluctance, of becoming a

fugitive and exile in a foreign land. The

only article which carries any face of pro-

bability, is his engagement for the delivery
of Maine to the queen's uncle. But Suf-

folk maintained, with great appearance of

truth, that this measure was approved of

by several at the council table
;

and it

seems hard to ascribe to it, as is done by
the commons, the subsequent loss of

Normandy and expulsion of the English.

Normandy lay open on every side to the

invasion of the French
; Maine, an inland

province, must soon after have fallen
; and,

as the English . ossessed in other parts more
fortresses than they could garrison or

provide for, it seemed no bad policy to

contract their force, and to render the

defence practicable by reducing it within

a naiTOwer compass.

SUFFOLK'S BANISHMENT AND
DEATH.

The commons were probably sensible that

* A ship of war, called " The Great Nicholas

Tower," came up to the vessel in which Suffolk

Bailed, and he was peremptorily ordered to go on
490

this charee of treason against Suffolk

would not bear a strict scrutiny ;
and they,

therefore, soon after, set up against him a

new charge of misdemeanors, which they
also divided into several articles. They
affirmed, among other imputations, that

he had procured exorbitant grants from

the crown, had embezzled the public

money, had conferred offices on improper

persons, had perverted justice by main-

taining iniquitous causes, and had pro-
cured pardons for notorious offenders.

The articles are mostly general, but are not

improbable ; and, as Suffolk seems to have

been a bad man and a bad minister, it will

not be rash in us to think that many ol

these articles could be proved against him.

The coiirt was alarmed at the prosecution
of a favourite minister. The king sum-
moned all the lords, spiritual and temporal,
to his apartment. The prisoner was pro
duced, and asked what he could say in

his own defence. He denied the charge,
but submitted to the king's mercy. Henry
expressed himself not satisfied with regard
to the first impeachment for treason

; but,

in consideration of the second, for misde-

meanors, he declared that, by virtue of

Suffolk's own submission, not by any judi-

cial authority, he banished him the king-
dom during five years. The lords re-

mained silent ; but, as soon as they returned

to their own house, they entered a protest

that this sentence should nowise infringe
their privileges ; and that, if Suffolk had

insisted upon his right, and had not volun-

tarily submitted to the king's commands,
he was entitled to a trial by his peers in

parliament.
It was easy to see that these irregular

proceedings were meant to favour Sufi'olk,

and that, as he still possessed the queen's

confidence, he would, on the first favour-

able opportunity, be reinstated in his

former power and credit. A captain of a

vessel was, therefore, employed by his ene-

mies to intercept him in his passage to

France : he was seized near Dover ; his

head struck off" on the side of a long-boat,

and his body thrown into the sea.* No

board the former. The mandate was obeyed, and he

was immediately greeted by the captain of the

Great Nicholas, with " Welcome, traitor." He was

The
commons
charge him
vnth mis-

demeanors,
instead of

treason.
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The duke of Somerset succeeded to

Suftblk's power in the ministry, and credit

with the queen ; and, as he was the ])erson

under whose government the French pro-
vinces had been lost, the jiublic, who always

judge by the event, soon made him etiually

the object of their animosity and hatred.

The duke of York was absent in Ireland

during all these transactions ; and, how-
ever it might be suspected that his parti-
sans had excited and supported the prose-
cution against Suffolk, no immediate ground
of complaint could, on that account, lie

against him. But there happened, soon

after, an incident which roused the jealousy
of the court, and discovered to them the

extreme danger to which they were ex-

posed from the pretensions of that popular

prince.

POPULAR INSURRECTIONS.

The humours of the people, set afloat by
the parliamentarv impeachment, and by
the fall of Suffolk, broke out in various

commotions, which were soon suppressed ;

but there arose one in Kent which was at-

tended with more dangerous consequences.
A man of low condition, one John Cade,
a native of Ireland, who had been obliged
to fly into France for crimes, obsened, on
his return to England, the discontents of

detained on board two days, during which those

who had him in custody are supposed to have com-
municated with his enemies on shore. His fate

ha^ing been decided upon, on the third day a cock

boat, bringing a block, and an axe, and an execu-

tioner, appeared. The rest of his melancholy story
is soon told ; being thus described, in a letter

written by one William Lomner, addressed " To the

right worshipful John Paston, at Norwich," and

dated, Tuesday, May 5th, 1442.
" Yn the syht of all his men, he (the duke) was

drawn ought of the grete shippe yn to the bote,

and there was an exe, and a stoke, and oon of the

lewdeste of the shippe badde him ley down hys
hedde and he shuld be fair ferd wyth, and dye on
a swerde, and toke a rusty swerde, and smotte off

hys hedde wythin half-a-dozen strokes, and toke

awey his gown of russette, and hys dobelette of vel-

vet mayled, and leyde hys body on the sands of

Dover, and some sey his hedde was sette on a pole
bv it."—Ed.

the people ;
and he laid on them the foun-

dation of projects which were at first

crowned with surprisinir success. He took

the name of John Mortimer ; intending,
as is supposed, to pass himself as a son ot

that Sir John Mortimer who had been sen-

tenced to death by parliament, and exe-

cuted, inthebeginning of thisreign, without

any trial or evidence, merely ui)on an

indictment of high treason given in against
him.* On the Hrst mention of that popu-
lar name, the common peo])le of Kent, to

the number of twenty thousand. Hocked
to Cade's standard

;
and he excited their

zeal bv demandinii- a redress of trrievances.

The court sent a small force against the

rioters, under the command of Sir Hum-
phrey Stafford, who was defeated and slain

in an action near Sevenoke
;
and Cade,

advancing towards London, encamped on
Blackheath. Though elated by his vic-

tory, he still maintained the appearance ol

moderation
; and, sending to the court a

plausible list of grievances, he promised
that, when these should be redressed, and
when lord Say the treasurer and Cromer
sheriff of Kent should be punished for their

malversations, he would lay down his arms.

The council, who observed that nobody
was willing to fight against men so reason-

able, carried the king, for safety, to Kenil-

worth ;
and the city immediately opened

its gates to Cade, who maintained, during
some time, great order and discipline

among his foUowers.f He always led them

* Cotton wonders that such a piece of injustice
should have been committed in peaceable times

; he

might have added, and by such virtuous princes as

Bedford and Glocestcr. But it is to be presumed that

Mortimer was guilty ; though his condemnation was

highly irregular and illegal. The people had at this

time a very feeble sense of law and a constitution

and power was very imperfectly restrained by these

limits. ^\Tien the proceedings of a parliament were
so irregular, it is easy to imagine that those of a king
would be more so.

f Cade affected loyalty, but claimed to be regarded
as a personage of no small importance. He,

"
as-

suming to himself the title and place of chief, sendeth
out his letters of safe conduct to such whom ht

pleased to make use of, amongst whom he WTOte
this to Thomas Cock, Draper of London :

"By this our writing ensealed, we grant and will

permit truly, that Thomas Cock of London, Draper,
shall come in surety and in safeguard to our pre
sence, without any hurt to his person, and to avoyd
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into the fields during the night; and

published severe edicts against plunder
and violence of every kind : hut, being

obliged, in order to gratify their malevo-

lence against Say and Cromer, to put
these men to death without a legal trial,

le found that, after the commission of

this crime, he was no longer master of

their riotous disposition, and that all his

orders were neglected. They broke into

a rich house, which they plundered ;
and

the citizens, alarmed at this violence, shut

their gates against them ;
and. being se-

conded by a detachment of soldiers sent

them by lord Scales, governor of the

tower, they repulsed the rebels with great

slaughter. The Kentish men were so dis-

couraged by the blow, that, upon receiving
a general pardon from the primate, then

chancellor, they retreated towards Roches-

ter, and there dispersed. The pardon was
soon after annulled, as extorted by vio-

lence : a price was set on Cade's head,
who was killed by one Iden, a gentleman
of Sussex ;

and many of his followers were

capitally punished for their rebellion.*

It was imagined, by the court, that the

duke of York had secretly instigated Cade
to this attempt, in order to try the dispo-
sitions of the people towards his title

and i'amily ; and, as the event had so far

succeeded, the ruling party had greater
reason than ever to apprehend the future

consequences of his pretensions. At the

same time they heard that he intended to

return from Ireland
; and, fearing that he

meant to bring an armed force, they issued

orders, in the king's name, for opposing
him. But the duke refuted his enemies

by coming attended with no more than his

ordinary retinue : the precautions of the

His title to

the crown
is the cause
of danger.

ministers served only to shew him their

jealousy : he was sensible that his title, by
being dangerous to the king, was also be-

come dangerous to himself : he now saw
the impossibility of remaining in his pre-
sent situation, and the necessity of pro-

ceeding forward in support of his claim.

His partisans, therefore, were instructed

to maintain, in all companies, his right by
succession, and by the established laws and
constitution of the kingdom. These ques-
tions becanie every day more and more
the subject' of conversation. The minds
ot men were insensiblv sharpened against

the crown

each other by disputes, before they came
'''"''"'''

to more dangerous extremities
;
and various

topics were pleaded in support of the pre-
tensions of each party.

THE PARTIES OF LANCASTER
AND YORK.

The right
of tlie diika

i ol York to

from us again at his pleasure, R-ith all other persons

assigned at his denomination with him coming in.

His Majesties Loyal Subject,
John Mortimer,

Captain Amend-all."

Upon Cock's admission he had private conference,
with three others with him : and the captain at his

departure gave him these instructions in writing.
You .shall charge all Lombards and merchant

strangers, Genoways, Venetians, Florentines, and
others, this day to draw themselves together, and to

ordain for us, the captain, twelve harness, compleat,
of the best fashion, four and twenty Bridgantines,
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The partisans of the house of Lancaster
maintained that, though the elevation of

Henry IV. could not be justified by any of
those principles on which that" prince
chose to rest his title, it was yet founded
on genei-al consent, and was derived from
the voluntary approbation of a free people,
who, being loosened from their allegiance
by the tyranny of the preceding govern-
ment, were moved by gratitude, as well
as by a sense of public interest, to intrust
the sceptre into the hands of their deliverer:

that, even if that establishment v/ere

allowed to be at first invalid, it had acquired
solidity by time

; that the right of succes-
sion was a rule admitted only for general
good, and for the maintenance of public
order

; and could never be pleaded to the
overthrow of national tranquillity : that

Tlie claim

of the house
of Lancas-
ter is as-

serted to be
founded ou

general
consent.

twelve Battle axes, twelve Glaves, six Horses with
saddle and bridle compleatly furnished, and a thou-
sand marks in ready money : and if this our demand
be not performed and done, we shall have the heads
of as many as we can get of them.''— Daniel.—Ed.

* Jack Cade, having sent his pillage by water
with some few followers, bent his journey to Quin-

borough castle ; when, contrary to expectation, being
debarred entrance, he disguised himself and privily
fled ;

but proclamation K^ing made that he that
should bring him alive or dead, should have for his

reward a thousand marks, he was, afterwards, by
one Alexander Eden, gentleman, attacked

; bull
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the principles of liberty, no less than the

maxims of internal peace, were injured by
these pretensions of the house of York

;

and, if so many reiterated acts of the legis-

lature, by which the crown was entailed on
the present family, were now invalidated,

the English must be considered not as a

free people, who could dispose of their

own government, but as slaves, who were

imi)licitly transmitted by succession from

one master to another : that the nation

was bound to allegiance under the house

of Lancaster by moral, no less than by

political, duty; and, were they to infringe
those numerous oaths of fealty which they
had sworn to Henry and his predecessors,

they would thenceibrth be thrown loose

from all principles : that the duke of York
himself had frequently done homage to the

had
1,

i

king as his lawful sovereign, and
thereb .

,
in the most solemn manner, made

an indirect renunciation of those claims

with which he now- dares to disturb the

tranquillity of the public: that, even

though the ^-iolation of the rights of blood,
made on the deposition of Richard, was

perhaps rash and imprudent, it was too

late to remedy the mischief; the people,
accustomed to a government, which, in

the hands of the late kins;, had been so

It dan-
is

I

oip.itod
.; altt-r-

- :he pre-
: -late of

Ttonreacnt

Uagia
HMatinof-

feosTe.

glorious, and in that of his predecessor so

prudent and salutary, would still ascribe a

right to it
; by causing multiplied disorders,

and by an inundation of blood, the advan-

tage would only be obtained of exchanging
one pretender for another

; and the house
of York itself, if established on the throne,

would, on the tirst opportunity, be exposed
to those revoltitions which the giddy spirit
excited in the people gave so much reason
to apprehend : and that, though the pre-
sent king enjoyed not the shining talents

which had appeared in his father and

grandfather, he might still have a son who
should be endowed with them

; he was
himself eminent for the most inoffensive

manners
; and, if active princes were

dethroned on pretence of tyranny, and
indolent ones on the plea of incapacity,

jthere
would thenceforth remain, in the

makin<; resistance in a garden at Hothfield in Sussex,
lie was slain: His body was brought to London, and
'there beheaded and quartered ;

the one placed on I
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constitution, no established rule of obedi-

ence to any sovereign.
These strong topics, in favom- of the

house of Lancaster, were opposed by argu-
ments no less convincing on the side of

the house of Yoi k. The partisans of this

latter family asserted that the maintenance
of order in the succession of princes, w;;s

established oidy for the purposes of go-
vernment, and served to prevent those

numberless confusions which must ensue if

no rule were followed but the uncertain and

disputed views of present convenience: that

the same maxims which ensured public

peace were also salutary to national liberty ;

the privileges of the people could only be

maintained by the observance of laws
,

and, if no account were made of the rights
of tiie sovereign, it could less be expected
that any regard would be paid to the

property and freedom of the subject : that

it was never too late to correct any perni-
cious precedent ;

that usurpers would be

happv if their present possession of power,
or their cor.tiauance for a few years, could

convert them into legal princes ; but no-

thing would be more miserable than the

people if all restraints on violence and
ambition were thus removed : that time,

indeed, might bestow solidity on a govern-
ment whose first foundations were the

most infirm
;
but it required both a long

course of time to produce this eflect, and

the total extinction of those claimants

whose title was built on the original prin-

ciples of the constitution : that the depo-
sition of Richard IL, and the advancement|
of Henry IV., were not deliberate national

acts, but the result of the levity and vio

lence of the people, and proceeded from

those very defects in human nature which
the establishment of pohtical society, and
of an order in succession, was calculated

to prevent : that the subsequent entails of

the crown were a continuance of the same

usurpation ; they were not ratified by the

legislature, since the consent of the rightful

king was still wanting ; and the acquies
cence, first of the family of iMortimer, then

of the family of York, proceeded from

TIip house
of York is

defended

Willi equal-
ly stroiij^

urguniciils.

Were the

rights of

sovereigns

disrej;auied
tlie proper-
ty and li-

berty of

sulijects
would be in

tlanger.

London Bridge, the others sent into divers places in

Kent to be set up."
—Ed.
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present necessity, and implied no renunci-

ation of their pretensions : that the resto-

ration of the true order of succession could

not be considered as a change which fami-

liarized the people to revolutions
;
but as

the correction of a former abuse, which

had encouraged innovations, rebellion, and

disobedience : and that, as the original
title of Lancaster stood only in the person
of Henry IV., on present convenience,
even this principle had now entirely gone
over to the other side

;
nor was there any

comparison between a prince utterly unable

to swajr the sceptre, and blindly governed

by corrupt ministers, or by an imperious

queen engaged in foreign and hostile inter-

ests, and a prince of mature years, of

approved wisdom and experience, a native

of England, the lineal heir of the crown,

who, by his restoration, would replace

every thing on ancient foundations.

So many plausible arguments could be

urged on both sides that the people were ex-

tremely divided in their sentiments; and,

though the noblemen of greatest power and

influence seem to have espoused the party of

York, the opposite cause had the advantage
of being supported by the present laws,

and bv the immediate possession of royal

authority. There were also many great
noblemen in the Lancastrian party, W'ho

balanced the power of their antagonists,
and kept the nation in suspense between

them. The earl of Northumberland adhered

to the government: the earl of Westmore-

land, in spite of his connexions with the

duke of York, and with the family of

Nevil, of which he w^as the head, was

brought over to the same party ; and the

whole north of England, the most warlike

part of the kingdom, was, by means of

these two potent noblemen, warmly engaged
in the interests of Lancaster. Edmund
Beaufort, duke of Somerset, and his bro-

ther Henry, were great supports of that

cause ;
as were also Henry Holland duke

of Exeter, Stafford duke of Buckingham,
the earl of Shrewsbury, the lords Clifford,

Dudley, Scales, Audley, and other noble-

men.
While the kingdom was in this situa-

tion it might naturally be expected that so

many turbulent barons would immediately
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have flown to arms, and have decided the

quarrel by war under the standards of the

contending princes. But there were many
causes which retarded these desperate
extremities. By the gradual progress of

arts in England, as well as in other parts
of Europe, the people were now become
of some importance ; laws were beginning
to be respected by them

;
and it was

requisite, by various pretences, to recon-

cile their minds to the overthrow of such

an ancient estabhshraent as that of the

house of Lancaster, ere their concurrence
could reasonably be expected. The duke
of York himself, the new claimant, was an

enemy to violence, and disposed to trust

rather to time and policy than to sangui

nary measures for success. The very ira

becility of Henry tended to keep the

factions in suspense, and make them stand

in awe of each other ; it rendered the

Lancastrian party unable to strike anv
violent blow

;
it encouraged the Yorkists

to hope that, after banishing the kii

ministers, and getting possession of his

person, they might gradually undermine
his authority, and be able, W'ithout a civil

war, to change the succession by parlia

mentary and legal authority.
The dispositions, which appeared in a

parliament assembled soon after the arrival

of the duke from Ireland, favoured these

expectations of his partisans, and both dis

covered an unusual boldness in the com
mons, and were a proof of the general dis-

contents which prevailed. The lower

house, without any previous inquiry, with-

out alleging any other ground of com-

plaint than common fame, ventured to

present a petition against the duke of

Somerset, the duchess of Suffolk, the

bishop of Chester, Sir John Sutton, lord

Dudley, and several others of inferior rank ;

and they prayed the king to remove them
for ever from his person and councils, and

to prohibit them from approaching within

twelve miles of the court. This was a

violent attack, and supported but by few

precedents against the ministry ; yet thel

king durst not openly oppose it: he replied]

that, except the lords, he would banish all

the others from court during a year, un-|
less he should have occasion for their ser-
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vice in suppressinp; anv rchellion. At the

same time he rejected a hill, which had

passed hoth houses, for attainting the late

duke of Suffolk, and which, in several of

its clauses, discovered a very general pre-

judice against the measures ot the court.*

FIRST ARMAMENT OF THE DUKE
CF YORK. 1452.

The duke of York, trusting to the.se symp-
toms, raised an army of ten thousand

men, with which he marched towards

London ; demanding a reformation of the

government, and the removal of the duke
of Somerset. He unexpectedly found the

gates of the city shut against him : and,
on his retreating into Kent, he was fol-

lowed hy the king at the head of a superior

army; in which several of Richard's friends,

particularly Salisbury and Warwick, ap-

peared ; probably with a view of mediating
between the parties, and of seconding, on

occasion, the duke of York's pretensions.
A parley ensued ; Richard still insisted

upon the removal of Somerset, and his

submitting to a trial in parliament. The
court pretended to comply with his de-

maEd, and that nobleman was put in

arrest. The duke of York was then per-
suaded to pay his respects to the king in

his tent
; and, on repeating his charge

against the duke of Somerset, he was sur-

prised to see that minister step from be-

hind the curtain, and offer to maintain his

* It ought not to be passed over that the Com-
mons complained of the heavy burdens thrown on

I
the nation. In the record preserved in the Rolls of

I
Parliament of a petition praying the king to resume all

'grants that he had improridently made, they thus

earnestly press their suit '^ Anno 28, Hen. 6.

Prayen the Commons in this youre present Parle-

ment Assembled, to consider that where youre Chan-
celler of youre Reaume of England, youre Tresorer
of England, and many of the Lords of youre Coun-

seill, by youre high Comraandcment to youre said

Commons, atte youre Parliament holden last atte

Westminster shewed and declared the State of this

youre Reaume. which was, that ye were endetted in

CCCLXXII. M. It. which is grete and grevouse, and
that youre Livelode in ycrcly value was but V. M. li.

And for as moche as this V. M. li. to youre high and
notable Estate, to be kept, and to paie youre said

dettes woll noght suffice. Therefore that youre high
Kstate might be releved.

" And furthermore it was declared, that youre
Expenses Necessaries to youre Househould, with-

innocence. Richard now found that he
had been betrayed ;

that he was in the

hands of his enemies; and that it was be-

come necessary to lower his pretensions.
No violence was attempted against him

;

he was dismissed, and he retired to his

seat at ^Vigmore on the borders of Wales.
While the duke of York lived in this re-

treat there happened an incident which, by
increasing the public discontents, proved
favourable to his pretensions. Several
Gascon lords, disgusted at the new do-
minion of the French, came to London,
and oflered to return to their allegiance
under Henry. The earl of Shrewsbury,
with a body of eight thousand men, was
sent over to support them. Bordeaux

opened its gates to him : he made himself
master of Fronsac, Castillon, and some
other places. Affairs began to wear a fa-

vourable aspect. But, as Charles hastened
to resist this dangerous invasion, the for-

tunes of the English were soon reversed :

Shrewsbury, a venerable warrior, above
fourscore years of age, fell in battle

; his

conquests were lost ; Bordeaux was again
obliged to submit to the French king ;

and
all hopes of recovering the province of

Gascony were forever extinguished.!

Though the English might deem them
selves happy to be fairly rid of distant do
minions which were of no use to them

they expressed great discontent
;
and they

threw all the blame on the ministrv, who
had not been able to effect impossibilities,

cuten all other ordinarie Charges, came to 24000 //,

yerely, the which e.xceedeth every Yere in expenses
necessarie over youre Livelode 19000 li.

" Also please it your Highness to consider, that
the Commons of youre said Reaume, been as well
willed to their pore power, to releving of youre
Highness, as ever were Peple to ony Kpig, of youre
Progeni'LOurs, that ever reigned in youre said Reaume
of England, but youre said Commons been so em-

poverished, what by taking of Vitailc to youre
Household, and other things in youre said Reaume.
and noght paid fore. And the Quinszisme by youre
said Commons, afore this time so often graunted.
and by the Graunt of Tonnage and Poundage, and

by the Graunt of the Subsidie upon the WoUes, and
other Grauntes to youre Highness, And for lakke of

Execution of Justice, that youre pore Commons been
full nyght destroued. And if it shuld continue lengcr
in such grete Charge, it cowde noght in oney wyse
be hade or borne."—Grants and Resumptions.

—Eo.

t See page 4^6.
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While they were in this disposition the

queen's delivery of a son, who received the

name of Edward, Avas deemed no joyful

incident ; and, as it removed all hopes of

the peaceable succession of the duke of

York, who was otherwise, in the right of

his father, and by the laws enacted since

the accession of the house of Lancaster,
next heir to the crown, it had rather a

tendency to inflame the quaj'rel between

the parties. But the duke was incapable
of violent counsels ; and, even when no

visible obstacle lay between him and the

throne, he was prevented by his own

scruples from mounting it. Henry, always
unfit to exercise the government, fell at

this time into a distemper, which so far

increased his natural imbecility that it

rendered him incapable of maintaining
even the appearance of royalty. The queen
and the council, destitute of this support,
found themselves unable to resist the York

party. They sent Somerset to the tower,
and appointed Richard lieutenant of the

kingdom, with powers to open and hold a

session of parhament. That assembly also,

created him protector during pleasure.

Men, who thus entrusted sovereign autho-

rity to one that had such strong pretensions
to the crown, were not surely averse to his

taking full possession of it ; yet the duke

appeared somewhat timid and irresolute,

even in receiving the power which was
tendered to him. He desired that it might
be recorded in parliament that this autho-

rity was conferred on him from their own
free motion, without any application on

his part ;
and he required that all the

powers of his office should be specified and

defined by act of parliament. This mode-

ration was certainly very unusual and very
amiable ; yet was it attended with bad

consequences, and, by giving time to the

animosities of faction to rise and ferment,
it proved the source of all those furious

wars and commotions which ensued.

FIRST BATTLE OF ST. ALBANS.
1455.

The enemies of the duke of York soon

found it in their power to make advantage
of his excessive caution.

49G
Henry being so

far recovered from his distemper as to

carry tlie appearance of exercising the

royal power, they moved him to resume
his authority, to annul tiie protectorship
of the duke, to release Somerset from the

tower, and to commit the admini.^tration

into the hands of that nobleman. Richard,

sensible of the dangers which might attend

his former acceptance of the parliamentary
commission should he submit to the annul-

ling of it, levied an army, but still without

advancing any pretensions to the crown ;

he complained only of the king's ministers,

and demanded a reformation of the govern-
ment. A battle was fought at St. Albans,
in which the Yorki.sts were superior, and,

without suffering any material loss, slew

about five thousand of their enemies
;

among whom .were the duke of Somerset,
the earl of Northumberland, the earl of

Stafibrd, eldest son of the duke of Buck-

ingham, lord Clifibrd, and many other

persons of distinction. The king himself

fell into the hands of the duke of York,
who treated him with great respect and
tenderness

; he was only obliged to com-
mit tiie whole authority of the crown into

the hands of his rival.

This was the first blood spilt in that

fatal quarrel, which was not finished in less

than thirty years, which was signalized by
twelve pitched battles, which opened a

scene of extraordinary fierceness and

cruelty, is computed to have cost the lives

of eighty princes of the blood, and almost

entirely annihilated the ancient nobility of

England. The strong attachments, which
at that time men of the same kindred bore

to each other, and the vindictive spirit,

which was considered as a point of honour,
rendered the great families implacable in

their resentments, and every moment
widened the breach between the parties.
Yet affairs did not immediately proceed to

the last extremities ; the nation was kept
some time in suspense ; the vigour and

spirit of queen Margaret, supporting her

small power, still proved a balance to the

great authority of Richard, which was
checked by his irresolute temper. A parlia-
n\ent which was soon after assembled, grant-
ed the Yorkists a general indemnity ;

and!

they restored the protectorship to the duke,'
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who in acceptiivj: it, persevered in all his

precautions : but tliey renewed tlieir oatiis

of fealty to Henry, and tixed the continu-

ance of the protectorship to the majority
of his son Edward, wlio was vested with

the u.'^ual diu;nities of prince of Wales, duke
of Cornwall, and earl of Chester. The

only decisive act, passed in this parliament,
was a full resumption of all the t:rants

which had been made since the death of

Henry V., and which had reduced the

crown to great jiovertv.

It was not Ibund ditHcult to wrest power
from hands so little tenacious as those of the

duke of York. Mar£?;aret, availim; herself

of that prince's absence, j)r(,duced her

husband before the house of lords
; and,

as his state of health permitted him at that

time to act his part with some tolerable

decency, he declared his intentions of re-

sumin2; the government, and of puttinsr an

end to Richard's authority. This measure,

being unexpected, was not opposed by the

contrary party ;
and the king was declared

to be reinstated in sovereign authority,

kdwwfio"^'^ the duJve of York acquiesced in this

*r.iu-
jirrcgular

act of the peers, and no disturb-

jance ensued. But that prince's claim to

Ithe crown was too well known, and the

I

steps which he had taken to promote it

I
were too evident, ever to allow" sincere

(trust

and confidence to have place between

the parties. Tlie court retired to Coventry,
land invited the duke of York and the earls

of Salisbury and Warwick to attend the

jking's person. When they were on the

road they received intelligence that designs
were formed against their liberties and
lives. They immediately separated : Ri-

chard withdrew to his castle of Wigmore ;

j

* The following particulars relating to localities

[may not be unacceptable.
" The duke of York

Ihaving intimated to his confederates his resolution,

land given them admonition to provide for preven-
Ition of wrong, observantly came, and with four hun-

jdred men well appointed, lodged at his house called

|Bainai-d's Castle. The earl of Salisbury, with five

hundred men, likewise lodged at his house called the

Herbor: the dukes of Exeter (lately released) and

Somerset, with eight hundred men, were lodged
without Temple Bar. The earl of Northumberland,
the lord Egrimond, and the lord Clifford, with fifteen

himdred men, were lodged at Holborn
;
the earl of

Warwick, with sis hundred in red jackets, with

embroidered behind and before, were

VOL. I. G K

Salisburv toMiddieham in Yorkshire; and'

Warwick to his government of Calais,

which had been committed to him after

the luittle of St. Albans, and which, as it

ijave him the command of the only regular

military force maintained by England, was

of the utmost importance. Still men oi

])eaceable dispositions, and among the

rest Roiu'chier archbishop of Canterbury,

thought it not too late to interpose with

their good offices, in order to prevent that

effusion of blood with which the kingdom
was threatened. It was agreed that all tht

great leaders on both sides should meet in

London, and be solemnly reconciled. The
duke of York and his partisans came
thither w-ith numerous retinues, and took

up their quarters near eacli other for mu-
tual security.* The leaders of the Lan-

castrian party used the same precaution.
The mayor, at the head of five thousand

men, kept a strict watch night and clay,

fnd was extremely vigilant in maintaining

peace between them. Terms were adjusted,
which removed not the ground of dif-

ference. An outw-ard reconciliation only
was procured ; and, in order to notify this

accord to the whole people a solenm pro-

cession to St. Paul's was appointed, wdiere

the duke of York led queen jMargaret, and

a leader of one party marched hand in

hand with a leader of the op|)osite. The
less real cordiality prevailed, the more were

the exterior demonstrations of amity re-

doubled. But it was evident that a con-

test for a crown could not thus be peace-

ably accommodated ;
and that much blood

must yet be spilt ere the nation could be

restored to perfect tranquillity, or enjoy
a settled and established government.f

lodged at the Grey Friers in London."—Daniel.— El),

f Such was the ignorance which prevailed that,

according to some wiiters, the coming evil was

presaged by startling signs.
" The appearance ol

the Blazing Stars, the strange apparitions in the

Elements, the more strange sight of a seeming
monstrous Cock to come out of the Sea, and in the

presence of a multitude of people at Portland, to

make a hideous crowing three times, each time

turning about, and clapping his wings, and beckoning
towards the north, tlic south, and the west, with

manv prodigies, did but presage the admirable occur-

rence of things this year following, in which, as if with

a general deluge of civil dissention, the whole chris-

tian world should be overthrown."—Daniel.—Ed.
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Even the smallest accident was sufficient

to dissolve the seeming harmony between

the parties ; and had the intentions of the

leaders been ever so amicable, they would
have found it difficult to restrain their

followers. One of the king's retinue in-

sulted one of the earl of Warwick's
; their

companions on both sides took part in the

quarrel ;
a fierce combat ensued

; the earl

apprehended his life to be aimed at
;
he

fled to his government of Calais
; and both

parties, in every county of England, openly
made preparations for deciding the con-

test by war and arras.

BATTLE OF BLORE-HEATH. 1459.

The earl of Salisbury, marching to join the

duke of York, was overtaken at Blore-

heath, on the borders of Staffordshire, by
lord Audley, who commanded much su-

perior forces
;
and a small rivulet with

steep banks ran between the armies. Sa-

lisbury here supplied his defect in num-
bers by stratagem ;

a refinement, of which
there occur few instances in the English
civil wars, where a headlong courage, more
than military conduct, is commonly to be

remarked. He feigned a retreat, and
allured Audley to follow him with precipi-
tation : but, when the van of the royal

army had passed the brook, Salisbury sud-

denly turned upon them ; and, partly by
the surprise, partly by the division, of the

enemies' forces, put this body to rout.

The example of flight was followed by the

rest of the army ; and Salisbury, obtaining
a complete victory, reached the general
rendezvous of the Yorkists at Ludlow.
The earl of Warwick brought over to

this rendezvous a choice body of veterans

from Calais, on whom it was thought the

fortune of the war would much depend ; but

this reinfoi'cement occasioned the imme-
diate I'uin of the duke of York's party.
When the royal army ap})roached, and a

general action was every hour expected.
Sir Andrew Trollop, who commanded the

veterans, deserted to the king in the night-
time ; and the Yorkists were so dismayed
at this treachery, tiiat they separated next

day without striking a stroke. The duke
fled to L'eland ; the earl of Warwiclv, at-

4'J;J

tended by many of the other leaders, es-

caped to Calais, where his great i)opularity

among all orders of men, particularly

among the militarJ^ soon drew to him par-
tisans, and rendered his power very formi

dable. The friends of the house of York
in England, kept everywhere in readiness

to rise on the first summons from their

leaders.

BATTLE OF NORTHAMPTON. 1460.

After meeting with some successes at sea,

Warwiclv landed in Kent, wiih the earl of

Salisbury an'l the earl of IMarche, eldest

son of the duk^ of York
; and, being met

by the primate, by lord Cobham, and other

persons of distinction, he marched, amidst
the acclamations of the people, to London.
The city immediately opened its gates to

him
; and, his troops increasing on every

day's march, he soon i'ound himself in a

condition to face the royal army, which
hastened from Coventry to attack him.
The battle was fought at Northampton ;

and was soon decided against the royalists

by the infidelity of lord Grey of Ruthin,
who, commanding Henry's van, deserted
to the enemy during the heat of the action,
and spread a consternation through the

troops. The duke of Buckingham, the

earl of Shrewsbury, the lords Beaumont
and Egremont, and Sir William Lucie,
were killed in the action or pursuit ; the

slaughter fell chiefly on the gentry and

nobility ; the common people were spared

by orders of Warwick and Marche. Henry
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was again taken prisoner ; and, as the

innocence and simplicity of his manners,
which bore the appearance of sanctity, had

procured him the tender regard of the

people, the earl of Warwick and the other

leaders took care to distinguish themselves

by their i-espectful demeanour towards him.

A PARLIAMENT.

A PARLIAMENT was summoncd in the

king's name, and met at Westminster,
where the duke soon after appeared from
Ireland. This piince had never hitherto

advanced openly any claim to the crown ;

and, even in the present crisis, when thel
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parliament was surrounded by liis vic-

torious army, he shewed such a regard to

law and hbertv as is unusual during the

j)revalcnce of a party in any civil dissen-

sions. He advanced towards the throne
;

and, beinu; met hv the arclihishop of Can-

terbury, who asked hiiu whether he had yet

paid his respects to the kins; he replied,
that he knew of none to wlioin he owed
that title

* He then stood neartlie throne,

and, addressing himself to the house of

peers, he gave them a deduction of his

title by descent
;
mentioned tlie cruelties

by which the house of Lancaster had paved
their way to sovereign power ; insisted on

the calamities which had attended the go-
vernment of Henry ; exhorted them to

return into the right path, by doing justice
'to the lineal successor ; and thus pleaded
his cause before them as his natural and

legal judges. This cool and moderate

manner of demanding a crown intimidated

his friends, and encouraged his enemies :

the lords remained in suspense, and no

one ventured to utter a word. Richard,
who had probably expected that the peers
would have invited him to place himself

on the throne, was much disappointed at

their silence
; but, desiring them to reflect

on what he had proposed to them, he de-

parted the house. The peers took the

matter into consideration with as much

jtranquillity as if it had been a conunon

[subject
of debate ; they desired the assist-

lance of some considerable members among
jthe commons in their deliberations ; they

^cij^Jlieard,
in several successive days, the rea-

sons alleged for the duke of York
; they

even ventured to propose objections to his

claim, founded on former entails of the

crown, and on the oaths of fealty sworn to

the house of Lancaster ; they also obsei-ved

that, as Richard had all along born the

arms of York, not those of Clarence, he

could not claim as successor to the latter

familv ; and after receiving answers to

r*> peers
liis

•onsi-

r.iun.

decision. Their sentence was calculated,

as far as possible, to please both parties.

They declared tiie title of the duke of York
to be certain and indefeasible ; but, ii;

consideration that Henry had enjoyed the

crown without dispute or controversy dur-

ing the course of thirty-ei^ht ycais, they
determined that he should continue to

possess the title and dignity during the

remainder of his life
; that the administra-

tion of the government, meanwhile, should

remain with Richard
;

tliat he sliould be

acknowledged the true and lawful heir oi

the monarchy; that every one should swear

to nuiintain his succession, and it should

be treason to attenij)t his life ;
and that

ail former settlements of the crown, in

this and the two last reigns, shouhl he abro-

gated and rescinded. The duke acquiesced
in this decision ; Henry himself, being a

prisoner, could not oppose it
;
and the act

passed with the \manimous consent of the

whole leijislative body. Though themildness

of this compromise is chiefly to be ascribed

to the moderation of the duke of York, it

is impossible not to observe in those trans-

actions visible marks of a hisiher regard to

law, and of a more fixed authority enjoyed

by parliament, than has appeared in any
former period of English history.

It is probable that the duke, without

employing either menaces or violence,

could have obtained from the commons

'n.ins

i:vited
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itioiis.
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these objections, derived from the violence

and power by wliich the house of Lan-

jcaster supported their present possession
of the crown, they proceeded to give a

* The duke had laid his hand on the cloth of

gold, which covered the throne, but did not seat

himself on it. When asked if he had waited on

Lancaster was possessed of the govern-

ment, they were afraid of invalidating
their own titles by too sudden and violent

an overthrow of that family ; and, thus

temporising between the parties, they fixed

the throne on a basis upon which it could

not possibly stand. Tiie duke, appre-

hending his chief danger to arise from the

genius and spirit of queen Margaret,

sought a pretence for banishing her the

kingdom : he sent her, in the king's name,
a summons to come immediately to Lon-

Henry, he did not scruple to reply that it was

rather Henry's place to wait upon him.—Ed,
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don
; intending, in case of her disobe-

dience, to proceed to extremities against
lier. But the queeu needed not this

menace to excite her activity in delending
the rights of her family. After the defeat

at Nortlianipton she fled with her infant

son to Durham, thence to Scotland
; but,

soon returning, she applied to the north-

ern barons, and emplo3red every motive to

procure their assistance. Her affabiiitv,

insinuation and address, (qualities in which
she excelled) her caresses, her promises,

wrought a powerful effect on every one

who approached her : the admiration of

her great qualities was succeeded by com-

passion towards her helpless condition.

The nobility of that quarter were moved

by indignation to find the southern barons

pretend to dispose of the crown ; find, that

they might allure the people to their

standard, they promised them the spoils of

all the provinces on the other side of the

Trent. By these means the (]ueen had
collected an army twenty thousand strong,
with a celerity which was neither expected

by her friends nor apprehended by her

enemies.

BATTLE OF WAKEFIELD
OF YORK.

DEATH

The duke of York, informed of her ap-

pearance in the north, hastened thither,

with a body of five thousand men, to sup-

press, as he imagined, the beginnings of

an insurrection
; when, on his arrival at

Wakefield, he found himself much out-

I numbered by the enemy. He threw him-
self into Sandal castle, which was situ-

ated in the neighbourhood ;
and he was

advised by the earl of Salisbury, and other

prudent counsellors, to remain in that

fortress till his son, the earl of Marche,
who was levying forces in the borders of

Wales, could advance to his assistance.

But the duke, though deficient in political

*
According to John Wethamstede he was not so

fortunate as to die in battle; but was taken prisoner,
covered with wounds, and in that condition dragged
to an anthill and mocked by being crowned with some-

thing in the form of a diadem, made of knotted

grass. He was then heartlessly insulted with iron-

ical shouts of "
Hail, king, without a kingdom;""

Hail, prince, without a people ;" and at length de-
500

courage, possessed personal bravery in an

eminent degree ; and thought that he

should be for ever disgraced if, by taking
shelter behind walls, he should for a

moment resign the victory to a woman.
He descended into the plain, and offered

battle to the enemy, which was instantly

accepted. The great inequality of num-
bers was sufficient alone to decide the

victory ; but the queen, by sending a de

tachment who fell on the back of the

duke's army, rendered her advantage still

more certain. The duke was killed in the

action
; and, as his body was found amone.'

the slain, the head was cut off by Mar-

garet's orders, and fixed on the gates o1

York, with a paper crown upon it, in de-

rision of bis pretended title.* His son,

the earl of Rutland, a youth of seventeen,
was brought to lord Cliftbrd ; and that

barbarian, in revenge of his father's death,
who had perished in the battle of St. Al-

bans, murdered,f in cool blood, and with

his owui hands, this innocent prince,
whose exterior figure, as well as other

accomplishments, are represented by his-

torians as extremely amiable. The earl

of Salisbury was wounded and taken pri

soner, and immediately beheaded, with

several other persons of distinction, by
martial law at Poml'ret. There fell near

three thousand Yorkists in this battle

The duke himself was justly lamented ;
a

prince who merited a better fate, and
whose errors proceeded entirely from such

qualities as render him the more an object
of esteem. He perished in the fiftieth

year of his age, and left three sons, Ed-

ward, George, and Richard, with three

daughters, Anne, Ehzabeth, and Margaret.

BATTLE OF MORTIMER'S CROSS.
1461.

The queen, after this important victory,
divided her army. She sent the smaller

capitated. His head was presented on a lance in

triumph to the queen.
—Ed.

f Harmless Rutland, not above twelve years old,

who came thither but to see fashions, is made a

sacrifice for his father's transgressions ; who, kneeling

upon his knees, -with tears begging life, is unmerci-1

fully stabbed to the heart by the lord Clifford.—
j

Baker.—Ed.
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divi>;ion, under Jasper Tudor earl of Pem-

broke, half brother to the kiusr, a2:aiiist

Edward, the new duke of York. She

herself marched with the larger division

towards London, where the earl of War-
wick had been left w itii the conimniad of the

Yorkists. IViubroke was defeated by Ed-

ward at Mortimer's Cross in Herefordshire,

with the loss of near four tluiusand men
;

his armv was dispersed ;
he liimsclfescaped

by flight : but his lather, Sir Owen Tudor,
was taken prisoner, and immediately be-

headed bv Edward's orders. Tliis barba-

rous practice once begun, was continued

by both parties from a spirit of reveng=',

which covered itself under the pretence
of retaliation.

SECOND BATTLE OF ST. ALBANS.

Margaret compensated this defeat by a

victory which she obtained over the earl

of Warwick. That nobleman, on the ap-

proach of the Lancastrians, led out his

army, reinforced by a strong body of the

Londoners, who were affectionate to his

cause ; and he gave battle to the queen at

St. Albans. While the armies were warmly

engaged, Lovelace, who commanded a

considerable body of the Yorkists, with-

drew from the combat ;
and this trea-

cherous conduct, of which there are many
instances in those civil wars, decided the

victory in favour of the queen. About
two thousand three hundred of the van-

quished perished in the battle and pursuit;

'^^>the*"* 1'^"*^
^'^^ person of the king fell again into

the hands of his own party. This weak

prince was sure to be almost equally a

prisoner whichever faction had the keeping
of him

;
and scarcely any more decorum

was observed by the one than the other in

their method of treating him. Lord Bon-

ville, to whose care he had been intrusted

by the Yorkists, remained with him after

the defeat, on assurances of pardon given
him by Henry : but JMargaret, regardless
of her husband's promise, immediately

nobleman to be

,
The king

>the

lis of

Lflncas-

uiaus.

rd Bon-
i.'ard

Thomas ordered the head of that
:ie! are

'leaded

"nlerof
He queen.

struck off by the executioner. Sir Thomas

Kiriel, a brave warrior, who had signalized
himself in the French wars, was treated in

the same manner.
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EDWARD IV. ASSUMES THE
CROWN.

The queen made no great advantage of

this victory. Young Edward advanced

upon her from the other side ; and, col-

lecting the remains of Warwick's army,
was soon in a condition of giving her

battle with superior forces. She was sen-

sible of her danger while she lay between
the enemy and the city of London ; and
she I'ound it necessary to retreat to the

north. Edward entered the capital amidst

the acclamations of the citizens, and im-

mediately o])ened a new scene to his party.
This i)rince, in the bloom of youth, re-

markable for the beauty of his person, for

his bravery, his activity, his aftabihtv, and

every popular quahty, found himself so

much possessed of public favour, that he

determined to assume the name and dig-

nity of king ;
to insist openly on his

claim
;
and thenceforth to treat the oppo-

site party as traitors and rebels. But, as

a national consent, or the appearance of it,

still seemed, notwithstanding his plausible

title, requisite, and as the assembling of a

parliament might occasion too many de

lays, and be attended with other incon

veniences, he ventured to proceed in :

less regular manner, and to put it out ol

the power of his enemies to throw obsta-

cles in the way of his elevation. His

army was ordered to assemble in St. John's

Fields ; great numbers of people sur-

rounded them
;

an harangue was pro-
nounced to this mixed multitude, setting
forth the title of Edward, and inveighing

against the tyranny and usurpation of the

rival familv ; and the jjeople were then

would have Henry of

they unanimously ex-

proposal. It was then

demanded whether they would accept of

Edward, eldest son of the late duke of

York : they expressed their assent by loud

and joyful acclamations. A great numiier

of bishops, lords, and magistrates and other

persons of distinction, were next assembled

at Baynard's castle, w ho ratified the popu-
lar election ;

and the new king was on the

I

subsequent day proclaimed in London by fom."^'°

1 the title of Edward IV. i
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In this manner ended the reign of

Henry VI ; a monarch who, while in his

cradle, had been proclaimed king both of

France and England, and who began his

life with the most splendid prospects that

any prince in Europe had ever enjoyed.
The revolution was unhappy for his people,
as it was the source of civil wars

; but was

almost entirely indifl'erent to Henry him-

self, who provided he personally met with

good usage, was equally easy, as he was

equally enslaved, in the hands of his

enemies and of his friends. His weakness

and his disputed title were the chief causes

of the public calamities.* There remain

no proofs on record of any considerable

violation of the laws, except in the assas-

sination of the duke of Glocester, which
was a private crime, formed no precedent,
and was but too much of a piece with the

usual ferocity and cruelty of the times.

MISCELLANEOUS TRANSACTIONS.

The most remarkable law, wliich passed
in this reign, was that for the due election

of members of parliament in counties.

After the fall of the feudal system the dis-

tinction of tenures was in some measure

lost ; and every freeholder, as well those

who held of mesne lords as the immediate

tenants of the crown, were by degrees ad-

mitted to give their votes at elections. This

innovation was indirectly conlirmed by a

law of Henry IV. which gave right to such

a multitude of electors as was the occasion

of 2;reat disorder. In the eighth and tenth

of this king, therefore, laws were enacted

limiting the electors to such as possessed

forty shillings a year in land, free from all

burdens within the county. This sum
was equivalent to near twenty pounds a

year of our present money ; and it were

to be wished that the spirit, as well as

letter of this law, had been maintained.

The preamble of the statute is remark-

* His disposition is represented to have been

most amiable ;
his morals positively exemplary. On

one occasion he reprehended some ladies for being
too negligently dressed. Moreover, he was " so pity-

ful, that when he saw the quarters of a traitor over

Cripplegate, he caused them to be taken down
; say-

ing
' I will not have any Christian so cruelly handled

60-2

able.
' Whereas the elections of knightsj

have of late, in many counties of England,^
been made by outrages and excessive num-j
hers of people, many of them of small!

substance and value, yet pretending to a

right equal to the best knights and esquires;

whereby manslaughters, riots, batteries,

and aivisions, among the gentlemen and

other people of the same counties shall

very likely rise and be, unless due remedy
be provided in this behalf, &c.' We may
learn from these expressions what an im-

portant matter the election of a member of

parHament was now become in England ;

that assembly was beginning in this period
to assume great authority. The commons
had it much in their power to enforce the

execution of the laws
;
and if they failed

of success in this particular, it proceeded
less from any exorbitant power of the

crown than from the licentious spirit of

the aristocracy, and perhaps from their

own ignorance of the advantages resulting

from a regular administration of justice.
When the duke of York, the earls of

Salisbury and AVarwick, fled the kingdom
upon the desertion of their troops a par-
liament was summoned at Coventry in

1460, by which they were all attainted.

Tiiis parliament seems to have been very

irregularly constituted, and scarcely de-

serves the name
;
insomuch that an act

passed in it
'

that all such knights of any

county as v/ere returned by virtue of

the king's letters, without any other

election, should be valid, and that no

sheriff should, for returning them, incur

the penalty of the statute of Henry IV.'

All the acts of that parliament were after-

wards reversed,
' because it was unlawfully

summoned, and the knights and barons

not duly chosen.'

Tiie parliaments in this reign, instead oi

relaxing their vigilance against the usurpa-
tions of the court of Rome, endeavoured

to enforce the former statutes enacted for

for my sake.' So free from swearing that he never

used other oath than 'forsooth,' and 'verily.' So

patient, that to one who struck him when he wa
taken prisoner, he only said

;

'

Forsooth, you wrong

yourself more than me, to strike the Lord's anointed.'

So devout, that on principal holidays he used to

wear sackcloth next liis skin.—Baker.—Ed."
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that purpose. The coniinons petitioned

that no t'orei^^ner should be capable ot' any
church preferment, and that the patron

might be allowed to present anew upon
the non-residence of any incumbent: but

the king eluded these petitions. Pope
Martin wrote him a severe letter against

the statute of provisors ;
which he calls an

abominable law, that would infallibly damn

every one who observed it. The cardinal

of Winchester was legate ; and, as he was

also a kind of prime minister, and im-

mensely ricii from the protils of his clerical

dignities, the parliament became jealous
lest he should extend tlie papal power ;

and they protested that the cardinal should

absent himself in all affairs and councils of

the king, whenever the pope or see ot

Rome was touched upon.*
Permission was given by parliament to

export corn when it Mas at low prices ;

wheat at six shillings and eight pence a

quarter, money of that age; barley at three

hillings and fourjience. It appears from

these prices that corn still remained at near

half its present value, though other com-

modities were much cheaper. The inland

commerce of corn was also opened in tiie

eighteenth of the king, by allowing any
collector of the customs to grant a license

for carrying it from one county to another.

The same vear a kind of navigation act

was proposed with regard to all places
within the Straits

;
but the king re-

jected it.

The first instance of debt contracted

upon parliamentary security occurs in this

reign. The commencement of this per-
nicious practice deserves to be noted

;
a

practice the more likely to become per-
nicious the more a nation advances in

opulence and credit. The ruinous efl'ects

of it are now become but too apparent, and
threaten the very existence of the nation.

* In the six and thirtieth year of tliis king,

Rej-nnld Peacock, Bishop of Chiclicster, who had
laboured many years in translating the Holy Scrip-
tures into English, was accused and convicted, for

holding and publishing certain opinions at that time

held heretical, which at last, openly, at Paul's Cross,
he revoked : that he had held, there was no necessity
ito bflieve that Christ descended into Hell; also no

i

necessity to believe in the commanion of saints, or

that the universal church cannot err in matters of

CHAPTER XXII.

EDWARD IV.

1461.— 1483.

BATTLE OF TOUTON. HENRY ESCAPES

INTO SCOTLAND. A 1>AULIA>; i'XT.

BATTLE OF HEXHAM. HENRY TAKEN

PUISONKR, AND CONFINED IN THE

TOWER. king's marriage WITH THE

LADY ELIZABETH GRAY. WARWICK
DISGUSTED. ALLIANCE WITH BUR-

GUNDY. — insurrection: ba'itle of

BANBURY. WARWICK AND CLARENCE
BANISHED. WARWICK AND CLARENCE
RETURN. EDWARD IV. EXPELLED.

HENRY VI. RESTORED. EDWARD IV. RE-

TURNS. BATTLE OF BARNET, AND DEATH

OF WARWICK. BATTLE OF TEWKESBURY.

MURDER OF PRINCE EDWARD, AND
DEATH OF HENRY VI. INVASION OF

FRANCE. PEACE OF PECQUIGNI. TRIAL

AND EXECUTION OF TIIE DUKE OF

CLARENCE. DEATH AND CHARACTER OF

EDWARD IV.

Young Edward, now in his twentieth year,

was of a temper well fitted to make his

way through such a scene of war, havoc,

and devastation, as must conduct him to

the full possession of that crown which he

claimed from hereditary right, but which

he had assumed from the tumultuary
election alone of his own party. He was

bold, active, enterprising ;
and his hard

ness of heart and severity of character

rendered him impregnable to all those

movements of compassion, which might
relax his vigour in the prosecution of the

most bloody revenges upon his enemies.

The very commencement of his reign gave

symptoms of his sanguinary disposition

A tradesman of London, who kept a shop

faith ; or that it is necessary to believe and hold

whatsoever a general council shall determine : also

that ho had held, that spiritual persons ought to

have no temporal possessions ; and that personal

tythes were not due by God"s law. These points he

openly renounced, but was. notwithstanding, deprived
of his bishopric ; only a certain pension was assigned
him to live on, in an abbey, where, soon after, he

died.—Baker.—Ed.
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at the sip,n of the Crown, having said that

he would make his son heir to the Crown;
this harmless pleasantry was interpreted to

be spoken in derision ot Edward's assumed

title, and he was condemned and executed

for tlie offence. Such an act of tyranny
was a proper prelude to the events which

ensued. The scaffold, as well as the field,

incessantly streamed with the noblest blood

of England, spilt in the quarrel between
the two contending families, whose ani-

mosity was now become implacable. The

people, divided in their affections, took

different symbols of party : the partisans
of the house of Lancaster chose the red

rose as their mark of distinction, those of

York were denominated from the white ;

and these civil wars were thus known,
over Europe, by the name of the quarrel
between the two roses.

The license, in which queen Margaret
had been obliged to indulge her troops,
infused great terror and aversion into the

city of London, and all the southern parts
of the kingdom ; and, as she there expected
an obstinate resistance, she had prudently
retired northwards. The same license,

joined to the zeal of faction, soon brought
great multitudes to her standard ;

and she

was able, in a few days, to assemble an

army, sixty thousand strong, in Yorkshire.

The king and the earl of Warwick hasten-

ed, with an army of forty thousand men,
to check her progress ; and, when they
reached Pomfret, they dispatched a body
of troops, under the command of lord

Fitzwalter, to secure the passage of Ferry-

bridge over the river Ayre, which lay be-

tween them and the enemy. Fitzwalter

took possession of the post assigned him ;

but was not able to maintain it against
lord Clifford, who attacked him with

superior numbers. The Yorkists were

chased back with great slaughter, and lord

Fitzwalter himself was slain in the action.

The earl of Warwick, dreading the con-

sequences of this disaster at a time when a

decisive action was every hour expected,

immediately ordered his horse to be brought
liira, which he stabbed before the whole

army ; and kissing the hilt of his sword,

swore that he Avas determined to share the

'fate of the meanest soldier. And a pro-
504

giving to every oneclamation was issued

full liberty to retire ; but menacing the

severest punishment to those who should
discover any symptoms of cowardice in the

ensuing battle. Lord Falconberg was sent

to recover the post which had been lost :

he passed the river some miles above

Ferrybridge, and, falling unexpectedly on
lord Clifford, revenged the former disaster

by the defeat of the party and the death of

their leader.

BATTLE OF TOUTON. 1461.

The hostile armies met at Touton
; and a

fierce and bloody battle ensued. While
the Yorkists were advancing to the charge
there happened a great fall of snow, which,

driving full in the faces of their enemies,
blinded them

;
and this advantage was

improved by a stratagem of lord Falcon-

berg's. That nobleman ordered some in-

fantry to advance before the line, and,
after having sent a volley of flight arrows,
as they were called, amidst the enemy, im-

mediately to retire. The Lancastrians, ima-

gining that they were gotten within reach

of the opposite army, discharged all their

arrows, which thus fell short of the York-
ists. After the quivers of the enemy were

emptied Edward advanced his line, and
did execution with impunity on the dis

mayed Lancastrians. The bow, however,
was soon laid aside, and the sword decided

the combat, which ended in a total victory
on the side of the Yorkists. Edward is-

sued orders to give no quarter. The
routed army was pursued to Tadcaster

with great bloodshed and confusion, and
above thirty-six thousand men are com-

puted to have fallen in the battle and

pursuit : among these were the earl oi

Westmoreland, and his brother Sir John

Nevil, the earl of Northumberland, the

lords Dacres and Welles, and Sir Andrew

Trollop. The earl of Devonshire, who
was now engaged in Henry's party, was

brought a prisoner to Edward, and was
soon after beheaded by martial law at

York. His head was fixed on a pole
erected over a gate of that city ; and the

head of duke Richard, and that of the earl

of Salisbury were taken down, and buried

with their bodies.
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HENRY ESCAPES INTO SCOTLAND.

Henuy and Mririjaret liad remained at

York during the action ; but iearninii; tiie

defeat of their army, they Hed with great

precipitation into Scothnid. They were

acconipaiiicd by the dnke of Exeter, who,

though he had married Edward's sister,

iiad taken part with the Lancastrians
; and

by Ilcniy duke of Somerset, who had

commanded in tlie unfortunate battle of

Toiiton, and wlio was the son of that

nobleman killed in the first battle of St.

Albans.

Notwithstanding; the irreat animosity
which prevailed, Scotland had never ex-

erted itself with vigour to take advantage,
either of the wars which England carried

on with France, or of the civil commotions
which arose between the contending fami-

lies. James L, more laudably employed in

civilizing his subjects, avoided all hostili-

ties with foreign nations. After the mur-
der of that excellent prince, the minority
of his son and successor James II., and
the distractions incident to it, retained the

Scots in the same state of neutrality; and
the superiority, visibly accpiired by France,
rendered it then unnecessary for her ally
to interpose in her defence. But, when
the quarrel commenced between the houses
of York and Lancaster, and became abso-

lutely incurable but by the total extinction

ot one party, James, now risen to man's

"jj*'!"
j

estate, was tempted to seize the opportu-
utcst

jnity, and he endeavoured to recover those

rv''rk|l>hice3
which the English had formerly con-

:;"'" .(juered from his ancestors. He laid siege
to the castle of Roxborough in 1460, and
had provided himself with a small train of

'

artillery for that enterprise : but his can-
non was so ill framed, that one of them
burst as he was tiring it, and put an end I

to his life in the flower of his age. His
;

son and successor, James III., was also a

minor on his accession
;
the usual distrac- i

tions ensued
;

the queen-dowager, Anne !

of Gueldres, aspired to the regency ;
the

|

family of Douglas opposed her pretensions ;

land queen ^largaret, when she fled into

Scotland, found there a people little less

Idivided by faction than those by whom she
ihad been expelled. Though she pleaded
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of the earl of Somerset, she could cuiiaire'

the Scottish council to go no farther than
to express their good wishes in her favour;
but, on her oi\i-v to deliver to them im-

mediately the important fortress of Ber-

vvic-k, and to contract her son in marriage
with a sister of king James, she found a

better reception ; and the Scots promised
the assistance of their arms to reinstate

her family ujjon the throne. But, as the

danger from that ([uarter seemed not very

urgent to Edward, he did not pursue the

fugitive king and queen, but returned to

London, where a parliament was sum-
moned for settling the government.

A PARLIAiVIENT.

On the meeting of this assembly Edward-
found the good effects of his vigorous
measure in assuming the crown, as well as

of his victory at Touton. The parliament

recognised the title of Edward, by here-

ditary descent, through the family of Mor-
timer

;
and declared that he was king by

right from the death of his lather, who
had also the same lawful title

; and that

he was in possession of the crown from

the day that he assumed the government
tendered to him by the acclamations of

the i)eople. They expressed their abhor-

rence of the usurpation and intrusion of

the house of Lancaster, particularly that

of the earl of Derby, otherwise called

Henry IV. They annulled every grant
which had passed in those reigns ; they
reinstated the king in all the possessions
which had belonged to the crown at the

pretended deposition of Richard II.
; and,

though they confirmed judicial deeds and

the decrees of inferior courts, they reversed

all attainders passed in any pretended par-
liament : particularly the attainder of the

earl of Cambridge, the king's grandfather ;

as well as that of the earls of Salisbury
and Glocester.and of lord Lumley, who had

been punished for adhering to Richard II.

Many of these votes were the result of

the usual violence of party ; the common
sense of mankind, in more peaceable times,

repealed them ; and the statutes of thc]
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house of Lancaster, being the deeds of an

established government, and enacted by

princes long possessed of authority, have

always been held as valid and obligatory.
The parliament, however, in subverting
such deep foundations, had still the pre-
tence of replacing the government on its

ancient and natural basis
; but, in their

subsequent measures, they were more

guided by the views of convenience, than

by the maxims of equity and justice. They
[)assed an act of forfeitui-e and attainder

against Henry VL and queen JMargaret,
and their infant son prince iidward : the

same act was extended to the dukes of

Somerset and Exeter ;
to the earls of

Northumberland, Devonshire, Pembroke,
and Wilts

;
to the viscount Beaumont

;
the

lords Roos, Nevil, Clifford, Welles, Dacre,

Gray of Kugemont, and Hungerford ; to

Alexander Hedie, Nicholas Latimer, Ed-
mond Mountfort, John Heron, and many
persons of distinction. The parliament
vested the estates of all these attainted

persons in the crown ; though their sole

crime was the adhering to a prince vvhom

every individual of the parliament had

long recognised, and whom that very king
himself, who was now seated on the throne,

had acknowledged and obeyed as his law-

ful sovereign.
The necessity of supporting the govern-

ment established, vvill more fully justify
some other acts of violence, though the

method of conducting them may still ap-

pear exceptionable. John, earl of Oxford,
and his son Aubrey de Vere, were de-

tected in a correspondence with Margaret,
were tried by martial law before the con-

stable, and were condemned and executed.

Sir William Tyrrel. Sir Thomas Tudenham,
and John Montgomery, were convicted in

the same arbitrary court, were executed,
and their estates forfeited. This intro-

duction of martial law into civil govern-
ment was a high strain of prerogative.* It

was impossible but such a great and sud-

den revolution must leave the roots of

discontent and dissatisfaction in the sub-

ject, which would require great art, or, in

lieu of it, great violence, to extirpate them.

* See note X at the end of tlie volume.
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The latter was more suitable to the geniusi
of the nation in that uncultivated age.

BATTLE OF HEXHAM. 1464.

But the new establishment still seemed

precarious ; not only from the domestic

discontents of the people, but from the

efforts of foreign powers. Lewis, the

eleventh of the name, had succeeded to his

father Charles in 1460
;
and was led, from

the obvious motives of national interest,

to feed the flames of civil discord among
such dangerous neighbours, by giving sup-

port to the weaker party. But the in-

triguing genius of this prince was here

checked by itself; having attempted to

subdue the independent spirit of his own
vassals, he had excited such an opposition
at home as prevented him Irom making all

the advantage which the opportunity af-

forded of the dissensions among the Eng-
lish. He sent, however, a small body to

Henry's assistance under Varenne, senes-

chal of Normandy ;
who landed in North-

umberland, and got possession of the

castle of Alnwick. But, as the indefati-

gable Margaret went in person to France,
where she solicited larger supplies, and pro-
mised Lewis to deliver up Calais if her

family should by his means be restored to

the throne of England, he was induced to

send along with her a body of two thou-

sand men at arms, which enabled her to

take the field, and to make an inroad into

England. Though reinforced by a nu-

merous train of adventurers from Scotland,

and by many partisans of the family of

Lancaster, she received a check at Hedg-

ley-moor from lord Montacute, or Mon-

tague, brother to the earl of Warwick, and

warden of the east marches between Scot-

land and England. Montague was so

encouraged with this success, that, while

a numerous reinforcement was on their

march to join him by orders from Edward,
he yet ventured, with his own troops alone,

to attack the Lancastrians at Hexham ;

and he obtained a complete victory. The
duke of Somerset, the lords Roos and

Hungerford, were taken in the pursuit

and immediately beheaded by martial law

at Hexham. Summary justice was in like
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manner executed at Newcastle on Sir

Huniphrey Nevil and several other trentle-

mrn. All tliose wlio were spared in the

tield suHered on the scaft'old
;

and the

utter extermination of their adversaries

was now become the plain object of the

York party; a conduct wluch received but

too plausible an apologv I rom the preced-

ing practice of t!ie Lancastrians.

HENRY TAKEN AND CONFINED
IN THE TOWER.

The fate of the unfortunate royal familv,
after this defeat, was singular. Margaret,
flying with her son into a forest, where she

endeavoured to conceal herself, was beset,

during the darkness of the night, by rob-

bers, who, eitber ignorant or regardless of

her quality, despoiled her of her rings and
dwpoiiod

in|jg^-elg and treated her with the utmost

mdignity. 1 he partition oi tins neb bootv

raised a quarrel among them
; and, while

their attention w^as thus engaged, she took
the opportunity of making her escape, with

her son, into the thickest of the forest,

where she wandered for some time, over-

spent with hunger and fotigue, and sunk
with terror and affliction. While in this

wretched condition she saw a robber

approach with his naked sword
; and,

finding that sbe had no means of escape,
she suddenly embraced the resolution of

trusting entirely for protection to his

generosity. She advanced towards him
;

and, presenting to him the young prince,
called out to him,

'

Here, my friend, I

commit to your care the safety of your
king's son.' The man was struck with

enice. jthc singularity of the event ; was charmed
with the confidence reposed in him

; and

vowed, not only to abstain from all injurv

against the princess, but to devote himself

entirely to her service. By his means she
dwelt some time concealed in the forest,

and was at last conducted to the sea coast,
whence she made her escape into Flanders.

She passed thence into her father's court,
where she lived several years in privacy
and retirement. Her husband was not so

fortunate. Some of his friends conveved
him into Lancashire, where he remained
concealed a twelvemonth : but he was at

p confides

I hri-

Mil.who

A< to

'
qneen

'' hes her
-.r-s

..rt.

last detected, delivered up to Edward, and

thrown into the tower. The safety of l.is

person was owing less to the generosity ot

his enemies than to the contempt which

they had entertained of his courage and

his understanding.
The imprisonment of Henry, the expul-

sion of Margaret, the execution and con-

fiscation of all the most ennnent Lancas-

trians, seen\od to give full security to

Edivard's government; w-hose title by
blood, being now recou;nised by parliament,
and universally submitted to by the jieople,

was no longer in danger of being impeached.
In this prosperous situation the king deli-

vered himself up, without control, to those

pleasures which his youth, his high fortune,

and his natural temper, invited him to

enjov ;
and the cares of royalty were less

attended to than the dissipation ofamu.se

ment or the allurements of passion. The
cruel and unrelenting spirit of Edward was

extrcme'.v devoted to the softer passions,

which, without mitigating his severe tem-

per, maintained a great influence over him.

During the present interval of peace he

lived in the most familiar and sociable

m?.nner with his subjects, particularly with

the Londoners ;
and the beauty of his

person, as well as the gallantry of his

address, which, even unassisted by his

royal dignity, would have rendered him

acceptable to the fair, facilitated all his

applications for their favour. This course

of life augmented every day his popularity

among all ranks of men : he was the

peculiar favourite of the young and gay of

both sexes. But, as it is difficult to con-

fine the ruling passion within strict rules

of prudence, the amorous temper of Ed-

ward led him into a snare, which proved
fatal to his repose, and to the stability of

his throne.

KING'S MARRIAGE WITH LADY
ELIZABETH GRAY.

J.vcQUELixE of Luxembourg, duchess of

Bedford, had, after her husband's death,

so far sacrificed her ambition to love, that

she espoused, in second marriage. Sir

Richard Woodeville, a private gentleman,
to whom she bore several children ; and,
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aniouG; tlie rest, Elizabeth, who was remark-

able for the grace and beauty ot her per-

son, as well as for other amiable accom-

plishments. This young lady had married

Sir John Gray of Groby, by whom she

had children; and, her husband being slain

in the second battle of St. Albans, fighting
on the side of Lancaster, and his estate

being for that reason contiscated, his widow
retired to live with her father at his seat

of Grafton in Northamptonshire. The

king came accidentally to the house after

a hunting party, in order to pay a visit to

the duchess of Bedford
; and, as the occa-

sion seemed favourable for obtaining somc

grace from this gallant monarch, the young
widow flung herself at his feet, and with

many tears entreated him to take pity on

her impoverished and distressed children.

The sight of so much beauty in affliction

strongly affected the amorous Edward
;

love stole insensibly into his heart under

the gviise of compassion ;
and her sorrow,

so becoming a virtuous matron, made his

esteem and regard quickly correspond to

his affection. He raised her from tiie

ground with assurances of favour
; he

found his passion increase every moment

by the conversation of the amiable object ;

and he was soon reduced, in his turn, to

the posture and style of a supplicant at

the feet of Elizabeth. Bat the lady obsti-

nately refused to gratify his passion ; and

all the importunities of Edward proved
fruitless against her virtue. His passion,
increased by his veneration for such ho-

nourable sentiments carried him beyond
all bounds of reason

;
and he offered to

share his throne, as well as his heart, with

the woman whose beauty of person and

dignity of character seemed so well to

entitle her to both. The marriage was

privately celebrated at Grafton * The

* "
King Edward, though lie knew no superior

upon the earth, he obeys the summons of love
;
and

upon the first day of May marries the said lady Gray
at Grafton

;
the first of cur kings since the conquest

that married his subject. At which marriage none
was present but the duchess of Bedford, the priest,
two gentlewomen, and a young man to help the

priest at mass. The year after, with great solem-

nity, she was crowned queen at Westminster. It is

not unworthy (he relating the speech which king Rd-
Kvard had with his mother, who sought to cross the

5(m

secret was carefully kept for some time
;

no one suspected that so libertine a prince
could sacrifice so much to a romantic

passion ;
and there were in particular

strong reasons, which at that time rendered

this step to the highest degree dangerous
and imprudent.

WARAVICK DLSGUSTED.

The king, desirous to secure his throne as

well by the prospect of issue as by foreign

alliances, had, a little before, cast his eye
on Bona of Savoy, sister to the queen of

France, who, he hoped, would, by her

marriage, ensure him the fiiendship of

that power. The earl of Warwick had
been dispatched to Paris ; he had de-

manded Bona in marriage for the king ;

his proposals had been accepted ;
the

treaty was fully concluded ; and nothing
remained but the ratification of the terms

agreed on, and bringing over the princess
to England. But, when the secret of

Edward's marriage broke out, the haughty
earl, deeming himself affronted, innuedi-

ately returned to England, inflamed with

rage. The influence of passion over so

young a man as Edward might have served

as an excuse for his imprudeat conduct,
had he deigned to acknowledge his error :

but shame or pride prevented him from
so much as mentioning the matter to

Warwick
;
and that nobleman was allowed

to depart the court full of the same ill-hu-

mour and discontent which he

to it.

Every incident now tended to widen the

breach between the king and this powerful

subject. The queen, who lost not her in

fluence by marriage, was equally solicitous

to draw every grace and favour to her

own friends and kindred, and to exclude
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;
and so

each of us hath a proof that neither of us is like to

be barren : and as for your objection of bigamy, (for

his mother had charged him with being contracted

to the lady Elizabeth Lucy) let the bishop (saith he)

lay it to my charge when I come to take orders, for,

I understand, it is forbidden a priest, but I never

wist it was forbidden a prince.'
"— Baker.— Ed.
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those of the carl, wlioin slie re:

her mortal enemy, llcr lather \\;is created

earl of Rivers ; he was made treasurer

in the room of loi'd IVIount joy ;
he was

invested in the office of constahle for life,

and his son received the survivance of

that hiijh diunity. The same young
nobleman was married to the onlv daugh-

irded as i AVarwick, gave a general alarm to the

nobility, and disgusted many, even zealous

partisans of the family of York.
But the most considerable associate

that Waiwick accjuii-ed to his party was

George duke of Clarence, the king's second
brotlier. This |)rince deemed himself no
less injured than the other grandees by the

uncontrolled influence of the queen and
her relations

; and, as his fortunes were
still left on a precarious footing while

theirs were fully established, this neglect
inclined him to give countenance to all

the malcontents. The favourable ojipor-

tunity of gaining him was espied by the

earl of Warwic-k, who offered him in

marriage his eldest dauglitei-, and co-heir

of his immense fortunes
;

a settlement

which, as it was superior to any that the

king himself could confer upon him, im-

mediately attached him to the party of the

earl. Thus an extensive and dangerous
combination was insensibly formed against
Edward and his ministry. Though the

immccHate object of the malcontents was
not to overturn the throne, it was difficult

to i'oresee tlie extremities to which they

might be cariied
;
and civil convulsions

and disorders were likely to be soon the

tcr of lord Scales, enjoyed the great estate

of that family, and bad the title of Scales

conferred ui)on hnn. Catharine, the

queen's sister, was married to the young
duke of Buckingham, who was a ward
of the crown ; Mary, another of her sis-

ters, esjjoused William Herbert, created

earl of Huntingdon ; Ann, a third sister,

was given in marriage to the son and heir

of Gray lortl Ruthyn, created earl of Kent.

The daughter and heir of the duke of

E.veter, who was also the king's niece,

was conti'acted to Sir Thomas Gray, one
of the queen's sons by her former hus-

band
; and, as lord Montague was treating

of a marriage between bis son and this

lady, the preference given to
} oung Gray

was deemed an injury and affront to the

whole family of Xevil.

The earl of Warwick could not suffer

with patience the least diminution of that

credit which he bad long enjoyed, and
which he thought he had merited. Though
he had received so many grants from the

crown, that the revenue arising from them

amounted, besides his patrimonial estate,

to eighty thousand crowns a year, accord-

ing to the computation of Philip de Co-

mines, his ambitious spirit was still dissa-

tisfied, so long as he saw others surpass ! into foreign alliances. The dark and
him in authority and influence. Edward ! dangerous ambition of I^ewis XT., the more

also, jealous of that jiower which had it was known, the greater alarm it excited
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result of these intrigues and confederacies.

ALLIANCE WTTH THE DUKE
BURGUNDY. 1466.

OF

While this cloud was gathering at home
Edward endeavoured to secur'e himself

lis factious nobilitv bvagainst entering

among bis neighbours and vassals
; and

they found no security to themselves but
supported him, was well pleased to raise

up rivals in credit to the earl of Warwick
;

and he justified, bv this political view, his by a jealous combination against him.

extreme partiality to the queen's kindred.
\
Philip duke of Burgundy was now dead :

But the nobility of England, envying the ' his rich and extensive dominions were de-

W'oodevilles, were inclined to take part
|

volved to Charles his only son, whose
with Warwick's discontent. And, as Ed- i martial disposition acquired him the sur-

ward obtained from parliament a general
[

name of '

Bold,' and whose ambition,
more outraireous than that of Lewis, but

lidwanl
Hfieks

furel^
alliauces.

resumption ot all grants which he had
made since his accession, and which had

extremely impoverished the crown, this

act, though it passed with some exceptions,

-particularly one in favour of the earl of
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seconded by less power and policy, was

regarded with a more favourable eye by
the other potentates of Europe. The op-

position of interests, and still more a
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raised troops in their own name, issued

declarations against the government, and

complained of grievances, oppressions, and

bad ministers. The unexpected defeat of

Welles disconcerted all their measures
;

and they retired northwards into Lan-

cashire, where they expected to be joined

by lord Stanley, who had married the earl

of Warwick's sister : but, as that noble-

man refused all concurrence with them,
and as lord Montague also remained quiet
in Yorkshire, they were obliged to disband

their army, and to fly into Devonshire,
where they embarked, and made sail to-

wards Calais.*

The deputy governor, whom Warwick
had left at Calais, was one Vaucler, a

Gascon, who, seeing the earl return in

this miserable condition, refused him
admittance ;

and would not so much as

permit the duchess of Clarence to land,

though a few days before she had been

delivered on shipboard of a son, and was

at that time extremely disordered by sick-

ness. With difficulty he would allow a

few flagons of wine to be carried to the

ship for the use of the ladies. But, as he

was a man of sagacity, and well acquainted
with the revolutions to which England was

subject, he secretly apologized to Warwick
for this appearance of infidelity, and re-

presented it as proceeding entirely from

zeal for his service. He said that the

fortress was ill supplied with provisions ;

that he could not depend on the attach-

ment of the garrison ;
that the inhabitants,

who lived by the English commerce, would

certainly declare for the established govern-
ment ; that the place was at present un-

able to resist the power of England on

the one hand, and that of the duke of

Burgundy on the other ; and that, by
seeming to declare for Edward, he would

acquire the confidence of that prince, and

still keep it in his power, when it should

become safe and prudent, to restore Calais

to its ancient master. It is uncertain

whether Warwick was satisfied with this

apology, or suspected a double infidelity in

Vaucler ;
but he feigned to be entirely

* The king offered by proclamation a reward of

£1000 or ^6100 a year in land, to any that would
.512

convinced by him
; and, having seized

some Flemish vessels which he found

lying off Calais, he immediately made sail.

The king of France, uneasy at the close

conjunction between Edward and the duke
of Burgundy, received with the greatest
demonstrations of regard the uni'ortunate

Warwick, with whom he had formerly
maintained a secret correspondence, and
whom he hoped still to make his instru-

ment in overturning the government of

England, and re-establishing the house oi

Lancaster. No animosity was ever greater
than that which had long prevailed be-

tween that house and the earl of Warwick.
His father had been executed by orders

from Margaret ;
he himself had twice re-

duced Henry to captivity, had banished
the queen, hiid put to death all their most
zealous partisans either in the field or on
the scaffold, and had occasioned innume-
rable ills to that unhappy family. For
this reason, believing that such inveterate

rancour could never admit of any reconci-

liation, he had not mentioned Henrv's
name when he took up arms against Ed-
ward

;
and he rather endeavoured to

prevail by means of his own adherents,

than revive a party which he sincereh

hated. But his present distresses, and
the entreaties of Lewis, made him hearken
to terms of accommodation

; and Marga-
ret, sent for from Angers, where she then

resided, an agreement was from common
interest soon concluded between them. It

was stipulated that Warwick should es-

pouse Henry's cause, and endeavour to re-

store him to liberty, and to re-establish him
on the throne

;
that the administration of

the government, during the minority of

young Edward, Henry's so \ should be en-

trusted conjointly to the earl of Warwick
and the duke of Clarence ; that prince
Edward should marry the lady Anne,
second daughter of that nobleman

;
and

that the crown, in case of the failure of

male issue in that prince, should descend

to the duke of Clarence, to the entire ex-

clusion of king Edward and his posterity.
Never was confederacy less natural, or

seize them : whence we may learn that land was atl

that time sold for about ten years' purchase. I
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more evidently the work of necessity ; but

Warwick hoped that all former passion.s
of the Lancasitrians mii^ht be lost in pre-
sent political views, and that, at worst, the

independent power of iiis family, and the

affections of the people, would suHice to

sive him security, and enable him to exact

the full performance of all the conditions

aj^reed on. The marriage of prince Ed-

ward with the lady Anne was immediately
celebrated in France.

Edward foresaw that it would be easy to

dissolve an alliance composed of such dis-

cordant parts. For this purpose he sent

over a lady of great saL^acity and address,

who belonged to the train of the duchess

of Clarence, and who, under colour of

attending her mi.-itress, was empowered to

negociate with the duke. She represented
to Clarence that he had unwarily, to his

own ruin, become the instrument of War-
wick's vengeance, and had thrown himself

entirely in the power of his most inveterate

enemies ; that the mortal injuries which

the one royal family had suffered from the

other were now passed all forgiveness, that,

even if the leaders were willing to forget

past offences, the animosity of their ad-

herents would prevent a sincere coalition

of parties, and that a prince who deserted

his own kindred, and joined the murderers

of his father, left himself single, without

friends, without protection, and would not,

when misfortunes inevitably fell upon him,
be so much as entitled to any pity or re-

gard from the rest of mankind. Clarence

'was only one and twenty years of age, and

isecms to have possessed but a slender

capacity, yet could he easily see the force

lof these reasons ; and upon the promise of

forgiveness from his brother, he secretly

engaged, on a favourable opportunity, to

desert the earl of Warwick, and abandon
the Lancastrian party.

During this negociation Warwick was

secretly carrving on a correspondence of

the same nature with his brother the mar-

quis of Montague, who was entirely trusted

by Edward
;
and like motives produced a

dike resolution in that nobleman. The

I
marquis also, that he might render the

projected blow the more deadly and in-

Icurable, resolved, on his side to watch a
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favourable opportunity for committing his

perfidy, and still to maintain the ajipear-
ance of being a zealous adherent to the

house of York.
After tliese mutual snares were thus

carefully laid, the decision of the quarrel
advanced apace. Lewis prepared a fleet

to escort the earl of Warwick, and granted
him a supply of men and money. The
duke of Burgundv, enraged at that noble-

man for his seizure of the Flemish vessels

before Calais, and anxious to support the

reigning family in England, with whom
his own interests were now connected,
fitted out a larger fleet, with which he

guarded the Channel
; and he incessantly

warned his broth?r-iu-law of the imminent!

perils to which he was exposed. But

Edward, though always brave and ofteni

active, had little tbresight or penetration. L.^ ^^^_

He was not sensible of his danger; he ward is

1 -1.11 *.'
'~'

i. ±\
' warned bv

made no suitable preparations against the ti.edukcot

earl of Warwick ;
he even s id^ that the

^^.^f^'f^'

duke might spare himself the trouble of Warwick,

guarding the seas, and that he wished for

nothing more than to see Warwick set foot

on English ground. A vain confidence in

his own prowess, joined to the immoderate

love of pleasure, had made him incapable
of all sound reason and reflection.

WARWICK AND CLARENCE
RETURN.

The event soon happened of which Edward

seemed so desirous. A storm dispersed
the Flemish navy, and left the sea open to

Warwick. That nobleman seized the op-

portunity, and, setting sail, quickly landed ciaronce

at Dartmouth, with the duke of Clarence,! u'l'rtmou

the earls of Oxford and Pembroke, and a

small body of troops ;
while the king was

in the north, engaged in suppressing an

insurrection which had been raised by
lord Fitz-Hugh, brother-in-law to War-

wick.

EDWARD IV. EXPELLED.

The scene which ensues resembles more

the fiction of a poem or romance than

an event in true histoiy. The prodigious

popularity of Warwick, the zeal of' the)

51 .
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The mar-

quis of

Montague

|Lancastrian party, the spirit of discontent

jwith
which manj' were infected, and the

Igeneral instability of the EngHsh nation,

joccasioned by t!ie late frequent revolutions,

flock to drew such multitudes to his standard, that

standard.'^ in a Very few days his army amounted to

sixty thou.sand men. Edward hastened

southwards to encounter him
; and the

two armies approached each other near

Nottingham, where a decisive action was

every hour expected. The rapidity of

Warwick's progress had incapacitated the

duke of Clarence from executing his plan

actstre°acii-|of
trcacherv ; and the marquis of Mon-

EUwafd.^
|tague

had here an opportunity of striking
the first blow. He communicated the

^design
to his adherents, who promised him

their concurrence. They took to arms in

the night-time, and hastened with loud

acclamations to Edward's quarters. The

king was alarmed at the noise, and, start-

ing from bed, heard the cry of war u.^ually

employed by the Lancastrian party. Lord

esctpe^^ Hastings, his chamberlain, informed him

*.u'l'^®" of the danger, and urged him to make his

escape by speedy flight from an army
where he had so many concealed enemies.

He had just time to get on horseback, and
to hurry with a small retinue to Lynne in

Norfolk where he luckily found some ships

ready, on board of which he instantly
embarked. And after this manner the

earl of Warwick, in eleven days after his

He seeks

the il'ike of

Burgundy.

ciilty.

Warwick
in eleven

days be-

^^fjjj'jf^'
first landing, was left entire master of the

kingdom, kingdom.
But Edward's danger did not end with

ihis embarkation. The Easterlings, or

^Hanse-towns,
were then at war both with

France and England ;
and some ships of

these people, hovering on the English
coast, espied the king's vessels, and gave
chase to them

;
nor was it without extreme

difficulty that he made his escape into the

f/Xs 'port of Alcmaer in Holland. He had fled

"°af"'^'"
^'"o™ England with such precipitation,
that he had carried nothing of value

along with him : and the only reward

which he could bestov/ on the captain of

the vessel that brought him over, was a

robe lined with sables
; promising him an

ample recompense if fortune should ever

become more propitious to him.

It is not likely that Edward could
.514
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be very fond of presenting himself in this

lamentable plight before the duke of Bur-

gundy ;
and that, having so suddenly after

his mighty vaunts, lost all footing in his

own kingdom, he could not be insensible

to the ridicule which must attend him
in the eyes of that prince. The duke
was no less embarrassed how he should
receive the dethroned monarch. As he
had ever borne a greater affection to the

house of Lancaster than to that of York

nothing but political views had engaged
him to contract an alliance with the

latter
; and he foresaw that probably the

revolution in England would now turn

this alliance against him, and render the

reigning family his imphicable and jealous

enemy. For this reason, when the first

rumour of that event reached him, at-

tended with the circumstance of Edward's

death, he seemed rather pleased with the

catastrophe ;
i.nd it was no agreeable dis-

appointment to find that he must either

undergo the burden of supporting an exiled

prince, or the dishonour of abandoning so

near a relation. He began already to say
that his connexions were with the king-
dom of England, not with the king; and

it was indifferent to him, whether the name
of Edward, or that of Henry, were em
ployed in the articles of treaty. These
sentiments were continually strengthened

by the subsequent events. Vaucler, the

deputy governor of Calais, though he had

been confirmed in his command by Ed-

ward, and had even received a pension
from the duke of Burgundy on account oJ

his fidelity to the crown, no sooner saw

his old master Warwick reinstated in

authority than he declared for him, and

with great demonstrations of zeal and

attachment put the whole garrison in his

livery. And the intelligence, which the

duke received every day from England,
seemed to promise an entire and full set-

tlement in the family of Lancaster.

HENRY VL RESTORED.

Immkediately after Edward's flight had left

the kingdom at Warwick's disposal, that
,^^^1^1^

nobleman hastened to London
; and, hiist nsto

taking Henry from the tower, into which

Vaucler,

governor of

Calais, de-

clares for

Warwick.

i
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lie liitnself had been the chief cause of

throwing him, he pn-ochiimcd him king
witli great solomnity. A parliament was
.summoned in the name of tliat prince, to

meet at Westminster ; and, as this assem-

bly could pretend to no liberty while sur-

rounded by such enraged and insolent

victors, governed by such an impetuous
spirit as Warwick, their votes were en-

tirely dictated by the ruling faction. The

treaty with jMargaret was here fully ex-

ecuted
; Henry was recognized as lawful

king ; but, his incapacity for government
being avowed, the regency was intrusted

to Warwick and Ckirence till the majority
of prince Edward

; and, in default of that

prince's issue, Clarence was decUired suc-

cessor to the crown. The usual business

;.lso of reversals went on without 0{)po-
sition ; everv statute made during therei<:n

of Edward was repealed ; that prince was
declared to be an usurper ; he and his

adherent^ were attainted, and in particular
Richard duke of Glocester, his younger
brother; all the attainders of the Lancas-

trians, the dukes of Somerset and Exeter,
the earls of Richmond, Pen\broke, Oxford,
and Ormond, were reversed ; and every
one was restored who liad lost either

honours or fortune by his former adherence
to the cause of Henry.
The ruling party were more sparing in

their executions than usual. The only
victim of distinction was John Tihetot,
carl of Worcester. This accompli.-hed

[jcrson, born in an age and nation where
the nobility valued themseh^es on igno-
rance as their privilege, and left learning
to monks and schoolmasters, for whom
indeed the spurious erudition that prevailed
was best fitted, had been struck" with the

first rays of true science, which began to

penetrate from the south, and had been

zealous to propagate the love of letters

among his countrymen. It is pretended
that knowledge had not produced on this

nobleman himself the effect which so na-

turallv attends it, of harmonizing the tem-

per and softening the heart ;
and that he i

had enraged the Lancastrians against him

by the severities which he exercised upon i

them during the prevalence of his own

party. He endeavoured to conceal himself

The qupon
vf VAwiiul

j.ivts hirih

t u .^on ill

."»anetuarv

after the flight of Edward ; but was caught
on the top of a tree in the forest of

[ Weybridsre, was conducted to ] ondon,' wifrc"ter

tried before the carl of Oxford, condenintd,!'"'"'^'"'"-
and executed. All the other considerable
Yorkists cither fled bcycnd sea, or took
shelter in sanctuaries. In London alone
it is computed that no less than two thou-
sand persons saved themselves in thi-

nianiur; and, among the rest, Edward's

queen, who was there delivered of a son,
called by his father's name.

Queen Margaret, the rival queen, had
not yet appeared in England ; but, on

receiving intelligence of Warwick's sue-!

cess, was preparing with prince EdwardI
for her journey. All the banished Lan- yncenTiar-

castrians flocked to her; and, an;ong the
f,"*^*]!^^^,'^,

rest, the duke of Somerset, son of the duke SonlM^el

beheaded after the battle of Hexham. This' fan "nt<'"

nobleman, who had long been regarded as "^'°"''

the head of the party, had fled into the'

Low Countries on the discon fiture cf his'

friends ; and, as he concealed his name
and quality, he had there languished in'

extreme indigence. Philip de Comincs
tells us, that he himself saw him, as wellj

as the duke of Exeter, in a condition no
better than that of a common beggar; till,

being discovered by Philip duke of Bur-

gundy, they had small pensions allotted

them, and were living in silence and

obscurity, when the success of their party
called them from their retreat. But both

Somerset and IMargaret were detained by

contrary winds from reaching England, till

a new revolution in that kingdom, no less

sudden and surniising than the former,

threw them into greater misery than that

from which they had just emerged.

Though the duke of Burgundy, by neg-

lecting; Edward, and paying court to the

established government, had endeavoured

to conciliate the friendship of the Lancas-

trians, he found tjiat he had not succeeded ;

and the connexions between the king of

France and the earl of Warwick still held

him in great anxiety. This nobleman,

too hastily regarding Charles as a deter-

mined enemy, had sent over to Calais a

body of four thousand men, who made

inroads into the Low Countries
;
and the

duke of Burgundy saw himself in danger
515
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of being overwhelmed by the united arms

of England and of France
;
he resolved,

therefore, to grant some assistance to his

brotber-in-law, but in such a covert manner
as should give the least offence possible to

the English government. He equipped
four large vessels, in the name of some

private merchants, at Terveer in Zealand
;

and, causing fourteen ships to be secretly
hired from the Easterlings, he delivered

this small squadron to Edward, who,

receiving also a sum of money from the

duke, immediately set sail for England.
No sooner was Charles informed of his

departure than he issued a ^proclamation,

inhibiting all his subjects from giving him.

countenance or assistance ;
an artifice

which could not deceive the earl of War-

wick, but which might serve as a decent

pretence, if that nobleman were so disposed,
:or maintaining friendship with the duke
of Burgundy.

EDWARD IV. RETURNS. 1471.

Edward, impatient to take revenge on his

enemies, and to recover his lost authority,
made an attempt to land with his forces,

which exceeded not two thousand men,
on the coast of Norfolk ; but, being there

repulsed, he sailed northwards, and dis-

embarked at Ravenspur in Yorkshire.

Finding that the new magistrates appointed

by the earl of Warwick, kept the people
from joining him, he pretended, and even
made oath, that he came not to challenge
the crown, but only the inheritance of the

house of York. His partisans flocked to

his standard ; he was admitted into the

city of York
; and he was soon in such a

situation as gave him hopes of succeeding
in all his claims and pretensions. The

marquis of Montague commanded in the

northern counties; but, from some myste-
rious reasons which no historian has

cleared up, he totally neglected the begin-

nings of an insurrection which he ought

* We have here but a sorry picture of the moral

virtue wliich prevailed in those day.s. Faithless wives,
it would seem, endeavoured to make their husbands

ungrateful, and forgetful of the hospitality which they
had enjoyed at the earl of Warwick's expense. Yet
such was his unsparing liberality, that Stows tells

ol6

to have esteemed so formidable. Warwick
assembled an army at Leicester, with an

intention of meeting and of giving battle

to the enemy ;
but Edward, by taking

another road, passed him unmolested, anc-

presented himself before the gates of Lon-

don. Had he there been refused admit-

tance, he was totally undone : but thert

were many reasons which inclined tht

citizens to favour him. His numerous

friends, issuing from their sanctuaries,

were active in his cause
; many rich mer-

chants, who had formerly lent him money
saw no other chance lor their payment
but his restoration

;
the city dames, who

had been liberal of their favours to him,
and who still retained an affection for this

young and gallant prince, swayed their

husbands and friends * in his favour; and,

above all, the archbishop of York, War-
wick's brother, to whom the care of the

city was committed, had secretly, from

unknown reasons, entered into a corres-

pondence with him, and he facilitated

Edward's admission into London. The
most likely cause which can be assigned
for those multiplied infidelities, even in

the family of Nevil itself, is the spirit of

faction, which, when it becomes inveterate,

it is very difficult for any man entirely to

shake off. Edward's entrance into London
made him master not only of that rich and

powerful city, but also of the person of

Henry, who, destined to be the perpetual

sport of fortune, thus fell again into the

hands of his enemies.

BATTLE OF BARNET, AND DEATH
OF WARWICK.

It appears not that Warwick, during his

short administration, which had continued

only six months, had been guilty of any

unpopular act, or had anywise deserved to

lose that general favour with which he

had so lately overwhelmed Edward. But

this prince, who was formerly on the

us,
" In his house six oxen were eaten at a break-

fast, and every tavern was full of his meat; for he

who had any acquaintance in that house, he should

have had as much boiled and roast as he might carry

on a long dagger."
—Ed.
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defensive, was now the aggressor ; and,

having; overcome the difficulties which

msnyn,!- ulwavs attend the beginnings of an insur-

rection, possessed many advantages above

his enemy : every one, who iiad been dis-

appointed in tlie hopes which be had

entertained from Warwick's elevation,

either became a cool friend or an open

enemy to that nobleman
;
and eacb mal-

content, from wbatevcr cause, proved an

accession to Edward's army. The king,

therefore, found biinself in a condition to

face the earl of Warwick
; who, being

reinforced by his son-in-law the duke of

Clarence, and his brother the marquis of

Montague, took post at Barnet, in the

neigbbourhood of London. The arrival

of Queen Margaret was every day expected,
who would have drawn together all the

genuine Lancastrians, and have brought a

great accession to Warwick's forces : but

this very consideration proved a motive to

the earl rather to hurry on a decisive action

than to share the victory with rivals and
ancient enemies, who he foresaw would,
in case of success, claim the chief merit

in the enterprise. But, while his jealousy
was all directed towards that side, he over-

looked the dangerous infidelity of friends

who lay the nearest to bis bosom. His

brother Montague, who had lately tem-

porized, seems now to have remained

sincerely attached to the interests of his

family : but his son-in-la«', though bound
to him by every tie of honour and grati-

tude, though he shared the power of the

regency, though he had been invested by
Warwick in all the honours and patrimonv
of the house of York, resolved to fulfil

the secret engagements which he had

formerly taken with his brother, and to

support the interests of his own family ;

he deserted to the king in the night-time,
and carried over a body of twelve thousand
men along with him. Warwick was now
too far advanced to retreat

; and, as he

* In those days, for a variety of reasons, it was
not uncommon to expose the bodies of the dead to

the public gaze, either to satisfy the people that the

deceased had not been unfairly dismissed from life, or

to prove beyond all doubt that the enemy they
feared, or that the adventurer they were disposed to

|follow, was no longer alive. It was deemed expe-
Idient to do this in the case uf the •'

king-maker ;" and
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rejected with disdain all terms of peace
ofi'ered by Edward and C'iarenct?, he was

obliged to hazard a general engagement.
The battle was fought with obstinacy on
both sides

;
the two armies, in imitation

of their leaders, displayed uncommon
valour ; and the victorv remained long
undecided. But an accident threw the

balance to the side of the Yorkists. Ed-
ward's cognizance was a sun, that of ^^'ar-

wick a star with rays ; and, the mistiness

of the morning rendering it difficult to

distinguish them, the earl of Oxford, who

fought on the side of the Lancastrians,
was by mistake attacked by his friends,

and chased off the field of battle. AVar

wick, contrary to his more usual practice,'
a""ii"'

engaged that day on foot, resolving to show
his army that he meant to share every
fortune with them, and he was slain in the

thickest of the engagement ;
his brother

underwent the same fate ;* and, as Edward
had issued orders not to giv^e any quarter,
a great slaughter was made in the pursuit.
There fell about fifteen hundred on the

side of the victors.

BAITLE OF TEUKESBURY.

The same day on which this decisive

battle was fought queen Margaret and her

son, now about eighteen years of age, and
a young prince of great hopes, landed at

Weymouth, supported by a small body of

French forces. When this princess re-

ceived intelligence of her husband's cap-

tivity, and of the defeat and death of the

earl of Warwick, her courage quite left

her
;
and she immediately foresaw all the

dismal consequences of this calamitv. At
first she took sanctuary in the abbey of

Beauiieu
; but, being encouraged by the

appearance of Tudor earl of Pembroke
and Courtney earl of Devonshire, of the

lords Wenloc and St. John, with other

men of rank, who exhorted her still to

the corpse of Warwick, and that of his brother Mon-
tague, were accordingly sent to London, where for

three or four days they wore to be seen naked at

St. Paurs. When it was thought their fate had

gained sufBeient publicity, they were removed to

Bisham Priory in Berkshire, to be buried with their

ancestors.—Ed.
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'lope for success, she resumed her former

-spirit,
and determined to defend to the

itmost the ruins of her fallen fortunes.

•>he advanced through the counties of

)evon, Somerset, and Glocester, increasing
ler armj' on each daj''s march

; but was
it last overtaken bj' Edward at Teukes-

bury, on the banks of the Severn. The
bancastrians were here totally defeated

;

the earl of Dvonshire and lord Wenloc
vere killed in the field

;
the duke of So-

merset, and about twenty other persons
of distinction, having taken shelter in a

church, were surrounded, dragged out,

and immediately beheaded
; about three

thousand of their side fell in battle ;
and

the army was entirely dispersed.

MURDER OF PRINCE EDWARD,
AND DEATH OF HENRY.

Queen Margaret and her son were taken

QueenMor- prisoucrs, and brought to the king, who

g"';'j^f,"^i.^
lasked the prince, after an insulting man-

brought iner, how he dared to invade his dominions.
prisoners to .«, . •

i ,- i r i
•

Kdward. 1 he youug prmce, more mmdiul ot his

* " The prince being bold of stomacke, and of a

good couriga, answered saiynge, To recover my
father's kyngedome and enlicri age, from his father

and grandfather to him, and from him after him
to me lineally divolluted. At which wordes king
Edward sayd nothing, but with his hand thrust him
from him (^)r, as some say, stroke him with his

gauntletl whome incontinent, they that stode about,
which wer G>^>orge duke of Clarence, Richard duke
of Gloucester, Thomas Marquess Dorset, and Wil-
liam lord Hastynges, sodainly murthered. and piti-

ously mangucUed. The bitternesse of wiche murder,
some of the actors after in their latter dales tasted

and assayed by the very rod of justycc and punish-
ment of God.'—//a//.—Ed.

There are reasons for thinking this account of the

murder of the prince cannot be true. Recent pub-
lications by tire Camden Society Miss Halsted
thinks "

m.iy truly be said to invalidate, if not abso-

lutely refute, the c' arge of Glocester's participation '

in the murder of the young prince." The lady pro-
ceeds,

" Fleetwood's Chronicle simply states that

Edward, called prince, was taken fleeing to the town-
wards, and slain in the field,' and There was also

slain Thomas the earl of Devon, with many others.'
"

Warksworth, the Lancastrian authority, says,
" and

there was slain in the field prince Edward, who
cried for succour to his brother-in-law the duke of
Clarence." This latter testimony adds great weight
to the assertion of the York chronicler, because not

only do both use pi'eeisely the same expression
•' slain in the field," but the latter writer, when, adding
the sentence "

crying for help to Clarence," couples
51S

high birth than of his present fortune,

replied, that he came thither to claim his

just inheritance. The ungenerous Edward,
insensible to pity, struck him on the face

with his gauntlet ;
and the dukes of Cla-

rence and Glocester, lord Hastings, and
Sir Thomas Gray, taking the blow as a

signal for farther violence, hurried the

prince into the next apartment, and there

dispatched him with their daggers.* Mar-

garet was thrown into the tower. King
Henry expired in that confinement a few

days after the battle of Teukesbury ; but

whether he died a natural or violent death

is uncertain, t It was generally believed

that the duke of Glocester killed him with

his own hands
;
but the universal odium,

which that prince has incurred, inclined

perhaps the nation to aggravate his crimes

without any sufficient authority. It is

certain, however, that Henry's death was

sudden
; and this circumstance, joined to

the general manners of this age, gave a

natural ground of suspicion ; which was

rather increased thm diminished by the

exposing of his body to public view.

with the name of the Lancastrian prince, as does tl

other writer also that of Courtney earl of Devon,

who is well known to have been, in its most literal

sense,
"

slain in the battle field." But the circum-

stance that speaks most forcibly for the trutli of the

above statements is, that though emanating from the

pen of men who were rivals, opposed to each other

from the respective parties which they espoused, yet

is their account, nevertheless, substantiated by the

chronicler of Croyland, a man of education, high in

the church, learned in the law, and. without any ex-

ception, the most impartial and able authority of the

times. He says,
" At last kincr Edward gained a

signal victory ; there being slain on the part of the

queen, as well in the field as afterwards by the re-

vengeful hands of certain persons, the prince Ed-

ward, the only son of king Henry, the defeated duke

of Somerset, the earl of Devon, and other lords uni-

versally well remembered.''—Ed.

t In Fleetwood's Chronicle, the event is mentioned

as having taken place in the natural way, at least, as

h.aving been caused by "despite, ire, and hidignation''

at the disastrous news which reached him. His

death, however, which took place on Edward's arrival

in London, renders it probable that by his orders the

royal captive was dispatched : and, though it is

plausibly argued that Richard would hardly have

taken upon himself such a task, it may still be asked,

zealously attached, as he appears to have been, to

the intercuts of his brother, who was so likely to be

the chosen instrument of Edward's policy or revenge.''

—Ed.
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That precaution served only to recal nianj'
similar instances in the English history,
and to siiirg;est the comparison.*

>ft'ii.,'hou« All the hopes of the house of Lancaster
.fi.annis- geemej now to be utlorlv cxtimruishcd.

xtiiiguish- Every legitimate prince ol the family was
dead

;
almost eveiy great leader of the

party had perished in battle or on the

scaffold
;
the earl of Pembroke, who was

levying forces in Wales, disbanded his

'army when he received intelligence of the

battle of TeuUesbury, and tied into Brittany
with his nephew the young earl of Ricii-

mond. The bastard of Falconberg, who
had levied some forces, and had advanced

to London during Edward's absence, was

I'epulscd ;
his men deserted l:im

;
he was

taken prisoner, and immediately executed
;

uid, peace being now fully restored to the

nation, a parliament was summoned, which

ratified, as usual, all the acts of the victor,

and recognised his legal authority.
But this j)rince, who had been so firm,

and active, and intrepid, during the course

of adversity, was still unable to resist the

allurements of a prosperous fortune
; and

he wholly devoted himself, as before, to

pleasure. He recovered, however, by this

course of lite, and by his easy familiar

manners, tliat popularity which it is natural

to imagine he had lost by the repeated
cruelties exercised upon his enemies

; and
liie example also of his jovial festivity
served to restore the social disposition
which had been so long interrupted be-

tween the opposite parties. The memory
of past calamities sei-ved only to impress
the people with the resolution of never

mcurring any more the hazard of renewing
such direful scenes.

But, while the king was thus indulging
in pleasure, he was roused from his lethargy

icm"- ''y
'^ pi'ospect offoreign conquests. Though

Ihe deemed himself little beholden to the

iduke of Burgundy for the reception which
that prince had given him during his

exile, the political interests of their states

* A very general opinion certainly prevailed that

the unhappy monarcii had been murdered, and by
the hands of the duke of Gloccster. The form of ex-

posing ihe dead body at St. Paul's was gone through
in this ca!,e, after which it was buried at Chertsey.

Rumour, however, having wliispered strange tales

ird,

maintained still a close connexion ;
and

they agreed to unite their arms in mak-

ing a powerful invasion on France. A
league was formed, in whicli Edward sti-

pulated to i)ass the seas with an army
exceeding ten thousand men, and to invade

the French territories ; Charles promised
to join him with ;ill his forces ; the king
was to challenge the crown of France, and
to obtain at least the provinces of Nor-

mandy and (juienne
; the duke was to

act|uire Champagne and some other terri-

tories, and to free all his dominions from
the burden of homage to the crown of

France
;
and neither party was to make

peace without the consent of the other.

They were the more encouraged to hope
for success from this league, as the count
of St. Pol, constable of France, who was
master of St. Quintin and other towns on
the Somme, had secretly promised to join
them : and there were also hopes of enga-

ging the duke of Brittany to enter into

the confederacy.
The prospect of a French war was always

a sure means of making tlie parliament

open their purses as far as the habits of

that age would permit. They voted the

king a tenth of rents, or two shilhngs in

the j)ound ;
which must have been very in-

accurately levied, since it produced only

thirty-one thousand four hundred and

sixty pounds ;
and they added to this sup

ply a whole fifteenth, and three quarters of

another. But, as the king deemed these

sums still unequal to the undertaking, he

attempted to levy money by way of
'

bene-

volence ;'a kind of exaction which, excejjt

during the reigns of Henry IIL and Rich-

ard n., had not been much practised in

former times, and which, though the con-

sent of the parties was pretended to be

gained, could not be deemed entiirly volun-

tary. The money levied by tlie ht'teenth

was not to be put into the king's hands,
but to be kept in religious houses

; and,
if the expedition into France should not

of miracles performed at his tomb, Richard III

thought it expedient to order its removal, to what

place is not known. The remains of Henry could

not be found when they were searched for after

Richard's career was closed. —Ed.
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[take place, it was immediately to be re-

funded to the people. After these grants
Parliament 'the parliament was dissolved, which had
isdissoived.

gj|.^gj^ j^g^j, j.^^,^ ^,p^|.g
^j^^ ^ Yyalf, and had

undergone several prorogations : a prac-

tice not very usual at that time in England.

INVASION OF FRANCE. 1475.

The king passed over to Calais with an

army of fifteen hundred men at arms, and

fifteen thousand archers
;
attended by all

t'errrranceithe chicf uobility of England, who prog-

nosticating future successes from the past,

were eager to appear on this great theatre

of honour. But all their sanguine hopes
were damped when they found, on enter-

ing the French territories, that neither did

the constable open his gates to them, nor

the duke of Burgundy bring them the

smallest assistance. That prince, trans-

ported by his ardent temper, had carried

all his armies to a great distance, and had

employed them in wars on the frontiers ot

Germany, and against the duke of Lor-

rain : and, though he came in person to

Edward, and endeavoured to apologise for

this breach of treaty, there was no pros-

pect that they would be able this cam-

paign to make a conjunction with the

English. This gave great disgust to the

king, and inclined him to hearken to those

advances which Lewis continually made
him for an accommodation.

l^ewis XI.
'nvjtes

lidward to

makepeace.

The disci-

pline of the

English is

very defec-

tive.

PEACE OF PECQUIGNI.

That monarch, more swayed by political

views than by the point of honour, deemed

no submissions too mean which might free

him from enemies who had proved so for-

midable to his predecessors. It appears,

from Comines, that discipline was at this

time very imperfect among the English ;

and that their civil wars, though long con-

tinued, yet, being always decided by hasty

battles, had still left them ignorant of the

improvements which the military art was

beginning to receive upon the continent.

But, as Lewis was sensible that the warlike

genius of the people would soon render

them excellent soldiers, he was far from

despising them for their present want oi

experience ;
and he employed all his art

to detach them from the alliance oi Bur-

gundy. When Edward sent him a herald;

to claim the crown of France, and to
carryj

him a defiance in case of refusal, so fari

from answering to this bravado in like

haughty terms, he i-eplied with great tem-

per, and even made the herald a consi-

derable present : he took afterwards an

opportunity of sending a herald to the

English camp ; and, having given him

directions to apply to the lords Stanley
and How^ard, who he heard were friends to

peace, he desired the good offices of these

noblemen. As Edward was now fallen

into like dispositions, a truce was soon

concluded on terms more advantageous
than honourable to Lewis. He stipulated

to pay Edward immediately seventy-live

thousand crowns, on condition that he

should withdraw his army from France

and promised to pay him fifty thousand

crowns a year during their joint lives : it

was added that the dauphin, when of age,

should marry Edward's eldest daughter.
In order to ratify this treaty the two

monarchs agreed to hr.ve a personal inter-

view ;
and for that purpose suitable pre-

parations were made at Pecquigni, near

Amiens. A close rail was drawn across a

bridge in that place, with no larger inter-

vals than would allow the arm to pass ;
a

precaution against a similar accident to

that which befel the duke of Burgundy
in his conference with the dauphin at

Montereau. Edward and Lewis came to

the opposite sides
;
conferred privately to-

gether ; and, having interchanged many
civilities, they parted.

Lewis was anxious not only to gain the

king's friendship, but also that of the na-

tion, and of all the considerable persons in

the English court. He bestowed pensions,

to the amount of sixteen thousand crowns

a year, on several of the king's favourites ;

Lewis
knows tlpa

tlfv ma'.p

pood sol-

diers.

* "To the lord Howard, be.sides his pension, he

gave, to my certain knowledge, in less than two

years time, in money and plate, above 24,000 crowns
;

5"0
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to the lord Hastings, who was king Edward's cham

berlain, he gave, at one time, above 100 marks in,

plate ;
and all the acquittances of every English-i
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lord Hastings two thousand crowns ;

on lord Howard and others in proportion :

land these great ministers were not ashamed
thus to receive wages from a t'orcign

'prince. As the two armies, after the

jConchision of the truce, remained some

itinie in the neighbourhood of each other,

jthe EngHsh were not only admitted freely

linto Amiens, where Lewis resided, hut had

jalso their charges defrayed, and had wine

and victuals furnished them in every inn,

without anv payments heiiig demanded.

They flocked tliither in such multitudes,
that once above nine thousand of them
iwerc in the town, and they might have

made themselves masters of the king's per-
son ; but Lewis, concluding from their

jovial and dissolute manner of living, that

they had no bad intentions, was careful

inot to betray the least sign of fear or

pealousy. And, when Edward, informed

of this disorder, desired liim to shut the

gates against him, he replied that he would
never agree to exclude the English from

the place where he resided ;
but that Ed-

ward, if he pleased, might recal them, and

place his own officers at the gates of

Amiens to preveni their returning.
Lewis's desire of contirming a mutual

amitv with England ensasred him even to

make imprudent advances. In the con-

ference at Pecquigni he had said to Ed-
ward that he wished to have a visit from
him at Paris

;
that he would there endea-

vour to amuse him with the ladies
;
and

that, in case any ofiences were then com-

mitted, he would assi<jn him the cardinal

of Bourbon for confessor, who, from fel-

low-feeling, would not be over and above
severe in the penances which he would

enjoin. This hint made deeper impression
than I^wis intended. Lord Howard, who

man of qualitj-, except the lord Hastings, are still

to be seen in the chamber of accounts at Paris.

This lord Hastings was at that time high chamber-
lain of England, an office of great reputation, and
executed singly by one man."—Philip de Comines.

The writer goes on to tell in what manner he had

prevailed upon Hastings, who had an annuity of

2,000 crowns granted him by the scheming Lewis.
The money was sent to him by one Peter Cleret,
who was ordered to take a receipt for the same. On
handing over the gold to Hastings, and importuning
him for a receipt, this was the reply of the lord

VOL. I. 6 Q

accompanied him back to Amiens, told

him, in confidence, that, if he were so dis-

posed, it would not be impossible to per-
suade Edward to take a journey with him
to Paris, where they might make meriy
together. Lewis pretended at first not to

hear the ofler
; but, on Howard's repeat-

ing it, he exjjressed his concern that his

wars with the duke of Burgundy would
not permit him to attend his royal guest,
and do him the honours he intended.
'

Edward,' said he j)rivately to Comines,
'

is a very handsome and a very amorous

prince : some lady at Paris may like him
as well as he shall do her, and may invite

him to return in another manner. It is

better that the sea be between us.'

This treaty did very little honour to

either of these monarchs ; it discovered

the imprudence of Edward, who had taken

his measures so ill with his allies as to be

obliged, after such an expensive arir.ament,

to return without making any acquisitions

adequate to it ; it shewed the want of dig

nity in Lewis, who, rather than run the

hazard of a battle, agreed to subject his

kingdom to a tribute. But, as Lewis made
interest the sole test of honour, he thought
that all the advantages of the treaty were

on his side, and that he had overreached

Edw^ard by sending him out of France on
such easy terms. For this reason he was

very solicitous to conceal his triumph ;
and

he strictly enjoined his courtiers never to

shew the English the least sign of mockery
or derision. But lie did not himself very

carefully observe so prudent a rule : he

could not forbear, one day in the joy of his

heart, throwing out some raillery on the

easy simplicity of Edward and his council ;

when he perceived that he was overheard

by a Gascon who had settled in England.

chamberlain,
" Monsieur Cleret, what you desire is

not unreasonable ;
but this present proceeds from

your master's generosity, not any request of mine ;

if you have a mind I should receive it, you may put
it into my sleeve ;

but neither letter nor acquittance

you are likely to have of me ; for to be free with

you, Monsieur Peter, it shall never be said of me,
that the high chamberlain of England was pensioner
to the king of P'rance, nor shall my hand be ever

produced in his chamber of accounts." Cleret urged
the matter ns further, but left the money."—En.
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He was immediately sensible of bis indis-

cretion ;
sent a message to the gentleman,

and offered him such advantages in his

own countrv as engaged him to remain in

France.
'

It is but just,' said he,
'

that I

paj' the penalty of my talkativeness.'

Tlie most honourable part of Lewis's

treaty with Edward was the stipulation for

the liberty of queen Margaret, who, though
after the death of her husband and son she

could no longer be formidable to govern-
ment, was still detained in custody by Ed-
ward. Lewis paid fifty thousand crowns
for her ransom

;
and that princess, who

had been so active on the stage of the

world, and who had experienced such a

variety of fortune, passed the remainder

of her days in tranquillity and privacy,
till the year 1482, when she died. An
admirable princess ;

but more illustrious

by her undaunted spirit in adversity than

by her moderation in prosperity. She

seems neither to have enjoyed the virtues,

nor been subject to the weaknesses, of her

sex ; and was as much tainted with the

ferocity as endowed with the courage of

that barbarous age in which she lived.

Though Edward had so little reason to

be satisfied with the conduct of the duke
of Burgundy, he reserved to that prince a

power of acceding to the treaty of Pec-

quigni : but Charles, when the offer was
made him, haughtily replied, that he was
able to support himself without the assist-

ance of England, and that he would make
no peace with Lewis till three months after

Edward's return into his own country.
This prince possessed all the ambition and

courage of a conqueror : but being defec-

tive in policy and prudence, qualities no
less essential, he was unfortunate in all his

enterprises, and perished at last in battle

against the Swiss ;
a people whom he de-

spised, and who, though brave and free,

had hitherto been in a manner overlooked

in the general system of Europe. This

event, which happened in the year 1477,

(produced a great alteration in the views of

all the princes. Charles left only one

daughter, Mary, by his first wife
; and this

princess, being heir of his opulent and ex-

tensive dominions, was courted by all the

potentates of Christendom. Lewis, tli9
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head of her family, might, by a proper
application, have obtained this match for

the dauphin, and have thereby united to

the crown of France all the provinces of

the Low Countries, together with Bur-

gundy, Artois, and Picardy ; which would
at once have rendered his kingdom an
overmatch for all its neighbours. But
a man wholly interested is as rare as one

entirely endowed with the opposite quality;
and Lewis, though impregnable to all the

sentiments of generosity and friendship,
was on this occasion carried from the road

of true policy by the passions of animosity
and revenge. He had imbibed so deep a

hatred to the house of Burgundy, that he
rather chose to subdue the princess by
arms than unite her to his family by mar-

riage. He conquered the duchy of Bur-

gundy, and that part of Picardy which had
been ceded to Philip the Good by the

treaty of Arras : but he thereby forced the

states of the Netherlands to bestow their

sovereign in marriage on Maximilian of

Austria, son of the emperor Frederic, from
whom they looked for protection. And
by these means France lost the opportu-

nity, which she never could recal, of

making that important acquisition of power
and territory.

During this interesting crisis Edward
was no less defective in poHcy, and was
no less actuated by private passions, un-

w^orthy of a sovereign and a statesman.

Jealousy of his brother Clarence had caused

him to neglect the advances which were

made of marrjHing that prince, now a widow-

er, to the house of Burgundy ; and he sent

her proposals of espousing Anthony earl

of Rivers, brother to his queen, who still

retained an entire ascendant over him.

But the match was rejected with disdain;
and Edward, resenting this treatment of

his brother-in-law, permitted France to

proceed without interruption in her con-

quests over his defenceless ally. Any
pretence sufficed him for abandoning him-
self entirely to indolence and pleasure.
The only object which divided his attention

was the improving of the public revenue,
which had been dilapidated by the neces-

sities or negligence of his predecessors;
and some of his expedients for that pur-
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pose, tiioiish unknown to us, were deemed,

pii7t'"<.f'an during the time, oppressive to the people,

ranny''"^^
The detail of private wrongs escapes the

notice of history ;
but an act of tyranny,

of wliich Edward was guilty in his own

family, has met with general and deserved

censure.

TRIAL AND
DUKE OF

EXECUTION
CLARENCE.

OF THE
1477.

The duke of

Clarence is

received

^ith sus-

picion at

court.
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n,l, is

-1. aim
xecuted.

The duke of Clarence, by all his services

in deserting Warwick, had never been able

to regain the king's friendship, which he

had forfeited by his former confederacy
with that nobleman. He was still regarded
lat court as a man of a dangerous and a

jfickle character
;
and the imprudent vio-

lence of his temper tended extremely to

multiply his enemies, and to incense them

against him. Among others, he had had

the misfortune to give displeasure to the

queen herself, as well as to his brother the

duke of Glocester, a prince of the deepest

policy, of the most unrelenting ambition,

and the least scrupulous in the means

which he employed for the attainment of

his ends. A combination between these

potent adversaries being secretly formed

against Clarence, it was determined to be-

gin by attacking his friends
;

in hopes
that, if he patiently endured this injury,

his pusillanimity would dishonour him in

the eyes of the public ;
if he expressed re-

sentment, his passion would betray him
into measures which might give them ad-

vantages against him. The king, hunting
one day in the park of Thomas Burdet of

Arrow in Warwickshire, had killed a white

buck, which was a great favourite of the

owner ;
and Burdet, vexed at the loss,

broke into a passion, and wished the horns

of the deer in the belly of the person who
had ad^^sed the king to commit that insult

upon him. This natural expression of re-

sentm.ent, which would have been over-

looked or forgotten had it fallen from any
other person, was rendered criminal and

'capital in that gentleman, by the friendship
in which he had the misfortune to live

jwith
the duke of Clarence. He was tried

jfor his life ; the judges and jury were

jfound
servile enough to condemn him

;

land he was publicly beheaded at Tyburn

for this pretended offence. About the

same time one John Stacey an ecclesiastic,

much connected with the duke as well as

with Burdet, was exposed to a like iniqui-

tous and barbarous [Jiosecution. This cler-

gj'nian, being more learned in mathematics

and astronomy than was usual in that age,

lay under the imputation of necromancy
with the ignorant vulgar ;

and the court

laid hold of this popular rumour to effect

his destruction. He was brought to his

trial for that imaginary crime ; many oi

the greatest peers countenanced the pro-
secution by their presence ;

he was con-

demned, put to the torture, and executed.

The duke of Clarence was alarmed

when he found these acts of tyranny ex-

ercised : he reflected on the fate of the

good duke of Glocester in the last reign,

who, after seeing the most infamous pre-
tences employed for the destruction of his

nearest connexions, at last fell himself a

victim to the vengeance of his enemies.

But Clarence, instead of securing his own
life against the present danger by silence

and reserve, was open and loud in justifying
his friends, and in exclaiming against the

iniquity of their prosecutors. The king,

highly offended with his freedom, com^

mitted him to the tower, summoned a

parliament, and tried him for his life on

the sixteenth of January, 1478, before the

house of peers, the supreme tribunal ol

the nation.

The duke was accused of arraigning

public justice, by maintaining the inno

cence of men who had been condemned in

courts of judicature ; and of inveighing

against the iniquity of the king, who had

given orders for their prosecution. Many
rash expressions were imputed to him,

and some too reflecting on Edward's legi-

timacy ;
but he was not accused of any

overt act of treason ; and even the truth

of these speeches may be doubted, since

the liberty of judgment was taken from

the court by the king's appearing personally
as his brother's accuser, and pleading the

cause against hitn. But a sentence of

condemnation, even when this extraordi-

nary circumstance had not place, was a

necessary consequence, in those times, of

any prosecution ly the court or the pre-
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vailing party ;
and the duke of Clarence

was pronounced guilty by the peers. The

house of commons were no less slavish

and unjust ; they both petitioned for the

execution of the duke, and afterwards

passed a bill of attainder against him.

The measures of the parliament furnish

us with examples of a strange contrast of

freedom and servility ; they scruple to

grant, and sometimes refuse, to the king
the smallest supplies, the most necessary
for the support of government, even the

most necessary for the maintenance of

wars, for which the nation, as well as the

parliament itself, expressed great fond-

ness : but they never scruple to concur in

the most flagrant act of tyranny which

falls on any individual, however dis-

uished by birth or merit. These

maxims, so opposite to all principles of

good government, and the practice of pre-
sent parliaments, are very remarkable in all

the transactions of the English history for

more than a century after the period in

which we are now engaged.
The only favour which the king granted

his brother, after his condemnation, was to

leave him the choice of his death
;
and he

was privately drowned in a butt of malme-

sey in the tower : a whimsical choice,

which implies that he had an extraordinary

passion ibr that liquor. The duke left

two children by the elder daughter of the

earl of Warwick
;
a son, created an earl

by his grandfather's title, and a daughter,
afterwards countess of Salisbury. Both
this prince and princess were also unfortu-

nate in their end, and died a violent death
;

a fate which for many years attended

almost all the descendants of the royal
blood in England. There prevails a report
that a chief source of the violent prosecu-
tion of the duke of Clarence, whose name
was George, was a current prophecy that

the king's son should be murdered by one,
the initial letter of whose name was G. It

is not impossible but, in those times, such
a silly reason might have some influence :

but it is more probable that the whole

story is the invention of a subsequent
period, and founded on the murder of

these children by the duke of Glocester.

Comines remarks that, at that time, the
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English never were without some super-
stitious prophecy or other, by which they
accounted for every event.

DEATFI AND CHARACTER OF THE
KING. 1482.

All the glories of Edward's ^n termi-

nated with the civil wars
;
where his lau-

rels too were extremely sullied with blood,

violence, and cruelty. His spirit seems

afterwards to have been sunk in indolence,

or his measures were frustrated by impru-
dence. There was no object on which he

was more intent than to have all his daugh-
ters settled by splendid marriages, though
most of these princesses were yet in their

infancy. His eldest daughter, Elizabeth,

was contracted to the dauphin ;
his second,

Cicely, to the eldest son of James III.,

king of Scotland
;

his third, Anne, to

Philip, only son of Maximilian and the

duchess of Burgundy ; his fourth, Catha-

rine, to John, son and heir to Ferdinand

king of Arragon and Isabella queen of

Castile. None of these projected marriages
took place ;

and the king himself saw, in

his life-time, the rupture of the first, that

with the dauphin, for which he had always
discovered a peculiar fondness. Lewis

who paid no regard to treaties, found his

advantage in contracting the dauphin to

the princess Margaret, daughter of Maxi
milian

;
and the king prepared to revenge

the indignity. The French monarch, emi-

nent for prudence as well as perfidy,

endeavoured to guard against the blow ;

and incited James king of Scotland to

make war upon England. This prince,

who lived on bad terms with his own

nobility, and whose force was very unequal
to the enterprise, levied an army ; but,

when he was ready to enter England, the

barons, conspiring against his favourites,

put them to death without trial
;
and the

army presently disbanded. The duke ol

Glocester, attended by the duke of Albany,
James's brother, who had been banished

his country, entered Scotland at the headl

of an army, took Berwick, and obliged thel

Scots to accept of a peace by which they!

resigned that fortress to Edward. Thisi

success emboldened the king to think more|
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KineKd-
ward dies.

seriously of a French war
; but, while

making preparations for that enterprise,
he was seized with a distemper, of which
he expired on the ninth of April, in the

forty-second year of his age, and the twen-

ty-third of his reign. A prince more

splendid and showy than either prudent or

virtuous
; brave, though cruel ; addicted

to pleasure, though capable of activity in

great emergencies. Besides five daughters,
this kins; left two sons ; Edward, prince of

Wales, his successor, then in his thirteenth

;^^,^"^'"" year, and Richard, duke of York, in his

ninth.*

ne leaves

five Uaii);h

CHAPTER xxnr.

EDWARD V. AND RICHARD III.

1483—1485.
^

EDWARD v.—STATE OF THE COURT. THE
EARL OF RIVERS ARRESTED.— DUKE OF

GLOCESTER PROTECTOR. EXECUTION OF
\

LORD HASTINGS. THE PROTECTOR .^IMS

AT THE CKOWN. ASSUMES THE CROWN.
—MURDER OF EDWARD V. AND OF THE
DUKE OF YORK. —RICHARD III. DUKE

i

OF BUCKINGHAM DISCONTENTED. THE
[

EARL OF RICHMOND.—tBUCKINGHAM EX-

ECUTED. INVASION BY THE EARL OF

RICHMOND. BATTLE OF BOSWORTH.
DEATH AND CHARACTER OF RICHARD
III.

EDWARD V.

STATE OF THE COURT. 1483.

During the latter years of Edward IV.

the nation, having in a great measure for-

: <iorai,'"ran. gottCH the bloodv feuds between the two

'2JJ^'^''^f'."'
roses, and peaceably acquiescing in the

-"•3. established government, was agitated only

* In the fifth year of this king
"

it was proclaimed
in England, that the Beaks or Pykes of Shoes

and Boots should not pass two inches, upon pain of

cursing by the clergy, and forfeiting twenty shillings,

to be paid, one noble to the king, another to the

cordwayners of London, and the third to the chamber

of London : and for other countreys and towns the

like order was taken. Before this time, and since

the year 1382, the Pykes of Shoes and Boots were
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by some court intrigues, which, being re-

strained by the authority of the king,
seemed nowise to endanger the public

tranquillity. These intrigues arose from the

perpetual rivalship between two parties ;

one consist! ntr of the queen and her rela-

tions, particularly the earl of Kivers her
hrother and the marquis of Dorset her
son ; tlie other conqwsed of the ancient

nobility, who envied the sudden growth
and unlimited credit of that aspiring family.
At the head of this latter party was the
duke of Buckingham, a man of very noble

birth, of ample possessions, of great alli-

ances, of shining parts ; who, though he
had married the (lueen's sister, was too

haughty to act in subserviency to her in-

clinations, and aimed rather at maintaining
an independent influence and authority.
Lord Hastings, the chamberlain, was ano-
ther leader of the same jiarty ; and, as

this nobleman had, by his bravery, as well

as by his approved fidelity, acquired the con-
fidence and fovour of his master, he had
been able to support himself against the cre-

dit of the queen.t The lords Howard and

Stanley maintained a connexion with these

two noblemen, and brought a considerable

accession of influence to their party. All

the other barons, who had no particular

dependance on the queen, adhered to the

same interest
;
and the people in general

bore great favour to the cause of these

noblemen.

But Edward knew that, though he him-
self had been able to overawe those rival

factions, many disorders might arise from
their contests during the minority of his

son : and he therefore took care, in his

last illness, to summon together several of

the leaders on both sides, and, by com-

posing their ancient quarrels, to provide,
as far as possible, for the future tranquiUity
of the government. After expressing his

intentions that his brother the duke of

of such length, that they were fain to be tied up to

the knees with chains of Silver, and Gilt, or at least

with Silken Laces."—Baker.—Ed.

f Hastings, it has been seen, did not disdain to

accept something very like a bribe from the king of

France ; but, beyond the meanness of becoming a

pensioner to a foreign court, he does not seem to have

forgotten liis duty to his own sovereign.
—Ed.
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Jealousies

break out

afresh.

ru . , ., Glocester, tlien absent in the north, should
rhertnlteof, . i

•
i i i

Glocester is
I
be intiusted With the regency, he recom-

gent!'''^''' jmended
to them peace and unanimity;

and en<ra2:ed them to embrace each other

Kvith all the appearance of the most cordial

reconciliation. But this temporary agree-
ment lasted no longer than the king's
life : he had no sooner expired than the

jealousies of the parties broke out afresh
;

and each applied, by separate messages, to

the duke of Glocester, and endeavoured to

acquire his favour and friendship.
This prince, during his brother's reign,

had endeavoured to live on good terms
with both parties : and his high birth, his

extensive abilities, and his great services,

had enabled him to support himself with-

out falling into a dependance on either.

But the new situation of affairs, when the

supreme power devolved on him, immedi-

ately changed his measures-; and he se-

cretly determined to preserve no longer
that neutrality which he had hitherto

maintained. His exorbitant ambition, un-
restrained by any principle either of justice
or humanity, made him carry his views to

the possession of the crown itself
; and, as

this object could not be attained without

the ruin of the queen and her family, he

fell, without hesitation, into concert with

the opposite party : but, being sensible

that the most profound dissimulation was

requisite for effecting his criminal purposes,
he redoubled his pretensions of zeal and
attachment to that princess ; and he gained
such credit with her as to intiiience her

conduct in a point which, as it was of

the utmost importance, was violently dis-

puted between the opposite factions.

The young king, at the time of his

father's death, resided in the castle at

Ludlow, on the borders of Wales
; whither

he had been sent, that the influence of

his presence might overawe the Welsh,
and restore the tranquillity of that country,
which had been disturbed by some late

commotions. His person was committed
to the care of his uncle the earl of Rivers,*
the most accomplished nobleman in Eng-

The duke
ot' Glocester

aspires to

the crown.

He profes-
ses great
attachment
to the

queen.

Theyoung
kiui^C is uu-

der the
care of the
earl of

Rivers.

* Tliis noblem.in first introduced the noble art of

printing into England. Caxton was recommended
by him to the patronage of Edward IV.
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land, who, having united an uncommon taste

for literature to great abilities in business

and valour in the field, was entitled, by his

talents still more than by nearness of

blood, to direct the education of the young
monarch. The queen, anxious to presei-ve
that ascendant over her son which she had

long maintained over her husband, wrote

to the earl of Rivers that he should levy a

body of forces, in order to escort the king
to London, to protect him during his coro

nation. The opposite faction, sensible

that Edward was now of an age when

great advantages could be made of his

name and countenance, foresaw that the

tendency of this measure was to perpetuate
their subjection under their rivals ; and

they vehemently opposed a resolution

which they represented as the signal for

renewing a civil war. Lord Hastings
threatened to depart instantly to his go
vernment of Calais

; the other nobles-

seemed resolute to oppose force by force ;

and as the duke of Glocester, on pretence
of pacifying the quarrel, had declared

against all appearance of an armed power,
the queen, trusting to the sincerity of his

friendship, and overawed by so violent an

opposition, recalled her orders to her bro-

ther, and desired him to bring up no greater
retinue than should be necessary to sup-

port the state and dignity of the young

EARL OF RIVERS ARRESTED.
I

The duke of Glocester, meanwhile, setj

out from York, attended by a numerous!
train of the northern gentry. When he

reached Northampton he was joined by the

duke of Buckingham,who was also attended

by a splendid retinue
;
and as he heard

that the king was hourly expected on that

road, he resolved to wait his arrival, under

colour of conducting him in person to

London. The earl of Rivers, apprehensive
that the place would be too narrow to

contain so many attendants, sent his

pupil forward by another road to Stony
Stratford

;
and came himself to North-

ampton, to apologize for this measure, and

to pay his respects to the duke of Glo-

cester. He was received with the greatest

Glore^tcr

wait? f"i'

the k-ins a!

Xorthamp
ton, who
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another
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appearance of cordiality ;
he passed tlie

evening in an amicable manner with Glo-

cester and Buckingham ;
he proceeded on

the road with them next day to join the

king ; but, as he was entering Stony

Stratford, he was arrested by orders from

the duke of Glocester. Sir Richard Cray,

one of the queen's sons, was at the same

time put under a guard, together with Sir

Thomas \'aughan, who possessed a con-

siderable office in the king's household ;

and all the prisoners were instantly con-

ducted to Ponifret. Glocester approached
the young prince with the greatest demon-

stration of respect ;
and endeavoured to

satisfy him with regard to the violence

committed on his uncle and brother. But

Edward, much attached to these near

relations, was not such a master of dis-

simulation as to conceal his displeasure.
The people, however, were extremely

rejoiced at this revolution ;
and the duke

was received in London with tlie loudest

acclamations. But the queen no sooner

received intelligence of her brother's im-

prisonment than she foresaw that Gloces-

ter's violence would not stop there, and

that her own ruin, if not that of all her

children, was finally determined. She

therefore fled into the sanctuary of West-

minster, attended by the marquis of Dor-

set ; and she carried thither the five prin-

cesses, together with the duke of York.
She trusted that the ecclesiastical privi-

leges, which had formerly, during the total

ruin of her husband and family, given her

protection against the fury of the Lancas-

itrian faction, would not now be ^nolated

;bv her brother-in-law while her son was
on the throne. But Glocester, anxious to

;have the duke of York in his power, pro-

posed to take him by force from the sanc-

* The archbishop of York, the lord cardinal, the

man thought most fit to be sent in this employment,
riseth up and saith, he would do his best endeavour
to persuade her; but if he could not, he then thought
it was not to be attempted against her will, for that

lit would turn to the high displeasure of God if the

i privilege of that holy place should now be broken,

I which had so many years been inviolably kept,
I which both kings and popes so good had granted,
ISO many had confirmed, and which holy ground was,
imore than five hundred years ago, by St. Peter in

Jhis own person, accompanied with great numbers of

tuary ; and he represented to the privyi

council both the indis^nity put upon the

government by the queen's ill-grounded
j

apprehensions, and tlie necessity of the,

young i)rince's appearance at the ensuing
coronation of his brother. It was farther

urged tiiat ecclesiastical privileges were

originally intended only to give protection
to unhappy men persecuted for their debts

or crimes
;
and were entirclv useless to a

person who, by reason of his tender age,
could lie under the burden of neither.

But, the two archbishops, cardinal Bou-
chier the primate, and Rotlierliam arch-

bishop of York, protesting against the

sacrilege of this measure, it was agreed
that they should first endeavour to bring
the queen to compliance by persuasion.*
These prelates were persons of known in-

tegrity ; and, being themselves entirely

persuaded of the duke's good intentions

they employed every argument, accom-

panied with earnest entreaties and assuran-

ces, to bring her over to the same opinion
She long continued obstinate ;

and insisted

that the duke of York, by living in the

sanctuary, was not only secure himself,

but gave security to the king, whose life

no one woidd dare to attempt while his

successor remained in safety. But, rinding
that force, in case of refusal, was threat-

ened by the council, she at last complied,
and produced her son to the two prelates.

She was here on a sudden struck with a

presage of his future fate ; she tenderly
embraced him

;
she bedewed him with her

tears ; and, bidding him an eternal adieu,

delivered him, with many expressions ot

regret and reluctance, into their custody.

DUKE OF GLOCESTER PROTECTOR.
The duke of Glocester, being the nearest

The queen's
conduct is

otiensive to

the govern-
ment.

angels, by night, so specially hallowed and dedicated

to God ;
and for proof hereof, there is yet in the

Abbey St. Peter's cope to shew ; that from that time

hitherward, there never was so undevout a king that

durst violate that sacred place ; nor so holy a bishop
that durst presume to consecrate it : and therefore

(saith he) God forbid that any man, for any earthly

thing, should enterprise to break the immunity and

liberty of that sacred sanctuary : and I trust with

God's grace, we shall not need it, at least my en-

deavours shall not be %vanting ; if the mother's dread

and womanish fear be not the let.—Baker.
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male of the royal family capable of exer-

cising the government, seemed entitled to

the office of protector ;
and the council,

not waiting for the consent of parliament,
made no scruple of investing him with

that high dignity. The general prejudice
entertained by the nobility against the

queen and her kindred occasioned this

irregularity ; and no one foresaw any dan-

ger to the succession, much less to the

lives of the young princes, from a measure
so natural. Besides that the duke had
hitherto been able to cover, by the most

profound dissimulation, his savage nature,
the numerous issue of Edward, together
with the two children of Clarence, seemed
to be an eternal obstacle to his ambition.

But a man who had abandoned all princi-

ples of honour and humanity was soon car-

ried beyond the reach of fear or precaution ;

and Glocester no longer hesitated in re-

moving the obstructions which lay between
him and the throne. The death of the

earl of Rivers, and of the other pri-
soners detained in Pomfret, was first de-

termined
;

and he easily obtained the

consent of the duke of Buckingham, as

well as of lord Hastings, to this violent

measure. However easy it was in those

times to procure a sentence against the

most innocent person, it appeared still

more easy to dispatch an enemy without

any trial
; and orders were accordingly

issued to Sir Richard Ratcliffe, a proper
instrument in the hands of this tyrant, to

cut off the heads of the prisoners. The

protector then assailed the fidelity of Buck-

ingham by all the arguments capable of

swajnng a vicious mind. He represented
that the execution of persons so nearly
related to the king, whom that prince so

openly professed to love, would never pass

unpunished ; and all the actors in that

scene were bound in prudence to prevent
the effects of his future vengeance : that

it would be impossible to keep the queen
for ever from her son, and equally impos-
sible to prevent her from instilling into his

tender mind the thoughts of retaliating,

by like executions : that the only method
of obviating these mischiefs was to put the

sceptre in the hands of a man of whose

friendship the duke might be assured, and
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whose years and experience taught him to

pay respect to merit, and to the riiihts of

ancient nobility. He added the offers of

great private advantages to the duke of

Buckingham ;
and he easily obtained from

him a promise of supporting him in all

his enterprises.

EXECUTION OF LORD HASTINGS.

The duke of Glocester, knowing the im-

portance of gaining lord Hastings, sounded
at a distance his sentiments, by means of

Catesby, a lawyer, who lived in great inti-

macy with that nobleman
; but found him

impregnable in his allegiance and fidelity

to the children of Edward, who had ever

honoured him with his friendship. He,

therefore, determined to ruin utterly the

man whom he despaired of engaging to

concur in his usurpation. On the very

day when Rivers, Gray, and Vaughan,
were executed, or rather murdered, at

Pomfret, by the advice of Hastings, the

protector summoned a council in the

tower, whither that nobleman repaired
without hesitation. The duke of Glocester

was capable of committing the most

bloody and treacherous murders with the

utmost coolness and indifference. On

taking his place at the council table, he

appeared in the easiest and most jovial

humour imaginable. He seemed to in-

dulge in familiar conversation with the

counsellors before they should enter on

business
; and, having paid some compli-

ments to Morton bishop of Ely on the

good and early strawberries which he

raised in his garden at Holborn, he begged
the favour of having a dish of them, which

that prelate immediately dispatched a ser-

vant to bring to him. The protector then

left the council, as if called away by some

other business ; but, soon after returning,

with an angry and inflamed countenance, he

asked them what punishment those deserved

that had plotted against his life, who was so

nearly related to the king, and intrustedwith

the administration of government. Has

tings repUed that they merited the punish-
ment of traitors.

' These traitors,' cried the

protector,
'

are the sorceress, my brother's

wife, and Jane Shore his mistress, with
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others tlieir associates ; see to what a con-

dition tiiey have rechiced nie by thiir in-

cantations and witrlicraft.' Upon which
he hiid bare liis arm, all shrivelled and

decayed. Bnt the counsellors, who knew
that this infirmity liad attended him tVoin

hisbiith, looked on e;)eh other with amaze-
ment ; and above all lord llastinL,s, who,
as he had since Edward's death engaged
in an intrigue with Jane Shore, was natu-

rally anxious concerning the issue of these

extraordinary proceedings.
'

Certainly,

my Lord,' said he,
'

if they be guilty of

these crimes, they deserve the severest

punishment.' 'And do you re])ly to me,'

jexclaimed the protector,
' with your ifs

and your ands ? You are the chief abettor

of that witch Shore : you are yourself a

traitor : and 1 swear by St. Paul that I

will not dine before your head be brought
me.' He struck the table with his hand

;

armed men rushed in at the signal ;
the

counsellors were thrown into the utmost
consternation

;
and one of the guards, as

if by accident or mistake, aimed a blow
with a poll-axe at lord Stanley, who,
aware of the danger, slunk under the

table, and, though he saved his life, re-

ceived a severe wound in the head in the

protector's presence. Hastings was hur-

ried away, and instantly beheaded on a

timber log which lay in the court of the

tower. Two liours after a proclamation,
well penned and fairly written, was read to

the citizens of London, enumerating his

offences, and apologizing to them, from the

suddenness of the discovery, for the sud-

den execution of that nobleman, who was

verj^ popular. But the saj'ing of a mer-
chant was much talked of on the occasion,
who remarked that the proclamation was

certainly drawn by the spirit of prophecy.
Lord Stanley, the archbishop ot York,

I

the bishop of JEly, and other counsellors,

jwere committed prisoners in ditierent

ichambers of the tower
; and the protector,

in order to carry on the farce of his accu-

sations, ordered the goods of Jane Shore
to be seized

; and he summoned her to

answer before the council for sorcery and
witchcraft. But, as no proofs which could

be received, even in that ignorant age, were

produced against her, he directed her to be
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tried in the sjiiritual court for her adul-

teries and lewdne.-is
;
and she did penance

in a white sheet at St. Paul's before the

whole people. This lady was born of

reputable ])arents in London, was well

educated, and niarri d to a substantial

citizen
; but uidia]>pilv views of interest,

more tiian the maid's inclinations, had
been consulted in the match, and her mind
had jirovcd unable to resist the alluremints
of Edward, who solicited her favours; but

she still made herself respectable by her

other virtues; and the ascendant whicir
her charms long maintained over him
was all employed in acts of beneficence

and humanity. She was still forward to

oppose calumny, to protect the oppressed,
to relieve the indigent. But she lived not

only to feel the bitterness of shame, im-

posed on her by this tyrant, but to expe-
rience, in old age and poverty, the ingrati-
tude of those courtiers who had long
solicited her friendship, and been protected

by her credit. No one, among the great
multitudes whom she had obliged, had the

humanity to bring her consolation or relief;

she languislied out her life in solitude and

indigence ; and, amidst a court inured to

the most atrocious crimes, the frailties of

this woman justified all violations of friend-

ship, and all neglect of former obhgations.

THE PROTECTOR AIMS AT THE
CROWN.

These acts of violence, exercised against

all the nearest connexions of the late king,

prognosticated the severest fate to his de-

fenceless children ;
and after the murder

of Hastings, the protector no longer made

a secret of his intentions. The licentious

life of Edward, who was not restrained in

his pleasures either by honour or prudence,
afforded a pretence for declaring his mar-

riai;e with the queen invalid, and all his

posterity illegetimate. It was asserted

that, before espousing the lady Elizabeth

Grey, he had paid court to the lady Elea-

nor Talbot, daughter of the earl of Shrews-

bury ; and, being repulsed by the virtue

of that lady, he was obliged, ere he could

gratify his desires, to consent to a private

marriage, without any witnessess, by Stil-
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It was also main-

tained that the act of attainder, passed

a2;ainst the duke of Clarence, had virtually

incapacitated his children from succeeding
to the crown ; and, these two families

being set aside, the protector remained the

only true and legitimate heir of the house

of York. But, as it would be difficult, if

not impossible, to prove the preceding

marriage of the late king ;
and as the rule,

which excludes the heirs of an attainted

blood from private successions, was never

extended to the crown
;
the protector re-

solved to make use of another plea, still

more scandalous. His partisans were

taught to maintain that both Edward IV.

and the duke of Clarence were illes;itimate;

that the duchess of York had received

different lovers into her bed, who were the

fathers of these children
;
that their resem-

blance to those gallants was a sufficient

proof of their spurious birth ; and that the

duke of Gloces:er alone, of all her sons,

appeared by his features and countenance

to bs the true offspring of the duke of

York. Nothina; can be imagined more

impudent than this assertion, which tlirew

so foul an imputation on his own mother,
a princess of irreproachable virtue, and
then alive ; yet the place chosen for first

promulgating it was the pulpit, before a

large congregation, and in the protector's

presence. Dr. Shaw was appointed to

preach in St. Paul's on the twenty-second
of June ; and, having chosen this passage
for his text,

' Bastard slips shall not

thrive,' he enlarged on all the topics which
could discredit the birth of Edward IV.,

the duke of Clarence, and all their children.

He then broke out in a panegyric on the

duke of Glocester ;
and exclaimed ' Behold

'this excellent prince, the express image of

I
his noble father, the genuine descendant

of the house of York
; bearing, no less in

the virtues of his mind than in the features

of his countenance, the character of the

gallant Richard, once vour hero and fa-

vourite ; he alone is entitled to your alle-

giance ; he must deliver you from the

dominion of all intruders : he alone can
restore the lost glory and honour of the

nation.' It was previously concerted that,
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as the doctor should pronounce these

words, the duke of Glocester should enter

the church ; and it was expected that the

audience would cry out ' God save king
Richard !' which would immediately have

been interpreted to be tb.e voice of the

nation : but by a ridiculous mistake, wor-

thy of the whole scene, tlie duke did not

appear till after this exclamation was

already recited by the jireacher. The
doctor was therefore obliged to repeat his

rhetorical figure out of its proper place ;

the audience, less from the absurd conduct

of the discourse than from their detesta-

tion of these proceedings, kept a profound
silence ;

and the protector and his preacher
were equally abashed at the ill success of

their stratagem.
But the duke was too far advanced to

recede. A new expedient was tried to

work on the people. The mayor, who
was brother to doctor Sliaw, and entirely
in the protector's interests, called an as-

sembly of the citizens
;
where the duke of

Buckingham harangued them on the pro-
tector's title to the crown, and displaj'ed

those numerous virtues of which he pre-
tended that prince was possessed. He
next asked them whether they would have

the duke for king ;
and then stopped, in

expectation of hearing the cry
' God save

king Richard !' He was surprised to ob-

serve them silent
; and, turning about to

the mayor, asked him the reason. The

mayor replied that perhaps they did not

understand him. Buckingham then re-

peated his discourse with some variation,

enforced the same topics, asked the same

question, and was received with the same

silence.
'

I now see the cause," said the

mayor ;

' the citizens are not accustomed

to be harangued by any but their recorder,

and know not how to answer a person ot

your grace's quality.' The recorder, Fitz-

Williams, was then commanded to repeat

the substance of the duke's speech ;
but

he, averse to the office, took care, through-
out his whole discourse, to have it under-

stood that he spoke noticing of himself,

and that he only conveyed to them the

sense of the duke of Buckingham. Still

the audience kept a profound silence

'This is wonderful obstinacy,' cried the
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duke ;

'

express your meaning, niv friends,

one way or other
; when we apply to you

on tills occasion, it is merely (Vom the re-

gard which we bear to you. The lords

and commons have sufficient authority,
without your consent, to appoint a king :

but I require you here to declare, in plain

terms, whether or not you will have the

duke of Gloce-stcr for your sovereign.'
After all these efforts some of the meanest

apprentices, incited by tiie protector's and

Buckingham's servants, raised a feeble cry,
' God save king Richard !

'

'Jlie sentiments

of the nation were now sufficiently de-

clared ;
the voice of the people was the

voice of God
;
and Buckin'j;ham, with the

mayor, hastened to Baynard's castle, where
the protector then resided, that they might
make him a tender of the crown.

THE PROTECTOR ASSUMES THE
THRONE.

When Richard was told that a great mul-

titude was in the court he refused to ap-

pear to them, and pretended to be appre-
hensive for his personal safety : a circum-

stance taken notice of by Buckingham,
who observed to the citizens that the

prince was ignorant of the whole design.
At last he was persuaded to step forth,

but he still kept at some distance ; and he

asked the meaning of their intrusion.

Buckingliam told him that the nation was

resolved to have him for king. The pro-
tector declared his purpose of maintaining
his loyalty to the present sovereign, and

* His coronation took place on the 6th Jul)-, 1483.

It was celebrated with great pomp ; Richard and

Anne, his queen, the widow of prince Edward, whom
he is said to have murdered, were dressed in purple
robes

;
and it appears that the true king Edward V.

was present. A record exists in which an exact

account is given of " The deliverec of divers Stuff

delivered for the use of Lorde Edward, son of the

late Kyng Edward the fourth, and of his Henxmen. '

In this document, which is of considerable length,
the preparations for the ceremony are detailed very

minutely. In the list of robes, ordered for a number
of high personages, we read,

" To Lorde Edwarde,
son of late Kyng Edwarde the fourthe, for bis ap-

paraill and array, that is to .say, a short gown made
of two yardes and iij quarters of crymysyn cloth of

gold lyned with
ij yerdes iij quarters of black velvet.

A large gown made of vj yerdes di of crymysyn
cloth of gold lyned with

ij yerdes of greene daraaske.

exhorted them to adhere to the same re-

solution, lie was told tliat the people had

determined to have another prince ; and,
if he rejected their unanimous voice, they
must look out for one who would be more

compliant. This argmmnt was too power-
ful to be resisted

; he was prevailed on to

accept of the crown
; and he thenceforth

acted as legitimate and rightful sovereign.*

MURDER OF EDWARD V. AND THE
DUKE OF YORK.

This ridiculous farce was soon after J'ol-

lowed by a scene truly tragical, the mur-
der of the two young ininces. Riihard

gave orders to Sir Robert lirakenbury,
constable of the tower, to put his nephews
to death : but this gentleman rel'uscd to

have any hand in the ini'anious office.

The tyrant then sent for Sir James Tyrrel,
who promised obedience ; and he ordered

Brakenbury to resign to this gentleman
the keys and government of the tower for

one night. Tyrrel, choosing three asso-

ciates, Slater, Dighton, and Foicst, came
in the night time to the door of the cham-
ber where the princes were lodged ; and,

sending in the a.ssassins, he bade them
execute their commission while he staid

without. They found the young princes
in bed, and fallen into a profound sleep.
After suffocating them with the bolster

and pillows, they shewed their naked bo-

dies to Tyrrel, who ordered them to be

buried at the foot of the stairs, deep in

the ground, under a heap of stones. f

a short gown made of vj yerdes iij quarters of pur-

pull velvet lyned with
ij yerdes di of grene dama.^k.

A doublet and Stomacher made of
ij yerdes of blac

satyn, kc."—Archteotogia. Vol. I.—Ed.

f Though not punislied by human laws, wo are

told the vengeance of heaven pursued the planners
and perpetrators of the murder. " Now see the di-

vine revenge upon the actors of this execrable mur-
thcr. Miles Forrest, at St. Martin's le Grand, piece
meal rotted away: Uighton lived at Callice a long
time after, but detested of all men, died in great

misery : Sir James Tyrrel was beheaded afterwards

on the Tower Hill for trea.son ; and king Richard

himself, after this abominable fact was done, never

had a quiet mind, troubled with fearful dreams, and
would sometimes in the night start out of his bed,
and run about the chamber in great fright, as if all

the furies of heU were hanging about him."—
Baker.—Ed.
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These circumstances were all confessed by
the actors in the following; reign, and they
were never punished tor the crime

, prob-

ably because Henry desired to establish it

as a principle, that the commands of the

reigning sovereign ought to justify every

enormity in those who paid obedience to

them.* It is pretended that Richard,

displeased with the indecent manner of

burying his nephews, wbom he had nmr-

dered, gave his chaplain orders to dig up
the bodies, and to inter them in conse-

crated ground ; and, as the man died soon

after, the place of their burial remained

unknown, and the bodies could never be

found by any search which Henry could

make for them. Yet in the reim of

Charles H., when there was occasion to

remove some stones, and to dig in the very

spot which was mentioned as the place of

their first interment, the bones of two per-
sons were there found, which by their

size exactly corresponded to the age of

Edward and his brother : they were con-

cluded with certainty to be the remains of

those princes, and were interred under a

marble monument b}^ orders of king
Charles. Perhaps Richard's chaplain died

bei'ore he found an opportunity of execut-

ing his master's commands
; and, the

bodies being supposed to be already re-

moved, a diligent search was not made for

them by Henry in the place where they
had been buried.

* The dismal tragedy is thus told by Baker.
'

Sir James Tyrrel, who being now lieutenant for the

time, and having the two innocent princes under his

custody, gets two others as very villaines as hLmself,
the one Miles Forest, the other James Dighton his

horse keeper, big sturdy knaves, and these he made
his under agents, who coming into the children's

chamber in the night, (for they were suffered to

have none about them but one Black Will or Wil-
liam Slaughter, a bloody rascal,) they suddenly
lapped them up in their clothes, and keeping down
by force the feather bed and pillows hard under their

mouths, so stifled them that their breaths failing,

they gave up their innocent souls to God." This
scene was acted in what is now called " The Bloody
Tower."—Ed.

t The parliament, in the first year of Kichard the

third, passed an act of settlement of the croAvn on
Richard and his issue. This act recites, that a roll

had been presented to Richard, as duke of Glocester,
before his coronation, on behalf and in the name of
the three estates of the realm, the lords spiritual and

temporal and commons, by many lords spiritual and
632

RICHARD III.

1483.

The first acts of Richard's administration

were to bestow rewards on those who had

assisted him in usurping the crown, and

to gain those who were best able to sup-

port his future government.f Thomas
lord Howard was created duke of Norfolk

;

Sir Thomas Howard his son earl of Surrey;
lord Lovel a viscount by the same name

;

even lord Stanley was set at hberty, and

made steward of the household. This

nobleman had become obnoxious by his

first opposition to Richard's views, and

also by his marrying the countess dowager
of Ric:hmond, heir of the Somerset family ;

but, sensible of the necessity of submitting,
be feigned such zeal for Richard's service

that he was received into favour, and even

intrusted with the most important com-
mands by that jealous tyrant.

But the person who, both from the

greatness of his services and the power and

splendour of his fannly, was best entitled

to favours under the new government, was
the duke of Buckingham ; and Richard

seemed determined to spare no pains or

bounty in securing him to his interests.

Buckingham was descended from a daugh-
ter of Thomas of Woodstock duke of

Glocester, uncle to Richard II.
; and by

this pedigree he not only was allied to the

temporal, and othei nobles, and notable persons of

the commons ;
but that neither the three estates,

nor the persons who presented such roll, were as-

sembled in form of parliament ;
and therefore it was

ordained and established in parliament, that the

tenor of the said roll, and the contents thereof, should,

by the three estates then assembled in parliament,
and by authority of the same, be ratified, &c. and be of

the same force as if the same things had been done

in parliament. TKe roll is then set forth, in which,
after stating the right of Richard, as undoubted

son and heir of Richard, duke of York, in right

king of England, by way of inheritance, and assert-

ing the bastardy of the children of Edward the fourth,

and the disability of the children of the duke of

Clarence by reason of the attainder of their father,

it is stated that the persons presenting such roll,

had chosen in all that in them was, and by that

writing chose, Richard into their king and sovereign
lord

;
and prayed him, that according to this election

by them, as the three estates of the land, and by his

true inheritance, he would accept and take the crown

and royal dignity, &cc. as well by inheritance as by
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royal family, but liad claims for dignities
as well as estates of a very extensive na-

ture. Tiie duke of Glocester and Henry
earl of Derby, afterwards Henry IV'., liad

married tiie two daughters and co-heirs of

Boliun earl of Here ford, one of tlie great-
est of the ancient barons, whose immense

property came tluis to be divided into two
shares. One was inherited by tlie faniilv

of Buclvingham ; the other was united to

the crown by the house of Lancaster, and,
after the attainder of that royal line, was
seized as legally devolved to them by the

sovereigns of the house of York. The
duke of Buckingham laid hold of tlie pre-
sent opportunity, and claimed the restitu-

tion of that portion of tiie Hereford estate

which had escheated to the crown, as well

as of the great office of constable, which
had long continued by inheritance in liis

ancestors of that family. Richard readily

complied with these demands, which were

probably the price stipulated to Bucking-
ham for his assistance in promoting the

usurpation. That nobleman was invested

with tlie office of constable
;
he received

a grant of the estate of Hereford ; many
other dignities and honours were conferred

upon him; and the king thought himsell

sure of preserving the fidelity of a man
whose interests seemed so closely con-

nected with those of the present govern-
ment.

by lawful election. The statute further states, that

the court of parliament is of such authority, and the

people of the land of such nature and disposition, as

experience taught, that manifestation and declara-

tion of any truth or right by the three estates of the

realm assembled in parliament, and by authority of

the same, made before all things most faith and cer-

tainty, quieting men's minds, kc. Therefore, at

the request and by assent of the three estates of the

realm, that is to say. the lords spiritual and temporal
and commons of the land, assembled in that parlia-

ment, by and authority of the same, it was pronounced
and declared, that the said sovereign lord the king
was very and undoubted king of the realm of Eng-
land, kc.—Report of the Lords' Committees on the

Peerage.
* This is controverted by Miss Halsted. She

says,
" The king and queen, states the contemporary

M.S., came down to the high altar and there kneeled

down, and anon the cardinal turned him about, with

the holy sacrament in his hands, and parted it be-

tween them, and there they received the good lord,

and were absolved both. Yet this venerable eccle-

siastic, this high dignitary of the church of Rome,
VOL. I. 6 T

DUKE OF BUCKINGHAM DIS-
CONTENT KD.

But it was impossible that friendsiiip
could long remain inviohite between two
men of such corru|)t minds as Richard and

Buckingham. Historians ascribe their first

ruptme to the king's rei'usal of making
restitution of the Hereford estate

; but it

is certain, from records, that he passed a

grant for that purpose, and that the full

demands of Buckingham were satisfied in

this particular. Perhaps Richard was soon
sensible of the danger whicii might ensue
from conferring such an immense jiroperty
on a man of so turbulent a disposition, and
afterwards raised difficulties about the

execution of his own grant ; perhaps he
refused some other demands of Bucking-
ham, whom he found it impossible to gra-

tify for his past services
; perhaps he

resolved, according to the usual maxim of

politicians, to seize the first opportunity
of ruining this powerful subject ;

and the

discovery of this intention begat the first

discontent in the duke of Buckingham.
However this may be, it is certain that

the duke, soon after Richard's accession,

began to form a conspiracy against the

government, which he himself had so

zealously contributed to establish.

Never was there in any country an

usui'patioa more flagrant* than that of

the primate of all England, who thus absolved Ri-

chard from his sins, and sealed his pardon with the

most holy s}Tnbol of Christ's passion, was the same
lord cardinal wlio had pledged

' his own body and

soul' to the widow queen, when receiving the infant

duke of York from tfie sanctuary, scarce three weeks

before, not only for ' his surety, but also for his

estate.' Can there, then, remain any longer a doubt

that some just cause existed for Edward's deposition
or that Richard's election to the throne was iiee and

unbiassed.'' Careful, as Miss Halsted has been, in seek-

ing for that which might exculpate Richard, and ably
as she has used her materials, in this place the fact on

which she relies will hardly justifj the conclusion

at which she arrives. Because the archbishop, who
coaxed the widow of Edward into giving up her

second son, took an active part in the coronation

ceremony, it by no means follows as a matter of

course that he thought Edward properly deposed, or

Richard rightfully elected ; still less can we with

safety conclude that such was really the case. Sup-

posing present advantage out of the question, fear

where such a character as Richard was concerned,

might account for the archbishop's conduct quite as
cooOuo
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Richard. His claim was entirely founded

on impudent allegations, never attempted
to be proved, some of them incapable of

proof, and all of them implying scandalous

reflections on his own family.* His title

was never acknowledged by any national

assembly, scarcely even by the lowest

populace to whom he appealed ;
and it

had become prevalent merely for want of

some person of distinction who might
stand forth against him. Were men dis-

posed to pardon these violations of public

right, the sense of private and domestic

duty must have begotten an abhorrence

against him, and have represented the

murder of the young and innocent princes,
his nephews, in the most odious colours

imaginable. To endure such a bloody

usurper seemed to draw disgrace upon the

nation, and to be attended with immediate

danger to every individual w'ho was dis-

tinguished by birth, merit, or services.

Such was become the general voice of the

people ;
and the Lancastrians, so long op-

pressed, and of late so much discredited,

felt their blasted hopes again revive. The
duke of Buckingham, whose family had
been devoted to that interest, and who by
his mother, a daughter of Edmund duke of

Somerset, was allied to the house of Lan-

caster, was easily induced to espouse the

cause of this party, and to endeavour the

restoring of it to its ancient superiority.
Morton bishop of Ely, a zealous Lancas-

trian, whom the king had imprisoned, and
had afterwards committed to the custody
of Buckingham, encouraged these senti-

ments
; and by his exhortations the duke

cast his eye towards the young earl of

Richmond, as the only person who could

free the nation from the tyranny of the

present usurper.

satisfactorily as the honest conviction that he was

performing a public duty. An archbishop of York,
who could betray the trust reposed in him by his own
brother, to facilitate the admission of Edward IV.

into London, while that brother, the ear! of AVar-

wick, was in arms against liim, was not likely to

be over nice about changing sides
;
and might be ex-

pected easily to satisfy his conscience that it was

quite right in a prelate to forsake the offspring of a

dead king, to win the good will of a living one.—Ed.
•'

Walpole thinks it incredible that Kichard should
have aspersed his own mother, as he appears to have
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THE EARL OF RICHMOND.
Henry earl of Richmond was at this time
detained in a kind of honourable custody
by the duke of Brittany ;

and his descent

had been a great object of jealousy both
in the late and in the present reign. John,
the first duke of Somerset, who was grand-
son of John of Gaunt by a spurious branch,
but legitimated by act of parliament, had
left only one daughter, Margaret ;

and his

younger brother Edmimd had succeeded
him in his titles, and in a consideiable

part of his fortune. Margaret had es-

poused Edmund earl of Richmond, halt

brother of Henry VL, and son of Sir Owen
Tudor and Catharine of France, relict ol

Henry V.
; and she bore him only one

son, who received the name of Henry, and
who after his father's death inherited the

honours and fortune of Richmond. His

mother, being a widow, had espoused, in

second marriage, Sir Henry Stafford, uncle
to Buckingham ; and, after the death ol

that gentleman, had married lord Stanley ;

but had no children by either of these

husbands
;
and her son Henry was thus

the sole heir of all her fortunes. But this

was not the most considerable advantage
which he had reason to expect from her

succession : he would represent the elder

branch of the house of Somerset ; he

would inherit all the title of that familv to

the crown
; and, though its claim, while

any legitimate branch subsisted of the

house of Lancaster, had always been much

disregarded, the zeal of faction, after the

death of Henry VL, and the murder of

prince Edward, immediately conferred a

weight and consideration upon it.

Edward IV., finding that all the Lancas-

trians had turned their attention towards

been living in harmony with her, and residing in

her palace. Can it be thought that Dr. Shaw would

have ventured on the course he took, preaching from

the text " the multiplying brood of the ungodly shall

not thrive, nor take deep rooting from bastard slips,"

without the protector's sanction? Richard's general
character renders it anything but improbable that

parties with whom he seemed on the best terms

were those he was prepared to ruin, defame, or

destroy. Clarence, it will be remembered, was also

said to have questioned Edward's legitimacy.
—Ed.

Richmond's
descent and

family.

His mother
b:.d 1 ecn

wife to

three hus-

bands,

Richmond,
Sir H. Staf-

ford, and
lord Stan-

ley.

Pic inherit •

the title of
,

the Somer-

set familv.
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Henry car-

ri«l til lirit-

Miivtur

.'ty by
>• eari ut'

I'iMibritke,

t'\ Kdwarii

IV.

J,
earl of Richtnond, thou;j;ht liiiiithe youn

also worthy of his

sued him into his

attention ;
and pur-

retrcat in Biittanv,

Edward

»p«aks of

uniting him
with h\s

'Vn laiiiily

inarri-

whither his uncle the earl of Pembroke
had carried hiui after the battle of Tevikes-

bury. He applied to Francis II., duke
of Brittany, who was his ally ;

a weak, but

a good jjrince ;
and urged him to deliver

up his fugitive : but the duke, averse to

so dishonourable a projiosal, would only
consent that, for the security of Edward,
the young nobleman should be detained

in custody ; and he received an annual

pension from England for the safe keei)ing
or the subsistence of his prisoner. But,
towards the end of Edward's reign, when
the kingdom was menaced with a war both

from France and Scotland, the anxieties of

the English court with regard to Henry
were much increased

;
and Edward made

a new proposal to the duke, which covered,

under the fairest appearances, the most

bloody and treacherous intentions. He

pretended that he was desirous of gaining
his enemy, and of uniting him to his own

family by a marriage with his (huighter
Elizabeth ;

and he solicited to have him
sent over to England, in order to execute

a scheme which would redound so much
to hisadvantage. These pretences, seconded
as is supposed by bribes to Peter Landais,
a corrupt minister, gained credit with the

court of Brittany ; Henry was delivered

into the hands of the English agents ; he

was ready to embark ; when a suspicion
of Edward's real design was suggested to

nry 13

11 up to

^lish a-

i.iKcnirom the (luke, who recalled his orders, and

tWufe-of ^'i^* saved the youth from the danger
which hung over him.

These symptoms of continued jealousy
in the reigning family of England both

seemed to give some authority to Henry's

pretensions and made him the object of

*
Upon the first proposition, bot'ore she would

express anything to the doctor, she prostrated herself

upon her Ivnees, and humbly invoked the Blessed

Trinity to be propitious to this so much desired

unity ; and then raising herself up. she did profess

'lersclf inext unto God) to be much bound to him, or

her that first invented the means whereby to restore

!ier poor children to their right, and redeem herself

ifrora that thraldom and fear wherein now they were,

.and with great thanks returned the doctor, wishinjj

'iiim to assure the contriver thereof whatsoever; that

general favour. The universal detestation!

of Richard's conduct turned still more the „ _ , ^,11 I Hatred of

attention oi the nation towards Henry ;l Ki^i.ard

and he seemed to he the only person from
i""^):^. ,„

whom the nation could exi)i-ct the expul-i •"'"-'"''^'i

sion of the tyrant. But, not withstanding! r.ii favour,

these circumstances, Buck'ngham and the

bishop of Ely well knew that there would

still lie many obstacles in his way to tlie

throne
;
and that, tlioui 'i the nation had

been much divided between Henry \T. and
the duke of York, while present possession
and hereditary right stood in opposition to

each other, yet, as soon as tliese titles

were united in Edward IV., the bulk of

the people had come over to the reigning

family ;
and the Lancastrians had ex-

tremely decayed, both in numbers and
in authority. It was therefore suggested

by IMorton, and readily assented to by the

duke, that the only means of overturning
the present usurpation was to unite the

opposite factions, by contracting a mar-

riage between the earl of Richmond and

the princess Eliz;d)cth, eldest daughter of

king Edward, and thereby blending the

pretensions of their families, wliich had so

long been the source of j)ublic disorders

and convulsions. They were sensible that

the people were extremely desirous of re-

pose after so many bloody and destructive

commotions
;

that both Yorkists and

Lancastrians, who now lay equally under

oppression, would embrace this scheme

with ardour. In consequence of these

views the prelate, by means of Reginald

Bray, steward to the countess of Rich-

mond, first opened the project of such an

union to that lady ;
and the plan :ip])eared

so advantageous for her son, that it ad-

mitted not of the least hesitation. Dr.

Lewis, a Welsh physician, who had access

to the queen dowager in her sanctuary,*

It i. in.,-

posml tliat

he shi'M

mar."y The

priiti'fe?'

t)lizabetb.

Tlicir union
i.^ approved
by tlie

countess of

iticlimoiid.

if earl Richmond would take liis corporeal oath, to

espouse her daughter Elizalx'th, or Cicely, in case it

should please God Elizabolh should dye before that

time, as soon as he had obtained the enjoyment ol

the crown ;
that she would not only give hers,

and get her daughter's consent to th.e match, but

procure all the friends and allies ol her deceased

husband King Edward, and her own, to take his

part, and in all things to give him their best assist-

ance.—Daniel. —Eu,

fiSS
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Icarried the proposals to her
;
and found

that revenge for the murder of her brother

and of her three sons, apprehensions for

her surviving family, and indignation

against her confinement, easily overcame
all her prejudices against the house of Lan-

caster, and procured her approbation of a

marriage to which the age and birth, as

well as the present situation of the parties,
seemed so naturally to invite them. She

secretly borrowed a sum of money in the

city, sent it over to the earl of Richmond,

required his oath to celebrate the marriage
as soon as he should arrive in England,
advised him to levy as many foreign lorces

as possible, and promised to join him on
his first appearance with all the friends

and partisans of her family.

EXECUTION OF BUCKINGHAIM.
The plan being thus laid upon the solid

foundations of good and sound policy, it

was secretly communicated to the prin-

cipal persons of both parties in all the

counties of England ;
and a wonderful

alacrity appeared to forward its success

and completion. But it was impossible
that so extensive a conspiracy could en-

tirely escape the jealous and \'igilant eve of

Richard : and he soon received intelligence
that his enemies, headed by the duke of

Buckingham, were forming some design

against his authority. He immediately
put himself in a posture of defence by
levying troops in the north

;
and he sum-

moned the duke to appear at court, in

such terms as seemed to promise him a

renewal of their former amity. But that

nobleman, well acquainted with the bar-

barity and treachery of Richard, replied

only by taking arms in Wales, and giving
.e signal for a general insurrection. But

at that very time there happened to fall

such heavy rains as exceeded any known
in the memory of man

;
and the Severn,

with the other rivers in that neighbour-
hood, swelled to a height which rendered

them impassable, and prevented Bucking-
ham from marching into the heart of Eng-

* The lines were :

The Rat, the Cat, ahd Lovel that Dog,
Rule all England under the Hog :
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land to join his associates. The Welsh

men, partly moved by superstition at this

extraordinary event, partly distressed by
famine, fell off from him

; and Bucking-

ham, deserted by his followers, put on a

disguise, and took shelter in the house of

Bannister, an old servant of his family :

but, being detected in his retreat, he was

brought to the king at SaHsbury ; and

was instantly executed. The other con-

spirators, who took arms in four different

places, at Lxeter, at Salisbury, at New-

bury, and at Maidstone, hearing of the

duke of Buckingham's misfortune, des-

paired of success, and innnediately dis-

persed themselves.

The marquis of Dorset and the bishop
of Ely made their escape beyond sea

;

many others were equally fortunate
;

several fell into Richard's hands. His

executions seem not to have been remark-

ably severe ; though we are told of one

gentleman, William Colingbourne, who
suffered under colour of this rebellion, but

in reality for a distich of quibbling verses

which he had composed against Richard

and his ministers.* The earl of Richmond
had set sail from St. Malo's, with a body
of five thousand men, levied in foreign

parts ; but, his fleet being at first driven

back by a storm, he appeared not on the

coast of England till after the dispersion of

all his friends ; and he found himself

obliged to return to Brittany.
The king, every where triumphant,

ventured at last to summon a parliament ;

a measure which his crimes and flagrant

usurpation had induced him hitherto to

decline. Though it was natural that the

parliament, in a contest of national parties,

should always adhere to the victor, he

seems to have apprehended his title,

founded on no principle, might be rejected

by that assembly. But the parliament
had no choice left but to recognise his au-

thority, and acknowledge his right to the

crown. His only son Edward, then a

youth of twelve years of age, was created

prince of Wal^s ; the duties of tonnage

alluding to the names of Ratcliffe and Catesby, and

to Richard's arms, which were a boar.

He is taken
and be-

headed.

Richmond

prevented

l\v contrary
winds from

reaching

England in

time, re-

turns to

Brittanv.

Kichard Is

reoo(;ui?ed

as Iving by
parliamenL
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and pouiida2;e were granted to the king for

lite
;

and Richard passed some pojxiliir

laws, particularly one against the late

practice of extorting money on pretence
of benevolence.

All the other measures of the king
tended to the same object. Sensible that

the only circumstance which could give
him security was to gain the confidence of

jthe Yorkists, he paid court to the qucen-

idowager with such art and address, made
'Such earnest protestations of his sincere

Igood-will, that this princess, tired of con-

ifinement, and despairing of any success

[from her former projects, venturetl to

leave her sanctuary, and to i)ut herself

and her daughters into the hands of the

tyrant. But he soon carried farther his

,views for the establishment of his throne.

jHe had married Anne the second daughter
of the earl of Warwick, and widow of

Edward junnce of Wales, wliom Richard

himself had murdered
; but, this princess

ha\nng borne him but one son, who died

about this time, he considered her as an

invincible obstacle to tlie settlement of his

ibrtune, and he was believed to have car-

ried her otf by poison ;
a crime for which

the public could not be supposed to have

any solid proof, but which the usual tenor

of his conduct made it reasonable to sus-

pect. The earl of Richmond, he knew,
could never be formidable but from his

projected marriage with the princess Eli-

zabeth, the true heir of the crown
;
and

he therefore intended, by means of a papal

dispensation, to espouse, himself, this prin-

cess, and thus to unite in his own family
their contending titles. The queen-dow-
ager, eager to recover her lost authority,

at this alliance, which

Ho is be-

lieved to

poison his

wife, llie

ladv .\nue.

The qneen
!..waj;er

'i^ents to
-

marry-
,' her

'Uuhter,
'

I'^'ii-

,

cuaa RliZa-

I txtb.

: calls

her

1 fiends to

orsake

'aenrv.

neither scrupled

regarded
horror at

murderer

was

any
the

her

was very unusual in England, and

as incestuous ; nor felt

marrying her daughter to

of her three sons and of

brother ; she even joined so far her inter-

ests with those of the usurper, that she

wrote to all her partisans, and, among the

rest, to her son the marquis of Dorset,

desiring them to withdraw from the earl of

Richmond
;
an injury which the earl could

never afterwards forgive. The court of

Rome was applied to for a dispensation.
VOL. I. G u

Ilivlmni, by
nijirryiiif^

hisnierc,

prom st's

hiliHeil' :l

full al.d

ji.nec t set-

tk-niuiit.

His crimes

create uni-

versal dis-

gust.

Richard thought that he could easily de-

fend himself, during the interval, till it

arrived ; and he had afterwards the agree-
able prospect of a full and secure settle-

ment. He flattered himself that the Eng-
lish nation would then acquiesce under

the dominion of a prince who was of ma-
ture years, of great abilities, and that they
would forgive iiim all the crimes which he

had committed in paving his way to the

throne.

But the crimes of Richard were .so

shocking to humanity, that the natural

sentiments of men were sufficient to render

his government unstable
;
and every per-

son of probity and honour was earnest to

prevent the sceptre from being any longer

polluted by that bloody and faithless hand
wliich held it. All the exiles flocked to the

earl of Richmond in Brittany, and exhorted

him to hasten a new invasion, and to pre-
vent the marriage of the princess Elizabeth,
which must prove fatal to all his hopes.
The earl, sensible of the urgent necessity,
but dreading the treachery of Peter Lan-

dais, who had entered into a ncgociation
with Richard for betraying him, was obliged
to attend only to his i>resent safety ;

and
he made his escape to the court of France.

The ministers of Charles VIII., who had

now succeeded to the throne after the!

death of his father Lewis, gave him coun-

tenance and protection ;
and secretly en-

couraged the earl in the le\nes which he

made for the support of his enterprise

upon England. The earl of Oxford, whom
Richard's suspicions had thrown into con-

finement, liaving made his escape, here

joined Henry ; and inflamed his ardour

for the attempt by the favourable accounts

which he brought of the dispositions of the

English nation, and their universal hatred

of Richard's crimes and usurpation.

INVASION BY THE EARL OF
RICHMOND. 1485.

The earl ofRichmond set sail from Harfleur

in Normandy wth a small army of about

two thousand men ; and, after six days,
he arrived at Milford-haven in Wales, on Riff""o'"i

' lands at

the 7th ot August, where he landed with- 1

Miiford-

out opposition. He directed his course to'
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that part of the kingdom in hopes that the

Welsh, who regarded him as their coun-

tryman, and who had been already prepos-
sessed in favour of his cause by means of

the duke of Buckingham, must join his

standard. Richard, who knew not in what

quarter he might expect the invader, had

taken post at Nottingham, in the centre

of the kingdom ;
and having given com-

missions to different persons in the several

counties, whom he empowered to oppose
his enemy, he purposed in person to fly

on the first alarm to the place exposed to

danger. Sir Thomas ap Thomas and Sir

Walter Herbert were intrusted with his

authority in Wales
;
but the former imme-

diately deserted to Henry ;
the second

made but feeble opposition to him
;
and

the earl, advancing towards Shrewsbury,
received every day some reintbrcenient from

his partisans. Sir Gilbert Talbot joined
him with all the vassals and retainers of

the family of Shrewsbury ;
Sir Thomas

Bouchier and Sir Walter Hungerford

brought their friends to share his for-

tunes ; and the appearance of men of dis-

tinction in his camp made already his

cause wear a favourable aspect.

BATTLE OF BOSWORTH.

But the danger, to which Richard was

chiefly exposed, proceeded not so much
from the zeal of his open enemies as from

the infidelity of his pretended friends.

Scarce any nobleman of distinction was

sincerely attached to his cause, except the

duke of Norfolk ; and all those who

feigned the most loyalty were only watch-

ing for an opportunity to desert him. But
the persons of whom he entertained the

greatest suspicion wei'e lord Stanley and
his brother Sir William, whose connexions

with the family of Richmond, notwith-

standing their professions of attachment

to his person, were never entirely forgotten
or overlooked by him. When he empow-
ered lord Stanley to levy forces he still

retained his eldest son, lord Strange, as a

pledge for his fidelity ;
and that nobleman

was, on this account, obliged to employ
great caution and reserve^ He raised a

powerful body of his friends and retainers
ban

in Cheshire and Lancashire, but without

openly declaring himself; and, though
Henry had received secret assurances of

bis friendly intentions, the armies on both

sides knew not what to infer from his

equivocal behaviour. The two rivals at

last approached each other at Bosworth,
near Leicester ; Henry at the head of six

thousand men, Richard with an army
of above double the number

;
and a deci

sive action was eveiy hour expected be-

tween them. Stanley, who commanded
above seven thousand men, took care to

post himself at Atherstone, not far from
the hostile camps ;

and he made such a

disposition as enabled him on occasion to

join either party. Richard had too much
sagacity not to discover his intentions from
those movements ; but he kept the secret

from his own men for fear of discouraging
them. He took not iumiediate revenge on

Stanley's son, as some of his courtiers

advised him, because he hoped that so

valuable a pledge would induce the father

to prolong still farther his ambiguous con
duct

;
and he hastened to decide by arms

the quarrel with his competitor, being cer

tain that a victory over the earl of Rich-

mond would enable him to take ample
revenge on all his enemies, open and con-

cealed.

DEATH OF RICHARD UL

Ix)rd Stan-

ley raises a

powerful

force, and

secretly
favours

Henry.

He holds
himself

ready to

join either

side.

A battle is

fmight near

Bosworth.

The van of Richmond's army, consisting
of archers, was commanded by the earl of

Oxford ;
Sir Gilbert Talbot led the right

wing ; Sir John Savage the left
;
the earl

himself, accompanied by his uncle the earl

of Pembroke, placed himself in the main

body. Richard also took post in his main

body, and intrusted the command of his

van to the duke of Norfolk. As his wings
were never engaged, we have not learned

the names of the several commanders.
Soon after the battle began, lord Stanley,
whose conduct in this whole afiair dis-

covers great precaution and abilities, ap-

peared in the field, and declared for the leydeciarei

earl of Richmond. This measure, which mond?

was unexpected to the men, though not

to their leaders, had a proportional effect

on both armies
;

it inspired unusual

Lord Stan-
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couraa;e into Henry's sohlifis, it threw Rich-
ard's into dismay and confusion. Tlie in-

trepid tyrant, sensible of his desperate situ-

ation, cast his eye aiound the field, and,

descryinL; b.is rival at no threat distance, he

dro\e against him with fury, in hopes that

either Henry's death or his own would de-

cide the victory between them. He killed

with his own hands Sir William Brandon,
standard-bearer to the earl; he dismounted
Sir John Cheyney ;

he was now within

reach of Richmond himself; who declined

not the combat ; when Sir William Stan-

ley, breaking in with his troops, sur-

rounded Richard, who, fighting bravely to

the last moment, was overwhelmed by
numbers, and perished by a fate too mild

and honourable for his multiplied and
detestable enormities.* His men eveiy
where sought for safety by flight.

There fell in this battle about four thou-

sand of the vanquished ;
and among these

the duke of Norfolk, lord Ferrars of Chart-

ley, Sir Richard Ratcliffe, Sir Robert

Piercy, and Sir Robert Brackenbury. The
loss was inconsiderable on the side of the

victors. Sir William Catesby, a great
instrument of Richard's crimes, was taken,

and soon after beheaded, with some others,

at Leicester. The body of Richard was

* It is said that when the battle was at the

point to be lost a swift horse was brought unto him;
with -which he might have saved himself by flight,

but out of his undaunted courage he refused it, say-

ing,
" he would that day make an end of all battles

or else lose his life."—Baker.—Ed.

f His body was left naked, despoiled to the very

skin, not so much as a clout left about him, and

taken up was trussed behind a pursuivant at arms,
on Blanch Sanglier or White Boar, his head and arms

hanging on one side of the horse, and his legs on the

other, and all besprinkled with mire and dirt, he was

brought to the Gray Friars" church within the town
of Leicester, and there for some time lay a miserable

spectacle, and afterwards with small funeral pomp
was there interred.—Baker.—Ed.

X He has met with very able defenders, who have

clearly proved that he was pursued with great ran-

cour by Lancastrian writers, who were determined
that they would "nothing extenuate;" but there

are many incidents in Richard's history which they
cannot satisfactorily explain. We know that his

nephews disappeared, and that he reigned. To sup-

pose that Richard spared the lives of the princes, but

compelled them to live abroad in privacy, and that this

secret never transpired, is a more extravagant surmise

than any yet founded on the h)'pothesis of his guilt.

The opinion formed of him on the other side of the

Tho (load

lioily of

Hiclmnt is

cnrrifd to

Leicester.

Ricliardls

said to have
Ijeen well

(liialifR'dto

govtrii.

Hi5courage
and capa-
city could

coiii-

found in the field covered with dead cne

mies, and all besmeared with blocid ;
it was

thrown carelessly across a horse ;
was

carried to Leicester amidst the shouts of

the insulting sjicctators, and was interred

in the Gray Friars' church of that place. f

CHARACTER OF RICHARD HI.

The historiaris who favour Richard (for

even this tyrant has met with partisans

among the later writers)^ maintain that lit"

was well (jualificd for government, had he

legally obtained it; and that he committed
no crimes but such as were necessary to

procure him posses.sion of the crown.

But this is a poor apologv when it is con-

fessed that he was ready to commit the

most horrid crimes which appeared neces-

sary for that purpose ;
and it is certain

that all his courage and capacity would

never have made compensation to the

people for the danger of the contagious

example of vice and murder exalted upon
the throne. This prince was of a small! not

stature, hump-backed, and had a harsh E^i^rimts!

disagreeable countenance
;

so that his

body was in every particular no less de-

formed than his mind.§
Thus have we pursued the history of

channel will be seen from what follows :
—" This king

Richard, desired to live in the same friendship with

our king as his brother had done, and I believe

would have had his pension continued ; but our

king looked upon him as an inhuman and cruel

person, and would neither answer his letters nor

give audience to his ambassador ; for king Richard,

after his brother's death, had sworn allegiance to his

nephew as his king and sovereign.
" —

Philip de

Comii.es.—Ed.

§ The picture of Richard as here given seems

hideously distorted. Hume goes almost the length
of Hall in caricature. However dubious the sue
cess of those who have laboured to relieve his char-

acter from the odhim attached to it, his i)er.son has

been successfully vindicated. Founding herself on

statements supplied by Rous, Polydore Virgil, More,

Stow, and others. Miss Halsted says,
" After the

most attentive examination of contemporary evi-

dences, whether gleaned from native chroniclers or

foreign writers, the evidence in favour of the per-
sonal appearance of Richard will be found to amount
to this : that he was slight in figure and short of

stature ; that his features were compact and hand-

some, though his face was always thin ; that the ex-

pression of his countenance was mild and pleasing ;

but when excited, it at times assumed a character of

fierce impetuosity peculiarly its own."—Ed.
539
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England through a series of many barba-

rous ages ;
till we have at last reached the

dawn of civility and science, and have the

prospect both of greater certainty in our

historical narrations, and of being able to

present to the reader a spectacle more

worthy of his attention. This island

possesses many ancient historians of good
credit, as well as many historical monu-
ments

;
and it is rare that the annals of

so uncultivated a people, as were the Eng-
lish after the decline of Roman learning,
have been transmitted to posterity so com-

plete, and with so little mixture of false-

hood and of fable. This advantage we
owe entirely to the clergy of the church
of Rome

; who, founding their autliority
on their superior knowledge, preserved
the precious literature of antiquity from a

total extinction ;* and, under shelter of

their numerous privileges and immunities,

acquired a security by means of the super-
stition which they would in vain have
claimed from the justice and humanity, of

those turbulent and licentious ages. The
view of human manners, in all their va-

riety of appearances, is both profitable and

agreeable ; and, if the aspect in some

periods seem horrid and deformed, we

may thence learn to cherish with the

greater anxiety that science and
ci\'ility

which has so close a connexion with virtue

and humanity, and which, as it is a sove-

reign antidote against superstition, is also

the most effectual remedy against vice

and disorders of every kind.

The rise, progress, perfection, and de-

cline of art and science, are curious ob-

jects of contemplation, and intimately
connected with a narration of civil trans-

actions. The events of no particular

period can be fully accounted for but by
idering the degrees of advancement

which men have reached in those par-
ticulars.

Those, who cast theix eye on the general
revolutions of society, will find that, as

almost all improvements of the human
mind had reached nearly to their state of

perfection about the age of Augustus,
there was a sensible decline from that

i

* See note Z at the end of the volume.

;i4a

period. The unHmited extent of the Ro-
man empire, and the consequent despotism
of its monarchs, extinguished all emula-

tion, debased the generous spirits of men,
and depressed that noble flame by which
all the refined arts must be cherished and
enlivened. The military government, which
soon succeeded, rendered even the lives

and properties of men insecure and pre-
carious

; and proved destructive to those

vulgar and more necessary arts of agricul-

ture, manufactures, and commerce
; and

in the end, to the military art and genius
itself. The irruption of the barbarous

nations, which soon followed, overwhelmed
all human knowledije, and men sunk every

Jfilitary
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superstition; till the light of ancient science

and history had very nearly suffered a total

extinction in all the European nations.

But there is a point of depression, as

well as of exaltation, from which human
affairs naturally return in a contrary direc-

tion, and beyond which they seldom pass,
either in their advancement or decline.

The period in which the people of Christ-

endom were the lowest sunk in ignorance,

may justly be fixed at the eleventh cen

tury, about the age of William the Con-

queror; and from that sera the sun of

science, beginning to re-ascend, threw out

many gleams of light, which preceded the

full morning when letters were revived in

the fifteenth century. The Danes, and
other northern people, who had so long
infested all the coasts, and even the inland

parts of Europe, by their depredations,

having now learned the arts of tillage and

agriculture, found a certain subsistence at

home, and were no longer tempted to de-

sert their industry, in order to seek a pre-
carious livelihood by the plunder of their

neiirhbours. The feudal ";overnmeuts also frompum-^
,, .,

°
.

.
!
dering their
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and thous;
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that strange species of civil polity was ill

fitted to ensure either liberty or tranquil-

lity, it was preferable to the univei-sal

licence and disorder which had preceded
it. But perhaps there was no event which

tended farther to the improvements of the

age than one which has not been much

remarked, the accidental finding of a copy
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of Justinian's Pandects, about the
1 13(3, in the town of Amalti in Italy.
The ecclesiastics, who had leisure and

some inclination to study, iniuicdiately

adopted with zeal this excellent system of

jurisprudence, and spread the knowled2;e
of it throusj^hout every part of Europe.
Besides the intrinsic merit of the })"rfonn-

ance, it was recommended to them by its

original connexion with the imperial city
of Rome, which, being the seat of their

religion, seemed to acquire a new lustre

and authority by the diffusion of its laws

over the western world. In less than ten

years after the discovery of the Pandects,
Vacarius, under the protection of Theo-
bald archbishop of Canterbury, read pub-
lic lectures of civil law in the university

of Oxford
; and the clergy everywhere, by

their example as well as exhortation, were
the means of diti'using the highest esteem
for this new science. That order of men,
having large possessions to defend, was in

a manner necessitated to turn their studies

towards the law
; and their properties

being often endangered by the violence of

the princes and barons, it became their

interest to enforce the observance of gene-
ral and equitable rules, from which alone

they could receive protection. As they
possessed all the knowledge of the age,
and were alone acquainted with the habits

of thinking, the practice of the law fell

mostly into their hands : and, though the

close connexion, which, without any ne-

cessity, they formed between the canon and
civil law, begat a jealousy in the laity of

England, and prevented the Roman juris-

prudence from becoming the municipal
law of the country, as in many states of

Europe, a great part of it was secretly
transterred into the pnictice of the courts
of justice ; and the imitation of their

neighbours made the English gradually
endeavour to raise their own law iVom its

original state of rudeness and imperfection.
It is easy to see what advantages Eu-

rope must h ive reaped by its inheriting at

once from the ancients so complete an art,

which w'as also so necessary for giving se-

curity to all other arts, and which, by
refining, and still more by bestowing soli-

dity on the judgment, served as a model
yi' .1. 6 X

to farther improvements. The sensible

utility of the Roman law recommended
the study of it, at a time when the more
exalted and s[)eculafive sciences carried no
'charms with them

;
and thus the last

branch of ancient literature which re

mained uncorrupted was hapjiily the first

I

transmitted to tlie modern world
;
for it is

remarkable that, in the decline of Roman
I learning, when tlie philosophers were uni-

versally infected with superstition and so-

phistry, and the poets and historians with

barbarism, the lawyers, who in other coun-
tries are seldom models of science or po-
liteness, were yet able to nraintain the

same good sense in their decisions and rea-

sonings, and the same purity in their lan-

guage and expression.
What bestowed an additional merit on

the civil law, was the extreme imperfection
of that jurisj)rudence which preceded it

among all the European nations, especiallv

among the Saxons or ancient Eniilish.

The absurdities which prevailed may be

conceived from authentic monuments which
remain of the ancient Saxon laws

; where
a pecuniary commutation was received for

every crime ;
where stated prices were

fixed for men's lives and members
; where

private revenges were authorized for all

injuries ; where the use of the ordeal,

corsned, and afterwards of the duel, was
the received method of proof; and where
the judges were rustic freeholders, assem-

bled of a sudden, and deciding a cause

from one debate or altercation of the

parties. Such a state of society was very
little advanced beyond the rude state oi

nature
;

violence universally prevailed ;

the pretended liberty of the times was

only an incapacity of submitting to govern-
ment ;

and men not protected by law,

sought shelter by their personal servitude

and attachments under some powerful
chieftain, or by voluntary combinations.

The gradual progress of improvement
raised the Europeans somewhat above this

uncultivated state ;
and affairs, in this

island particularly, took early a turn which

was more favourable to justice and to

liberty. Civil employments and occupa-
tions soon became honourable among the

English : the situation of that people ren-
541
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dered not the perpetual attention to wars

so necessary as among their neighbours,
and all regard was not confined to the

military profession ;
the gentry, and even

the nobility, began to deem an acquaint-
ance with the law a necessary part of

education : they were less diverted than

afterwards from studies of this kind by
other sciences ; and in the age of Henry
VI., as we are told by Fortescue, there

were in the inns of court about two
thousand students, most of them men of

honourable birth, who gave application to

this branch of civil knowledge : a circum-

stance which proves that a considerable

progress was already made in the science

of government, and which prognosticated
a still greater.
One chief advantage, which resulted

Dm the introduction and progress of the

arts, was the introduction and progress of

freedom ; and this consequence affected

men both in their personal and civil ca-

pacities.
If we consider the ancient state of Eu-

rope, we shall find that the far greater part
of the society were everywhere bereaved

of their personal liberty, and lived entirely
at the will of their masters. Every one

that was not noble was a slave : the pea-
sants were sold with the laud : the few

inhabitants of cities were not in a bet-

ter condition : even the gentry them-
selves were subjected to a long train of

subordination under the greater barons or

chief vassals of the crown
; who, though

seemingly placed in a high state of splen-

dour, yet, having but a slender protection
from law, by the precarious condition in

which they lived, paid dearly for the power
of oppressing their inferiors. The first in-

cident which broke in upon this violent

system of government was the practice be-

gun in Italy, and imitated in France, of

erecting communities and corporations,
endowed with privileges and a separate

* There appear early symptoms of the jealousy
entertained by the barons against the progress of the

arts as destructive of their licentious power. A law

was enacted, 7 Hen. IV., chap. 17, prohibiting any
one who did not possess twenty shillings a year in

land, from binding his sons apprentices to any trade.

They found already that the cities began to drain the
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obliged

municipal government, which gave them

protection against the barons, and which
the prince himself deemed it prudent to

respect.* The relaxation of the feudal

tenures, and an execution somewhat
stricter of the public law, bestowed an

independence on vassals which was im
known to their forefathers. And even

the peasants themselves, though later than

other orders of the state, made their es-

cape from those bonds of villanage or

slavery in which they had formerly been

retained.

It may appear strange that the progress
of the arts, which seems among the Greeks
and Romans to have daily increased the

number of slaves, should in later times

have proved so general a source of liberty ;

but this proceeded from a great difference

in the circumstances which attended those

institutions. The ancient barons,

to maintain themselves continually in

military posture, and little emulous of ele

gance or splendour, employed not their

villains as domestic servants, much less as

manufacturers
;
but composed their reti-

nue of freemen, whose military spirit ren-

dered the chieftain formidable to his neigh-

bours, and who were i-eady to attend him
in every warlike enterprise. The villains

were entirely occupied in the cultivation

of their master's land, and paid their rents

either in corn and cattle and other produce
of the farm, or in servile offices, which

they performed about the baron's family,
and upon the farms which he retained in

his own possession. In proportion as

agriculture improved, and money in-

creased, it was found that these services,

though extremely burdensome to the

villain, were of little advantage to the

master ; and that the produce of a large

estate could be much more conveniently

disposed of by the peasants themselves,

who raised it, than by the landlord or his

baiUff, who were formerly accustomed to

country of the labourers and husbandmen ;
and did

not foresee how much the increase ofcommerce would

increase the value of their estates. The kings, to

encourage the boroughs, granted them this privi-

lege ;
that any villain who had lived a twelvemonth

in any corporation, and had been of the guild, should

be thenceforth regarded as free.
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receive it. A commutation was therefore

made of rents for services, and of money
rents for those in kind ; and, as men in a

subsequent aa;e discovered that farms were

better cultivated where the farmer enjoyed
a securitvin his possession, the practice of

granting leases began to prevail, which

entirelv broke the bonds of servitude, al-

ready much relaxed from the former prac-
tices. After this manner vilianage went

gradually into disuse throughout the more

civihzed parts of Europe : the interest of

the master, as well as that of the slave,

concurred in this alteration. The latest

laws which we find in England for en-

forcing or regulating this species of ser-

vitude were enacted in the reign of Henry
VII. And, though the ancient statutes on

this subject remain still unrepealed by

parliament, it appears that, before the end

of Elizabeth, the distinction of villain and

freeman was totally though insensibly

abolished, and that no person remained in

the state to whom the former laws could

be applied.
Thus personal freedom became almost

general in Europe ;
an advantage which

paved the way for the increase of political

or civil liberty, and which, even where it

was not attended with th's salutary effect,

served to give the members of the com-

munity some of the most considerable ad-

vantages of it.

The constitution of the English govern-

ment, ever since the invasion of this island

by the Saxons, may boast of this pre-emi-

nence, that in no age the will of the mon-

arch was ever entirely absolute and uncon-

trolled : but, in other respects, the balance

of power has extremely shifted among the

several orders of the state ; and this labric

has experienced the same mutability that

has attended all human institutions.

The ancient Saxons, like the other Ger-

man nations, seem to have admitted a con-

siderable mixture of democracy into their

form of government, and to have been one

of the freest nations. After this tribe was

settled in England, especially after the

dissolution of the Heptarchy, the great

extent of the kingdom produced a great

inequality in property ;
and the balance

seems to have inclined to the side of

aristocracy. The Norman conquest threw

more authority into the hands of the

sovereign, which, however, admitted ol

great control, though derived less from the

general forms of the constitution, than

from the independent power enjoyed by
each baron in his ])articular district or

province. The estaljlishment of the Great
Charter exalted still higher the ari.'-tocracy,

imposed regular limits on royal power,
and gradually introduced some mixture ol

democracy into the constitution. But,
even during this period, from the acces.'-ion

of Edward I. to the death of Richard III.,

the condition of the commons was nowise

eligible; a kind of Polish aristocracy pre
vailed

;
and the peoi)le were as yet far

from being free. It rc([uired the authority

almost absolute of the sovereigns, which
took place in the subsequent period, to

pull down those disorderly and licentious

tyrants, who were equally averse from

peace and fiom freedom, and to establish

that regular execution of the laws whicl

in a following age enabled the people to

erect a regular and equitable plan of liberty
In each of these successive alterations

the only rule of government which is in-

telligible, or carries any authority with it,

is the established practice of the age, and

the maxims of administration wliich are at

that time prevalent and universally as-

sented to. Those who, from a pretended

respect to antiquity, apj)eal at every turn

to an original plan of the constitution,

only cover their turbulent spirit and their

private ambition under the appearance of

venerable forms ;
and whatever period thev

pitch on for their model, they may still be

carried back to a more ancient period,
where they will find the measures of power
entirely different, and where every cir-

cumstance, by reason of the greater bar-

barity of the times, will appear still less

worthy of imitation. Above all, a civilized

nation, like the English, who have happilv
established the most perfect and most ac-

curate system of lit)erty that was ever

found compatible with government, ought
to be cautious in appealing to the practice
of their ancestors, or regarding the max-
ims of uncultivated ages as certain rules

for their present conduct. An acquaint-
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lance with the ancient periods of their

government is chiefly useful, by instruct-

ing them to cherish their present consti-

tution from a comparison or contrast with

the condition of those distant times. And
it is also curious, by shewing them the

remote and commonly taint and disfigured

originals of the most finished and most

noble institutions, and by instructing
them in the great mixture of accident,

which commonly occurs with a small in-

gredient of wisdom and foresight, in erect-

ing the complicated fabric of the most

perfect government.

CHAPTER XXIV.

HENRY VII.

1485—1509.

ACCESSION OF HENRY VII.— HIS TITLE TO

THE CROWN. king's PREJUDICE
AGAINST THE HOUSE OF YORK. HIS

JOYFUL RECEPTION IN LONDON. SWEAT-
ING SICKNESS. A PARLIAMENT. EN-
TAIL OF THE CROWN. KING's MARRI-
AGE. AN INSURRECTION. DISCON-

TENTS OF THE PEOPLE. LAMBERT SIM-

NEL. REVOLT OF IRELAND. —INTRIGUES
OF THE DUCHESS OF BURGUNDY.
LAMBERT SIMNEL INVADES ENGLAND.

BATTLE OF STOKE.

ACCESSION OF HENRY VII. 1485.

The victory which the earl of Richmond

gained at Bosworth was entirely decisive
;

being attended as well with the total rout

and dispersion of the royal army, as with

the death of the king himself. Joy for

this great success suddenly prompted the l

soldiers in the field of battle to bestow on
their victorious general the appellation of'

king, which he had not hitherto assumed
;

and the acclamations of '

Long live Henry
VII. !

'

by a natural and unpremeditated
movement, resounded from all quarters.
To bestow some appearance of I'ormality
on this species of military election, Sir

William Stanley brought a crown of orna-
.544

ment which Richard wore in battle, and

which had been found among the spoils ;

and he put it on the head of the victor.

Henry, without hesitation, accepted of the

magnificent present. He was come to the

crisis of his fortune ; and, being obliged

suddenly to determine, he chose that part
which his ambition suggested to him, and

to which he seemed to be invited by his

present success.

HIS TITLE TO THE CRO^^.

There were many titles on which Henry
could found his right to the crown

;
but

no one of them free from great objections,
if considered with respect either to justice
or to policy.

During some years Henry had been

regarded as heir to the house of Lancaster
;

but the title to the house of Lancaster

itself was generally thought to be very ill

founded. Henry IV., who had first raised

it to royal dignity, had never clearly defined

the foundation of his claim ; and, while he

plainly invaded the order of succession,

he had not acknowledged the election of

the people. The parliament, it is true,

had often recognised the title of the Lan-

castrian princes ;
but these votes had little

authority, and they had accordingly been

often reversed during the late prevalence
of the house of York. Prudent men also,

who had been willing, for the sake of peace,
to submit to any established authority,
desired not to see the claims of that family

revived; claims which must produce many
convulsions at present, and which disjointed
for the future the whole system of heredi-

tary right. Besides, allowing the title of

the house of Lancaster to be legal, Henry
was not the true heir of that family ; andi

nothing but the obstinacy natural to fac-

tion, which never without reluctance will

submit to an antagonist, could have en-

gaged the Lancastrians to adopt the earl

of Richmond as their head. His motherj

indeed, Margaret countess of Richmond,!
was sole daughter and heir of the duke of|

Somerset, sprung from John of GauntI

duke of Lancaster : but the descent of thei

Somerset line was itself illegitimate, and'

even adulterous. And, though the duke!
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of Lancaster had obtained the legitimation
of his natural ehildrcn by a patent from
Richard II., confirmed in parliament, it

might justly be doubted whether this deed
could bestow any title to the crown; since

in the patent itself all the privileges
conferred by it are fully enumerated, and
the succession to the kingdom is expressly
excluded. In all settlements of the crown,
made during the reigns of the Lancastrian

princes, the line of Somerset had been

entirely overlooked
;
and it was not till

the failure of the legitimate branch that

men had paid any attention to their claim.

And, to add to the general dissatisfaction

against Henry's title, his mother, from
whom he derived all his right, was still

alive, and evidently preceded him in the

order of succession.

The title of the house of York, both
from the plain reason of the case and from
the late popular government of Edward
IV., had universally obtained the prefer-
ence in the sentiments of the people ; and

Henry might ingraft his claim on the

rights of that family by his intended mar-

riage with the princess Elizabeth, the heir

of it; a marriage which he had solemnly

promised to celebrate, and to the expecta-
tion of which he had chiefly owed all his

past successes. But many reasons dis-

suaded Henry from adopting this expedi-
ent. Were he to receive the crown only
in the right of his consort, his power he
knew would be very limited

;
and he must

expect rather to enjoy the bare title of

king by a sort of courtesy, than possess
the real authority which belongs to it.

Should the princess die before him without

issue, he must descend from the throne,
and give place to the next in succession :

and, even if blest with ottspring, it seemed

dangerous to expect that filial piety in his

children would prevail over the ambition
of obtaining present possession of regal

power. An act of parliament, indeed,

might easily be procured to settle the

crown on him during life
;

but Henry
knew how much superior the claim of

succession by blood was to the authority
of an assembly, which had always been

overborne by violence in the shock of con-

tending titles, and which had ever been
VOL. I. 6 Y

more governed by the conjunctures of the|

times than by any consideration derived'

from reason or public interest. i

There was yet a third foundation on I

which Henry might rest his claim, the

right of conquest. But, besides that

Richard himself was deemed no better

than an usurper, the army which fought

against him consisted chiefly of English-
men

; and a right of contjucst over Eng-
land could never be established by such a

victory. Nothing would give greater um-

brage to the nation than a claim of this

nature ; which might be construed as an
abolition of all their rights and privileges,
and the establishment of absolute autho-

rity in the sovereign. ^\^iUiam the Nor-

man, though at the head of a powerful
and victorious army of foreigners, had at

first declined the invidious title of con-

queror ; and it was not till the full estab-

lishment of his authority that he had

ventured to advance so violent and de-

structive a pretension.
But Henry was sensible that there

remained another foundation of power
somewhat resembling the right of con-

quest, namely, present possession ;
and

that this title, guarded by vigour and

abilities, would be sufficient to secure

perpetual possession of the throne. He
had before him the example of Henry IV.,

who, supported by no better pretension,
had subdued many insurrections, and had

been able to transmit the crown peaceably
to his posterity. He could perceive that

this claim, which had been perpetuated

through three generations of tlie family of

Lancaster, might still have subsisted, not

withstanding the preferable title of the

house of York, had not the sceptre

devolved into the hands of Henry VI.

which were too feeble to sustain it. In

structed by his recent experience, Henry
was determined to put himself in posses-

sion of regal authority, and to show all

opponents that nothing but force of arms

and a successful war, should expel him

His claim as heir to the house of Lancaster

he was resolved to advance, and never

allow to be discussed ;
and he hoped that

this right, favoured by the partisans of

that family, and seconded by present power,
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KING'S PREJUDICE AGAINST THE
HOUSE OF YORK.

These views of Henry are not exposed to

much blame, because founded on good

po]ic3^ and even on a species of necessity;
but there entered into all his measures
and councils another motive, which admits

not of the same apology. The violent

contentions which, during so long a period,
had been maintained between the rival

families, had inflamed the opposite fac-

tions to a high pitch of animosity. Henry
himself, who had seen most of his near

friends and relations perish in battle or by
the executioner, and who had been ex-

posed, in his own person, to many hard-

ships and dangers, had imbibed a violent

antipathy to the York party, which no
time or experience were ever able to efface.

He carried to the throne all the partiali-
ties which belong to the head of a faction,

and even the passions which are carefully

guarded against by everv true politician in

that situation. To exalt the Lancastrian

party, to depress the adherents of the

house of York, were still favourite objects;

and, through the whole course of his I'eign,

he never forgot these early prepossessions.

Incapable, from his natural temper, of a

more enlarged and more benevolent system
of policy, he exposed himself to many
present inconveniences, by too anxiously

guarding against that future possible event,

which might disjoin his title from that of

the princess whom he espoused. And,
while he treated the Yorkists as enemies,
he soon rendered them such, and taught
them to discuss that right to the crown
which he so carefully kept separate, and
to perceive its weakness and invalidity.
To these passions of Henry, as well as

to his suspicious poUtics, we are to ascribe

the measures which he embraced two days
after the battle of Bosworth. Edward

Plantagenet earl of Warwick, son of the

duke of Clarence, was detained in a kind of

confinement, at Sheriff-Hutton in York-

* The people had no small reason to exult in

the temninatiou of the fatal struggle between the
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shire, by the jealousy of his uncle Richard,
whose title to the throne was inferior to

that of the young prince. Warwick had

now reason to expect better treatment, as

he was no obstacle to the succession either

of Henry or Elizabeth ; and from a youth
of such tender years no danger could rea-

sonably be apprehended. But Sir Robert

Willoughby was dispatched by Henry,
wath orders to take him from Sheriff-Hut-

ton, to convey him to the tower, and to

detain him in close custody. The same

messenger carried directions that the prin-
cess Ehzabeth, who had been confined

to the same place, should be conducted to

London, in order to meet Henry, and

there celebrate her nuptials.

HENRY'S JOYFUL RECEPTION IN
LONDON.

Henry himself set out for the capital, and

advanced by slow journies. He took care

to avoid all appearance of military tri-

umph ;
and so to restrain the insolence of

victory, that every thing about him bore

the appearance of an established monarch,

making a peaceable progress through his

dominions, rather than of a prince who
had opened his way to the throne by force

of arms. The acclamations of the people
were every where loud, and no less sincere.

During the course of near a whole century
the kingdom had been laid waste by do-

mestic wars and convulsions ; and, if at

any time the noise of arms had ceased, the

sound of faction and discontent threatened

new disorders. Henry, by his marriage
with Ehzabeth, seemed to ensure an union

of the contending titles of the two fami-

lies : and, having prevailed over a hated

tyrant, who had anew disjointed the suc-

cession even of the house of York, and

had filled his own family with blood and

murder, he was every where attended with

the unfeigned favour of the people. Nu-
merous and splendid troops of gentry and

nobility accompanied his progress ;
the

mayor and companies of London received

iiim as he approached the city ;
the

crowds of people and citizens were zealous

in their expressions of satisfaction.* But

houses of York and Lancaster. "SVhat it had cost
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Henry, amidst this genera! effusion of joy,
discovered still the statelincss and reserve

of his temper, which made liim scorn to

court popularity : he entered London in a

close cliariot, and would not gratify the

people with a sight of their new sovereign.*
But the king did not so much neglect

the favour of the people as to delay giving
them assurances of his marriage with the

princess Elizabetli, which he knew to be

so passionately desired. On his leaving

Britttmy he had artfully dropped some
hints that, if he should obtain the crown
of England, he would espouse Anne, the

heir of that duchy : and the report of this

engagement had already reached Eng-
land, and had begotten anxietv in the

people, and even in Elizabeth herself.

Henry took care to dissipate these appre-
hensions, by solemnly renewing, before the

council and principal nobilitj^, the promise
which he had already given to celebrate

his nuptials with the English princess.

But, though bound by honour as well as

by interest to complete this alliance, he

was resolved to postpone it till the cere-

mony of his own coronation should be

finished, and till his title should be recog-
nised by parliament. He dreaded lest a

preceding marriage with the princess
should imply a participation of sovereignty
in her, and raise doubts of his own title

by the house of Lancaster.

SWEATING SICKNESS.
There raged at that time in Loudon, and

Daniel. " The total of private souldiers that perished
in the time of these civil wars, and suffered the pun-
ishraent of immature death for taking part on the

one side or the other, is fourscore four thousand

nine hundred and ninety-eight persons, hesides kings,

two; prince, one; dukes, ten ; marquesses, two; earls,

one-and-twenty ; lords twenty-seven ; viscounts,

two; lord prior, one; judge, one
; knights, one hun-

dred and thirty-nine ; esquires, four hundred and

forty-one."
—Ed.

* " Hee entred the Citie vpon a Saturday, as hee

had also obtayned the victoric vpon a Saturday;
which day of the weeke first vpon an Obseruation,

and after ^"pon Memorie and Fancie. hee accounted

and chose as a day prosperous vnto him.
" The Major and Companies of the Citie received

him at Shore-ditch ; whence, with great and Honor-

able attendance and troop of noblemen, and per-
sons of qualitie, he entered the Citie ; himselfe

not being on Horse-backe, or in any open Chairo,

or Throne, but in a close Chariot, as one that hav-

other parts of the kingdom, a species ofj

malady unknown to any other age or

nation, the sweating sickness ; which oc-;

casioned the sudden death of great multi
tudes

; though it seemed not to be propa
gated by any contagious infection, but
arose from the general disjjosition of the
air and of tiie human body. In less than

twenty-four hours the patient commonly
died or recovered ; but, when the pesti-
lence had exerted its fury for a few weeks,
it was observed, either from alterations in

the air, or from a more projier regimen
which had been discovered,+ to be con-

siderably abated. Preparations were then
made for the ceremony of Edward's coro-

nation. In order to "heighten the sj)len-
dour of that spectacle, he bestowed the
rank of Icnight banneret on twelve persons;!
and he conferred peerages on three. Jas-

per earl of Pembroke, his uncle, was
created duke of Bedford

;
Thomas lord

Stanley, his father-in-law, earl of Derby ;

and Edward Courteney earl of Devonshire.
At the coronation, likewise, there appeared
a new institution, which the king had es-

tablished for security as well as pomp ; a

band of fifty archers, who were termed

yeomen of the guard. But, lest the people
should take umbrage at this unusual

symptom of jealousy in the prince, as if it

implied a personal diffidence of his sub-

jects, he declared the institution to be

perpetual. The ceremony of coronation

was performed by cardinal Bouchier arch-

bishop of Canterbury.

ing beene sometimes an Enimie to the whole

State, and a proscribed person, chose rather to kecpe
state, and strike a reuerence into the people, then
to fawne upon them.

" He went first into Saint Paules Church, where
not meaning that the people should forget too soone
that hee came in by Battaile, hee made Offertorie ol

his Standards, and had Orizons and Te Dcum againc
sung, and went to his Lodging prepared in the

Bishop of London's pallace." —Lord Bacon—Ed.

f
" It was a Pestilent-Fever, hut as it scemeth

not seated in the Veyncs or Humors, for that there

followed no carbuncle, or purple, or liuide spots, or

the like, the Masse of the Bodie being not tainted :

onely a malignc Vapour flew to the Heart and seascd

the vitall spirits ; which stirred nature to strive to

send it fortli by an e.xtreme sweat. And it appeared

by e.xpcrience that this Disease was rather a surprise
of nature than obstinate to remedies, if it were in

time looked vnto. For if the patient were kept in an

equall temper both for ClotheSj Fire, and Drinke,
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A PARLIAMENT.

The parliament being assembled at West-

minster, on the seventh of November, the

majority appeared to be devoted partisans
of Henry ;

all persons of another dispo-
sition being obliged to dissemble. The
Lancastrian party had every where been

successful in the elections ;
and even many

had been returned who, during the preva-
lence of the house of York, had been con-

demned by sentence of attainder and out-

lawry. Their right to take seats in the

house being questioned, the case was re-

ferred to all the judges, who assembled in

the exchequer chamber, in order to delibe-

rate on so delicate a subject. The opinion
delivered, contained a just temperament
between law and expediency. The judges
determined that the membei'S attainted

should forbear taking their seat till an act

were passed for the reversal of their at-

tainder. There was no difficulty in ob-

taining this act, and in it were compre-
hended a hundred and seven persons of

the king's party.

J
But a scruple was started of a nature

still more important. The king himself

had been attainted ;
and his right of suc-

cession to the crown might thence be ex-

posed to some doubt. The judges extri-

cated themselves from this dangerous

question by asserting it as a maxim ' That
the crown takes away all defects and stops
in blood

;
and that from the time the king

assumed royal authority, the fountain was

cleared, and all attainders and corruptions
blood discharged.' Besides that the

case, from its urgent necessity, admitted

of no deliberation, the judges probably

thought that no sentence of a court of judi-
cature had authority sufficient to bar the

right of succession ; and that a prince

might even be engaged in unjustifiab e

measures during his predecessor's reign,
without meriting on that account to be

excluded from the throne, which was his

birthright.
With a parliament so obsequious, the

king could not fail of obtaining whatever

moderately warme, with temperate Cordials, where-

|by Nature's work were neither irritated by Heat,
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act of settlement he was pleased to require.
He seems only to have entertained some
doubt within himself on what claim he

should found his pretensions. In his

speech to the parliament he mentioned
his just title by hereditary right ;

but sub-

joined his claim by the judgment of God,
who had given him victory over his ene-

mies. And lest this pretension should be

interpreted as assuming a right of conquest,
he ensured to his subjects the full enjoy-
ment of their former properties and pos-
sessions.

ENTAIL OF THE CROWN.

The entail of the crown was drawn ac-

cording to the sense of the king, and

probably in words dictated by him. He
made no mention in it of the princess
Ehzabeth, nor of any branch of her fam-

ily ;
but in other respects the act was

compiled with sufficient moderation. He
did not insist that it should contain a de-

claration or recognition of his preceding

right, as on the other hand he avoided the

appearance of a new law or ordinance.

It was voted ' That the inheritance of the

crown should rest, remain, and abide, in

the king ;' but whether as rightful heir, or

only as present possessor, was not deter-

mined. In like manner Henry was con-

tented that the succession should be

secured to the heirs of his body ; but he

pretended not, in case of their failure, to

exclude the house of York, or give the

preference to that of Lancaster ;
he left

that great point ambiguous, and trustedj

that, if it should ever become requisite to

determine it, future incidents would open
the way for the decision.

But, even after all these precautions,
the king was so little satisfied with his own
title that, in the following year, he applied
to papal authority for a contirmation of it ;

and, as the court of Rome gladly laid hold

of all opportunities which the necessities

of princes affiarded it to extend its influ-

ence. Innocent VIII, the reigning pope,

readily granted a bull in whatever terms

nor turned backe by Cold, he commonly recouered."!

—Lord Bacon.—Ed.
'
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the king was pleased to desire. All Hen-

ry's titles, by succession, marriage, par-

liamentary choice, even conquest, are there

enumerated
;
and to the whole the sanction

of religion is added
;
excommunication is

denounced against every one who should

either disturb him in the present posses-

sion, or the heirs of his body in the future

succession, of the crown ;
and from this

penalty no criminal, except in the article

of death, could be absolved but by the

pope himself, or his special commissioners.

It is difficult to imagine that the security
derived from this bull could be a compen-
sation for the defect which it betrayed in

Henry's title, and for the danger of thus

inviting the pope to interpose in these

concerns.*

It was natural, and even laudable, in

Henry to reverse the attainders which had

passed against the partisans of the house

of Lancaster : but the revenges which he

exercised against the adherents of the

York family, cannot be considered in the

same light. Yet the parliament, at his

instigation, passed an act of attainder

against the late king himself, against the

duke of Norfolk, the earl of Surrey, vis-

count Lovel, the lords Zouche and Ferrars

of Chartley, Sir Walter and Sir James

Harrington, Sir William Berkeley, SirHum-
phrey Stafford, Catesby, and about twenty
other gentlemen, who had fought on
Richard's side in the battle of Bosworth.

How men could be guilty of treason, by
supporting the king in possession against
the earl of Richmond, who assumed not

the title of king, it is not easy to conceive
;

and nothing but a servile complaisance in

the parliament could have engaged them
to make this stretch of justice.
The king, having gained so many points

of consequence from the parliament,

thought it not expedient to demand any
supplv from them, which the profound

liiunent. peace enjoyed by the nation, and the late

[forfeiture of Richard's adherents, seemed
I—— r-
I

* It may be mentioned that kinp; Henry obtained

(another bull, which abated a great abuse by qualifying

I

the privilege of sanctuary in three points. "The first,

'that if any Sanctuarie-man did, by night or otherwise,

iget out of Sanctuarie privily, and :ommit mischiefe

land trespasse, and then come in againc, hee should

loose the benefit of Sunctuarie for ever after. The

VOL. I. 6 Z
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to render somewhat superfluous. The

parliament, however, conferred , on him

during life the duty of tonnage and pound-
age, which had been enjoyed in the same
manner by some of his immediate prede-
cessors ; and they added other money bills

of no great moment. The king made
returns of grace and favour to his people.
He published his royal proclamation, of-

fering pardon to all such as had taken

arms, or formed any attempts, against
him

; provided they submitted by a cer-

tain day, and took the usual oath of

allegiance. Upon this proclamation many
came out of their sanctuaries. Henry
chose to take wholly to himself the merit

of an act of grace, so agreeable to the

nation, rather than communicate it with
the parliament (as was his first intention)

by passing a bill to that purpose. The
earl of Surrey, however, though he had

submitted, and delivered himself into the

king's hands, was sent prisoner to the

tower.

During this parliament the king also

bestowed honours on some particular per-
sons who were attached to him. Edward

Stafford, eldest son of the duke of Buck-

ingham, attainted in the late reign, was
restored to the honours of his family, as

well as to its fortune. This generosity, so

vmusual in Henry, was the effect of his

gratitude to the memory of Buckingham,
who had first concerted the plan of his

elevation, and who by his own ruin had

made way for that great event. Chandos

of Brittany was created earl of Bath, Sir

Giles Daubeny lord Daubeny, and Sir Ro-

bert Willoughby lord Broke. Tiiese were

all the titles of nobility conferred by the

king during this session of parliament
]3ut the ministers whom Henry most

trusted and favoured were not chosen from

among the nobility, or even from among
the laity. John Moreton and Richard

Fox, two clergj'men, persons of vigilance

and capacity, were the men to whom he
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second, that howsoever the person of the Sanctu^ric-

man was protected from his creditors, yet his goods
out of Sanctuarie should not. The third, that if any
tooke Sanctuarie for case of treason, the king might

appoint him keepers to looke to him in Sanctuarie.—
Lord Bacon.—Ed.
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chieily confided liis secret counsels. They
had shared with him all his former dan-

gers and distresses ;
and he now took care

to make them participate in his good for-

tune. They were both called to the privy
council ;

Moreton was restored to the

bishopric of Ely, Fox was created bishop
of Exeter. The former soon after, upon
the death of Bouchier, was raised to

the see of Canterbury : the latter was
made privy seal

;
and successively bishop

of Bath and Wells, Durham and Winches-
ter. For Henry, as lord Bacon observes,

loved to employ and advance prelates ; be-

cause, having rich bishoprics to bestow, it

was easy to reward their services : and it

was his maxim to raise them by slow steps,

and make them first pass thi-ough the in-

ferior sees. He probably expected that,

as they were naturally more dependant on
him than the nobility, so the prospect of

farther elevation would render them still

more active in his service, and more obse-

quious to his commands.

KING'S MARRIAGE.
In the bill of tonnage andpresenting

poundage, the parliament, anxious to i)re-

serve the legal undisputed succession to

the crown, had petitioned Henry, with

demonstrations of the greatest zeal, to es-

pouse the princess Elizabeth
;

but they
covered their true reason under the dutiful

pretence of their desire to have heirs of

his body. He now thought in earnest of

satisfying the minds of his people.* His

marriage was celebrated at London, and

that with greater appearance of universal

joy than either his first entry or his coro-

nation. f Henry remarked with much dis-

pleasure this general favour borne to the

house of York. The suspicions which
arose from it not only disturbed his tran-

* On account of the relationship which connected

Henry and Elizabeth, he procured a dispensation
from the pope.

—Ed.

t The people seem to have been extravagantly
pleased at the completion of this ceremony, though
it brought little happiness to the parties whom it

most immediately affected. Lord Bacon says ;

" At
last, upon the eighteenth of January, was solemnised
the so long expected and so much desired marriage
between the king and the Lady Elizabeth : which

day of marriage was celebrated with greater triumph
550

quillity during his whole reign, but bred

disgust towards his consort herself. Though
virtuous, amiable, and obsequious, to the
last degree, she never met with a proper
return of affection, or even of complai
sance from her husband ; and the malig
nant ideas of faction, prevailed over all the

sentiments of conjugal tenderness.

1486.

along wiith

thought

AN INSURRECTION.
The king had been carried

such a tide of success, that he

nothing could withstand the fortune which
attended him. He now resolved to make
a progress into the north, where the friends
of the house of York, and even the parti-
sans of Richard, were numerous

;
in hopes

of curing, by his presence, the prejudices
of the malcontents. When he arrived at

Nottingham, he heard that viscount Lovel,
with Sir Humfrey Stafford and Thomas
his brother, had secretly withdrawn them-
selves from their sanctuary at Colchester

But this news appeared not to him of such

importance as to stop his journey ; and he

proceeded to York. He there heard that

the Staffords had levied an army, and were

marching to besiege Worcester
;
and that

Lovel, at the head of three or four thousand

men, was approaching to attack him. His
active courage, full of resources, immedi-

ately prompted him to find the proper

remedy. He assembled a small body of

troops in whom he could confide ; and

put them under the command of the duke
of Bedford. He joined to them all his

own attendants ; but he found that this

hasty armament was more formidable by
their spirit and their zealous attachment to

him than by the arms or military stores

with which they were provided. He there-

fore gave Bedford orders not to approach
the enemy, but previously to try every

and demonstrations (especially on the people's part),
of jo)' and gladnesse, than the days either of his

entry or coronation
;
which the king rather noted

than liked. And it is true that all his life time,

while the Lady Elizabeth lived with him, (for she

died before him) hee shewed himself no very indul-

gent husband towards her, though she was beautiful,

gentle, and fruitful. But his aversion towards the

House of Yorke was so predominant in him, as it

found place not onely in his warres and councils, but

in his chamber and bed."—Ed. '
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proper expedient to disperse them. Bed-

lord published a general promise of pardon
to the rebels, which had a greater effect on
their leader than on his followers. Lovel,

who had undertaken an enterprise that ex-

ceeded his courage and capacity, was so

terrified with the fear of desertion, that he

'suddenly withdrew ; and, after lurking
some time in Lancashire, made his escape

jinto Flanders, where he was protected by
the duchess of Burgundy. His army sub-

Imitted to the king's clemency ; and the

other rebels, hearing of this success, raised

'the siege of Worcester, and dispersed
themselves. The Staffords took sanctuary

;in
the church of Colnham, a village near

[Abingdon ; but, as it was found that this

jchurch had not the privilege of giving pro-
itection to rebels, they were taken thence.

The elder was executed at Tyburn ;
the

younger, pleading that he had been misled

by his brother, obtained a pardon.

Henry's joy for this success was fol-

lowed, some time after, by the birth of a

prince, to whom he gave the name of Ar-

thur, in memory of the famous British king
of that name, from whom it was pretended
the family of Tudor derived its descent.

DISCONTENTS OF THE PEOPLE.

Though Henry had been able to defeat

this hasty rebellion, raised by the relics of

Richard's partisans, his government was

become in general unpopular. The source

of public discontent arose chiefly from
his prejudices against the house of York,
which was generally beloved by the nation,

and which for that very reason became

every day more the object of his hatred

and jealousy. Not only a preference on
all occasions, it was observed, was given to

the Lancastrians ;
but many of the oppo-

site party had been exposed to great se-

verity, and had been bereaved of their

fortunes by acts of attainder. A general

resumption hkewise had passed of all grants
imade by the princes of the house of York:

land, though this rigour had been covered

lunder the pretence that the revenue was

become insufficient to support the dignity of

the crown
; and, though the grants, during

the later years of Henry VL, were resumed

by the same law ; yet the York party, as

rather than ROod-will

they were the principal sufferers, by tlie

resumption, thought it chiefly levelled

against them. The severity exercised

against the carl of Warwick, begat com-

passion for youth and innocence exposed
to such oppression ; and his confinement
in the tower, the very place where Ed-
ward's children had been nmrdered by
their uncle, made the public expect a like

catastrophe for him. When it was re-

marked that the queen herself met with

harsh treatment, and even after the birth

of a son was not admitted to the honour
of a public coronation, Henry's j)repos-
sessions were then concluded to be invete-

rate, and men became equally obstinate in

their disgust to his government. Nor was
the manner and address of the king calcu-

lated to cure these prejudices; but had in

every thing a tend(

at best reverence, ......^. w..... ^
and affection. While the high idea enter

tained of his policy and vigour retained the

nobility and men of character in obedience,
the effects of his unpopular government
soon appeared by incidents of an extraor-

dinary nature.

LAMBERT SLMNEL.

Theke lived in Oxford one Richard Simon,
a priest, who possessed some subtilty, and

still more enterprise. This man had en-

tertained the design of disturbing Henry's

government, by raising a pretender to his

crown
;
and for that purpose he cast his

eyes on Lambert Simnel, a youth of fifteen

years of age, who was son of a baker, and

who, being endowed with understanding
above his years, and address above his

condition, seemed well fitted to personate
a prince of royal extraction. A report had

been spread, and received with great avi-

ditv, that Richard duke of York, second

son of Edward IV., had saved himself from

the cruelty of his uncle. Simon, taking

advantage of this rumour, had instructed

his pupil to assume that name, which he

found to be so fondly cherished by the

public : but hearing afterwards that War-
wick had made his escape from the tower,

and observing that this news was attended

with no less general satisfaction, he changed
the plan of his imposture, and made Sim
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nel personate that unfortunate prince.

Though tlie youth was qualified by nature

for the part which he was instructed to act,

yet was it remarked that he was better in-

formed in circumstances relating to the

royal family, particularly in the adventures

of the earl of Warwick, than he could be

supposed to have learned from one of

Simon's condition: and it was thence con-

jectured that persons of higher rank, par-
tisans of the house of York, had laid the

plan of this conspiracy, and had conveyed

proper instructions to the actors. The

queen dowager herself was exposed to sus-

picion ;
and it was indeed the general opi-

nion, however unlikely it might seem, that

she had secretly given her consent to the

imposture. This woman was of a very rest-

less disposition. Finding that, instead of re-

ceiving the reward of her services in con-

tributing to Henry's elevation, she herself

was fallen into absolute insignificance, her

daughter treated with severity,* and all her

friends brought under subjection, she had

resolved to make him feel the effects of her

i-esentment. She knew that the imposture

might easily at last be set aside
; and, if a

way could be found at this risk to sub-

vert the government, she hoped that a

scene might be opened which would gra-

tify her revenge, and be less irksome to

her than that slavery and contempt to

which she was now reduced.

REVOLT OF IRELAND.

But, whatever care Simon might take to

convey instruction to his pupil Simnel, he

was sensible that the imposture would not

bear a close inspection; and he was there-

fore determined to open the first public
scene of it in Ireland. That island, which
was zealously attached to the house of

York, and bore an affectionate regard to

the memory of Clarence, Warwick's father,

who had been their lieutenant, was impro-

videntiy allowed by Henry to remain in

the same condition in which he found it
;

and all the counsellors and officers who
had been appointed by Ins predecessors

still retained their authority. No sooner

did Simnel present himself to Thomas

Fitzgerald, earl of Kildare, the deputy,
and claim his protection as the unfortunate

Warwick, than that credulous nobleman

gave attention to him, and began to con-

sult some persons of rank with regard to

this extraordinary incident. These he

found even more sanguine in their zeal

and belief than himself. And, in propor-
tion as the story diffused itself among those

of lower condition, it became the object of

still greater passion, till the people in

Dublin with one consent tendered their

allegiance to Simnel as to the true Planta

genet. They overlooked the daughters of

Edward IV., who stood before Warwick in

the order of succession
; they paid the

pretended prince attendance as their sove-

reign ; lodged him in the castle of Dublin ;

crowned him with a diadem taken from a

statue of the virgin; and publicly proclaimed
him king by the appellation of Edward VI.

The whole island followed the example of

the capital ;
and not a sword was any

where drawn in Henry's quarrel.
When this intelligence w-as conveyed to

the king it reduced him to some perplexity.
Determined always to face his enemies in

person, he yet scrupled at present to leave

England, where he suspected the conspiracy
was first framed. In order to discover the

secret source of the contrivance, he held

frequent consultations with his ministers

and counsellors, and laid plans for a vigor
ous defence of his authority.
The first event which followed these

deliberations gave surprise to the public :

it was the seizure of the queen dowager,
the forfeiture of all her lands and revenue,

and the close confinement of her person in

the nunnery of Bermondsey. This act of

authority was covered with a very thin

pretence. It was alleged that, notwith-

standing the secret agreement to marry
her daughter to Henry, she had yet yielded
to the solicitations and menaces of Rich-

ard, and had delivered that princess and

her sisters into the hands of the tyrant
This crime, which was now become obso-
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* However exemplary her conduct as a wife, great

conjugal tenderness was hardly to be expected from
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lete, and might admit of alle\'iations, was
therefore suspected not to be the real

cause of the severity with which she was
treated ; and men beheved that the kin;

unwiUing to accuse so near a rehition

conspiracy against him, had cloaked his

vengeance or precaution under colour of

an offence known to the whole world.

They v.'ere afterwards the more confirmed

in this suspicion when they found that the

unfortunate queen, though she survived

this disgrace several years, was never

treated with any more lenity, but was
allowed to end her Ufe in poverty, solitude,

and conlinement.*

The next measure of the king's was of a

The earl of l^ss exceptionable nature. He ordered
Warwick is that Warwick should be taken from the
:ameu in I

irocession .towcr
; be led in procession through the

^don. streets of London ; be conducted to St.

Paul's, and there exposed to the view of

the whole people. He even gave direc-

tions that some men of rank, attached to

the house of York, and best acquainted
^^^th the person of this prince, should

approach him, and converse with him :

land he trusted that these, being convinced

of the absurd imposture of Simnel,
would put a stop to the credulity of the

populace. The expedient had its effect

in England : but in Ireland the people still

persisted in their revolt, and zealously re-

torted on the king the reproach of propa-

gating an imposture, and of having shew^n

a counterfeit Warwick to the public.

Henry had soon reason to apprehend
that the design against him was not laid

on such slight foundations as the absurdity
of the contrivance seemed to indicate.

John earl of Lincoln, son of John de la

Pole duke of Suffolk, and of Elizabeth

eldest sister to Edward IV., was engaged

Und
lie

xi wick is

I

id to be

unterfeiL

not for himself, but for his station
;
who when he

was in adversity shared her mother's scheme for ma-

king her the consort of her uncle Richard
;
who

termed the author of her brothers' death her "joy
and maker in this world

;
the master of her heart

and thoughts ;

" and expressed in her correspondence
a wicked impatience for the death of Queen Anne,
who then stood in her way.

—Ed.
*

Strange varieties of fortune were known to this

lady. A poor desolate widow, from the condition of

a helpless suppliant, she is raised to be the partner
of a throne, and finds herself in a condition to exalt
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to take part in the conspiracy. This noble-

man, who possessed capacity and courage,
had entertained very aspiring views ; and

his ambition was encouraged by the known
intentions of his uncle Richard, who had

formed a design, in case he himself should

die without issue, of declaring Lincoln

successor to the crown. The king's je

lousy against all eminent persons of the

York party, and his rigour towards War-
wick, had farther struck Lincoln with

apprehensions, and made him resolve to

seek for safety in the most dangerous
counsels. Having fixed a secret corre

spondence with Sir Thomas Broughton, a

man of great interest in Lancashire, he
retired to Flanders, where Lovel had
arrived a little before him

; and he lived

during some time in the court of his aunt

the duchess of Burgundy, by whom he had
been invited over.

The earl of
Lincoln
is connect-

ed with the

conspiracy.

INTRIGUES OF THE DUCHESS OF
BURGUNDY.

Margaret, widow of Charles the Bold

duke of Burgundy, not having any children

of her own, attached herself, with an entire

friendship, to her daughter-in-law, married

to Maximihan archduke of Austria; and
after the death of that princess she perse-
vered in her affection to Philip and ISIarga-
ret her children, and occupied herself in

the care of their education. By her virtu

ous conduct and demeanour she had

acquired great authority among the Flem

ings ; and lived with much dignity, as well

as economy, upon that ample dowry which

she inherited from her husband. The re-

sentments of this princess were no less

warm than her friendships ;
and that spirit

of faction, which it is so difficult for a

Lincoln

retires

to Flanders

Margaret,
the widow
of Charles
"I he Bold,"
has ^eat
authority
anionp the

Flemings.

all her kindred and friends. Misfortune again over-

takes her, and she flies to a sanctuary for safety,
where she gives birth to her first child. She is sud-

denly restored to regal greatness, but again finds

herself a widow. The cruel, ambitious llichard

ascends the throne, which was deemed the inherit-

ance of her sons, and they are lost to her for ever.

The conqueror of the tyrant marries her daughter,
and again she is seen in the enjoyment of all that

high rank and prosperity can bestow; and this is fol-

lowed by condemnation to perpetual imprisonment.
—Ed.
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social and sanguine temper to guard

against, had taken strong possession of her

heart, and intrenched somewhat on the

probity which shone forth in the other

parts of her character. Hearing of the

malignant jealousy entertained by Henry
against her family, and his oppression of

all its partisans, she determined to make
him repent of that enmity to which so

many of her friends, without any reason or

necessity, had fallen victims.

SIMNEL INVADES ENGLAND. 1487.

After consulting with Lincoln and Lovel,
she hired a body of two thousand veteran

Germans, under the command of Martin

Swart, a brave and experienced officer ;

and sent them, with these two noblemen,
to join Simnel in Ireland. The counte-

nance given by persons of such high rank,
and the accession of this military force,

much raised the courage of the Irish, and
imade them entertain the resolution of

invading England. The poverty under

which they laboured made it impossible
for them to support any longer their new
court and army, and inspired them with a

strong desire of enriching themselves by

Henry
makes a

pilgrimage

plunder and preferment in England.

Henry was not ignorant of these inten-

tions of his enemies. He ordered troops
to be levied, and put them under the com-
mand of the duke of Bedford and earl of

Oxford. He confined the marquis of

Dorset, who he suspected would resent the

injuries suffered by his mother the queen

dowager : and, to gratify the people by an

appearance of devotion, he made a pil-

grimage to our lady of Walsingham,
famous for miracles

;
and there offered up

prayers for success, and for deliverance

from his enemies.

BATTLE OF STOKE.

Being informed that Simnel was landed
at Foudrey in Lancashire, he drew to-

gether his forces, and advanced towards

* " Martin Swart," says Lord Bacon,
" with his

Germans performed bravely ;
and so did those few

English that weie on that side, neither did the Irish
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the enemy as far as Coventry. The rebels

had entertained hopes that the disaffected

counties in the north would rise in their

favour : but the people in general, averse

to join Irish and German invaders, con
vinced of Lambert's imposture, and kept
in awe by the king's reputation for

success, either remained in tranquiUity, or

gave assistance to the royal army. The earl

of Lincoln, who commanded the rebels,

finding no hopes but in victory, was de-

termined to bring the matter to a speedy
decision ; and the king, supported by the

native courage of his temper, and em-
boldened by a great accession of volun-

teers, who had joined him under the earl

of Shrewsbury and lord Strange, declined

not the combat. The hostile armies met
at Stoke, in the county of Nottingham, on
the sixth of June, and fought a battle

which was bloody, and more obstinately

disputed than could have been expected
from the inequality of their force. All

the leaders of the rebels were resolved to

conquer or to perish; and they inspired their

troops with like resolution. The Germans

also, being veteran soldiers, kept the event

long doubtful ; and even the Irish, though
ill armed and almost defenceless, shewed
themselves not defective in bravery.* The

king's victory was purchased with loss,

but was decisive. Lincoln, Broughton,
and Swart, perished in the field, with four

thousand of his followers. As Lovel was
never more heard of, he was believed to

have undergone the same fate. Simnel

with his tutor Simon, was taken prisoner

Simon, being a priest, was only committed

to close custody ;
Simnel was too con

temptible to be an object either of appre-
hension or resentment to Henry. He was

pardoned and made a scullion in the king's

kitchen, whence he was afterwards ad-

vanced to the rank of a falconer.

Henry had now leisure to revenge him-

self on his enemies. He made a progress
into the northern parts, where he gave

many proofs of his rigorous disposition.
A strict enquiry was made after those who
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fails in courage or fiercenesse, but being almost naked

men, only armed with darts and skeines, it was rather

an execution than a fight."
—Ed.
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had favoured the rebels. The punishments
were not all sanguinary the king made

The raising ,

his revenge subservient to his avarice.

Heavy fines were levied upon the delin-

quents. The proceedings of the courts,
and even the courts themselves, were arbi-

lrar_v. Either the criminals were tried by
commissioners, or they suffered punish-
ment by a sentence of a court-martial.

And, as a nimour had prevailed before the

[battle
of Stoke, that the rebels had gained

!the victory, that the royal army was cut
in pieces, and that the king himself had

escaped by flight, Henry was resolved to

interpret the belief or propagation of this

report as a mark of disaffection
; and he

_^^^^ punished many for that pretended crime.

7.'f^e"^,But such in this age was the situation of

Siedas.tlie English government, that the royal
<=""«•

iprerogative,
which was but imperfectly

restrained during the most peaceable pe-
riods, was sure, in tumultuous or even

suspicious times, to break all bounds of

law, and to violate public liberty.
After the king had gratified his rigour,

he determined to give contentment to the

people in a point which was passionately
desired by them. The queen had been
married near two years, but had not yet
been crowned; and this delay had been
one principal source of the disaffection

laay j^'^ich prevailed. The king now finished
iuses the the ceremonv of her coronation ;

* and he
ip^n to

I 11*1
: crowned, restored to liberty the marquis of Dorset,

who had been able to clear himself of all

III
the suspicions entertained against him

* On his coming to London, where he entered in

a kind of triumph, and celebrated his victoria with
two dayes of devotion (for the first day he repaired
to Paules, and had the hymne of Te Deum simg,
and the morrow after he went in procession and
heard the sermon at the Crosse,) the queene was with

great solemnitie crowned at Westminster, the five

and twentieth of November, in the third yeare of his

raigne, which was about two years after the mar-

riage, like an old christening that had stayed long
for the godfather. Which strange and unusual dis-

tance of time made it subject of euery m.an's note,
that it was an act against his stomacke, and put upon
him by necessity and reason of state. Soone after,
io shew that it was now faire weather againe, and
that the imprisonment of Thomas Marquesse Dorset,
was rather vpon suspicion of the Time, then of the

Man, hee the said Marquesse was set at libertie,
without examination, or other circumstance. At
that time also the King sent an Ambassadour vnto

CHAPTER XXV. ,

HENRY Vn.

ST.\TE OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS. STATE OF
SCOTLAND. OF SPAIN. —OF THE LOW
COUNTRIES.— OF FRANCE. OF BRITTANY.

FRENCH INVASION OF BRITTANY.
FRENCH EMBASSY TO ENGLAND. DISSI-

MULATION OF THE FRENCH COURT. AN
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FORCES SENT INTO BRITTANY. BRIT-
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MENT. WAR WITH AND INVASION OF
FRANCE. PEACE WITH FRANCE. PER
KIN WARBEO'S IMPOSTURE. HE IS

AVOWED BY THE DUCHESS OF BURGUNDY,
ETC. TRIAL AND EXECUTION OF STAN-
LEY. A PARLIAMENT.

STATE OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
1488.

The king acquired great reputation by the

vigorous and prosperous conduct of his

domestic affairs : but, as some incidents

about this time invited him to exert him-

self in behalf of his allies, it will be neces-

sary to explain the situation of the neigh

bouring kingdoms, beginning with Scot

land, which lies most contiguous.

STATE OF SCOTLAND.

The
attained that state whicl

kingdom of Scotland had not yet

distinguishes a

Pope Innocent, signifying -s-nto him this his marriage,
and that now (like another ^neas) he had passed

through the flouds of his former troubles and trauailes,

and was arriucd vnto a safe Hauen ;
and thanking

his Holinesse, that he had honoured the Celebration

of his Marriage with the presence of his Ambassa-

dour
;
and ofiering both his Person and the forces of

his Kingdome vpon all occasions to doe him scruice.

The Ambassador making his Oration to the Pope,
in the presence of the Cardinals, did so magnifie the

King and Queene, as was enough to glut the Hearers.

But then he did againe so extoll and deifie the Pope,
as made all that he had said in praise of his Mas-

ter and Mistresse seeme temperate and passable.

But hee was very honourably entertained, and ex-

treamely much made on by the Pope. Who know-

ing himselfe to be bee lazie and vnprofitable to the

Christian-world, was wonderfully glad to heare that

there were such Echoes of him sounding in remote

parts."
—Lord Bacon.—Ed.
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civilized monarchy, and which enables the

government, by its laws and institutions

alone, without any extraordinary capacity
in the sovereign, to maintain itself in tran-

quillity. James III., who now filled the

throne, was a prince of little industry and

of a narrow genuis ; and, though it behoved
him to yield the reins of government to

his ministers, he had never been able to

make any choice which could give content-

ment both to himself and to his people.
When he bestowed his confidence on any
of the principal nobility, he found that they
exalted their own familv to such a heidit

.!L'toaf-'1^*
^'^^ dangerous to the prince, and gave

•ied in the

choice of

hi3 minis-

ters.

A. seven
ears' truce

3 conclud-

d by Hen-

ry with
Scotland.

Spain be-
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midable to

Europe.

umbrage to the state
; when he conferred

favour on any person of meaner birth,

on whose submission he could more de-

pend, the barons, enraged at the power of
an upstart minion, proceeded to the ut-

most extremities against their sovei-eign.
Had Henry entertained the ambition of

conquests, a tempting opportunity now
offered of reducing that kingdom to sub-

jection ; but, as he was probably sensible

that a warhke people, though they might
be overrun by reason of their domestic

divisions, could not be retained in obedi-

ence without a regular mihtary force,

which was then unknown in England, he
rather intended the renewal of the peace
with Scotland, and sent an embassy to

James for that purpose. But the Scots,
who never desired a durable peace, and
who deemed their security to consist in

constantly preserving themselves in a war-
like posture, would not agree to more
than a seven years' truce, which was

accordingly concluded.

STATE OF SPAIN.

The European states on the continent

were then hastening fast to the situation

in which they have remained for nearly
three centuries; and began to unite them-
selves into one extensive system of policy,
which comprehended the chief powers of

Christendom. Spain, hitherto almost en-

tirely occupied within herself, now became
formidable by the union of Arragon and
Castile in the persons of Ferdinand and
Isabella, who, being princes of great capa-
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city, employed their force in enterprises

the most advantageous to their combined

monarchy. The conquest of Granada

from the Moors was then undertaken, and

brought near to a happy conclusion : and

in that expedition the military genius of

Spain was revived ; honour and security

were attained ;
and her princes, no longer

kept in awe by a domestic enemy so

dangerous, began to enter into all the

transactions of Europe, and make a great

figure in every war and negociation.

STATE OF THE LOW COUNTRIES

Maximilian king of the Romans, son of

the emperor Frederic, had, by his marriage
with the heiress of Burgundy, acquired an

interest in the Netherlands ; and, though
the death of his consort had weakened his

connexions with that country, he still pre-
tended to the government as tutor to his son

Philip ;
and his authority had been acknow-

ledged by Brabant, Holland, and several of

the provinces ; but, as Flanders and Hain-

ault still refused to submit to his regency,
and even appointed other tutors to Philip, he

had been engaged in long wars against that

obstinate people, and never was able tho

roughly to subdue their spirit. That he

might free himself from the opposition of

France, he had concluded a peace with

Lewis XL ; and had given his daughter

Margaret, then an infant, in marriage to

the dauphin, together with Artois, Franche

Compte, and Charolois, as her dowry.
But this alliance had not produced the

desired effect. The dauphin succeeded to

the crown of France by the appellation of

Charles VIII. But Maximilian still found

the mutinies of the Flemings fomented by
the intrigues of the court of France.

STATE OF FRANCE.

France, during the two preceding reigns,

had made a mighty increase in power;

and, had not other states at the same time

received an accession of force, it had been

impossible to have retained her within her

ancient boundaries. Most of the great fiefs

Normandy, Champagne, Anjou, Dauphiny

Guienne, Provence, and Burgundy, had
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been united to the crown; the English had
been expelled from all their concjuests ;

Ithe authority of the prince had been raised

to such a height as enabled him to main-

tain law and order; a considerable military
force was kept on foot, and the finances

were able to support it. Lewis XL indeed,
from whom many of these advantages were

derived, was dead, and had left his son in

early youth, and ill educated, to sustain

the weight of the monarchy : but, having
intrusted the government to his daughter
Anne, lady of Beaujcu, a woman of spirit
and capacity, the French power suffered

no check or decline. On the contrary,
this princess formed the great project,
which at last she happily effected, of uni-

ting to the crowTi Brittany, the last and
most independent fief of the monarchy.

STATE OF BRITTANY.

Fraxcis IL, duke of Brittany, conscious

of his own incapacity for government, had

resigned himself to the direction of Peter

Landais, a man of mean birth, more re-

markable for abilities than for integrity.
The nobles of Brittany, displeased with

the great advancement of this favourite,

after many tumults and disorders, at last

united, and in a violent manner seized,

tried, and put to death, the obnoxious

minister. Dreading the resentment of the

prince, many of them retired to France
;

others, for protection and safety, main-

tained a secret correspondence with the

French ministry, who, observing the great
dissensions among the Bretons, thought
the opportunity favourable for invading
the duchy ; and so much the rather, as

they could cover their ambition under the

specious pretence of providing for domestic

security.
Lewis duke of Orleans, first prince of

the blood, and presumptive heir of the

* The hand of this princess was a more than ordina-

ry subject of contention. "Anneof Beaujeu put for-

ward her brother; Maximilian, who had already gained
one triumph over the son of Lewis XI., in the case of

Mary of Burgundy, aspired to the hand of the

heiress of Brittany ; Dunois claimed it for the chief

of his house ; Lescun for the Sieur d'Albret, an old

commander fifty years of age, little calculated to
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monarchy, had disputed the administration

with the lady of Beaujeu ;
and though his

pretensions had been rejected by the states,

he still maintained cabals with many of

the grandees, and laid schemes for sub.

verting the authority of that princess

Finding his conspiracies detected, he tooli

to arms, and fortified himself in Beau-

genci; but he had been obliged to submit,
and to receive such conditions as the

French ministry were pleased to impose.
Actuated, however, by his ambition, and
even by his fears, he soon retired out of

France, and took shelter with the duke o(

Brittany, who was desirous of strenffth-

enimj himself atramst the designs of the

lady of Beaujeu by the friendship and
credit of the duke of Orleans. This latter

prince also, perceiving the ascendant which
he soon acquired over the duke of Brittany,
had engaged many of his partisans to join
him at that court, and had formed the

design of aggrandizing himself by a mar

riage with Anne, the heir of that opulent

duchy.*

FRENCH IN^^ASION OF BRIT-
TANY.

The barons of Brittany, who saw all fa-

vour engrossed bv the duke of Orleans

and his train, renewed a stricter corres-

pondence with France, and even invited

the French king to make an invasion on

their country. Desirous, however, of

preserving its independency, they had re-

gulated the number of succours which

France was to send them, and had stipu-

lated that no fortified place in Brittany
should remain in the possession of that

monarchy. A vain precaution, where re-

volted subjects treat with a power so much

superior ! The French invaded Brittany
with forces three times more numerous

than those which they had promised ; and.

please a girl of fourteen, with his coarse habits, and

red pimpled foce ;
but he of all, perhaps, alone suited

the national party."
—Pictorial History of France.

With a body of adherents, d'Albret carried off the

young lady by force. Dunois, however, pursued the

robbers, rescued Anne, and placing her behind him
on his war horse, carried her to a place of safety.

—
Ed.
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advancing into the heart of the country,
laid siege to Ploermel. To oppose them,
the duke raised a numerous but ill discip-

lined army, which he put under the duke
of Orleans, the count of Dunois, and
others of the French nobility. The army,

jealous of their confederates, soon dis-

banded, and left their prince with too

small a force to keep the held against these

invaders. He retired to Vannes ; but,

being hotly pursued by the French, now
masters of Ploermel, he escaped to Nantz

;

and the enemy, having previously taken

and garrisoned Vannes, Dinant, and other

places, laid close siege to that city. The
barons of Brittany, finding their country
menaced with total subjection, began gra-

dually to withdraw from the French army,
and to make peace with their sovereign.

This desertion, however, of the Bretons

discouraged not the court of France from

pursuing her favourite project of reducing

Brittany. The situation of Europe ap-

peared favourable to the execution of this

design. Maximilian was indeed engaged
in close alliance with the duke of Brittany,
and had even opened a treaty for marrying
his daughter ; but he was on all occasions

so indigent, and at that time so disquieted

by the mutinies of the Flemings, that little

effectual assistance could be expected from
him. Ferdinand was entirelyoccupied in the

conquest of Granada; and it was also known
that, if France would resign to him Rou-
sillon and Cerdagne, to which he had pre-

tensions, she could at any time engage him
to abandon the interest of Brittany. Eng-
land alone was both enabled by her power,
and engaged by her interests, to support
the independence of that duchy ; and the

most dangerous opposition was therefore,

by Anne of Beaujeu, expected from that

quarter. In order to cover her real de-

signs, no sooner was she informed of

Henry's success against Simnel, than she

dispatched ambassadors to London, and
made professions of the greatest confidence

in that monarch.

FRENCH EMBASSY TO ENGLAND.

The ambassadors, after

Henry on his late victory,
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congratulating
and communi-

cating to him, in the most cordial manner,
as to an intimate friend, some successes

of their master against Maximilian, came
in the progress of their discourse to

mention the late transactions in Brittany.

They told him that the duke had given

protection to French fugitives and rebels

the king had been necessitated, contrary
to his intention and inclination, to carry
war into that duchy : that the honour of

the crown was interested not to suffer

a vassal so far to forget his duty to his

liege lord
; nor was the security of the

government less concerned to prevent
the consequences of this dangerous te-

merity : that the fugitives were no
mean or obscure persons ; but, among
others, the duke of Orleans, first prince of

the blood, who, finding himself obnoxious

to justice for treasonable practices in

France, had fled into Brittany, where he

still persevered in schemes of rebellion

against his sovereign : that the war being
thus, on the part of the French monarch,

entirely defensive, it would immediately
cease when the duke of Brittany should

remove the causes of it ; that their master

was sensible of the obligations which the

duke in very critical times had conferred

on Henry ;
but it was known also that, in

times still more critical, he or his mercenary
counsellors had deserted him, and put his

life in the utmost hazard : that his sole

refuge in these desperate extremities had

been the court of France, which not only

protected his person, but supplied him

with men and money, with which, aided

by his own valour and conduct, he had

been enabled to mount the throne of Eng-
land : that France had, from friendship

to Henry, acted contrary to what, in a

narrow view, might be esteemed her own

interest; since, instead of an odious ty-

rant, she had contributed to establish on

a rival throne a prince endowed with such

virtue and abilities : and that, as both the

justice of the cause and the obligations

conferred on Henry thus preponderated
on the side of France, she reasonably ex-

pected that, if the situation of his affairs

did not permit him to give her assistance,

he would at least preserve a neutrality

between the contending parties.
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This discourse of the French ambassa-

dors was plausible ; and, to give it greater

weight, they communicated to Henry, as

in confidence, their master's intention,

after he should have settled the diftercncos

with Brittany, to lead an army into Italy,

and make good his pretensions to the

kingdom of Naples : a project which they
knew would give no umbrage to the court

of England. But all these artifices were

in vain employed against the penetration
of the king. He clearly saw that France

had entertained the view of subduing Brit-

tany ;
but he also perceived that she would

meet with great, and, as he thought, in-

superable difficulties in the execution of

her project. The native force of that

duchy, he knew, had often, without any

foreign assistance, resisted the power of

France ; the natural temper of the French

nation, he imagined, would make them

easily abandon any enterprise which re-

quired perseverance ; and, as the heir of

the crown was confederated with the duke

of Brittany, the ministers would be still

more remiss in prosecuting a scheme which

must draw 0:1 them his resentment and

displeasure. Should even these internal

obstructions be removed, JVIaximilian,

whose enmity to France was well known,
and who now paid his addresses to the

heiress of Brittany, would be able to

make a diversion on the side of Flanders
;

nor could it be expected that France, if

she prosecuted such ambitious projects,
would be allowed to remain in tranquillity

by Ferdinand and Isabella. Above all,

he thought the French court could never

expect that England, so deeply interested

to preserve the independency of Brittany,
would permit such an accession of force

to her rival. He imagined, therefore, that

the ministers of France would at last em-
brace pacific views, and would abandon an

enterprise so obnoxious to all the poten-
tates of Europe.

'DISSIMULATION OF THE FRENCH
COURT.

This reasoning of Henry was sohd : but

there entered into his conduct another

imotive. His frugal^t^, which by degrees

degenerated into avarice, made him averse

to all warlike cnterjjrises and distant expe
ditions, and engaged him j)rcviously to try
the expedient of negociation. He dis

patched Urswic his almoner, a man of

address and abilities, to make offer of his

mediation to the contending parties : an

offer which he thought, if accepted by
France, would soon lead to a composure of

all diftbrenccs
;

if refused or eluded, would
at least discover the perseverance of that

court in her ambiiious projects. Urswic
found the lady of Beaujeu, now duchess of

Bourbon, engaged in the siege of Nantz,
and had the satisfaction to find that his

master's offer of mediation was readily cm-
braced. That able princess concluded that

the duke of Orleans, who governed the

court of Brittany, foreseeing that every
accommodation must be made at his ex-

pense, would use all his interest to have

Henry's proposal rejected ;
and would by

that means make an apology for the Frencli

measures, and draw on the Bretons the

reproach of obstinacy and injustice. The
event justified her prudence. When the

English ambassador made the same offer

to the duke of Brittany, he received for

answer, in the name of that prince, that,

haAnng so long acted the part of protector
and guardian to Henry during his youth
and adverse fortune, he had expected more
effectual assistance in his present distresses

than a barren offer of mediation, which

suspended not the progress of the French

arms : that, if Henry's gratitude were not

sufficient to engage him in such a measure,
his prudence, as king of England, should

discover to him the pernicious consequences

attending the conquest of Brittany, and

its annexation to the crown of France :

that that kingdom, already too powerful,
would be enabled, by so great an accession

of force, to display, to the ruin of England,
that hostile dispo.sition whicli had always
subsisted between those rival nations -. that

Brittany, so useful an ally, which by its

situation gave the English an entrance

into the heart of France, being annexed

to that kingdom, would be equally ena

bled, from its situation, to disturb, either

by j)iracies or naval armaments, the com
merce and peace of England ; and that, if

5.09
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the duke rejected Henry's mediation, it

proceeded neither from an inclination to a

war, nor from a confidence in his own
force ; but, on the contrary, from a sense of

his present necessities, which must engage
the king to act the part of his confederate,
not that of a mediator.

When this answer was reported to the

king, he only concluded that more time

was requisite to quell the obstinacy of the

Bretons, and make them submit to reason.

And, when he learned that the people of

Brittany had formed a tumultuary army of

sixty thousand men, and had obhged the

French to raise the siege of Nantz, he for-

tified himself the more in his opinion that

the court of France, would at last abandon
the project of I'educing Brittany to subjec-
tion. He continued therefore his scheme
of negociation, and thereby exposed him-

self to be deceived by the artifices of the

French ministry ; who, still pretending

pacific intentions, sent lord Bernard Dau-

bigny, a Scotchman of quality, to London,
and pressed Henry not to be discouraged
in offering his mediation to the court of

Brittany. The king dispatched another

embassy, consisting of Urswic the abbot

of Abingdon, and Sir Richard Tonstal,

who carried new proposals. No effectual

succours, meanwhile, were provided for

the distressed Bretons. Lord Woodville,
brother to the queen dowager, having
asked leave to raise underhand a body of

volunteers, and to transport them into

Brittany, met with a refusal from the king.
That nobleman, however, went over to the

Isle of Wight, of which he was governor :

levied a body of four hundred men ; and,

having obtained, as is supposed, the secret

permission of Henry, sailed with them to

* At the commencement of the action twelve

hundred Bretons had put on the red jackets of the

English, to give a more formidable appearance to

their little force. They were all put to the sword,
with the real English troops.

—Pictorial History of
France.—Ed.

t The Prynce of Orange and the Duke of Or-

|liannee were taken Prysoners, which Duke (although
he were next heyre apparent to the crown of France)
should have lost hys head, if Lady Jane, hys wife,

which was sister to Charles, the French K)Tig, had
not obtcyned pardon and remission of his trespasse
and offence.—Hall. According to some writers the
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Brittany. This enterprise proved fatal to

the leader, and brought small rehef to the

unhappy duke. The Bretons rashly en-

gaged in a general action with the French
at St. Aubin, and were discomfited. Wood-
ville and all the English were put to the

sword, together with a body of Bretons,
who had been accoutred in the garb of

Englishmen, in order to strike a greater
terror into the French, to whom the mar
tial prowess of that nation was always for-

midable.* The duke of Orleans, the prince
of Orange, and many other persons of

rank, were taken prisoners ;t and the miU-

tary force of Brittany was totally broken
The death of the duke, which followed

soon after, threw affairs into still greater

confusion, and seemed to threaten the

state with a final subjection^

INSURRECTION IN THE NORTH
SUPPRESSED.

Though the king did not prepare against
these events, so hurtful to the interests of

England, with sufficient precaution, he

had not altogether overlooked them. De-
termined to maintain a pacific conduct,
as I'ar as the situation of affairs would per-

mit, he -yet knew the Avarlike temper of

his subjects, and obsei-ved that their an-

cient animosity to France was now re^dved

by the prospect of this great accession to

her power and grandeur. He resolved

therefore to draw some supplies from the

people, on pretence of giving assistance to

the duke of Brittany. He had summoned
a parUament at Westminster ; and he soon

persuaded them to grant him a considera

ble subsidy. But this involved the king
in unexpected difiiculties. The counties

duke himself considered his peril was not small. Hav.

ing supped with the French commander, towards the

end of the repast, two confessors entered the apart
ment. The duke believed himself doomed, but was

told that, as he was a prince of the blood, it belonged
to the king alone to deal with him. The ecclesiastics

attended on account of certain gentlemen, who were

taken prisoners at the same time, and who were then

shrived and immediately executed. " This tinfortu-

nate metyng chanced to the Bretons on a Monday,

bej-nge the xxvii day of July, in the yere of our

redemption Jiccccixxxviii.— Hall.—Ed.
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of Durham and York, always discontented
witli Henry's government, and farther pro-
voked by the kite oppressions, under whieli

they had kxboured after the suj)pression of

Simnel's rebellion, resisted the commis-
sioners who were appointed to levy the

tax. The commissioners made application
to the earl of Northumberland, and desired

of him advice and assistance in the execu-
tion of their office. That noblemau thought
the matter of importance enough to con-

sult the king ; who, unwiUing to yield to

the humours of a discontented populace,
renewed his orders for strictly levying the

imposition. Northumberland summoned
together the justices and chief freeholders,
and delivered the king's commands in the

most imperious terms, which he thought
would enforce obedience, but which tended

only to provoke the people, and make
them believe him the adviser of those

orders which he delivered to them. They
flew to arms, attacked Northumberland in

his house, and put him to death. Having
incurred such deep guilt, their mutinous
humour prompted them to declare against
the king himself; and, being instigated by
John Achamber, a seditious fellow of low

birth, they chose Sir John Egremond their

leader, and prepared themselves for a

vigorous resistance. Henry was not dis-

mayed with an insurrection so precipitate.
He immediately levied a force, which he

put under the command of the earl of

Surrey, whom he had freed from confine-

ment, and received into favour. His
intention was to send these troops to

check the progress of the rebels, while he

himself should follow with a greater body,
which would absolutely ensure success.

But Surrey thought himself strong enough
to encounter alone a raw and unarmed

multitude; and he succeeded. The rebels

]were dissipated ;
John Achamber w-as taken

•ader prisoner, and afterwards executed with
'^

[some of his accomplices ;* Sir John Eg-
remond fled to the duchess of Burgundy,

* The Kyng. of his magnyficent myndc, perdoned
the innocent and rural people, and plagcd and exe-

cuted the inventors of the mischief, and the fur-

therers of the same. For Ihon a Chambre was

hanged at Yorke, upon a gybbet set upon a square
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who gave hiuj protection ; the greater num-
ber of the rebels received a pardon.

FORCES SENT INTO r)RITTANY.
1-4S<J.

Henry had probably expected, when he
obtained the grant from parliament, that

he should be able to terminate the affair

of Brittany by negociation, and that he

might thereby fill his coffers with the

money levied by the imposition. But, as

the distresses of the Bretons became every

day more urgent, he found himself under
the necessity of taking more vigorous
measures to support them. On the death
of the duke, the French had revived stme

antiquated claims to the dominion of the

duchy ; and, as the duke of Orleans was
now captive in France, their former pre-
tence for hostilities could no longer serve

as a cover to their ambition. The king
resolved, therefore, to engage as auxiliary
to Brittany, and to consult the interests

as well as desires of his people, by op-

posing himself to the progress of the

French power. Besides entering into a

league with Maximilian, and another with

Ferdinand, which were distant resources,

he levied a body of trooj)s, to the number
of six thousand men, with an intention of

transporting them into Brittany. Still

anxious for the repayment of his expenses,
he concluded a treaty with the young
duchess, by which she engaged to deliver

into his hands two seaport towns, till she

should entirely refund the charges of the

armament. Though he engaged for the

service of these troops during the space of

ten months only, yet was the duchess

obliged to submit to such rigid conditions.

The forces arrived under the command of

lord Willoughby of Broke ;
and made the

Bretons, during some time, masters of the

field. The French retired into their gar-
risons. Lord Broke found such discord

and confusion in the councils of Brittany,
that no measures could be concerted for

paire of gallowes, and his complyces and lewd disci-)

pies were hanged on the lower gallowes rounde
about theyr mayster, to the terrible example of all

other.—//a//.
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any undertaking ;
no supply obtained ; no

provisions, carriages, artillery, or military

stores, procured. The whole court was

rent into factions ; no one minister had

acquired the ascendant ; and whatever pro-

ject was formed by one was sure to be

traversed by another. The English, dis-

concerted by these animosities and uncer-

tain counsels, returned home as soon as

the time of their service was elapsed, leav-

ing only a small garrison in those towns

which had been consigned into their hands.

During their stay in Brittany they had

only contributed still farther to waste the

country, and by their departure they left

it entirely at the mercy of the enemy. So
feeble was the succour which Henry, in

this important conjuncture, afibrded his

ally, whom the invasion of a foreign enemy,
concurring with domestic dissensions, had
reduced to the utmost distress.

The great object of the domestic dissen-

sions in Brittany was the disposal of the

young duchess in marriage. The mares-

chal Rieux, favoured by Henry, seconded -

the suit of the lord d'Albret, who led

some forces to her assistance. The chan-

cellor Montauban, observing the aversion

of the duchess to this suitor, insisted that

a petty prince, such as d'Albret, was un-

able to support Anne in her present ex-

tremities ;
and he recommended some more

powerful alliance, particularly that of Maxi-
milian king of the Romans. This party

prevailed ; the marriage with Maximilian

was celebrated by proxy, and the duch-

ess thenceforth assumed the title of queen
of the Romans.* But this magnificent

appellation was all she gained by her

•riage. Maximilian, destitute of troops
and money, and embarrassed with the con-

tinual revolts of the Flemings, could send

no succour to his distressed consort
;
while

d'Albret, enraged at the preference given
to his rival, deserted her cause, and re-

ceived the French into Nantz, the most

important place in the duchy, both for

strength and riches.

* The marriage was consummate by proxie, with
a ceremonie, at that time in these parts, new. For
shee was not only publickely contracted, but stated

as a Bride, and solemnely Bedded
;
and after shee

was layd, there came in Maximilians Ambassadour
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Charles had formerly been affianced to

Margaret daughter of Maximilian ; who,
too young for the consummation

had been sent to Paris to

be educated, and at this time bore the title ot

queen of France. Besides the rich dowry
she brought the king, she was, after her bro-

ther Philip, then in early youth, heir to all

the dominions of the house of Burgundy ;

and seemed, in many respects, the most

proper match that could be chosen for the

young monarch. These circumstances had

so bhnded both Maximilian and Henry,
that they never suspected any other inten-

tions in the French court ;
nor were they

able to discover that engagements, seem-

ingly so advantageous, and so solemnly
entered into, could be infringed and set

aside. But Charles began to perceive that

the conquest of Brittany, in opposition to

the natives, and to all the great powers oi

Christendom, would prove a difficult en-

terprise ;
and that even if he should over-

run the country, and make himself master

of the fortresses, it would be impossible
for him long to retain possession of them.

The marriage alone of the duchess could

fully reannex that fief to the crown
;
and

the present and uncertain enjoyment of so

considerable a territory seemed preferable
to the prospect of inheriting the dominions

of the house of Burgundy ;
a prospect

which became every day more distant and

precarious. Above all, the marriage ot

Maximihan and Anne appeared destruc-

tive to the grandeur, and even security, of

the French monarchy ; while that prince,

possessing Flanders on the one hand and

Brittany on the other, might thus, from

both quarters, make inroads into the heart

of the country. The only remedy for

these evils was therefore concluded to be

the dissolution of the two marriages, which

had been celebrated, but not consum-

mated, and the espousal of the duchess ot

Brittany by the king of France.
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It was necessary that this expedient,
which liad not been foreseen by any court

in l-^urope, and which they were all so

much interested to oppose, should be kept
a profound secret, and should be dis-

covered to the world only by the full

execution of it. Tiie measures of the

French ministry in the conduct of this

delicate enterprise were wise. While they

pressed Brittany with all the rigours of

war they secretly gained the count of

Dunois, who possessed great authority
with the Bretons

; and, having also en-

gaged in their interests the prince of

Orange, cousin-german to the duchess,

they gave him his liberty, and sent him
into Brittany. These partisans, supported

by other emissaries of France, prepared
minds for the great revolution projected,
and displayed, though still with many pre-

cautions, all the advantages of a union

with the French monarchy. They repre-
sented to the barons of Brittany that

their alliance A\-ith Maximilian was not able

to afford them even present protection ;

and, by closely uniting them to a power
which was rival to the greatness of France,
fixed them in perpetual enmity with

that potent monarchy ;
that their vicinity

exposed them first to the inroads of the

enemy ; and the happiest event would
be to attain a peace, though by a final

subjection to France : and that any expe-
dient, compatible with the honour of the

state, and their duty to their sovereign,
was preferable to a scene of such disorder

and devastation.

BRIITANY ANNEXED TO FRANCE.
1491.

These suggestions had influence with the

Bretons : but the chief difficulty lay in

surmounting the prejudices of the young
duchess. That princess had imbibed a

strong prepossession against the French

nation, particularly against Charles, the

author of all the calamities which had be-

fallen her faniilv. She had also fixed her

affections on ^laximilian ; and, as she now
deemed him her husband, she could not,

slie thought, without incurring the greatest

guilt and violating the most solemn en-

Igagements, contract a marriage with any

To overcome her obsti-

gave the duke of Orleans

who, though formerly a suitor

other person,

nacy, Charles

his liberty
to the duchess, was now contented to in

gratiate himself with the king, by employ
ing in his favour all the interest which he

still possessed in Brittany. Marcschal
Rieux and chancellor Montauban were re-

conciled by his mediation
;

and these

rival ministers now concurred with the

prince of Orange and the count of Dunois
in pressing the conclusion of a marriage
with Charles. By their suggestion Charles

advanced with a powerful army, and in-

vested Renncs, at that time the residence

of the duchess
; who, finding none to sup-

port her in her inflexibility, at last opened
the gates of the city, and agreed to espouse
the king of France. She was married at

Langey in Touraine ; conducted to St.

Denis, where she was crowned; thence

made her entry into Paris amidst the joy-
ful acclamations of the people, who re-

garded this marriage as the most pros-

perous event that could have befallen the

monarchy.
The triumph and 'success of Charles was

the most sensible mortification to the king
of the Romans. He had lost a consider

able territory, which he thought he had

acquired, and an accomplished princess
whom he had espoused ;

he was aflionted

in the person of his daughter Margaret,
who was sent back to him after she had

been treated, during some years, as queen
of France ;

he had reason to reproach
himself with neglecting the consummation

of his marriage, which would have ren-

dered the tie indissoluble. These con-

siderations threw him into tlie most violent

rage, which he vented in very indecent

expressions ;
and he threatened France

with an invasion from the united arms of

Austria, Spain, and England.
The king of England had also just rea-

son to reproach himself with misconduct

in this important transaction ; his negli

gence in leaving his most useful ally so

long exposed to the invasion of superior

power could not but appear, on reflection,

the result ol timid caution and narrow

politics. As he valued himself on his ex-

tensive foresight and profound judgment,
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he sought, even from his

present disappointments, the gratification
of this ruling passion. On pretence of a

French war, he issued a commission for

levying a
' benevolence

'

on the people ;
a

species of taxation which had been abol-

ished by a recent law of Richard III.

This violence (for such it really was) fell

chiefly on the commercial part of the

nation, who were possessed of the ready

money. London alone contributed to the

amount of near ten thousand pounds.

Archbishop Moreton, the chancellor, in-

structed the commissioners to employ a

dilemma, in which every one might be

comprehended. If the persons applied to

lived frugally, they were told that their

parsimony must necessarily have enriched

them
;

if their method of living was splen-
did and hospitable, they were concluded

to be opulent on account of their expenses.
Tliis device was by some called chancellor

Moreton's fork, by others his crutch.

A PARLIAMENT.

So little apprehensive was the king of a

parliament on account of his levying this

arbitrary imposition, that he soon after

summoned that assembly to meet at West-
'.ninster

;
and he even expected to enrich

liimself farther by working on their preju-
dices. He knew the displeasure which the

Enii;lish had conceived agairst France on
account of the acquisition oJ Brittany ;

nd he took care to insist on that topic in

the speech which he himself pronounced
to the parliament. He told them that

France, elated with her late successes, had
even proceeded to a contempt of England,

upon thon,i;iQ(-l had refused to pay the tribute which
to resent ' , .

t J

Lewis XI. had stipulated to Edward IV. :

that it became so warlike a nation as the

English to be roused by this indignity :

that, for his part, he was determined to

lay claim to the crown itself of France,
and to maintain by force of arms so just a

title, transmitted to him by his gallant
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ancestors : that Cressy, Poictiers, and

Azincour, were sufficient to instruct them
in their superiority over the enemy ;

nor

did he despair of adding new names to the

glorious catalogue : that a king of France

had been prisoner in London, and a king
of England had been crowned at Paris

;

events which should animate them to an

emulation of like glory : that the domestic

dissensions of England had been the sole

cause of her losing these foreisn dominions,
and her present internal union would be

the effectual means of recovering them :

that, where such lasting honour was in

view, it became not brave men to repine
at the advance of a little treasure ; and

that he was determined to make the war
maintain itself

;
and hoped, by the invasion

of so opulent a kingdom as France, to in-

crease, rather than diminish, the riches of

the nation.

Notwithstanding these magnificent vaunts

of the king, all men of penetration conclud-

ed that he had no serious intention o<

pushing the war to such extremities as

he pretended. France was not now in the

same condition as when such successful

inroads had been made upon her by former

kings of England. The great fiefs were

united to the crown
;
the princes of the

blood were desirous of tranquillity ; the

nation abounded with able captains and

veteran soldiers ;
and the general aspect

of her affairs seemed rather to threaten her

neighbours than to promise them any con-

siderable advantages against her. The

levity and vain glory of Maximilian were

supported by his pompous titles
; but were

ill seconded by military power, and still

less by any revenue proportioned to them
The politic Ferdinand, while he made a

shew of war, was actually negociating for

peace ; and would accept of very moderate

concessions from France. Even England
was not free from domestic discontents

;

and in Scotland the death of Henry's friend

and ally James III., who had been murdered

by his rebellious subjects, had made way
for the succession of his son James IV.,

who was devoted to the French interest,

and would be alarmed at any important

progress of the English arms. But all

these obvious considerations had no influ-
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eiice on the parliament. They gave into

the snare prepared for them, and voted

the supply which the kins; demanded.
Two tittecnth^ were granted him

; and, tlie

better to enable his vassals and nobility to

attend him, an act was passed, empowering
them to sell their estates without paying

any tines for alienation.

WAR WITH AND INVASION OF
FRANCE. 1492.

The nobility were universally seized with

I desire of military glory ; and, having
credulouslv swallowed all the boasts of the

king, thev dreamed of no less than carry-

ing their triumphant banners to the gates
of Paris, and putting the crown of France

on the head of tiieir sovereign. Many of

them borrowed large sums, or sold oli'

manors, that they might appear with

greater splendour. The king crossed the

sea, and arrived at Calais on the sixth of

October, with an army of twenty-five
thousand foot and sixteen hundred horse,

which he put under the command of the

duke of Bedford and the earl of Oxford :

but, as some inferred, from his opening
the campaign in so late a season, that

peace would soon be concluded between
the crowns, he was desirous of suggesting
I contrary inference. 'He had come over,'

he said, 'to make an entire conquest of

France, which was not the work of one

-summer. It was therefore of no conse-

quence at what season he began the inva-

sion, especially as he had Calais ready for

winter quarters.' As if he had seriously
intended this enterprise, he instantly
marched into the enemy's countrv, and
laid siege to Bulloigne : but, notwithstand-

ing this, there had been secret advances

towards peace above three months before,
and commissioners had been a])pointed to

treat of the terras. The better to reconcile

ninds to this \mexpected measure, the

king's ambassadors arrived in the camp
from the Low Countries, and informed him
that Maximilian was in no readiness to

join him. Soon after messengers came
we be-

jfiom Spain, and brought news of a peace
uice and foncluded between that kingdom and
^°-

France, in which Charles had made a
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cession of the counties of Koussillon and

Cerdagne to Ferdinand. Tliough these

articles of intelligence were carefully dis-

persed tliroughout the army, the king was
still apprehensive lest a sudden peace, after

such magnitieent promises, might expose
him to reproach. In order the more

effectually to cover the intended measures,
he secretly engaged the marquis of Dorset,

together with twenty-three persons of dis-

tinction, to present him a petition for enuKMhim

agreeing to a treaty with France. The

pretence was founded on the late season

of the year, the ditiiculty of supplying the

army at Calais during winter, the obstacles

which arose in the siege of Bulloigne, tlie

desertion of those allies whose assistance

had been most relied on
;

events which

might have been foreseen before the em-
barkation of the forces.

PEACE WITH FRANCE.

In consequence of these preparatory steps,
the bishop of Exeter and lord Daubeiiv

were sent to confer at Estables with the

mareschal de Cordes, and to put the last

hand to the treaty. A few days sufficed

for that purpose : the demands of Henry
were wholly pecuniary ;

and the king ol

France, who deemed the peaceable i)os-

session of Brittany an equivalent for any
sum, and who was all on fire for his pro-

jected expedition into Italy, readily agreed
to the proposals made liini. He engaged
to pay ilenry seven hundred and forty-five

thousand crowns, near four hundred thou-

sand pounds sterling of our present money,

partly as a reimbursement of the sums
advanced to Brittany, partly as arrears of

the pension due to Edward I\ . And he

stipulated a yearly pension to Henry and

his heirs of twenty-five thousand crowns.

Thus the king, as remarked by his histo-

rian, made profit upon his subjects for the

war, and upon his enemies for the peace.
And the people agreed that he had fulfilled

his promise when he said to the parliament
that he would make the war maintain

itself. Maximilian was, if he pleased,

comprehended in Henry's treaty ;
but he

disdained to be in any respect beholden to

an allv of whom he thought he had reason
565
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to complain: he made a separate peace
with France, and obtained restitution of

Artois, Franche-Compte, and Charolois,

which had been ceded as the dowry of his

daughter when she was affianced to the

king of France.

The peace goncluded between England
and France was the more likely to continue

because Charles, full of ambition and

youthful hopes, bent all his attention to

the side of Italy, and soon after undertook

the conquest of Naples ;
an enterprise

which Henry regarded with the greatest
indifference. The king's authority was

fully established at home. His reputation
for policy and conduct was daily augment-

ing ;
his treasures had increased even from

the most unfavourable events ; the hopes
of all pretenders to his throne were cut off,

as well by his marriage as by the issue

which it had brought him. The king had

reason to flatter himself with the prospect
of durable peace and tranquillity : but his

inveterate enemies, whom he had wantonly

provoked, raised him an adversary, who

long kept him in inquietude, and sometimes
even brought him into danger.
The duchess of Burgundy, full of resent-

ment for the depression of her family and
its partisans, rather irritated than dis-

couraged by the ill success of her past en-

terprises, was determined at least to dis-

turb that government which she found it

so difficult to subvert. She propagated a re-

port that her nephew Richard Flantagenet,
duke of York, had escaped from the tower
when his elder brother was murdered

; and,

finding this rumour, however improbable, to

be greedily received, she had been looking
out for some young man proper to per-
sonate that unfortunate prince.

PERKIN WARBEC'S IMPOSTURE.
There was one Osbec, or Warbec, a rene-

gado Jew of Tournay, who had been car-

ried by some business to London in the

reign of Edward IV., and had there a son
born to him. Having had opportunities
of being known to the king, and obtaining
his favour, he prevailed with that prince,
whose manners were very affable, to stand

godfather to his son, to whom he gave the

name of Peter, corrupted, after the Flemish
566

manner, into Peterkin, or Perkin. It was

by some believed that Edward, among his

numerous adventures, had a secret com-
merce with Warbec's wife

; and people
thence accounted for that resemblance
which was afterwards remarked between

j'oung Perkin and that monarch. Some
years after the birth of this child Warbec
returned to Tournay; where Perkin his

son did not long remain, but by different

accidents was carried from place to place,
and his birth and fortunes became thereby
unknown, and difficult to be traced by the

most diligent enquiry. The variety of

his adventures had happily favoured the

natural versatility and sagacity of his

genius ; and he seemed to be a youth per-

fectly fitted to act any part. In this light
he had been represented to the duchess of

Burgundy, who, struck with the concur-

rence of so many circumstances suited to

her purpose, desired to be made acquainted
with the man on whom she already began
to ground her hopes of success. She
found him to exceed her most sanguine

expectations ; so comely did he appear, so

graceful in his air, so courtly in his ad-

dress, so full of docility and good sense in

his behaviour and conversation. The les

sons necessary to his personating the duke
of York, were soon learned by a youth of

such quick apprehension : but, as the sea

son seemed not then favourable for his en

terprise, Margaret sent him, under the care

of lady Brampton, into Portugal, where he

remained a year unknown to all the world.

The war, which was then ready to break

out between France and England, seemed

to afford a proper opportunity for the

discovery of this new phenomenon ;
and

Ireland, which still retained its attachments

to the house of York, was chosen as the

proper place for his first appearance. He
landed at Cork ; and, immediately as-

suming the name of Richard Plantagenet,
drew to him partisans among that credu-

lous people. He wrote letters to the earls

of Desmond and Kildare, inviting them to

join his party : he dispersed every where

the strange intelligence of his escape from

the cruelty of his uncle Richard ;
and men,

fond of every thing new and wonderful,

began to make him the general subject of
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The news soon reached France ; and

Charles, prompted by the secret solicita-

tions of the duchess of Burgundy, and the

intrigues of one Frion, a secretary of

Henry's, who had deserted his service,

sent Perkin an invitation to repair to

Paris. He received him with all the

marks of regard due to the duke of York
;

settled on him a handsome pension ; as-

signed him magnificent lodgings ; and,

in order to provide at once for his dignity
and security, gave him a guard for his

person, of which lord Congresal accepted
the office of captain. The French cour-

tiers readily embraced a fiction which

their sovereii^n thousrht it his interest to

idopt. Perkin, both by his deportment
and personal qualities, supported the pre-

possession which was spread abroad of

his royal pedigree ; and the whole king-
dom was full of the accomplishments, as

well as the singular adventures and mis-

fortunes, of the young Plantagenet. Won-
ders of this nature are commonly aug-
mented at a distance. From France the

admiration and credulity diffused them-

selves into England. Sir George Nevil,

Sir John Taylor, and above a hundred

gentlemen more, came to Paris, in order

to offer iheir services to the supposed
duke of York, and to share his fortunes:

and the impostor had now the appearance
of a court, and began to entertain hopes of

final success in his undertakings.

THE DUCHESS OF BURGUNDY, &c.,

AVOW WARBEG: 1493.

When peace was concluded between

France and England at Estaples, Henry
applied to have Perkin put into his hands;
but Charles, resolute not to betray a

young man, of whatever birth, whom he

had invited into his kingdom, would agree

only to dismiss him. The pretended
Richard retired to the duchess of Bur-

undy, and craving her protection, offered

to lay before her all the proofs of that

birth to which he laid claim. The prin-
cess put on the appearanee of distrust

;

and, having, as she said, been already
deceived by Simael, she was determined
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never again to be seduced by any im-

postor. She desired before all the world

to be instructed in his reasons for assum-

ing the name which he bore
;
seemed to

examine every circumstance with the most

scrupulous nicety; aflected astonishment
at his answers

;
and at last, after severe

scrutiny, burst out into joy and admiration

at his wonderful deliverance ; embi-aced him
as her nephew, the true image of Edw;\id,
the sole heir of the Plantagenets, and the

legitimate successor to the English throne

She immediately assigned him an equipnge
suited to his pi'etended birth

; appointed
him a guard of thirty halberdiers; engaged
eveiT one to pay court to him

;
and on all

occasions honouied liimwith the appellation
of the

' White Rose of England.' The

Flemings, moved by the authority which

Margaret, both from her rank and personal

character, enjoyed among them, readily

adopted the fiction of Perkin's royal des-

cent. No surmise of his true birth was as

yet heard of. Little contradiction was made
to the prevailing opinion. And the English,
from their great communication with the

Low Countries, were every day more and

more prepossessed in favourof theimpostor.
It was not the populace alone of Eng-

land that gave credit to Perkin's preten
sions. IVIen of the highest birth and

quality, disgusted at Henry's government,

began to turn their eyes towards the new
claimant ; and some even entered into a

correspondence with him. Lord Fitzwater,

Sir Simon Mountfort, SirThomasThwaites,
betraved their inclination towards him.

Sir WiUiam Stanley himself, lord cham-

berlain, who had been so active in raising

Henry to the throne, moved either by
blind credulity or a restless ambition, en-

tertained the project of a revolt in favour of

his enemy. Sir Robert Clifford and Wil-

liam Barley were still more open : they
went over to Flanders ;

were introduced

by the duchess of Burgundy to the ac-

quaintance of Perkin, and made him a

tender of their services. Clifford wrote

back to England that he knew perfectly! Hkuair
the person of Richard duke of York, that duke of

this young man was undoubtedly that

prince. Such positive intelligence, con-

veyed by a person of rank and character,
5G7
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was sufficient, with many, to put the

matter beyond question, and excited the at-

tention even of the most indifferent. The

whole nation was held in suspense ;
a re-

gular conspiracy was formed against the

king's authority, and a correspondence
settled between the malcontents in Flan-

ders and those in England.
The king was informed of all these par-

ticulars
; but, agreeably to his character,

which was both cautious and resolute, he

proceeded deliberately in counter-work-

ing the projects of his enemies. His first

object was to ascertain the death of the

real duke of York, and to confirm the

opinion that had always prevailed with

regard to that event. Five persons had
been employed by Richard in the murder
of his nephews, or could give evidence

with regard to it
;

Sir James Tyrrel, to

whom he had committed the government
of the tower for that purpose, and who had
seen the dead princes ; Forest, Dighton,
Slater, who perpetrated the crime

; and
the priest who buried the bodies. Tyrrel
and Dighton alone were alive, and they

agreed in the same story ; but, as the

priest was dead, and as the bodies were

supposed to have been removed by Rich-
ard's orders from the place where they
were first interred, and could not now be

found, it was not in Henry's power to put
the fact so much as he wished beyond all

doubt and controversy.
He met at first with more difficulty, but

was in the end more successful, in detect-

g who this wonderful person was that

advanced pretensions to his crown. He
dispersed his spies all over Flanders and

England ;
he engaged many to pretend

that they had embraced Perkin's party ;

he directed them to insinuate themselves
into the confidence of the young man's
friends ; he bribed his retainers, his do-

mestic servants, nay, sometimes his con-

fessor, and by these means traced up some
other confederate

; Clifford himself he en-

gaged, by the hope of rewards and pardon,
to betray the secrets committed to him

;

the more trust he gave to any of his spies,
the higher resentment did he feign against
them

; some of them he even caused to be

publicly anathematized, in order the better
568

to procure them the confidence of his ene-

mies
; and, in the issue, the whole plan ot

the conspiracy was clearly laid before him;
and the pedigree, adventures, life, and con-

versation, of the pretended duke of York.
This latter part of the story was imme-

diately published ; the conspirators he
reserved for a slower and surer vengeance.

Meanwhile he remonstrated with the

archduke Philip, on account of the coun-
tenance and protection which was afforded

in his dominions to so infamous an im-

postor ; contrary to treaties subsisting
between the sovereigns, and to the mutual

amity which had so long been maintained

by the subjects of both states. Margaret
had interest enough to get his application

rejected, on pretence that Philip had no

authority over the demesnes of the duchess

dowager : and the king, in resentment of

this injury, cut off all commerce with the

Low Countries, banished the Flemings,
and recalled his own subjects. Philip re-

taliated by like edicts. But Henry knew
that so mutinous a people as the Flemings
would not long bear to be deprived of the

beneficial branch of commerce which they
carried on with England.
He had it in his power to inflict more

effectual punishment on his domestic ene-

mies. Almost in the same instant he ar-

rested Fitzwater, Mountfort, and Thwaites,

together with William Daubeney, Robert

Ratclift", Thomas Cressenor, and Thomas
Astwood. All these were arraigned, con-

victed, and condemned for high treason,
in adhering to Perkin. Mountfort, Rat-

clift', and Daubeney, were immediately exe-

cuted : Fitzwater was sent over to Calais,
and detained in custody ; but, being de-

tected in practising on his keeper for an

escape, he soon after underwent the same
fate. The rest were pardoned, together
with William Worseley, dean of St. Paul's,

and some others, who had been accused

and examined, but not brought to public
trial.

TRIAL AND EXECUTION OF
STANLEY. 1494.

Greater and more solemn preparations
were deemed requisite for the trial of
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Stanley, lord Chamberlain
; whose autho-

rity in the nation, whose domestic con-

nexions with the kinir, as well as his former

iserviccs, seemed to secure him ajjainst any
ciiffnrdis accusatiou or punishment. Clifford was

iS*'^iidr" directed to come over privately to Eng-
^-'--'-

land, and to throw himself at the king's
feet wiiile he sat in council

; craving par-
don for past offences, and offering to atone

for them. Henry tlien told him that the

best proof he could give of penitence, and
the only service he could now render him,
was the full confession of his guilt, and

the discovery of all his accomplices. Clif-

ford accused Stanley, then present, as his

chief abettor
; and offcn d to lay before

the council the full proof of his guilt.

Stanley himself could not discover more

surprise than was affected by Henry on

the occasion. He received the intelli-

gence as absolutely incredible ;
that a man,

to whom he was in a great measure be-

holden for his crown, and even for his

life ; a man to whom by every honour and
favour he had endeavoured to express his

gratitude; whose brother, the earl of Derby,
was his own father-in-law

;
to whom he

had even committed the trust of his per-
son by creating him lord chamberlain ;

that this man, enjoying his full confidence

and affection, should engage in a conspi-

racy against him. Clifford was therefore

exhorted to weigh well the consequences
of his accusation : but, as he persisted in

the same positive asseverations, Stanley
was committed to custody, and was soon
after examined before the council. He
denied not the guilt imputed to him

;
he

did not even endeavour much to extenuate

it ; whether he thought that a frank and

open confession would serve as an atone-

ment, or trusted to his present connexions
and his former services for pardon and

security. But princes are often apt to

regard great services as a ground of jea-

lousy, especially if accompanied with a

craving and restless disposition in the per-
son who has performed them. The general
discontent also, and mutinous humour, of

the people seemed to require some great

jexample
of severity. And, as Stanley was

lone of the most opulent subjects in the

(kingdom, being possessed of above three
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thousand pounds a year in land, and forty
thousand marks in plate and money, be-

sides other property of great value, the

prosj)ect of so rich a forfeiture was deemed
no small motive for Henry's proceeding to

extremities. After six week's delay, which
was interposed in order to shew that the

king was restrained by doubts and scruj)les,
the prisoner was brought to his trial, con-

demned, and presently after beheaded.
Historians are not agreed with regard to

the crime which was proved against him.
The genera] report is that he sliovdd have

said, in confidence to Clifford, that, if he
were sure the young man who appeared
in Flanders was really son to king Edward,
he never would bear arms against him.
The sentiment might disgust Henry, as

implying a preference of the house of

York to that of Lancaster ; but could

scarcely be the ground, even in those ar-

bitrary times, of a sentence of high treason

against Stanley. It is more probable,
therefore, as is asserted by some historians,
that he had expressly engaged to assisti

Perkin, and had actually sent him some'

sup))ly of money.
The fate of Stanley made great impres

sion on the kingdom, and struck all the

l)artisans of Perkin with the deepest dis-

may. From Clifford's desertion they found

that all their secrets were betrayed ; and,
as it appeared that Stanley had been con-

tinually surrounded by spies, who reported
and registered everj' action in which he

was engaged, nay, every word which fell

from him, a general distrust took place,

and all nmtual confidence was destroyed.
The jealous and severe temper of the king,

together with his great reputation for

sagacity and penetration, kept men in

awe, and quelled not only the movements
of sedition, but the very murmurs of fac-'

tion. Libels, however, crept out against

Henry's person and administration; and,

being greedily propagated by every secret

art, shewed that there still remained

among the people, a considerable root of

discontent, which wanted only a proper

opportunity to discover itself.

But Henry continued more intent oni

increasing the terrors of his people than,

their affections. Trusting to
5C9
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the great success which attended him in

all his enterprises, he gave every day
more and more a loose to his rapacious

temper, and employed the arts of per-
verted law and justice, in order to exact

tines and compositions. Sir William Capel,
alderman of London, was condemned on
some penal statutes to pay the sum of

two thousand seven hundred and forty-
three pounds, and was obliged to com-

pound for sixteen hundred and fifteen.

This was the first noted case of the kind
;

but it became a precedent, which prepared
the way for many others. The manage-
ment, indeed, of these arts of chicanery
was the great secret of the king's admin-

istration. While he depressed the nobility,

he exalted and caressed the lawyers ; and

by that means both bestowed authority on

the laws, and was enabled, whenever he

pleased, to pervert them to his own ad-

vantage. His government was oppressive ;

but the less burdensome, as by his extend-

ing royal authority, and curbing the nobles,

he became in reality the sole oppressor in

his kingdom.
As Perkin found that the king's autho-

rity daily gained ground, he resolved to

attempt something which might revive

the hopes of his partisans. Having col-

lected a band of outlaws, pirates, robbers,

and necessitous persons, of all nations, to

the number of six hundred men, he put
to sea, with a resolution of making a de-

scent on England, and of exciting the

common people to arms, since all his cor-

respondence with the nobility was cut off

by Henry's vigilance and severity. Infor-

mation being brought him that the king
had made a progress to the north, he cast

anchor on the coast of Kent, and sent

some of his retainers ashore, who invited

the country to join him. The gentlemen
of Kent assembled some troops to oppose
him

;
but they purposed to do more essen-

tial service than by repelling the invasion
;

* In which skirmish (besides those that fled, and

were slaine) there were taken about a hundred and

fiftie persons. Which, for that the king thought,
that to punish a fewe for example was Gentlemans-

pay, but for Raskall-people, they were to bee cut .ofi"

eveiy man, especially in the beginning of an enter-

prize ;
and likewise for that he saw that Perkin's

force,"! would now consist chiefly of such Rabble and
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they carried the semblance of friendship
to Perkin, and invited him to come him-
self ashore, in order to take the command
over them. But the wary youth, observ-

ing that they had more order and regu

larity in their movements than could be

supposed in new levied forces, refused

to intrust himself into their hands ; and
the Kentish troops, despairing of success

in their stratagem, fell upon such of his

retainers as were already landed ; and,
besides some whom they slew, they took a

hundred and fifty prisoners.* These were
tried and condemned, and all of them
executed by orders from the king, who
was resolved to use no lenity towards men
of such desperate fortunes.

A PARLIAMENT. 1495.

This year a parHament was summoned
in England, and another in Ireland ; and
some remarkable laws were passed. The

English parliament enacted that no person,
who should, by arms, or otherwise, assist

the king for the time being, should ever

afterwards, either by course of law or act

of parliament, be attainted for such an
instance of obedience. This statute might
be exposed to some censure, as favourable

to usurpers, were there any precise rule

which always, even during the most fac

tious times, could determine the true

successor, and render every one inexcu-

sable who did not submit to him. But,
as the titles of princes are then the great

subject of dispute, and each party pleads

topics in its own favour, it seems but

equitable to secure those who act in sup-

port of public tranquillity. Henry, pro-
moted this law to secure his partisans ;

but, as he had himself obsei'ved a contrary

practice with regard to Richard's adhe-

rents, he had reason to apprehend that,

during the violence which usually ensues

on public convulsions, his example rather

scumme of desperate people ; hee therefore hanged
them all for the greater terrour. They were brought
to London, all rayl'd in Ropes, like a Teame of

Horses in a Cart, and were executed some of them
at London, and Wapping, and the rest at divers

places upon the sea-coast of Kent, Sussex, and Nor-

folk, for Sea-markes or Light-houses, to teach
Per-j

kin's people to avoid the coast.—Lord Bacon.—Ed
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than his law would, in case of a new revo-
j

hition, be followed. And the attempt to

bind the legislature itself, by prescribing
'

rules to future parliaments, was contra-
|

^dictory
to the plainest principles of political

j

government. i

I

This parliament also passed an act,

empowering the king to levy, by course of
j

law, all the sums which any jjcrson had
j

agreed to pay by way of benevolence; a sta-
|

tute by which that arbitrary method of taxa-

tion was indirectly authorized and justified.

The king's authority appeared equally

prevalent and uncontrolled in Ireland. ;

Sir Edward Poynings had been sent over
\

with an intention of quelling the partisans j

iOf the house of York, and of reducing the
j

natives to subjection. He was not sup-

ported by forces sufficient for that enter-

prise. The Irish, by flying into their woods
and morasses and mountains, for some
time eluded his efforts. But Poynings
summoned a parliament at Dublin, where

he was more successful. He passed the

memorable statute which still bears his

name, and which establishes the authority
of the English government in Ireland.

Bv this statute all the former laws of

England were made to be of force in Ire-

land ; and no bill can be introduced into

the Irish parliament unless it previously
receive the sanction of the council of

England. This latter clause seems calcu-

;lated for ensuring the dominion of the

English ;
but was really granted at the

desire of the Irish commons, who intended

by that means to secure themselves from
the tyranny of their lords, particularly of

|such lieutenants or deputies as were of

jlrish
birth.

I
While Henr)-'s authority was thus es-

tablished, and general tranquillity prevailed,

jthe whole continent was thrown into com-
bustion by the French invasion of Italy,

and by the rapid success which attended

Charles in that rash enterprise. The

;Italians, who, in the midst of continual

wars, had become every day more unwar-

like, were astonished to meet an enemy

*
Aiphonso was not even allowed to withdraw

quietly. Lanquette says, being nompelled to forsake

his country, on his way, he was encountered by the

iVenetians, who endeavoured to stop his passage.

that made the field of battle not a pom-
pous tournament, but a scene of blood,
and souglit, at the hazard of their own
lives, the death of their enemy. Their
effeminate troops were dispersed every
where on the approach of the French

army ; their best fortified cities opened
their gates ; kingdoms and states were in

an instant overturned
; and, tiirough the

whole length of Italy, the French seemed
rather to be taking quarters in their own
country than making conquests over an

enemy. The maxims, which the Italians

followed in negociations, were as ill cal-

culated to support their states as the habits

to which they were addicted in war. A
treacherous and inconsistent system of

politics prevailed ; and even those small
remains of fidelity and honour, which were

preserved in the councils of the other

European princes, were ridiculed in Italy
as proofs of ignorance and rusticitv. Lu-
dovico duke of JVIilan, who invited the

French to invade Naples, had never desired

or expected their success
; and was the

first that felt terror from the prosperous
issue of those projects which he himself

had concerted. By his intrigues a league
was formed to oppose the progress of

Charles's conquests, and secure their own
independency. This league was composed
of Ludovico himself, the pope, Maximilian

king of the Romans, Ferdinand of Spain,
and the republic of Yenice. Henry too

entered the confederacy ; but was not

put to any expense in consequence of

his engagements. The king of France,
terrified by so powerful a combination, re-

turned to France. The forces which he

left in his new con(j[uest were, partly by
the revolt of the inhabitants, partly by
the invasion of the Spaniards, soon after

subdued
;
and the whole kingdom of Na

pies suddenly returned to its allegiance
under Ferdinand, son to Aiphonso, who
had been suddenly expelled by the irrup
tion of the French.* Ferdinand died soon

after, and left his uncle Frederic in full

possession of the throne.

and after a sharp fight with loss on both sides, he
was obliged to pursue his journey by another road,

—Ed.
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CHAPTER XXVL
HENRY VII.

PERKIN RETIRES TO SCOTLAND. INSUR-
RECTION IN THE WEST. BATTLE OF
BLACKHEATH. TRUCE -WITH SCOTLAND.

PERKIN TAKEN PRISONER. PERKIN
AND THE EARL OF WARWICK EXECUTED.

MARRIAGE OF PRINCE ARTHUR WITH
CATHERINE OF ARRAGON. HIS DEATH.
MARRIAGE OF THE PRINCESS MARGA-

RET WITH THE KING OF SCOTLAND.
OPPRESSIONS OF THE PEOPLE. A PAR-
LIAMENT. ARRIVAL OF THE KING OF
CASTILE. INTRIGUES OF THE EARL OF
SUFFOLK. SICKNESS OF THE KING.
HIS DEATH. AND CHARACTER. HIS
LAWS.

PERKIN RETIRES TO SCOTLAND.
After Perkin was repulsed from the coast
of Kent he retired into Flanders ; but, as

he found it impossible to procure subsist-

ence for himself and his followers while
he remained in tranquilHty, he soon after

made an attempt upon Ireland. But

Poynings had now put the affairs of that

island in so good a posture, that Perkin
met with little success

; and, being tired

of the savage life which he was obliged to

lead while sculking among the wild Irish,

he bent his course toward Scotland, and

presented himself to James IV., who then

governed that kingdom. He had been

previously recommended to this prince by
the king of France, who was disgusted at

Henry for entering into the general league

against him ; and this recommendation
was even seconded by Maximilian, who,

though one of the confederates, was also

displeased with the king on account of his

prohibiting in England all commerce with

the Low Countries. The countenance
iven to Perkin by these princes procured
him a favourable reception with the king
of Scotland, who assured him that, what-
ever he were, he never should repent

putting himself in his hands : the insinu-

ating address and plausible behaviour of

the youth himself seem to have gained
him credit and authority. James was
seduced to believe the story of Perkin's I
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birth and adventures ; and he carried his

confidence so far as to give him in marriage
the lady Catherine Gordon, daughter of

the earl of Huntley, and related to him
self; a young lady too, eminent for virtue

as well as beauty.
There subsisted at that time a great

jealousy between the courts of England
and Scotland ; and James was probably
the more forward on that account to adopt
any fiction which he thought might reduce
his enemy to distress. He suddenly re-

solved to make an inroad into England,
attended by some of the borderers

; and
he carried Perkin along with him, in hopes
that the appearance of the pretended
prince might raise an insurrection in the

northern counties. Perkin himself dis

persed a manifesto,, in which he set forth

his own story, and craved the assistance

of all his subjects in expelling the usurper,
whose tyranny and mal-administration,
whose depression of the nobility by the

elevation of mean persons, whose oppres-
sion of the people by multiplying imposi-
tions and vexations, had justly, he said,

rendered him odious to all men. But
Perkin's pretensions were now become
stale in the eyes even of the populace ;

and the hostile dispositions which sub
sisted between the kingdoms rendered a

prince, supported by the Scots, but an

unwelcome present to the English nation.

The ravages also, committed by the bor-

derers, made the people prepare rather for

repelling the invaders than for joining
them. Perkin, that he might support his

pretensions to royal birth, feigned great

compassion for the misery of his plundered

subjects, and publicly remonstrated against
the depredations exercised by the Scottish

army : but James told him that he doubted

his concern was employed only in behalt

of an enemy, and that he was anxious to

preserve what never should belong to him.

That prince now began to perceive that his

attempt would be fruitless ; and, hearing
of an army which was on its march to attack

him, he thought proper to retreat into his

own country.
The king discovered little anxiety to

procure either reparation or vengeance for

this insult committed on him by the Scot
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Their im-

posts are

contpm-

plated.

jtish
nation : his cliiet" concern was to draw

advantage from it, by the pretence which
it might afford him to levy impositions on
his own subjects. He summoned a par-

liament, to whom he made bitter com-

plaints against the irruption of the Scots,

Ithe absurd imposture countenanced by
that nation, the cruel devastations com-

Imitted, and the multiplied insults thus

offered both to the king and kingdom of

England. The parliament made the ex-

pected return to this discourse by granting
Henrvob- ^ subsidy to the amount of one hundred

larse grant and twcutv thousaud pouuds, together
from |>ar-

lUment.

^

with two fifteentiis. Alter

grant they were dismissed.

making this

INSURRECTION IN
1497.

THE WEST.

The vote of parliament for imposing the

tax was without much difficulty procured
by the authority of Henry ; but he found

lit not so easy to levy the money upon his

jsubjects. The people could ill brook the

^'^/^^ new impositions raised on every slight
the new occasioH

;
and it is probable that the

poa on,

^^^^^ known to be in his title, made his

reign the more subject to insurrections

and rebellions. When the subsidy began
to be levied in Cornwall the inhabitants,

numerous and poor, robust and courageous,
murnmred against a tax occasioned by a

sudden inroad of the Scots, which had

usually been repelled by the force of the

northern counties. Their ill humour was
farther incited by one Michael Joseph, a

farrier of Bodmin, a notable prating fellow,

who by being loudest in every complaint
against the government, had acquired an

authority among those rude people.
Thomas Flammoc too, a lawyer, who had
become the oracle of the

encouraged the sedition, by
. . ,^ ,. them that the tax, was entirely illegal :

hemh«bi-v, , , , .,• i ? i

jitsDf ithat the northern nobility were bound by

neighbourhood,

informing

impo-
to, the

?excitedj
their tenures to defend the nation against

iJ^]''yjthe Scots; and that, if these new
*«eph.andisitions were tamely submitted

Jm^. (avarice of Henry and of his ministers would
soon render the burden intolerable to the

The Cornish, he said, must de-

a petition, seconded by
7 F

nation,

liver to
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the king

would give it autliority

procure the concurrence

such a force as

and, in order to

of the rest of the kingdom, care must be

taken, by tlieir orderly deportment, to

sliew that tlicy had nothing in view but

tiie public good, and the redress of all

tiiose grievances under which the people
had so long laboured.

Encouraged by these speeches, the mul-
titude flocked together, and armed them-
selves with axes, bills, bows, and such

weapons as country people are usually

possessed of. Flammoc and Joseph were
chosen their leaders. They soon con-
ducted the Cornish through the county of

Devon, and reached that of Somerset.
At Taunton the rebels killed, in their

tury, an officious and eager commissioner
of the subsidy, whom they called the

provost of Perin. When they reached
Wells they were joined by lord Audley, a

nobleman of an ancient family, popular in

his deportment, but vain, ambitious, and
restless in his temper. He had from the

beginning maintained a secret corres-

pondence with the first movers of the insur-

rection, and was now joyfully received by
them as their leader. They continued
their march ; breathing destruction to the

king's ministers and favourites, particu-

larly to Moreton, now a cardinal, and Sir

Reginald Bray, who were deemed the

most active instruments in all his oppres-
sions. Noth withstanding their rage, they

carefully followed the directions given
them by their leaders ; and, as they met
with no resistance, committed, durinj.

their march, no violence or disorder.

The rebels had been told by Flammoc
that the inhabitants of Kent, as they had

ever, during all ages, remained unsubdued,

would surely embrace their party, and

declare themselves for a cause which was

no other than that of public good and

general liberty. But the Kentish people
had very lately distinguished themselves

by repelling Perkin's invasion
; and, as

they had received from the king many
gracious acknowledgments for this ser-

vice, their affections were, by that means,
much conciliated. It was easy, therefore,

for the earl of Kent, lord Abergavenny,
and lord Cobham, who possessed great
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authority in those parts, to retain the

people in obedience ;
and the Cornish

rebels, though they pitched their camp
near Eltham, at the very gates of London,
and invited all the people to join them,

got reinforcements from no quarter. There
wanted not discontents, but no one would
take part in so rash an enterprise ; and,

besides, the situation in which the king's
affairs then stood discouraged even the

most daring.

Henry, to oppose the Scots, had already
levied an army, which he put under the

command of lord Daubeney the chamber-
lain

; and, as soon as he heard of the

Cornish insurrection, he ordered it to march
southwards and suppress the rebels. Not
to leave the northern frontier defenceless,

he despatched thither the earl of Surrey,
who assembled the forces on the borders.

Henry found here the concurrence of the

three most fatal incidents that can befal

a monarchy ; a foreign enemy, a domestic

rebellion, and a pretender to his crown :

but he enjoyed great resources in his army
and treasure, and still more in his own in-

trepidity. He did not give full scope to

his military spirit. On other occasions it

was a usual saying with him, that he de-

sired but to see his rebels : but, as the

Cornish mutineers behaved in an inoffen-

sive manner, and committed no spoil ;

as they received no accession of force ;

and as such hasty and popular tumults

might be expected to diminish every mo-
ment by delay ;

he took post in London,
and assiduously prepared the means of en-

suring victory.

BATTLE OF BLACKHEATH. JUNE,
1497.

After all his forces were collected he
divided them into three bodies, and

* The Lord Audley was led from Newgate to

Tower-hill in a paper-coate painted with his owne
armes ;

the amies reversed, the coate turne, and at

Tower-hill beheaded. Flammocke and the Black-
smith were hanged, dra^viie, and quartered at Ti-

burne. The Blacksmith taking pleasure upon the

Hurdle (as it seemeth by words that hee uttered) to

think that hee should bee famous in after times.
The king was once in mind to haue sent downe Flam-
mocke and the Blacksmith to have been executed
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marched out to assail the enemy. The
first body, commanded by the earl of

Oxford, and under him by the earls of

Essex and Suffolk, were appointed to place
themselves behind the hill on which the

rebels were encamped : the second, and
most considerable, Henry put under the

command of lord Daubeney, and ordered
him to attack the enemy in front, and

bring on the action : the third he kept as

a body of reserve about his own person,
and took post in St. George's fields

;

where he secured the city, and could

easily, as occasion served, either restore

the fight or finish the victory. To put
the enemy off their guard, he had spread
a report that he was not to attack them
till some days after

; and, the better to con-

firm this, he began not the action till near

the evening. Daubeney beat a detachment
of the rebels from Deptford bridge ; and,
before the main body could be in order,
he had gained the ascent of the hill, and

placed himself in array before them. They
were formidable from their numbers, being
sixteen thousand strong, and were not de-

fective in valour ; but, being tumultuary
troops, ill armed, and not provided with

cavalry or artillery, they were but an un

equal match for the king's forces. Dau

beney began the attack with a contempt
of the enemy, which had almost proved
fatal to him. He rushed into the midst

of them, and was taken prisoner ; but

soon after was released by his own troops.
After some resistance the rebels were

broken, and put to flight. Lord Audley,
Flammoc, and Joseph, their leaders, were

taken, and all three executed.* The last

seemed even to exult in his end, and

boasted, with a preposterous ambition,
that he should make a figure in history.
The rebels, being surrounded on every

The earls

of Oxford,
Essex, and

Suffolk, are
ordered to

act on the
rear of the
rebels.

Henry
commands
the reserve.

in Corne-wall, for the more terrour. But being ad-

vertised that the Coimtrie was yet unquiet, and

boyling, hee thought better not to irritate the peo-

ple further. All the rest were pardoned by procla-

mation, and to take out their pardons under scale

as many as would. So that more then the bloud

drawne in the Field, the king did satisfie himselfe

with the lives of onely three Offenders, for the ex-

piation of this great Rebellion,—Lord Bacon.—Ed
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side by the king's troops, were almost all

made prisoners, and immediately dis-

missed. Ilcnry was satisticd with the

victims who had fallen in the field, and
who amounted to near two thousand

;
or

he pitied the simplicity of the multitude
;

or favoured them on account of their in-

ortensive behaviour : or was pleased that

they had shewn no attachment to the house

of York, the highest crime, of which, in

his eyes, they could have been guilty.
The Scottish king was not idle during

these commotions. He levied a conside-

rable army, and sat down before the castle

of Norham in Northumberland
;
but found

that place, by the precaution of Fox bishop
of Durham, so well j)rovided, that he made
little or no progress in the siege. Hearing
that the earl of Surrey had collected some

forces, and was advancing, he retreated

into his own country, and left the fron-

tiers exposed to the inroads of the English

general, who besieged and took Alton, a

small castle lying a few miles beyond
Berwick. These frivolous attempts on
both sides prognosticated a speedy end to

the war ; and Henry, notwithstanding his

superior force, was no less desirous than

James of terminating the differences be-

tween the nations. Not to depart, how-
ever, from his dignity, by making the first

advances, he employed in this friendly
office Peter Hialas, a man of address and

learning, who had come to him as ambassa-
dor from Ferdinand and Isabella, and who
was charged with a commission of nego-
ciating the marriage of the infanta Cathe-
rine their daughter with Arthur prince of

Wales.

TRUCE WITH SCOTLAND.
Hi.\.L.vs took a journey northwards, and
offered his mediation between James and

Henry as minister of a prince who was
in aUiance with both potentates. Com-
missioners were soon appointed to confer
on terms of accommodation. The first

demand of the English was that Perkin
should be put into their hands : James

replied that he was no judge of the young
man's pretensions ;

but was determined
not to betray a man who had trusted to

ills good faith and liis generosity. The

next demand of the English met with no

better reception ; they re(|uircd reparation
lor the ravages committed by the late in-

roads into England. Tlie Scottish com-
missioners replied that the spoils were

like water spilt upon the ground, which
could never be recovered, and that Henry's
subjects were better able to bear the loss

than their master's to repair it. Henry's
commissioners next proposed that the two

kings should have an interview at New-
castle, in order to adjust all differences:

but James said that he meant to treat of

a peace, not to go a begging for it. Lest

the conferences should break off' altogether,
a truce was concluded for some months ;

and James perceiving that while IVrkin

remained in Scotland he himself never

should enjoy a solid peace with Henry,

privately desired him to depart the king-
dom.

Access was now barred Perkin into the

Low Countries, his usual retreat in all

his disappointments. The Flemish mer

chants, who severely felt the loss of com
merce with England, had made such

interest in the archduke's council that

commissioners were sent to London to

treat of an acconmiodation. The Flemish

court agreed that all the English rebels

should be excluded the Low Countries ;

and in this prohibition the demesnes of the

duchess-dowager were expressly compre-
hended. When this principal article was

agreed to, all the other terms were easily

adjusted. A treaty of commerce was

finished, which was favourable to the

Flemings, and to which they long gave

the appellation of
' Intercursus magnus,'

the great treaty : and, when the English

merchants returned to their usual abode

at Antwerp, they were publicly received,

as in procession, with joy and festivity.

Perkin was a Fleming by descent,

though born in England ;
and it might

therefore be doubted whether he were in-

cluded in the treaty between the two

nations : but, as he must dismiss all his

English retainers if he took shelter in the

Low Countries ; and as he was sure of a

cold reception, if not bad usage, he thought
fit rather to hide himself in the wilds and

fastnesses of Ireland. Impatient, how-
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ever, of a retreat, which was both dis-

agreeable and dangerous, he held consul-

tations with his followers, Heme, Skelton,
and Astley, three broken tradesmen : by
their advice he resolved to try the affec-

tions of the Cornish, whose mutinous dis-

po.sition, notwithstanding the king's lenity,
still subsisted. No sooner did he appear
at Bodmin in Cornwall than the populace,
to the number of three thousand, flocked

to his standard ;
and Perkin, elated with

this appearance of success, took on him,
for the first time, the appellation of Rich-

ard IV., king of England. Not to suffer

the expectations of his followers to lan-

guish, he presented himself before Exeter
;

and,, by many fair promises, invited that

city to join him. Finding that the inhab-

itants shut their gates he laid siege to the

place; but, being unprovided with artillerj^

ammunition, and every thing requisite for

the attempt, he made no progress in his

undertaking. Messengers were sent to

the king informing him of his insurrec-

tion : the citizens of Exeter, meanwhile,
were determined to hold out to the last ex-

tremity, in expectation of receiving suc-

cour front the well known vigilance of

that monarch.
When Henry was informed that Perkin

was landed in England he expressed great

joy, and jirepared himself with alacrity
to attack him. All the courtiers dis-

played their zeal for the enterprise, and

forwarded his preparations. The lords

Daubeney and Broke, wath Sir Rice ap
Thomas, hastened forward with a small

body of troops to the relief of Exeter. The
earl of Devonshire, and the most consider-

able gentlemen in the county of that name,
took arms, and marched to join the king's

generals. The duke of Buckingham put
himself at the head of a troop, consisting
of young nobility and gentry, who served

as volunteers, and who longed for an

opportunity of displaying their courage
and iheir loyalty. The king prepared to

follow with a considerable army. And
thus all England seemed united against a

pretender who had at first engaged their

attention, and divided their affections.

Perkin, informed of these great prepa-
X'ations, immediately raised the siege of
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;

Exeter, and retired to Taunton. Though
j

his followers now amounted to the number

j

of near seven thousand, and seemed still

resolute to maintain his cause, he himself

despaired of success, and secretly with-

drew to the sanctuary of Beaulieu in the

new forest. The Cornish rebels submitted
to the king's mercy, and found that it was
not yet exhausted in their behalf. Except
a few persons of desperate fortunes who
were executed, and some others who were

severely fined, all the rest were dismissed

with impunity. Lady Catherine Gordon
wife of Perkin, fell into the hands of the

victor, and was treated with a generosity
i
which does him honour. He soothed
her mind wnth many marks of regard,

ploced lier in a reputable station about
the queen, and assigned her a pension
which she enjoyed even under his suc-

cessor.

PERKIN TAKEN PRISONER. 1498

Henry deliberated what course to take

with Perkin himself. Some counselled

him to make the privileges of the church

yield to reasons of state, to take him by
violence from the sanctuary, and at once

put an end to an imposture which had

long disturbed the government. But the

king deemed not the matter of such im-

portance as to merit so violent a remedy.
He employed some persons to deal with

Perkin, and persuade him, under promise
of pardon, to deliver himself into the

king's hands. The king conducted him,
in a species of mock triumph, to London.
As Perkin passed along the road, and

through the streets of the city, men of all

ranks flocked about him, and treated with

the highest derision his fallen fortunes.

Thev seemed desirous of revenging them-

selves, by their insults, for the shame
which their former belief of his impostures
had thrown upon them. Though the eyes
of the nation were generally opened with

regard to Perkin's real parentage. Henry
required of him a confession of his life and
adventures

;
and he ordered the account

of the whole to be dispersed, soon after,

for the satisfaction of the public. But, as

his regard to decency made him entirely
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suppress the share wliic li the duchess of

Buriiuiuly liad had in contriving and con-

ducting the imposture, the peojile, who
knew that she had been the chief instru-

ment in tlie whole affair, were inclined,

on account of the silence on tliat head, to

pay tiie less credit to the authenticity of

the narrative.

But Perkin, though his Hfe was granted
him, was detained in custody ;

and keepers
were aj)pointed to guard him. Impatient
of confinement, he broke from his keepers,

and, flying to the sanctuary of Shyne, ])ut

himself into tiie hands of the prior of that

monastery. The prior had obtained great
credit by his character of sanctity ; and
he prevailed on the king again to grant a

pardon to Perkin. But, in order to reduce

him to still greater contempt, he was set

in the stocks at Westminster and Clieaj)-

side, and obliged in both places to read

aloud to the people the confession which
had formerly been j)ublished in his name.
He was then confined to the tower, where
his habits of restless intrigue and enter-

irise followed him. He insinuated himself

into the intimacy of four servants of Sir

John Digby, lieutenant oi the tower
, and,

by their means, opened a correspondence
with the earl of Warwick, who was con-

fined in the same prison. This unfortu-

nate prince, who had from his earliest

youth been shut up from the connnerce of

men, and who was even ignorant of the most
common affairs of life, had fallen into a

simplicity which made him susceptible of

any impression. The continued dread of

the more violent effects of Henry's tyranny,

joined to the natural love of liberty, en-

d him to endn'ace a project for his

escape by the nuirder of the lieutenant
;

and Perkin offered to conduct the whole

enteri)rise. The conspiracy escaped not

the king's vigilance ; it was even very
generally believed that the scheme had

.'''" been laid by himself, in order to draw
lu i- Warwick and Perkin into the snare : but

ng jthe subsequent execution of two of Digby's
[servants for the contrivance, seems to

clear the king of that imputation, which
was founded more on the general idea

entertained of his character than on any
positive evidence.
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PERKIN AND THE EARL OF WAR-
WICK EXECUTED. 1499.

Pkrkin, by this new attempt, after so many
enormities, had rendered himself totally

unworthy of mercy ;
and he was accor-

dingly arraigned, condemned, and soon

after hanged at Tyburn, persisting still in

the confession of his imposture.* it haj)-

pcned about that very time that one Wil-

ford, a cordwainer's son, encouraged by
the surprising credit given to other im-

postures, had undertaken to jiersonate the

earl of A\'arwiek
;
and a jjriest had even

ventured from the pulpit to recommend
his cause to the people. This incident

served Henry as a [)retenc:e for his severity
towards that prince. He was brought to

trial, and accused not of contriving his

escape (for, as he was committed lor no

crime, the desire of liberty must have been

regarded as natui'al and innocent), but of

forming designs to raise an insurrection.

Warwick confessed the indictment, was

condemned, and the sentence was executed

upon him on the twenty-first of November.
This violent act of tyramiy, the great

blemish of Henry's reign, by which he de-

stroyed the last remaining male of the line

of Plantagenet, begat great discontent'

among the people, who saw an unhappy
prince, long denied all the privileges of his

high birth, now at last deprived of life

itself", merely for attemi)ting to shake ofl'

that impression under which he laboured.

In vain did Henry endeavour to alleviate

the odium of this guilt by sharing it with

his ally Ferdinand of Arragon, who, he

said, had scrujded to give his daughter
Catherine in marriage to Arthur while any
male descendant of the house of York re

mained. Men, on the conti'ary, felt higher

indignation at seeing a young prince sacri-

ficed, not to law and justice, but to the

jealous politics of two subtle and crafty

tyrants.
But these discontents were so checked

by Henry's watchful policy and steady se-

verity that they seemed not to weaken his

government; and foreign ])rinces paid him
the greatest deference and attention. The
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arch-duke Philip, in particular, desired an

interview with him
;
and Henry, who had

passed over to Calais, agreed to meet him
in St. Peter's church near that city. The

arch-duke, on his approaching the king,
made haste to alight, and ottered to hold

Henry's stirrup ;
a marlc of condescension

which that prince would not admit of.

He calLd the king 'father, patron, pro-
tector ;'* and expressed a strong desire of

conciliating the friendship of England.
The duke of Orleans had succeeded to the

crown of France by the appellation of

Lewis XII. ; and, having carried his arms
into Italy, and subdued the duchy of Milan,
his progress begat jealousy in Maximilian,

Philip's father, as well as in Ferdinand, his

father-in-law. By the counsel, therefore,
of these monarchs, the young prince en-

deavoured to acquire the amity of Henry,
whom they regarded as the chief counter-

poise to the greatness of France. No
particular plan seems to have been con-

certed between these two princes in their

interview ; all passed in general professions
of affection and regard ;

at least in remote

projects of a closer union by the future

intermarriages of their children, who were
then in a state of infancy.
The pope too, Alexander VI., neglected

not the friendship of a monarch whose

reputation was spread over Europe. He
sent a nuncio into England, who exhorted
the king to take part in the great aUiance

projected for the recovery of the holy
land, and to lead in person his forces.

The general frenzy for crusades was now

entirely exhausted ;
but it was still thought

a necessary piece of decency to pretend
zeal for those pious enterprises. Henry
regretted the distance of his situation,

which rendered it inconvenient for him to

expose his person in defence of the Chris-

tian cause. He promised, however, his i

utmost assistance by contributions
; and,

rather than the pope should go alone to

the holy wars, unaccompanied by any mo-
narch, he even promised to overlook all

* His father and father-in-law, who (in respect
of their jealous hatred against the French King) did

always adviae the archduke to anchor himselfe upon
the amitie of King Henrie of England ;

was glad
upon this' occasion to put in use and practice their
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other considerations, and to attend him in

person. He only required, as a necessary

condition, that all differences should

previously be adjusted among Christian

princes, and that some seaport towns in

Italy should be consigned to him for his

retreat and security. It was easy to con-

clude that Henry had determined not to

intermeddle in any war against the Turk
;

but, as a great name, without any real as-

sistance, is sometimes of service, the

knights of Rhodes, who were at that time

esteemed the bulwark of Christendom,
chose the king protector of their order.

MARRIAGE AND DEATH OF PRINCE
ARTHUR. 1501.

But the prince, whose alliance Henry
valued the most, was Ferdinand of Arra-

gon, whose vigorous and steady policy had

rendered hiin the most considerable mo-
narch in Europe. There was a remark-
able similarity of character between these

princes ; both were full of craft, intrigue,
and design ; and, though a resemblance of

this nature be a slender foundation for

confidence and amity, where the interests

of the parties in the least interfere, such

was the situation of Henry and Ferdinand,
that no jealousy ever arose between them.

The king had now the satisfaction of com-

pleting a marriage, on the twelfth of No-
vember, which had been negociated during
seven years, between Arthur prince of

Wales and the infanta Catherine, fourth

daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella ;
he

near sixteen years of age, she eighteen.
But this marriage proved unprosperous.
The young prince a few months after sick-

ened, and died on the second of April,

1502, much regretted by the nation.

Heniy, desirous to continue his alliance

with Spain, and also unwilling to restore

Catherine's dowry, which was two hun-

dred thousand ducats, obliged his second

son Henry, whom he created prince of

Wales, to be contracted to the infanta.

precepts, calling the King Patron, and father and

Protector (these verie words the King repeates when
he certified of the loving behaviour of the arch-

duke to the Citie) and what else he could devise to

express his love."— Lord Bacon.—Ed.
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The prince made all tiie opposition of
which a youth of twelve years of age was

capable ; but as the kins; persisted, the

espousals were, by means of the pope's dis-

pensation, contracted between the parties :

an event which was afterwards attended by
the most important consequences.

Mx\RRIAGE OF THE PRINCESS
MARGARET. 1502.

The same year another marriage was cele-

brated, which was also in the next age

productive of great events
;
the marriage

of Margaret, the king's elder daughter,
with James king of Scotland. This alli-

tli5 queen
liM in

'liUdbed

Margaret,

king Hen-

ry's tiaugh
ter, marries

James king, i i i •
i i

•
i

rfScoiiaaii. ance had hecn negociated durmg three

years, though interrupted by several broils;

and Henry hoped, from the completion of

it, to remove all source of discord. When
this marriage was deliberated on in the

English council, some objected that Eng-
land might, by means of that alliance, fall

under the dominion of Scotland.
'

No,'

replied Henry,
' Scotland in that event will

only become an accession to England.'
On the eleventh of February, 1 .503, the

king met with a domestic calamity, which
made not such impression on him as it

merited : his queen died in child-bed
;
and

the infant did not long survive her. This

princess was deservedly a favourite of the

nation
;
and the general affection for her

increased, on account of the harsh treat-

ment which it was thought she met with

from her consort.

OPPRESSIONS OF THE PEOPLE.
1503.

The situation of the king's affairs, was
now in every respect very fortunate. All

the efforts of the European princes, were
turned to the side of Italy ;

and the various

events which there arose made Henry's
aUiance be courted by every party, yet
interested him so little as never to touch
him with concern or anxiety. His close

eniTS
FaiiB are

all res-

et* fortu

l.te.

connections with Spain and Scotland en-

sured his tranquillity ; and his. contiiuicd

successes over domestic enemies, had re-

duced the people to entire submission and
obedience. Uncontrolled by opposition
of any kind, he gave full scojie to his

natural jjropensity ;
and avarice, his ruling

passion, being increased by age and encou-

couraged by absolute authority, broke all

restraints of shame or justice. Ih^ had
found two ministers, Empson and Dudley,
])erfectly qualified to second his rapacious
inclinations. These instruments of op-
pression were botli lawyers ; the first ot

mean birth, of brutal manners, of an un-

relenting temper ;
the .second better born,

better educated, and l)etter bred, hut

equally unjust, severe, and inflexible. By
their knowledge in law these men were

(|ualificd to pervert the forms of justice to

the oppression of the innocent ; and the

formidable authority of the king supported
them in all their inicjuities.

It was their usual practice at first to

give indictments to those wliom they
intended to oppress : upon which the

persons were committed to prison, but

never brought to trial ; and were obliged,
in order to recover their liberty, to pay

heavy fines and ransoms, which were
called mitigations and compositions. By
degrees the very appearance of law was

neglected : the two ministers sent forth

their precepts to attack men, and sunmion

them before themselves and some others

at their private houses, in a court of com-
mission ; where, in a summary manner
without trial or jury, arbitrary decrees

were issued, both in pleas of the crown
and controversies between private parlies.

Juries, when summoned, proved but small

security to the subject, being browbeaten

j

by these oppressors, nay lined, impri-

soned, and punished, if they gave sen-

! fence against the inclination of the mi-

I
nisters.* The whole system of the feudal

law, was turned into a scheme of op-

pression

* "I do remember to have seen," says lord Bacon,
"
long since, a book of accompt of Empsons, that had

the kii.y's hand to almost every leaje, by way of sign-

ing, and was in some places postilled in the margent
[with the king's hand likewise, where was this re-

Even the king's wards, after

membrance :
'

Item, received of such a one, five

Markes for a pardon to be procured ;
and if the par-

don docs not passe the Monie to bee repaid ; except
the Partie bee some other waycs satisfied.'

"— Kd.
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they came of age, were not suffered to

enter into possession of their hinds without

paving exorbitant fines. Men were also

harassed with informations of intrusion

upon scarce colourable titles. When an

outlawry in a personal action was issued

against any man, he was not allowed to

purchase his charter of pardon, except on

the payment of a great sum
; and, if he

refused the composition required, the

strict law, which in such cases allows for-

feiture of goods, was rigorously insisted

on : nay, without any colour of law, the

half of men's lands and rents were seized

during two years, as a penalty in case of

outlawry. But the chief means of oppres-
sion employed by these ministers were the

penal statutes, which were rigidly put in

execution against all men
; spies were

rewarded and encouraged in every quarter
of the kingdom ; and no difference was
made whether the statute were beneficial or

hurtful, recent or obsolete, possible or

impossible to be executed. The sole end
of the king and his ministers was to amass

money, and bring every one under the

lash of their authority.

A PAHLIAMENT. 1504.

Through the prevalence of such an ar-

bitrary and iniquitous administration, the

Euglish were considerable losers by their

ancient privileges, which secured them
from all taxations, except such as were

imposed by their own consent in parlia-
ment. Had the king been empowered to

levy general taxes at pleasure, he would

naturally have abstained from these op-

pressive expedients, which destroyed all

security in private property, and begat an

universal diffidence throughout the nation.

In vain did the people look for protection
from the parliament, which was pretty

frequently summoned. That assembly
was so overawed, that at this very time,

during the greatest rage of Henry's op-

pressions, on the twenty-fifth of January,
the commons chose Dudley their speaker,

* Silver was, durinn; this reign, £1. 17s. 6d. a

pound, which makes Henry's treasure near £3,000,000
of our present money : besides, many commodities
have become above thrice as dear by the increase of

eold and silver in Europe : and what is a circum-
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the very man who was the chief instrument

of his iniquities. And, though the king
was known to be inmiensely opulent, they

granted him the subsidy which he de-

manded. But so insatiable was his

avarice that next year he levied a new
benevolence, and renewed that arbitrary
and oppressive method of taxation. By
all these arts of accumulation, joined to a

rigid frugality in his expense, he so filled

his coffers that he is said to have pos
sessed in ready money the sum of one
million eiglit hundred thousand pounds
treasure almost incredible, if we consider

the scarcity of money in those times.*

But, while Henry was enriching himself

by the spoils of his oppressed people,
there happened an event abroad which en-

gaged his attention, and was even the

object of his anxiety and concern. Isabella,

queen of Castile, died ; and it was foreseen

that by this incident the fortunes of Fer-

dinand her husband would be much af-

fected. Joan, the daughter of Ferdinand

by Isabella, was married to tlie archduke

Philip ; and, being in right of her mother
heir of Castile, seemed entitled to dispute
with Ferdinand the present possession of

that kingdom. Henry knew that, not-

withstanding his own pretensions by the

house of Lancaster, the greater part of the

nation was convinced of the superiority of

his wife's title ;
and he dreaded lest the

prince of Wales, who was daily advancing
towards manhood, might be tempted by
ambition to lay immediate claim to the

crown. By his perpetual attention to

depress the partisans of the York family
he had more closely united them, and in

creased their desire of shaking off that

yoke under which they had so long
laboured. And as he possessed no inde-

pendent force like Ferdinand, and governed
a kingdom more turbulent and unruly,
which he himself by his narrow politics,

had confirmed by factious prejudices,
he apprehended that his situation would

prove in the issue still more precarious.

stance of still greater weight, all other states were

then very poor in comparison with what they are at

present. These circumstances make Henry's trea-

sure appear very great : and may lead us to
conceivej

the oppressions of his government. '
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ARRIVAL OF THE KING OF CAS-
TILE. 1506.

Nothing at first could turn out more

contrary to the king's wislies than the

transactions in Spain. Ferdinand had
become very unpopular, and the states of

Castile discovered an evident resolution of

preferring the title of Pliilip and Joan.

In order to take advantage of these favour-

able dispositions, the archduke, now king
of Castile, attended by his consort, em-
barked for Spain during the winter season;

but, meeting with a violent tempest in the

channel, was obliged to take shelter in the

harbour of Weymouth. Sir John Tren-

chard, a gentleman of authority in the

county of Dorset, hearing of a fleet upon
the coast, had assembled some forces ;

and, being joined by Sir John Carey, who
was also at the head of an armed body, he

came to that town. Finding that Philip,
in order to relieve his sickness and fatigue,
was already come ashore, he invited him
to his house

;
and immediately dispatched

a messenger to inform the court of this

important incident. The king sent in all

haste the earl of Arundel to compliment
Philip on his arrival in England, and to

inform him that he intended to pay him a

visit in person, and to give him a suitable

reception in his dominions. Philip knew
that he could not now depart without the

king's consent ; and resolved to anticipate
his visit, and to have an interview with

him at Windsor. Henrj' received him
with all the magnificence possible ;* but

resolved to draw some advantage from this

involuntary visit paid him by his royal

guest.

INTRIGUES OF THE EARL OF
SUFFOLK.

Edmond de la Pole earl of Suffolk, nephew
to Edward IV., and brother to the earl of

Lincoln, slain in the battle of Stoke, had
some years before killed a man in a sudden

*
Henry at their meeting is described to have

made no small display of splendour in his own per-
son and attendants. He wore a gown of purple
velvet, and a gold chain with a George of diamonds
and a band of purple velvet. His attendants were
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The earl of
Sutfolk

having
killrd a

fit of passion, and had been obliged to

apply to the king for a remission of the

crime. The king had granted his request ;

but, being little indulgent to all j)ersons
connected with the iiouse of York, he '"""jspar-

obliged luni to appear openly m court and i? oi.iif.-ii

plead his pardon. Suffolk, more resenting pnrdoM'ii'r

the atfront than grateful for the favoui%
<^""'''

had fled into Flanders, and taken shelter

with his aunt, the duchess of Burgundy ;

but, being promised forgiveness bv the

king, he returned to England, and obtaintd
a new pardon. Actuated, however, by the
natural inquietude of his temper, and un-

easy from debts which he had contracted

by his great expense at prince Arthur's s„ffoiki,

wedding, he again made an elopement into Discontent-

Flanders. The king neglected not this toi"andc'.'i

incident, which might become of import-
ance

;
and he employed his usual artifices

to elude the efforts of his enemies. He
directed Sir Robert Curson, governor of

the castle of Ilammes, to desert his charge,
and to insinuate himself into the confi-

dence of Suffolk, by making him a tender
of his services. Upon information

secretlj'^

conveyed by Curson, the king seized Wil-
liam Courtney, eldest son to the earl of|

Devonshire, and married to the lady Ca-

therine, sister of the queen ;
William de la

Pole, brother to the earl of Suffolk
; Sir

James Tyrrel, and Sir James Windham ; ihJg"ut'ry

with some persons of inferior quality ; and "tV^"
he committed them to custody. Lord tody-

Abergavenny and Sir Thomas Green were
also apprehended, but were soon

after|
released from their confinement. William
de la Pole was long detained in prison ;

Courtney was attainted, and, though not

executed, he recovered not his liberty

during the king's lifetime. But Henry's
chief severity fell upon Sir James AVind-

ham and Sir James Tyrrel, who were
^.

brought to their trial, condemned, and windi.am

executed. The f\ite of the latter
gave| jaL^s'Tyr-

creneral satisfaction, on account of his par- feiareexe-
• •

1 1 /• 1
cuted.

ticipation m the murder of the young
princes, sons of Edward IV. Notwith-

superbly mounted, and their steeds were " covered
all over with goldsmiths' work, cloths of tissue

velvet, roses and dragons, tassels, gilt bells, and

precious stones.'" Philip and his train made com-

paratively a very dingy appearance.
—Ed.
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these executions, Curson was

still able to maintain his credit with the

earl of SufFolk. Henry, to remove all sus-

picion, had ordered him to be excommu-

nicated, together with Sufiblk himself, for

his pretended rebellion. But, after that

traitor had performed all the services ex-

pected from him, he suddenly deserted the

earl, and came over to England, where the

kins: received him with unusual marks of

favour. Suffolk, astonished at this perfidy,

finding that even the duchess of Burgundy,
tired with so many fruitless attempts, had

become indifferent to his cause, fled into

France, thence into Germany, and returned

at last into the Low Countries, where he

was protected, though not countenanced,

by Philip, then in close alliance with the

king.

Henry neglected not the present oppor-

tunity of complaining to his guest of the

reception which SufFolk had met with in

his dominions.
'

I really thought,' replied
the king of Castile,

'

that your greatness
and felicity had set you far above appre-
hensions from any person of so little con-

sequence ; but, to give you satisfaction, I

shall banish him my state.'
'

I expect
that you will carry your complaisance
farther,' said the king ;

'

I desire to have

SufFolk put into my hands, where alone I

can depend upon his submission and obe-

dience.'
' That measure,' said Philip, 'will

reflect dishonour upon you as well as my-
self. You will be thought to have treated

me as a prisoner.'
' Then the matter is

at an end,' replied the king,
'

for I will

take that dishonour upon me ; and so your
honour is saved.' The king of Castile

found himself under tlie necessity of com-

plying ; but he first exacted Henry's pro-
mise that he would spare Suffolk's life.

That nobleman was invited over to Eng-
land by Philip, as if the king would grant
him pardon on the intercession of his

* Omens, where crowned heads were concerned,
were not wanting in those times. Lord Bacon says," It was obervcd that the great tempest which drove

Philip into England, blew down the golden eagle
from the spire of Pa«le"s, and in the full it fell upon
the sign of the Black Eagle, which was in Panic's
Church Yard, in the place where the School House
now standeth, and battered it, and broke it down.
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friend and ally. Upon his appearance he
was committed to the tower ; and the king
of Castile, having fully satisfitd Henry,
as well by his concession as by signing a

treaty of commerce between England and

Castile, which was advantageous to th(

former kingdom, was allowed to depart,
after a stay of three months.* He landed
in Spain, was joyfully received by the Cas-

tilians, and put in possession of the throne
He died soon after ; and Joan his widow

falling into deep melancholy, Ferdinand wa?

again enabled to reinstate himself in au-

thority, and to govern till the day of hi?

death the whole Spanish monarchy.

KING'S SICKNESS AND DEATH.
1508.

The king survived these transactions twc'

years ; but nothing memorable occurs in

the remaining part of his reign, except hi^

affiancing his second daughter Mary to thf

young archduke Charles, son of Philip of

Castile.f He entertained also some inten

tions of marriage for himself, first with the

queen dowager of Naples, relict of Ferdi-

nand
; afterwards with the duchess dowager

of Savoy, daughter of Maximilian and
sister of Philip. But the decline of his

health put an end to all such thoughts ;

and he began to cast his eye towards that

future existence which the iniquities of his

reign rendered a very dismal prospect to

him. To allay the terrors under which he

laboured, he endeavoured, by distributing
alms and founding religious houses, to

make atonement for his crimes, and to

purchase, by the sacrifice of part of his

ill gotten treasures, a reconciliation with

his oiFended Maker. Remorse even seized

him, at intervals, for the abuse of his au-

thority by Empson and Dudley ; but not

sufficient to make him stop the rapacious
hand of those oppressors. Sir William

A treaty of

commerce
is signed.

Philip is

placed on
the throne
of Spain,
and dies.

Heniy's
second

daughter is

affianced to

the son of

Philip.

The king's
he;ilth de-

clines.

Which was a strange stooping of a hawk upon a

fowl. This the people interpreted to be an ominous

prognostic upon the Imperial House, which was

(by interpretation also) fulfilled upon Philip the

Emperor's sonne."—Ed.

f This was one of the concessions extorted from

Philip while that prince was in England. Charles

at the time was but six years of age.
—Ed.
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Capel was again fined two thousand pounds,
under some frivolous pretence, and was
committed to the tower for daring to

murmur against the iniquity. Harris, an

alderman of London, was indicted, and
died of vexation hefore his trial came to

an issue. Sir Laurence Ailmer, who had
been mayor, and his two sheriffs, were
condemned in heavy fines, and sent to

prison till they made payment. The king

gave countenance to all these oppressions ;

till death, by its nearer appi'oaches, im-

pressed new terrors upon him
;
and he

then ordered, by a general clause in his

will, that restitution should be made to all

those whom he had injured. On the

twenty-second of April, 1509, he died of

a consumption, at his favourite palace of

Richmond, after a reign of twenty-three

years and eight months, and in the fitly-

second year of his age.

CHARACTER OF THE KING.

The reign of Henry was, in the main, for-

tunate for his people at home, and honour-
able abroad. He put an end to the civil

wars with which the nation had long been
harassed

;
he maintained peace and order

in the state ; he depressed the former
exorbitant power of the nobility ; and,

together with the friendship of some foreign

princes, he acquired the consideration and

regard of all. He loved peace without

fearing war
;
he discovered no timidity,

either in the conduct of his affairs, or in

the day of battle ; and, though often se-

vere, he was commonly less actuated by
revenge than by maxims of policy. The
sernces which he rendered the people were
derived from his views of private advan-

tage rather than the motives of public

spirit. His capacity was excellent, but
somewhat contracted by the narrowness
of his heart

; he possessed insinuation and

address, but never employed these talents

except where some great point of interest

was to be gained ; and, while he neglected
to conciliate the affections of his people,
he often felt the danger of resting his

authority on their fear and reverence alone.

He was always extremely attentive to his

affairs; but possessed not the faculty of

evervsteady in

with caution as well

every enterprise ; he

seeing far into futurity. Avarice was, on
the whole, his ruling passion,; and he re-

mains an instance, almost singular, of a

man placed in a high station, and possessed
of talents for great affairs, in whom that

passion predominated above ambition.

Even among private persons avarice is

commonly nothing but a species of anibi

tion, and is chiefly incited by the prospect
of that regard, distinction, and considera-

tion, which attend on riches.

he power of the kings of England wa
scarcely ever so absolute during any for

mer reign, at least after the establishment
of the Great Charter, as during that of

Henry. Besides tlie advantages derived
from the personal character of the man

;

full of vigour, industry and severity ;

purpose ;
and attended

as good fortune in

came to the throne
after long and bloody civil wars, which
had destroyed all the great nobility, who
alone could resist the encroachments of

his authority. The people were tired

with discord and intestine convulsions, and

willing to submit to usurpations, and even
to injuries, rather than plunge themselves

anew into like miseries. As he ruled by
a faction, and the lesser faction, all those

on whom he conferred offices, sensible

that they owed every thing to his pro-

tection, were willing to support his power,
though at the expense of justice and

national privileges. These seem the chief

causes which at this time bestowed on
the crown so considerable an addition of

prerogative, and rendered the present

reign a kind of epoch in the English con-

stitution.

THE KING'S LAWS.

This prince, though he exalted his prero-
gative above law, is celebrated by his

historian for many good laws enacted for

the government of his subjects. Several

considerable regulations, indeed, are found

among the statutes of this reign, both

with regard to the police of the kingdom
and its commerce ; but the former are

generally contrived witii much better judg-
ment than the latter. The more simple
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ideas of order and equity are sufficient to

guide a legislator in every thing that re-

gards the internal administration ofjustice;

but the principles of commerce are much
more complicated, and require long expe-
rience to be well understood. The real

consequence of a law or practice is there

often contrary to first appearances. No
wonder that during the reign of Henry
VII. these matters were frequently mis-

taken ;
and it may safely be affirmed that,

even in the age of lord Bacon, very im-

perfect and erroneous ideas were formed

on that subject.

Early in Henry's reign the authority of

the star chamber, which was before

founded on common law and ancient

practice, was in some cases confirmed by
act of padiament.* Lord Bacon extols the

utility of this court
;
but men began, even

during the age of that historian, to feel

that so arbitrary a jurisdiction was in-

compatible with liberty ; and, in propor-
tion as the spirit ol independence still

rose higher in the nation, the aversion to

it increased, till it was entirely abolished by
act of parliament in the reign of Charles

I., a little before the commencement of

the civil wars.

Law's were passed in this reign ordaining
the king's suit for murder to be carried on
witliin a year and a day. Formerly it

did not usually commence till after
; and,

as the friends of the person murdered
often in the interval compounded matters

with the criminal, the crime frequently

passed unpunished. Suits were given to

the poor
' in forma pauperis,' as it is

called
; that is, without paying dues for

the writs, or any fees to the counsel : a

good law at all times, especially in that age,
when the people laboured under the op-
pression of the great ; but a law difficult

to be carried into execution. A law was
made against carrying off any woman by
force. The benefit of clerg^r was abrid2;ed ;

and the cnmmal, on the first offence, was
ordered to be burned in the hand with a

letter, denoting his crime
; after which he

was punished capitally for any new offence.

Sheriffs were no longer allowed to fine any

* See note BB at the end of the volume
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person Avithout previously summonmg
him before their court. It is strange that

such a practice should ever have prevailed.
Attaint of juries was granted in cases

which exceeded forty pounds value : a law

which has an appearance of equity, but

which was afterwards found inconvenient.

Actions popular were not allowed to be

eluded by fraud or covin. If any servant

of the king's conspired against the life of

the steward, treasurer, or comptroller of

the king's household, this design, though
not followed by any overt act, was made
liable to the punishment of felony. This
statute was enacted for the security of

archbishop Moreton, who found himself

exposed to the enmity of great numbers
There scarcely jiassed any session during

this reign without some statute against

engaging retainers, and giving them badges
or liveries ; a practice by which they
were in a manner enlisted under some

great lord, and were kept in readiness to

assist him in all wars, violences, and even
in bearing evidence for him in courts of

justice. The disorder was then deeply
rooted in England ; and it required all the

vigilance and rigour of Henry to extirpate
it. There is a story of his severity against
this abuse ; and it seems to merit praise,

though it is commonly cited as an instance
of his avarice and rapacity. The earl of

Oxford, his favourite general, in whom he

always placed great and deserved confi-

dence, having splendidly entertained him
at his castle at Heningham, w^as desirous

of making a parade of his magnificence at

the departure of his roj'al guest ; and or-|

dered all his retainers, with their liveries

and badges, to be drawn up in two fines,

that their appearance might be the morej
gallant and splendid. 'My lord,' said the

king,
'

I have heard much of your hospi-

tality ;
but the truth far exceeds the report.

These handsome gentlemen and yeomen,
whom I see on both sides of me, are no
doubt your menial servants.' The earl

smiled, and confessed that his fortune was
too narrow for such magnificence,

'

Theyl
are most of them,' subjoined he,

'

my re-l

tainers, who are come to do me service at

this time, when they know I am honoured
j

with your majesty's presence.' The king
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started a little, and said,
'

By my faith,

my lord, I thank you for your good cheer,
but I must not allow my laws to be broken
in my sight. ]\Iy attorney must speak
with you.' O.xford is said to have paid no
less than fifteen thousand marks as a com-

position for his offence.

The increase of the arts, more effec-

tually than all the severities of law, put an

end to this pernicious practice. The no-

bility acquired by degrees a more civilized

species of emulation, and endeavoured to

excel in the splendour and elegance of

their equipage, houses, and tables. The
common people, no longer maintained in

vicious idleness, were obliged to learn some

calling or industry, and became useful both

to themselves and to others. And it must
be acknowledged, in spite of those who
declaim so violently against refinement in

the arts, or what they are pleased to call

luxury, that, as much as an industrious

tradesman is both a better man and a

better citizen than one of those idle re-

tainers who formerly depended on the

great families, so much is the life of a

modern nobleman more laudable than that

of an ancient baron.*

But the most important law in its con-

sequences, which was enacted during the

reign of Henry, was that by which the

nobility and gentry acquired a power of

breaking the ancient entails, and of alien-

ating their estates. f By means of tliis law,

joined to the beginning luxury and refine-

ment ot the age, the great fortunes of the

barons were gradually dissipated, and the

property of the commons increased in Eng-
land. It is probable that Henry foresaw and

intended this consequence ; because the

constant scheme of his policy consisted in

depressing the great, and exalting church-

men, lawyers, and men of new families, who
were more dependant on him.

! This king's love of money naturally led

him to encourage commerce, which in-

creased his customs ; but, if we may judge
bv most of the laws enacted during his

reign, trade and industiy were rather hurt

I

* See note CC at the end of the volume.
'

t The practice of breaking entails by means of a

I fine and recovery was introduced in the reign of

'Kdward IV. : but it was not, properly speaking, law
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than promoted by the care and attention

given to them. Severe laws were made

against taking interest for money, which
was then denominated usury. Even the

profits of exchange were prohibited as

savouring of usury, which the sui)erstition
of the age zealously proscribed. All eva-

sive contracts, by which profits could be

made from the loan of money, were also

carefully guarded against. It is needless

to observe how unreasonable and iniqui-
tous these laws, how impossible to be

executed, and how hurtful to trade, if thev
could take place. We may observe, how-

ever, to the praise of this king, that some-

times, to promote commerce, he lent to

merchants sums of money without interest,

when he knew that their stock was not

sufficient for those enterprises which they
had in view.

Laws were made against the exportation
of money, plate, or bullion

;
a precaution

which serves to no other purpose than to

make morj be exported. But so far was
the anxiety on this head carried, that mer-
chants alien, who imported counnodities

into the kingdom, were obliged to invest

in English commodities all the money ac-

quired by their sales, in order to prevent
their conveying it away in a clandestine

manner.

It was prohibited to export horses
; as

if that exportation did not encoin-age the

breed, and render them more plentiful in

the kingdom. In order to promote archer}-,

no bows were to be sold at a higher price
than six shillings and fourpence, reducing

money to the denomination of our time.

The only effect of this regulation must be,

either that the people would be supplied
with bad bows, or none at all. Prices

were also affixed to woollen cloth, to caps
and hats

;
and the wages of labourers were

regulated by law. It is evident that these

matters ought always to be intrusted to

the common course of commerce. To
some it may appear surprising that the

price of a yard of scarlet cloth should be

limited to six and twenty shillings, money

Henry
wished to
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ci'iiiinerce,

but tiis

laws were

iiijuriuus.
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till the statute of Henry \'U. : which, by correcting
some abuses that attended that practice, gave indi

rectly a sanction to it.
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of our age ; that of a yard of coloured

cloth to eighteen ; higher prices than these

commodities bear at present ;
and that the

wages of a tradesman, such as a mason,

l)iicklayer, tiler, &c. should be regulated
at near ten pence a day : which is not

much inferior to the present wages given
in some parts of England. Labour and

commodities have risen since the discovery
of the West Indies

;
but not so much in

every particular as is generally imagined.
The greater industry of the present times

has increased the number of tradesmen

and labourers, so as to keep wages nearer

a par than could be expected from the

great increase of gold and silver ; and the

additional art employed in the finer manu-
factures has even made some of these com-
modities fall below their former value

; not

to mention that merchants and dealers,

being contented with less profit than for-

merly, afford the goods cheaper to their

customers. It appears, by a statute of

this reign, that goods bought for sixteen

pence would sometimes be sold by the

merchants for three shillings. The com-
modities whose price has chiefly risen are

butchers' meat, fowl, and fish (especially
the latter), which cannot be much aug-
mented in quantity by the increase of art

and industry. The profession which then
abounded most, and was sometimes em-
braced by persons of the lowest rank, was
the church. By a clause of a statute, all

clerks or students of the university were
forbidden to beg, without a permission
from the vice chancellor.

One great cause of the low state of in-

dustry was the restraints put upon it
; and

the parliament, or rather the king, enlarged
a little some of these limitations, but not

to the degree that was requisite. A law
had been enacted, during the reign of

Henry IV., that no man could bind his

son or daughter to an apprenticeship un-
less he were possessed of twenty shillings
a year in land

; and Henry VII., because
the decay of manufactures was complained
of in Norwich from the want of hands,

exempted that city from the penalties of
the law. Alterwards the whole county of
Norfolk obtained a like exemption with

to some branches of the woollenregard

manufacture. These absurd limitations

proceeded from a desire of promoting

husbandry, which, however, is never more

effectually encouraged than by the increase

of manufactures. For a like reason the

law enacted against enclosures, and for the

keeping up of farm houses, scarcely de-

serves the high praises bestowed on it by
lord Bacon. If husbandmen understand

agriculture, and have a ready vent for their

commodities, we need not dread a diminu-

tion of the people employed in the country.
All methods of supporting populousness,

except by the interest of the proprietors,
are violent and ineffectual. During a cen-

tury and a half after this period there was

a frequent renewal of laws and edicts

against depopulation ;
whence we may

inter that none of them were ever exe-

cuted. The natural course of improve-
ment at last provided a remedy.
One check to industry in England was

the erecting of corporations ;
an abuse

which is not yet entirely corrected. A law

w^as enacted that corporations should not

pass any bye laws without the consent of

three of the chief officers of state. They
were prohibited from imposing tolls at

their gates. The cities of Glocester and

Worcester had even imposed tolls on the

Severn, which were abolished.

There is a law of this reign containing
a preamble, by which it appears that the

company of merchant adventurers in Lon-

don had, by their own authority, debarred

all the other merchants of the kingdom
from trading to the great marts in the Low
Countries, unless each trader previously

paid them the sum of near seventy pounds.
It is surprising that such a bye law (if it

deserve the name) could ever be carried

into execution, and that the authority of

parliament should be requisite to abro-

gate it.

It was during this reign, on the second;

of August, 1492, a Httle before sun-set,'

that Christopher Columbus, a Genoese,}
set out from Spain on his memorable}

voyage for the discovery of the western]

world ;
and a few years after Yasquez dej

Gama, a Portuguese, passed the Cape ofj

Good Hope, and opened a new passage to|

the East Indies. These great events were|
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attended with important consetjuences to

all the nations of Europe. The enlarge-
ment of commerce and navigation increased

industrv and the arts everywhere : the

nobles dissipated their fortunes in expen-
sive pleasures ;

men of an inferior rank

both acquired a share in the landed pro-

perty, and created to themselves a consi-

derable property of a new kind, in stock,

commodities, art, credit, and correspon-
dence. In some nations the privileges of

the commons increased by this increase of

property : in most nations the kings, find-

ing arms to be dropped by the barons, who
could no longer endure their former rude

manner of life, established standing armies,

and subdued the liberties of tlieir king-
doms : but in all places the condition of

the people received great improvement;
and they acquired, if not entire liberty, at

j

least the most considerable advantages of
\

it. And, as the 2;eneral course of events

tended to depress the nobles and exalt the

people, Henry VII., who embraced that
j

system of policy, has acquired more praise i

than his institutions, strictly speaking,
j

seem of themselves to deserve on account
'

of any profound wisdom attending them,
j

It was by accident only that the king ;

had not a considerable share in those great
I

naval discoveries by which the present age
was so much distinguished. Columbus,

j

after meetinoiwith many repulscS from the

courts of Portu2;al and Spain. sent his

otdis-

of

brother Bartholomew to London, in order

to explain his projects to Henry, and crave

his protection for the execution of them.

The king imnted him over to England ;

but his brother, being taken by pirates,

was detained in his voyage ;
and Columbus

meanwhile, having obtained the counte-

nance of Isabella, was supplied with a

small fleet, and happily executed his enter-

prise. Henry was not discouraged by this

disappointment : he fitted out Sebastian

Cabot, a ^'enetian, settled in Bristol
;
and

sent him westwards, in 1498, in search of

new countries. Cabot discovered the main
land of America towards the sixtieth de-

gree of northern latitude : he sailed south- ,

wards along the coast, and discovered

Newfoundland, and other countries ;
but

returned to England without making any ,

conquest or settlement. Elliot, and other|
merchants in Bristol, made a like at'enipt
in 1.502. The king expended fourteen

thousand pounds in building one ship,!
called the

'

Great Harry.' She was, pro-j

perly speaking, the first ship in the Eng-
lish navy. Before, when the jirince wanted
a fleet, he had no other expedient than hir-

ing or pressing ships from the merchants.

But, though this improvement of navi-

gation, and the discovery of both the In-

dies, was the most memorable incident that

happened during this or any other period,
it was not the only great event bv which
the age was distinguished. In 14")3, Con-

stantinople was taken by the Turks
; and;

the Greeks, amona: whom some remains of

learning were still preserved, being scat-j

tered by these barbarians, took shelter in

Italy, and imported, together with their

admirable language, a tincture of their

science, and of their refined taste in poetiy
and eloquence. About the same time the

purity of the Latin tongue was revived,

the study of antiquity became fashionable,

and the esteem for literature gradually

propagated itself throughout every nation

in P^urope. The art of printing, invented

about that time, extremely facilitated the

progress of all these improvements : the

invention of gunpowder changed the whole

art of war : mighty innovations were soon

after made in religion, such as not only
afiected those states that embraced them,
but even those that adhered to the ancient

faith and worship : and thus a general
revolution was made in human affairs

throughout this part of the world
; and

men gradually attained that situation with

regard to commerce, arts, science, govern-
ment, police, and cultivation, in which

they have ever since persevered. Here,

therefore, commences the useful, as well

as the more agreeable, part of modern an-

nals : certainty has place in all the consi-

derable, and even most of the minute,

parts of historical narration
;
a great v^ariety

of events, preserved by printing, give the

author the power of selecting, as well as

adorning, the facts which he relates
;
and

instructive lessons occur every moment

during the course of the narration. Who
ever carries his anxious research into pre
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curiosity.

Early iiis-

jceding periods is moved by a curiosity,
I faults incident to unguarded youth, which

J Li_ ...^ i___
would be corrected when time had brought
him to maturity. And, as the contending
titles of York and Lancaster were now at

last fully united in his person, men justly

expected from a prince, obnoxious to no

party, that impartiality of administration
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versal joy.

any necessity for acquiring knowledge of

public affairs, or the arts of civil go-
vernment.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

HENRY VIII.

1509—1547.

POPULARITY OF THE NEW KING. HIS

MINISTERS. PUNISHMENT OF EMPSON
AND DUDLEY. KING's MARRIAGE.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS. JULIUS II. —LEAGUE
OF CAMBRAY. WAR WITH FRANCE.

EXPEDITION TO FONTARABIA. DECEIT

OF FERDINAND, AND RETURN OF THE
ENGLISH. LEO X. A PARLIAMENT.
WAR WITH SCOTLAND. WOLSEY MIN-

ISTER.-—HIS CHARACTER. INVASION OF

FRANCE. BATTLE OF GUINEGATE.

BATTLE OF FLOUDEN. PEACE WITH
FRANCE.

POPULARITY OF THE NEW KING.
1509.

The death of Henry VII. had been at-

tended with as open and visible a joy

among the people as decency would per-
mit

;
and the accession and coronation of

his son Henry VIII. spread universally

unfeigned satisfaction. Instead of a mon-
arch jealous, severe, and avaricious, a

young prince of eighteen had succeeded to

the throne, who, even in the eyes of men
of sense, gave promising hopes of his

future conduct, much more in those of the

people, always enchanted with novelty,

youth, and royal dignity. The beauty and

vigour of his person, accompanied with

dexterity in every manly exercise, was
farther adorned with a blooming and ruddy
countenance, with a lively air, with the ap-

pearance of spirit and activity in all his de-

meanour. His father had hitherto occupied
him entirely in the pursuits of literature

;

and the proficiency which he made gave no
bad prognostic of his parts and capacity.
Even the vices of vehemence and im-

patience, which afterwards degenerated
into tyranny, were considered only as

588

which had long been unknown in England.

KING'S MINISTERS.

These favourable prepossessions of the

public were encouraged by the measures

w^hich Henry embraced in the commence-
ment of his reign. His grandmother, the

countess of Richmond and Derby, was

still alive
; and, as she was a woman much

celebrated for prudence and virtue, he

wisely shewed great deference to her

opinion in the establishment of his new
council. The members were Warham,
archbishop of Canterbury and chancellor

;

the earl of Shrewsbury, steward
;

lord

Herbert, chamberlain ; Sir Thomas Lovel,
master of the wards and constable of the

tower
;
Sir Edward Poynings, comptroller;

Sir Henry Marney, afterwards lord Mar
ney ;

Sir Thomas Darcy, afterwards lord

Darcv ;
Thomas Ruthal, doctor of laws ;

and Sir Henry Wyat. These men had

long been accustomed to business under
the late king, and were the least unpopular
of all the ministers employed by that

monarch.

But the chief competitors for favour

and authority under the new king were

the earl of Surrey, treasurer, and Fox
bis) top of Winchester, secretary and privy
seal. This prelate, who enjoyed great
credit during all the former reign, had

acquired habits of frugality ; and he

opposed, by his remonstrances, those

schemes of dissipation and expense which

the youth and passions of Henry rendered

agreeable to him. But Surrey was a more
dexterous courtier ; and, though few had
borne a greater share in the frugal politics

of the late king, he knew how to conform

himself to the humour of his new master
;

and no one was so forward in promoting
that liberality, pleasure, and magnificence,
which began to prevail under the young
monarch. By this policy he ingratiated
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himself with Henry ;
he nmde advantai^e,

as well as the other courtiers, ot" the lavish

disposition ot' his master
;
and he engas^ed

him in such a course of idleness as ren-

dered him willing; to intrust the 2;overn-

ment of the stale entirely into the hands

of his ministers. The great treasures

amassed hy the late kinu; were gradually

dissipated in the giddv expenses of Henry.
One party of pleasure succeeded to another;

tilts, tournaments, and carousals, were

exhibited with all tlie magnificence of the

age ; and, as the present tranquillity of the

public permitted the court to indulge itself

in every amusement, serious business was
but little attended to : or, if the kuig in-

termitted the course of his festivity, he

chieliy employed himself in an application
to music and literature, which were his

favourite pursuits. He had made such

proficiency in the former art as even to

compose some pieces of church music,
which were sung in his chapel. He was
initiated in the elegant learning of the

ancients. And, though he was so unfor-

tunate as to be seduced into a study of the

barren controversies of the schools, which
were then fashionable, and had chosen

Thomas Aquinas for his favourite author,
he still discovered a capacity fitted foi"

more useful and entertaining knowledge.

punishment of empson and
dudij:y.

'The frank and careless humour of the

jking,
as it led him to dissipate the trea-

jsures
amassed by his father, rendered him

negligent in protecting the instruments

jwhom tliat prince had employed in his ex-

tortions. A proclamation being issued to

lencourage complaints, the rage of the

people was let loose on all informers, who
Ihad so long exercised an unbounded

-e iMir-ued tyranny over the nation; they were thrown
1

•""'"
"

into prison, condemned to the pillory,
and most of them lost their lives by the

violence of the populace. Empson and

{Dudley were immediately summoned be-

* This parliament met Jan. 21, 1510. A law
was there enacted, in order to prevent some abuses
which had prevailed during the late reign. The
forfeiture on the penal statutes was reduced to the

term of three years : costs and damages were given

VOL. I. 7 K

Henry
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ing useful

bnowled-ie.

Tonne

fore the council, in order to answer lor

their conduct, which had rendered them
so obnoxious. Empson made a shrewd

apdlogy for himself, as well as for his

associate. He told the council that, so

tar Irom his justly being exj)osed to cen-

sure, his enemies grounded their clamour
on actions which seemed rather to merit
reward and approbation : that a strict

execution of law was the crime of which
he and Dudley were accused

; though
that law had been established by general
consent, and though they had "acted in

obedience to the king : that it belonged
not to them, who were instruments in the

hands of supreme power, to determine
what laws were recent or obsolete, expe-
dient or hurtful, since they were all alike

valid so long as they remained unrepealed

by the legislature : that it was natural for

a licentious populace to murnmr against
the restraints of authority ; but all wise

states had ever made their glory consist in

the just distribution of rewards and pun
ishments: and that a sudden overthrow of

all government might be expecied where
the judges were committed to the mercy
of the criminals, the rulers to that of the

subjects.

Notwithstanding this defence, Empson
and Dudley were sent to the tower, and

soon after brought to their trial. The
strict execution of laws, however obsolete,

could never be imputed to them as a

crime in a court of judicature. To gratify

the people with the punishment of these

obnoxious ministers, crimes very impro-
bable, or indeed absolutely impossible,
were charged upon them

;
that they had

entered into a conspiracy against the so-

vereign, and had intended, on the death of

the late king, to have seized by force the

administration of government. The jury
were so far moved by popular prejudices,

joined to court influence, as to give a

verdict against them ;
which was after-

wards confirmed by a bill of attainder in

parliament,* and at the earnest desire of

against informers on acquittal of the accused : more

severe puni-shments were enacted against perjury :

the false inquisitions procured by Empson and Dud-

ley were declared null and invalid : traverses were

allowed ;
and the time of tendering them enlarged
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the people, was executed by warrant from

the king.* Thus, in those arbitrary times,

justice was equally violated, whether the

king sought power or riches or courted

popularity.

KING'S MARRIAGE.

Henry, while he punished the instru-

ments of past tyranny, had yet such de-

ference to former engagements, as to de-

liberate, immediately after his accession,

concerning the celebration of his marriage
with the infanta Catherine, to whom he

had been affianced. Her former marriage
with his brother, and the inequality of

their years, were the chief objections urged

against his espousing her : but, on the

other hand, the advantages of her known

virtue, modesty, and sweetness of disposi-

tion, were insisted on ;
the affection which

she bore to the king ; the large dowry to

which she was entitled as i)rincess of

Wales
;
the interest of cementing a close

alliance wdth Spain ;
the necessity of find-

ing some confederate to counterbalance

the power of France ;
the expediency of

fulfilling the engagements of the late king:
determined the council, though contrary
to the opinion of the primate, to give

Henry their advice for celebrating the

marriage. The countess of Richmond,
who had concurred in the same sentiments

with the council, died soon after the mar-

riage of her grandson.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

The popularity of Henry's government,
his undisputed title, his large treasures,

were circumstances which rendered his

domestic administration easy and pros-

perous : the situation of foreign affairs was

no less happy. Henry's alliance was
courted by all parties, at the same time

that he was not engaged by any immediate

interest or necessity to take part with any.
Lewis XII. of France, after his conquest
of Milan, was the only great prince that

* Edmund Dudley in the Guildhall, on the
seventeenth of July, and Sir Richard Empson at

Northampton, in October following ; and on the
seventeenth of August the year following, they were

.'|Qn

possessed any teiritority in Italy ; and
could he have remained in tranquillity, he
was enabled by his situation to prescribe
laws to all tlie Italian princes and re

publics, and to hold the balance among
them. But the desire of making a con-

quest of Naples still engaged him in new

enterprises ; and, as he foresaw opposition
from Ferdinand, who was connected both

by treaties and affinity with Frederic of

Naples, he endeavoured, by the offers of

interest, to which the ears of that monarch
were ever open, to engage him in an ojjpo-
site confederacy. He settled with him <.

plan for the partition of the kingdom of

Naples and the expulsion of Frederic
;

a

plan which the politicians of that age re-

garded as the most egregious imprudence
in the French monarch, and the greatesi

perfidy in the Spanish. Frederic was?

unable to resist so powerful a confederacy,
and was deprived of his dominions ; but

he had the satisfaction to see Naples im

mediately prove the source of contention

among his enemies. Ferdinand gave se-

cret orders to his general Gonsalvo, whom
the Spaniards honour with the appellation
of '

the great captain,' to attack the armies

of France, and make himself master of all

the dominions of Naples. Gonsalvo de-

feated the French in two pitched battles,

and ensured to his prince the entire pos-
session of that kingdom. Lewis, unablt

to procure redi'ess by force of arms, was

obliged to enter into a fruitless negocia-
tion with Ferdinand for the recovery of his

share of the partition ;
and all Italy was

held in suspense between these two power-
ful monarchs.

JULIUS II.—LEAGUE OF CAM-
BRAY.

There has scarcely been any period when

the balance of power was better secured

in Europe, and seemed more able to main-

tain itself without any anxious concern of

the princes. Several great monarchies

were established ;
and no one so far sur
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both of them beheaded on the Tower-hill, and their

bodies buried, the one at the White Fryers, the

other at the Black.—//a//.—Ed.
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passed the rest as to i^ive any pretence for

jealousy. England was united in domestic

peace, and by its situation liappily secured

from the invasion of tbreigners. The
coalition of the several kinjrdonis of Spain
had formed one powerful monarchy, w hich

Ferdinand administered with arts, frau-

dulent indeed and deceitful, but full of

vigour and ability. Lewis XII., a gallant

and generous prince, had, by espousing
Anne of Brittany, widow to his prede-

cessor, preserved the union with that

principality. Maximilian the emperor,
besides the hereditary dominions of the

Austrian family, maintained authority in

the empire, and was able to unite the

German princes in any great plan of de-

fence. Charles prince of Castile, grand-
son to Maximilian and Ferdinand, had

already succeeded to the rich dominions

of the house of Burgundy ; and, being as

yet in early youth, the government was
entrusted to IVIargaret of Savoy, his aunt,

a princess endowed with signal prudence
and virtue. The internal force of these

several powerful states might long have

maintained general tranquillity, had not

the active Julius II., an ambitious pontiff,

first excited the flames of war and discord

among them. By his intrigues a league
had been formed at Cambray between

himself, Maximilian, Lewis, and Ferdi-

nand
;
and the object of this great con-

federacy was to overwhelm the common-
w-ealth of Venice. Henry, without any
motive from interest or passion, allowed

his name to be inserted in the confederacy.
This oppressive and iniquitous league was
but too successful against the republic.
The great force of the considerable mo-

narchies prevented any one from aspiring
to any conquest of moment. Julius had
no sooner humbled the Venetian republic

{than he was inspired with a nobler ambi-

tion, that of expelling all foreigners from

'Italy ; or, to speak in the style affected by

[the Italians of that age, the freeing of that

country entirely from the dominion of

He was determined to make

jthe tempest first fall upon Lewis
;
and he

at once sought for a ground of quarrel

jwith
the monarch, and courted the alliance

'of other princes. He declared war against

iiiis aim:

xpelliiij

T'lrci^Ti- , ,

troia barbarians.

the duke of Ferrara, the confederate of

Lewis. He solicited the favour of Eng-
land, by sending Henry a sacred rose, per-
fumed with musk and anointed witii chrism.

He engaged in his interests Bambridge
archbishop of York, and Henry's ambas-
sador at Rome, whom he soon alter created

a cardinal. He drew over Ferdinand to

his party, though tliat monarch at first

made no declaiation of his intentions.

And, what he chiefly valued, he formed a

treaty with the Swiss cantons, who, en-

raged by some neglects put upon them by
Lewis, had quitted the alliance of France,
and waited for an opportunity of reveng-

ing themselves on that nation.

While the French monarch repelled the

attacks of his enemies he thought it also

requisite to make an attempt on the pope
himself, and to despoil him as much as

possible of that sacred character which
rendered him formidable. He enga2;ed

some cardinals, disgusted with the violence

of Julius, to desert him
; and by their

authority he was determined, in conjunc-
tion with Maximilian, to call a general

council, which might reform the church,
and check the Roman pontiff. A council

was summoned at Pisa, which from the

beginning promised little success to its

adherents. Except a few French bishops,
who unwillingly obeyed their king's com-

mands, all the prelates kept aloof from an

assembly which they regarded as the off-

spring of worldly politics. Even Pisa, the

place of their residence, shewed them signs
of contempt ;

w^hicli engaged them to trans-

fer their session to Milan, a city under thei

dominion of the French monarch. Not-

withstanding this advantage, they did not

experience much more respectful treatment

from the inhabitants of Alilan, and found

it necessary to remove to Lyons. Lewis

himself fortified these violent prejudices in

favour of papal authority by the symptoms
which lie discovered of regard, deference,

and submission, to Julius, whom he always'

spared, even when fortune had thrown

into his hands the most inviting opportu-
nities of humbling him. And, as it was

known that his consort, who had great in-

fluence over him, was extremely disquieted
on account of his dissensions with the holy
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father, all men prognosticated to Julius

final success in this unequal contest.

The enterprising pontiff knew his ad-

vantages, and availed himself of them with

the utmost temerity and insolence. So

much had he neglected his sacerdotal cha-

racter, that he acted in person at the siege

of Mirandola, visited the trenches, saw
some of his attendants killed by his side,

and, like a young soldier, cheerfully bore

all the rigours of winter and a severe sea-

son in pursuit of military glory ; yet was
he still able to throw, even on his most
moderate opponents, the charge of impiety
and profaneness. He summoned a coun-

cil at the Lateran ;
he put Pisa under an

interdict, and all the places which gave
shelter to the schismatical council

; he ex-

communicated the cardinals and prelates
who attended it

;
he even pointed his spiri-

tual thunder against the princes who ad-

hered to it
;
he freed their subjects from

all oaths of allegiance, and gave their do-

minions to every one who could take pos-
session of them.

WAR WITH FRANCE. 1512.

Ferdinand of Arragon,who had acquired
the surname of Catholic, regarded the

cause of the pope and of religion only as a

cover to his ambition and selfish politics :

Henry, naturally sincere and sanguine,
was moved with a hearty desire of pro-

tecting the pope from the oppression to

which he believed him exposed from the

ambitious enterprises of Lewis. Hopes
had been given him by Julius that the

title of ' Most Christian King,' which had

hitherto been annexed to the crown of

France, and which was regarded as its

most precious ornament, should, in reward

of his services, be transferred to that of

England. Impatient also of acquiring that

distinction in Europe to which his power
and opulence entitled him. led Henry to

join that alliance which the pope, Spain,
and Venice, had formed against the French
monarch. A herald was sent to Paris to

exhort Lewis not to wage impious war

against the sovereign pontiff; and, when
he returned without success, another was
sent to demand the ancient patrimonial
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provinces, Anjou, Maine, Guienne, and

Normandy. This message was understood
to be a declaration of war

;
and a parlia-

ment being summoned, February the fourth,

readily granted supplies for a purpose so

much favoured by the English nation.

EXPEDITION TO FONTARABIA.

BuoNAViso, an agent of the pope's at Lon-
don, corrupted by the court of France, had

previously revealed to Lewis all the mea-
sures which Henry was concerting against
him. But this infidelity did the "king in-

considerable prejudice, in comparison of

the treachery which he experienced from
the selfish purposes of the ally on whom
he chiefly relied. Ferdinand, his father-

in-law, had so long persevered in a course
of crooked politics, that he began even to

value himself on his dexterity in fraud and
artifice

; and he made a boast of those
shameful successes. Being told one day
that Lewis, a prince of a very different

character, had complained of his having
once cheated him

;

' He lies, the drunkard!'
said he,

'

I have cheated him above twenty
times.' This prince considered his close

connexions with Henry only as the means
which enabled him the better to take ad

vantage of his want of experience. He
advised him not to invade France by the

way of Calais, where he himself should not
have it in his power to assist him : he ex-

horted him rather to send forces to Fon-
tarabia, whence he could easily make a

conquest of Guienne, a province in which
it was imagined the English had still some
adherents. He promised to assist this con-

quest by the junction of a Spanish army.
And so forward did he seem to promote
the interests of his son-in-law, that he
even sent vessels to England, to transport
over the forces which Henry had levied

for that purpose. The marquis of Dorset
commanded this armament, which con-

sisted of ten thousand men, mostly in-

fantry ;
lord Howard, son of the earl of

Surrey, lord Broke, lord Ferrars, and many
others of the young gentry and nobility

accompanied him. All were on fire to

distinguish themselves, and to make a

conquest of importance for their master.

Heniy pre-

pares to

invade

France.
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The secret purpose of Ferdinand, in this

unexampled generosity, was suspected by
nobody.
The small kini^dom of Navarre lies on

the frontiers between France and Spain ;

and, as John d'Albret the sovereign was

connected by friendship with Lewis, the

opportunity seemed favourable to Ferdi-

nand, while the English forces were con-

joined with his own, and while all ad-

herents to the council of Pisa lay under
the sentence of excommunication, to put
himself in possession of these dominions.

No sooner, therefore, was Dorset landed

in Guipiscoa, than the Spanish monarch
declared his readiness to join him with his

forces, to make with united arms an in-

vasion of France, and to form the siege of

Bayonne, which opened the way into Gui-

enne
;

but he remarked to the English

general how dangerous it might prove to

leave behind them the kingdom of Na-

varre, which, being in close alliance with

France, could easily give admittance to

the enemy, and cut off all communication
betw*een Spain and the combined armies.

To provide against so dangerous an event,
he required that John should stipulate a

neutrality in the present war : and, when
that prince expressed his willingness to

enter into any engagement for that pur-

pose, he also required that security should

be given for the strict observance of it.

John having likewise agreed to this con-

dition, Ferdinand demanded that he should

deUver into his hands six of the most
considerable places of his dominions, to-

gether with his eldest son as a hostage.
These were not terms to be proposed to a

sov^ereign ; and, as the Spanish monarch

expected a refusal, he gave immediate
orders to the duke of Alva, his general, to

make an invasion on Navarre, and to re-

duce that kingdom. Alva soon made
himself master of all the smaller towns ;

and, being ready to form the siege of

Pampeluna the capital, he summoned the

marquis of Dor.set to join him with the

English army, and concert together all

their operations.

* With much courtesy of language, Ferdinand did
not scruple to intimate to Dorset, that, as he declined

.acting with the Spaniards against Xavirre, he must
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FERDINAND'S DECEIT, AND RE-
TURN OF THE ENGLISH.

Dorset began to suspect that the interests

of his master were very little regarded in

all these transactions
; and, having no

orders to invade Navarre, he refused to

lake any part in the enterprise. He re-

mained, therefore, at Fontarabia ;
but so

subtle was the contrivance of Ferdinand,

that, even while the English army lay in

that situation, it was almost ecpially ser-

viceable to his purpose as if it had acted

in conjunction with his own. It kept the

French army in awe, and prevented it from

advancing to succour the kingdom of Na-
varre

;
so that Alva, having full leisure to

conduct the siege, made himslf master of

Pampeluna, and obli2:cd John to seek for

shelter in France. The Spanish general

applied again to Dorset, and proposed to

conduct with united counsels the ope-
rations of the '

holy league,' so it was

called, against Lewis : but as he still de

clined forming the siege of Bayonne, and

rather insisted on the invasion of the prin-

cipality of Bearne, a part of the king of

Navarre's dominions, which lies on the

French side of the Pyrenees, Dorset, justly

suspicious, represented that, without new-

orders from his master, he could not con-

cur in such an undertaking. In order to

procure these orders Ferdinand dispatched
Martin de Ampios to London ;

and per-
suaded Henry that, by the refractory and

scrupulous humour of the English general,
the most favourable opportunities were

lost, and that it was necessary he should,

on all occasions, act in concert with the

Spanish commander. But before orders

to this purpose reached Spain, Dorset had

become extremely impatient ; and, observ-

ing that his farther stay served not to pro-
mote the main undertaking, and that his

army was daily perishing by want and

sickness, he demanded shipping from Fer-

dinand to transport them back to Eng-
land.* Ferdinand, who was bound by treaty

to furnish him with this supply whenever

demanded, was, after many delays, obliged

remain as he was for the present. That conquest
made, all his demands were to be satisfied.—Ed.
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to yield to his importunity ; and Dorset,

larking his troops, prepared himself

for the voyage. Meanwhile the messenger
arrived with orders from Henry that the

troops should remain in Spain ;
but the

soldiers were so discontented that they

mutinied, and obliged their commanders

to set sail for England. Henry was much

displeased with the ill success of this en-

terprise ;
and it was with difficulty that

Dorset, by explaining the fraudulent con-

duct of Ferdinand, was able to appease
him.

There happened this summer an action

at sea, which brought not any more de-

cisive advantage. Sir Thomas Knevet,
master of horse, was sent to Brittany with

fleet of forty-five sail ; and he carried

with him Sir Charles Brandon, Sir John

Carew, and many other young courtiers,

who longed for an opportunity of dis-

playing their valour. After they had

committed some depredations, a French
fleet of thirty-nine sail issued from Brest,

under the command of Primauget, and

began an engagement with the English.
Fire seized the ship of Primauget ; who,

finding his destruction inevitable, bore

down upon the vesssel of the English
admiral, and, grappling with her, resolved

to make her share his fate. Both fleets

stood some time in suspense, as spectators
of this dreadful engagement ;

and all saw
with horror the flames which consumed
both vessels, and heard the cries of fury
and despair, which came from the miserable

combatants. At last the French vessel

blew up, and at the same time destroyed

English . The rest of the French fleet

made their escape into different harbours.

The war which England waged against

France, though it brought no advantage
to the former kingdom, was of great pre-

judice to the latter
; and, by obliging

Lewis to withdraw his forces for the

defence of his own dominions, lost him
that superiority which his arms had at-

tained in Italy. Gaston de Foix, his

nephew, a young hero, had been intrusted

Gastcvn de 1^^^'^^ the Command of the French forces
;

Foix gains land in a few months performed such feats

wmnphs. of military art and prowess as were suf-

[ficient to render illustrious the life of the
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oldest captain. His career finished with

the great battle of Ravenna, which, after

the most obstinate conflict, he gained over
the Spanish and papal armies. He per-
ished the very moment his victory was

complete ; and with him perished the

fortune of the French arms in Italy. The
Swiss invaded the Milanese with a nume-
rous army, and raised up that inconstant

people to a revolt against the dominion of

France. Genoa followed the example ;

and thus Lewis, in a few weeks, entirely
lost his Italian conquests, except some

garrisons ;
and Maximilian Sforza, the son

of Ludovico, was reinstated in possession
of Milan.

LEO X. 1513.

Julius discovered extreme joy on the dis-

comfiture of the French ; and the more so

as he had been beholden for it to the

Swiss. The pontiff survived this success

a very little time ;
and in his place was

chosen John de Medicis, who took the

appellation of Leo X., and proved one of

the most illustrious princes that ever sat

on the papal throne. Humane, beneficent,

the patron of every art, and friend of every
virtue ;

he had a soul no less capable of

forming great designs than his predecessor,
but was more gentle, pliant, and artful, in

employing means for the execution of

them. The sole defect, indeed, of his

character was too great finesse ;
a fault

which, both as a priest and an Italian, it

was difficult for him to avoid. By the

negociations of Leo the emperor Maximi
lian was detached from the French in-

terest ; and Henry was still encouraged to

prosecute his warlike measures against
Lewis.

A PARLIAMENT.

Henry had summoned a new session of

parliament, and obtained a supply. It was

a poll tax, and imposed different sums

according to the station and riches of the

person. A duke paid ten marks, an earl

five pounds, a baron four pounds, a knight
four marks, every man valued at eight
hundred pounds in goods four marks. An
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imposition was also granted of two fif-

teenths and four tenth.';. By these sup-

plies, joined to the treasure which had heen
great am.y.,|gf(. j^y j^jg j^^iije,._ j^g ^^yg cuahled to levy a

great army. The Enghsh are said to have

been mucli encouraged hy the arrival of a

vessel in the Thames under tlie papal ban-

ner. It carried presents of wine and hams
to the king and the more eminent cour-

tiers ; and such fond devotion was at tliat

time entertained towards the court of

Rome, that these trivial presents were re-

ceived with the greatest triumph and
exultation.

WAR WITH SCOTLAND.

In order to prevent all disturbances from

Scotland, while Henry's arms should be

employed on the continent, Dr. West, dean

of Windsor, was dispatched on an embassy
to James the king's brother-in-law, to

accommodate all difl'erences between the

kingdoms, as well as to discover the inten-

tions of the court of Scotland. Some

complaints had already been made. One
Barton, a Scotchman, having suffered in-

juries from the Portuguese, for which he
could obtain no redress, had procured let-

ters of marque against that nation ; but he
had no sooner put to sea than he com-
mitted depredations upon the English, and
much infested the narrow seas. Lord
Howard and Sir Edward Howard, admirals,
and sons of the earl of Surre}', sailing out

against him, fought him in a desperate
action, where the pirate was killed ; and

they brought his ships into the Thames.
As Henry refused all satisfaction for this

act of justice, some of the borderers en-

tered England under lord Hume, warden
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of the marches, and committed great

ravages. Matters might easily have been

accommodated, had it not been for Henry's
intended invasion of France, which roused
the jealousy of the Scottish nation. The
ancient league, between France and Scot-

land, was conceived to be the strongest
band of connexion ; and the Scots univer-

sally believed that, were it not for the

countenance which they received from
this foreign alliance, they had never been

able so long to maintain their indepen-

dence against a people so much superior.
James was farther incited to take part in

tiie quarrel by the invitations of Anne

queen of France, whose knight he had
ever in all tournaments jirofessed himself,
and who summoned him, according to the

ideas of romantic gallantry prevalent in

that age, to ])rove himself her true and
valorous champion. The remonstrances
of his consort and of his wisest counsellors

were in vain opposed to the martial ardour
of this prince. He first sent a squadron of

ships to the assistance of France
;
the only

fleet which Scotland seems ever to have

possessed. And, though he still made
professions of maintaining a neutrality, the

English ambassador easily foresaw that a

war would prove inevitable
;
and he gave

warning of the danger to his master, who
sent the earl of Surrey to jjut the borders

in a posture of defence, and to resist the

expected invasion of the enemy.
Henry, all on fire for military fame, was

little discouraged by this appearance of a

diversion from the north
;

as he flattered

himself with the assistance of all the con-

siderable potentates of Europe in his inva-

sion of France. The pope continued

to thunder out his excommunications

against Lewis, and all the adherents of the

schismatical council
;

the Swiss cantons

made professions of violent animosity

against France
;
the ambassadors of Fer-

dinand and Maximilian had signed with

those of Henry a treaty of alliance against
that power, and had stipulated the time

and place of their intended invasion
; and,

though Ferdinand disavowed his ambas-

sador, and even signed a truce for a twelve-

month with the common enemy, Henry
hoped for his concurrence after the expi-
ration of that term. He had now got a

minister who complied with all his incli-

nations, and flattered him in every scheme
to which his sanguine and impetuous tem-

per was inchned.

WOLSEY MINISTER.

Thomas Wolsey, dean of Lincoln, and

almoner to the king, surpassed in favour

all his ministers. This man was son ol

a butcher at Ipswich ; but, having got a
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learned education, and being endowed with

an excellent capacity, he was admitted into

the marquis of Dorset's family as tutor to

that nobleman's children, and soon gained
the friendship of his patron. He was re-

commended to be chaplain to Henry VII.
;

and, being employed by that monarch in

a secret negociation, which regarded his

intended marriage with Margaret of Savoy,
Maximilian's daughter, he obtained the

praise both of diligence and dexterity in

his conduct. Henry, having given him
a commission to Maximilian, who re-

sided in Brussels, was surprised in less

than three days to see Wolsey before him
;

and, supposing that he had protracted his

departure, he began to reprove him for the

dilatory execution of his orders. Wolsey
iniormed him that he had just returned

from Brussels, and had successfully ful-

filled all his majesty's commands. '

But,
on second thoughts,' said the kiiig,

'

I

fouiid that somewhat was omitted in your
orders, and hav^ sent a messenger after

you with fuller instructions,'
'

I met the

messenger,' replied Wolsey,
' on my re-

turn ; but, as I had reflected on that omis-

sion, I ventured of myself to execute what
I knew must be your niajestyls intentions.'

The death of Henry, soon after, retarded

the advancement of Wolsey, and prevented
his reaping any advantage from the good

opinion entertained of him
;
but thence-

forwards he was looked on as a rising man;
and Fox, bishop of Winchester, cast his

eye upon him as one who might be ser-

viceable to him in his present situation.

This prelate, observing that the earl of

Surrey had totally eclipsed him in favour,

resolved to introduce Wolsey to the young
prince's familiarity, and hoped that he

might rival Surrey in his insinuating arts,

and yet act in the cabinet a part subordi-

* The following is given as the advice offered to

his sovereign by Wolsey.
"W len your Highnesse

in some great and perplex'd affaires, hath occasion

to acquaint your Councellors onely with some part
of your meaning, what instrument can be so apt as a

Favorite ? While, if things succeed ill, or otherwise

that your Highnesse would not seem to liave the

advice proceed from you, how easily may your High-
nesse disavow all, and lay the fault on him ? Thus

may your Highnesse finde the many uses you may
Imake of your Favorite. Yet, sir, let me say, I
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nate to Fox himself. In a little time Wol-

sey supplanted both Surrey in his fovour

and Fox in his trust and confidence.

Being admitted to Henry's parties, betook
the lead in every jovial conversation, and

promoted all that frolic and entertainment

which he found suitable to the inclination

of the young monarch. Neither his own

years, which were near forty, nor his cha-

racter as a clergyman, engaged him to

check the gaiety in which Henry passed
his careless hours. During the intervals

of amusement he introduced business, and
insinuated those maxims which he was
desirous his master should adopt. He
observed to him that, while he entrusted

his affairs into the hands of his father's

counsellors, he had the advantage indeed

of employing men of wisdom and expe-
rience, but men who owed not their pro-
motion to his favour, and who scarcely

thought themselves accountable to him :

that, by the jealousies which had long

prevailed among them, they more ob-

structed the advancement of his affairs

than, they promoted it: that, while he

thought proper to pass his time in those

pleasures to which his age and royal for-

tune invited him, and in those studies

which would in time enable him to sway
the sceptre with absolute authority, his

best system of government would be to

entrust his authority into the hands of

some one who could entertain no view but

that of promoting his service : and that,

if this minister had also the same relish

for pleasure with himself, and the same
taste for science, he could more easily in-

troduce his master gradually into the know-

ledge of public business ;
and thus, with-

out tedious constraint, initiate him in the

science of government.*

should never advise your Highnesse to see by his

eyes, or heare by his ears onely. This were to keepe
vou in too much darknesse and subjection. To pre-
vent this, therefore, be pleas'd to appoint able per-

sons, and such as may not know of each other, by
whom your Highnesse may be informed, not onely
what is done, but even said vulgarly. Thus shall

your Highnesse take order not to be deceiv'd. As
for the more doubtfull and intricate parts of busi-

nesse, which require particular scrutiny and exami-

nation, your Highness, in my opinion, may doe well
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CHARACTER OF WOLSEY.
Henry entered into all the views of Wol-

?ey ; and soon advanced iiis lavourite to

be a member of his council
; and, from

being a member of his council, to be his

sole and absolute minister. By this rapid
advancement the character and genius of

Wolsey had full opportunity to disjilay
itself. Insatiable in his acquisitions, but
still more magnificent in his expense ;

of

extensive capacity, but still more un-
bounded enterprise ;

ambitious of power,
but still more desirous of glory : insinu-

ating, persuasive, commanding ; haughty
to his equals, but affable to his depen-
dants

; oppressive to the people, but liberal

to his friends ;
less moved by injuries than

by contempt ; he was framed to take the

ascendant in every intercourse with others;
but exerted this superiority of nature with

such ostentation as exposed him to envy,
and made every one willing to recal the

original meanness of his fortune.

The branch of administration in which

Henry most exerted himself, while he gave
his entire confidence to Wolsey, was the

military. Finding that Lewis had made

great preparations both by sea and land,
he was no less careful to levy a formidable

army and equip a considerable fleet for the

invasion of France. The command of the

fleet was intrusted to Sir Edward Howard
;

who, after scouring the channel for some
time, presented himself before Brest, where
the French navy then lay ;

and he chal-

lenged them to a combat. The French

admiral, who expected from the Mediter-
ranean a reinforcement of some gallies
under the command of Prejeant de Bidoux,

kept within the harbour, and saw with

patience the English destroy the country
in the neighbourhood. At last Prejeant

riv^ed with six gallies, and put into Con-

quet, a place within a few leagues of

to have three or foure confident persons, not yet of

the Body of your Councell, with whom separately
your Highnesse may advise, before these difBculties

be brought unto them. This will enable your High-
nesse to speak thereof when you transfer it to the

Body of your Councell, and make you discern their

opinions, Onely, if anything be determined, let

your Favorite still be the chief Actor in the exe-

cution."—Lord Herbert.—Ed.
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gave the other to lord

)y some row-

Brest ; where be secured himself behind

some batteries, which he had planted on

rocks that lay on each side of him. How-
ard was, notwithstanding, determined to

make an attack upon him
; and, as he had

but two gallies, he took iiiinsclf tiie com
mand of one, and
Ferrars. He was i'oUowed

barges and some crayers under the com-
mand of Sir Thomas Cheyney, Sir Wil
liam Sidney, and other officers of dis-

tinction. He immediately fastened on

Prejeant's ship, and leaped on board of

her, attended by one Carroz, a Spanish
cavalier, and seventeen Englishmen. Tlie

cable, meanwhile, which fastened his shij)
to that of the enemy, being cut, the ad-

miral was thus left in the hands of the

French ; and, as he still continued the

combat with great gallantry, he was pushed
overboard by their pikes.* Lord Ferrars,

seeing the admiral's galley fall off, followed

with the other small vessels
;

and the

whole fleet was so discouraged by the loss

of their commander, that they retired from
before Brest. The French navy came out

of harbour, and even ventured to invade

the coast of Sussex. They were repulsed ;

and Prejeant, their commander, lost an

eye by the shot of an arrow. Lord How
ard, brother to the deceased admiral, sue

ceeded to the command of the English
fleet

; and little memorable passed at sea

during this summer.
Great preparations had been makin^,

during the whole winter, for an invasion

by the way of Calais; but the suntmer
was well advanced before every thing was
in sufiicient readiness. The Ion

had somewhat unfitted the En

military expeditions ;
and the great change

lately introduced in the art of war had

rendered it still more difficult to inure

them to the use of the weapons now

employed in action. The Swiss, and after

Prejeniit
M'l-UI'C3

himsflf be-

bind bat-

teries.

Howard
all.icks

Prejeant's

ship.

,p, peace
,rlish for

* It was a maxim of Howard, that no admiral

was good for any thing that was not even brave to a

degree of madness. As the sea service requires
much less plan and contrivance and capacity than

the land, this maxim has great plausibility and a])-

pearance of truth ; though the fate of Howard him-

self may serve as a proof, that even there coar-ige

ought to be tempered with discretion.
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them the Spaniards, had shewn the ad-

vantage of a stable infantry, who fought
with pike and sword, and were able to

repulse even the heavy-armed cavalry, in

which the great force of the armies for-

merly consisted. The practice of fire-

arms was become common ; though the

caliver, which was the weapon now in use,

was so inconvenient, and attended with so

many disadvantages, that it had not en-

tirely discredited the bow, a weapon in

which the English excelled all European
nations. A considerable part of the forces,

which Henry levied for the invasion of

France, consisted of archers ; and the van-

guard of the army, amounting to eight thou-

sand men, under the command of the earl of

Shrewsbury, sailed over to Calais. Shrews-

bury was accompanied by the earl of Derby,
the lords Fitzwater, Hastings, Cobham,
and Sir Rice ap Thomas, captain of the

light horse. Another body of six thou-

sand men soon after followed under the

command of lord Herbert the chamberlain,
attended by the earls of Northumberland
and Kent, the lords Audley and Delawar,

together with Carew, Curson, and other

gentlemen.
The king himself prepared to follow with

the main body and rear of the army ;
and

he appointed the queen regent of the king-
)m during his absence. That he might

secure her administration from all disturb-

ance, he ordered Edmond de la Pole, earl

of Suffolk, to be beheaded in the tower,
the nobleman who had been attainted and

imprisoned during the late reign. Henry
was led to commit this act of violence by
the dying commands, as is imagined, of

his father, who told him that he never
would be free from danger while a man of

so turbulent a disposition as Suffolk was
alive. And as Richard de la Pole, brother
of Suffolk, had accepted of a command in

the French service, and foolishly attempted
to revive the York faction, he probably,
by that means, drew more suddenly the

king's vengeance on this unhappy noble-
man.

INVASION OF FRANCE.
On the thirtieth of June Henry, attended

by the duke of Buckingham, and many of
598

the nobility, arrived at Calais, and entered

upon his French expedition, from which

he fondly expected so much success and

glory. Of all those allies on whose assist

ance he relied, the Swiss alone fully per-
formed their engagements. Being put in

motion by a sum of money sent them by

Henry, and incited by their victories ob-

tained in Italy, and by their animosity

against France, they were preparing to

enter that kingdom with an army of twen

ty-five thousand men ; and no equal force

could be opposed to their incursion

Maximilian had received an advance of

one hundred and twenty thousand crowns
from Henry, and had promised to reinforce

the Swiss with eight thousand men
; but

failed in his engagements. That he might
make atonement to the king, he himself

appeared in the Low Countries, and joined
the English army with some German and

Flemish soldiers, w'ho were useful in giving
an example of discipline to Henry's new
levied forces. Observing the disposition
of the English monarch to be more bent

on glory than on interest, he enlisted him-

self in his service, wore the cross of St

George, and received pay, a hundred
crowns a day, as one of his subjects and

captains. But, while he exhibited this

extraordinary spectacle, of an emperor of

Germany serving under a king of England,
he was treated with the highest respect by
Henry, and really directed all the opera
tions of the English army.

Before the arrival of Henry and Maxi-

milian in the camp, the earl of Shrewsbury
and lord Herbert had formed the siege of

Terouane, a town situated on the frontiers

of Picardy. TeHgni and Crequi com
manded in the town, and had a garrison
not exceeding two thousand men

; yet they

protracted the siege a month ; and they at

last found themselves more in danger from
want of provisions and ammunition than

from the assaults of the besiegers. Hav-

ing conveyed intelligence of their situation

to Lewis, who had advanced to Amiens
with his army, that prince gave orders to

throw relief into the place. Fontrailles

appeared at the head of eight hundred

horsemen, each of whom carried a sack of

gunpowder behind hira, and two quartersb
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jof
bacon. With this small force he made

la sudden and unexpected irruption into the

,„ lEnjrlisli camp, and advanced to the fosse
Fontrailles

i ^ T .. i i i ,,
throws sup- 01 tne town, where each horseman threw

thelirr?- jdown
his burdcii. They immediately re-

»»°- 'turned at the gallop, and were so fortu-

A body of
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^umanders,
nd it< for-

jfications

re de-

loUihed.

nate as again to break through the English,
and to sutler little or no loss in this dan-

gerous attempt.

BATTLE OF GUINEGATE.

But the English had, soon after, full re-

venge for the insult. Henry had received

intelligence of the approach of the French

horse, who had advanced to protect ano-

ther incursion of Fontrailles ; and he or-

dered some troops to pass the Lis, to

oppose them. The cavalry of France,

though they consisted chiefly of gentle-
men who had behaved with great gal-

lantry in many desperate actions in Italy,

were, on sight of the enemy, seized with

so unaccountable a panic, that they im-

mediately took to flight, and were pur-
sued by the English. The duke of Lon-

gueville.w^ho commanded the French, Bussi

d'Amboise, Clermont, Imbercourt, the che-

valier Bayard, and many other officers of

distinction, were made prisoners. This

action, or rather rout, is sometimes called

the battle of Guinegate, from the place
i
where it was fought ; but more commonly
the battle of Spurs, because the French,
that day, made more use of their spurs
than of their swords or military weapons.

After so considerable an advantage the

king, who was at the head of a complete

army of above fifty thousand men, might
have made incursions to the gates of Paris.

It gave Lew^is great joy when he heard

that the English, instead of pushing their

victory, and attacking the dismayed troops
of France, returned to the siege of so in-

considerable a place as Terouane. The

governors were obliged, soon after, to

capitulate ;
and Henry found his acquisi-

tion of so little moment that he immedi-

ately demolished the fortifications. The
anxieties of the French were again revived

with regard to the motions of the English.
The Swiss had entered Burgundy with a

formidable army, and laid siege to Dijon.

Ferdinand himself, though he had made a

truce with Lewis, seemed disposed to lay
hold of every advantage which fortune

should present to him. Scarcely ever was
the French monarchy in greater danger.

Many of the inhabitants of Paris, who be-

lieved theiiiselvts cxjjosed to the rai)acity
and violence of the enemy, began to dis-

lodge, without knowing what place could
afford them greater security.

But Lewis was extricated from his

present difficulties by the maifold blunders
of his enemies. The Swiss allowed theiii-

selv^es to be seduced into a ncgociation by
Trenioille, governor of Burgundy ; and,
without making inquiry whether that

nobleman had any powers to treat, thev

accepted of the conditions which he ottered

them. Tremoille, who knew that he should

be disavowed by his master, stipulated
whatever they were pleased to demand ;

and thought himself happy at the expense
of some payments and very large pro-

mises, to get rid of so formidable an

enemy.
The measures of Henry shewed ecjual

ignorance in the art of war with that of

the Swiss in negociation. Tournay was a

great and rich city, which, though within

the frontiers of Flanders, belonged to

France, and afforded the troops of that

kingdom a passage into the heart of the

Netherlands. Maximilian, who was de-

sirous of freeing his grandson from so

troublesome a neighbour, advised Henry
to lay siege to the place ;

and the English
monarch was so imprudent as to follow

this interested counsel. The city of Tour-

nay, by its ancient charters, being ex-

empted from the burden of a garrison, the

burghers, against the remonstrance of their

sovereign, strenuously insisted on main-

taining this dangerous privilege; and they

engaged, by themselves, to make a vigo-
rous defence. Their courage failed them
w'hen matters came to trial

;
and after a

few days, the place was surrendered to the

English. The bishop of Tournay was

lately dead ;
;md as a new bishop was

already elected, but not installed in his

office, the king bestowed the administration

of the see on his favourite Wolsey, and

put him in immediate possession of the re-
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venues. Hearing of the retreat of the

Swiss he thought proper to return to Eng-
land ; and he carried the greater part of

his army with him. Success had attended

him in eveiy enterprise ;
and his j'outhful

mind was much elated with this seeming
prosperity ; hut all men of judgment,

comparing his expense with his acqui-
sitions, were convinced that this campaign
was in reality both ruinous and inglorious
to him.

The success which, during this summer,
had attended Henry's arms in the north,
was much more decisive. The king of

Scotland had assembled the whole force

of his kingdom ; and, having passed the

Tweed with a brave, though a tumultuary,

army of above fifty thousand men, he ra-

vaged those parts of Northumberland
wdiich lay nearest that river

;
and he em-

ployed himself in taking the castles of

Norham, Etal, "Werke, Ford, and other

places of small importance. Lady Ford,

being taken prisoner in her castle, was

presented to James, and so gained on the

aftections of the prince, that he wasted in

pleasure the critical time which, during the

absence of his enemy, he should have em-

ployed in pushing his conquests. His

troops, lying in a barren country, where

they soon consumed all the provisions,

began to be pinched with hunger ; and

many of them had stolen from the camp,
and retired homewards. Meanwhile the

earl of Surrey, having collected a force of

twenty-six thousand men, of which five

thousand had been sent over from the

king's army in France, marched to the

defence of the country, and approached

The Eng-
li.sh .^lld

Scot ell

amiies are

in siglit of

each other.

the Scots, who lav on some high rround

near the hills of Cheviot. The river Till

ran between the armies, and prevented an

igagement : Surrey, therefore, sent a

herald to the Scottish camp, challenging
the enemy to descend into the plain of

Milfield, which lay towards the south, and

there, appointing a day for the combat, to

try their valour on equal ground. As he
received no satisfactory answer, he made
a feint of marching towards Berwick

;
as

if he intended to enter Scotland. The
Scottish army, to prevent his purpose, put
themselves in motion
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and, having set fire

to the huts in which they had quartered,

they descended from the hills. Surrey,

taking advantage of the smoke, which was
blown towards him, and which concealed

his movements, passed the Till with his

artillery and vanguard at the bridge of

Twisel, and sent the rest of his army to

seek a ford higher up the river.

BATTLE OF FLOUDEN.

An engagement was now become inevita-

ble. The English divided their army into

two lines : lord Howard led the main body
of the first line. Sir Edmond Howard the

right wing. Sir Marmaduke Constable the

left. The earl of Surrey, himself, com-
manded the main body of the second line,

lord Dacres, the right wing. Sir Edward

Stanley the left. The front of the Scots

presented three divisions to the enemy
the middle was led by the king himself

the right by the eail of Huntley, assisted

by lord Hume
;
the left by the earls of

Lenox and Argyle. A fourth division,

under the earl of Bothwel, made a body of

reserve. Huntley began the battle
; and,

after a sharp conflict, put to flight the left

wing of the English, and chased them off

the field : but, on returning from the pur-
suit, he found the whole Scottish army in

great disorder. The division under Lenox
and Argyle, elated with the success of the

other wing, had broken their ranks, and,

notwithstanding the remonstrances and

entreaties of La Motte, the French ambas

sador, had rushed headlong upon the

enemy. Not only Sir Edmond Howard,
at the head of his division, received them,
with great valour, but Dacres, who com-

manded in the second line, wheeling about

during the action, fell upon their rear, and

put them to the sword without resistance.

The division under James, and that under

Bothwel, animated by the valour of their

leaders, still made head against the Eng-
lish, and, throwing themselves into a circle,

protracted the action, till night separated
the combatants. The victory seemed yet

undecided, and the numbers that fell on

each side were nearly equal, amounting to

above five thousand men : but the morn-

ing discovered where the advantage lay.
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IS !i»r n

tiiH'

bunol.

iThe En2:lish had lost only persons of small

note
;
but the llower of the Scottish no-

druuhe""" bility had fallen in battle, and their k'uvz

UieSootii-iii '^''"'^^''' '^'^^1" the most dilii-'ent enquiry,
iioiuiity are could HO wliere be found. In searchin;;

jthe field, the English met with a dead

body which resembled him, and was ar-

rayed in a similar habit ; ami thev put it

in a leaden coffin, and sent it to London.

During some time it was kept imburied ;

j

because James died under sentence of ex-

Abo.li-, communication, on account of his confe-

'"i'l,"*"' .'" deracv with France, and his oiiposition to
be l!int lit . ' * >

.

k.nL'.iauics, the holy scc : but, upon Henry's a|)plica-

.kuieu lion, who pretended that this prince had,

in the instant before his death, discovered

signs of repentance, absolution was given

him, and his body was interred. The Scots,

however, still asserted that it was not

James's body which was found on the

field of battle, but that of one Elphinston,
who had been arrayed in arms resembling
their king's, in order to divide the atten-

tion of the English, and shaie the danger
with his master. It was believed that

James had been seen crossing the Tweed
at Kelso

; and some imagined that he had
been killed by the vassals of lord Hume,
whom that nobleman liad instigated to

conunit so enormous a crime. But the

populace entertained the opinion that he

was still alive, and, having secretly gone
in pilgrimage to the holy land, would soon

return and take possession of the throne.

This fond conceit was long entertained

amons; the Scots.

The Scnis

beUevf<l

tbtt their

kini; sur-

viveii aii't

w'oulil re-

The king of Scotland and most of his

nrv

nits

.ICC

chief nobles beinz slain in the field of

Flouden, an inviting opportunity v.as

ottered to Henry of gaining advantages
over that kingdom, perhaps of reducing it

to subjection. But he discovered, on this

occasion, a mind truly great and generous.
When the queen of Scotland, Margaret,
vvho was created recent durinir the infancy

jof
her son, applied for peace, he readily

granted it
;
and took compassion of the I

helpless condition of his sister and nephew. 1

The earl of Surrey, who had gained him
so great a victory, was restored to the title

iof duke of Norfolk, which had been for-
'

Ifeited by his father for engaging on the
i

IsiJe of Richard HI. Lord Ho.vard was
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honoured with the title of earl of Surrey.]
Sir Charles Brandon, the king's favourite,'

whom he had before created viscount I.,isle,; ,urs"are

r.pwis en

the couIeU-

eracy
lILMiuSt

him.

was now raised to the dignity of duke of 7™','"^'"

Suffolk. Wolsev, who was both his fa-
'

';"""'«";

vourite and hi< numster, was created bishop: w,.isevi«

of Lincoln. Lord Herbert obtained the
,','i,''|!|"Liu!!"

title of earl of Worcester. Sir Edward i

="'"•

Stanley that of lord Monteagle.
j

Though peace with Scotland gave Henry|
security on that side, and enabled him toj

prosecute his enterprise against France,]
some other incidents had happened, which'

more than counterbalanced this fortunate

event, and served to o|:)en his eyes with

regard to the rashness of an undertaking
into which his youth and high fortune had

betrayed him.

Lewis, fully sensible of tlie dangerous
situation to which his kingdom had been

reduced, was resolved, by every e.\i)edient, 'i|-ivnurs
to

to break the confederacy of his enemies.

The pope was nowise disjiosed to push the

French to extremity ; and, provided they
did not return to take possession of Milan,
his interests rather led him to ])reserve
the balance among the contending parties.

He accepted, therefore, of Lewis's offer to

renounce the council of Lyons ; and he

took off the exconununication which his „.,
. ,

,
. . line jiopc

predecessor and himself had liiliumated' "iii'ves

against that king and his kinirdom. Fer- Krmi""

dinand was now fast declining in years ;
|,'','™,[i'^.j

and, as he entertained no farther ambition!''""."'"""'^

than tliat of keeping possession of
Na-jthe'i'iir

vane, he readily hearkened to the propo-
sals of Lewis for prolonging the truce

another year ;
and he even shewed an

inclination of forming a more intimate

connexion with that monarch. Lewis had

dropped hints of his intention to marry
his second daughter Kenee, either to

Charles, jirince of Spain, or his brother

Ferdinand, both of them grand.sons to the

Spanish monarch ; and he declared his

resolution of bestowing on her, as her

portion, his claim to the duchy of Milan.

Ferdinand not only embraced these pro- 1 'i^'Ino''

posals with joy, but also engaged the""'"'"-^'i
•'.-.,. .

o o
]

live rtn res

emperor Maximilian in the same viewslf'um Lewis,

and procured his accession to a treaty,,

which opened so invitinc: a jtrospect of|

aggrandizini their comuioa £;randchildren.j
601
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Wlien Henry was informed of Ferdinand's

renewal of tlie truce with Lewis, he fell

into a violent rage, and loudly complained
that his father-in-law had first, by high

promises and professions, engaged him in

enmity with France, and had now

again sacrificed his interests to his own
selfish purj)oses. In proportion to his

easy credulity, and his unsu.specting
reliance on Ferdinand, was the vehemence
with which he exclaimed against the

treatment which he met with
;
and he

threatened revenge. But he lost all

patience when informed of the other nego-
ciation by which Maximilian was also

seduced from his alliance, and in which

proposals had been agreed to for the

marriage of the prince of Spain, with the

daughter of France. Charles, during the

hfetime of the late king, had been affianced

to Mary, Henry's younger sister ;* and, as

the prince now approached the age of

puberty, the king had expected the imme-
diate completion of the marriage and the

honourable settlement of a sister, for whom
he had entertained a tender afiection.

Such a complication, therefore, of injuries

inspired him with a desire of expressing
his disdain towards those who had im-

posed on his youth and inexperience, and
had abused his too great facility.

The duke of Longueville, who had been

made prisoner at the battle of Guinegate,
and who was still detained in England,
was ready to take advantage of all these

dispositions of Henry, in order to procure
a peace, and even an alliance, which he

knew to be passionately desired by his

master. He represented to the king that

Anne, queen of France, being lately dead,

a door was thereby opened for an affinity

which might tend to the advantage of both

kingdoms : that she had left Lewis no male

children ; and, as he had ever entertained

*
This, it will be remembered, was done when

Henry entertained, or rather detained, Philip at

Windsor, while Charles was a mere child.— Ed.

f On the 7th of November the young queen was
crownied

; the count of Angouleme, who succeeded
Lewis to the throne, sustaining the crown over her
head during the ceremony that she might not suffer

from its weight.

According to Brantome,
" he took upon him-

self to play the young man and the lover with his
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a strong desire of having heirs to the

crown, no marriage seemed more suitable

to him than that with the princess of

England, whose j^outh and beauty afforded

the most flattering hopes in that parti-
cular : that, though the marriage of a

princess of sixteen with a king of fifty-
three might seem unsuitable, yet the other

advantages attending the aUiance were
more than a sufficient compensation for

this inequality : and that Henry, in

loosening liis connexions with Spain, from
which he had never reaped any advantage,
would contract a close affinity with Lewis,
a prince who had invariably maintained the

character of probity and honour.

PEACE WITH FRANCE. 1514.

As Henry seemed to hearken to this dis-

course, Longueville informed his master
of the probability which he discovered ot

bringing the matter to a happy conclusion
;

and he received full powers for negociating
the treaty. The articles were easily ad-

justed. Lewis agreed that Tournay should

remain in the hands of the English ; that

Richard de la Pole should be banished to

Metz, there to live on a pension assigned
him by Lewis ; that Henry should receive

payment of a million of crowns, being the

arrears due by treaty to his father and

himself; and that the princess Mary
should bring four hundred thousand crowns
as her portion, and enjoy as large a join
ture as any queen of France, even the

former, who was heiress of Brittany. The
two princes also agreed on the succours

with which they should mutually supply
each other, in case either of them were

attacked by an enemy.
In consequence of this 1 reaty Mary was

sent to France with a splendid retinue

and Lewis met her at Abbeville, where

the espousals were celebrated.! He was

blooming bride, who was considered to be one of the

most beautiful women in Europe. To please her he

engaged in a round of pleasures ill suited to his time

of life, and his established habits. The change of

his hours, as mentioned by the author just quoted, is

not a little remarkable. Instead of dining at eight

o'clock, he did not take his dinner till noon, and in-

stead of going to bed at six, he did not retire till

midnight."
—Pictorial History of France.—Ed.
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enchanted with the beauty, grace, and

iiumerouG accomplishments of the young
princess ;* and, bcins; naturally of an

amorous dispo;sition, lie was seduced into

such a course of gaiety and ])leasure as

proved very unsuitable to his declining
state of health. t He died in less than

three months after the marriage, to the

extreme reirret of the French nation, who,
sensible of his tender concern for their wel-

fare, gave him, with one voice, the honour-

able appellation of
'

father of his people.'

Francis, duke of Angouleme, a j'outh
of one and twenty, who had married

Lewis's eldest daughter, succeeded him on

the throne ; and, by his activity, valour,

generosity, and other virtues, gave prog-
nostics of a happy and glorious reign.

This young monarch had been extremely
struck with the charms of the English

princess ; and, even during his predeces-
sor's lifetime, had paid her such assiduous

court as made some of his friends appre-
hend that he had entertained views of gal-

lantry towards her. But, being warned that

by indulging this passion he might probably
exclude himself from the throne, he for-

|bore farther addresses
;
and even watched

"waldhd 1^'*^ voung dowager witli a very careful eye
tVyounj; dufiug the lirst months of her widowhood.

Charles Brandon, duke of Suffolk, was, at

that time, in the court of France the most

comely personage of his time, and the

most accomplished in all the exercises

which were then thou2;ht to befit a cour-

tier and a soldier. He was Henry's chief

favourite ;
and that monarch had even

once entertained thoughts of marrying
him to his sister, and had given indulgence
to the mutual passion which took place
between them. The queen asked Sufiblk

queen
dowager.

whether he had now the courage, without

farther reflection, to c=pouse her ? She

told hiiu that her broth r would more

easily forgive hiiu for not asking his con-

sent than for acting contrary to his orders.

Suffolk decliiu'd not so inviting an ofiVr :

and their nuptials were secretly celebrated

at Paris. I Francis, who was pleased with

this marriage, as it pivvenled Henry fron

forming any powerful alliance bv means
of his sistei, interposed his good offices in

appeasing him : and even Wolsey, havin'2

entertained no jealousy of Suffolk, who
had no ambition to enjrase in iJublic

business, was active in reconciling flu

king to his sister and brother-in-law ; and
he obtained them permission to return to

England.

*
Among Mary's variou.^ accomplishments an eye

to business may be reckoned. When about to re-

turn to England, "having prepared all things for

'their departure, they tooke their leave of the French

iCourt ; the Queen carrying with her, of the Jewels,

Plate, and Tapisseries of Louis the tw'elfth, to the

value of two hundred thousand Crownes, as the

French have it. Among which a great Diamond,
caird Le Mirour de Naples, (as I finde by our Re-

cords) was one, though not without much rcluctation

of Francis, who would faine have redeem' d it at a

great price. Order also was taken for the payment
of her Joynture, being si.xty thousand Crownes

(yearly. Whereupon the Queene and Duke, with all

CHAPTER XXVIII.
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WOLSEY'S ADMLXISTRATION. 1515.

The numerous enemies, whom Wolsey's
sudden elevation had raised him, served
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her traine (save Mrs. Anne Bolen, who stayed in the

French Court) began their Journey ; to the satis-

faction of Francis, as hoping by their means to con-

firme his so much desired Peace and Treaty with our

king. Thus arriving at Calais 25 of April, and from

thence coming to Dover, and after to Greenwich,

they were publiquely married 13 of May."—Lord

Herbert.—Ed.

f But immediately after their marriage he dis-

missed all her English servants, which grieved her

much.—Ed.

\ According to modem ideas there was some
abandonment of decorum in the course pursued by

Mary, when she had been a widow but two months ;
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only to rivet liim taster in Henry's confi-

dence
;
who valued hifnself on supporting;

tlie choice which he had made. That

artful prelate, well acquainted with the

king's imperious temper, concealed from

him the absolute ascendant which he had

ac([uired ;
and while he secretly directed

ail public councils, he ever pretended a

blind submission to his master. By en-

tering into the king's pleasures, he pre-
served his affection

; by conducting his

business, he gratified his indolence ; and,

by his unlimited complaisance in both

capacities, he prevented all that jealousy
to which his exorbitant acquisitions, and
his splendid ostentatious train of life,

should naturally have given birth. The

archbishopric of York falling vacant by
the death of Bambridge, Wolsey was pro-
moted to that see, and resigned the bish-

opric of Lincoln. Besides enjoying the

administration of Tournay, he got posses-
sion, on easy leases, of the revenues of

Bath, Worcester, and Hereford, bishoprics
filled by Italians, who were allowed to re-

side abroad, and who were glad to com-

pound for this induUence by yielding a

consideraI)le share of their income. He
held in commendam the abbey of St. Al-

bans, and many other church jireferments.
He was even allowed to unite with the see

of York, first that of Durham, next that

of Winchester. His farther advancement
in ecclesiastical dignity served him as a

pretence for engrossing still more revenues.

The pope, observing his great influence,

was desirous of engaging him in his in-

terests, and created him a cardinal. No
churchman, under colour of exacting

respect to religion, ever carried to a greater

height the state and dignity of that cha-

racter. His train consisted of eight hun-
dred servants, of whom many were knights
and gentlemen : some even of the nobility

put their children into his family as a

place of education; and, in order to gain
them favour with their patron, allowed

them to bear offices as his servants. Who-

but it is to be remembered, having been already

,:^iven to a man greatly her senior, she h.id reason to

suspect that, unless it were especinllj' guarded
against, she would be speedily disposed of in the
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ever was distinguished by any art or

science paid court to the cardinal. Litera-

ture, which was then in its infancy, found

in him a generous patron ; and both by
his public institutions and private bounty,
he gave encouragement to every branch

of erudition. Not content with this mu-
nificence, which gained him the approba-
tion of the wise, he strove to dazzle the

eyes of the populace by the splendour of

his equipage and lurniture, the costly em-

broidery of his liveries, the lustre of his

apparel. He was the first clergymian in

England that wore silk and gold, not only
on his habit, but also on his saddles and
the trappings of his horses. He caused

his hat to be borne aloft by a person of

rank
; and when he came to the king's

chapel, would permit it to be laid on no

place but the altar. A ]iriest, the tallest

and most comely he could find, carried

before him a pillar of silver, on whose top
was placed a cross : but, not satisfied with

this parade, to which he thought himself

entitled as cardinal, he provided another

priest, of equal stature and beauty, who
marched along, bearing the cross of York,
even in the diocese of Canterbury : con-

trary to the ancient rule and the agreement
between the prelates of these rival sees.

The people made merry with the cardinal's

ostentation; and said they were now sensible

that one crucifix alone was not sufficient

for the expiation of his sins and offences.

Warham, chancellor and archbishop of

Canterbury, a man averse to all disputes,

resigned his office of chancellor
;
and the

great seal was immediately delivered to

Wolsej'. If this new accumulation o1

dignity increased his enemies, it also

served to exalt his personal character, and

prove the extent of his capacity. A strict

administration of justice took place during
his enjoyment of this high office

;
and no

chancellor ever discovered greater impar-

tiality in his decisions, deeper penetration
of judgment, or more enlaiged knowledge
of law and equity.*

same way: and, havin':; once proved her obedience,

she cannot be blamed fur preferring her own happi-
ness to a brother's interests or ambition.—En.

* The state he observed as lord chancellor was
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The duke of Norfolk, finding the kin2;'s

money almost entirely exhausted hv ]U()-

jects and pleasures, while his inelinalion

for expense still continued, was glad to

resign his olfice of treasurer, and retire

from court. His rival, Fox, lishnp of

Winchester, reaped no advantage trorn his

absence: but partly overcome by years and

infirmities, partly (lisi:;usted at the ascend-

ant acquired bv Wolsey, withdrew himself

wholly to the care of his diocese. Tiie

duke of Sutt'olk had also taken offence that

the king by the cardinal's persuasion,
had refused to pay a debt which he had

«i.'Ti>v'ac|
contracted during his residence in France ;

and lie thenceforth affected to live in pri-

vacy. These incidents left Wolsey to

enjoy the whole power and favour of the

iking ;
and they put into his hands every

ikind of authority. In vain did Fox, be-

fore his retirement, warn the king
'

not to

suffer the servant to be iireater than his

piaster;' Henry replied that 'he well knew
!how to retain all his subjects in obedi-

[ence ;' but he continued still an unlimited

I'deference to the directions and counsels of

the cardinal.

The public tranquillity was so well es-

tablished, the general administration of

justice by the cardinal's means so exact,

that no domestic occurrence happened to

disturb the repose of the king and his

minister : they might even have dispensed
with giving any strict attention to loreign

affairs, were it possible for men to enjoy

Fnslnn*'. U
lninr)iiil

und c.in-

tfuleit.

*

nothing inferior to that in which he indulged as

archbishop. In the morning,
"
he, being then adver-

tised, came out of his privy chamber about eight of the

clock ready apparelled, and in red. like a cardinal ; his

upper vesture was all of scarlet, or else of fine crim-

son taffeta, or crimson satin ingrained ; his pillion,

scarlet, with a black velvet ti])pet of sables about
his neck ; holding in his hand an orange, tlie meat
or substance thereof being taken out and filled again
with a part of sponge, with vinegar, and other con-

fections against pestilent airs, the which he most

commonly held to his nose, when he came to the

presses, or when he was pestered with many suitors:

and before him was borne the broad seal of England,
i.nd the cardinal's hat, by some lord or some gentle-
man of worship, right solemnly : and, as soon as lie

was entered into his chamber of presence, where
there were daily attending im him. as well noblemen
of this realm, as other worthy gentlemen of his own

:'am'ly, his two great crosses were there attending

upon him ; then cry the gentlemen-ushers that go
before him bareheaded :

' On masters before, and

VOL. I. 7

any situation in absolute tranquillity, or

abstain from projects, however fruitless and

uiaiecessarv.

SCOTCH AFFAIRS.

Thk will of tlie late king of Scotland, who
left his widow regent of the kii!c:dom,

and the vote of the convention of states,

which confirmed that destination, bad ex-

pressly limited her authority to the con-

dition of her remaining inimarried ; but.

notwithstanding this limitation, a few-

months after her husband's death she

espoused the earl of Angus, of the name
of Douglas, a young nobleman of great

family and promising liopcs. Some of

the nobility now j)roposed the electing of

Angus to the regency ; but the jealousy of

the great families, and the fear of exalting
the Douglasses, begat opposition to this

measure. Lord Hume, the most i)owerfuI
chieftain in the kingdom, insisted on re-

calling the duke of Albany, son to a bro-

ther of James III., who had been banished

into France, and who, having there married,

had left posterity that were the next heirs

to the crown, and the nearest relations to

their young sovereign. Albany, though
first prince of the blood, had never been!

in Scotland, was totally unacquainted with

the manners of the people, ignorant of

their situation, unpractised in their
lan-|

guage ; yet such was tlie favour attcndingj
the French alliance, and so great the au--

make room for my lord.' Thus when he went do^vTl|

into the hall, with a sergeant of arms before him, I

bearing a great mace of silver
;
and two gentlemenl

carrying two great plates of silver; and. when he camei

to tlie hall-door, there liis mule stood trapped all in;

crimson velvet, with a saddle of the same. I

"There were attending him when he was mounted:

his two cross-bearers, and his two pillar-bearers, all'

upon great horses, and in fine scarlet ;
then he;

marched on with a train of gentry, having fourfoot-j
men about him bearing every one of them a pole-axe
in his hand: and thus passed he forth till he came
to AVestminster, and there alighted, and went in this

manner up to the chancery, and staid a while at aj

bar, made for him beneath the chancery ;
and therei

he communed sometimes with tlie judges, and .some-|

times with other persons, and then went up to thej

chancery, and sat there till eleven of the clock to;

hear suits, and to determine causes
;
and from thencei

he would go into the star chamber, as occasion served

him ; he neither spared high nor low, but did judge'

every one according to right."
—Cavendish. —Ed.
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thority of Hume, that this prince was

invited to accept the reins of government.
Francis, careful not to give offence to the

king of England, detained Albany some
time in France ; hut at length, sensible

how important it was to keep Scotland in

his interests, he permitted him to take

possession of the regency : he even re-

newed the ancient league with that

thouirh

to

it mie;ht be
king-

thought some-
trench on his alliance with Eng-

Lord Hume
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When the regent arrived in Scotland he
made inquiries concerning the state of the

country and character of the people ; and
he discovered a scene with which he was
hitherto but little acquainted. That tur-

bulent kingdom, he I'ound, was rather to

be considered as a confederacy, and that

not a close one, of petty princes, than a

regular system of civil polity ; and even

the king, much more a regent, possessed
an authority very precarious. Arms more
than laws prevailed ;

and courage, pre-

ferably to equity or justice, was the virtue

most respected. The nobility, in whom
the whole power resided, were so con-

nected by hereditary alliances, or so

divided by inveterate enmities, that it was

impossible, without employing an armed

force, either to punish the most flasrant

or give security to the most entire

innocence. Rapine and violence, when
exercised on a hostile tribe, instead of

g a person odious among his own

clan, rather recommended him to their

esteem
; and, by rendering him useful to

the chieftain, entitled him to a preference
above his fellows. And, though the ne-

cessity of mutual support served as a close

cement of amity among those of the same

kindred, the spirit of revenge against ene-

mies, and the desire of prosecuting the

deadly feuds (so they were called), still

appeared to be passions the most predo-
minant among that uncultivated people.
The persons, to whom Albany first ap-

plied for information with regard to the

jstate
of the country, happened to be in-

veterate enemies of Hume
;
and they re-

presented that powerful nobleman as the

jchief
source of public disorders, and the

'great obstacle to the execution of the laws.
eo6

Before the authority of the magistrate
could be established, it was necessary, thev

said, to make an example of this great
offender. Albany was induced to forget
Hume's past services, to which he had in

a great measure been indebted for the re

gency ;
and he no longer bore towards

him that favourable countenance with

which he was wont to receive him. Hume
perceived the alteration, and was incited

to take measures in oppo.^ition to the

regent. He applied to Angus and the

queen dowager, and represented to them
the danger to which the infant prince was

exposed from the ambition of Albany,
next heir to the crown, to whom the states

had imprudently entrusted the whole
.
au-

thority of government. By his persuasion

Margaret formed the design of carrying off

the young king, and putting him under
the protection of her brother

; and, when
that conspiracy was detected, she herself,

attended by Hume and Angus, withdrew
into England, where she was soon after

delivered of a daughter.

Henry, to check the authority of Albany
and the French party, gave encouragement
to these malcontents, and assured them of

his support. Matters being afterwards in

appearance accommodated between Hume
and the regent, that nobleman returned

into his own country ;
but mutual suspi

cions still prevailed. He was committed
to custody, under the care of the earl of

Arran, his brother-in-law, and was for

some time detained prisoner in his castle
;

but, having persuaded Arran to enter into

the conspiracy with him, he was allowed

to make his escape ;
and he openly levied

war upon the regent. A new accommo-
dation ensued, not more sincere than the

foregoing ;
and Hume was so imprudent

as to entrust himself, together with his

brother, into the hands of that prince.

They were immediately seized, committed

to custody, brought to trial, condemned,
and executed. No legal crime was proved :

it was only alleged that at the battle of

Flouden they had not done their duty ;

and, as this backwardness could not, from

the course of their past life, be ascribed to

cowardice, it was commonly imputed to a

more criminal motive. The evidence pro-
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tmty ex

duced was far from being valid or con-

vincing ;
and the people, wlio hated them

while living, were much dissatistied with

their execution.

Such violent remedies often produce,
for some time, a deceitful trantpiillity ; but

their consecpiences are commonly fatal,

both to the public and to tliose who have

recourse to them. The regent took ad-

vantage of the present calm ; and, being
invited over bv the French king, who was

at that time willing to gratify Henry, he

went into France, and was engaged to re-

main there for some years. During the

absence of tlie regent such confusions pre-
vailed in Scotland, and such mutual en-

mity, rapine, and violence, that that king-
dom was for a long time utterly disabled

both from offending its enemies and assist-

ing its friends. We have cariied on the

Scottish history some years beyond the

present period ; that, as that country had
httle connexion with the general system
of Europe, we niiglit be the less inter-

rupted in the narration of those more me-
morable events wiiich were transacted in

the other kingdoms.

PROGRESS OF FRANCIS 1.

It was foreseen that a young activ-e

prince like Francis, and of so martial a

disposition, would soon employ the great

preparations which his predecessor before

his death had made for the conquest of

Milan. He had been observed even to

weep at the recital of the military exploits
of Gaston de Foix

;
and these tears were

held to be sure presages of his future

valour. He renewed the treaty whicli

Lewis had made with Henry ;
and inarched

his armies towards the south of France,

pretending that his sole purpose was to

defend his kingdom against the incursions

of the Swiss. This formidable peojtle still

France
;

duke of

Milan under their protection, and in reality

reduced him to absolute dependance, they
'were determined to defend him against the

iretained their animosity

'and, having taken Maximilian
against

'un^o^e invader. They fortified themselves in all

' '*• those valleys of the Alps through which

riovlniont.

A izront

liiiltio ia

rout;lit nt

Marienan
will] the

Swis:).

they thought the French must necessarily

pass; and, when Francis made his entry
into Piedmont by another passage, they
were not dismayed, but descended into the

plain, though unprovided with cavalry,
and opposed themselves to the ])rogress ol

the French arms. At Marigiian, near

Milan, on the thirteenth of September,
they fought with Francis one of the most
furious and best contested battles that is

to be met with in the history of these liiter

ages ;
and it required ail the heroic valour

of this prince to insj)ire his troops with

courage sufficient to resist the desperate
assault of those mountaineers. Alter a

bloody action in the evening, night and
darkness parted the combatants

; but next

morning the Swiss renewed the attack with

unabated ardour ; and it was not till they
had lost all their bravest troops that thev| The French

could be jjrevailed on to letire. The field i'''^^^''-

was strewed with twenty thousand slain on
both sides

;
and the mareschal Trivulzio

who had been present at eighteen pitched

battles, declared that every engagement
which he had yet seen was only the play
of children ; the action of Marignan wa;

a combat of heroes. After this great vie

tory the conquest of the Milanese was

easy and open to Francis.

JEALOUSY OF HENRY.

The success and glory of the French mo-
nenrvbe-

narch be2;an to excite iealousy in Heni-v ,<<""<« J^i^-

, ,
.

^
. , '^i ,•

. ,r I

lousof the

and his rapid progress, tiiougli in so
dis-j

.success of

tant a country, was not regarded without *''''""='«•

apprehensions by the English ministry.

Italy was, during that age, the seat of reli-

gion, of literature, and of commerce ; and,

as it possessed alone that lustre which has

since been shared out among other nations,

it attracted the attention of ail Europe ;

and every acquisition, which was made

there, appeared important. Henry also

thought that he had reason to complain of

Francis for sending the duke of Albany
into Scotland, and undermining the power
and credit of his sister the queen dowager.
The repairing of the fortifications of Te-

rouane was regarded as a breach of treaty.

But, above all, what tended to alienate the

court of England was the disgust wliich
607
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Henry, on the conquest of Tournay, had

refused to admit Lewis Gaillart, the bishop

elect, to the possession of the temporaH-

ties, because that prelate declined taking
the oath of allegiance to his new sove-

reign ;
and Wolsey was appointed, as

above related, administrator of the bishop-
ric. As tiie cardinal wished to obtain the

free enjoyment of this revenue, he applied
to Francis, and desired him to bestow on

Gaillart some see of equal value in France,
and to obtain his resignation of Tournay.
Francis had hitherto neglected to gratify
the haughty prelate ;

and the bishop of

Tournay, by applying to the court of Rome,
had obtained a bull for his settlement in

the see. Wolsey, who expected to be in-

dulged in every request, and who exacted

respect from the greatest princes, resented

slight put upon him by Francis
; and

he pushed his master to seek an occasion

of quarrel with that monarch.

Maximilian the empei'or was ready to

embrace every overture for a new enter-

prise ; especially if attended with an offer

of money, of which he was greedy, very

])rodigal, and very indigent. Richard

Pace, formerly secretary to cardinal Bam-

[bridge, and now secretary of state, was
Henry pro-

dispatched to the court of Vienna, to pro-

pose some considerable payments to Maxi-
milian : he thence made a journey into

Switzerland, and engaged some of the

cantons to furnish troops to the emperor.
Tliat prince invaded Italy vvith a conside-

rable army ; but being repulsed from before

Milan, he retreated into Germany, made

peace with France and Venice, ceded Ve-
rona to that republic for a sum of money,
and thus excluded himself in some mea-
sure from all future access into Italy.
And Henry found that, after expending
live or six hundred thousand ducats to

gratify his own and the cardinal's humour,
he had only weakened his alliance with

Francis, without diminishing the power of

that prince.

(s<;s ter

til the ein-

I
i.'r -r -Max
iniilian.

Tlie empC'
rui- invaded

Italy, Liut

is I'uiled.

There were many reasons which engaged
the king not to proceed farther at present

against France
;
he could hope for assis-

tance from no power in Europe. Ferdi-

nand, his father-in-law, who had often

deceived him, was declining tln'ough age
and infirmities. Charles prince of Spain,

sovereign of the Low Countries, desired

nothing but ^^eace with Francis, who had
it so much in his power, if provoked, to

obstruct his peaceable accession to that

rich inheritance which was cvwaiting him
The pope was overawed by France, and
Venice was engaged in a close alliance with

that monarchy. Henry, therefore, was
constrained to remain in tranquillity ; and
seemed to give himself no concern with

regard to the affairs of the continent. In

vain did Maximilian endeavour to allure

him into some expense, by offering to make
a resignation of the imperial ci-own in his

favour. The artitice was too gross to suc-

ceed, even with a prince so little politic as

Flenry ;
and Pace, his envoy, who was

perfectly well acquainted with the em-

peror's motives and character, gave him

warning that the sole view of that j^rince
was to draw money from him.

While an universal peace prevailed in

Europe, that event hapj)ened which had
so long been looked for, the death of Fer-

dinand the Cathohc, and the succession

of his grandson Charles to his extensive

dominions. The more Charles advanced

in power and authority, the more was
Francis sensible of the necessity he him
self lay under of gaining the confidence

and friendship of Henry ; and he took at

last the only method by which he could

obtain success, the paying of court by

presents and flattery to the haughty
cardinal.

Bonnivet, admiral of France, was des-

patched to London, and he was directed

to employ all his address, to procure him-

self a place in Wolsey 's good graces.

After the ambassador had succeeded in

his purpose, he took an opportunity of

expressing his master's regret, that by

Henry
(leenl^ it

inipolitic to
.let against
France.

He affects

iiitiilr'er-

ence to

what pass-
es .111 tlie

cuiitinent.

3\I.i\iniilian

imiies Ids

iiitcrlcreiice,

but in vain.

*
Wolsey had so completely gained the mastery favourite of conveying to him the substance oi' "a

n'er Henry that the latter was content to see all whole day's consultation in one or two >\ords" was

hings through the eyes of his minister. To a prince |

irresistible.—Ed.
so fond of pleasure the temptation held out by the
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misapprehensions he had been so unfor-

tunate as to lose a friendship which he

so much valued as that i)t his eminence.

Wolsey was not deaf to the^e honourable

advances from so great a monarch
;
and

he was thenceforth observed to express
himself on all occasions in favour of the

French alliance. The more to engaire

him in his interests, Francis entered into

such confidence with him, that he asked

his advice even in his most secret affairs
;

and had recourse to him as to an oracle

of wisdom and profound policy. The
cardinal made no secret to the king of this

private correspondence ;
and Henry was

so prepossessed in favour of the great

capacitv of his minister, that he said he

verily believed he would govern Francis as

well as himself.

When matters seemed sufficiently pre-

pared, Bonnivet opened to the cardinal

his master's desire of recovering Tournay ;

and Wolsey engaged to effect his purpose.
He took an opportunity of representing
to the king and council that Tournay lay

so remote from Calais, that it would be

very difficult, in case of war, to keep the

communication open between these two

places ; that, as it was situated on the

frontiers both of France and the Nether-

lands, it was exposed to attacks from both

these countries, and must fall into the

hands of the first assailant
; that, even in

time of peace, it could not be preserved
without a large garrison to restrain the

numerous and mutinous inhabitants, ever

discontented with the English govern-
ment ; and that the possession of Tour-

nay afforded little or no means of annoy-

ing, on occasion, the dominions either of

Charles or of Francis.

TOURNAY CEDED TO FRANCE.
,

1518.

These reasons were convincing, and were

sure of no opposition when they came

*
According to .some historians only four hostages

were given on the occasion. Much festivity marked
the completion of this business.

" All things thus

concluded, the Cardinal made to the Ambassadors a

solemn Banquet, and after, presented them with a

stately Mummery. The eighth of October, the king

VOL. I. 7 P

from the mouth of the cardinal. A
treaty, theretbre, was entered into for tlie

ceding of Tournay ; and, to give to that

measure a more graceful appearance, it

was agreed that the daii|)hin and the

J)nnccss Mary, both of them infants,

should he betrothed, and that this city
should he considered as the dowry of the

princess. Such kinds of agreements were
then common among sovereigns, though
it was very rare that the interests and
views of the parties continued so steady
as to render the intended marriages effec-

tual. But, as Henry had been at con-

siderable expense in building a citadel at

Tournay, Francis agreed to pay him six

hundred thousand crowns at twelve annual

payments, and to put into his hands eight

hostages, all men of quality, for the per-
formance of the article

; and, lest the

cardinal should think himself neglected
in these stipulations, Francis promised
him a yearly pension of twelve thousand

livres, as an equivalent for the bishopric
of Tournav.*
The French monarch having succeeded

in this negociation, began to hope for

more considerable advantages, by prac-

tising on the vanity of the favourite. He
redoubled his flatteries to the cardinal,

consulting him more frecjuently in every
doubt or difficulty, called him in each

letter 'father, tutor, governor,' and pro-
fessed the most unbounded deference.

All these caresses were preparatives to a

negociation for the delivery of Calais, in

consideration of a sum of money to be

paid for it ; and, if we may credit Poly-
dore Virgil, who bears a particular ill-will

to Wolsey, on account of his being dis-

possessed of his employment and thrown

into prison by that minister, so extraor-

dinary a jjroposal met with a lavourable

reception from th^ cardinal. He ventured

not, however to lay the matter before the

council ;
he was content to sound pri-

vately the other ministers, by dropping

feasted them at Greenwich ; and at night presented

a stately Mask of Knights and Ladies, with rare de-

vices and great magnificence. The next day. Sir

Thomas Exmew, Mayor of London, feasted them at

Goldsmiths Hall, and then, delivering their four

Hostages, they took tlieir leave. At whose depar-
609
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hints in conversation as if he thought
Calais a useless burden to the kingdom :

but, when he found that all were strongly

riveted in a contrary persuasion, he thought
it dangerous to proceed ; and, as he fell

soon after into new connexions with the

king of Spain, the great friendship between

Francis and him began gradually to

decline.*

WOLSEY APPOINTED LEGATE.

The pride of Wolsey was now farther

increased by a great accession of power
and dignity. Cardinal Campeggio had been

sent as legate into England,! in order to

procure a tithe from the clergy, for en-

abling the pope to oppose the progress of

the Turks ;
a danger which was become

formidable to all Christendom ; but on

which the politics of the court of Rome
had built so many interested projects, that

it had lost all influence on the minds of

men. The clergy refused to comply with

Leo's demands
; Campeggio was recalled

;

and the king desired of the pope that

Wolsey, who had been joined in this com-

mission, might alone be invested with the

legantine power, together with the right of

visiting all the clergy and monasteries, and

even with suspending all the laws of the

church during a twelvemonth. Wolsev

having obtained this dignity, made a new

display of that state and parade to which
he was so much addicted. On solemn
feast days he was not content without

saying mass after the manner of the pope
himself: not only he had bishops and

abbots to serve him ; he even engaged the

first nobility to give him the water and the

towel. He affected a rank superior to

what had ever been claimed by any
churchman in England. Warham the pri-
mate having written him a letter, in which
he sub.^cribed himself

'

your loving bro-

ther,' Wolsey complained of his presump-
tion in thus challenging an equality with

him. When Warham was told what of-

fence he had given, he made light of the

matter.
' Know ye not,' said he,

'

that

this man is drunk with too much proS'

perity ?'

HIS MANNER OF EXERCISING
THAT OFFICE.

But Wolsey carried the matter much far

ther than vain pomp and ostentation. He
erected an office, which he called the

legantine court
; and, as he was now in

vested wilh all power both ecclesiastical

and civil, no man knew what bounds were

to be set to the authority of his new tri

bunal. He conferred on it a kind of in

ture the king gave to the Admiral of France a garnish
of gilt Vessel, a pair of covered Basons, gilt; twelve

great gilt Bowls ; four pair of great gilt pots ;
a

standing Cup of Gold, garnished with great pearls ;

and to some other he gave plate, to some other

Chains of Gold, to some rich Apparel.
"—Baker.

* A remarkable outbreak occurred this year (1518).
A carpenter in London, named Williamson, having

bought two pigeons in Cheapside, a Frenchman
snatched them from him, saying they were no meat
for a carpenter, and he would have them for the

French ambassador. Williamson replied that he
had bought them, and would have them. In con-

sequence of their quarrel, a representation was made
to the Mayor, as tlie ambassador declared "

By the

Body of God, the English knave ought to lose his

life, for denying any thing to a Frenchman." The
narrative proceeds :

—"
Many like, and worse inso-

lencies were offered by strangers, which one John
Lincoln, a Broker, drew into a bill, and prevailed with
doctor Beale, preacher on Easter Tuesday, at the

Spittle, to read it openly in the pulpit, which so

stirred up many, that strangers could hardly pass the

streets, but were strucken, and sometimes beaten
down. At last, one evening, many prentices and
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others assembling, rifled some strangers' houses,

and much mischief was like to be done : but by
the care of the Mayor and Aldermen, and by the

industry of Robert Brook, recorder, and Sir Thomas
More, that had been under sheriff of London, they
were gotten to be quiet, and many of the disturbers

were sent to prison, whereof Lincoln and twelve

others were hanged ; four hundred more were in

their shirts, bound in ropes, and halters about

their necks, (and thereupon called the black waggon)
brought to Westminster, where the king him-

self sate that day ; and when the cardinal had charg-
ed them with the greatness of their ofTence ;

they all cryed, Mercy, Mercy : and then the

king, by the mouth of the cardinal, pardoned them
all

;
which clemency purchased the king no small

love amongst the people.
''—Baker.

f We have a singular picture given of the state in

which this distinguished personage found himself

when he first reached England. "Cardinal Woolsey

hearing of the ragged retimie of his feUow cardinal,

sent store of red cloth to Callice, to make them fit

followers of so great a Lord : and when Campejus
was landed at Dover, Cardinal W^oolscy caused the

Gentry of Kent to wait upon him to Blackheath ;
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quisitorial ar.d censorial powers even over
the laity, and directed it to enc|viire into

all matters of conscience ; into all conduct
which had j^iven scandal

; into all actions

wliieli, though tliey escaped the law,

mi2;ht appear contrary to good morals.

Offence was taken at this conunission
;

and the people were the more disgusted
when they saw a man who indulged himselt

in pomp and jilcasure so severe in rejires-

sing the least apjiearance ot licentiousness

iin others. But, to render his court more

[obnoxious, Wolsey made one John Allen

judge in it
; a person of scandalous life,

whom he himself, as cliancellor, had, it is

said, condemned for perjury : and, as it is

pretended that this man either extorted

tines from every one whom he was pleased
to find guilty, or took bribes to drop pro-
secutions, men concluded tliat he shared

with the cardinal those wages of iniquity.
The clergy, and in particular the monks,
were exposed to this tyranny ; and, as the

libertinism of their lives often gave a just
handle against them, they were obliged to

purchase an indemnity, by paying large
sums of money. Not content with this

authority, Wolsey pretended, by virtue of

his commission, to resume the jurisdiction
of all the bishops' courts, particularly that

of judging of wills and testaments
;
and

his decisions were deemed not a little ar-

bitrary. As if he himself were pope, and
as if the pope could absolutely dispose
of every ecclesiastical preferment, he pre-
sented to whatever priories or benefices

he pleased, without regard to the right of

election in the monks, or of patronage in

the nobility and gentry.
No one durst carry to the king any

complaint against these usurpations of

Wolsey, till Warham ventured to inform

him of the discontents of his people.

where he was met and received by the Duke of Nor-
folk and many prelates, and there, in a Tent of Cloth
of Gold, shifted himself into his Cardinal Robes.

Eight Mules he had laden with necessaries
; but

Woolsey, not thinking them enough for his honour,
sent him twelve more. But now sec the shame of

pride ; for in Cheapside his Mules by .some mis-

chance overthrew their Carriages and Coffers on the

ground, whose lids, flying open, shewed the world
hat treasure it was they carried, old Breeches,

Boots, and broken Shooes, broken meat, Marrow

Henry professed his ignorance of tlie

whole matter.
' A man,' said he,

'

is not

so blind any where as in his own house :

but do you, father,' added he to the ])ri-

mate, 'go to Wolsey, a.ud tell hin\, if any

thing be amiss, that he amend it.' A re-

proof of this kind oiilv served to augment
Wolsey's enmity to Warhain ; but one
London having prosecuted Allen, the

legate's judge, in a court of law, and hav-

ing convicted him of malversation and

iniquity, the clamour at last reached the

king's ears
;
and he exjjressed such dis-

pleasuie to the cardinal as made him ever

after more cautious in exerting his au-

thority.

DEATH OF THE EMPEROR MAX-
IMILIAN. 1519.

While Henry, indulging in pleasure, in-

trusted the government to this iini)erious

minister, an incident happened which ex-

cited his attention. On the twelfth of

January Maximilian the enqicror died
;

a man who was indeed of little conse-

quence ; but, as bis death left vacant the

first station among Christian jjrinces, it

proved a kind of era in the general system
of Europe. The kings of France and

Spain immediately declared themselves

candidates for the imperial crown, and

employed every expedient which promised
them success in so great a point of am-
bition.* Henry also was encouraged to

advance his pretensions ;
but his minister

Pace, who was dispatched to the electors,

found that he began to solicit too late,

and that the votes were pre-engaged on

one side or the other.

CHARLES KING OF SPAIN CHOSEN
EMPEROR.

Francis and Charles made profession of

bones, and Crusts of Bread ; exposing him to the

laughter of all the people : yet the Cardinal went

jogging on afore with his Crosses, guilt Axe, and

Mace, into Paul's Church ;
and by the way liad an

Oration made him by Sir Thomas More, in the name
of the City."

—Lord Herbert.—Ed.
* Francis attached so much importance to suc-

cess in this case, that he declared to the English
ambassador. Sir Thomas Boh-n, that he would

spend three millions of gold to obtain it.—Ed.
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carivins: on tliis rivalship with emulation,

but witliout enmity ;
and Francis, in par-

ticular, declared tliat his brother Charles

and he were, fairly and openly, suitors to

the same mistress :

' The more fortunate,'

added he, 'will carry her; the other must
rest contented.' It was Charles who at

length prevailed, to the great disgust of

the French monarch, who continued to

the last in the belief that the majority of

the electoral college was engaged in his

favour. And, as he was some years

superior in age to his rival, and, after his

victory at Marignan and conquest of the

Milanese, much superior in renown, he
could not suppress his indignation at being
thus disappointed in so important a pre-
tension. From this competition, as much
as from opposition of interests, arose that

emulation between those two great mon-
archs, which, while it kept their whole age
in movement, sets them in so remarkable

contrast to each other : both of them

princes endowed with talents and abilities
;

brave, aspiring ;
beloved by their subjects,

dreaded by their enemies, and respected by
ill the world : Francis, open, frank, libe-

ral, munificent, carrying these virtues to

an excess ; Charles, political, close, artful,

frugal ; better qualified to obtain success
in wars and in negociations, especially the

latter. The one the more amiable man ;

the other the greater monarch. The king,
from his oversights and indiscretions, na-

turally exposed to misfortunes
;
but quali-

fied by his spirit and magnanimity to ex-

tricate himself from them with honour :

the emperor, by his designing character,

fitted, in his greatest successes, to excite

jealousy and opposition even among his

allies. Fortune alone, without the con-
currence of prudence or valour, never
reared up, of a sudden, so great a power
as that which centered in the emperor
Charles. He reaped the succession of

Castile, of Arragon, of Austria, of the

Netherlands; he inherited the conquest
of Naples, of Granada; election entitled
him to the empire ; even the bounds of
the globe seemed to be enlarged a little

before his time, that he might possess the
whole treasure of the new world. But,

the concurrence of all {.'. ese ad-though
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vantages formed an empire, greater and

more extensive than any known in Europe
since that of the Romans, the kinjidom of

Fiance alone, close, compact, united, rich,

populous, and being interposed between

the provinces of the emjieror's dominions,

was able to make a vigorous opposition to

his progress, and maintain the contest

against him.

Henry possessed the felicity of being
able, both by the native force of his king-
dom and its situation, to bold the balance

between those two powers ; and, had he

known to improve, by policy and pru
dence, this singular and inestimable advan-

tage, he was really a greater potentate
than either of those mighty monarchs
But this prince was heedless, inconside-

rate, capricious, impohtic ; guided by his

passions or his favourite ; vain, imperious,

haughty ;
sometimes actuated bv friend

ship for foreign powers, oftener by resent

ment, seldom by his true interest. And
thus, though he exulted in that superiority
which his situation in Europe gave him,
he never employed it to his own essential

advantage, or to that of his kingdom.

INTERVIEW OF HENRY AND FRAN-
CIS AT CALAIS. 1520.

Francis was well acquainted with Henrv's

character, and endeavoured to accommo
date his conduct to it. He solicited an

interview near Calais, in expectation of

being able, by familiar conversation, to

gain upon his friendship and confidence.

Wolsey earnestly seconded this proposal ;

and hoped, in the presence of both courts,

to make parade of his riches, his splen-

dour, and his influence, over both mo-
narchs. And, as Henry himself loved

show and magnificence, and had enter-

tained a curiosity of being personalh' ac-

quainted with the French king, he cheer-

fully adjusted all the preliminaries of this

interview. The nobility of both nations

vied with each other in pomp and expense;

many of them involved themselves in

great debts. The duke of Buckingham,
who, thougli very rich, was somewhat ad-

dicted to frugality, finding his prepara-
tions for this festival amount to immense
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sums, threw out some expressions of dis-

pleasure against the cardinal, whom he

believed the author of that measure ; an

imprudence which was not Ibrijotten by
this minister.

THE EMPEROR CHARLES ARRIVES
LM ENGLAND.

On the twenty-fifth of May, while Henrj^
was preparing to depart for Calais, he
heard that the emperor was arrived at

Dover
;

and he immediately hastened

thither with the queen, in order to give a

suitable reception to his royal guest. That

great prince, politic though young, being
informed of the intended interview be-

tween Francis and Henry, was apprehen-
sive of the consequences, and was resolved

to take the opportunity, in his passage
from Spain to the Low Countries, to make
the king a still higher compliment, by
paying hi;n a visit in his own dominions.

Besides tlie marks of regard and attach-

ment which he gave to Henry, he strove

by flattery, protestations, promises, and

presents, to gain on the vanity, the ava-

rice, and the ambition, of the cardinal.

He instilled into this aspiring prelate the

hope of attaining the papacy : and, as that

was the sole point of elevation beyond his

present greatness, it was sure to attract

his wishes with the same ardour as if for-

tune had never yet favoured him with any
of her presents. In confidence of reach-

ing this dignity by the emperor's a-sistance,

he secretly devoted himself to that mo-
narch's interests ;

and Charles was per-

haps the more liberal of his promises be-

cause Leo was a very young man
; and it

was not likely that for many years he

should be called upon to fulfil Lis engage-
ments. Henry easily observed this court-

ship paid to his minister
;
but instead of

taking umbrage at it, he believed that, as

nenrvis 1^'^ favour was Wolsey's sole support, the
flattered by obcisance of such miirhtv monarchs to his
: lie atten*

! .
,

.
^ •

:m paid to servant was m reality a more conspicuous
^^nuois- i^Qjjj^gg to his own grandeur.

1

On the thirtieth of May, the day of

Charles's departure, Henn." went over to

Calais with the queen and his whole court
;

and thence proceeded to Guisnes, a small
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I
town near the frontiers. Francis, attended

in like manner, came to Ardres, a few
miles distant

; and tlie two monarchs met,

,

for the first time, in the fields, at a place
situated between these towns, but still

within the Engiisii pale ;
for Francis

agreed to pay this comi)liment to Henry,
in consideration of that prince's passing
the sea that he might be present at the
interview. Wolscy, to whom both kings
had intrusted the regulation of tlie cere-

monial, contrived this circumstance in

order to do honour to his master. The

nobility, both of France and England, here

displayed their magnificence with such

profuse expense as procured to the place
of interview the name of '

the field of the
cloth of gold.'
The two monarchs, after saluting in the

most cordial manner, retired into a tent

and held a secret conference together

Henry here proposed to make some amend-
ments on the articles of their former al-

liance ;
and he began to read the treaty,

'

I Henry, king.' These were the first

words; and he stopped a moment. He
subjoined only the words '

of England,'
without adding France, the usual style of

the English monarchs. Francis remarked
this delicacy, and expressed by a smile his

approbation of it.

He took an opportunitv .soon after of

paying a compliment to Henry of a more

flattering nature. That prince was shocked
at all the precautions which were observ'cd

whenever he had an interview with the

English monarch : the number of their

guards and attendants was carefully reck-

oned on both sides
; every step was scru-

pulously measured and adjusted ; and, if

the two kinirs intended to pay a visit to

the queens, they departed from their respec-
tive quarters at the same instant, which
was marked by the firing of a culverin

;

thev passed each other in the middle point
between the places ;

and the moment that

Henry entered Ardres, Francis put himself

into the hands of the English at Guisnes.

In order to break ofi' this tedious ceremo-

nial, which contained so many dishonour-

able implications, Francis one day took

j

with him two gentlemen and a page, and

Tlic kincs
of Kn;;Iand
and France
meet.

The plar«
of nulling
is catled

tlie"Kield
ot tile Cloth
of Gold"

rode directlv into Guisnes. Tiie guards
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were surprised at the presence of the mo-

narch, who called aloud to them, 'You

are all my prisoners ; carry me to your
master.' Henry was equally astonished at

the appearance of Francis ; and, taking him

in his arms,
'

My brother,' said he,
'

you
have here played me the most agreeable
trick in the world, and have shewed me
the full confidence I may place in you :

I surrender myself your prisoner from this

moment.' He took from his neck a collar

of pearls worth fifteen thousand angels ;

and, putting it about Francis's, begged him
to wear it for the sake of his prisoner.
Francis agreed ;

but on condition that

Henry should wear a bracelet, of which he

made him a present, and which was dou-

ble in value to the collar. Tlie king went

next day to Ardres without guards or

attendants
; and, confidence being now

fully established between the monarchs,

they employed the rest of the time entirely
in tournaments and festivals.*

A defiance had been sent by the two

kings to each other's court, and through
all the chief cities of Europe, importing
that Henry and Francis, with fourteen aids,

would be ready, in the plains of Picardy,
to answer all comers, that were gentlemen,
at tilt, tournament, and barriers. The

monarchs, to fulfil this challenge, advanced

into the field on horseback, Francis sur-

rounded with Henry's guards, and Henry
with those of Fi-ancis. They were gor-

geously apparelled ;
and were both of them

the most comely personages of their age,
as well as the most expert in every mili-

tarjr exercise. They carried away the

prize at all trials in those rough and dan-

gerous pastimes ;
and several horses and

riders were overthrown by their vigour
and dexterity. The ladies were the judges
in these feats of chivalry, and put an end
to the rencounter whenever they judged
it expedient. Henry erected a spacious
house of wood and canvas, which had been

framed in London
;
and he there feasted

the French monarch. He had placed a

* Great distrust was manifested on both sides in

the first instance. The two monarchs set out at the

same moment to meet each other, the signal being
the firing of a gun. After a short time the French
halted on an alarm being given, and Francis dis-
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motto on this fabric, under the figure of

an English archer embroidered on it.
' Cui

adhoereo prceest ; He prevails whom I fa-

vour.' Expressing his own situation, as

holding in his hands the balance of power
among the potentates of Europe. In these

entertainments, more than in any serious

business, did the two kings pass their time
till their departure on the twenty-fourth
of June.

Henry paid them a visit to the emperor
and Margaret of Savoy at Gravelines, and

engaged them to go along with him to Calais

and pass some days in that fortress. The
artful Charles here completed the impres-
sion which he had begun to make on Henry
and his favourite, and effaced all the friend-

ship to which the frank nature of Francis

had given birth. As the house of Austria

began sensibly to take the ascendant over

the French monarchy, the interests of

England required that some support should

be given to the latter
; and, above all, that

any important wars should be prevented,
which might bestow on either a decisive

superiority over the other. But the jea-

lousy of the English against France has

usually prevented a cordial union between
these nations : and Charles, sensible of

this, and desirous farther to flatter Henry's
vanity, had made him an offer (an oft'er in

which Francis was obliged to concur) that

he should be entirely arbiter in any dispute
that might arise. But the masterpiece of

Charles's politics was the securing of Wol
sey in his interests by very important ser

vices and still higher promises. He re

newed assurances of assisting him in ob

taining the papacy ; and he put him in

present possession of the revenues belong

ing to the sees of Badajox and Placentia

in Castile. The acquisitions of Wolsev
were now become so exorbitant, that,

joined to the pensions from foreign powers,
which Henry allowed him to possess, his

revenues were computed nearly equal to

those which belonged to the crown itself
;

and he spent them with a magnificence, or

mounted, but was at length advised to proceed. The
same thing occurred to Henrj', who was re-assured

by lord Shrewsbury, and the words " On afore," or-

dered the advance to continue.—Ed.
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WAR BETWEEN CHARLES AND
FRANCIS.

TiiK violent personal emulation and poli-
tical jealousy which had liad taken place
between the enij)eror and the French king
soon broke out in hostilities. But, while

these ambitious and warlike princes were

acting against each other in almost every
part of Europe, they still made professions
of the strongest desire of peace ; and
both carried their complaints to Henry, as

to the umpire between them.

MEDIATION OF HENRY. 1521.

The king, who pretended to be neutral,

iiul he

princess Marv
the king's only cliiid, who had now son'ie

prospect of iidieriting the crown. This

extravagant alliance, which might have

l)rovcd fatal to the
liberty and indepen-

dence of the kingdom, was the result ofl

the humours and prejudices of the king,)
and the private views and expectation.s ot]
the cardinal.

DUKE OF BUCKINGHAM'S TRIAL
AND CONDEMNATION.

Ho c<in-

clmlis wilb
Chnrles an
alliuiice.

The people saw every day new instances
of the uncontrolled authority of this mi-
nister. The duke of Buckingham, con-
stable of England, the first nobleman both
for family and fortune, had imprudently
given disgust to the cardinal

; and it was
not long before he found reason to repent
of his indiscretion. He seems to have

engaged them to send their ambassadors to
!

been full of levity and rash projects ; and

Calais, there to negociate a peace under
|

being infatuated with judicial astrologA'
he entertained a commerce with one Hop-
kins, a Carthusian friar, who encouraged
him in the notion or his mounting one dav
the throne of ii-ngland. He was descended

by a female from the duke of Gloccster,

youngest son of Edward III.; and, though
his claim to the crown was thereby very

the mediation of Wolsey and the pope's
nuncio. The emperor was well apprised
of the partiality of these mediators

;
and

his demands were so unreasonable, as

plainly proved him conscious of the ad-

vantage. He required the restitution of

Burgundy, a province which many years
before had been ceded to France, and remote, he had been so unguarded as to

which, if in his possession, would have
;

let fall .some expressions as if he thought

given him entrance into the heart of that
\

himself best entitled, in case the king

kingdom ;
and he demanded to be freed should die without issue, to possess the

from the homai^e which his ancestors had '"oyal dignity. He had not even ai)stained

always done for Flanders and Artois, and :

ffom threats against the king's life, and

which he had, by the treaty of Noyon, i

had provided himself with arms, which he

engaged to renew. On Francis's rejecting
j

intended to em])loy in case a favourable

these" terms, the congress of Calais broke ! opportunity shouhl offer. He was brought

up, and Wolsev soon after took a journey
'

to a trial ;
and the duke of Norfolk, whose

to Bruges, where he met with the emperor, son, the earl of Surrey, had married Buck-

He was received with the same state, mag- 1 ingham's daughter, was created lord stew-

lien iftr, {nificence, and respect, as if he had been ard, in order to preside at this solemn
' "

'"

the king of England himself; and he con-
I procedure. The jury consisted of a duke,

eluded, in his master's name, an offensive
j

a marquis, seven carls, and twelve barons
;

alliance with the pope and the emperor and they gave their verdict against Buck-

aijainst France. He stipulated that Eng- ingham, which was soon after carried into

Tlie duke
of Hurl;,

inf^hani

gives of-

fence to the
cardinal.

The diike

thrcatwH
the king's
life.

O * .."I •* T*L • I'll <»"" <-

land should next summer invade that king- execution.* 1 here is no reason to think; cuud

* " He wa.s found guilty by his peeres, and having from thence hy land through London to the Tower

judgment to suffer as in case of treason is used, was ! with the axe afore liim. Sir William Sands having

led a^aine to his barge, and so conveyed by water to '.
him by the right arme, and Sir Nicholas Vaux by;

the Temple staires, where he was set a land, and i the left arme. And on the 17th of May, being the]
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the sentence unjust ;
but as Buckingham's

crimes seem to proceed more from indis-

cretion than deliberate malice, the people

expected that the king would grant him a

pardon, and imputed their disappointment
to the animosity and revenge of the cardi-

nal. The king's own jealousy, however,

of all persons allied to the crown, was,

notwithstanding his undoubted title, very
remarkable during the whole course of his

reign, and was alone sufficient to render

him implacable against Buckingham. The
office of constable, which this nobleman
inherited from the Bohuns, earls of Here-

ford, was forfeited, and was never after

revived in England.

CHAPTER XXIX.

HENRY Vni.

DIGRESSION CONCERNING THE ECCLESI-

ASTICAL STATE. ORIGIN OF THE RE-

FORMATION. MARTIN LUTHER. HENRY
RECEIVES THE TITLE OF DEFENDER OF

THE FAITH. CAUSES OF THE PROGRESS

OF THE REFORMATION. WAR WITH
FRANCE. INVASION OF FRANCE. WAR
WITH SCOTLAND. A PARLIAMENT. IN-

VASION OF FRANCE. ITALIAN WARS.

THE KING OF FRANCE INVADES ITALY.

BATTLE OF PAVIA AND CAPTIVITY OF

FRANCIS. HENRY EMBRACES THE AL-

LIANCE OF FRANCE.-—DISCONTENTS OF

THE ENGLISH. FRANCIS REMOVED TO

MADRID.—FRANCIS RECOVERS HIS LI-

BERTY. SACK OF ROME. LEAGUE WITH
FRANCE.

During some years many parts of Europe
had been agitated with those religious con-

troversies w^hich produced the reformation.

Fryday before AVhitsunday, he was delivered to the

sheriflfs of London, who led him to the scaffold on

the Tower-hill about 11 of the cloeke, and there he

was beheaded, in the presence of Sir Thomas Lovel

and all the people : his body with the head was
borne by the fryers Augustines to their church, and

there buried in the chappall church for the close."

After this, on the 8th of the following month, he was

degraded in solemn form at Windsor. A form of

words, declaring the crime and the condemnation of

the deceased, was read by Garter King at Arms, and

the narrator proceeds.
" It is to be remembered
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one of the greatest events in history. It

will now be necessary to explain these

theological disputes ; or to trace from

their origin those abuses which so gene-

rally diffused the opinion that a reforma-

tion of the church, or ecclesiastical order,

was become highly expedient, if not abso-

lutely necessary. We shall be better en-

abled to comprehend the subject if we take

the matter a little higher, and reflect a

moment on the reasons why there must be

an ecclesiastical order and a public estab-

lishment of religion in every civilized

community. The importance of the pre-
sent occasion will, 1 hope, excuse this

short digression.

DIGRESSION CONCERNING THE
ECCLESIASTICAL STATE.

Most of the arts and professions in a state

are of such a nature that, while they pro-
mote the interests of the society, they are

also useful or agreeable to some indivi-

duals ; and, in that case, the constant rule

of the magistrate, except perhaps on the

first introduction of any art, is, to leave

the profession to itself, and trust its en-

couragement to those who reap the benefit

of it. The artisans finding their profits to

rise by the favour of their customers, in-

crease their skill and industry ; and, as

matters are not disturbed by any injudi-
cious tampering, the commodity is always
sure to be at all times nearly proportioned
to the demand.

But there are also some callings which,

though useful and even necessary in a

state, bring no particular advantage or

pleasure to any individual ;
and the

supreme power is obliged to alter its con-

duct with regard to the retainers of those

that Somerset Herault was in the ronde loft behind!

tlie hachments of the saide duke Edward : and whenj
Garter spake these words,

'

expelled and put from,

the armes," then the saide Somerset violently castj
do\\Tie unto the quire, his creast, his banner, and

sword. And when the publication was all done, the

officers of armes spurned the saide hachment with

their feete out of the quire into the body of the

church, first the sword, and then the banner, and

then was the creast spurned out of the said quire,

through the church out at the west doore, and so to

the bridge, where it was spumed over into the
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They must
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public en-
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professions.
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It tnust s;ive them public
in order to their sub-

sistence
;
and it must provide against that

negligence to which they will naturally he

suhject, either by aiuiexing peculiar ho-

nours to the profession, by establishing a

long subordination of ranks and a strict

dependence, or by some other expedient.
The persons employed in the finances,

armies, iieets, and magistracy, are instances

of this order of men.

It may naturally be thought, at first

sight, that the ecclesiastics belong to the

first class, and that their encouragement,
as well as that of law-yers and physicians,

may safely be intrusted to the liberality of

individuals who are attached to their doc-

trines, and who find benefit or consolation

from their spiritual ministry. Their in-

dustry and vigilance will, no doubt, be

whetted by such an additional motive ;

and their skill in the profession, as well as

their address in governing the minds of

the people, must receive daily increase

jfrom
their increasing practice, study, and

attention.

But this interested diligence of the

'clergy is what every wise legislator will

study to prevent ; because in every reli-

gion, except the true, it is highly perni-

cious, and it has even a natural tendency
to pervert the true, by infusing into it a

strong mixture of superstition, folly, and

delusion. Each ghostly practitioner, in

order to render himself more precious and

sacred in the eyes of his retainers, will

inspire them with the most violent ab-

horrence of all other sects, and continually

endeavour, by some novelty, to excite the

languid devotion of his audience. No
regard will be paid to truth, morals, or

tlecency, in the doctrines inculcated.

Every tenet will be adopted that best suits

the disorderly affections of the human
frame. Customers will be drawn to each

conventicle by new industry and address

in practising on the passions and credu-

lity of the populace. And, in the end.

flitch."—Stale Trials. The duke solemnly denied

his guilt, and declared he would not sue for mercy.
Fiom the moment of his conviction he regarded
death as inevitable. On entering the hoat virhich

was to carry him from Westminster, heing invited
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tlie civil magistrate will find that he has

dearly i)aid for his pietended frugality in

saving a fixed establishment for the

l)riests ;
and tliat in reality the most

decent and advantageous composition,
which he can make with tiie s])iritual

guides, is to bribe their indolence, b\

assigning stated salaries to tiieir i)rofes-

sion, and rendering it superfluous for them
to be farther active tiiau merely to prevent
their Hock from straying in quest of new

pastures. And in this manner ecclesias-

tical establishments, though commonly
they arose at first from religious views,

prove in the end advantageous to the

political interests of society.
But we may observe that lew ecclesi-

astical establishments have been fixed

upon a worse foundation than that of tin

church of Rome, or have been attended
with circumstances more luutfid to the

peace and happiness of mankind.
The large revenues, privileges, immu-

nities, and powders, of the clerg)' rendered
them formidable to the civil magistrate,
and armed with too extensive authoritv

an order of men who always adhere closely

together, and who never want a plausible

pretence for their encroachuuMits. The

higher dignities of the church served,

indeed, to the support of gentry and

nobility ; but, by the establishment oj

monasteries, many of the lowest vulgar
were taken from the useful arts, and

maintained in sloth and ignorance. The

supreme head of the church was a foreign

potentate, guided by interests always
different from those of the community,
sometimes contrary to them. And, as the

hierarchy was necessarily solicitous to

preserve an unity of faith, rites, and

ceremonies, all liberty of thought ran a

manifest risk of being extinguished ;
and

violent persecutions, or, what was worse,
a stupid and abject credulity, took place

every where.

To increase these evils, the church,

though she possessed large revenues, was

to sit on the cushions before provided, he refused

them with the remark,
" when 1 came here I was

duke of Kuckingham; now, I am only Edward Staf

ford, and the poorest wretch alive." He died with

calm resolution.—Ed.
(-17
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not contented with her acquisitions, but

retained a power of practising farther on

the i2;norance of mankind. She even

bestowed on each individual priest a power
of enriching himself by the voluntary ob-

lations of the faithful, and left him still an

urgent motive for diligence and industry
in his calling. And thus that church,

though an expensive and burdensome

establishment, was liable to many of the

inconveniences which belong to an order

of priests trusting entirely to their own
art and invention for attaining a sub-

sistence.

The advantages attending the Komish

hierarchy were but a small compensation
for its inconveniences. The ecclesiastical

privileges, during barbarous times, had

served as a check on the despotism of

igs. The union of all the western

churches under the supreme pontiff facili-

tated the intercourse of nations, and

tended to bind all the parts of Europe
into a close connexion with each other.

And the jjomp and splendour of worship,
which belonged to so opulent an establish-

ment, contributed in some respect to the

encouragement of the line arts, and began
to diffuse a general elegance of taste, by

uniting it with religion.

It will easily be conceived that, though
the balance of evil pre\ ailed in the Romish

church, this was not the chief reason

which produced the reformation. A con-

currence of incidents must have contri-

buted to forward that great revolution.

ORIGIN OF THE REFORMATION.

Leo X., by his generous and enterprising

temper, had much exhausted his treasury,
and was obliged to employ every invention

which might yield money, in order to

support his projects, pleasures, and libe-

ralities. The scheme of selling indul-

gences was suggested to him as an expe-
dient which had often served to draw

money from the Christian world, and make
devout people wiUing contributors to the

grandeur and riches of the court of Rome.
The church, it was supposed, was possessed
of a great stock of merit, as being entitled
to all the good works of all the saints be-
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yond what were employed in their own|

justification; and even to the merits
ofj

Christ himself, which were infinite and!

unbounded : and from this unexhausted

treasury the pope might retail particular

portions, and by that traffic acquire money,
to be employed in pious purposes, in re-

sisting the infidels or subduing schismatics.

When the money came into his exchequer,
the greater part of it was usually diverted

to other purposes.
It is commonly believed that Leo, from

j

the penetration of his genius and his fami-

liarity with ancient literature, was full}
I

acquainted with the ridicule and falsitv of

the doctrines which, as supreme pontiff,
he was obliged by his interest to promote :

it is the less wonder, therefore, that he

employed for his profit those pious frauds

which his predecessors, the most ignorant
and credulous, had always made use of for

their selfish purposes. He published the

sale of a general indulgence ; and, as his

expenses had not only exhausted his usual

levenue, but even anticipated the money'
expected from this extraordinary expe-
dient, the several branches of it were

openly given away to particular persons,
who were entitled to levy the imposition.
The produce, particularly of Saxony and

the countries bordering on the Baltic, was

assigned to his sister Magdalene, married

to Cibo, natural son of Innocent VIII.
;
and

she, to enhance her profit, had farmed out

the revenue to one Arcemboldi, a Genoese,
once a merchant, now a bishop, who still

retained ail the lucrative arts of his former

profession. The Austin friars had usually
been employed in Saxony to preach the

indulgences, and from this trust had de-

rived both profit and consideration : but

Arcemboldi, fearing lest practice might
have taught them means to secrete the

money, and expecting no extraordinary
success from the ordinary methods of

collection, gave this occupation to the

Dominicans. These monks in order to

prove themselves worthy of the dis-

tinction conferred on them, exagge-
rated the benefits of indulgences byj
the most unbounded panegyrics ,

and ad-

vanced doctrines on that head which,

though not more ridiculous than those
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already received, were not as yet en-

tirely familiar to the ears of the people.*
To add to the scandal, the collectors of
this revenue are said to have lived very
hcentious lives, and to have spent in

taverns, sraniini; houses, and places still

more ii\fi\mous, the money which devout

persons had saved from their usual ex-

penses in order to purchase a remission of

their sins.

MARTIN LUTHER.

All these circumstances might have

given oftence, but would have been at-

tended with no event of any importance,
had there not arisen a man quahfied to

take advantage of the incident. Martin

Luther, an Austin friar, professor in the

university of Wittemberg, resenting the
affront put upon his order, began to preach
against these abuses in the sale of indul-

gences ; and, being provoked by opposition,
he proceeded even to decry indulgences
themselves

; and was thence carried by
che heat of dispute, to question the autho-

rity of the pope, from which his adversaries

derived their chief arguments against him.

Still, as he enlarged his reading, in order
to support these tenets, he discovered some
new abuse or error in the church of Rome;
and, finding his opinions greedily heark-
ened to, he promulgated them by writing,

discourse, sermon, conference
; and daily

increased the number of his disciples. All

Saxony, all Germany, all Europe, were in

a very little time filled with the voice of

this daring innovator
;
and men, roused

from that lethargy in which they had so

long slept, began to call in question the
most ancient and most received opinions.
The elector of Saxony, favourable to

Luther's doctrine, protected him from the
violence of papal jurisdiction ; the republic
of Zuric even reformed their church ac-

cording to the new model
; many sove-

reigns of the empire, and the Imperial diet

itself, shewed a favourable disposition to-

wards it ; and Luther, a man naturally
inflexible, vehement, opinionative, was be-

come incapable, either from promises of

* See note DD at the end of the volume.

advancement or terrors of severity, to re

linquish a sect of which he was himself
the founder, and which brought him a

glory superior to all olheis, the glory of

dictating the religious faith and principles
of nmltitudes.

HENRY STYLED DEFENDER OF
THE FAITH.

The rumour of these innovations soon
reached England ; and, as there still sub-
sisted in that kingdom great remains of

the Lollards, whose principles resembled
those of Luther, the new doctrines secretly
gained many partisans. But Henry had
been educated in a strict attachment to
the church of Rome, and he bore a par-
ticular prejudice against Luther, who in

his writings spoke with contempt of

Thomas Aquinas, the king's favourite
author : he opposed himself, therefore, to

the progress of the Lutheran tenets by all

the influence which his almost absolute

authority conferred upon him : he even
undertook to combat them with weapons
not usually employed by monarchs. He
wrote a book in Latin against the princi-

ples of Luther ; a performance which, if

allowance be made for the subject and the

age, does no discredit to his capacity. He
sent a copy of it to Leo, who received so

magnificent a present with great testimony
of regard, and conferred on him the title

of
'

defender of the faith
;

'

an appellation
slill retained by the kings of England.
Luther, who was in the heat of controversy,
soon published an answer to Henry ; and,
without regard to the dignity of his an-

tagonist, treated him with all the acrimony
of style to which, in the course of his

polemics, he had so long been accustomed.
The king by this ill usage was still more

prejudiced against the new doctrines
; but

the public, who naturally favour the

weaker party, were inclined to attribute

to Luther the victory in the dispute. And,
as the controversy became more illustrious

by Henry's entering the lists, it drew still

more the attention of mankind, and the
Lutheran doctrine daily acquired new con-
verts in eveiy part of Europe.
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CAUSES OF THE PROGRESS OF
THE REFORMATION.

The quick and surprising progress of this

bold sect may justly, in part, be ascribed

to the late invention of printing, and re-

vival of learning : not that reason bore

any considerable share in opening men's

eyes with regard to the impostures of the

Romish church : for of all branches of

literature, philosophy had, as yet, made
the most inconsiderable progress : neither

is there any instance that argument
has ever been able to free the people
from that enormous load of absurdity
with which superstition has every where

overwhelmed them : not to mention

that the rapid advance of the Lutheran

doctrine, and the violence with which it

was embraced, prove sufficiently that it

owed not its success to reason and reflec-

tion. The art of printing and the revival

of learning forwarded its progress in

another manner. By means of that art

the books of Luther and his sectaries, full

of a rude eloquence, were propagated more

quickly, and in greater numbers. The
minds of men were prepared for every

novelty, and scrupled less to tread in any
unusual path which was opened to them.

And, as copies of the scriptures and other

ancient monuments of the Christian faith

became more common, men perceived the

innovations which were introduced after

the first centuries ; and, though argument
and reasoning could not give conviction,

an historical fact, well supported, was able

to make impression on their understand-

ings. Many of the powers, indeed, as-

sumed by the church of Rome, were very
ancient, and were prior to almost every

political government established in Europe:
but, as the ecclesiastics would not agree
to possess their privileges as matters of

civil right, which time might render valid,

but appealed still to divine origin, men
were tempted to look into their primitive
charter ; and they could, without much

difficulty, perceive its defect in truth and

authenticity.
In order to bestow on this topic the

greater influence, Luther and his followers,
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not satisfied with opposing the pretended
divinity of the Romish church, and dis-

playing the temporal inconveniences of

that establishment, carried matters nmch
farther, and treated the religion of their

ancestors as abominable, detestable, damn-
able ; foretold by sacred writ itself as the

source of all wickedness anu pollution.

They denominated the pope antichrist,
called his communion the scarlet whore,
and gave to Rome the appellation of Ba-

bylon ; expressions which, however ap-

plied, were to be found in scripture, and
which were better calculated to operate on
the multitude than the most solid argu-
ments. Excited by contest and persecu-
tion on the one hand, by success and ap-

plause on the other, many of the reformers

carried to the greatest extremity their

opposition to the church of Rome
; and,

in contradiction to the multiplied super-
stitions with which that communion was

loaded, they adopted an enthusiastic strain

of devotion, which admitted of no obser-

vances, rites, or ceremonies ; but placed
all merit in a mysterious species of faith,

in inward vision, rapture, and ecstacy.
The new sectaries, seized with this spirit,

were indefatigable in the propagation of

their doctrine, and set at defiance all the

anathemas and punishments with which
the Roman pontift' endeavoured to over
whelm them.

That the civil power, however, might
afford them protection against the ecclesias

tical jurisdiction, the Lutherans advanced

doctrines favourable in some respect to

the temporal authority of sovereigns.

They inveighed against the abuses of the

court of Rome, with which men were at

that time generally discontented
;
and they

exhorted princes to reinstate themselves

in those powers of which the encroaching

spirit of the ecclesiastics, especially of the

sovereign pontiff, had so long bereaved

them. They condemned celibacy and mo
nastic vows, and thereby opened the doors

of the convents to those who were either

tired of the obedience and chastity, or dis-

gusted with the license, in which they had

hitherto lived. They blamed the excessive

riches, the idleness, the libertinism, of the

clergy ;
and pointed out their treasures
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and revenues as lawful spoil to the first

invader. And, as the ecclesiastics had

hitherto conducted a willing and a stupid

audience, and were totally unacquainted
with controversy, much more with everv

species of true literature, tiiey were unable

to defend themselves against men armed
with authorities, quotations, and popular

topics, and qualified to triumph in every
altercation or debate. Such were the ad-

vantages with which the reformers began
their attack on the Romisii hierarchy, and

such were the causes of their rapid and

astonishing success.

Leo X., whose oversights and too supine
trust in the profound ignorance of the

people had given rise to tliis sect, but

[whose sound judgment and temper were
'well qualified to retard its progress, died

'in the flower of his age, a little after he
I received the king's book against Luther

;

and he was succeeded in the papal chair

by Adrian, a Fleming, who had been tutor

to the emperor Charles. This man was
fitted to gain on the reformers by the in-

tegrity and simplicity of manners which

distinguished his character ; but, so vio-

lent were their prejudices against the

church, he rather hurt the cause by his

imprudent exercise of those virtues. He
frankly confessed that many abominable

practices prevailed in the court of Rome
;

and by this avowal he gave occasion of

much triumph to the Lutherans. This

pontiff also, whose penetration was not

equal to his good intentions, was seduced
to concur in that league which Charles and

Henry had formed against France
; and

he thereby augmented the scandal occa-

sioned by the practice of so many pre-

ceding popes, who still made their spiritual
arms subservient to political purposes.
The emperor, who knew that AVolsey

had received a disappointment in his am-
bitious hopes by the election of Adrian,
and who dreaded the resentment of that

* He arrived at Dover, on Monday, the 26th of

May.
" On Wednesday, being Ascension eve, the

king came to Dover ; and there with great joy and

gladness the emperor and he met. On Friday, in

the afternoon, they departed from Dover, and came
that night to Canterbury, and from thence, next day,
to Greenwich, where the queen received her nephew
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haughty minister, was solicitous to repair
the Itreach made in their friendship hv this

incident. He paid another visit to Eng-
land ;* and, besides flattering the vanity
of the king and the cardinal, he renewed
to Wolsey all the promises wiiich he iiad

made him of seconding his pretensions to

the papal throne. Wolsey, sensible that

Adrian's great age and infirmities promised
a speedy vacancy, dissembled his resent-

ment. The emperor renewed tiie tieatv

made at Bruges, to which some articles

were added
;
and he agreed to indemnify

both the king and Wolsey for the revenue
which they should lose by a breach with

France. The more to ingratiate himself
with Henry and the English nation, he

gave to Surrey, admiral of England, a

commission for being admiral of his do-

minions ;
and he himself was installed

knight of the garter at London. After a

stay of six weeks in England, he embarked
at Southampton, and in ten days arrived

in Spain, where he soon pacified the tu-

mults which had arisen in his absence.

WAR WITH FRANCE. 1522.

The king declared war against France
;

and this measure was founded on so little

reason, that he could allege nothing as n

ground of quarrel but Francis's refusal to

submit to his arbitration, and his sending

Albany into Scotland. This last step had

not been taken by the French king till he

was quite assured of Henry's resolution to

attack him. Surrey landed some troops
at Cherbourg in Normandy ; and, after

laying waste the country, he sailed to Mor-

laix, a rich town in Brittany, which he

took and plundered. The English mer-

chants had great property in that place,
which was no more spared by the soldiers

than the goods of tlie French. Surrey
then left the charge of the fleet to the vice

admiral, and sailed to Calais, where he

with all the joy that might be.''— Baker.—The em-

peror was brought to London, and lodged in the

palace of Bridewell, and subsequently proceeded to

Windsor, where there was much feasting ;
and on

Corpus Christi day the emperor wore the mantle of

the garter, and sat in his own stall.—Ed.
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took the command of the English army
destined for the invasion of France. This

army, when joined to forces from the Low
Countries, under the command of the

count de Buren, amounted to eighteen
thousand men.

INVASION OF FRANCE.

The French had made it a maxim, in al-

most all their wars with the English since

the reign of Charles V., never without

great necessity to hazard a general engage-
ment; and the duke of Vendome, who
commanded the French army, now em-
braced this wise policy. He supplied the

towns most exposed, especially Boulogne,
Montreuil, Terouenne, Hedin, with strong

garrisons and plenty of provisions ; he

himself took post at Abbeville, with some
Swiss and French infantry, and a body of

cavalry ; the count of Guise encamped
under Montreuil with six thousand men.
These two bodies were in a situation to

join upon occasion, to throw supply into

any town that was threatened, and to ha-

rass the English in every movement. Sur-

rey, who was not provided with magazines,
first divided his troops for the convenience

of subsisting them
; but, finding that his

quarters were every moment beaten up by
the activity of the French generals, he

drew together his forces, and laid siege to

Hedin. The garrison made vigorous sal-

lies ; fatigue and bad weather threw the

soldiers into dysenteries ; and Surrey was

obliged to raise the siege, and put his

troops into winter quarters, about the end

of October. His rear guard was attacked

at Pas, in Artois, and five or six hundred
men were cut off; nor could all his efforts

make him master of one place within the

French frontier.

The allies were more successful in Italy.

Lautrec, who commanded the French, lost

a great battle at Bicocca near Milan, and
was obliged to retire. This misfortune,
which proceeded from Francis's negligence
in not supplying Lautrec with money, was
followed by the loss of Genoa. The castle

of Cremona was the sole fortress in Italy
which remained in the hands of the

French.
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WAR WITH SCOTLAND.

Europe was now in such a situation that

it was almost impossible for war to be kin-

dled in one part and not diffuse itself

throughout the whole : but, of all the

leagues among kingdoms, the closest was
that which had so long subsisted between
France and Scotland

;
and the English,

while at war with the former nation, could
not hope to remain long unmolested on
the northern frontier. No sooner had

Albany arrived in Scotland than he took|
measures for kindling a war with England
and he summoned the whole force of the

kingdom to meet in the fields of Rosline.

He thence conducted the army into An-
nandale, and prepared to pass the borders

at Solway Frith. But many of the nobi-

lity were disgusted with the regent's ad-

ministration
;
and murmured that, for the

sake of foreign interests, their peace should

so often be disturbed, and war, during their

king's minority, be wantonly entered into

with a neighbouring nation so much su-

perior in force and riches. The Gordons,
in particular, refused to advance any
farther

;
and Albany, observing a general

discontent to prevail, was obliged to con-|
elude a truce with lord Dacres, warden of

the English west marches. Soon after he

departed for France ; and, lest the oppo-
site faction should gather force in his ab-

sence, he sent thither before him the earl

of Angus, husband to the queen dowager.
Next year Henry, that he might take

advantage of the regent's absence, marched
an army into Scotland under the command
of Surrey, who ravaged the Merse and
Teviotdale without opposition, and burned
the town of Jedburgh. The Scots had
neither king nor regent to conduct them

;

the two Humes had been put to death
;

Angus was in a manner banished
;

no

nobleman of vigour or authority remained

who w^as qualified to assume the govern-
ment ;

and the English monarch, who
knew the distressed situation of the coun-

try, determined to push them to extremity,

hopes of engaging them to make a
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He even gave them hopes of rontractini:^ a

marriaj^e between tlie hxdy Mary, heiress

of Enghmd, and their young monarcii
;
an

expedient which would for ever unite the

two kingdoms ;
and the (juccn dowager,

with her whole party, recommended every
where the advantages of this alliance, and

of a confederacy with Henry. They said

that the interests of Scotland had too long
been sacrificed to those of the French

nation, who, whenever they found them-

selves reduced to difficulties, called for the

assistance of their allies, but were ready to

abandon them as soon as they found their

advantage in making peace with England.
France was so distant that she scarcely
could by any means, and never could in

time, send succours to the Scots sufficient

to protect thein against ravages from the

neighbouring kingdom : that nature had
in a manner formed an alliance between
the two British nations

;
and that, if

national antipathies were abolished, which
would soon be the effect of peace, these

two kingdoms, secured by the ocean and

by their domestic force, could set at de-

fiance all foreign enemies, and remain for

ever safe and unmolested.

The partisans of the French alliance, on

the other hand, said that the very reasons

which were urged in favour of a league
with England, the vicinity of the kingdom
and its superior force, were the real causes

why a sincere and durable confederacy
could never be formed with that hostile

nation : that, as the near neighbourhood
of France and England had kindled a war
almost perpetual between them, it was the

interest of the Scots, if they wished to

maintain their independence, to preserve
their league with the former kingdom :

that, if they deserted that old and salutary
alliance, on which their importance in Eu-

rope chiefly depended, their ancient ene-

mies would soon invade them with superior
force : or, if they delayed the attack, the

insidious peace, by making the Scots for-

get the use of arms, would only prepare
the way for a slavery more certain and
more irretrievable.

The arguments employed by the French

party seemed most prevalent ; and, when
the regent himself, who had been long
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detained beyond his appointed time by the

danger from the English fleet, at last

appeared, he was able to throw the balance

entirely on that side. By authority of the

convention of states he assembled an army,
with a view of avenging the ravages com-
mitted by the English ;

and he led them
towards the borders : l)ut when they were

passing the Tweed at the bridge of Mel-

ross, the English party raised again such

opposition, that Albany thought proper to

make a retreat. He marched downwards

along the banks of the Tweed, keeping
that river on his right ;

and fixed his camp
opposite to Werk castle, which Surrey
had lately repaired. He sent over some

troops to besiege this fortress, who made
a breach in it, and stormed some of the

outworks. But the regent, hearing of

the approach of an English army, thought

jiroper to disband his forces, and retire to

Edinburgh. Soon after he went over to

France, and never again returned to Scot-

land. The Scottish nation were not,

during several years, in a condition to give

any more disturbance to England ;
and

Henry had full leisure to prosecute his

designs on the continent.

The reason why the war against France

proceeded so slowly, on the part of Eng-
land, was the want of money. All the

treasures of Henry VII. were long ago

dissipated ;
the king's habits of expense

still remained
;
and his revenues were un-

equal even to the ordinary charge of

government, much more to his military

enterprises. He had last year caused a

general survey to be made of the kingdom ;

the numbers of men ;
their years, pro-

fession, stock, revenue ;
and expressed

great satisfaction on finding the nation so

opulent. He then issued privy .seals to

the most wealthy, demanding loans of

particular sums. This act of power,

though somewhat irregular and tyrannical,

had been formerly practised by kings of

England ;
and the people were now fami-

liarized to it. But Henry this year carried

his authority much farther. He published; "™7/*'
an edict for a general tax upon his sub- {!"""»•

»>''

I * 1 1 '11 111 1 11 imposes

jects, which he still called a loan ; and he taxes.

levied five shillings in the pound upon the

clergy, two shillings upon the laity. This'
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pretended loan, being more regular, was

really more dangerous to the liberties of

the peojile : and was a precedent for the

king's imposing taxes without consent of

parUament.

A PARLIAMENT. 1523.

Henry, on the fifteenth of April, sum-
moned a parliament, together with a con-

vocation ; and found neither of them in a

disposition to complain of the infringe-
ment of their privileges. It was only
doubted how far they would carry their

liberality to the king. Wolsey began with

the convocation, in hopes that their ex-

ample would influence the parliament to

grant a large supply. He demanded a

moiety of the ecclesiastical revenues to be

levied in five years, or two shillings in the

pound during that time
; and, though he

met with opposition, he reprimanded the

refractory members in such severe terms,
that his request was at last complied with.

The cardinal afterwards, attended by se-

veral of the nobihty and prelates, came to

the house of commons
; and, in a long and

elaborate speech, laid before them the

public necessities, the danger of an invasion

from Scotland, the affronts received from

France, the league in which the king was

engaged with the pope and the emperor ;

and he demanded a grant of eight hundred
thousand pounds, divided into four yearly

payments ;
a sum computed, from the

late survey or valuation, to be equal to

four shillings in the pound of one year's

revenue, or one shilling in the pound
yearly, according to the division proposed.*
So large a grant was unusual ; though the

cardinal's demand was seconded by Sir

Thomas More, the speaker, and several

other members attached to the court, the

house could not be prevailed with to com-

ply. They only voted two shillings in the

pound on all who enjoyed twenty pounds
a year and upwards ;

one shilling on all

who possessed between twenty pounds and

* This survey or valuation is liable to much sus-

pieicn, as fixing the rents a great deal too high ;

unless the sum comprehended the revenues of all

kinds, industry as well as land and money.
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hillings a year ;
and on the other
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forty

subjects,
roat a head. This last sum was divided

two yearly payments ;
the former

into four ; and was not, therefore, at the

utmost above sixpence in the pound. The

grant of the commons was but the moiety
of the sum demanded ;

and the cardinal

therefore, much mortified, came again to

the house, and desired to reason with such

as refused to comply with the king's re-

quest. He was told that it was a rule o!

the house never to reason but among
themselves ;t and his desire was rejected.
The commons, however, enlarged a little

Iheir former grant, and voted an imposi-
tion of three shillings in the pound on all

possessed of fifty pounds a year and up-

wards.! The proceedings of this house of

commons evidently discover the humour
of the times : they were extremely tena-

cious of their money, and refused a de-

mand, which was far from being unrea-

sonable; but they allowed an encroachment

on national privileges to pass uncensured,

though its direct tendency was to subvert

entirely the liberties of the people. The

king was so dissatisfied with this saving

disposition of the commons, that, as he

had not called a parliameiit during seven

years before, he allowed seven more to

elapse before he summoned another ; and,

on pretence of necessity, he levied in one

year, from all who were worth forty

pounds, what the parliament had granted
him payable in forty years ;

a new invasion
|

of national privileges. These
irregu-|

larities were commonly ascribed to the

cardinal's counsels, who, trusting to the

protection afforded him by his ecclesias-

tical character, was the less scrupulous ini

his encroachments on the civil rights in I

the natien. i

That ambitious prelate received this

year a new disappointment in his aspiringi rop?

views. The pope, Adrian VI., died ;
and j-^^XJl

Clement VII., of the family of
Medicis,| '^;'^^^lf^^^

was elected in his place by the concurrence' vii.

The com-
mons are

more care-

ful of their

money than
of the liber-

ties of the

nation.

tWolsey called on More personally to answer him,

but was told that he, as speaker, could only do so after

being instructed by the house what to say.
—Ed.

X See note EE at the end of the volume.
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of the Imperial party. Wolsey could
now perceive the in.sincerity of the em-

peror, and he concluded that that prince
would never second his pretensions to the

pa|)al chair. As he hi;4hly resented this

injury, he began thencctorth to estrange
liimself from the Imperial court, and to

pave tlie way lor an union between his

master and the French king. Meanwhile
he concealed his disgust ; and, after con-

gratulating the new pope on his promotion,

applied for a continuation of the legantine

powers which the two former popes had
conferred upon him. Clement, knowing
the importance of gaining his I'riendshij),

granted him a commission for life
; and,

by this unusual concession, he in a man-
ner transferred to him the whole papal

authority in England. In some particulars

Wolsey made a good use of this extensive

power. He erected two colleges, one at

Oxford, another at Ipswich, the place of

his nativity ;
he sought all over Europe

lor learned men to supply the chairs of

these colleges ; and, in order to bestow
endowments on them, he suppressed some
smaller monasteries. The execution of

this project became the less difficult be-

cause the Romish church began to per-
ceive that she overabounded in monks,
and that she wanted some supply of learn-

ing in order to oppose the inquisitive, or

rather disputative, humour of the re-

formers.

The confederacy against France seemed
more formidable than ever. Adrian, be- i

fore his death, had renewed the league
with Charles and Henry. The Venetians I

had been induced to desert the French
i

alliance, and to form engagements for
j

securing Francis Sforza, brother to Max-
imilian, in possession of the Milanese.

The Florentines, the dukes of Ferrara

and Mantua, and all the powers of Italv,

combined in the same measure. The

emperor, in person, menaced France with

a powerful invasion on the side of Gui-

* The wrongs of Bourbon were great.
" He was

impeached, and the officers of the king provisionally

sequestered his goods, (August, 1522). Half of

I them were claimed for Louisa, and the remainder
for her son. The affair was submitted to Duprat,
I'und, notwithstanding the evident right of the con-
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enne
; the forces of England and the

Kn^liind
m<niui'«

I'iciirdy.

Netherlands hovered over Pii^ardy ;
and

a numerous body of Germans were pre-

paring to ravage Burgundy. But all

these perils were less threatening than
a domestic conspiracy, which had been

formed, and which was now come to full

maturity against the French monarch.
Cliarles duke of Bourbon, constable of

France, was a prince of the most shining
merit

; and, besides distinguishing himself
in many military enterprises, he was ad-

orned with every accomplishment which
became a person of his high station. Hi;-

virtues, embellished with the graces ot

youth, had made such impression on
Louise of Savoy, Francis's mother, that,

without regard to the inequality of theii-

years, she made him proposals of marriage ;

and, meeting with a repulse, she formed
schemes of vengeance. She was deceitful,

vindictive, mahcious ; but, unhappily, had,

by her capacity, acquired an absolute as-

cendancy over her son. By her instigation
Francis put many affronts on the constable,
and at last he permitted Louise to prose-
cute a law-suit against him, by which, on
the most frivolous pretences, he was de-

prived of his ample jiossessions ; and in-

evitable ruin was brought upon him.*

Bourbon, provoked at all these indigni-

ties, had entered into a secret correspon-
dence with the emperor and king ot

England. fiancis, pertinacious in his and the

purpose of recovering the Milanese, had'
]V„",fi°nj

intended to lead his army in person into

Italy ; and Bourbon, who feigned sickness!

in order to have pretence for staying be-

hind, purposed, as soon as the king should

have passed the Alps, to raise an insurrec-!

tion among his numerous vassals, by whom
he was extremely beloved, and to introduce

foreisrn enemies into the kingdom. Francis^

got intimation ot" Ins design ; but as he

was not expeditious enough in securing uh srheme

so dangerous a foe, the constable made I'Mt^^'Bour-"*'

his escape; and, entering into the em-^**°*'**^i**

stable, seemed likely to be decided against him.

Charles well understood what was likely to be the

issue of his trial, and in his grief the unfortunate

prince listened to the overtures made to him by
Charles V.''—Burette,—Ed.
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peror's service, employed all the force of

his enterprising spirit,
and his great ta-

lents for war, to the prejudice of his

native country.

INVASION OF FRANCE.

The king of England, desirous that Francis

should undertake his Itahan expedition,

did not openly threaten Picardy this year
with an invasion : and it was late before

the duke of Suffolk, who commanded the

English forces, passed over to Calais. He
was attended by the lords Montacute, Her-

bert, Ferrars, Morney, Sandys, Berkeley,

Powis, and many other noblemen and

gentlemen. The English army, reinforced

by some troops drawn from the garrison

of Calais, amounted to about twelve thou-

sand men ; and, having joined an equal

number of Flemings under the count de

Buren, they prepared for an invasion of

France. The siege of Boulogne was first

proposed ; but, that enterprise appearing

difficult, it was thought more advisable to

leave this town behind them. The frontier

of Picardy was very ill provided with

troops ;
the only defence of that province

was the activity of the French officers,

who threw garrisons, with great expedition,

into every town which was threatened.

After coasting the Somme, and passing

Hedin, Montreuil, Dourlens, the English
and Flemings presented themselves before

Bray, a place of small force, which com-

manded a bridge over that river. Here

they were resolved to pass, and, if possible,

to take up winter quarters in France; but

Crequi threw himself into the town, and

seemed resolute to defend it. The allies

attacked him with success ; and, when he

retreated over the bridge, they pursued
him so hotly, that they allowed him not

time to break it down, but passed it along
with him, and totally routed his army.

They next advanced to Montdidier, which

they besieged, and took by capitulation.

Meeting with no opposition, they proceeded
to ihe river Oise, within eleven leagues of

Paris, and threw that city into great con-

sternation, till the duke of Vendome has-

tened with some forces to its relief. The

confederates, afraid of being surrounded,
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thought proper to retreat. Montdidier
was abandoned ; and the English and

Flemings, without effecting anything, re-

tired into their respective countries.

France defended herself from the other

invasions with equal facility and equal good
fortune. Twelve thousand Lansquenets
broke into Burgundy under the command
of the count of Furstenberg. The count
of Guise, who defended that frontier, had

nothing to oppose to them but some militia,

and about nine hundred heavy-armed
cavalry. He threw the militia into the

garrison towns
; and with his cavalry he

kept the field, and so harassed the Ger-
mans that they were glad to make their

retreat into Lorraine. Guise attacked

them as they passed the Meuse, put them
into disorder, and cut off the greater part
of their rear.

The emperor made great preparations
on the side of Navarre

; and, though that

frontier was well guarded by nature, it

seemed now exposed to danger. Charles

besieged Fontarabia, which a few years
before had fallen into Francis's hands

;

and, when he had drawn thither Lautrec,
the French general, he of a sudden raised

the siege, and sat down before Bayonne,
Lautrec, aware of that stratagem, made a

sudden march, and threw himself into

Bayonne, which he defended with such

vigour and courage that the Spaniards
were constrained to raise the siege. The

emperor would have been totally unfor-

tunate had he not turned back upon Font-

arabia, and, contrary to the advice of all

his generals, sat down, in the winter sea-

son, before that city, well fortified, and

strongly garrisoned. The cowardice or

misconduct of the governor saved him

from the shame of a new disappointment.
The place was surrendered in a few days ;

and the emperor, having finished this

enterprise, put his troops into winter

quarters.

ITALIAN WARS.

So obstinate was Francis in prosecuting
his Italian expedition, that, notwithstand-

ing these numerous invasions, he had

determined to lead in person a powerful
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army to the con(jiiest of Milan. The intelli-

gence of Bourbon's cons[niacy and escape

stopped him at Lyons; and he thought it

prudent to remain in France, and to send

forward his army under the command of

admiral Bonnivet. The duchy of Milan

had been purposely left somewhat defence-

less, with a view of alluring Francis to

attack it, and thereby facilitating the en-

prises of Bourbon ;
and no sooner had

Bonnivet passed the Tesin than the army
of the league, and even Prosper Coloima,

who commanded it, a prudent general,

were in the utmost confusion. If Bonnivet

had immediately advanced to Milan, that

great city, on which the whole dnchy de-

pends, would have opened its gates with-

out resistance ; but, as he wasted his

time, Colonna had opportunity to reinforce

the garrison, and to put the place in a

posture of defence. Bonnivet was now

obliged to attempt reducing the city by
blockade and famine

;
and he took pos-

session of all the posts which commanded
the passages to it. But the army of the

league meanwhile was not inactive ;
and

they so straitened and harassed the quarters
of the French, that it seemed more likely

the latter should themselves perish by
famine than reduce the city to that extre-

mity. Sickness and fatigue and want had

wasted them to such a degree, that they
were ready to raise the blockade ;

and

their only hopes consisted in a great body
of Swiss, which was levied for the service

of the French king, and whose arrival was

expected. But these mountaineers no

sooner came within sight of the French

camp than they stopped, from a sudden

caprice and resentment ; and, instead of

* In this retreat the celebrated Bayard lost his

life.
"
Bonnivet, attacked by the Constable de

Bourbon, at the moment when his rear-guard defiled

over the bridge of Romania, was wounded by an

arquebus shot in the arm, and obliged to be carried

to the other side of the bridge. He left the com-
mand of the army to Bayard, who perished there

with Vandenesse, the brother of La Palice. Bayard,
the last type of that lost race of knights of the

middle ages, could never refrain from indignant
murmurs against that novelty in war, the use of

arquebusses, which had put down for ever the system
of fighting hand to hand, so dear to chivalry. In

this fatal retreat from Biagrossa, the good chevalier

received in his reins a bullet from an arquebus,

joining Bonnivet, tiiey sent orders to a

great body of their countrymen, who then

served under him, immediately to return

home in their company. Aftci- this deser-

tion of the Swiss, Bonnivet had no choice

but that of making his retreat as fast as

possible into France.*

The Freiuli being thus expelled Italy,
the pope, the Venetians, the Florentines,
were satisfied with the advantage obtained,
and resolved to prosecute then- victory no
farther. All these powers, especially Cle-

ment, had entertained' a violent jealousy
of the emperor's ambition

; and their sus-

picions were extremely augmented when

they saw him refuse the investiture of

Milan, a tief of the empire, to Francis

Sforza, whose title he had acknowledired.

They all concluded that he intended to

reduce Italy to subjection: Clement, actu-

ated by this jealousy, proceeded so far in

opposition to the emperor, that he sent

orders to his nuncio at London to mediate

a reconciliation between France and Eng-
land. But affairs were not yet fully ripe
for this change. Wolsey, disgusted with

the emperor, but still more actuated by
vain glory, was determined that he himself

should have the renown of bringing about

that great alteration
; and he engaged the

king to reject the pope's mediation. A
I

new treaty was even concluded between

j Heiiry and Charles for the invasion of

! France. Charles stipulated to supply the

;

duke of Bourbon with a powerful army,
to conquer Provence and Dauphiny :

Henry agreed to pay him a hundred thou-

sand crowns for tlie first month
; after

which he might choose to continue the

same monthly payments, or invade Picardy

which broke his vertebrae. Feeling that he was

dying, lie placed his back against a tree, his face

turned towards the enemy, and having the hilt of

his sword raised before his eyes as a crucifi.x. Bour-

bon happened to pass him, being then in pursuit of

the French. ' Ah Bayard !

' exclaimed he,
'
I feel

sincere pity for you, seeing you in this hopeless
state.'— '

Sir,' replied the dying man, '
it is not for

me to be pitied, who die like a good man
;

it is you
who are to be pitied, a Frenchman and a prince of

France, who wear upon your shoulders the livery of

Spain, and have arms in your hands stained with

the blood of your countrymen.'
—Pictorial History

of France.—Ed.
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with a powcriul army. Bourbon was to

possess these provinces with the title of

king, but to hold them in fee of Heniy as

king of France. The duchy of Burgundy
wa.s to be given to Charles, the rest of the

kingdom to Henry.
This chimerical partition immediately

failed of execution in the article which

was most easily performed ;
Bourbon re-

fused to acknowledge Henry as king of

France. His enterprise, however, against
Provence still took place. A numerous

army of Imperialists invaded that country,
under his command, and that of the mar-

quis of Pescara. They laid siege to INIar-

seilles, which they expected to reduce in a

ittle time: but the citizens defended them-

selves with such valour and obstinacy, that

Bourbon and Pescara, who heard of the

French king's approach with a numerous

army, found themselves under a necessity
of raising the siege ;

and they led their

forces, weakened, baffled, and disheartened,
into Italy.*

Francis might now have enjoyed, in

safety, the glory of repulsing all his ene-

mies
; but, as he received intelligence that

the king of England, disgusted with the

emperor, was making no preparations for

any attempt on Picardy, his ancient ardour

seized him for the conquest of Milan
;

and, notwithstanding the advanced season,
he was determined, contrary to the advice

of his wisest counsellors, to lead his army
into Italy.

THE KING OF FRANCE INVADES
ITALY. 1524.

The French He passcd the Alps at Mount Cenis, and

itai|.™

^"
no sooner appeared in Piedmont than he

* Bourbon had flattered himself that the terrors

of his name would do wonders in France, and he

boasted on the way to Marseille.s, that, by the time

three shots had been fired, the citizens would come
with ropes about their necks to bring him the keys.
The differences which commonly grow on miscarriage,
caused Pescara to taunt liis colleague, by reminding
him of this speech :

" One day a bullet killed, in

the tent of Pescara, two gentlemen and a priest.
The noise which this occasioned caused the constable

to run to the spot, to enquire what had happened.
'
It is the consuls of Marseilles,' replied Pescara,

' who have come to bring us the keys of the city.'
A breach was at length made in the wall, of the

width of twenty-five fathoms
;
but tiie besieged had
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threw the whole Milanese into consterna-

tion. The forces of the emperor and

Sforza retired to Lodi : and, had Francis

been so fortunate as to pursue them, they
had abandoned that place, and had been

totally dispersed : but his ill fate led him
to besiege Pavia, a town well garrisoned,
and defended by Leyva, one of the bravest

officers in the Spanish service. Every
attempt which the French king made

proved fruitless. He battered the walls,

and made breaches
; but, bv the vigilance

of Leyva, new ones were instantly thrown

up behind the breaches. He attempted
to divert the course of the Tesin, which'

ran by one side of the city, and defended

it; but an inundation of the river destroyed,
in one night, all the mounds which the

soldiers, with infinite labour, had been

erecting. Fatigue, and the bad season!

(for it was the depth of winter,) had
wastedj

the French army. The Imperial generals!

meanwhile were not inactive. Pescara|
and Lnnnoy, viceroy of Naples, assembled

Ibrces from all quarters. Bourbon, having

pawned his jewels, went into Germany,'
and with the money, aided by his personal

interest, levied a body of twelve thousand!

Lansquenets, with which he joined the

Imperialists. This whole army advanced

to raise the siege of Pavia; and the danger
to the French became every day more

imminent.
|

The state of Europe was such, during
that age, that, partly from want of

com-j
merce and industry every where, exceptj
in Italy and the Low Countries, partly!

from the extensive privileges still possessed

by the people in all the great monarchies,,

the revenues of the princes were extremely

raised behind the rampart a strong entrenchment,

defended by a ditch, which they had filled with gun-

powder, and fireworks of most formidable character.

Bourbon was, however, so badly obeyed by the

soldiers of the emperor, that he could not lead them

to the assault. In vain he promised five hundred

crowns, and a company of five hundred soldiers, to

the man who should first show himself in the breach ;

in vain he took off the head of one of the most muti-

nous of his officers : all was of no avail. Pescara

himself joined the malcontents. ' You see, gentle-

men,' said he, to the principal commanders in

Bourbon's tent,
' that the people of Marseilles have

already spread a table well covered for our entertain-

ment, in order to receive as they ought those who
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narrow, and even the small armies which

they kept on foot could not be rejjularly

paid. The Imperial forces, commanded
by Bourbon, Pescara, and Lannov, ex-

ceeded not twenty thousand men
; thev

were the only body ol" troojjs maintained

by the emperor (for he had not been able

to levy any army for the invasion of France,
either on the side of Spain or Flanders) :

yet so poor was that mii^hty monarch,
that he could transmit no money for the

payment of this army ; and it was chiefly
tile hopes of sharing the plunder of the

French camp which iiad made them ad-

vance, and kept them to their standards.

Had Francis raised the siege before their

approach, and retired to Milan, they must

immediately have disbanded
;
and he had

obtained a complete victory without danger
or bloodshed. But it was ihe character

of this monarch to become obstinate in

proportion to the difficulties which he

encountered ; and, having once said that

he would take Pavia or perish before it,

he was resolved rather to endure the ut-

most extremities than depart from this

resolution.

BATTLE OF PAVIA, AND CAPTIVITY
OF FRANCIS. 1525.

The Imperial generals, after cannonading
the French camp for several days, at last

made a general assault, and broke into the

intrenchments. Leyva sallied from the

go to visit them. If you are desirous of supping in

the other world, move forward with all expedition.
For my own part, I do not care to go there so soon.

Let those who think as I do return with me to

Italy.' He then left the place, mthout addressing
one word to the constable."—Pictorial History of
France.—Ed.
* Some of the circumstances of this great event

are very interesting. Francis had had his horse

killed under him, and had been wounded in the

forehead. " Loss of blood from the wounds he had
received had exhausted his strength ; and his

armour, being damaged, scarcely protected him from

the blows aimed at him from all sides. Pompcrant,
perceiving the king in this extreme danger, rushed

through the crowd which strove against him, and
threw himself on his knees, entreating him to sur-

render to his maister, who fought hard by. Francis

declared that he would rather die. He, however,

subsequently called for the ^•iceroy of Naples, and
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town, and increased the confu.sion among
the besiegers. The Swiss infantry, con-

trary to their usual jjractice, behaved in a

dastardly manner, and deserted their post.
Francis's forces were put to rout ;

and he

himself, surrounded by iiis enemies, after

lighting with heroic valour, and killing
seven men with his own hand, was at last

obliged to surrender himself prisoner.*
Almost the whole army, full of nobility
and brave officers, either perished by the

sword or (vere drowned in the river. The
few who escaped with their lives fell into

the hands of the enemv.
The emperor received this news bv

Pennalosa, who passed through France by
means of a safe conduct granted him by
the cai)tive king. The moderation which
he displayed on this occasion, had it been

sincere, would have done him honour.
Instead ot rejoicing, heex])ressed sympathy
with Frantis's ill fortune, and discovered

his sense ul those calamities to which the

greatest monarchs are exposed . He refused

the city of Madrid ])erniis>ion to make
any public expressions of triumph ; and
said that he reserved all his exultation till

he should be able to obtain some victory
over the intidels. He sent orders to his

frontier garrisons to commit no hostilities

upon France. He spoke of concluding,

immediately, a peace on reasonable terms.

But all this seeming moderation was only

hypocrisy. And he was wholly occupied
in forming schemes how, from this great

tendered to him his sword, which Lannoy received,

at the same time kissing his hand. Bonnivet, the

author of all this disaster, for it was he who had

brought the king to Pavia, and who, before the

battle, had shown himself most enthusiastic and

sanguine, dared not to survive such unlooked for

mischance, and the wide spreading destruction

around him. He raised his vizor, and rushing wildly
into the thickest of the fight, soon fell, covered with

wounds. Bourbon, who regaided him as the author

of his disgrace, had promised a reward to whoever

should bring him to him alive.
'

Ah, unhappy man,'

he exclaimed, when he saw his corpse extended on

the ground,
' thou art the wretched author of the

downfall of France, and also of mine.' This melan-

choly result wa-s announced to his mother by Francis,

in a letter which he wrote fiom the tent of Lannoy,
which contained only these words :

" Madam, all is lost except our honour."

Burette.—Ed.
,
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incident, he might draw the utmost advan-

tage, and gratify that exorbitant ambition

by which, in all his actions, he was ever

governed.
The same Pennalosa, in passing through

France, carried also a letter from Francis

to his mother, whom he had left regent,
and who then resided at Lyons. It con-

tained only these few words,
'

Madam, all

is lost, except our honour.' The princess
was struck with the greatness of the cala-

mity. She saw the kingdom without a

sovereign, without an army, without gene-
rals, without money ; surrounded by im-

placable and victorious enemies : and her

chief resource was the hope she entertained

of peace, and even of assistance from the

king of England.

HENRY EMBRACES THE ALLIANCE
OF FRANCE.

Had the king entered into the war against
France from any concerted political views,

the victory of Pavia and the captivity of

Francis were the most fortunate incidents

that could have befallen him. While the

war was carried on without any decisive

advantage, he might have been able to

possess himself of some frontier town, or

perhaps of a small territory, of which he

could not have kept possession without

expending much more than its value. By
some signal calamity alone, which annihi-

lated the power of France, could he hope
to acquire the dominion of considerable

Henry 18 proviuccs, or dismember that great mon-

th"succe*s 'archy. But, as it is probable that Henry
of the em-

j^^^j never before carried his reflections so

far, he was startled at this important event,
and became sensible of his own danger, as

well as that of all Europe, from the loss

of a proper counterpoise to the power of

Charles. Instead of taking advantage,
therefore, of the distressed condition of

Francis, he was determined to lend him
assistance ; and, as the glory of generosity
in raising a fallen enemy concurred with
his political interest, he hesitated the less

in embracing these new measures.
Some disgusts also had previously ta-

ken place between Charles and Henry, and
still more between Charles and Wolsey ;

peror.

He resolves

to assist

Francis.

and that powerful minister waited only
for a favourable opportunity of revenging
the disappointments \\hich he had met
with. The behaviour of Charles, immedi-

ately after the victory of Pavia, gave him
occasion to revive the king's jealousy and

suspicions. The emperor so ill supported
the appearance of moderation, which he at

first assumed, that he had already changed
his usual style to Henry ; and, instead of

writing with his own hand, and subscrib-

ing himself ' Your affectionate son and

cousin,' he dictated his letters to a secre-

tary, and simply subscribed himself
'

Charles.' Wolsey also perceived a di-

minution in the professions with which
the emperor's letters to him were formerly
loaded ;

and this last imprudence, pro-

ceeding from the intoxication of success,
was probably more dangerous to Charles's

interests than the other.

Henry, though determined to embrace
new measures, was careful to save ap-

pearances in the change ; and he caused

rejoicings to be every where made on ac-

count of the victory of Pavia and the

captivity of Francis. He publicly dis-

missed a French envoy, whom he had

formerly allowed, notwithstanding the war,
to reside at London : but, upon the regent
of France's submissive applications to him,
he again opened a correspondence Avith

her
; and, besides assuring her of his friend

ship and protection, he exacted a promise
that she never would consent to the dis-

membering of any province from the

monarchy for her son's ransom. With the

emperor, however, he put on the appear-
ance of vigour and enter])rise ;

and in

order to have a pretence for breaking with

him, he dispatched Tonstal, bishop of

London, to Madrid, with proposals for a

powerful invasion of France. He re-

quired that Charles should immediately
enter Guienne at the head of a great army,
in order to put him in possession of that

province ;
and he demanded the payment

of large sums of money, which that prince
had borrowed from him in his last visit to

London. He knew that the emperor was

in no condition of fulfilling either of these

demands, and that he had as little inch-

nation to make him master of such con-
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of Spain.

Tonstal, likewise, after his arrival at

Madrid, informed his master that Charles,
on his part, urged several complaints

against England ; and, in particular, was

displeased with Henry, because last year
he had neither continued his monthly
payments to Bourbon, nor invaded Picardy.
Tonstal added that, instead of expressing
an intention to espouse Mary when she

should be of age, the emperor had heark-

ened to proposals for marrying his niece

Isabella, princess of Portugal ; and that

he had entered into a separate treaty with

Francis, and seemed determined to reap
alone all the advantages of the success

with which fortune had crowned his arms.

The king, influenced by all these motives,

concluded, at ]Moore, his alliance with the

regent of France, and engaged to procure
her son his liberty on reasonable condi-

tions : the regent also, in another treaty,

acknowledged the kingdom Henry's debtor

for one million eight hundred thousand

crowns, to be discharged in half-yearly

payments of fifty thousand crowns
; after

which Henry was to receive, during life, a

yearly pension of a hundred thousand.

A large present of a hundred thousand

crowns was also made to Wolsey for his

good offices, but covered under the pre-
tence of arrears, due on the pension

granted him for relinquishing the admin-
istration of Tournay.

DISCONTENTS OF THE ENGLISH.

Me.\nwhile Henry, foreseeing that this

treaty with France might involve him in a

war with the emperor, W'as also determined

to fill his treasury by impositions upon his

own subjects ; and, as the parliament had

discovered some reluctance in complying
W'ith his demands, he followed, as is be-

lieved, the counsel of Wolsey, and resolved

to make use of his prerogative alone for

that purpose. He issued commissions to

all the counties of England for le\7ing
four shillings in the pound upon the clergy,
three shillings and fourpence upon the

laity ; and so uncontrollable did he deem
his authority, that he took no care to

cover, as formerly, this arbitrary exaction,

even under the slender pretence of a loan.

The people, displeased with an exaction

beyond what was usually levied in those

days, and farther disgusted with the illegal

method of imposing it, broke out in mur-

murs, complaints, opposition to the com-
missioners

;
and their refractory dispo-

sition threatened a general insurrection.

Henry had the prudence to stop short.

He sent letters to all the counties, declar-

ing that he meant no force by this last

imposition, and that he would take nothing
but by way of benevolence. He flattered

himself that his condescension in emploving
that disguise would satisfv the people.
But the spirit of opposition, once roused,
could not so easily be quieted at pleasure.
A lawyer in the city, objecting the statute

of Richard III., by which benevolences

were for ever abolished, it was replied by
the court that Richard, being an usurper,
and his parliament a factious assembly,
his statutes could not bind a lawful and

absolute monarch, who held his crown

by hereditary right, and needed not to

court the favour of a licentious populace.
The judges even went so far as to affirm

positively that the king might exact, by
commission, any sum he pleased ; and the

privy council gave a ready assent to this

decree, which annihilated the most valu-

able privilege of the people, and rendered

all their other privileges precarious. Armed
with such formidable authority, of royal

prerogative and a pretence of law, Wolsey
sent for the mayor of London, and desired

to know what he was willing to give for

the supply of his majesty's necessities.

The mayor seemed desirous to consult the

common council : but the cardinal required
that he and all the aldermen should sepa-

rately confer with himself about the bene-

volence ;
and he eluded by that means

the danger of a formed opposition. Mat-

ters, however, went not so smoothly in

the country. An insurrection was begun
in some places ; but, as the people were

not headed by any considerable person,
it was easy for the duke of Suffolk and the

earl of Surrey, now duke of Norfolk, by

employing persuasion and authority, to

induce the ringleaders to lay down their
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arms and surrender themselves prisoners.

The king, finding it dangerous to punish
criminals engaged in so popular a cause,

was determined to grant them a general

pardon ;
and he prudently imputed their

guilt, not to their want of loyalty or affec-

tion, but to their poverty. The offenders

were carried before the star chamber,

where, after a severe charge, the cardinal

said that, notwithstanding their grievous

offence, the king had granted them his

gracious pardon upon condition that they
would find sureties for their future good
behaviour : but they replying they had no

sureties, the cardinal first, and after him
the duke of Norfolk, said that they would

be bound for them. Upon which they
were dismissed.

These arbitrary impositions being im-

puted to the counsels of the cardinal, in-

creased the general odium under which he

laboured
;
and the clemency of the pardon

being ascribed to the king, was considered

as an atonement on his part for the ille-

gality of the measure. But Wolsev, sup-

ported both by royal and papal authority,

proceeded, without scruple, to violate all

ecclesiastical privileges, which, durinir that

age, were much more sacred than civil
;

and, having once prevailed in that unusual

attempt of suppressing some monasteries,
he kept all the rest in awe. Bv his com-
mission as legate he was empowered to

visit them, and chastise their irregu-
arities

;
and he employed his usunl agent

Allen in the exercise of this authority.
The religious houses were obliged to com-

pound for their guilt, real or pretended,

by paying large sums
; and this oppression

was carried so far that it reached at last

the king's ears, which were not commonly
open to complaints against his favourite.

Wolsey had built a splendid palace at

Hampton court, which he probably in-

tended, as well as that of York place in

Westminster, for his own residence
; but,

fearing the increase of envy on account of

this magnificence, and desirous to appease
the king, he made him a present of the

building, and told him that, from the first,

he had erected it for his use.

The absolute authority possessed by the

king rendered his domestic government,

both over his people and his ministers,

easy and expeditious : the conduct of fo-

reign affairs alone required effort and ap-

plication ; and it was no longer safe for

England to remain entirely neutral. The

feigned moderation of the emperor was of

short duration. The terms which he de-

manded of his prisoner were such as must
for ever have annihilated the power of

France, and destroyed the balance of Eu-

rope. These terms were proposed to Fran-
cis soon after the battle of Pavia, while he
was detained in Pizzichitone ; and, as he
liad hitherto trusted somewhat to the em-

peror's generosity, the disappointment ex-

cited in his breast the most lively indigna-
tion. He said he would rather live and
die a prisoner than agree to dismember his

kingdom ;
and that, even were he so base

as to submit to such conditions, his sub-

jects would never permit him to carry
them into execution.

FRANCIS REMOVED TO MADRID.

Francis was encouraged to persist in de-

manding more moderate terms by the

favourable accounts which he heard of

Henry's dispositions, and of the alarm

which had seized all the chief powers in

Italy upon his defeat and captivity. He
was uneasy, however, to be so far distant

from the emperor, with whom he must
treat

;
and expressed his desire (which was

complied with) to be removed to Madrid,
in hopes that a personal interview would

operate in his favour, and that Charles

might be found possessed of the same
frankness of disposition by which he him-
self was distinguished. He was soon con-

vinced of his mistake. Partly from want
of exercise, partly from reflections on his

present melancholy situation, he fell into

a languishing illness ; which begat appre
hensions in Charles, lest the death of his

captive should bereave him of all those

advantages which he purposed to extort

from him. He then paid him a visit in

the castle of Madrid
; and, as he ap

preached the bed in which Francis lay, the

sick monarch called to him,
' You come,

sir, to visit your prisoner.' 'No,' replied
the emperor,

'

I come to visit my brother
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and mj' friend, who shall soon obtain his

liberty.' He soothed his afflictions with

many speeches of a like nature, which had
so good an etiect, that the king daily re-

covered, and thenceforth employed him-
self in concerting with the ministers of the

emperor the terms of his treaty.
At last the emperor, dreading a general

combination, was willing to abate some-
what of his rigour ; and the treaty of

Madrid was signed. The principal con-

dition was the restoring of Francis's liberty,
and the delivery of his two eldest sons as

hostages to the emperor for the cession of

Burgundy. If any difficulty should after-

wards occur in the execution of this last

article, from the opposition of the states

either of France or of that province, Fran-

cis stipulated that in six weeks time he

should return to his prison, and remain

there till the full performance of the treaty.
There were many other articles in this

famous convention, all of them extremely
severe upon the captive monarch

; and
Charles discovered evidently his intention

of reducing Italy, as well as France, to

subjection and dependance.

Many of Charles's ministers foresaw

that Francis, how solemn soever the oaths,

promises, and protestations, exacted of

him, never would execute a treaty so dis-

advantageous, or rather ruinous and de-

structive, to himself, his posterity, and
his countrj'. By putting Burgundy, they

thought, into the emperor's hands, he gave
iiis powerful enemy an entrance into the

heart of the kingdom : by sacrificing his

allies in Italy he deprived himself of foreign
assistance ; and, arming his oppressor with

the whole force and wealth of that opulent

country, rendered him absolutely irresisti-

ble. To these great views of interest were
added the motives, no less cogent, of pas-
sion and resentment

;
while Francis, a

prince who piqued himself on generosity,
reflected on the rigour with which he had
been treated during his captivity. His

*
Francis, yielding to the pressure of circumstances,

~igned the treaty of Madrid (Jan. 14th lo26), in doing
which he somewhat compromised what he had saved

tt Pavia, his honour
; for, three hours before giving

it his signature, lie caused to be registered in secrecy,
but before notaries, a judicial protest against the
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ministers, his friends, his subjects, his

allies, would be sure witli one voice to in-

culcate on him that the first object of a

prince was the preservation of his people ;

and that the laws of honour, which with a

private m;m ought to be absolutely su-

j)reme, and superior to all interests, were,
with a sovereign, subordinate to the great

duty of ensuring the safety of his country.*
Nor could it be imagined that Francis

would be so romantic in his principles, as

not to hearken to a casuistry which was so

plausible in itself, and which so much ffat-

tered all the passions by which either as a

prince or a man he was strongly actuated.

FRANCIS RECOVERS HJS LIBERTY.
152G.

Fr.\ncis, on entering his own dominions
delivered his two eldest sons as hostages Kranci

to the Spaniards. He mounted a Turkish

hor.se, and, putting him to the gallop, he

waved his hand, and cried aloud several

times,
'

I am yet a king.' He soon reached

Bayonne, where he was joyfully received

by the regent and his whole court. He
immediately wrote to Henry, acknowledg-

ing that to his good offices alone he owed
his liberty, and protesting that he should

be entirely governed by his counsels in all

transactions with the emperor. When the

Spanish envoy demanded his ratification

of the treaty of Madrid, he declined the nedcHincs

proposal, under colour that it was pre [U'J^'^l.'^'fy

viously necessary to assemble the
statesj

of iia^ri'd.

both of France and of Burgundy, and to

obtain their consent. The states of Bur-

gundy soon met
; and, declaring against

the clause which contained an engagement
for alienating their province, they expressed
their resolution of opposing, even by force

of arms, the execution of so ruinous and

unjust an article. The Imperial minister

then required that Francis, in conformity
to the treaty of Madrid, should now return

to his prison ; but the French monarch,

violence done to him, which declared null all past
renunciations, acquittances, and oaths, which he

might be compelled to make against his honour, and

the interests of his kingdom.—Pictorial History of
France.—Ed.
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instead of complying, made public the

treaty, which a little before he had secretly

concluded at Cognac, against the ambitious

schemes and usurpations of the emperor.
The pope, the Venetians, and other

Italian states had been held in the most

anxious suspense with regard to the reso-

lutions which Francis should take : and

Clement, in particular, who suspected that

this prince would never execute a treaty
so hurtful to his interests, had offered him
a dispensation from all his oaths and en-

gagements. Francis entered immediately
into the confederacy proposed to him. It

was stipulated by that king, the pope, the

Venetians, the Sv/iss, the Florentines, and

the duke of Milan, among other articles,

that they would oblige the emperor to de-

liver up the two young princes of France
1 receiving a reasonable sum of money,

and to restore Milan to Sl'orza without

farther condition or incumbrance. The

king of England was invited to accede, not

only as a contracting party, but as pro-
tector to the

'

holy league,' so it was called:

and, if Naples should be conquered from
the emperor, it was agreed that Henry
should enjoy a principality in that king-
dom of the yearly revenue of thirty thou-

sand ducats ; and that cardinal Wolsey, in

consideration of the services which he had
rendered to Christendom, should also, in

such an event, be put in possession of a

revenue of ten thousand ducats.

SACK OF ROME. 1527.

Francis was desirous that the appearance
of this great confederacy should engage
the emperor to relax somewhat in the ex-

treme rigour of the treaty of Madrid ;
and

while he entertained these hopes he was
the more remiss in his warlike prepara-
tions. Bourbon had got possession of the

whole Milanese, of which the emperor in-

* He died like a brave soldier.
" On the 5th of

May, 1527, Bourbon arrived under the walls of

Rome, and gave the signal for the assault by the

faubourg of the Vatican, near the mount of the Holy
Ghost. To encourage his troops, ^vho faltered, he
measured with his pike a former breach, which had
been badly repaired, and boldly placed a ladder

against it. A shot from an arquebus struck him in

'the loins while he was ascending it, and he fell into
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tended to grant him the investiture
;
and

having levied a considerable army in Ger-

many, he became formidable to all the

Italian potentates ; and not the less so

because Charles, destitute as usual of

money, had not been able to remit any

pay to the forces. The general was ex-

tremely beloved by his troops ; and, in

order to prevent mutinies, he led them to

Rome, and promised to enrich them by the

plunder of that opulent city. He was
himself killed as he was planting a scaling-
ladder against the walls ;* but his soldiers,

rather enraged than discouraged by his

death, mounted to the assault with the

utmost valour, and, entering the city sword
in hand, exercised all those brutalities

which may be expected from ferocity ex-

cited by resistance. This renowned city,

exposed by her renown alone to so many
calamities, never endured, even from the

barbarians by whom she was so often sub-

dued, such indignities as she was now

compelled to suffer. The unrestrained

massacre and pillage, which continued for

many days, were the least ills to which the

unhappy Romans were exposed. What
ever was respectable in modesty, or sacred

in religion, seemed but the more to pro-
voke the insults of the soldiery. Virgins
suffered violation in the arms of their pa
rents, and upon those very altars to which

they had fled for protection. Aged pre

lates, after enduring every indignity, and

even every torture, were thrown into

dungeons, and menaced with the most

cruel death, in order to make them reveal

their secret treasures, or purchase liberty

by exorbitant ransoms. Clement himself,

who had trusted for protection to the sa-

credness of his character, and neglected to

make his escape in time,^ was taken cap
tive ;

and found that his dignity, which

procured him no regard from the Spanish

soldiers, did but draw on him the insolent

the ditch. Feeling that he had received his mortal

wound, he called to Jonas, a Gascon officer, one

of those military cosmopolites who engaged their

swords in any cause, to order that he should be

removed, covered with a mantle, to conceal from his

men the sight of his dead body. He scarcely had

reached his tent when he breathed his last."—Picto-

rial History of France.
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mockery of the German, who being gene-
rally attached to the Lutheran principles,
were pleased to gratify their animosity by
the abasement of the sovereign pontifi".

When intelligence of this great event

was conveyed to the emperor, that young-

prince expressed the most profound sor-

row for the success of his arms ; he put
himself and all his court in mourning ;

he

stopped the rejoicings for the birth of his

son Philip ; and, knowing that every arti-

fice, however gross, is able, when seconded

by authority, to impose upon the people,
he ordered prayers during several months
to be put up in the churches for the pope's

liberty, which all men knew a letter under
his band could in a moment have procured.
The concern expressed by Henry and

Francis for the calamity of their ally was
more sincere. These two monarchs, a few

days before the sack of Rome, had con-

cluded a treaty at Westminster, in which,
besides renewing former alliances, they

agreed to send ambassadors to Charles,

requiring him to accept of two millions of

crowns as the ransom of the French prin-

ces, and to pay the money borrowed from

Henry, and, in case of refusal, the ambas-

sadors, attended by heralds, were ordered

to denounce war against him. This war it

was agreed to prosecute in the Low Coun-
tries with an army of thirty thousand in-

fantry and fifteen hundred men at arms
;

two thirds to be supplied by Francis, the

rest by Henry. And, in order to strengthen
the alliance between the princes, it was

stipulated that either Francis, or his son

the duke of Orleans, as should afterwards

be agreed on, should espouse the princess

Mary, Henry's daughter. No sooner did

the monarchs receive intelligence of Bour-
bon's enterprise than they changed the

scene of the projected war from the Ne-
therlands to Italy ; and, hearing of the

pope's captivity, they were farther stimu-

lated to undertake the war with vigour for

restoring him to liberty. WoLsey crossed

the sea to have an interview with Francis,

and to concert measures for that purpose ;

and he displayed all that magnificence with

which he was so much intoxicated. He
was attended by a train of a thousand

horse. The cardinal of Lorraine and the

chancellor Alen^on met him, at Boulogne
Francis himself, besides granting to that

haughty j)rclate the power of giving in

every place where he came liberty to all

prisoners, made a journey as far as Amiens
to meet him, and even advanced some
miles from the town, tiie more to honour
his reception. It was here stii)ulated that

the duke of Orleans should espouse the

princess Mary: and, as the emperor seemed
to be taking some steps towards assembling
a general council, the two monarchs agreed
not to acknowledge to it

; but, during the

interval of the pope's captivity, to govern
the churches in their respective dominions

by their own authority. Wolsey made some

attempts to get his legantine power ex-

tended over Fj'ance, and even over Ger-

many; but, was obliged, though with great

reluctance, to desist from these ambitious

enterprises.

LEAGUE WITH FRANCE.
The more to cement the union between

these princes, a new treaty was some time

after concluded at London, in which Henry
agreed finally to renounce all claims to

the crown of France. As a return for

this concession, Francis bound himself and

his successors to pay for ever fifty thousand

crowns a year to Henry and his successors;

and, that greater solemnity might be given
to this treaty, it was agreed that the par
lianients and great nobility of both king-
doms should give their assent to it. The
mareschal Montmorency, accompanied by

many persons of distinction, and attended

bv a pompous equipage, was sent over to

ratify the treaty ;
and was received at

London with all the parade which suited

the solemnity of the occasion. The terror

of the emperor's greatness had extin

guished the ancient animosity between the

nations ;
and Spain, during more than

a century, became, though a more distant

power, the chief object of jealousy to the

English.
This cordial union between France and

England, though it added influence to the

joint embassy which they sent to the

emperor, was not able to bend that mon-

arch to submit to the conditions insisted

on by the allies. He departed indeed from
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his demand of Burgundy as the ransom of

the French princes ;
but he required that

Francis should evacuate Genoa, and all

the fortresses held by him in Italy : and he

declared his intention of bringing Sforza

to a trial, and confiscating the duchy of

Milan, on account of his pretended trea-

son. The English and French heralds,

therefore, declared war against him, and set

him at defiance. Chailes answered the

English herald with moderation ;
but to the

French he reproached his master with

breach of faith, reminded him of the pri-

vate conversation which had passed be-

tween them at Madrid before their separa-

tion, and offered to prove, by single

combat, that he had acted dishonourably.
Francis retaliated this challenge, by giving
Charles the lie ;* and, after demanding

security of the field, he offered to maintain

his cause by single combat. Many mes-

sages passed to and fro between them ;

but, though both princes were undoubtedly
brave, the intended duel never took place.

But, though this famous challenge be-

tween Charles and Francis had no imme-
diate consequence with regard to these

monarchs themselves, it produced a con-

siderable alteration on the manners of the

age. The practice of challenges and

duels, which had been part of the ancient

barbarous juisprudence, which was still

preserved on very solemn occasions, and

which was sometimes countenanced by the

civil magistrate, began thenceforth to pre-
vail in the most trivial incidents : and

men, on any affront or injury, thought
themselves entitled, or even required in

honour, to take revenge on their enemies

by openly vindicating their right in single
combat. These absurd, though generous,
maxims shed much of the best blood in

Christendom during more than two cen-

turies
; and, notwithstanding the severity

of law and authority of reason, such is the

prevailing force of custom, they are far

from being as yet entirely exploded.

* The challenge, dated March 18th, 152", or

cartel as it was called, sent by Francis to the empe-
ror, concluded in the following words :—" We wish

you to understand that if you have wished, or wish
to charge that we have done any thing which a

gentleman careful of his honour ought not to do, we
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SCRUPLES CONCERNING THE
KING'S MARRIAGE. 1527.

Notwithstanding the submissive defe-

rence paid to papal authority before the

reformation, the marriage of Henry with

Catherine of Arragon, his brother's widow
had not passed without much scruple and

difficulty. The prejudices of the people
were in general bent against a conjugal
union between such near relations : and

the late king, though he had betrothed his

son when that prince was but twelve years
of age, gave evident proofs of his intention

to take afterwards a proper opportunity of

annulling the contract. He ordered the

young prince, as soon as he came of age,
to enter a protestation against the mar-

riage ;
and on his death-bed he charged

him, as his last injunction, not to finish

an alliance exposed to such insuperable

objections. After the

some members of the privy council, par-

ticularly Warham the primate, openly de-

clared against the resolution of completing
and, though Henry's youththe marriage

say that you have lied in the throat, and that so

often as you say it you will lie, being fixed to defend

OUT honour to the last moment of our life
; therefore,

since against truth you have thought fit to make such a

charge, do not henceforth write any thing to us, but we

bid you to the field, and will meet you in arms."—Ed.
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and dissipation kept him durinp; some time

from cntertainini; any scru[)lcs with regard
to the measure which he iiad embraced,
there happened incidents sufficient to roust-

eess.Mary, |his attention. The states of Castile had

diu"ght'r, opposed the emperor Charles's espousals
isstiKmii- I with Mary, Henry's dauifhter : and, among
g.tiniate. Other objections, had insisted on tiie ille-

gitimate birth of the young ])rincess. And,
when the negociations were afterwards

opened with France, and mention was made
of betrothing her to Francis or the duke of

Orleans, the bishop of Tarbe, the French

ambassador, revived the same objection.

But, though these events naturally raised

some doubts in Henry's mind, there con-

curred other causes, which tended much
to increase his remorse, and render his

conscience more scrupulous.

THE KING ENTERS INTO THESE
SCRUPLES.

The queen was older than the king by six-

years ;
and the decay of her beauty, to-

gether with particular infirmities and dis-

eases, had contributed, notwithstanding
her blameless character and deportment,
to render her person unacceptable to him.

Though she had borne him several chil-

dren, they all died, except one daughter ;

and he was the more struck with this mis-

fortune because the curse of being child-

less is the very threatening contained in

the Mosaical law against those who es-

pouse their brother's ^vido^v. The suc-

cession too of the crown was a conside-

ration that occurred to every one, when-
ever the lawfulness of Henry's marriage
was called in question ; and it was appre-
hended that, if doubts of Mary's legiti-

macy concurred with the weakness of her

sex, the king of Scots, the next heir, would
advance his pretensions, and might throw
the kingdom into confusion. And the

king was thus impelled, both by his pri-
vate passions and by motives of public

interest, to seek the dissolution of his in-

auspicious, and as it was esteemed un-

lawful marriage with Catherine.

Henry afterwards affirmed that his scru-

ples arose entirely from private reflection
;

consulting his confessor theand that, on
VOL. I.

bishop of Lincoln, he found the prelate

possessed with the same doubts and diffi-

culties. The king himself, being so great
a casuist and divine, next proceeded to

examine the question more carefully by
his own learning and study ;

and having)
had recourse to Thomas of Atjuine, he.

observed that this celebrated doctor, whose'

authority was great in the church, and
absolute with him, had treated of that

very case, and had expressly declared

against the lawfulness of such marriages.
'The prohibitions,' said Thomas, 'con-
tained in Leviticus, and among the rest

that of marrying a brother's widow, are

moral, eternal, and founded on a divine

sanction
; and, though the pope may dis-

pense with the rules of the church, the

laws of God cannot be set aside by any
authority less than that which enacted

them.' The archbishop of Canterbury
was then a])plied to

;
and he was required

to consult his brethren. All the prelates
of England, except Fisher bishop of Ro-

chester, unanimously declared, under their

hand and seal, that they deemed the king's

marriage unlawful. Wolsey also fortified

the king's scruples ; partly with a view of

promoting a total breach with the empe-
ror, Catherine's nephew ; partly desirous

of connecting the king more closely with

Francis, by marrying him to the duchess

of Alen9on, sister to that monarch ; and

perhaps, too, somewhat disgusted with

the queen herself, who had reproved him
for certain freedoms unbefitting his cha-

racter and station. But Henry was car-

ried forward, though perhaps not at first

excited, by a motive more forcible than

even the suggestions of that powerful
favourite.
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ANNE BOLEYN.

Anne Boleyn, who lately appeared at

court, had been appointed maid of honour

to the queen ; and, having had frequent

opportunities of being seen by Henry, and

of conversing with him, she had acquired
an entire ascendant over his affections.

This young lady was daughter of Sir

Thomas Boleyn, who had been employed

by the king in several embassies, and who
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was allied to all the principal nobility in

the kingdom. His wife, mother to Anne,
was daughter of the duke of Norfolk

;
his

own mother was daughter of the earl of

Orniond ; his grandfather Sir Geoffry

Boleyn, who had been mayor of London,
had espoused one of the daughters and

co-heirs of lord Hastings. Anne herself,

though then in very early youth, had been

carried over to Paris by the king's sister,

when the princess espoused Lewis XIL of

France ; and, upon the demise of that

monarch, and the return of his dowager
into England, this damsel, whose accom-

plishments even in her tender years were

always much admired, was retained in the

service of Claude queen of France, spouse
to Francis

; and after the death of that

princess she passed into the family of the

duchess of Alengon, a woman of singular
merit. The exact time when she returned

to England is not certainly known ;
but it

was after the king had entertained doubts

with regard to the lawfulness of his mar-

riage with Catherine, if the account is to

be credited which he himself afterwards

gave of that transaction. Henry's scruples
had made him break off all conjugal com-
merce with the queen ; but, as he still

supported an intercourse of civility and

friendship with her, he had occasion, in

the frequent visits which he paid her, to ob-

serve the beauty, the youth, the charms, of

Anne Boleyn. Finding the accomplish-
ments of her mind nowise inferior to her

exterior graces, he even entertained the de-

sign of raising her to the throne ; and was
the more confirmed in this resolution when
he found that her virtue and modesty pre-
vented all hopes of gratifying his passion
in any other manner. As every motive,

therefore, of inclination and policy, seemed
to concur in making the king desirous of

a divorce from Catherine, he resolved to

make application to Clement
;
and he sent

Knight, his secretary, to Rome for that

purpose.

HENRY APPLIES TO THE POPE
FOR A DJVORCE.

That he might not shock the haughty
claims of the pontiff, he resolved not to

found the application on any general doubts
638

concerning the papal power to permit mar-

riage in the nearer degrees of consan-

guinity ;
but only to insist on particular

grounds of nullity in the bull which Julius

had granted. It was a maxim in the court

of Rome, that, if the pope be surprised
into any concession, or grant any indul-

gence upon false suggestions, the bull may
afterwards be annulled ;

and this pretence
had usually been employed wherever one

pope had recalled any deed executed by

any of his predecessors. But Julius's bull,

afforded abundant matter of this kind. It

was said, in the preamble, that the bull

had been granted upon his solicitation,

though it was known at that time he was
under twelve years of age ; it was also

affirmed, as another motive for the bull,

that the marriage was requisite in order to

preserve peace between the two crowns ;

though it is certain that there was not then

any ground or appearance of quarrel be-

tween them. These false premises in

Julius's bull seemed to afford Clement a

sufficient reason for annulling it, and grant-

ing Henry a dispensation for a second

marriage.

THE POPE FAVOURABLE.
But, though the pretext for this indul-

gence had been less plausible, the pope
was in such a situation that he had the

strongest motives to embrace every oppor-

tunity of gratifying the English monarch.
He was then a prisoner in the hands of

the emperor, and had no hopes of recover-

ing his liberty on any reasonable terms,

except by the efforts of the league which

Henry had formed with Francis and the

Italian powers. When the English secre-

tary, therefore, solicited him in private, he

received a very favourable answer ; and a

dispensation was forthwith promised. Soon

after, the march of a French army into

Italy, under the command of Lautrec,

obliged the Imperialists to restore Clement
to his liberty ; and he retired to Orvietto,

where the secretary, with Sir Gregory Cas-

sali, the king's resident at Rome, renewed

their applications to him. They still found

him full of high professions of friendship,

gratitude, and attachment, to the king ;

but not so prompt in granting his request
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'as they expected. The emperor, who had

got intelHgence of Henry's apphcation to

Rome, had exacted a promise from the

pope to take no stej)S in the aflair hefore

he communicated them to the Imperial
ministers ;

and Clement, embarrassed by
this promise, and still more overawed by
the emperor's forces in Italy, seemed wil-

ling to postpone those concessions desired

of him by Henry. Importuned, however,

by the EngUsh ministers, he at last put
into their hands a commission to Wolsey,
as legate, in conjunction with the arch-

bishop of Canterbury, or any other Eng-
lish prelate, to examine the validity of the

king's marriage, and of Julius's dispensa-
tion : he also granted them a provisional

dispensation for the king's marriage with

any other person ; and promised to issue

a decretal bull, annulling the marriage
with Catherine. But he represented to

them the dangerous consequences which
must ensue to him if these concessions

should come to the emperor's knowledge ;

and he conjured them not to publish those

papers till his affairs were in such a situa-

tion as to secure his liberty and indepen-
dence. And his secret advice was, when-
ever they should find the proper time for

opening the scene, that they should pre-
vent aU opposition, by proceeding imme-

diately to a conclusion, by declaring the

marriage with Catherine invaUd, and by
Henry's instantly espousing some other

person. Nor would it be so difficult, he

said, for himself to confirm these proceed-

ings after they were passed, as previously
to render them valid by his consent and

authority.
When Henry received the commission

and dispensation from his ambassadors^-
and was informed of the pope's advice, he
laid the whole before his ministers, and
asked their opinion in so delicate a situa-

tion. The English counsellors considered

the danger of proceeding in the manner

pointed out to them. Should the pope
refuse to ratify a deed, which he might
justly call irregular, and should he dis-

avow the advice which he gave in so clan-

destine a manner, the kins would find his

mariiage with Cathe-

second totallv invalidated, the

children which it might bring him declared

illegitimate, and his

rine more firmly rivetted than ever. And,
Henry's aj)prehensions of such an event,
were mucii confirmed when he reflected

on tlie character and situation of the sove

reign pontiff.

Clement was a prince of excellent judg
ment whenever his timidity allowed him
to make full use of those talents and that

penetration with which he was endowed
The captivity and other misfortunes which
he had undergone, by entering into a

league against Charles, had so aflected his

imagination, tliat he never afterwards ex-

erted himself with vigour, especially if the

interest or inclinations of that potentate
stood in opposition to him. The imperial
forces were powerful in Italy, and might
return to the attack of Rome, which was
still defenceless, and exposed to the same
calamities with which it had already been

overwhelmed. And, besides these dangers,
Clement fancied himself exposed to perils
which threatened still more immediately
his person and his dignity.

THE EMPEROR THREATENS
1528.

HLM

Charles, apprized of the timid disposition
of the holy father, threw out perpetual
menaces of summoning a general council

;

which he represented as necessary to re-

form the church, and correct those enor-

mous abuses which the ambition and ava-

rice of the court of Rome had introduced

into every branch of ecclesiastical adminis-

tration. The power of the sovereign pon-
tiff himself, he said, required limitation

;

his conduct called aloud for amendment ;

and even his title to the throne which he

filled might justly be called in question.
That pope had always passed for the natu-

ral son of Julian of Medicis, who was of

the sovereign family of Florence ; and,

though Leo X. his kinsman, had declared

him legitimate, upon a pretended promise
of marriage between his father and mother,

few beheved that declaration. The canon

law, indeed, had been entirely silent with

regard to the promotion of bastards to the

papal throne ;
but the people had enter-

tained a violent prepossession that this
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stain in the birth of any person was incom-

patible with so holj' an ofKce. And, in

another point, the canon law was express
and positive, that no man guilty of simony
could attain that dignity. A severe bull

of Julius II. had added new sanctions to

this law, by declaring that a simoniacal

election could not be rendered valid, even

by a posterior consent of the cardinals.

But, unfortunately, Clement had given to

cardinal Colonna a billet, containing pro-
mises of advancing that cardinal, in case

that he himself should attain the papal

dignity by his concurrence ;
and this bil-

let Colonna, who was in entire dependance
on the emperor, threatened every moment
to expose to public view.

While Charles terrified the pope with

these menaces, he also allured him by
hopes which were no less prevalent over

his aifections. At the time when the em-

peror's forces sacked Rome, and reduced

Clement to captivity, the Florentines had
taken advantage of his distresses, and re-

volting against the family of Medicis, had

entirely abolished their authority in Flo-

rence, and re-established the democracy.
The better to protect themselves in their

freedom, they had entered into the alHance

with France, England, and Venice, against
the emperor ;

and Clement found that by
this interest the hands of his confederates

were tied from assisting him in the res-

toration of his family ;
the event which,

of all others, he most passionately desired.

The emperor alone, he knew, was able to

effect this purpose ;
and therefore, what-

ever professions he made of fidelity to his

allies, he was always ready to embrace

every proposal of a cordial reconciliation

with that monarch.
These views and interests of the pope

were well known in England ; and, as the

opposition of the emperor to Henry's di-

vorce was foreseen, both on account of the

honour and interests of Catherine his aunt,
and the obvious motive of distressing an

enemy, it was esteemed dangerous to take

any measure of consequence, in expecta-
tion of the subsequent concurrence of a

man of Clement's character. The safest

measure seemed to consist in making use

of his present ambiguity to extort the most
640
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important concessions from him. For this

purpose Stephen Gardiner, the cardinal's

secretary, and Edward Fox, the king's
almoner, were dispatched to Rome, and
were ordered to solicit a commission from
the pope, of such a nature as would oblige
him to confirm the sentence of the com-
missioners, whatever it should be, and
disable him on any account to recal the

commission, or evoke the cause to Rome

THE POPE'S AIMBIGUOUS CON-
DUCT.

But the same reasons which made the

king so desirous of obtaining this conces

sion, confirmed the pope in the resolution

of refusing it : he was still determined to

keep the door open for an agreement with
the emperor. He granted a new commis-
sion, in which cardinal Campeggio was

joined to Wolsey, for the trial of the king's

marriage ;
but he could not be prevailed

on to insert the clause desired of him.

And, though he put into Gardiner's hand
a letter, promising not to recal the pre-
sent commission, this promise was found,
on examination, to be couched in such

ambiguous terms as left him still the

power, whenever he pleased, of departing
from it.

Campeggio lay under some obligations
to the king ;

but his dependance on the

pope was so much greater, that he con-

formed himself entirely in the views of the
latter

; and, though he received his com
mission in April, he delayed his departure
under so many pretences, that it was Oc-
tober before he arrived in England. The
first step which he took was to exhort the

king to desist from the prosecution of his

divorce; and, finding that this counsel gave
offence, he said that his intention was also

to exhort the queen to take the vows in a

convent, and that he thought it his duty
previously to attempt an amicable com-

posure of all differences. The more to

pacify the king, he shewed to him, as also

to the cardinal, the decretal bull, annul-

ling the former marriage with Catherine ;

but no entreaties could prevail on him to buU, aunm

make any other of the king's council privy mam^e.
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degree for tliis ob.stinacy, lie expressed to

the king and tlie cardinal the pope's great
desire of satisfying them in everj'^ reason-

able demand ; and, in particular, he shewed

that their request for suppressing some
more monasteries, and converting them into

cathedrals and episcopal sees, had obtained

the consent of his holiness.

I

These ambiguous circumstances in tlie

behaviour of the pope and the legate kept
the court of England in suspense, and de-

Itermined the king to wait with patience
the issue of such uncertain councils. For-

tune, meanwhile, seemed to promise him

ia more sure and expeditious way of ex-

ilricating himself from his present diffi-

culties. Clement was seized with a dan-

gerous illness ;
and the intrigues for

electing his successor began already to

take place among the cardinals. Wolsey,
in particular, supported by the interest of

England and of France, entertained hopes
of mounting the throne of St. Peter; and,

if a vacancy had then happened, there was

a probability of his reaching that summit
of his ambition. But the pope recovered ;

and he returned to the same train of deceit-

ful politics by which he had hitherto

amused the court of England. He still

flattered Henry, and promised him a fa-

vourable issue to his process : he con-

tinued his secret negociations with Charles,

and persev'ered in the resolution of sacri-

ficing all his promises, and all the interests

of the Romish religion, to the elevation of

iiis family. Campeggio protracted the

decision by the most artful delays ; and

gave Clement full leisure to adjust all the

terms of his treaty with the emperor.
The emperor, acquainted witli the king's

extreme earnestness in this affair, was de-

termined that he should obtain success by
no other means than by an application to

him, and by deserting his alliance with

Francis, which had liitherto supported the

tottering state of the French monarchy.
He willingly hearkened, therefore, to the

applications of Catherine his aunt ; and,

promising her his utmost protection, ex-

horted her never to yield to the malice of

her enemies. The queen herself was

naturally of a firm and resolute temper ;

and was engaged by every motive to per-
VOL. I. 7 z

severe in protesting against the injustice
to which she thought herself exposed.
The imputation of incest, which' was thrown

upon her marriage with ilenrv, struck her

with the hiiihcst indignation the illegiti'

Catherine

indipnantly
resista.

She wishes

macy of her daugiiter, which seemed a

necessary consequence, gave her the most

just concern
;

tlie reluctance of yielding
to a rival, who she believed had supplanted
her in the king's afl'ections, was a very
natural motive. Actuated by all these

considerations, she never ceased soliciting
her nephew's assistance, and earnestly en-

treating an evocation of the cause to Rome,
where alone she thought she could expect ''*"" "'"«

,• till "
,!,• '•

evokod to

justice. And the emperor, in all his nego- Rome,

ciations with the pope, made the recal of

the commission which Campeggio and

Wolsey exercised in England a funda-

mental article.

TRIAL OF THE KING'S MAR-
RIAGE. MAY 31, \i>2d.

The two legates, meanwhile, opened tlieir

court at London, and cited the king and

queen to appear before it. They both pre
sented themselves ; and the king ans-

wered to his name when called
; but the

queen, instead of answering; to hers, rose

from her seat, and throwing herself at the

king's feet, made a very pathetic harangue,
which her virtue, her dignity, and her

misfortunes, rendered the more afiecting.
She told him that she was a stranger in

his dominions, without protection, with-

out counsel, without assistance ; exposed
to all the injustice which her enemies were

pleased to impose upon her
; that she had

quitted her native country without other

resource than her connexions with him
and his family, and had expected that, in-

stead of suffering thence any violence, she

was assured in them of a safeguard ; that

she had been his wife during twenty years,

and would here appeal to himself whether

her affectionate submission to his will had

not merited better treatment than to be

thus, after so long a time, thrown from
him with so much indignity ; that she was;

conscious—he himself was assured—that'

her virgin honour was yet unstained whenl

he received her into his bed, and that hen
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connexions with his brother had been car-

ried no farther than the ceremony of mar-

riage
: that their parents, the kings of

England and Spain, were esteemed the

wisest princes of their time, and had un-

doubtedly acted by the best advice when

they formed the agreement for that mar-

riage which was now represented as so

criminal and unnatural ;
and that she ac-

quiesced in their judgment, and would
not submit her cause to be tried by a court

whose dependance on her enemies was too

visible ever to allow her any hopes of ob-

taining from them an equitable decision.

Having spoken these words, she rose, and,

making the king a low reverence, she de-

parted from the court, and never would

again appear in it.

After her departure the king did her the

justico to acknowledge that she had ever

been a dutiful and affectionate wife, and
that the whole tenour of her behaviour

had been conformable to the strictest rules

of probity and honour. He only insisted

on his own scruples with regard to the

lawfulness of their marriage ;
and he ex-

plained the origin, the progress, and the

foundation, of those doubts by whicli he

had been so long and so violently agitated.
He acquitted cardinal Wolsey from having

any hand in encouraging his scruples ;

and he craved a sentence of the court

agreeable to the justice of his cause.

The legates, after citing the queen anew,
declared her contumacious, notwithstand-

ing her appeal to Rome ; and then pro-
ceeded to the examination of the cause.

The first point which came before them
was the proof of prince Arthur's consum-
mation of his marriage with Catherine ;

and it must be confessed that no stronger

arguments could reasonably be expected of

such a fact after so long an interval. The

age of the prince, who had passed his fif-

teenth year, the good state of his health,
the long time that he had cohabited with
his consort, many of his expressions to that

very purpose ; all these circumstances
form a violent presumption in favour of

the king's assertion. Henry, after his

brother's death, was not allowed for some
time to bear the title of prince of Wales.
in expectation of her pregnancv : the

R42

Spani.sh ambassador, in order the better

to ensure possession of her jointure, had
sent over to Spain proofs of the consum-
mation of her marriage : Julius's bull it-

self was foinided on the supposition that

Arthur had knowledge of the princess : in

the very treaty, fixing Henry's marriage,
the consummation of the former marriage
with prince Arthur is acknowdedged on
both sides. These particulars were all

laid before the court
; accompanied with

many reasonings concerning the extent of

the pope's authority, and against his power
of granting a dispensation to marry within

the prohibited degrees. Campeggio heard

these doctrines W'ith great impatience ;

and, notwithstanding his resolution to

protract the cause, he was often tempted
to interrupt and silence the king's counsel

when they insisted on such disagreeable

topics. The trial was spun out till the

twenty-third of July ;
and Campeggio

chiefly took on him the part of conducting
it. Wolsey, though the elder cardinal,

permitted him to act as president of the

court
; because it was thought that a trial

managed by an Italian cardinal would

carry the apoearance of greater candour
and impartiality than if the king's own
minister and favourite had presided in it.

The business now seemed to be drawing
near to a period ;

and the king was eveiy

day in expectation of a sentence in his

favour
; when, to his great surprise, Cam-

peggio, on a sudden, without any warning,
and upon very frivolous pretences, pro-

rogued the court till the first of October
The evocation, which came a few days
after from Rome, put an end to all the hopes
of success which the king had so long and

so anxiously cherished.

During the time that the trial was car-

ried on before the legates at London, the

emperor had, by his ministers, earnestly
solicited Clement to evoke the cause ; and

had employed every topic of hope or terror

which could operate either on the ambi-

tion or timidity of the pontiff. The Eng-
lish ambassadors, on the other hand, in

conjunction with the French, had been no

less earnest in their applications that the

legates should be allowed to finish the

trial
;
but the motives which they could set
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before the pope were not so urgent or im-

mediate as those which were held up to him
bv the emperor. The dread of losin;;: Eiii;-

land, and of fortifying the Lutherans by so

considerable an accession, made small im-

pression on Clement's mind, in comparison
of the an.xicty for his personal safety, and

the fond desire of restoring the Medicis to

their dominion in Florence. As soon,

therefore, as he had adjusted all terms

with the emperor, he laid hold of the pre-
tence of justice, which required him, as he

asserted, to i)ay regard to the queen's

appeal ; and, suspending the commission

of the legates, he adjourned the cause to

his own personal judgment at Rome.

Campeggio had, beforehand, received pri-

vate orders, delivered by Campana, to

burn the decretal bull with which he was

intrusted.

Wolsev had long foreseen this measure

as the sure forerunner of his ruin. Though
he had at first desired that the king should

rather marry a French princess than Anne

Boleyn, he had employed himself with the

utmost assiduity and earnestness to bring
the atfair to a happy issue : he was not,

therefore, to be blamed for the unpros-

perous event which Clement's partiality

had produced. But he had sufficient ex-

perience of the extreme ardour and impa-
tience of Henry's temper, who could bear

no contradiction, and who was wont to

make his ministers answerable for the

success of those transactions with which

they were intrusted. Anne Boleyn also,

who was prepossessed against him, had

imputed to him the failure of her hopes ;

and, as she was newly returned to court,

whence she had been removed from a re-

gard to decency during the trial before the

legates, she had naturally acquired an ad-

ditional influence on Henry, and she served

much to fortify his prejudices against the

cardinal. Even tlie queen and her parti-

sans, judging of Wolsey by the part which

he had openly acted, had expressed great

animosity against him
;
and the most op-

posite factions seemed now to combine in

the ruin of this haughty minister. The

high opinion itself, which Henry had en-

tertained of the cardinal's capacity, tended

to hasten his downfal ;
while he imputed

the bad success of that minister's under-

takings, not to ill fortune, or to mistake,
but to tlie malignity or infidelity of his in-

tentions. The blow, however, iell not in-

stantly on his head. The king, who pro-
bably could not justify by any good reason
his alienation from his ancient favourite,
seems to have remained some time in

suspense ;
and he received him, if not with

all his former kindness, at least with the

appearance of trust and regard.

WOLSEY'S FALL.

But constant experience evinces how
rarely a high contidence receives the
least diminution without sinkinir into ab-

solute indifference, or even running into

the opposite extreme. The king now de
termined to bring on the ruin of the cardi

nal with a motion almost as precipitate as

he had formerly employed in his elevation

The dukes of Norfolk and Sufibik were
sent to require tiie great seal from him

and, on his scrupling to deliver it without
a more express warrant, Henrv wrote him
a letter, upon which it was surrendered,
and it was delivered by the king to Sir

Thomas More, a man who, besides the

ornaments of an elegant literature, pos-
sessed the highest virtue, integrity, and

capacity.

Wolsey was ordered to depart from

York-place, a palace which he had built

in London, and which, though it really

belonged to the see of York, was seized by
Henry, and became afterwards the resi-

dence of the kings of England, by the title

of Whitehall. All his furniture and plate
were also seized ;

their riches and splen-
dour befitted rather a royal than a private
fortune. The walls of his palace were

covered with cloth of gold, or cloth of

silver
,
he had a cupboard of plate of massv

gold; there were found a thousand pieces of

fine holiand belonging to him. The rest

of his riches and furniture was in propor-
tion

;
and his opulence was, probably, no

small inducement to this violent persecu-
tion against him.

The cardinal was ordered to retire to

Asher, a country seat which he possessed
near Hampton-court. The world, that
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had paid him such abject court during his

prosperity, now entirely deserted him on

this liital reverse. He himself was much

dejected ;
and from the same turn of mind

which had made him be so vainly elated

with his grandtiur, he felt the stroke of

adversity with double rigour. The small-

est appearance of his return to favour

threw him into transports of joy unbe-

a man. The king had seemed

time, to intermit the

which overwhelmed him. He
him his protection, and left him

in possession of the sees of York and
Winchester.

message, accompanied with a

testimony of his affection.

coming
willing during some
blows

granted

He even sent him a gracious
rini as a

Wolsey, who
was on horseback when the messenger met

him, immediately alighted ; and, throwing
himself on his knees in the mire, received,

in that humble attitude, these marks of his

majesty's gracious disposition towards him.

But his enemies never ceased plying the

king with accounts of his several offences;

and Anne Boleyn. in particular, con-

tributed her endeavours, in conjunction
with her uncle the duke of Norfol!^, to

exclude him from all hopes of ever being
reinstated. He dismissed, therefore, his

numerous retinue ; and, as he was a kind

and beneficent master, the separation passed
not without a plentiful effusion of tears on
both sides. The king's heart, notwith-

standing some gleams of kindness, seemed
now totally hardened against his old

favourite. He ordered him to be in-

dicted in the star chamber, where a sen-

tence was passed against him. And, not

content with this severity, he aban-

doned him to all the rigour of the parlia-

ment, which now, after a long interval,

was again assembled. The house of lords

voted a long charge against Wolsey, con-

sisting of forty-four articles ; and accom-

panied it with an application to the king
ror his punishment and his removal from
all authority. Little opposition was made
to this charge : no evidence of any part of

it was so much as called for
; and, as it

chiefly consists of several accusations, it was

scarcely susceptible of any.* The articles

* See note EE at the end of the volume.
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were sent down to the house of commons
;

where Thomas Cromwell, formerly a ser-

vant of the cardinal's, and who had been

raised by him from a very low station, de-

fended his unfortunate patron with such

spirit, generosity, and courage, as acquired
him great honour, and laid the foundation

of that favour which he afterwards enjoyed
with the king.

Wolsey's enemies, finding that either his

innocence or his caution prevented them
from having any just ground of accusing
him, had recourse to a very extraordinary

expedient. An indictment was laid against

him, that, contrary to a statute of Richard

IL, (commonly called the statute of pro-

visors) he had procured bulls from Rome,

particularly one investing him with the

legantine power, which he had exercised

with very extensive authority. He con-

fessed the indictment, j^Ieaded ignorance
of the statute, and threw himself on the

king's mercy. He was, perhaps, within

reach of the law
; but, besides that this

statute had fallen into disuse, nothing
could be more rigorous and severe than to

impute to him as a crime what he had

openly, during the course of so many
years, practised with the consent and ap-

probation of the king, and the acquies.
cence of the parliament and kingdom : not

to mention what he always asserted, and

what we can scarcely doubt of, that he had

obtained the royal licence in the most for-

mal manner, which, had he not been ap-

prehensive of the dangers attending any

opposition to Henry's lawless will, he

might have pleaded in his own defence be-

fore the judges. Sentence, however, was

pronounced against him,
'

that he was out

of the king's protection ;
his lands and

goods forfeited ;
and that his person might

be committed to custody.' But this pro-

secution of Wolsey was carried no farther

Henry even granted him a pardon for all

offences ;
restored him part of his plate

and furniture ;
and still continued from

time to time to drop expressions of favour

and compassion towards him.
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|of
the ecclesiastics had been very ancient

in Endand, as well as in most other Euro-

Ipean kingdoms ; and, as this topic was
inow become popular every where, it had

paved the way for the Lutheran tenets,

and reconciled the people in some measure

to the frightful idea of heresy and innova-

tion. The commons, finding the occasion

favourable, passed several bills restraining
the impositions of the clergy ;

one for the

reirulatinir of mortuaries
;
another against

the exactions for the probates of wills ;* a

third against non-residence and pluralities,

and against churchmen's being farmers of

land. But what appeared chiefly dange-
rous to the ecclesiastical order were the

severe invectives thrown out, almost with-

out opposition, in the house against the

dissolute lives of the priests, their ambi-

tion, their avarice, and their endless en-

croachments on the laity. Lord Herbert

has even preserved the speech of a gentle-

man of Grav's Inn, which is of a singular

nature, and contains such topics as we

should little e.xpect to meet with during
that period. The member insists upon
the vast variety of theological opinions
which prevailed in different nations and

ages ;
the endless inextricable controversies

maintained by the several sects
;
the im-

possibility that any man, much less the

people, could ever know, much less ex-

amine, the tenets and principles of every
sect ;

the necessity of ignorance, and a

suspense of judgment, with regard to all

those objects of dispute : and, upon the

whole, he infers that the only religion obli-

gatory on mankind is the belief of one

supreme Being, the author of nature ;
and

the necessity of good morals, in order to

obtain his favour and protection. Such

sentiments would be deemed latitudinarian,

even in our time, and would not be ad-

vanced without some precaution in a public

assembly. But, though the first broaching
of religious controversy might encourage
the sceptical turn in a few persons of a

studious disposition, the zeal with which

men soon after attached themselves to

their several parties served effectually to

* These exactions were quite arbitrary, and had

risen to a great height. A member said in the

VOL. I. 8 A

banish for a Ions' time all such obnoxioii.*

liberties.

'J'he bills for regulating the clergy met
with some opposition in the house of lords.

Bisliop Fisher, in particular, imputed these

measures of the commons to their want of

laith
; and to a formed design, derived

from heretical and Lutheran principles, of

robbing the church of her patrimony, and

overturning the national religion. The
duke of Norfolk reproved the j)relate in

severe, and even somewhat indecent, terms.

He told him that the greatest clerks were
not always the wisest men. But Fisher

replied that he did not remember any fools

in his time who had proved great clerks.

The exceptions taken at the bishop of

Rochester's speech stopped not there.

The commons, by the mouth of Sir 'i homas

Audley, their speaker, made coini)laints
to the king on the reflections thrown up-
on them ; and the bishop was obliged to

put a more favourable construction on his

words.

Henry was not displeased that the court

of Rome and the clergy should be sensible

that they were entirely dependant on him
;

and that his parliament was sufficiently

disposed to reduce the power and privi-

leges of the ecclesiastics. The commons

granted him a discharge of all those debts

which he had contracted since the begin-

ning of his reign ;
and they grounded this

bill, which occasioned many complaints,
on a pretence of the king's great care of

the nation, and of his regularly employing
all the money which he had borrowed in

the public service. Most of the Jdng's
creditors consisted of friends to the cardi-

nal, who had been engaged by their patron
to contribute to the supply of Henry's
necessities ;

and the present courtiers

were well pleased to take the opportu-

nity of mulcting them. Several also ap-

proved of an expedient which they hoped
would ever after discredit a method of

supply so irregular and so unparUamentar}'

FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
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were at present so interesting to the king,

that they chiefly engaged his attention ;

and he regarded foreign afR\irs only in sub-

ordination to them. He liad declared war

against the emperor ;
but the mutual ad-

vantages reaped by the commerce between

England and the Netherlands had engaged
him to stipulate a neutrality with those

provinces ; and, except by money contri-

buted to the Italian wars, he had in effect

exercised no hostility against any of the

Imperial dominions. A general peace was
this summer established in Europe. Mar-

garet of Austria and Louisa of Savoy met
at Cambray, and settled the terms between

the French king and the emperor. Charles

accepted of two millions of crowns in lieu

of Burgundy ; and he delivered up the two

princes of France, whom he had retained

as hostages. Henry was on this occasion

so generous to his friend and ally Franci.'^,

that he sent him an acquittal of near six

hundred thousand crowns which that

prince owed him. Francis's Italian con-

federates were not so well satisfied as the

king with the peace at Cambray ; they
were almost wholly abandoned to the will

of the emperor. Florence, after a brave

resistance, was subdued by the Imperial
arms, and finally delivered over to the

dominion of the family of Medicis. The
Venetians were better treated ; they were

only obliged to relinquish some acquisi-
tions which they had made on the coast of

Naples ;
even Francis Sforza obtained the

investiture of Milan, and was pardoned for

all past offences. The emperor passed into

Italy with a magnificent train, and received

the Imperial crown from the pope at Bo-

logna. He was but twenty-nine years of

age ; and, having already, by his vigour
and capacity, succeeded in every enter-

prise, and reduced to captivity the two

greatest potentates in Europe, the one

spiritual, the other temporal, he attracted

the eyes of all men ; and many prognos-
tications were formed of his sjrowins;

empire.

But, though Charles seemed to be pros-

perous on every side, and though the con-

quest of ]\Iexico and Peru now began to

prevent that scarcity of money under
which he had hitherto laboured, he found

6-16

surmountmg
granting

himself threatened with difficulties in Ger

many ; and his desire of

them was the chief cause of his

such moderate conditions to the Itahan

powers. Sultan Solyman, the greatest
and most accomplished prince that ever

sat on the Ottoman throne, had almost

entirely subdued Hungary, had besieged

Vienna, and, though repulsed, still me-
naced the hereditary dominions of the

house of Austria with conquest and sub-

jection. The Lutheran princes of the

empire, finding that liberty of conscience!

was denied them, had combined in a league'
for their own defence at Smalcalde : and,
because they protested against the votes

passed in the Imperial diet, they thence-

forth received the appellation of '

protes-
tants.' Charles had undertaken to reduce

them to obedience ; and, on pretence oi

securing the purity of religion, he had laid

a scheme for aggrandizing his own family,

by extending its dominion over all Ger-

many.
The friendship of Henry was one mate-

rial circumstance yet wanting to Charles ;

and the king was sufficiently apprized that

the concurrence of that prince would at

once remove all the difficulties which lay
in the way of his divorce ; which had long
been the object of his most earnest wishes

But, besides that the interests of his king-
dom seemed to require an alliance with

France, his haughty spirit could not sub-

mit to a friendship imposed on him by
constraint

; and, as he had ever been ac-

customed to receive courtship, deference,

and solicitation, from the greatest poten-
tates, he could ill brook that dependance
to which this unhappy affair seemed to

have reduced him. Amidst the anxieties

with which he was agitated, he was often

tempted to break oft' all connexions with

the court of Rome
; and, though he had

been educated in a superstitious reverence

to papal authority, it is likely that his

personal experience of the duplicity and

selfish politics of Clement had served much
to open his eyes in that particular. He
found his prerogative firmly established at

home
;
he observed that his people were

in general much disgusted with clerical

usurpations ; he knew that they had cor-
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dially taken part with him in his prosecu-
tion of tlie divorce, and highly resented

the unworthy treatment whicli, after so

many services, he had received from the

court of Rome. Anne Boleyn also could

not fail to use all her efforts, and employ
every insinuation, in order to make him

proceed to extremities against the pope ;

both as it was the readiest way to her at-

taining royal dignity, and as her education

in the court of the duchess of Alen9on, a

princess inclined to the reformers, had

already disposed her to a belief of the new
doctrines. But, notwithstanding these

inducements, Henry had strong motives

still to desire a good agreement with the

sovereign pontiff. He dreaded the re-

proach of heresy ;
he abhorred all con-

nexions with the Lutherans, the chief

opponents of the papal power ; and, having
once exerted himself with such applause,
as he imagined, in defence of the Romish

communion, he was ashamed to retract his

former opinions. While he was agitated

by these contrary motives an expedient
was proposed, which, as it promised a

solution of all difficulties, was embraced

by him with the greatest joy and satis-

faction.

THE UNIVERSITIES CONSULTED.

Dr. Thomas Cranmer, fellow of Jesus

College in Cambridge, was a man re-

markable for liis learning, and still more
for candour and disinterestedness. He
fell one evening into company with Gar-

diner, secretary of state, and Fox, the

king's almoner
; and, as the divorce be-

came the subject of conversation, he ob-

served that the readiest way, either to

quiet Henry's conscience or extort the

pope's consent, would be to consult all the

universities in Europe with regard to this

controverted point : if they agreed to

approve of the king's marriage with Ca-

therine, his remorses would naturally
cease : if they condemned it, the pope
would find it difficult to resist the soHci-

tations of so great a monarch, seconded

by the opinion of all the learned men in

Christendom. When the king was in-

formed of the proposal he was delighted

with it
;

and swore, with more alacrity
than delicacy, that Ci-anmer had got the

right sow by the ear : he sent for that

divine
; entered into conversation with

him
; conceived a high opinion of his

virtue and understanding; engaged him
to write in det'ence of the divorce; and

immediately employed his agents to col-

lect the judgments of all the universities

in Europe.
Had the question of Henry

with Catherine been examined by the

principles of sound philosoi)hy, exempt
from superstition, it seemed not liable to

much diincully. The natural reason why
marriage in certain degrees is prohibited

by the civil laws, and condemned by the

moral sentiments of all nations, is de-

rived from men's care to preserve puritv
of manners

; while they reflect that, if ;;

commerce of love were authorized be-

tween near relations, the frequent oppor-
tunities of intimate conversation, espe-

cially in early youth, would introduce

universal dissoluteness. But, as the cus-

toms of countries vary considerably, and

open an intercourse more or less re-

strained between different families, or

between the several members of the same

family, we find that the moral precept,

varving with its cau.se, is susceptible.
without any inconvenience, of very dif

ferent latitude in the several ages and
nations of the world. The extreme de-

licacy of the Greeks permitted no com-
liunication between persons of different

sexes, except where they lived under the

same roof; and even the apartments of a

step-mother and her daughters were almost

as much shut up against visits from the

husband's sons, as against tliose from any
stranger or more distant relation : hence,
in that nation it was lawful for a man to

marry not only his niece, but his half-

sister by the father
;
a liberty unknown

to the Romans and other nations, where

a more open intercourse was authorized

between the sexes. Reasoning from this

principle, it would appear that the ordinary
commerce of life among great princes is

so obstructed, by ceremony and numerous}
attendants, that no ill consequence would

a bro-i
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ther's widow; especially if the dispensation

of the supreme priest be previously re-

quired, to hinder the precedent from be-

coming too common and familiar. And,
as strong motives of public interest may
frequently require such aUiances between

the foreign families, there is the less reason

for extending towards them the full rigour
of the rule which has place among indi-

viduals.*

But, in opposition to these reasons, and

many more which might be collected,

Henr}^ had custom and precedent on his

side. The marrying of a brother's widow
was so unusual, that no other instance of

it could be found in any history or record

of any Christian nation
; and, though the

popes even permitted marriages within

other prohibited degrees, such as those of

uncle and niece, the imaginations of men
were not yet reconciled to this particular
exercise of his authority. Several uni-

versities of Europe, therefore, without

hesitation, as well as without interest or

reward, gave verdict in the king's favour
;

not only those of France, Paris, Orleans,

Bourges, Tolouse, Anglers, which might
be supposed to lie under the influence of

their prince, ally to Henry ;
but also those

of Italy, Venice, Ferrara, Padua
;

even

Bologna itself, though under the imme-
diate jurisdiction of Clement. Oxford

alone, and Cambridge, made some diffi-

culty ; because these universities, alarmed
at the progress of Lutheranism, and dread-

ing a defection from the holy see, scrupled
to give their sanction to measures whose

consequences they feared would prove
fatal to the ancient religion. Their opi-

nion, however, conformable to that of

the other universities of Europe, was at

last obtained
; and the king, in order to

give more weight to all these authorities,

engaged his nobility to write a letter to

the pope, recommending liis cause to the

holy father, and threatening him with the

most dangerous consequences in case of

* See note FF at the end of the volume.

t
" The earl of Northumberland, warden of the

marches, with one Sir AValter Welsh, gentleman of
the king's privy chamber, came by the king's com-
mand to Cawood, to arrest the cardinal, wherein he
[used that diligence and secresie, that he had placed
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a denial of justice. The convocations,

too, both of Canterbury and York, pro-
nounced the king's marriage invalid, ir-

regular, and contiary to the law of God,
with which no human power had authority
to dispense. But Clement, lying still

under the influence of the emperor, con-

tinued to summon the king to appear,
either by himself or proxy, before his

tribunal at Rome ;
and the king, who

knew that he could expect no fair trial

there, refused to submit to such a condi-

tion, and would not even admit of any
citation, which he regarded as a high
insult, and a violation of his royal pre-

rogative. The father of Anne Boleyn,
created earl of Wiltshire, carried to the

pope the king's reasons for not appearing
by proxy ; and, as the first instance of

disrespect from England, refused to kiss

his holiness's foot, which he very gra-

ciously held out to him for that purpose.
The extremities to which Henry was

pushed, both against the pope and the

ecclesiastical order, were naturally dis-

agreeable to cardinal Wolsey ; and, as'

Henry foresaw his opposition, it is the

most probable reason that can be assigned
for his renewing the prosecution against
his ancient favourite. After Wolsey had

remained for some time at Asher, he was

allowed to remove to Richmond, a palace
wliich he had received from Henry, in

return for Hampton-court : but the cour-

tiers, dreading still his vicinity to the

king, procured an order for him to remove

to his see of York. The cardinal knew
it was in vain for him to resist ; he took

up his residence at Cawood in Yorkshire,
where he rendered himself extremely

popular in the neighbourhood by his affa-

bility and hospitality ;
but he was not

allowed to remain long unmolested in this

retreat. The earl of Northumberland re-

ceived orders to arrest him for high trea-

son, and to conduct him to London, in

order to his trial. f The cardinal, partly

his guards in the hall, before any escaped to adver-

tise the cardinal thereof. Neither did he, at the

earl's coming up stairs, receive him in other terms

than those of a guest, till entering into a private!

chamber together, the carl in a low and troubled

voice arrested him of high treason. The dismayed
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„ , .
from the fatisues of Iiis iournev, partly

Wolsevis V ,
. -. ... '

. • 1

(i!t.i^kl..\by ironi the agitation ot lu.s anxious nnnd, was
s,cknc33.

sgi^^.,1 ^^-ifij .^ disorder whicli turned into

a dysentery ; and he was able, with some

difficulty, to reach Leicester abbey. Wlien
the abl)ot and the inonlvs advanced to

receive him with much respect and rever-

ence, he told them he was come to lay his

bones anioni; them ;
and lie immediately

took to his bed, whence he never rose

d8*Keniu8-|more.
A little before he expired he ad-

lyiii. idressed himself in the following words
to Sir William Kingston, constable of the

tower, who had him in custody :

'

I pray

you, have me heartily recommended unto

his royal majesty, and beseech him on my
behalf to call to his remembrance all

matters that have passed between us from
the beginning, especially with resjard to

his business with the queen ;
and then

will he know in his conscience whether I

have offended him.

'He is a prince of a most royal car-

iage, and hath a princely heart
; and,

rather than he will miss or want any part
of his will

of his kingdom.
I do assure you that I have often

kneeled before him, sometimes three hours

together, to persuade him from his will

and appetite ; but could not jirevail. Had
I but served God as diligently as I have

served the king, he would not have given
me over in my grey hairs. But this is

the just reward that I must receive for my
indulgent pains and study, not regarding

my service to God, but only to my prince.
Therefore let me advise you, if you be

one of the privy-council, as by your wis-

dom you are fit, take care what you put
into the king's head, for you can never

put it out again.'

WoUey
(li'scribes

the kin;;'a

character.

He cantiont

Sir Wil-
liam King
•ton.

he will endanger the one half

and pensive cardinal stayed a while before he an-

swered, but at last recovering his spirits, demanded
the sight of the earl's commission, protesting that

otherwise he would not obey ; urging further that

he was a member of the college of cardinals at

Rome, and so exempt from all princes' Jurisdiction.
But while the earl replied, that he might not show
his commission, sir Walter Welsh, who had now
arrested Dr. Augustine the cardinal's physician,
comes in, and confirms what the earl had said. The
cardinal believing, by this time, that they were in
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WOLSEY'S DEATH. 1.530.

Thus died the famous cardinal, whose
character seems to have contained as

singular a variety as the fortune to wliicli

lie was exposed. The obstinacy and vio-

lence of the king's temper may alleviate

much of the blame which some of his

tavourite's measures have undergone ; and
when we consider that the subsequent jnirt
of Henry's reign was much more criminal

than that which bad been directed bv

Wolsey's counsels, we shall be inclined to

suspect those historians of partiality, who
have endeavoured to load the meuiorv ot

this minister with such violent reproaches.
If in foreign politics he sometimes em-

ployed his influence over the king for his

private purposes rather than his master's

service, we must remember that he liad in

view the papal throne
;
a dignity which,

had he attained it, would have enabled

him to make Henry a suitable return for

all his favours. The cardinal of Amboise,
whose memory is respected in France

always made this apology for his own con-

duct, which was in some respect similar

to Wolsey's ;
and we have reason to think

that Henry was well accpiainted with the

views by which his minister was influ-

enced, and took a pride in promoting
them. He much regretted his death when
informed of it,* and always spoke fa-

vourably of his memory ;
a proof that

humour more than reason, or any dis-

covery of treachery, had occasioned the

last persecutions against him.

A PARLIAMENT. 1531.

A NEW session of parliament was held,

together with a convocation ; and the

good earnest, yields to sir Walter Welsh, as the

king's servant, and not to the carl
;

to whom he

said he would not submit himself, before he was

better satisfied of his authority."
—State Triah.

*' Howbeit he omitted not to enquire of about

one thousand and five hundred pounds, whicli the

cardinal had lately got without that the king could

imagine how. So that, till it appeared he bor-

rowed it of divers persons, he might perchance sus-

pect it to be the remainder of some of his ancient

acquisitions.
—State Trials.
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king here gave strong proofs of his ex-

tensive authority, as well as his intention

to turn it to the depression of the clergy.

As an ancient statute, now almost obsolete,

had been employed to ruin Wolsey, the

same law was now turned against the ec-

clesiastics. It was pretended that every
one who had submitted to the legantine

court, that is, the whole church, had vio-

lated the statute of provisors ; and the

attorney general accordingly brought an

indictment against them. The convo-

cation knev/ that it would be in vain

to oppose reason or equity to the king's

arbitrary will. They chose, therefore, to

throw themselves on the mercy of their

vereign ;
and they agreed to pay one

hundred and eighteen thousand eight hun-

dred and forty pounds for a pardon. A
confession was likewise extorted from them
that

'

the king was the protector and the

supreme head of the church and clergy
of England ;' though some of them had the

dexterity to get a clause inserted which

invalidated the whole submission, and

which ran in these terms,
'

in so far as is

permitted by the law of Christ.'

The commons, finding that a pardon
was granted the clergy, began to be ap-

prehensive for themselves, lest either they
should afterwards be brought into trouble

on account of their submission to the

legantine court, or a supply in like man-
ner be extorted from them in return for

their pardon. They therefore petitioned
the king to grant a remission to his lav

subjects ; but they met with a repulse.

He told them that, if he ever chose to

forgive their offence, it would be from his

own goodness, not from their application,
lest he should seem to be compelled to it.

Some time after, when they despaired of

obtaining this concession, he was pleased
to issue a pardon to the laity ; and the

commons expressed great gratitude for

that act of clemency.

PROGRESS OF THE REFORMA-
TION. 1532.

By this strict execution of the statute of

provisors a great part of the profit, and

still more, of the power of the court of
6f.O

Rome was cut oif; and the connexions

between the pope and the English clergy
were in some measure dissolved. The
next session found both king and parlia-
ment in the same di.'^positions. An act

was passed against levying the annates or

first fruits, being a year's rent of all the

bishoprics that fell vacant
;
a tax which

was imposed by the court of Rome for

granting bulls to the new prelates, and
which was found to amount to consi-

derable sums. Since the second of Henry
VII. no less than one hundred and sixty
thousand pounds had been transmitted to

Rome on account of this claim : which
the parliament, therefore, reduced to five

per cent, on all the episcopal benefices.

The better to keep the pope in awe, the

king was intrusted with a power of regu-

lating these payments, and of confirming
or inlringing this act at his pleasure : and
it was voted that any censures, which
should be passed by the court of Rome
on account of that law, should be entirely

disregarded ; and that mass should be

said, and the sacraments administered, as

if no such censures had been issued.

This session the commons prei'erred to

the king a long complaint against the

abuses and oppressions of the ecclesiastical

courts ; and they were proceeding to enact

laws for remedying them when a difference

arose, which put an end to the session.

It was become a custom for men to make
such settlements, or trustdeeds of their

lands by will, that they defrauded not only
the king, but all other lords, of their

wards, marriages, and reliefs
; and by the

same artifice the king was deprived of his

premier seisin, and the profits of the

livery, which were no inconsiderable

branches of his revenue. Henry made a

bill to be drawn to moderate this abuse :

he was contented that every man should

have the liberty of disposing in this man-
ner of the half of his land

; and he told

the parliament in plain terms,
'

if they
would not take a reasonable thing when i

was offered, he would search out the ex

tremity of the law, and then would not

offer them so much again.' The lords

came willingly into his terms ; but the

commons rejected the bill : a singular ia
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stance, where Henry minlit see that his

power and authorily, thoui^h extensive,
had yet some boundaries. The coinnions,

however, found reason to repent of their

victory. The kiny: made iiood histliieats
;

he called together the judi;es and ablest

lawyers, who argued the question in ciian-

cery ; and it was decided that a man could

not by law be(|ueath any part of his lands

in prejudice of his heir.

The parliament beinp; auain assembled

after a short prorogation, the king caused

the two oaths to be read to them, that

which the bishops took to the pope, and
that to the king, on their installation ;

and, as a contradiction might be sus-

pected between them, while the prelates
seemed to swear allegiance to two sove-

reigns, the parliament shewed their inten-

tion of abolishing the oath to the pope,
when their proceedings were suddenly

stopped by the breaking out of the plague
at Westminster, which occasioned a pro- j

rogation. It is remarkable that * one

Tenise ventured this session to move that -

the house should address the king to take !

back the queen, and stop the prosecution
of his divorce. This motion made the

\

king send for Audley the speaker, and ex-
|

plain to him the scruples with which his i

conscience had long been burdened
;
scru-

ples, he said, which had proceeded from

no wanton appetite, and which were con-

firmed by the concurring sentiments of all

the learned societies in Europe. Except
in Spain and Portugal, he added, it was
never heard of that any man had espoused
two sisters ; but he himself had the mis-

fortune, he believed, to be the first christian

man that had ever married his brother's

widow.

After the prorogation, Sir Thomas More
the chancellor, foreseeing that all the

measures of the king and parliament led

to a breach with the church of Rome, and
to an alteration of religion, with which his

principles would not permit him to concur,
desired leave to resign the great seal ; and
he descended from this high station with

more joy and alacrity than he had mounted

up to it. The austerity of this man's

virtue, and the sanctity of his manners, had

nowise encroached on the gentleness of his

temper, or even diminished that frolic and

gaietv to which he was naturally inclimd.

He sported with all the varieties ol for-

tune into which he was tin own. While
his family discovered syiiqitoms of sorrow

on laying down the grandeur and magni-
ficence to which they had been accustomed,
he drew a subject of mirth I'lom their dis-

tresses ; and made them ashamed ot losiui;

even a moment's cheerfulness on account

of such trivial misl'urlunt's. The king.
who had entertained a high opinion of his

virtue, received his resignation with some

difficulty ;
and he delivered the great seal

soon after to Sir Thomas Audlev.

During these transactions in England,
and these invasions of the j)apal and eccle-

siastical authority, the court of Rome was

not without solicitude
;

and she enter-

tained just apprehensions of losing entirely
her authority in England ;

the kingdom
which of all others had long been the most

devoted to the holy see, and which had

yielded it the most ample revenue. While

the Imperial cardinals pushed Clement to

proceed to extremities against the king, his

more moderate and impartial counsellors

rei)resented to him the indignity of his

proceedings,; that a great monarch, who
had signalized himself both by his pen
and his sword in the cause of the j'ope,

should be denied a favour which he de-

manded on such just grounds, and which

had scarcelv ever betbre been refused to

any person of his rank and station. Not

withstanding these remonstrances, the

queen's appeal was received at Rome
;
the

king was cited to appear ;
and several

consistories were held to examine the

validity of their marriage. Henry was

determined not to send any proxy to plead

his cause before this court ; he only dis-

patched Sir Edward Karne and Dr. Bon

ner, in quality of excusators, so they were

called, to carry his apology for not paying!
that deference to the papal authority.'

The prerogatives of his crown, he said,

must be sacrificed if he allowed appeals
from his own kingdom ; and, as the ques-
tion regarded conscience, not power or in-

terest, no proxy could supply his place, or

convey that satisfaction which the dictates

of his own mind alone could confer. In
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order to support himself in this measure,

and add greater security to his intended

defection from Rome, he procured an in-

terview with Francis at Boulogne and

Calais, where he renewed his personal

friendship as well as public alliance with

that monarch, and concerted all measures

for their mutual defence. He even em-

ployed arguments, by which he believed

lie had persuaded Francis to imitate his

example in withdrawing from the bishop
of Rome, and administering ecclesiastical

affairs without having farther recourse to

that see. And, being now fully determined

to stand all consequences, he privately
celebrated his marriage with Anne Boleyn,
whom he had previously created marchio-

ness of Pembroke. Rowland Lee, soon

after raised to the bishopric of Coventry,
officiated at the marriage. The duke of

Norfolk, uncle to the new queen, her father,

mother, brother, together with Dr. Cran-

mer, were present at the ceremony. Anne
became pregnant soon after her marriage ;

and this event both gave great satisfaction

to the king, and was regarded by the

people as a strong proof of the queen's
former modesty and virtue.

A PARLIAMENT. 1533.

The parliament was again assembled ; and

Henry, in conjunction with the great coun-

cil of the nation, proceeded still in those

gradual and secure steps by which they
oosened their connexions with the see of

Rome, and repressed the usurpations of

the Roman pontiff. An act was made

against all appeals to Rome in causes of

matrimony, divorces, wills, and other suits

cognizable in ecclesiastical courts ; appeals
esteemed dishonourable to the kingdom by

subjecting it to a foreign jurisdiction, and
found to be very vexatious by the expense
and the delay of justice which necessarily
attended them. The more to shew his

disregard to the pope, Henry, finding the

new queen's pregnancy to advance, pub-
licly owned his marriage ; and, in order to

remove all doubts with regard to its law-

fulness, he prepared measures for declar-

ing, by a formal sentence, the invaliditv

of his marriage with Catherine
;
a sentence

which ought naturally to have preceded
his espousing of Anne.
The king, even amidst his scruples on

account of his first marriage, had always
treated Catherine with respect and distinc-

tion
;
and he endeavoured, by every soft

and persuasive art, to engage her to depart
from her appeal to Rome, and her opposi-
tion to his divorce. Finding her obstinate

in maintaining the justness of her cause,
he had totally forborn all visits and inter

course with her ;
and had desired her to

make choice of any one of his palaces in

which she should please to reside. She
had fixed her abode for some time at Ampt-
hill near Dunstable; and it was in this latter

town that Cranmer, now created arch-

bishop of Canterbury on the death of War-
ham,* was appointed to open his court for

examining tlie validity of her marriage.
The near neighbourhood of the place was
chosen in order to deprive her of all plea
of ignorance ; and, as she made no answer
to the citation, either by herself or proxy,
she was declared contumacious ; and the

primate proceeded to the examination of

the cause. The evidences of Arthur's con-

summation of his marriage were anew pro-
duced ; the opinions of the universities

were read, together with the judgment pro-
nounced two years before by the convoca-
tions both of Canterbury and York

; and,
after these preliminary steps, Cranmer pro-
ceeded to a sentence, and annulled the

king's marriage with Catherine as unlawful

and invalid. By a subsequent sentence

he ratified the marriage with Anne Boleyn,
who soon after was publicly crowned queen,
with all the pomp and dignity suited to

that ceremony. To complete the king's

satisfaction, she was safely delivered of a

daughter, who received the name of Eliza-

beth, and who afterwards swayed the

sceptre with such renown and
felicity.

Henry was so much delighted with the

birth of this child, that soon after he con-

ferred on her the title of princess of Wales;
a step somewhat irregular, as she could

only be presumptive, not apparent, heir of

the crown. But he had, during his former

marriage, thought proper to honour his

Henry in
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* See note GG at the end of the volume.
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daughter Mary with that title
;
and he was

detennined to hestow on the offspring of

liis present marriage the same mark of

distinction, as well as to exclude the elder

princess from all hopes of the succession.

His regard lor the new cjueen seemed
rather to increase than diminish by his mar-

riage. In order to efface as much as pos-
sible all marks of his first marriage, lord

Mountjoy was sent to the unfortunate and

divorced queen, to inform her that she was
thenceforth to be treated only as princess

dowager of Wales. But she continued ob-

stinate in maintaining the validity of her

marriage ;* and she would admit no j)er-

son to her presence who did not ajiproach
her with the accustomed ceremonial. Hen-

ry, forgetting his wonted generosity to-

The pope is

olfenilt'il

with the

emperor.

wards her, employed menaces against such

of her servants as complied with her com-
mands in this particular : but was never

able to make her relinquish her title and

pretensions.
When intelligence was conveyed to

Rome of these transactions, so injurious to

the authority and reputation of the holy
see, the conclave was in a rage, and all

the cardinals of the Imperial faction urged
the pope to proceed to a definitive sen-

tence, and to dart his spiritual thunders

against Henry. But Clement proceeded
no farther than to declare the nullity of

Cranmer's sentence, as well as that of

Henry's second marriage ; threatening him
with excommunication if before the first of

November ensuing he did not replace

everything in the condition in which it

formerly stood. An event had happened,
from which the pontiff expected a more
amicable conclusion of the difference, and

which hindered him from carrying matters

to extremity against the king.
The pope had claims upon the duchy of

Ferrara for the sovereignty of Reggio and
Modena ; and, having submitted his pre-
tensions to the arbitration of the emperor,
he was surprised to find a sentence pro-

him. Enraged at thisnounced against

i

* She would not for a moment consent to be

called queen dowager, emphatically declaring that

ishe was the king's true wife, having been brought
ito him " a clean maid,' having been " crowned and
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disappointment, he hearkened to proposals
of amity from Francis; and, when that

monarch made overtures of marrying the

duke of Orleans, his second son, to Cathe-
rine of Medicis, niece of the pope, Clement

gladly embraced an alliance by which his

family was so much honoured. An inter-

view was even appointed between the p()])e
and French king at Marseilles

; and Fran-

cis, as a common friend, there employed
his good offices in mediating an accommo-
dation between his new ally and the king
of England.
Had this connexion of France with the

court of Rome taken place a (cv: years
sooner, there had been little difficulty in

adjusting the quarrel with Henry. Tlie

king's request was an ordinary one ; and
the same plenary power of the pope, which
had granted a dispensation for his espous-

ing of Catherine, could easily have annulled

the marriage. But in the progress of the

quarrel the state of affairs was much

changed on both sides. Henry had shaken

!
oft' much of that reverence which he had

early imbibed for the apostolic see ; and,

finding that his subjects of all ranks had
taken part with him, he had begun to

relish his spiritual authority, and would

scarcely, it was apprehended, be induced
to renew his submissions to the Roman

pontiff. The pope, on the other hand, now
ran a manifest risk of infringing his autho-

rity by a compliance with the king; and,
as a sentence of divorce could no longer
be rested on nullities in Julius's bull, but

would be construed as an acknowledgment
of papal usurpations, it was foreseen that

the Lutherans would thence take occasion

of triumph, and would persevere more ob-

stinately in their princii)les. But, not-

withstanding, Francis did not despair of

mediating an agreement. He observed that

the king had still some remains of preju-
dice in favour of the catholic church, and
was apprehensive of the consequences
which might ensue from too violent inno-

vations. He saw the interest that Clemant

anointed queen," and "
having had by the king

lawful issue and no bastard ;" wherefore she added,
" the name of queen she would vindicate, challenge,
and so call herself during her life."—Ed.
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had ill preserving the obedience of Eng-
land, which was one of the richest jewels
in the papal crown. And he hoped that

these motives on both sides would facili-

tate a mutual agreement, and would for-

ward the effects of his good offices.

KING'S FINAL BREACH WITH
ROME. 1534.

Francis first prevailed on the pope to

promise that, if the king would send a

[jroxy to Rome, and thereby submit his

cause to the holy see, he should appoint
commissioners to meet at Cambray, and

form the process ; and he should imme-

diately afterwards pronounce the sentence

of divorce required of him. Bellay, bishop
of Paris, was next dispatched to London,
and obtained a promise from the king,
that he would submit his cause to the

Roman consistory, provided the cardinals

of the Imperial faction were excluded from

it. The prelate carried this verbal promise
to Rome ;

and the pope agreed that, if the

g would sign a written agreement to

the same purpose, his demands should be

fully complied with. A day was appointed
for the return of the messengers ; and all

Europe regarded this affair as drawing to-

wards an amicable conclusion. But the

greatest affairs often depend on the most
frivolous incidents. The courier who car-

ried the king's written promise was de-

tained beyond the day appointed : news

was brought to Rome that a libel had been

published in England against the court of

Rome, and a farce acted before the king
in derision of the pope and cardinals. The

pope and cardinals entered into the con-

sistory inflamed with anger ; and, by a

precipitate sentence, the marriage of Henry
and Catherine was pronounced valid, and

Henry declared to be excommunicated if

he refused to adhere to it.* Two daj's after

the courier arrived ; and Clement, who
had been hurried from his usual prudence,

»^>^'».'^^i^'=°'lfound
that, though he heartily repented of

revived, ithis liasty measurc, it would be difficult

jfor him to retract it, or replace affairs on

jthe
same footing as before.

j

* The English people were generally inclined to

'view favourably the decision of the pope, and " Nan
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A PARLIAMENT.
It is not probable that the pope, had he

conducted himself with ever so great mo-

deration, could hope, during the lifetime

of Henry, to have gained much authority
in England. That monarch was of a tem-

per both impetuous and obstinate
; and,

having proceeded so far in throwing off

the papal yoke, he never could again have

been brought tamely to bend his neck to

it. Even at the time when he was nego-

ciating a reconciliation with Rome, he

either entertained so little hopes of suc-

cess, or was so indifferent about the event,

that he had assembled a parliament, and

continued to enact laws totally destructive

of the papal authority. The people had

been prepared by degrees for this great
innovation. Each preceding session had

retrenched somewhat from the power and

profits of the pontiff. Care had been

taken, during some years, to teach the

nation that a general council was much

superior to a pope. But now a bishop

preached every Sunday at Paul's cross, to

inculcate the doctrine that the pope was

entitled to no authority at all beyond the

bounds of his own diocese. The proceed-

ings of the parliament shewed that tiiey

had entirely adopted this opinion ;
and

there is reason to believe that the king,
after having procured a favourable sentence

from Rome, might indeed have lived on

terms of civihty with the Roman pontiff,

but never would have surrendered to him

any considerable share of his assumed

prerogative. The importance of the laws

passed this session, even before intelli

gence arrived of the violent resolutions

taken at Rome, is sufficient to justify this

opinion.
All payments made to the apostolic

chamber, all provisions, bulls, dispensa-

tions, were abolished ;
monasteries were

subjected to the visitation and govern
ment of the king alone

;
the law for pun

ishing heretics was moderated
;
the ordi-

nary was prohibited from imprisoning
or trying any person upon suspicion

alone, without presentment by two lawful
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witnesses : and it was declared tliat to

speak against tlie pope's aullioiity was no

heresy : bisho[)s were to be api)ointed bv
a conge d'ellre from the crown ; or, in

case of the dean and chapter's refusal, by
letters patent ;

and no recourse was to be

had to Rome for palls, bulls, or provi-
sions : Campei2;io and Ghinucci, two

Italians, were deprived of the bishoprics
of Salisbury and Worcester, which they
had hitherto enjoyed : the law which had

been formerly made against paying an-

nates or first fruits, but which had been

left in the king's power to suspend or

enforce, was tinally established : and a

submission which was exacted two years
before from the clergjs and which had

been obtained with great, difficulty, re-

ceived this session the sanction of parlia-
ment. In this submission the clergy

acknowledged that convocations ought to

be assembled by the king's authority

only ; they promise to enact no new
canons without his consent ; and they

36 that he shall appoint thirty-two

commissioners, in order to examine the

old canons, and abrogate such as should

be found prejudicial to his royal preroga-
tive. An appeal was also allowed from

the bishop's court to the king in chancery.
But the most important law passed this

session was that which regulated the suc-

cession to the crown : the marriage of the

king with Catherine was declared unlaw-

ful, void, and of no eft'ect
;
the primate's

sentence annulling it was ratified ; and the

marriage with queen Anne was confirmed.

The crown was appointed to descend to

the issue of this marriage, and, failing

them, to the king's heirs for ever. An
oath likewise was enjoined to be taken in

favour of this order of succession, under
the penalty of imprisonment, and for-

feiture of goods and chattels. And all

slander against the king, queen, or their

issue, was subjected to the penalty of mis-

prision of treason. After these compli-
ances the parliament was prorogued ; and

* It may be worthy of remark, that, on minor

points, even her " love and reverence"' for the king
did not move Catherine to give way. When required

by the duke of Suffolk, acting on behalf of Henry,

those acts, so contemptuous towards the

pope, and so destructive of his autliority,

were passed at the very time that Clement

pronounced his hasty sentence against the

kim:. Henry's resentment against (lueen

Catherine, on account of her obstinacy,*
was the reason wliy he excluded her

daughter from all hopes of succeeding to

the crown
; contrary to his first intentions

\^hen he began the process of divorce,
and of dispensation lor a second marri.ii;e.

The king found his ecclesiastical sub-

jects as compliant as the laity. The con-

vocation ordered that the act against

appeals to Rome, together with the king's

appeal from the pope to a general council,
should be affixed to the doors of all the

churches : and they voted tliat the bishop
of Rome had, by the law of God, no more

jurisdiction in England than anv other

Ibreign bishop ;
and that the authority

which he and his predecessors had there

exercised was only by usurpation, and by
by the sufierance of English princes.
Four persons alone opposed this vote in

the lower house, and one doubted. It

passed unanimously in the upper. The

bishops went so far in their complaisance,
that they took out new commissions from
the crown, in which all their spiritual and

episcopal authority was expressly affirmed

to be derived ultimately from the civil ma-

gistrate, and to be entirely dependent on

his good pleasure.
The oath regarding the succession was

generally taken throughout the kingdom.
Fisher bishop of Rochester, and Sir Thomas

More, were the only persons of note that

entertained scruples with regard to its le-

gality. Fisher was obnoxious on account

of some practices into which his credulity
rather than any bad intentions, seems to

have betrayed him. But More was the

person of greatest reputation in the king-
dom for virtue and integrity ; and, as it

was believed that his authority would have

influence on the sentiments of others, great

pains were taken to convince him of the

to remove from Ampthill, she flatly refused com

pliance.
"
They might hew her in pieces," she said,

" or bind her with ropes, and violently enforce her,
but of her own will she would never go."

— Ed.
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lawfulness of the oath. He declared that

he had no scruple with regard to the suc-

cession, and thought that the parliament
had full power to settle it

;
he offered to

draw an oath himself, which would ensure

his allegiance to the heir appointed ; but

he refused the oath prescribed by law,

because the preamble of that oath asserted

the legality of the king's marriage with

Anne, and thereby implied that his former

marriage with Catherine was unlawful and
invalid. Cranmer the primate, and Crom-
well, now secretary of state, who highly
loved and esteemed More, entreated him
to lay aside his scruples ; and their friendly

importunity seemed to weigh more with
him than all the penalties attending his

refusal. He persisted, however, in a mild

though firm manner to maintain his reso-

lution
;
and the king, irritated against him

as well as Fisher, ordered both to be in-

dicted upon the statute, and committed

prisoners to the tower.

The parliament being again assembled,
conferred on the king the title of the only

supreme head on earth of the church of

England ;
as they had already invested

him with all the real power belonging to

it.' In this memorable act the parliament
ited him power, or rather acknow-

ledged his inherent power,
'

to visit, and

repress, redress, reform, order, correct,

restrain, or amend, all errors, heresies,

abuses, offences, contempts, and enormi-

ties, which fell under any spiritual autho-

rity or jurisdiction.' They also declared

it treason to attempt, imagine, or speak,
evil against the king, queen, or his heirs,

or to endeavour depriving them of their

dignities or titles. They gave him a right
to all the annates and tithes of benefices,
which had formerly been paid to the court

ot Rome. They granted him a subsidy
and a fifteenth. They attainted More and
Fisher for misprision of treason. And they
completed the union of England and Wales,

by giving to that principality all the bene-
fit of the English laws.

Thus the authority of the popes, like all

exorbitant power, was ruined by the ex-

cess of its acquisitions, and by stretching
its pretensions beyond what it was possible
for any human principles or prepossessions
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to sustain. Indulgences had in former

ages tended extremely to enrich the holy
see

; but, being openly abused, they served

to excite the first commotions and opposi
tion in Germany. The prerogative of

granting dispensations had also contributed

much to attach all the sovereign princes
and great families in Europe to the papal

authority ; but, meeting with an unlucky
concurrence of circumstances, was now the

cause why England separated herself from
the Romish communion. The acknow-

ledgment of the king's supremacy intro-

duced there a greater simplicity in the

government, by uniting the spiritual with

the civil power, and preventing disputes
about limits, which never could exactly be
determined between the contending juris
dictions. A way was also prepared for

checking the exorbitances of superstition,
and breaking those shackles by which all

human reason, policy, and industry, had
so long been encumbered. The prince, it

may be supposed, being head of the reli-

gion as well as of the temporal jurisdiction
of the kingdom, had no interest, like the

Roman pontiff, in nourishing its excessive

growth ; and, except when Winded by his

own ignorance or bigotry, would be sure

to retain it within tolerable limits. And,
on the whole, there followed from this

revolution many beneficial consequences,

though perhaps neither foreseen nor in-

tended by the persons who had the chief

hand in conducting it.

While Henry proceeded with so much
order in changing the national religion,
and while his authority seemed entirely
secure in England, he was held in some

inquietude by the state of affairs in Ireland

and in Scotland.

The earl of Kildare was deputy of Ire-

land under the duke of Richmond, the

king's natural son, who bore the title of

lieutenant
; and, as Kildare was accused

of some violences against the family of

Ossory, his hereditary enemies, he was
summoned to answer for his conduct. He
left his authority in the hands of his son ;

who, hearing that hisfather was throwninto

prison, and was in danger of his life, im-

mediately took up arms, and, joining him-l
self to d'Neale, O'Carrol, and other Irishi
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nobility, conmiitted numy ravages, mur-
dered Allen archbishop of "Dublin, and laid

siege to that city. Kildare meanwhile
died in prison ; and hi.s son, persevering
in his revolt, made applications to the em-

peror, who promised him assistance. The
king was obliged to send over some forces

to Ireland, wliich so harassed the rebels,

that this young nobleman was reduced to

the necessity of surrendering himself pri-
soner to lord Leonard Gray, the new de-

puty, brotlier to the marquis of Dorset.

He was carried over to England, together
with his five uncles

; and, after trial and

conviction, they were all brought to public

justice, though two of the uncles, in order

to save the family, had pretended to join
the king's partv.
The earl of Angus had acquired tlie en-

tire ascendant in Scotland ; and, having
gotten possession of the king's person,
then in early youth, he was able to retain

the reins of government. The queen dow-

ager, however, his consort, bred him great
disturbance ; for, ha\'ing separated herself

from him on account of some jealousies
and disgusts, and having procured a di-

vorce, she had married another man of

quahty, of the name of Stuart
; and she

joined all the discontented nobility who

opposed Angus's authority. James him-
self was dissatisfied with the slaverv to

which he was reduced, and, by secret cor-

respondence, he incited first Walter Scot,
then the earl of Lenox, to attempt by force

of arms the freeing him from the hands of

Angus. Both enterprises failed of success
;

but James, impatient of restraint, found

means at last of escaping to Stirhng, where

his mother then resided
; and, having

summoned all the nobility to attend him,
he overturned the authority of the Dou-

glasses, and obliged Angus and his brother
j

to fly into England, where they were pro- ;

tected by Henry. The king of Scotland,

being now arrived at years of majority,
took the government into his own hands

;

and employed himself with great spirit in

repressing those feuds, ravages, and dis-

orders, which, though they disturbed the

course of public justice, served to support
the martial spirit of the Scots. He was
desirous of renewing the ancient league
with the French nation

; but, finding Fran
cis in close union with England, and on
that account somewhat cold, he received

the more favourably the advances of the

emperor, who hoped by means of such an

ally to breed disturbance to England. He
ofiered the Scottish king the choice of

three princesses, his own near relations,

and all of the name of IMary ; his sister the

dowager of Hungary, his niece a daughter
of Portugal, or his cousin the daughter of

Henry, whom he pretended to dispose of

unknown to her father. James was more
inclined to the latter proposal, had it not

upon reflection been found impracticable ;

and his natural propensity to France at

last prevailed over all other considerations.

The alliance with Francis necessarily en-

gaged James to maintain peace with Eng-
land. But, though im-ited by his uncle

Henry to confer with him at Newcastle,
and concert common measures for repres-

sing the ecclesiastics in both kingdoms,
and shaking off the yoke of Rome, he could

not be prevailed on, by entering England,
to put himself in the king's power.* In

order to have a pretext for refusing, he

applied to the pope, and obtained a brief,

him to engage in any personal
with an enemy of the holy

see. From these measures Heniy easily
concluded that he could verj^ little depend
on the friendship of his nephew. But
those events took not place till some time

after our present period.
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* The anxiety of Henry to bring over James to

his way of thinking in matters of religion was

great ; and various temptations were held out to in-

duce him to make common cause with England
against Rome. He still remained under the influence

of the pope's representative, and assisted at the trial

of two unfortunate men who were burnt alive, to

I

prove his piety and faith were uncorrupted. They
suffered at the Rood of Greenside, on the Carlton

Hill, August 27, 1532. Other persons, who fa-
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voured Lutheranism, were banished. The works
of the great reformer were not allowed to be im-

ported ; and those who had copies in their posses-
sion were obliged to give them up in order that

they might be burned, on pain of having their pro-

perty confiscated and their persons imprisoned.

Henry's zealous efforts to convert J.tmes, however,
seemed only to fortify that prince in the opinion^
he had previously formed, and to increase his af-

fection for the church of Rome,—Ed.
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RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLES OF THE
PEOPLE. 1534.

The ancient, and almost uninterrupted,

opposition of interests between the laity

and clergy in England, and between the

English clergy and the court of Rome,
had sufficiently prepared the nation for a

breach with the sovereign pontiff; and

men had penetration enough to discover

abuses, which were plainly calculated for

the temporal advantages of the hierarchy,
and which they found destructive of their

These subjects seemed proportioned
The inter-

estedinven-

tion3 of the

court of

Home are

seen

through.

Ignorance
had
caused
indolent ac-

quiescence
in received

opinions.

own.

to human understanding ;
and even the

people could perceive the purpose of those

numerous inventions which the interested

spirit of the Roman pontiff had introduced

into religion. But, when the reformers

proceeded thence to dispute concerning
the nature of the sacraments, the opera-
tions of grace, the terms of acceptance
with the Deity, men were thrown into

amazement, and were at a loss how to

choose their party. The profound igno-
rance in which both the clergy and laity

formerly lived had produced a sincere but

indolent acquiescence in received opinions;
'and the multitude were neither attached
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to them by topics of reasoning, nor by
those prejudices and antipathies against

opponents which have ever a more power-
ful influence over them. As soon, there-

fore, as a new opinion was advanced, they
felt their capacity totally unfitted for such

disquisitions ; and they fluctuated between
the contending parties. Hence the quick
and violent movements, even in the most

opposite directions
; and hence the rapid

progress during some time, and the sudden
as well as entire check soon after, of the

new doctrines. When men were once
settled in their particular sects, and had
fortified themselves in an habitual detesta-

tion of those who were denominated here-

tics, they adhered with more obstinacy to

the principles of their education
;
and the

limits of the two rehgions thenceforth re-

mained fixed and unchangeable.

Nothing more forwarded the first pro-

gress of the reformers than the offer which

they made of submitting all religious doc-

trines to private judgment, and the sum-
mons given every one to examine the

])rinciples formerly imposed upon him.

Though the multitude were totally un-

qualified for this undertaking, they yet
were highly pleased with it. They fancied

that they were exercising their judgment,
while they opposed to the prejudices of|

ancient authority more powerful prejudices
of another kind. The novelty itself of the

doctrines
;
the fervent zeal of the reformed

preachers ;
their patience, and even alac-

rity, in suffering persecution, death, and
torments ;

a disgust at the restraints of

the old religion ;
an indignation against

the tyranny and interested spirit of the

ecclesiastics ;
these motives were prevalent

with the people, and by such consider-

ations were men so generally induced,

during that age, to throw off the religion
of their ancestors.

But, in proportion as the practice o

submitting religion to private judgment
was acceptable to the people, it appeared
in some respects dan2:erous to the rights, . .

• 111 1 private
of sovereigns, and seemed to destroy that judgn>ent

implicit obedience on which the authority endanger"

of the civil magistrate is chiefly founded.
*f g"/JJ?
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of the Romish hierarchy iiiiijht prepare the

way tor other innovations. The furious in-

More fears surrections of the pojjulace, excited bv

novrtions. ^luuccr and other anabai)tists in Germany,
furnished a new pretence for decrving the

ireformation. Nor ought we to conclude,

jbecause protestants in our time prove as

Idutit'ul subjects as those of anv other

Sochappre- couiniunion, that therefore such appre-
hensionsare hensious wcrc altosethcr without plausi-
DOl wlloUv ... -

. .
'

irraUouai!
|bility. Thouirh the hberty of private judg-
ment be tendered to the disciples of the

reformation, it is not in rcalitv accepted
of; and men are generally contented to ac-

quiesce in tho.se establishments, however

new, into which their early education has

thrown them.

RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLES OF THE
KING.

No prince in Europe was possessed of

such absolute authority as Henry, not

even the pope himself, in his own capital,
where he united both the civil and eccle-

siastical powers ;* and there was small like-

lihood that any doctrine which lay under

the imputation of encouraging sedition

could ever pretend to his favour. He had

early declared his sentiments against Lu-
ther

;
and having entered the lists in those

scholastic quarrels, he had received from
his courtiers and theologians infinite ap-

I
plause for his performance. Elated bv

imaginary success, and blinded bv a

natural arrosrance, he had entertained the

^
kitii; 90

He is proud
' his" this
:a^nary

.1 cess over

Jther.

Seresrhe
ld«t«sU.

most lofty opinion of his own erudition
;

and he received with impatience, mixed
with contempt, any contradiction to his

sentiments. Luther also had been so im-

prudent as to treat in a very indecent

manner his royal antagonist ; and, though
afterwards he made the most humble sub-

missions to Henry, and apologized for the

vehemence of his former expressions, he

never could efface the hatred which the

king had conceived against him and his

doctrines. The idea of heresy still ap-

peared detestable as well as formidable
;

and, whilst his resentment against the see

of Rome had corrected one considerable

part of his early prejudices, he had made

* See note HH at the end of the volume.

doctriue.

it a point of honour never to relinquish the
^

remainder. Separate as he stood from thcl from the

catholic church, and from the Roman pon- ehurel?

titl", the head of it, he still valued himself n-;""
«('"

. . , 1 1 . , • values hiin-

on maintaining the catholic doctrine, and self «Bii.e

on guarding by tire and sword the inia- {hJ'Sii^'

gined purity of his speculative principles.

RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLES OF THE
iMLMSTERS.

Henry's ministers and courtiers were of as

motley a character as his conduct
;
and

seemed to waver during this whole reign,
between the ancient and the new religion.
The queen favoured the cause of the re-

formers. Cromwell, who was created
I fol^ourime

secretary of state, and who was daily ad- '"'"'•'""^

vancing in the king's confidence, had em-
braced the same views

;
and was able, verv

efTectually, though in a covert manner, to

promote the late innovations. Cranmer,

archbishop of Canterbury, had secretly cranmer

adopted the protestant tenets ; and he had

gained Henry's friendship by his candour
and sincerity ; virtues which he possessed
in as eminent a degree as those times,

equally distracted with faction and op-

pressed by tyranny, could easily ]iermit.
On the other hand, the duke of Norfolk

adhered to the ancient faith
; and by his

high rank, as well as by his talents both for

peace and war, he had great authoritv in

the king's council. Gardiner, latelv

ndupti the
same pre-

cepU.

faith.

The duke
of Norfolk
.111(1 bikbop
(iftnliner

created bishop of Winchester, had enlisted t'le ancient

himself in the same party ; and the sup-

pleness of his character, and dexteritv of

his conduct, had rendered him extremely

useful to it.

All these ministers, while they stood in

the most irreconcilable opposition of prin-

ciples to each other, were obliged to pre-
tend an entire agreement with the senti-

ments of their master. Cromwell and

Cranmer still carried the appearance of a

conformity to the ancient speculative
tenets ; but they artfully made use of

Henry's resentment to widen the breach

with the see of Rome. Norfolk and Gar-

diner feigned an assent to the king's su-

premacy, and to his renunciation of the

sovereign pontifT ;
but they encouraged

his passion for the cathohc faith, and in-

stigated him to punish those daring here-
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tics who had presumed to reject his theo-

logical principles. Both sides hoped, by
their unlimited compliance, to bring him

over to their party. The king, meanwhile,
was enabled, by the courtship paid him
both by protestants and catholics, to as-

sume an unbounded authority ; and, though
in all his measures he was really driven by
lis ungoverned humour, he casually steered

a course which led more certainly to arbi-

trary power than any which the most pro-
found politics could have traced out to

him. Artifice, refinement, and hypocrisy,
would have put both parties on their guard
against him, and would have taught them

serve in complying with a monarch
whom they could never hope thoroughly
to have gained : but, while the sincerity
and openness of Henry's temper were

generally known, as well as his furious

passions, each side dreaded to lose him by
the smallest opposition, and flattered them-
selves that a blind compliance with his

will would throw him cordially and fully
into their interests.

FARTHER PROGRESS OF THE
REFORMATION.

The ambiguity of the king's conduct served

in the main to encourage the protestant
doctrine among his subjects. There were
some Englishmen, Tindal, Joye, Con-

stantine, and others, who, dreading the

exertion of the king's authority, had fled

to Antwerp, where the great privileges

possessed by the Low Country provinces
served, during some time, to give them

protection. These men employed them-
selves in writing English books against the

corruptions of the church of Rome
; against

images, relics, pilgrimages : and they ex-

cited curiosity with regard to that question,
the most important in theology, the terms
of acceptance with the Supreme Being. In

conformity to the Lutherans, and other

protestants, they asserted that salvation

was obtained by faith alone ; and that the

most infallible road to perdition was a re-

liance on good works
; by which terms

they understood as well the moral duties

as the ceremonial and monastic observ-
ances. The defenders of the ancient reli-
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gion, on the other hand, maintained the

efficacy of good works ; but though they
did not exclude from this appellation the

social virtues, it was still the superstitions

gainful to the church which they chiefly
extolled. The books composed by these

fugitives began to make converts every
where

;
but it was a translation of the

scriptures by Tindal that was esteemed the

most dangerous to the established faith.

The first edition of this work, composed
with little accuracy, was found liable to

considerable objections ; and Tindal, who
was poor, and could not afford to lose a

great part of the impression, was longing
for an opportunity of correcting his errors.

Tonstal, then bishop of London, soon af-

ter of Durham, a man of great moderation,

being desirous to discourage in the gentlest
manner these innovations, gave private
orders for buying up all the copies that

could be found at Antwerp ; and he burned
them publicly in Cheapside. By this mea-
sure he supplied Tindal with money, en-

abled him to print a new and correct

edition of his work, and gave great scandal

to the people in thus committing to the

flames the word of God.

SIR THOMAS MORE.

The disciples of the reformation met wath

little severity during the ministry of Wol-I

sey, who, though himself a clergyman,!
bore too small a regard to the ecclesiastical

order to serve as an instrument of their

tyranny : it is even an article of impeach-
ment against him that, by his connivance,
he had encouraged the growth of heresy,
and that he had protected some notorious

offenders. Sir Thomas More, who suc-

ceeded Wolsey as chancellor, is at once an

object deserving our compassion, and an

instance of the usual progress of men's

sentiments during that age. This man,
whose elegant genius and familiar ac-

quaintance with the noble spirit of anti-

quity, had given him very enlarged senti-

ments, and who had in his early years
advanced principles which even at present
would be deemed somewhat too free, had

been so irritated by polemics, and thrown

into such a superstitious attachment to
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the ancient faith, that few inquisitors have
been guiltv of greater violence in their

Sir Thomas ^
.

•
.

;

Morevio- jprosecution ot heresy. 1 hough adorned

lue'shel^j.
^'if'i the gentlest manners as well as the

purest integrity, he carried to the utmost

height liis aversion to heterodoxy ; and
James Bainliam, in particuhu-, a gentleman
of the temple, experienced Irom him the

greatest severity. Bainham, accused of

favouring the new opinions, was carried to

More's house
;
and having refused to dis-

cover his accomplices, the cliancellor or-

dered him to be whipped in his presence,
and afterwards sent him to the tower,
where he himself saw him put to the tor-

ture. The unhappy gentleman, overcome

by all these severities, abjured his opinions;
but, feeling afterwards the deepest com-

punction for his apostacy, he openly re-

turned to his former tenets, and even

courted the crown of martyrdom. He
was condemned as an obstinate and re-

lajjsed heretic, and was burned in Smith-
field.

Many were brought into the bishops'
courts for offences which appear trivial :

some for teaching their children the Lord's

prayer in English ;
others for reading the

New Testament in that language, or for

speaking against pilgrimages. To harbour

the persecuted preachers, to neglect the

fasts of the church, to declaim against the

vices of the clergy, were capital offences.

One Thomas Bilney, a priest, who had
embraced the new doctrine, had been ter-

rified into an abjuration ;
but was so

haunted by remorse that his friends

[dreaded some fatal effects of his despair.
A.t last his mind seemed to be more re-

lieved
; but this proceeded only from the

resolution which he had taken of expia-

ting his past offence bv an open confession

of the truth, and by dying a martyr to it.

He went through Norfolk, teaching the

people to beware of idolatry, and of trust-

ing for their salvation either to pilgrima-

ges, or to the cowl of St. Francis, to the

prayers of the saints, or to images. He
was tried in the bishops' court, and

condemned as a relapsed heretic ; and the

writ was sent down to burn him. When
brought to the stake he discovered such

patience, fortitude, and devotion, that the

VOL. I. 8 E
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spectators were much afllscted with the

horrors of his j)unishmcnt ; and some
mendicant friars, who were present, fearing
that his martyrdom would be imjuited to

them, and make them lose those aim
which they received from the charity of

tlie i)eople, desired him
|)iil)licly to acquit

them of having any hand in his death,

lie willingly complied, and by this meek-
ness gained the more on the sympalhv of

the people. Another person, still uiore

heroic, being brought to the stake for

denying the real presence, seemed almostj Martyrdom

in a transport of joy ;
and he tenderly

embraced the faggots, which were to be' "/"^i'""*

the instruments of his punishment, as the

means of procuring him eternal rest. In

short, the tide turning towards the new
doctrine, those severe executions, which
in another disposition of men's minds
would have sufficed to supjjress it, now
served only to diffuse it the more among
the people, and to inspire them with hor
ror against the unrelenting persecutors.

But, though Henry neglected not to

punish the protestant doctrine, which he
deemed heresy, his most formidable ene-

mies, he knew, were the zealous adherents

to the ancient religion, chiefly the monks,
who, having their immediate dependance
on the Roman pontiff, apprehended their

own ruin to be the certain consequence
of abolishing his authority in England.

Peyto, a friar, preaching before the king,
had the assurance to tell him that

'

many
lying prophets had deceived him

; but he,

as a true Micaiah, warned him that the

dogs would lick his blood as they had

done Ahab's.' The king took no notice

of the insult, but allowed the preacher to

depart in peace. Next Sunday he em-

ployed Dr. Corren to preach before him
;

who justified the king's proceedings, and

gave Peyto the appellations of a rebel, a

slanderer, a dog, and a traitor. Elston,

another friar of the same house inter-

rupted the preacher, and told him that he

was one of the lying prophets, who sought
to establish by adultery the succession of

the crown ; but that he himself would

justify all that Pejlo had said. Henry
silenced the petulant friar ; but shewed no

other mark of resentment than orderin
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Peyto and him to be summoned before

the council, and to be rebuked for their

offence. He even here bore patiently some
new instances of their obstinacy and ar-

rogance : when the earl of Essex, a privy
counsellor, told them that they deserved

for their offence to be thrown into the

Thames, Elston replied that the road to

heaven lay as near by water as by land.

THE MAID OF KENT.

But several monks were detected in a

conspiracy, which, as it might have proved
more dangerous to the king, was on its

discovery attended with more fatal con-

sequences to themselves. Elizabeth Bar-

ton, of Aldington in Kent, commonly
called

'

the hoFy Maid of Kent,' had been

subject to hysterical fits, which threw
her body into unusual convulsions; and,

having produced an equal disorder in her

mind,madeher utter strange sayings,which
soon after entirely escaped her memory.
The silly people in the neighbourhood
were struck with these appearances, which

they imagined to be supernatural ; and
Richard Masters, vicar of the parish,
founded on them a project from which
he hoped to acquire both profit and
consideration. He went to Warham,
archbishop of Canterbury, and having
given him an account of Elizabeth's

revelations, he so far wrought on that

prelate as to receive orders from him to

watch her in her trances, and carefully to

note down all her future sayings. The

regard paid her by a person of so high
a rank soon rendered her still more the

object of attention in the neighbourhood ;

and it was easy for Masters to persuade
them, as well as the maid herself, that

her ravings were inspirations of the Holy
Ghost. Knavery soon after succeeding to

delusion, she learned to counterfeit trances
;

and she then uttered, in an extraordinary
tone, such speeches as were dictated to

her by her spiritual director. Masters
associated with him Dr. Booking, a canon
of Canterbury ; and their design was to

raise the credit of an image of the virgin,
which stood in a chapel belonging to

'Masters, and to draw to it such pil-
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grimages as usually frequented the morel

famous images and reliques. In prosecu-j
tion of this design, Ehzabeth pretended
revelations, which directed her to have,

recourse to that image for a cure ; and,!

being brought before it, in the presence of

a great multitude, she fell anew into con- 1

vulsions ; and, after distorting her limbs

and countenance, she affected to have

obtained a perfect recovery by the inter-

cession of the virgin. This miracle was

soon bruited abroad ; and the two priests,

finding the imposture to succeed, began
to extend their views, and to lay the

foundation of more important enterprises.

They taught their penitent to declaim

doctrines, which she de-

innovations

and against

A counter-
feit miracle

isperfonned

against the new

against

from Cathe-

assert that,

nominated heresy
in ecclesiastical government
the king's intended divorce

rine. She went so far as to

if he prosecuted that design and married

another, he should not be a king a month

longer, and should not an hour longer

enjoy the favour of the Almighty, but

should die the death of a villain. Many
monks throughout England, entered into

the delusion
;
and one Deering, a friar,

wrote a book of the revelations and pro-

phecies of Elizabeth. Miracles were daily

added to increase the wonder ;
and the

pulpit every where resounded with ac-

counts of the sanctity and inspirations of

the new prophetess. Messages were car-

ried from her to queen Catherine, by
which that princess was exhorted to per-
sist in her opposition to the divorce ; the

pope's ambassadors gave encouragement
to the popular credulity ;

and even Fisher

bishop of Rochester, though a man of

sense and learning, was carried away by
an opinion so favourable to the party
which he had espoused. The king at last

began to think the matter worthy of his

attention ; and, having ordered Elizabeth

and her accomplices to be arrested, he

brought them before the star chamber,
where they freely, without being put to

the torture, made confession of their guilt.

The parliament, in the session held the

beginning of this year, passed an act of

attainder against some who were engaged
in this treasonable imposture ; and Eliza-
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beth herself, Masters, Booking, Deering,
Rich, Risby, Gold, suffered for tliclr

crime. The bishop of Rochester, Abel,
Addison, Lawrence, and others, were con-
demned for misprision of treason, because

they had not discovered some criminal

'speeches,which they heard from Elizabeth;
and they were thrown into i)rison. The
better to undeceive the multitude, the

forgery of many of the prophetess's mi-
racles was detected

; and even the scan-

dalous prostitution of her manners was
laid open to the public. Those passions,
which so naturally insinuate themselves
amidst the warm intimacies maintained by
the devotees of different sexes, had taken

place between Elizabeth and her confede-

rates
; and it was found that a door to

her dormitory, which was said to have
been miraculously opened, in order to

give her access to the chape!, for the sake
of frequent converse with heaven, had
been contrived by Booking and Masters
tor less refined purposes.*
The detection of this imposture, at-

tended with so many odious circum-

stances, both hurt the credit of the ec-

clesiastics, particularly the monks, and

instigated the king to take vengeance on
them. He sui)pressed three monasteries

of the Observantine friars ; and, finding
that little clamour was excited by this,

he was the more encouraged to lay his

rapacious hands on the remainder. Mean-
while he exercised punishment on indi-

viduals who were obnoxious to him. Tlie

parliament had made it treason to endea-

vour depriving the king of his dignity or

titles
; they had lately added to his other

titles that of
'

supreme head of the

church:' it was inferred that to deny his

supremacy was treason
;
and many priors

and ecclesiastics lost their lives by this

new species of guilt. It was certainly a

* She suffered at Tyburn, on the 21st April, 1534,
with six other persons, viz.. Booking, the monk of

Canterbury ; Maister, the rector of Aldington ;

Hering, a monk
; Gold, a bachelor of divinity ;

Rich, a friar ? and Risby a gentleman. At the

place of execution she addressed the crowd to the

following purpose: "I am come hither to die, being
not only the cause of mine own death, but also of the

death of all those persons who die with me. Yet,

high instance of tyranny to punish the

mere delivery of a political opinion, as a

capital oflence, though attended with no
overt act

; and the jiarliainent in passing
this law had overlooked all the principles

by which a civilized, much more a free,

pcoj)le should be governed. But changing
so suddenly the whole system of govern-
ment, and making it treason to deny
what during many ages it had been Iicicsv

to assert, is an event which may appear
somewhat extraordinarv. Even the stern

unrelenting mind of Ilenry was at first

shocked by these sanguinary measures
;

and he went so far as to change his garb
and dress, pretending sorrow for the ne-

cessity by which he was pushed to such
extremities. Still impelled, however, by
his violent temper, and desirous of striking
a terror into the whole nation, he pro
ceeded, by making examples of Fisher

and More, to consununate his lawless

tyranny.

TRIAL AND EXECUTION OF
BISHOP FISHER. 1535.

John Fisher, bishop of Rochester, was a

prelate eminent for learning and morals,
still more than for his ecclesiastical dig-

nities, and for the high favour which be

had long enjoyed with the king. When
he was thrown into prison on account
of his refusing the oath which regarded
the succession, and his' concealment of

Elizabeth Barton's treasonable speeches,
he had not only been deprived of all his

revenues, but stripped of his very clothes
;

and, without consideration of his extreme

age, he was allowed nothing but rags,

which scarcely sufficed to cover his naked-

ness. In this condition he lay in prison
about a twelvemonth ; when the pope,

willing to recompense the sufterings of so

to say the truth, I am not so much to be blamed,

considering it was well known unto these learned

men, that I was a poor wench without learning ;

but because the thing I feigned was profitable unto

them, therefore they much praised me, and bare me
in hand that it was the Holy Ghost, and not I, that

did them ;
and then I being puffed up with their

praises, fell into a certain pride and foolish phantasy,
which thing has brought me to this case."—Ed.
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faithful an adherent, created him a cardi-

nal
; though Fisher was so indifferent

about that dignity, that, even if the purple
were lying at his feet, he declared that he

would not stoop to take it. This promo-
tion roused the indignation of the king ;

and he resolved to make the innocent per-

son feel the effects of his resentment.

Fisher was indicted for denying the king's

supremacy, was tried, condemned, and

beheaded.

TRIAL, &c. OF SIR THOMAS MORE.

The execution of this prelate was intended

as a warning to More, whose compliance,
on account of his great authority both

abroad and at home, and his high reputa-

tion, was anxiously desired by the king.
He also bore as great personal regard to

More as his imperious mind, the sport of

passions, was susceptible of towards a man
who in any particular opposed his violent

inclinations. But More could never- be

prevailed on to acknowledge any opinion
so contrary to his principles as that of the

king's supremacy ; and, though Henry ex-

acted that compliance from the whole na-

tion, there was as yet no law obliging any
one to take an oath to that purpose. Rich,
the solicitor general, was sent to confer

with More, then a prisoner, who kept a

cautious silence with regard to the supre-

macy : he was only inveigled to say that

any question, with regard to the law which

* From this it would appear tliat Rich had acted a

mean, cruel, and malignant part. More represented
him to have been always a man of bad character

;

and thus addressed him on his trial :

" In good faith, Mr. Rich, I am more concerned
for your perjury, than for my own danger ;

and I

must tell you, that neither myself, nor any body else

to my knowledge, ever took you to be a man of such

reputation, that I or any other would have anything
to do with you in a matter of importance. You
know that I have been acquainted with your manner
of life and conversation a long time, even from your
youth to the present juncture, for we lived in the

same parish ;
and you very well know, I am sorry I

am forced to speak it, you always lay under the odium
of a very lying tongue, of a great gamester, and of

no good name and character either there or in the

Temple, where you was educated. Can it therefore
seem likely to your lordships, that I should in so

weighty an affair as this, act so unadvisedly, as to

trust Mr. Rich, a man I had always so mean an
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established that prerogative, was a two-

edged sword : if a person answer one way,
it will confound his soul ;

if another, it

will destroy his body. No more was

wanted to found an indictment of high
treason against the prisoner.* His silence

was called malicious, and made a part of

his crime ;
and the words, which had

casually dropped from him, were inter-

preted as a denial of the supremacy. Trials

were mere formalities during this reign :

the jury gave sentence against More, who
had long expected this fate, and who needed

no preparation to fortify him against the

terrors of death.f Not only his constancy,
but even his cheerfulness, nay, his usual

facetiousness, never forsook him
;
and he

made a sacrifice of his life to his integrity
with the same indifference that he main-
tained in any ordinary occurrence. When
he was mounting the scaffold, he said to

one,
'

Friend, help me up : and when I

come down again, let me shift for myself.'
The executioner asking him forgiveness,
he granted the request, but told him,

' You
will never get credit by beheading me, my
neck is so short.' Then, laying his head
on the block, he bade the executioner stav

till he put aside his beai'd
;

'

for,' said he,
'

it never committed treason.' Nothing
was wanting to the glory of this end ex-

cept a cause more free from weakness and

superstition. But, as the man followed

his sense of duty, his constancy and integ-

rity are not the less objects of our admi-

opinion of, in reference to his truth and honesty, so

very much before my sovereign lord the king, to

whom I am so deeply indebted for his manifold fa-

vours, or any of his noble and grave counsellors, that

I should only impart to Mr. Rich the secrets of my
conscience in respect to the king's supremacy, the

particular subject, and only point about which I have
been so long pressed to explain myself?

—State

Trials.—Ed.

f It is said, when news of his death was brought
to the king, who was at that time playing at tables,
Anne BuUen looking on, he cast his eye upon her,
and said,

" Thou art the cause of this man's death :"

and presently Icanng his play he betook himself to

his chamber, and thereupon, fell into a fit of me-

lancholy. More's great grandson. In his "
Life,"

relates that money was miraculously supplied for the

purchase of his winding sheet, and that one of his

teeth, preserved as a relic, was miraculously converted
into two.—State Trials.—"Ed.
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THE KING EXCOMMUNICATED.

When the execution of Fisher and More
was reported at Rome, especially that of

the former, who was invested with the dig-

nity of cardinal, every one discovered tiie

most violent rage against the king ; and

numerous libels were published by the wits

and orators of Italy, coin[)aring him to

Caligula, Nero, Doniitian, and all the most

unrelenting tyrants of antiquity. Clement

VJI. had died about six months after he

pronounced sentence against the king; and

Paul III., of the name of Farnese, had

succeeded to the papal throne. This pon-
tiff, who while cardinal had always favoured

Henry's cause, had hoped that, personal
animosities being buried with his prede-

cessor, it might not be impossible to form

an agreement with England ;
and the king

himself was .so desirous of accommodating
matters that, in a negociation which he

entered into with Francis, he required that

that monarch should conciliate a friend-

ship between him and the conrt of Rome.
The execution of Fisher was regarded by
Paul as so capital an injury, that he imme-

diately ])assed censures against the king,

citing him and all his adherents to appear in

Rome within ninety days, in order to an-

swer for their crimes
;

if they failed, he

excommunicated them
; deprived the king

of his crown ;
laid the kingdom under an

interdict
;
declared his issue by Anne Bo-

levn illegitimate ;
dissolved all leagues

which any Catholic princes had made with

* Sir Thomas More having remained a prisoner in

the tower about a week after his .sentence, on the

6th of July early in the morning, his old friend Sir

Thomas Pope came to him with a message from the

king and council, to acquaint him, that his execu-

tion was appointed to be before nine that morning.

Whereupon Sir Thomas said,
" He thanked him

heartily for his good news. I have been," says he,
" much obliged to his majesty for the benefits and

honours he has most bountifully conferred upon me
;

yet I am more bound to his grace, I do assure you,
for confining me in this place, where I have had con-

venient place and opportunity to put me in mind of

my last end. I am most of all bound to him, that

his mnjcsty is pleased to rid me out of the miseries

of this wretched world." Then Sir Thomas Pope
VOL. I. 8 F

against him
;
treed his subjects from all

oaths of allegiance ; cut off their com-
merce with foreign states

;
and declared it

I lawful lor any one to seize them, to make
slaves of their persons, and to convert

their efiects to his own use. But, thougii
these censures wei-e passed, they were not

at that time o])enly denounced : the pope
delayed their ])ubli(ati()n till he should
find an agreement with England entirelv

desperate ; and till the emperor should be
in a condition to carry the sentence into

execution.

The king knew that be mi<;ht expect

any injury which it should be in Charles's

power to inriict
;
and he tiierefore made it

the chief object of his policy to incapaci-
tate that monarch from wreaking his re-

sentment upon him. He renewed his

friendship with Francis, and opened nego-
ciations tor marrying his infant dau^hter

Elizabeth with the duke of Aiigouieme,
third son of Francis. The two monarchs
also made advances to the princes of the

protestant league in Germany, ever jealous
of the emperor's ambition : and Henry,
besides remitting them some money, sent

Fox bishop of Hereford, as Fiancis did

Bellav lord of Laniiley, to treat with them.

But, during the first fervours of the refor-

mation, an agreement in theological tenets

was held to be essential to a good corres-

pondence among states
; and, thouch both

Francis and Henry flattered the German

princes with hopes of their embracing the

confession of Augsburg, it was looked

upon as a bad symptom of their sincerity

acquainted him, it was the king's pleasure he should

not use many words at the place of execution. "
Sir,"

said he,
"
you do well to acquaint me with the king's

pleasure ;
for I had otherwise designed to have made

a speech to the people ; but it matters not, and 1 am

ready to conform myself to his highness's pleasure.

And I beseech you, sir, you would become a suitor

to his majesty that my daughter Margaret may at-

tend my funeral." To which Pope replied, that the

king was willing his wife and children, and other

friends should be present. Sir Thomas Pope being
about to take his leave, could not refrain from tears.

Whereupon Sir Thomas More said,
" Let not your

spirits be cast down, for I hope we shall see one

another in a better place, where we shall be free to

divine all love in eternal bliss."—State Trials.—lie.
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that they exercised such extreme rigour

against all preachers of the reformation in

their dominions. Henry carried the feint

so far, that, while he thought himself the

first theologian in the world, he yet in-

vited over Melancthon, Bucer, Sturmius,

Draco, and other German divines, that

they might confer with him, and instruct

him in the foundation of their tenets.

These theologians were now of great im-

portance ;
and no poet or philosopher,

even in ancient Greece, had ever reached

equal applause and admiration with those

wretched composers of metaphysical po-
lemics. The German princes told the

king that they could not spare their di-

vines ; and, as Henry had no hopes of

agreement with such zealous disputants,
and knew that in Germany the followers

of Luther would not associate with the

disciples of Zuinglius, because they differed

in some minute particulars with regard to

the eucharist, he was the more indifferent

on account of this refusal. He could also

foresee that, even while the league of

Smalkalde did not act in concert with him,

they would always oppose the emperor ;

and the hatred between Francis and that

monarcli was so inveterate, that he deemed
himself sure of a sincere ally in one or

other of these potentates.

DEATH OF QUEEN CATHERINE.
1536.

She writes,
when
dyiuf^, an

atfecting
letter to

the king.

During these negociations an incident

happened which seemed to open the way
for a reconciliation between Henry and
Charles, Queen Catherine was seized

with a lingering illness, which brought
her to her grave : she died at Kimbolton,
in the county of Huntingdon, on the sixth

of January, in the fiftieth year of her age.
A little before she expired she wrote a

v^ery tender letter to the king, in which
she gave him the appellation of her ' most
dear lord, king and husband.' She told

him that, as the hour of her death was
now approaching, she laid hold of this

last opportunity to inculcate on him the

importance of his religious duly, and the

comparative emptiness of all human gran-
deur and enjoyment ; that, though his
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fondness towards these perishable advan-

tages had thrown her into many calam-

ities, as well as created to himself much
trouble, she yet forgave him all past in-

juries, and hoped that his pardon would

be ratified in heaven ; and that she had

no other request to make than to recom-

mend to him his daughter, the sole pledge
of their loves, and to crave his protection
for her maids and servants. She con-

cluded with these words,
'

I make this

vow, that mine eyes desire you above all

things.' The king was touched, even to

the shedding of tears, by this last tender

proof of Catherine's affection
;
but queen

Anne is said to have expressed her joy for

the death of a rival beyond what decency
or humanity could permit.
The emperor thought that, as the de-

mise of his aunt had removed all founda-

tion of personal animosity between him
and Henry, it might not now be impossible
to detach him from the alliance of France,

and to renew his own confederacy with

England, from which he had formerly

reaped so much advantage. He sent

Henry proposals for a return to ancient

amity upon these conditions : that he

should be reconciled to the see of Rome ;

that he should assist him in his war with

the Turk; and that he should take part with

him against Fiancis, who now threatened

the duchy of Milan. The king replied
that he was willing to be on good terms

with the emperor, provided that prince
would acknowledge that the former breach

of friendship came entirely from himself :

as to the conditions proposed ; the pro-

ceedings against the bishop of Rome were

so just, and so fully ratified by the par-
liament of England, that they could not

now be revoked
;
when Christian princes

should have settled peace among them-

selves, he would not fail to exert that

vigour which became him against the ene-

mies of the faith
; and, after amity with the

emperor was once fully restored, he should

then be in a situation, as a common friend

both to him and Francis, either to medi-

ate an agreement between them, or to

assist the injured party.
What rendered Henry indifferent to the

advances made by the emperor was, both
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his experience oi' the usual duplicity and

insincerity of that monaicii, and tlie inttl-

ligence which he received ot the present
transactions in Europe. Francis Sforza,

duke of Milan, had died without issue
;

and the emperor maintained that the

duciiv, heinj; a fief of the empire, devolved

to him as head of the Germanic hody :

not to 2;ive umhrai^e, however, to the

states of Italy, he professed his intention

of hestowing that princi])ality on some

prince who should he obnoxious to no

party, and he even made otl'er of it to the

duke of Ansouleme, third son of Francis.

The French monarch, who pretended that

his own riijht to Milan was now revived

upon Sforza's death, was content to sub-

stitute his second son, the duke of Or-

leans, in his place ;
and the emperor pre-

tended to close with this proposal. But his

sole intention was to gain time, till he

should be able to carry an invasion into

Francis's dominions. The ancient en-

mity between these princes broke out

anew in personal insults, ill becoming

persons of their rank, and still less suit-

able to men of such unquestioned bravery.

Charles soon after invaded Provence in

person, with fifty thousand men
;
but met

with no success. His army perished with

sickness, fatigue, famine, and otlier disas-

ters; and he was obliged to raise the siege of

Marseilles, and retire into Italy with the

broken remains of his forces. An army
of Imperialists, near thirty thousand

strong, which invaded France on the side

of the Netherlands, and laid siege to

Peronne, retired upon the approach of

a French army. And Henry had thus the

satisfaction to find ;
both that his ally

Francis was likely to support himself

without foreign assistance, and that his

own tranquillity was fully ensured by these

violent wars and animosities on the con-

tinent.

If any inquietude remained with the

English court, it was solely occasioned by
the state of affairs in Scotland. James,

hearing of the dangerous situation of his

ally Francis, generously levied some

forces ;
and landed them safely in France.

He even went over in person ; and, making
haste to join the camp of the French king,
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Lyons, who, having repulsed the empe-
ror, was now rcturnins; to his capital.

Reconnnended by so agreeable and season-

able an instance of friendship, the king
of Scots j)aid his addresses to Mag-
dalen, daughter of the French monarch ;

and this prince had no otiier objection to

the match than what arose from the in-

firm state of his daughter's health, which
seemed to threaten her with an ap])roach-

ing end. But, James having gained the

affections of the princess, the father

would no longer op])ose the united desires

of his daughter and his friend ; they were

accordingly married, and soon after set

sail for Scotland, where the young queen,
as was foreseen, died in a little time after

her arrival. Francis, however, was afraid

lest his ally Henry should be disjileased

that this close confederacy between France

and Scotland was concluded without his

participation. He therefore dispatched

Pommeraye to London, to apologize for

this measure; but Henry, with his usual

freedom, expressed such displeasure, that

he refused even to cont'er with the ambas-

sador ;
and Francis was apprehensive of a

rupture. But the king was so fettered by
the opposition in which he was engaged

against the pope and the emperor, that hci

pursued no farther this disgust against

Francis ;
and in the end eventhing re-

mained in tranquillity, both on the side of

France and of Scotland.

The domestic peace of England seemed

to be exposed to more hazard by the vio-

lent innovations in religion ;
and it ma\

be affirmed that nothing ensured public

tranquillity so much as the decisive autho-

rity acquired by the king, and his great

ascendant over all his subjects. Not only

the devotion paid to the crown was pro-

found during that age ;
the personal res-

pect inspired by Henry was considerable ;

and even the terrors with which he over-

awed everj' one were not attended with

any considerable degree of hatred. His

frankness, his sincerity, his magnificence,

his generosity, were virtues which coun-

terbalanced his violence, cruelty, and

impetuosity. And the important rank
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which his vigour, more than his address,

acquired him in all foreign negociations,
flattered the vanity of Englishmen. The

king was now proceeding to the most dan-

gerous exercise of his authoiity ; and, after

paving tlie way for that measure by several

preparatorv expedients, he was at last de-

termined to suppress the monasteries, and

to put himself in possession of their ample
revenues.

The great increase of monasteries, if

matters be considered merely in a political

lisht, will appear the radical inconvenience

of the catholic religion ; and other^,^ix , «...^ every

disadvantage seems to have an inseparable
connexion with these religious institutions.

Papal usurpations, the tyranny of the in-

quisition, the multiplicity of holidays ;
all

these fetters on liberty and industry were

ultimately dei'ived from the authority
of monks, whose habitations, every-

where, proved so many seminaries of

superstition and of folly. This order of

men was extremely enraged against Henry;
and regarded the abolition of the papal
authoritv in England as the removal of the

sole protection which they enjoyed. They
were now subjected to the king's visita-

tion
;

the supposed sacredness of their

bulls from Rome was rejected ;
the pro-

gress of the reformation abroad, which had

everywhere been attended with the aboli-

tion of the monastic orders, gave them
reason to apprehend like consequences in

England ; and, thougli the king still main-
tained the doctrine of purgatory, to which
most of the convents owed their origin and

support, it was foreseen that he would be
led to depart wider from ancient institu-

tions, and be drawn nearer the tenets of

the reformers, with whom his political in-

terests naturally induced him to unite.

Moved by these considerations, the friars

employed all their influence to inflame the

people against the king's government ;
and

Henry, flnding their safety irreconcileable

with his own, was determined to seize the

present opportunity, and utterly destroy
his declared enemies.

Cromwell, secretary of state, had been

appointed vicar-general, or vicegerent; a
new office, by which the king's supremacy,
or the absolute uncontrolled power as-
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sumed over the church, was delegated to

him. He employed Layton, London,
Price, Gage, Petre, Bellasis, and others, as

commissioners, who carried on everywhere
a rigorous enquiry with regard to the con-

duct and deportment of all the friars.

During times of faction no equity is to be

expected from adversaries
; and, as it was

known that the king's intention in this

visitation was to find a pretence for abolish-

ing monasteries, we may naturally conclude

that the reports of the commissioners are

very little to be relied on. Friars were

encouraged to bring in informations against
their brethren

;
the slightest evidence was

credited ;
and even the calumnies spread

abroad by the friends of the reformation

were regarded as grounds of proof. Mon-
strous disorders are therefore said to have

been found in many of the religious
houses : whole convents of women aban-

doned to lewdness : signs of abortions

procured, of infants murdered, of unnatu-

ral lusts between persons of the same
sex. It is indeed probable that the blind

submission of the people during those age:
would render the friars and nuns more un

guarded, and more dissolute, than they are

in any Roman catholic country at present;
but still the reproaches which it is safest

to credit are such as point at vices natu-

rally connected with the very institutions

of convents, and with the monastic life.

The cruel and inveterate factions and

quarrels, therefore, which the commis-
sioners mentioned, are very credible among
men, who, being confined together within

the same walls, never can forget their mu-
tual animosities, and who, being cut ofl'

from all the most endearing connexions
of nature, are commonly cursed with hearts

more selfish and tempers more unrelenting
than fall to the share of other men. The

pious frauds practised to increase the de-

votion and liberality of the people may be

regarded as certain in an order founded
on illusions, lies, and superstition. The

supine idleness also, and its attendant pro
found ignorance, with which the convents
were reproached, admit of no question ;

and, though monies were the true pre-
servers as well as inventors of the dream-

ing and captious philosophy of the schools,
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no manly or elegant knowledge could be

expected among men whose lives, con-

denmed to a tedious unil'orinitv, and de-

prived of all emulation, attbrded notliing
to raise the mind or cultivate the genius.
Some few monasteries, terrified with

this rigorous inquisition, surrendered their

revenues into the king's hands
, and the

monks received small pensions as the re-

ward of their obsequiousness. Oders vv ere

given to dismiss such nuns and friars as

were below four and twenty, whose vows
were on that account supposed not to be

binding. The doors of the convents were

opened, even to such as were above that

age, and every one recovered liberty who
desired it.

A PARLIA]\IENT.

But, as all these expedients did not fully

answer the king's purpose, he had recourse

to the parliament : and, to prepare men
for the innovations projected, the report of

the visitors was published, and a general
i^i.ubiisUed liorror was endeavoured to be excited

against institutions which to their ances-

tors had been the objects of the most pro-
found veneration.

SUPPRESSION OF THE LESSER
MONASTERIES.

The king, though determined utterly to

abolish the monastic orders, gave direc-

tions to the parliament to go no farther at

present than to suppress the lesser monas-

teries, which possessed revenues below two

hundred pounds a year. These were found

to be the most corrupted, and it was

deemed safest to begin with them, and

thereby prepare the way for the greater
innovations projected. By this act three

hundred and seventy-six monasteries were

suppressed ;
and their revenues, amount-

ing to thirty-two thousand pounds a year,

were granted to the king ; besides their

goods, chattels, and plate, computed at a

The lesser

raona.steries

Rre .sup-

i

I relied.

* It is pretended that ten thousand monks were

turned out on the dis.<;olution of the lessor monaste-

hundred thousand pounds more.* It docs

not ajipear that any opposition was made
to this imjiortant law ;

so absolute was

Henry's authority ! A court, called the

court of au!j;nu'nt;ition of the king's re-

venue, was erected lor the management of

these funds. The people naturally con-

cluded, from this, tiial Henry intended to

proceed in desj)oiliiig the cliurch of her

patrimony.
Tiie act formeily jiassed, empov.'eriiig

the king to name thiity-two commissioners
for framing a body of cauon-law, was re-

new-ed
;
but the project was never carried

into execution. Henry thought that the

present perplexity of that law increased

his authority, and kept the clergy in still

greater dependance.
Farther progress was made in complet-

ing the union of Wales with England : the

separate jurisdictions of several great lords

or marchers, as they are called, which ob-

structed the course of justice in Wales
and encouraged pillaging, were abolished

;

and the authority of the king's courts was
extended everywhere. Some jurisdictions
of a like nature in England were also abo-

lished this session.

The commons, sensible that they had

gained nothing by opposing the king's will

when he formerly endeavoured to secure

the profits of wardships and liveries, were

now contented to frame a law such as he

dictated to them. It was enacted that the

possession of land shall be adjudged to be

in those who have the use of it, not in

those to whom it is transferred in trust.

After all these laws were passed the

king dissolved the parliament ;
a parlia-

ment memorable not only for the great

and important innovations wiiich it intro-

duced, but also for the long time it sat,

and its frequent prorogations. Henry had

found it so obsequious to his will that he

did not choose, during those religious fer-

ments, to hazard a new election
, and he

continued the same parliament above six

years ;
a practice at that time unusual

in England.

A ronrt of

ftiiCiricnta-

tinn is ("•-

tablislieil :o

niann;;e
their funds.

The union
of Wales
w Ih I'jig-
tand is

furlhor

completed.

cants ; for the revenue could not have supportec
near that number. The mendicants, no doubt, sti)

ries; if so, most of them must have been mendi- ' continued their former profession.
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A CONVOCATION.
The convocation which sat during this

session was engaged in deliberating on the

new translation which was projected of the

scriptures. The translation given by Tin-

dal, though corrected by himself in a new

edition, was- still complained of by the

clergy as unfaithful ; and it was now pro-

posed that they should themselves publish
a translation, which would not be liable to

those objections.
The friends of the reformation asserted

that nothinsj; could be more absurd than

to conceal, in an unknown tongue, the

word of God itself, and thus to counteract

the will of heaven, which for the purpose
of universal salvation had published that

salutary doctrine to all nations ; that, if

this practice were not very absurd, the

artifice at least was very gross, and proved
a consciousness that the glosses and tra-

ditions of the clergy stood in direct oppo-
sition to the original text dictated by

Supreme Intelligence ;
that it was now

necessary for the people to see with their

own eyes, and to examine whether the

claims of the ecclesiastics were founded on
that charter which was on all hands ac-

knowledged to be derived from heaven
;

and that, as a spirit of research was re-

vived, and men were now obliged to make
a choice among the contending doctrines

of different sects, the proper materials for

decision, and, above all, the holy scrip-

tures, should be set before them, and the

will of God be again by their means re-

vealed to mankind.
The favourers of the ancient religion

maintained that the pretence of making the

people see with their own eyes was a mere
cheat, and was itself a very gross artifice,

by which the new preachers hoped to gain
the guidance of them, and to seduce them
from those pastors whom heaven itself had

appointed for their spiritual direction :

that the people were, by their ignorance,
their stupidity, their necessary avocations,

totally uuquahfied to choose their own
principles ; and it was a mockery to set

materials before them, of which they could
not possibly make any proper use : that,
even in the affairs of common life, the laws
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form a

judgment
on religious

questions
for them-
selves.
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ritvcf

scripture
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lead.

had in a great measure deprived them of

the right of private judgment, and had,!

happily for their own and the public in-i

terest, regulated their conduct and beha-l

viour: that theological questions were i thaTthe"'

placed far beyond the sphere of vulgar
?™p'"^^

comprehension ; and ecclesiastics them-

selves, though assisted by all the advan-

tages of education, erudition, and an assi

duous study of the science, could not be

fully assured of a just decision ; except by
the promise made them in scripture, that

God would be ever present with his

church, and that the gates of hell should not

prevail against her : that sacred writ itself

was involved in so much obscurity, gave rise

to so many difficulties, contained so manv
appearing contradictions, that it was the

most dangerous weapon that could be in-

trusted into the hands of the ignorant and

giddy multitude : that the poetical style
in which a great part of it was composed,
at the same time that it occasioned

uncertainty in the sense, was sufficient to

kindle the zeal of fanaticism, and thereby
throw civil society into the most furious

combustion : that a thousand sects must

arise, which would pretend each of them
to derive its tenets from the scripture ;

and would be able to seduce silly women
and ignorant mechanics into a belief of the

most monstrous principles : and that, if

ever this disorder, dangerous to the ma-

gistrate himself, received a remedy, it

must be from the tacit acquiescence of the

people in some new authority ;
and it was

evidently better to adhere peaceably to

ancient and more secure establishments.

TRANSLATION OF THE BIBLE.

These latter arguments, being more agree-
able to the ecclesiastical government, would

probably have prevailed in the convoca-

tion, had it not been for the authority
of Cranmer, Latimer, and some other

bishops, who were supposed to speak
the king's sense of the matter. A vote

was passed for publishing a new transla-

tion of the scriptures ;
and in three years

the work was finished, and printed at

Paris. This was deemed a great point

gained by the reformers. Farther pro-

Great
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was soon expected, after such im-

portant success.

DISGRACE OF QUEEN ANNE.

But, while the retainers to the new reli-

l^ion were exultinu; in tlieir prosperity,

they met with a mortification which seemed
to blast all their hopes. Their patroness,
Anne Boleyn, possessed no Ioniser the

king's favour. Henry had persevered in

his love to this lady durins; six years that

his prosecution of the divorce lasted
;

and the more obstacles he met with, the

more determined zeal did he exert in

pursuing his purpose. But the aftVclion

which had still increased,under difficulties,

had not long attained secure possession of

its object, when it languished from sa-

tiety ; and the king's heart was appa-
rently estranged from his consort. Anne's
enemies soon perceived the fatal change ;

and they were forward to widen the
breach. She had been delivered of a

dead son
;
and Henry's extreme fond-

ness for male issue being thus for the

present disappointed, his temper, equally
violent and superstitious, was disposed to

make the innocent mother answerable for

the misfortune. But the chief means
which Anne's enemies employed to in-

flame the king against her was his jea-

lousy.

Anne, though she appears to have been

entirely innocent, and even virtuous, had
a certain gaiety, if not levity, of character,
which made her less circumspect than her
situation required. Her education in

France rendered her the more prone to

those freedoms
;
and it was with difficulty

she conformed herself to that strict cere-

monial practised in the court of England.
More vain than haughty, she was pleased to

see the influence of her beauty on all around
her, and she indulged herself in an easy

familiarity with persons who were for-

merly her equals, and who might then have

pretended to her friendship. Henry's
dignity was offended

; and, though the

ilover had been entirely blind, the husband

possessed but too quick discernment and

Ipenetration. Ill instruments interposed,
a.m\ put a malignant interpretation on the

harmless liberties of the queen ; the vis-

countess of Rochoford in particular, who
was married to the queen's brother, but

who lived on bad terms with her sister-

in-law, insinuated the most cruel sus])i-

cions, and, as she was a woman of jjrofli-

gate character, she paid no regard to

trutli or humanity in those calunmies
wiiich she suggested. She prctendeil tliat

her own husband was engaged in a crimi-

nal correspondence with his sister
;
and

she represented each instance of favour
which she conferred on any one as a token
of affection. Henry Norris groom of the

stole, Weston and Brereton gentlemen of

the king's chamber, toi^ether with Mark
Smeton groom of the chamber, were ob-

served to possess much of the queen's

Iriendship ;
and they served her with a

zeal and attachment which, though chiefly
derived I'rom gratitude, might be seasoned
with some mixture of tenderness for so

amiable a princess. The king's jealousy
laid hold of the slightest circumstance,
and, ffnding no particular object on
which it could fasten, it vented itselt

equally on every one that came within

the verge of its fury.
Had Henry's jealousy been derived

from love, though it might on a sudden
have proceeded to the most violent ex-

tremities, it might at last have served only

to augment that affection on which it was
founded. But his love was transferred to

another object. .lane, daughter of Sir

John Seymour, and maid of honour to the

queen, a young lady of singular beauty
and merit, had obtained an entire ascen-

dant over him ; and he was determined to

sacrifice every thing to the gratification of

this new appetite. He seldom thought of

any other attachment than that of mar-

riage ; and, in order to attain this end, he
underwent more difficulties, and conmiittcd

greater crimes, than those which he

sought to avoid : and, having thus enter-

tained the design of raising his new mis-

tress to his bed and throne, he more

willingly hearkened to every suggestion
which threw any imputation of guilt on
the unfortunate Anne Boleyn.
The king's jealousy first appeared openlv

in a tilting at Greenwich,* where the

* On May-Day, 1 JCS
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i|ueen happened to drop her handker-

chief; an incident probably casual, but

interpreted by him as an instance of gal-

lantry to some of her paramours. He

immediately retired from the place ;
sent

orders to confine her to her chamber ;

arrested Norris, Brereton, Weston, and

Smeton, together with her brother Roche-

t'ord ; and threw them into prison.
The queen, astonished, thought that he

meant only to try her ; but, finding him
in earnest, she reflected on his obstinate

unrelenting spirit, and she prepared her-

self for that melancholy doom which was

awaiting her. Next day she was sent to

the tower
;
and on her way thither she

was informed of her supposed offences, of

which she had hitherto been ignorant.
She made earnest protestations of her in-

nocence ; and when she entered the pri-
son she fell on her knees, and prayed
God so to help her as she was not guilty
of the crime imputed to her.* Her sur-

prise and confusion threw her into hys-
terical disorders ; and in that situation

she thought that the best proof of her

innocence was to make an entire confes-

sion, and she revealed some indiscretions

and levities which her simplicity had

equally betrayed her to commit and to

avow. She owned that she had once
rallied Norris on his delaying his mar-

riage, and had told him that he probably
expected her when she should be a

widow. She had reproved Weston, she

said, for his aifection to a kinswoman of

hers, and his indifference towards his

wife
; but he told her that she had mis-

taken the object of his affection, for it

was herself: upon which she defied him.

* "No cause hereof is related yet, unlesse (as San-
ders hath

it) she let fall a handkerchief where\vith
some one (supposed her favourite) did wipe his face,
and that this was perceived by the King. But our
Histories mention not this passage. The queen find-

ing the King thus gone retires herself. He again
hasting to Westminster, takes order to Commit the
next morning George Lord Rochfort and Henry Nor-
ries to the Tower. After which, herself comming to

London in her Barge, was apprehended by some of
the Lords, and carried towards the Tower, who tell-

ing her offence, she exclaimed that she was wronged
and that she desired to see the King onely before
she went

; but in vain, they hav-ing no such Com-
mission. When she entered the Tower, she is said
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She aflSrmed that Smeton had never been
in her chamber but twice, when he played
on the harpsichord : but she acknow-

ledged that he had once the boldness to

tell her that a look sufficed him. The

king, instead of being satisfied with the

candour and sincerity of her confession,

regarded these indiscretions only as pre
ludes to greater and more criminal inti

macies.

Of all those multitudes whom the be-

neficence of the queen's temper had

obliged during her prosperous fortune, no
one durst interpose between her and the

king's fury ; and the person whose ad-

vancement every countenance had smiled

upon, was now left neglected and aban-
doned. Even her uncle the duke of

Norfolk, preferring the connexions ofj

party to the ties of blood, was become her
most dangerous enemy ;

and all the re-

tainers to the catholic religion hoped that

her death would terminate the king's quar-
rel with Rome, and leave him again to his

natural and early bent, which had inclined

him to maintain the most intimate union
with the apostolic see. Cramner alone,

of all the queen's adherents, still retained

his friendship for her
; and, as far as the

king's impetuosity permitted him, he en

deavoured to moderate the violent pre

judices entertained against her.

The queen herself wrote Henry a letter

from the tower, full of the most tender

expostulations, and of the warmest pro-
testations of innocence. f. This letter had
no influence on the unrelentins; mind of

Henry. Norris, Weston, Brereton, and,
Smeton were tried ; but no legal e\'idence''

was produced against them. The chief

The kingi*
more exas-

perated.

All pursue
as enemies
or abaudoD
Anne Bo-

lejTl.

Cranmer
alone re-

mains her

friend.

to have fain on her Knees, beseeching God so to

help her, as she was not guilty of that whereof she

was accused. This was about five in the afternoon

on the second of May."—Lord Herbert. The inci-

dent described was doubtless in Shakspeare's mind
while writing his tragedy of Othello. A dreadful

catastrophe is there produced by a lost handkerchief.

With exquisite skill the lady is shewn to be all

purity, while the frenzy and despair of the husband
command our sympathy. Indirectly the poet %-indi-

cates the mother, while he extenuates the wrath of

the father of the reigning sovereign, which doomed
her to die.—Ed.

f See note H at the end of the volume.
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proof of their siiilt consisted in a hearsay

from one lady Wingtield, who was dead.

Smeton was prevailed on, by vain hopes
of life, to confess a criminal correspond-
ence with the queen ;

but even her ene-

mies expected little advanta2;e froni this

confession, for tiiey never dared to con-

front him with her
;
and he was imnie-

diatelv executed, as were also Brereton

and Weston. Norris had been much in

the kini;'s favour ;
and an offer of life

was made him if he would confess his

crime, and accuse the queen : but he

generously rejected the proposal, and said

that in his conscience he believed her

entirely guiltless ;
but for his part he

could accuse her of nothing, and he would

rather die a thousand deaths than calum-

niate an innocent person.

TRIAL OF QUEEN ANNE.
The queen and her brother were tried by
a jury of peers, consisting of the duke of

Suffolk, the marquis of Exeter, the earl of

Arundel, and twenty-three more ; their

uncle the duke of Norfolk presided as

high steward. Upon what proof or pre-
tence the crime of incest was imputed to

them is unknown ;
the chief evidence,

it is said, amounted to no more than that

Rocheford had been seen to lean on her

bed before some company. Part of the

charge against her was, that she had

affirmed to her minions that the king
never had her heart, and had said to each

of them that she loved him better than

any person whatsoever
;
which was to the

slander of the issue begotten between the

king and her. By this strained interpreta-

tion her guilt was brought under the sta-

tute of the twenty-fifth of this reign ;
in

which it was declared criminal to throw

any slander upon the king, queen, or their

issue. Such palpable absurdities were at

that time admitted ; and they were re-

garded by the peers of England as a suffi-

cient reason for sacrificing an innocent

queen. Though unassisted by counsel,

she defended herself with presence of

mind
;
and the spectators could not for-

bear pronouncing her entirely innocent.

•Judgment, however, was given by the

court both against the queen and lord
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Rocheford; and her verdict contained that

she should be burned or beheaded at tlie

king's pleasure. When this dreadful

sentence was pronounced, she was not

terrified, but, lifting up her hands to

heaven, said, 'O Father! O C'rcator !

tliou who art the way, the truth, and the

life, thou knowestthat 1 have not deserved

this fate.' And then, turning to the

judges, made the most pathetic declara-

tions of her innocence.

Henry, not satisfied with this cruel

vengeance, was resolved entirely to annul

his marriage with Anne Boleyn, and to

declare her issue illegitimate : he recalled

to his memory that some attachment had

been acknowledged between the earl of

Northumberland, then lord Percy ;
and

he now questioned the nobleman with re-

gard to these engagements. Northuiu-

berland took an oath before the two arch-,

bishops that no contract or promise ofl

marriage had ever passed between them
;

he received the sacrament upon it before

the duke of Norfolk and others of the

privy council ; and this solemn act he

accompanied with the most solenui pro-
testations of veracity. The queen, how-

ever, w^as shaken by mermces of executing
the sentence against her in its greatest

rigour, and was prevailed on to confess in

court some lawful impediment to her mar-

riage with the king. The afflicted primate,
who sat as judge, thought him.self obliged

by this confession to pronounce the mar-

riage null and invalid. Henry did not

perceive that his proceedings were totally

inconsistent, and that, if her marriage
were from the beginning invalid, she could

not possibly be guilty of adultery.

EXECUTION OF QUEEN ANNE
The queen now prepared for suffering

the death to which she was sentenced.

She sent her last message to the king, and

acknowledged the obligations which she

owed him : from a private gentlewoman,
she said, he had first made her a mar-

chioness, then a queen ;
and now, since he

could raise her no higher in this world, he
. .

was sending her to be a saint in heaven.
'''^"''

She then renewed the protestations of her

innocence, and recommended her daughter
C73
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to his care. Before the lieutenant of the

tower, and all who approaciied her, she

made the hke declarations ;
and continued

to behave herself with her usuid serenity,

and even with cheerfulness.
' The execu-

tioner,' she said to the lieutenant,
'

is, I

hear, very expert, and my neck is very
slender.' Upon which she grasped it in

her hand, and smiled. When brought to

the scaffold, she softened her tone a httle

with regard to her protestations of inno-

cence. She probably reflected that the

obstinacy of queen Catherine, and her

opposition to the king's will, had much
alienated him from the lady Mary ;

her

own maternal concern, theretbre, for

Elizabeth, prevailed in these last moments
over that indignation which the unjust
sentence by which she suflered naturally
excited in her. She said that she was
come to die as she was sentenced by the

law
;
she would accuse none, nor say any

thing of the ground upon which she was

judged. She prayed heartily for the

king ; called him a most merciful and

gentle prince ; and acknowledged that he

had always been to her a good and

gracious sovereign ; and, if any one should

think proper to canvass her cause, she

desired him to judge the best. She was be-

beheaded by the executioner of Calais, who
was sent for as more expert thanany in Eng-
land. Her body was negligently thrown into

a common chest of elm-tree made to hold

arrows, and was buried in the tower.

The innocence of this unfortunate

*
Henry's impatience to ascertain the death of

Anne Bullen, in order that no obstacle might be in

the way of his marriage with Jane Seymour, was so

great, tliat it is rehited he waited with great anxiety,
on the morning of her execution, to learn that slie

had suffered. On that day he proposed to indulge
in the pleasures of the chase in Epping forest ; and,
wliile taking breakfast, seemed restless and uneasy,
till the report of a gun being heard he brightened

up. That sound assured him that he was a widower.
It is done," said he, and added, rising from his

seat,
" Now the bu.<iness is done, uncouple the dogs,

and let us follow the sport." He is represented to

have been in high spirits when he returned from the

hunt.—Ed.

f Bishop Godwin gives a very pithy summary
of the last scenes of Anne BuUen's life.

" The 1st

of May (it seemeth) she was informed against, the
2nd imprisoned, the 15th condemned, and the 17th

deprived of her brother and friends, who suffered in
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queen cannot reasonably be called in

question. Henry, though he imputed
guilt to her brother and four persons more,
was able to bring proof against none of

them. The whole tenor of her conduct

forbids us to ascribe to her an abandoned
character. But the king made the most
effectual apology by marrying Jane Sey^
mour the very day after her execution

His impatience to gratify this new passion
caused him to forget all regard to decency;*
and his cruel heart was not softened a

moment by the bloody catastrophe of

person who had so long been the object of

his most tender affections. f

The lady Mary thought the death of

her stepmother a proper opportunity for

reconciling herself to the king, who, be-

sides other causes of disgust, had been

offended with her on account of the part
which she had taken in her mother's

quarrel. Her advances were not at first

received ; and Henry exacted from her

some farther proofs of submission and
obedience : he required this young princess,

to adopt
to acknowledge his

supremacy ; to I'enounce the pope ;
and to

own her mother's marriage to be unlawful

and incestuous. These points were of hard

digestion with the princess ;
but she was at

last prevailed on to write a letter to her

father, containing her assent to the articles

required of her ; upon which she was re

ceived into favour.| But, notwithstand-

ing the return of the king's affection to the

her cause, and the 19th executed. On the 20ih the

King married Jane Seymour, who on the 29th was

publicly showed as queen."
—Ed.

j
"

I finde by our Records, that the Prineesse Mary
did about those times much endeavour to be restored

to the King her Fathers good favour and opinion, as

hoping now that the Prineesse Elizabeth was de-

clared illegitimate, shee should be received as Heii

to the Crown. Therefore by frequent and earnesi

letters written with her owne hand, she both acknow-

ledgeth her fault of obstinacy heretofore, and craveth

instantly from the king to write to her, or send some
token as a eigne of a Reconciliation. Upon whicl'

submission, our King, by the Duke of Norfolk, sent

certain Articles for her to subscribe : which were.

First, Whether she doth Recognise the King's High-
nesse for Sovereign Lord, and King, and will submit
her self unto his Highnesse and all Laws of the

Realm. Secondly, Whether she will with all her

Power obey and maintain all the Statutes of the

then about twenty years of age
his theological tenets

There are
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guilty.
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lien

bis que«ii.

issue of his first marriage, he div'^ested not
himself of kindness towards the hidv

Elizabeth; and the new queen, who was

The prin-
cess Kliza-

both is

kin.lly
trvntcd by blest with B sin^ular sweetness of dispo-

rv and .... f /• r i

sition, discovered strong proois oi attach-

ment towards her.

A PARLIAMENT.
The trial and conviction of queen Anne,
and the subsequent events, made it neces-

sary for the king to summon a new par-
liament ;

and he here, in his speech, made
a merit to his people that, notwithstand-

A new par.
liaini'iit 16

called.

The speak
er compares
H. Diy to

Solomon for

justice and
fortitude.

The parlia-
ment is

most com-

pl.^isanL to

the king.

ing the misfortunes attending his two
former marriages, he had been induced for

their good to venture on a third. The

speaker received this profession with suit-

able gratitude ;
and he took thence occa-

sion to praise the king for his wonderful

gifts of grace and nature : he compared
him for justice and prudence to Solomon

;

for strength and fortitude to Sampson ;

and for beauty and comeliness to Absalom.

The king very humbly replied, by the

mouth of his chancellor, that he disavowed

these praises ; since, if he were really

possessed of such endowments they were

the gift of Almighty God only. Henry
found that the parliament was no less

submissive in deeds than complaisant in

their expressions, and that they would go
the same lengths as the former in gratify-

ing even his most lawless passions. His

divorce from Anne Boleyn was ratified ,*

that queen and all her accomplices were

Realm. Thirdly, ^^^letllel• she will Recognize the

King's Highness to be Supream Head in Earth of

the Church of England, and utterly refuse the Bishop
of Romcs pretended Power, or any Interest she hath

or may have thereby. Fourthly, Whether she doth

freely Recognize and acknowledge both by God's
Law and man's law, the marri.age heretofore had be-

tween his Majesty and her mother, to be unlawfull.

Fifthly, for wiiat causes, and by whose motion and
ineanes she hath remained in her obstinacy so long.

Sixthly, what is the cause she now at this time

above all others submitteth, and who did move her

lereunto. In satisfaction to which she returned a

subscription, signing with her own name the four

irst articles, but concerning the other two she de-

muiT'd ; some Persons being Interested therein,

whom she would not discover. "What effect followed

hereupon appeares not otherwise, than that notwith-

standing this and other submissions, the King pro-
ceeded with his intended marriage."

—Lord Herbert.

The letter from Mary with the deed which she sub-

attainted
; the issue of lioth his former

marriages were declared illeiiitimate ;
and

it was even made treason to assert the

legitimacy of either of them ; to throw

any slander upon the present king, queen,
or their issue, was subjected to the same

penalty ; the crown was settled on the

king's issue by Jane Seymour, or any su!)-

sequent wife
; and, in case he should die

without children, he was empowered by his

will or letters jjatent, to dispose of the

crown : an enormous authority, especially
when intrusted to a prince so violent and

capricious in his Immour. Whoever re-

fused to answer upon oath to any article

of this act of settlement, was declared to

be guilty of treason. The king was also

empowered to confer on any one, by his

will or letters patent, any castles, honours,

liberties, or franchises
;

words which

might have been extended to the dismem-

bering of the kingdom by the erection of

principalities and indepcndentjurisdictions.
It was also, by another act, made treason

to marry, without the king's consent, any
princess related in the first degree to the

crown. This act was occasioned by the

discovery of a design formed by Thomas
Howard, brother of the duke of Norfolk

to espouse the lady Margaret Douglas
niece to the king by his sister the queen
of Scots and the earl of Angus. Howard
as well as the young lady, was committed

to the tower. She recovered her liberty

soon after, but he died in confinement.

Parliament
rntilies the

divorce

troiii .\iinc

Holt-yn.

The kinpr

dyinKwitb-
oot isaue itt

empowered
to dispose
of the

crown by
will or let-

ters patent

scribed is preserved in the state-paper office. The
former abounds with fulsome praise, of which she

must have known her tyrannical and murderou
father was utterly unworthy. In this tlie future

bigoted queen acted a wretched part, and not less

disgust is occasioned by the injurious manner in wliich

she speaks of a deceased motlier while making the

declaration,
"

I do freely, frankly, and for the dis-

charge of my duty towards God, the King's High-
ness, and his laws, without other respect recognize
and acknowledge that the marriage heretofore

had between his majesty and my mother, the late

princess dowager, was by God's law incestuous and

unlawful ."—Ed.
* The parliament in annulling the king's mar-

riage with Anne Boleyn, gives this as a reason
;
—

' For that his highness had chosen to wife the ex-

cellent and virtuous lady Jane, who for her conve-
nient years, excellent beauty, and purcness of flesh

and blood, would be apt, God willing, to conceive

issue by hb highness.'
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of Norfolk
is attainted

fifter d^atb.

An act of attainder was passed against
Thebrother', ... - ,• i- i.

of the duke him tliis scssion 01 parliament.
Another accession was likewise gained

to the authority of the crown ;
the king

was empowered to repeal or annul, by
letters patent, whatever act of parliament
had been passed before he was four and

twenty years of age. Whoever maintained

the authority of the bishop of Rome, or

endeavoured in any manner to restore it

. m England, was subiected to the penalty
Attempting .

~ '

. ,'.,. ' '

to restore of a preiiiunire ;
that is, his goods were

ri'fy''onhe forfeited, and he was put out of the pro-

P°^t"'^;™^V
taction of law. And any person who

Ota pre- jposscssed any office ecclesiastical or civil,

ior received any grant or charter from the

Icrown, and yet refused to renounce the

pope by oath, was declared to be guilty of

treason. The renunciation prescribed runs

jin
the style of ' So help me God, all

^saints and the holy evangelists.' The

Ipope, hearing of Anne Boleyn's disgrace
All persons and death, had hoped that the door was

office must Opened to a reconciliation, and had been
renounce making some advances to Henry ; but
tue pope on .

'-'
. , .

•'
'

I

oatii. this was the reception he met with. Henry
j

was now become indifferent with regard to

papal censures ;
and was determined to

persevere in his present measures. This !

parliament also, even more than any fore-

going, convinced him how much he com-
\

manded the respect of his subjects, and
what confidence he might repose in them.

Though the elections had been made on
a sudden, without any preparation or in-

1

trigue, the members discovered an un-

limited attachment to his person and

government.

A CONVOCATION.

The extreme complaisance of the convoca-

tion, which sat at the same time with the

parliament, encouraged him in his reso-

lution of breaking entirely with the court

of Rome. There was secretly a great
division of sentiments in the minds of this

assembly ; and, as the zeal of the reformers

had been augmented by some late successes,

the resentment of the catholics was no
less excited by their fears and losses : but

the authority of the king kept every one
submissive and silent. Cromwell pre-
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The convo'
cation en-

courage
Henry to

break en-

tirely with
the court

of Kome.

AH are sub-

missive to

Henry.

sided as vicar-general ;
and though the

catholic party expected that, on the fall

of queen Anne, his authority would re-

ceive a great shock, they were svirprised
to find him still maintain the same credit

as before. With the vice-general con-

curred Cranmer the primate, Latimer

bishop of Worcester, Shaxton of Salis-

bury, Hilsey of Rochester, Fox of Hereford,
Barlow of St. David's. The opposite
faction was headed by Lee archbishop of

York, Stokeley bishop of London, Tonstal
of Durham, Gardiner of Winchester,

Longland of Lincoln, Sherborne of Chi

Chester, Nix of Norwich, and Kite of

Carlisle. The former parcy, by their op
position to the pope, seconded the king's
ambition and love of power ;

the latter

party, by maintaining the ancient theolo-

gical tenets, were more conformable to

his speculative principles.
The church in general was averse to

the reformation ; and the lower house of

convocation framed a list of opinions, in

the whole sixty-seven, which they pro-
nounced erroneous, and which was a col-

lection of principles, some held by the

ancient Lollards, others by the modern

protestants, or Gospellers, as they were

sometimes called. These opinions they
sent to the upper house to be censured

;

but in the preamble of their representation

they discovered the servile spirit by
which they were governed. They said,

that
'

they intended not to do or speak

any thing which might be unpleasant to

the king, whom they acknowledged their

supreme head, and whose commands they
were resolved to obey ; renouncing the

pope's usurped authority, with all his

laws and inventions, now extinguished
and abolished ;

and addicting themselves

to Almighty God and his laws, and unto

the king and the laws made within this

kingdom.'
The convocation came at last, to de-

cide articles of faith ;
and their tenets

were of as motley a kind as the assembly

itself, or rather as the king's system of

theology. They determined the standard

of faith to consist in the scriptures and

the three creeds, the Apostohc, Nicene,

and Athanasian ;
and this article was a

Cromwell
continues
in favour
with the

king.

The church
is averse to

the refbr*
,

mation.

The lower

house of

convocation

owns the

king to be

the su-

preme head
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Articles of
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i
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A sort of

soinproiuisi
is made be-

tween the

opinions of

reformers

And catho-

lics.

The use of

images in

worship

sig;ii;il victory to the reformers : auricular

confession and penance were admitted, a

doctrine agreeable to the catholics : no
mention was made of rnarriau;e, extreme

unction, contirination, or holy orders, as
' sacraments ; and in this omission the in-

fluence of the protestants appeared
• the

real presence was asserted, conformably to

the ancient doctrine : the terms of ac-

ceptance were established to be the merits

of Christ, and the mercy and i^ood plea-
sure of God, suitably to the new prin-

ciples.

So far the two sects seem to have made
a fair partition, by alternately sharing the

several clauses. In framing the subse-

quent articles each of them seems to have

thrown in its ingredient. The catholics

prevailed in asserting that the use of

images was warranted by scripture ;
the

is said'tobc
protestants in warning the people against

by scrip- idolatry, and the abuse of these sensible
lure.

representations. The ancient faith was

adopted in maintaining the expedience of

praying to saints; the late innovations in

rejecting the peculiar patronage of saints

to any trade, profession, or course of

action. The former rites of worship,
the use of holy water, and the ceremonies

practised on Ash Wednesday, Palm Sun-

day, Good Friday, and other festivals,

were still maintained ;
but the new re-

finements, which made light of these

institutions, were also adopted, by the

convocation's denying that they had any
immediate power of remitting sin, and

by its asserting that their sole merit con-

sisted in promoting pious and devout dis-

positions in tlie mind.

But the article, with regard to pur-

gatory, contains the most curious jargon,

iimbiguity, and hesitation, arising from

tiie mixture of opposite tenets. It was
to this purpose ;

'

Since, according to the

due order of charity, and the book of

.Maccabees, and divers ancient authors,

it is a very good and charitable deed to

pray for souls departed ;
and since such

a practice has been maintained in the

church from the beginning ; all bishops
and teachers should instruct the people
not to be grieved for the continuance of

the same. But, since the place where

VOL. I. S 1

The cere-

monies ot

Good Fri-

day, &c arc

still re-

tained.

Praying
for the dead
isTield to he

go<Ml and
charitable,

departed souls are reliiined before they
reach paradise, as well as the nature of

their pains, is left uncertain by scripture,
all su'.'Ii (juestions are to be su!)mitted to

God, to whose mercy it is meet and con-

venient to commend the deceased, trust-

ing that he accepteth our j)rayers for

them.'

These articles, when framed by the con-

vocation, and corrected by the king,
were subscribed by every member of that

assembly ; while, perhaps, neither there
nor throughout the whole kingdom could
one man be found, except Henry himself,
who had adopted precisely these very
doctrines and opinions ; for, though there

be not any contradiction in the tenets

above mentioned, it had happened in

England, as in all countries wliere fac-

tious divisions have place, a certain creed

was embraced by each party ;
few neuters

were to be found ; and these consisted

only of speculative or whimsical people, of

whom two persons could scarcely be

brought to an agreement in the same

dogmas. The protestants all of them car-

ried their opposition to Rome farther than

those articles; none of the catholics went
so far. To change the religion of a country,
even when seconded by a party, is one of

the most perilous enterprises which any
sovereign can attempt, and often proves
the most destructive to royal authority.
But Henry was able to set the pohtical
machine in that furious movement, and

yet regulate and even stop its career : and

he made every vote of his parliament and
convocation subservient not only to his

interests and passions, but even to his

greatest caprices ; nay, to his most refined

and scholastic subtillies.

Purgatory
is It'ft uu-
cerlaiii.

The articles

uf faith

were ap-
proved of

altogether

by few.

Henry h,ad

power to
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of the re-

formation.

DISCOxNTENTS AMONG
PEG PLE.

THE

The concurrence of these two national as-

semblies served, no doubt, to increase the

king's power, and raised him to an autho-

rity more absolute than any prince in a

simple monarchy, even by means of mil-

itary force, is ever able to attain. But
there are certain bounds beyond which
the most slavish submission cannot be
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extended.* All the late innovations had

bred discontent among the people, and

had disposed them to revolt. The ex-

pelled monks, wandering about the coun-

try, excited both the piety and compas-
sion of men ; and, as the ancient religion
took hold of the populace by powerful
motives suited to vulgar capacity, it was
able to raise the strongest zeal in its

favour. Discontents had even reached

some of the nobility and gentry, whose
ancestors had founded the monasteries,
and who placed a vanity in those institu-

tions, as well as reaped some benefit from
them by the provisions which they af-

forded them for their younger children.

The more superstitious were interested for

the souls of their forefathers, which, they
believed, must now He during many ages
in the torments of purgatory, for want of

masses to relieve them. It seemed unjust
to abolish pious institutions for the faults,

real or pretended, of individuals. Even
the most moderate and reasonable deemed
it somewhat iniquitous that men who had
been invited into a course of life by all

the laws human and divine which pre-
vailed in their country, should be turned
out of their possessions, and so little care

be taken of their future subsistence. And,
when it was observed that the rapacity and

bribery of the commissioners and others,

employed in visiting the monasteries, in-

tercepted much of the profits resulting
from these confiscations, it tended much
to increase the general discontent.

But the people did not break into

open sedition till the complaints of the

secular clergy concurred with those of the

egular. As Cromwell's person was little

acceptable to the ecclesiastics, the autho-

rity which he exercised inspired them
with disgust and terror. He published,
in the king's name, without the consent
either of parliament or convocation, an
ordonance by which he retrenched many
of the ancient holidays ; prohibited se-

veral superstitions gainful to the clergy,
such as pilgrimages, images, reliques ;

and even ordered the incumbents in the

parishes to set apart a considerable por-

* See note KK at the end of the volume.
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tion of their revenue for repairs, and for

the support of exhibitioners and the poor
of their parish. The secular priests, thus

reduced to a grievous servitude, instilled

into the people those discontents which

they had long harboured in their own
bosoms.

INSURRECTION.

The first rising was in Lincolnshire. It

was headed by Dr. Mackrel, prior of

Barlings, who was disguised like a mean
mechanic, and who bore the name of

Captain Cobler. This tumultuary army
amounted to above twenty thousand men;
but, notwithstanding their number, they
showed little disposition of proceeding to

extremities against the king, and seemed
still overawed by his authority. They
acknowledged him to be supreme head of

the church of England; but they com-
plained of suppressing the monasteries, of

evil counsellors, of persons meanly born
raised to dignity, of the danger to which
the jewels and plate of their parochial
churches were exposed ; and they prayed
the king to consult the nobility con-

cerning the redress of these grievances

Henry was little di.sposed to entertain

apprehensions of danger from a low mul-
titude. He sent forces against the rebels

under the command of the duke of Suf-

folk
; and he returned them a very sharp

answer. There were some gentry, whom
the populace had constrained to take part
with them, and who kept a secret corres-

pondence with Suffolk. 'J'hey informed
him that resentment against the king's
reply was the chief cause which retained
the malcontents in arms, and that a

milder answer would probably suppress
the rebellion. Henry had levied a great
force at London, with which he was pre-

paring to march against the rebels ; and,
he thought that, without losing his dignity,
he might now shew them some gf-eater
condescension. He sent a new proclama-
tion, requiring them to return to their

obedience, with secret assurances of par-
don. This expedient had its effect

; the

populace was dispersed; Mackrel and
some,of their leaders fell into the king's
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hands, and were executed ; the greater
'part of the multitude retired peaccahly to

their usual orciipations ; a few of the
more obstinate tied to the north, where

they joined the insurrection raised in those

parts.

The northern rebels were more formid-
able than those of Lincolnsliire

; because
the people were there more accustomed
to arms, and because of their vicinity to

the Scots, who mi^ht make advantage of
these disorders. One Aske, a gentleman,
had taken the command of them, and he

possessed the art of governing the pojui-
lace. Their enterprise they called

'

the

Pilgrimage of Grace.' Some priests
marched before in the habits of their

order, carrying crosses in their hands
;

in

their banners was woven a crucifix, with

the representation of a chalice, and of the

five wounds of Christ
; they wore on

their sleeve an emblem of the five

wounds, with the name of Jesus wrought
in the middle

; they all took an oath that

they had entered into the pilgrimage
from no other motive than their love

to God, their care of the king's per-
son and issue, their desire of purifying
the nobility, of driving base-born per-
sons from about the king, of restoring
the church, and of suppressing heresy.
Allured by these fair pretences, about

forty thousand men from the counties of

York, Durham, Lancaster, and those

northern provinces, flocked to

standard
;
and their zeal, no less

their numbers, inspired the court

apprehensions.
The earl of Shrewsbury raised forces,

though at first without any commission,
to oppose the rebels ; the earl of Cumber-
land repulsed them from his castle of

Skipton ; Sir Ralph Evers defended Scar-

borough castle against them
; Courteney,

marquis of Exeter, the king's cousin-ger-

man, obeyed orders from court, and levied

troops ; the earls of Huntingdon, Derby,

their

than

with

and Rutland, imitated his example. The
rebels, however, prevailed in taking both
Hull and York.* They had laid siege to

Pomfret castle, into which the archbishop
of York and lonl Darcy had thrown them-
selves. It was soon surrendered to them ;

and tlie prelate and nobleman, who
secretly wished success to the insurrection,
seemed to yield to the force imjiosed on
them, and joined the rebels.

The duke of Norfolk was appointed
general against the northern rebels

; and,
as he headed the party at court which

supported the ancient religion, he was also

suspected of bearing some favour to the

cause which he was sent to oppose. His

prudent conduct seems to acquit him ol

this imputation. He encanq)e(l near Don-
caster, with the earl of Shrewsbury ; and,
as his army, scarcely exceeded five thou
sand men, he made choice of a post when
he had a river in front, the ford of whicl.

he purposed to defend against the rebels.

They had intended to attack him in the

morning : but during the night there fell

such violent rains as rendered the river

utterly impassable, and Norfolk wisel\

laid hold of the opportunity to enter into

treaty with them. In order to open the

door for negociation, he sent them a

herald
;
whom Aske, their leader, received

with great ceremony, sitting in a chair of

state, with the archbishop of York on one
hand and lord Darcy on the other. It was

agreed that two gentlemen should be dis-

patched to the king with proposals from
the rebels ; and Henry pm-poselv delaved

giving an answer, in ex|)ectation that neces-

sity would soon oblige them to disperse. Be-

ing informed that his artifice had in a great
measure succeeded, he required them in-

stantly to lay down their arms, and sub-

mit to mercy ; promising a pardon to all

except six whom he named, and four whom
he reserved to himself the power of nam-
ing. t But though the greater part of the

rebels had gone home for want of subsis-

Tliev take
Iluli and
York.

The duke
of Norfolk
is sent.

at;ainst the
rebels.

A recocia-
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ed with
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* \Miere they were successful, they restored the

religious establishmenti? which had been suppressed,
and replaced the monks and nuns by force. In their

advance, they ordered able bodied men to join their

ranks, as they should answer it before the High

Judge at the day of doom, and what was hardly less

awful, on pain of having their houses pulled down,
their goods seized, ami their lives forfeited.— En.

f This they were informed was the greatest indul-

gence they could expect from the king.
" Ten of
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tence, they had entered into the most

solemn engagements to return to their

standards, in case the king's answer should

not prove satisfactory. Norfolk, therefore

soon found himself in the same difficulty

as before ;
and he opened again a negoci-

ation with the leaders of the multitude.

He engaged them to send three hundred

persons to Doncaster, with proposals for

an accommodation
;
and he hoped, by in-

trigue and separate interests, to throw
dissension among so great a number.
Aske himself had intended to be one of

the deputies, and he required a hostage
for his security. But the king, when con-

sulted, replied, that he knew no gentleman
or other whom he esteemed so little as to

put him in pledge for such a villain. The
demands of the rebels were so exorbitant

that Norfolk rejected them
;
and they pre-

pared again to decide the contest by arms.

They were as formidable as ever
;
and not-

withstanding the small river which lay
between them and the royal army, Norfolk
had great reason to dread the effects of

their fury. But, while they were preparing
to pass the ford, rain fell a second time

in such abundance as made it impracticable
for them to execute their design ;

and the

populace, partly reduced by want of pro-
visions, partly struck with superstition at

being again disappointed by the same

accident, suddenly dispersed. The duke of
Norfolk forwarded the dispersion by the

promise of a general amnesty ;
and the

king ratified this act of clemency. He
published, however, a manifesto against
the rebels, in which he employed a very

lofty style, suited to so haughty a mo-
narch. He told them that they ought no

their provokers and ringleaders" must be given up.
It was absurd, Henry caused it to be intimated to

them, to pretend to direct him, or to suppose that,

after he had been so long a king, he did not know
better than they could do what was for their good.
—Ed.

*" His manifesto ran thus :
—"I have never read,

heard, nor known that princes, counsellors, and pre-
lates, should be appointed by rude and ignorant com-
mon people : nor that they were persons meet or
of ability to discern and choose meet and sufficient

counsellors for a prince. How presumptuous then
are ye, the rude commons of one shire, and that one
of the most brute and beastly of the whole realm,
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more to pretend giving a judgment with

regard to government than a blind man
with regard to colours :

' and we,' he

added,
' with our whole council, think it

right strange that ye, who be but brutes

and inexpert folk, do take upon you to

appoint us who be meet or not for our
council.'*

As this pacification was not hkely to be
of long continuance, Norfolk was ordered
to keep his army together, and to march
into the northern parts, in order to exact

a general submission. Lord Darcy, as well

as Aske, was sent for to court
;
and the

former, upon his refusal or delay to appear,
was thrown into prison. Every place was
full of jealousy and complaints. A new
insurrection broke out, headed byMusgrave
and Tilby ;

and the rebels besieged Carlisle

with eight thousand men. Being repulsed

by that city, they were encountered in

their retreat by Norfolk, who put them to

flight ; and, having made prisoners of all

their officers except Musgrave,who escaped,
he instantly put them to death by martial

law, to the number of seventy persons.
An attempt, made by Sir Francis Bigot
and Halam, to surprise Hull met with no
other success

;
and several other risings

were suppressed by the vigilance of Nor-
folk. The king, enraged by these mul-

tiplied revolts, was determined not to ad-

here to the general pardon which he had

granted ; and, from a movement of his

usual violence, he made the innocent suffer

for the guilty. Norfolk, by command
from his master, spread the royal banner,
and wherever he thought proper, executed
martial law in the punishment of offenders.!
Besides Aske, leader of the first insurrec-

and of least experience, to find fault with your prince
for the electing of his counsellors and prelates, and
to take upon, contrary to God"s law and man's law,
to rule your prince, whom ye are bound by all laws
to obey and serve."—Ed.

t From the " State Papers
" we find that a

terrible example was necessary. The order given
to Norfolk was as follows :

—" Our pleasure is that
before you shall close up our banner again, you
shall in any wise cause such dreadful execution to

be done upon a good number of the inhabitants ol

any town, village, or hamlet, as have offended in

this rebellion, as well by the hanging them up in

trees, as by the quartering of them and the setting
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tion, Sir Robert Constable, Sir John Bul-

nier. Sir Thomas Picrcj', Sir Steplien
Hamilton, Nicholas Tempest, "William

Lumley, and many others, were thrown
into prison ; and most of them were con-
demned and executed. Lord Ilussey was
found guilty as an accomplice in the in-

surrection of Lincolnsiiire, and was execu-

ted at Lincoln. Lord Darcy, though he

pleaded compulsion, and appealed for his

justification to a long life spent in the ser-

vice of the crown, was beheaded on Tower-
hill. Before his execution he accused
Norfolk of having secretly encouraged the

rebels
; but Henry rejected the informa-

tion. Being now satiated with punishing
the rebels, he jiublislied anew a general

pardon, to which he faithfully adhered
;

and he erected by patent a court of justice
at York lor deciding law-suits in the

northern counties ; a demand wiiich had
been made by the rebels.

PRINCE EDWARD BORN, AND
QUEEN JANE'S DEATH. 1537.

Soon after this prosperous success an
event happened which crowned Henrv's

joy ; the birth of a son, on the twelfth of

Ed"«rvi.!October, who was baptized by the name of

Edward.* Yet was not his happiness
without alloy ;

the queen died two days
after. But a son had so long been ar-

dently wished for by Henry, that the king's
afHiction was drowned in his joy, and he

expressed great satisfaction on the occa-

sion. The prince, not six days old, was
created prince of Wales, duke of Cornwall,
and earl of Chester. Sir Edward Sey-
mour, the queen's brother, formerly made
lord Beauchamp, was raised to the dignity
of earl of Hertford. Sir William Fitz

Williams, high admiral, was created earl

of Southampton ;
Sir V/illiam Paulet, lord

St. John
;

Sir John Russel, lord Russel.

The suppression of the rebellion, and
the birth of a son, as they confirmed Hen-

of their head and quarters in every town, great and
small, and in all such other places as they may be a

perpetual spectacle to all other hereafter that would

practice any such like matter, which we require you
to do without pity or respect."

—Ed.
* Baker and others report that Edward was

brought into the n-orld under the Ccesarian opera-
VOL. I. 8 K

When six

days olil he
is created !

prince nf

Wales 4c.

ry's authority at home, increased his con-

sideration among foreign princes, and made
his alliance to he courted. He maintained,

however, a neutrality in flie wars, which
were carried on with various success, and
without any decisive event, iH-twcenCharles

and Francis. A truce, concluded between
these potentates, and afterwards prolonged
for ten years, freed him from all anxietv
on account of his ally, and re-established'

the tranquillity of Europe.

Henry continued desirous of cementing
a union with the German profestants ;

and
he sent Christopher Mount to a congress
which they held at Brunswick

; but that

minister made no great progress in his

negociation. The princes wished to know
what were the articles in their confession

which Henry disliked
; and they sent new

ambassadors to him. They endeavoured
to convince the king that he was guilty ol

a mistake in administering the eucharist

in one kind only, in allowing private

masses, and in requiring the celibacy of

the clergy. Henry would by no means

acknowledge any error
; and was dis-

pleased that they should i)retend to pre-
scribe rules to so great a monarch and

theologian. He found ar[;uments enow
to defend his cause

; and he dismissed the

ambassadors without coming to any con-

clusion. Jealous also lest his own sub-

jects should question his tenets, he used

great precaution in publishing that trans-

lation of the scripture which was finished

this year. He would only allow a copy of

it to be deposited in some parish churches,
where it v.as fixed by a chain

; and he

took care to inform the people by procla-
mation '

that this indulgence was not the

efiect of his duty, but of liis goodness
and his liberality to them

;
who therefore

should use it moderately, for the increase

of virtue, not of strife : and he ordered

that no man should read the bible aloud,

so as to disturb the priest while he sang
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tion. From a dispatch, wTitten to the English
ambassador at the French court, preserved among
the state papers published by government, it appears
that the queen survived his birth twelve days,
and then died from having partaken of improper
diet.—Ed.
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mass, nor presume to expound doubtful

places without advice from the learned.'

In this measure, as in tlie rest, he still

lalted hall' way between the catholics and

the protestants.

SUPPRESSION OF THE GREATER
MONASTERIES. 1 538.

There was only one particular in which

Henry was quite decisive ;
because he was

there impelled by his avarice, or, more

properly speaking, his rapacity, the con-

sequence of his profusion ; this measure

was, the entire destruction of the monas-

teries. The present opportunity seemed

favourable for that great enterprise ; and,

as some of the abbots were suspected of

having encouraged the insurrection, the

king's resentment was farther incited by
that motive. A new visitation Avas ap-

pointed of all the monasteries in England ;

and, a pretence only being wanted for

their suppression, it was easy for a prince,

possessed of such unlimited power, and

seconding the present humour of a great

part of the nation, to find or feign one.

Theabbots and monks knew the danger
to which they were exposed ; and, having
learned that nothing could withstand the

^'s will, they were most of them in-

duced to make a voluntary resignation of

their houses. Where promises failed, me-

naces, and even extreme violence, were

employed ; and, as several abbots since

the breach with Rome had been named by
the court with a view to this event, the

king's intentions were the more easily

effected. Some also, having secretly em-

braced the doctrine of the reformation,

were glad to be freed from their vows ;

and the design was conducted with such

success, that in less than two years the

king had got possession of all the monastic

revenues.

In several places, particularly in the

county of Oxford, great interest was made
to preserve some convents of women, who,
as they lived in the most irreproachable

manner, justly merited, it was thought,
that their houses should be saved, Tliere

appeared also great difference between the

jcase of nuns and that of friars
; and the
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one institution might be audable while the

other was exposed to much blame. The
males of all ranks might be of service to

the public ; and none of them could want

employment suited to his station and ca

pacity. But a woman of family who failed

of a settlement in the marriage state, an
accident to which such persons were more
hable than women of lower station, had

really no rank which she properly tilled
;

and a convent was a retreat both honour-
able and agreeable from the inutility, and
often want, which attended her situation.

But the king was determined to abolish

monasteries of every denomination
; and

probably thought that these ancient estab-

lishments would be the sooner forgotten
if no remains of them were allowed to sub-

sist in the kingdom.
The better to reconcile the people to

this great innovation, stories were propa-

gated of the detestable lives of the friars

in many of the convents. The reliques

also, and other superstitions, which had so

long been the object of the people's vene-

ration, were exposed to their ridicule ; and

the religious spirit, now less bent on ex-

terior observances, was encouraged in this

new direction. It is needless to be prohx
in an enumeration of particulars : protes-
tant historians mention on this occasion,

with great triumph, the sacred repositories
of convents ; the parings of St. Edmond's
toes ; some of the coals that roasted St.

Nunneries
are less ob-

jectionable
than mon-
asteries.

Laurence ; the girdle of the virgin shewn
two orin eleven several places ;
two or three

heads of St. Ursula ; the felt of St. Thomas
of Lancaster, an infallible cure for the

headache ; part of St. Thomas of Canter-

bury's shirt, much reverenced by big-bel-
lied women ; some reliques, an excellent

preventive against rain ; others, a remedy
to weeds in corn. But such fooleries, as

they are to be found in all ages and na-

tions, and even took place during the most

refined periods ot antiquity, form no par-
ticular or violent reproach to the catholic

religion. I

There were also discovered, or said to

be discovered, in the monasteries, some im-

postures of a more artificial nature. At

Hales, in the county of Glocester, there

had been shewn, during several ages, the
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iblood ot' Christ bi-oiii;lit from Jerusalem
;

and it is easy to ima;j;ine the veneration
with which siuh a relique was rej;;arded.
A miraculous circumstance also attended
this miraculous relique ; the sacred blood
was not visible to any one in mortal sin,

even when set before him
; and, till he

had performed good works sufficient for

his absolution, it would not deign to dis-

cover itself to him. At the dissolution of

the monastery the ivhole contrivance was
detected. Two of the monks, who were
let into the secret, had taken tlie blood of

a duck, which they renewed every week ;

they put it in a vial, one side of which
consisted of thin and transparent crvstal,

the other of thick and opacjue. When anv
rich pilgrim arrived, they were sure to

shew him the dark side of the vial till

masses and otf'erings had expiated his

offences
; and then, finding his monev, or

patience, or faith, nearly exhausted, thev
made him happy by turning the vial.

A miraculous crucifix had been kept at

Boxley in Kent, and bore the appellation
of

'

the Rood of Grace.' The lips, and

eyes, and head, of the image moved on the

approach of its votaries. Hilsey bishop
of Rochester broke the crucifix at St.

Paul's cross, and shewed to the whole ])eo-

ple the springs and wheels by which it had
been secretly moved. A great wooden
idol, revered in Wales, called Darvel

Gatherin, was brought to London,* and
cut in pieces ; and, by a cruel refinement
in vengeance, it was employed as fuel to

burn triar Forest, who was punished for

* Horrid buffoonery was associated with cruel re-

sentment in the course pursued on this occasion," The unhappy man.'' Baker writes,
" had taken the

oath of supremacy himself, yet privately pcrswadcd
others that the king was not supreme head of the

church, was thereupon examined, and for his defence

said,that he took the oath with his outw.^rd man, but
his inward man never consented to it: but this answer
served not his turn from being condemned : and, on
a pair of Gallows prepared for him, in Smithfield, he
was hanged by the middle and arm-holes, all quick,
and under the Gallows was made a fire, wherewith
he was consumed. A little before his execution, a huge
great Image was brought to the Gallows, fetched
out of Wales, which the Welsh men had in great
reverence called Darvel Gatheran. of which went a

prophecy, that this Image should set a whole Forest
on fire, which was thought to take effect, on setting
this Frier Forrest on fire, and consuming him to no-

denying the supremacy, and for some ])re-

tended heresies. A finger of St. Andrew,
covered with a thin ])late of silver, had

been pawned by a con\'ent for a debt ot

t forty pounds ; but, as the king's commis-
'< sioncrs refused to pay the debt, people
made themselves merry witii the poor cre-

j

ditor on account of his pledge.
But, of all the instruments of ancient

I superst'^ionj no one was so zealously de-

stroyed as the shrine of Thomas a Jiccket,

commonly called St. Thomas of Canter-

buiy. This saint owed his canonization

to the zealous defence which he had made
for clerical privileges ; and on that account
also the monks had extremely encouraged
the devotion of pilgrimages towards his

tomb
;
and numberless were the miracles

which tliey pretended his reliqucs wrouirht

in favour of his devout votaries. Thev
raised his body once a year ;

and the day
on which this ceremony was performed,
which was called the day of his transla-

tion, was a general holiday. Every fiftieth

year there was celebrated a jubilee to his

honour, which lasted fifteen days ; plenary

indulgences were then granted to all that

visited his tomb
;
and a hundred thousand

pilgrims have been registered at a time

in Canterbury.t The devotion towards

him had quite effaced in that place the

adoration of the Deity ; nay, even that of

the virgin. At God's altar, for instance,

there were offered in one year three pounds
two shillings and six-pence ;

at the vir

gin's, sixty-three pounds five shillings and

six-pence ;
at St. Thomas's, eight hundred

thing." Besides commencing with this brutal pun
of bringing an idol of Wood to burn a Forrest, some
miserable verses were placarded on the apparatus
set up in Smithfield to w'hich he w.ns suspended.

They told that Darvel Gatheran, who had been

reported to fetch outlaws from Hell, had come with

spear and shield to burn on that spot.
** And Forrest the Friar

That obstinate liar,

I'hat wilfully shall be dead.
In his contumacy
The (ro9p<'l doth deny

The king to be supreme head."

Ed.

f Among other mountebank devices to render the

shiine attractive, a skull was exhibited as the head
of Becket, which the pious might kiss. It was

opened that the interior might be viewed, and pos
sibly used as a collecting plate.

—Ed.
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and thirt}^-two pounds twelve shillings and

three-pence. But next year the dispro-

portion was still greater : there was not a

penny offered at God's altar; the virgin's

gained only four pounds one shilling and

eight-pence ; but St. Thomas had got, for

his share, nine hundred and fifty-four

pounds six shillings and three-pence.
Lewis Vfl. of France had made a pilgrim-

age to this miraculous tomb, and had be-

stowed on the shrine a jewel, esteemed the

richest in Christendom.* It is evident

how obnoxious to Henry a saint of this

character must appear. He not only pil-

aged the rich shrine f dedicated to St.

Thomas
; he made the saint himself be

cited to appear in court, and be tried and
condemned as a traitor ;| he ordered his

name to be st:-uck out of the calendar
;

the office for his festival to be expunged
from all breviaries

;
his bones to be burned,

and the ashes to be thrown in the air.ij

On the whole, the king at different

times suppressed six hundred and forty-
five monasteries

;
of which twenty-eight

had abbots that enjoyed a seat in parlia-
ment. Ninety colleges were demolished
in several counties

;
two thousand three

hundred and seventy-four chantries and
free chapels ; a hundred and ten hospi-
tals. The whole revenue of these estab-

lishments amounted to one hundred and

sixty-one thousand one hundred pounds.
It is worthy of observation that all the
lands and possessions and revenue of

England had a little before this period
been rated at four millions a year ; so

that the revenues of the monks, even

comprehending the lesser monasteries,
did not exceed the twentieth part of the

national income
;

a sum vastly inferior

to what is commonly apprehunded. The
lands belonging to the convents were

usually let at very low rent ; and the

* This stone, called ' The Royal of France,' was
afterwards highly prized hy the king, who did con-

tinually wear it on his thumh.—Bishop Godwin.

t The booty secured for Henty by this proceeding,
if it cannot e.\cuse this violence, compels an admis-
sion that the temptation was great. The men sent
to Canterbury to secure the valuables, filled two
cofibrs with jewels and gold, each of which was so

heavy, that to lift it required the strength of ei^ht
men.—Ed.

6S4

farmers, who regarded themselves as a

species of proprietors, took always care

to renew their leases before they expired. ||

Great murmurs were every where ex-

cited on account of these violences
;
and

men much questioned whether priors and

monks, who were only trustees or te-

nants for life, could by any deed, how-
ever voluntary, transfer to the king the

entire property of their estates. In order

to reconcile the people to such mighty
innovations, they were told that the king
would never thenceforth have occasion to

levy taxes, but would be able, from the

abbey lands alone, to bear, during war as

well as peace, the whole charges of go-
vernment. While such topics were em-

ployed to appease the populace, Henry
took an effectual method of interesting
the nobility and gentry in the success of

his measures; he either made a gift of

the revenues of covents to his favourites

and courtiers, or sold them at low prices,
or exchanged them for other lands on

very disadvantageous terms. He was so

profuse in these liberalities, that he is said

to have given a woman the whole revenue
of a convent for making a pudding which

happened to gratify his palate. He also

settled pensions on the abbots and priors,

proportioned to their former revenues or

to their merits
;
and gave each monk a

yearly pension of eight marks. He erected

six new bishoprics ; Westminster, Oxford,

Peterborough, Bristol, Chester, and Glo-

cester
;
of which five subsist at this day.

And, by all these means of expense and dis-

sipation, the profit which the king reaped

by the seizure of church lands fell much
short of vulgar opinion. As the ruin of

convents had been foreseen some years
before it happened, the monks had taken

care to secrete most of their stock, furni-

ture, and plate ;
so that the spoils of the

X June 11th, 1539.—Ed.

§ Shortly afterwards a proclamation was issued,

which set forth that Becket had lost his life in a

riot provoked by his own obstinacy, and had only
been canonized because he was a champion of the

usurped power of the bishop of Rome; and he was
now declared to be a rebel and a traitor, a^d no

longer to be regarded a saint.—Ed.

II
See note LL at the end of the volume.
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g;reat monasteries bore not in these re-

spects any proportion to the lesser.

Beside tlie lands possessed by the mo-
nasteries, tlie regular cler^v enjoyed a

considerable part of the benefices ot" Eng-
land, and of the tithes annexed to them

;

and these were also transferred to the

crown, passed into the hands of laymen :

an abuse which many zealous churchmen

regarded as the most criminal sacrilege.

Tiie monks were formerly much at their

ease in England. We read of the abbey
of Chertsev in Surrey, which possessed
seven hundred andforty-fovir pounds a year,

thougli it contained only fourteen monks :

that of Furnese in the county of Lincoln

was valued at nine hundred and sixty

pounds a year, and contained about thirty.

In order to dissipate their revenues, and

support popularity, the monks lived in a

hospitable manner ;
and besides the poor

maintained, there were many decayed

gentlemen, who, travelling from convent

to convent, were entirely subsisted at

the tables of the friars. By this hospi-

tality, as much as by their own inactivity,

did the convents prove nurseries of idle-

ness : but the king, not to give ofl'ence

bv too sudden an innovation, bound the

new proprietors of abbey lands to sup-

jport
the ancient hospitality. But this

lengagement was fulfilled in very few

'places, and for a very short time.

It is easy to imagine the indignation

with which the intelligence of all these

acts of violence was received at Rome.*

The pope was at last incited to publish

the bull which had been passed against

that monarch ;
and in a public manner

he delivered over his soul to the devil,

and his dominions to the first invader.

Libels were dispersed, in which he was

anew compared to the most furious per-

secutors in antiquity ;
and the preference

was now given to their side. He had de-

clared war with the dead, whom the

pagans themselves respected ;
was at open

hostility with heaven ; and had engaged
in professed enmity with the whole host

of saints and angels. Above all, he was

often rejiroaclud with his resemblance to

the emperor Julian, whom it was said he

imitated in his a])Ostasy and learning,

tiiougli he fell short of him in morals.

Henry could distinguish in some of these

libels the style and animosity of his kins-

man Pole
;
and he was thence incited to

vent his rage by everv possible expedient
on that famous cardinal.

CARDINAL POLE.

REGixAi.n de la Pole, or Reginald Pole,

was descended from the royal family,

being fourth son of the countess of Salis-

bury, daughter of the Duke of Clarence.

He gave, in early youth, indications of

that fine genius and generous disposition

by which during his whole life he was

distinguished ; and Henry intended to

raise iiim to the highest ecclesiastical

dignities; and, as a pledge of future fa-

vours, he conferred on him the deanery
of Exeter, the better to support him in

his education. Pole was carrying on his

studies in the university of Paris at the

time when the king solicited the suf-

frages of that learned body in favour of

his divorce; but, though ap|)lied toby
the English agent, he declined taking any

part in the affair. Henry bore this neg-

lect with more temper than was natural

to him; and he appeared unwilling, on

that account, to renounce all friendship

with a person whose virtues and talents

he hoped would prove useful as well as

ornamental to his court and kingdom.
He allowed him still to possess his

deanery, and gave him permission to

finish his studies at Padua ;
he even paid

him some court, in order to bring him

into his measures ;
and wrote to him

lie is

likt-ncd to

Julian the

-Apostate.

Hef^inald
l*ole is de-

scended
from the

rovulfanii-

Henri-gives
him the

deanery of

E.tcter.

Vole Rtudics

at Fadua.

* A very moderate share of respect for the Roman

Catholic faith would have sufficed to wake disgust at

the conduct of some of the over-excited reformers. It

wasnot enough for them to deny the pope andabandon

the ancient ceremonies of the church ; they thought

it piety to deface churches and chapels, to demolish

the painted windows, to affront with foolish ribaldry

the long venerated images of saints, to tether horses

VOL. 1. 8 L

to the high altars, to tear up books which -had been

considered sacred, and devote their pages to the

commonest uses. These, and many other excesses,

in the first throb of joy, at emancipation from the

papal thraldom, degraded reform in the eyes of ra-

tional men, and filled with horror those who still re-

vered the ancient faith.—Eu.
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e in that university, ....^ -,

give his opinion freely with regard to the

late measures for abolishing the papal

authority. Pole had now contracted an

intimate friendship with all persons emi-

nent for dignity or merit in Italy ; Sa-

dolet, Bembo, and other revivers of true

taste and learning ;
and he was moved

by these connexions, as well as by reli-

gious zeal, to forget in some respect the

duty which he owed to Henry, his bene-

factor and his sovereign. He replied by
writing a treatise

'

of the unity of the

church,' in which he inveighed against the

king's supremacy, his divorce, his second

and he even exhorted the em-

peror to revenge on him the injury done
to the Imperial family and to the catholic

cause. Henry, though provoked beyond
measure at this outrage, dissembled ; and

he sent a message to Pole, desiring him
to return to England, in order to explain
certain passages in his book, which he

found somewhat obscure. Pole was on
his guard ;

and was determined to remain

in Italy, where he was universally be-

loved.

The pope and emperor thought them-

selves obliged to provide for a man of Pole's

eminence and dignity, who in their cause

had sacrificed all his pretensions to fortune

in his own country. He was created a

cardinal
; and, though he took not higher

orders than those of a deacon, he was sent

legate into Flanders about the year 1536.

Henry was sensible that Pole's chief inten-

tion, in choosing that employment, was to

foment the mutinous disposition of the

English catholics
;

and he therefore re-

monstrated in so vigorous a manner with

the queen of Hungary, regent of the Low
Countries, that she dismissed the legate
without allowing him to exercise his

functions. The enmity which he bore to

Pole was now as open as it was violent
;

and the cardinal, on his part, kept no
farther measures in his intrigues against

Henry. He is even suspected of having

aspired to the crown by means of a mar-

riage with thelady Mary; and the king was

every day more alarmed by informations

which he received of the correspondence

by thatmaintained
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Courteney, marquis of Exeter, had entered

into a conspiracy with him
;

Sir Edward
Nevil, brother to the lord Abergavenny ;

Sir Nicholas Carew, master of horse and

knight of the garter ; Henry de la Pole,
lord Montacute

; and Sir Geoffrey de la

Pole, brothers to the cardinal. These

persons were indicted, and tried and con-

victed before lord Audley, who presided in

the trial as high steward. They were all

executed except Sir Geoffrey de la Pole,
who was pardoned ; and he owed this

grace to his having first carried to the

king secret intelligence of the conspiracy
As no historian of credit mentions in the

jiresent case any complaint occasioned by
these trials, we may presume that sufficient

evidence was produced against the marquis
of Exeter and his associates.

CHAPTER XXXH.

HENRY Vin.

DISPUTATION WITH LAMBERT. A PARLIA-
MENT. LAW OF THE SIX ARTICLES.

PROCLAMATIONS MADE EQUAL TO LAWS.
king's PROJECTS OF MARRIAGE. HE
MARRIES ANNE OF CLEVES.— A PARLIA
MENT. FALL OF CROMWELL. HIS EX
ECUTION. king's DIVORCE FROM ANNE
OF CLEVES.—HIS MARRIAGE WITH CA
THERINE HOWARD.—STATE OF AFFAIRS
IN SCOTLAND. DISCOVERY OF THE
queen's DISSOLUTE LIFE.-—A PARLIA-
MENT. ECCLESIASTICAL AFFAIRS.

The rough hand of Henry seemed well

adapted for rending asunder those bands

by which the ancient superstition had fast-

ened itself on the kingdom ; and though,
after renouncing the pope's supremacy,
and suppressing monasteries, most of the

political ends of reformation were already
attained, few people expected that he would

stop at those innovations. The spirit of

opposition, it was thought, would carry
him to the utmost extremities against the

church of Rome. He had formerly ap-

pealed from the pope to a general council :

but now, when a general council was sum-

A conspi-

racy is

formed.

Several of
the frentry
involved in

it are

executed.

Hcniy is

expected to

jjroceeil to

extremities

against the

pope.
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lie refus'^s

to submit
to a gene-
nil coun-
cil.

ObtHlllS

pre.lt in-

f iienreover

the kill;

moned to meet at Mantua, he renounced !

all submission to it, as summoned hv tlie

pope, and lyinjr; entirely under subjection
to that spiritual usurper. He en2:;>ii;ed his

clergy to make a declaration to tiie like

purpose ; and he had prcscribctl to them

many other deviations from ancient tenets

and practices. Crannier took advantaj;e
of every o[)}>ortunity to carry him on in

this course ;
and while queen Jane lived,

who favoured the reformers, he had, by
means of her insinuation and address, Iieen

successful. After her death Gardiner,
who was returned from his embassy to

France, kept the king more in suspense ;

and was frequently able to rjuide him to

Ganiiner ,his own purposes. Fox bishop of Here-

ford had supported Cranmer in his schemes
for a more thorough reformation ; but his

death had made way for the promotion of

Bonner, who, though he had hitherto

seemed a furious enemy to the court of

Rome, was determined to sacrifice every

thing to present interest, and had joined
the confederacy of Gardiner and the par-
tisans of the old religion. Gardiner, it

was believed, had secretly entered into

measures with the pope, and even witli the

emperor ; and, in concert with these

powers he endeavoured to preserve, as

much as possible, the ancient faith and

worship.

Henry was so much governed by passion,
that nothing could have retarded his ani-

mosity and opposition against Rome but

some other passion, which stopped his

Icareer. Though he had gradunllv, since

[the commencement of his scruples with

regard to his first marriage, been changing

jthe tenets of that theological system in

jwhich
he had been educated, he was no

less positive and dogmatical in the few

ihinki articles which remained to him than if

'"'.".?'? , the whole fabric had continued entire and
'iititlccl to

I

r-x'iiiatrti.e unshaken. And, though he stood alone

whole ua-N ill his opiniou, the flattery of courtiers
lion.

^j^j gQ inflamed his tyrannical arrogance,
that he thought himself entitled to regulate,

by his own particular standard, the reli-

gious faith of the whole nation. The point
on which he chiefly rested his orthodoxy

happened to be the real presence ;
that

very doctrine in which, among the num-

berless victories of superstition over com-
mon sense, her triuinpli is the most signal

and egregious. Ail departure from this

principle he held to be heretical and de-

testable
;
and nothing he thought would

be more honourable lor him than, while he

broke off all connexions with the Roman

pontiff, to maintain in this essential article

the purity of the catholic faith.

DISPUTATION WITH LAMBERT.

There was one Lambert,* a schoolmaster

in London, who had been questioned and

confined lor unsound opinions by arch-

bishop Warham
; but, upon the death of

that prelate, had been released. He con-

tinued to promulgate his tenets ; and,

having heard Dr. Taylor, afterwards bishoj)

of Lincoln, defend in a sermon the cor-

poreal presence, he could not forbear ex-

pressing to Taylor his dissent from that

doctrine ; and he drew up his objections
under ten several heads. Taylor commu-
nicated the paper to Dr. Barnes, who hap-

pened to be a Lutheran, and who main-

tained that, though the substance of bread

and wine remained in the sacrament, yet
the real body and blood of Christ were

there also, and were in a certain mysterious
manner incorporated with the material

elements. By tlie present laws and i)iac-

tice Barnes was no less exposed to the

stake than Lambert ; yet such was the

persecuting rage which prevailed, that he

determined to bring this man to condign

punishment, because in their common de-

parture from the ancient faith he had

dared to go one step farther than himself.

He engaged Taylor to accuse Lambert be

fore Cranmer and Latimer, who, whatever

their private opinion, were obliged to con-

form to the standard of orthodoxy estab-

lished bv Henry. When Lambert was

cited they endeavoured to bend him

to a recantation ;
and they were surprised

when, instead of complying, he ventured

to appeal to the king.
The king, not displeased with an oppor-

tunity where he could at once exert his

He (Icfonda

I he rt'jil

presence.

I.nmbert, a
school-

master,
denies it.

Lambert Is

accused be-

fore

Cranraev
and Lati-

mer.

He arr''"''

to the king

* Nicholsoa is mentioned as being his reali

name.—Ed. I
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supremacy and display his learning, ac-

cepted the appeal ;
and resolved to mix,

in a very unfair manner, the magistrate
with the disputant. Public notice was

given that he intended to enter the lists

with tlie schoolmaster ;
scaifolds were

erected in Westminster-hall for the accom-

modation of the audience ; Henry appeared
on his throne, accompanied vvith all the

ensigns of majesty ;
the prelates were

placed on his right hand, the temporal

peers on his left ; the judges and most
eminent lawyers had a place assigned them
behind the bishops ; the courtiers of

greatest distinction behind the peers ; and
in the midst of this splendid assembly was

produced the unhappy Lambert, who was

required to defend his opinions against his

royal antagonist.
The bishop of Chichester opened the

conference, by saying that Lambert,

being charged with heretical pravity, had

appealed from his bishop to the king ; as

if he expected more favour from this ap-

plication, and as if the king could ever be

induced to protect a heretic : that, though
his majesty had thrown off the usurpation
of the see of Rome

;
had disincorporated

some idle monks, who Uved like drones in

a beehive
;
had abolished the idolatrous

worship of images ;
had published the

Bible in English, for the instruction of all

his subjects ; and had made some lesser

alterations, which every one must approve
of

; yet was he determined to maintain the

purity of the catholic faith, and to punish
with the utmost severity all departure from
it : and that he had taken the present op-

portunity of convincing Lambert of his

errors
; but, if he still continued obstinate

in them, he must expect the most condign
punishment.

After this preamble, which was not

* At the opening of the examination, the king
demanded of the accused what was his name

; upon
which, dropping on his knees, the latter replied
that "his true name was Nicholson, though by many
he was called Lambert." The royal disputant upon
this exclaimed, "Ha! hast thou two names! I would
not trust a man with two names, though he were my
own brother." Such a remark was well calculated
to prepare the unfortunate man for the treatment he

subsequently experienced.—Ed.

t It is melancholy to note the situations in

which a man of Cranmer's learning and reputed piety
688

very encouraging, the king asked Lam
bert, with a stern countenance, what his

opinion was of Christ's corporeal presence
in the sacrament of the altar ; and, when
Lambert began his reply with some com-

pliment to his majesty, he rejected the

praise with disdain and indignation.* He
al'terwards pressed Lambert with argu-
ments drawn from scripture and the

schoolmen. The audience applauded the

force of his reasoning, and the extent of

his erudition
; Cranmer seconded his

proofs by some new topics;! Gardiner
entered the lists as a support to Cran-
mer

;
Tonstal took up the argument after

Gardiner; Stokesley brought fresh aid to

Tonstal; six bishops more appeared suc-

cessively in the field after Stokesley ; and
the disputation was prolonged for five

hours; till Lambert, fatigued, browbeaten,
and abashed, was reduced to silence. The

king then asked him whether he were
convinced ? and he proposed, as a con-

cluding argument, this interesting ques-
tion, whether he were resolved to live or

die? Lambert, who possessed that cou-

rage which consists in obstinacy, replied
that he cast himself wholly on his ma-

jesty's clemency. The king told him
that he would be no protector of heretics;
and therefore, if that were his final an-

swer, he must expect to be committed
to the flames. Cromwell, as vicegerent,

pronounced the sentence against him.|
Lambert, whose vanity had probably

incited him the more to persevere on
account of the greatness of this public

appearance, was not daunted by the

terrors of the punishment to which he
was condemned. His executioners took

care to make the sufferings of a man
who had personally opposed the king as

cruel as possible. He was burned at a

The kmg
interro-

irates

the

school -

master,
and argues
ajrainst

him.

was found at various periods of his life. Here we
find him supporting the absurdities which a capricious

tyrant dignified with the name of religion, to con-

sign a poor enthusiast to the stake. In another

place he will be exhibited still more unworthily
employed in vanquishing the scruples of a virtuous,

monarch, who shrunk with horror from shedding
blood, from burning a fellow creature alive, for

opinions deemed erroneous, but conscientiously en-

tertained.—Ed.

J See note MM at the end of the volume.
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slow fire ;
his legs and thiglis were con-

sumed to the stumps ; some of the

iruards, more merciful than the rest, lifted

him on their halberts, and threw him
into the flames, where he was consumed.

While thev were employed in this friendly

office he cried aloud several times,
' None

but Christ, none but Christ ;' and these

words were in his mouth when he ex-

pired.
Some few days before this execution

four Dutch anabaptists, three men and a

woman, had faggots tied to their backs

at Paul's cross, and were burned in that

manner. And a man and a woman of

the same sect and country were burned

in Smithfield.

A parlia:mext. 1539.

It was the unhappy fate of the English

durin2; this ase that, when thev laboured

under any grievance, they had not the

atisfaction of expecting redress from

parliament ;
on the contrary, they had

reason to dread each meeting of that as-

sembly, and were then sure of having
tvrannv converted into law. This abject
servilitv never appeared more conspicu-

ously than in a new parliament, which

the king now assembled, and which, if he

had been so pleased, might have been the

last that ever sat in England. But he

found them too useful ever to entertain

thoughts of giving them a total exclusion.

Thf chancellor opened the parliament

by informing the house of lords that it

was his majesty's earnest desire to extir-

pate all diversity of opinion in religion ;

'

and, as this undertaking was, he owned,

important and arduous, he desired them
to choose a committee who might draw-

up certain articles of faith, and communi-

jCate
them to the parliament. The lords

named the vicar-general, Cromwell, now ;

ia peer, the archbishops of Canterbury and

York, the bishops of Durham, Carlisle,
'

Worcester, Bath and Wells, Bangor, and I

Ely. The house might have seen what a

hopeful task they had undertaken : this

small committee itself was agitated with

such diversity of opinion that it could

come to no conclusion. The duke of

VOL. I. 8 m

A new com-
niiilee re-

Norfolk then moved in the house, that,
since there were no hopes of having a

report from the committee, the articles

of faith intended to be established should
be reduced to six

; and a new committee
be appointed to draw an act with regard t"Zl^t,

I
to them. As this peer was understood ''^•

to speak the sense of the king, his mo-
tion was complied with ; and, after a
short prorogation, the bill of the six

articles, or the bloody bill, as the pro-
testants justly termed it, was introduced,
and, having passed the two houses, re-

ceived the roval assent.

LAW OF THE SIX ARTICLES.

In this law the doctrine of the real pre-
sence was established, the communion in

one kind, the perpetual obligation of vows

;

of chastity, the utility of private masses,
the celibacy of the clergy, and the neces

sity of auricular confession. The denial

of the first article with regard to the real

presence subjected the person to death bv

fire, and to the same forfeiture as in

cases of treason, and admitted not the

privilege of abjuring ;
an unheard of se-

verity, and unknown to the inquisition
itself. The denial of any of tiie other

five articles, even though recanted, was

punishable by the forfeiture of goods and

chattels, and imprisonment during the

king's pleasure ; an obstinate adherence

to error, or a relapse, was adjudged to be

felonv, and punishable with death. The

marriage of priests was subjected to the

same punishment. Their commerce with

women was, on the first offence, for-

feiture and imprisonment ; on the second,

death. The abstaining from confession,

and from receiving the eucharist at the

accustomed times, subjected the person
to fine and to imprisonment during the

king's pleasure ; and, if the criminal per-

severed after conviction, he was pun-
ishable by death and forfeiture as in

cases of felony. Commissioners were to

be appointed by the king for inquiring

into these heresies and irregular practices,

and the criminals were to be tried by a
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oppressive hand on both parties; and

even the cathohcs had reason to com-

plain that the friars and nuns, though
dismissed their convent, should be ca-

priciously restrained to the practice of

celibacy :* but, as the protestants were

chiefly exposed to the severity of the

statute, the misery of adversaries, ac-

cording to the usual maxims of party,
was regarded by the adherents to the

ancient religion as their own prosperity
and triumph. Cranmer had the courage
to oppose this bill

;
and though the king

desired him to absent himself, he could

not be prevailed on to give proof of com-

pliance. Henry was accustomed to Cran-

mer's freedom and sincerity ; and, being
convinced of the general rectitude of his

intentions, gave him an unusual indulgence,
and never allowed even a whisper against
him. That prelate, however, was now

obliged, in obedience to the statute, to

dismiss his wife, the niece of Osiander, a

faiuous divine of Nuremberg ;
and Henry,

satisfied with this proof of submission,
shewed him his former favour. Latimer
and Shaxton threw up their bishoprics on
account of the law, and were committed
to prison.

PROCLAMATIONS MADE EQUAL
TO LAWS.

The parliament, having thus resigned all

their religious liberties, proceeded to an

entire surrender of their civil
; and made

by one act a total subversion of the Eng-
lish constitution. They gave to the king's

proclamation the same force as to a

statute enacted by parliament; and, to

render the matter worse, if possible, they
framed this law as if it were only declara-

tory, and were intended to explain the

natural extent of royal authority. The

preamble contains, that the king had for-

merly set forth several proclamations,
which froward persons had wilfully con-

temned, not considering what a king by
his royal power may do

; that this license

might encourage offenders not only to dis-

obey the laws of Almighty God, but also

* See note MM at the end of the volume.

COO

to dishonour the king's most royal ma-

jesty, who may full ill bear it
; that sud-

den emergencies often occur which require

speedy remedies, and cannot await the

slow assembling and deliberations of par-
liament

;
and that, though the king was

empowered, by his authority derived from

God, to consult the public good on these

occasions, yet the opposition of refractory

subjects might push him to extremity and
violence : for these reasons the parliament,
that they might remove all occasion o

doubt, ascertained by a statute this prero-

gative of the crown, and enabled his ma-

jesty, with the advice of his council, to

set forth proclamations enjoining obedience
under whatever pains and penalties he
should think proper ; and these proclama-
tions were to have the force of perpetual
laws.

What proves either a stupid or a wilful

blindness in the parliament is that they
pretended, even after this statute, to main-
tain some limitations in the government ;

and they enacted that no proclamation
should deprive any person of his lawful

possessions, liberties, inheritances, privi-

leges, franchises
; nor yet infringe any

common law or laudable custom of the

realm. They did not consider that no

penalty could be inflicted upon the dis-

obeying of proclamations without invading
some liberty or property of the subject.
It is true the kings of England had always
been accustomed from their own authority

to issue proclamations, and to exact

obedience to them ; and this prerogative
was no doubt a strong symptom of abso-

lute government ;
but still there was a

difference between a power exercised

on a particular emergence, and justified by
the present expedience or necessity, and
an authority conferred by a positive sta-

tute, which could no longer admit of con-

trol or limitation.

Could any act be more opposite to the

spirit of liljerty than this law, it would
have been another of the same parliament.

They passed an act of attidnder not only

against the marquis of Exeter, the lords'

Darcy, Hussey, and others who had been'

legally tried and condemned ; but also

against some persons of the highest quality,!
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who had never been accused, or examined,
or convicted. The violent hatred wliich

Henry bore to cardinal Pole had extended

itself to all his friends and relations ; and
his mother in particular, the countess of

Salisbury, had on that account become

extremely obnoxious to him. She was
also accused of having employed her au-

thority with her tenants to hinder them
from reading the new translation of the

Bible
;

of having procured bulls from

Rome, which it is said liad been seen at

Coudray, her country seat ;
and of having

kept a correspondence with her son the

cardinal : but Henry found, either that

these offences could not be proved, or that

they would not by law be subjected to

such severe punishments as he desired to

inflict upon her. He resolved, therefore,

to proceed in a more tyrannical manner ;

and for that purpose he sent Cromwell to

ask the judges whether the parliament
could attaint a person who was forth-

coming without giving him any trial, or

citing him to appear before them ? The

judges replied that it was a dangerous

question, and that the high court of par-
liament ought to give the example to in-

ferior courts of proceeding according to

justice ; no inferior court could act in that

arbitrary manner, and they thought that

the parliament never would. Being
Thejudges presscd to give a more explicit answer,

they replied that, if a person were attainted

in that manner, the attainder could never

afterwards be brought in question, but

must remain good in law. Henry learned

by this decision that such a method of

proceeding, though directly contrary to all

the principles of equity, was yet practi-
cable

; and, this being all he was anxious

to know, he resolved to employ it against
the countess of Salisbury. Cromwell
shewed to the house of peers a banner, on

which were embroidered the five wounds
of Christ, the symbol chosen by the

northern rebels ; and this banner, he af-

firmed, was found in the countess's house.

No other proof seems to have been pro-
duced in order to ascertain her guilt : the

parliament, without farther inquiry, passed
a bill of attainder against her ; and tliey

involved in the same bill without any

the attain-

der ot an
individual

who is

forth-

comiuir.

A bill of

ttainder is

IMBced
gainst
cardinal

Pole's

mother.

been

irreat

were

better proof, as far as ajipears, Gertrude

marchioness of Exeter, Sir Adrian For-|

tescuc, and Sir Thomas Dingley. These'

two gentlemen were executed ;
the mar-

chioness was pardoned, and survived the

king ; the countess received a reprieve.

Tlie only beneficial act passed this

session confirmed the surrender of the

monasteries ; yet even this act contains

much falsehood, much tyranny ; and, were

it not that all private rights must submit

to public interest, much injustice and in-

iquity. The scheme of engaging the ab-

bots to surrender their monasteries had

been conducted with many invidious cir-

cumstances ;
arts of all kinds had been

emploved ; every motive that could worlv

on the frailty of human nature had

set before them ;
and it was with

difficulty that these conventuals

brought to make a concession, regarded as

destructive of their interests, as well as

sacrilegious and criminal in itself. Three

abbots had shewn more constancy than

the rest ;
the abbots of Colchester, Read-

ing, and Glastcnbury; and, in order to

punish them for their opposition, means

had been found to convict them of treason
;

they had perished by the hands of the

executioner, and the revenue of the con-

vents had been forfeited. Besides, the

king knew that a surrender made by men

who were only tenants for life, would not

bear examination ;
and he was therefore

resolved to make all sure by his usual ex-

pedient, an act of parliament. In the

preamble to this act the parliament asserts

that all the surrenders made by the abbots

had been ' without constraint, of their

own accord, and according to due course

of common law ;

'

and, in consequence,
confirm the surrenders,

property of the abbey

lands to the king and his successors for

ever. It is remarkable that all the mitred

abbots still sat in the house of peers, and

that none of them made any protests

against this injurious statute.

In this session the rank of all the great

officers of state was fixed ; Cromwell, as

vicegerent, had the precedency assigned

him above all of them. It was thought
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was no other,* should have place next the

royal family ;
and that a man possessed of

no manner of literature should be set at

the head of the church.

As soon as the act of the six articles had

passed, the catholics were extremely vigi-

lant, in informing against offenders
; and,

five hundred persons were in a little time

thrown into prison. But Cromwell, who
had not had interest to prevent that act,

was able for the present to elude its ex-

ecution. Seconded by the duke of Suffolk

and chancellor Audley, as well as by Cran-

mer, he remonstrated asrainst the crueltv

of punishing so many delinquents ; and he
obtained permission to set them at liberty.
The uncertainty of the king's humour

gave each party an opportunity of tri-

umphing in turn. No sooner had Henry
passed this law, which seemed to inflict

30 deep a wound on the reformers, than he

granted a general permission for every one

Henry
seelcs a new
wife.

He propo-
ses fur the
duchess
de Loni^ue-

ville, hut

meets with
a refusal.

to have the new
in his family ;

a

translation of the Bible

concession regarded bv
that party as an important victory.

HENRY'S PROJECTS OF
MARRIAGE.

But, as Henry was observed to be much

governed bv his wives while he retained

his fondness for them, the final prevalence
of either party seemed much to depend on

the choice of the future queen. Immedi-

ately after the death of .lane Seymour, the

most beloved of all his wives, he began to

think of a new marriage. He first cast

his eye towards the duchess dowager of

Milan, niece to the emperor ;
and he made

proposals for that alliance. But, meeting
with difficulties, he was carried by his

friendship for Francis rather to think of a

French princess. He demanded the

duchess dowager of Longueville, daughter
of the duke of Guise, a prince of the

house of Lorraine ;
but Francis told him

that the lady was already betrothed to the

king of Scotland. The king, however,
would not take a refusal

;
the information

which he had received of the duchess's

accomplishments and beauty, had prepos-
sessed him in her favour ; and havina;

* His father was a blacksmith at Putney, who
subsequently became a brewer. He was not regi:..
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privately sent over Meautys to examine

her person, and get certain intelligence of

her conduct, the accounts v/hich that

agent brought him served rather to inflame

his desires. He learned that she was big
made ;

and he thought her on that account

the more proper match for him, who was

now somewhat corpulent. The pleasure
too of mortifying his nephew was a far-

ther incitement ; and he insisted that

Francis should give him the preference to

the king of Scots. But Francis, though
sensible that the alliance of England was
of much greater importance to his interests,

would not affront his friend and ally ;
and he

immediately sent the princess to Scotland.

Not to shock, however, Henry's humour,
Francis made him an offer of Mary of Bour-

bon, daughter of the duke of Vendome; but,

as the king was informed that James had

formerly rejected this princess, he would

not hear any farther of such a proposal.
The French monarch then offered him the

choice of the two younger sisters of the

queen of Scots ;
and he assured him that

they were nowise inferior either in merit

or size to their sister, and that one was

even superior in beauty. The king was
as scrupulous with regard to the person
of his wives as if his heart had been really

susceptible of a delicate passion ;
and he

was unwilling to trust any relations, or

even pictures. He proposed to Francis

that they should have a conference at

Calais, on pretence of business ;
and that

this monarch should bring along with him
the two princesses of Guise, together with

the finest ladies of quality in France,

that he might make a choice among them.

But the gallant spirit of Francis was im-

pressed with too much regard, he said, for

the fair sex, to carry ladies of the first

qualitv like geldings to a market, there to

be chosen or rejected by the purchaser

Henry still insisted on his proposal ; which,

notwithstanding Francis's earnest desire of

obliging him, was finally rejected.

HE MARRIES ANNE OF CLEVES
The king then began to turn his thoughts
towards a German alliance ; and, as the

larly educated, but had acquired a knowledge of

> several languages.
—Ed.
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princes of the Smalcaldic league were ex-

tremely di.sp;usted witli tlio emperor on

account of his persecuting their religion,

he hoped, by matciiing himself into one of

their families, to renew a connexion which

he regarded as very advantageous to him.

Cromwell joyfully seconded this intention;

and i)roposed Anne of Cleves, whose father,

the duke of that name, had great interest

among the Lutheran princes, and whose

sister, Sibvlla, was married to the elector

of Saxony, tiie head of the protestant

league. A flattering picture of the prin-
cess by Hans Holbien* determined Henry;
and, after some negociation, the marria

notwithstanding the opposition of

elector of Saxony, was concluded,

Anne sent over to England. The king,

impatient to be satisfied with regard to

the person of his bride, came privately to

Rochester, and got a sight of her. He
found her big indeed, and tall as he could

wish ; but utterly destitute both of beauty
and grace ; very unlike the pictures and

representations which he had received :

he swore she was a great Flanders mare,

and declared that he never could possibly
bear her any affection. The matter was

worse when he found that she could speak
no language but Dutch, of which he was

entirely ignorant, and that the charms of

her conversation were not likely to com-

pensate for the homeliness of her person.
He returned to Greenwich very melan-

choly ;
and he much lamented his hard

fate to Cromwell, as well as to lord Rus-

sel. Sir Anthony Brown, and Sir Anthony

Denny. This last gentleman told him that

his misfortune was common to all kings,

who could not, like private persons, choose

for themselves ;
but must receive their

wives from the judgment and fancy of

others.

It was the subject of debate among the

king's counsellors whether the marriage

could not be dissolved, and the princess

*
Henry took every precaution that experience

could suggest, to be well informed respecting the

person ami accomplishments of his future consort.

Hans Holbein, his own nainter, was sent over

.0 furnish an accurate likeness, and from one

of his ambassadors in Germany he sought every

needful information respecting tlic mind and habits

of the lady. Her education and morals were said to
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sent hack to her own country. Henry's
situation seemed at that time very critical.

After the ten years truce concluded be-

tween the emperor and the king of France,
a good understandiim; was tlunight to have
taken place between tiiese rival monarchs;
and sucli marks of union appeared as gave
great jealousy to the court of Kngland.
The emperor, who knew the generous na-

ture of Francis, even put a confidence in

him, which is rare to that degree among
great princes. An insurrection had been
raised in the Low Countries by the inha-

bitants of Ghent, and seemed to threaten

the most dangerous conseciuences. Ciiarles,

at that time in Spain, resolved to go in

person to Flanders, to appease those dis-

orders
;
but he iound great difficulties in

choosing the manner of his passing thither.

The road by Italy and Germany was
tedious

;
the voyage through the channel

dangerous, by reason of the English naval

power : he asked Francis's permission to

pass throuiih his dominions
;

and he

intrusted himself into tlie hands of a rival

whom he had so mortally offended. The
French monarch received him at Paris

with great magnificence and courtesy ; and,

though prompted both by revenge and

interest, as well as by the advice of his

mistress and favourites, to make advan-

tage of the present opportunity, he con-

ducted the emperor safely out of his domi-

nions ;
and would not so much as speak

to him of business during his abode in

France, lest his demands should bear the

air of violence upon his royal guest.

Henry, who was informed of all these

particulars, believed that an entire and

cordial union had taken place between

these princes, and that their religious zeal

might prompt them to fall with combined
arms upon England. An alliance with

the German princes seemed now more
than ever requisite for his interest and

safety ;
and he knew that, if he sent back!

be excellent ; and it was added, brought up by the

duchess her mother, she had in a manner never been

from her elbow. The ambassador further stated that

Holbein had very successfully expressed her image:
and this.when it cimc to Henry's eye, he thought
beautiful. The gay hope such tidings inspired, was

dissipated the moment he beheld the original, and
incurable dislike succeeded.—Ed.
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the princess of Cleves, such an affront

would be highly resented. He was there-

fore resolved, notwithstanding his aversion

to her, to complete the marriage ;
and he

told Cromwell that, since matters had

gone so far, he must put his neck into the

yoke. Cromwell, who knew how much
his own interests were concerned in this

affair, was very anxious to learn from the

king, next morning after the marriage,
whether he now liked his spouse any
better. The king told him that he hated

her worse than ever, and that her person
was more disgusting on a near approach :

he was resolved never to meddle with her,

and even suspected her not to be a true

maid
;
a point about which he entertained

an extreme delicacy. He continued, how-

ever, to he civil to Anne
;
he even seemed

to repose his usual confidence in Crom-
well ; but, though he exerted this com-
mand over himself, a discontent lay lurk-

ing in his breast, and was ready to burst

out on the first opportunity.*

A PARLIAMENT. 1540.

and

the abbots were now allowed a

in the house of peers. The king,

Tenets are

prep ired, to

which they
iire required
to assent.

A SESSION of parliament was held

none of

place

by the mouth of the chancellor, com-

plained to the parliament of the great di-

versity of religions w^iich still prevailed ;

a grievance, he affirmed, which ought the

less to be endured because the scriptures
were now published in English, and ought
to be the standard of belief to all mankind.
But he had appointed, he said, some

bishops and divines to draw up a list of

tenets to which his people were to assent ;

and he was determined that Ciirist, the

doctrine of Christ, and the truth, should

have the victory. The king seems to have

expected more effect in ascertaining truth,

from this new book of his doctors, than

had ensued from the publication of the

scriptures. Cromwell, as vicar-general,
made also, in the king's name, a speech
to the upper house ; and the peers in re-

* Though Anne continued to share the royal bed,
her royal husband seems never for a moment to

have forgotten the impression made upon him when
she first arrived. Her ladies expressed hopes that
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turn said that he was worthy, by his

desert, to be vicar-general of the universe.

That minister received, soon after the

sitting of the parhameut, the title of earl

of Essex, and was installed knight of the

garter.
There remained only one religious order

in England, the knights of St. John of

Jerusalem, or the knights of Malta, as

they are commonly called. This order,

partly ecclesiastical, partly military, had

by their valour done great service to

Christendom ;
and had very much retarded

at Jerusalem, Rhodes, and Malta, the

rapid progress of the barbarians. During
the general surrender of the religious
houses in England they had exerted their

spirit, and had obstinately refused to yield

up their revenues to the king ;
and Henry,

who would endure no society that pro-
fessed obedience to the pope, was obliged
to have recourse to parliament for the

dissolution of this order. Their revenues

were large, and formed an addition no-

wise contemptible to the many acquisi-

tions which the king had already made.

But he had very ill husbanded the great
revenue acquired by the plunder of the

church
;

his profuse generosity dissipated
faster than his rapacity could supply ; and

the parliament was surprised this session

to find a demand made upon them of four

tenths, and a subsidy of one shilling in

the pound during two years : so ill were

the public expectations answered, that the

crown was never more to require any sup-

ply from the people. It was not without

difficulty so small a grant could be ob-

tained by this absolute and dreaded mon-

arch. The convocation gave the king
four shillings in the pound, to be levied in

two years. The pretext for these grants
was the great expense which Henry had

undergone for the defence of the realm,

in building forts along the sea-coast, and

in equipping a navy. As he had no ally

on the continent in whom he reposed
much confidence, he relied only on his

domestic strength, and was obliged to be

she would soon appear likely to become a parent ;

upon which she replied, this might only be if
" How

dost thou do, sweetheart," and " Good morrow,

sweetheart," could produce such an effect,—Ed.
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FALL OF CROMWELL.

The king's favonr to Cromwell, and his

acquiescence in the marriage with Anne
of Cleves, were both of them deceitful aji-

pearances : his aversion to the (pieen se-

cretly increased every day; and, having
at last broken all restraint, it prompted
him to seek the dissolution of a marriage
so odious to him, and to involve his min-

ister in ruin, who had been the innocent

author of it. The fall of Cromwell was

hastened by other causes. All the nobi-

lity hated a man who, being of such low

extraction, had not only mounted above

them bv his station of vicar-general, but

had engrossed many of the oth.er conside-

rable offices of the crown : besides enjoy-

ino; that commission which gave him a

high and almost absolute autliority over

the clergy, and even over the laity, he

was pri\'}' seal, chamberlain, and master

of the wards
;
he had also obtained the

order of the garter, a dignity which had

ever been conferred only on men of illus-

trious families, and which seemed to be

profaned bv its being communicated to so

mean a person. The people were averse

to him as the supposed author of the vio-

lence on the monasteries.* The catholics

regarded him as the concealed enemy of

their religion ;
the protestants were in-

clined to bear him as little favour, and

reproached him with the timidity, if not

treachery, of his conduct. And the king,
who found that great clamours had on all

hands arisen against the administration,

was not displeased to throw on Cromwell

the load of public hatred
;
and he hoped

by making so easy a sacrifice to regain the

affections of his subjects.
But there was another cause which sud-

*
Popular good-will cannot always be conciliated

by benevolence. "NMien Cromwell was no more,

those who had murmured against him living had

cause to mourn his loss. Two hundred poor per-

sons, are said to have been fed twice daily at his

gate.
—Ed.

t Cromwell solicited a trial before his peers.

Proceedings by bill of attainder, which he had pre-
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denly set all these motives in action, and

brought about an unexpected revolution

in the ministry. The king had fixed his

affection on Catherine Howard, niece to

the duke of Norfolk ; and, being deter-

mined to gratify this new passion, he could

find no expedient, but by procuring a di-

vorce from his ])rcscnt consort, to raise Ca-

therine to his bed and tlirone. Tlie duke,

long engaged in enmity with Cromwell,

made thesameuseof her insinuationstoruin

this minister that he had formerly done of

Anne Roleyn's against Wolsey ; and, when
all engines were prepared, he obtained a

commission from the king to arrest Crom-
well at the council table, on an accusation

of high treason, and to commit him to the

tower. Immediately after a bill of at-

tainder was framed against him
;
and the

house of peers thought pro])er, without

trial, examination, or evidence, to con-

demn to death a man whom a few days
before thev had declared worthy to be

vicar-general of the universe. The house

of commons passed the bill, thouirh not

without some opposition. Cromwell was

accused of heresy and treason ; but the

proofs of his treasonable practices are

utterly improbable, and even absolutely

ridiculous. The only circumstance of his

conduct, bv which he seems to have

merited his fate, was his being the instra-

ment of the king's tyranny in conducting
like iniquitous bills in the preceding ses-

sion against the countess of Salisbury and

others.t

EXECUTION OF CROMWELL.

Cromwell endeavoured to soften the

kin^ bv the most humble supplications ;

but all to no purpose ; and, though the move ti

unhappy prisoner once wrote to him in so
eomf.Lion.

moving a strain as even to draw tears from

his eyes, he hardened himself against all

viously advocated, was a course which he could not

approve in his case. In connection with this pro-

ceeding, Cranmer again appears in a very disadvan-

ta<7eous light. Though at first he wrote a letter to

the king in behalf of his friend, finding Henry was

not moved, he would not further risk offending him,

but voted for the bill which sent Cromwell to the

block.—Ed.
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movements of j)ity,
and refused his par-

don. The conclusion of Cromwell's letter

ran in these words :

'

I am a most woful

prisoner, am ready to submit to death

when it shall please God and your ma-

jesty ;
and yet the frail flesh incites me to

call to your grace for mercy and pardon
of mine offences. Written at the tower

with the heavy heart and trembling hand

of your highness's most miserable pri-

soner, and poor slave, Thomas Cromwell.'

And a little below,
' Most gracious prince,

I cry for mercy, mercy, mercy.' When
brought to the place of execution he

avoided all earnest protestations of his

innocence, and all complaints. He knew
that Henry would resent on his son those

symptoms of opposition to his will, and

that his death alone would not terminate

that monarch's vengeance. He was a

man of prudence, industry, and abilities ;

worthy of a better master and of a better

fate. Though raised to the summit of

power i'rom a low origin, he betrayed no

insolence towards inferiors ; and was care-

ful to remember all the obligations which
he had owed to any one. He had served

as a private sentinel in the Italian wars ;

when he received some good offices from

a Lucquese merchant, who had entirely

forgotten his person, as well as the service

which he had rendered him. Cromwell
in his grandeur happened at London to

cast his eye on his benefactor, now re-

duced to poverty. He immediately sent

for him, reminded him of their ancient

friendship, and by his grateful assistance

reinstated him in his former prosperity
and opulence.

KING'S DIVORCE FROM ANNE OF
CLEVES.

The measures for divorcing Henry from
Anne of Cleves were carried on at the

same time wath the bill of attainder against
Cromv.ell. The house of peers, in con-

junction with the commons, applied to

the king by petition, desiring that he
would allows his marriage to be examined ;

and orders were given to lay the matter
before the convocation. Anne had for-

merly been contracted by her father to
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the duke of Lorraine ;
but she, as well

as}
I the duke, were under age, and the con-

tract had been afterwards annulled by
consent. The king, however, pleaded
this precontract as a ground of divorce ;

and he added two reasons more, which

may seem a little extraordinary ;
that when

he espoused Anne he had not inwardly

given his consent, and that he had not

thought proper to consummate the mar-

riage. The convocation was satisfied w ith

these reasons, and solemnly annulled the

marriage between the king and queen ;

the parliament ratified the decision ;* and!

the sentence was soon after notified to the

princess.
Anne was blest with a happy insensi-

bility ; and the king's aversion towards

her, as well as the prosecution of the

divorce, had never given her the least un-

easiness. She willingly hearkened to

terms of accommodation with him
; and,

when he offered to adopt her as his sister,

to give her place next the queen and his

own daughter, and to make a settlement of

three thousand pounds a year upon her,

she accepted of the conditions, and gave
her consent to the divorce. She even

wTote to her brother (for her father was
now dead) that she had been very -well

used in England, and desired him. to live

on good terms with the king. The only
instance of pride which she betrayed was,
that she refused to return to her own

country after the affront which she had
received

; and she lived and died in Eng-
land.

Notwithstanding Anne's moderation,
this incident produced a great coldness

between the king and the German princes ;

but, as the situation of Europe was now
much altered, Henry was indifferent about

their resentment. The close intimacy
between Francis and Charles had subsisted

during a very short time
;
the dissimilarity

of their characters soon renewed, with

greater violence, their former jealousy and
hatred. While Charles remained at Paris,

Francis had been imprudently engaged,

by his open temper, and by that satisfac-

tion which a noble mind naturally feels in

* See note NN at the end of the volume.
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ipertormmg generous actions, to make, in

|c'onfi(lence, some dangerous discoveries to

tiiat interested monarch
; and iiaving now

lost all suspicion of his rival, he hoped
that the emperor ami he, supporting each

other, might neglect every other alliance.

He not only communicated to his guest
the state of his negociations with sultan

Solyinan and the \'enctiaii>^, he also laid

open the solicitations wliiili he had re-

ceived from the court of England to enter

into a confederacy against him. Cliailes

had no sooner reached his own dominions
than he shewed himself unworthy of the

friendly reception which he had met with.

He absolutely refused to fulfil his promise,
and put the duke of Orleans in possession
of the Milanese ;

he informed Solyman and
the senate of Venice of the treatment

which they had received from their ally ;

and he took care that Henry should not

be ignorant how readily Francis had aban-

doned his ancient friend, to whom he

owed such important obligations ;
he even

poisoned and mi.-represented many things
which the French monarch had disclosed

I to him. Had Henry possessed true judg-

jment and generosity, this had been sutii-

cient to guide him in the choice of his ally.

But his domineering pride carried him

immediately to renounce tlie friendshij) of
;

Francis, who had so unexpectedly given
the preference to the emperor; and, as

Charles invited him to a renewal of ancient

amity, he willingly accepted of the offer ;

and, thinking himself secure in this alli-

ance, he neglected the friendship both of
;

France and of the German princes.

HIS MARRIAGE WITH CATHERINE
HOWARD.

The new turn which Henry had taken was

extremelv agreeable to his catholic sub-

jects ; and, as it had perhaps contributed,

amonu; other reasons, to the ruin of Crom-

well, it made them entertain hopes of a

final prevalence over their antagonists.
The marriage of the king with Catherine

Howard, which followed soon after his

divorce from Anne of Cleves, was also re-

trarded as a favourable incident to their

party ;
and the subsequent events corres-
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ponded to their expectations. The king's
councils being now directed by Norfolk
and Gardiner, a furious persecution com-
menced against the |)rotestants ;

and thi'

law of the six articles was executed witli

rigour. Dr. Uarnes, who had been tht

cause of Lnmbert's execution, felt in his

turn the
severity of the persecuting spirit ;

and, by a bill which j)assed in parliament,
he was, without tri;il, condemned to llu

flames, together with Jerome and Gcr-
rard. He discusstd theological questions
even at the stake ; and, as the dispute be-

tween him and the sherifl' turned upon tin

invocation of saints, he said that he doubled
whether the saints could pray for us; but, if

they could, he hoped in hidf an hour to bt

praying tor the slierif1"and all the specta-
tors. He next entreated the sheriff" to

carry to the king his dyini: recjucst, wiiicl;

j

he fondly imagined would have autlioritv

I

with that monarch. The purport of his

request was, that Henry, besides repressing

superstitious ceremonies, should be ex-

tremely vigilant in preventing furnicatior

and common swearinir.

While Henry was exerting this violence

against the protcstants, he spared not the

cathoHcs who denied his supremacv ;
antl

a foreigner at that time in England, had
reason to say that those who were against
the pope were burned, and those who were
for him were hanged. The king even dis-

played in an ostentatious manner this

tyrannical impartiality, which reduced

both parties to subjection, and infused

terror into every breast. J3ariies, Gerraid,j
and Jerome, hail been carried to the place
of execution on three hurdles; and along
with them there was placed on eacli

hurdle a catholic, who was also executed

for his religion. These catholics were

Abel, Fetherstone, and Powel, who de-

clared that the most grievous part of their

punishment was tire being coupled to

such heretical miscreants as suffered with

them.

Though the spirit of the English seemed

to be totally sunk under the despotic

power of Henry, there appeared some

svm|)toms of discontent : an inconsiderable

rebellion broke out in Yorkshire, headed

by Sir John Nevil ; but it was soon sup-
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pressed ;
and Nevil, with other ringleaders,

executed. The rebels were supposed to

have been instigated by the intrigues of

cardinal Pole ;
and the king determined

to make the countess of Sahsbury, who

already lay under sentence of death, sufier

Cor her son's offences. He ordered her to

be carried to execution. And this venera-

ble matron maintained still, in these dis-

tressful circumstances, the spirit of that

long race of monarclis from whom she was

descended. She refused to lay her head on
the block, or submit to a sentence where
she had received no trial. She told the

executioner that, if he would have her

head, he must win it the best way he

could : and thus, shaking her venerable

grey locks, she ran about the scaffold; and
the executioner followed her with his axe,

aiming many fruitless blows at her neck
before he was able to give the fatal stroke.*

Thus perished the last of the line of Plan-

tagenet, which had governed England for

the space of three hundred years. Lord
Leonard Grey, a man who had formerly

Lidered great service to the crown, was
also beheaded for treason soon after the

countess of Salisbury. We know little

ncerning the grounds of his prosecu-
tion.

The insurrection in the north en2:a2;ed

Henry to make a progress thither, in

order to quiet the minds of his people. He
purposed to have a conference at York
with his nephew the king of Scotland, and,
if possible, to cement a close and indis-

soluble union with that kingdom.

STATE OF AFFAIRS IN SCOTLAND.
1541.

The same spirit of religious innovation,
which had seized other parts of Europe,
had made its way into Scotland, and had be-

gun to excite jealousies, fears, and perse-
innovations cutions. About the year 1527 Patrick

c"use'^'°" Hamilton, a young man of a noble family

rnscot"-"™ having been created abbot of Feme, was
land. sent abroad for his education : but had

* The scene was most dismal. After severely
wounding the unfortunate lady, her grey hairs, and
iter person generally, being stained with her blood,
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fallen into company with some reformers,
and he returned very ill disposed towards

that church of which his birth and his

merit entitled him to attain the highest

dignities. The fervour of youth, and his

zeal for novelty, made it impossible for

him to conceal his sentiments
;

and

Campbel, prior of the Dominicans, who,
under colour of friendship, had insinuated

himself into his confidence, accused him
before Beaton archbishop of St. Andrews.
Hamilton was invited to St. Andrews,
in order to maintain with some of the

clergy a dispute concerning the contro-

verted points ; and after much reasoning
with regard to justification, free-will,

original sin, and other topics of that

nature, the conference ended with their

condemning Hamilton to be burned. The

young man, who had been deaf to the in-

sinuations of ambition, was less likely to

be shaken with the fears of death, while he

proposed to himself both the glory of bear-

ing testimony to the truth, and the imme-
diate reward attending his martyrdom. The

people weremuch moved at the constancyof
his end; and an incident which followed still

more confirmed them in their favourable

sentiments towards him. He had cited

Campbel, who still insulted him at the

stake, to answer before the judgment-seat of

Christ; and as that persecutor, either aston-

ished with these events, or overcome with

remorse, or, perhaps, seized casually with a

distemper, soon after lost his senses, and fell

into a fever, of which he died, the people

regarded Hamilton as a prophet as well as

a martyr.

Among the disciples converted bv
Hamilton was one friar Forrest, who be-

came a zealous preacher. His diocesan

the bishop of Dunkel enjoined him, when
he met with a good epistle or good gospel
which favoured the liberties of holy church,
to preach on it and leave the rest alone.

Forrest replied that he had read both Old
and New Testament, and had not found
an ill epistle or ill gospel in any part oi

them. The extreme attachment to the

it was not till her neck was forced down upon the
block by assistants that the headsman coidd give the

finishing blow.—Ed.
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scriptures was regarded in those days as a

sure characteristic of heresy ;
and Forrest

was soon after hrought to trial, and con-

demned to the flames. While the priests

were deliberating; on the place of his

execution, a bystander advised them to

burn him in a cellar, for that the smoke
of i\Ir. Patrick Hamilton had infected all

those on whom it blew.*

The clergy were reduced to great diffi-

culties not only in Scotland, but all over

Europe. As the reformers aimed at a

total subversion of ancient establishments,

which they represented as idolatrous,

impious, detestable ; the priests thought
that they had a right to resist, by every

expedient, these dangerous invaders ;
and

that the same simple principles of equity,
which justified a man in killing a pirate or

a robber, would acquit them for the execu-

tion of such heretics. A toleration,

though it is never acceptable to ecclesi-

astics, might, they said, be admitted in

other cases
;

but seemed an absurdity
where fundamentalswere shaken, and where

the possessions and even the existence of

the established clers

T2C new
U'>ctrine3

are not ri'-

pressed by

persecution.

The churcli

is in

danger.

_,y were brought m
danger. But, though the church was thus

carried by policy, as well as inclination, to

kindle the tires of persecution, they found

that the enthusiastic zeal of the reformers,

inflamed by punishment, was apt to prove

contagious on the compassionate minds
of the spectators. The new doctrine,

amidst all dangers, secretly spread itself

every wdiere
;
and the minds of men

were gradually disposed to a revolution in

religion.

But the most dangerous symptom for

the clerg}f in Scotland was, that the

nobility, from the example of England,
had cast a wishful eye on the church

revenues, and hoped to enrich themselves

by the plunder of the ecclesiastics. James

himself, who was very poor, and was

somewhat inclined to magnificence, par-

ticularly in building, had been swayed by

* A display of the facetious, which, though it

might have been spared where so dreadful a scene

was contemplated, was not in ill keeping with the

jocular brutality about to be associated with murder.

See p. 683.—Ed.

t Henry had sent some books, richly ornamented,
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like motives ;
and began to threaten the

clergy with the same fate that had at-

tended them in the neighbouring country.'

Ilenrv never ceased exhorting his nephew
to imitate his example ;

and he solicitedi

the king of Scots to meet him at York ;!

and he obtained a promise to that pur-

pose.
The ecclesiastics were alarmed at tlii;

resolution of James. They represented!
tlie hazard of putting himself into the'

hands of the English, his htreditary;

enemies ;
the dcpendance on them which

must ensue ujjou his losing the fi'icndship

of France, and of all foreign powers. To
these considerations they added the pros-

pect of immediate interest, by which

thev found the king to be much go-

verned ; they offered him a present

trratuitv of ^fty thousand pounds ; they

promised him that the church should al-

ways be ready to contribute to his supply ;

and they pointed out to him the confisca-

tion of heretics, as the means of fillin

his exchequer, and of adding a hundred

thousand pounds a year to the crown

revenues. The insinuations of his new

queen, to whom youth, beauty, and ad-

dress, had given a powerful influence over

him, seconded all these reasons ;
and

James w^as at last engaged first to delay

his journey, and then to send excuses to the

king of England, who had already come

to York in order to be present at the

interview.!

THE QUEEN'S DISSOLUTE LIFE.

Henry, vexed with the disappointment,

vowed vengeance against his nephew ;
and

he began, by permitting piracies at
seaj^^^^

and incursions at land, to put his threats thr^tens

in execution. But he received soon after,^*"s^*"'=«-

in his own family, an aflfront to which he]

was much more sensible. He hadi

thought himself very happy in his new

marriage ;
the agreeable person and dis-

to his nephew, who, as soon as he saw by the titles

thatthey had a tendency to defend the new doctrines,

threw them into the fire in the presence of the per-

son who brought them ; adding it was better he

should destroy them, than they him.
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position of Catherine had entirely capti-

vated his affections ; and he made no

•secret of his devoteo attachment to her.

He had even publich', in his chapel, re-

turned solemn tiianks to Heaven tor the

felicity which the conjugal state afforded

him
;
and he directed the bishop of Lin-

coln to compose a form of prayer for

that purpose. But the queen's conduct

very little merited this tenderness. One
Lascelles brought intelligence of her dis-

solute life to Crannier
;
and told him

that his sister, formerly a servant in the

family of the old duchess of Norfolk, with

,vhom Catherine was educated, had given
him a particular account of her licentious

manners. Derham and Mannoc, both of

them servants to the duchess, had been

admitted to her bed
;
and she had even

taken little care to conceal her shame
from the other servants of the family.
The primate, struck with this intelligence,
which it was equally dangerous to conceal

or to discover, communicated the matter

to the earl of Hertford and to the chan-

cellor. They agreed that the matter

should by no means be buried in silence
;

and the archbishop himself seemed the

most proper person to disclose it to the

king. Cranmer, unwilling to speak on so

delicate subject, wrote a narrative of the

whole, and conveyed it to Henry, who was

infinitely astonished at the intelligence.
At fii-st he gave no credit to the informa-

tion
;
and he said to the pri\ y-seal, to lord

riussel high admiral, Sir Anthony Brown,
j

and Wriothesley, that he regarded the

whole as a falsehood. The king's inipa-

The king
orders an

inquiry to

be institut-

ed.

* This is stated on the authority of a communi-
cation which Henry caused to be made to his am-
bassadors at foreign courts. He first ordered those

about him to remark how he had been affected. Due
care was accordingly taken to give a lively picture of
hi-i sensibility. In the letter,

" sent from divers of the

councill," written to Paget, the ambassador to

France, we read,
" What inward sorrow the king's

majesty took when he perceived the information

true, as it was the most woeful thing that ever came
to. our hearts to see it; so it were too tedious to

write it unto you. But his heart was so pierced with

lionsiveuess, that long it was before his majesty
cou'.d spe.ik, and utter the sorrow of his heart unto
us : And finally, with plenty of tears (which was

strange in his courage) opened the same. Which
'done, she was spoken withall in it by the Archbishop
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tience, however, and jealousy, prompted
him to search the matter to the bottom
The privy-seal was ordered to examine

Lascelles, who persisted in the information

he had given, and still appealed to his

sister's testimony. That nobleman next

made a journey under pretence of hunting,
and went to Sussex, where the woman at

that time resided : he found her both con-

stant in her former intelligence, and par-
ticular as to the facts ;

and the whole bore

but too much the face of probability.
IMannoc and Derham, who were arrested

and examined by the chancellor, made the

queen's guilt entirely certain by their con-

fes.sion
; and discovered other particulars,

which redounded still more to her dis-

honour. Three maids of the family were
admitted into her secrets, and some of them p.^^^^ ^f

had even passed the night in bed with her; '''^ queen's

and her lovers. All the examinations fc'cumu!

were laid before the king, who remained a
'''""^'

long time speechless, and at last, burst

into tears.* He found, to his surprise,
that his great skill in distinguishing a true

maid, of which he boasted in the case of

Anne of Cleves, had failed him in that of

liis present consort. The queen, being
next questioned, denied her guilt ; but,

when informed that a full discovery was

made, she confessed that she had been

criminal before marriage, and only insisted

that she had never been false to the king's
bed. But, as there was evidence that one

Colepepper had passed the night with her

alone since her marriage, and as it ap-

peared that she had taken Derham, her!

old paramour, into her service,f she

The queen
coiifesbi-sto

misconduct
before

j

marriage.

of Canterbury, the Lord Chancellor, the Duke of

Norfolk, the Lord Great Cliamberlain of England,
and the Bishop of Winchester, to whom at first she

constantly denyed it, but the matter being so de-

clared unto her, that she perceived it to be wholly
disclosed ; the same night she disclosed the same to

the Archbishop of Canterbury, who took the con-

fession of the same in writing, subscribed with her

own hand."—Lord Htrbert.—Ed.

f On this subject the communication to Paget,

already quoted, says,
" Now may you see what

was done before the marriage : God knowetli what

iiath been done sithence : But she had already

gotten this Derrham in her service, and trained him

upon occasions, as sending of errands, and writing of

letters, when her Secretary was out of the way, to

come to her prlvle chamber. And she had another

i
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seemed to deserve little credit in this as-

severation ; and the kinu; was not of a

luiinour to make any difference between

these degrees of guilt.

A PARLIAMENT. 1542.

Henry found that he could not by any
means so fully or expeditiously satiate his

vengeance on all these criminals as by as-

sembling a parliament. The two houses,

having received the queen's confession,

made an address to the king. They en-

treated him to consider the frailty of hu-

man nature, and the mutability of hu-

man affairs; and, from these views, to de-

rive a subject of consolation. They de-

sired leave to pass a bill of attainder

against the queen and her accomplices ;

and they begi^ed him to give his assent to

this bill, not in person, which would re-

new his vexation, and might endanger his

health, but by couunissioners appointed
for that purpose. And, as there was a

law in force making it treason to speak ill

of the queen as well as of the king, they
craved his royal pardon if any of them

should, on the present occasion, have trans-

gressed any part of the statute.

Having obtained a gracious answer to

these requests, the parliament proceeded
to vote a bill of attainder for treason

against the queen and the viscountess

of Rocheford, who had conducted her

secret amours
;
and in this bill Colepepper

and Derham were also comprehended. At
the same time they passed a bill of at-

tainder for misprision of treason against the

o!d duchess of Norfolk, Catlierine's grand-
mother ; her uncle lord William Howard,

[and his lady, together with the countess

of Bridgewater, and nine persons more
;
be-

cause they knew the queen's vicious course

of lite before marriage, and concealed it.

This was an effect of Henry's usual extra-

vagance, to expect that parents should so

far forget the ties of natural affection, and

the sentiments of shame and decency, as

to reveal to him the most secret disorders

also into her privie cliamher to be one of her cham-
berers, one of these women wliich had before lyen
in bed with her and Derrham ; what .ii;.-- pre
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of their family. He himself seems to bave

been sensible of the cruelty of tliis pro-

ceeding; for he jiardoned the duchess oi

Norfolk, and most of the others con-

demned for misprision of treason.

However, to secure himself for the

future, as well as his successors, from this

fatal accident, lie engaged the parliament
to pass a law somewhat extraordinary. It

was enacted that any one wlio knew, or

vehemently suspected, any guilt in the

queen, might within twenty days disclose

it to the kingor council, witiiout incurring
the penalty of any former law, against de-

faming the queen ;
but prohibiting every

one at the same time from spreading the

matter abroad, or even privately whisper-

ing it to others. It was also enacted that,

if the king married any woman who had

been incontinent, taking her for a true

maid, she should be guilty of treason if

she did not previously reveal her guilt to

him. The people made merry with this

singular clause, and said that the king
must hencefoith look out for a widow,
for no reputed maid would ever be per-

suaded to incur the penalty of the statute

The queen was beheaded on Tower-hill,

together with lady Rocheford. They be

haved in a manner suitable to their disso

lute hfe ; and, as lady Rocheford was

known to be the chief instrument in bring-

ing Anne Boleyn to her end, she died un-

pitied ;
and men were farther confirmed,

by the discovery of this woman's guilt, in

the favourable sentiments which they had

entertained of that unfortunate queen.
The king made no demand of any sub

sidy from this ])arliament ;
but he found

means of enriching his exchequer from

another quarter ;
he took farther steps to-

!
wards the dissolution of colleges, hospitals,

I and other foundations of that nature. The
! courtiers had been practising on the pre-

I

sidents and governors to make a surrender

j

of their revenues to the king ;
and they

I had been successful with eight of them.

I

But there was an obstacle to their farther

i progress : it had been provided, by the
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tended is easie to be conjectured.-
—Ed.

-Lord Herbert.
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local statutes of most of these foundations,

that no president, or any number of fellows,

could consent to such a deed without the

unanimous vote of all the
felfows ;

and

this vote was not easily obtained. All

such statutes were annulled by parHament ;

and the revenues of these houses were

now exposed to the rapacity of the king
and his favourites.* The church had

been so long their prey that nobody was

surprised at any new inroads made upon
her. From the regular, Henry now pro-

ceeded to make devastations on the secu-

lar clergy. He extorted from many of the

bishops a surrender of chapter lands ;
and

by this device he pillaged the sees of Can-

terbury, York, and London, and en-

riched his greedy parasites and flatterers

with their spoils.

ECCLESIASTIC AFFAIRS.

The clergy have been commonly so fortu-

nate as to make a concern for their tem-

poral interests go hand in hand with a

jealousy for othodoxy ;
and both be re-

garded by the people, ignorant and super-

stitious, as proofs of zeal for religion. But

the violent and headstrong character ot

Henrv now disjoined these objects. His

rapacity was gratified by plundering the

church, his bigotry and arrogance by per-

secuting heretics. Though he engaged
the parliament to mitigate the penalties of

the six articles so far as regards the mar-

riage of priests, which was now only sub-

jected to a forfeiture of goods, chattels,

and lands, during life, he was still equally
bent on maintaining a rigid purity in

speculative principles. He had appointed
a commission, consisting of the two arch-

bishops and several bishops of both pro-

vinces, with doctors of divinity ; and he

had given them in charge to choose a

religion for his people. Before the com-
missioners had made any progress, the

parliament in 1541 had passed a law, by
which they ratified all the tenets which

these divines should thereafter establish

with the king's consent : and they were

not ashamed of thus expressly declaring
that they took their religion upon trust.

The parlia-
ment takes
its religion
from
the king.

He seeks to

introduce

confusion

into the

laws.

* See note GO at the end of the volume.
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and had no other rule, than the arbitrary
will of their master. There is only one

clause of the statute which may seem to

savour somewhat of the spirit of liberty ;

it was enacted that the ecclesiastical

commissioners should establish nothing

repugnant to the laws and statutes of

the realm. But this proviso was in-

serted by the king, to serve his own pur-

poses. By introducing a confusion into

the laws, he became more master of

every one's life and property. And, as

the ancient independence of the church

still gave him jealousy, he was well pleased
to introduce appeals from the spiritual to

the civil courts. It was for a like reason

that he would never promulgate a body of

canon law ; and he encouraged the judges
to interpose in ecclesiastical causes, where-

ever they thought the law of royal pre-

rogative concerned. A happy innova-

tion, though at first invented for arbitrary

purposes.
The king, armed by the authority of

parliament, or rather by their acknow-

ledgment of that spriritual supremacy
which he believed inherent in him, em-

ploved his commissioners to select a sys-

tem of tenets for the assent and belief of

the nation. A small volume was soon af-

ter published, called
' The Institution of a

Christian Man ;' which was received by
the convocation, and voted to be the

standard of orthodoxy. All the delicate

points of justification, free-will, good
works, and grace, are there defined, with a

leaning towards the opinion of the re-

formers: the sacraments, which a few years
before were only allowed to be three, were

now increased to the number of seven,

conformably to the sentiments of the

catholics. The king's caprice is discernible

throughout the whole
;
and the book is

in reality to be regarded as his composition:! it is tobe

for Henry, while he made his opinion a rule

for the nation, would tie his own hands by
no canon or authority, not even by any
which he himself had formerly established.

The people had occasion soon after to

see a farther instance of the king's incon-

stancy. He was not long satisfied with

his
'

institution of a Christian Man.' He
ordered a new book to be composed, called

A system
of religion

ispublished,
called

'The In-

stitution of

a Christian

Man/'

re^rarded as

Hcnr>-'s

own com-

position.
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' The Erudition of a Christian Man :' and
he published, by his own autiiority and

that of the parliament, this new model of

orthodoxy. It differs from the Institu-

tion : but the king was no less positive in

his new creed than he had been in the old;

and he required the belief of the nation to

veer about at his signal. In both these

compositions he was particulary careful to

inculcate the doctrine of passive obedi-

ence ; and he was equally careful to re-

tain the nation in the practice.

While the king was spreading his own
books among the people, he seems to have

been extremely perplexed, as were also the

clergy, what course to take with the

scriptures. A re\iew had been made by
the synod of the new translation of the

Bible ;
and Gardiner had proposed that,

instead of employing English expressions

throughout, several Latin words should

still be preserved ;
because they contained,

as he pretended, such peculiar cncr<:y and

significance, that they had no correspon-
dent terms in the vulgar tongue. Among
these were, 'ecclesia, poenitentia, pontifcx,

contritus, holocausta, sacramentum, ele-

menta, ceremonia, mysterium, presbyter,

sacriticium, humilitas, satisfactio, pec-
catum, gratia, hostia, charitas, &c.' But,
as this mixture would have appeared

extremely barbarous, and was plainly cal-

culated for no other purpose than to re-

tain the people in their ancient ignorance,
the proposal was rejected. The knowledge
of the people, however, seemed to be an

inconvenience still more dangerous ; and

the king and parliament, soon after the

publication of the scriptures, retracted the

concession which they had formerly made ;

and prohibited all but gentlemen and mer-

chants from perusing them.* Even that

liberty was not granted without an appa-
rent hesitation, and a dread of the con-

sequences. These persons were allowed

to read,
'

so it be done quietly and with

good order.' And the preamble to the

act sets forth,
' That many seditious and

persons had abused the libertyIgnorant

* The reatling of the Bible, however, could not

at that time have much effect in England, where so

few persons had learned to read. There were but

500 copies printed of this first authorised edition of

granted them of reading the Bible, and

that great diversity of opinion, animosities,

tumults, and schisms, had been occasioned

by perverting the sense of the scriptures.'
It seemed very difficult to reconcile the

king's model for uniformity with the per-
mission of free inquiry.

Tlie mass book also passed under the

king's revisal, and little alteration was as

yet made in it ;
some doubtful or fictitious

saints only were struck out, and the name
of the pope was erased. This latter pre-
caution was used with every new book

j)rinted, or even old book that was sold.

The word Pope was carefully omitted or

blotted out
;
as if that jirecaution could;

abolish the term from the language, or
asj

if such a persecution of it did not
ratherj

imprint it more strongly in the memory ofl

the peoi)le.t

The king took care about this time to

clear the churches from another abuse

which had crept into them. Plays, inter-

ludes, and farces, were there often acted

in derision of the former superstitions ; and

the reverence of the multitude for ancient

modes of worship was therebv gradually
effaced. We do not hear that the catholics

attempted by like arts to expose that

fanatical spirit by which the reformers

were frequently actuated. Perliaps the

people were not disposed to relish a jest on

that side; perhaps the greater simplicity

of the protestants gave less hold to ridicule.

It was therefore a very agreeable conces-

sion, which the king made to the catholic

party, to suppress entirely these religious

comedies.

Thus Henry laboured incessantly, by

arguments, creeds, and penal statutes, to

bring his subjects to an uniformity in theirl

religious sentiments : but, as he entered!

himself with the greatest earnestness into|

scholastic disputes, he encouraged the!

people to apply themselves to the study of]

theolo2;y ;
and it was in vain afterwards to'

expect that they would cordially a^rree in

any set of tenets or opinions prescribed to

them.

The mass
hook is

revix-d by
the kin^.

The pope's
namo
unfitted in

new, and
blotted nut

trom old

books.

riays and
interludes

in chuff hes

are abolish-

ed.

Men will

not have
a relijnon

prescribed
to them.

the Bible ; a book of which there are now several

millions of copies in the kingdom.

t Among the expedients to which he had recourse

to bring the pope into contempt, was a sham fight
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WAR WITH SCOTLAND. 1542.

Henry, being determined to avenge him-

self on the king of Scots, would gladly
have obtained a supply from parliament ;

but, as he did not think it prudent to

discover his intentions, that assembly
would understand no hints

;
and the king

was disappointed in his expectations. He
continued, however, to make preparations
for war

; and, as soon as he thought him-

self in a condition to invade Scotland, he

published a manifesto, by which lie en-

deavoured to justify hostihties. He com-

plained of James's breach of word in

ideclining the promised interview, which

was the real ground of the quarrel : but,

in order to give a more specious colouring
to the enterprise, he mentioned, namely,
that his nephew had granted protection to

English rebels and fugitives, and had de-

tained some territory, which belonged to

England. He even revived the old claim

to the vassalage of Scotland, and he sum-
moned James to do homage to him. He

employed the duke of Norfolk, whom he

called the scourge of the Scots, to com-
mand ; and, though James sent the bishop
of Aberdeen and Sir James Learmont of

Darsay to appease his uncle, he would
hearken to no terms of accommodation.
While Norfolk was assembling his army

on the Thames. The French ambassador, Marillac,
describes two ships, one bearing the royal arms, the
other those of the pope, to have engaged ; and, after

a sharp contest, the latter was vanquished ;
and the
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Sir Robert Bowes, attended,
|'J,,^"''*''

Saddler, Sir Ralph Evers, niakes an
incursion

inlo f^cot-

land.

The
ICnglish are

deteateil liv

the Scots
'

at Newcastle,

by Sir Ralph
Sir Brian Latoun, and others, made an in-

cursion into Scotland, and advanced to

wards Jedburgh, with an intention of

pillaging that town. The earl of Angus,
and George Douglas his brother, who had

been many years banished their countrj',
and had subsisted by Henry's bounty,

joined the English army in this incursion ;

and the forces, commanded by Bowes, ex-

ceeded four thousand men. James had
not been negligent in his preparations, and

had posted a considerable body, under the

earl of Huntley, for the protection of the

borders. Lord Hume, at the head of his

vassals, was hastening to join Huntley
when he met with the English army ;

and
an action ensued. During the engagement
the forces under Huntley began to appear ;

and the English, afraid of being sur-

rounded, took to flight. Evers, Latoun,
and some other persons of distinction,

were taken prisoners. A few only of small

note fell in the skirmish.

VICTORY AT SOLWAY.

The duke of Norfolk, meanwhile, began
to move from his camp at Newcastle ; and,

being attended by the earls of Shrewsbury,

Derby, Cumberland, Surrey, Hertford,

Rutland, with many others of the nobility
he advanced to the borders. His forces

amounted to above twenty thousand men ;

and it required the utmost eiforts of

Scotland to resist such a formidable arma-

ment. James had assembled his wholej

military force at Fala and Sautrey, and

was ready to advance as soon as he should

be informed of Norfolk's invading his

kingdom. The English passed the Tweed
at Berv.'ick, and marched along the banks

of the river as far as Kelso
; but, hearing

that James had collected near thirtv thou- ,^,
,

- I After pas-

sand men, they repassed the river at that' sin- the

i

I

The dulce

e.f.Nf.lfolli

ailvrncfS to

Ihn borders

of Scotland.

village, and retreated into their own!
En^'Usii re*-

country. The king of Scots, inflamed '""'

with a desire of military glory, gave the

populace assembled to witness this grand spectacle,
had the pleasure of seeing effigies of the bishop of

Rome and the cardinals thrown into the river.—Ed,
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signal for pursuing thcni, and carrying the

war into England. He was surprised to

find that his nobihty, who were in general
disaffected on account of the preference
which he had given to the clergy, opposed
this resolution, and refused to attend him.

Enraged at this mutiny, he reproached
them with cowardice, and threatened ven-

geance ;
but still resolved, with the forces

which adhered to him, to make an im-

pression on the enemy. He sent ten

thousand men to the western borders,

who entered England at the Solway Frith
;

and he hiinseli followed, ready to join
them upon occasion. Disgusted, however,
at the refractory disposition of his nobles,

he sent a message to the army, depriving
lord Maxwell, their general, of his com-

mission, and conferring the connnand on

Oliver Sinclair, a private gentleman, who
was his favourite. The army was ex-

tremely disgusted with this alteration,

and was ready to disband ;
when a small

body of English appeared, not exceeding
five hundred men, under the command
of Dacres and Musgrave. A panic seized

the Scots, who immediately took to flight,

and were pursued by the enemy. Few
were killed in this rout, for it was no
action

;
but a great many were taken pri-

soners, and some of the principal nobility ;

among these the earls of Cassilis and

Glencairn
;
the lords Maxwell, Fleming,

Somerville, OHphant, Grey ; who were

all sent to London, and given in custody
to different noblemen.

DEATH OF JAMES THE FIFTH.

The kin;; of
Scots is

grcitly in-

censed

against his

nobles.

hearing
and

of this dis-

being; natu-

The king of Scots,

aster, was astonished ; i^i.^ ^^»wj,

rally of a melancholic disposition, as well

as a high spirit, he lost all command of

his temper on this dismal occasion. Rage

against his nobility, who he believed had

* See note PP at the end of the volume.

t From the state papers, which have only been

recently given to the public, it is evident that with

them he had little cause to be offended. It can

hardly be doubted that bis apparent severity was kind-

ness, and dictated alike by his policy and theirs.—Ed.

\ Lord Herbert says Henry commanded Sir John

Gage, his comptroller, "to bring them two and two
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betrayed him ; shame for a defeat by such

unccjual numbers
; regret for the past, fear

of the I'uture, so wrought u])on him, that

he abandoned himself wholly to despair
His body was wasted, and even his life be-

g-an to be thought in danger. He had no
issue living ; and, hearing that his tpieen
was safely delivered, he asked whether she

had brought him a male or a female
child? 15eing told tiie latter, he turned
himself in his bed :

' The crown came
with a woman,' said he,

' and it will go
with one : many miseries await this poor
kingdom ; Henry will make it his own,
either by force of arms or by marriage.'
A few days after he expired, in the flower

of his age ;
a prince well fitted, by his

vigilance and personal courage, for re-

pressing those disorders to which his

kingdom during that age was so iimch

exposed. He executed justice with im-

partiality and rigour ; but, as he sup-

ported the commonalty and the church

against the rapine of the nobility, he es-

caped not the hatred of that order. The

protestants have endeavoured to throw

many stains on his memory, but have

not been able to fix any considerable im-

putation upon him.*

Henry was no sooner informed of his

victorv, and of the death of his nephew,
than he projected, as .James had foreseen,

the scheme of uniting Scotland to his own

dominions, by marrying his son Edward
to the heiress of tliat kingdom. He called

together the Scottish nobles who were his

prisoners ; and, after reproaching them
for their pretended breach of treaty,t he

began to soften his tone, and proposed
to them this expedient, by which he

hoped those disorders so prejudicial to

both states, would for the future be pre-
vented. | He offered to bestow on them

their liberty, and only required of them

engagements to favour the marriage of

together in new gowns of black damask (all at his

cost) from the tower to the star chamber, where

Sir Thomas Audley, the lord chancellor, after as

suring their conduct, proceeded to say,
" that such

was his benignity that he would shewt )em kindness

for unkindness ;
and right for wrong ;

and there-

upon (after their promise to remain true prisoners'

commanded that they should be returned no more to
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the prince of Wales with their young mis-

tress. They were easily prevailed on to

give their assent to a proposal which

seemed so advantageous to both king-
doms

; and, being conducted to New-

castle, they dehvered to the Duke of

Norfolk hostages for their retu. n, in case

the intended nuptials were not completed;
and they thence proceeded to Scotland,
where they found affairs in some confu-

sion.

The pope, observing his authority in

Scotland to be in danger from the spread-

ing of the new opinions, had bestowed on
Beaton the primate the dignity of car-

dinal, in order to confer more influence

upon him
; and that prelate had long

been regarded as prime minister to James,
and as head of that party which defended

the ancient privileges and property of the

ecclesiastics. Upon the death of his mas-

ter, this man,apprehensive of the conse-

quences both to his party and to himself,
endeavoured to keep possession of power;
and for that purpose he is accused of ex-

ecuting a deed which required a high de-

ree of temerity. He forged, it is said,

a will for the king, appointing himself,
and three noblemen more, regents of the

kindom during the minority of the infant

princess : at least (for historians are not

well agreed in the circumstances of the

fact) he had read to James a paper of

that import, to which that monarch,

during the delirium which preceded his

death, had given an imperfect assent and

approbation. By virtue of this will Bea-
ton had put himself in possession of the

government ; and, having united his in-

terests with those of the queen dowager,
he obtained the consent of the convention
of states, and excluded the pretensions of

the earl of Arran.

TREATY WITH SCOTLAND. 1543.

James earl of Arran, of the name of

Hamilton, was next heir to the crown by
his grandmother, daughter of James III.;

prison, but brought to clivers noble houses, there to

be regaled and made much of. Thus the Archbishop
of Canterbury had the Earl of Casilis conunended
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and seemed best entitled to possess that

high office into which the
'

cardinal had
obtruded himself. The prospect also ol

his succession after a princess who was in

such tender infancy, procured him many
partisans ; and, though his character in-

dicated little spirit, activity, or ambition,
a propensity which he had discovered for

the new opinions, had attached to him all

the zealous promoters of those innova-

tions. By means of these adherents

joined to the vassals of his own family,
he had been able to make opposition to

the cardinal's administration ; and the

suspicion of Beaton's forgery, with the

accession of the noblemen who had been

prisoners in England, assisted too by
some money sent from London, was able

to turn the balance in his favour. The
earl of Angus and his brother, havin;

taken the present opportunity of return

ing into their native country, opposed
the cardinal with all the credit of that

powerful family ; and the majority of the

convention had now embraced opposite
interests to those which formerlj'' pre-
vailed. Arran was declared governor ;

the cardinal was committed to custody
under the care of lord Selon

; and a ne-

gociation was commenced with Sir Ralph
Sadler, the English ambassador, for the

marriage of the infant queen with the

prince of Wales. The following condi-

tions were quickly agreed on; that the

queen should remain in Scotland till she

should be ten years of age ; that she

should be sent to England to be educa-
ted ; that six Scottish noblemen should

immediately be delivered as hostages to

Henry ; and that the kingdom, notwith-

standing its union with England, should

still retain its laws and privileges. By
means of these equitable conditions, the war
which had threatened Scotland seemed
to be fully composed, and to be changed
into perpetual amity.

But the cardinal primate, having pre-
vailed on Seton to restore him to his

liberty, was able to confound ail these

to him, the Duke of Norfolk the Earl of Glencairne
&c."—Ed.
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measures which appeared so well con-
certed. He assembled the most consi-

derable ecclesiastics
; and, having repre-

sented to theia the imminent danger to

which their revenues were exposed, he

persuaded them to collect privately from
the clergy a large sum of" money, by
which, if intrusted to his management,
he engaged to overturn the schemes of

their enemies. Besides the partisans
whom he acquired by pecuniary motives,
he roused up the zeal of those who were

attached to the Catholic worship ;
and he

represented the union with England as

the sure forerunner of ruin to the ancient

religion. The national antipathy of the

Scots to their southern neighbours was
also an infallible engine by which the

cardinal wrought upon the people ; and

though the terror of Henry's arms had

procured a temporary assent to the al-

liance and marriage proposed, the set-

tled habits of the nation produced an

extreme aversion to those measures. The

English ambassador and his retinue re-

ceived many insults from persons whom
the cardinal had instigated to commit
those violences, in hopes of bringing on a

rupture ; but Sadler prudently dissem-

bled, and waited patiently till the day

appointed for the delivery of the hostages.
He then demanded of the regent the per-
formance of that important article ; but

received for answer, that his authority
was very precarious, and that it was not

in his power to compel any of the nobility
to deliver themselves as hostages to the

English. Sadler, foreseeing the conse-

quence of this refusal, sent a summons
to all those who had been prisoners in

England, and required them to fulfil the

promise which they had given of return-

ing into custody. None of them shewed

so much sentiment of honour as to fulfil

their engagements, except Gilbert Ken-

nedy earl of Cassilis. Henry was so

pleased with the behaviour of this

nobleman, that he not only received him

* This affected admiration of good faith was a

deep stroke of not very honourable policy. Cas-

silis released, was enabled to serve Henry and

to betray his country more effectually than if he had

remained a prisoner. It was not enough that Scot-

graciously, but honoured him with pre

sents, gave him his liberty, and scut him

back to Scotland, with his two brothers,

whom he had left as hostages.*

NEW RUPTURE.

Tins behaviour of the Scottish nobles,

though it reflected dishonour on the na-

tion, was not disagreeable to the cardinal,

who foresaw that all these persons would
now be deeply interested to maintain their

enmity and opposition to England. And,
as a war was soon expected, he found it

necessary to apply to France, and to crave

the assistance of that ancient ally.

Though the French king was fully sensi-

ble of his interest in supporting Scotland,
a demand of aid could not have been

made on him at a more unseason-

able juncture. His pretensions on the

Milanese, and his resentment against

Charles, had engaged him in a war
;
and

having

None

comply but
the carl of

Cassilis,
w!io is

(.Tcatly
honoured

by Henry.

made great, though fruitless ef-

forts, dunng the preceding campaign, he

was disabled at present from defend

ing his own dominions, much more
from granting any succour to the Scots.

Matthew Stuart earl of Lenox, a young
nobleman of a great family, was at that

time in the French court ;
and Francis,

being informed that he was engaged in

hereditary enmity with the Hamiltons,
who had murdered his father, sent him

over to his native country, as a support
to the cardinal and the queen mother

;

and he promised that money, and, if ne-

cessaiy, mihtary succours, should be dis-

patched after him. Arran the governor,

seeing all these preparations, assembled

his friends, and made an attempt to get
the person of the infant queen into his

custody ; but, being repulsed, he was

obliged to come to an accommodation

with his enemies, and to intrust that pre-
cious charge to four neutral persons, the

heads of potent families, the Grahams,
Areskines, Lindseys, and Levingstones.

Beaton
claims aid

from
France.

The kinK
of V'rance

sen ds over
the carl of

Lenox.

lie pronii-
9('S future

aid.

land had to contend with an enemy more powerful
than herself, she had a foe in her own bosom, in

her treacherous nobles who had sold themselves to

England,
—Ed.
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The arrival of Lenox, served to render

the victory of the French party over the

EngUsh still more indisputable.

RUPTURE WITH FRANCE.

The opposition which Henry met with in

Scotland from the French intrigues ex-

cited his resentment, and farther confirmed

the resolution which he had already taken,

of breaking with France, and of uniting
his arms with those of the emperor. He
had other grounds of complaint against
the French king; which, though not of

great importance, yet, being recent, were

able to overbalance those great injuries

which he had formerly received from

Charles. He pretended that Francis had

engaged to imitate his example in sepa-

rating himself entirely from Rome, and

that he had broken his promise. He was

dissatisfied that James his nephew had

been allowed to marry, first Magdalene of

France, then a princess of the house of

Guise
;
and he considered these alliances

as pledges which Francis gave of his in-

tentions to support the Scots against Eng-
land. He had been informed of some

railleries which the French king had

his conduct with re-

He was disgusted that

Francis had sacrificed him to the empe-
ror ; and rashly revealed his secrets to

that subtle and interested monarch. And
he complained that regular payments were

never made of the sums due to him by
France, and of the pension which had

been stipulated. Impelled by all these

motives, he alienated himself from his

jancient confederate, and formed a league
with the emperor, who courted his alli-

ance. This league, besides stipulations

for mutual defence, contained a plan for

invading France ;
and the two monarchs

to enter Francis's dominions with

an army, each with twenty-five thousand

men
;

and to require that prince to pay

Henry all the sums which he owed him,

thrown out against

gard to his wives.

* They who were worth in p;oods twenty shillings

and upwards to five pounds, paid fourpence of every

pound ;
from five pounds to ten pourds, eight pence;

from ten poimds to twenty pounds, sixteen pence ;

from twenty and upwards, two shillings. Lands,
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and to consign Boulogne, Montreuil, Te

rouenne, and Ardres, as a security for the

regular payment of his pension for the

future : in case these conditions were re-

jected, the confederated princes agreed to

challenge for Henry the crown of France,

or, in default of it, the duchies of Nor-

mandy, Aquitaine, and Guienne
;

for

Charles, the duchy of Burgundy, and

some other territories. That they might
have a pretence, they sent a message to

Francis, requiring him to renounce his

alliance with sultan Solyman, and to make

reparation for all the prejudice which
Christendom had sustained from that un-

natural confederacy. Upon the French

king's refusal war was declared against
him by the allies. It may be proper to

remark that the partisans of France ob-

jected to Charles his alliance with the

heretical king of England, as no less ob-

noxious than that which Francis had con-

tracted with Solyman : and they observed

that this league was a breach of the solemn

promise given to Clement VII., never to

make peace or alliance with England.

A PARLIAMENT.

While the treaty with the emperor was

negociating, the king summoned a new
session of parliament, in order to obtain

supplies for his projected war. The par-
liament granted him a subsidy, to be paid
in three years : it was levied in a pecuHar
manner

; but exceeded not three shillings
in the pound upon any individual.* The
convocation gave the king six shillings in

the pound, to be levied in three years.
Greater sums were always, even durins
the establishment of the catholic religion,

exacted trom the clergy than from the

laity ; which made the emperor Charles

say, when Henry dissolved the monasteries,
and sold their revenues, or bestowed them
on his nobility and courtiers, that he had
killed the hen which brought him the

golden eggs.

fees, and annuities, from twenty shillings to five

pounds, paid eight pence in the pound ; from five

pounds to ten pounds, sixteen pence ; from ten

pounds to twenty pounds, two shillings ; from

twenty pounds and upwards, three shillings.
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The i)arliaiuent also facilitated the ex-

ecution of the former law, by which the

king's proclaiiuitions were made equal to

statutes
; they aiipoiiited that any nine

counsellors should form a legal court for

punishing all disobedience to proclama-
tions. The total abolition of juries in

criminal causes, as well as of all parlia-

ments, seemed, if the king had so pleased,
the necessary conseiiucnce of this enor-

mous law. He might issue a proclamation,

enjoining the execution of any penal sta-

tute, and afterwards try the criminals, not

for breach of the statute, but for disobe-

dience to his proclamation. It is remark-

able that lord iVIountjoy entered a protest

against this law
;
and it is equally remark-

able that that protest is the only one en-

tered against any public bill during this

whole reign.
It was enacted this session that any

spiritual person, who preached or taught

contrary to the doctrine contained in the

king's book,
' The Erudition of a Christian

Man,' or contrary to any doctrine which
he should thereafter promulgate, was to be

admitted on the first conviction to re-

nounce his error ;
on the second he was

required to carry a faggot ;
which if he

refused to do, or fell into a third oflence,

he was to be burnt. But the laity, for the

third offence, were only to forfeit their

goods and chattels, and be liable to per-

petual imprisonment. Indictments must
be laid within a year after the offence, and

the prisoner was allowed to bring witnesses

for his exculpation. These penalties were

lighter than those which were formerly

imposed on a denial of the real presence ;

it was, however, subjoined in this statute,

that the act of the six articles was still in

force. But, in order to make the king

entirely master of his people, it was enacted

that he might hereafter at his pleasure

change this act, or any provision in it. By
this clause both parties were retained in

subjection
: so far as regarded religion,

the king was invested in the fullest manner

with the sole legislative authority in his

kingdom ;
and all his subjects were ex-

pressly bound to receive implicitly what-

ever doctrine he should please to recom-

mend to them.
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The reformers began to entertain hopes
that this great power of the crown might
still be employed in their favour. The

king married Catherine Parr, widow of

Ncvil lord Latimer; a woman of virtae,

and inclined to the new doctrine. By this

marriage llemy confirmed what had for-

merly been foretold in jest, that he would
be obliged to espouse a widow. The king's

league with the emperor seemed no less

favourable to the catholic party ;
and thus

matters remained still nearly balanced

between the factions.

The advantages gained by this powerful

confederacy between Henry and Charles

were inconsiderable during the present year.
The cami)aign was o])ened with a victory

gained by the duke of Cleves, Francis's allv,

over the forces of the emperor. Francis

in person took the field eaily, and made
himself master of the whole duchy of Lux-

embourg: he afterwards took Landrecy, and

added some fortifications to it. Charles,

having at last assembled a jjoweiful army,

appeared in the Low Countries ; and,

after taking almost every fortress in the

duchy of Cleves, he reduced the duke to

accept of the terms which he was pleased
to prescribe. Being then joined by a body
of six thousand English, he sat down be-

fore Landrecy, and covered the siege with

an armv of above forty thousand men.

Francis advanced at the head of an army
not much inferior ; as if he intended to

give the emperor battle, or oblige him to

raise the siege : but, while these two rival

monarchs were facing each other, and all

men were in expectaion of some great

event, the French king found means of

throwing succour into Landrecy ; and

skilfully made a retreat. Charles des-

paired of success in this enterprise, and

found it necessary to go into winter

quarters.

AFFAIRS OF SCOTLAND.

The vanity of Henry was flattered by the

figure which he made in the great trans-

actions on the continent ;
but the interests

of his kingdom were more deeply con-

cerned in the event of affairs in Scotland.
rnt'ia"nd."'

Arran, the governor, was of so indolent a
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character, that had he not been stimulated

by his friends, he never had aspired to any
share in the administration : and when he

ifound himself overpowered by the party of

ithe queen dowager, the cardinal, and the

earl of Lenox, he was glad to accept of

lany terms of accommodation. He even

gave them a sure pledge of his sincerity,

by renouncing the principles of the re-

formers, and reconciling himself to the

Romish communion in the Franciscan

church at Stirling. By this weakness he

lost his credit with the whole nation, and

rendered the protestants, the chief support
of his power, his mortal enemies. The
cardinal acquired an entire ascendant in

the kingdom ; the queen dowager placed

implicit confidence in him
; the governor

was obliged to yield to him in every pre-
tension ; Lenox alone was become an ob-

stacle to his measures, and reduced him to

some difficulty.

The inveterate enmity which had taken

place between the families of Lenox and

Arran made the interests of these two

noblemen entirely incompatible : and, as

the cardinal and the French party, to en-

gage Lenox the more in their cause, had

flattered him with the hopes of succeeding
to the crown after their infant sovereign,
this rivalship had tended still farther to

rouse the animosity of the Hamiltons.

Lenox too had been encouraged to aspii'e

to the marriage of the queen dowager,
which would have given him some pre-
tensions to the regency ; and, as he was
become assuming on account of the ser-

vices which he had rendered the party,
the cardinal found that, since he must
choose between the friendship of Lenox
and that of Arran, the latter nobleman,
who was more easily governed, and who
was invested with present authority, was
in every respect preferable. Lenox, find-

ing that he was not likely to succeed in

his pretensions to the queen dowager, and
that Arran, favoured by the cardinal, had

acquired the ascendancy, retired to Dun-
barton, the governor of which was en-

tirely at his devotion : he entered into a

secret correspondence with the English
court

;
and he summoned his vassals to

attend him. All those who were inclined
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to the protestant religion, or discontented

with the cardinal's administration, now

regarded Lenox as the head of their party.
In a little time he had collected an army
of ten thousand men, and he threatened

his enemies with immediate destruction.

The cardinal had no equal force to oppose
to him ; but he foresaw that Lenox could

not long subsist so great an army, and he

endeavoured to gain time by opening a

negociation with him. He seduced his

followers by various artifices ; he pre
vailed on the Douglasses to change party ;

he represented to the whole nation the

danger of civil wars and commotions ; and

Lenox, observing the unequal contest in

which he was engaged, was at last obliged
to lay down his arms, and to accept of an

accommodation with the governor and the

cardinal. Present peace was restored ;

but no confidence took place between the

parties. Lenox, fortifying his castles, and

putting himself in a posture of defence,

waited the arrival of English succours,
from whose assistance alone he expected
to obtain the superiority over his enemies

A PARLIAMENT. 1544.

While the winter season restrained Henry
from military operations he summoned a

new parliament ; in which a law was

passed with regard to the succession of

the crown. After declaring that the prince
of Wales, or any of the king's male issue,

were first and immediate heirs to the

crown, the parliament restored the two

princesses, Mary and Elizabeth, to their

right of succession. This corrected what

the king's former violence had thrown into

confusion; but it was impossible for

Henry to do any thing without betraying

his usual extravagance and caprice : though
he opened the way for these two princesses

to mount the throne, he would not allow

the acts to be reversed which had declared

them illegitimate ;
he made the parliament

confer on him a power of still excluding

them, if they refused to submit to any

conditions which he should be pleased to

impose ;
and he required them to enact

that, in default of his own issue, he might
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dispose of the crown as he pleased, by
will or letters patent.*
An act passed, declaring that the king's

usual style should be '

King of England,

France, and Ireland, defender of the faith,

and on earth the supreme head of the

church of England and Ireland.' It

seemed a palpable inconsistency to retain

the title of Defender of the Faith, which

the court of Rome had conferred on him

for maintaining its cause against Luther,

and yet subjoin his ecclesiastical supremacy
in opposition to the claims of that court.

An act also passed for the remission of

the debt which the king had lately con-

tracted by a general loan levied upon the

people. It will easily be believed that,

after the former act of this kind, the loan

was not entirely voluntary. But there was

a peculiar circumstance attending the pre-

sent statute ; namely, that those who had

already gotten payment, either in whole or

in part, should refund the money to the

exchequer.
The oaths, which Henry imposed for

the security of his ecclesiastical model,

were not more reasonable than his other

measures. All his subjects of any dis-

tinction had already been obliged to re-

nounce the pope's supremacy ; but, as

the clauses to which they swore had not

been deemed entirely satisfactory, another

<!\diohe loath w^as imposed ;
and it was added, that

all those who had taken the former oaths

should be understood to have taken the

new one. A strange supposition ! to re-

present men as bound by an oath which

they had never taken.

The most commendable law to which

the parliament gave their sanction, was

that by which they mitigated the law of

the six articles, and enacted that no per-

son should be put to his trial upon an ac-

cusation concerning any of the offences

comprised in that sanguinarj^ statute, ex-

cept on the oath of twelve persons before

commissioners authorised for that pur-

pose ;
and that no person should be ar-

rested or committed to ward for any such

* In case of his death and that of prince Edward

without male issue, the crown was to descend to the

lady Mary, and afterwards to Elizabeth,
" with such

conditions as by his Highnesse shall be limited by

II.>nry
raises Ihrt

iiun)i]].il
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[irc'cious

metals.
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ofl'ence before lie was indicted. Any| Accmations

preacher, accused of speaking in his
ser-|mu'rtTc''"'mon contrary to these articles, must be '"."f"."'''.'*

mclicled witliin forty davs. Ijojs.

The king always experienced the limits!

of his autiiority whenever he demanded
subsidies from the parliament ; not to

hazard a refusal, he made no mention this

season of a sui)ply : but, as his wars, as
well as his usual

prodigality, liad involved
him in great expense, he liad recourse to

other methods of filling his exchequer.
Notwithstanding the foniier abolition of
his debts, he yet recjuired new loans from
his subjects ;

and he enhanced gold from

forty-five to forty-eight shillings an ounce,
and silver from three shillings and nine

pence to four shilHngs. His pretence for

this innovation was to prevent the money
from being exported ;

as if that expedient
could anywise serve the purpose. He
even coined some base money, and or-

dered it to be current by proclamj^tion.
He named commissioners for levying a be-

nevolence, and he extorted about seventy
thousand pounds by this expedient.
Read, alderman of London, a man some
what advanced in years, having refused

to contribute, or not coming up to the

expectation of the commissioners, was en-

rolled as a foot soldier in the Scottish

wars, and was there taken prisoner,

Roach, W'ho had been ecjually refractor}',
was thrown into prison, and obtained not

his liberty but by paying a large composi-
tion. These powers of the prerogative,

compelling of any man to serve in any
office, and the imprisoning of any man

during pleasure, not to mention the prac-
tice of extorting loans, rendered the so-

vereign in a manner absolute master of the

person and property of every individual.

Early this year (1544) the king sent a fleet

and an army to invade Scotland. The
fleet consisted of near two hundred ves-

sels, and carried on board ten thousand

men. Dudley lord Lisle commanded the

sea forces, the earl of Hertford the land.

The troops were disembarked near Leith
;

.\n alHor-

man of

London is

ni.tde to

serve as a
Mildicr.

his letters patent under his Great Seal, or by His

Majcstie's last will, in writing, signed with his

hand."—Lord Herbert.—Ed.
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and, after dispersing a small body which

opposed them, they took that town and

then marched to Edinburgh. The gates

were soon beaten down ;
and the English

first pillaged,
and then set fire to, the

city.
The regent and cardinal were not

prepared to oppose so great a force, and

they fled to Stirling. Hertford marched

eastward ; and, being joined by a new

body under Evers, warden of the east

marches, he laid waste the whole country,
burned and destroyed Haddington and

Dunbar, then retreated into England,

having lost only forty men in the whole

expedition. The earl of Arran collected

some forces ; but, finding that the English
were already departed, he turned them

against Lenox, who was justly suspected
of a correspondence with the enemy.
That nobleman, after making some resist-

ance, was obliged to fly into England,
where Henry settled a pension on him,

and even gave his niece, Lady Margaret

iglas in marriage. In return Lenox

stipulated conditions by which, had he

been able to execute them, he must have

reduced his country to total servitude.

Henry's policy was blamed in this sud-

den and violent incursion
;
and it was

commonly said that he did too much if

he intended to solicit an alliance, and too

little if he meant a conquest. But the

reason of his recalling the troops so soon

was his eagerness to carry on a projected

enterprise against France, in which he in-

tended to employ the whole force of his

kingdom. He had concerted a plan with

the emperor, which threatened the total

ruin of that monarchy, and must, as a

necessary consequence, have involved the

ruin of England. These two princes had

agreed to invade France with forces

amounting to above a hundred thousand

men : Henry engaged to set out from Ca-

lais, Charles from the Low Countries ;

they were to enter on no siege ; but, leav-

ing all the frontier towns behind them, to

march directly to Paris, where they were

to join their forces, and thence to proceed
to the entire conquest of the kingdom.
Francis could not oppose to these for-

* This triumph, though of little intrinsic im-

portance, afforded a fine opportunity for display on
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CAMPAIGN IN FRANCE.

Henry, having appointed the queen re-

gent during his absence, passed over to

Calais with thirty thousand men, accom-

panied by the dukes of Norfolk and Suf-

folk, Fitzalan earl of Arundel, Vere earl

of Oxford, the earl of Surrey, Paulet lord

St. John, lord Ferrers of Chartley, lord

Mountjoy, lord Grey of Wilton, Sir An-

thony Brown, Sir Francis Bryan, and the

most flourishing nobility and gentry of

his kingdom. The English army was
soon joined by the count de Buren, ad-

miral of Flanders, with ten thousand foot

and four thousand horse
;
and the whole

composed an army which nothing on that

frontier was able to resist. The chief

force of the French armies was drawn to

the side of Champagne, in order to op-

pose the Imperialists. The emperor,
with an army of near sixty thousand men,
had taken the field much earlier than

Henry ;
and he sat down before Luxem-

bourg, which was surrendered to him : he

thence proceeded to Commercy on the

Meuse, w^iich he took : Ligny met with

the same fate : he next laid siege to St.

Disier on the Marne, which, though a

weak place, made a brave resistance

under the count of Sancerre the governor,
and the siege was protracted beyond ex-

pectation.
The emperor was employed before this

town at the time the English forces were

assembled in Picardy. Henry, instead of

marching forward to Paris, sat down be-

fore Montreuil and Boulogne. The duke
of Norfolk commanded the army before

Montreuil, the king himself that before

Boulogne. Vervin was the governor of

the latter place, and under him Philip

Corse, a brave old soldier, who encouraged
the garrison to defend themselves to the

last extremity against the English. He
was killed during the course of the siege,

and tlie town was immediately surrendered

to Henry by the cowardice of Vervin,* who

the part of the vain-glorious Henry. Trumpeters,

ranged on the walls of the town, gave their loudest
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was atU'rwards helicaded for this dis-

honourable capitvdation.

During the course of this siege Charles
had taken St. Disier

; and, finding the

season much advanced, he began to

hearken to a treaty of peace with France.

In order to have a pretence for deserting
his ally, he sent a messenger to the Eng-
lish camp, requiring Henry immediately
to fulfil his engagements, and to meet
liim^with his army before l^aris. Henry
re})licd that he was too far engaged in the

siege of Boulogne to raise it with honour,
and that the emperor himself had first

broken the concert by besieging St. Di-

sier. This answer served Charles as a

sufficient reason for concluding a peace
with Francis at Crepy, where no mention
was made of England, lie stipulated to

give Flanders as a dowry to his daughter,
whom he agreed to marry to the duke of

Orleans, Francis's second son
;
and Fran-

cis, in return, withdrew his troops from

Piedmont and Savoy, and renounced all

claim to Milan, Naples, and other terri-

tories in Italy. This peace, so advan-

tageous to Francis, was procured partly

by the decisive victory obtained in tiie

beginning of the campaign by the count
of Anguyen over the Imperialists at Ceri-

soUes in Piedmont, partly by the empe-
ror's great desire to turn his arms against
the protestant princes in Germany.
Charles ordered his troops to separate
from the English in Picardy ;

and Henry,

obliged to raise the siege of Montreuil,
returned into England. This campaign
served to the populace as matter of great

triumph ;
but all men of sense concluded

that the king had made, at a great ex-

pense, an acquisition which was of no im-

portance.
Tiie war with Scotland, meanwhile, was

conducted feebly. Sir Ralph Evers, now
lord Evers, and Sir Bryan Latoun, made
an inroad into that kingdom ; and, having
laid waste the counties of Tiviotdale and
tlie Merse, they proceeded to the abbey of

Coldingham, which they took possession

of, and fortified. The governor assembled

an anny of eight tiiousand men, in order

to dislodge them ; but he had no sooner

opened his batteries before the place than
a sudden panic .•^ci/.ed iiiiii ; he left the

army and fled to Dunbar. He complained
of the mutiny of his troops, and pretended
apprehensions lest they siiould deliver him
into the hands of the English ;

but his

own
unwariikes])irit was generally believed

to have been the motive of tJiis dishonour-
able flight. The Scottish army fell into

confusion
; and, had not An-us, with a

few ol'his retainers, brought ofi'the camion,
and protected their rear, the English
might have gained great advantages over
them. Evers, elated with this success,
boasted to Henry that he had concpiered
all Scotland to the Forth

;
and he claimed

a reward for this important service. The
duke of Norfolk, who knew with what

difficulty such acquisitions would be main-

tained, advised the king to grant him, as

his reward, the concjuests of which he
boasted so highly. The next inroad made

by the English shewed the vanity of Evers's

hopes. This general led about five thou-
sand men into Tiviotdale, and was em-

ployed in ravaging that country ;
when in-

telligence was brought him that some Scot-

tish forces had appeared near the abbey of

Melross. Angus had roused the governor
to more activity ;

and a ])roclamation being
issued forassembling the troopsof tiieneigh-

bouring counties, a considerable body had

repaired thither to oppose the enemy. Nor-
man Lesly, son of the earl of Rothes, had
also joined the army with some volunteers

from Fife
; and he inspired courage into

the whole, as well by this accession of

force as by his personal bravery and in-

trepidity. In order to bring their troops
to the necessity of a steady defence, the

Scottish leaders ordered all their cavalry to

dismount
;
and they resolved to wait on

some high grounds near Ancram, the as-

sault of the English. The English, whose

past successes had taught them too much
to despise the enemy, thought, when they
saw the Scottish horses led off the field,

that the wliole army was retiring ; and
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and most atumated blasts ;
while the king's highness the town, the sword being bninc naked before him

rode, with all the ostentation of a conqueror, into
1 by the marquis of Dorset.—Ed.
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The earl of

Hertford
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A large
French fleet

seeks tbe

English
fleet.

they liastened to attack them. The Scots

received them in good order
; and,

being favoured by the advantage of the

ground as well as by the surprise of the

English, who expected no resistance, they
soon put them to flight, and pursued
them with considerable slaughter. Evers

and Latoun were both killed, and above

a thousand five hundred men were made

prisoners. In order to support the Scots

in this war, Francis some time after sent

over a body of auxiliaries, to the number
of three thousand five hundred men, under

the command of Montgomery lord of

Lorges. Reinforced by these succours,

the governor assembled an army of filteen

thousand men at Haddington, and march-

ed thence to ravage the east borders

of England. He laid all waste wherever

he came
;
and having met with no consi-

derable resistance, he retired into his own

country, and disbanded his army. The
earl of Hertford, in revenge, committed

ravages on the middle and west marches ;*

and the war on both sides was signalized
rather by the ills inflicted on the enemy
than by any considerable advantage gained

by either party.
The war likewise between France and

England was not distinguished this year

by any memorable event. Francis had

equipped a fleet of above two hundred sail,

besides gallies ; and, having embarked
some land forces, he sent them to make a

descent in England. They sailed to the

isle of Wight, where they found the Eng-
lish fleet lying at anchor in St. Helen's.

It consisted not of above a hundred sail
;

and the admiral thought it most advisable

to remain in that road, in hopes of draw-

*
Treachery on the part of the Scottish nobles

assisted the operations of Hertford. His instruc-

tions were to
" shed blood enough." They con-

tained, as quoted by Mr. Tytler from the Hamilton

MSS., the following passages,
"
you are to put all to

fire and sword
;

to burn Edinburgh town, and to

raze and deface it, when you have sacked it, and

gotten what you can out of it, as that it may remain
for ever a memory of the vengeance of God." " Beat
down and overthrow the Castle, and Holyrood
House, and as many towns and villages about

Edinburgh as ye conveniently can
; sack Leith, and

burn and subvert it, and all the rest, putting man,
woman, and child to the sword without exception."
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ing the French into the narrow channels

and the rocks, which were unknown to|

them. The two fleets cannonaded each

other for two days ; and, except the sink-

ing of the Mary Rose, one of the largest

ships of the English fleet,t the damage on
both sides was inconsiderable.

Francis's chief intention, in equipping
so great a fleet, was to prevent the English
from throwing succours into Boulogne,
which he resolved to besiege ; and for that

purpose he ordered a fort to be built, by
which he intended to block up the har-

bour. After a considerable loss of time

and money, the fort was found so ill con-

structed that he was obliged to abandon it;

and though he had assembled an army of

near forty thousand men, he was not able

to effect any considerable enterprise.

Henry, in order to defend his possessions
in France, had levied fourteen thousand

Germans ; who having marched to Fleu-

rines in the bishopric of Liege, found that

they could advance no farther. The em-

peror would not allow them a passage

through his dominions ; they received in-

telligence of a superior army on the side

of France ready to intercept them :

want]
of occupation and of pay soon produced a

mutiny among them ; and, having seized

the English commissaries as a security for

arrears, they retreated into their own

country. There seems to have been some
want of foresight in this expensive arma-

ment.

A PARLIAMENT. 1545.

The great expense of these two wars main-

tained by Henry obliged him to summon

t The French boasted that the Mary Rose had

been sunk by their fire : the English declared her

loss to have been occasioned through her being
too heavily laden with ordnance. The English fleet,

after being affronted in their own harbour, went out

under Dudley to give the enemy battle, but nothing
of importance occurred. It is remarkable that the

watch-word for the English fleet in the night, during
the evolutions which followed, was " God save king

Henry," to which the answer was,
" And long to

reign over us." This may almost be regarded as a

proof that the national anthem of " God save the

liing," said to have been produced in the time of

Charles I., is of an earlier date.—Ed.
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|a
new parliinuent. Tlie commons granted

him a .subsidy, payable in two yeai>, of

two shillings a pound on land : tiie
sj)iril-

uality voted him six shillings a pound.*
But the parliament, apprehensive lest more
demands should be made, endeavoured to

save themselves by a very extraordinary

liberality of other people's pro|)erfv ; by
one vote they bestowed on the king all the

revenues of the universities, as well as

of tlie chantries, free chapels, and hospi-
tals. f Henry was pleased with this conces-

sion, as it increased his power ;
but be soon

took care to inform the universities that he

meant not to touch their revenues. Thus
these ancient and celebrated establish-

ments owe their existence to the gene-

rosity of the king, not to the protection
of this servile parliament.
The prostitute spirit of the parliament

farther appeared in the preamble of a

statute, in which they recognise tiie king
to have always been, by the word of God,

supreme head of the church of England ;

and acknowledged that arclibishops, bi-

shops, and otlier ecclesiastical persons,
have no manner of jurisdiction but by his

roval mandate : to him alone, say they,
and such persons as he shall appoint, full

power and authority is given from above

to hear and determine all manner of

causes ecclesiastical, and to correct all

manner of heresies, errors, vices, and

sins, whatsoever. No mention is here

made of the concurrence of a convoca-

tion, or even of a parliament. The pro-
clamations are, in effect, acknowledged to

'have not only the force of law, but the

authority of revelation
;
and by his royal

power he might regulate the actions of

men, control tiieir words, and even direct

inward sentiments and opinions.
The king made, in person, a speech to

the parliament on proroguing them ;
in

which, after thanking them for their lov-

ing attachment to him, he complained of

their dissensions, disputes, and animosities,

* Those who possessed goods or money above five

pounds, and below ten, were to pay cif^ht-pence a

pound ;
those above ten pounds, a shilling.

t A chantry was a little church, or chapel, or par-

ticular altar in some cathedral church, &c., endowed

with lands or other revenues for the maintenance of

in religion. lie told them that the several

l>ulpits were become a kind of batteries

against each other; and that one preacher
called another heretic and anabaptist,
which was retaliated by the opiJiobrious
appcHalions of j.apist and byi)Ocrite : that
lie had permitted his ])eople the use of thel

.scriptures, not in order to furnish tlieiii

with materials for disputing and railin

but that he might enable tiicni to inform
their consciences, and instruct, their child-
ren and families: that it grieved bis heart
to tind how that precious jewel was pros-
tituted by being introduced into the con-
versation of every alehouse and tavern,
and he was sorry to observe that the word
of God, while it was the object of sonuicli
anxious speculation, had very little influ-

ence on their practice ; and that, though an

imaginary knowledge so much abounded,

charity was daily going to decay. The

king gave good advice ; but his own ex-

ample, by encouraging speculation and

dispute, was ill fitted to promote that

peaceable submission of opinion which he

recommended.

PEACR WITH FRANCE AND
SCOTLAND. 154G.

IIf.nry employed in military preparations
the money granted by jiarliament ;

he sent

over the earl of Hertford and lord Lisle

the admiral, to Calais, with a bodv of nine

thousand men, two-tliirds of which con-

sisted of foreigners. Some skirmishes en-

sued with the French
;
and no hopes of

any considerable progress could be enter-

tained by either party. Henry, whose

animosity against Francis was not vio-

lent, had given suthcient vent to his hu-

mour by this short war; and, finding that,

from his great increase in corpulency and

decay in strength, he could not hope for

much longer life, he was desirous of end-

ing a quarrel which might prove danger-

A i(. ir.-tfi.

ir.Mirv

('onipl.fiM.s

ol' religious

di^aeniiionH.

fie lamentfl
that

I

permission |

to read llic
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abused.
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English.

ous to his kingdom during a minority

The kinp is

in a declin-

ing stale.

one or more priests, daily to say mass, or perform
divine service, for the use of the founders, or such

others as they appointed : free chapels were inde-

pendent of any church, and endowed for much the

same purpose as the former.

ri5
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Henryan d
Francis
(iesi ro

peace.

Peace is

con-

cluded.

Francis, likewise, was not averse to peace
with England ; because, having lately lost

his son the duke of Orleans, he revived

his ancient claim upon Milan, and fore-

saw that hostilities must soon, on that

account, break out between him and the

emperor. Commissioners, therefore, ha-

ving met at Campe, a small place between

Ardres and Guisnes, the articles were soon

agreed on, and the peace signed by them.

The chief conditions were, that Henry
should retain Boulogne during eight years,
or till the former debt due by Francis

should be paid. This debt was settled at

two millions of livres, besides a claim of

five hundred thousand livres, which was
afterwards to be adjusted. Francis took

care to comprehend Scotland in the treaty.
Thus all that Henry obtained, by a war
which cost him above one million three

hundred and forty thousand pounds ster-

Ilenn' per
mits tlie

litany to be

translated

into Kni^-
li»li.

ling, was a bad and a chargeable security

Cranmer

urges fur-

ther innova
tions.

for a debt which was not a third of the

value.*

The king, now freed from all foreign

wars, had leisure to give his attention to

domestic affairs. Though he allowed an

English translation of the Bible, he had

hitherto been very careful to keep the

mass in Latin; but he was at last prevailed
on to permit that the litany, a considerable

part of the service, should be celebrated

in the vulgar tongue ; and, by this inno-

vation, he excited anew the hopes of the

reformers, who had been somewhat dis-

couraged by the severe law of the six

articles. One petition of the new litany
was a prayer to save us 'from the tyranny
of the bishop of Rome, and from all his

detestable enormities.' Cranmer employed
his credit to draw Henry into farther

innovations ;
and he took advantage of

Gardiner's absence, who was sent on an

embassy to the emperor : but, Gardiner

having written to the king that, if he car-

ried his opposition against the catholic

* The State Papers, and other authentic records,

prove that Henry had ample cause to regret the folly

which had led him to purchase glory at so fearful an

expense. It is seen from letters written by Wriothes-

ley, that tlie king was greatly distressed for money ;

and the chancellor declared that he was at his

wit's end when considering how it might be raised.

His poverty was partly caused by the sums paid to
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religion to greater extremities, Charles

threatened to break off all commerce with

him, the success of Cranmer's projects
was retarded. Cranmer lost this year the

most sincere and powerful friend that he

possessed at court, Charles Brandon duke
of Suffolk : the queen dowager of France,
consort to Suffolk, had died some years
before. This nobleman is one instance

that Henry was not altogether incapable
of a cordial and steady friendship ; and
Suffolk seems to have been worthy of the

favour which, irom his earliest youth, he

had enjoyed. The king was sitting in

council when informed of Suffolk's death :

and he took the opportunity both to ex-

press his own sorrow for the loss, and to

celebrate the merits, of the deceased.f He
declared that, during the whole course of

their friendship, his brother-in-law had
never made one attempt to injure an

adversary, and had never whispered a

word to the disadvantage of any person.
'

Is there any of you, my lords, who can

say as much?' When the king subjoined
these words, he looked round in all their

faces, and saw that confusion which the

consciousness of secret guilt naturally
threw upon them.

Cranmer himself, w^hen bereaved of this

support, was the more exposed to those

cabals of the courtiers which the opposi-
tion in party and religion, joined to the

usual motives of interest, rendered so

frequent among Henry's counsellors. The
catholics took hold of the king by his

passion for orthodoxy ; and they repre-
sented to him that, if his laudable zeal for

enforcing the truth met with no better

success, it was altogether owing to the

primate, whose example and encourage-
ment were the secret supports of heresy.

Henry desired the council to make inquiry
into Cranmer's conduct

; promising that,
if he were found guilty, he should be

brought to condign punishment. Every

the Scotch lords, among whom we find that miracle
of honour, the earl of Cassilis, put down for two
hundred marks out of the sum periodically distri

buted.—Ed.

t His wife, the beautiful Mary, the queen of

France, had died ten years before, on the '25th June
1534.—Ed.
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His frieniKs

divert him.

The king

reproves
the council

for their

body now considered the primate as lost ;

and his old friends beiran to shew him
marks ot" neglect and disregard. He was

obliged to stand several hours among the

lacqueys, at the door ot" the council

chamber, before he could be admitted
;

and, when he was at last called in, he was
told that they had determined to send him
to the tower. Cranmer said that he

appealed to the king himself ; and, finding
his appeal disregarded, he produced a ring,

whicii Henry had given him as a pledge
of favour and protection. The council

were confounded ; and, when they came
before the king, he rejjroved them in the

severest terms ;
and told them that he was

liiity to well acquainted with Cranmer's merit, as
uraumer.

\^^,^^^ ^^ .^^.j^[j their malignity and envy :

but he was determined to crush all their

cabals. Norfolk, who was Cranmer's

capital enemy, apologized, and said that

their only intention was to set the pri-

mate's innocence in a full light, by bring-

ing him to an open trial : and Henry
obliged them all to embrace him as a sign

of their cordial reconciliation. The mild

temper of Cranmer rendered this agree-
ment more sincere on his part than is

usual in such forced compliances.

PERSECUTIONS.

But, though Henry's favour for Cranmer
rendered fruitless all accusations against

"™^p, „,i'him, his pride and peevishness, irritated

whoditr.r bv his declinins; health, impelled him to
Irom him

|

-
. • i i-

^
i

• ii i l

n matters punish. With iresh Seventy, all others who

presumed to entertain a different opinion
from himself, particularly in the capital

point of the real presence. Anne Ascue,
a young woman of merit as well as

beauty, who had great connexions with the

chief ladies at court, and with the queen
herself, was accused of dogmatising on

that delicate article
;
and Henry was the

more provoked tliat a woman should dare

to oppose his theological sentiments. She

All the

nienihers

embrace
him.

ui' religion.

Anne
Ascne is

:ucuse*l <»f

•

iis-sentinj
from the

royal doc-
trine.

*
Bishop Goodman shared in the infamy of bring-

ing this amiable, though enthusiastically bigotted

female, to the dreadful fate which awaited her.—Ed.

f Justice can hardly be done to the wretched

jjersecutors of a helpless young female, without trans-

cribing her statement of the crime, as it was deemed,
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was prevailed on by I^onner's menaces to

make a seeming recantation ;
but she

(jualified it with some reserves, which did

not satisfy that zealous prelate. She was

thrown into prison, and she there em-

l>loyed herself in composing prayers and

discourses, by which she fortified her re-

solution to endure tiie utmost extiomity.
She even wrote to the king, and told liim

that, as to the lord's sup])er, she be-

lieved as much as Christ himself had said

of it, and as much of his divine doctrine

as the catholic church had required : but,
while she could not be brought to ac-

knowledge an assent to the king's explica-
tions, this declaration availed her nothing,
and was regarded as a fresh insult. The
chancellor Wriothcsley, who had succeeded

Audley, and who was much attached to

the catholic party, was sent to examine
her with regard to her jiatrons at court,
and the great ladies who were in corres-

pondence with her : but she maintained a

laudable fidelity to her friends, and would

confess nothing. She was put to the

torture in the most barbarous manner,
and continued still resolute in preserving

secresy. Some authors add an extraordi-

nary circumstance : that the chancellor,

who stood by, ordered the lieutenant of the

tower to stretch the rack still farther
;
but

that officer refused compliance : the

chancellor menaced him ; but met with

a new refusal ; upon which that magis-
trate, who was otherwise a person of

merit, but intoxicated with religious zeal,

put his own hand to the rack, and drew it

so violently that he almost tore her body
asunder.* Her constancy still surpassed
the barbaritv of her persecutors, and they
found all their efforts to be batffed. She

was then condemned to be burned alive
;

and, being so dislocated by the rack that

she could not stand, she was carried to

the stake in a chair.+ Together with her

were conducted Nicholas Belenian a priest,

Jolin Lassels of the king's household, and

for which she was thus inhumanly treated. Her
confession in Newgate runs thus :

" This is the

hercsie which they report mee to holdc, that
after]

the priest hath spoken the wordes of consecration

there rcmayneth bread still. They both say, and
also te-ch it, for a necessary article of faytli; yet
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John Adams a tailor, who had been con-

demned for the same crime to the same

punishment. They were all tied to the

stake ;
and in that dreadful stuation the

chancellor sent to inform them that their

pardon was ready drawn and signed, and

should instantly be given them if they
would merit it by a recantation. They
only regarded this offer as a new orna-

ment to their crown of martyrdom ; and

they saw with tranquillity the executioner

kindle the flames which consumed them.

Wriothesley did not consider that this

public and noted situation interested their

honour the more to maintain a steady

perseverance.*

Though the secresy and fidelity of Anne
Ascue saved the queen from this peril,

that princess soon after fell into a new

danger, from which she narrowly escaped.
An ulcer had broken out in the king's

leg, which, added to his extreme corpu-

lency, and his bad habit of body, began
both to threaten his life, and to render

him even more than usually peevish and

passionate. The queen attended him with

the most dutiful care, and endeavoured,

by every soothing art, to allay those gusts
of humour to which he was subject.
His favourite topic of conversation was

theology ; and Catherine, whose good sense

enabled her to discourse on any subject,
was frequently engaged in the argument ;

and, being secretlyinclined to the principles
of the reformers, she unwarily betrayed
too much of her mind. Henry, highly

provoked that she should differ from

him, complained of her obstinacy to Gar-

diner, who gladly laid hold of the oppor-

afler those words be once spoken, there remajTieth
no bread, but even the self same body that hung on

the crosse on good Fryday, both fleshe, bloud, and
bone. To this belefe of things, say I nay: For then

were our common crede false, whiche sayth that he

sitteth on the right hand of God the Father Al-

mighty, and from thence shall come to judge the

quick, and dead. Lo this is the heresie that I holde,
and for it must suffer the death."—Foxe.—Ed.

* Another unfortunate man suffered on this

occasion, in a diffei'ent way. Nicholas Shaxton,

formerly bishop of Salisbury, had favoured the same

principles for which Anne Ascue svas doomed to

the flames. He had been deprived of his honours,
and had endured great hardships and poverty ; but
when he found his life in danger, he at last recanted.

iHe solicited then a benefice or dignity that might
718

tunity to inflame the quarrel. He praised
the king's anxious concern for preserving
the orthodoxy of his subjects ;

and re

presented that the more elevated the per
son who was chastised, and the more near

to his person, the greater tenor would the

example strike into every one, and the

more glorious would the sacrifice appear
to posterity. The chancellor, being con-

sulted, was engaged by religious zeal to

second these topics , and Henry went so

far as to order articles of impeachment to

be drawn up against his consort. Wrio-

thesley executed his commands, and soon

after brought the paper to him to be

signed ; for, as it was high treason to

throw slander upon the queen, he might
otherwise have been questioned for his

temerity. By some means this important

paper fell into the hands of one of the

queen's friends, who immediately carried

the intelligence to her. She was sensible

of the extreme danger to which she was

exposed ; but did not despair of being able,

by her prudence and address, to elude the

efforts of her enemies. She paid her usual

visit to the king, and found him in ;

more serene disposition than she had rea

son to expect. He entered on the subject
which was so familiar to him ; and he

seemed to challenge her to an argument
in divinity. She gently declined the con-

versation, and remarked that such pro-
found speculations were ill suited to the

natural imbecility of her sex. Women,
she said, by their first creation, were made

subject to men : the male was created after

the image of God
;
the female after the

image of the male : it belonged to the

Gardiner

inflanifsihe
mind of

Henry
aa:ainst

Catberiue.

support him ; and on Shaxton was put the ignominious
task of trying to subdue the conscientious resolution

of the intrepid Anne Ascue. He called upon her to

take the course which he had preferred, to escape
her impending fate. She rejected his counsel, and

pitied him, declaring it would have been better for

liim that he had never been born. At the place of

execution, Shaxton was appointed to preach a sermon

before the fire was kindled, and in which, of course,

the unhappy apostate justified the atrocity about

to be perpetrated, which he could not but abhor

in his heart. His sense of guilt and degradation,

supposing one spark of "
ingenuous shame "

to have

survived, must have inflicted pain hardly inferior to

that which the condemned were made to endure.—
Ed.
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The queen
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I

malice of

her ene-

mies.

husband to clioose princijiles for his wile
;

the wile's duty was, in all cases, to adopt

impUcitly the sentiments of her husband :

and, as to herself, it was doubly her duty,

being blest with a husband w ho was quali-

fied, by his judgment and learning, not

onlv to clioose principles for his own

family, but for the most wise of every
nation.

' Not so ! By St. Mary,' replied

the king,
'

you are now become a doctor,

Kate ;
and better fitted to give than receive

instruction.' She meekly replied that she

was sensible how little slie was entitled to

these praises ; that though she usually
declined not any conversation, however

sublime, when proposed by his majesty,
she well knew that her conceptions could

serve to no other purpose than to give him

a little momentary amusement ;
tliat she

found the conversation apt to languish
when not revived by some opposition, and

she had ventured sometimes to feign a

contrariety of sentiments in order to give
him the pleasure of refuting her ; whence

she had observed, by frequent experience,
that she received profit and instruction.

And is it so, sweetheart ?
'

replied the

king,
' then we are perfect friends again.'

He embraced her with great affection, and

ent her awav with assurances of his pro-
tection and kindness. Her enemies, who
knew nothing of this sudden change, pre-

pared next day to convey her to the tower,

pursuant to the king's warrant. Henry
and Catherine were conversing amicably
in the garden when the chancellor ap-

peared w ith forty of the pursuivants. The

king spoke to him at some distance from

her, and seemed to expostulate with him

in the severest manner. She even over-

heard the appellations of knave, fool, and

beast, which he liberally bestowed upon
it magistrate ;

and then ordered him to

depart. She afterwards interposed to mi-

tiirate his anger. He said to her,
' Poor

soul ! you know not how ill entitled this

man is to your good offices.' Thenceforth

the queen was careful not to offend Henry's
humour by any contradiction ;

and Gar-

diner, whose malice had endeavoured to

widen the breach, could never regain his

favour and good opinion.
But Henry's tyrannical disposition, soured

by ill health, burst out soon after to the

destruction of a man who possessed a

much superior rank to that of Gardiner.

The duke of Norfolk and his father, dur-

ing this whole reign, and even a jiart of

the foregoing, had been regarded as the

greatest subjects in the kingdom. The
duke had in his youth acquired reputation

by naval enterprises ; he had much con-
tributed to the victory gained over the

Scots at Flouden
; he had suppressed

a dangerous rebellion in the north
;

and he had always done his part with
honour in all the expeditions against
France. From the favours heaj)ed on him
he had acquired an immense estate. T!ie

king had successively been married to two
of his nieces

;
and the king's natural son,

the duke of Richmond, had married his

daughter. Besides his descent from the

ancient family of the Moubrays, by which
he was allied to the throne, he had es

poused a daughter of the duke of Buck

ingham, who was descended by a female
from Edward HI. : and, as he was believed

still to adhere secretly to the ancient reli

gnon, he was regarded, both abroad and at

home, as the head of the catholic party
All these circumstances provoked the

jealousy of Henry ;
and he foresaw danger,

during his son's minority, from the at-

tempts of so potent a subject. But

notiiing tended more to expose Norfolk to

the king's displeasure than the prejudices
which Henry had entertained against the

earl of Surrey, son of that nobleman.

Surrey was a young man of the most

promising hopes, and had distinguished
himself by every accomplishment which
became a scholar, a courtier, and a soldier.

He encouraged the fine arts by his patronage
and example; he had made some success-

ful attempts in poetry ; and, being smitten

with the romantic gallantry of the age, he

celebrated the praises of his mistress, by
his pen and his lance, in everj' masque and
tournament. He had been left governor
of Boulogne when that town t\-as taken by
Henry ; but, though his personal bravery
was unquestioned, he had been unfortu-

nate in some rencounters with the French.
The king, somewhat displeased, had sert

over Hertford to command in his place ;
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and Surrey was so imprudent as to drop

some menacing expressions against the

ministers, on account of this affront which

was put upon him. And, as he had re-

fused to marry Hertford's daughter, and

even waived every other proposal of mar-

ti^riage, Henry imagined that he had enter-

tained views of espousing the lady Mary ;

and he was instantly determined to repress,

by the most severe expedients, so dan-

gerous an ambition.

EXECUTION OF THE EARL OF
SURREY. 1547.

Actuated by all these niotives, and per-

haps influenced by that old disgust with

which the ill conduct of Catherine Howard
had inspired him against her whole family,

he gave private orders to arrest Norfolk

and Surrey ;
and they were on the same

day confined in the tower. Surrey being
a commoner, his trial was the more expe-
ditious. He was accused of entertaining
in his family some Italians who were sus-

pected to be spies ; a servant of his had

paid a visit to cardinal Pole in Italy,

whence he was suspected of holding a cor-

respondence with that obnoxious prelate ;

he had quartered the arms of Edward the

Confessor on his escutcheon, which made
him be suspected of aspiring to the crown,

though both he and his ancestors had

openly, during many years,' maintained

that practice, and the heralds had even

justified it by their authority. These were

the crimes for which a jury, notwithstand-

ing his eloquent and spirited defence,*

condemned the earl of Surrey for high
treason ;

and their sentence was soon after

executed upon him.

ATTAINDER OF THE DUKE OF
NORFOLK.

The innocence of the duke of Norfolk was

* He brought forward facts as well as arstuments,
which ought to have ensured his acquittal; but a

sense of justice, or proofs of innocence, rarely in-

terposed to save the accused from Henry's venge-
ance. While he was on his death-bed, Surrey
iwas beheaded, January 19th, 1547, on Tower-hill.—
iEi).
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still, if possible, more apparent than that

of his son ;
and his services to the crown

had been greater. His duchess, with whom
he lived on bad terms, had been so base

as to carry intelligence to his enemies of

all she knew against him : Elizabeth Hol-

land, a mistress of his, had been equally
subservient to the designs of the court ;

yet his accusers discovered no

crime than his once saying that

was sickly, and could not hold out long
and the kingdom was likely to fall into

disorders through the diversity of religious

opinions. He wrote a pathetic letter,

pleading his past services, and protesting
his innocence.f Soon after he embraced
a more proper expedient for appeasing

Henry, by making a submission and con-

fession, such as his enemies required. But

nothing could mollify the unrelenting tem-

per of the king. He assembled a parlia-

ment ;
and the house of peers, without

examining the prisoner, without trial or

evidence, passed a bill of attainder against

him, and sent it down to the commons.

Cranmer, though engaged for many years
in an opposite party to Norfolk, and

thou2;h he had received many and great

injuries from him, would have no hand in

so unjust a prosecution ;
and he retired to

his seat at Croydon. J The king was now

approaching fast towards his end
; and,

fearing lest Norfolk should escape him, he

sent a message to the commons, by which

he desired them to hasten the bill, on pre-
tence that Norfolk enjoyed the dignity of

earl marshal, and it was necessary to ap-

point another, who might ofticiate at the

ensuing ceremony of installing his son

prince of Wales. The obsequious com-
mons obeyed his directions, though founded

on so frivolous a pretence ; and the king,i Awiiof

having affixed the royal assent to the bill

by commissioners, issued orders for the

execution of Norfolk on the morning of

the twenty-ninth of January. But, news

f His application was not only pathetic, but mean
and grovelling.

—Ed.

\ The praise here given to Cranmer, in which
Hume follows Burnet, seems to have been undeserved.

From the journals of the house of lords, he is proved
to have assisted at the trial, and to have been present
when the fatal decision was pronounced.—Ed.
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being; carried to tlie tower that tlie kini;
himself had e.xpired that nii;ht, the lieu-

tenant deterred obeying the warrant
; and

it was not thought advisable to bei^in a

new reign by the death of the greatest
nobleman in the kingdom, who had been
condemned by a sentence so unjust and

tyrannical.

DEATH OF THE KING.

The king's health had long been in a de-

clining state
; but for several days all

plainly saw his end approaching. lie was
become so froward, that no one durst in-

form him of his condition
; and, as some

persons had suffered as traitors for fore-

telling the king's death, every one was
afraid lest, in the transports of his fury,
he might on this pretence punish capitally
the author of such friendly intelligence.
At last Sir Anthony Denny ventured to

disclose to him the fatal secret, and ex-

horted him to prepare for the fate which
was awaiting him. He expressed his re-

signation, and desired that Cranmer might
be sent for

;
but before the prelate arrived

; was speechless, though he still seemed
to retain his senses. Cranmer desired him
to give some sign of his dying in the faith

of Christ ; he squeezed the prelate's hand,
and immediately expired, after a reign of

thirty-seven years and nine months, and
in the fifty-sixth year of his age.
The king had made his will near a

month before his demise
;

in which he

confirmed the destination of parliament,

by leaving the crown first to prince Ed-

ward, then to the lady jMary, next to the

lady Elizabeth
;

the two princesses he

obliged, under the penalty of forfeiting
their title to the crown, not to marry
without consent of the council, which he

appointed for the government of his minor
son. After his own children, he settled

the succes.sion on Frances Brandon mar-

chioness of Dorset, elder daughter of his

sister the French queen ;
then on Eleanor

countess of Cumberland, the second daugh-
ter. In passing over the posterity of tlie

queen of Scots, his elder sister, he made
use of the power obtained from parliament ;

but, as he subjoined that after the failure

VOL. I. S V

him from the character of a good one.

He possessed, indeed, great vigour of mind,
which qualified him for exercising do-

minion over men
; courage, intrepidity,

vigilance, inflexibility ; and, though these

qualities lay not always under the guidance
of a regular and solid judgment, they were

accompanied with good parts and an ex-

tensive capacity ;
and every one dreaded a

contest with a man who was known never

to yield or to forgive. A catalogue of his

vices would comprehend many of the

worst qualities incident to human nature
;

violence, cruelty, profusion, rapacity, in-

justice, obstinacy, arrogance, bigotry, pre

sumption, caprice; but neither was he

subject to all these vices in the most ex-

treme degree, nor was he at intervals
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words could be ajjpiied to the Scottish

line. It was tiiought that these princes
were not the next heirs after the house of

Suffolk, but before that house; and that

Henry, by expressing himself in this man-
ner, meant entirely to exclude them. He
left money for masses to be said for deli-

vering his soul from purgatory ; and,

though he destroyed all those institutions

established by his ancestors and others for

the benefit of their souls, and had even
left the doctrine of purgatory doubtful in

all the articles of faith which he promul-
gated during his later years, he was yet
determined, when the hour of death was

a})])roaching, to take care at least of his

own future repose, and to adhere to the
safer side of the question.

HIS CHARACTER.

It is difficult to give a just summary of

this prince's qualities ;
he was so different

from himself in different parts of his reign,

that, as is well remarked by lord Herbert,
his history is his best description. The
absolute uncontrolled authoritv which he

maintained at home, and the regard which
he acquired among foreign nations, are

circumstances which entitle him in some

degree to tke appellation of a great prince ;

while his tyranny and barbarity exclude
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destitute of virtues : he was

sincere, open, gallant, liberal, and capable

at least of a temporary friendship and at-

tachment. That the incidents of his reign

served to display his faults in their full

light. The treatment which he met with

from Rome provoked him to violence ; the

danger of a revolt seemed to require the

most extreme severity. But it must be

acknowledged that his situation tended to

throw an additional lustre on what was

great and magnanimous in his character.

The emulation between the emperor and

the French king rendered his alliance, not-

withstanding his impolitic conduct, of

great importance in Europe ;
the extensive

powers of his prerogative, and the submis-

sive, not to say slavish, disposition of his

parliaments, made it the more easy for him
to assume and maintain that entire do-

minion by which his reign is so much dis-

tinguished in the English history.

It may seem a little extraordinary that,

notwithstanding his cruelty, his extortion,

his violence, this prince not only acquired
the regard of his subjects, but never was

the object of their hatred
;
he seems even

in some degree to have possessed to the

last their affection. His exterior qualities

were advantageous, and fit to captivate the

multitude ; his magnificence and personal

bravery rendered him illustrious in vulgar

eyes ;
and the English in that age were so

thoroughly subdued, that, li1<e eastern

slaves, they were inclined to admire those

acts of violence and tyranny which were

exercised over themselves, and at their

own expense.*
With regard to foreign states, Henry

appears long to have supported an inter-

course of friendship with Francis, more
sincere and disinterested than usually takes

place between neighbouring princes. Their

common jealousy of the emperor Charles,
and some resemblance in their characters

(though the comparison sets the French

* The daring ruffianism of Henry's character

seems to have caused some of our historians to lose

fsjght of his hypocrisy. What could be more vile

than his pretending to feel religious scruples about

continuing to be the husband of a brother's widow,
while seeking to marry the sister of his mistress?

iHis successes over the various bodies of insurgents |
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monarch in a very superior and advanta-

geous light), served as the cement of their

mutual amity. Francis is said to have
been affected with the king's death, and
to have expressed much regret for the
loss. His own health began to decline

;

he foretold that he should not long sur-
vive his friend

; and he died in about two
months after him.

MISCELLANEOUS TRANSACTIONS-

There were ten parliaments summoned
by Henry VIII., and twenty-three sessions

held. The whole time in which these

parliaments sat during this long reign ex-

ceeded not three years and a half: it

amounted not to a twelvemonth during
the first twenty years. The innovations
in religion obliged the king afterwards to

call these assemblies more frequently : but

though these were the most important
transactions that ever fell under the cog
nisance of parliament, their devoted sub
mission to Henry's will, added to their

earnest desire of soon returning to their

country-seats, produced a quick despatch
of the bills, and made the sessions of short

duration : all the king's caprices were in-

deed Windly complied with. Besides the

violent prosecution of whatever he was

pleased to term heresy, the laws of trea

son were multiplied beyond all former pre
cedent. Even words to the disparagement
of the king, queen, or royal issue were

subjected to that penalty ; and so little

care was taken in framing these rigoro
statutes, that they contain obvious con-

tradictions
; insomuch that had they been

strictly executed, every man must have
fallen under the penalty of treason. By
one statute, it was declared treason to assert

the validity of the king's marriage, either

with Catharine of Arragon or Anne Boleyn;
by another, it was treason to say any thing
to the disparagement or slander of the

that rose against his rule, inspired awe ; and his

reckless insolence which threw off the abominable
thraldom of Rome, conferred a benefit on the nation.

This no doubt caused some well meaning persons
to regard the royal miscreant with a reverence and

gratitude, which he never deserved.—Ed.
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jprincesses Mary and Elizabeth ; and to

call them spurious, would no doubt have
been construed into slander : nor would
even a profound silence be able to save a

person from such penalties : for bv the

former statute, whoever refused to answer
on oath to any point contained in tliat act,

was subjected to the pains of treason.

The king, therefore, needed only proj)o#c
to any one a question with regard to the

legality of either of his first marriages : if

the person was silent, he was a traitor by
law

;
if he answered either in the negative

or affirmative, he was no less a traitor.

So monstrous were the inconsistencies

which arose from the furious passions of

the king, and the slavish submission of his

parliaments. It is hard to say whether
these contradictions were owing to Henry's

precipitancy, or to a formed design of

tyranny.
It may not be improper to recapitulate

whatever is memorable in the statutes of this

Sanctuaries
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Lbid reign.

rei; ^n, whether with regard
or commerce : nothing

to government

the genius of the age

religion

can better show
than "such a review

of the laws

The abolition of the ancient

much contributed to the regular execution

of justice. While the catholic supersti-
tion subsisted, there was no possibility of

punishing any crime in the clergy : the

church would not permit the magistrate
to try the offences of her members, and

she could not herself inflict any civil

penalties on them. But Henry restrained

these pernicious immunities : the privilege
of clergy was abolished for the crimes of

petty treason, murder, and felony to all

under the degree of a subdeacon : but the

former superstition not only protected
crimes in the clergy ;

it exempted also

the laity from punishment, by affording

them shelter in tlie churches and sanctu-

aries. The parliament abridged these privi-

leges. It was first declared, that no sanc-

tuaries were allowed in cases of high trea-

son ; next, in those of murder, felony,

rapes, burglary, and petty treason ;
and it

limited them in other particulars. The

farther progress of the reformation re-

moved all distinction between the clergy

and other subjects ;
and also abolished en-

tirely the privileges of sanctuaries. These

consequences were implied in the neglect
of tlie canon law.

The only expedient cmj)loycd to support
the military spirit during this age was the

revivin'' and extendin;^ of some old laws'

enacted for the encouragement of archcy,
on which tlie defence of the kingdom was

supposed much to depend. Every man was
ordered to have a bow

;
butts were to be

erected in every parish ; and every bowyer
was ordered, for each bow of yew whicrh he

made, to make two of elm or wich for

the service of the common people. The
use of cross-bows and hand-guns was also

prohibited. What rendered the English
bowmen more formidable was, that theyj
carried halberds with them, by which they
were enabled on occasion to engage in

close fight with the enemy. Fre(]uent
musters or arrays were also made of the

people, even during time of peace ; and
all men of substance were obliged to have

a complete suit of armour or harness, as it

was called. The martial spirit of the Eng-
lish rendered this])recaution,itwas thought,
sufficient for the defence of the nation ; and
as the king had then an absolute power of

commanding the service of all his subjects,
he could instantly, in case of danger, ap-

point new officers, and levy regiments, and
collect an army as numerous as he pleased.
When no faction or division prevailed, there

was no foreign power that ever thought of

invading England. The city of London
alone could muster fifteen thousand men:

discipline, however, was an advantage
wanting to those troops, though the gar-
rison of Calais was a nursery of officers

;

and Tournay first, Boulogne afterwards,
served to increase the number. Every one
who served abroad was allowed to alienate

his lands without paying any fees. A
general permission was granted to dispose
of land by will. The parliament was" so

little jealous of its privileges, (which in-

deed were at that time scarcely worth

preserving) that there is an instance of one

Strode, who, because he had introduced

into the lower house some bill regarding
tin, was severely treated by the stannary
courts in Cornwall : heavy fines were im-

posed ;
and on his refusal to pay, he was
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thrown into a dungeon, loaded with irons,

and used in such a manner as brought his

life in danger: yet all the notice which

the parliament took of this enormity, even

in such a paltry court, was to enact, that

no man could afterwards be questioned
for his conduct in parliament. This pro-

hibition, however, must be supposed to

extend only to the inferior courts : for as

to the king, and privy-council, and star-

chamber, they were scarcely bound by
any law.*

There is a bill of tonnage and poundage,
which shows what uncertain ideas the par-
liament had formed both of their own pri-

vileges and of the rights of the sovereign.
This duty had been voted to every king
since Henry IV. during the term of his

own life only ; yet Henry VIII. had been

allowed to levy it six years without any
law

; and though there had been four par-
liaments assembled, no attention had been

given either to grant it to him regularly,
or restrain him from levying it. At last,

the parliament resolved to give him that

supply ;
but plainly show themselves at a

loss to determine whether they grant it, or

whether he has a right of himself to levy
it. They say that the imposition was
made to endure, during the natural life of

the late king, and no longer : they yet
blame the merchants who had not paid it

to the present king : they observe that the

law of tonnage and poundage was expired,

yet made no scruple to call that imposition
the king's due : they affirm that he had

sustained great and manifold losses by
those who had defrauded him of it

; and to

provide a remedy, they vote him that sup-

ply during his lifetime, and no longer. It

is remarkable, that, notwithstanding this

last clause, all his successors for more than

a century persevered in the like irregular

practice ;
if a practice may deserve that

epithet, in which the whole nation acqui-

esced, and which gave no offence. But
when Charles I. attempted to continue in the

same course a furious tempest was excited
;

and historians, partial or ignorant, still re-

* In his three and thirtieth year, in a parliament
then holden, an act was made, that whosoever should

poyson any person, should be boyled to death
; by
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present this measure as a most violent and

unprecedented enormity in that unhappy
prince.
The king was allowed to make laws for

Wales without consent of parliament. It

was forgotten, that with regard both to

Wales and England, the limitation was

abolished by the statute which gave
to the royal proclamations the force of

laws.

The foreign commerce of England.

during this age, was mostly contined to

the Netherlands
;
the inhabitants of the

Low Countries bou2;ht the English

commodities, and distributed them into

other parts of Europe : hence the mu
tual dependence of these countries on

each other, and the great loss sustained

by both in case of a rupture. During
all the variations of politics, the sov

ereigns endeavoured to avoid cominj^
to this extremity ; and though the king

usually bore a greater friendship to Fran-

cis, the nation always leaned towards the

emperor.
In 1528, hostilities commenced be-

tween England and the Low Countries,
and the inconvenience was soon felt on

both sides. While the Flemings were not

allowed to purchase cloth in England, the

English merchants could not buy it from

the clothiers ; and the clothiers were

obliged to dismiss their workmen, who

began to be tumultuous for want of bread

The cardinal sent for the merchants, and
ordered them to buy cloth as usual

; they
told him, that they could not dispose of it

as usual ; and, notwithstanding his men-

aces, he could get no other answer. An
agreement was at last made to continue

the commerce between the states, even

during war.

It was not till the end of this reign that

any salads, carrots, turnips, or other edi-

ble roots were produced in England ; the

little of these vegetables that was used,
was formerly imported from Holland and
Flanders : queen Catherine, when she

wanted a salad, was obliged to despatch a

which statute one Richard Roose, who had poisoned
divers persons in the bishop of Rochester's palace,
was boyled to death in Smithfield.—Baker,—Ed.
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Foreign artificers much surpassed the

Enghsh in dexterity, industry, and fru-

gaUty: hence the violent animosity, which

the latter, on many occasions, expressed

any of the former settled in Eng-
land. They had the assurance to com-

plain, that all their customers went to

foreign tradesmen; and in 1517, being
moved by the seditious sermons of one

Dr. Bele, and the intrigues of Lincoln, a

broker, they raised an insurrection. The

apprentices, and others of the poorer sort,

in London, began by breaking oj)en the

prisons, where some persons were confined

for insulting foreigners : they next pro-
ceeded to the house of Meutas, a French-

man, much hated by them ;
where they

committed great disorders, killed some of

his servants, and plundered his goods.
The mayor could not appease them

;
nor

Sir Thomas More, late under-sheriff,

though much respected in the city : they
also threatened cardinal Wolsey with some
insult

;
and he thought it necessary to

fortify his house, and put himself on his

guard. Tired at last with these disorders,

thev dispersed themselves ;
and the earls

of Shrewsbury and Surrey seized some of

them. A proclamation was issued, that

women should not meet together to babble

talk, and that all men should keep
their wives in their houses. Next day, the

duke of Norfolk came into the city at the

head of one thousand three hundred armed

men, and made inquiry into the tumult.

Bele and Lincoln, and several others, were

sent to the tower, and condemned for

treason. Lincoln and thirteen more were

executed : the other criminals, to the num-
ber of four hundred, were brought before

the king, with ropes about their necks,

fell on their knees, and cried for mercy.

Henry dismissed them without farther

punishment.
So great was the number of foreign arti-

sansin the city, that at least fifteen thousand

Flemings alone were at one time obliged to

leave it, by an order of council, when
VOL. I. 8 x

Henry became jealous of their favour for

queen Catherine. Henry confesses, in an
edict of the star-chamber, ])rinted among
the statutes, that the foreigners starved

the natives, and obliged them to have re

course to theft, nmrder, and other enor
mitics: he also asserts that the vast mul-
titude of foreigners raised the price of

grain and bread : and, to iinvi'iit an in-

crease of the evil, all foreign lutificers were

prohibited from having above two foreigners
in their house, either journeymen or ap-
prentices. A like jealousy arose against
the foreigh merchants

;
and to appease it,

a law was enacted, obliging all denizens to

pay the duties imjiosed on aliens. The
prisoners in the kingdom for debts and

crimes, are asserted, in an act of parlia-

ment, to be sixty thousand jjcrsons and
above

; which is scarcely credible. Har-
rison asserts, that seventy-two thousand
criminals were executed during this reign
for theft and robbery ;

whicli would
amount nearly to two thousand a year ? he

adds, that in the latter end of Elizabeth's

reign, there were not punished ca])ital]y
four hundred in a year. It appears, that

in all England, there are not at present

fifty executed for those crimes. If tliese

facts be just, there has been a great im-

provement in morals since the reign of

Henry VIH., and this imi)rovement has

been chiefly owing to the increase of in-

dustry and of the arts, which have given
maintenance and occupation to the lower

classes.

There is a remarkable clause in a statute

passed near tlie beginning of this reign

by which we might be induced to believe

that England was extremely decayed from

the flourishing condition which it had at-

tained in preceding times. It had been

enacted in the reign of Edward IL that no

magistrate in town or borough, who by his

ofBce ought to keep assize, should, during
the continuance of his magistracy, sell,

either in wholesale or retail, any wine or

victuals. This law seemed equitable to

prevent fraud or private views in fixing
the assize : yet the law is repealed in this

reign. The reason assigned is, that

'since the making of that statute and ordi-

nance, many and the most part of all the
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cities, boroughs, and towns corporate with-

in the reahnof England, are fallen in ruin

and decajf, and are not inhabited by mer-

chants, and men of such substance as at

the time of making the statute : for at tliis

day the dwellers and inhabitants of the

same cities and boroughs are commonly
bakers, vinters, fishmongers and other

victuallers ; and there remain few others

to bear the offices.' Men have such a

propensity to exalt past times above the

present, that it seems dangerous to credit

this reasoning : so different are the views

in which the same object appears, that

some may be inclined to draw an opposite
inference from this fact. A more regular

police was established in the reign of

Henry VIII. than in any former period,
and a stricter administration of justice ;

an advantage which induced the men of

landed property to leave the provincial

towns, and retire into the country. Car-

dinal Wolsey, in a speech to parliament,

represented it as a proof of the increase of

riches, that the customs had increased be-

yond what they were formerly.
But if there were really a decay of com-

merce, and industry, and populousness in

England, the statutes of this reign, except

by abolishing monasteries and retrenching

holidays, circumstances of considerable

moment, were not in other respects well

calculated to remedy the evil. The fixing
of the wages of artificers was attempted :

luxury in apparel was prohibited by re-

peated statutes : the chancellor and other

ministers were empowered to fix the price
of poultry, cheese, and butter : a statute

was even passed to fix the price of beef,

pork, mutton, and veal : beef and pork
were ordered to be sold at a halfpenny a

pound ;
mutton and veal at a halfpenny

half a farthing, money of that age. The

preamble of the statute says, that these

four species of butchers' meat were the

food of the poorer sort. This act was af-

terwards repealed.

* The beggars thought themselves of sufficient

importance to petition the king against the practices
of " another sort (not of impotent, but) of strong,
puisant, and counterfeit-holy, and idle beggars and
vagabonds

—
bishops, abbots, priors, deacons, arch-

deacons, suffragans, priests, monks, friars, pardoners,
and somners." The petition presented in 1558
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The practice of depopulating the coun

try, by abandoning tillage, and throwing
the lands into pasturage, still continued,
as appears by the new laws, which were
from time to time enacted against that

practice. The king was entitled to half

the rents of the land, where any farm-

houses were allowed to fall to decay. The
unskilful husbandry was probably the

cause why the proprietors found no profit
in tillage. The number of sheep allowed

to be kept in one flock was restrained to

two thousand. Sometimes, says the sta

tute, one proprietor or farmer would keep
a flock of twenty-four tiiousand. It is

remarkable, that the parliament ascribes

the increasing price of mutton to the in

crease of sheep ; because, say they, the

commodity being gotten into few hands,
the price of it is raised at pleasure. It is

more probable that the effect proceeded
from the daily increase of money ; for it

seems almost impossible that such a com-

modity could be engrossed.
In the year 1544, it appears that an

acre of good land in Cambridgeshire was
let at a shilling, or about fifteen-pence of

our present money. This is ten times

cheaper than the usual rent at present :

but commodities were not above four

times cheaper : a presumption of the bad

husbandry in that age.
Some laws were made with regard to

beggars and vagrants ; one of the circum-

stances in government, which humanity
would most powerfully recommend to a

benevolent legislator ;
which seems at first

sight, the most easily adjusted ;
and which

is yet the most difficult to settle in such a

manner as to attain the end without de-

stroying industry. The convents formerly
were a support to the poor, but at the

same time tended to encourage idleness

and beggary.*
In 1546, a law was made for fixing the

interest of money at ten per cent. ;
the

first legal interest known in England

Thecountry
is depopu-
lated hy th6
abandou-
nieut of the

tillage.

opened thus :—" To the King our Sovereign Lord.

Most lamentably complaineth,their woeful misery unto

your liighness, your poor daily Bedemen, the wretched

iiideous monsters (on whom scarcely for horror men
dare look) the foul unhappy sort of lepers and other

sore people, needy, impolent, blind, lame, and sick,

that live only by alms.—Harleian Miscellany.
—Ed.
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Formerly all loans of that nature were re-

garded as usurious. Tlie preamble of this

very law treats tiie interest of monev as

illegal and criminal
;
and the law per-

mitting interest was repealed in the follow-

ing reign.
This reign, as well as many of the fore-

going, and subseciueiit reigns, abounds with

monopolising laws, confining to particular

towns, or excluding the open country in

;ral. There remain too many traces

of similar absurdities. In the subsequent

reign, the corporations, which had been

opened by a former law, and obliged to

admit tradesmen of different kinds, were

shut up by act of parliament ;
and every

one was prohibited from exercising any
trade who was not of the corporation.

Henry, as he possessed himself some
talent for letters, was an encourager of

them in others : he founded Trinity Col-

lege in Cambridge, and gave it ample en-

dowments. Wolsey founded Christ Church
in Oxford, and intended to call it Cardinal

College : but on his fall the king seized all

the revenues
;
and this violence, above all

the other misfortunes of that minister, is

said to have given him the greatest con-

cern : but Henry restored the revenues of

the college, and only changed the name.

The cardinal founded in Oxford the first

[chair
for teaching Greek ; and this novelty

rent that university into violent factions,

which frequently came to blows. The
students divided themselves into parties,

which bore the names of Greeks and Tro-

jans ; and sometimes fought with as great

* The following account of the pompous and

certainly very catholic obsequies of Henry VIII. i.s

taken from a book in the college of arms :
—" The

chest wherein the royal corpse was laid, stood in the

midst of the privy chamber with lights, and divine

service was said about him, with masses, obsequies,
and continual watch made by the chaplains and gen-
tlemen of the privy chamber, in their course and

order, night and day, for five days, till the chapel
was ready, where was a goodly hearse with eighty

square tapers, every light containing two feet in

length, in the whole 1800 or 2000 weight in wa.\,

garnished with pensils, escutcheons, banners, and

bannerals of descent; and at the four corners ban-

ners of saints, beaten in fine gold upon damask, with

a majesty (i. e. canopy over, of rich cloth of tissue,

and valence of black silk, and fringes of black silk and

gold. The banners without the hearse, and the sides

and floor of the chapel, were covered with black

animosity as did formerly those hostile

nations. Anew and more correct method
of pronouncing Greek being introduced

it also divided the Grecians themselves
into parties ; and it was remarked that the

catholics favoured the former pronuncia-
tion, the protestants gave countenance to

the new. Gardiner employed the autho-

rity of the king and council to suppress
innovations, and to preserve the corrujit
sound of the Greek alphabet: so little

liberty was then allowed of any kind.

The penalties inflicted on the new pronun-
ciation were no less than whip])ing, degra-
dation, and expulsion ;

and the bishop
declared, that rather than permit the

liberty of innovating in the pronunciation,
it were better that the language were totally
banished the universities. The introduc-

tion of Greek into Oxford excited the em-
ulation of Cambridge. ^Yolsey intended

to have enriched the library of his college
at Oxford with copies of all the manu-

scripts in the Vatican. The countenance

given to letters by the king and his min-
isters contributed to render learning fash-

ionable in England : Erasnms sjieaks with

great satisfaction of the general regard

paid by the nobility and gentry to men of

knowledge. It is needless to be particular
in mentioning the writers of this reign, or

of the preceding: there is no man of that

age who has the least pretension to be

ranked among our classics. Sir Thomas
More, though he wrote in Latin, seems to

come the nearest to the character of a

classical author.*

cloth to the high altar, and the sides and ceiling set

with the banner of St. George and others. The 2nd

of February, the corpse was removed, and brought
into the chapel by the lord great master and officers

of the household, and then placed within the hearse,

under a pall of rich clotli of tissue garnished with

escutcheons, and a rich cloth of gold set with pre
cious stones. It continued there twelve days, with

masses and diriiji's said and sung every day, Norroy
each day standing at the choir door, and beginning
with these words, in a loud voice,

' Of your charity

pray for the soul of the high and mighty prince, our

late sovereign lord and king, Henry VIII.'
"

There
is an appalling incident connected with that journey
which we co))y from a MS. among the Sloane col

lection :
—" The king being carried to Windsor to be

buried, stood all night among the broken walls of

Sion, and there the leaden coffin being cleft liy the'

shaking of the carriage, the jiavcment of the church
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EDWARD VI.

1547.

STATE OF THE REGENCY. INNOVATIONS

IN THE REGENCY, AND THE EARL OF

HERTFORD CHOSEN PROTECTOR. REFOR-

M.\TION COMPLETED. GARDINER's OP-

POSITION. FOREIGN AFFAIRS. PRO-

GRESS OF THE REFORMATION IN SCOT-

LAND. ASSASSINATION OF CARDINAL

BEATON. CONDUCT OF THE WAR WITH

SCOTLAND. BATTLE OF PINKEY. A

PARLIAMENT. FARTHER PROGRESS OF

THE REFORMATION.— AFFAIRS OF SCOT-

. LAND. YOUNG QUEEN OF SCOTS SENT

INTO FRANCE. CABALS OF LORD SEY-

MOUR. DUDLEY EARL OF WARWICK.

A PARLIAMENT SANCTIONS THE ATTAIN-

DER OF LORD SEYMOUR, WHO IS EXE-

CUTED. ECCLESIASTICAL AFFAIRS.

STATE OF THE REGENCY.

The late kins;, by the regulations which he

imposed on the government of his infant

son, as well as by limitations of the suc-

cession, had projected to reign even after

his decease ;
and he imagined that his

ministers would never depart from the

plan which he had traced out. He fixed

the majority of the prince at the comple-
tion of his eighteenth year ;

and Edward
was then only a few months past nine, he

was wetted vrith Henry's blood. In the morning,
came plumbers to solder the coffin, under whose feet,

I tremble to write it," says the author,
" was sud-

denly seen a dog creeping, and licking up the king's
blood. If you ask me how I know this, I answer,
William Greville, who could searcely drive away the

dog, told me, and so did the plumber also." It

appears pretty certain that the sleepy mourners and
choristers had retired to rest after the midnight
dirges had been sung, leaving the dead king to de-
fend himself, as best he might, from the assaults of
his ghostly enemies, and some people might think

they made their approach in a currish form. It is

scarcely, however, to be wondered that a circum-
stance so frightful should have excited feelings of

superstitious horror, especially at such a time and
place ; for this desolated convent had been the

prison of his unhappy queen Catherine Howard,
whose tragic fate was fresh in the minils of men,

7?3

appointed sixteen executors, to whom,

during the minority, he entrusted the

government. Their names were, Cranmer,

archbishop of Canterbury ;
lord Wrio-

thesley, chancellor ;
lord St. John, great

master
;

lord Russel, privy seal
;
the earl

of Hertford, chamberlain
;
viscount Lisle

admiral
; Tonstal, bishop of Durham ;

Sir

Antony Brown, master of horse ; Sir Wil-

liam Paget, secretary of state
;

Sir Edward

North, chancellor of the court of augmen-
tations ;

Sir Edward Montague, chief jus-
tice of the common pleas ; judge Bromley ;

Sir Antony Denny and Sir William Her-

bert, chief gentlemen of the privy chamber;
Sir Edward Wotton, treasurer of Calais

Dr. Wotton, dean of Canterbury. To
these executors, with whom was entrusted

the whole regal authority, were appointed
twelve counsellors, who possessed no im

mediate power, and could only assist with

their advice. The council was composed
of the earls of Arundel and Essex ; Sir

Thomas Cheney, treasurer of the house

hold ; Sir John Gage, comptroller ;
Sir

Antony Wingfield, vice-chamberlain ; Sir

William Petre, secretary of state
;

Sir

Richard Rich, Sir John Baker, Sir Ralph
Sadler, Sir Thomas Seymour, Sir Richard

Southwell, and Sir Edmond Peckham
The usual caprice of Henry appears some-

what in this nomination ; while he ap-

pointed several persons of inferior station

among his executors, and gave only the

place of counsellor to a person of such

rank as the earl of Arundel, and to Sir

Thomas Seymour, the king's uncle.*

and by a singular coincidence it happened that

Henry's corpse rested there the very day after the

fifth anniversary of her execution. There is a class

of ^vriters too, who regard the accident which has

just been related as a serious fulfilment of friar

Peyto's denunciation against Henry, fi-om the pulpit
of Greenwich church, in 1.53-3, when that daring

preacher compared him to Ahab, and told him to

his face, that
' the dogs would in like manner lick

his blood.' In a very different light was Henry re-

presented by bishop Gardiner, in the adulatory
funeral sermon which he preached at AVindsor on

the 10th of February, on the text,
' Blessed are the

dead that die in the Lord;' in which he set forth the

loss both high and low had sustained in the death of

so good and gracious a king."
—Miss Strickland.—

Ed.
*

According to Strype and other chroniclers, Ed-

ward was a prince of great promise. "So forward
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INNOVATIONS IN THE REGENCY.
But the first act of the executors and
couiisellors was to dej)art iVom the desti-

nation ot' the late kini; in a material article.

No sooner were they met, than it was

sug^gested that the government would lose

its dignity, for want of some head wlio

might represent the royal majesty, who
might receive addresses from foreign am-

bassadors, to whom des|)atches from Eng-
lish ministers abroad might be carried, and
whose name might be em[)loyed in all orders

and iiroclamations : and as the king's will

seemed to labour under a defect in this

particular, it was deemed necessary to

supply it, by choosing a protector, who,

though he should possess all the exterior

symbols of royal dignity, should yet be
A prntectnr'bound to follow tlic ooiuion of the exccu-

tors. This proposal was vcrj- disagreeable
to chancellor Wriothesley. Tliat magis-
trate, a man of an active spirit and high
ambition, found himself by his office en-

titled to the first rank in the regencv after

the primate; and as he knew tliat this

prelate had no talent or inclination for

state affairs, he hoped that the direction of

public business would devolve in a great
measure on himself : he opposed therefore

the proposal of choosing a protector ;
and

represented that innovation as an infringe-
ment ofthelate king's will, which beingcor-
roborated by act of parliament, ought to be

a law to them, and could not be altered

but by the same autliority which had es-

tablished it : but he seems to have stood

alone in the opposition. The executors

and counsellors were mostly courtiers who
had been raised by Henry's favour, not

men of high birth or great hereditary in-

fluence
;
and as they had been sufficiently

accustomed to submission during the reign

in learning,"' writes Burnet,
" that before he was

eight years old he wrote Latin letters to his father."

M the time of Henry's death Edward was in Hert-

fordi;hire. The carl of Hertford waited on him there,

and having brought him to Theobalds, announced

to the child that his fatlier was no more. He and

tha lady Elizabeth, who was with him, man-

ifested great sorrow on the occasion, which was

soon drowned in the pompous rejoicinps common at

the opening of a new reign. On the Olst of Janu-
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of the late monarch, and had no preten-
sions to govern by their own authority,

they ac([uiesced the more willingly in a

proposal, which seemed calculated for

preserving pul)lic tiaiupiillity. It being
therefore agreed to name a protector, the

choice fell of course on Hertford, who, as

he was the king'.s maternal uncle, was

strongly interested in his safety ; and pos-

sessing no claims to inherit the crown,
could never have any separate interest,

which might endanger Edward's person
or his authority. The ptd)lic was informed

by proclamation of this change in the ad-

ministration; and despatches were sent to

all foreign courts to give them intimation

of it. All those who were possessed of

any office resigned their former commis-
sions, and accepted new ones in the name
of the young king : the bisho])s themselves

were constrained to make a like submis-
sion. Care was taken to insert in their

new commissions that they held their offi-

ces during pleasure ;
and it is there ex-

pressly affirmed, that all manner of autho-

rity and jurisdiction, as well ecclesiastical

as civil, is originally derived from the

crown.*

The executors in their next measure
showed a more submissive deference to

Henry's will, because many of them found

their account in it. The late king had

intended to make a new^ creation of

nobility, in order to supply the place of

those peerages which had fallen by former

attainders, or the failure of issue; audi

that he might enable the new peers to|Tiuint..

support their dignity, he had resolved to
||;;",^;,,','"',',„

bestow estates on them, or advance them' ^[™|="'^'

to higher oIKces : he had even gone so far

as to inform them of this resolution ; and

in his will he charged his executors to

make good all his promises. That they

All oftlces

niirc.-ifjncil
(iii'I ai-c<'i>l»

i-.i fV.iin lli«

nvw kiu;;.

peers.

ary the young king entered London, and was lodged

in the tower.—Ed.
* Henry VIH. was buried at Windsor, on the

18th of February. The coronation of Edward took

place on the 20th, the ceremony being alnidged, in

regard to
" the Kings Majesty being of tender age."

A general pardon for state offenders was granted on

the occasion ;
from which, however, the duke of

Norfolk, cardinal Pole, and a few other names were

excepted.
—Ed.
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might ascertain his intentions in the most

authentic manner, Sir William Paget, Sir

Antony Denny, and Sir William Herbert,

with whom Henry had always conversed in

a famihar manner, were called before the

board of regency : and having given evi-

dence of what they knew concerning the

king's promises, their testimony was relied

on, and the executors proceeded to the

fulfillins; of these engagements. [Feb. 17.]

Hertford was created duke of Somerset,
mareschal and lord treasurer

; Wriothes-

ley, earl of Southampton ; the earl of

Essex, marquis of Northampton ; viscount

Lisle, earl of Warwick ;
Sir Thomas Sey-

mour, lord Seymour of Sudley, and ad-

miral
;

Sir Richard Rich, Sir William

Willoughby, Sir Edward Sheifield accepted
the title of baron. Several, to whom the

same dignity was offered, refused it
; be-

cause the other part of the king's promises,
the hestowing of estates on these new

noblemen, was deferred : some of them,

however, as also Somerset the protector,

were, in the mean time, endow^ed with

spiritual preferments, deaneries, and pre-
bends : for, among many other invasions

of ecclesiastical privileges and property,
this irregular practice of bestowing spi-
ritual benefices on laymen began now to

prevail.
Tiie earl of Southampton had alwavs

been engaged in an opposite party to

Somerset ;
and it was not likely that fac-

tions which had secretly prevailed even

during the arbitrary reign of Henry,
should be suppressed in the weak admin-
istration that usually attends a minority.
The former nobleman, that he might have

the greater leisure for attending to public

business, had of himself and from his own

jsouth'amp- authority, put the great seal in commis-

greit''seann ^ion, and had empowered four lawyers,

commission.! Southwel, Tregoucl, Oliver, and Bellasis,

to execute in his absence the office of

chancellor. This measure seemed very ex-

ceptionable ;
and the more so, as two of

* " His style or title was,
" The most noble and

Ivirtuous prince Edward, duke of Somerset, earl of

Hertford, viscount Bcauchamp, lord Seymour, gover-
nor of the person of the king's majesty, and protec-
tor of all his realms

;
his lieutenant-general of all

|
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the commissioners being canonists, the

lawyers suspected that by this nomina-
tion the chancellor had intended to dis-

credit the common law. Complaints were
made to the council, who, influenced by
the protector, gladly laid hold of the

opportunity to depress Southampton.
They consulted the judges with regard to

so unusual a case, and received for

answer, that the commission was illegal,
and that the chancellor, by his presump-
tion in granting it, had justly forfeited the

great seal, and was even liable to punish-
ment. The council summoned him before

them. He maintained
,
that he held his

office by the late king's will, founded on
an act of parliament, and could not lose

it without a trial in parliament ; that if the

commission which he had granted were
found illegal, it might be cancelled, and
all the ill consequences of it be easily reme-
died

;
and that the depriving him of his

office for an error of this nature, was a

precedent, by which any other innovation

might be authorised. But the council

declared that he had forfeited the great
seal

; that a fine should be imposed on
him

;
and he should be confined to his

own house during pleasure.
The removal of Southampton increased

the protector's authority, as well as

tended to suppress faction in the regency;

yet was not Somerset contented : his am-
bition carried him to seek farther acqui-
sitions. On pretence that the vote of the

executors, choosing him protector, was not

a sufficient foundation for his authoritv,
he procured a patent from the young king,

[March 12] by which he entirely overturned

the will of Henry VIII., produced a total

revolution in the government, and may
seem even to have subverted all the laws of

the kingdom. He named himself protector
with full regal power ;* and appointed a

council, consisting of all the former coun

sellors, and all the executors, except South-

ampton : he reserved a power of naming

his armies both by land and sea ; lord high treasurer

and earl marshal of England ; governor of the isles of

Guernsey and Jersey ;
and knight of the most noble

order of the Garter.'— Stri/pe.
—Ed.
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any other counsellors at pleasure ; and he
was bound to consult with such only as

he thought jiroper. The protector and
his council were likewise empowered to

execute whatever they deemed for the

public service, without incurring any
penalty or forfeiture from any law, statute,

proclamation, or ordinance whatsoever.

Even had this patent been more moderate
in its concessions, and had it been drawn

by directions from the executors appointed

by Henry, its legality migh.t justlv be

questioned ; since it seems essential to a

trust of this nature to be exercised by the

persons entrusted, and not to admit of a

delegation to others : but as the ])atent,

by its very tenor, where the executors are

not so much as mentioned, appears to have
been surreptitiously obtained from a minor

king, the protectorship of Somerset was a

plain usurpation, which it is impossible to

!justify. The connivance, however, of the

executors, and their present acquiescence
in the new establishment, made it be uni-

versally submitted to ;
and as the young

king discovered an extreme attachment to

his uncle, who was also in the main a man
of moderation and probity, no objections
were made to his power and titles. All

men of sense likewise, who saw the nation

divided by the religious zeal of the oppo-
site sects, deemed it the more necessary
to entrust the government to one person,
who might check the exorbitances of fac-

tion, and ensure the public tranquillity.

The actual exercise alone of arbitrary ad-

ministration, and that in many, and great,

and flagrant, and unpopular instances,

was able sometimes to give some umbrage
to the nation.

RELIGIOUS STRIFE.

The extensive authority and imperious
character of Henry, had retained the parti-

sans of both religions in subjection ; but,

on his demise, the hopes of the protestants
and the fears of the catholics began to

revive, and the zeal of these parties pro-
duced every where disputes, the usual

preludes to more fatal divisions. The jno-
I lie protec-

'
, , , 11 ..

or favours lector had long been regarded as a secret
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scrupled not to discover his intention
of]

correcting all abuses in the ancient reli

gion, and of adopting still more oi the

protestant innovations. He took care

that all ])ersons entrusted with the king's
education should he attached to the same

principles ;
and as the young prince dis-

covered a zeal for every kind of literature,

esj)ecially the theological, far beyond his

tender years, all men foresaw the total

abolition of the catholic faith in England ;

and they began to declare in favour of

those tenets, which were likely to become

entirely prevalent. After Southamjiton's
fall, few members of the council seemed
to retain any attachment to the Roiuish

communion ; and mo.st of the counsellors

appeared even sanguine in forwarding the

progress of the reformation. The riches

which most of tliem had accpured from
the spoils of the clerg^^ induced them to

widen the breach l)etween England and

Rome
;
and by establishing a contrariety

of speculative tenets, to render a coalition

with the mother church altogether im-

practicable. Tiieir ra])acity also, the chief

source of their reforming spirit, was excited

by the prospect of ])illagingthc secular, as

they had already done the regular clergy ;

and they knew that while any share of the

old principles remained, or any regard to

the ecclesiastics, they could never succeed

in that enterprise.
The numerous and burdensome super-

stitions with which the Komish church

was loaded had thrown many of the re-

formers, by the spirit of o|)j)osition, into

an enthusiastic strain of devotion ; and all

rites and exterior observances were zea-

lously proscribed, as hinderances to their

immediate converse with Heaven. Many
circumstances concurred to inflame this

!

daring spirit; the novelty of their doctrines,!

the triumph of making proselytes, the per-

secutions to which they were exposed, their]

animosity against the ancient tenets andlj,;^^^^,

practices, and the necessity of procuring ii'ncii ana

1 rii 1 -1
"

1 1
•

I increased

the concurrence ol the laity, hy depressing by various

the hierarchy, and by tendering tc them

the plunder of the ecclesiastics. Where-
ever the reformation prevailed over

the opposition of civil authority, tliis

genius of religion appeared in its full
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extent, and was attended with conse-

quences, which, though less durable, were

for some time not less dangerous than

those which were connected with the

ancient superstition : but as the magistrate
took the lead in England, the transition

was more gradual ;
and a reasonable de-

gree of subordination was retained in dis-

cipline, as well as some pomp, order, and

ceremony in public worship.
The protector, in his schemes for ad-

vancing tlie reformation, had always re-

course to Cranmer, who, baing a man of

moderation, was averse to all violent

hanges, and determined to bring over

the people by insensible innovations to

that doctrine and discipline which he

deemed the most pure and perfect He
seems to have intended the establishment

of a hierarchy, which being suited to a

great and settled government, might stand

as a perpetual barrier against Home, and

might retain the reverence of the people,
even after their enthusiastic zeal was
diminished or entirely evaporated.
The person who opposed, wiih greatest

authority, any farther advances towards

reformation, was G u'diner, bishop of Win-
chester

; wiio, though be had not obtained

a place in the council of regency on account
of late disgusts which he had given to

Henry, was entitled, by his age, experience,
and CTpacity, to the highest trust and con-

fidence of his party. This prelate con-

tinued to magnify the great wisdom and

learning of the late king, which, indeed,
were generally revered by the nation; and
he insisted on the prudence of persevering,
at least till the young king's majoritv, in

the ecclesiastical model established bv that

great monarch. He defended the use of

images, which were now openly attacked
;

and he represented them as serviceable in

maintaining a sense of religion among the

illiterate multitude
;
he even deigned to

write an apology for holy water, which

bishop Ridley had decried in a sermon
;

and he maintained that, by the power of

the Almighty, it might be rendered an
instrument of doing good ;

as much as the

shadow of St. Peter, the hem of Christ's

garment, or the spittle and clay laid on
the eyes of

\\\s
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blind ; above all, he in-

sisted that the laws ought to be observed,
that the constitution ought to be preserved
inviolate, and that it was dangerous to follow

the will of the sovereign, in opposition to

an act of Parliament.

But though there remained in England
an idea of laws and a constitution, suffi-

cient to furnish a topic of argument to

such as were discontented with an imme-
diate exercise of authority, this plea could

scarcely be maintained with any plausibi-

lity by Gardiner. An act of parliament
had invested the crown with a legislative

power ;
and royal proclamations, even

during a minority, were armed with the

force of laws. The protector, tinding him-

self supported by this statute, was deter-

mined to emplov his authority in favour

of the reformers
;
and having suspended

the jurisdiction of the bishops, he ap-

pointed a general visitation to be made in

all the dioceses of England. The visitors

consisted of a mixture of clergy and laity,

and had six circuits assigned them. The
chief purport of their instructions was,

besides correcting immoralities and irregu-
larities in the clergy, to abolish the ancient

superstitions, and to bring the discipline
and worship somewhat nearer the practice
of the reformed churches. The modera-

tion of Somerset and Cranmer is apparent
in the conduct of this delicate affair. The
visitors were enjoined to retain, for the

present, all images which had not been

abused to idolatry, and to instruct the

people not to despise such ceremonies as

were not yet abrogated ;
but only to be-

ware of some particular superstitions, such

as the sprinkling of their beds with holy

water, and the ringing of bells, or using of

consecrated candles in order to drive away
the devil.

But nothing required more the correct-

ing hand of authority than the abuse of

preaching, which was now generally em-

ployed throughout England in defending
the ancient superstitions. The court of

augmentation, to ease the exchequer of

the annuities paid to monks, had com-

monly placed them in the vacant churches;

and these men were led by interest, as

well as by inclination, to support those

principles which had been invented for the|
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profit of the clergy : orders therefore were

given to restrain tlie topics of their ser-

mons : twelve homilies were published,
which they were enjoined to re:ul to the

people ; and all of them were jirohibited,
without express permission, from preach-

ing anywliere but in their parish churches.

The purpose of this injunction was to

throw a restraint on the catholic divines
;

while the protestant, by the grant of par-
ticular licenses, sh.oukl he allowed un-

jbounded liberty.

I

Bonner made some opposition to these

I measures, but soon after retracted : Gar-

diner was more high-spirited and more

steady. He rejjresented the peril of per-

petual innovations. 'Tis a dangerous tiling,'

said he,
'

to use too much freedom in re-

searches of this kind ; if you cut the old

canal, the water is apt to run tarthcr than

you have a mind to ; if yon indulge the

humour of novelty, you cannot put a stop
to people's demands nor govern their in-

discretions at pleasure.'
' For my part,'

said he, on another occasion,
'

my sole

concern is, to manage the third and last

act of my life with decency, and to make
a handsome exit off the stage ; provided
tl)is point is secured, I am not solicitous

about the rest. I am already by nature

condemned to death ; no man can give
me a pardon, nor so much as to procure me
a reprieve : to speak my mind, and to act

as my conscience directs, are two branches

of liberty which I can never part with.

Sincerity in speech and integrity in action

will stick by a man when everything else

takes its leaA^e ; and I must not resign
them on any consideration. The best on

it is, if I do not throw them away myself,
no man can force them from me ;

but if I

give them up, then I am ruined by myself,
and deserve to lose all my preferments.'
This opposition of Gardiner drew on him
the indignation of the council

;
and he was

.sent to the Fleet, where he was used with

some severity.
One of the chief objections, urged by

Gardiner against the new homilies, was,

that they defined, with the most metaphy-
sical precision, the doctrines of grace, and

of justification by faith; points, he thought,
which it was superfluous for any man to

VOL. I. 8 z
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know exactly, and which certainly much
exceeded the comjirehension of the vulgar.
A famous martyroio^ist calls (iardiner, on

account of this opinion,
' an insensible

ass, and one that had no leelin'j; of God's

spirit in the matter of jiislilication.' The
meanest protestant imagined, at that time,

that he had a lull comprehension of all

those mysterious doctrines; and he heartily

despised the most learned j)erson of the

ancient religion, who acknowledged his

ignorance with regard to them. Jt is in-

deed certain, that the reformers were very
fortunate in their doctrine of justification,
and might venture to foretel its success,

in o])])osition to all the ceremonies, shows,
and superstitions of jioperv. Ijv exalting
Christ and his sufferings, and renouncing
all claim to indejieiuk'nt merit in ourselves,

it was calculated to become jiopular, and

coincided with those principles of panegyric
and of self-abasement which generally
have place in religion.

Tonstal bishop of Durham, having, as-

well as Gardiner, made some opposition to

the new regulations, was dismissed the

council
;

but no farther severity was, for

the present, exercised against him. He
was a man of great moderation, and of the <=""'"''•

most unexceptionable character in the

kingdom.
Tlie same religious zeal, which engaged

Somerset to promote the reformation at

home, led him to carry his attention to

foreign countries. The Roman
jiontiff,

with much reluctance and after long delays,
had summoned a general council, which

was assembled at Trent, and was employed,
both in correcting the abuses of the church

and in ascertaining her doctrines. The

emperor, who desired to rejiress the power
of the court of Rome, as well as gain over

the protestants, promoted the former ob-

ject of the council ;
the pope, who found

his own greatness so deeply interested,

desired rather to employ them in the

latter. He gave instructions to his legates,
who presided in tiie council, to jirotract

the debates, and to engage the theologians
in argument concerning the nice points of

faith canvassed before them
;
a policy so

easy to be executed, that tlie legates soon

found it necessary to interpose, to appease
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the animosity of the divines, and bring
them to some decision. The more diffi-

cult task for the legates was to moderate

or divert the zeal of the council for re-

formation, and to repress the ambition of

the prelates, who desired to exalt the epis-

copal authority on the ruins of the sove-

reign pontiff. Finding this humour be-

come prevalent, the legates, on pretence
that the plague had broken out at Trent,

transferred of a sudden the council to Bo-

logna, where they hoped it would be more
under the direction of his holiness.

The emperor, no less than the pope, had
learned to make religion subservient to his

ambition and policv. He was resolved to

employ the imputation of heresy as a pre-
tence for subduing the protestant princes ;

but found it necessary to cover his inten-

tions under deep artifice, and to prevent
the combination of his adversaries. He
separated the palatine and the elector of

Brandenburgh from the protestant con-

federacy : he took arms against the elector

of Saxony, and the landgrave of Hesse :

by the fortune of war, he made the former

prisoner : he employed treachen,' and pre-
varication against the latter, and detained

him captive, by breaking a safe conduct
which lie had granted him. He seemed
to have reached the summit of his ambi-

tion
;
and the German princes, who were

astonished with his success, were farther

discouraged by the intelligence which

they had received of the death, first of

Henry VIII., then of Francis I., their usual

resources in every calamity.*

Henry II., who succeeded to the crown
of France, was a prince of vigour and
abilities ; but less hasty in his resolution

than Francis, and less inflamed with rival-

* The French king's mind had been impressed
with a conviction that he should not long survive

Henry.
" At the commencement of 1547, seven

months after the treaty of Crespy, news was brought
to France that Henry VIH. was no more, having
died on the 28th of January.

' My brother then is

gone,' he mournfully exclaimed,
' my turn to depart

will not long be delayed. During six or seven years
Francis had sulTered severely from an ulcer, but this

did not induce him to live a more temperate life.

It was much aggravated in the month of February
this year by a complicated fever, which he in vain

endeavoured to sliake off by courting the pleasures

Tlie new-

king is less

hostile to

ship and animosity against the emperor
Charles. Though he sent ambassadors to

the princes of the Smalcaldic league, and

promised them protection, he was
unwill-!f,;'^",„p^j,,

ing to hurry into a war with so great a' '!'•'"
^'^n

power as that of the emperor ;
and he

thought that the alliance of those princes
was a sure resource, which he could at

any time lay hold of. He was much
governed by the Duke of Guise and the

cardinal of Lorraine
; and he hearkened to

their counsel, in choosing rather to give
immediate assistance to Scotland, which
even before the death of Henry YIII. had

loudly claimed the protection of the French

monarchy.

I'ROGRESS OF THE REFORMATION
IN SCOTLAND.

The hatred between the two factions

the partisans of the ancient and those of

the new religion, became every day more
violent in Scotland

; and the resolution

which the cardinal primate had taken to

employ the most rigorous punishment
against the reformers, brought matters to

a quick decision. There was one Wishart,
a gentleman by birth, who employed
himself with great zeal in preaching

against the ancient superstitions ;
and

began to give alarm to the clergy. This

man was celebrated for the purity of his

morals and for his extensive learning : but

these praises cannot be much depended
on

;
because we know that, among the

reformers, severity of manners supplied
the place of many virtues

;
and the age

was in general so ignorant, that most of

the priests in Scotland imagined the New
Testament to be a composition of Luther,

of the chace at La Muette, at Zeimours, at Roche-

fort, at St. Germain, and at Rambouillet, where at

length it became necessary for him to keep his bed.

It was there that the roi chevalier breathed his last,

on the 31st of JIarch, recommending his soul to God
and his people to his son, two cares which had pre-

viously occupied but little of his thoughts. Pierre

Castellan, who made his funeral oration, declared

from the pulpit that the king's pious death was (such
at least was his conviction) an indication that in his

case purgatory would be dispensed with, and that

the monarch had passed at once into paradise, or^

heaven."—Pictorial History of France.
—Ed.
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and asserted that the Old alone was the
word of God.* Rut however the case

may have stood with reganl to those
estimahle qualities ascrihed to Wishart, he
was strongly possessed with the desire of

innovation
;

nnd he enjoyed those talents

which qualitied hiiu for becoming a popu-
lar preacher. The magistrates of Dundee,
where he exercised his mission, were
alarmed with his progress ;

and being
unable or unwilling to treat him withrigour,

they contented themselves with denving
him the liberty of preaching, and with

dismissing him the bounds of their juris-

[diction. Wishart, moved with indignation
that they had dared to reject him, together
with the word of God, menaced them, in

(imitation of the ancient prophets, with

!some imminent calamity ; and he withdrew
ito the west country, where he daily in-

Icreased the number of his proselytes.
.Meanwhile a plague broke out in Dundee;
land all men exclaimed, that the town had
drawn down the vengeance of Heaven by
ibanisJiing the pious preacher ; and that

the pestilence would never cease till they
.had made him atonement. No sooner did

I

Wishart hear of this change in their

xlisposition, than he returned to them, and
made them a new tender of his doctrine :

but lest he should spread the contagion bv

bringing multitudes together, he erected

his pulpit on the top of a gate : the infect-

ed stood within, the others without : and
the preacher failed not, in such a situation,

to take advantage of the immediate terrors

of the people, and to enforce his evangeli-
cal mission.

The assiduity and success of Wishart
became an object of attention to cardinal

Beaton ; and he resolved, by the punish-
ment of so celebrated a preacher, to strike

a terror into all other innovators. He

engaged the earl of Bothwell to arrest him,
and to deliver him into his hands, contrary
to a promise given by Bothwell: and being

possessed of his prey, he conducted him to

St. Andrews, where, after a trial, he con-

condemned him to the flames for heresy.

Arran, the governor, was irresolute ; and

the cardinal, thougii he had gained him

* See note QQ at the end of the volume.
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over to his party, found that he would not

concur in tlie condemnation and execution
of Wishart : he deterinincd, therefore,
without the assistance of the secular arm,
to iiring that heretic to iiunishinent ;

and
he iiimscif hdield from his wiiidow tin

dismal spectacle. Wishart suffered with
the usual patience, but could not forbear

remarking the triumph of his insulting

enemy. He foretold, that in a few days he
should in the very same ]ilnce lie as low as

now he was exalted aloft in op])osition to

true piety and religion.
This prophecy was probably the im-

mediate cause of the event which it foretold.

The disciples of this martyr, enraged at

the cruel execution, formed a conspiracy ;

and having associated to them Norman
Lesly, who was disgusted on account of

some private quarrel, they conducted their

enterprise with great secresy and success.

Early in the morning they entered the

cardinal's palace, which he had strongh
fortified

;
and though they were not above

sixteen persons, they thrust out a hundred
tradesmen and fifty servants, whom the\

seized seperately, before any suspicion
arose of their intentions

;
and having shut

the gates, they proceeded very deliberately
to execute their purpose on the cardinal.

That prelate had been alarmed with the

noise which he heard in the castle, and

had barricadoed the door of his chamber
;

but finding that they had brought fire in

order to force their way, and having
obtained, as is believed, a promise of life,

he opened the door
;
and reminding them

that he was a priest, he conjured them to

spare him. Two of the assassins rushed

on him with drawn swords ;
but a third,

James Melvil, more calm and more consi-

derate in villany, stopped their career, and

bade them reflect that this work was the

work and judgment of God, and ought to

be executed with becoming deliberation

and gravity. Then turning the point of

his sword towards Beaton, he called to

him,
'

Repent thee, thou wicked cardinal,

of all tliy sins and iniquities ; especially of

the murder of Wishart, that instrument of
"'™"'"^

God for the conversion of these lands : it

is his death which now cries vengeance on

thee : we are sent by God to inflict the
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deserved punishment : for here, before the

'Almi2;hty, I protest, that it is neither

hatred oi' thy person, nor love of thy riches,

nor fear of tliv power, which moves me to

seek thy death; but only because thou

liast been, and still remainest, an obstinate

enemy to Christ Jesus, and his holy

gospel.* Having spoken these words,
without giving Beaton time to finish that

repentance to which he exhorted him, he

thrust him through the body ;
and the

cardinal fell dead at his feet. This murder
was executed on the 28th of May, 1546.

The assassins, being reinforced by their

friends to the number of one hundred and

forty persons, prepared for the defence ofthe

castle, and sent a messenger to London,

cravingassistance from Henry. That prince,

though Scotland was comprehended in his

peace with France, would not forego the

opportunity of disturbing the government
of a rival kin.;dom ;

and he promised to

take them under his protection.
It was the peculiar misfortune of Scot-

land, that five short reigns had been

successively followed by as many long
minorities ; and the execution of justice

which the prince was beginning to intro-

duce, had been continually interrupted by
the cabals of the great. But besides these

inveterate and ancient evils, a new source

of disorder had arisen ;

—the disputes and

contentions of theology, and the death of

the cardinal, who was possessed of abilities

and vigour, seemed much to weaken the

hands of the administration : but the

queen dowager was a woman of uncommon
talents and virtue ;

and she did as much
to support the government and supply the

weakness of Arran the governor, as coxild

be expected in her situation.

WAR WITH SCOTLAND.
The pro- '>

Eng"iL°d |The protector of England, as soon as

preiaivsforij-j-jg state was brou2;ht to some composure,war ^nth -

. ~, .
1 '

Scotianii. made preparations for war with Scotland ;

and he was determined to execute, if possi-

ScnHanil
suffers from
snccesJiu'e

animosities.

* So saying, and without -waiting for an answer,
he stabbed him twice or thrice through the body.
When his friends and servants collected without, the

conspirators lifted up the deceased prelate, and
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ble, that project of uniting the two

kingdoms by marriage, on which the late

kins had been so intent, and which he had

recommended with his dying breath to his

executors. He levied an army of eighteen
thousand men, and equipped a fleet of sixty

s;ul; one half of which were ships of war, the

other laden with provision andammunition.
He gave the command of the fleet to lord

Clinton : he himself marched at the head

of the armv, attended by the earl of

Warwick. These hostile measures were

covered with a pretence of revenging

depredations committed by the borderers
;

but besides that Somerset revived the

ancient claim of the superiority of the

English crown over that of Scotland, he

refused to enter into negociation on any
other condition than the marriage of the

young queen with Edward.
The protector, before he opened the

campaign, published a manifesto, in which
he enforced all the arguments for that

measure. He said, that nature seemed

originally to have intended this island for

one empire ; and having cut it off from
all communication with foreign states, and

guarded it by the ocean, she had pointed
out to the inhabitants the road to happi-
ness and to securitv : that the education

and customs of the people concurred with

nature ; and by giving them the same

language, and laws, and manners, had

invited them to a thorough union and

coalition : that fortune had at last removed
all obstacles, that the crown of Scotland

had devolved on a female, that of England
on a male

;
and happily the two !^overeigns,

as of a rank, were also of an age the most
suitable to each other : that the liostile

dispositions which prevailed between the

nations, and which arose from past injuries,

would soon be extinguished, after a lout,

and secure peace had established confi-

dence : that the memory of former miseries,

which at present inflamed their mutual

animosity, would then serve only to make
them cherish with more passion a state of

showed him to them from the very window at wliich

he had sat at the day ofWisharfs execution. Beaton,

at the time of his death, was fifty-two.
^—H. G. Bell.

—Ed.
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1

jhappiuess
uaknowu to tlieir ancestors:

I v.lut.i"e/ij tl>;^t when lioslilities had ceased between
-oiijiid

|(.|jj> kinj;doins, the Scottish iiobilitv, who
alcd.

gdoins, tUe

were at present obliged to remain perpetu-
allv in a warlike posture, wouKI learn to

cultivate the arts of peace ;
tiiat though

England had claims of superiority, she

was willing to resign every pretension for

the sake of future p?ace ;
and desired a

union, which would be the more secure,

as it would be concluded on terms entirely

equal : and that besides all these motives,

positive engagements had been taken for

completing this alliance ; and the honour

and good faith of the nation were ])Iedged

to fultil what her interest and safety so

loudly demanded.
Somerset soon perceived that these re-

^'^"rtn'o^; monstrances would have no influence
;
and

of no avail. tij;it the quecn dowager's attachment to

France and to the catholic religion would

render ineti'ectual all negociations : he

found himself, therefore, obliged to try

the force of arms, and to constrain the

Scots to submit to a measure, for which

they seemed to have entertained the most

incurable aversion. He passed the borders

at Berwick, [Sept. 2.] and advanced

towards Edinburgh, without meeting any i

resistance for some days, except from
j

some small castles, which he obliged to
|

surrender at discretion. The protector !

intended to have punished the governor ;

and garrison of one of these castles for !

tlieir temerity in resisting such unequal
force : but they eluded his anger by asking

only a few hours respite, till they should

prepare themselves for death ; after which

thev found his ears more open to their

application for mercy.
The governor of Scotland had summon-

ed together the whole force of the kingdom;
and his army, double in number to that of

the English, had taken post on advanta-

geous ground, guarded by the banks of

the Eske, about four miles from Edinburgh.
The English came within sight of them at

iFaside ;
and after a skirmish between the

horse, where the Scots were worsted and

hord Hume dangerously wounded, Somer-
c'nu.e Jset prepared himself for a more decisive

i.e1maa«l'jaction
: but having taken a view of the

'Scottish camp with the earl of Warwick,
VOL. I. 9 a

Somerset
invalcs

.Scotland.

I

he found it ditiicult to make an attempt on

I

it with any jjrobabilitv of success : he

I

wrote, therefore, another letterto .\rran ;

I

and ottered to evacuate the kingdom, as

well as to repair all the damages which he

I

had committed, ])rovided the Scots would

stipulate not to contract the queen to any
foreign prince, hut to detain her at home
till she reached the age of choosing a

husband for herself. So moderate a

demand was rejected by the Scots merely
on account of its moderation

;
and it

made them imagine that the protector
must either be reduced to great distress,

or be influenced by fear, that he was now
contented to abate so much of his former

pretensions. Inflamed also by their priests,
who had come to the camp in great num-
bers, they believed that the English were

detestable heretics, abhorred of God, and

exposed to divine vengeance ;
and that no

success could ever crown their arms.

They were confirmed in this fond conceit,

when they saw the protector change his

ground, and move towai-ds the sea
; nor

did they any longer doubt that he intended

to embark his army, and make his escape.
Determined therefore to cutoff his retreat,

they quitted their camp ; and, passing the

river Eske, advanced into the plain [Sept.

10.]. They were divided into three bodies:

Angus commanded the vanguard, Arran

the main body, Huntley tlie rear : their

cavalry consisted only of light horse,

which were placed on their left flank,

strengthened bv some Irish archers, whom

Argyle had brought over for this service.

THE BATTLE OF PINKEY.

Tlic Si-oL'>

lire olVured

peace on
I'lvourahle

turuiii.

The ofTor i«

rejected on
account i>r

iu modera-
tion.

',

Sequent
• irinislies

b.

Somerset was much pleased when he

saw this movement of the Scottish army ;

and as the English had usually been supe-

rior in pitched battles, he conceived great

hopes of success. He ranged his van on

the left, farthest from the sea ; and ordered

them to remain on the liigh grounds, till

the enemy should ap])roach : he placed his

main battle and his rear towards the right ;!

and beyond the van he posted lord
Grey',1];;=f;;;s:i,

at the head of the men at arms ;
and drawn up

ordered him to take the Scottish van in
grounds'.'*'

flank, but not till they should be engaged

Thov flffnin

prepare to

KiveSimer-
scl battle.
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The Eng-
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open tli»>ir
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Lord Grey
ami tiie

Eiii^lish
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danger.
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in close fight with the van of the English.
While the Scots were advancing on the

plain, they were giUed with the artillerj'^

from the English ships ;
the eldest son of

lord Graham was killed
;
the Irish archers

were thrown into disorder, and even the

other troops began to stagger ;
when lord

Grey, perceiving their situation, neglected
his orders, left his ground, and at the

head of his heavy-armed horse, made an

attack on the Scottish infantry, in hopes
of gaining all the honour of the victory.
On advancing, he found a slough and
ditch in his way, and behind were ranged
the enemy armed with spears ;

and the

field on which they stood was fallow

ground, broken with ridges which lay
across their front, and disordered the

movements of the English cavalry. From
all these accidents, the shock of this body
of horse was feeble and irregular ;

and as

they were received on the points of the

Scottish spears, which were longer than

the lances of the English horsemen, they
were in a moment pierced, overthrown,
and discomfited. Grey himself was danger-

ously wounded: lord Edward Seymour,
son of the protector, had his horse killed

under him : the standard was near being
taken : and had the Scots possessed any
good body of cavalry who could have

pursued the advantage, the whole English

army had been exposed to great danger.
The protector, meanwhile, assisted by

Sir Ralph Sadler and Sir Ralph Vane,

emplo3fed himself with diligence and suc-

cess in rallying the cavalry. Warwick
showed great presence of mind in main-

taining the ranks of the foot, on which the

horse had recoiled : he made Sir Peter

Meutas advance, captain of the foot

harquebusiers, and Sir Peter Gamboa,
captain of some Italian and Spanish har-

quebusiers on horseback; and ordered

* The case is any thing but overstated. An old

writer says. "With blood and slaughter of the

enemy, this chase was continued five miles in length,
westward, from the place of their standing, which
was in the fallow fields of Urderesk until Edinburgh
Park, and well nigh to the gates of* the town itself,
and unto Leith, and in breadth nigh to four miles
from the Frith sands up towards Dalkeith south-
ward. In all which space, the dead bodies lay as

thick as a man may note cattle grazing in a full

them to ply the Scottish infantry with
their shot. They marched to the slough
and discharged their pieces full in the

face of the enemy : the ships galled them
from the flank : the artillery, planted on a

height, infested them from the front : the

English archers poured in a shower of

arrows on them
;
and the vanguard, des-

cending from the hill, advanced leisurely
and in good order towards them. Dis-

mayed with all these circumstances, the

Scottish van began to retreat : the retreat

soon changed into a flight, which was

begun by the Irish archers : the panic of

the van communicated itself to the main

body, and passing thence to the rear,

rendered the whole field a scene of confu-

sion, terror, flight, and consternation.

The English army perceived from the

heights the condition of the Scots, and

began the pursuit with loud shouts and

acclamations, which added still more to

the dismay of the vanquished. The horse

in particular, eager to revenge the afiiont

which they had received in the beginning
of the day, did the most bloody execution

on the flying enemy ; and from the field

of battle to Edinburgh, for the space of

five miles, the whole ground was strewed

with dead bodies.* The priests above all,

and the monks, received no quarter ; and
the English made sport of slaughtering
men, who, from their extreme zeal and

animosity, had engaged in an enterprise,
so ill befitting their profession. Few^

victories have been more decisive, or gained
with smaller loss to the conquerors. There
fell not two hundred of the English ;

and

according to the most moderate computa-
tion, there perished above ten thousand ofthe

Scots. About fifteen hundred were taken

prisoners. This action was called the

battle of Pinkey, from a nobleman's seat

of that name in the neighbourhood.

replenished pasture. The river ran all red with

blood,—so that in the same chase were counted, as

well by some of our men that somewhat dilligently
did mark it, as by some of thpm taken prisoners,
that very much did lament it, to have been slain

above thirteen thousand. In all this compass of

ground, what with weapons, arms, hands, legs,

heads, blood and dead bodies, this flight might

easily have been traced."—Hayward.
— Ed.

The Eng-
\\»h fight
with deter-
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courage.
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llies to

btirliiig.

I Tlie queen dowai^er and Arran Hed to

dowal^"" IStirling, and were scarcely able to collect

Isuch a body of forces as could check the

jincursioiis
ot" small parties of the En'j;lish.

About the same timi', the earl of Lenox and

Lord Wharton en ered the west marches,
at the h?ad of five thousand men, and

after taking and plundering Annan, they

spread dev^astation over all the neighbour-

ing counties. Had Somerset prosecuted
his advantages, he might have imposed
what terms he pleased on the Scottish na-

tion : hut he was impatient to return to

England, where he heard some counsellors,

and even his own brother, the admiral,

]were carrying on cabals against his autho-

[rity. Having taken the castles of Hume,
TheproK-"-- !Dou2:lass, Evuiouth, Fastcastle, Roxburgh,
torisimpa-' ,

^
ii i i i

utto.iiiit and some other small places, and havuig
received the submission of some counties

jon the borders, he retired from Scotland.

jThe fleet, besides destroying all the ship-

iping along the coast, took Broughty in

jthe
Frith of Tay ;

and having fortified it,

'they there left a garrison. Arran desired

[leave to send commissioners in order to

treat of a peace ; and Somerset, having

appointed Berwick for the place of con-

ference, left Warwick with full powers to

negociate ; but no commissioners from

Scotland appeared. The overture of the

Scots was an artifice to gain time till suc-

cours should arrive from France.

THE SEVERITY OF THE LAW IS

MITIGATED.

i'.Iand.

Somerset

nCanu to

England.

Hvprocnre/
gntt hon-
oarafroni

the ting.

The protector, on his arrival in England,
summoned a parliament, November 4

;

and being somewhat elated with his suc-

cess against the Scots, he procured from
his nephew a patent, appointing him to sit

on the throne, on a stool or bench at the

right hand of the king ; and to enjoy the

same honours and privileges that had

usually been possessed by any prince of

the blood, or uncle of the kings of Eng-
land. In this patent the king employed
his dispensing power, by setting aside the

statute of precedency enacted during the

former reign. But if Somerset gave
offence by assuming too much state, he

deserves great praise on account of the

Unronstita-
tioMul Htjl-

tiitcs arc

re|ii:alcd.

laws passed this session. All laws werel
II 1

•
I .11.1 1" The <(*vnri-

repealed which extended the crnnc ofincfihe

treason beyond the statute of the twenty- [.Ij''
*'"'

fifth of Edward 111.
;

all laws enacted dur-

ing the late reign extending the crime ol

felony ; all the former laws against Lol-

lardy or liere^y, together with the statute

of the six articles : none were to be ac-

cused for words, but within a month after

they were spoken. By these repeals, se-

veral of the most rigorous laws that ever

had passed in England were annulled

Heresy, however, was still a capital crime

by the coannon law, and was subjected to

the penalty of liuriiing; only there re-

mained no precise standard, by which that

crime could be defined; a circumstance
which might either be advantageous or

hurtful to public security, according to

the disposition of the judges.
A repeal passed of that law, the destruc-

tion of all laws, by which the king's pro-
clamation was made of equal force with a

statute : that other law likewise was miti-

gated, by which the king was empowered
to annul every statute passed before the

four-and-twentietii year of his age : he
could prevent their future execution

;
but

could not recal any past effects which had

ensued from them.

It was also enacted, that all who denied

tlie king's supremacy, or asserted the

pope's, should for the first offence forfeit

their goods and chattels, and suffer impri-
sonment during pleasure ;

for the second

offence, should incur the ])enalty of pra:-

munire ; and for the third, be attainted of

treason : but if any, after the first of

March ensuing, endeavoured, by writing,

printing, or any overt aqt or deed, to de-

prive the king of his estate or titles, parti-

cularlv of his supremacy, or to confer them
on any other, he was to be adjudged guiltv
of treason : if any of the heirs of the crown
should usurp on another, or endeavour to

break the order of succession, it was de-

clared treason in them, their aiders and

abettors. The members in general disco-

vered a very passive disposition with re

gard to religion; the greater part appeared

willing to take any impression which they
should receive from interest, authority, or

the reigning fashion

The pirli.i-
nieni scoiii-*

p:issivewitl.

rev'.ird to

reiigiou.
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The convocation met at the same time

with the parhament ;
and as it was found

that their debates were at first cramped by
the rigorous statute of the six articles, the

king granted them a dispensation from

tiiat law, before it was repealed by parlia-

ment. The lower house of convocation

applied to have liberty of sitting with the

commons in parliament ;
or if this privi-

i were refused them, which they
claimed as their ancient right, they desired

that no law regarding religion might pass
without their consent and approbation :

but the principles which now prevailed
were more favourable to the civil than to

the ecclesiastical power, and this demand
of the conv^ocatioa was rejected.
The protector had assented to the

repeal of that law which gave to the king's

proclamations the authority of statutes
;

but he did not intend to renounce that

arbitrary or discretionary exercise of power,
in issuing proclamations, which had ever

been assumed by the crown, and which it

is difficult to distinguish exactly from a

fidl legislative power [1548.] : he even
continued to exert his authority in some

particulars, which were then regarded as

the most momentous. Orders were issued

by council, that candles should no longer
be carried about on Candlemas-day, ashes

on Ash-Wednesday, palms on Palm-Sun-

day. These were ancient religious practices,
now termed superstitions ; though it is

fortunate for mankind when superstition

happens to take a direction so innoc?nt
and inoffensive. The severe disposition
wliich naturally attends all reformers,

prompted the council to abolish some gay
and showy ceremonies which belonged to

the ancient religion.
An order was issued by council for the

removal of all images from the churches
;

an innovation, which was much desired

by the reformers
; and which alone, with

regard to the populace, amounted almost
to a total change of the established religion.
An attempt had been made to separate the

use of images from their abuse, the rever-

ence from the worship of them
; but the

execution of tiiis design was found very
di.ficult, if not wholly impracticable.
As private masses were abolished by

710

law, it became necessary to compose a

new communion-service ; and the council

went so far, in the preface which they

prefixed to this work, as to leave the

practice of auricular confession wholly
indifferent. This was a prelude to the

entire abolition of that invention, one ol

the most powerful engines that ever was
contrived for degrading the laity, and

giving theirspiritual guides an entire ascen

dant over them : and thougli the priest's

absolution, which attends confession,
serves somewhat to ease weak minds from
the immediate agonies of superstitious

terror, it operates only by enforcing super-
stition itself, and thereby preparing the

mind for a more violent relapse into the

same disorders.

The people were at that time extremely
distracted by the opposite opinions of their

preachers. The council had first endeavour-
ed to remedy the inconvenience, by laying
some restraints on preaching ; but finding
this expedient ineffectual, they imposed a

total silence on the preachers, and thereby

put an end at once to all the polemics ot

the pulpit. By the nature of things this

restraint could only be tempoiary : for in

proportion as the ceremonies of public

worship, its shows and exterior observances,
were retrenched by the reformers, the

people were inclined to contract a stronger
attachment to sermons, whence alone they
received any occupation or amusement.
The ancient religion, by giving its votaries

something to do, freed them from the

trouble of thinking : sermons were deliver-

ed only in the principal churches, and at

some particular fasts and festivals ; and
the practice of haranguing the populace,
which, if abused, is so powerful an incite-

ment to faction and sedition, had much
less scope and influence during those ages.

ENGLAND AND FRANCE SEEK TO
GAIN INFLUENCE IN SCOTLAND.

The greater the progress that was made
towards a reformation in England, the

farther did the protector find himself from

all prospect of completing the union with

Scotland
;
and the queen dowager, as well

as the clergy, became the more averse to

A now
connnunion- I

service id

required.

Tlie people
are dis-
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opposite

opinions

They are

tavoLiral'Ie
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jalliance
with a nation whicli had so far

departed tVoin all ancient principles.

ISomerset, having taken the town of Had-

dington, had ordered it to he strongly

garrisoned and tbrtiried hy lord Grey : he

also erected some t'ortitications at Lander
;

and he ho[)ed that these two places, toijc-

I'ther with Droughty, and some smaller

fortresses which were in the hands of the

English, would serve as a curh on Scot-

land, and would give him access into the

heart of the country.

Arran, being disappointed in some at-

tempts on Broughty, relied chietiy on the

succours expected from France for the

recovery of these places ;
and

tl'.ey arrived

atlast inthe Frith, to thenumberof six thou-

sand men, halfofthem Germans. Theywere
commanded by Desse, and under him by
Andelot, Stro/.zi, Meilleraye, and comit

Rhinjrave. The Scots were at that time

so sunk bv tlieir misfortunes, that five hun-

idred English horse were able to ravage the

whole country without resistance, and

make inroads to the gates of the capital :

but on the appearance of the French suc-

cours, they collected more courage ;
and

having joined Desse with a considerable

reinforcement, they laid sie'ze to Hadding-
ton. This was an undertaking for which

thev were by themselves totally unfit
; and,

even with the assistance of the French,

they placed their chief hopes of success in

starving the garrison. After some vain

attempts to take the place by a regular

siege, the blockade was formed, and tlie

garrison was repulsed with loss in several

sallies which they made on the besiegers.

The hostile attempts which the late

king and the protector had made against

Scotland not being steady, regular, nor

pushed to the last extremity, had served

only to inspire them with the strongest

aversion to that union, which was courted in

so violent a manner: the earl of Huntley, in

particular, said pleasantly, that he disliked

not the match, but he hated the manner of

wooing. The queen dowager, finding these

sentiments to prevail, called a parliament
in an abbey near Haddington ;

and it was

there proposed, that the young (jueen, for

[her greater security, should be sent to

iFrance, and be committed to the custody
VOL. 1. 9 b

The o\i>i

lianient

favours lliQ

vitlWrl .tl

France.

of that ancient ally. Some objected, that',

this measure was desperate ; allowed no .lu'my.'f

resource in case of miscarriage; exjioscd v'j,"',''^^'

'''""

the Scots to be subjected by foreigners;?.'"""'?

involved them in perpetual war with En- ddiUu ui

gland, and left them no expedient byl
which they could conciliate the friendship'
of that powerful nation. It was answered,

|

that the queen's presence was the very
cause of war with Ent;l:uul ; that that

luition would desist when thev fouiul that

their views of forcing a marriage had
become altogether inq)racticable ; and that

Hem-y, being engaged by so high a nuuk of

confidence, would take their sovereign
under his protection, and use his utmost
ellbrts to defend the kinirdom. TheseJ The par-

arguments were aided by French gold,
which was plentifully distributed among the

noI)les: the irovornor had ajiension conferr-

ed on him of twelve thousand livrcs a vear,
received the title of duke of Chatelrault.

and obtained lor his son the command of

onehundred menatarms: and as the clergv
dreaded the English alliance, tiiey second-

ed this measure with all the zeal which

principle or interest could inspire. It was
determined to send the queen to France

;

and what was understood to be the neces-

sary consequence, to marry her to the

dauphin. Villegaignon, commander of

four French galleys lying in the Frith oi

Forth, set sail as if he intended to return

home ; but when he reached the open sea,

he turned northwards, passed by the

Orkneys, and came in on the west coast

at Dumbarton ;

—an extraordinary voyage
for ships of that fabric. The young ([ueen
was there committed to him

;
and being

attended by the lords Areskine and Living-

stone, she put to sea ; and, after meeting
with some tempestuous weather, arrived

safely at Brest, whence she was Conducted

to Paris, and soon after she was betrothed

to the dauphin.
Somerset, pressed by many difficulties

at home, and despairing of success in his

enterprise against Scotland, was desirous

of composing the dill'erences with that

kinirdom, and he offered the Scots a ten

year's truce ; but as they insisted on his

restoring all the ]>lace3 which he had taken,'

the proposal came to nothing. The Scots
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recovered the fortresses of Hume and

Fastcastle by surprise, and put the garri-

sons to the sword : they repulsed with

loss the English, who, under the command
of lord Seymour, made a descent, first in

Fife, then at Montrose : in the former

action, James Stuart, natural brother to

the queen, acquired honour
;
in the latter,

Areskine of Dun. An attempt was made

by Sir Robert Bowes and Sir Thomas
Palmer, at the head of a considerable body,
to throw relief into Haddington ; but these

troops falling into an ambuscade, were
almost wholly cut in pieces : and though a

small body of two hundred men escaped all

the vigilanceof the French, andarrived safely
in Haddington with some ammunition and

provisions, the garrison was reduced to

such difficulties, that the protector found
it necessary to provide more effectuallv

for their relief. He raised an army of

eighteen thousand men
;
and adding three

thousand Germans, who on the dissolution

of the protestant alliance had offered their

service to England, he gave the command of

the whole to the Earl of Shrewsbury. Desse
raised the blockade on the approach of the

English ;
and with great difficulty made

good his retreat to Edinburgh, where he

posted himself advantageously. Shrews-

bury, who had lost the opportunity of

attacking him on his march, durst not

give him battle in his present situation
;

and contenting himself with the advantage

already gained, of supplying Haddington,
he retired into England.

JEALOUSIES OF THE SEYMOURS.

Though the protection of France was
of great consequence to the Scots in sup-

porting them against the invasions of

* In the articles of high treason and other mis-
demeanours preferred against him by the council, it

is stated, the document being addressed to the ad-

miral, that he had acted with great precipitancy, and

yet with cautious duplicity. It says,
' You married the

late queen so soon after the late king's death, that
if she had conceived streight after, it should have
been a great doubt whether the child born should
have been accounted the late king's or yours ;

whereupon a marvellous danger and peril might, and
was like to have ensued to the king's majesty's
isuccession and quiet of the realm.—That you first
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England, they reaped still more benefit

from the distractions and divisions which
had crept into the councils of this latter

kingdom. Even tlie two brothers, the

protector and admiral, not content with the

high stations which they severally enjoyed,
and the great eminence to which they h;

arisen, had entertained the most violent

jealousy of each other
;
and they divided

the whole court and kingdom by their

opposite cabals and pretensions. Lord

Seymour was a man of insatiable ambi-

tion; arrogant, assuming, implacable; and

though esteemed of superior capacity to

the protector, he possessed not to the same

degree the confidence and regard of the

people. By his flattery and address he
had so insinuated himself into the good

graces of the queen dowager, that, forget

ting her usual prudence and decency, she

married him immediately on the demise of

the late king ; insomuch that had she soon

proved pregnant, it might have been

doubtful to which husband the child be

longed.* The credit and riches of this

alliance supported the ambition of the

admiral, but gave umbrage to the duchess

of Somerset, who, uneasy that the younger
brother's wife should have the precedency,

employed all her credit with her husband,
which was too great, first to create, then

to widen, the breach between the two
brothers.

The first symptoms, of this misunder-

standing appeared when the protector com-
manded the army in Scotland. Secretary

Paget, a men devoted to Somerset, re-

marked that Seymour was forming separate

intrigues among the counsellors
;

was

corrupting by presents the king's servants
;

and even endeavouring, by improper indul-

gences and liberalities, to captivate the

married the queen privately, and did dissemble and

keep close the same
;
insomuch that a good space

after you had married her, you made labour to the

king's majesty, and obtained a letter of his majesty's
hand, to move and require the said queen to marry
with you : and likewise procured the Lord Protector

to s])eak to the queen to bear you her favour to-

wards marriage : by which colouring, not only your
evil and dissembling natitre may be known, but also

it is to be feared, that at this present you did intend

to use the same practice in the marriage of the lady
Elizabeth's grace."—State Trials.—Ed.
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affections of the youiip; monarch. Pasiet I

represented to hiiu tlie (ianu;er of tliis
|

conduct ; desired him to retlect on the

numerous enemies, wliom the sudden

elevation oi their i'amily had created ; and

warned him that any dissension between

him and the protector would be greedily
'

laid hold of to elfect the rufn of both.

Finding his remonstrances neglected, he

conveyed intelligence of the danger to

Somerset, anil engaged him to leave the

enterprise on Scotland untinislicd, in order

to guard against the attempts of his domes-

tic enemies. In the ensuing parliament,
the admiral's projects appeared still more

dangerous ; and as he had accpiired many
partisans, he made a direct attack on his

brother's authority. He represented to

his friends, that formerly, during a minor-

ity, the office of protector of the kingdom
had been kept separate from that of gover-
nor of the king's person ; and that the

present union of these two important
trusts conferred on Somerset an authority

which could not safely be lodged in any

subject : the young king was even prevail-

ed on to write a letter to the parliament,

desiring that Seymour might be appointed
his governor ;

and that nobleman had

formed a party in the two houses, by
which he hoped to effect his purjiose.

The design was discovered before its execu-

tion, and some common friends were sent

to remonstrate with him ;
but had so little

\

influence, that he threw out many menacing

expressions ;
and rashly threatened, that

if he were thwarted in his attempt, he

* The queen dowager, there is reason to believe,

was desperately enamoured of Seymour. While she

was the widow of lord Latimer she owned she loved

him, and had been, for a time at least, indifferent to

the great elevation offered her by Henry. Their

union was not a very happy one. From the Burgh-

ley papers it appears that, on her death-bed, slie re-

minded him that he had given her "
many shrewd

taunts."
" These words," says Lady Tyrwhit, who

reports them, "I perceived she spoke with good me-

mory, and very sharply and earnestly, for her mind

was sore unquieted."

t A great degree of familiarity subsisted between

the princess and Seymour. She resided with the

queen ; and the admiral would enter her bed-room,

sometimes while she was in bed. lie would then

open the curtains and bid her good morrow. Other

freedoms are mentioned in tlie Burghley papers,

which seem to justify the suspicion that the atten-

tions of the admiral were fixed in a very marked

The queen
ilowagur

would make this parliament the blackest

that ever sat in En:iland. 'J'lie couiicil

sent for him to answer for his conduct,
but lie refused to attend : thev then bcLran
. , I

. •
. 1

•

. 1
•

1- 1
"'' "-'fuse*

to threaten m tlicn- turn, and iiuormed t,. aitimi

him, that the king's letter, instead of
l,\7i7"lm-

avaiiing him anv thinij to the execution of i«ii-'<ii"

1

• •

I'l 1
• .1^1- make .sub-

nis Views, would be liuputed to nun as a miasiomo

criminal enterprise; and be construed as a
'"» '""'i"^'-

design to disturb the government, by

forming a separate interest with a child and
minor

; and they even let fall some mena-
ces of sending him to the tower for his

temerity; and the admiral findin:; himself

prevented in his design, was obliged to

submit, and to desire a reconciliation with

his brother.

The mild and moderate temper of So-

merset made him willing to forget these

enterprises of the admiral
;
but the ambi-

tion of that turbulent spirit could not be

so easily appeased. His spouse, the queen

dowager, died in childbed ;* but so far

from regarding this event as a check to hisjii'es.

aspiring views, he founded on it the

scheme of a more extraordinary elevation :

he made his addresses to the ladv Eliza-

beth, then in the sixteenth year of her age ;

and that princess, whom even the hurry of

business and the pursuits of amliition

could not, in her more advanced years,

disengage entirely from the tenderpassions,
seems to have listened to the insinuations

of a man who possessed every talent
pro-jp!|™j','^''

per to captivate the affections of the fair :

] J™''fJv

but as Henrv VHI. had excluded his liUjabetu.

daughters from all hopes of succession,

way on the princess. Tiiomas Parry, the cofferer

of the princess, writes, that Llliz.ilieth had told

him he loved her but too well, and liad done so

a good while, and that the queen was jealous. The

writer adds " that one time the queen, suspecting

the often access of the admiral to the laily Eli-

zabeth's grace, came suddenly upon them when

they were all alone, he having her in his arms.

And hereupon the queen cjiUed Mrs. Ashley to

her, and told her fancy in that matter
;
and of this

was much displeasure." The queen dowager,
t ouMi still handsome, might not unreasonably]

regard with displeasure the conduct of the admiral.

From the portraits of Elizabeth in lier youth, she

seems to have possessed great attractions. Mrs.

Ashley tells, that her husband had at divers times

warned her that the lady Elizabeth seemed to bear

some affection to Seymour, and " would blush when
he was spoken of."—Ed.
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if they married without the consent of his

axecutors, which Seymour could never

hope to obtain ;
it was concUided that he

iueant to effect his purpose by expedients
still more rash and more criminal. All

the other measures of the admiral tended

to confirm this suspicion. He continued

to attack by presents the fidelity of those

who had more immediate access to the

king's person : he endeavoured to seduce

the young; prince into his interests : he
found means of holding a private cor-

respondence with him : he openly decried

his brother's administration : and asserted,

that by enlisting Germans and other

foreigners, he intended to form a mer-

cenary army, which might endanger the

king's authority, and the liberty of the

people. By promises and persuasion he

brought over to his party many of the

principal nobility ; and had extended his

interest all over England : he ne2;lected

not even the most popular persons of in-

ferior rank
;
and had computed that lie

could, on occasion, muster an army of ten

thousand men, composed of his servants,

tenants, and retainers : he had already

provided arms for their use
;
and having

en2;aged in his interests Sir John Sharins;-

ton, a corrupt man, master of the mint at

Bristol, he flattered himself that money
would not be wanting. Somerset was well ap-

prised of all these alarming circumstances,
and endeavoured by the most friendly ex-

pedients, by entreaty, reason, and even by
heaping new favours on the admiral, to

make him desist ; but finding all endea-

vours ineft'ectual, he began to think of

more severe remedies. The earl of War-
wick was an ill instrument between the

brothers ; and had formed the design, by
inflaming the quarrel, to raise his own for-

tune on the ruins of both.

TREACHERY OF THE EARL OF
WARWICK.

Dudley earl of Warwick was the son of

* Before the battle, lord Huntle)- sent a challenge to

Somerset, which the latter declinc-d to accept, "being
of such estate, by the sufferance of God. as to have so

weighty a charge of so precious a jewel, the gover-
nance of a king's person, and thus theprotection of all

7-H

that Dudley, minister to Henry YH. who,

having by rapine, extortion, and perversion
of law, incurred the hatred of the public,
had been sacrificed to popular animosity
in the beginning of the subsequent reign.
The late king, sensible of the iniquity, at

least illegality of the sentence, had after

wards restored young Dudley's blood by
act of parliament ;

he had entrusted him
with many important commands, and had

ever found him successful in his under-

takings. He raised him to tlie dignity of

viscount Lisle, conferred on him tiie office

of admiral, and gave him by his will a

place among his executors. Dudley made
still farther progress during the minority
and having obtained the title of earl of

Warwick, and undermined the credit of

Southampton, he bore the chief rank

among the protector's counsellors. The

victory gained at Pinkey was much
ascribed to his courage and conduct ;* and
he was universally regarded as a man
equally endowed with the talents of peace
and of war. But all these virtues were
obscured by still greater vices ; an exorbi-

tant ambition, an insatiable avarice, a

neglect of decency, a contempt of justice :

and as he found that lord Seymour, whose
abilities he chieflv dreaded, was involving
himself in ruin by his rash counsels, he

was determined to push him on to the preci-

pice, and thereby remove the chief obstacle

to his own projected greatness.
When Somerset found that the public

peace was endangered by his brother's

seditious, not to say rebellious schemes,
he was the more easily persuaded by War-
wick to employ the extent of royal autlio-

rity against him
; and, after depriving him

of the office of admiral, he signed a

warrant for committing him to the Tower:
some of his accomplices were also taken

into custody ;
and three privy counsellors

being sent to examine them, made a report
that they had met with very full and im-

portant discoveries
; yet still the protector

suspended the blow, and showed a reluct-

his realms." Warwick, upon this, prayed to be allow-

ed to accept it, and promised the trumpeter who had

carried the cliallenge to Somerset a hundred crowns
if" he would bring it back to him. Somerset refused

his consent.—Ed, 1
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ance to rum his brother. lie offered to

desist iVoin the prosecution, if Scvinoiir

wouhl promise him a cordial reconciliation
;

and renovnicing all ambitious hopes, be

contented with a private lil'e, and retire

into the country : but as Seymour made
no other answer to these friendly offers

than menaces and defiances, he ordered a

charge to be drawn up aijainst him, con-

sisting of thirty-three articles, and the

whole to be laid before the privy council.

It is pretended, that every particular was
so incontestably proved, both by witnesses

and his own hand-writing, that there was
no room for doubt

; yet did the council

think proper to go in a body to the Tower
in order more fully to examine the pri-
soner. He boldly demanded a fair trial

;

required to be confronted with the wit-

nesses ; desired that the charge would be

left with him, in order to be considered
;

and refused to answer any interrogatories

by which he might accuse himself.

It is apparent, that, notwithstanding
what is pretended, there must have been

some deficiency in the evidence against

Seymour, when such demands, founded on
the plainest principles of law and equity,
were absolutely rejected. We shall indeed

conclude, if we carefully examine the

charge, that, though on the whole Sey-
mour appears to have been a dangerous

subject, he had not advanced far in those

treasonable projects imputed to him. The
chief part of his actual guilt seems to have

consisted in some unwarrantable practices
in the admiralty, by which pirates were

protected, and illegal impositions laid on

the merchants.

But the administration had at that time

an easy instrument of vengeance, to wit,

the parliament ; and needed not to give

* He is said to have died courageously. Latimer,
who preached moie than one sermon in which this

catastrophe was mentioned, thought he died " dan-

gerously, irksomely, and horribly." The preacher
had himself been confined in the tower when Sey-
moMi was there

;
but he did not let undue kindness

for a fellow- prisoner make him too tender of the

reputation of the admiral According to him, while in

the tower, Seymour plucked an aiglet from his hose,

which he contrived to use as a pen, with ink of his

own making, and with these materials he wrote two

letters to the princesses Mary and Elizabeth, calling

upon them to conspire against the king. \Vh°n on

voT.. T. 9 C

I

themselves any concern with regard either

j

to the guilt of the persons whom they pro-
! secuted, or the evidence whicii could be

produced against them. A session of j)ar-

I

liamcnt being held, November 4, it was

j

resolved to proceed against Seymour by
bill of attainder

; and the young King being
induced, after much .solicitation, to sive
his consent to it, a considerable weight
was put on his approbation. The matter
was first laid before the ui)per house ;

and
several peers, rising up in their places,

gave an account of what they knew con-

cerning Lord Seymour's conduct, and his

criminal words or actions. Tiiese narra-

tiv^es were received as undoubted evidence;
and though the prisoner had formerly en-

gaged many friends and partisans among
the nobility, no one had either the courage
or equity to move that he might be heard

in his defence, that the testimony against
him should be delivered in a legal manner,
and that he should be confronted with the

witnesses. A little more scruple was
made in the house of commons : there

were even some members who objected
aaainst the whole metliod of proceeding
bv bill of attainder passed in absence

; and

insisted that a formal trial should be given
to every man before his condemnation.

But when a message was sent by the king,
March 22, 1549, enjoining the house to

proceed, and offering that the same nar-

ratives should be laid before them which

had satisfied the peers, they were easily

prevailed on to acquiesce. The bill passed
in a full house : near four hundred voted

for it, not above nine or ten against it. The
sentence was soon after executed, and the

prisoner was beheaded on Tower-hill.*

The warrant was signed by Somerset, who
was exposed to much blame on account

the point of submitting to the e.xtcutioner, Latimer

added, Seymour was heard to direct his servant "to

speed a certain matter of which he wotted," and the

ser\-ant being interrogated as to the meaning of his

master's dying words, confessed that it had refer-

ence to the two papers which have been mentioned,

and which were found sewed between the soles of a

velvet shoe. From what he had heard of his former

profligacy, and of one intrigue in particular with a

woman who had eventually been hanged, Latimer

said he had always looked to his coming to this

end.—Ed.
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of the violence of these proceedings. The

attempts of the admiral seem chiefly to

have been levelled against his brother's

usurped authority ;
and though his ambi-

tious, enterprising character, encouraged

by a marriage with the lady Elizabeth,

might have endangered the public tran-

quillity, the prudence of foreseeing evils

at such a distance was deemed too great,

and the remedy was plainly illegal. It

could only be said that this bill of attainder

was somewhat more tolerable than the

preceding ones ;
for here, at least, some

shadow of evidence was produced.*
All the considerable business transacted

this session, besides the attainder of lord

Seymour, regarded ecclesiastical affairs.

A committee of bishops and divines had

been appointed by the council to compose
a liturgy ;

and they had executed the work
committed to them. They proceeded with

moderation in this delicate undertaking :

they retained as much of the ancient mass
as the principles of the reformers would

permit : they indulged nothing to the spirit

of contradiction, which so naturally takes

place in all great innovations ; and they
flattered themselves that they had estab-

lished a service, in which every denomina-

tion of Christians might without scruple
concur. The mass had always been cele-

brated in Latin ; a practice which might
have been deemed absurd, had it not been

found useful to the clergy, by impressing
the people with an idea of some myste-
rious unknown virtue in those rites, and

by checking all their pretensions to be

familiarly acquainted with their religion :

but as the reformers pretended to encour-

age private judgment in the laity, the

translation of the liturgy, as well as of the

scriptures, into the vulgar tongue, seemed
more conformable to the genius of their

sect ; and this innovation, with the re-

trenching of prayers to saints and of some

superstitious ceremonies, was the chief

difference between the old mass and the

* The admiral left an infant daughter by Cathe-
rine Parr. She was then but six months old, and
was placed under the care of the Duchess of Suffolk.

Somerset engaged to make an annual provision for

the desolate orphan ; and the plate and furniture
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new liturgy. The parliament established

this form of worship in the churches, and

ordained a uniformity to be observed in

all the rites and ceremonies.

There was another material act which

passed this session. The former canons

had established the celibacy of the clergy ;

and though this practice is usually as-

cribed to the policy of the court of Rome,
who thought that the ecclesiastics would
be more devoted to their spiritual head,

and less dependent on the civil magistrate,
when freed from the powerful tie of wives

and children
; yet was this institution

much forwarded by the principles of su

perstition inherent in human nature. These

principles had rendered the panegyrics on

an inviolate chastity so frequent among
the ancient fathers, long before the estab-

lishment of celibacy, and even this parlia-

ment, though they enacted a law per-

mitting the marriage of priests, yet con-

fess in the preamble,
'

that it were better

for priests and the ministers of the church

to live chaste and without marriage ; and
it were much to be wished they would of

themselves abstain.' The inconveniences

which had arisen from the compelling of

chastity and the prohibiting of marriage
are the reasons assigned for indulging i

liberty in this particular. The ideas of pen.
ance also were so much retained in other

particulars, that an act of parliament

passed, forbidding the use of flesh-meat

durins; Lent and other times of abstinence.

The principal tenets and practices of

the catliolic religion were now abolished,

and the reformation, such as it is enjoyed
at present, was almost entirely completed
in England : but the doctrine of the real

presence, though tacitly condemned by the

new communion-service, and by the aboli-

tion of many ancient rites, still retained

some hold on the minds of men ; and it

was the last doctrine of popery that was

wholly abandoned by the people. The

great attachment of the late king to that

belonging to her nursery was to be sent to her pro
tectress. He meanly neglected to fulfil these en-

gagements ;
but the child did not live long enough

to be sensible of the cruelty of her uucle.—Ed.
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obstinacy ;
but the chief cause was really \

the extreme absurdity of the jirinciple it-

self, and the profound veneration which of

course it impressed on the imagination :

jiriests were much inclined to favour

an opinion which attributed to them so

miraculous a power ;
and the people, who

believed that they participated of the very
bodv and blood of their Saviour, were

lloath to renounce so extraordinary, and as

|thev imajiined, so salutary a privileije.

The sreneral attachment to this dogma was

so violent, that the Lutherans had thought

proper, under another name, still to retain

lit; and the catholic preachers in England,

jwhen restrained in all other particulars,

could not forbear on every occasion incul-

cating that tenet. Bonner, for this offence

For main- amoug othcrs, had been tried by the coun-

cil, deprived of his see, and committed to

Gardiner also, who had re-

privedof covered his liberty, appeared anew refrac-
""**'

lory to the authority which established

the late innovations ;
and he seemed will-

ing to countenance that opinion, much
favoured by all the English catholics, that

the king was indeed supreme head of the

church, but not the council during a

e^i„„ i, minority.t Having declined to give full

ttoiLe satisfaction on this head, he was sent to

the tower, and threatened with farther

effects of the council's displeasure.

I

These severities, being exercised on men

possessed of office and authority, seemed

in that age a necessary policy to enforce

Thebi- uniformity in public worship and disci-

ihwiodansPl'"^ • ^^"t there were other instances of

produces persccution, derived from no origin but

taming
of which
llonnerbad .

I
#

beende- CUslOU\ .

"ecuiionl' the bigotry of theologians ;
a malady which

seems almost incurable. Though the pro-
testant divines had ventured to renounce

* Edmunde Boner Bysshop of London, as in the

tyme of kynge Henrie he was readie and willynge to

disanull the Popes authoritee here in Englande, so

at this tyme he was very earnest in the defence of

all other articles perteinyng to the doctrine of the

church of Rome, and therefore was deprived of his

bishoprike and cast into the Marshalsey. After

whome, Nicolas Ridley late Bisshoppe of Rochester

was by the k)Tiges authoritee translated to London.
—

Lanquette.
— Ed.

f About the same time Stephane Gardinar bysshop
of Wynchester was apprehended. He had sayde

opinions deemed certain during many ages,

they regarded, in their turn, the new sys-

tem as so certain that they wore ready to

burn in the same flames, from which they
themselves had so narrowly escaped, every
one that had the assurance to differ from

them. A commission, by act of council,

was granted to the primate and some

others, to examine and search after all

anabaptists, heretics, or contemners of the

book of common prayer. The commis-|
sioners were enjoined to reclaim them if]

])ossible, to impose ]ienance on them, and

to give them absolution
; or if these crimi-

nals were obstinate, to excommunicate and

imprison them, and to deliver them over

to the secular arm
;
and in the execution

of this charge they were not bound to ob-

serve the ordinary methods of trial ; the

forms of law were disi)ensed with
;
and if

any statutes happened to interfere Avith

the commission, they were ovei ruled and

abrogated by the council. Some trades-

men in London were accused of maintain-

ing, among other opinions, tiiat a man

regenerate could not sin
;
and that, though

the outward man might offend, the inward

was incapable of all guilt : they were pre-

vailed on to abjure, and were dismissed.

But there was a woman accused of here-

tical pravity, called Joan liocher, or Joan

of Kent, who was so pertinacious, that

the commissioners could make no impres-
sion on her. Her doctrine was,

'

that

Christ was not truly incarnate of the Vir-

gin, whose flesh, being the outward man,
was sinfully begotten, and born in sin, and

consequently he could take none of it;

but the Word, by the consent of the in-

ward man of the Virgin, was made flesh.'

This opinion, it would seem, is not ortho-

dox ;
and there was a necessity for deliver-

A commis-
niun is

(franli'd to

sc.ircli after

heretica.

rureuinf;
thim, the

ordinary*
forms of

I.iw are

diapenacd
with.

Joan Bo-
cher denies
the incar-

nation of

Christ.

that those thynges whiche the Protectour and others

did in the kynges minoritee were of noe effect, and

therefore the yere before was commanded to keepe
his house. At this tyme he makynge a sermon be-

fore the kynge and the counsell, concernynpe the

kynges procedynges, he allowed the sacrament to

be used in bothe kyndes, and divers other tliynges,

but upon examinacion of other matters uttered at

the same time he was sent to the Tower, and there

continued all kynge Edwardes reigne.
—

Lanquette.

Ed.
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ing the woman to the flames for maintam-

ing it; but the young king, though in

such tender years, had more sense than

all his counsellors and preceptors ;
and he

long refused to sign the warrant for her

execution. Cranmer was employed to

persuade him to compliance ;
and he said

that there was a great difference between

errors in other points of divinity and those

which were in direct contradiction to the

Apostles' creed : these latter were impie-

ties against God, which the prince, being
God's deputy, ought to repress ;

as in-

ferior magistrates were bound to punish
offences against the king's person. Ed-

ward at last submitted, though with tears

in his eyes ;
and he told Cranmer, that if

any wrong were done, the guilt should lie

entirely on his head. The primate, after

making a new effort to reclaim the woman
from her errors, and finding her obstinate,

at last committed her to the flames.* Some

time after, a Dutchman, called Van Paris,

accused of the heresy which has received

the name of Arianism, was condemned to

the same punishment. He suffered with

so much satisfaction, that he hugged and

caressed the fagots that were consuming
him

;

—a species of frenzy, of which there

is more than one instance among the

martyrs of that age.
These rigorous methods of proceeding

soon brought the whole nation to a con-

formity, seeming or real, with the new

doctrine and the new liturgy. The lady

Mary alone continued to adhere to the

mass, and refused to admit the established

modes of worship. When pressed and

menaced on this head, she applied to the

emperor, who, using his interest with Sir

Philip Hobby, the English ambassador,

procured her a temporary connivance from

the council. t

* Cranmer, it is right to say, though in favour of

an example being made, took great pains to persuade
Joan to save her life by recanting, but she would not

listen to such advice, and was resolute to gain the

crown of mart}Tdom.—Ed.

t Mary appears to have been a firm, sincere ca-

tholic. While writing very humbly to the king, she

declared herself ready, even to submit to martyrdom,
rather than renounce her faith. In one of her letters

she says,
" If neither at my humble suit, nor for the
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CHAPTER XXXV.

EDWARD VI.

1549.

DISCONTENTS OF THE PEOPLE. INSURREC-
TIONS. CONDUCT OF THE WAR M^TH
SCOTLAND. WITH FRANCE. FACTIONS
IN THE COUNCIL. CONSPIRACY AGAINST
SOMERSET. SOMERSET RESIGNS THE PRO-

TECTORSHIP. A PARLIAMENT. PEACE
WITH FRANCE AND SCOTLAND, AND
BOULOGNE SURRENDERED. PERSECUTION
OF GARDINER. WARWICK CREATED
DUKE OF NORTHUMBERLAND. HIS AM-
BITION. TRIAL OF SOMERSET. HIS EX-

ECUTION. A PARLIAMENT. A NEW
PARLIAMENT. SUCCESSION CHANGED.
THE king's SICKNESS. HIS DEATH.

There is no abuse so great in civil'

society, as not to be attended with benefi-

cial consequences ; and in the beginnings
of reformation, the loss of these advantages
is always felt very sensibly, while the

benefit resulting from the change is the

slow effect of time, and is seldom per-
ceived by the bulk of a nation. Scarce

any institution can be imagined less

favourable in the main to the interests of

mankind than that of monks and friars
;

yet was it followed by many good effects,

which having ceased by the suppression of

monasteries, were much regretted by the

people of England. The monks, always

residing in their convents in the centre of

their estates, spent their money in the

provinces, and among their tenants; afford

ed a ready market for commodities ; and

were a sure resource to the poor ; and

though their hospitality and charity gave
but too much encouragement to idleness.

regard of the promise made to the emperor, your

highness will suffer and bear with me as you have

done, till your majesty may be a judge herein your-
self, and rightly understand their proceedings, (of
which your goodness yet I despair not

:)
otherwise

rather than to oifend God and my conscience, I

offer my body at your will, and death shall be more
welcome than life with a troubled conscience.''

—Ed.
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in England, as they still are in Roman
catholic countries, the most induli::;ent

landlords. The abbots and priors were

permitted to give leases at an under value,
and to receive in return a large present
from the tenant

;
in the same manner as is

still practised by the bishops and colleges:
but when the abbey-lands were distributed

among the principal nobility and courtiers,

they fell under a different management :

the rents of farms were raised, while the

tenants found not the same facility in dis-

posing of the produce ; the money was
often spent in the capital ; and the farmers,

living at a distance, were exposed to

oppression from their new masters, or to

the still greater rapacity of the stewards.

These grievances of the common peo

whole villages, cities, and provinces.
The general increase also of gold and

silver in Eurojie, after the discovery of the

West Indies, had a tendency to intlanie

these complaints. The growing demand
in the nioie commercial countries had

heightened every whore the price of com-
modities, which could easily be transport-
ed thither

;
but in England, the labour of

men, wiio could not so easily change their

habitation, still remained nearly at the

ancient rates
;

and the poor complained
that thev could no Ioniser gain a subsist-

ence. It was by an addition alone of toil

they were enabled to procure a main-
tenance

;
and though this increase of

industry was at least the effect of the pre-
sent situation, and an effect beneficial to

pie were at that time heightened by other J society, yet was it difficult for the people

Sstates are

laid waste,
Had tenants

expelled

causes. The arts of manufacture were
much more advanced in other European
countries than in England ; and even in

England these arts had made greater pro-
gress than the knowledge of agriculture ;

a profession, which, of all mechanical em-

ployments, requires the most reflection

and experience. A great demand arose for

wool both abroad and at home : pasturage
was found more profitable than unskilful

tillage : whole estates were laid waste by
lenclosures : the tenants, regarded as a

useless burden, were expelled their habita-

tions : even the cottagers, deprived of the

commons on which they formerly fed their

cattle, were reduced to misery ;
and a

decay of people, as well as a diminution of

* " Because by the greedinesse of some, who have
gotten into their hands much Cattell, and many
Farmes, which they have turned from Tillage to

Pasture (especially for Sheep) old rents are Raysed,
prices of things Inhanced, and so, much Poverty antl

Theft ensued ; It was Enacted, that no Man should
have in his own or Farmed lands, above 2000 Sheep
(yet that every Temporall Person may keep upon his

Inheritance as many as he will.) Secondly, that no
Man shall take and hold above two Farmes at once,
and those to be in the same Parish ; >ipon certain
Penalties there set down."— Herbert.—Ed.

VOL. I. 9 D

to shake off their former habits
; and

nothing but necessity could compel them
to such an exertion of their faculties.+

It must also be remarked, that the pro-
fusion of Henry Vlll. had reduced him to

such difficulties, that he had been obliged
to remedy a present necessity, by the per-
nicious expedient of debasing the coin

;

and the wars in which the protector had

been involved, had induced him to carry
still farther the same abuse. The usual

consequences ensued
;
the good specie was

hoarded or exported ;
base metal was coin-

ed at home, or imported from abroad in

great abundance
;
the common people, who

received their wages in it, could not pur-
chase commodities at the usual rates ; a

f A remarkable law passed :
" The Statute of

Richard the Third, permitting free importation of all

kind of Bookes, was Repealed. And (for the benefit

of our Book-binders) it was Enacted, that no Book-
seller should buy any Books bound beyond Sea

; nor

any (though unbound) of any stranger, but by
cngrosse. And if the Prices of Books chance to be

raised above reason, the Lord Chancellour, Lord
Treasurer, the chiefe Justice of either Bench, or any
two of them shall moderate the same, upon a certain

Penalty."
—Herbert.—Ed.
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universal diffidence and stagnation took

place ;
and loud complaints were heard in

every part of England.
The protector, who loved popularitj^

and pitied the condition of the people,

encouraged these complaints by his endea-

vours to redress them. He appointed a

commission for making inquiry concerning
enclosures ;

and issued a proclamation,

ordering all late enclosures to be laid open

by a day appointed. The populace, meet-

ing with such countenance from govern-

ment, began to rise and to commit
disorders

;
but were quieted by remonstran-

ces and persuasion. In order to give
them greater satisfaction, Somerset ap-

pointed new commissioners, with an

unlimited power, to hear and determine

all causes about enclosures, highways, and

cottages. As this commission was disa-

greeable to the gentry and nobility, they

stigmatised it as arbitrary and illegal ;
and

the common people, fearing it would be

eluded, and being impatient for inmiediate

redress, could no longer contain their fury,

but sought for n remedy by force of arms.

The rising began at once in several parts
of England, as if a universal conspiracy
had been formed by the commonalty. The
rebels in Wiltshire were dispersed by Sir

William Herbert ; those in the neighbour-

ing counties, Oxford and Glocester, by
lord Gray of Wilton : many of the rioters

were killed in the field ; others were ex-

ecuted by martial law. The commotions
in Hampshire, Sussex, Kent, and other

counties, were quieted by gentler expe-
dients; but the disorders in Devonshire

and Norfolk threatened more dangerous

consequences.
The commonalty in Devonshire hegan

with the usual complaints against enclo-

sures and against oppressions from the

gentry ; but the parish priests of Samp-
ford-Courtenay had the address to give
their discontent a direction towards reli-

gion ; and the delicacy of the subject in

the present emergency made the insurrec-

* The citizens of Exeter appear to have defended
themselves with extraordinary resolution, till they
i" were fain to eat their horses and make bread of
coarse bran," moulded in cloaths for that, other-

Iwise, it would not cleave together. Sir William
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tion immediately appear formidable. In

other counties the gentry had kept closely
united with government ;

but here many
of tliem took part with the populace ;j

among others, Humphrey Arundel, gover-
nor of St. Michael's Mount. The rioters

were brought into the form of a regular

army, which amounted to the number of

ten thousand. Lord Russell had been

sent against them at the head of a small

force ; but finding himself too weak to en-

counter them in the field, he began to

negociate with them ; in hopes of eluding
their fury by delay, and of dispersing them

by the difficulty of their subsisting in a

body. Their demands were, that the mass
should be restored, half of the abbey-lands
resumed, the law of the six articles execu-

ted, holy water and holy bread respected,
and all other particular grievances redress-

ed. The council, to whom Russell trans-

mitted these demands, sent a haughty
answer

;
commanded the rebels to disperse,

and promised them pardon on their imme-
diate submission. Enraged at this dis-

appointment, they marched to Exeter,

carrying before them crosses, banners,

holy water, candlesticks, and other imple-
ments of ancient superstition ; together
with the host, which they covered with a

canopy. The citizens of Exeter shut their

gates ;
and the rebels, as they had no

cannon, endeavoured to take the place, first

by scalade, then by mining ; but were

repulsed in every attempt. Russel mean-
while lay at Honiton, till reinforced by Sir

William Herbert and lord Gray, with some
German horse, and some Italian arquebu-
siers under Battista Spinola ; he then

resolved to attempt the rehef of Exeter,
which was uow reduced to extremities.

He attacked the rebels, drove them from
all their posts, did great execution on them
both in the action and pursuit, and took

many prisoners. Arundel and the other

leaders were sent to London, tried, and

executed : many of the inferior sort were

put to death by martial law.* The vicar
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Kingston was active on this occasion. Baker -wTifes,
" The sedition being thus suppressed, it is memorable
what sport Sir William Kingston, the Provost Mar-
shal made, by virtue of his office, upon men in

misery. One Boyer, Mayor of Bodmin in Cornwall.

Tliey are

defeated,
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The insurrection in Norfolk rose to a

still greater height. The ])opuIace were

at first excited, as in other places, by com-

plaints against enclosures
;

but finding
their numbers amount to twenty thousand,

they proceeded to more exorbitant preten-
sions : they required the suppression of

the gentry, the placing of new counsellors

about the king, and the re-establishment

of the ancient rites. One Ket, a tanner,

had assumed the government over them
;

and he exercised his authority witii tlie

most arrosiance and outrasre. Uavinir

taken possession of Mousehold-hill, near

Norwich, he erected his tribunal under an

old oak, thence called the oak of reforma-

tion
; and, summoning the gentry to ap-

pear before him, he gave such decrees as

might be expected from his character and

situation.* The marquis of Northampton
was tirst ordered against him, but met

with a repulse in an action where lord

Sheffield was killed. The protector affected

popularity, and cared not to appear in per-

son against the rebels: he therefore sent

the earl of Warwick at the head of six

thousand men, levied for the wars against

Scotland ; and he thereby afforded liis

liad been amongst the rebels, not willinfrly, but

enforced ; to him the Provost sent word he would

come and dine with him, for whom the mayor made

great provision. A little before dinner, the provost
took the mayor aside, and whispered him in the ear,

that an execution must that day be done in the town,

and therefore requested to have a pair of gallows set

up against dinner should be done. The mayor failed

not of his charge. Presently after dinner the pro-

vost taking the mayor by the hand, intreated him to

lead him to the place where the gallows was
;
which

when he beheld, he asked the mayor if he thought
them to be strong enough. Yes, (said the mayor),
doubtless they are. Well then, (said the provost), get

you up speedily, for they are intended for you. I

hope, (answered the mayor), you mean not as you

speak. In faith, (said the provost), there is no remedy,
for you have been a busy rebel. And so without

respite or defence he was hanged to death : a most

uncourteous part for a guest to offer his host. Near

the said place dwelt a miller, who had been a busie

actor in that rebellion : who, fearing the approach
of the marshal, told a sturdy fellow his servant, that

he had occasion to go from home, and therefore bid

him, that if any man came to enquire after the mil-

mortal enemy an opportunity of increasing
his reputation and cliaracter. Warwick

having tried some skirmishes with the

rebels, at last made a general attack on
them, and put them to flight: two thousand
tell iu tlie action and puisuit: Ket was

hanged at Norwich castle
;
nine of his fol-

lowers on the boughs of the oak of refor-

mation
; and tiie insurrection was cntirch

suppressed. Some rebels in Yorkshire,

learning the fate of their companions, ac-

cepted the offers of pardon, and tiirew

down their arms. A general indemnity
was soon after published by the protector.

But though the insiu-rections were thus

quickly subdued in England, they were
attended with bad consequences to the

foreign interests of the nation. The forces

of the earl of Warwick, which miglit have
made a great impression on Scotland, were
diverted from that enterprise ; and the

French general had leisure to reduce that

country to some settlement and com-

posure. He took the fortress of Broughty,
and put the garrison to the sword : he
straitened the English at Haddington ;

and

though lord Dacres was enabled to throw
relief into the place, and to reinforce the

garrison, it was found at last impractica-
ble to keep possession of that fortress. The
whole country in the neighbourhood was
laid waste by the inroads both of the Scots

lor, he should not speak of him, but say that himself
was the miller, and had been so for three ye.nrs
before. So the provost came and called for the mil-

ler
;
when out comes the servant, and saith, he was

the man. The provost demanded how long he had

kept the mill. These three years, answered the

servant. Then the provost comm.inded his men to

lay hold on him, and hang him on the next tree. At
this tlie fellow cried out, that he was not the miller,

but the miller's man. Nay, sir, (said the provost), I

will take you at your word, and if thou beest the

miller, thou art a busy knave
;

if thou beest not.

thou art a false lying knave ; and howsoever, thou

canst never do thy master better service than to hang
for him. And so without more ado he was dispatch-
ed."—Ed.

* Under the branches of the oak, Ket pretended
to establish the Courts of Chancery, Kings Bench,
and Common Pleas. He had some regard for fair

play ;
and allowed those a hearing from the oak who

chose to speak against the insurrection. Aldrich.

mayor of Norwich, did this more than once
; and

several ministers of religion gave exhortations from
the "

tree of reformation."—Ed.
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and English, and could afford no supply

to the garrison : the place lay above thirty

miles from the borders ;
so that a regular

army was necessary to escort any provi-
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The result

U a failure.

sions thither : and as the plai ;ue had

broken out among the troops, they per-

ished daily, and were reduced to a state of

great weakness. For these reasons, orders

were given to dismantle Haddington, and to

convey the artillery and garrison to Ber-

wick; and the earl of Rutland, now created

warden of the east marches, executed the

orders.

The king of France also took advan-

tage of the distractions among the English,
and made an attempt to recover Boulogne,
and that territory which Henry VHI. had

conquered from France. On other pre-
tences he assembled an army ; and falling

suddenly on the Boulonnais, took the cas-

tles of Sellaque, Blackness, and Amble-

teuse, though well supplied with garrisons,

ammunition, and provisions. He endea-

voured to surprise Boulenbourg, and was

repulsed ;
but the garrison, not thinking

the place tenable, destroyed the works, and
retired to Boulogne. The rains, which
fell in great abundance during the autumn,
and a pestilential distemper in the French

camp, deprived Henry of all hopes of sue

cess aganist

The pro-
tector seek

an ulliani't

Willi the

emper'jr.

Boulogne itself; and he re-

tired to Paris : he left the command of the

army to Gaspar de Coligny, lord of Cha-

tillon, so famous afterwards by the name
of admiral Coligny ; and he gave him
orders to form the siege early in the

spring. The active disposition of this

general engaged him to make, during the

winter, several attempts against the place ;

but they all proved unsuccessful.

Strozzi, who commanded the French
fleet and galleys, endeavoured to make a

descent on Jersey ; but meeting there with

an English fleet, he commenced an action

which seems not to have been decisive,
since the historians of the two nations

differ in the account of the event.

As soon as the French war broke out,
the protector endeavoured to fortify him-
self with the alliance of the emperor ; and
he sent over secretary Paget to Brussels,
where Charles then kept court, in order
to assist Sir Philip Hobby, the resident
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ambassador, in this negociation : but that

prince had formed a design of extending
his dominions by acting the part of

champion for the catholic religion ; and

though extremely desirous of accepting
the English alliance against France, his

capital enemy, he thought, it unsuitable to

his other pretensions. to. enter into strict

confederacy with a nation which had
broken off all connexions with the church
of Rome : he therefore declined the ad-

vances of friendship from England. An
exact account is preserved of this nego-
ciation in a letter of Hobby ; and it is

remarkable, that the emperor, in a con-

versation with the English ministers,

asserted that the prerogatives of a king of

England were more extensive than those

of a king of France. Burnet, who pre-
serves this letter, subjoins as a parallel

instance, that one objection which the

Scots made to marrying their queen with

Edward, was, that all their privileges
would be swallow^ed up by the great pre-

rogative of the kings of England.
Somerset, despairing of assistance from

the emperor, was inclined to conclude a

peace with France and Scotland
; and be-

sides that he was not in a condition to

maintain such ruinous wars, he thought
that there no longer remained any object
of hostility. The Scots had sent away
their queen; and could not complete the

marriage contracted with Edward : and as

Henry VHI. had stipulated to restore

Boulogne in 1.554, it seemed a matter of

small moment to anticipate a few years in

the execution of the treaty : but when he

proposed these reasons to the council, he
met with strong opposition from his

enemies, who seeing him unable to sup

port the war, were determined, for that

very reason, to oppose all proposals for a

pacification. The factions ran high in

the court of England ;
and matters were

drawing to an issue fatal to the authority
of the protector.
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After Somerset obtained the patent in

vesting him with regal authority, he no arrogant

longer paid any attention to the opinion of ""a.
and over-
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the other executors and counsellors ; and

beins; elated witli his hidi diirnitv, as well

as with his victory at Pinkev, lie thouijht

that every one ought in every thing to

yield to his sentiments. All those who
were not entirely devoted to him were

sure to be neglected ; whoever opposed
his will received marks of anger or con-

tempt ; and while he shewed a resolution

to govern every thing, his capacity ap-

peared not in any respect proportioned to

his ambition. Warwick covered more
exorbitant views under fairer ajipearanccs ;

and having associated himself with South-

ampton, who had been re-admitted into the

council, he formed a strong party, who
were determined to free themselves from

the slavery imposed on them by the j)ro-

tector.

The malcontent counsellors found the

disposition of the nation favourable to

their designs. The nobility and gentry
were in general displeased with the pre-
ference which Somerset seemed to have

given to the people ;
and as they ascribed

all the insults to which they had been

lately exposed to his procrastination, they

apprehended a renev.al of the same dis-

orders from his present affectation of

popularity. He had erected a court of

requests in his own house for the relief of

the people, and he interposed with the

judges in their behalf; a measure which

might be deemed illegal, if any exertion

of prerogative at that time could with

certainty deserve that appellation : and

this attempt seemed the more impolitic,

because it disgusted the nobles, the surest

suppoi't of monarchical authority.
But though Somerset courted the peo-

ple, the interest which he had formed

with them was in no degree answerable to

his expectations. The catholic party, who
retained influence with the lower ranks,

were his declared enemies ;
and took ad-

vantage of every opportunity to decry his

Manrnf
the lower

ranks are

hostile to

the protec-
tor.

* The steeple, and most part of the church of St.

John of Jerusalem, near Smithfield, was mined and

overthrown with powder, and the stones applied to

this spacious building : and more than this, the

cloyster of Paul's, on the north side of the church,

in a place called Pardon church yard, and the dance

lof death very curiously wTought about the cloyster,
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conduct. The attainder and execution of

his brother bore an odious aspect : the

intrixluction of foreii^n troops into the

kingdom was represented in invidious

colours: the giT?at estate which he had

suddenly accjuircd at the expense of the

church and of the crown rendered him
obnoxious ; and the palace which he was

building in the Strand, served, by its

magnificence, and still more by other cir-

cumstances which attended it, to expose
him to the censure of the public. The

jiarish church of St. Mary, with three

bishops' houses, was pulled down, in or-

der to furnish ground and materials for

this structure. Not content with that

sacrilege, an attempt was made to de-

molish St. Margaret's, Westminster, and
to employ the stones to the same purpose;
but the parishioners rose in a tumult, and
chased away the protector's tradesmen.
He then laid his hands on a chapel in St.

Paul's churchyard, with a cloister and

charnel-house belonging to it ; and these

edifices, together with a church of St.

John of Jerusalem, were made use of to

raise his palace. What rendered the

matter more odious to the people, was,
that the tombs and other monuments of

the dead were defaced ; and the bones,

being carried away, were buried in un-

consecrated ground.*

CONSPIRACY AGAINST SOMERSET.

All these imprudences were remarked by
Somerset's enemies, who resolved to take'

advantage of them. Lord St. John, pre-

sident of the council, the earls of War-

wick, Southampton, and Arundel, with

five members more, met at Ely-house

[October 6th] ;
and assuming the whole

power of the council, began to act inde-

pendently of the protector, whom they

represented as the author of every public

grievance and misfortune. They wrote
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and a chappel that stood in the midst of the churcl

yard, also the charnel-house, that stood on the south

side of Paul's, (now a carpenter's yard) with tlic

chappel, timber and monuments therein, were beaten

down, the bones of the dead carried into Finsbury
Fields, and the stone converted into this building.

—
Baker.—Ed.
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lletters to the chief nobility and gentry in
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London, and enjoined them to obey their

orders, without regard to any contrary
orders which they might receive from the

duke of Somerset : they laid the same in-

junctions on the lieutenant of the tower,

who expressed his resolution to comply
with them. Next day, Rich, lord chan-

cellor, the marquis of Northampton, the

earl of Shrewsbury, Sir Thomas Cheney,
Sir John Gage, Sir Ralph Sadler, and chief

justice Montague joined the malcontent

counsellors ;
and every thing bore a bad

aspect for the protector's authority : se-

cretary Petre, whom he had sent to treat

with the council, rather chose to remain

with them ; the common council of the

city declared their approbation of the new

measures, and their resolution of support-

ing them.

SOMERSET RESIGNS THE PRO-

TECTORSHIP.

As soon as the protector heard of the de-

fection of the counsellors, he removed the

king from Hampton-court, where he then

resided, to the castle of Windsor
; and,

arming his friends and servants, seemed

resolute to defend himself against all his

enemies : but finding that no man of rank,

except Cranmer and Paget, adhered to

him, that the people did not rise at his

sunmions, that the city and tower had de-

clared against him, and even his best

friends had deserted him, he lost all hopes
of success, and began to apply for pardon.
No sooner was this despondency known,
than lord Russell, Sir John Baker, speaker
of the house of commons, and three coun-

sellors more, who had hitherto remained

neuter, joined the party of Warwick,
whom every one now regarded as master.

The council informed the public by pro-
clamation of their actions and intentions

;

they wrote to the princesses Mary and
Elizabeth to the same purpose ; and they
made addresses to the king, in which,
after the humblest protestations of duty
and submission, they informed him, that
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they were the council appointed by his

father for the government of the kingdom
during his minority ; that they had chosen
the duke of Somerset protector, under the

express condition that he should guide
himself by their advice and direction

;

that he had usurped the whole authority,
and had neglected, and even in every
thing opposed their counsel ; that he had

proceeded to that height of presumption,
as to levy forces against them, and place
these forces about his majesty's person :

they therefore begged that they might be
admitted to his royal presence ; that he
would be pleased to restore them to his

confidence
;
and that Somerset's servants

might be dismissed. Their request was

complied with
; Somerset capitulated only

for gentle treatment, which was promised
him : he was, hoVever, sent to the tower
with some of his friends and partisans,

among whom was Cecil, afterwards so

much distinguished. Articles of indict-

ment were exhibited against him
; of

which the chief, at least the best founded
is his usurpation of the government, and
his taking into his own hands the whole
administration of aflairs. The clause of

his patent, which invested him with abso
lute power unlimited by any law, was
never objected to him ; plainly because,

according to the sentiments of those

times, that power was in some degree in-

volved in the very idea of regal authority.
The catholics were extremely elated

with this revolution
;
and as they ascribed

all the late innovations to Somerset's au-

thority, they hoped that his fall w'ould

prepare the way for the return of the an-

cient religion : but Warwick, who now
bore chief sway in the council, was en

tirely indifferent with regard to all those

points of controversy ;
and finding that

the principles of the reformation had sunk

deeper into Edward's mind than to be

easily eradicated, he was determined to

comply with the young prince's inclina-

tions. He took care very early to express
his intentions of supporting the reforma-

tion
;
and he threw such discouragements

on Southampton, who stood at the head

of the Romanists, and whom he considered

as a dangerous rival, that that Iiigh-
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'spirited nobleman retired from tlie council,

and soon alter died irom vexation and

disappointment. The other counsellors,

who had concurred in the revolution, re-

ceived their reward by promotions and new
honours. Russell was created earl of

Bedford ;
the marquis of Nortiiam|)ton

obtained the office of great chamberlain
;

and lord Wentworth, besides the office of

chamberlain of tiie houseliold, got two

large manors. Stepney and Hackney, which

were torn from the see of London. A
council of regency was formed, not that

which Henry's will had appointed for the

government of the kingdom, and which,

being founded on an act of parliament,
was the only legal one

; but composed
chiefly of members who had formerly
been appointed by Somerset, and who
derived their seat from an authority wliieh

was now declared usurped and illegal :

but such niceties were during that age
little understood, and still less regarded,
in England.

A PARLIAMENT.

A SESSION of parliament was held [Nov. 4.]

and the council dreaded no opposition
from that quarter, and had more reason to

look for a corroboration of their authority.
Somerset had been pi'evailed on to confess

on his knees, before the council, all the

articles of charge against him [Dec. 23.] ;

and he imputed these misdemeanours to

his own rashness, not to any malignity of

intention : he even subscribed this confes-

sion
;

and the paper was given in to

parliament, who, after sending a committee

to examine him, and hear him acknow-

ledge it to be genuine, passed a vote, by
which they deprived him of all his offices,

and fined him two thousand pounds a year
in land. Lord St. John was created

treasurer in his place, and Warwick earl

marshal. The prosecution against him

was carried no farther : his fine was

remitted by the kins: : he recovered his

liberty ; and Warwick, thinking that he

'was now sufficiently humble, readmitted
*•""""='' him into the council, and even agreed to

an alliance between their families, by the

marriage of his own son, lord Dudley,

Somerset
confesses

bis fault on
his knees

before the
council.

E»i8 rend-

•itled into

with the lady Jane Seymour, daughter oi

Somerset.

During this session a severe law was

passed against riots. It was enacted, that

if any, twelve persons, should meet toge-
ther for any matter of state, and being

re(|uired by a lawful mau:istrate, should not

disperse, it should be treason ;
and if

any broke hedges, or violently pulled

up pales about enclosures, without law-

lul authority, it should be felony: and

attempt to kill a juivv co;insellor was sub-

jected to the same penaltv. The bishops
had made an apiilication, complaining that

they were deprived of all their power by
the encroachments of the civil courts, and

the present suspension of the canon law
;

that they could summon no offender before

them, punish no vice, or c.xert the disci-

pline of the church : from which diminu-

tion of their authority, they pretended,
iinmoralitv had everywhere received great

encouragement and increase. The design
of some was to revive the penitentiary
rules of the primitive church ;

but others

thought, that such an authority committed

to the bishops would ])rove more oj)])res-

sive than confession, jjenance, and all the

clerical inventions of the Romish supersti-

tion. The parliament for the present

contented themselves with empowering the

king to appoint thirty-two commissioners

to compile a body of canon laws, which

were to be valid, though never ratified by

parliament : such implicit trust did they

repose in the crown ;
without reflecting

that all their liberties and properties might
be affected by these canons. The king did

not live to affix the royal sanction to the

new canons. Sir John Sharington, whose

crimes and malversations had appeared so

egregious at the condemnation of lord

Seymour, obtained from parliament a re-

versal of his attainder. This man sought
favour with the more zealous reformers ;

and bishop Latimer affirmed, that tliough

formerly he had been a most notorious

knave, he was now so penitent, that he had

become a very honest man.

PEACE WITH FRANCE AND SCOT-
LAND.

When Warwick and the council of re-
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gency began to exercise their power [1550],

they found themselves involved in the

same difficulties that had embarrassed the

protector. The wars with France and

Scotland could not be supported by an

exhausted exchequer ;
and were now ac-

knowledged not to have any object which

even the most uninterrupted success could

attain. The project of peace entertained

by Somerset had served them as a pre-
tence for clamour against his administra-

tion
; yet, after sending Sir Thomas Cheney

to the emperor, and making again a fruit-

less effort to engage him in the protection
of Boulogne, they found themselves obliged
to listen to the advances which Henry
made them, by the channel of Guidotti, a

Florentine merchant. The earl of Bed-

ford, Sir John Mason, Paget, and Petre

were sent over to Boulogne, with full

powers to negociate. The French king

absolutely refused to pay the two millions

of crowns which his predecessor had ac-

knowledged to be due to the crown of

England as arrears of pensions ;
and said

that he never would consent to render

himself tributary to any prince : but he

offered a sum for the immediate restitu-

tion of Boulogne ;
and four hundred

thousand crowns were at last agreed on,

one half to be paid immediately, the other

in August following [March 24th]. Six

hostages were given for the performance
of this article. Scotland was compre-
hended in the treaty : the English stipu-
lated to restore Lauder and Douglas, and
to demolish the fortresses of Roxburgh
and Eyemouth. No sooner was peace con-

cluded with France, than a project was
entertained of a close alliance with that

kingdom ; and Henry willingly embraced
a proposal so suitable both to his interests

and inclinations. An agreement some
time after was formed for a marriage be-

tween Edward and Elizabeth, a daughter
of France

;
and all the articles were, after

a little negociation, fully settled
; but this

project never took eft'ect.

PERSECUTION OF GARDINER.

The intention of marrying the king to a

daughter of Henry, a violent persecutor of
756

the protestants, was nowise acceptable to

that party in England : but in all other

respects the council was steady in pro-

moting the reformation, and in enforcing
the laws against the Romanists. Several

prelates were still addicted to that com-
munion ; and though they made some

compliances, in order to save their bishop-
rics, they retarded, as much as they safely

could, the execution of the new laws, and

gave countenance to such incumbents as

were negligent or refractory. A resolu-

tion was therefore taken to seek pretences
for depriving those prelates. It was

thought proper to begin with Gardiner, in

order to strike tei-ror into the rest. The
method of proceeding against him was

violent, and had scarcely any colour of law

or justice. Injunctions had been given
him to inculcate in a sermon the duty of

obedience to a king, even during his mino-

rity ; and because he had neglected this

topic, he had been thrown into prison,
and had been there detained during two

years, without being accused of any crime

except disobedience to this arbitrary com-
mand. The duke of Somerset, secretary

Petre, and some others of the council were
now sent, in order to try his temper ; and
endeavoured to find some grounds for de-

priving him. He professed to them his

intention of conforming to the govern-

ment, of supporting the king's laws, and

of officiating by the new liturgy. This was
not the disposition which they expected or

desired : a new deputation was therefore

sent, who carried him several articles to

subscribe. He was required to acknow-

ledge his former misbehaviour, and to

confess the justice of his confinement : he

was likewise to own that the king was

supreme head of the church ; that the

power of making and dispensing with

holidays,was part of the prerogative ;
that

the book of common prayer was a godly and

commendable form ;
that the king was a

complete sovereign in his minority ; that

the law of the six articles was justly re

pealed ; and that the king had full au-

thority to con-ect and reform what was

amiss in ecclesiastical discipline, govern

ment, or doctrine. The bishop was

willing to set his hand to all the articles
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except the first : he maintained his con-

duct to have been inoffensive
; and de-

chired that he would not own iiiniself

guilty of faults which he had never com-
mitted.

The council, tindinp; that he had gone
such lengths, were determined to prevent

2w''„p^^!his
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cks. .'articles to subscribe. A list was selected

of such points as they thought would be

hardest of digestion ; and, not content with

this rigour, they also insisted on his sub-

mission, and his acknowledgment of past er-

rors. They demanded a promise that he

would recommend and publi.-h all these

articles from the pulpit : but Gardiner,
who saw that they intended either to ruin

or dishonour him, or perhaps both, deter-

mined not to gratify his enemies by any
farther compliance: he still maintained his

innocence
;
desired a fair trial

;
and re-

fused to subscribe more articles till he

should recover his liberty. For this pre-
tended offence his bishopric was j)ut under

sequestration for three months ; and as he

then appeared no more compliant than be-

fore, a commission was appointed to try,

or, more properly speaking, to condemn
him. The commissioners were, the pri-

mate, the bishops of London, Ely, and

Lincoln, secretary Petre, Sir James Hales,
and some other lawyers. Gardiner ob-

jected to the legality of the commission,
which was not founded on any statute or

precedent ; and he appealed from the com-
missioners to the king. His appeal was

not regarded : sentence was pronounced
against him : he was deprived of his bish-

opric, and committed to close custody :

KlliTop-
h'^ books and paj)ers were seized

;
he was

"' isecluded from all company ;
and it w'as

jnot allowed him either to send or receive

any letters or messages.
Gardiner, as well as the other prelates,

had agreed to hold his office during the

king's pleasure : but the council, unwilling
to make use of a concession, which had

been so illegally and arbitrarily extorted,

chose rather to employ some forms of jus-
tice ; a resolution, which led them to com-
mit still greater iniquities and severities.

But the violence of the reformers did not
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stop here. Day bishop of Chichester,
Heath of Worcester, and Vesey of Exeter,
were dejjrived of their bishoprics, on pre-
tence of disobedience : even Kitchen ol

Llandaff, Capon of Salisbury, and Samp-
son of Coventry, though they had com-

jilied in every thin-j:, yet not being supposed
cordial in their obedience, were obliged to

seek protection, by sacrificing the most
considerable revenues of their se£ to the

rapacious courtiers.

These ]ihinderers neglected not oven
smaller profits. An order was issued by
council tor jnirging the library at West-
minster ot all missals, legends, and other

superstitious volumes, and delivering their

garniture to Sir Anthony Aucher. Many
of these books were

jilatc d with gold and

silver, and curiously embossed
; and this

finery was probably the superstition that
condemned them. Great havoc was like-

wise made on the libraries at Oxford.
Books and manuscripts were destroyed
without distinction : the volumes of divi-

nitv suffered lor their rich binding ; those
of literature were condemned as useless ;

those of geometry and astronomy were

supposed to contain nothing but nccro

mancy. The university had not power to

oppose these barbarous violences : they
were in danger of losing their own re-

venue
;
and expected every moment to be

swallowed up by the earl of ^^'arwick and
his associates.

Though every one besides yielded to the

authority of the council, the lady Man,-
could never be brought to comj)liance ;

and she still continued to adhere to the

mass, and to reject the new liturgy. Herl
behaviour was during some time connived

at; but at last her two chaj)lains, Mallet

and Berkley, were thrown into prison ; and

remonstrances were made to tlie princess
herself on account of her disobedience.

The council wrote her a letter, by which

they endeavoured to make her change her

sentiments, and to persuade her that lien

religious faith was very ill grounded. They
asked her what warrant there was in scrip-
ture for prayers in an unknown tongue,
the use of images, or offering up the sa-

crament for the dead ; and they desiredl

her to peruse St. Austin, and the otheri
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ancient doctors, who would convince her

of the errors of the Romish superstition,

and prove that it was founded merely on

false miracles and lying stories. The lady

Mary remained obstinate against all this

advice, and declared herself willing to en-

dure death rather than relinquish her re-

ligion : she only feared, she said, that

she was not worthy to suffer martyrdom
in so holy a cause ;

and as for protestant

books, she thanked God, that as she never

had, so she hoped never to read any of

them. Dreading farther violence, she

endeavoured to make an escape to her

kinsman Charles ;
but her design was

discovered and prevented. The emperor
remonstrated in her behalf, and even

threatened hostilities if liberty of con-

science were refused her : but though the

council, sensible that the kingdom was in

no condition to support with honour such

a war, was desirous to comply, they found

great difficulty to overcome the scruples
of the young king. He had been educated

in such a violent abhorrence of the mass

and other popish rites, which he regarded
as impious and idolatrous, that he should

participate, he thought, in the sin, if he

allowed its commission : and when at last

the importunity of Cranmer, Ridley, and

Poinet prevailed somewhat over his oppo-

sition, he burst into tears ; lamenting his

sister's obstinacy, and bewailing his own
hard fate, that he must suffer her to con-

tinue in such an abominable mode of

worship.
The great object, at this time, of an-

tipathy among the protestant sects was

popery, or, more properly speaking, the

papists ;
these they regarded as the com-

mon enemy, who threatened every moment
to overwhelm the evangelical faith, and

destroy its partisans by fire and sword :

they had not as yet had leisure to attend

to the other minute differences among
themselves, which afterwards became the

object of such furious quarrels. Several

Lutheran divines, who had reputation in

those days, Bucer, Peter INIartj^, and

others, were induced to take shelter in

England, from the persecutions which the

emperor exercised in Germany ; and they
received protection and encouragement :
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John a Lasco, a Polish nobleman, being

expelled his country by the rigours of the

catholics, settled at Embden in East Friez-

land, where he became preacher to a

congregation of the reformed. Foreseeing
the persecutions which ensued, he removed

to England, and brought his congregation
with him. The council, who regarded them

as industrious, useful people, and desired

to invite over others of the same character,

not only gave them the church of Augus-
tine friars, but granted them a charter, by
which they were erected into a corporation,

consisting of a superintendent and four

assisting ministers. This ecclesiastical es-

tablishment was quite independent of the

church of England, and differed from it in

some rites and ceremonies.

These differences among the protestants
were matters of triumph to the catholics,

who insisted, that the moment men depart-
ed from the authority of the church, they
lost all criterion of truth and falsehood,

and must be carried away by every kind

of doctrine : the continual variations of

every sect of protestants afforded them the

same topic of reasoning. The book of

Common Prayer suffered in England a new

revisal, and some rites and ceremonies

which had given offence were omitted :

the speculative doctrines, or the metaphy
sics of religion were also reduced to forty

two articles. These were intended to

obviate farther divisions and variations

and the compiling of them had been post

poned till the establishment of the Hturgy,
which was justly regarded as a more ma-

terial object to the people. The eternity
of hell torments is asserted in this confes-

sion of faith
;
and care is also taken to

inculcate, not only that no heathen, how
virtuous soever, can escape an endless state

of the most exquisite misery ;
but also that

every one who presumes to maintain thnt

any pagan can possibly be saved, is himself

exposed to the penalty of eternal perdition.
The theological zeal of the council,

though seemingly fervent, went not so far

as to make them neglect their own tem-

poral concerns, which seem to have ever

been uppermost in their thoughts : they
even found leisure to attend to the public

interest, nay, to the commerce of the

Lutheran
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England.
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nation. The trade of England had an-

ciently been carried on altogether by

foreigners, chictly the inhabitants of the

Hans-towns, or Easterlings, as they were

called ;
and in order to encourage these

merchants to settle in England, they had

been erected into a corporation by Henry
HI., had obtained a patent, were endowed
with privileges, and were exempted from

several heavy duties paid by other aliens.

So ignorant were the English of commerce,
that this company, usually denominated

the merchants of the Still-yard, engrossed,
even down to the reign of Edward, almost

the whole foreign trade of the kingdom :

and as they naturally employed the ship-

ping of their own country, the navigation
of England was in a very languishing
condition. It was therefore thought proper
to seek pretences ibr annulling the privi-

leges of this corporation ; privileges which

put them nearly on an equal footing with

Englishmen in the duties which they paid ;

and as such patents were, during that age,

granted by the absolute power of tlie king,
men were the less surprised to find them

revoked by the same authority. Several

remonsti'ances were made against this in-

novation by Lubec, Hamburg, and other

Hans-towns ; but the council persevered
in their resolution, and the good effects of

it soon became visible to the nation. The

English merchants* had advantages above

foreigners in the purchase of cloth, wool,

and other commodities ; though these ad-

vantages had not hitherto been sufficient

to rouse their industry, or engage them to

become rivals to this opulent company :

* From a work of groat historical research, it

appears that the celebrated Sir Thomas Gresham, was

in favour of the adoption of the salutary measure

here mentioned. In a letter from him to the duke

of Northumberland, dated Antwerp, April 16. 1553,

preserved in the State Paper office, we find him ar-

guing against sufiering any more being
" maid fro

of this company,''
— the merchants of the Steel yard,

and at the same time he insists on the necessity of

an apprenticeship to the merchant's vocation. He

says,
'•

So, and please yor- grace, how ys yt possibell

that ayther a mynsterell-player, or a shove- [shoe]
macker, or anny craftye men, or any other that

haythe not bynne browght vppe in the syence, to

have the pssent vndstonding of the feat of the Mar-

chaunt Adventorer ? To the wyche syence I myselfe

but when aliens' duty was also inijiosied on
all foreigners indiscriminately, the English
were tempted to enter into commerce ;

j

and a si)irit of industry began to ajjpear
in the kingdom.

j

About the same time a treaty was made

j

with Cnistavus Ericson, king of Sweden,

I

by which it was stipulated, that if he sent

bullion into England, he might export
I English rommodities without jiaying cus-

tom
; that he should carry bullion to no

other prince ; that if he sent o/inms,
steel, cop])er, &c,, he should pay custom
for English commodities as an Englishman ;

and that if he sent other merchandise, he
should have free intercourse, paying custom
as a stranger. 1 he bullion .sent over by
Sweden set the mint to work : good specie
was coined, and much of the base metal

formerly issued was recalled :
—a circum-

stance, which tended extremely to the

encouragement of commerce.
But all these schemes for promoting

industry were likely to prove abortive, bv

the fear of domestic convulsions, arising
from the ambition of Warwick. That

nobleman, not content with the station

which he had attained, carried farther his

pretensions, and had gained partisans who
were disposed to second him in every en-

terprise. The last earl of Northumberland
dieil without issue ; and as Sir Thomas

Percy, his brother, had been attainted on

account of the share he had in the York-
shire insurrection, the title was extinct,

and the estate vested in the crown, ^^'ar-

wick procured to himself a grant of those

an'.j)Ie possessions, which lay chielly in the

was bound prentisse viii yeres, to come by the expe-

ryence and knowledge that 1 have. Neverthelesse

I need not to have bynne pi-enti.sse, for that I was
free by my Father's coppye ; albeit my Father Sir

Richard Gresham being a wyse man, knew, although
I was free by his coppye, it was to no purpos, e.xeept
I were bound prentisse to the same

; wlicreby to

come by the experience and knowledge of aU kynds
of merchandise. So that by this ytt maye aperc
vnto yof- grace, thes men tliat be maid fre by this

new hansse, for l.acke of cxperycncc and knowledge,
haythe bynne and ys one of the cheffyst occasions of

the fall of the xchange, as allso hayth browght c
comodittes owght of rcputacion, and the mcViauntt

of the same."— Burgon's Life and Times of Sir

Thomas Gresham.—En.
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of duke of Northumberland : his friend

Paulet lord St. John, the treasurer, was

created first earl of Wiltshire, then mar-

quis of Winchester : Sir William Herbert

obtained the title of earl of Pembroke.
But the ambition of Northumberland

made him regard all increase of possessions
and titles, either to himself or his par-
tisans, as steps only to farther acquisitions.

Finding that Somerset, though degraded
from his dignity, still enjoyed a considei-

able share of popularity, he determined to

ruin the man whom he regarded as the

chief obstacle to the attainment of his

hopes. The aUiance which had been
contracted between the families had pro-
duced no cordial union, and only enabled

Northumberland to compass with more

certainty the destruction of his rival. He
secretly gained many of the friends of
that unhappy nobleman : he sometimes
terrified him by the appearance of danger :

sometimes provoked him by ill usage.
The unguarded Somerset often broke out
into menacing expressions against Nor-
thumberland : at other times he formed
rash projects, which he immediately aban-
doned. His treacherous confidants carried

to his enemy every passionate word which

dropped from him : they revealed the

schemes which they themselves had first

;
and Northumberland, thinking

proper season was now come,
act in an open manner

suggested
ithat

began

the

to

him.

In one

Somerset,

Seymour,

against

night
lord

[Oct. 16.] the duke of

Grey, David and John
Hammond and Neudigate, two

of the duke's servants. Sir Ralph Vane,
and Sir Thomas Palmer, were arrested and
committed to custody : next day, the

duchess of Somerset, with her favourites

Crane and his wife. Sir Miles Partridge,
Sir Michael Stanhope, Bannister, and

others, were thrown into prison. Sir

Thomas Palmer, who had all along acted
as a spy on Somerset, accused him of

having formed a design to raise an insur-

rection in the north, to attack the ?ens

* He had contemplated asking thenn to a banquet,
and if they came with a bare company, to be set
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d'armes on a muster day, to secure the

Tower, and to raise a rebellion in London :

but, what was the only probable accusation,
he asserted, that Somerset had once laid

a project for murdering Northumberland,

Northampton, and Pembroke at a banquet
which was to be given them by lord Paget.
Crane and his wife confirmed Palmer's

testimony with regard to this last design ;

and it appears that some rash scheme oi

that nature had really been mentioned
;

though no regular conspiracy had been
formed. Hammond confessed that the

duke had armed men to guard him one

night in his house at Greenwich.
Somerset was brought to his trial before

the marquis of Winchester, created high
steward : twenty-seven peers composed
the jury, among whom w-ere Northumber-

land, Pembroke, and Northampton, whom
decency should have hindered from acting
as judges in the trial of their capital enemy.
Somerset was accused of high treason on
account of the projected insurrections, and
of felony in laying a design to murder

privy counsellors.

We have a very imperfect account of all

state trials during that age, which is a

sensible defect in our history : but it

appears that some more regularity was
observed in the management of this pro-
secution than had usually been employed
in hke cases. The witnesses were at least

examined by the privy council [Dec. 1
.] ;

and though they were neither produced in

court, nor confronted with the prisoner
(circumstances required by the strict prin-

ciples of equity), their depositions were

given in to the jury. The proof seems to

have been lame with regard to the treason-

able part of the charge ;
and Somerset's

defence was so satisfactory, that the peers

gave verdict in his favour : the intention

alone of assaulting the privy counsellors

was supported by tolerable evidence ;
and

the jury brought him in guilty of felony.
The prisoner himself confessed that he had

expressed his intention of murdering
Northumberland and the other lords,* but

had not formed any resolution on that

upon by the way ; if strongly, their heads were to be

cut off at the place of feasting,
—State Trials.—Ed.
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head : and when he received sentence, he
asked panlon of those peers for the designs
which lie had hearkened to against them.
The [KHjpIe, hy wlioni Somerset was belov-

ed, hearing the lirst part of his sentence,

by which he was acquitted from treason,

expressed their joy hy lond acclamations:

but their satisfaction was suddenly danii)ed,
on finding that he was condemned to death

for felony.
Care liad been taken by Northumber-

land's emissaries to prepossess the j'oung

king against bis uncle
;
and lest he should

elent, no access was given to any of So-

merset's friends, and the prince was kept
from reflection by a continued series of

occupations and amusements. At last,

the prisoner was brought to the scaffold

on tower hill [Jan. 22, 1552.], amidst great
crowds of spectators, who bore him such

sincere kindness, that they entertained to

the last moments the fond hopes of his

pardon.* Many of them rushed in to dip
their handkerchiefs in his blood, which they

long preserved as a precious relic ;
and

some of them soon after, when Northum-
berland met with a like doom, upbraided
him with this cruelty, and di.spiayed to

him these symbols of his crime. Somer-

set, indeed, though many actions of his

life were exceptionable, seems to have

merited a better fate
;

and the fiiults

which he committed were owing to weak-

ness, not to any bad intention. His virtues

were better calculated for private than for

public life. Sir Thomas Arundel, Sir Mi-

chael Stanhope, Sir Miles Partridge, and

Sir Ralph Vane, all of them Somerset's

friends, were brought to their trial, con-

* Dr. Cox, who was there present to counsel and

iitlvise him. delivered a certain scroll into his

hand, wherein was contained a brief confession unto

God
;
which being read, he stood up again upon his

feet, without any trouble of mind, (as it appeared)
and first bade the sheriffs farewell, then the lieu-

tenant of the Tower and others, taking them all by
the hands that were upon the scaffold with him.

Then he gave the hangman certain money. Which

done, he put off liis gown, and kneeling down again

in the straw, untied his shirt-strings. After that,

the hangman coming unto him, turned down his

-nlLir round about liis neck, and all other things

which did let or hinder him. Then lifting up his

eyes to heaven, where his only hope remained, and
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demned,and executed: great injusticeseems
to have been used in thcirprosecution. Lord

Paget, chancellor of the duchy, was on
some ])retence tried in the star-chamber,
and condemned in a fine of six thousand

pounds, with the loss of liis office : to

mortify him the nu)re, he was degraded
from the order of the garter ; as unworthy,
on account of his mean birth, to share
that honour. Lord Rich, chancellor, was
also compelled to resign his office, on the

discovery of some marks of friendship
which he had shown to Somerset.
The day after the execution of Somerset,

a session of parliament was held [Jan. 23.]
in which farther advances were made
towards the establishment of the reform-

ation : the new liturgy was authorised
;

and penalties were enacted against all those

who absented themselves from public wor-

ship. To use the mass had already been

prohibited under severe penalties ;
so that

the reformers, it appears, whatever scope

they had given to their own private judg-
ment in disputing the tenets of the ancient

religion, were resolved not to allow the

same privilege to others
;
and the practice,

nay, the very doctrine of toleration, was

at that time equally unknown to all sects

and parties. To dissent from the religion

of the magistrate, was universally con-

ceived to be as criminal as to question his

title, or rebel against his authority.
A law was enacted against usury ; th.it

is, against taking any interest for money
This act was the remains of ancient super
stition

;
but being found extremely ini

quitous in itself, as well as prejudicial to

commerce, it was afterwards repealed in

covering his face with his own handkerchief, he laid

himself down along, shewing no manner or token

of trouble or fear, neither did his countenance

change, but that before his eyes were covered there

began to appear a red colour in the midst of his

cheeks. Tiius this most meek and gentle duke lying

along, and looking for the stroke, because his doublet

covered his neck, lie was commanded to rise up and

put it off; and then laying himself down again upon
the block, and calling thrice upon the name of Jesus,

saying,
" Lord Jesu, save me !'" As he was the third

time repeating the same, even as the name of Jesu

was in uttering, in a moment he was bereft both of

head and life!— State Trials.—Ed.
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the twelfth of Elizabeth. The common
rate of interest, notwithstanding the law,

was at this time fourteen per cent.*

A bill was introduced by the ministry

into the house of lords, renewing those

rigorous statutes of treason which had

been abrogated in the beginning of this

reign ;
and though the peers, by their

high station, stood most exposed to these

tempests of state, they passed the bill with

only one dissenting voice ; but the com-
mons rejected it, and prepared a new bill,

that passed into a law, by which it was

enacted, that whosoever should call the king
or any of his heirs, named in the statute

of the thirty-fifth of the last reign, heretic,

schismatic, tyrant, infidel, or usurper of

the crown, should forfeit, for the first of-

fence, their goods and chattels, and be im-

prisoned during pleasure : for the second,
should incur a pramimire ; for the third,

should be attainted for treason : but if any
one should unadvisedly utter such a

slander in writing, printing, painting, carv-

or graving, he was for the first offence

It may be worthy of

and his next heir,

m
to be held a traitor.

notice, that the king
the lady Mary, were professedly of differ

ent religions ;
and religions which threw

on each other the imputation of heresy,
schism, idolatry, profaneness, blasphemy
wickedness, and all the opprobious epithets
that religious zeal has invented : it was
almost impossible, therefore, for the peo-
ple, if they spoke at all on these subjects,
not to fall into the crime so severely pun-
ished by the statute ; and the jealousy of

the commons for libertv. though it led

them to reject the bill of treasons sent to

them by the lords, appears not to have
been very active, vigilant, or clear-sighted.
The commons annexed to this bill

clause which was of more importance than
the bill itself; that no one should be con
victed of any kind of treason unless the

crime were proved by the oaths of two
witnesses confronted with the prisoner.
The lords for some time scrupled to pass
this clause, though conformable to th

most obvious principles of equity : but the

members of that house trusted for protec-
tion to their present personal interest and

power, and neglected the noblest and most

permanent security, that of laws.

The house of peers passed a bill, whose

object was making a provision for the

poorjf but the commons, not choosing
that a money-bill should begin in the

* The work already quoted affords proof that

such interest was not thought enormous
;
in "a

letter which the council sent to Thomas Gresham at

Antwerp, from Westminster, on the 24th of Febru-

ary, 1551-2, their lordships notice with approbation
that he had secured a loan from Lazarus Tucker of

£10,000 for six months, on interest at the rate of 14 per
cent, per annum." The council further instruct the

English agent, that "
it shall be well done to take

the X M //. [£10,000] upon the interest of tii H. in

the hundred for vi months ;
and with parte thereof,

make up that which shall be lacking of the dett

which must be paid the List of this month : which

lack, we think resteth about
iiij

m U. [£4000] and
so shall vi M /;'. [£6000] remaine ;

out of the which
the Schetz may have one thousand pounds, which
the King giveth them, and so shall remain v m li.

[£5000.] Except that Mr. Hoby shall have neede
to have some piece for his necessaries, the which

may be lent to him. And then that t m pounds

[5000] may remaine well toward the paiment of xiv

M pounds [14,000] which shall be due the last of

Aprill.
—

Burgon's Life and Times of Sir Thomas
Gresham.—Ed.

f From a petition prepared some time before by
Sir Richard Gresham, father of Sir Thomas, the poor
seem to have been in a deplorable condition, caused,
as he would make it appear, by the rapacity of those

7fi2

devoted to religion. He being then lord mayor,
wished some provision to be made for unhappy per.
sons who could not keep themselves in time of sick,

ness. He thus expresses himself:—" So it is, most

graciovs Lorde, that nere, and withyn the Cytie of

London, be iij Hospytalls, or Spytells, commonly
called seynt Maryes spytell, seynt Barthilmewes spy-
tell, and seynt Thomas spytell ; and the new abbey
of Tower- Hyll, founded of good devocion by auncient

Faders, and endowed with great possessions and

rents, onley for the releffe, comforte, and helpying
of the pore and impotent people, not beyng able to

helpe theymselffes ;
and not to the mayntenaunce of

Chanons, Preests, and Monks, to lyve in pleasure,

nothyng regardying the miserable people liying in

every strete, offendyng every clene person passyng
by the way, with iheyre fylthy and nasty savours.

Wherefore may it please your marcifull goodness,

(enclyned to pytie and compassion,) for the releffe

of Crysts very images, created to his own similitude,
to order by your high authoritie, as supreme bed of

this Chyrche of England, or otherwise by your sage
discrecion, that your Mayer of your Cytie of Lon-
don, and his brethren the aldermen for the time

beyng, shall and may from henssfortlie have the

order, disposicion, rule, and governaunce, both of all

the lands, tenements, and revenewes apperteynyng'
and belongyng to the said Hospitalls, or any of
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upper house, framed a new act to the

same purpose. By this act, tlie church-

wardens were empowered to collect ciiari-

table contributions ; and if any refused to

give, or dissuaded others from that cliarity,

the bishop of the diocese was empowered
to proceed against them. Such large dis-

cretionary powers entrusted to the prelates
seem as proper an object of jealousy as the

authority assumed by the peers.
There was another occasion, in which

the parliament reposed an unusual confi-

dence in the bishops : they empowered
them to proceed agtnnst such as neglected
the Sundays and holidays. But these

were unguarded concessions : the gene-
ral humour of the age rather led men
to bereave the ecclesiastics of all power,
and even to pillage them. Many cler-

gymen about this time were obliged for

a subsistence to turn carpenters or tailors,

and some kept ale-houses : the bishops
themselves were generally reduced to

poverty, and held both their revenues and

spiritual office by a very precarious and

uncertain tenure.

Tonstal, bishop of Durham, w^as one of

the most eminent prelates of the age, still

less for the dignity of his see, than for

his own personal merit
;

his learning, mo-

deration, and beneficence. He had op-

opposed all innovations in rehgion : but

as soon as they were enacted, he had

always conformed to every theological

system established : his known probity
had made this compliance be ascribed, not

to an interested or time-serving spirit, but

to a sense of dutv, which led him to think

that all private opinion ought to be sac-

rificed to peace and tranquillity. The

general regard paid to his character had

protected him from any severe treatment

during the administration of Somerset ;

but when Northumberland gained the as-

cendant, he was thrown into prison ;
and

as that rapacious nobleman had formed a

design of seizing the revenues of the see of

theym ;
and of the minister swhich be, or shal be

withyn any of them. And then your Grace shall

facilie perceyve, that where now a small nombre
of Chanons, Preests, and Monkes be founde, for

theyr own profitt onely, and not, for the common
utilitie of the Realme

;
a great nombre of pore, nedy,

Durham, and of actjuiring a principality
in the northern counties, he was resolved,

in order to efl'ect his purpose, to deprive
Tonstal of his bishopric : a hill of attain-

der, on pretence cf misprision of treason,

was introduced into the house of peers

against the prelate ;
and it passed with the

opposition only of lord Stourton, a zea-

lous catholic ; and of Cranmcr, who al-

ways bore a sincere friendship to the

bishop of Durham : but when the bill

was sent down to the counnons, they re-

quired that witnesses should be examined,
tliat Tonstal should he allowed to defend

himself, and that he should he confronted

with his accusers : and wIku these de-

mands were refused, they rejected the bill.

This equity, so unusual, was ascribed by
Northumberland and his partisans, not to

any regard for liberty and justice, but to

the prevalence of Somerset's faction in a

house of commons, which, being chosen

during the administration of that noble-

man, had been almost entirely tilled with

his creatures : they were confirmed in this

opinion, when they found that a bill,

ratifying the attainder of Somerset and his

accomplices, was also rejected, though it

had passed the upper house. A resolu-

tion was therefore taken to dissolve the

parliament [April 15], which had sitten

during this wl;ole reign ;
and soon after to

summon a new one.

A NEW PARLIAMENT.

Northumberland, in order to ensure to

himself a house of commons entirely ob

sequious to his will, ventured on an ex

pedient, which could not have been even

imagined, in an age where there was any
idea or comprehension of liberty. He

engaged the king to write circular letters

to all the sheriffs, in which he enjoined

them to inform the freeholders, that they
were required to choose men of knowledge
and experience for their representatives.

sykke, and indigent persones shal be refresshed,

maynteyned, and comforted, and also healed and

cured of theyr infirmities, frankly and freely, by

Physicians, Surgeons, and Potycaiies."
—

Burgon't

Life and Times of Sir Thomas Gresham.—Ed.
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After this general exhortation, the

continued in these words :
— ' And yet,

nevertheless, our pleasure is, that where

our privy-council, or any of them, shall,

on our behalf, recommend within their

jurisdictions, men of learning and wisdom ;

in such cases their directions shall be re-

garded and followed, as tending to the

same end which we desire
;
that is, to have

this assembly composed of the persons in

our realm the best' fitted to give advice

and good counsel.' Several letters were
sent from the king, recommending mem-
bers to particular counties. Sir Richard
Cotton to Hampshire, Sir William Fitz-

Williams and Sir Henry Nevil to Berkshire,
Sir William Drury and Sir Henry Benning-
field to Suffolk, &c. But tliough some
counties only received this species of

conye cVelire from the king ;
the recom-

mendations from the privy-council and the

counsellors, we may fairly presume, would
extend to the greater part, if not to the

whole of the kingdom.
Jt is remarkable that this attempt was

made during the reign of a minor king,
when the royal authority is usually weak-
est

; that it was patiently submitted to
;

and that it. gave so little umbrage as

scarcely to be taken notice of by any his-

torian. The painful and laborious col-

lector above cited, who never omits the

most trivial matter, is the only person
that has thought this memorable letter

worthy of being transcribed to posterity.

[March 1, 1553.] The parliament an-

swered Northumberland's expectations.
As Tonstal had in the interval been

deprived of his bishopric in an arbitrary
manner, by the sentence of lay commis-
sioners appointed to try him, the see of

Durham was by act of parliament divided
into two bishoprics, which had certain

portions of the revenues assigned them.
The regalities of the see, which included
the jurisdiction of a count palatine, were

given by the king to Northumberland
;

nor is it to be doubted but that nobleman
had also purposed to make a rich plunder
of the revenue, as was then usual with the
courtiers whenever a bishopric became
vacant.

The commons gave the ministry ano-
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other mark of attachment, which was at-

that time the most sincere of any, the

most cordial, and the most difficult to be

obtained
; they granted a supply of two

subsidies and two fifteenths. To render

this the more acceptable, they voted a

preamble, containing a long accusation of

Somerset,
'

for involving the king in wars,

wasting his treasure, engaging him in

much debt, embasing the coin, and giving
occasion for a most terrible rebellion.'

DECLINE OF THE KING'S HEALTH.

The debts of the crown were at this time
considerable. The king had received from
France four hundred thousand crowns on

delivering Boulogne ; he had reaped profit
from the sale of some chantry lands

; the

churches had been spoiled of all their

plate and rich ornaments, which, by a

decree of council, had been converted to

the king's use : yet such had been the

rapacity of the courtiers, that the crown
owed about three hundred thousand

pounds ; and great dilapidations were
made of the royal demesnes. The young
prince showed, among other virtues, a

disposition to frugality, which, had he

lived, would soon have retrieved these

losses : but as his health was dechning,
the present emptiness of the exchequer
was a sensible obstacle to the execution of

those projects which the ambition of

Northumberland had founded on the pros-

pect of Edward's approaching end.

The com-
mons grant
new sup-
plies.

The
debts of the

cro\m are

at this time

considera-

ble.

SUCCESSION CHANGED.

That nobleman represented to the prince
whom youth and an infirm state of health

made susceptible of any impression, that

his two sisters, Mary and Elizabeth, had
both been declared illegitimate by parlia-

ment
;
and though Henry by his will had

restored them to a place in the succession,
the nation would never submit to see the

throne of England filled by a bastard :

that they were the king's sisters by the

half blood only ; and even if they were|

legitimate, could not enjoy the crown as

his heirs and successors : that the queen

Edward's
health de-

clines.

Northura-
berlanii per-
suades Ed-
ward that

his sisters

are illegiti-

mate.
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of Scots stood excluded by the lato kind's
will ; and, being an alien, had lost bv law

all right of inheriting ; not to mention,

that, as she was betrothed to the

dauphin, she would by her succession

render England, as she had already done

Scotland, a province to France : th;it the

certain consequence of his sister Mary's
succession, or that of the queen of Scots,

was the abolition of the protestant religion,

and the repeal of tl\e laws enacted in

favour of the reformation, and the re-estab-

lishnient of the u.surpation and idolatry

of the church of Rome : that, fortunately
for England, the same order of succession

which justice required was also the most

conformable to public interest
;
and there

was not on any side just ground for doubt

or deliberation : that when these three

princesses were excluded by such solid

reasons, the succession devolved on the

marchioness of Dorset, elder daughter of

the French queen and the duke of

Suffolk :* that the next heir of the mar-

chioness was the lady Jane Gray, a lady
of the most amiable character, accom-

plished by the best education, both in

literature and religion ; and every way
worthv of a crown : and that even if her

title by blood were doubtful, whicli there

was no just reason to pretend, the king
was possessed of the same power that his

father enjoyed, and might leave her the

crown by letters patent. These reasonings
made impression on the young prince ;

and, above all, his zealous attachment to

the protestant religion made him appre-
hend the consequences if so bigotted a

catholic as his sister Mary should succeed

to the throne : and though he bore a

tender affection to the lady Elizabeth, who
was liable to no such objection, means
were found to persuade him that he could

not exclude the one sister on account of

illegitimacy without giving also an exclu-

sion to the other.

Northumberland, finding that his argu-
ments were likely to operate on the king,

began to prepare the other parts of his

scheme. Two sons of the duke of Suffolk

* The Princess Mary, daughter of Henry VII.,

who became the consort of Lewis XII., and imme-

vof.. I. Oh

by a second wife having died this season]
of the sweating sickness, that title was

extinct ; and Northumberland engaged the

king to bestow it on the marcjuis of Dorset.

By means of this favour, and of others

which he conferred on him, he persuaded
the new duke of Suffolk and the duchess

to give tlieir daughter, the lady Jane, in

marriage to his fourth son, the lord Guil-

foid Dudley. In order to fortify himself

by further alliances, he negociated a mar-

riage between the lady Catherine Gray.
second daughter of Suffolk, and lord

Herbert, eldest son of the earl of Pem-
broke : he also married his own daughter
to lord Hastings, eldest son of the earl of

Huntingdon. These marriages were so-

lemnised with great pomp and festivity;
and the people, who hated Northumber-

land, could not forbear expressing their

indignation at seeing such public demon-
strations of joy during the languishing
state of the young prince's health.

EDWARD'S LAST ILLNESS AND
DKATH.

'I'he niar-

l|lliM of

llnr-ii't is

iiimie tluko

uf Suffolk.

Edward had been seized in the foregoin

year, first with the measles, then with the

small-pox ;
but having recovered, the

natioM entertained hopes that they would

only serve to confirm his health
;
and he

afterwards made a progress through some

parts of the kingdom. It was suspected
that he had there overheated himself in

exercise : he was seized with a cough,
which proved obstinate, and gave way
neither to regimen nor medicines : several

fatal symptoms of a consumption ap-

peared ;
and though it was hoped, that as

the season advanced, his youth and tempe-
rance might get the better of the malady,
men saw with great concern his bloom and

vigour decay The general attachment to

the voung prince, joined to the hatred

borne the Dudleys, made it be remarked

that Edward had every moment declined

in health from the time that Robert Dud-

ley had been put about him in quality of

irentleman of the bedchamber.

diately after that monarch's decease, married Charles

Braudon, duke nf Suffolk.—Ed.
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The languishing state of Edward's health

made Northumberland the more intent

on the execution of his project. He re-

moved all except his own emissaries from

about the king: he himself attended him

with the greatest assiduity : he pretended
the most anxious concern for his health

and welfare
;
and by all these artifices he

prevailed on the young prince to give his

tinal consent to the settlement projected.

(Sir Edward Montague, chief justice of the

common pleas, Sir John Baker, and Sir

Thomas Bromley, two judges, with the

attorney and solicitor-general, were sum-
moned to the council ; where, after the

minutes of the intended deed were read to

them, the king required them to draw
them up in the form of letters patent.

They hesitated to obey, and desired time

to consider of it. The more they reflected,

the greater danger they found in compli-
ance. The settlement of the crown by
Henry VHI. had been made in conse-

quence of an act of parliament ; and by
another act, passed in the beginning of this

reign, it was declared treason in any of the

heirs, their aiders or abettors, to attempt
on the right of another, or change the

order of succession. The judges pleaded
these reasons before the council. They
urged, that such a patent as was intended

would be entirely invalid
;
that it would

subject, not only the judges who drew it,

but every counsellor who signed it, to the

pains of treason
;
and that the only pro-

per expedient, both for giving sanction to

the new settlement, and freeing its parti-
sans from danger, was to summon a par-
liament, and to obtain the consent of that

assembly. The king said, that he intended

afterwards to follow that method, and
would call a parliament, in which he pur-
posed to have his settlement ratified ; but
in the mean time he required the judges,
on their allegiance, to draw the patent in

the form required : the council told the

judges that their refusal would subject all

of them to the pains of treason. North-
umberland gave to Montague the appella-
tion of traitor ; and said that he would

* One point of the duke's policy must not be

forgotten, that fearing what troubles the lady Mary
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in his shirt fight any man in so just a

cause as that of lady Jane's succession.

The judges were reduced to great difficul-

ties between the dangers from the law,

and those which arose from the violence

of present power and authority.
The arguments were canvassed in seve-

ral different meetings between the council

and the judges ;
and no solution could be

found of the difficulties. At last, Mon-

tague proposed an expedient, which satis-

fied both his brethren and the counsellors :

he desired that a special commission
should be passed by the king and council,

requiring the judges should draw a patent
for the new settlement of the crown, and
that a pardon should immediately after be

granted them for any offence which they

might have incurred by their compliance.
When the patent was drawn, and brought
to the bishop of Ely, chancellor, in order

to have the great seal affixed to it, this

prelate required that all the judges should

previously sign it. Gosnald at first re-

fused
; and it was with much difficulty

that he was prevailed on, by the violent

menaces of Northumberland, to comply ;

but the constancy of Sir James Hales,

who, though a zealous protestant, preferred

justice to the prejudices of his party,
could not be shaken by any expedient. The
chancellor next required that all the privy
counsellors should set their hands to the

patent ; the intrigues of Northumberland,
or the fears of his violence, were so pre-
valent, that the counsellors complied with

this demand [June 21]. Cranmer alone

hesitated during some time, but at last

yielded to the earnest and pathetic en-

treaties of the king : Cecil, at that time

secretary of state, pretended afterwards

that he only signed as witness to the

king's subscription : and thus, by the

king's letters patent, the two princesses,

Mary and Elizabeth were set aside
; and

the crown was settled on the heirs of the

duchess of Suffolk
;

for the duchess her-

self was content to give place to her

daughters.*
After this settlement was made, with so

might raise after the king's decease, if she should be

at liberty, he therefore, seeing the king drawing on,
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many inauspicious circumstances, Edward

visibly declined every day ; and small

hopes were entertained of his recovery.
To make matters worse, his phvsicians
were dismissed by Northumberland's ad-

vice, and by an order of council
;
and he

was put into the hands of an ignorant
woman, who undertook in a little time to

restore him to his former state of health.

After the use of her medicines, all the bad

symptoms increased : he felt a ditliculty of

speech and breathing ;
his pulse failed,

his legs swelled, his colour became livid
;

and many other symptoms appeared of his

approaching end. He expired at Green-

wich, in the sixteenth year of his age, and
the seventh of his reign [July G].*

All the English historians dwell with

pleasure on the excellent qualities of this

young prince, whom the flattering pro-
mises of hope, joined to many real virtues,
had made an object of tender affection.

He possessed mildness of disposition,

apphcation to study and business, a capa-

city to learn and judge, and an attachment
to equity and justice : he seems only to

have contracted from his education, and
from the genius of the age in which he

lived, a narrow prepossession of matters
of religion, which made him incline some-
what to bigotry and persecution : but as

the bigotry of protestants, less governed
by priests, lies under more restraints than
that of catholics, the effects of this malig-
nant quality were the less to be appre-
hended if a longer life had been granted to

young Edward, t

used all means possible to get her within his power ;

to which end letters were directed to her in the

king's name from the council, willing her forthwith

to repair to the king, as well to be a comfort to him
in his sickness, as to see all matters well ordered

about his person. Whereupon the lady, suspecting

nothing, addressed herself with all speed to the

journey, till being upon the way, she was advertised

of the duke's design, and thus she returned to her

house at Hovesden, and so escaped the snare."—
Baker.—Ed.
* His last moments, happier than those of his

father, are thus described :
—"The hour before his

death, he was overheard to pray thus by himself,
' O Lord God, deliver me out of this miserable and
wretched life. O Lord, thou knowest how happy it

were for me to be with thee ; yet for thy chosen's

sake, if it be thy will, send me life and health, that I

CHAPTER XXXVI.

M A R Y.

1553.

INTRIGUES OF NOKTHUMBEULAND.— LAD-^'

JANE GRAY PROCLAIMED QLEEN. SHE
IS DESERTED, AND THE QUEEN ACKNOW-
LEDGED. NORTHUMBERLAND EXECUTED.

CATHOLIC RELIGION RESTORED. A

PARLIAMENT. DELIBERATIONS WITK
REGARD TO THE QUEEN's .MARRIAGE.

queen's MARRIAGE WITH PHILIP AD-
JUSTED. WYAt's insurrection. EX-

ECUTION OF LADY JANE GRAY. A PAR-
LIAMENT.—Philip's arrival in Eng-
land.

INTRIGUES OF NORTHUMBER-
LAND.

The title of the princess Mary, after the

demise of her brother, was not exposed to' „ ,J 11 i-n- w 11 1 .
I JfarystiHe

any considerable dilhculty ; and the objec- tnti.e

tions started by the lady Jane's partisansjmrobjicted
were unheard of bv the nation. Thoush' '".'!'"'*... ~

, nation.

all the protestants, and even many of the

catholics, believed the marriage of Henry
VIII. with Catherine of Arragon to be
unlawful

; yet, as it had been contracted by
the parties without any criminal intention,
had been avowed by their parents, recog-
nised by the nation, and seemingly founded
on those principles of law and religion
which then prevailed, few imagined that

may truly serve thee. Lord God, save thy chosen

people of England, and defend this realm from

papistry, and maintain thy true religion, that I and

my people may praise thy holy name for thy son

Jesus Christ's sake.' So turning his face, and seeing
some one by him, he said,

'
I thought you had not

been so nigh.'
'

Yes,' said Dr. Owen, ' we heard

you speak to yourself.'
' Then,' said the king,

'
I was

praying to God ; O, I am faint ;
Lord have mercy

upon me and receive my spirit :' and in so saying,
he gave up the ghost."

—Baker.—Ed.

f The establishment of Christ's Hospital and
several other benevolent institutions, the metro-

polis owes to this youthful monarch. Many im-

provements were effected in the course of this brief

reign. Among them, it may be mentioned, a high-
road was made to Kilbum, by Sir Rowland Hill,

lord mayor of London.—Ed.
7G7
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their issue ought to be regarded as illegi-

timate. A declaration to that purpose
had indeed been extorted from parliament

by the usual violence of Henry ;
but as

that monarch had been induced to restore

his daughter to the right of succession,' her

title was now become as legal and parlia-

mentary as it was ever esteemed just and

natural. The public had long been fami-

liarised to these sentiments : during all the

reign of Edward, the princess was regarded
as his lawful successor ;

and though the

protestants dreaded the effects of her pre-

judices, the extreme hatred entertained

against the Dudleys, who men foresaw

would, under the name of Jane, be the real

sovereigns, was more than sufficient to

counterbalance, even with that party, the

attachment to religion. This last attempt
to violate the order of succession had dis-

plaj-ed Northumberland's ambition and

injustice in a full light ;
and when the

people reflected on the long train of fraud,

iniquity, and cruelty, by which that project
had been conducted

;
that the lives of the

two Seymours, as well as the title of the prin-

cesses,,had been sacrificed to it
; they were

moved to exert themselves in opposition to

such criminal enterprises. The miseries of

the ancient civil wars were not so entirely

forgotten, that men were willing, by a de-

parture from the lawful heir, to incur the

danger of like bloodshed and confusion.

LADY JANE GRAY IS RAISED TO
THE THRONE.

Northumberland, sensible of the oppo-
sition which he must expect, had carefully
concealed the destination made by the

king ; and in order to bring the two prin-
cesses into his power, he had engaged the

council, before Edward's death, to write

to them in that prince's name, desiring

* The princess Elizabeth, who had received a
ike invitation, was warned of the danger in time, it

has been surmised, by Sir William Cecil.

f In reply to this communication,
" The lords an-

swered, that for what they did they had good warrant,
not only by king Edward's last will, but by the laws
f the land, and considering her mother's divorce and

iier own illegitimation, and therefore required her to

iubmit herself to queen Jane, being now her sove-

reign. This letter was written from the Tower of
768

their attendance, on pretence that his in-

firm state of health required their counsel

and the consolation of their company.
Edward expired before their arrival ; but

Northumberland kept the king's death

still secret ; and the lady Mary had already
reached Hoddesdon, within half a day's

journey of the court. Happily, the earl

of Arundel sent her private intelligence
both of her brother's death and of the

conspiracy formed against her.* She im-

mediately made haste to retire
;
and she

arrived, by quick journies, first at Ken-

ninghall in Norfolk, then at Framlingham
in Suffolk, where she purposed to embark
and escape to Flanders, in case she should

find it impossible to defend her right of

succession. She wrote letters to the no

bility and most considerable gentry in

every county, commanding them to assist

her in the defence of her crown and per
son : and she despatched a message to the

council, by which she notified to them
that her brother's death was no longer a

secret, promised them pardon for past

offences, and required them immediately
to give orders for proclaiming her in

London. t

LADY JANE GRAY PROCLAIMED
QUEEN.

Northumberland found that farther dis

simulation was fruitless. He went to

Sion-house, accompanied by the duke of

Suftblk, the earl of Pembroke, and others

of the nobility ; and he approached the lady
Jane, who resided there, with all the re-

spect usually paid to the sovereign. Jane
was in a great measure ignorant of these

transactions ;
and it was with equal grief

and surprise that she received intelligence
of them. She was a lady of an amiable

person, an engaging disposition, and ac-

They are

invited to

assist the

king-

London, under the hands of these that follow :
—

Thomas, archbishop of Canterbury ; Thomas Ely,
chancellor

; William, marquis of Winchester
; John,

earl of Bedford ; Henry, duke of Suffolk
; Francis,

earl of Shrewsbury ; John, duke of Northumber-
land ; William, earl of Pembroke; Thomns. Lord

Darcy, lord chamberlain
; Cobham, Rich, Hunting-

don, Cheney, John Gates, William Peter, William
Cecil, John Clerk, Mason, Edward North, and
Robert Bowes."—Baker.—Ed.
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coiuplislied parts ; and beiiii; of an equal
age Willi the late king, she had received

all her education with him, and seenieu

even to possess greater t'acililv in acquirini;

every part of manly and polite literature.

She had attained a familiar knowledi,^e of

the Roman and Greek languages, besides

modern tongues ; had passed most of her

time in an application to learning ; and

expressed a great indifference for other

occupations and

Ascham, tutor to the lady

having one day paid her a visit, tbund her

employed in reading Plato, while tiie rest

jof
the family were engaged in a partv of

jhunting
in the park; and on his admiring

the singularity of her choice, she told him

|that she received more pleasure from that

author than the others could reap Irom all

their sport and gaiety. Her heart, lull ot

this passion for literature and the elegant
arts, and of tenderness towards her hus-

band, who was deserving of her affections,

had never opened itself to the tiattering
allurements of ambition. She even re-

fused to accept of the throne
; pleaded

the preferable title of the two princesses ;

expressed her dread of the conseuuences

attending an enterprise so dangerous ; and
desired to remain in the private station in

which she was born. Overcome at last

by the entreaties, rather than the reasons

of her father and father-in-law, and of her

husband, she was prevailed on to relin-

quish her own judgment. It was then

usual for the kings of England, after their

accession, to pass the first days in the

Tower
; and Northumberland immediately

conveyed thither the new sovereign. All

the counsellors were obliged to attend her

to that fortress ; and by these means be-

came in reality prisoners in the hands of

Northumberland. Orders w^ere given by
the council to proclaim Jane throughout
the kingdom ; but these orders were exe-

cuted only in London and the neighbour-
hood. No applause ensued : the people
heard the proclamation with silence and
concern : some even expressed their scorn

and contempt ;
and one Pot, a vintner's

apprentice, was severely punished for this

ottence. The protestant teachers them-

selves, who were employed to convince
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the people of Jane's title, found their

elociuenee fruitless ; and Ridley, bishop ot

London, who preached a sermon to that

purpose, wrought no c fleet on his audience.

The people of Suliblk, meanwhile, paid
their attendance on Mary. As they were
much attached lo the relormcd communion,
they could not forbear, amidst their tenders
ot duty, e\]iressiiig apprehensions for their

religion ; but when she assured them that
she never meant to change the laws ol

Edward, they enlisted themselves in her
cause with zeal and affection. The nobility
and gentry daily flocked to her, and brought
her reinforcements : the earls of ]5ath and

Sussex, the eldest sons of loid Wharton
and lord jMordaunt, Sir William Drury,
Sir Henry Benningtield, Sir Henry Jer

negan, jjersons whose interest lay in the

neighbourhood, appeared at the head of

their tenants and retainers. Sir Edward

Hastings, brother to the earl of Hunting
don, having received a commission from
the council to make levies for the lady
Jane in Buckinghamshire, carried over his

troops, w^liich amounted to four thousand

men, and joined ALiry. Even a fleet

which had been sent by Northumberland
to lie ofl' the coast of Suffolk, being forced

into Yarmouth by a storm, was engaged
to declare for that princess.

Northumberland, hitherto blinded by
ambition, saw at last the danger gather
round him, and knew not to what hand to

turn himself. He had levied forces, which

were assembled at London
;
but dreading

the cabals of the courtiers and counsellors,

he was resolved to keep near the person
of the lady Jane, and sent Suffolk to com-
mand the army : but the counsellors, who
wished to remove him, working on the

filial tenderness of Jane, magnifled to her

the danger to which her father would be

exposed ; and represented that Northum-

berland, who had gained reputation by

formerly suppressing a rebellion in those

parts, was more proper to command in

that enterprise. The duke himself, who
knew the slender capacity of Suffolk,

began to think that none but himself was

able to encounter the present danger ;
and

he agreed to take on him the command
of the troops. The counsellors attended

Tlie people
rr;;iiul hor
with L-ulU-

UCaii.

The nolii-

lilv siipfHjrt

Miirv.

Sfari-'s
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strcut^th.
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Northum-
berland
notes the

inditference

of the peo

pie.

He writes

to the

council for

a reinfurce

menu

on him at his departure with the highest

protestations
of attachment ;

and none

more than Arundel, his mortal eneniy.

As he went along, he remarked the dis-

affection of the people, which foreboded a

fatal issue to his ambitious hopes.
'

Manj','

said he to lord Gray,
' come out to look

at us, but I find not one who cries, God

speed you !'*

QUEEN MARY IS RECEIVED AS
THE TRUE SOVEREIGN.

The duke had no sooner reached St. Ed-

mondsbury, than he found his army, which

did not exceed six thousand men, too

weak to encounter the queen's, which

amounted to double the number. He
wrote to the council, desiring them to

send him a reinforcement. They left the

tower, as if they meant to execute North-

umberland's commands ;
but being as-

sembled in Baynard's castle, a house

belonKins; to Pembroke, thev deliberated

concerning the method of shaking off his

tyranny. Arundel began the conference

by representing the injustice and cruelty
of Northumberland, the exorbitancy of

his ambition, the criminal enterprise w-hich

he had projected, and the guilt in which

he had involved the whole council
;
and

he affirmed that the only method of

making atonement was by a speedy return

to the duty which they owed to their law-

sovereign. This motion was seconded

by Pembroke, who, clapping his hand to

his sword, swore he was ready to fight any
man that expressed himself of a contrary
sentiment. The mayor and aldermen of

London were immediately sent for, who
discovered great alacrity in obeying the

orders they received to proclaim Mary.
^^^'"'yiThe people expressed their approbation by

shouts : even Suffolk, who commanded in

the Tower, rinding resistance fruitless,

opened the gates, and declared for the

queen. The lady Jane, after the vain

In his ab-

sence the

council pro'
cl.r

"'

* He,
" On the fourteenth of July, set forward on

the journey with eight thousand foot and two thou-
sand horse, and passing through Shoreditch" made
the remark preserved above.—Ed.

f This ambitious nobleman,
"
being then at Bury,

and seeing how the world went, thought it his best
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pageantry of v;earing a crown during ten

days, returned to a private life with more
satisfaction than she felt when the royalty
was tendered tp her : and the messengers
who were sent to Northumberland with

orders to lay down his arms, found that he
had despaired of success, was deserted by
all his followers, and had already pro-
claimed the queen with exterior marks of

joy and satisfaction.f The people every-
where, on the queen's approach to London,

gave sensible expressions of their loyalty
and attachment ; and the lady Elizabeth

met her at the head of one thousand

horse, which that princess had levied in

order to support their joint title against
the usurper.

NORTHUMBERLAND IS EXE-
CUTED.

The queen gave orders for taking into

custody the duke of Northumberland, who
fell on his knees to the earl of Arundel
who arrested him, and abjectly begged his

life : at the same time were committed the

earl of Warwick his eldest son, lord Am
brose, and lord Henry Dudley two of his

younger sons, Sir Andrew Dudley his

brother, the marquis of Northampton, the

earl of Huntingdon, Sir Thomas Palmer,
and Sir John Gates. The queen after-

wards confined the duke of Suffolk, lady
Jane Gray, and lord Guilford Dudley : but

Mary was desirous, in the beginning of her

reign, to acquire popularity by the appear-
ance of clemency ;

and because the coun-

sellors pleaded constraint as an excuse

for their treason, she extended her pardon
to most of them : Suffolk recovered his

liberty ;
and he owed this indulgence in

a great measure to the contempt enter-

tained of his capacity ; but the guilt of

Northumberland was too great, as well as

his ambition and courage too dangerous,
to permit him to entertain any reasonable

hopes of life. When brought to his trial,

The lady
Jane re-

turns to a

private life.

Mary enters

London in

triumph.

Course to turn with the stream, and thereupon re

turning to Cambridge he took the mayor of the

town with him into the market-place, and then him-

self, for want of a herald, proclaimed the lady Maiy
queen, andin sign of joy threw up his cap."— Baker,
—Ed.
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he only desired permission to ask two

jquestions
of the peers ; wliether a man

icould be guilty of treason tliat obeyed
lorders mven bim bv tlic council under tbe

i>rd(r9

^vinundirjgreat Seal; and whether those wiio were

h liiinscjf

Bein^ told that the

•''"'-"""
iinvolved in the same auilt witl

.-horitv.

Vorihum-
'..rl.in 1 is

-executed.

seal of an

,w|.crMre could sit as hi.-, iud2:es
ivoinau- great seal of an usurper was no authority,

and that persons not lying under the sen-

tence of attainder, were still innocent in

the eye of the law, and might be admitted
on any jury, he acquiesced, and pleaded

guilty. At his execution [Aug. 22], he
made profession of the catholic religion,
and told the ]ieople tliat they never would

enjoy tranquillity till they returned to the

laith of their ancestors
; whether that

such were his real sentiments, which he
had formerly disguised from interest and
ambition

; or that he hoped by this decla-

ration to render the queen more fiwour-

able to his family.* Sir Thomas Palmer
and Sir John Gates suffered with him

;

and this was all the blood spilled on ac-

count of so dangerous and criminal an

enterprise against the rights of the sove-

reign. Sentence was pronounced against
the lady Jane and lord Guilford

; but wntb-

out any present intention of putting it in

execution. The vouth and innocence of

lemned.

i

Ci.-inlt nor,

T(Ml<t ,1

aii'l Hunner
are liber-

aU-d.

I

Ladv Jane

^irajand

erimsbandjthe pcrsons, neither of whom had reached
uidcon- their seventeenth year, pleaded sufficiently

in their favour.

When Mary first arrived in the tower,
the duke of Norfolk, who had been de-

tained prisoner during all the last reign ;

Courtney, son of the marquis of Exeter,

who, without being charged with any
crime, had been subjected to the same

punishment ever since his father's attaia-

* It was thought that he had some hopes of being
spared up to the last moment. Baker writes,

" He
said the Psalms of Miserere and Dc Profundis, the

Pater no.fter, and six of the first verses of the Psalm
In te dominc speravi, ending with this verse, 'Into

thy hands, O Lord, I commend my spirit ;' and this

said, he looked about him as looking for a pardon,
but none coming, he laid his head down upon the

block and had it stricken off."—Ed.

f
'
Being come to \Van<tead, in Essex, on the

thirtieth of July, the lady Elizabeth, her sister, with

a train of a thousand horse, rode from her place in

the Strand to meet her. On the third of August
the queen rode thiough London to the tower, where,

iler
; Gardiher, Tonstal, and Bonner, who

had been confined lor their adhering to the

catholic cause, implored her clemency
and jirotection. They were restorul to

their liberty, and immediately admitted to

her confidence and favour. Norfolk's

attainder was represented as null and in-

valid
; because, among other informalities,

no special matter had been alleged

against him, except wearing a coat of

arms, which he and his ancestors, without

giving any offence, had ahvavs made use

of, in the f'ace of the court and of the whole
nation.t Courtney soon after received the

title of earl of Devonshire
; and though

educated in close confinement, he soon

acquired all the accomplishments of a

courtier and a gentleman, and made a

considerable figure dur'ng the few years

which he lived. Besides performini: all

those popular acts, which were very ac-

ceptable to the nation, the queen endea-

voured to ingratiate herself with the jnib-
lic by granting a general pardon, though! pu'?d'o"ia

with some exceptions; and by remitting' ^,"",'^f,

the subsidy voted to her brother by the excepuons.

last parliament.
The joy arising from the succession of

the lawful heir, and from the gracious de-

meanour of the sovereign, hindered not

the people from being agitated concerning
the state of religion ; and as the bulk of

the nation inclined to the protestant com-

munion, the apprehensions entertained

concerning the principles and prejudices
of the new queen were pretty general.

The legitimacy of Mary's birtli had ap- J*^^ ^';r'""-

peared to be somewhat connected withl'i"«'nM«ry

the papal authority: and that princess, I ai'ann in the

being educated with her mother, had

A f^eneral

at her entrance, were presented to her. Thomas duke

of Norfolk, Edward lord Courteney, Stephen Gardi-

ner, late bishop of Winchester, and the duchess of

Somerset, who all kneeling down, she kissed them

and said,
' These be my prisoners ;' and caused them

presently to be set at liberty. The next day she

restored the lord Courteney to the marquisate of

Exeter, and the same day also, she not only restored

Stephen Gardiner to his bishoprick of Winchester,
but a few days after made him chancellor of Eng-
land

;
Yet this was the man that had subscribed to

her mother's divorce, and had written books against
the lawfulness of her marriage."

—Baker.—Ed.
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imbibed tbe strongest attachment to the

catholic communion, and the highest aver-

sion to those new tenets, whence she be-

lieved all the misfortunes of her family

had sprung. Naturally of a sour and

obstinate temper, and irritated by contra-

diction and misfortunes, she possessed all

the qualities fitted to compose a bigot ;
and

her extreme ignorance rendered her utterly

incapable of doubt in her own belief, or

of indulgence to the opinions of others.

The nation therefore had great reason to

dread the persecution of the established re-

igion from the zeal of Mary; and it was

not long ere she discovered her intentions.

CATHOLIC RELIGION RESTORED.

Gardiner, Bonner, Tonstal, Day, Heath,

and Vessey were reinstated in their sees,

either by a direct act of power, or what

is nearly the same, by the sentence of

commissioners appointed to review their

trial and condemnation. Though the

bishopric of Durham had been dissolved

by authority of parliament, the queen
erected it anew by letters patent, and re-

placed Tonstal in his regalities as well as

his revenue. On pretence of discouraging

controversy, she silenced, by an act of

prerogative, all the preachers throughout

England, except such as should obtain a

particular license ; and it was easy to fore-

see that none but the catholics would be

favoured with this privilege. Holgate

archbishop of Yorlc, Coverdale bishop of

Exeter, Ridley of London, and Hooper of

Glocester, were thrown into prison ; whi-

ther old Latimer also was sent soon after :

the zealous bishops and priests were en-

couraged in their forwardness to revive

the mass, though contrary to the present
laws. Judge Hales, who had discovered such

constancy in defending the queen's title,

lost all his merit by an opposition to those

illegal practices ; and being committed
to custody, was treated with such cruelty,
that he fell into frenzy, and killed himself.

The men of Suffolk were browbeaten, be-
cause they presumed to plead the promise
which the queen had given them of main-

taining the reformed religion : one in par-
ticular was sent to the pillorv, because he
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The qu«en'»

promises of

toleration

are deemed

had been peremptory in recalling to her

memory the engagements which she had

taken on that occasion ;
and though the

queen still promised, in a public declara-

tion, to tolerate those who differed from

her, men loresaw that this engagement,
like the former, would prove but a feeble valueless.

security when set in opposition to rehgious

prejudices.

PERSECUTION IS COMMENCED.

The merits of Cranmer towards the queen

during the reign of Henry had been consi-

derable ; and he had successfully em-

ployed his good offices in mitigating the

severe prejudices which that monarch had

entertained against her : but the active

part which he had borne in promoting her

mother's divorce, as well as in conducting
the reformation, had made him the object

of her hatred ;
and though Gardiner had

been equally forward in soliciting and de-

fending the divorce, he had afterwards

made sufficient atonement by his sufferings

in defence of the catholic cause. The

primate, therefore, had reason to expect
little favour

;
but it was by his own in

discreet zeal that he brought on himself

the first violence and persecution. A
report being spread, that Cranmer, in

order to pay court to the queen, had

promised to officiate in the Latin service,

the archbishop, to wipe off this aspersion

published a manifesto in his own defence.

Among other expressions, he there said,

that as the devil was a liar from the be

ginning, and the father of lies, he had at

this time stirred up his servants to perse

cute Christ and his true religion : that this

infernal spirit now endeavoured to restore

the Latin satisfactory masses, a thing of

his own device ;
and in order to effect

his purpose, had falsely made use of Cran

mer's name and authority: and that the

mass is not only without foundation, either

in the scriptures or in the practice of the

primitive church, but discovers a plain con

tradiction to antiquity and the inspired writ

ings, and is replete with many horrid bias

phemies. On the pubhcation of his inflam-

matory paper, Cranmer was thrown into

prison, and was tried for the part which

Cranmer
the object
of Mary's
hatred.

He pub-
lishes a

manifesto.

He con-

demns the

ma?s as

blasphe-
mous.

I

I

I
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shared with the whole privy council, and
was even less than that ot" the greater part
of them, this sentence, however severe,

must be allowed entirely legal. The exe-

cution of it did not follow
;
and Cranmer

was reserved for a more cruel punisliinent.*
Peter Martyr, seeing a persecution

gathering against the reformers, desired

leave to withdraw
;
and while some zea-

lous catholics moved for his commitment,
Gardiner both pleaded that he had come
over by an invitation from the government,
and generously furnished him with sup-

plies for his journey : but as bigotted zeal

still increased, his wife's body, which had

been interred at Oxford, was afterwards

dug up by public orders, and buried in a

dunsihill. The bones of Bucer and Fagius,
two foreign reformers, were about the

same time committed to the flames at

Cambridge. John a Lasco was first

silenced, then ordered to depart the king-

dom, with his congregation ;
the greater

part of the foreign protestants followed

him ;
and the nation thereby lost many

useful hands for arts and manufactures
;

several English protestants also took shel-

ter in foreign parts ;
and every thing

bore a dismal aspect for the reformation.

During this revolution of the court, no

protection was expected by protestants

from the parliament, which was summoned
to assemble [Oct. 5] . There still remained

such numbers devoted by opinion or aflVc-

tion to many principles of the ancient

religion, that the authority of the crown

was able to give such candidates the

preference in most elections ;
and all

those who hesitated to comply with the

court religion rather declined taking a

seat, which, while it rendered them ob-

noxious to the queen, could afterwards

afford them no protection against the vio-

lence of prerogative. It soon appeared,

therefore, that a majority of the commons
would be obsequious to Mary's designs ;

and as the peers were mostly attached to

the court, little opposition was expected
from that (juartcr.

In the opening the parliament, the court

showed a contempt of the laws, by cele-

brating before tiie two houses a mass of

the Holy Ghost in the J.atin tongue, at-

tended with all the ancient rites and cere-

monies, though abolished bv act of parlia-
ment. Taylor, bishop of Lincoln, having
refused to kneel at this service, was

severely handled, and was violently thrust

out of the house. The (pieen, however,
still retained the title of supreme head of

the church of England ;
and it was gene-

rally pretended, that the intention of the

court was only to restore religion to the

same condition in which it had been left

by Henry ; but that the other abuses of

popery would never be revived.

The first bill passed by the parliament
was of a popular nature, and abolished

every species of treason not contained in

the statute of Edward III. and every

species of felony that did not subsist before

the first of Henry Mil. The parliament
next declared the queen to be legitimate ;

ratified the marriage of Henry with Cathe-

rine of Arragon ;
and aimulled the divorce

pronounced byCrannier,whom they greatly

blamed on that account : no mention,

however, is made of the jiope's authority,

as any ground of the marriage. All the

statutes of king Edward, with regard to

religion, were re])ealed by one vote. The

attainder of the duke of Norfolk was re-

versed ;
and this act of justice was more

reasonable than the declaring of that at-

tainder invalid without farther authority.

Many clauses of the riot act passed in the

late "reign were revived : a step, which

eluded in a great measure the popular

statute enacted at

parliament.

The two
houses nr©

opened with
u mass.

The laws

ofTainst
treason and

felony are

made leiis

severe.

The divorce

<.f Henry
VI II. and
Catherine 18

annulled.

Clauses of
the riot act

are revived.

the first meeting of

I
* Though acquitted on the charge of high treason,

he was accused cf heresy, and sent back to the

VOL. li. 9 K

THE QUEEN'S MARRIAGE BE-

COMES THE SUBJECT OF
DEBATE.

Notwithstanding the compliance of the

tower. He solicited an interview with Marj-,

which was refused.—Ed.
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two houses with the queen's inclinations,

they had still a reserve in certain articles ;

•and her choice of a husband was of sucli

jimportance to national interest, that they

jwere
determined not to submit tamely in

that respect to her will and pleasure.

jThere
were three marriages, concerning;

which it was supposed that iNIary had de-

liberated after her accession. The iirst

person proposed to her was Courtney, earl

of Devonshire, wiio being an Englishman
nearly allied to the crown, could not fail

of being acceptable to the nation ; and as

he was of an engaging person and address,
he had visibly gained on the queen's af-

fections ; and hints were dropped him of

her favour towards him
;
but that noble-

man neglected these overtures, and
seemed rather to attach himself to the

lady Elizabeth, whose youth and agreeable
conversation he preferred to all the power
and grandeur of her sister. This choice

occasioned a great coldness in Mary to-

wards Devonshire, and made her break
out in a declared animosity against Eliza-

beth. The ancient quarrel between their

mothers had sunk deep into the maliirnant

heart of the queen ; and after the declara-

tion made by parliament in favour of Ca-
tharine's marriage, she wanted not a pre-
tence for representing the birth of her
sister as illegitimate. The attachment of

Elizabeth to the reformed religion offended

Mary's bigotry ;
and as the young princess

had made some difficulty in disguising her

sentiments, violent menaces had been

employed to bring her to compliance : but
when the queen found that Elizabeth had
obstructed her views in a point which

perhaps touched her still more nearly,
her resentment no longer knew aiiy
bounds

; and the princess was exposed to
the greatest danger.

Cardinal Pole, who had never taken

priests' orders, was another party pro-
posed to the queen ;

and there appeared
many reasons to induce her to make choice
of this prelate. The high character of
Pole for virtue and humanity ; the great
regard paid him by the catholic church, of
which he had nearly reached the highest
dignity on the death of Paul III.

; the

Iqueen's affection for the countess of SaHs-
774

bury, his mother, who had once been her

governess ;
the violent animosity to which

he had been exposed on account of his

attachment to the Romish communion ;

all these considerations had a powerful
influence on INIary : but the cardinal was

now in the decline of life
;

and having
contracted habits of study and retirement,

he was represented to her as unqualified
for the bustle of a court, and the hurry of

business. The queen therefore dropped
all thoughts of that alliance : but she still

intended to reap the benefit of his counsel

in the administration of her government.
She secretly entered into a negociation
with Commendone, an agent of cardinal

Dandino, legate at Brussels
;

she sent

assurances to the pope, then Julius III., of

her earnest desire to reconcile herself

and her kingdoms to the holy see
;
and

she desired that Pole might be appointed

legate for the performance of that pious
office.

These two marriages being rejected, the

queen cast her eye towards the emperor's

family, from which her mother was des-

cended, and which had always afforded her

countenance and protection. Charles V.,

who a few years before was almost absolute

master of Germany, had exercised his

power in such an arbitrary manner, that

he save extreme disgust to the nation,

who apprehended the total extinction of

their liberties from the encroachments of

that monarch. Religion had served him
as a pretence for his usurpations ; and
from the same principle he met with that

opposition, which overthrew his grandeur
and dashed all his ambitious hopes.
IMaurice, elector of Saxony, enraged that

the landgrave of Hesse, who, by his ad-

vice and on his assurances, had put him-
self into the emperor's hands, should be

unjustly detained a prisoner, formed a

secret conspiracy among the protestant

princes ;
and suddenly marched his forces

against Charles, and narrowly missed be-

coming master of his person. The pro-
testants flew to arms in every quarter ;

and their insurrection, aided by an invasion

from France^ reduced the emperor to

such difficulties, that he was obliged to

submit to terms of peace, which ensured

A matrimo-
nial ntiinu

with him is

declined.

Jlary seeks
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Kngland to

Rome.

She is in-

clined tc
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Germany.
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To re-

he made an attack on

Mithiiuie France ; and laying siege to Metz, with an
success. army of one hundred thousand men, he

conducted the enterprise in i)erson, ard
seemed determined at all hazards to suc-

ceed in an undertaking wliich had fixed the

attention of Europe ;
but the duke of Guise,

who defended J\letz with a garrison com-

posed of the bravest nobility of France,

exerted such vigilance, conduct, and

valour, tliat the siege was protracted to

the depth of winter
;
and the emperor

found it dangerous to persevere. He re-

tired with the remains of his army into

the Low Countries much dejected with

that reverse, which in his declining years
had so fatally overtaken him.

No sooner did Charles hear of the death

of Edward, and the accession of his kins-

woman Mary to the crown of England,
than he formed the scheme of acquiring
that kingdom to his family ;

and he hoped
by this to balance all tlie losses which he

had sustained in Germany. His son

Philip was a widower; and though he was

only twenty-seven, eleven years younger
than the queen, this objection it was

thought would be overlooked, and there

was no reason to despair of her still having
a numerous issue. The emperor, there-

fore,* sent an agent to signify his intentions

to J\lary ; who, pleased with the support
of so powerful an alliance, and glad to

unite herself more closely with her mo-
ther's familv, to \Yhich she was ever

strongly attached, readily embraced the

proposal. Norfolk, Arundel, and Paget

gave their advice for the match ; and

Gardiner, who was become prime minister,

and who had been promoted to the oftice

of chancellor, finding how' Clary's inclina-

tions lay, seconded the project of the

Spanish alliance. At the same time, he

represented both to her and the emperor
the necessity of stopping all farther inno-

vations in religion till the completion of

the marriage. He obsened that the par-
liament had discovered evident symptoms
of jealousy, and seemed determined to

I Ii' proposes
'

' MlitC

; i:lip his

1 to

- i irv.

Bishop
•Ganliner
fitvours the

project.

* Who himself had been affianced to her many-

years before.—Ed.

! grant no farther concessions in favour of

the catholic religion : that though they

might make a sacrifice of some speculative

principles which they did not well com-

prehend, or of some rights which seemed
not of any great moment, they had ini

bibed such strong ])rcjudices against the

pretended usurpations of the court of Rome,
that they would with great difficulty he

again brought to submit to its authority :

that the danger of resuming the aliijcv lands

would alarm the nobility and gentry, and
induce them to encourage the prejiosses-
sions which were but too gencr;d among
the people, against the doctrine of the

catholic church : that much pains had
been taken to prejudice the nation airainst

the Spanish alliance
; and if that jioinl

were urged at the same time with farther

changes in religion, it would hazard a

general insurrection : that the marriage,

being once completed, would give au-

thority to the queen's measures, and enable

her afterwards to forward the pious
work in which she nas engaged : and that

it was even necessary previously to re-

concile the people to the niarriaire, by

rendering the conditions extremely favour-'

able to the English, and such as would:
' seem to ensure to them their ancient laws

and privileges.
The emperor, well acquainted with the

prudence and experience of Gardiner, as-

sented to all these reasons
; and he en-

deavoured to temper the zeal of Mary by
representing the necessity of proceeding

gradually in the great work of converting
the nation. Hearing that cardinal Pole,

more sincere in his religious opinions, after

having sent contrary advice to the queen,
had set out on his journey to England,
where he was to exercise his legantine
commission ;

he thought proper to stop
him at Dillinghen, a town on the Danube

;

and he afterwards obtained Mary's con-

sent for this detention. The negociation
for the marriage proceeded ; and Mary's
intentions of espousing Philip became

generally known. The commons, who'

hoped that they had gained the queen by
the concessions which they had already

made, were alarmed to hear that she was
resolved to contract a foreign alliance

;
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and they sent a committee to remonstrate

mitte";of in strong terms against that dangerous
the com- imeasure. To prevent farther ap])licationsmons re- I

, . i i i i ^ i.

monstrates of the Same kind, she thought proper to
^""'""

dissolve the parliament [Dec. G].

A convocation had been summoned at

the same time with the parliament ;
and

)the majority here also appeared to be of

the court religion. An offer was very

frankly made by the Romanists, to dispute

concerning the points controverted between

the two communions ;
and as transubstan-

tiation was the article which of all others

they deemed the clearest, they chose to

try their strength by defending it. The

protestants pushed the dispute as far as

the clamour and noise of their antagonists
would permit : and they fondly imagined
that they had obtained some advantage,
when in the course of the debate they

obliged the catholics to avow, that, accord-

ing to their doctrine, Christ had in his

last supper held himself in his hand, and
had swallowed and eaten himself. This tri-

umph, however, was confined only to their

own party : the Romanists maintained, that

their champions had clearly the better dav;
that their adversaries were blind and obsti-

nate heretics. So pleased were they with

their superiority in this favourite point, that

they soon after renewed the dispute at

Oxford
;
and to show that they feared no

force of learning or abilities, where reason

renewed 'It j^as
SO evidently on their side, they sent

Oxford,

j

thither Cranmer, Latimer and Ridley, un-

I'der
a guard, to try whether these renowned

controversialists could find any appear-
ance of argument to defend their baffled

principles. The issue of the debate was

very different from what it appeared to be
a few years before, in a famous conference
held at the same place during the reign of
Edward.

1554.— After the parliament and con-
vocation were dismissed, the new laws
with regard to religion, though they had
been anticipated in most places by the
zeal of the catholics, countenanced by go-

. vernment, were still more openly put in
,T™ma?si9 ,• .1 '

',
r«.esta- cxecutiou : the mass was everywhere re-
biished.

[established ; and marriage was declared to

]be incompatible with any spiritual office.

ill has been asserted by some writers that,

I

The dis

cussion 13

three-fourths of the clergy were at this

time deprived of their livings ; though
other historians, more accurate, have esti-

mated the number of sufferers to be far;

short of this proportion. A visitation was

appointed, to restore more perfectly the

mass and the ancient rites : among other

articles, the commissioners were enjoined
to forbid the oath of supremacy to be
taken by tiie clergy on their receiving any
benefice. It is to be observed that this

oath had been established by the laws of

Henry VIll., which were still in force.

WYAT'S INSURRECTION.

This violent and sudden change of religion

inspired the protestants with great dis-

content
; and even affected indifferent

spectators with concern, by the hardships
to which many individuals were exposed :

but the Spanish match was a point of

more general concern, and diffused uni-

versal apprehensions for the independence
of the nation. To obviate all clamour,
the articles of marriage were drawn as

favourable as possible for the interest, and
even grandeur of England. It was agreed
that, though Philip should have the title

of king, the administration should be en-

tirely in the queen ; that no foreigner
should be capable of enjoying any office in

the kingdom ; that no innovation should
be made in the English laws, customs,
and privileges ;

that Philip should not

carry the queen abroad without her con-

sent, nor any of her children without the

consent of the nobility ;
that sixty thou-

sand pounds a year should be settled as

her jointure ;
that the male issue of this

marriage should inherit, together with Eng-
land, both Burgundy and the Low Coun-
tries ; and that if Don Carlos, Philip's
son by his former marriage, should die,

and his hne be extinct, the queen's issue

should inherit Spain, Sicily, Milan, and
all the other dominions of Philip. Such
was the treaty of marriage signed by count

Egraont, and three other ambassadors
sent over to England by the emperor
[Jan. 15].

These articles gave no satisfaction to

the nation. It was universally said, that
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the emperor, in order to get possession ol

England, would verbally airree to any
terms ; and tlic a;reatcr advantajxe there

appeared in the conditions, the more

certainly might it be concluded that he

had no serious intention of observiui;;

them : that the usual fraud and ambition

of that monarch might assure the nation

of such a conduct
;
and his son Philip,

while he inherited these vices from his

father, added to them tyranny, snllenness,

pride, and barbarity, more dangerous vices

of his own : that England would become a

province to a kingdom which usually
exercised the most violent authority over

all her dependant dominions : that the

Netherlands, Milan, Sicily, Naples, groaned
under the burden of Sjianish tyranny, and

throughout all the new conc|uests in Ame-
rica, there had been displayed scenes of

unrelenting cruelty, hitherto unknown in

the history of mankind : that the inqui-
sition was a tribunal invented by that

tyrannical nation ; and would infallibly be

introduced into England : and that the

divided sentiments of the people would

subject multitudes to this iniquitous tri-

bunal, and reduce the whole nation to the

most abject servitude.

These complaints being diffused every-

where, prepared the people for a rebellion
;

and had any foreign power given them

encouragement, or any great man appeared
to head them, the consequences miirht have

proved fatal to the queen's authority : but

the king of France, though engaged in

hostilities with the emperor, refused to

concur in any proposal for an insurrec-

tion, lest he should afibrd Mary a pretence
for declaring war a2:aiiist him

;
and the

more prudent part of the nobihty thought
that as the evils of the Spanish alliance

were only dreaded at a distance, matters

were not yet fully prepared for a general
revolt. Some persons believed that it

would be safer to prevent than to redress

grievances ;
and they formed a conspiracy

to rise in arms, and declare against the

queen's marriage with Philip. Sir Thomas

* Wyat was an.Kious to avoid giving offence, and

forbade his followers to pillage. But a body of men
so in-egularlv collected together, and so little dis-

voL. r. I-

An rxtt'n-

sive
i-i>nsiii-

rncy ih

formed .

Wyat purposed to raise Kent ; Sir Peter

Carew, Dovnn-Iiire ; and tliev engaged the

duke of Sutlulk, by the hopes of rccover-

\ui: the crown for the lady J;.ne, to attemjit

raising the midland counties. Carew's

impatience or apprehension engaged him
to break the concert, and to rise in arms
before the day appointed : he was soon

suppressed by the < arl of Bedford, and

conslniined to flv into Fiance. On this

intelliij:ence, Suffolk, dreading an arrest,

suddenly left the town, with his brothers

loid Thomas and lord Leonard Gray ;
and

endeavoured to raise the people in the

counties of Warwick and Leicester, where

his interest lay ; but he was so closely

l)ursucd by the earl of Huntingdon, at the

head of three hundred horse, that he was

obliged to disperse his followers
;
and being

discovered, he was carried prisoner to Lon-

don. Wyat was attirst more successful in his

attempt ; and, havinir puMished a deciaia

tion at ^laidstone in Kent against the

queen's evil counsellors and against the

Spanish match, without any mention of

religion, the ])eople began to flock to his

standard. The duke of Norfolk, with

Sir TTenrv .Ternegan, was sent against him,

at the head of the guards and some other

troops, with five hundred Londoners com-

manded bv T5ret: and became within sight

of the rebels at Rochester, where they had

fixed their headquarters. Sir George Harper
here pretended to 'desert; but having
secretlv ijained J5ret, tliese two malcoiucnts|sont»painsi

the ribelx,

po over to

them.

Sir Thtinias

Wyat ap
]K'ars ill

arms.

A body of

Loiuloncrfi,

SO wrought on the Londoners, that the

whole body deserted to Wyat, and declared

that they would not contribute to enslave

their native country. Norfolk, dreading
the contagion of the example, immediately
retreated with his troops, and took shelter

in the city.

After this proof of the dispositions of the

people, especiiilly of the Londoners, who

were mostly protestants, Wyat was en-

couraged to proceed.* He led his forces to vance.ito-

Southwark, where he required of the ciueen ".""don

that she should put the tower into his

hands, should deliver four counsellors as

Wyat ad-

ciplined, conld not refrain from many excesses. The

bishop of Winchester's house in Southwark was

wantonly phmdered. Not only did the rioters feast
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hostages, and, to ensure the Hberty of the

nicausruh! nation, immediately marry an Englishman.

frmnSou"h- Finding that the bridge was secured, and
wark. that the city was overawed, he marched up

to Kingston, where he passed the river with

four thousand men
;
and returning towards

London, hoped to encourage his partizans,

who had en2a<red to declare for him.* He
had imprudently wasted so much time at

Southwark, and in his march from King-
ston, that the critical season, on which all

popular commotions depend, was entirely
lost

; though he entered Westminster
without resistance, his followers, finding
that no person of note joined him, insen-

sibly fell off, and he was at last seized near

Temple-bar by Sir Maurice Berkely
[Feb. 6.] . Four hundred persons are said to

have suffered for this rebellion : four hun-

dred more were conducted before the queen
with ropes about their necks

; and falling

on their knees, received a pardon, and

were dismissed : Wyat was condemned
and executed. As it had been reported

that, on his examination, he had accused

the lady Elizabeth and the earl of Devon-
shire as accomplices, he took care on the

scaftbld, before the whole people, fully
to acquit them of having any share in his

rebellion.

The lady Elizabeth had been, during
some time, treated with great harshness

by her sister ; and many studied instances

of disrespect had been practised against
her. She was ordered to take place at

court after the countess of Lenox and the

duchess of Suffolk, as if she were not

legitimate : her friends were discounten-

anced : and while her virtues drew to her

the attendance of all the young nobility,
and rendered her the favourite of the

nation, the malevolence of the queen still

discovered itself every day by fresh symp-
toms, and obliged the princess to retire

into the country. Mary seized the oppor-

on the wines and provisions which it contained,
but they destroyed his valuable library, so that, ac-

cording to Stow, men might have walked "
up to

their knees in leaves of books."—Ed.
* London bridge secured against him,the next bridge

to it was that of Kingston. On his arrival there, at

four o' clock in the afternoon of the 6th of February,
he found that thirty feet of the bridge had been
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tunity of this rebellion; and hoping tOi
,

involve her sister in some appearance of

guilt, sent for her under a strong guard
committed her to the tower, and ordered

her to be strictly examined : but the public
declaration made by Wyat rendered it im-

practicable to empioy-against her any false

evidence which might have ofJcred ; and
the princess made so good a defence, that

the queen found herself under a necessity
of releasing her. In order to send her out

of the kingdom, a marriage was offered her

with the duke of Savoy ; and when she

declined the proposal, she was committed
to custody under a strong guard at Wood-
stock. The earl of Devonshire, though
equally innocent, was confined in Fother-

ingay castle.

LADY JANE GRAY AND HER HUS-
BAND ARE PUT TO DEATH.

But this rebellion proved still more fatal

to the lady Jane Gray, as well as to her

husband : the duke oi' Suffolk's guilt was

imputed to her ;
and though the rebels

seemed chiefly to rest their hopes on the

the lady Elizabeth and the earl of Devon-

shire, the queen, incapable of clemency,
determined to remove every person from

whom the least danger could be appre-
hended. Warning was given the lady

Jane to prepare for death ; a doom which

she had long expected, and which the in-

nocence of her life, as well as the mis-

fortunes to which she had been exposed,
rendered no wise unwelcome to her. The

queen's zeal, under colour of tender mercy
to the prisoner's soul, induced her to send

divines, who harassed her with perpetual

disputation ;
and even a reprieve for three

days was granted her, in hopes that she

would be persuaded during that time to

pay, by a timely conversion, some regard

to her eternal welfare. The lady Jane

broken down, and a body of armed men opposed his

further progress. They offered but a feeble resis-

tance, and retreated before his guns, and by eleven

o'clock at night, he succeeded in getting the bridge

so far restored that his troops could proceed, and he

immediately marched for London, but made some

unnecessary pauses by the way.
—Ed.
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I

She alily

I

ilereii.ls her

l\iith.

had presence of inind, not only to defend

her reHu,ion, bv all the topics then in use,

but also to write a letter to her sister in

the Greek languas^e ;
in whicli, besides

sending her a copy of the scriptures in

that tongue, she exhorted her to maintain,

in every fortune, a like steady perse-
verance.* On the day of her execution

[Feb. 12.], her husband, lord Guilford,

desired permission to see her
;

but she

urdGuii- l'"ef»sed her consent ; and informed him by
rJ is

,a message, that the tenderness of their

'irtTn-ln- parting would overcome the fortitude of

iajj'jant
botli, aud would too mucli unbend their

iminds from that constancy which their

approaching end required of them. Their

separation, she said, would only be for a

moment ;
and they would soon rejoin each

other in a scene where their affections

would be for ever united, and where death,

disappointment, and misfortunes could no

longer disturb their eternal felicity.

It had been intended to execute the

lady Jane and lord Guilford together on

the same scaftbld at tower-hill ;
but the

council, dreading the compassion of the

people for their youth, beauty, innocence,

and noble birth, changed their orders, and

-ether, gave directions that she should be beheaded

within the verge of the tower. She saw

her husband led to execution
;
and having

"iven him from the window some token of

I; iscrlcred
liiat they
^'uill not

* It is impossible not to admire the strength of

mind displayed by the interesting sufferer, on the

occasion adverted to in the text, in an interview

which she had with Dr. Fecknam ; who, two days
before her execution, visited her in prison to instruct

her in the true faith. The lady, in the conference,

produced most cogent arguments in favour of the

belief she professed, which were supported with

great aptness of quotation. Speaking of the sacra-

ment of the Lord's supper, theii' conversation ran

thus :

Feck.—In that sacrament do you not receive the

very body and blood of Christ ?

Jane—I think that at the supper I receive neither

flesh nor blood, but bread and wine ; which bread

when it is broken, and the wine when it is drunken,

putteth me in mind how that for my sins the body of

Christ was broken, and bis blood shed on the cross
;

and with that bread and wine I receive the benefits

th.it come by the breaking of his body and shedding
of his blood for our sins on the cross.

Feck.—Why. doth not Christ speak these words,

"Take, eat, this is my body?' require ynu any

plainer words ? doth he not say it is his body r

her remembrance, she waited with tran-

([uillity till her own ap[)ointed hour should

bring her to a like fate : she even saw his

headless body carried back in a cart
; and

found herself n)orc contirmed hv the re-

ports which she heard of the constancy ol

his end, than shaken by so melancholy a

spectacle. Sir John Gage, constable" of

llie
towcr,^ when he led her to execution,

desired her to bestow on him some small

present, which he might keep as a memo-
rial of her: she gave him her table-book,
on which she had just written three sen-
tences on seeing her husband's dead liody ;

one in Greek, another in Latin, a third in

English. The purport of them was, tbat

human justice was against his body, but
divine mercy would be favourable to his

soul
; that if her fault deserved punish-

ment, her youth at least, and her impru-
dence were worthy of excuse ; and that

God and posterity, she trusted, would
shew- her favour. On the scaffold she
made a speech to the by-standers; in

which the mildness of her disposition led

her to take tbe blame wholly on herself,

without uttering one complaint agaiifst the

severity with which she had been treated.

She said that her offence was not the hav-

ing laid her hand on the crown, but the

not rejecting it with sufficient constancv:

that she had less erred through ambition

Jane.—I grant he saith so ; and so he saith,
"
I am

the vine,"
"

I am the door,'' but he is never the more
for that the door nor the vine. Doth not St. Paid say,
"He calleth things that are not as though they
were?' God forbid that I should say that I eat the

very natural body and blood of Christ, for then,

either I should phick away my redemption, or else

there were two bodies, or two Christs. One body
was tormented on the cro.ss : and if they did eat

another body, then had he two bodies
; or if his body

were eaten, then was it not broken upon the cross :

or if it were broken upon the cross, it was not eaten

of his disciples.
« « * « *

But I pray you to answer me this question, where

was Christ when he said, "Take eat, this is my body;'
was he not at the table when he said so ? He was

at that time alive, and suffered not till the next day.
What took he but bread ? what brake he but bread ?

and what gave he but bread ? look, what he took he

brake ; and look, what he brake he gave ; and look,

what he gave they did eat, and all this while he

himself was alive, and at supper, before his disciples,

or else they were deceived.—fStatc Trials.—Ed.
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than through reverence to her parents :

that she willingly received death as the

only satisfaction which she could now

make to the injured state ;
and though

her infringement of the laws had been con-

strained, she should show, by her voluntary

ubmission to their sentence, that she was

desirous to atone for that disobedience: that

she had justly deserved this punishment,
for being made the unwilling instrument

of the ambition of others : and that the

story of her life, she hoped, might be use-

ful, by proving that innocence excuses

not great misdeeds, if they tend to the

destruction of the commonwealth. After

uttering these words, she caused herself

to be disrobed by her women
;
and with a

* The calmness and fortitude of the youthful vic-

tim could not be surpassed.
"
Kneeling down she

said the Miserere in English, after which she stood

up, and gave her women, Mrs. Elizabeth Tilney, and

Mrs. Helen, her gloves and her handkerchief; and

to the lieutenant of the Tower, whom Heylin calls

sir John Gage, but Holinshed, Bridges, her prayer-
book. When she untied her gown, the executioner

offered to assist her, but she desired him to let her

alone
;
and turning to her women they undressed,

and gave her a handkerchief to bind about her eyes.
The executioner kneeling desired her pardon ; to

which she answered ' most willingly.' He desired

her to stand upon the straw, which bringing her

within sight of the block, she said, I pray dispatch
me quickly ; adding presently after. Will you take

it off before I lay me down } the executioneer said.

No madam : upon this, the handkerchief being
bound close over her eyes, she began to feel for

the block, to which she was guided by one of the

spectators ; when she felt it she stretched herself

forward and said, Lord, into thy hands I commend

my spirit, and immediately, at one stroke, her head
was divided from her body."

—State Trials —Ed.

f In connexion with the melancholy end of this

nobleman, we find a remarkable instance of the

queen's zeal or bigotry, which forced a catholic

minister to interrupt the last moments of a dying
protestant. "On Friday the 23rd of Feb. 1554,
about nine of the clock in the forenoon, the lord

Henry Gray, duke of Suffolk, was brought forth of

the Tower of London, unto the scaffold on the

Tower-hill, with a great company, &.c. and in his

coming thither, there accompanied him doctor Wes-
ton as his ghostly father, notwithstanding, as it

should seem, against the will of the said duke. For
when the duke went up to the scaffold, the said

Weston being on the left hand, pleased to go up
with him. The duke with his hand, put him down
again off the stairs : and Weston, taking hold of the

duke, forced him down likewise. And as they as-

cended the second time, the duke again put him
down.—Then Weston said that it was the queen's
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steady serene countenance submitted her-

self to the executioner.*

The duke of Suffolk was tried, con-

demned, and executed soon after ; and

would have met with more compassion,
had not his temerity been the cause of his

daughter's untimely end.f Lord Thomas

Gray lost his life for the same crime. Sir

Nicholas Throgmorton was tried in Guild-

hall
;
but there appearing no satisfactory

evidence against him, he was able to ob-

tain a verdict of the jury in his favour.

The queen was so enraged at the disap-

pointment, that, instead of releasing him
as the law required, she committed him to

the tower, and kept him in close confine-

ment during some time. But her resent-

pleasure he should so do. Wherewith the duke

casting liis hands abroad, ascended up the scaffold,

and paused a pretty while after. And then he said :

'

Masters, I have offended the queen, and her laws,

and thereby am justly condemned to die, and am

willing to die, desiring all men to be obedient, and

I pray God that this my death may be an example to

all men, beseeching you all to bear me witness, that

I die in the faith of Christ, trusting to be saved by
his blood only, and by no other trumpery, the whicli

died for me, and for all them that truly repent, and

steadfastly trust in him. And I do repent, desiring

you all to pray to God for me ;
and that when you

see my breath depart from me, you will pray to God

that he may receive my soul.' And then he desired

all men to forgive him, saying that the queen had

forgiven him. Then Dr. Weston declared with a

loud voice that the queen's majesty had forgiven him.

With that divers of the standers by said with meetly

good and audible voice : Such forgiveness God send

thee, meaning Dr. Weston. Then the duke kneeled

down upon his knees, and said the Psalm Miserere

mci Deus unto the end, holding up his hands, and

looking up to heaven. And when he had ended

the Psalm, he said. In maims tuas DomhiC commendo

spiritum memn, &c. Then he arose and stood up,

and delivered his cap and his scarf to the executioner.

Then the executioner kneeled down, and asked the

duke forgiveness. And the duke said, God for

give thee, and I do : and when thou doest thine

office I pray thee do it well, and bring me out of

this world quickly, and God have mercy to thee

Then stood there a man and said. My lord how shall

I do for the money that you do owe me ? and the duke

said, Alas good fellow, I pray thee trouble me not

now, but go thy way to my officers. Then he knit

a kercher about his face, and kneeled down and said,

• Our Father which art in heaven, &c.' unto the end.

And then he said, Clirist have mercy upon me, and

laid down his head on the block, and the executioner

took the axe, and at the first chop stroke off his

head, and held it up to the people, &c."—JFoxe.—Ed.
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ment stopped not here : tlie jury, bcins,-

sumnionoti before tlic council, were all

sent to prison, and afterwards fined, sonic

of them one thousand pounds, others two
thousand pounds apiece. This violence

proved fat:il to several
; ainonp; others, to

Sir John ThroLcinorton, brotlier to Sir

Nicholas, who was condemned on no better

evidence than had formerly been rejected.

The queen filled the tower and all the pri-

sons with nobility and "entry, whom their

interest with the nation had made tlie ob-

jects of her sus])icion : and tindinj; that

she was universally hated, she determined

to disable the people from resistance, by

ordering; general musters, and directinsj

the commissioners to seize their arms, and

lay them up in forts and castles.

A parlia:ment.

Though the government laboured under

so general an odium, the queen's authority

had received such an inciease I'rom the

suppression of Wyat's rebelh'on, th;it the

ministry hoped to find a compliant dispo-
sition in the new parliament, which was

summoned to assemble [April 5]. The

emperor, to facihtate the same end, had

borrowed no less than four hundred thou-

sand crowns, which he liad sent over to

Enj;land, to be distributed in bribes and

pensions among the members :
— a perni-

cious practice, of which there had not

hitherto been any instance in England :

and not to give the public any alarm with

regard to the church lands, the queen re-

sumed her title of supreme head of the

church, which she had dropped three

months before. Gardiner, the chancellor,

opened the session by a speech ;
in which

he asserted the queen's hereditary title to

the crown ;
maintained her right of choos-

ing a husband for herself
;
observed how

pro]>er a use she had made of that right,

by giving the preference to an old ally,

descended from the house of Burgundy ;

and remarked the failure of Henry Vlll.'s

posterity, of whom there now remained

none but the queen and the lady Eliza-

beth. He added, that in order to obviate

the inconveniences which might arise from

different pretenders, it was necessary to
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invest the (jueen bv law with a power
of appointing a successor:— a jiiiwcr, he

said, which was not to be thoiiu^ht unpre-
cedented in England, since it li;ui tornu liv

been conferred on Henry ^ HI.

'J'he parliament was much (li--p()sed to

gratify the queen in all her desires ; but

when the liberty, independency, and very

being of the nation were in such diinger,

they could not be brought to compliance.
They knew both the inveterate hatretl

which she bore to the lady Elizabetii, and
her devoted attachment to the hoii.se of

Austria : they remarked that Gardiner had

carefully avoided, in his speech, the giving
to Elizabeth the ap|)ellation of the (pieen's

sister; and they tiience concluded that a

design was formed of excluding her as

illegitimate : they expected tliat Mary, ii

invested with such a powcM" as she re-

quired, would make a will in her husband's

favour, and thereby render England for

ever a ])rovince to the Spanish monarchy :

and they were the more alarmed, as they
heard that Philip's descent from the house

of Lancaster was carefully insisted on, and

that he %vas publicly represented as the

only heir by right of inheritance.

The parliaiiunt, therefore, aware of

their danger, ^vcre determined to keep at

a distance from the precipice before them.

They could not avoid ratifying the articles

of marriage, which were drawn very fa-

vourable lor England ;
but tiiey declined

the passing of any such law as the chan-

cellor jiointed out to them : they would

not so much as declare it treason to ima-

gine or attempt the death of the queen's
husband while she was alive

;
and a bill

introduced for that purpose was laid aside

! after the first reading. The more effec-

; tually to cut off Philip's hopes of ])os-

sessing any authority in England, they
\ passed a law in which they declared,—

'

tliat her majesty, as their only (jueen,

should solely, and as a sole queen, enjoy

!

the crown and sovereignty of her realms,

! with all the pre-eminences, dignities, and

rights thereto belonging, in as large and

I ample a manner after her marriage as be-
'

fore, without any title or claim accruing
to the prince of Spain, either as a tenant by*

'

courtesyof the realm or by anyothermeans.j
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A law passed in this parliament for re-

erecting the bishopric of Durham, which

had been dissolved by the last parliament
of Edward. The queen had, by an ex-

ertion of her power, put Tonstal in pos-
session of that see : but though it was

usual at that time for the crown to as-

sume authority which might seem entirely

legislative, it was always deemed more

satisfactory to procure the sanction of

parliament. Bills were introduced for sup-

pressing heterodox opinions contained in

books, and for reviving the law of the six

articles, together with those against the

Lollards, and against heresy and erro-

neous preaching : but none of these laws

could pass the two houses :
—a proof that

the parliament had reserves, even in their

concessions with regard to religion, about

which they seem to have been less scru-

pulous. The queen, finding that they
would not serve all her purposes, finished

the session by dissolving them [May 5.]

Mary's thouglits were now entirely em-

ployed about receiving Don Philip, whose
arrival she hourly expected. This prin-

cess, who had lived so many years without

any prospect or hopes of a husband, was
so smitten with affection for her young
consort, whom she had never seen, that

she waited with the utmost impatience for

the completion of the marriage ; and

every obstacle was to her a source of

discontent. She complained of Philip's

delays as affected ; and she could not
conceal her vexation, that though she

brought him a kingdom as her dowry, he
treated her with such neglect, that he had
never yet favoured her with a single
letter. Her fondness was but the more
increased by this supercilious treatment

;

and when she found that her subjects had
entertained the greatest aversion for the

event to which she directed her fondest

wishes, she made the whole English nation
the object of her resentment. A squadron.

* We are told by Sir 'William Monson that the
admiral of England fired at the Spanish navy, when
Philip was on board, because they had not lowered
their topsails as a mark of deference to the English
navy in the narrow seas :

—a very spirited behaviour,
land very unlike those times.

I t They were both proclaimed by these titles :
—
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under the command of lord Effingham,
had been fitted out to convoy Philip from

Spain, where he then resided
;

but the

admiral informing her that the discon-

tents ran very high among the seamen,
and that it was not very safe for Phihp to

entrust himself in their hands, she gave
orders to dismiss them. She then dreaded

lest the French fleet, being masters of the

sea, might intercept her husband, and

every rumour of danger, every blast of

wind, threw her into panics and con-

vulsions. Her health, and even her un-

derstanding, were visibly hurt by this ex-

treme impatience ;
and she was struck

with a new apprehension, lest her person,

impaired by time and blasted by sickness,

should prove disagreeable to her future

consort. Her glass discovered to her how

haggard she was become ;
and when she

remarked the decay of her beauty, she

knew not whether she ought more to de-

sire or apprehend the arrival of Philip.

ARRIVAL AND MARRIAGE OF
PHILIP.

At last came the moment so impatiently

expected ;
and news was brought the

queen of Philip's arrival at Southampton

[July 19].* A few daj's after, they were

married at Westminster if and having made
a pompous entry into London, where

Philip displayed his wealth with great

ostentation, she carried him to Windsor,
the palace in which they afterwards re-

sided. The prince's behaviour was ill

calculated to remove the prejudices which

the English nation had entertained : he

was distant and reserved ;
took no notice

of the salutes even of the most consider-

able noblemen ;
and so intrenched himself

in form and ceremony, that he was in a

manner inaccessible : but this rendered

him the more acceptable to the queen,
who desired to have no company but her

Marv finds

SPanieii

disnlTecled

ami hostile

to riiiliij.

"Philip and Mary, by the grace of God, king and

queen of England, France, Naples, Jerusalem, and

Ireland, defenders of the faith ; princes of Spain and

Sicily ; archdukes of Austria; dukes of Milan, Bur-

gundy, and Brabant
;
counts of Hasburg, Elanders,

and Tyrol.''
—Ed.
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husband's, and wl-o was impatient when
she met witli any intenujitioii to her

itbndness. The shortest absence gave her

vexation
;
and when he showed civilities

to any otiicr woman, she could not conceal

her jealousy and resentment.

Mary soon found that Philip's nding
passion was ambition

; and that the only
method ot" secuiing his affections was to

render him master of England. The in-

terest and liberty of her people were con-

siderations of small moment, in com-

pari.=;on of her obtaining this iavourite

point. She summoned a new parliament;*
and that she might acquire the greater

authority over them, she imitated the

precedent of the former reign, and

wrote circular letters, directing a proper
choice of members. The zeal of the

catholics, the influence of Spanisli gold,
the powers of prerogative, the diseou-

Mary aban-

li'iis tlie

Mloof

-ipreme
-.id (iftlie

hurcli.

IL

arrived in Flanders, invested with legan
tine powers from tlie ]iope : to])ri'paie the

way lor his arrival in England, the ])arlia-

ment passed an act reversing his attainder ;

and the (pieen. disjiensing with the old

statute of provi.sors, granted him jiermis-
sion to act as legate. I'he cardinal cauu

over; and after beii<g intnxUiced to the

king and (piecn, he invited the parliament
to reconcile themselves and the kingdom
to the apostolic see.f This message was
taken in good part ; and both houses votetl

an address to Philip and Mary, acknow-

ledging that they had been guilty of a

most horrible defection from the true

church
; professing a sincere repentance ;

declaring their resolution 1o rejjeal all

laws enacted in prejudice of the church of

Rome
; and i)raying their majesties, tliat

since they were happily uninfected with
that criminal schism, thev would intercede

Cnrdinnl
I'oIcMt'-

turnR nstlifl

li'b'atc.

ragcment of the gentry, particularly of
|

with the holy father for the absolution and
the protestants ;

all these causes, second- forgiveness of their penitent subjects. The

ing the intrigues of Gardiner, had pro- request was easily granted : the legate
cured her a house of commons, which was

| gave the i)ar]iament and kingdom absolu-
in a great measure to her satisfaction ; and i tion, freed them from all censures, and
it was thought, from the disposition of the received them again into the bosom of

nation, that she might now safely omit, on the church. The ])ope, then Julius 111.,

her assembling the parliament [Nov. 12,],

the title of
'

supreme head of the church,'

though ^inseparably annexed by law to tlie

crown of England. Cardinal Pole had

* The preceding parliament had been dissolved

on the 5th of Maj*. During its session, wc arc told

by bishop liuinct,
" An act passed which seumed of

an odd nature, and had a great secret under it. The

speaker of the commons brought in a bill, declaring
that whereas the queen had of right succeeded to

the crown, but because all the laws of England had

been made by kings, and declared the prerogative to

be in the king's person ; from thence, some might

pretend that the queen had no right to them ; it was

declared to have been the law, that these preroga-
tives did belong to the crown, whether in the hands

of male or female
;
and whatsoever the law did limit

and appoint for the king was of right also due to the

queen, who is declared to have as much right as any
of her progenitors." Many of the commons wondered

what was the intention of such a law and authority ;

and as people were at this time full of jealousy, one

Skinner, a member of the house, said he could not

imagine why such a frivolous law was desired, since

the thing was without dispute ; and that which was

pretended of satisfying the people was too slight : he

was afraid there was a trick in these words, 'That

the queen had as great an authority as any of her

being informed of these transactions, said

that it was an unexampled instance of

lis felicity to receive thanks from the

for allowing them to do whatEnglish

progenitors;' on which perhaps it might be after

wards said, she had the same power as William live

Conqueror exercised in seizing tlie lands of the Kng
lish and giving them to strangers. Freedom of

speech and constitutional jealousy were here exer-

cised and manifested not in v.iin. Tlio bill was mo
dified.—Ed.

f On this occasion Pole enlarged on the vast

affection Rome had for England. When introduced
to the parliament, Mary and Philip being uiider tiie

canopy, and the cardinal on their right hand, he ex-

plained the causes of his coming ; and in tlie course
of his harangue, described England to be especially
favoured by the pope above all other.s. " For as

stories testify, it was,
' Prima provinciarnm qu.'c

amplexur est fidem Cliristi.' The Britons, being
first inhabitants of this realm, notwithstanding the

subjection of the emperors, and even princes, did re-

ceive Christ's faith from the apostolic see universally,
and not in parts as other countries

; nor by one and
one, as clocks increase their hours by distinction

of times; but altogether at once, as it were in a
moment.''—Ed.
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Notwithstanding the extreme zeal ot

those times for and against popery, the

object always uppermost with the nobility

and gentry was their money and estates.

They were not brought to make these con-

cessions in favour of Rome, till they had

received repeated assurances from the pope
as well as the queen, that the plunder
which they had made on the ecclesiastics

should never be inquired into, and that the

abbey and church lands should remain

with the present possessors : but not trust-

ing altogether to these promises, the par-
liament took care in the law itself, by
which they repealed the former statutes

enacted against the pope's authority, to

insert a clause, in which, besides bestow-

ing validity on all marriages celebrated

during the schism, and fixing the right ot

incumbents to their benefices, they gave

security to the possessors of church lands,

and freed them from all danger of ecclesi-

astical censures. The convocation also

were induced to present a petition to the

same purpose ; and the legate, in his

master's name, ratified all these transac-

tions. It now appeared that notwith-

standing the efforts of the queen and king,
the power of the papacy was effectually

suppressed in England, and invincible bar-

riers fixed against its re-establishment : for

though the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastics

was restored, their property, on which
their power much depended, was irre-

trievably lost, and no hopes remained of

recovering it. Even these arbitrary, pow-
erful, and bigoted princes, while the trans-

actions were yet recent, could not regain
to the church her possessions so lately

ravished, from her
;
and no expedients

were left to the clergy for enriching them-

selves, but those which they had at first

practised ; and which had required many

* It was the fashion in this reign to inveigh
against the cruel laws which had passed in the time
of Henry VIII. " Some of the zealous speakers
were of the queen's privy counsel, and others were

lawyers, who, by this, their forwardness, were made
soon after of her learned counsel. They inveighed
against them as cruel and bloody laws

; they termed
I them Draco's laws, which were written in blood.
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they also

seditious

made it

ages of ignorance, barbarism, and supersti-

tion, to produce their effect on mankind.

SEVERE LAWS ARE PASSED BY
PARLIAMENT.

The parliament, having secured their own

possessions, revived the old sanguinary
laws against heretics, which had been re-

jected in the former parliament :

enacted several statutes against
words and rumours ;

and they
treason to imagine or attempt the death of

Philip during his marriage with the queen.*
Each parliament hitherto had been induced

to go a step farther than their predecessors ;

but none of them entirely lost all regard to

national interests : their hatred against the

Spaniards, as well as their suspicion of

Philip's pretensions, still prevailed ;
and

though the queen attempted to get her

husband declared presumptive heir of the

crown, and to have the administration

put into his hands, she failed, and could

not so much as procure the parliament's
consent to his coronation : all attempts
likewise to obtain subsidies from the com-

mons, in order to support the emperor in

his war against France, proved fruitless :

the usual animosity and jealousy of the

English against that kingdom seemed to

have given place to like passions against

Spain. Philip endeavoured to acquire

popularity by procuring the release of

several prisoners of distinction , lord

Henry Dudley, Sir George Harper, Sir

Nicholas Thrn2;morton, Sir Edmund
Warner, Sir William St. Lo, Sir Ni-

cholas Arnold, Harrington, Tremaine,
who had been confined from the sus-

picions or resentment of the court :

but nothing was more agreeable to the

nation than his protecting the lady
Elizabeth from the spite of the queen,
and restoring her to liberty. This measure

Some said they were more intolerable than any laws

that Dionysius or any other tyrant ever made." "As

many men," says Strype,
" so many bitter names

and invectives were bestowed on these laws. Inso-

much that one would have thought this reign would
have been more tender of men's lives than any be-

fore it."—Ed.
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was not the ctiect of generosity Init of a

refined policy, wliicli made liim i'oresce, that

if that princess were put to death, the

next lawful heir was the queen of Scots,

whose succession would tor ever annex

England to the crown of France. The
earl of Devonshire also reaped some bene-

Ifit from Philip's affectation of popularity,
and recovered his liberty : but that nuble-

'man, tindinii; himself exposed to suspicion,

ibegged permission to travel
;
and be soon

lafter died at Padua, from poison, as is pre-

Itended, given him by the Imperialists. He
w'as the eleventh and last earl of Devon-

shire, of that noble family, one of the most

lillustrious in Europe.
I The queen's extreme desire of having

|issue had made her fondly give credit to

riiequofn ;any appearance of pregnancy ;
and when

triwpi''c"'litlie legate was introduced to her, she

n^'-
°

1

fancied that she felt the embryo stir in

her womb. Her flatterers compared this

motion to that of John the Baptist, who

lea] ted in bis mother's womb at the saluta-

tion of the Virgin. Despatches were innne-

Idiately sent to inform foreign courts of this

'event ;* orders were issued to give public

i>iouinK« [thanks: great rejoicings were made: the fam-

ilv of the voung prince was already settled ;

for the catholics held themselves assured

that the child was to he a male: and Bonner,

bishop of London, made public prayers,

jhe said, that Heaven would please to ren-

ider him beautiful, vigorous, and witty :

but the nation still remained somewhat

* There is in the State Paper office the f'onii of a

letter, announcinc; the sale delivery of the queen, with a

space left for the insertion of the word prince or princess.

—Ed.
f The belief that the queen was likely to become

a mother, and the rumours founded on it, gave rise

to some stirring scenes both abroad and at home.

Gresham writes tlius to the lords of the council on

the 4th of May, 1555 :
—" It maye please your most

honorable Lordeships to be advertised that as the

iind of this present, here came newcs along the seas

by men of this country, that the Qucene's Majesty
was brought a-bed of a yonge Prynce, the last of

Aprill ;
whiche newes contynewed here till the iiiilh

day. And as the thyrde day, the Regent, being in

this town of Antwerpc, about 7 of the clocke at

night dyd cause the great bell to ringe, to give all

men to understand tint the newes was trewe. Sig-

nifying unto your honnors, that as the iind day, upon
the arryvall of the Quene's highness' mere mer-

chants, according to their most boundyd dcwtye,

caussyd all our Inglishe ships to shootc off with such
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I re made
uid prayers
•'rer,*<l on

I lie occa-

incredulous ; persuaded that the (|ueen
labmu'cd muler infirmities, which rendered

her incapable ot' having children: Her in-

fant proved only the commencement of a

dropsy. The belief, however, of her ]ireg-

nancy was upheld with all possible care ;

and was one artifice, by which Philiji en-

deavoured to support iiis authority in the

kimz:(lom.t The parliament passed a law,

which in case of the queen's demise, ap-

pointed bim protector during the minority ;

and the king and queen, finchng they could

obtain no farther concessions, came un-

expectedly to Westminster, and dissolved

them. [.fan. Hi, 1.
").'»").]

There happened an incident which must
not be passed over in silence. Several

members of the lower house, dissatisfied

with the measures of the parliament, but

unable to prevent them, made a secession

in order to show their disapprobation, and

refused any longer to attend : for this in-

stance of contumacy they were indicted in

the king's bench after the dissolution of

parliament. Six of them submitted to the

mercy of the court, and paid their tines :

the rest traversed ; and the (jueen died

before the affair was brought to an issue.

Judging of the matter by the subse(juent
claims of the house of commons, and in-

deed by the true principles of free govern-

ment, this attenij>t of the queen's minis-

ters must be regarded as a breach of privi-

lege ,
but it gave little umbrage at the

time, and was never called in question by

joy and triumph as by man's art and pollisey could

i)e devised, in the presence of the licgent, with all

her nobils and gentilwomcn. Whereupon the Re

gent presently sent oiu' Inglishe maroners one bun

dred crownes to dryncke."
" All the court," says

Grafton, "was full of midwives, nurses, and rockers;

and this talk continued almost half a year, and was

affirmed true by some of her physicians, and other

persons about her : which seemed both grave and

credible. Insomuch that divers were punished for

saying the contrary." On the 3rd of May, the

Bishop of Norwich received " the sodeine good newes

of the Quene's Highnes moost joyfuU deliverance of

a nooble Prince : whereupon, to laude God, 7'e

Dcum was solemnly sung in the Cathedrall Churche,
and other places of the cytye [of Morwich], wyth
woonderfull joye and muche gladness of all people

throughowte all the whole cytye and the countrye
thereabowtes."

" The parson of St. Anne witiiin

Aldersgate," saj's Foxc,
" after procession, and Te

Deitm sung, took upon him to describe the propor-
tion of the child

;
how faire, how beautiful, andliow
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any house of commons which afterwards

sat during this reign. The count of No-

ailles, the French ambassador, says, that

the queen threw several members into

orison for their freedom of speech.*

CHAPTER XXXVn.

MARY.

1555.

REASONS FOR AND AGAINST TOLERATION.
VIOLENT PERSECUTIONS. A PARLIA-
MENT. THE queen's EXTORTIONS.
THE EMPEROR RESIGNS HIS CROWN.
EXECUTION OF CRANMER. WAR AVITH

FRANCE. BATTLE OF ST. QUINTIN.
CALAIS TAKEN BY THE FRENCH.
AFFAIRS OF SCOTLAND. MARRIAGE OF
THE DAUPHIN AND THE QUEEN OF
SCOTS. A PARLIAMENT. DEATH AND
CHARACTER OF THE QUEEN. MISCELLA-
NEOUS TRANSACTIONS OF THIS REIGN.

GARDINER OPPOSES TOLERA-
TION; POLE FAVOURS IT.

The successs which Gardiner, from his

cautious and prudent conduct, had met
with in governing the parliament, and en-

gaging them to concur both in the Spanish
match and in the re-establishment of the

ancient religion, (two points to which it

was believed they bore an extreme aver-

sion) had so raised his character, that his

ireatpnwerJQpinion was reccivcd as an oracle in the
as a minis- *

^

council
;
and his authority no longer suf-

fered any opposition or control. Cardinal

Pole, though more beloved on account of

Bishop
Gardiner

gai

as a minis

ter.

great a prince it was, as the like had not been
seen."—Burgon.

—Ed.
.* At the beginning of this year, (1S44), a miller's

son named William Featherstone, imposed upon the

credulity of some countrymen, by pretending to be

king Edward VI., and alleging that he had been

preserved by supernatural posver, or miraculous acci-

dent. The pseudo-prince was arrested at Eltham in

Kent, and examined before the privy council at

Eltham, when his answers clearly proving him to be
of unsound mind, he was ordered to be imprisoned
in the Marshalsea as a lunatic. By way of example,
hoH-ever, he was paraded round the city in a cart,
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his virtue and candour,and though superior
in birth, had not equal weight ;

and while

his learning, piety, and humanity were

extremely respected, he was represented
more as good man than a great minister.

A very important question was frequently
debated before the queen and council by
these two ecclesiastics

;
whether the laws

lately revived against heretics should be

put in execution, or should only be em-

ployed to restrain by terror the bold at-

tempts of these zealots. Pole was very
sincere in his religious principles ;

and

though his moderation had made him be

suspected at Rome of a tendency towards

Lutheranism, he was seriously persuaded
of the catholic doctrines, and thought that

no consideration of human policy ought
ever to come in competition with such

important interests : Gardiner had alwaj's
madehis religion subservient to his schemes

of safety or advancement ; and by his un-

limited complaisance to Henry, he had

shown, that had he not been pushed to ex-

tremity under the late minority, he was

sufficiently disposed to make a sacrifice of

his principles to the established theology.
This was the well known character of

these two great counsellors ; yet such is

the prevalence of temper above system,
that the benevolent disposition of Pole led

him to advise a toleration of the heretical

tenets, which he highly blamed ; while the

severe manners of Gardiner inclined him
to support by persecution that religion
which at the bottom he regarded with great
indifference. We shall relate, in a few

words, the topics by which each side sup-

ported, or might have supported, their

scheme of pohcy ;
and shall display the

opposite reasons employed with regard to

with a paper on his person, whereon was inscribed

the nature of his offence. The poor idiot was then

taken to Westminster, and publicly exhibited in the

Hall, after which he was uncarted, stripped, and

cruelly flogged at the cart's tail ; this punishment
was repeated from Westminster to Smithfield, and

Featherstone was then sent to the north, his native

neighbourhood. Still he could not divest himselfof the

crotchet that king Edward was living ; and having

propagated the report that he had conversed with

the youthful monarch, he was re-taken and executed

at Tyburn in 1545, his body being afterwards quar-
tered.—Ed.

The expe-
diency tit

enforcing
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against he-
retics is de-
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severity.
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l*ole's sur

Persecution

tor heresy
originates
in defective

taitb.

Ian argument, that ever has been and ever

i.orter3 will be SO mucli canvassed.

I'.eord"'":!! I

The practice of persecution, said tlie de-

'"'"'"'''>• fenders of Pole's opinion, is the scandal of

all religion ; and the theological animosity,
so fierce and violent, far from being an

mient of men's conviction in their

opposite sects, is a certain proof that

thev have never reached any serious

persuasion with regard to these sublime

subjects. Even those who are the most

impatient of contradiction in other contro-

versies, are mild and moderate in com-

parison of polemical divines ;
and where-

}ver
a man's knowledge and experience

give him a perfect assurance in his own

lopinion, he regards with contempt rather

ithan anger the opposition and mistakes and

of others : but while men zealously main-

tain what they neither clearly comprehend
nor entirely believe, they are shaken by
the opposite persuasion, or even doubts of

other men ;
and vent on their antagonists

that impatience, which is the natural result

of so disagreeable a state of the under-

standing. They then easily embrace any

pretence for representing ojjponents as

impious and profane ;
and if they can also

find a colour for connecting this violence

with the interests of civil government, they

can no longer be restrained from giving

uncontrolled scope to vengeance : but

T r A isurelv never enterprise was more unfor-

persecution 'tunate than that oi toundmg persecution

*|on policy; or endeavouring, for the sake

jof peace, to settle an entire uniformity of

'opinion in questions which of all others

!are least subjected to the criterion of

[human reason. The universal and un-

I contradicted prevalence of one opinion in

I religious subjects can be owing at first to

jthe stupid ignorance alone and barbarism

lof the people, who never indulge them-

selves in any speculation or inquiry ; and

there is no expedient for maintaining that

uniformity so fondly sought after, but by

banishing for ever all curiosity and all im-

jprovement
in science and cultivation. It

jmav not, indeed, appear difficult to check,

Ibya steady severity, the first beginnings

oi" controversy; but besides that this

policy exposes the people to all the abject

(terrors of superstition, and the magistrate

on poll
most a)

surd.

Uniformity
in religion
can only bt

•>btained

from ban -

isbing all

curiosity.

to the endless encroachments of ecclesi-

astics
;

it also renders men so delicate,

that they can never endure to hear of op-

position ;
and tiiey will some time i)ay

dearly lor tiiat false tranquillity in wliic[i

they have been so long in(hilged. As
healtliful bodies are ruined by too nice a

regimen, and are thereby rendered inca-

pable of bearing the unavoidable incidents

ot human life : a i)eoplc who never were al-

lowed to imagine that their principles could
be contested, fly out into the most outrage-
ous violence when any event (and such
events are connnon) produces a faction

among their clergy. IJut whatever may be

said in favourof suppressing, by pei'secution,
the first beginnings of heresy, no solid

argument can be alleged for endeavouring,

by capital punishments, to extirpate an

opinion which has diffused itself among
men of every rank and station. Besides

the extreme barbarity of such an attem))t,
it connnonly proves ineffectual : and serves

only to make men more obstinate, and to

increase the number of their proselytes.
The melancholy with which the fear of

death, torture, and persecution inspires
the sectaries, is the proper disposition for

fostering religious zeal : the prospect of

eternal rewards, wiien brought near, over

powers the dread of temporal punish-
ments : the glory of martyrdom stimulates

all the more furious zealots, especially the

leaders and preachers : where a violent

animositv is excited by oppression, men

naturally pass from hating the jiersons of

their tyrants to a more violent abhorrence

of their doctrines ;
and the S])ectators,

moved with pity towards the martyrs, are

easily seduced to embrace those principles,

which can inspire men with a constancy
tliat appears almost supernatural. Open
the door to toleration, mutual hatred re-

laxes among the sectaries ;
their attach-

ment to their particular modes of religion

decays ; the conmion occu|)ations and

pleasures of life succeed to the acrimony
of disputation ;

and the same man, who in

other circumstances would have braved

flames and tortures, is induced to change
his sect from the smallest prospect of

favour and advancement. If any excep-
tion can be admitted to this maxim ol

Constraint

degriideb
anil cn-

fc.Mes the
uiiud.

Opposed in

matters of
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toleration, it will only be where a theology

altogether new, no wise connected wdth

the ancient religion of the state, is im-

ported from foreign countries, and may

easily at one blow be eradicated : but as

this "exception would imply some apology
for the ancient pagan persecutions, or for

the extirpation of Christianity in China

and Japan ; it ought surely, on account of

this detested consequence, to be rather

buried in eternal silence and oblivion.

Though these arguments appear entirely

satisfactory, j^et
such is the subtilty of

human wit, that Gardiner and the other

enemies to toleration were not reduced to

silence. The doctrine, said they, of liberty

of conscience, is founded on the most

flagrant impiety ; and supposes such an

indifference among all religions, such an

obscurity in theological doctrines, as to

render the church and magistrate incapa-
ble of distinguishing with certainty the

dictates of Heaven from mere fictions of

human imagination. If the Divinity re-

veals principles to mankind, he will surely

give a criterion by which they may be as-

certained
;
and a prince, who knowingly

allows these principles to be perverted or

adulterated, is infinitely more criminal

than if he gave permission for the vending
of poison under the shape of food to all

his subjects. Persecution may, indeed,
seem better calculated to make hypocrites
than converts ; but experience teaches us,

that the liabits of hypocrisy often turn

into reality ; and the children, at least

ignorant of the dissimulation of their

parents, may happily be educated in more
orthodox tenets. It is absurd to plead the

temporal and frivolous interests of civil

society ; and if matters be thoroughly ex-

amined, even that topic will not appear so

universally certain in favour of toleration

as by some it is represented. "Where
sects arise, whose fundamental principle
on all sides is to execrate, and abhor, and

damn, and extirpate each other
; what

choice has the magistrate left, but to take

part ; and, by rendering one sect entirely
prevalent, restore, at least for a time, the

*• It is not likely however, that Charles gave any
such advice- ^— i-- v: 1/- _. .i__-. __
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for he himself was at this very time

public tranquillity ? The political body,

being here sickly, must not be treated as

if it were in a state of sound health ;
and

an effectual neutrality in the prince, oi

even a cool preference, may serve only to

encourage the hopes of all the sects, and

keep alive their animosity. The protes-

tants, far from tolerating the religion of

their ancestors, regarded it as an impious
and detestable idolatry ; and during the

late minority, they enacted very severe

punishments against the catholic worship,
and even against such as barely abstained

j

from their profane rites and sacraments :

' nor are instances wanting of their endea-

vours to secure an imagined orthodoxy by
the most rigorous executions : Calvin has

burned Servetus at Geneva ; Cranmei

brought Arians and Anabaptists to the

stake
;
and if persecution of any kind be

admitted, the most bloody and violent

will surely be allowed the most justifiable,

as the most effectual. Imprisonments,
fines, confiscations, whippings, serve only
to irritate the sects, without disabling
them from resistance ;

but the stake, the

wheel, and the gibbet must soon terminate

in the extirpation or banishment of all the

heretics inclined to give disturbance, and

in the entire silence and submission of the

rest.

MARY AND PHILIP APPROVE OF
GARDINER'S VIEWS.

The arguments of Gardiner being more

agreeable to Mary and Philip, were better

received
;
and though Pole pleaded, as is

affirmed,* the advice of the emperor, who
recommended it to his daughter-in-law
not to exercise violence, and desired her

to consider his own example, who, after

endeavouring through his whole life to

extirpate heresy, had reaped nothing
but confusion and disappointment ;

—the

scheme of toleration was entirely rejected.

It was determined to let loose the laws in

their full vi,2:our against the reformed reli-

gion ;
and Endand was soon filled with

scenes of horror, which have ever since

The iiiir.ce

it is urged
ought llDt

to remain
neutral.

The pro-
testants

iTp,nrcl tlie

aucicut

religion as
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The fiercest
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supposed to
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proceedinn^ with great violence in persecuting the

reformed in Flanders.
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reformed

religion.
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IVrsecutioii

In coiii-

I inonccd'

i.irdiner

[ icks

rendered the catholic rcliijlon the object of

general detestation
;
and which prove that

no liuinan depravity can ecjual revenL^e

and crueltj^ covered with tlie nuintle of

reh'gion.

BURNINGS OF PROTESTANTS.

The per.secutors began with Rogers, pre-

bendary of St. Pauls, a man eminent for

virtue as well as fox learning. (Gardiner's

plan was first to attack men of that cha-

racter, whom he hoped terror would bend
to submission

;
and whose example would

naturally have influence on the multitude:

but he found a perseverance and courage
in Rogers, which it may seem strange to

' ""''""'''find in human nature, and of which all
iaractcr.

| , , . .

ages and all sects do nevertheless turnish

many examples. Rogers, besides the care

of his own preservation, lay under other

powerful temptations to compliance : he
had a wife whom he tenderly loved, and
ten children ; yet such was his serenity
after his condemnation, that the jailers, it

is said, waked him from a sound sleep

su"auisiwhen the hour of his execution approached.

nHhtidd."
H^ l^^d desired to see his wife before he
died ; but Gardiner told him, that he was
a priest, and could not possibly have a

wife
; thus joining insult to cruelty.*

Rogers was burnt in Smithfield.f

Hooper, bishop of Gloccsttr, had been

tried at the same time with Rogers ; but

was sent to his own diocese to be executed.

This was contrived to strike the greater
terror into his flock

; but it was a source

bcndarv

1 1 oper,

•hop of
I 'cester,

:iext pur-
- ., a.

* This heartless mockery was the more abominable
from the known versatility of the insincere Gardiner.

—Ed.
f The history of martyrdom presents few scenes

more striking than tho.«e witnessed in Smithfield on

the day of his death. There were seen his wife and

children, ten, (according to some writers eleven,) in

number, one an infant at the breast, assembled to

behold their husband and father reduced to ashes.

Sad as the spectacle must have been to them, they
are described by the French ambassador to have

consoled him, while the acclamations of an admiring
crowd gave the undaunted Rogers sucli support in

the awful moment, that he might well exclaim,
" Oh

death where is thy sting I' and we are told that "he
looked as if they were conducting him to a merry
marriage."

—Ed.

I This brave old man ought not to be slightly |
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of consolation to Hooper, who rejoiced in

giving testimony I)y his death to tiiat doc-

trine which he had formerly preached.
When he was tied to the stake, a stool

was set before him, and the (|ueen's j)ardon
laid on it, which it was still in his power
to merit by a recantation : but he ordered
it to be removed, and cheerfully j)repared
himself for that dreadful punishment to

which he was sentenced. He sufleied it

in its full severity. The wind, which was

violent, blew the flame of the reeds from
his body: the fa-rots were green, and did

not kindle easily : all his lower j)arts were
consumed before his vitals were attacked :

one of his hands dropped off; with the

other he continued to beat his breast : he
was heard to pray and to exhort the

people ; till his tongue, swoln with the

violence of his agony, could no longer
permit him utterance. He was three

quarters of an hour in torture, which he
bore with inflexible constancy.

Sanders was burned at Covcntrv: a

pardon was also oflered him
; but he

rejected it, and embraced the stake, say

ing,
' Welcome the cross of Christ ! wel

come, everlasting life !

'

Taylor, parson
of Hadley, was punished by fire in that

place, surrounded by his ancient friends

and parishioners, ^^'hcn tied to the stake,

he rehearsed a psalm in English : one of

his guards struck him in the mouth, and

bade him speak l^atin : another, in a rage,

gave him a blow on the head with his

halberd, which happily put an end to his

torments.}

Ho reioicca

to SUtfCT.

Hooper
in Heut
to tho
atake.

passed over. He was burned on the same day that

Hooper suffered. He was rector of that place ;
and

when, on Mary's accession, a time-serving brother

rector, tried to curry favour with tlic new queen, by

celebrating mass in Hadleigh Church, Taylor openly

opposed him, saying, "I command thee, thou popish

wolf, to avoid hence." On appearing before com-

missioners, who sat in the churcii of St. Mary Overy.
Southwark, he told his hypocritical judge, Gardiner,

some stinging truths, and asked that mean perse-

cutor,
"

If he, during twenty )ears, had not been in

the liabit of praying against the pope ?
"—"

1 was

forced by cruelty ;" was the prelate's answer. "And
will you now use like cruelty towards others ?

"

demanded Taylor. Before he could be sent to the

stake it was necessary to depose or degrade him
from the rank he held in the church. Bonner went

to his prison to perform the ceremony, part of which
789
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There was one Philpot, archdeacon of

Winchester, inflamed with such zeal for

orthodoxy, that having been engaged in

dispute with an Arian, he spit in his

adversary's lace to show the great detes-

tation which he entertained against that

heresy. He afterwards wrote a treatise

to justify this unmannerly expression of

zeal : he said, that he was led to it in

order to relieve the sorrow conceived Irom

such horrid blasphemy, and to signify how

unworthy such a miscreant was of being
admitted into the society of any Christian.

Philpot was a protestant ; and falling now
into the hands of people as zealous as

himself, he was condemned to the flames,

and suffered at Smithfleld. It seems to

be almost a general rule, that in all reli-

gions except the true, no man will suffer

martyrdom, who would not also inflict it

willingly on all that differ from him. The
same zeal for speculative opinions is the

cause of both.

The crime for which almost all the

protestants were condemned was, their

refusal to acknowledge the real presence.

Gardiner, who had vainly expected that a

few examples would strike a terror into

the refoniiers, finding the work daily

multiply on him, devolved the invidious

office on others, chiefly on Bonner, a man
of profligate manners and of a brutal

character, who seemed to rejoice in the

torments of the unhappy sufferers. He
sometimes whipped the prisoners till he
was tired with the violence of the exercise :

he tore out the beard of a weaver who
refused to relinquish his religion ; and that

he might give him a specimen of burning,
he held his hand to the candle till the

sinews and veins shrunk and burst.

consisted in striking the destined victim on the

breast. The bishop was on the point of doing this

with his crozier, when his chaplain gave him a timely
caution, that if Taylor received a blow he would
return it.

"
Aye, by St. Peter will I," cried the

unyielding prisoner,
" the cause is that of Christ,

and I were no good christian if I declined to fight in

iny Saviour's quarrel." This noble-minded sufferer
was the ancestor of the celebrated Jeremy Taylor.—En.
* Gardiner seems to have manifested great alacrity

in the cniise of burning.
"

It is memorable that the

700

It is needless to be particular in enume-

rating all the cruelties practised in Eng-
land during three years that these perse-
cutions lasted : the savage barbarity on

the one hand, and the patient constancy
on the other, are so similar in all those

martyrdoms., that the narrative, little

agreeable in itself, would never be relieved

by any variety. Human nature appears

not, on any occasion, so detestable, and

at the same time so absurd, as in these

religious persecutions, which sink men
below infernal spirits in wickedness, and

below the beasts in folly. A few instances

only may be worth preserving, if possible,
to warn zealous bigots for ever to avoid

such odious and such fruitless barbarity.

Ferrar, bishop of St. Davids, was burned

in his own diocese ; and his appeal to

cardinal Pole was not attended to. Ridley,

bishop of London, and Latimer, formerly

bishop of Worcester, two prelates cele-

brated for learning and virtue, perished

together in the same flames at Oxford, and

supported each other's constancy by their

mutual exhortations. Latimer, when tied

to the stake, called to his companion,
—

' Be of good cheer, brother
;
we shall this

day kindle such a torch in England, as, I

trust in God, shall never be extinguished.'
The executioners had been so merciful (for

that clemency may more naturally be

ascribed to them than to the religious

zealots) as to tie bags of gunpowder about

these prelates, in order to put a speedy

period to their tortures. The explosion

immediately killed Latimer, who was in

extreme old age ; Ridley continued alive

during some time in the midst ol the

flames.*

One Hunter, a young man of nineteen

same day in which Bishop Ridley and Mr. Latimer

suffered at Oxford, he would not go to dinner till

four o'clock in the afternoon, though the old Duke
of Norfolk was come to dine with him : the reason

was because he would first hear of their being
burnt ;

and as soon as word of that was brought him,

he presently said,
' Now let us go to dinner;' where

sitting down and eating merrily, upon a sudden he

fell into such extremity that he was fain to be taken

from the table and carried to his bed."—Baker. He
suffered much agony, and died fifteen days after-

wards.—Ed.
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jan apprentice, having been seduced by a
j constancy

erds"7ntw priest into a dispute, had unwarily denied

the real presence. Sensible of his dana;er,

he immediately absconded ; but Bonner,

laying; hold of his father, threatened him
with the ureatest severities if he did not

produce the vountj man to stand his trial.

Hunter, hearins; of the vexations to which

his father was exposed, voluntarily sur-

rendered to Bonner, and was condemned
to the flames by that barbarous jirelate.

Thomas Hawkes, when conducted to

the stake, a2;reed with his friends, that if

he found the torture tolerable, be would

make them a signal to that purpose in the

midst of the flames. His zeal for the cause

in which he suffered so supported him,

, ,„rt„re that he stretched out his arms, the signal
i.urning agrccd ou ; and in that posture he expired.

erabie. fhis example, with many otiiers ot liUe

constancy, encouraged multitudes, not only
to suffer, but even to court and aspire to

martyrdom.
The tender sex, as they have commonly

greater propensity to religion, produced
nianv examples of the most inflexible

courage in supporting the profession of

it against all the fury of the persecutors.
One execution was attended with circum-

stances, which, even at that time, excited i

astonishment by reason of their unusual

barbarity. A woman in Guernsey, beins
'

near tlie time of her labour when brought
to the stake, was thrown into fuch agita-

tion by the torture, that she was delivered

in the midst of the flames. One of the

guards immediately snatched the infant

from the fire, and attempted to save it
;

but a magistrate who stood by ordered it

to be thrown back, being determined, he

said, that nothing should survive which

sprang from so obstinate and heretical a

parent.

MARTYRDOMS PRODUCE NEW
CONVERTS.

The persons condemned to these punish-

ments were seized merely on suspicion ;

The persons! jj,^([ articles being offered them to sub-
rondemncd ., ,

^
. i- i i tl

•

are seized scribe, thev wcrc immediatelv, on tlieir

rpton" jrefusal,
condemned to the flames. These

linstances of barbaritv excited horror; the

The con-

stnncy ot

th«'niniiv'"»

is ndinireil.

Riirniiig*
are ciju'va.
lent to ecr-

mon»
a);aitiit

An infant i.s

i.irnt with
Its mother.

of the martyrs was the object
of admiration

;
and as men have a prin-!

ciple of e(]uity eniiravon in their minds,'

which oven false religion is not able tolallyi

to obliterate, they were shocked to
seej

persons of jirobity, of pious dis|)ositions,'

exposed to |)imishments more severe th;in;

were inflicted on the greatest ruffians
forj

crimes subversive of civil society. To
exterminate the whole i)rotestant party i

was known to be impossible ;
and

iiotliingj

could appear more iniquitous, than to
sub-j

ject to torture the most conscientious!

among them, and allow the hypocrites to'

escape : each martyrdom, therefore, was

equivalent to a hundred sermons against

popery. Repeated orders were sent ironi f"!"**^-*'-

the council to quicken the diligence of the

magistrates in searching out heretics ; and|
in some places the gentry were constrained!

to countenance by their presence those,

barbarous executions. These acts ofvio-!

lence tended only to render the Spanish

government daily more odious ;
and

Phil-j p,ji,,p j,

lip endeavoured to remove the reproach ''"""'*'.'';

r 1
•

II- 1 ra \
I
the people.

from himselt by a very gross artifice : he.

ordered his confessor to deliver in liis pre-

sence a sermon in favour of toleration ; a

doctrine somewhat extraordinary in the

mouth of a Spanish friar : but the court,

finding that Bonner, however shameless

and savage, would not bear alone the

whole infamy, soon threw off" the mask ;

and the unrelenting temper of the queen,
as well as of the king, appeared without

control. A bold stc]) was even taken

towards introducing the intiuisition into

England. As the bishops' courts, though

extremely arbitrary, and not confined by

any ordinary forms of law, appeared not

to be invested with sufficient power, a

commission was appointed, by authority

of the queen's prerogative, more effectually

to extirpate heresy: twenty-one persons
were named ;

but any three were armed

with the powers of the whole. The com-

mission runs in these terms :
— ' That since

many false rumours were published among
the subjects, and many heretical opinions

were also spread among them, the com-

missioners were to inquire into those, either

by presentments, by witnesses, or any
other political way they could devise, and
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(ireater

severity U j

used.
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all misbehaviours or negligences in any

church or chapel, and to try all priests

that did not preach the sacrament of the

altar ;
all persons that did not hear mass,

jor come to their parish church to service ;

that would not go in processions, or did

not take holy bread or holy water : and if

they found any that did obstinately persist

in such heresies, they were to put them

into the hands of their ordinaries, to be

punished according to the spiritual laws ;

giving the commissioners full power to

proceed as their discretions and consciences

should direct them, and to use all such

means as they would invent for the search-

ing of the premises ; empowering them

also to call before them such witnesses as

they pleased, and to force them to make
oath of such things as might discover

what they sought after.' Some civil

powers were also given the commissioners

to punish vagabonds and quariehome
persons.

THE TORTURE IS USED TO EX-

TORT CONFESSION.

To bring the methods of proceeding in

England still nearer to the practice of the

inquisition, letters were written to lord

North and others, enjoining them to put
to the torture such obstinate persons as

would not confess, and there to order

them at their discretion.' Secret spies
also were employed, according to the prac-
tice of that iniquitous tribunal. Instruc-

tions were given to the justices of peace,
'

that they should call secretly before them
one or two honest persons within their

jlimits,
or more, at their discretion, and

command them by oath, or otherwise,

I

that they shall secretly learn and search

iout such persons as shall evil behave
themselves in church, or idly, or shall

despise the king's or queen's proceedings, or
make any commotion, or tell any seditious

tales or news : and also that the same per-
sons shall declare to the same justices of

peace the ill behaviour of lewd, disordered

persons, whether it shall be for usins: un-
792
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same information shall be given secretly to

the justices ; and the same justices shall

call such accused persons before them,
and examine them, without declaring by
whom they were accused ;

and that the

same justices shall punish the ofi'enders

according as their offences shall appear,

by their discretion, either by open punish-
ment or by good abearing.' In some

respects this tyrannical edict even exceeded

the oppression of the inquisition, by intro-

ducing into every part of government the

same iniquities which that tribunal prac-
tises for the extirpation of heresy only, and

which are in some measure necessary
wherever that end is earnestly pursued.

But the court had devised a more ex-

peditious and summary method of sup-

porting orthodoxy than even the inquisition
itself. They issued a proclamation against
books of heresy, treason, and sedition

;

and declared,
'

that whosoever had any of

these books, and did not presently burn

them, without reading them, or showing
them to any other person, should be es-

teemed rebels, and without any farther

delay be executed by martial law.' From
the state of the English government during
that period, it is not so much the illegality

of these proceedings, as their violence and

their pernicious tendency, which ought to

be the object of our censure.

We have thrown together almost all the

proceedings against heretics, though car-

ried on during a course of three years ;

that we may be obhged, as little as pos-
sible, to return to such shocking barbari-

ties. It is computed, that in that time

two hundred and seventy-seven persons
were brought to the stake ; besides those

who were punished by imprisonment, fines,

and confiscations. Among those who suf-

fered by fire were five bishops, twenty-one

clergymen, eight lay gentlemen, eighty-
four tradesmen, one hundred husbandmen,
servants, and labourers, fifty-five women,
and four children. This persevering cru-

elty appears astonishing ; yet it is much
inferior to what has been practised in

other countries. A great author com-'

putes, that in the Netherlands alone, from*
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the time that the edict of Charles V. was

promulirated aijaiiist tlic reronners, there

had heen tilty thousand ]ieisons hanj^ed,
beiieaded, buried alive, or burnt, on ac-

count of relii;ion ;
and that in France the

number had also been considcral)le : yet in

both countries the progress of the new

opinions, instead of being checked, was
rather i'orwardcd by these jjersecutions.
The burning of heretics was a verv na-

tural method of reconciling the kingdom
to the Romish communion

; and little

solicitation was requisite to engage the

pope to receive tiie strayed flock, from
which he reaped such considerable ])rotit :

yet was there a solemn embassy sent to

Rome, consisting of Sir Antonv Brown,
created viscount Montacute, the bishop of

Ely, and Sir Edward Carne ; in order to

cany the submissions of England, and beg
to be re-admitted into the bosom of the

catholic church. Paul IV., alter a short

interval, now filled the papal chair; the

most haughty pontiff that during several

ages had been elevated to that dignity.
He was offended that Mary still retained

among her titles that of queen of Ireland
;

and he affirmed, that it belonged to him
alone, as he saw cause, either to erect new

kingdoms or abolish the old : but to avoid

all dispute, he thought proper to erect

Ireland into a kingdom ;
and he then ad-

mitted the title, as if it had been assumed
from his concession. This was a usual

artifice of the popes ; to give allowance to

what they could not prevent, and after-

wards pretend that princes, while thev
exercised their own powers, were onlv

acting by authority from the papacy : and

though Paul had at first intended to oblige

Mary formally to recede from this title

before he would confer it on her, he found

it prudent to proceed in a less haughty
manner.

THE RESTORATION OF ALL THE
CHURCH PROPERTY IS DE-
MANDED BY THE POPE.

Another point in discussion between the

pope and the English ambassadors was

* It has been stated that they caused a great in-

crease of crime. Many persons above the lower

class appear to hare become violaters of the law
;

VOL. I. 9 P

He rtc-
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not so easily terminated. Paul insisted! rauioiainn

that the projierty and possessions of the
",rui.i'riy.

church should be restored to the utter-

most iarthing : that whatever belonged to

God could never by any law be converted

to ])rofane uses, and every person who
detained such possessions was in a state of

eternal damnation : that he would wil-

hngly, in consideration of the humble sub-

missions of the English, make them a

present of the ecclesiastical revenues ;
but

such a concession excceiled his jjower ;
and

the people might be certain, that so great
a profanation of holv thimrs would be a jier-

petual anathema on them : that they must
restore all the privileges and emoluments
of the Romish eliureh, and Peter's |)cnce

among the rest
; nor could they expect

that this apostle would open to them the

gates of ])aradise, while they detained from

him his patrimony on earth. These earnest

remonstrances, though they had little in-

fluence on the nation, operated powerfully
on the queen, who was determined to

restore all the church lands which were

still in the possession of the crown : and

the more to display her zeal, she erected

anew some convents and monastei'ies,

notwithstanding the low condition of the

exchetjucr. When this measure was de-

bated in council, some members objected,
that if such a considerable part of the

revenue were dismembered, the dignity of

the crown would fall to decay ;
but the

queen replied, that she preferred the sal-

vation of lier soul to ten such kingdoms
as P^ngland. These imprudent measures

would not probably have taken place so

easily, had it not been for the death of

Gardiner, which happened about this time.

The great seal was given to Heath, arch-

bishop of York ;
that an ecclesiastic might

still be i)ossessed of that hiirh oflice, and

be better enabled by his authority to for-

ward the persecutions against the re-

formed.

A PARLIAMENT.
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These persecutions were now become ex
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lie discontent appeared in the new parlia-

ment summoned to meet at Westminster

[Oct. 21]. A bill was passed, restoring to

the church the tenths and tirst-fruits, and

jail
the impropriations in the hands of the

'crown; but thougli this matter directly

'concerned none but the queen herself,

Igreat opposition was made to the bill in

I

the house of commons. An application

being made for a subsidy during two years,

and for two fifteenths, the latter was re-

fused by the commons
;
and many mem-

bers said, that while tlie crown was thus

despoiling itself of its revenue, it was in

vain to bestow riches on it. The parlia-

ment rejected a bill for obliging the exiles

to return under certain penalties, and

another for incapacitating such as were

remiss in the prosecution of heresy from

being justices of the peace. The queen,

finding the intractable humour of the

commons, thought proper to dissolve the

parliament.

THE QUEEN'S EXTORTIONS.

The spirit of opposition which began to

prevail in parliament was the more likely
to be vexatious to Mary, as she was in

very bad humour on account of her hus-

band's absence, who, tired of her impor-
tunate love and jealousy, and finding his

authority extremely limited in England,
laid hold of the first opportunity to leave

her, and had gone over to the emperor in

Flanders. The neglect of Philip, added
to the disappointment in her imagined
pregnancy, tln-ew her into deep melan-

choly ;
and she gave vent to her spleen by

daily enforcing the persecutions against
the protestants, and even by expressions
of rage against all her subjects, bv whom
she knew herself to be hated; and whose

opposition, in refusing an entire compU-
ance with Philip, was the cause, she be-

lieved, why he had alienated his affections

from her. The less return her love met

with, the more it increased
;
and she passed

most of her time in solitude, where she

gave vent to her passion, either in tears,

jor
in writing fond epistles to Phihp, who

jseldom returned her any answer, and
794

scarcely deigned to pretend any sentiment

of love or even gratitude towards her.

The chief part of government to v.'hich she

attended was the extorting of money from

her people, in order to satisfy his demands ;

and as the parliament had granted her but

a scanty suppl}^ she had recourse to ex-

pedients very violent and irregular. She

levied a loan of sixty thousand pounds on

one thousand persons, of whose compli-
ance she held herself best assured : but

that sum not sufficing, she exacted a gene-
ral loan on every one who possessed

twenty pounds a year. This imposition

lay heavy on the gentry, who were obliged

many of them to retrench their expenses,
and dismiss their servants, to comply
with her demands : and as those ser-

vants, having no means of subsistence,

commonly betook themselves to robbery,
the queen published a proclamation, by
which she obliged their former masters to

take them back to their service. She
levied sixty thousand marks on seven

thousand yeomen, who had not contri-

buted to the former loan
;
and she exacted

thirty-six thousand pounds more from the

merchants. In order to engage some
Londoners to comply with her multiplied

extortions, she passed an edict, prohibiting
lor four months the exporting of any
English cloth or kersey to the Nether

lands, an expedient, which procured a good
market for such as had already sent any

quantity of cloth thither. Her rapacious-
ness engaged her to give endless disturb-

ance and interruption to commerce. The

English company settled in Antwerp hav-

ing refused her a loan of forty thousand

pounds, she dissembled her resentment

till she found that they had bought and

shipped great quantities of cloth for

Antwerp fair, which was approaching : she

then laid an embargo on the ships, and

obliged the merchants to grant her a loan

of the forty thousand jiounds at first de-

manded, to engage for the payment oj

twenty thousand pomids more at a limited

time, and to submit to an arbitrary im-

position of twenty shilhngs on each piece.

Sometime after she was informed, that the

Italian merchants had shipped above forty
thousand pieces of cloth for the Levant,
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for which they were to pay her a crown

apiece, the usual imposition. She struck

a bargain with the merchant adventurers

in London ; prohibited the t'orcigncrs tioni

making any exportation ; and received

from the EncrHsli niereiiants, in considera-

tion of this iniquity, tiie sum of fitly tliou-

sand pounds, and an imposition of four

crowns on eacli ])iece of clotli wliicii they
sliould export. She attempted to borrow

great sums abroad ; but her credit was so

low, that though slie offered fourteen per
cent to the city of Antwerp for a loan of

thirty thousand pounds, she could not

obtain it till she compelled the city of

London to be surety for lier. All these

violent expedients were employed while

she herselfwas in profound peace with all

the world, and had visibly no occasion for

money, but to supply the demands of a

husband, who showed himself eniirely in-

different about her interests.

CHAKLES V. RESIGNS HIS EMPIRE
TO PHILIP.

Philip was now become master of all

the wealth of the new world, and of the

richest and most extensive dominions in

Europe, by the voluntary resignation of

the emperor Charles V. who, though still

in the vigour of his age, had,taken a dis-

gust to the world, and was determined to

seek, in the tranquillity of retreat, for that

happiness, which he had in vain pursued
amidst the tumults of war and the projects
of ambition. He summoned the states of

the Low Countries [Oct. 2.3.] ; and,

seating himself on the throne for the last

time, explained to his subjects the reasons

of his resignation ;
absolved them from all

oaths of allegiance ; and, devolving his

authority on Philip, told him, that his

paternal tenderness made him weep, when

hereflectedon the burden which he imposed
on him. He inculcated on him the great

and onlv duty of a prince, the study of his

people's hap])iness ;
and represented how

much preferable it was to govern by affec-

tion rather tlian by fear. The cool reflec-

tions of age now discovered to him the

emptiness of his former pursuits ;
and he

The vanity
of empire
he (Ueljiros

is the stilirii

of enilli'ss

ilis:ippoii)t-

meul.

found that the vain schemes of extending
his empire had been tiie source of endless

opposition and disn]i])ointment. and liad

frustrated the sole end of governnicnt, the

felicity of the nations committed to his

care
;
an object, which meets with less

opposition ;
and wliicli, if steadily ]uirsued,

can alone convey a lasting and solid satis-

faction.

ir)')^.—A few months after, he resigned
to Philip his other dominions ; and em-

barking on board a fleet, sailed to Spain
and took bis journey to St. Just, a monas-

tery in Estremadura; which, being situated

in a happy climate, and amidst the greatest
beauties of nature, he bad chosen for the ciiarie.re.

I place 01 nis retreat. W ben he arrived at monastery,

i Burgos, he found, by the thinness of his

court, and the negligent attendance of the

S])anish grandees, that he was no longer

eni])cror ;
and though this observation

migiit convince him still more of the vanity
of the world, and make him more heartily

despise what he had renounced, he sighed!
to find that all former adulation and!

obeisance had been paid to his fortune,!

not to his person. With better reason'

was he struck with the ingratitude of his

son PhiHp, who ol)liged him to wait a long
time for the payment of the small pension
which he had reserved

;
and this disap-

])ointment gave him a sensible concern :

he pursued, however, his resolution with

inflexible constancy ; and, restrained even

his curiosity from any inquiry concerning
the transactions of the world, which he had

entirely abandoned. Then fencing against

the pains and infirmilies under which he

laboured, occupied a great part of his time;

and during the intervals, he employed his

leisure either inexamining the controversies

of tlieologv, with wliich his age had been

so much agitated, or in imitating the

w^orks of renowned artists, particularly in

mechanics, of which he had always been a

great admirer and encourager. He is said

to have here discovered a propensity to the

new doctrines, and to Jiave frequently

dropped hints of this unexpected alteration

in his sentiments. Haviniz; amused himself !,'""'',''. '.".-,",,, I tlioutjht to

with the construction of clocks and watches, >"crNio to

he thence remarked hoAv impracticable the ers.^'

"'^"'"

object was in which he had so much em-
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ployed himself during his grandeur ;
and

how impossible, that he, who never could

frame two machines that would go exactly

alike, could he able to make all man-
kind concur in the same belief and

opinion. He survived his retreat two

years.
The emperor Charles had very early in

his reign found the difficulty of governing
such distant dominions ; and he had made
his brother Ferdinand be elected king of

the Romans, with a view to his inheritinsr

the imperial dignity as well as his German
dominions : but having afterwards formed

plans of aggrandizing his family, he

regretted that he must dismember such

considerable states
; and he endeavoured

to engage Ferdinand, by the most tempting
offers and most earnest solicitations, to

yield up his pretensions in favour of Philip.

Finding his attempts fruitless, he had re-

signed the Imperial crown with his other

dignities ;
and Ferdinand, according to

common form, applied to the pope for his

coronation. The arrogant pontiff refused;

and pretended, that though on the death

of an emperor he was obliged to crown the

prince elected ; yet, in case of a resigna-

tion, the right devolved to the holy see,

and it belonged to the pope alone to appoint
an emperor. The conduct of Paul was in

every thing conformable to these lofty pre-
tensions. He thundered always in the

ears of all ambassadors, that he stood in no

need of the assistance of any prince; that he

was above all potentates of the earth ; that

he would not accustom monarchs to pretend
to a familiarity or equality with him ; that

he was successor of those who had deposed

kings and emperors ; and that, rather than

submit to any thing below his dignity, he

would set fire to the four corners of the

world. He went so far, as at table, in the

presence of many persons, and even openly,
in a public consistory, to say, that he

would not admit any kings for his com-

panions ; they were all his subjects, and

he would hold them under these feet. So

saving, he stamped on the ground with his

old and infirm limbs
;
for he was now past

four-score years of age.
The world could not forbear making a

comparison between Charles V., a prince

who, though educated amidst wars and

intrigues of state, had prevented the decline

of age, and had descended from the throne,
in order to set apart an interval for thought
and reflection

; and a priest who, in the

extremity of old age, exulted in his do-

minion, and, from restless ambition and

revenge, was throwing all nations into

combustion. Paul had entertained the

most inveterate animosity against the house
of Austria ; and though a truce of five

years had been concluded between France
and Spain, he excited Henry by his soHci-

tations to break it, and promised to assist

him in recovering Naples, and the domin-
ions to which be laid claim in Italy. He
himself engaged in hostilities with the duke
of Alva, viceroy of Naples ;

and Guise

being sent with forces to support him, the

renewal of war between the two crowns
seemed almost inevitable. Philip, though
less warlike than his father, was no less

ambitious
;

and he trusted, that by the

intrigues of the cabinet, where he believed

his caution and secresy and prudence gave
him the superiority, he should be able to

subdue all his enemies. For this reason,
as well as from the desire of settling his

new empire, he wished to maintain peace
with France ; but when he found, that

without sncrificing his honour it was im-

possible for him to overlook the hostile

attempts of Henry, he prepared for war
with great industry. In order to give
himself the more advantage, he was desir-

ous of embarking England in the quarrel ;

and though the queen was of herself ex-

tremely averse to that measure, he hoped
that the devoted fondness, which, notwith-

standing repeated instances of his indiffer-

ence, she still bore to him, would effectually

second his applications. Had the matter

indeed depended solely on her, she was

incapable of resisting her husband's com-
mands ; but she had little weight with her

council, still less with her people ;
and her

government, which was every day becom-

ing more odious, seemed unable to maintaifi

itself even during the most profound tran-

quillitv ;
much more if war were kindled

with France, and, what seemed an inevitable

consequence, with Scotland, supported by
that powerful kingdom.
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RECANTATION AND MARTYRDOM
OF CRAXMER.

An act of barbarity was this year
exerciseil in England, which, added to

manv other instances of the same kind,

'tended to render tlie government extremely

'unpopular. Cranmer had long been de-

'i?uV"!tained prisoner, but the queen now deter-
"""" Imined to bring him to punishment; re-

solved to punish him for heresy, rather

than for treason. He was cited by the

pope to stand his trial at Rome
;
and

though he was known to be kept in close

custody at Oxford, he was, on his not ap-
•

pearins:, condemned as contumacious.

arin", Bouuer Bisliop of Londou, and Thirleby of

m"r, be Ely, wcrc sent to degrade him
;
and the

i

former executed the melancholy ceremony
with all the joy and exultation which suited

his savage nature. The implacable spirit

of the queen, not satisfied with the eternal

damnation of Cranmer, which she believed

inevitable, and with the execution of that

dreadful sentence to which he was con-

demned ; prompted her also to seek the

ruin of his honour. Persons were em-

ployed to attack him, not in the way of

disputation, but by flattery, insinuation,

and address ; by representing the dignities

to which his character still entitled him, if

he would merit them by a recantation; by

giving hopes of long enjoying those power-
ful friends, whom his beneficent disposition

had attached to him during the course of

liis prosperity. Overcome by the fond

love of life, terrified by the prospect of

those tortures which awaited him, in an

unguarded hour, he agreed to subscribe

the doctrines of the papal supremacy and

of the real presence. The court, equally

perfidious and cruel, sent orders that he

should be required to acknowledge his

errors in the church, before the whole

Hew re- people, and that he should thence be im-

Sd>'t''re^i mediately
carried to execution [March

noancehu
21]. Cranmer, whether that he had

received a secret intimation of their design.

or had repented of his weakness, suriirised
, ,.

*

, II* Cranmor
the audience uv a contrary declaration.! makis

Uranmer
iccauts.

His former
recantnlioti

is whiilly
withdraw D.

He said, that he was well ai)prised of the a«!fJrauoii.

obedience which lie owed to his sovereign
and the laws

; but this duty extended

no farther than to submit ])aticntly to their

commands, and to bear without resistance

whatever hardships they should impose on
him : that a superior duty, the duty which
he owed to his Maker, obliircd him to

speak the truth on all occasions, and not

to relinquish by a base denial the holy
doctrine which the Supreme Being had

revealed to mankind : that there was one

miscarriage in his life, of whicli, above all

others, he severely repented ; the insincere

declaration of faith to which he had the

weakness to consent, and which the fear

of death had alone extorted from him :

that he took this opportunity of atoning
for his error by a sincere and o[)cn recan-

tation ; and was willing to seal with his

blood that doctrine which he firmly be-

lieved to be communicated from Heaven ;

and that, as his hand had erred, by betray-

ing his heart, it should first be punished,

by a severe but just doom, and should first

pay the forfeit of its oficnces. He was

thence led to the slake, amidst the insults

of the catholics ;
and having now sum-

moned up all the force of his mind, he

bore their scorn, as well as the torture of

his punishment, with singular fortitude.

He stretched out his hand, and, without

betraying, either by his countenance or

motions, the least sign of weakness or even

feeling, he held it in the fiaines till it was

entirely consumed. His thoughts seemed

wholly occupied with retiections on his

former fault, and he called aloud several

times, 'This hand has offended.' * Sa-

tisfied with that atonement, he then dis-

covered a serenity in his countenance ;

and when the fire attacked his body, he

seemed to be quite insensible of his out-

ward sufferings ;
and bv the force of hope

and resolution, to have collected his mina|tueiia

altogether within itself, and to repel the

furv of the flames. It is pretended, that

He i« rom-
niitmi til

allies.

*
Bitterly and sincerely as he repented his past mis-

conduct, with respect to his apostacy, he seems to

have felt no touch of remorse for the unworthy part

VOL. I. 9 Q

he had acted in urging a tender-hearted youth, to

doom a more consistent enthusiast to the horrible

punishment, which was reserved for himself.—Ed.
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alter his body was consumed, his heart

found entire and untouched amidst

the ashes ;
an event, which, as it was the

emblem of his constancy, was fondly he-

ed bv the zealous protestants.* He

pos-
His

:iev(

Ministers

oppose the

queen*s

!
wish for a

j rupture

|wiih
France.

was undoubtedly a man oi merit

sessed of learninj and capacity.
^

moral qualities procured him universal

respect ;
and the courage of his martyr-

dom, thousrh he fell short of the ridd in-

iie.vibilitv observed in many, made him the

hero of the protestant party.

After Cranmer's death, cardinal Pole,

who had now taken priest's orders, was

installed in the see of Canterbury ; and

was thus, by this office, as well as by his

commission of legate, placed at the head

of the church of England : but though he

was averse to all sanguinary methods of

converting heretics, and deemed the refor-

mation of the clergy the more effectual,

as the most laudable expedient for that

purpose ; he found his authority too weak

to oppose the barbarous and bigoted dis-

position of the queen and of her counsel-

lors. He himself, he knew, had been sus-

pected of Lutheranism ; and as Paul, the

reignin? pope, was a furious persecutor
and his personal enemy, he was prompted
to reserve his credit for other occasions,

in w-hich he had a greater probability of

success.

WAR WITH FRANXE.

The great object of the queen was to en-

igage the nation in the war which was

;
kindled between France and Spain; and
cardinal Pole, with many other coun-

sellors, zealously opposed this measure.

Besides insisting on the marriage articles,

iwhich provided against such an attempt,

Ithey represented the violence of the domes-

|tic factions in England, and the disordered

I

state of the finances ; and thev foreboded,

jthat
the tendency of all these measures

;was to reduce the kingdom to a total de-

pendence on Spanish counsels. Philip
had come to London to support his par-
tisans [1557]; and he told the queen,

t This incident, however, was purely common-
place. In numerous cases of burning, the heart of
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that if he were not gratified in so reason-

able a request, he never more would set,

foot in England. This declaration ex-

tremely heightened her zeal for promotins
his interests, and overcoming the inflexi-

bility of her council. After emplovins:
other menaces, she threatened to dismiss

all of them, and to appoint counsellors

more obsequious ; yet could she not pro-
cure a vote for declaring war with France.

At length, one Stafford and some other

conspirators were detected in a design of

surprising Scarborough ;
and a confession

being extorted from them that they had
been encouraged by Henrv in the attempt,
the queen's importunity prevailed ;

and it

was determined to make this act of hostil-

ity, with others of a like doubtful nature,

the ground of the quan'el. War was ac-

cordinglv declared against France ; and

preparations were every where made for

attacking that kingdom.
The revenue of England at that time

little exceeded three hundred thousand

pounds. Any considerable supplies could

scarcely be expected from parliament, con-

sidering the present disposition of the

nation
;

and as the war would sensibly
diminish that branch arising from the cus-

toms, the finances, it was foreseen, would

fall short even of the ordinary charges of

government, and must prove unequal to

the expenses of war : but though the!

queen owed great arrears to all her
ser-';

vants, besides the loans extorted from ail

her subjects, these considerations had no

influence with her ; and, in order to sup-

port her warhke preparations, she con-

tinued to le\-y money in the same arbitrary

and \-iolent manner which she had for-

merlv practised. She obliged the city of

London to supply her with sixty thousand

pounds on her husband's entry ;
she levied

before the legal time the second year's

subsidy voted by parhament ; she issued,

anew manv privy seals, by which she pro-;

cured loans from her people ;
and

having^

equipped a fleet, which she could not|
victual by reason of the dearness of pro-

the sufferer has been found unconsumed, where the

rest of the body has been reduced to ashes.—Ed.
,
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visions, she seized all the corn she could I

find in Suffolk and Norfolk, without pav-
ing; any price to the owners. By all these

expedients, assisted hy the power of

pressing;, she levied an army of ten thou-

sand men, which she sent over to the Low
Countries, under the commandof the carl of

Pembroke. Meanwhile, in order to prevent

any disturbance at home, many of ti)e most
considerable gentry were thrown into the

tower ;
and lest they should be known, the

Spanish practice was followed : they either

were carried thither in the niaht-tinie, or

were hoodwinked and muffled by the

guards who conducted them.

BATTLE OF ST. QUINTLN.

The king of Spain had assembled an army,
which, alter the junction of the English,
amounted to above sixty thousand men,
conducted by Philibcrt duke of Savoy, one

of the greatest cajitains of the age : the

constable, Montmorency, who commanded
the French army, had not half the nundier

to oppose to him. The duke of Savoy,
after menacing Marienburg and Rocroy,

,,j;^,ji^jsuddenly
sat down before St. Quintin ;

-ie-ei. and as the place was weak, he expected in

a few days to become master of it : but

admiral Coligny, governor of the province,

thinking his honour interested to save so

important a foilress, threw himself into

St. Quintin, with some troops of French

and Scottish gens d'armerie
;
and ani-

mated the soldiers to a vigorous defence.

He despatched a messenger to his uncle

Montmorency, desiring a supply of men
;

and the constable approached the place
with his whole army, to facilitate the entry
of these succours [Aug. 10] : but the duke

The Frcnct, Qf Savov, fallinsT on the reinforcement, did
ore JeleatcJ w ' 3

isuch execution on them, that not above

[five
hundred got into the place. He next

Imade an attack on the French army, and

put them to a total rout, killing four

thousand men, and dispersing the remain-

der. In this unfortunate action many of

the chief nobility of France were either

slain or taken prisoners : among the latter

was the old constable himself, who fight-

ing valiantly, and resolute to die rather

ithan survive his defeat, was surrounded

All France
is in con-

sunmlian.

St, Quintin,
tllOU^I)

liravrly ile-

Ifiiiicfl hy
('<i]i;:ny, in

tit I II hi »^iir-

rcui!crt*d.

The consta-

ble Mont-

morency,
is taken.

by the enemy, and thus fell alive into

their hands. The whole kinirdom ot

France was thrown into CDiisternation ;

Paris was attempted to be fortified ;
and

had the Spaniards presently marched

thither, it could not have failed to fall

into their hands : but Phili]) was of a

cautious temper ;
and he determined first

to take St. Quintin, in order to secure a

communication with his own dominions :

a very little time, it was expected, would
finish this enter])rise ;

hut tlie bravery ol

Coligny still prolonged the siege seventeen

days, which proved the safety of France.

Some troops were levied and assend)led
;

couriers were sent to recal the duke of

Guise and his army from Italy ;
and the

French having recovered from their first

])anic, put themselves in a posture of

defence. Philip, after taking Ham and

Catelet, found the season so far advanced,
that he could attempt no other enterprise :

he broke up his camp, and retired to win-

ter quarters.

CALAIS TAKEN BY THE FRENCH-

But the vigilant activity of Guise, not

sati.sfied with securing the frontiers,

prompted him in the depth of winter to

plan an enterprise, which France during
her greatest successes had always regarded
as impracticable. Calais was in that age
deemed an inpregnable fortress ;

and as it

was known to be the favourite of the Eng-
lish nation, by whom It could easily be

succoured, the recovery of that place by
France was considered as totally desperate :

but Coligny had remarked, that as the

town of Calais was surrounded with

marshes, which during the winter were

impassable, except over a dyke guaidcd by

two castles, St. Agatha and Newnam-

bridge, the English were of late accus-

tomed, on account of the lowness of their

finances, to dismiss a great part of the

garrison at the end of the autumn, and to

recal them in the spring. On thi.s
cir-'l^'^jf/.'J;,'

circumstance he had founded the design ofj rf;i«;«'
'<^

making a sudden attack on Calais

cau.sed the place to be secretly viewed by
some engineers ; and a plan of the whole

enterprise being found among his papers,
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it served, though he himself was made

prisoner on the taking of St. Quintin, to

suggest the project of that undertaking,

and to direct the measures of the duke ol

Guise.

1558.—Several bodies of troops defiled

towards the frontiers on various pretences ;

and the whole being suddenly assembled,

formed an army, with which Guise made
an unexpected march towards Calais : at

the same time, a great number of French

ships, being ordered into the channel, under

colour of cruising, composed a fleet, which
made an attack by sea on the fortifica-

tions. The French assaulted St. Agatha
with three thousand harquebusiers ;

and
the garrison, though they made a vigorous
defence, were soon obliged to abandon the

place, and retreat to Newnam-bridge.
The siege of this latter place was immedi-

ately undertaken, and at the same time

the fleet battered the risbank, which

guarded the harbour
;

and both these

castles seemed exposed to imminent danger.
The governor, lord Wentworth, was a

brave officer
; but finding that the greater

part of his weak garrison was enclosed in

the castle of Newnam-bridge and the ris-

bank, he ordered them to capitulate, and
to join him in Calais, which without their

assistance he was utterly unable to defend.

The garrison of Newnam-bridge was so

happy as to effect this purpose ; but that

of the risbank could not obtain such
favourable conditions, and were obliged to

surrender at discretion.

The duke of Guise, now holding Calais

blockaded by sea and land, thought himself
secure of succeeding in his enterprise ;

but
in order to prevent all accident, he delayed
not a moment the attack of the place.
He planted his batteries against the castle,
where he made a large breach

; and having
ordered Andelot, Cohgny's brother, to

drain the fosse, he commanded an assault,
which succeeded

; and the French made a

lodgement in the castle. On the night
following, Wentworth attempted to recover
his post; but having lost two hundred

* " The English had occupied it two hundred an
ten years, and they thought it so impregnable, tl

men in a furious attack which he made on

it, he found his garrison so weak, that

he was obliged to capitulate. Ham and

Guisnes fell soon after ;
and thus the

duke of Guise, in eight days, during the

depth of winter, made himself master of

this strong fortress, that had cost Edward
in. a siege of eleven months, at the head

of a numerous army, which had that very

year been victorious in the battle of Cregy.
The English had held it above two hundred

years ;
and as it gave them an easy en-

trance into France, it was regarded as the

most important possession belonging to

the crown.* The joy of the French was

extreme, as well as the glory acquired by
Guise, who at the time when all Europe
imagined France to be sunk by the unfor-

tunate battle of St. Quintin, had in oppo-
sition to the English, and their allies the

Spaniards, acquired possession of a place,
which no former king of France, even

during the distractions of the civil wars

between the houses of York and Lan-

caster, had ever ventured to attempt. The

English murmured loudly against the im-

providence of the queen and her council,

who, after engaging in a fruitless war for

the sake of foreign interests, had thus ex-

posed the nation to so severe a disgrace.
A treasury exhausted by expenses and bur-

dened with debts, a people divided and

dejected, a sovereign negligent of her peo-

ple's welfare, were circumstances which,

notwithstanding the fair oft'ers and pro-
mises of Philip, gave them small hopes of

recovering Calais
;
and as the Scots, in-

stigated by French councils, began to

move on the borders, they were now ne-

cessitated rather to look to their defence

at home than to think of foreign con-

quests.

AFFAIRS OF SCOTLAND.

After the peace, W'hich, in consequence of

king Edward's treaty with Henry, took

place between Scotland and England, the

queen dowager, on pretence of visiting her
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jdaujihter
and her relations, made a jour-

low.wr Jt ney to France, and slie carried along with

her the earls ol' Huntley, Sutherland,

Marischal, and many of the j>rincij)al

nobility : her secret design was to take

measures for engaging the earl of Arran to

resisin to her the s;overnment of the kins:-

dom : and as her hrotliers, the duke of

Guise, the cardinal of Lorrain, and the

duke of Aumale, had uncontrolled influence

in the court of France, she easily persuaded

Henry, and by his authority the Scottish

nobles, to enter into her measures. Hav-

ing also giiined Carnegy of Kinnaird,

Panter bishop of Ross, and Gavin Hamil-

ton, commendator of Kilwinning, three

creatures of the governor, she persuaded
him, by their means, to consent to this

resignation ;
and when every thing was

thus prepared, she took a journey to Scot-

land, and passed through England in her

i,rthro.igii ,way thither. Edward received her with
"^'"^

great respect and civility ; though he

could not forbear attempting to renew the

[old treaty for his marriage with her

daughter ;
a marriage, he said, so happily

'calculated for the tranquillity, interest,

and security of both kingdoms ; and the

only means of ensurins: a durable peace
between them. For his part, he added,

' he never could entertain a cordial amity
for any other husband whom she could

choose ;
nor was it easy for him to foigive

'a man, who, at the same time that he

Bdwar.i disappointed so natural an alliance, had

bereaved him of a bride, to whom his

'aft'ections, from his earliest infancy, had

been entirely engaged. The queen dow-

ager eluded these applications, by telling

him, that if any measures had been taken

disagreeable to him, they were entirely

owing to the imprudence of the duke of

Somerset, who, instead of employing

courtesy, caresses, and gentle otiices, the

Tbe blame Proper mcaus of gaining a young princess ;

on Soiiur

was ti.ronn had had recourse to arms and violence,

and had constrained the Scottish nobility

to send their sovereign into France, in

in order to interest that kingdom in pro-

tecting their liberty and independence.
When the queen dowager arrived in

Scotland, she found the governor very

unwilling to fultil his engagements ; and

it was not till after many delays that he

could be persuaded to resign his authority:
but finding that the majority of the youni:

princess was approaching, and that the

queen dowager had gained the atitctions of

all the princii)al nobilitv, lie thought it

more ])rudent to submit
; and having

stipulated that he should he dc( land next

heir to the crown, and should be freed

liom giving any account of his past admin-

istration, he jilaced her in po.ssession of

the power ; and she thenceforth assumed
the name of regent. It was a usual saying
of this ])rincess, that jjrovidtd she could

render her friends hapjiy, and could en-

sure to herself a good reputation, she was

entirely iiulifieront what befel her ;
and

though this sentiment is greatly censured

by the zealous reformers, as being founded

wholly on secular motives, it discovers a

mind well calculated for the government
of kingdoms. D'Oisel, a Frenchman ce-

lebrated for capacity, had attended her

as ambassador from Henry, but in reality
to assist her with his counsels : and this

man had formed a scheme for laying a

general tax on the kingdom, in order to

support a standing military force, which

might at once repel the inroads of foreign

enemies, and check the turbulence of the

Scottish nobles : but though some of the

courtiers were gained over to this project,
it gave great and general discontent to the

nation ; and the queen regent, after ingenu-

ously confessing that it would prove perni-
cious to the kingdom, had the j)rudence to

desist from it, and to trust entirely for her

security to the affections of her subjects.
This laudable purpose seemed to be the

chief object of her administration ; yet was
she sometimes drawn from it by her con-

nexions with France, and by the influence

which her brothers had acquired over her.

When Marv commenced hostilities against
that kingdom, Henry required the queen

regent to take part in the quarrel : and

she summoned a convention of states at

Newbottle, and requested them to concur

in a declaration of war against England.
The Scottish nobles, who were become as

jealous of French as the English were of

Spanish influence, refused their assent
;

and the queen was obliged to have re-
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course to stratagem. She ordered d'Oisel

to begin some fortifications at Eyemouth,
a place which had been dismantled by the

last treaty with Edward ; and w-hen the

garrison of Berwick, as she foresaw, made

an inroad to prevent the undertaking, she

effectually employed this pretence to in-

flame the Scottish nation, and to engage
them in hostilities against England. The

enterprises, however, of the Scots pro-
ceeded no farther than some inroads on

the borders : when d'Oisel, of himself, con-

ducted artillery and troops to besiege the

castle of Werke, he was recalled, and

sharply rebuked by the council.

In order to connect Scotland more

closely with France, and to increase the

influence of the latter kingdom, it was

thought proper by Henry to celebrate the

marriage between the young queen and

the dauphin : and a deputation was sent by
the Scottish parliament to assist at the

ceremony and to settle the terms of the

contract.

A PARLIAMENT. •

The close alliance between France and
Scotland threatened very nearly the repose
and security of Mary ;

and it was foreseen,

that though the factions and disorders,

which might naturally be expected in the

Scottish government during the absence

of the sovereign, would make its power
ess formidable, that kingdom would at

least afford to the French a means of in-

vading England : the queen, therefore,
found it necessary to summon a parlia-
ment [Jan 20], and to demand supplies
to her exhausted exchequer : as such an

emergency usually gives great advantage
to the people, and as the parliaments
during this reign had show^n, that where
the liberty and independence of the king-
dom was menaced with imminent danger,

they were not entirely overawed by the

* Elizabeth several times believed herself in

imminent danger. A\'Tien confined in the tower,

finding the constable had been suddenly removed,
and Sir Henry Bedingfield appointed to succeed

him, it reminded her of Sir James Tyrrell being
substituted for Sir Robert Brackenbury, by Richard
III., seventy years before, preparatory to tlie murder
of the princes. Bedingfield made his appearance
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court ; we shall naturally expect, that the
late arbitrary methods of extorting moneyi
should at least be censured, and, perhaps,!
some remedy provided against them. The
commons, however, without making any
reflections on the past, voted, besides a

fifteenth, a subsidy of four shillings in the

pound, on land, and two shillings and

eight-pence on goods : the clergy granted
eight shiUings in the pound, payable, as

was also the subsidy of the laity, in four

years by equal portions.
The parliament also passed an act, con-

firming all the sales and grants of crown
lands, which were already made, or should
be made during the seven ensuing years.
It was ea.sy to foresee, that in Mary's pre-
sent disposition and situation, this power
would be followed by a great alienation of

of the royal demesnes
; and nothing could

be more contrary to the principles of good
government, than to establish a prince
with very extensive authority, yet permit
him to be reduced to beggary. This act

met with opposition in the house of com-
mons. One Copley expressed his fears lest

the queen, under colour of the power
there granted, might alter the succession,
and alienate the crown from the lawful

heir : but his words were thought irre-

verent to her majesty. He was com-
mitted to the custody of the Serjeant at

arms
;
and though he expressed sorrow for

this oflence, he w^as not released till the

queen was applied to for his pardon.
The English nation, during this whole

reign, were under great apprehensions
with regard, not only to the succession,

but the life of the lady Elizabeth :* the

violent hatred which the queen bore to her,

broke out on every occasion
; and it re-

quired all the authority of Philip, as well

as her own great prudence, to prevent the

fatal effects of it. The princess retired

into the country ; and knowing that she

was surrounded with spies, she passed her

immediately after lady Jane Gray and lord Guilford

had suffered. His attendants, Elizabeth suspected,
were to escort her to the place of execution

;
ard

she anxiously inquired whether the scaffold on which
the unfortunate lady Jane died, had been removed—
almost fearing it remained in a state of preparation
for herself.—Ed.
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time wholly in reading; and study, and
saw very little company. ^Vhile she re-

mained in this situation, whicli lor the

present was melancholy, but which pre-

pared her mind tor those great actions

by which her life was afterwards distin-

guished, proposals of marriage were made
to her bv the Swedish ambassador in his

master's name. As her first question was,

whether the queen had been informed of

these proposals ? the ambassador told her,

that his master thought, as a gentleman,
it was his duty first to make his addresses

to herself ;
and having obtained her con-

sent, he would next, as a king, apply to

her sister : but the princess would allow

him to proceed no farther
;
and the queen,

after thanking her for this instance of

duty, desired to know how she stood af-

fected to the Swedish proposals. Eliza-

beth had the magnanimity to reserve her-

self for better fortune ;
and she covered

her refusal with professions of a passionate

attachment to a single life, which, she

said, she infinitely preferred before any
other.* The princess shewed like pru-

dence in concealing her sentiments of

religion, in complying with the present

modes of worship, and in eluding all

questions with regard to that delicate

subject.f
The money granted by parliament en-

abled the queen to fit out a fleet of one

hundred and forty sail, which being joined

by thirty Flemish ships, and carrying six

thousand land forces on board, was sent

to make an attempt on the coast of Brit-

tany. The fleet was commanded by lord

Clinton ;
the land forces by the earls of

but the equip-Huntingdon and Rutland

* Yet reports unfavourable to the character of

Elizabeth were industriously circulated.
" From the

MS. life of Jane Dormer, duchess of Feria, who had

been in the ser\-ice of her sister Mary, we learn,
'

that

there was a report of a child born and miserably

destroyed, but that it could not be discovered whose

it was. A midwife testified that she was brought

from her house blindfold, to a house where she did

her office, and returned in like manner. She saw-

nothing in the house but candle-light, and only said it

was the child of a very fair young lady.' "—Queens

of England.
—Ed.

. , ,

t The common net at that time, says Sir Richard

Baker, for catching of protestants,
was the real

presence ;
and this net was used to catch the lady

ment of the fleet and army was so dilatory,

that the French got intelligence of the

design, and were prepared to receive

them. The English found Brest so well

guarded, as to render an attcmj)t on that

I)lace impracticable ;
but landing at Co-

quet, they plundered and burnt the town,
with some adjacent villages ;

and were

proceeding to commit great disorders,

when Kersimon, a Breton gentleman, at

the head of some militia, fell on them,

put them to rout, and drove them to their

ships, with considerable loss : but a

small squadron of ten English ships
bad an opportunity of amply revenging
this disgrace on the French. The mares-

chal de Thennes, governor of Calais, had

made an irruption into Flanders, with an

army of fourteen thousand men ;
and

having forced a passage over the river Aa
had taken Dunkirk, and Berg St. \Yinoc,
and had advanced as far as Newport ;

but

count Egmont coming suddenly on him
with superior forces, he was obliged to

retreat
;

and being overtaken by the

Spaniards near Gravelines, and finding
a battle inevitable, he chose very skil

fully his ground for the engagement. He
fortified his left wing with all the pre-
cautions possible ; and posted his right

along the river Aa, which he reasonably

thought gave him full security from that

quarter : but the English ships, which

were accidentally on the coast, being drawn

by the noi.se of the firing, sailed up the

river ;
and flanking the French, did such

execution by their artillery, that they put
them to flight ; and the Spaniards gained
a complete victory.

Meanwhile the principal army of France,

Active hos.
tilitie.H

an* »ora-

incnciil

France.

The mares-
chal dc

Tliermes is

forced to

give battle. >

The French
are defeat-

ed.

I

Elizabeth : for being asked one time, what she

thought of the words of Christ,
' This is my body,'

whether she thought it the true body of Christ that

was in the sacrament ;

—it is said, that after some

pausing, she thus answered :

Christ was the word that spake it ;

He took the bread, and brake it ;

And what the word did make it,

That I believe, and take it :
—

whicli though it may seem but a slight expression)

yet hath it more solidness than at first sight appears ;

at least, it served her turn at that time to escape the

net which by a direct answer she could not have
done.
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under the duke of Guise, and that of

Spain, under the duke of Savoj', ap-

proached each other on the frontiers of

Picardv ;
and as the two kings had come

into their respective camps, attended by
tlie flower of their nobility, men expected
that some great and important event \YOuld

follow : but Philip possessed not the en-

terprising genius of a conqueror ;
and he

was willing, notwithstanding the superio-
ritv of his numbers, and the two great \-ic-

tories which he had gained at St. Quintin
and Gravelines, to put a period to the war

bv treatv. Negociations were entered in-

to ;
and as the terms ottered by the mon-

archs were somewhat wide of each other,

the armies were put into winter quar-
ters till the princes could come to better

reement. Among other conditions,

Henry demanded^the restitution of Navarre

to its lawful owner ; Philip, that of

Calais and its territory to England : but

in the midst of these negociations, news
arrived of the death of Mary ; and Philip,
no longer connected with England, began
to relax in his firmness on that valuable

article. This was the only circumstance

that could have made the death of that

princess be regretted by the nation.

DEATH AND CHARACTER OF THE
QUEEN.

M.\RY had long been in a declining state

of health
;

and having mistaken her
[

dropsy for a pregnancy, she had made use
,

of an improper regimen, and her malady \

daily augmented. Every reflection now
tormented her. The consciousness of

being hated by her subjects ; the prospect !

of Elizabeth's succession ; apprehensions i

of the danger to which the catholic

religion stood exposed ;* dejection for the

loss of Calais
;
and above all, anxietv for

the absence of her husband, who she knew
intended soon to depart for Spain, and to

settle there during the remainder of his life;

all these melancholy reflections preved on
her mind, and threw her into a lingering
fever, of which she died [Nov. 17], after:

a short and unfortunate reign of Ave years,
four months and eleven days.

It is not necessary to employ manv
words in drawing the character of this

princess. She possessed few qualities
either estimable or amiable

;
and her per-

son was as little engaging as her behaviour!

and address. Obstinacv, bigotry, malig-

nity, tyranny ; every circumstance of her

character, took a tincture from her bad

temper and narrow understanding : and
amidst that complication of vices, we
shall scarcely find any virtue but sincerity;
a quality which she seems to have main-
tained throughout her whole life, except in

the beginning of her reign, when the ne-

cessity of her affairs obliged her to make
some promises to the protestants, which
she certamly never intended to perform.
But in these cases, a weak, bigoted wo-

man, under the government of priests,

easily finds casuistry sufiicient to justify
to herself the violation of a promise. She

appears, as well as her father, to have
been susceptible of some attachments of

friendship ; and that without the caprice
and inconstancy which were so remarka-
ble in that monarch : to which we may
add, that in many circumstances of her
life she gave indications of resolution, a

quality which seems to have been inherent

in her family.f
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*
Every circumstance connected with her situa-

tion was most galling. The boundless joy of the

catholics at her being likely to have issue was turned
into bitter mortification. How severe the blow was
felt by them, may bp understood from the exulting

prayers which the supposed happy state of her

majesty called forth. The pious effusion of Weston,
after a form of supplication for mother and child, con-
cluded thus :

" Heare us (O Lord) and grant us our

petition. Let not the enemies of thy faith and of

thy church say : where is their God :" as if on the

fulfilment of their expectations, the existence, at all

events the credit of the Deity, must necessarily

depend.
—Ed.

sn.t

t Some ingenious modem writers, have endea-
voured to make it appear that Mary, though in

some respects misled, was, in the main, an amia-
ble woman. There certainly is reason to believe
that she was sincere in her preference for the catholic

religion. In defence of her principles, she resisted

her father, and offered herself as a martyr to her
brother. But she at last gave way to the former,
and subscribed to the degradation of her mother,
and to her brother she would probably have been

equally compliant, had Edward been as formidable
as Henry was. The general interests of the coun-

try she was ready to sacrifice to conciliate her hus-

b.%nd, and in matters of faith, her mind had been
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Cardinal Pole had long been sicklv from
an intermitting fever ; and he died the

same day with the queen, about sixteen

hours after her. The benign character of

this prelate, the modesty and humanitv
of his deportment, made him universallv

beloved
;
insomuch that in a nation where

the most furious persecution was carried

on, entire justice, even by most of the

reformers, has been done to his merit. Tiie

haughty pontiff, Paul IV., had entertained

some prejudices against him
; and when

England declared war against Henry, the

ally of that pope, he seized the opportu-

nity of revenge ;
and revoking Pole's le-

gantine commission, appointed in his room

.
cardinal Peyto, an observantine friar, and

<iicW»r,":confessor to the queen: but Mary would

. iii^"^'
never permit the new legate to act on the

commission
;
and Paul was alterwards

obliged to restore cardinal Pole to his au-

thority.

mSCELLAXEOUS TRAXSACTIOXS.

There occur few general remarks, besides

what have been made in the course of our

narration, with regard to the general
of the kingdom during this reisrn.

The naval power of England was then so

inconsiderable, that fourteen thousand

pounds being ordered to be applied to the

fleet, both for repairing and victualling it,

it was computed that ten thousand pounds
a year would afterwards answer all neces-

sary charges. The arbitrary proceedings
of the queen, joined to many monopolies

granted by this princess as well as by her

father, checked the growth of commerce ;

and so much the more, as all other prin-
ces in Europe either were not permitted.

The growth
or did not find it necessary to proceed in

• com-
|so tvrannical a manner. Acts of parlia-

• rc6 IS I
* '

eked by'ment, both in the last reign and in the

me^mls. beginning of the present, had laid the

same impositions on the merchants of the

stillyard as on other aliens : yet the queen,

immediately after her marriage, complied

so perverted by the fierce miscreants she took to

.her counsel, that she not only allowed the most
horrible enormities to be perpetrated in her

uame, but she could persuade herself that partici-

'pating in these, would entitle her to the favouring

VOL I 9 S
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with the solicitations of the emperor, and

j

by her prerogative suspended those laws.

Nobody in that age pretended to question

I

this exercise of prerogative : the histo-
'

rians are entirely siknt with regard to it
,

and it is only by the collection of tlif

[
public papers that it is handed down to

us.

An absurd law had been made in the

preceding reign, by which every one was

prohibited from making cloth unless he
had served an apprenticeship of seven

years. The law was repealed in the first

year of the queen, and this plain reason

given ; that it had occasioned the deca\
of the woollen manufacture, and had
ruined several towns. It is strange that

Edward's law should have been reviv-

ed during the reign of Elizabeth, and
still more strange that it should still

subsist.*

A passage to Archangel had been di.«co-

vered by the English durinir the last reign,
and a beneficial trade with Muscovy estab-

hshed. A solemn embassy was sent by
the czar to queen Mary. The ambassa-
dors were shipwrecked on the coast of

Scotland ;
but being hospitably entertain-

ed there, they proceeded on the journey,
and were received at London with great

pomp and solemnity. This seems to

have been the first intercourse which that

empire had with any of the western poten-
tates of Europe.
A law was passed in this reign, by which

the number of horses, arms, and furniture

was fixed, which each person, accordingto
the extent of his pro|)erty, should be provi-
ded with for the defence of the kingdom.
A man of one thousand pounds a year, for aii cI«s««

instance, was to maintain at his own /"^""?''""•

charge six horses fit for demi-lances ; ot ;<»"";
••'"-

which three at least were to be furnished 'latl"

""*

with sufficient harness, steel saddles, and

weapons proper for the demi-lances ; and
ten horses fit for light horsemen

; with

furniture and weapons proper for them ;

he was obliged to have forty corselets fur-

smile of the Father of all, and secure her a place in

Heaven.—Ed.
* The law here mentioned was repealed in the

reign of George III.—Ed.
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nished
; fifty almain revets, or, instead of

them, forty coats of plate, corselets or

ibrigandines furnished ; forty pikes, thirty

ilong bows, thirty sheaves of arrows, thirty

,'i"'"isteel caps or skulls, twenty black bills or

an
hirraour,|ijalberds, twcutv harouebusses, and twenty

L-.1 iiy the morions or sallets. We may remark, that
''""•' a man of one thousand marks of stock

was rated equal to one of two hundred

pounds a year :
—a proof that few or none

at that time lived on their stock in money,
and that great profits were madeby the mer-

chants in the course of trade. There is no

class above one thousand pounds a year.

We may form a notion of the little pro-

gress made in arts and refinement about

this time from one circumstance. A man
of no less rank than the comptroller of

Edward VI. 's household paid only thirty

shillings a year of our present money for

his house in Channel-row ; yet labour and

provisions, and consequently houses, were

only about a third of the present price.

Erasmus ascribes the frequent plagues in

England to the nastiness and dirt, and

slovenly habits among the people.
' The

floors,' says he,
'

are commonly of clay,

strewed with rushes; under which lies un-

molested an ancient collection of beer,

grease, fragments, bones, spittle, excrements

of dogs and cats, and every thing that is

nasty.'

Holinshed, who lived in queen Eliza-

beth's reign, gives a very curious account

of the plain, or rather rude way of liv-

ing of the preceding generation. There

scarcely was a chimney to the houses, even

in considerable towns : the fire was kindled

by the wall ; and the smoke sought its

way out of the roof, or door, or windows :

the houses were nothing but wattling plas-

tered over with clay : the people slept on

straw pallets, and had a good round log
under their head for a pillow ;

and almost

all the furniture and utensils were of wood.

In this reign, we find the first general
law with regard to highways, which were

appointed to be repaired by parish duty

The habits

of the Eug-
j'.sh were

uncleanly.

Provision
is made by
parliament
for the re-

pair of

highways.
all over England.*

* We find that in Mary's time the tower had be-

come what would now be called " One of the lions

of London." " In January, 1555, the Prince of

Oiange, being on a visit to the court, was with other
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ELIZABETH.

1558.

queen's popularity. RE-ESTABLISH-
MENT OF THE PROTESTANT RELIGION.
A PARLIAMENT. PEACE WITH FRANCE.

DISGUST BETWEEN THE QUEEN AND
MARYQUEEN OFSCOTS. AFFAIRS OF SCOT-

LAND. REFORMATION IN THAT COUN-
TRY.-—CIVIL WARS IN SCOTLAND. IN-

TERPOSITION OF THE QUEEN IN THE
AFFAIRS OF SCOTLAND. SETTLEMENT
OF THAT COUNTRY. FRENCH AFFAIRS.
-—ARRIVAL OF MARY IN SCOTLAND.
BIGOTRY OF THE SCOTCH REFORMERS.
WISE GOVERNMENT OF ELIZABETH.

THE QUEEN'S POPULARITY.

In a nation so divided as the English, it

could scarcely be expected that the death

of one sovereign, and the accession of

another, who was generally believed to

have embraced opposite principles to

those which prevailed, could be the object
of universal satisfaction : yet so much
were men displeased with the present
conduct of affairs, that the people, over-

looking their theological disputes, ex-

pressed a general joy that the sceptre had

passed into the hand of Elizabeth. Thatj

princess had discovered great prudence

during the reign of her sister; and as

men were sensible of the imminent danger
to which she was every moment exposed,
concern for her safety had rendered her

to an uncommon degree the favourite of

the nation. A parliament had been as-

sembled a few days before Mary's death
;

and when Heath, archbishop of York,
then chancellor, notified to them that event,

scarcely an interval of regret appeared ;

and the two houses immediately resounded

with the joyful acclamation of
' God save

queen Elizabeth ! Long and happily may

lords conducted by the Lord Chamberlain to the

tower of London, where was shewed to him the

ordinances, artillerie, munitions, and armerie, &c."
—Holinshed.—Ed.
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' The people less actuated by

faction, and less influenced by private
views, expressed a joy still more jrcncral
and hearty on her proclamation : and the

auspicious commencement of this reign,

prognosticated that felicity and glory

which, during its whole course, so uni-

formly attended it.

Elizabeth was at Hatfield when she

heard of her sister's death
;
and alter a

few days, she went thence to London

through crowds, who strove in giving her

the strongest testimony of their aflection.*

On her entrance into the tower, she could

not forbear reflecting on the great difle-

rence between her present fortune, and

that which a few years before had attended

her, when she was conducted to that place
as a prisoner, and lay there exposed to all

the bigotted malignity of her enemies.

She fell on her knees and expressed her

thanks to Heaven for the deliverance

which the Almighty had granted her from

her bloody persecutors ;
a deliverance, she

said, no less miraculous than that which

Daniel had received from the den of lions.

This act of pious gratitude seems to have

been the last circumstance in which she

remenabered any past hardships and in-

juries. With a prudence and magnan-

imity truly laudable, she buried all oflences

in obHvion, and received with affability

even those who had acted with the greatest

malevolence against her : Sir Harry Benni-

field himself, to whose custody she had

been committed, and who had treated her

* She came from Hatfielde in Harforde.sheyre,

where she then abode, unto the Charterhouse in

London, and wente from thence to the Tower.

There she remayned untyli the xiiii. dale of Janu-

ary following : at which time, (the Londiners hauing
made sumptuous prouision) she passed throughe the

Citee to her Palaice at Westminster, shewinge vcrye

comfortable and gentle countenaunce unto the peo-

ple. The nexte daje following, her grace was

crowned in sainct Maries' churche by Doctour Ogle-

thorpe, byshop of Carlile.—Lanquctte.
—Ed.

t The good sense of Elizabeth might have caused

her to slight him, without reference to his cru-

elty. He was ridiculously superstitious ; and. at this

time of day, his injunctions, issued in 1554, and

printed at the sign of the "
Holy Cost," in the follow-

ing year, can hardly be read with gravity. He there

instructs the people that " the bearing of palms on

Palm-Sunday is to put them in remembrance of the

with severity, never felt, during the whole

course of her reign, any effects of her

resentment. Yet was not the gracious

reception wiiich s^he gave undistinguishing :

when the bishops came to make their obe-

sience to her, she cxpres.sed to all of them
sentiments of regard, except to Honner,
from whom she turned aside, as from a

man polluted with blood, who was a just

object of horror to every heart susceptible
of humanity. t

After eniploving a few days in ordering
her domestic affairs, Elizabtlh notified to

foreign courts her sister's death and her

own accession. She sent lord Cobham
to the Low Countries, where Philip then

resided
;
and she took care to express

to that monarch her gratitude for the

protection which he had afforded her,

and her desire of persevering in that

friendship which had commenced between

them. Philip, who had long foreseen this

event, and who still hoped, by means of

Elizabeth, to obtain tiiat dominion over

England, of which he had failed in espous-

ing Mary, inunediately dcsj)atched orders

to the duke of Feria, his ambassador at

London, to make proposals of marriage to

the queen ;
and he offered to procure from

Rome a dispensation lor that purpose :

but Elizabeth soon came to the resolution

of declining the proposal. She saw that

the nation had entertained an extreme

aversion to the Spanish alliance : and that

one great cause of the popularity which

she herself enjoyed, was the prospect of

receiving of Christ into Jerusalem before his death

and passion; that the creeping to the cross on Good

Friday was to signify the humbling of ourselves

to Christe before the crosse, and the kissing of it

signifieth a memory of our redemption made by
Christe for us upon the crosse ;

"
and among these

sapient injunctions, one we find
"
Concerning Myd-

wyves," which opens thus :
"

Item, that every

woman of the diocesse and jurisdiction of London,
that now doeth. or hereafter shall occupie or exer-

cise the office and roumc of Mydwyfe, shall be faith,

full, sobre, dilygintc. discrete, and readye to hcalpe

every woman travayling of chyldc, as well the poore
as the riche. and shall not use or exercise any witch-

crafte, charmes, soreerye, invocations, or praiers

other than such as be allowable, and may stand

with the lawes and ordinances of the catholic

churche."—Ed.
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being freed, by her means, from the danger

of foreign subjection. She was sensible

that her affinity with PhiHp was exactly

similar to that of her father with Catharine

of Arragon ;
and that her marrying that

monarch was, in effect, declaring herself

to be illegitimate, and incapable of suc-

ceeding to the throne; and, though the

power of the Spanish monarchy might

be sufficient to support her title, her

masculine spirit disdained such precarious

dominion, which, as it would depend solely

on the power of another, must be exer-

sed according to his inclinations. But,

while these views prevented her from

entertaining any thoughts of a marriage
with Philip, she gave him an obliging

though evasive answer ;
and he still re-

tained such hopes of success, that he sent

a messenger to Rome, with orders to soli-

cit the dispensation.*
The queen, too, on her sister's death,

had written a letter to Sir Edward Carne,

the English ambassador at Rome, to notify

her accession to the pope ;
but the pre-

cipitate nature of Paul broke through all

the cautious measures concerted by this

young princess. He told Carne, that

England was a fief of the holy see ; and it

was great temerity in Elizabeth to have

assumed, without his participation, the

title and authority of queen : that being

illegitimate, she could not possibly inherit

that kingdom ; nor could he annul the

sentence pronounced by Clement VII. and

* The queen, though she well knew that to

allow a dispensation in this case to be sufficient,

were to make her own birth illegitimate ; yet to so

great a prince, and who, in her sister's lifetime, had

done her many favours, she would not return so blunt

an answer.—Baker.

j-
The important part acted by Cecil in this reign

makes it desirable to know his character, as ex-

actly as may be, as the preference he enjoyed from

the queen makes it in some sort an index to that of

Elizabeth. He was not only a man of great saga-

city, but of wonderful activity and careful arrange-
ment. Besides attending to business in council, we
are told he dally wrote twenty or thirty letters on

subjects of a domestic character, and many dis-

patches connected with foreign affairs ; while there

never passed a day duing term time in which he did

not receive from sixty to a hundred petitions, which
he commonly read the same night. He did not
allow himself much rest, and was an early riser.

Paul III. with regard to Henry's marriage:'
that were he to proceed with rigour, he

should punish this criminal invasion of his

rights by rejecting all her applications; but,j

being willing to treat her with paternal

indulgence, he would still keep the doon
of grace open : and if she would renounce

all pretensions to the crown, and submit

entirely to his will, she should experience
the utmost lenity compatible with the

dignity of the apostohc see. When this

answer was reported to Elizabeth, she was

astonished at the character of that aged

pontiff; and, having recalled her ambassa-

dor, she continued with more determined

resolution to pursue those measures which

already she had secretly embraced.

RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
PROTESTANT RELIGION.

The queen, not to alarm the partisans of

the catholic religion, had retained eleven

of her sister's counsellors ;
but in order to

balance their authority, she added eight

more, who were known to be inclined to

the protestant communion ;
the marquis of

Northampton, the earl of Bedford, Sir

Thomas Parry, Sir Edward Rogers, Sir

Ambrose Cave, Sir Francis Knolles, Sir

Nicholas Bacon, whom she created lord

keeper, and Sir William Cecil, secretary

of state. With these counsellors, par-

ticularly Cecil,t she frequently deliberated

concerning the expediency of restoring

lie speaks
of rigour,
but ofiera

lenity.

Sir Thomas Gresham, having occasion to send his

factor, Richard Candellor, to Cecil, wrote to him :

"Sir, I have commandyd hira to be with you by vi.

of the clocke in the morning, every morning." "This

industry," says one of his household,
" caused his

friends to pity him, and his very servants to admire

him : and I myself, as an eyewitness, can testify

that I never saw him half an hour idle in twenty
four years together." It is utterly impossible to sur-

vey his papers without surprise and admiration.

Their multiplicity astonishes,
—their variety alto-

gether perplexes one. Nothing seems to have been

considered too momentous for him, or too minute.

His opinion was solicited at one and the same time on

the execution of a queen and the punishment of a

schoolboy ;
the terms of a treaty, and a regulation

for the lining of slope-hose : an insurrection in the

north, and a brawl in the streets of London. Queen
Elizabeth did nothing without first consulting him.
—Burgon.- Ed.
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the protestant reliijion. Cecil told her,

that the greater part of the nation had,
ever since her father's reign, inclined to

the reformation
;

and though her sister

had constrained them to profe.ss the an-

cient fnith, the cruelties exercised by her

ministers iiad still more alienated their

affections from it : that happily the in-

terests of the sovereign here concurred

with the inclinations of the people ; nor

was her title to the crown inconipatihle
with the authority of the Roman pontifi':

that a sentence so solemnly pronounced

by two popes against her motlier's mar-

riage, could not possibly be recalled, with-

out inflicting a mortal wound on the credit

of the see of Rome
;
and even if she were

allowed to retain the crown, it would only
be on an uncertain and dependant footing:
that this circumstance alone counter-

balanced all dangers whatsoever ;
and

these dangers themselves, if narrowly ex-

amined, will be found very little formida-

ble : that the curses and execrations of the

Romish church w^ere in the present age
more an object of ridicule than of terror,

and had now as little influence in this

world as in the next : that though the

bigotry or ambition of Heniy or Philip

might incline them to execute a sentence

of excommunication against her, their in-

terests were so incompatible, that they
never could concur in any plan of opera-
tions ; and the enmity of the one would

always ensure to her the friendship of the

other : that even such of the English as

seemed at present zealously attached to the

catholic faith, would most of them embrace

the relitiion of their new sovereign : that the

authority of Henry VIIL, so highly raised

by many concurring circumstances, first

inured the people to this submissive defe-

rence : and it was the less difficult for suc-

ceeding princes to continue the nation in

a track to which it had so long been ac-

customed : and that it would be easy for

her, by bestowing on protestants all prefer-

ments in civil offices, and the mihtia, the

church, and the universities, both to en-

sure her own authority, and to render her

religion entirely predominant.
The education of Elizabeth, as well as

her interest, led her to favour the reforma-
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tion
; and she remained not long in sus-

pense : but she resolved to proceed by

gradual and secure steps ;
and not to imi-

tate Mary, in encouraging the bigots of

her party to n\ake a violent invasion on

the established religion. She thought it

retpiisite, however, to discover such symp-
toms of her intentions as might give

encouragement to the protestants : she

immediately recalled all the exiles, and

gave liberty to the jirisoners who were

confined on account of religion. We are

told of a i)lcasantry of one Rainsfbrd on
this occasion, who said to the (jucon, that

he had a petition to present her in i)ehalf

of other prisoners called Matthew, Mark,
Luke, and John

; she readily replied, that

it behoved her first to consult the prison-
ers themselves, and to learn of them whe-

ther thev desired ihat liberty which he

demanded for them.

Elizabeth also proceeded to exert, in fa-

vour of the reformers, some acts of power
which v>cre authorized by the extent ol

royal prerogative during that age. Find-

ing that the protestant teachers, irritated

by persecution, broke out in a furious at-

tack on the ancient superstition, and that

the Romanists rejilied with no less zeal

and acrimony, she published a proclama-

tion, by which she inhibited all jireaching

without a special licence
;
and though she

dispensed with these orders in favour of

some preachers of her own sect, she took

care that they should be the most calm

and moderate of the party : she also sus-

pended the laws so far as to order a great

part of the service, the litany, the Lord's

prayer, the creed, and the gospels to be

read in English: and having first publish-

ed injunctions that all the churches should

conform to the practice of her own chapel,

she forbade the host to be any more ele-

vated in her presence ;
an innovation

which, however frivolous it may appear,

implied the most material consequences.

These declarations of her intentions,

concurring with preceding suspicions

made the bishops foresee a revolution in

religion : they therefore refused to offi-

ciat'e at her coronation ;
and it was with' <» "ffi^i-'^

some difficulty that the bishop of Carlisle

was prevailed on to perform the ceremony.
809
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Whea she was conducted through Lou-

don, amidst the joyful acclamations

of her subjects, a boy, who personated

Truth, was let down from one of the tri-

umphal arches, and presented to her a

copy of the Bible. She received the

book with the most gracious deportment ;

placed it next her bosom ;
and declared,

that amidst all the costly testimonies which

the city had that day given her of their at-

tachment, this present was by far the most

precious and most acceptable. Such

were the innocent artifices by which Eli-

zabeth insinuated herself into the affec-

tions of her subjects. Open in her ad-

dress, gracious and affiible, she rejoiced in

the concourse of her subjects, entered

into all their pleasures and amusements,

and without departing from her dignity,

which she knew well how to preserve, she

acquired a popularity beyond what any
of her predecessors or successors ever

could attain. Her own sex exulted to see

a worn in hold the reins of empire with

such prudence and fortitude : and while

a young princess of twenty-five years (for

that was her age at her ascension), who

possessed all the graces and insinuation,

though not all the beauty of her sex,

courted the aflections of individuals by
her civilities, of the public by her servi-

ces, her authority, though corroborated

by the strictest bands of law and religion,

appeared to be derived entirely from the

choice and inclination of the people.

A PARLIAMENT.

A SOVEREIGN of this dispositiou was not

likely to offend by any useless or violent

exertions of power ; and Elizabeth, though
she threw out such hints as encouraged
the protestants, delayed the entire change
of the religion until the meeting of the par-
liament which was summomed to assemble.

The elections had gone entirely against

the catholics, who seem not indeed to

have made any great struggle for the su-

*
Notwithstanding the hias of the nation towards

the protcst;int sect, it appears, that some violence,

at least according to our present ideas, was used in

these elections. Five candidates were nominated

by the court to each borough, and three to each
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periority* ;
and the houses met, in a dis-

position of gratifying the queen in every

particular. They began the session with

a unanimous declaration,
'

that queen Eli-

zabeth was, and ought to be, as well by the

word of God as the common and statute

laws of the realm, the lawful, undoubted,
and true heir to the crown, lawfully des-

cended from the blood-royal, according to

the order of succession settled in the 35th

of Henry VHL' This act of recognition
was probably dictated by the queen herself

and the ministers ; and she showed her

magnanimity as well as her moderation in

the terms which she employed on that

occasion. She followed not Mary's prac-
tice in declaring the validity of her moth
er's marriage, or in expressly repealing
the act formerly made against her own le-

gitimacy: she knew that this attempt must
be attended with reflections on her fath-

er's memory, and on the birth of her de-

ceased sister ; and as all the world was

sensible that Henry's divorce from Anne

Boleyn was merely the effect of his usual

violence and caprice, she scorned to found

her title on any act of an assembly, which

had too much prostituted its authority by
its former variable, servile, and iniquitous
decisions. Sntisfied therefore in the ge-
neral opinion entertained with regard to

this fact, which appeared the more un-

doubted the less anxiety she discovered in

fortifying it by votes and inquiries ; she

took possession of the throne, both as

her birthright, and as ensured to her by
former acts of parliament ; and she never

appeared anxious to distinguish these

titles.

The first bill brought into parliament,
with a view of trying their disposition on

the head of reUgion, was that for sup-

pressing the monasteries lately erected,

and for restoring the tenths and first-fruits

to the queen. This point being gained
with much difficulty, a bill was next intro-

duced, annexing the svipremacy to the

crown ;
and though the queen was there

county ; and, by the sheriff's authority, the mem-
bers were chosen from among these candidates. See

State Papers collected by Edward earl of Claren

don, p. 92.
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clenoiniuated Governess, not head of the

cliurch, it conveyed the same extensive

power whicli liad been exercised bv her

father aiul brother. All the bishops who
were present in the upper house strenu-

ously opposed this law
;
and as they pos-

sessed more learning than the temporal

peers, they triumphed in the debate
; but

the majority of voices in that house, as

well as among; the commons, was au;ainst

them. By this act, the crown, without

the concurrence either of the parliament,
or even of the convocation, was vested

with the whole spiritual power; might re-

press all heresies, might establish or re-

peal all canons, and might ordain or abolish

all religious rite or ceremony. In deter-

mining heresy, the sovereign was only
limited (if that could be called a limita-

tion) to such doctrines as had been ad-

judged heresy by tiie authority of the

scripture, by the first four general coun-

cils, or by anv general council which

followed the scripture as their rule, or to

such other doctrines as should hereafter

be denominated heresy by the parliament
and convocation. The queen was empow-
ered to name commissioners, either lay-
men or clergymen, as slie should think

proper ; and on this clause was afterwards

founded the court of ecclesiastical com-

mission, which assumed large discretion-

ary, not to say arbitrary powers, totally

incompatible with any exact boundaries

in the constitution. Their proceedings in-

deed were only consistent with absolute

monarchy, but were entirely suitable to the

genius of the act on which thev were

established ;
an act that at once gave the

crown alone all the power which had for-

merly been claimed by the popes, but

which even these usurping prelates had

never been able fully to exercise, without

some concurrence of the national clergy.

Whoever refused to take an oath, ac-

knowledging the queen's supremacy, was

incapacitated from holding any office
;

whoever denied the supremacy, or at-

tempted to deprive the queen of that pre-

rogative, forfeited for the first offence all

his goods and chattels ; for the second,

was subjected to the penalty of a pre-

munire ;
but the third offence was declared

treason. These punishments, however!

severe, were less rigorous than those which! mrnu iirc

were during the reigns of her father and
,'',',"h,'I;,"7,,

brother, intlicted in like cases. ! n... mncof

A law was passed confirming all the v'li'i;

statutes en;icted in king F.dward's time
with regard to religion. I'iie nomination
of bishoj)s was given to the crown : the ^

, ,
, T!ie nonii-

queen was empowtr d, on tlie vacancy ofj
ni.iioii..f

any see, to seize all the temporalities, an(li|;i'li;,'';'„i"h,

to bestow on the bishop elect an equiva-
lent in the inq)r()prialions belonging to

the crown. This pretended e(|uivalent was

commonly much inferior in value ; and
thus the queen, auiidst all her concern
for religion, followed the example of the

))receding reformers, in committing depre-
dations on the ecclesiastical revenues.

The bishops and all incumbents were

prohibited from alienating their revenues,
and from letting leases longer than twenty-
one years, or three lives. This law seemed
to be meant for securing the projierty of the

church
;
but as an excej)tion was left in

favour of the crown, great abuses still pre-
vailed. It was usual for the courtiers to c\mnh
make an agreement with a bishop or in- pi-"i-rtyi',

cumbent, and to procure a fictitious aliena- ousinsiru-

tion to the queen, who afterwards trans- "^"'/from

ferred the lands to the person agreed on. ""'^'"to-

This method of pillaging the church was

not remedied till the beginning of James I.

The present depression of the clergy ex-

posed them to all injuries ;
and the laity

never stopped till they had reduced the

church to such poverty, that her
jil under

was no longer a compensation for the

odium incurred by it.

A solemn and public disputation was

held during this session, in presence of

lord keeper Bacon, between the divines of

the protestant and those of the catholic

conununion. The cliampions, appointed
to defend the religion of the sovereign,

were, as in all former instances, entirely

triumphant ;
and the pojjish disputants,

being pronounced refractory, were even

punished by imprisonment. Emboldened

by this victory, the proteslants brought
iiito parliament a bill for abolishing the

mass, and re-establishing the
liturgy' of

king Edward. Penalties were enacted as

well against those who departed from

811
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this mode of worship, as against those who

absented themselves from the church and

the siicraments : and thus, in one session,

without any violence, tumult, or clamour,

was the whole system of religion altered,

and by the will of a young woman, whose

title to the crown was by many thought

liable to great objections : an event, which,

though it may appear surprising to men

in the present age, was every where ex-

pected on the first intelligence of Eliza-

beth's accession.

The commons also made a sacrifice to

the queen, more difficult to obtain than

that of any articles of faith : they voted a

subsidy of four shillings in the pound on

land, and two shiUings and eight pence on

moveables, together with two fifteenths.*

The house in no instance departed from

the most respectful deference towards the

queen : even the importunate addresses

which they made her on the conclusion

of the session, to fix the choice of a hus-

band, could not, they supposed, be very

disagreeable to one of her sex and age.

The address was couched in the most

respectful expressions ;t yet met with a

refusal from the queen. She told the

speaker, that, as the application from the

house was conceived in general terms,

only recommending marriage, without

pretending to direct her choice of a hus-

band, she could not take ofience at the

address, or regard it otherwise than as a

new instance of their affectionate attach-

ment : that any further interposition on

their part would have ill become either

them to make as subjects, or her to bear

as an independent princess : that even

while she was a private person, and ex-

posed to much danger, she had always
declined that engagement, which she re-

garded as an encumbrance
;
much more

* See note KR at the end of the volume.

f It was agreed upon by the house of commons,
to move the queen to marry, that she might have
issue to succeed her. To which purpose Thomas

Gargrave, speaker of the house, with some other

chosen men, had access to the queen, who humbly
made the motion to her, as a thing which the king-
dom infinitely desired, seeing they could never hope
to have a better prince than out of her loyns.

—
Baker.—Ed.

I It is thought remarkable by Camden, that

81-2

at present would she persevere in this

sentiment, when the charge of a great

kingdom was committed to her, and her

life ought to be entirely devoted in pro-

moting the interests of religion and the

happiness of her subjects : that as Eng-
land was her husband, wedded to her bv
this pledge (and here she shewed her

finger with the same gold ring on it, with

which she had solemnly betrothed herself

to the kingdom at her inauguration), so

all Englislimen were her children
; and

while she was employed in rearing or

governing such a family, she could not

deem herself barren, or her fife useless and

unprofitable : that if ever she entertained

thoughts of changing her condition, the

care of her subjects' welfare would still be

uppermost in her thoughts ; but should

she live and die a virgin, she doubted not

but divine Providence, seconded by theii

counsels and her own measures, would
be able to secure them a sovereign, who,

perhaps better than her own issue, would
imitate her example in loving and cherish-

ing her people : and that, for her part,
she desired that no fairer remembrance of

her should be transmitted to posterity,
than this inscription on her tombstone,
when she should pay the last debt to

nature:—'Here lies Elizabeth, who lived

and died a maiden queen.'
After the prorogation of the parliament

[May 8, 1559.].j the laws enacted with

regard to religion were put in execution,

and met with little opposition from anv

quarter ;
the liturgy was again introduced

in the vulgar tongue, and the oath of

supremacy was tendered to the clergy.
The number of bishops had been reduced

to fourteen by a sickly season, and all

these, except the bishop of Landaff,

having refused compliance,^ were degraded

Her dispo-
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though this session was the first of the reign, no

person was attainted ; but, on the contrary, some
restored in blood by the parliament :

—a good symp-
tom of the lenity, at least of the pi'udence, of the

queen's go ernment ; and that it should appear re-

markable, is a proof of the rigour of preceding

reigns.

§ The bishops, on this occasion, seem to have
acted with courage and dignity. Heath, archbishop
of York, reminded the queen of the recent accommo •

dation with the court of Kome, and declared in this

The laws
fur alterinp
the religion
encounter
no opposi-
tion.
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cUrfe'v. fifteen heads of colle2;es, twelve arclulea-

|Cons, and as many deans, sacrificed tlieir

Iivin;j;s to their religious principles. Those
in high ecclesiastic stations, being ex-

posed to tlie eve of" tlie public, seem

chiefly to have placed a point of honour in

their perseverance ; but on the whole,

the protestants, in the former ciiange in-

troduced by j\rary, ap]iear to have been

much more rigid and conscientious.

Though the catholic religion, adapting it-

self to tlie senses, and enjoining obser-

vances which enter into the common train

of life, does at present lay faster hold on

jlhe
mind than the reformed

; yet was the

iproportion of zeal, as well as of know-

Medu;e, durins; the first ages after the

reformation, much greater on the side

of the protestants. The cathohcs con-

tinued ignorantly and supinely in their

ancient belief, or rather their ancient

practices : but the reformers, obliged to

dispute on every occasion, and inflamed to

a degree of enthusiasm by novelty and

persecution, had strongly attached them-

selves to their tenets ;
and were ready to

sacrifice their fortunes, and even their

lives, in support of their abstract principles.

The forms and ceremonies of the Eng-
lish liturgy, as they bore some resemblance

to the ancient service, tended fartiier to

reconcile the catholics to the established

religion ;
and as the queen permitted no

other worship, and struck out every tiling

that could be ofiensive to them in the new

liturgy, even those who were addicted to

the Romish communion made no scruple

of attending the established church. Had
Elizabeth gratified her own inclinations,

case he could not conscientiously obey her majesty's

commands; and he did not scruple to intimate that,
" to act as she now proposed to do, was to violate

the promise given on her part, not to change the re-

ligion by law established." Kitchen, the bishop of

Landaff, who, as mentioned above, separated from his

brethren, had possessed the see since 15 15, and had

determined to hold it under any imaginary circum-

stance. A moderate Romanist in the time of the

queen's father, in her brother's reign he was a protes-

Uint; when Mary occupied the throne he returned

to popery; and now he thought it virtue to be a
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the exterior appearance would have been

still more similar between the new and the

ancient tbrm of worhip. IKr love of state

and magnificence inspired an inclination

towards the i)onip of the catholic religion ;

and it was merelv in compliance willi the

prejudices of her party, that she gave u])

either images, or the addresses to saints,

or i)ravers for the dead. Some foreign

])rinces interjiosed toprocurc the ixoiiiaiiists

the privilege of separate assenibru s in par-
ticular cities, but the (|ueeii would not

comply with their reipiest ;
and she repre-

sented the manifest danger of disturbing
the national peace bv a toleration of dif-|;'"';"4"'

Forolpn
|trtii(-cN

inltTjVro ill

fiiVMur of

iercnt religions.

PEACE AVITII FRANCE.

illlxUt

While the queen and parliament were

emploved in settling the public religion,

the negociations for a peace were still con-
j','.'"e,."i're

ducted, first at Cercamp, then at Chateau- >• i"«8"-«"-

Cambresis, between the ministers of France,

Spain, and England ; Elizabeth, though

ecpially prudent, was not e(iually success-

ful in this transaction. Philip employed
his utmost efforts to procure the restitu-

tion of Calais, both as liound in honour to

indemnify England, whicii merely on his

account had been drawn into the war, and

as engatjed in interest to remove France to

a distance from the Low Countries. So

long as he entertained hopes of espousing
the (jucen, he delayed concluding a

]'cace[,.,,„jprt,.

with Henry, and even after the cliaiige of;
''f^j^.;!",""

religion in England deprived liiin of
all]pp„ce

such views, his ministers hinted to her a t'.'^'lSu.

proposal, which may he regarded as rea- lingiana.

sonable and honourable. Though all his

own terms with France were settled, he

seemed willing to continue the war till she

should obtain satisfaction ; provided she

protestant again. The other bishops afterwards

petitioned her to follow the example of her deceased

sister by seeking a reconciliation with tlie court of

Rome. Elizabeth indignantly replied that some of

these very petitioners, with their ijrrnt Gardiner, as

she sneeringly called the deceased prelate, had for-

merly approved of the conduct of her father when it

was most offensive to the pope, and she warned them

not to persevere in their present course, lest it sliould

subject them to that punishment which had been pro-

vided for those who presumed to set themselves in

opposition to royal authority.— En.
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would stipulate to adhere to the Spanish

alliance, and continue hostilities against

Henry during the course of six years : but

Elizabeth, after consulting with her minis-

ters, wisely rejected this proposal. She

was sensible of the low state of her

finances ; the great debts contracted by
her father, brother, and sister; the divisions

by which her people were agitated ; and

she was convinced that nothing but tran-

quillity could bring the kingdom again

into a flourishing coudition, or enable her

to act with dignity and vigour in her trans-

actions with foreigu nations. Well ac-

quainted with the value which Henry put
on Calais, and the impossibility, during the

present emergence, of recovering it by
treatv, she was willing rather to suffer that

loss, that! submit to such a dependence on

Spain, as she must expect to fall into, if

she continued pertinaciously in her pre-
sent demand : she ordered, therefore, her

ambassadors, lord Effingham, the bishop
of Ely, and Dr. Wotton, to conclude the

negociation, and to settle a peace with

Henry on anv reasonable terms. Henry
offered to stipulate a ninrriage between the i

eldest daughter of the dauphin and the I

eldest son of Elizabeth, and to engage for
|

the restitution of Calais as the dowry of

that princess ; but as the queen was sen- •

sible that this treaty would appear to the

world a palpable evasion, she insisted on
more equitable, at least more plausible

It is agreed conditions. It was at last agreed, that

Cufa'irto^
j

Henry should restore Calais at the expi-
Kngi.nd at! ration of eight years; that in case of

eight years.|failure,
he should pay five hundred thou-

sand crowns, and the queen's title to

Calais still remain
;
that he should find the

security of seven or eight foreign mer-

chants, not natives of France, for the pay-
ment of this sum

;
that he should deliver

five hostages till that security were pro-
vided

; that if Elizabeth broke the peace
with France or Scotland, she should for-

feit all title to Calais ;
but if Henry made

war on Elizabeth, he should be obliged

J immediately to restore that fortress. All
^

j

men of penetration easily saw that these

jStipulations were but a colourable pretence
jfor abandoning Calais

;
but they excused ,

the queen on account of the necessity of
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her affairs ; and they even extolled her

prudence, in submitting to that necessity.
A. peace with Scotland was a necessary

consequence of that with France.

Philip and Henry terminated hostilities

bv a mutual restitution of all places
taken during the war; and Philip espoused
the princess Elizabeth, eldest daughter of

France, formerly betrothed to his son Don
Carlos. The duke of Savoy married

Margaret, Henry's sister, and obtained a

restitution of all his dominions of Savoy
and Piedmont, except a few towns re-

tained by Fi-ance.

tranquillity seemed

Europe.

And thus

to be restored
general

to

This con-
siiieivd a

^virtual

jabaiidoii-

iment of

England's
claim to

Calais.

DISGUST BETWEEN THE QUEEN
AND MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS.

Bur though peace was concluded between

France and England, there soon appeared
a ground of quarrel of the nmst serious

nature, and which was attended with the

most serious conseqviences. The two

marriages of Henry VIII. that with Cathe

rine of Arragon, and that with Anne

Bolevn, were incompatible with each other;

and it seemed impossible that both of

them could be regarded as valid : but still

the birth of Elizabeth lay under some dis

advantages to which that of lier sister

Mary was not exposed. Henry's first mar-

riage had obtained the sanction of all the

powers, both civil and ecclesiastical, which

were then acknowledged in England ;
and

it was natural for protestants as well as

Romanists to allow, on account of the

sincere intention of the parties, that their

issue ought to be regarded as legitimate :

but his divorce and second marriage had

been concluded in direct opposition to the

see of Rome ; and though they had been

ratified by the authority both of the Eng-
lish parliament and convocation, those

who were strongly attached to the catholic

communion, were led to regard them as

entirely invalid, and to deny the queen's

right of succession. The next heir of

blood was the queen of Scots, now married

to the dauphin ;
and the great power oi

that princess, joined to her plausible title,

rendered her a formidable rival to Eliza-

Peace is

concluded
with France

1

and Scot-
land.

Philip
marries the
eldest

daughter of

France.

Anew
ground of

quarrel is
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Elizabeth's
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|
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..^^ ^.^
beth. The king of France liad secretly
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Franee bct'n Soliciting at Rome a bull of cxconi-
icils a
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iimuni-
,1 ;

Hint

.'.ibeth.
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land.

muuication against tiie queen ; and she

had here been beholden to the good offi-

ces of Piiilip, who had successfullv opposed
the pretensions of Henry. But the court

of France was not discouraged with this

repulse : the duke of Guise, and his

brothers, thinking that it would much

augment their credit if their niece should

bring an accession of England, as she

had done of Scotland to the crown of

France, engaged the king not to neglect
the claim

; and, by their persuasion, he

ordered his son and daughter-in-law to

assume openly the arms as well as title of
'''<'

[England, and to quarter these arnis on all

'.'.'tile' |their equipages, furniture and liveries.

When the Engli.-;h and)assador complained
of this injury, he could obtain nothing but

an evasive answer
;
and as the queen of

Scots was descended from the blood royal
of England, she was entitled, by the cx-

anfiple of many princes, to assume the

arms of that kingdom : but besides that

this practice had never prevailed without

permission being first obtained, and with-

out making a visible difference between

the arms, Elizabeth plainly saw, that

this pretension had not been advanced

during the reign of her sister Mary ;
and

that therefore the king of France intended

on the first opportunity, to dispute her

title to the crown. She thenceforth con-

ceived a violent jealousy against the queen
of Scots ; and was determined to incapa-
citate Henry from the execution of his

project. The sudden death of that mon-

arch, who was killed in a tournament at

Paris, while celebrating the espousals of

his sister with the duke of Savoy, altered

not her views. Being informed that his

successor, Francis H., continued to as-

sume, without resers^e, the title of king of

newkiMgot'EQjriand, she befran to consider him and

fimiesthe his queen as ber mortal enemies
;
and the

present situation of afi'airs in Scotland

afforded her a favourable oi)portunity, both

of revenging the injury, and providing for

her own safety.

AFFAIRS OF SCOTLAND.

The murder of the cardinal primate at St.

Eliiabetli

is violently

jealous of

Maiy.

Frinci:*,the|

title of kiii^

of Kiiglatiii

I

Andrews had deprived the Scottish catbo-
i lies of a JK^ul, whose severity, courage,
and capacity had rendered him extremely

! formidable to the innovators in reliirion ;

and the execution of the laws against

j

iieresy began to be more remiss. The
! queen regent governed the kingdom by
prudent and moderate counsels

;
and as

she was not disposed to saciifiee the civil

j

interests of the state to the bigotry or in-

I

terests of the clergy, she deemed it more

j

exjiedicnt to connive at the progress of a

doctrine which she had not power entirely
to repress, ^^'hcn informed of the death

of Edward, and the accession of Mary, she

entertained hopes, that the Scottish re-

formers, deprived of the countenance
which they received from that powerful

kingdom, would lose their ardour with

their prospect of success, and would gra-

dually return to the faith of their rn-

cestors : but the progress and revolutions

of religion are little troverned bv the usual

maxin s of civil policy ;
and the event

much disappointed the expectations of the

regent. ]\lany of the English preachers,
terrified with Mary's government, took

shelter in Scotland, where they found

more protection, and a milder administra-

tion ; and while they propagated their

theological tenets, they filled the whole

kingdom with a just horror against the

cruelties of the bigotted catholics, and

showed their disciples the fate which they
must expect, if ever their adversaries

should attain an uncontrolled authority
over them.

A hierarchv, moderate in its acquisitions
of power and riches, may safely grant a

toleration to sectaries ;
and the more it

softens the zeal of innovators by lenity and

liberty, the more securely will it possess
those advantages which the legal estab-

lishments bestow on it : but win re super-
stition has raised a church to such an

exorbitant height as that of Rome, perse-

cution is less the result of bigotry in the

priests, than of a necessary policy ; and

the rigour of law is the only method of

repelling the attacks of men, w ho, besides

religious zeal, have many other motives,

derived from public and private interest,

to engage them on the side of innovation.'
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But though such overgrown hierarchies

may long support themselves bj^ these

violent expedients, the time comes when

severities tend only to enrage the new

sectaries, and make them break through
all bounds of reason and moderation.

This crisis was now visibly approaching in

Scotland.

REFORMATION IN SCOTLAND.

Some heads of the reformers in Scotland,

such as the earl of Argyle, his son lord

Lorn, the earls of Morton and Glencairn,

Erskine of Dun, and others, observing the

danger to which they were exposed, and

desirous to propagate their principles,

entered privately into a bond of associa-

tion ; and called themselves the Congrega-
tion of the Lord, in contradistinction to the

established church, which they denom-
inated the congregation of Satan. The
tenor of the bond was as follows :

— ' We
perceiving how Satan, in his members, the

antichrist of our time, do cruelly rage,

seeking to overthrow and to destroy the

gospel of Christ and his congregation,

ought, according to our bounden duty, to

strive in our Master's cause even unto the

death, bein^ certain of the victory in him.

We do therefore promise, before the

majesty of God and his congregation, that

we, by his grace, shall with all diligence

continually apply our whole power, sub-

stance, and our very lives, to maintain,
set forward, and establish the most blessed

word of God and his con"re2;ation ; and
shall labour by all possible means to have
faithful ministers, truly and purely to

minister Christ's gospel and sacraments to

his people : we shall maintain them,
nourish them, and defend them, the whole

congregation of Christ, and every member
thereof, by our whole power, and at the

hazard of our lives, against Satan, and all

wicked power, who may intend tyranny
and trouble against the said congregation :

unto which holy word and congregation we
do join ourselves ; and we forsake and
renounce the congregation of Satan, with

all the superstitious abomination and

idolatry thereof
;
and moreover shall de-

'clare ourselves manifestly enemies thereto,
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by this faithful promise before God, testi-

fied to this congregation bv our subscrip
tions. At Edinburgh, the third of De-

cember, 1557.*

Had the subscribers of this zealous

league been content only to demand
toleration of the new opinions ; however

incompatible their pretensions might have
been with the policy of the church of

Rome, they would have had the praise of

opposing tyrannical laws, enacted to sup-
port an establishment prejudicial to civil

society : but they carried their views
much farther

; and their practice im-

mediately discovered the spirit bv which

they were actuated. Supported by the

authority which they thought belonged to

them as the congregation of the Lord,

they ordained that prayers in

tongue should be used in all

churches of the kimrdom :
*

the vulgar
the parish
and that

preaching, and the interpretation of the

scriptures, should be practised in private
houses, till God should move the prince
to grant public preaching by faithful and
true ministers. Such bonds of association

are always the forerunners of rebellion ;

and this violent evasion of the established

religion was the actual commencement of it.

Before this league was publicly known,
or avowed, the clergy attempted to re-

cover their lost authority by a violent ex-

ercise of power which tended to augment
the zeal and number of their enemies.

Hamilton, the primate, seized Walter

Mill, a priest of an irreproachable life, who
had embraced the new doctrines

; and,

ha^^ng tried him at St. Andrews, con-

demned him to the flames for heresy.
Such general aversion was entertained

against this barbarity, that it was some-
time before the bishops could prevail on

any one to act the part of a civil judge, and

pronounce sentence on Mill ; and after the

time of his execution was fixed, all the

shops of St. Andrews being shut, no one
would sell a rope to tie him to the stake,
and the primate himself was obhged to

furnish this implement. The man bore
the torture with that courage, which,

* The reformer.s used at that time king Edward's

liturgy in Scotland.
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tlioiigli usual oil these occasions, always

appears supernatural and astonisluiiu; to tlie

multitude. The people, to express their

abhorrence against the cruelty of the

priests, raised a monument of stones on
the place of his execution ; and, as fast as

the stones were removed by order of the

clergy, they were again supplied from
the voluntary zeal of the po[)ulace. It is

in vain for men to oppose the severest

punishment to the united motives of reli-

gion and public applause ;
and this was

the last barbarity of the kind which the

catholics had the power to exercise in

Scotland.

Some time after, the people discovered

their sentiments in such a manner as was
sufficient to prognosticate to the priests
the fate awaiting them. It was usual on

the festival of St. Giles, the tutelar saint

of Edinburgh, to carry in procession the

image of that saint ;
but the protestants,

to prevent the ceremony, found means, on

the eve of the festival, to purloin the sta-

tue from the church, and they pleased
themselves with imagining the surprise
and disappointment of his votaries. The

clergy, however, framed hastily a new-

image, which, in derision, was called by
the people young St. Giles ;

and they
carried it through the streets, attended by
all the ecclesiastics in the neighbourhood.
The multitude abstained from violence so

long as the queen regent continued a spec-
tator

;
but the moment she retired, they

invaded the idol, threw it in the mire,

and broke it in pieces. The flight and

terror of the priests and friars, who, it

was remarked, deserted in his greatest

distress the object of their worship, was

the source of universal mockery and

laughter.

Encouraged by all these appearances,
the Congregation proceeded with alac-

rity in openly soliciting subscriptions ;

and the death of Mary of England, with

the accession of Elizabeth, about this

time, contributed to increase their hopes
of final success. They ventured to pre-
sent a petition to the regent, craving a

jreformation of the church, and of the

wicked scandalous and detestable lives

They

The Con-

gregation
crave a re-

formatioo

chirch. 'of the prelates and ecclesiastics.'

VOL. I. 9 X

framed a petition to parliaiiK-nt, in which,
after premising that liity could not com-
municate with the damnable idolatry
and intolerable al)uscs of the papisti-
cal church, they lUsircd that the laws

against heretics should be executed by the

civil magistrate alone, and that the scrij)-

ture should be the sole rule in iuikin"; of

heresy. They even petitioned the convo-

cation, and insisted that jjrayers should
be said in the vulgar tongue ;

and that

bishops should be chosen with the con
sent of the gentry of the diocese, and

priests with the consent of the parishion
ers. The regent prudently temporized ;

and as she aimed at procuring a matrimo
nial crown for her son-in-law, the dau-

phin, she was on that as well as other ac

counts, unwilling to come to extremities

with either of them.

But after this concession was obtained,

slie i-eccived orders from France, proba-
bly dictated by the violent spirit of her

brothers, to proceed with rigour against
the reformers, and to restore the royal au-

thority by some signal act of power. She

made the more eminent of the protestant
teachers be cited to ap]iear before the

council at Stirling ;
but when their follow-

ers were marchins thither in great multi-

tudes, in order to protect and countenance

them, she entertained ajiprehensions of an

insurrection, and, it is said, dissij)ated the

people by a promise, that nothing should

be done to the prejudice of the ministers.

Sentence, however, was passed, by which

all the ministers were pronounced rebels,

on account of their not ajjpcaring :
—a

measure which enraged the people, and

made them resolve to oppose the regent's

authority by force of arms, and to pro-
ceed to extremities against the clergy of

the established religion.

In this critical time, John Knox arriv-

ed from Geneva, where he had passed
some years of banishment, and where he

had imbibed, from his commerce with

Calvin, the highest fanaticism of his sect,

augmented by the native ferocity of his

own character. He bad been invited back

to Scotland by the leaders of the refor-

mation ; and, mounting the pulpit at

Perth, [May 11.] during the present fer-
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ment of men's minds, he declaimed with

his usual vehemence against the idolatry

and other abominations of the church of

the Teal "of Rome, and incited his audience to exert
hisaudience

jj^^jj. utn^QSt zeal for its subversion. A
priest was so imprudent, after this, as to

open his repository of images and relics,

and prepare himself to say mass. The
audience were as much enraged as if the

spectacle had not been quite familiar to

them : they attacked the priest with fury,
broke the images in pieces, tore the pic-

tures, overthrew the altars, scattered

about the sacred vases, and left no imple-
ment of idolatrous worship, entire or un-

defaced. Tliey thence proceeded, with

additional numbers and augmented rage,
to the monasteries of the gray and black

friars, which tbey pillaged : the Carthu-

sians underwent the same fate : and the

populace, not content with robbing and

expelling the monks, vented their fury on
the buildings which had been the recepta-
cles of such abomination ; and in a little

time nothing but the walls of these edifi-

ces were left standing. The inhabitants

of Couper in Fife soon after imitated the

example.*

CIVIL WARS IN SCOTLAND.
The queen regent, provoked at these vio-

lences, assembled an army, and prepared
to chastise the rebels. She had aljout two
thousand French under her command,
with a few Scottish troops ;

and being as-

sisted by such of the nobility as were well

affected to her, she pitched her camp with-

in ten miles of Perth. Even the earl of

Argyle, and lord James Stuart, prior of

St. Andrews, the queen's natural brother,

though deeply engaged with tlie reformers,
attended the regent in this enterprise,
either because they blamed the fury of the

populace, or hoped, by their own influence,
to mediate some agreement between the

parties. The Congregation, on the other

the^^d^of '
™^d6 preparations for defence ; and

joined by the earl of Glencairn from

The queen
regent re-

solves to

punish the

rioters.

The Con-

gregation,

LUC Kin 1 Ul
,

,

Glencairn, 'beinS

defi'nce.

"'
the wcst, and countenanced by many of
the nobility and gentry, they appeared for-

midable from their numbers, as well as

* Soe note SS at the end of the volume.
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from the zeal by which
mated. They sent an

they were am-
11 . ill Thev ad-

address to theidre-stlie

rcT-ent, where they plainly insinuated, that

if they were pursued to extremities by
'

the cruel beasts
'

the churchmen, they
would have recourse to foreign powers for

assistance ;
and they subscribed them-

selves her faithful subjects in all things
not repugnant to God, assuming, at the

same time, the name of the faithful con-

gregation of Christ Jesus. They applied
to the nobility attending her, and main-

tained that their own past violences were

justified by the word of God, which
commands the godly to destroy idolatry,
and all the monuments of it ; and though
all civil authority was sacred, yet was
there a great difference between the au-

thority and the persons who exercised it
;

and that it ought to be considered whether

or not those abominations, called by the

pestilent papists, religion, and which they
defend by fire and sword, be the true

religion of Christ Jesus. They remon
strafed with such of the queen's army as

had formerly embraced their party, and

told them,
'

that as they were already

reputed traitors by God, they should hke-

wise be excommunicated from their society,

and from the participation of the sacra

ments of the church, which God by his

mighty power had erected among them
;

whose ministers have the same authority
which Christ granted to his apostles in

these words, Whose sins ye shall forgive

shall be forgiven, and whose sins ye shall

retain shall be retained. We may here

see, that these new saints were no less

lofty in their pretensions than the ancient

hierarchy : no wonder they were enraged

against the latter as their rivals. They
joined to all these declarations an address

to the established church ;
and they aflixed

this title to it :
— ' To the generation of

antichrist, the pestilent prelates and their

shavelings in Scotland, the Congregation of

Christ Jesus within the same sayeth.' The

tenor of the manifesto was suitable to the

title. They told the ecclesiastics,
' As ye by

tyranny intend not only to destroy our

bodies, but also by the same to hold our

souls in bondage of the devil, subject to

idolatry ; so shall we, with all the force

queen.
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and power whicli God shall i^rant unto us,

execute just vengeance and punishment
on you : yea, we shall besjin tliat same
war which God commanded Israel to exe-

cute airainst the Canaanites
;
that is, con-

tract of peace shall never be made till vou
desist from your open idolatrv and cruel

persecution of God's children : and this,

in the name of the eternal God, and of his

son Christ Jesus, whose veritv we profess,
and gospel we have preached, and holy
sacraments rightly administered, we sig-

nify unto you, to be our intent, so far as God
will assist us to witlistand your idolatry.
'Take this for warning, and be not deceived.'

With these outrageous symptoms, com-
menced in Scotland that cant, hypocrisy,
and fanaticism, which long infested that

kingdom; and which, though now mollified

by the lenity of the civil power, is still

ready to break out on all occasions.

The queen regent, finding such obsti-

nate zeal in the rebels, was content to em-
brace the counsels of Argyle and the prior
of St. Andrews, and to form an accommo-
dation with them. She was received into

Perth, which submitted, on her promising
an indemnity for past offences, and en-

gaging not to leave any French garrison
in the place. Complaints, very ill founded,

immediately arose concerning the infrac-

tion of this capitulation. Some of the in-

habitants, it was pretended, were molested

on account of the late violences
;
and some

companies of Scotch soldiers, supposed
to be in French pay, were quartered in the

town ; which step, though taken on very

plausible grounds, was loudly exclaimed

against by the Congregation. It is as-

serted, that the regent, to justify these

measures, declared that princes ought not

to have their promises too strictly urged
on them, nor was any faith to be kept
with heretics ;

and that for her part,

could she find as good a colour, she

would willingly bereave all these men of

their lives and fortunes : but it is no wise

likely that such expressions ever dropped
from this prudent and virtuous princess.

On the contrary, it appears, that all these

violences were disagreeable to her
;
that

she was over-ruled by the authority of the

French counsellors placed about her
;
and

tiiat she often thought, if the managcnunt
of those affairs had been entrusted wholl\

to herself, she could easily, without force,

have accommodated all dlH'erences.*

The Congregation, inflamed with their

own zeal, remained not long in tranepiil-

lity : even before they le(t Frrlh, and

while as yet they had no colour to com-

plain of any violation of treaty, they had

signed a new covenant, in which, besides

their engagements to mutual defence, they
vowed, in the name of God, to emplo\
their whole power in destroying every

thing that dishonoured his holy name
;

and this coyenant was subscribed, among
others, by Argyle and the prior of St.

Andrews. These two leaders now desired

no better pretence for deserting the regent,
and openly joining their associates, than

the comj)laints of her breach of promise;
the Congregation also, encouraged by this

accession of force, gave themselves up to

the furious zeal of Knox, and renewed at

Crail, Anstruther, and other ])laces in

Fife, like depredations on the churches
and monasteries with those forn:erlv com-
mitted at Perth and Couper. The regent,
who marched against them with her army,
finding their ])ower so much increased,

was glad to conclude a truce for a few

daj's, and to pass over with her forces to

the Lothians. The reformers besieged
and took Perth

; proceeded thence to

Stirling, where they exercised their usual

fury : finding nothing able to resist them,
they bent their march to Edinburgh, the

inhabitants of \vhich, as they already an-

ticipated the zeal of the Congregation

against the churches and monasteries,

gladly opened their gates to them. The

regent, w-ith a few forces which remained

with her, took shelter in Dunbar, where

she fortified herself, in expectation of a,

reinforcement from France.

Meanwhile she enqiloycd her partizans'

in representing to the people the dangerous!

consequences of this open rebellion; and'

she endeavoured to convince them, that I

the lord James, under pretence of religion,'

had formed the scheme of wresting the|

sceptre from the hands of the sovereign, i

* Sec note TT at the end of the volume.
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By these considerations niany were en-

gaged to desert the army of the Congrega-
tion

;
but much more by the want of pay,

or any means of subsistence ; and the

regent, observing the malcontents to be

much weakened, ventured to march to

Edinburgh with a design of suppressing
them. On the interposition of the duke

of Chatelrault, who still adhered to her,

she agreed to a capitulation, in which she

granted them a toleration of their religion,

and they engaged to commit no farther

depredations on the churches. Soon after,

they evacuted the city ;
and before they

left it they proclaimed the articles of

agreement, but they took care to pub-
lish only the articles favourable to them-

selves ;
and they were guilty of an im-

posture, in adding one to the number,

namely, that idolatry should not again
be erected in any place where it was at

that time suppressed.*
An agreement, concluded while men

were in this disposition, could not be

durable
; the regent, having got a rein-

forcement of one thousand men from

France, began to fortify Leith ; and the

Congregation seduced to their party the

duke of Cliatelrault, who had long ap-

peared inclined to join them, and who was
at last determined by the arrival of his

son, the earl of Arran, from France, where
he had escaped many dangers, from the

jealousy as well as bigotry of Henry and
the duke of Guise. More French troops
soon after disembarked under the com-
mand of La Brosse, who was followed by
the bishop of Amiens, and three doctors
of the Sorbonne. These last were sup-
plied with store of syllogisms, authorities,

citations, and scholastic arguments, which

they intended to oppose to the Scottish

preachers ; and which, they justly pre-
sumed, would acquire force, and produce
conviction, by the intiuence of the French
arms and artillery.
The constable Montmorency had always

opposed the marriage of the dauphin with
the queen of Scots, and had foretold, that

connexions with

would be

by forming such close

[Scotland, the ancient league

Sec- note UU at the end of the volvuiie.
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dissolved ; and the natives of that king-

dom, jealous of a foreign yoke, would

soon become, instead of allies, the most

inveterate enemies to the French govern-
ment. But though the event seemed now
to have justified the prudence of that aged

minister, it is not improbable, considering
the violent counsels by which France

was governed, that the insurrection was

deemed a favourable event ; as affording
a pretence for sending over armies, for

entirely subduing the country, for attaint-

ing the rebels, and for preparing means
thence to invade England, and support

Mary's title to the crown of that kingdom.
The leaders of the Congregation were not

insensible of their danger, and saw that

their only safety consisted in the vigour
and success of their measures. They were

encouraged by the intelligence received of

the sudden death of Henry H. ; and hav-

ing passed an act from their own authority,

depriving the queen dowager of the re-

gency, and ordering all the French troops
to evacuate the kingdom, they collected

forces to put their edict in execution

against them. They again became masters

of Edinburgh ; but found themselves un-

able to keep long possession of that city.

Their tumultuary armies, assembled in

haste, and supported by no pay, soon

separated on the least disaster, or even

any delay of success ; and were incapable
of resisting such veteran troops as the

French, who were also seconded by some
of the Scottish nobihty, among whom the

earl of Bothwell distinguished himself.

Hearing that the marquis of Elbceuf,

brother to the regent, was levying an army
against them in Germany, they thought
themselves excusable

extremity, to the assistance of

and as the sympathy of religion, as well as

regard to national liberty, had now coun-

terbalanced the ancient animosity against
that kingdom, this measure was the result

of inclination no less than of interest.f

Maitland of Liddington, therefore, and

Robert Melvil were secretly despatched by
the Congregation to solicit succours from

Elizabeth.

f See note W at the end of the volume.
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INTERPOSITION OF EL1ZAJ5ETII

IN THE AFFAIRS OF SCOT-

LAND.

The wise council of Elizabeth did not long
deliberate in agreeing to this request, which

concurred so well with the views and

interests of their mistress. Cecil repre-

sented to the queen that the union of the

two crowns of Scotland and France, both

of them the hereditary enemies of Eng-
land, was ever regarded as a pernicious
event ;* and her father, as well as protec-
tor Somerset, had employed every expe-
dient to prevent it : that the claim which

Mary advanced to the crown rendered

the present situation of England still

more dangerous, and demanded the great-

est precaution : that the capacity, ambi-

tion, and exorbitant views of the family of

Guise, who now governed the French

counsels, were sufficiently known ;
and

they made no secret of their design to

place their niece on the throne of England:
that, deeming themselves secure of suc-

cess, they had already taken off the mask:
and Throgmorton, the English ambassador

at Paris, sent over by every courier incon-

testable proofs of their hostile intentions:

that tbey only waited till Scotland should

be entirely subdued ; and having thus

deprived the English of the advantages

resultins; from their situation and naval

power, they prepared means lor subverting
the queen's authority : tbat the zealous

catholics in England, discontented with

the present government, would bring them

considerable reinforcement : that the only

expedient for preventing these designs was

to seize the opportunity, and take advan-

tage of a like zeal in the protestants of

Scotland ; nor coidd any doubt be enter-

tained with regard to the justice of a mea-

sure directed only to the ends of self-pre-

* Cecil was exceedingly jealous of Scotlantl ;
and

it was the great object of his life to guard against

mischief from that quarter. On one occasion, writ-

ing to Sir Ralph Sadler, he thus expressed himself:
"

I covet to have this isle united in concord, and

then could I be content to leave my life and the joy
thereof to posterity." This sentiment his corres-
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servation : that though a Fiench war

seemed tiie necessary consequence of sup

porting the malcontents of Scotland, that

power, if removed to the continent, would

be nuuh less forniidabie ;
ami a small dis

bursement at present would in the end be

found the greatest frugality : and that the

domestic dissensions of France, together

witii the alliance of I'lulip, who, notwith-

standing his bigotry and li\ ixjcrisy, would

never permit the entire eontiuest of Eng-
land, were sufficient to secure tlie queen

against the dangerous ambition and re-

sentment of the house of Guise.

Elizabeth's proi)cnsily to cautiim and

economy was. though with some ilillieul-

ty, overcome by these powerful motives ;i

and she pre])ared to snpjiort by arms and

money the decliniuu; affairs of the Coni;re-

gation in Scotland. She equipped a fleet

of thirteen siiips of war; and giving the

command of it to Winter, she sent it to

the Frith of Forth : she appointed the

3'oung duke of Norfolk her lieutenant in

the northern counties ;
and she asseiid)led

at Berwick an army of eight thousand men
under the command of Lord Crey, warden

of the east and nsiddle marches. Though
the court of France oflered to make her im-

mediate restitution of Calais, provided she

would not inter})ose in the atliiirs of Scot-

land
;

she resolutely replied, that she

never would ])ut an inconsiderable fishing-

town in competition with the safety of her

dominions ;
and she still continued her

preparations. She concluded a treaty of

mutual defence with the Congregation,

which was to last during the marriage of

the queen of Scots with Francis, and a

year after ;
and she promised never to de-

sist till the French had entirely evacuated

Scotland : and having thus taken all pro-

per measures for success, and received

from the Scots six hostages for the per-

formance of the articles, she ordered her

fleet and army to begin their operations

pondcnt seems to have adopted as his own. In a letter

to Randolph, Sir Ralph says,
" Calais cannot make

us neglect or refuse tlie establishment of this island

in perpetual unity and concord, wishing to live no

longer than to see the same, and so to leave tht

joy thereof to our posterity."
—Ed.
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SETTLEMENT OF SCOTLAND.

The appearance of Elizabeth's fleet in the

Frith [Jan. 15, 1560.] disconcerted the

French army, who were at that time ra-

va"-ing the county of Fife ; and obliged

them to make a circuit by Stirling, in

order to reach Leith, where they prepared
for defence. The English army, reinfor-

ced by five thousand Scots, sat down be-

fore the place ;
and after two skirmishes,

in the former of whicli the English had

the advantage, in the latter the French, they

began to batter the town; and though re-

pulsed with a considerable loss, they re-

duced the garrison to great difficulties.

Their distress was augmented by two

events ;
the dispersion by a storm of d'El-

bceuf's fleet, which carried a considerable

army on board ;
and the death of the

queen regent, who expired about this time

in the castle of Edinburgh ;
a woman en-

dowed with all the capacity which shone

forth in her family, but possessed of much
more virtue and moderation than appeared
in the conduct of other branches of it. The

French, who found it impossible to sub-

i^ist for want of provisions, and who saw
^

the English continually reinforced, were I

obliged to capitulate ; and the bishop
|

of Valence, and count Randan, plenipo-
tentiaries from France, signed a treaty at

Edinburgh with Cecil and Dr. Wotton,
whom Elizabeth had sent thither for that

purpose. [July 5.] It was there stipulated,
that the French should instantly evacuate

Scotland ; that the king and queen of

France and Scotland should thenceforth

abstain from bearing the arms of England,
or assuming the title of that kingdom ;

and that farther satisfaction tor the injurv

already done in that particular should be

granted Elizabeth ; and the commissioners

should meet to settle this point, or if they
could not agree, that the king of Spain
should be umpire. Besides these stipula-

tions, which regarded England, some con-

cessions were granted to the Scots
; name-

ly, that an amnesty should be published
for all past offences

; that none but na-

tives should enjoy any office in Scotland
;

that the states should name twenty-four
822

persons, of whom the queen of Scots

should choose seven, and the states five,and

in the hands of these twelve should the

whole administration be placed during
their queen's absence ; and that Mary
should neither make peace nor war with-

out consent of the states. To hasten

the execution of this important treaty,

Elizabeth sent ships, by which the French

forces were transported into their own

country.
Thus Europe saw, in the first transac-

tion of this reign, the genius and capacity
of the queen and her ministers. She dis-

cerned at a distance the danger which

threatened her, and instantly took vigo-
rous measures to prevent it. Making all

possible advantages of her situation, she

proceeded with celerity to a decision
;
and

was not diverted by any ofl[ers, or remons-

trances of the French court. She stopped
not till she had brought the matter to a

final issue ;
and had converted that very

power, to which her enemies trusted for

her destruction, into her firmest support
and security. By exacting no improper
conditions from the Scottish malcontents,

even during their greatest distresses, she

established an entire confidence with

them ; and having cemented the union

by all the ties of gratitude, interest, and

religion, she now possessed an influence

over them beyond what remained even

with their native sovereign. The regard
which she acquired by this dexterous and

spirited conduct, gave her abroad as well

as at home more authority than had at-

tended her sister, though supported by
all the power of the Spanish monarchy.
The subsequent measures of the Scot-

tish reformers tended still more to cement

their union with England. Being now

entirely masters of the kingdom, they
made no farther ceremony or scruple in

fuUv effecting their purpose. In the trea-

ty of Edinburiih it had been agreed that

a parliament or convention should soon

be assembled ;
and the leaders of the

Consireiration, not waiting; till the oueen

of Scots should ratify that treaty, thought
themselves fully entitled, without the so

vereign's authoritv, immediately to sum
mon a parliament. The reformers pre-'
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sented a petition to this assembly, in

which they were not contented with

desiring the establishment of their doc-
trine , they also applied lor the pun-
ishment of the Catliolics, whom thev

called vassals to the Roman harlot
; and

they asserted, that among; all the rabble

of the clergy, (such is their expression)
there was not one lawful minister

; but

that they were all thieves and murderers,

yea, rebels and traitors to civil authority,
and therefore unworthy to be sutiered in

any reformed commonwealth. The par-
liament seem to have been actuated by
the same spirit of rage and persecution.
After ratifying a confession of faith agree-
able to the new doctrines, they passed a

statute against the mass, and not only
abohshed it in all the churches, but

enacted, that whoever any where cither

officiated in it, or was jjresent at it, should

be chastised, for the first oflfence with con-

fiscation of goods and corporal punish-

ment, at the discretion of the magistrate ;

for the second, with banishment ;
and for

the third, with loss of life. A law was also

voted for abolishing tiie papal jurisdiction

in Scotland ;
the presbyterian form of disci-

pline was settled, leaving only at first some

shadow of authority to certain ecclesiastics,

whom they called Superintendants. The

prelates of the ancient faith ai)peared, in

order to complain of great injustice done

them by the invasion of their property, but

the parliament took no notice ofthem ; till,

at last, these ecclesisastics, tired with

fruitless attendance, departed the town.

They were then cited to appear ; and, as

nobody presented himself, it was voted by
the pa'rhament, that the ecclesiastics were

entirely satisfied, and found no reason of

complaint.
Sir James Sandilands, prior of St. John,

was sent over to France to obtain the rati-

fication of these acts ;
but was very ill

received by ]\Iary, who denied the validity

of a parliament summoned without the

royal consent ;
and she refused her sanc-

tion to those statutes : but the protestants

gave themselves little concern about their

queen's refusal. They immediately put

the statutes in execution : they abolished

the mass ; they settled their ministers ;

I they committed every where furious de
; vastations on the monasteries, and even on
'

the churches, which thev thought pro-
Jaiied by idolatry ;

and deeming the pro-

perty of the clergy lawlul prize, they took

possession of the far greater jjart ol

the ecclesiastical revenues. Their nev

preachers, who had authority suHicient to

incite them to war and insurrection, could

not restrain their rapacity ;
and fanati-

cism concurring w ith avarice, an incurable

wound was given to the papal authority
in that country. The protestant nobility
and gentry, united by the consciousnes!-

of such unpardonable guilt, alarmed foi

their new possessions, well ac(|uainti.(l
with the imperious character of the housi

of Guise, saw no safety for themselves
but in the protection of England ;

and

they despatched Morion, Gleiicairn, and

Lidington, to express their sincere grati-
tude to the queen for her past lavours,
and represent to her the necessity of con-

tinuing them.

FRENCH AFFAIRS.

1 Elizabeth, on her part, had equal rea-

son to maintain a union with the Scottish

protestants ;
and soon found that the

house of Guise, notwithstanding their

former disappointments, had not laid

aside the design of contesting her title,

and subverting her authority. Francis

and JMary refused to ratify the tieaty ol

Edinburgh ;
and showed no disposition to

give her any satisiaction lor tliat mortal

affront which they had jjuI on her, by their

openly assuming the title and arms of Eng-
land. She was sensible of the danger

attending such pretensions; and it vas

with pleasure she heard of the violent

factions which prevailed in the French

government, and of the opposition whici.

had arisen to the measures of the duke

of Guise. That ambitious prince, sup-

ported by his four brothers, the cardinal

of Lorrain, the duke of Aumale, the

marquis of Elboeuf, and the grand prior,

men no less ambitious than himself, had

engrossed all the authority of the crown
;

and as he was possessed of every qua-

lity which could command the esteem or
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seduce the affections of men, there ap-

peared no end of his acquisitions. The

constable, Montmorency, who had long

balanced his credit, was deprived of all

power: the princes of the blood, the king
of Navarre, and his brother, the prince

of Conde, were entirely excluded from

otfices and favour : the queen-mother her-

self, Catherine de Medicis, found her

influence every day declining ; and as

Francis, a young prince, infirm both in

mind and body, w^as wholly governed by
his consort, who knew no law but the

pleasure of her uncles, men despaired of

ever obtaining freedom from the dominion

of that aspiring family. It was the con-

tests of religion which first inspired the

French with courage openly to oppose
their unlimited authority.
The theological disputes, first started in

the north of Germany, next in Switzer-

land, countries at that time wholly illi-

terate, had penetrated into France; and as

they were assisted by the general discon-

tent against the court of Rome, and by
the zealous spirit of the age, the prose-

lytes to the new religion were secretly

increasing in every province. Henry II.,

in imitation of his father Francis, had op-

posed the reformers ;
and though addicted

to pleasure, he was transported by a

vehemence, as well as bigotry, which had
little place in the conduct of his predeces-
sor. Rigorous punishments had been

inflicted on the most eminent of the pro-
testant party. The death of Henry put
some stop to the persecutions ; and the

people, who had admired the constancy
of the new preachers, now heard with

favour their doctrines and arguments : but
the cardinal of Lorrain, as well as his

brothers, who were possessed of the legal

authority, thought it their interest to sup-

*
Throgmorton, about this time, unwilling to en-

trust to lettersthe great secret committed to him, ob-
tained leave, under some pretext, to come over to

London.

f The sword of the headsman remained over the
head of Conde, and the fatal hour drew near. In
five days the sentence of the Commission was to be
executed. Conde was tranquilly playing at cards
in his prison, when one of the valets de chambre,
named Picard, approached the table, and let a card
fall.

" Our enemy," said he, in a low whisper, as
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port the established religion ; and when

they revived the execution of the penal
statutes, they necessarily drove the mal-

content princes and nobles to embrace
the protection of the new religion. The

king of Navarre, a man of mild disposi-

tion, but of a w^eak character, and the

prince of Conde, having declared them
selves in favour of the protestants, that

sect acquired new force from their coun-
tenance ; and the admiral, Cohgni, with
his brother Andelot, no longer scrupled
to make open profession of their commu-
nion. The integrity of the admiral, and
his great reputation both for valour and

conduct, for the arts of peace as well as

of war, brought credit to the reformers
;

and after a frustrated attempt of the mal-
contents to seize the king's person at Am-
boise, of which Ehzabeth had probably
some intelligence,* every place was full of

distraction, and matters hastened to an

open rupture between the parties. But
the house of Guise, though these factions

had obliged them to remit their efforts in

Scotland, and had been one chief cause
of Ehzabeth's success, were determined
not to relinquish their authority in France,

they found an opportunity of seizing the

king of Navarre, and the prince of Conde;

they threw the former into prison ; thev
obtained a sentence of death against the

latter ; and they were proceeding to put
the sentence into execution, when the

king's sudden death [Dec. 4.] saved
the noble prisoner,t and interrupted the

prosperity of the duke of Guise. The
queen-motlier was appointed regent to her
son Charles IX. now in his minoritv

[15G1] ;
the king of Navarre was named

lieutenant-general of the kingdom ; the

sentence against Conde was annulled
;
the

constable was recalled to court ; and the

he stooped to pick it up,
"

is snatched away."
Francis II had just died of an abcess in the ear, at

the age of seventeen years and ten months, after

reignitjg a year and a half. His illness had rapidly
increased while he was making a beard

; and some

reported that his barber, who was secretly a Cal-

vinist, uneasy on the subject of a profession of faith,
which all the people in the chateau were required
to sign, had, while shaving him, touched the abcess
with a poisoned razor.—Burette.—Ed. I
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family of Guise, tliou^li tlicy -still enjovcd
great power, found a counter[H)ise to their

j

autliority. i

Elizabeth was (ieteriniiied to make ad-
j

vantage of these events against the queen
of Scots, whom she still regarded as a i

dangerous rival. She saw iierself freed
'

from the perils attending a union of|

Scotland with France, and from the pre- ,

tensions of so powerful a i)riiice as Francis: !

hut she considered that tlie Fnglish catho-
j

lies, who were numerous, and who were

generally prejudiced in favour of Mary's I

title, would now adhere to tliat princess
with more zealous attachment, when they
saw that her succession no longer en-

'

dangcred the liberties of the kingdom, and
was rather attended with the advantage of

effecting an entire union with Scotland.

She gave orders, therefore, to her arubas-
1

sador, Throgmorton, a vigilant and able '

minister, to renew his applications to the

queen of Scots, and to require her ratifi-

cation of the treaty of Edinburgh : but

though Mary had desisted, after her hus-

band's death, from bearing the arms and
title of queen of England, she still declined

gratifying Elizabeth in this momentous

article; and being swayed by the ambitious

suggestions of her uncles, she refused to

make any formal renunciation of her pre-
tensions.

Meanwhile, the queen mother of France,
who imputed to JNlary all the mortifica-

tions wliich she had met with during
Francis's lifetime, took care to retaliate on

her hy like injuries; and the queen of

Scots, finding her abode in France dis-

agreeable, began to think of returning to

her native country. Lord James, who
had been sent in deputation from the states

to invite her over, seconded these inten-

tions ;
and she applied to Elizabeth, by

d'Oisel, far a safe conduct, in case she

should be obliged to pass through Eng-
land : but she received for answer, that

till she had given satisfaction, by ratifying

the treaty of Edinburgh, she could expect
no favour from a person whom she had so

much injured. This denial excited her

indignation ;
and slie made no scruple of

expressing lier sentiments to Throgmorton,
when he reiterated his applications to

VOL. I. 9 z

gratity his mistress in a demand wliich he

represented as so reasonable. Having
cleared the room of her attendants, she

said to him,— ' How weak I may prove,
or how far a wonum's frailty may trans|)ort

me, 1 cannot tell : however, I am resolved

not to have so many witnesses of my in-

firmity as your mistress had at her au-

dience of my ambassador d'Oisel. There
is nothing disturbs me so much, as the

having asked with so much importunity a

favour which it was of no consccjuence for

me to obtain. I can, with God's leave,

return to my own country without her

leave
;
as 1 came to France, in sjiite of all

the opposition of her brother, king Ed-
ward ; neither do I want triends both able

and willing to conduct me home, as they
have brought me hither; thoui:h 1 was

desirous rather to make an ex|)crimtnt of

your mistress's friendship, than of the

assistance of any other j)eison. 1 have

often heard you say, that a good corres-

pondence between her and myself would

conduce much to the security and happi-
ness of both our kingdoms : were she well

convinced of this truth, she would hardly
have denied me so small a request : but,

I)crha]is, slic bears a better inclination to

my reliellious subjects than to me, their

sovereign, her equal in royal dignity, her

near relation, and the undoubted heir of

her kin'j,(loms. Iksides her friendship, I

ask nothing at her hands : I neither trou

ble her, nor concern myself in the af!airs

of her state : not that 1 am ignorant, that

there are now in England a great many mal

contents, who are no friends to the present
establishment. She is pleased to upbraid
me as a person little experienced in the

world : I freely own it
;
but age will cure

that defect. However, I am already old

enough to acquit myself honestly and

courteously to my friends and relations,

and to encourage no reports of your
mistress, which would misbecome a queen
and her kinswoman. I would also say, by
her leave, that I am a queen as well as

she, and, perhaps, I have as great a soul

too ; so that methinks we should be on a

level in our treatment of each other. As
soon as I have consulted the states of my
kingdom, 1 shall be ready to give a rea
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sonable answer ;
and I am the more in-

tent on my journey, in order to make the

quicker despatch in this afl'air : hut she,

it seems, intends to stop my journey ;
so

that either she will not let me give her

satisfaction, or is resolved not to he satis-

fied
; perhaps, on purpose to keep up the

disairreement between us. She has often

reproached me with my being young ; and

I must be very young indeed, and as ill

advised, to treat of matters of such great
concern and importance without the advice

of my parliament. I have not been want-

ing in all friendly offices to her ; but she

disbelieves or overlooks them. I could

heartily wish that I were as nearly allied

to her in affection as in blood
;
for that,

indeed, would be a most valuable aUiance.'

ARRIVAL OF MARY IN SCOT-
LAND.

Such a spirited reply, notwithstanding
the obliging terras interspersed in it, was
but ill fitted to conciliate friendship be-

tween these rival princesses. Elizabeth

equipped a fleet, on pretence of pursuing

pirates, but probably with an intention of

intercepting the queen of Scots in her

return homewards.* Mary embarked at

Calais [Aug. 19] ; and, passing the English
fleet in a fog, arrived safely at Leith,
attended by her three uncles, the duke of

Aumale, the grand prior, and the marquis
of Elboeuf, together with the marquis
of Damville, and other French courtiers.

This change of abode and situation was

veryhttle agreeable to that princess. Be-
sides her natural prepossessions in favour

of a country in which she had been edu-

cated from her earliest infancy, she could

not forbear both regretting the society of

that people, so celebrated for their hu-
mane disposition and their respectful at-

tachment to their sovereign, and reflecting
on the disparity of the scene which lay
before her. It is said that, after she was

* She very narrowly escaped being taken by a

squadron sent to sea for that purpose.
"

It was only
a thick and unexpected fog which prevented these
vessels from falling in with that in which Mary
sailed. The smaller craft which carried her furni-

ture they did meet with; and, believing them to be
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embarked at Calais, she kept her eyes
flxed on the coast of France, and never
turned them from that beloved object, till

darkness fell : she then ordered a couch
to be spread for her in the open air

; and

charged the pilot, that if in the morning
the land was still in sight, he should awake

her, and afford her one parting view of

that country, in which all her afl'ections

were centred. The weather proved calm,
so that the ship made little way in the

night-time ; and Mary had once more an

opportunity of seeing the French coast.

She sat on her couch
;
and still lookins;

towards the land, often repeated these

words :
— '

Farewell, France, farewell : I

shall never see thee more.' The first

aspect, however, of things in Scotland

was more iavourable, if not to her plea-
sure and happiness, at least to her secu-

rity, than she had reason to apprehend.
No sooner did the French galleys appear
off" Leith, than people of all ranks, flocked

towards the shore with an earnest im-

patience to behold and receive their young
sovereign : some were led by duty, some

by interest, some by curiosity ;
and all

combined to express their attachment to

her, and to insinuate themselves into her

confidence, on the commencement of her

administration. She had now reached her

nineteenth year ; and the bloom of her

youth and beauty of her person were
farther recommended by the affability of

her address, the politeness of her manners,
and the elegance of her genius. Well ac-

complished in all the superficial, but not

engaging graces of a court, she aflbrded,

when better known, still more promising
indications of her character ; and men

prognosticated both humanity from her

soft and obliging deportment, and penetra-
tion from her taste in all the refined arts

of music, eloquence, and poetry : and as

the Scots hafl long been deprived of the

presence of their sovereign, whom they
once despaired ever more to behold among

Mari' fond-

ly ti^azes OB
the coast.

the prize they were in search of, they boarded and
examined them. One ship they detained, in which
was the earl of Eglinton and some of Mary's horses
and mules, and under the pretence of suspecting it

of piracy, actiuilly carried it into an English har-

bour."—Life ofJIaiy Queen of Scots.—Ed.
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them, her arrival seemed to give universal

satisfaction ;
and nothing apjicarcd ahout

the court but symptoms of affection, joy,
and festivity.*

The first measures which Mary em-
braced confirmed all the prepossessions
entertained in her favour. She followed

the advice given her in France by d'Oisel

and the bishop of Amiens, as well as her

uncles ;
and she bestowed her confidence

entirely on ihe leaders of the reformed

party, who had greatest influence over the

people, and who, she found, were alone

able to support her government. Her

brother, lord James, whom she soon after

created earl of Murray, obtained the chief

authority ;
and after him, Lidington,

secretary of state, a man of great sagacity,

had a principal share in her confidence.

By the vigour of these men's measures

she endeavoured to establish order and

justice ; and that fierce, intractable peo-

ple, unacquainted with laws and obedience,

seemed, for a time, to submit peaceably

to her gentle and prudent administration.

BIGOTRY OF THE SCOTCH RE-

FORMERS.

But there was one circumstance which

blasted all these promising appearances,
and bereaved IMary of that general favour

which her judicious deportment gave her

just reason to expect. She was still a

papist ;
and though she published a pro-

clamation, enjoining every one to submit

to the established religion, the preachers
and their adherents could neither be re-

conciled to a person polluted with so great

an abomination, nor lay aside their jea-

lousies of her future conduct. It was

with great difficulty she could obtain per-

mission for saying mass in her own

chapel ;
and had not the people appre-

hended, that, if she had here met with a

refusal, she would instantly have returned

to France, the zealots never would have

nli'oTKrVhe granted her even that small indulgence.

"rTiilionThe cry was,—' Shall we suffer that idol

to be again erected within the realm ?
'

She is

reluctantly

* It is, however, told that tears came into Mary"s

eyes, on perceii-ing the miserable ponies, shabbily

It was asserted in tiie pulpit, that one

mass was more terrible than ten thousand

armed men landed to invade the kingdom ;

lord Lindsay and the ireiitleiiun of Fife

exclaimed,
'

that the idolater should die

the death;' such was their expression.
One that carried tapers for the ceremony
of that worship, was attacked and insulted

in the court of the palace ; and if lord

James and some jtopular leaders had not

interposed, the most dangerous ujiroar
was justly apprehended from the un-

governed fury of the nuiltitude. The
usual prayers in the churches were to this

purpose:
— 'That God would turn the

queen's heart, which was obstinate against
him and his truth; or if his holv will I)e

otherwise, that he would strengthen the

hearts and hands of the elect, stoutlv to

oppose the rage of all tyrants.' Nay it

was openly called in question, whether
that princess, being an idolatress, was en-

titled to any authority even in civil mat-
ters ?

The helpless queen was every moment

exposed to contumely, which she bore

with beniirnity and patience. Soon after

her arrival, she dined at the castle of!

Edinburgh ;
and it was there contrived,

that a hoy, six years of age, should

be let down from the roof, and should

present her with a Bible, a psalter, and

the keys of the castle. Lest she should

be at a loss to understand this insult on

her as a papist, all the decorations ex-

pressed the burning of Korah, Dathan,
and Abiram, and other punishments in-

flicted by God on idolatry. The town
council of Edinburgh had the assurance,

from their own authority, to issue a pro-
clamation, banishing from their district 'all

the wicked rabble of the antichrist, the

pope ; such as priests, monks, friars, to

gether with adulterers and fornicators.'

And because the privy council suspended
the magistrates for their insolence, the

passionate historians of that age have in-

ferred, that the queen was en^'aged, by a

sympathy of manners, to take adulterers

and fornicators under her protection. It'

caparisoned, which had been provided to carry her

attendants and herself to Holyrood House.
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appears probable, that the magistrates

were afterwards reinstated in their office,

and that their proclamation was confirmed.

But all the insolence of the people was

inconsiderable in comparison of that which

was exercised by the clergy and the

preachers, who took a pride in vilifying,

even to her face, this amiable princess.

The assembly of the church framed an

address, in which, after telling her that

her mass was a bastard service of God, the

fountain of all impiety, and the source of

every evil
; they expressed their hopes,

that she should ere this time have pre-

ferred truth to her own preconceived

opinion, and have renounced her religion,

which they assured her, was nothing but

abomination and vanity. They said, that

the present abuses of government were so

enormous, that if a speedy remedy were

not provided, God would not fail in his

anger to strike the head and the tail, the

disobedient prince and the sinful people.

They required that severe punishment
should be inflicted on adulterers and

fornicators ; and they concluded with

demanding for themselves some addition

both of power and property.
The ringleader in all these insults on

majesty was John Knox, who possessed
an uncontrolled authority in the church,
and even in the civil affairs of the

nation ; and who triumphed in the con-

tumelious usage of his sovereign. His

usual appellation for the queen was
Jezebel ; and though she endeavoured by
the most gracious condescension to win
his fiivour, all her insinuations could gain

nothing on his obdurate heart.* She

promised him access to her whenever he

demanded il
;
and she even desired him,

if he found her blameable in any thing, to

reprehend her freely in private, rather

than vilify her in the pulpit before the

* Tavo days after Knox had preached a furious

sermon against idolatry Mary sent for him. The
interview, as described by the sturdy reformer, was
rernarkable for the rudeness and indelicacy of lan-

guage in which he indulged, and which it would be

Ihardly decorous to transcribe. Though affected to

Itears. Mary acted with great resolution. " I per-
celve," said she,

" that my subjects are to obey j-ou
and not me, and will do what they please, and not

jwhat I command; so must 1 be subject to them, and

828

whole people : but he plainly told her,

that he had a public ministry entrusted to

him ; that if she would come to church,
she should there hear the gospel of truth

;j

and that it was not his business to applyi
to every individual, nor had he leisure fori

that occupation. The political principles!
of the man were as full of sedition as his

theological were of rage and bigotry.

Though he once condescended so far as to

tell the queen that he would submit to her

in the same manner as Paul did to Nero,
he remained not long in "this dutfinl

strain. He said to her,
'

that Samuel
feared not to slay Agag, the fat and deli-

cate king of Amalek, whom king Saul had
saved

; neither spared EHas Jezebel's false'

prophets and Baal's priests, though king
Ahab was present. Phineas,' added he, 'was

no magistrate ; yet feared he not to strike

Cozbi and Zimri in the very act of filthy
fornication : and so, madam, your grace

may see, that others than chief magis-
trates may lawfully inflict punishment on
such crimes as are condemned by the

law of God.' Knox had formerly, during
the reign of Mary of England, written a

book against female succession to the

crown : the title of it is,
' The first Blast

of the Trumpet against the monstrous

Regimen of Women.' He was too proud
either to recant the tenets of this book,
or even to apologize for them

; and his

conduct showed that he thought no more

civility than loyalty due to any of the

female sex.

The whole life of Mary was, from the de-

meanour of these men, filled with bitterness.

This rustic apostle scruples not, in his his-

tory, to inform us that he once treated her

with such severity, that she lost all com-
mand of temper, and dissolved in tears be-

fore him : vet, so far from being moved
with youth, and beauty, and royal dignity

not they to me."' He replied, that "
subjection to

God and his church was the greatest dignity that

flesh could enjoy in this world, and it was that

which would lead to everlasting glory."
"
But,'

said Mary,
"
you are not the church that I will

nourish; I will defend the church of Eome, for I

think it is the true chm-ch of God." " Your will,

madam," he answered,
"

is no reason ; neither doth

your thought make the Roman harlot to be the

true and immaculate spouse of Jesus Christ."—Ed.
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reduced to that condition, he persevered in

his insolent re])root's ;
and when he relates

this incident, he discovers a visible pride
and satisfaction in his own conduct. The

pulpits had become mere scenes of railins:

ai^ainst the vices of the court
; among

which were always noted, as the principal,

feasting, tinery, dancing, balls, and whore-

dom, their necessary attendant. Some
ornaments, which the ladies at that time

wore on their petticoats, excited mightily
the indignation of the preachers ; and tliey

affirmed that such vanity would provoke
God's vengeance, not only against these

foolish women, but against the whole

realm.

Marv, whose age, condition, and educa-

tion invited her to cheerfulness, was

curbed in all amusements by the absurd

severity of these reformers
;

and she

found every moment reason to regret

leaving that country, from whose manners

she had in her early youth received the

first impressions. Her two uncles, the

duke of Aumale, and the grand prior.

with the other French nobility, soon took

leave of her : the marquis of Eiboeuf re-

mained some time longer ; but after his

departure, she was left to the society of

her own subjects ;
men unacquainted with

the pleasures of conversation, ignorant of

arts and civility, and corrupted beyond
their usual rusticity, by a dismal fana-

ticism. Though Mary liad made no at-

tempt to restore the ancient religion, her

popery was a sufficient crime : though her

behaviour was hitherto irreproachable, and

her manners sweet and engaging, her

gaiety and ease were interpreted as signs of

dissolute vanity : and to the harsh and

preposterous usage which this princess

met with, may, in part be ascribed those

errors of her subsequent conduct, which

seemed so little of a piece with the gene-

ral tenor of her character.

There happened to the marquis of Ei-

boeuf, before his departure, an adventure,

which, though frivolous, might enable him

to give Mary's friends in France a melan-

cholv idea of her situation. This noble-

man[ with the earl of Bothwell and some

other vonng courtiers, had been engaged,

after a" debauch, to pay a visit to a woman
VOL. I. 10 A

called Alison Craig, wire was known to be

liberal of her favours ; ai'.d because tliev

were denied adinittaiicc, they broke the

windows, thrust open the door, and com-
mitted some disorders in searching for the

damsel. It happened, that the assembly
of the church was sitting at that time,
and they took the matter under their

cognisance. In conjunction with several

of the
no!)ility, they jjiesented an address

to the cpieen, '.vhicli was introduced with
this awful prelude ;

— ' To the (pieen's ma-

jesty, and to her secret and great council,
her grace's faithful and obedient subjects,
the professors of Christ Jesus's holycvan-
gil, with the spirit of righteous judgment.'
The tenor of the petition was, that the

fear of God, the duty which they owed to

her grace, and the terrible tlircatenings
denounced by God against every city or

country where horrible crimes were openlv
conunitted, compelled them to demand the

stveie punishment of such as had done
what in them lay to kindle the wrath ol

God a'^ainst the whole realm : that the

iniquity of which they complained was so

heinous and .so horrible, that they should

esteem themselves accomplices in it, if

they had been engaged by woildly fear, or

servile complaisance, to pass it over: that

as they owed her grace obedience, so were

they entitled to recpiire of her, in return,

the sharp and condign punishment of this

enormity, which, they repeated it, might
drawdown the vengeance of God on the

whole kingdom : and that they maintained

it to be her duty to lay aside all private

affections, towards the actors in so heinous

a crime, and without delay bring them

to a trial, and inflict the severest penalties

on them. The queen gave a gracious re-

ception to this peremptory address
;

but

because she jjiobably thought tiiat break-

ing the windows of a brothel merited not

such severe reprehension, she only replied,

that her uncle was a stranger, and that he

was attended by a young comi)any ; but

she would ]iut such order to him and to

all others, that her subjects should hence-

forth have no reason to complain. Her

passing over this incident so slightly was

the source of great discontent, and was

regarded as a proof of the most profligate
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intiieeari jcoinmerce with the earl of Arran, who, on

areformi. accouot of his great zeal for the reforma-

tion, was without scruple indulged in that

enormity.
Some of the populace of Edinburgh broke

into the queen's chapel during her ab-

sence, and committed outrages ; for which

two of them were indicted, and it was in-

tended to bring them to trial. Knox
wrote circular letters to the most consider-

able zealots of the party, and charged
them to appear in town, and protect their

brethren. The holy sacraments, he there

said, are abused by profane papists ; the

mass has been said ; and in worshipping
that idol, the priests have omitted no

ceremony, not even the conjuring of their

accursed w^ater, that had ever been prac-
tised in the time of the greatest blindness.

These violent measures for opposing justice
were little short of rebellion, and Knox was

summoned before the council to answer

for his offence. The courage of the man
was equal to his insolence.* He scrupled
not to tell the queen, that the pestilent

papists, who had inflamed her against
these holy men, were the sons of the

devil
; and must therefore obey the direc-

tions of their father, who had been a liar

and a manslayer from the beginning.
The matter ended with a full acquittal of

Knox. Randolph, the Enghsh ambassa-

dor in Scotland, had reason to write to

Cecil, speaking of the Scottish nation
;

—
'

I think marvelously of the wisdom of

God, that gave this unruly, inconstant,
and cumbersome people no more power
nor substance, for they would otherwise

run W'ild.'

The reformed clergy in Scotland had at

that time a very natural reason for their

ill humour
; namely, the poverty, or

rather beggary, to which thev were re-

duced. The nobility and gentry had at

first laid their hands on all the property
of the regular clergy, -ftdthout making any
provision for the friars and nuns, whom
they turned out of their possessions : the

* His courage, however, was sustained by liis

knowledge of the fact, that those who were his

(judges were as hostile to the catholic religion as
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secular clergy of the catholic communion,

though they lost all ecclesiastical jurisdic

tion, still held some of the temporalities of

their benefices ; and either became laymen
themselves, and converted them into pri-
vate property, or made conveyance of

them at low prices to the nobility, who
tiius enriched themselves by the plunder
of the church. The new teachers had
hitherto subsisted chiefly by the A'oluntary
oblations of the faithful

; and in a poor
country, divided in religious sentiments

this establishment was very precarious

Repeated applications were made for a

legal settlement of the preachers ; and

though almost everything in the kingdom
was governed by their caprice, it was with

difficulty that their request was at last

complied with. The fanatical spirit which

they indulged, and their industry in de-

crying the principles and practices of the

Roman communion, which placed such
merit in enriching the clergy, proved now
a very sensible obstacle to their acquisi-
tions. The convention, however, passed
a vote, by which they divided all the eccle-

siastical benefices into twenty-one shares :

they assigned fourteen to the ancient pos-
sessors : of the remaining seven thev

granted three to the crown
; and if that

were found to answer the public expenses,

they bestowed the overplus on the re-

formed ministers. The queen was em-

powered to levy all the seven
; and it was

ordained that she should afterwards pay
to the clergy what should be judged to

suffice for their maintenance. The neces-

sities of the crown, the rapacity of the

courtiers, and the small affection which

Mary bore to the protestant ecclesiastics,

rendered their revenues contemptible as

well as uncertain ; and the preachers, find

ing that they could not rival the gentry, cr

even the middling rank of men, in opu-
lence, were necessitated to betake them-
selves to other expedients for supporting
their authority. They affected a furious zeal

for religion, morose manners, a vulgar and

familiar, yet mysterious cant
; and though

the liberality of subsequent princes put

himself, consequently the peril to which he exposed
himself was not very great.

—Ed.
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them afterwards on a better tootiiii:; -.vith

regard to revenue, and therebv correc-ted

in some degree those bad habits ; it iiuist

be confessed, that, while many advantages
attend presbyterian government, these in-

conveniences are not easily separated Irom
the genius of that ecclesiastical polity.
The queen of Scots, destitute of all force,

possessing a narrow revenue, surrounded
with a factious, turbulent nobility, a

bigoted ])Cople, and insolent ecclesiastics,

soon touiid that her only expedient for

maintaining tran(piillity was to preserve a

good correspondence with Elizabeth, who
had acquired such authority over all these

ranks of men. Soon after her arrival in

Scotland, secretary Lidington was sent to

London in order to pay her compliments
to the queen, and express her desire of

friendship and a good correspondence ;

and he received a commission from her,

as w^ell as from the nobility of Scotland,
to demand, as a means of cementing this

friendship, that Mary should, by act of

parliament or by proclamation, (for the

ditierence between these securities was
not then deemed very considerable) be

declared successor to the ciown. No re-

quest could be more unreasonable, or made
at a more improper juncture. The queen

replied, that Mary had once discovered

her intention not to wait for the suc-

cession, but had openly assumed the title

of queen of England, and had pretended
a superior right to her throne : that

though her ambassadors, and those of

her husband, had signed a treaty, in

which they renounced that claim, and

promised satisfaction for so great an indig-

nity ; she was so intoxicated with this

imaginary right, that she had rejected the

most earnest solicitations, and even, as

some endeavoured to persuade her, had in-

curred some danger in crossing the seas,

rather than ratify that equitable treaty:
that her partisans every where had still

the assurance to insist on her title, and

had presumed to talk of her own birth

as illegitimate : that while affairs were on

this footing ;
while a claim thus openly

made, so far from being openly renounced,

was only suspended ;
it would in her

be the most egregious imprudence to
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fortify the hands of a pretender to the! •"*'"'

"•'""f"II,.,', I loitrvncth-
crown, by declaring her the successor:
that no expedient could be wor.se ima-

gined for cementing friendship than such
a declaration

; and kings were often found
to bear no good will to tiieir successors,
even though tiieir own children

; much
more wlien such cause of disgust and

jealousy bad already been ^iven, on the

part of Mary : that though she was willing,
from the amity which she bore her kins-

woman, to ascribe her former pretensions
to the advice of others

; her present re-

fusal to relinquish them was a i)ioof that

she still barijoured some dangerous designs

against her : that it was the nature of all

men to be disgusted with the present, to

think their services ill rewarded, to ex-

pect a better rccom])cnse from the suc-

cessor ; and she should esteem her.self

scarcely half a sovereign over the Enuilish,

if they saw her declare her heir, and arm her

rival with authority against her own repose
and safety : that she was ac(|uainted with

the present divisions in religion ; she was
not ignorant that the same party, which

expected great favour during the reign of

Mary, did also imagine that the title of

tiiat jirincess was superior to her own
that for her part, she was determined to

live and die (pieen of England ;
and after

her death, it was the business of others

to determine who had the best pretensions,
either bv the laws, or by the right of

blood, to the succession : that she hoped
the claim of the queen of Scots would
then be found solid

; and considerini: the

injury which she herself had received, it

was sufficient indulgence, if she promised,
in the mean time, to do nothing which mT,^, to do

might weaken or invalidate it: and that Xcj"'''"'

Mary, if her title were really preferable, (a ^^"'y'»

point which, for her own part, she had

never inquired into) possessed all advan-

tages above her rivals; who, destitute both

of all support by friends,would only expose',

themselves to inevitable ruin, by advanc-i

ing any weak, or even doubtful pretensions.

These views of the (jueen were so ])ru-

dent and judicious, that there was no like-

lihood of her ever departing irom them :

but that she mi^ht put the matter to a

fuller proof, she ofl'ered to explain the
831
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words of the treaty of Edinburgh, so as to

leave no susprcion of their excluding

Mary's riglit of succession ;
and in this

form she a^•ain required her to ratify that

treaty. Matters at last came to this issue;

that Mary agreed to the proposal, and

offered to renounce all present pretensions

to the crown of England, provided Eliza-

beth would agree to declare her the sue-

cessor, but such was the jealous character

of this latter princess, that she never

would consent to strengthen the interest

and authority of any claimant, by fixing

the succession. Mary's proposal, how-

ever, bore so specious an appearance of

equity and justice, that Elizabeth, sensible

that reason would, by superficial thinkers,

be deemed to lie entirely on that side,

made no more mention of the matter ; and

though farther concessions were never

made by either princess, they put on all

the appearances of a cordial reconciliation

and friendship with each other.

WISE GOVERNMENT OF ELIZA-
BETH.

The queen observed, that, even without

her interposition, Mary was sufficiently

depressed by the mutinous conduct of her

own subjects ;
and instead of giving Scot-

land, for the present, any disturbance, she

employed herself, more usefully and lau-

dably, in regulating the affairs of her own

kingdom, and promoting the happiness of

her people. She made some progress in

paying those great debts which lay on the

crown
;
she regulated the coin, which had

been much debased by her predecessors ;*

* The coin having been deteriorated, it was the

advice of Sir Thomas Gresham among other things to

effect a reform in this particular. A letter addressed

to Elizabeth shortly after her accession, closed thus :

"An it please your Majestle to restore this your
reallme into such estate as heretofore it hath bene,—First, your hyghnes hath none other wayes, butt,

when time and opertunyty serveth, to bringe your
base mony into fine, of xi ounces fine. And so,

gowlde, after the rate.
"
Secondly, nott to restore the Still-yarde to their

usorped privelidge.
"
Thirdly, to grant as few licences as you can.

"
Fourthly, to come in as small debt as you can

beyond seas.
"

Fiftly, to keep your credit
;
and specially with

she furnished her arsenals with great

quantities of arms from Germany and
other places ; engaged her nobility and

gentry to imitate her example in this par-
ticular

; introduced into the kingdom the

art of making gunpowder and brass

cannon ; fortified her frontiers on the side

of Scotland ; made frequent reviews of the

militia ; encouraged agriculture, by allow

ing a free exportation of corn : promoted
trade and navigation ; and so much in-

creased the shipping of her kingdom, both

by building vessels of force herself, and

suggesting the undertakings to the mer-

chants, that she was justly styled the

restorer of naval glory, and the queen of

the northern seas. The natural frugality
of her temper, so far from incapacitating
her from these great enterprises, only en-

abled her to execute them with greater

certainty and success
;
and all the world

saw in her conduct the happy effects of a

vigorous perseverance in judicious and
well-concerted projects.

It is easy to imagine, that so great a

princess would receive proposals of mar-

riage from every one that had likeli-

hood of succeeding : and though she had
made some public declarations in favour of

a single life, few behoved that she would

persevere in that resolution. The arch-

duke Charles, second son of the emperor,
as well as Casimir, son of the elector pala-

tine, made applications to her; and as

this latter prince professed the reformed

religion, he thought himself on that ac-

count better entitled to succeed. Eric,

king of Sweden,! and Adolph duke of
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your owne marchants
; for it is they [who] must

stand by you, at all eventes in j'our necessity."
Lives of the Gresham Professors.

f In this year her former suitor, now on the

throne of Sweden, renewed his application, sending
his brother, John duke of Finland. This royal

person made a favourable impression on some of

Elizabeth's courtiers. By Sir Ralph Sadler he was
described as "

courteous, liberal, and well spoken in

the Latin tongue." There is in the State-Paper
office a letter from Sir Henry Knolles, who was

appointed to receive the prince. His account of

what passed on the occasion is interesting. The

following is a copy of the letter above mentioned—
"Syr, "1559.

" At seven of the clocke yn the mornyng, thys
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Arranis views, to oecouie suitoFS
;
and tlie earl ol

rXda, Arran, heir to the crown of Scotland, was
. huskina iby the states of that kinirdoni reconi-

mended to her. Even some of her own
subjects, thou^:h they did not openly de-

clare their pretensions, entertained hopes
of success. The carl of Arundel, a person

declining in years, but descended from
an ancient and noble family, as well as

possessed of great riches, flattered him.self

with this prospect ;
as did also Sir Wil-

liam Pickering, a man much esteemed for

his personal merit. But ihe person most

likely to succeed, was a younger son of the

late duke of Northumberland, lord Robert

Dudley, who, by means of his exterior

qualities, joined to address and flatterv,

had become her declared favourite, and had

great influence in all her counsels. The
less worthy he appeared of this distinction,

the more was his great favour ascribed to

some violent affection, which could thus

seduce the judgment of this penetrating

princess ; and men long expected that he

would obtain the preference above princes
and monarchs : but the queen gave all

these suitors a gentle refusal, which still

encouraged their pursuit ; and she thought

day, y came unto Harwyche : and at 9 of the

clocke, after y had taryed together with Sir

Thomas Smythe yn the Dukes hall more than halff

an howre, y was admitted unto the Duke's presens ;

who, syttyng yn a chayre withowt movyng hynisclfF,

offered me hys hande,—as yt semed by the maner of

the holdyng theroff, to kysse. But y that had bene

other^vyse brought up then to kysse the hand of ony

subject, other than of the parentage of my natural!

prynce, after y had with reverens kyssed myn owne
hande y joyned my hand with hys, accordyng to the

maner of thys owr natyve countrc. The Queen's

messag he receaved very thankfully, but her ma-

jeste's lettres he loked not on at that present ;

only he sayd he wolde take a tyme to deliberat, and

then make me furder answer. All that y spake j-n

declaring how moche the Quene's hyghnes rejoysed
on hys behalff that he had escaped the perylls of the

seas, and was now saffly arryved wythin her Ma-

geste's realme, he ynterrupted yt even as co[urtly]
lovers doe

; applyeng yt altogether for a testymony
of the Quene's good ynclynatyon towardes the lyk-

yng of hys Embassade : wheryn he taryed so moche,

that y was marveylously perplexyd, feryng lest that

upon occasyon of my wordes, he wolde take holde

towardes a promyse of some ynconvenyency. Wlier-

for, after he had ended hj's tale, y said that yt was

the maner, not only of the Queue's hyghnes that
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that she should the better attach them to'

her interests if they were still allow id
toj

entertain ho])es. It is also probable that'

this [loliey was not entirely free from a,

mixture of female coquetry; and that,

though she was determined never to share
her power with any man, she was not dis-

pleased with the solicitation, and i)rofis-
sions of love, which the desire of acquiring
so valuable a prize procured her from all

quarters.
What is most singular in the conduct of

Elizabeth, is, that though she determined
never to have any heir of her own body,
she was not only very averse to fix anv
successor to the crown

; but seems also to

have resolved, as far as it lay in her power,
that no one who had pretensions to the

succession should ever have any heirs or

successors. If the exclusion given by the

will of Henry VIII. to the ])ostfrity of Mar-'

garet queen of Scotland was allowed to be

valid, the right to the crown devolved on the

house of Suffolk
;
and the lady Catherine

Gray, younger sister to the lady Jane, was
now the heir of that family. This ladv

had been married to lord Herbert, son of

the earl of Pembroke ; but having been

divorced, she made a private marriage with

now ys, but aUso of all her Magcsty's progenytors,
at wliat t)Tne ony noble prynce, suche as he was,
came hether to see other the realme or thc)T pcr-
sonne, allways to receive tlicm most thankfully ;

and to omytt no m.inerof curlcysy, or favor, whcrby
they myght ether doe them honor, or shew them ony
pleasure. Whereunto when he rcplyed nothyng, I

toke my leave of him for that tyme. After diner,

my lorde of O.^forde had hym forth on hawking, and
shewed h)Tn great sporte, kyllyng yn hys syght both

faysant and partrych ; wheryn he semed to take

great pleasure. Towardes nyght, as he came home-
wardes, y was so bolde to enqwyre of him whether

yt wolde please hym to use my servyrc ony longer
here ; or otherwyse, yn case y sbolde retorne,
whether hys pleasure were y sholde say ony thyng
on hys behelff unto the Queue's Magesty ? He
answered that he entended to wrytc unto her hygh-
nes; and what tyme he delyvcred me hys letters y
sholde knowe furder what to

."say. Afterwards, yn
talkeof hys rcmovj-ing towardes London, y was very

desyrous (by rayson of the doubtfulnes that he kept!
all men yn so long tyme), to know when he entended
to take hys jomy that way. Wherunto he answered

that, by rayson hys horse [s] were ympayred throughe
the noysomnes of the seas, t hey were not jet able to

serve hym ;
but after 4 or 5 days he thought he

sholde be redy to goc."
—Ed.
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the earl of Hertford, son of the protector ;

and her liusband soon after travelled into

France. In a little time she appeared to

be pregnant, which so enraged Elizabeth,

that she threw her into the tower, and

summoned Hertford to appear, to answer

for his misdemeanour. He made no

scruple of acknowledging the marriage,
which was entirely suitable to both parties ;

and for this offence he was also committed

to the tower. Elizabeth's severity stopped
not here : she issued a commission to en-

quire into the matter
;
and as Hertford

could not, within the time limited, prove
the nuptials by witnesses, the commerce
between him and his consort was declared

unlawful, and their posterity illegitimate.

They were still detained in custody ;* but

by bribing their keepers, they found means
to have farther intercourse

;
and another

child appeared to be the fruit of their com-
merce. This was a fresh source of vexation

to the queen, who made a fine of fifteen

thousand pounds be set on Hertford by
the star-chamber, and ordered his confine-

ment thenceforth to be more rigid. He
lay in this condition for nine years ; till

the death of his wife, by freeing Elizabeth

from all fears, procured him his liberty.
This extreme severity must be accounted

for, either by the unrelenting jealousy of

* Instructions were sent to Sir Edward "Warner,
lieutenant of the Tower, to examine the unfortunate

lady Catherine very closely, with a view to get at the

names of all Avho had been privy to the courtship of
Hertford. Certain underhanded proceedings were
recommended to him in order to induce suspected
parties to confess, as it was stated to be certain,

the queen, who was afraid lest a pretendcr|
to the succession should acquire credit by

having issue ;
or by her mahgnity, which

led her to envy, in others, those natural

pleasures of love and posterity, of which
her own ambition and desire of dominion

made her renounce all prospect for herself.

There happened, about this time, some
other events in the royal family, where
the queen's conduct was more laudable.

Arthur Pole and his brother, nephews to

the late cardinal, and descended from the

duke of Clarence, together with Antony
Fortescue,who had married a sister of these

gentlemen, and some other persons, were

brought to their trial for intending to with

draw into France, with a view of soliciting
succours from the duke of Guise, of re-

turning thence into Wales, and of pro-

claming Mary queen of England, and
Arthur Pole duke of Clarence. They con
fessed the indictment, but asserted, that

they never meant to execute these projects

during the queen's lifetime : they had

only deemed such precautions requisite in

case of her demise, which some pretenders
to judicial astrology had assured them

they might with certainty look for before

the year expired. They were condemned

by the jury, but received a pardon from
the queen's clemency.

that there had been "
great practices and purposes

since the death of the lady Jane." Through being
remiss in this, or in consequence of his not being
sufficiently watchful or severe, in re. ard to Hertford
and his lady. Sir Edward was deprived of his office.

—Ed.
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